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FOREWORD.

first volun^ of the original f dition of this Dictionary was published in 1890

under the editorship of Professor T. E. (later Sir Edward) Thorpe (Professor of

Chemistry in the Normal School of Science and Royal School of Mines, South

Kensington),*yho ejsplained in the preface that the work is " essentially a Dictionary

of Chemistry in its Applications to4he Arts and Manufactures ; hence it deals but

sparingly uith the pwely scientific aspects of Chemistry, unless these have some direct

and immediate bearing uponffie business of the iecbwkgisl" The first edition occupied

three volumes; the second and third editions, in five and seven volumes respectively,

were also edited by Sir Edward Thorpe, but the third edition was still in course of

publication at the time of his death in 1925. Seven years after its completion this

edition was broughtwip to date by the publication, in 1934-36, of two supplementary

volumes, together with a glossary and iiulex. These were jointly edited by Professor

J. F. (later Sir Jocelyn) Thorpe (Professor *f Organic Chemistry and Director of

Organic Chemistry Laboratories, Royal College of Science, Imperial College of

Science aiurTechnology, South Kensington) and Dr. Martha A. Whiteley (Assistant

Professor of Organic Chemistry at the same college), thus maintaining the association

of the Dictionary with the Chemistry Stafi of the Royal College of Science.

The publication of <i supplement was in itself insufficient to keep the Dictionary

in line with the modern trend of applied chemistry, for She last one or two decades

have shown clearly that pure science and technology, so tacitly distinguished in

Sir Edward Thorpe's original preface, cannot be divorced. This changed attitude

is reflected in the present edition of the Dictionary, of which Volumes I to VI in-

clusive have now been published under the above editorship. * This edition is wider

in scope than the preceding ones, and is intended to be a general work of reference

for all who are concerned with various branches of chemistry and chemical industry.

The death of Sir Jocelyn Thorpe again made new editorial arrangements necessary.

In order to maintain a balance between the various branches of chemical science an

Editorial Board has been formed, comprising Professor Sir Ian M. Heilbron (Professor

of Organu^Chemistty and Director of the Laboratories ithr Organic Chemistry at the

Imperial College) (Chairman), Dr. H. J. Emeleus (Professor of Inorganic Chemistry

in the University of Cambridge), Professor H. W. Melville (Professor of Chemistry in

the University of Aberdeen), and Professor A. R. Todd (Professor of Organic

Cheijy«try in the University of Cambridge). This Board will determine the general

editorial policy in conjunction with the publishers. Dr. Whiteley continues as

Editor, and Dr. A. J. E. Welch (Lecturer in Inorganic Chemistry at the Imperial

College) becomes Assistant Editor.

It is proposed to complete the current edition with seven further volumes, which

it is hoped to publish at yearly intervals. Although the Board, do not consider any

major modification is called for in the general character of the work, they are of the

opinion that certain changes in the scope of the articles will enhance its value.
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Nowadays a great and growing part of applied chemistry involves a fundamental

knowledge of physical chemistry. It is, therefore, felt desirable to increase 'he

proportion of articles in this field. In the view of the Board this important addition

can be achieved wi Jiout increase in the number of volumes by the judicious election

of the subject mattv r, and the pruning of historical material. Twenty articles on

physico-chemical subjects are included in this volume ^nd, so far as is possible,

other articles in this category, supplementing those which have appeared in

Volumes I to V, will be included in later volumes under modified titles.

Each subsequent volume will contain an index. An index of the first six volumes

is included in the present volume : this has been prepared by Dr. J. N. Goldsmith,

to whom thanks are due also for valuable assistance in proof-reading.

The editorial work of the Dictionary continues to be carried on in Cambridge,

and grateful acknowledgment is made to the Management Committee of the

University Chemical Laboratprya for the accommodation and library facilities

afforded for this purpose.

M. A. WHITELEY.

CAMBRIDGE,

February, 1943.
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Italicised words in inverted commas may be registered trade names.



ERRATA.

(An asterisk indicates that lines are counted from the bottom of the page: In counting lines
space occupied by chemical or mathematical formulae, or by tabular matter, is ignored.)

Vol. Page Line For Bead

I xiv 14 AFRIDOL AFWILLITE

1 13a 27 naj>hthaldchyde-acid naphthalic acid

I 1206 31* C O O H C H 2 ( N H 3 ) 8 C I C O O H C H 2 NMe3CI

I 181a 33 1929,17,241 1929,77,241

I 199a Sb Curtois Courtois

T 203a 4 Colin and Ricard Ricard

I 205o 27 "Celatine" "Celatene"

I 242c 1 "enantiomorphic** " enantiotropic"

[ 263a 10 ALQUIFON ALQUIFOU

I 298c % ESJARTO this Vol., 199a

I 3296 10* Timmermanns Timmermans

I 336d 32*, 31* Voigtlander Voigtlaender

I 370a 12 Delete (v. Chromium)

I 468c 5 -arsanilite -areanilate

I 4g7a 12,13 Delete ARTHOFORM (new and old) v. ANESTHETICS

I 497d 30* BALSAMS this Vol., 616(2

I 499c 7 "aminatos" "amiantos"

I 550a 14 A U S T E N I T E A U S T R A L E N E

I 550a 30 Delete A U S T R O C A M PHEN E I / .CAMPHENE

I 582c (below U) R-N:N#N^R-N <- N| N RN:N«-N^'RN «-IM : N

I 630a 13 thiobarbi- thiobarbituric

I 662d 7* Delete BEET-ROOT GUM v. GUMS.

I

I

II

II

II

II

II

II

686(2

686d

16

U

266

35c

181a

269d

(above 16*) CH

(bottom)

5*

16*

31*

7

33

7*

4H—CH • NMe 3 -O

11 1 1
^ CCH2CH CO

CH

CH|j///^|C«CO
1

Me3N O

scale

An induline

COLOURING MATTERS

Larded

isoButyryl

C,,H25O2Ac

NH—CH N-Me.—OCH 1 1 1
^N CCH2CH CO

CH

CH|j^Nc-CO

CHI ^JCH 1
MeN O

shale

A triphenylmethane

DYESTUFFS

Lftfderello

tioButyric

C81HMO2Ac
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Vol.

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

III

III

IT

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

V

V

V

V

V

Page

U2c

455a*

520a

520a

529c

5336

564c

6676

6(2

50d

5(2

8c

29c

191c

241c

249(2

316a

325c

358a

3616

3666

373a

4876

499c

575a

590a

vii

806c

327a1

519c

588

Line

14

15*

23

34

(Formula A.)

1*

5

6*

7*, 6*

16*

17*

9

35

23

25-27

15*

1

9

17

33*

3*

30

28*

20

13

17

14

33

24*

11

(Fig. 33, title)

ERRATA

For

Niger

oxide

azulene (q.v.)

azulene

CH2

HOOH M/^sS

Polayni

Delete carbonate,

1935

scale suffices

essential

METHYLPHENYL.
METHANE

Lovery

cresol

jj-phenylenediamine

Delete For this reason, these
been authorised for use

flushed

oxyza

cryptograms

230

H(CO)3(NEt)2

EO-OH

Durrano

Grison

317

2

FakU

Brook

303?

FORMOMONETIN

S E S A M I N E

DAMP

Read

viriais

acid£

chamaziUene

chamazulene

CH2

Polanyi

1933

scale. The accuracy suffices

essentially

METHYLDIPHENYL-
METHANE

Lovecy

creosol

w-phenylenediamine

forms of dynamite have not
in England.

flashed

oryzss

cryptogams

320

NH(CO) 3(NEt) 8

E t O O H

Durrant

Orison

517

11

Fahis

Brock

303a

FORMONOr'ETIN

SESAME

LAMP
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GLAUBERITE (».-Vol. I I , 233c).
GLAUCANIC ACID( V . Vdl. V, 566).
G L AUCIC AC ID tVt Vol. V, 56b).
GLAUCINE, C2IH2SO4N, occurs in several

plants of the Pupuveracca? and FiimiiriacesB
femiliea. It was first isolated from Qiaudum
luteum by Probst {Annalen, 1839, 31, 241) and
from the same plant along with protopine by
R. Fischer (Arch. Pharm. 1901, 239, 426).
Since then glaucine h:ia been isolated from
Corydalis tuberosa (Gadamer, ibid. 1911, 249,
25:4), Dicznlra eximia, D. formosa and D.
oregana (Manske, Canad. J. Res, 1933, 8, 592:
1 tm, 10,521,7155; 1937; 15, B, 274). Ordinary

' glaucine is dextrorotatory; Go (J. Pharm. Soc.
Japan, 193t), 50, 122 or Cheni. Zentr. 1931, I,
"1)1} claims to have obtained l-glaucine from a
Korean corydalis.

Extraction of glaucife from Glaucium luteum,
see Barger and Silberschmidt, J.C.S. 1928, 2923.
The base was first prepared in a pure state and
characterised by II. Fischer (IA). It crystallises
in colourless rhombic prisms or bundles of
needles, m.p. 119-120°, [<.]D+mo (in EtOH).
The base is soluble in the usual organic solvents,
as a non-phenolic aporphine ba;A (for definition,
fee Gadamer et al., Arch. Pharm. 1925, 283, 81);
it is also soluble in light petroleum. The salts
are crystalline, although they may precipitate as
jellies (especially the hydroehloride). Apart from
its natural source, gluurine has beqn obtained

, l r o m laurotetani «e. N •vietkyllauTOtetani-iic, boldine.
and glaucentrine by methylation (Barger and
'SiJljerschmidt,?c.; Spath*and Straubal, Ber.
1828, 61 [B], 2398; Spatb and Suominen, ibid.

» Li*], 1344; Warnat, ibid. 1925, 58 [B],
Hid. 192fi, 59 [B], 85).

,. -Jcine has been synthesised by Gadamer
t. c . pnarm? 1911, 249, 680) by treating a
u-iazotisedSolution of aminolaudanosine (I) with
t ^ P P r p o w d p r . w h e » |jlifii.i)itlirfno-N-methyU
^ranydropapaverine (U), identical with (B-glati

*"-- formed (see also PBohorr, Ber. 1904,

CH, NMe

J M^P

I I .

Like all racemic aporphine basca, rf/-glaucine can
easily bo resolved into the optically active com-
pounds by means of the d- and /-tartaric acids.

Glaucidine, m.p. 238-239° (decomp. starting
at 209-210°) has been isolated from Papavtr
orientate (Klee, Arch. Pharm. 1914, 252, 274); it
is believed to be closely related to glaucine.

Glaucentrine, C17H13N(OH)(OMe)3, m.p.
148° has been isoteted from Dicentra eximia
(Manske, Canad. J. Res. 1938, 16, 81). By
methylation with diazomethane glaueine ia ob-
tained. Glaucine is said to induce narcosis ac-
companied by some tetanising action.

Schl.
GLAUCOBILIN (v. Vol. T, 691c).
GLAUCONIC AC I'D (v. Vol. V, 566). •
GLAUCONITE. [Okmeonk, Fr.; % « -

konit, Ger.) Hydrated silicate of iron, potas-
sium, etc., of variable composition, found as
small rounded graina in sedimentary rocks. It
was named in 1828, from yXavws, bluish-green,
on account of its characteristic colour, which is
of various shades of dark green. The typical
occurrence of the-^nineral ia the Gnensand
formation {below the Chalk) of tho Cretaceous
system, but it is also met with in sands, sand-
stones, marls and limestones of all ages from
the Cambrian, and is forming at the present
day on the floor of the ocean. The granules
measure about J to 1 mm. in diameter. Under
the microscope they show a clear green or
yellowish-green, slightly pleojhroic and bire-
fringent material embedded m a network of
black, optically isotropic, organic matter, the

r having the composition of humic acid.
The mineral is decomposed by hot concentrated
hydrochloric acid, and beforathe blowpipe it is
fusible with difficulty to a black magnetic slag.

Analysis I is of graina isolated from a cal-
IUB sandstone in the Upper Greenland at

W o o d b n x n , C a m c k f e r g n * , C o . A n t r i m '.\. I1,
ins. QML Mag. 1895). II, from the Cam-

bridge (Jrrcnsand (G. D. Liveing, Geol. Mag.
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1866). I l l gives the extreme values shown in
ten analyses of glauconite grains isolated from
Eocene, Cretaceous, and Jurassic sandstones
and from Lower Silurian limestone from various
Russian localities; sp.gr. 2-40-2-87, varying
like the colour—yellowish-green and dark green
—with the percentage of iron (K. D. Glinka,
189(5). IV, grains forming 83% of a sandy
deposit dredged at a depth of 556 fathoms from
the Pacific off Panama (W. A. Caspari, Proc
Roy. Soc. Edin. 1910, 30, 364). V, similar
material dredged at 110 fathoms from the Agul
has Bank, South Africa (W. A. Caspari, J.&).
Numerous analyses of glauconite are quoted by
C. K. Leith, Monographs, U.S. Geol. Survey,
1903,53,240. Analyses of Swedish glauconites,
by N. Sahlbom, Bull. Geol. Inst. Univ. Upsa
1916, 15, 211; A. Hadding, Lunds Univ.
Arsskrift, 1932, 28, No. 2.

S I O 8 . .
AI2O3

&°'.
MgO
CaO .
Na2O
K 2O.
H;O.

I.

40-00
1300
16-81
10-17

1-97
1-97
216
8*21
619

100-48

II.

5109
900

19-54
3-37
0-30
3-56
2-47

10-80

100-13

III.

Slin.

4102
5-84
8-17
1-32
0-69
—
0-30
5-74
4-45

—

Max.

52-96
22-19
23-43
5-95
411
8-37
0-98
9-54
7-88

—

IV.

4912
709

25-95
0-8f
310

702
712

100-29

V.

5115*
7-61

18-83
2-78

c4-54
__
__
7-80
7-56

100-27

The chemical composition has been discussed
and a variety of formulae deduced by A. F.
Hallimond, Min. Mag. 1922, 19, 330; C. S.
Ross, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1926, 69, art. 2;
H. Schneider, J. Geol. 1928, 13, 589; A. Had-
ding, I.e.; J. W. Gruner, Amer. Min. 1935,
20, 699; K. Smulikowski, Arch. Min. Soc. Sci.
Varsovie, 1936, 12, 145. Closely allied to
glauconite are the minerals celadonite (green-
earth) and greenalite (this vol., p. 135<£).

The Greensand of England, consisting mainly
of sandy beds with quartz grains intermixed
with glauconite, is developed in the Wealden
area, the Isle of Wight, and extends from Berk-
shire and Oxfordshire to Norfolk and Lincoln-
shire. Some of the limonitic iron-ores of these
districts may possibly, likr those of the Lake
Superior region, have been derived by the
alteration of glauconite. The same formation
has also a wide distribution on the Continent.
In America, greensand and glauconitic marls of
Cretaceous and Tertiary age are developed in
New Jersey, Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee.
The glauconite marls of New Jersey contain
K8O 1-54-7-08% with PaO5 019-6-87%, and
have been extensively used in the raw state as
an agricultural dressing (v. Ann. Rep. State
Geologist New Jersey, 1886,1892,1893). Those
from Virginia have been used in the preparation
of commercial fertilisers. Attempts have been
made to extract potash from greensands (U.S.
Geol. Survey, Min. Res. for 1911, 1912, ii, 901).

The frequent association of phosphatic nodules
with glauconite deposits has some bearing on the
origin of glauconite. The terrigenous deposits
of green mud and sand formed on the floor of

the ocean at depths of i'̂ bout <£03 to 1000
fathoms, and found by the' ' Challenger '̂ Ex-
pedition to be of wide distribution, particularly
off continental coast lines composes of igneous
rocks, contain this mineral in considerable
amount. The potash set free by the weath jring
of the felspars < and micas of these rocks and
carried into the sea is conserved by the forma-
tion of glauconite, but apparently only through
organic agencies, which &t the same time give
origin to the phosphatic nodules. Grains of
glauconite are frequently found filling the
chambers of foraminifera and other organisms ;
and in the artificial production of the mineral
the presence of an .organic acid seems to be
essential (W. A. Caspari, I.e.). E. W. Ga'liher
(Bull. Geol. Soc. Alner. 1935, 46, 1351) gives
analyses showing the gradual alteration of
biotite to glauconite in Monterey Bay, Cali-
fornia, and suggests that the alteration is due
to sulphur bacteria in the black mud and alkaline
sea-water.

L. J. S.
GLAZES A N D ^ R I T S . In the ceramic

industry the term u glaze " is intended to con-
vey a vitreous coating fixed by heat on the
underlying pottery body.

Pottery bodies cover a very wide range of
articles made from clay, whicfc when fired give
a hard mass, but, except in the case of clays
which of themselves giye, when fired, a perfectly
vitreous surface,- remain of a porous nature and
readily absorb moisture, and consequently are
unsuited to domestic requirements.' It becomes
necessary, therefore, after the first fire, when the
ware is in what is termed the " biscuit state,"
to affix to it a coating which, on being again
subjected to heat, will render it impermeable
to moisture and impart a smooth and glossy
surface.

The term "glaze," however, while being
understood to refer to this vitreous coating, is
also applied to the mixture of ground materials
used in the compounding of such glaze, and
which mixture may be either in the form of a dry
powder or an emulsion of these materials sus-
pended in water. The terms used for these
two varieties are " dry glaze " and " slop daze "
and these are often supplied to potters by

millers "specially equipped for their manu-
facture. The pottery thus avoid the trouble of
makuig small quantities in their own works.

Glazes broadly may be divided into three
classes, viz., transparent, opaque arid coloured,
but all must fulfil certain conditions, viz.:

(1) Must be sufficiently hard to resist abrasion.
(2) For domestic use should be resistant to the

action of ordinary acids.
(3) Must be sufficiently fusible to adhere firmly

to the body without subjecting this to any undue
risk of warping during fire, but sufficiently in-
fusible to prevent running off the biscuit ware
during the firing of the glaze.

(4) Must have approximately the same co-

n u n v* W»VMWA w*. vuv v n\j

viz., crazing and peeling.
(6) Must hold dissolved, without unsightly

e^rafons, metalhc oxides that have beej
added to impart colour. n
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(6) Must not exGrt too strong a solvent action I * simple calculaticn gives the formula of the
on the colours \$ed in painting and decoration | glaze as PbO : 0-2 AI2O3, 1-75 SiO2. Such

fulfilment of^ difficulties attending the f u l f i l e t
such varied conditions therefore ^necessarily in-
volve much careful study and research work by
tEg} potter, and having regard to the many
varieties of bodies used £nd the conditions
appertaining to the methods* of compounding
both the body and also the glaze, and the
methods of firing, the published recipe* of any
glaze is of v^ry little practical service unless
accompanied by an accurate description of the
body on which it is applied, and the many other
factors involves. Much general information
may, however, be obtained by a knowledge of

glaze would mature at a relatively low tempera-
ture, approximately 900°C.

Generally speaking, the maturing point of a
glaze may be said to be governed by:

(1) The equivalent proportion between acids
and bases.

(2) The proportion of alumina in relation to
the bases and acids.

(3) The ratio between the silica and boric
acid. The higher the silica content of the glaze,
the less fusible it becomes, therefore the modifi-
cation of the proportion of silica in a glaze affords
an easy means of regulating its fusibility.

Expressed in the foregoing manner, the whole
the fundamental principles involved and the I range of glazes in common use fall within the
materials available to produce the desired result. | following limits:

At first sight glass seems to haye some of the
required properties, but when &red on the body
it yields a devitrified mass scarcely sintereda
together. It becomes evident then, that what
is required is something which, while stilhof a
glassy nature, needs additions of other materials
to render it of servi<&. Ordinary flint glass
consists of silica, soda, lime and lead, and using
these materials as a basis of experiment, the
necessary additions and alterations can be made
to bring about the desired result.

The composition of glazes varies within very
wide limits according to the maximum tempera-
ture required to mature them, the duration of
the firing and the nature of the body on which
they are* fired. The -fusion point of a glaze
depends on the nature of the ingredients used
as well as on the relative quantities employed.
All glazes may be looked upon as glasses, and
their fusing points will depend largely on the
ratio of the basic compounds to the acidic
content in the formation of silicates or boro-
silicates and also on the alumina content.

A convenient method of expressing the com
position is in terms of the chemical formula
which shows at a glance the relative molecular
proportions of the different oxides present, the
alumina being kept separate-and the silica and
boric acid being classed as the acidic content.

Usually the bivalent basic oxides are collec-
tively classed as RO, the whole being taken as
one molecular proportion, then the alumina being
placed as intermediary, followed by the acids
(silica and be Y; acid). S«ch method enables easy
comparison of the large number of recipes in
existence which themselves give little indication
of the true properties, and also enables the potter
to see at a glance the possibility of substituting
other materials for th&se called for in the recipe
with tksassurance of maintaining the necessary
equilibrium of the finished glaze. A simple
example will illustrate the application of this
principle.

A Fecipe for a glaze is given as white lead 258,
china clay 52 and flint 81 parts.

Assuming all the materials to be pure and
having the formulae :

Mol. wt.
Wh2telead, Pb(OH)2,2PbCO3 . 7 7 5
China clay, AI2O3,2SiO2,2H2O . 258
Flint, SiO2 60

Common Pottery.
nO: J-5 SiO2 to RO : 3 SiO2

EartXenware, Bone China and Stoneware.
RO: 0-25 AI2O3, 2-5 SiO2

to RO: 0-40 AI2O3, 4-5 SiOs

Porcelain.
RO:0-5 AI2O3, 5 0SiO2

to RO: 1-25 AlaO3, 120 SiO2

with firing temperatures ranging from 900-
l,450°C.

Glazes fall conveniently into four groups
according to composition, viz.:

(1) Alkaline, which are mainly silicates of the
alkalis or of alkalis and lime.

(2) Felspathic, consisting of silica, alumina
and alkalis and containing a large proportion of
felspar or felspathic rock.

(3) Lead, consisting mainly of silicates and
borosilicates, of alkali? and alkaline earths with
some alumina and softened by addition of lead
oxide and boric acid.

(4) Enamels or opaque glazes, which are usually,
of similar composition to lead glazes, but
rendered opaque by the addition of opaojfying
agents such as tin oxide, arsenious oxide,
zirconia, etc.

Alkaline Glazes.—The simplest example of
the first type of glaze, i.e. the alkaline, is the
well-known salt gkize used extensively on stone-
ware, but also formerly applied to earthenware
which, when fii*^, is essentially an alkali-
alumina silicate. It is produced in practice by
the introduction of common salt into the kiln
when the ware is near its vitrifying point. The
vapour of the salt accompanied by steam de-
composes the salt into sodium oxide and hydro-
chloric acid, the former entering into combina-
tion with the silica, alumina and basic com-
pounds of the clay to form, a sodium alumina
glass very rich in silica. A very good salt glaze,
after firing, approximates to the formula :

RO: 0-5 AI2O3, 4*0 to 80 SiO2

As £he salt gives only the #ne constituent, viz.:
Na2O to the RO content, it is evident that the
remainder of the formula must be taken up
from the body.

It is also essential that the body shall possess
the alumina and silica in such a ratio as to give
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the moat stable glaze. Thetbody also mustcor-
tain sufficient fluxing material to become vitreous
at a reasonable heat, for if the body be still
porous when the alkali fumes are introduced in
the kiln, these will bo absorbed by the clay ware
without glazing the surface.

.Much research work has been done with a
view to finding the beat relations between the
constitution of a clay and its ability to form a
good salt glaze. L. E. Barringer (Trana. Amer.
Ceram. Soc. 1902, 4, 211) proves that, contrary
to some expressed opinioas, it ia essential that
the clay shall have a certain alumina-silica ratio
to be capable of giving a good salt glaze. He
gives the analysis of the clay used, and also of
the glaze, taken from h'red specimens of what is
known as a first class salt-glnze product.

SiO,
Clay analysis.

63-11

2-S3H
n 7L!.->

0-970

0-490
0930
0-24
7-81

99-810

corresponding to the formula:

0-050 CaO 1
0-108 MgO 11-00 AlnO3

0034 Na,O fO-06 ?e.z~
IMHJ K,O J

+ 1-95 HjO

and the glaze gave
SiO- 55-475
AI,O3 21-340
Fe,Oa . . . . * . . . 2-640
CaO 3-500
MgO 0-04II
Na,O I7'21O

0080

o

4005 SiO;

. K.,O

correaponding to the formula •

0-812
0-002 lO lS A l a

0-182 CaO [OCMS Fea(
0002 MgO J

100-285

*704 SiOa

RO-0-998

up

• ••d that for the clay, A12O3 is
v^ken ns unity, while in the glaze the sum of
the bases RO is taken as unity, following the
practice usually adopted in ceramic calcula-
tions. This ji.uii. i;l r day is thus set-n to I
an AlaO3; SiOa ratio of iVl•>,.

From further experiment! recorded in the
same work tbe author still got a good suit glaze,
by the addition of free silica to the original clay
upto the ratio AljOjto SiO2 1:10.

Knell (Tonind-Ztg. 1896,- 20, 495) assumed
that the salt vapour attacked a dotble silicate
of alunpinium and iron in the body; the sod'jm
of the salt displaced the iron of thfl o" -.fable
silicate; and the salt glaze remained ieblnd as
a double silicate of aluminium and sodium. The
iron was supposed to be liberated as fe2Ho
chloride which, ii? contact with water vapour
in the oven, was transformed into ferric oxide*
and hydrogen chloride. He gives the reactions
occurring as:
(AIFe)aO3+SiOa+6NaCI

^A INa^O^HS iO^+Fe^ l ,

But £his view meets w!*li little approval, ns the
quantity of iron present in the clay body ex-
posed to the action Sf the salt fumes is too
small to account for the amount of glaze formed.

It is quite evident, however, that the salt
vapour, in attacking the silica and alumina of
the body, will have its effect on the iron
content of the clay according to the amount of
iron present, nnd also to the nature of the firo
just prior to salting, Ca in the event of" this
'•Ming " reducing," the iron will ho reduced to
the ferrous state and give to the finished glaze
a much darker colour than it" an oxidising atmo-
sphere had been maintained throughout tin-
firing and glazing. While suit glazo is mainly
used in the stoneware industry, it is interesting
to note that in the early eighteenth century
much line earthenware of a good white colour
was glazed by this process, but it was cni irely
abandoned with the advent of lend glazes.

The chief advantage of salt glaze is its high
resistance to the act inn ui acids and this property
has led to its extensive use in the manufacture
of articles for the chemical industry.

In applying the Bait glaze the ware is placed
in tbe kiln with the BQrfaces to bo glazed ex-
posed to the kiln atmosphere. When the tem-
perature corresponding to the vitrifying stage
of the day ware is reached and n clear fire main-
tained, a quantity of salt i* thrown In the (ire-
holes ; this decomposes in the kiln with a
Jow-ering of the temperature inside the kiln of
about 100°C. The fires are then fed to restore the
temperature to the desired level and a further
batch of salt introduced; the same procedure
may be repeated three or four times according to
the quantity of salt used in each 8»jplicntion and
the composition of the body. After the last salt
application, the reheating is repeated until the

..» a glaze when embodied in a sSn
and dipped on ilio ware in the usual » • » ? . ?
clay slip made from the same materinl . n
body often the ideal medium Sr m I i °
the salt. A mixture of 7ocl ; l v l , - , ' ?
together and applied cither by ^
ing and Bred t a b t l

y dJmdn^n

ing and Bred to abwt lAr,,
smooth surface. Tins :wi\^\ d£ ™ "to have passed tl,,
rewilta so far obtai
Coloured slips may also
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Feisptathic Glazes.—This type covers the
range uausflly twined Bristol Glazes which are
ofN febpathic type and maturing atfla high
temjWa/ure, I ,'250- L,300DC. They are of two
varitties^-tranaparent and opaque—and mainly
us^d on stoneware and glazed bricks. In this
type a representative formula, for a transparent
glaze would be: (N. D. Wood, Trans. Cerara.

'Sue. 1935, 34, 279) .

0-18 K2O }
0-38 CaO ^0-21 A l .
0-44 ZnoJ

1-95 SiO,

.the raw materials usuallj adopted being felspar,
whiting, zinc oxide, ehinj clay and flint, whereas
the opaque variety is produced by varyiifg the
proportions of the sanftj raw materials and
adding an opacifying agent such as tin oxide,
zirconia, arseuious oxide, bona fish, etc. Such
glazes approximate to the formula:

j

0-50 ,
0-40 ZnO y 0-50 ALO,, 3oO SiO,
0 10 CaOj »

Dheso glazes possess the advantage of elf
ness, no i'rittijij: being required, but they do not
give a very brilliant surface, so that for the better
classes of stoneware (domestic and art ware) a

•Fritted icadless-glnze is usually adopted with the
approximate formula as follows :

Frit
0-14

a 3ol ;
009 CaC* f °'41

0-67 ZnO J •

Glaze containing 3% of above frit

0157 K2O
OOilU Na.,O
0537 Ca6 } 0-567 A L O ,
0133 BaO '
0082 ZnO

r2ol SiO.,3 BA

r-J-025 j
37 B,O3

1.0-053 SnO?

A folspathie glaze, as used in the production of
hard porcelain, both Continental and English,
with which the body is first fired at a low tempera-
ture, about SO0°C.. ami then glazed, and fired at
a very high temperature (l,45O-l,55O°C0, would
approximate to the formula:

0*8
S i O »

The third <;rmip of glazes comprises those con-
sisting mainly of tiilicates and boro-silicates with
sucue alumina and softened by the addition of
lead oxide; such include all ordinary English
earthenware transparent glaze and also moat
of the English porcelains.

The1 best glazes in this group approximate to
the formula i

0-30 KNaOl
0-40 CaO
0-30 *>bO J

18 AlaO3
/2-,10-3-C
\0-40 B,,

00 SiO,

and give a good clear transparent glaze when
fired to about l,150°C.

ese glazes are visually compounded from a
frit consisting of borax, whiting, Hint, felspar
and china flay, to which is added on grinding
white lead, felspar or Cornish atone, china clay
and flint.

A typical example of such a glaze, is :

Frit
Borax 37-7
Whiting 18-8
Cornish stone 18-8
Flint 18-8
China clay 56

Glaze

Frit . . .
Cornish stone
1'lint . . .
Wb?te load

giving formula:

Frtf
• 0-370 KNaOl Q .„ .. Q

Glaze.
0-30
(M0 CaO
0-30 PbO

V 0-30 A1,O3

j

FRITTKIO.—The, limitations of raw glozea
are so great by reason of the small number
of materials available that in order tq widen the
field it is essential to resort to the process of
fritting which accomplishes threo objects;

(1) Makes a soluble substance insoluble.
(2) Drives out volatile and useless substances

in the original materials which otherwise would
have to be done when the glaze is on the surface
of the ware.

(3) Enables small amounts of colouring oxide*
to be introduced into a glaze which if brought
in as the raw oxides would not be disseminated
evenly in the whole moss of glaze.

Certain rules should be observed in fritting:
(1) The ratio between acids and bases in the

frit should hi> wituin the range of easy fusion,
i.e. the acid molecules should not fall below
the hu.se molecules nor exceed them three times.
The low limit is exemplified by the formula:

SiOt

and the high limit by

0-3 KaO
0-4 CaO

0-1 AI2O3
•ir, SiO,
i-6 B,O,

(2) The two substances most commonly
requiring fritting are the alkalis, nearly alt salts
of which are soluble, and boric aeid which is
itanlf soluble and also forms some soluble
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The alkalis arc remarkable in that they €orjn
soluble silicates; therefore it is not enough to
fuse a soluble alkali compound with silica, as this
would not produce an insoluble silicate. For
instance, K2O:2SiO2 when fritted is soluble,
but 0-5K2O:0-5CaO:20SiO2 is insoluble. A
base which forms an insoluble silicate, e.g. lime,
lead, zinc, alumina, etc., may reduce or inhibit
the solubility of the alkaline silicates. Boric
acid also requires crossing to make its products
safe for use. A common practice years ago among
some potters was to frit boric acid and flint
together without any basic matter. Such a frit,
however, is not insoluble.

A good rule to follow is to use at least two
bases other than the alkalis, one of which shall
be ALO, if the glaze formula allows of this.

(3) The ratio between the alkalis and boric
acid in the frit formula should be the same as
in the completed glaze, otherwise some other
source of alkali or B2O8 will need to ^e intro-
duced in the glaze, and to avoid this' is the
object of fritting.

(4) The ratio between the alkalis and the
other elements of the frit must not fall below
that existing in the glaze for the same reason as
in (3). It may exceed this ratio, as additions
of the insoluble bases are readily made in the
glaze.

Preparation of Frit.—Any extra time spent on
the preparation of and the thorough mixing of
the ingredients of the frit is a very distinct
advantage as usually the materials are purchased
ready ground, and only need mixing in the
desired proportions. The practice of mixing
in a box by means of shovelling cannot be too
strongly condemned. The method is inefficient
and raises an injurious dust. A simple means
of effecting efficient mixing is by means of a
cylinder with paddle instead of pebbles, or a
wooden barrel, preferably with an eccentric
motion. A well-mixed frit should be readily
fusible, and time is saved..

Frit Kiln.—The kiln in general use is of the
typetuf the ordinary horizontal reverberatory
furnace. The hearth of the furnace is composed
of fireclay blocks and slopes to a central hole at
the side. The fire gases coming from the grate
pass over a firebridge, and thence over the
hearth on which the charge has been filled
through an opening in the top, and then passes
on over another bridge at the^iid to the chimney.

The exit from the kiln is sealed with a fire-
clay block or a lump of china clay, and when
the fused mass is ready for running off, this is
withdrawn and the frit allowed to run into a
tank of water placed underneath the opening.
The water is then drained off and the frit taken
to store ready to be ground with the other
constituents of the glaze.

Where only small quantities of frit are re-
quired, such as frits for coloured glazes, the
fusion may be conveniently carried out in a
crucible furnace, many types of which are
capable of being usrd either intermittently or
continuously, the cru?ible being emptied into
water as the frit is fused. Another method of
making a small batch is by firing the crucible in
the ordinary oven at the required temperature,
but in this case the frit naturally sets to a hard

mass on the cooling of the oven, and, is more
difficult to break up for grinding.

In tire typical glaze mentioned in the t'iird
group the lead is introduced in a raw s^te. Viz.,
as white lead.

Some 40 years ago the Government appointed
a commission to inquire into the prevalence;Vof
lead poisoning in the Potteries with a view to
doing away with the use of lead in the glazes
used. It quickly became recognised that jt
would he impossible to prohibit the use of lead
compounds altogether, but suggestions for
minimising the risks took the form'of fritting the
lead with other constituents of the glaze to
render it insolubb in the gastric juices of the
workers, and eventuallythe following restrictions
were laid down as Special Rules by the Govern-
ment (" Home Office Circular, December 14th,
1889):

" No glaze intr the composition of which lead
or a compound of lead, other than galena; enters,
shall be regarded as satisfying the requirement
as Vb insolubility which yields to a dilute solution
of hydrochloric acid more than 4% of dry weight
of a soluble lead compound calculated as lead
'monoxide when determined in the following
manner: (A weighed quantity- of dried material
is to be continuously shaken for one hour, at
the common temperature, with 1,000 times its
weight of an aqueous solution of hydrochloric
acid containing 0-25 of HCI. This solution is
thereafter to be allowed to stand for one hour,
and to be passed through a filter. The lead salt
in an aliquot portion of the clear filtrrte is then
to be precipitated and weighed as lead sul-
phate.' "

The general results of thr application of these
regulations to the pottery industry during the
last 30 or 40 years has been the practical elimina-
tion of the grave risk of plumbism amongst
the operatives.

While the general rule laid down seemed to
be simple, many factors in the method of pre-
paring the lead frts exert their influence on the
final solubility of the product.

T. E. Thorpe in his evidence to the Lead Com-
mission stated that " the insolubility of the
lead depends not upon any one oxide or group
of oxides with which it may be associated, but
upon the maintenance of a certain ratio between
the whole of the basic oxides on the one hand
and the whole of the acidic oxide on the other •
the acidic oxides in this case being silica and
boric oxide." Thorpe therefore proposed an
empirical rule which gives a very fair indication
of the " low solubility » of a frit or glaze.

The rule may be stated thus:

Sum of bases (including AI2O3) x 223
Sum of acids (including B2O3) x 60

where 223 is the molecular weight of Phn
60 the molecular weight of SiO

h likely to affect the t l ^

(1) The proportion of B.O, to SiO for it
the former is unduly high, tL ht pw « " i !
no. conform to the Government test, although



Thorpe'B ratio gives* figure below the calculated
limit of sflluiulity.j

TM effect of B£Da on the solubility of a lead
frit A illustrated as follows, by the wOrk of
G. D.^Htifley (Trans. Ceram. Soc. 1935, 34,
166):

Flit compoaition

» 0-3 K E Cn * _ . _
0-3 CaO^ 0-2 ALO. < *T^ 2

; 0-4 PbOj l«B£O3

boric oxide being the only variable

Ji-5 0-8
"l-07 5

in

si

PbO solubility 0*19

while the effect of alumina in counteracting the
deleterious effect of boric oxide ia ahown in the
following tests by the same invgaflg&tor:

Frit ctrniposition :

0-3 K2O ]
0-3 CaO [
04 PboJ

where alumina is the only variable

n . . . . 0 005 016 0-30

<*>bO solubility 11-38 9-64 5-56 5-46%

Another suggestion to overcome the action of
increased solubility is tine substitution of boro-
calcite oi* colemanite (both insoluble calcium
boratcs) as the source of BZO3.

(2) Another factor affecting the solubility of
a lead frit is the fineflfcss of grinding. W. Jack-
son and E. M. Rich (Mem. Manchester Phil. Soc.
1900, 45, No. 2) showed that the solubility of
a frit varies with ita degree of fineness. Their
results obtained on elutriation in Scheme's appa-
ratus gave;

Gauge reading 1 5 5p 100 cm.

Solubility . . 17-5 8-7 40 1-5% PbO

While then it is evident that the fineness of sub-
division has an influence on the degree of solu-
bility, the effect ia too small to bo of serious
moment within the limits of fineness occurring
in actual pra<;

The observations on the solubility of lead frits
are important, but it must be remembered that
the Government restrictions are applicable to
the glaze as a whole and not to the lead frit
contained in^it. The amount of lead frit in a
standard glaze rarely exceeds one-third of the
whole, afltd it is (mite possible that while the
lead frit itself would not conform to the Thorpe
ratio, the glaze aa a whole might be well within
the limits of the Government requirements, the
remaining two-thirds of the glaze mixture being
if-'iiposed of entirely insoluble material.

In practice, it is usual to adopt the bisilicate
of lead or even more complex silicates in order
to keep^he soluhiltty as low as possible, and
the preparation of low.solubility glazes was con-
siderably simplified by the introduction of lead
silicates of a definite composition by the sup-

pliers, the most general being the so-called bi-
aiUcaCe of lead.

A word of caution should, however, be given
to those changing from a raw lead to a fritted
lead glaze. The composition of a bisilicate of
lead (PhO,2SiO8) is approximately PbO 65
and SiOa35%, but a typical analysis of the
market product shows that, while being of a
composition tending to keep the solubility at a
low figure, it can hardly be considered aa a true
bisilicate and, unless allowance is made for the
other ingredients introduced, the final result of
the glaze may be disappointing.

Analysis of commercial bisilicate of lead:

SiO2 ,
AI2O3

Fe2O3

MgO .
CaO .

Pb

31-60
2-73
011
0-11
0-04
0-28
0-62

04-30
Loss on ignition 0-20

9909

ith approximate formula:

0-04 KNaOl
001 CaO

PbO
>009 AI2O3, 1-73

J
The change in composition from a glaze, con-

taining raw lead compounds, to one of fritted
lead for a good class earthenware body is in-
dicated in the following example from actual
experience.

The analysis of the original glaze gave:

SiO, 51-40
AI 2 O a 0-9S
CaO

Na 2 O . . . ,
PbO . . .
BaO3 . . . .
Loss on ignition .

Approximate formula:

0-3
0-4 CaO
0-29 PbO

Tho recipe:

Frit

Borax .
Whiting .
Cornish stone
Flint . .
China clay

88-0
190
19-0
190
50

100-0

Glaze

Frit . . .
White lead ,
Cornish stone
Flint . . ,

Approximate formula of Ait:

0-37 KNaO
0-63 CaO 0-175 Al a O 3

l-90 SiO.
0 «4 B Q
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The low-solubility glaze was made up from : ^

Borax frit (as above) . . . 44-5
Lead frit1 300
Cornish stone 25-0
Flint °"5

1000

This change gave practically the same chemi-
cal formula and at the same time brought the
glaze well within the Home Office requirements,
while the appearance and durability were not
affected.

Another very popular composition for a lead
frit and largely used by potters making their
own frits is red lead 50, Cornish stone (china
stone) 25, flint 25 parts with approximate
formula:

0-082 KNaCT)

0008 CaO y 0-178 AI2O3,3-008,SiO2

0-908 PbO J

Such a frit is found in practice to be more in-
soluble than the previously mentioned bisilicate.

Lead Glazes.—The great variety of pottery
bodies made from such different clays and ad-
mixtures necessitates such a range of glares,
that to set a standard to suit all requirements
would be impossible. The numerous published
recipes, however, when calculated out to the
suggested formula, can be reduced to a few main
types which may be classified according to their
lead content.

Red Ware.—This is the simplest and cheapest
type of glazed pottery formed often from natural
clay alone, such as is used for common bricks,
but washed before use. Such clays are fired at
relatively low temperature, approximately 900°C.
The products in this grade consist of such articles
as milk crocks, common bowls, teapots, etc.
The glaze for such bodies is of the basic type
and is often applied on the clay ware; it some-
times consists solely of a wash of litharge or
galena, and depends on the adsorption of suffi-
cient alumina and silica from the body during
firing to form the glaze. An approximate
formula of such glaze after firing is:

AL

Naturally, such a basic glaze is very liable to the
action of acids and not to be recommended for
use on vessels intended for domestic purposes.

A higher grade of Red Ware is that known as
" Rockingham " which consists of better class
red clays and often mixed with a proportion of
ball clay or china clay and flint, the desired tone
of colour being given by the addition of ochre.
This class of body'is usually given a biscuit fire
at approximately 1.100°C. before being glazed,
although at the present time considerable
quantities are being completed in one fire only.
The glaze for this cjass is usually of the raw-
lead type consisting of white lead, Cornish stone,
china clay and flint/' to which is added man-
ganese dioxide.

i Commercial bisilicate.

An approximate formula h:

} °'20
20 SiO2

with approximately 10% MnO2 addt'd.
Closely allied to the Rockingham grade is the

one known as " Jet Glaze." This is applied to
the same red body as used for Rockingham, but
to give the jet-black coloured glaze, cobaL
oxide is substituted for the manganese dioxide
used iu the Rockingham glaze. During the laat
few years considerable progress has been made
with a view to substituting glazes of a low-
solubility nature for tin's grade of ware in order
to be free from the restrictions* imposed on users
of ^aw-lead glazes. MOne such low-solubility
glaze approximates to the formula:

0-20 KNaO
0-30 CaO
0-50 PbO j

•160 A12O3
/2-20 SiO2

\o-30 B2O3

with the addition of 10% MnO8 and com-
pounded from borax frit, lead frit, Cornish stone,
china clay and manganese dioxide.

Another type of high-lead glaze, formerly
extensively used, is that termed " Majolica
Glaze." This grade of earthenware was in great
demand years ago in the manufacture of orna-
mental goods such as flower pots, umbrella
stands, pedestals, etc., the body being madu
from a cheap earthenware recipe, fired biscuit
at a relatively low temperature and covered
with a soft glaze often made up by the addition
of colouring oxides to a standard whi'te glaze.

A typical glaze of this type would correspond
to the formula:

0-25
0-25
0-50 PbO

prepared from a frit of the formula:

0-50Na 2O\ /2-0 8IO,
0-50 CaO J l l -0 B2O8

with the addition of white lead, china clay and
flint. The colouring agent would then be added
in the desired proportion during the grinding of
the glaze. °

As will be" seen from the formula?, the fore
going four types of glaze are all of high lead-
content, approximating to betwt Jn 40 and 50<y
PbO, but are used on common clay bodies of
uncertain colour. Lead glazes are also" used
for what are termed " white-ware bodies " and
these cover a wide range from the common
earthenware to the highest class efcrni-porcelain
and china.

While the materials used in the various bodies
are practically the same for all types t h e W
portions and qualities vary widely; a few typical
examples will furnish a fair idea of the g e S

Common Earthenware, formerly designated by
the term C.C. or cream colour. Here thTbod^
is usually composed 5f the cheaper varietieTof
china and ball clays with the addition 07 Comish
stone and f l i n t . The clay content i S
higher than in better-class wares, to ensure easy
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working properties} and the fineness of texture,
etc., required do not demand so much prepara-
tion of the clay Body. The percentage composi-
tion $f a typical cream-colour body is ball clay 34,
china clfjy 26, flint 25 and Cornish stone 15,
but the glaze used is practically* the same in
bcT/h cases. A simple glaze largely used for this
type before the introduction* of the low-solu-
bility variety had the recipe, white lead 59-0,
Cornish stone 31-7 and flint 9-3 parts, correspond-
ing to the formula:

0-lOKNaOl
0-05 CaO y 0-20 AI2O3, 2-2 SiO2
0-85 PbO J -

but since the introduction^ fritted glazes aaiore
general formula has been*;

/2-70 SiO

033KNaCT|
033 CaO I 0-25 AI2O8
0-38 PbO JJ

made up from a borax frit with Cornish stone,
china clay and white lead added.

The bodies for the higher grade of earthen-
ware and semi-porcelain and the type formerly"
known as " Granite " are usually compounded
from better class clays and Cornish stone; the
clay content is lower and the flint and stone

^ontent higher, thus giving a better colour and
'increased vitreousness. A body of this type will
approximate to the recipe, ball clay 30, china
clay 20, flint 33 and Cornish stone 17%, and to
give extra whiteness a small proportion of cobalt
oxide stain is added, approximately 1 in 12,000
parts. The working clay is prepared with ex-
treme care to ensure a£ clean a body as possible.

The body of china is distinguishable from
earthenware by reason of its translucenoe, and
is compounded from calcined bone, Cornish
stone and china clay with the addition of a small
quantity of ball clay to increase plasticity, al-
though this detracts somewhat from the perfect
colour.

A typical bone-china body has the following
percentage composition : bone 46, Cornish stone
29, china clay 23 and ball clay 2, varying slightly
according to quality required.

The glaze usually adopted for both the better
class earthenware and the china is now the low-
solubility type composed of borax frit, lead frit
and mill mixture, being jnainly Cornish stone,
flint and china clay.

A typical formula would be:

A (ypical formula,is:

0-28 KNaO^
0-29 CaO [ 0-24 AI2O3

0-43 PbO J

maturing at a temperature of 970°C, com-
pounded from borax frit, Cornish stone, china
clay and white lead.

Leadless Glazes.—The restrictions on the
use of lead have led to much research to find

satisfactory glaze entirely free from that sub-
stance, with the result that many lead-free glazes
are now in use; these, while giving very good
results, do not quite reach the brilliance obtained
when using lead; nor is the palette of the
decorator so unlimited, as many colours are
affected both in tint and brilliance by the absence
of lead.

One of the first such leadless glazes used some
50 years 'ago -was composed of a frit as follows:

Felspar 47-0
Borax 300
Sand 6-5
China clay 5--5
Nitre 5-5
Soda ash 5-5

5% calcined borax added during grinding.

Corresponds to formula:

0-066 K2O
0-260
0-383
0-28S"PbO

K2O 1
Na 2Ol
CaO f
PbO J

A I r t / 2 8 0 S i O 2Al»°a \0-50 B2O3

Such glazes represent a lead content of approxi
mately 18% PbO.

Other white-ware glazes in which lead is used
are those for white tiles, in which the body con-
tains a very high proportion of flint, sometimes
as high as 45% owing to th«, necessity of freedom
from warjping during firing. The glaze for such
bodies is usually much higher in lead content
than the other white-ware bodies, varying from
25 to 40% PbO.

042 K2O
058 Na2O °'42 250 SiO2

0 8 0 B2O3

Such a glaze was found to have a marked effect
on the colours used in decoration, and owing to
high content of B2O3, and to being all fritted,
difficulty was experienced in keeping the glaze
in suspension during the dipping process. At
the present time, the practice conforms to the
use of a glaze approximating to the formula:

0-57 CaO \
0-43 KNaOJ

/3-50 SiO.
\0-55 B-O

compounded from a frit consisting of:

Borax 270
Flint 200
Whiting 120
Felspar 22-5
China clay .^ 18-5

with 2J% china clay added during grinding.

Such a glaze in practice gives a very satis-
factory result.

Other leadless glazes, apart from those covered
by the first class, are those termed :

Slip Glazes.—These are majnly used in con-
nection with once-fired stoneware; in some
cases they may be simply a very fusible clay
giving of itself a good even glaze when fired.
The best example of such a clay glaze is the one
kno\yn as "Albany Slip" largely used in the
United States and having ^he formula:
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giving when fired to approximately l,25Q°C.a
good dark brown colour

The colour is, however, a drawback for some
purposes, and to meet the demand for a cleaner
looking lining for the ware, potters resort to a
whitish semi-opaque glaze composed of felspar
or Cornish stone, whiting and flint with some-
times a little barytes and, if required, softened
by a small proportion of a soft frit.

Such a glaze taken from practice has the
following formula:

0-26

A very simple slip glaze may be compounded
from Cornish stone 75, felspar 15 and whiting
10% and maturing at approximately 1,250 C,
giving the formula:

A . 2 O , . 6*6

Coloured Glazes.—This term is mainly used
to describe those bodies covered entirely with a
glaze in which is incorporated a certain propor-
tion of a colouring oxide, and does not refer to
the colouring obtained by the use of a printed or
painted decoration on the biscuit ware. "'

Such glazes are usually confined to majolica
ware and to tiles, but sometimes they are also
used in stoneware. In the case of majolica and
tiles, it is essential that the firing temperature
be relatively low, approximately 960°C, conse-
quently the lead content is high. To give the
necessary colour, it is usual to grind a per-
centage of colouring oxide wi&h a portion of the
glaze and then mix well with the whole batch.
A more satisfactory method, however, is to uRe
(1) a batch of transparent glaze, (2) a batch of
coloured glaze too high in colouring oxide for
the purpose required. By using suitable propor-
tions of each, any desired blend can be obtained.
Muoh time is saved by adapting this method and
the inconvenience of storing a large number of
blentfs is avoided. A simple example will
illustrate the procedure:

.Transparent glaze No. 1, formula 1-00 PbO:
0-15 AI2O3,1-75 S iO 2 , and with this as base a
series of majolica glazes are to be made with
cobalt oxide as colouring agent.

For this purpose a glaze^No. 2 is made up,
having the formula: <t%

ESS}
Al*°».

This glaze will be black in colour and can be
used with No. 1 in any desired proportion.

If glaze No. 3 is required to contain 0-02
mol. parts of CoQ, the difference between the
CoO content of glaze No. 2 and the required
CoO content of glaze No. 3 is 0*18 mol. parts.
Dividing the difference in the CoO content of the
desired glaze and one extreme by the total differ-
ence between the tvp extremes gives a fraction
expressing the proportion of the opposite ex-
treme to be used in the mixture, thus:

Desired difference__0-18

Total difference 0-20'
=0-9

Therefore glaze No. 3 requires:

0-9 molecular parts gl&ze No. 1
0*1 »» » „ „ 2.

This method has the advantage 'that the
glazes Nos. 1 and 2 can be kept in the slop sHte
and thus readily r^ixed without the necessity of
drying; the only precaution being that the dry
content per unit, volume of the slop glazes be
known.

A more perfect mixture is, however, obtained
if the colouring oxide in glaze No.'2 is embodied
in a fritted form.

Matt Glazes.—Of decent y?ars, such glazes
have received m'uch attention owing to their1

decciative possibilities1 and are largely used in
the tile and omamentil trades. Many of these
glazes are compounded by the addition to a
transparent glaze of a so-called matt mixture,
depending for it* composition on the type and
colour of the surface required. The ma'ct effect
is produced by the addition of either alumina,
lime or magnesia, with the addition of zinc
oxide to give the desired sheen. These glazes
may also be made direct as raw glazes. A typical
raw matt-glaze has the composition: red lead 42-0,
whiting 6-4, felspar 16-0, china clay 21-5, flint
10-6 and zinc oxide 3-5%, corresponding to the
formula:

0 1 0 KNaCT
0-20 CaO
0-57 PbO
0135 ZnO

0-35 AI2O3 ,1-60 SIOa

and matures at l,080°C.
Many examples of such glazes are quoted by

C. F. JJinns (Trans. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 1903, 5,
50).

A type of lime matt-glaze is produced by
the addition of approximately 25% whiting to
an ordinary low-solubility transparent glaze.
Coloured matt-glazes may be produced by using
any of the usual coloured glazes with the addition
of a matt mixture, this being either added to the
transparent glaze or sometimes dipped on the
top of the glazed piece before firing. One such
matt mixture used in practice has the per-
centage composition: S i O 2 36-97, A L O , 9-36
TIO. 9-90, A/lgO 1927 an'd CO2' 2 3 4 7 , ^ :
spondmg to the formula:

Care must be taken in the selection, of a suit
able matt mixture as this will exercise con-
siderable influence on the final colour As an
instance, if the above matt mixture'be super-
imposed on a blue glaze, the resultant colour
instead of being a matt blue will be "f a dark
plum colour owing to the action of the magnesia
onthe cobalt oxide in the base glaze. ™

ware, this colour is not

demands iterid!;
appearance. This effect can
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be produced on theSbuff coloured body by the
use of an tngobto which is an intermediary
between body ana glaze and is usually majie by
mixinx part of the buff body with a proportion
of a wnite&burning clay. In the higher class of
fireclay sanitary-ware, it is necessary to have
several coats of the engobe to mask thoroughly
the colour of the body, and ea<& succeeding coat
should have a higher proportion o|the white body,
thus gradually correcting any differences in the
contraction of the original body and that«of the
white engobe. ^ The composition of the white
engobe usually approximates to that of an
ordinary earthenware bfjdy. The glaze then
applied on the Engobe' will ^approximate to
formula:

)utsta,nding pieces qf these productions are to
be seen in the showrooms of the Royal Works at
Sevres.

The Royal Copenhagen factory has also
specialised in crystalline glazes, but their
results are obtained by two fires. The first glaze
is of the hard porcelain type, approximating
to the formula:

0-24 KNaCK
0-54 CaO I
013 BaO f
OlOZnO J

°'6 6 /4-5 SiOa
\<?>05 S n 6 2

and will mature at about l,250°C.
A similar procedure will be followed in the

production of glazed bricks with possibly the
addition of colouring oxicfes as required.

The composition of the glaze will, of course,
depend on that of the body and this will vary
according to the grade of the fireclay used, but
the quoted example is one taken from practice
end used on a second-class fireclay and gives a
fair indication of the composition of such glazes.

Decorative Glazes.—Many varieties of glaze
are used for the purpose of decoration. The
beautiful effects of many of the art potteries
and also of the studio potters are examples of
what can be done by the blending of coloured
glazes in producing* pleasing effects. Such
glazes are usually of the majolica type, and the
effects are produced by superimposing one glaze
on the other before firing, as instanced by dipping
a turquoise glaze on the top of a blue one.
Mottling can also be introduced with good effect
by dabbing one colour with a sponge on the
ware and then dipping the pfece in a glaze of
another colour.

From an academic standpoint, the outstanding
example of a decorative glaze is the one known
as crystalline glaze. The application to ceramics
of super-saturation, so usual in pure chemistry,
has long exerted a fascination on ceramic chemists
whose object was to introduce substances into the
glaze which, d" Ting the eooling process, would
separate out as crystals. Up to the present
time zfhc oxide has been found to give the most
satisfactory results in the production of crystals
of zinc silicate. Various colouring oxides can
be added in small proportions to enhance the
effect of the crystallisation. The earliest work
on the subject was done by Lauth and Dutailly
and reported in their work " La Manufacture
Nationale de Sevres," 1879-87; Paris, Libraire
I. B. Bailliere et Fils, 1889, in which they give
the following recipe for producing the best crystals
whon fired to a temperature of l,350°C.: SiO
57-49, AI2O311-68, CaO 6-72, NaKO 612 and
ZnO 18*00%, corresponding to the formula:

0-28 CaO ^
0-19 NaKO > 0-277 AI2O3, 2*629 SiO8

0-52 ZnO J

maturing at approximately l,450°C, and on
this a softer glaze high in zinc oxide is applied
having the formula:

0-2
0-8

S i O

and fired to approximately l,350°C.
Softer Crystalline glazes can be compounded

by the substitution of boric acid for part of the
silica.

A simple low temperature glaze maturing at
l,150°C. has the following recipe: leadless glaze
100, zinc oxide 20, rutile 10 and cobalt oxide 1
part, gf formula:

0-56 CaO \
0-44 NaKO/

/3-40SiO
\0-62 B2O

Many other examples of such glazes are included
in a paper by Purdy and Krehbiel (J. Amer.
Ceram. Soc. 1907, 9, 319).

Crackled Glazes.—One of the chief defects of
glazes, viz., crazing, has been utilised, originally
by the Chinese ancTJapanese potters, as a means
of decoration under the term " Craqueje." This
effect has also been developed in the researches
of Lauth and Dutailly (Bull. Soc. chim. 1888,
[ii], 49, 948) who found that by modifying the
composition of an ordinary stable glaze, by in-
creasing the silica and alkali content and
decreasing the lime and alumina, very handsome
crackled glazes can be produced on soft porcelain,
and they give the following recipes:

SiO. .

CaO .
Alkalis

Ordinary
glaze.

14-55
15-90
3-55

Crackled glaze.
No. 1. No. 2.

79-42
11-89
2-88
5-81

69-92
1813

11-90

corresponding to the formula?:
Ordinary glaze:

0.15KNao}0'426AI2O3,3.28SIOa

Crackled No. 1:

0-74 KNa"o}

Crackled No. 2:

0-09 10-40 SIOa

1-00 KNaO ; 011 AI2O3, 7-60 SiO,
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The temperature required for the firing of the
crackled glaze is higher than the ordinary glaze.
Some very pretty effect8 arc produced hy lilliug
up the fine cracks (crazes) with a very fusible
coloured frit and firing again at a low tempera-
ture.

Aventurine Glaze.—This is another example
of a type of crystals produced at a low tempi ra-
ture, approximately 9B0oC., showing, when
properly matured, golden spangles or crystals in a
red ground. Usually the best results are obtained
in glazes free from lead and with about 25% of
irort oxide, of which a great part separates out
in a crystalline state on cooling. Anon., Spreoh-
saal, 1906, 39, 2«4, gives the following recipe:

Frit
Sand 444
Borax 330
Ferric oxide 148
Felspar -,. : 14
Potassium nitrate . , . ." 38
Barium carbonate 27

corresponding to the formula:

0-929 NaKOl/0-013 ALO3
0071 BaO /\0-479 Fe2O

3-91
tf'J

Oxidising conditions are essential to produce
the desired result.

Red G laze.—A good red glaze without crystals
can bo produced from the above recipe, by the
addition of 33J% bisilicate of lead and firing to
a temperature of 1,100°C.

Rouge Flambe, Chinese Red or Sang de
Bceuf.—This glaze, originally the work of the
Chinese, has been the subject of much research
work, mainly by Lauth aad Dutailly (Bull. Soc.
Chim. 1888, [ii], 49, 501) and Seger (" Seger's
Collected Works," 1902, II, 708).

The colouring agent is undoubtedly copper,
but the results obtained, are due to fcn« nature
of the glaze and its mixing and application, and
ruor% especially to the method of firing.

An analysis of a piece of glaze from a Clur
vase gave the following results: SiOa 73-90,
ALOj 600, Fe8O s 210, CaO 7-30, KEO 300,
Na,O 3 10 and CuO 460%.

A glaze made up from this recipe and applied
to a porcelain body and fired in a reducing fire
in a special kiln gave the firjri satisfactory results
produced in Europe. The great difficulties
attending the production of the true Chinese
Flam be have led to man}1 attempts to simplify the
method, and a very popular one is that of coat-
ing the already glazed piece with a mixture of
china clay and copper carbonate or acetate
and firing at a low temperature, approximately
800°C, in a reduRing atmosphere; on drawing
from kiln, the clay is washed off, leaving tiu
original glaze impregnated with a deposit of
copper and, if properly compounded and find,
giving a rich Sang de Boeuf effect.

Defects of Glaze?.—The two principal drfects
to which glazes on. pottery arc subject are
(1) " crazing " and (2) " peeling."

Crazing is the defect appearing on the surface
of the ware in the form of a network of line-
cracks, while peeling takes the form of the glaze

" chipping " or " scaring " §ff the surface of the
ware, usually at the edges. 7,

Broadly speaking, both faults are attributed
to the same cause, viz., a difference in *.ie co-
efficients of expansion of the body antl the glaze.
If the glaze, during cooling, contracts more
than the body, strains are set up and crazing
will result, while if the glaze during cooling con-
tracts less than the body, the glaze peels or
scales off. Such statement appears on the face
very simple, but there are so many other factors
to be considered that those interested in the
subject should consult the voluminous survey of
the literature up to 19^4 compiled by J.W. Mellor
(Trans. Ccrani. Soc. 1935, 34;'l-112) as well c&
recent work on varr us aspects of crazing by
H. W. Webb {ibid. 1839, 38, 75) and F. T. Wood
and S. H. Hind (ibid: 1939, 38, 435).

While theoactual principles involved are still
the subject o£ much discussion, the practical
potter has at hand ready means of controlling
the fault. The usual remedy adopted to pre-
vent crazing is to increase the silica content of
the body, while to remedy peeling, the lowering
of the silica content^ is the method adopted.
The altering of the body is usually preferred to
any interference with the glaze, as it is inferred
that the body materials are more liable to fluc-
tuation than those of the glaze. If, however,
the latter be adopted, the silica content of tb^
glaze must be raised to lower the tendency to
crazing, while to remedy peeling the silica
content must be reduced.

Seger, whose pioneer" work on the subject has
been the main guide for succeeding workers,

a series of rules which, while not
conditions existing

ibl b
'.jiii\(;r.salJy applicable

bd i f
y pp g

in pottery bodies, forms a very serviceable basis
on which to work, but as mentioned above, the
practical potter docs not concern hinisulf much
with the academic issue involved while he has a
ready and simple means of overcoming the
touble

Rules may be found in

ware in

trouble.
Full details

" Seger's Collected Works," 1902, II, „„,
Enamels.—This term is usually applied to

glosses rendered opaque by the addition nl
colouring oxides, but in ceramics is undent
to mean soft glazes with which are tooorpoatod
colouring oxides and applied to theg pplied to the ware in
what u known as " on glaze » decoration, and
therefore commonly called " ommel colours »

These colours consist of colour base and flux
The colour base may bo metallic oxides a:one or
silicates, bbrates or aluminates of the metals In
some cases the colour base d flsome cases the colour base and
ground together while in otlu--
fritted toother, thus ensuring

The inutuiiiig
betwean

p the flux mu
considered in its relation to the
abo to th t f h

of the flux must neoe iaSv 1,"
relati t th W

T
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(3) Musjb have a correct coefficient of expan-
sion to prevent seeing or peeling.

Ths commonest flux used in this couî bry is
knowi^as No. 8 flux and is made by fritting, at
approximately 900°C, red lead 30, ̂ orax 20 and
flint10 parts, corresponding to the formula:

SiO20-285 Na2Ol /0•
0-715 PbO J L0-

•k typical recipe is as follows :
White EnameJ.—Tin oxide 20, felspar 10 and

No. 8 flux 20 parts, ground together.
Coloured enamels may^be produced by the

addition to the flux of the various oxides thus:
cobalt for blues; chromiuzfl or copper for greens;
manganese for browns; ajitimony or uranium
for yellows; iron for reds; and iridium or a mix-
ture of cobalt and manganese for black.

Under-Glaze Colours.—These colours are
used onowhat is termed biscuit ware and are
developed by the covering glaze during firing.
The colour itself will be influenced by:

(1) The temperature of the kiln.
(2) The atmosphere of Ine kiln.
(3) To some extent by the composition of the

body.
(4) The composition of the glaze.
The high temperature necessary to fuse the

gjaze naturally limits to some extent the variety
of colours used for under-glaze decoration.

The general colours in use are blue, black,
brown, green, yellow and pink, and are made up
from colouffng oxides with the addition of flux-
ing material.

A typical recipe is: Blue.—Cobalt oxide 1,
zinc oxide 4 and fljpt 2 parts, calcined at*
approximately l,250°C. and finely ground. Any
desired shade may be obtained by the addition
of flux consisting of approximately: flint 12,
Cornish stone 12, whiting 5 and borax 4 parts,
fritted at l,000°C.

Blacks are usually prepared from mixtures
of iron, chrome and cobalt, anc^a typical recipe
is: Fe2O3 80, Cr2Oa 76-2 and Co2O3 10 parts,
fritted at l,250°C.

Greens are obtained from chromium or copper
oxides;

Pinks from tin oxide, whiting and potassium
dichromate;

Browns from manganese and mixtures of
manganese and >hromiunnDxides ;

Yellow from uranium and antimony oxides.

GLESSITE (v. Vol. I, 302d).
G LI AD IN (v. Vol. II, 85a).
GLIMMERTON (v. Vol. I l l , 19Cc).
" GLOBUK " (v. Vol. II, 480a).
GLOBULINS. General term for proteins

which arc coagulated by heat, are insoluble in
water but dissolve in dilute solutions of neutral
salts, acids and alkalis. They are precipitated
in half-saturated ammonium sulphate or in fully
saturated sodium chloride or magnesium sul-
phate solutions.

GLOBULOL. The tfesquiterpene alcohol,
(flobulol, h\\ 283°/755 mill., [a]D -35-29°, occurs
in the essential oil from the leaves of Eucalyptus
globtihts (Schimmers Report, 1904, 1, 46;
Scmmler and Tobias, Bcr. 1913, 46, 2030;

R'jzioka, Pontalti an* Balas, Helv. Chim. Acta,
1923, 6, 861). On dehydrogenation it yields
cadalene (q.v.) but its structure has not been
determined.

J. L. S.
GLONOIN(E OIL (v. Vol. IV, 491d).
G LOR I OS IN E (v. Vol. I l l , 276c).
GLUCAL (v. Vol. II, 294c).
GLUCINUM (Beryllium). Be. At. no. 4.

At. wt. 902. Two isotopes (8), 9. This fourth
member of the atomic series was first detected in
beryl by L. N. Vauquelin (Ann. Chim. Phys.
1798, [i], 26, 155), and from this source he
isolated the oxide " la terre du beril " and pre-
pared some of its salts; in a footnote (I.e. 169)
the editors of the Annales proposed the name
glucine for the oxide on account of the alleged
sweet taste of the salts. The metal was not
isolated until 30 years later when Wohler ob-
tained it by heating the chloride with potassium.
He called it foryllium, the name by which it is
best known, and which will be adopted through-
out this article. The name still used in France
is glucinium.

There are several beryllium minerals, such as
euclase, Be(AIOH)SiO4; phenakite, Be2SiO4;
chrysqjjeryl, BeAI2O4; beryllonite, NaBePO4;
an<U hambcrgite, Be2(OH)BO3; but beryl,
Be3AI2Si6O18, is still the only practical source
of the metal although its refractory nature has
led to much effort in devising suitable methods
for its decomposition. Usually some modifi-
cation of Copaux's method is adopted (Compt.
rend. 1919,168, 610) in which the finely ground
mineral is fused with sodium silicofluoride at
about 700-800°C. Aluminium and magnesium
form insoluble fluorides, ferric iron is unattacked
while the soluble double fluoride, NaBeF3, is
extracted with water. Air is blown through the
solution to oxidise any ferrous iron, which is
then removed, and the filtrate is evaporated to
yield crystals of the double fluoride. From this
product pure beryllium compounds may be
obtained by one of the following methods:—

(a) A solution of the double salt is treated -with
a slight excess of lime and the precipitate of
CaF2, Be (OH), and excess Ca(OH)2 is ex-
tracted with hydrofluoric acid; evaporation of
the filtrate at 100° yields the hydrated fluoride
or basic fluorides which, when heated to 300°,
produce the oxyfluoridc, 2BeO-5BeF2 (Illig
et a/., Wiss. VeroffeW. Siemens-Konzern, 1929,
8, [il, 34).

(b) The double salt solution is allowed to
react with silica and silicofluoric acid according
to the equation

6NaBeF3+2H2SiFf l+SiO2

=6BeF2+3Na2SiFe+2H2O

After removing the insoluble sodium silico-
fluoride the filtrate is worked up as in (a) (see
also Gadeau, Rev. Met. 1935, 32, 627, and F.P.
742619).

(c) The double fluoride is converted to sul-
phate? by heating with co-»c. sulphuric acid,
any alkaline earth sulphate being removed,
and the filtrate oxidised with hydrogen peroxide.
A quarter of the resulting solution is treated
with ammonia, the crude beryllium hydroxide
filtered off and a part of it added to the re-
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maining solution thereby'causing precip?tat'*on
of much of the impurity. The process is re-
peated and the final filtrate acted on with
hydrogen sulphide to remove traces of the heavy
metals. Dilution of the solution with 8-8-5
times its volume of water induces precipitation
of the hydroxide; the basic sulphate (about
10% SO3) which it contains is decomposed by
heating with carbon black at 700° (Sloman,
J.S.C.I. 1929, 48, 309T).

More recently it has been found that beryl
which has been heated to its melting-point and
then quenched in water is easily attacked by
strong sulphuric acid. The solution of beryl-
lium, aluminium and alkali sulphates is then
concentrated, the removal of aluminium being
facilitated by adding ammonium sulphate so that
an alum crystallises out. The resulting beryl-
lium sulphate is decomposed to the oxide at
1,450° (Sawyer and Kjellgren, Ind. Fng. Chem.
1938, 30, 501).

PREPARATION OP THE METAL.—Large-scale
production of the metal is carried out by
electrolysis of fused salts, a procedure which
was first successfully employed by Lebeau,
(Gompt. rend. 1898, 126, 744) who electrolysed
a fused mixture of sodium and be-yllium
fluorides at 300° in a nickel crucible vhich
served as the cathode and upon which the metal
was deposited in flakes. For coherent deposits
the bath temperature must exceed the melting
point of beryllium and in order to achieve this
barium fluoride is added; even so there is always
a notable volatilisation of beryllium fluoride.
Usually a graphite pot is employed with graphite
anodes, the cathode being a water-cooled iron or
steel rod tipped with beryllium (Stock and Gold-
schtaidt, G.P. 375824; B.P. 192970; Vivian,
Trans. Faraday Soc. 1926, 22, 211). Later
work has shown that it is preferable to use
mixtures of beryllium oxyfluoride with sodium
or barium fluoride. The process is made con-
tinuous by adding oxyfluoride from time to time;
volatilised salts are recovered by means of ab-
sorption towers (G.P. 467247 ; B.P. 278723).

Fused mixtures of beryllium and alkali
chlorides have also been electrolysed at tempera-
tures between 370 and 400°C. The metal
separates as spangles which are rendered co-
herent by pressing into rods and melting under
fused barium chloride (B.P. 377858, 434338).

Beryllium produced elect! 61ytically is contami-
nated with oxide, nitride and carbide; a surface
skin of the last-named is always noticeable but
may be removed by dipping the metal in molten
sodium hydroxide. Impurities may also be got
rid of by melting the crude metal either in vacuo
in a high-frequency induction furnace or under
a mixture of alkali and alkaline-earth halides
when the dross rinks to the bottom. Further
purification can be achieved by subliming the
metal in a higli vacuum (Vivian, I.e.; G.P.
443944, 465525; Sloman, J. Inst. Metals, 1932,
49, 365; Loeana, Alluminio, 1939, 8, 67).

NUCLEAR REACTIONS.—Beryllium is11 ap-
parently a simple dement in that the mass
spectrograph fails to reveal any lines other than
that corresponding to a mass of 9; nevertheless,
the isotope of mass 8 has been frequently
postulated in transmutation reactions. Thus

Laaff (Ann. Physik, 1938 [vj, 32,743) rtates that
the 4Be nucleus is produced in the process
llB(p, a)8Be but that it disintegrates info two
a-particles. On the other hand Gliickauf and
Paneth (Pn3c. Roy. Soc. 1938, A, 165, 229)
irradiated 9Be with y-rays from radon and &om
the quantity of telium produced they concluded
that the reaction produced two a-particles an,d
a neutron in preference to 8Be and a neutron.
By tfris transformation is most probably pro-
duced the helium which is often found in beryl
and in amounts related to the age of the mineral
(Rayleigh, ibid. 1933. A, 142, 370; Burkser el
al., Compt. rend. Aoad. Sci. U.R.S.S. 193J,
15,. 193). The mass difference of jBe and jBe
is 10072 while the stability of JBe with re-
spect to two a-particles is given as 0-3 m.e.v.
(Allison etal, Physical Rev. 1939, [2], 55, 107
624; Collins et>al., ibid. 172).

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.—Beryllium to a hard,
brittle, steel-grey metal possessing a low Bp.gr.
(1*84 at 20°) and high melting-point (1,285°C).
It crystallises in hexagonal plates, the crystal
lattice being a hexagonal close pack with lattice
constants, o=2-268, c=3-594, axial ratio 1-585.
The work of Jaeger and his collaborators indi-
cates that beryllium exhibits allotropy, a meta-
stable form at 600° being interesting in possess-
ing a super-lattice containing some 60 atom
Although normally brittle the metal does acquire
some ductility on heating while, according to
Sloman, pure beryllium is ductile at room tem-
perature. Other physical properties are tabu-
lated below:

Atomic volume, 5.
Hardness, 130 BrinelKfor 99-8-99-9% metal

and 60-65 for 99-99%%
Young's modulus of elasticity, 30,000 kg./sq.

mm., a calculated value (Schwerber Metall-
borse, 1928, 18, 706).

Vapour pressure, 5 mm. at l,530°C.f 760 mm.
at approximately 3,040°.

Heat of fusion-. 345-5 g.-cal.
Heat conductivity, 0-3847 at 0° and increases

regularly with temperature as expressed by
the equation K=0-3847+008751M)-0a468<*.

Specific heat. Presumably as a result of al-
lotropic modification this property varies
with the thermal treatment accorded to the
metal. Constant values are said to be given
by powdered ben/Ilium (Jwger and Rosen-
bohm, Rec t r a v . c h i m . i9 3 4 > 84f 4 5 1 . p r o c

K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1&34, 37,

Linear coefficient of expansion, (20-100°C )
123 x 10-«; (20-300°C.), 14-S x lV«

Specific resistance. Like many of, the other
properties this varies with the thermal his-
tory of the specimen. After heatine to 700°
and cooling slowly, fairly reproducible values
are obtained of about 6-6 WrohnJ * 3r
(Lewis, Physical Rev. 1929, [ii], 88 284)

SPECTRA.7The chief lines in the emission

^ i a and 8ingiy

Jtf SSk JSS: 2E2- S »
332101, 301960, 301951 3019-34 SSe-el
298644, 298609, 265078; ^O-'t £ £
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2650-61, ,2650-57, 265047, 2494-59, 2494-55,
2494-44, 2&0-83* 2350-69, 2348-61, 217507,
2174-94.

Be*II. 5270-84, 5270-32, 4673-46, 436103,
4360-69, 3274-64, 3241-84, 3241*65, 3197-16,
31$L-06, 3046-68, 3046-52 (Paschen and Kruger,
Anm. Physik, 1931, [v], 8, l#05). The wave-
lengths in bold type are important in the

alysis of alloys by arc spectra^F. Twyman and
M. Smith, " Wave Length Tables," A. Hilger,

L#ondon, 1931).
For lines corresponding to Be III and Be IV

and also for series relationships, see Robinson
(Physical Rev. $36, [ii* 50, 99), Kruger and
Cooper (ibid. 1933, [ii], 44, 418), Edlen (ibid.
778), Paton et al. (ibi&. 1929, [ii], 33*16,
1093), Selwyn (Proc. Physical Soc. 1929, 41,
392).

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES.—As th* first member
of the second group of the Periodic Table beryl-
lium exhibits bivalency, while in its properties
it is more nearly related to the zinc sub-group
than to that of the alkaline earths. Possessing
a strong affinity for oxygen, the freshly polished
inetal soon tarnishes in air and when finely(

divided it burns brilliantly on heating in air or
oxygen. Combination with the appearance of
flame also occurs if the metal is heated in the
halogens, in sulphur vapour or if melted with
^elenium. Hydrogen does not attack it, but
nitrogen, ammonia or cyanogen react with the
heated metal to form a nitride. Combination
with carbon at high temperatures produces a
carbide.

Beryllium is resistant to attack by hot or cold
water and cold cone, nitric acid although the
diluted acid affects dts slightly. Warm nitrfe
acid dissolves the metal, but addition of the
chloride of a noble metal, e.g. PtCI4, increases
its resistance. Both hydrochloric, and sulphuric
acid readily attack beryllium, which also dis
solves in cone, alkalis in the cold and in dilute
alkalis on warming.

ALLOYS.—Although it might have been ex
pected that additions of beryllium with its
high modulus of elasticity would lead to an im-
provement in the mechanical properties of other
light metals the results have been disappointing.
It does not alloy with magnesium and while
small additions to aluminium increase the hard-
ness and resistance to wear, the effects are not
so good as th^Se produced by silicon or mag-

W h l i b l l i f
g p y g

nesium. With aluminium beryllium forms a
eutecflc at 644° containing 1-1% of the latter
the solubility at room temperature is very small.

More interesting results have been obtained
by the addition of small amounts of beryllium
to the hnavy metals and much attention has
been given to the beryllium bronzes and nickel
beryllium alloys. The bronzes containing about
2-25-2-5% beryllium, when heated at 800° for
1 hour and quenched in water, are softer than
copper and easier to work, while heat treatmen
produces great hardness and elasticity. As such
alloys possess considerable resistance to wear
and fatigue they make excellent springs and
are also recommended for moulding dies, hypo-
dermic syringes, electric switches, clock bearings
etc. The inclusion of small amounts of man
ganese, cobalt and many other metals has been

egg&ted to increase the electrical conductivity
>f the bronzes and to decrease the amount of

beryllium necessary to produce such excellent
mechanical properties. For a general descrip-
tion of these alloys, see Gadeau, Rev. Met. 1935,
32, 627; Hessenbruch, Metallwirts. 1938, 17,
541; Sawyer and Kjellgren, i.e.; Met. and
Alloys, 1940, 11, 163).

BERYLLIUM AND HYDROGEN.

No hydride of beryllium has been isolated, but
the arc produced between beryllium electrodes
in dry hydrogen gives a spectrum containing
two band systems, one between 4800A and 5120A
due to the BeH molecule and the other between
1882A and 3600A produced by the ionised
molecule BeH+. Similar bands have been
observed for the deuteride (W. W. Watson et
al., Physical Rev. 1928, [ii], 31, 1130; 32,
600; 19^9, [ii], 34, 372; 1931, [ii], 37, 167;
1937, [ii] 52,^318; Koontz, ibid. 1935, [ii], 48,
707).

BERYLLIUM AND OXYGEN.

Beryllium Oxide, BeO.—Formed when the
finely divided metal, sulphide or iodide burns
in airnor oxygen. It is more conveniently pre-
paid by dehydrating the hydroxide at 300-400°
or igniting the carbonate at 1,100°. The nitrate
or sulphate may also be employed, but long
heating is necessary to remove the last traces
of oxides of nitrogen or sulphur. Beryllium
oxide is a white, amorphous powder which may
be obtained crystalline, as hexagonal pyramids
isomorphous with zinc oxide, either by dissolving
it at red heat in alkali sulphates or by fusion or
sublimation (Zacnariasen, Z. physikal. Chem.
1926,119,204; Mallard, Oompt. rend. 1895,105,
1267). Although the melting-point is about
2,500° the oxide begins to volatilise slowly above
320° while at 2,000° the loss is rapid. The
density varies between 2-86 and 304, depending
on the previous history of the specimen. The
heat of formation is 135-9 kg.-cal. and the mean
index of refraction 1-723.

Beryllium oxide remains unchanged when
heated in chlorine, bromine or iodine; with
fluorine a fluoride is formed. It is not easily,
reduced on heating with metals although reduc-
tion seems easier if there is present a metal with
which beryllium alloys readily. Ease of attack
by acids and alkalib depends on the temperature
to which the oxide has been subjected; it dis-
solves easily in fused alkalis or alkali carbonates
or pyrosulphates.

Beryllium Hydroxide.—White, voluminous,
gelatinous precipitate formed when alkali
hydroxides, ammonia, amines or ammonium sul-
phide act on solutions of beryllium salts; alkali
carbonates produce mixtures* of carbonate and
hydroxide. The moist precipitate readily ab-
sorbs CO2 from air and must, therefore, be
washed and dried in an atmosphere free from
this gas. Dried at ordinary temperature the
hydroxide has an indefinite water content, but
heating to 150° gives a product corresponding
to Be(OH)2. The amorphous material slowly
changes into a denser and more granular crystal-
line, but metastable, form on standing in air or
under water; this is known as the a-hydroxide.
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It is more readily obtained from the gelatinous
product by electrodialysis or by heating in solu-
tions of alkalis, alkali carbonates .or ammonia.
A quantitative precipitation is achieved by
heating a neutral solution of a beryllium salt
with ammonium nitrate and methyl alcohol, air
being simultaneously passed through the mix-
ture (Haber and van Oordt, Z. anorg. Chem.
1904, 38, 380; Havestadt and Fricke, ibid.
1930, 188, 357; Moser and Singer, Monatsh
1927, 48, 676).

In contact with bases and in the cold the meta-
stable a-form changes into a stable, crystalline
j3-form which also results when a hot saturated
solution of the amorphous hydroxide in 10JV
NaOH is slowly cooled (Fricke, Z. anorg. Chem
1927,166, 245; 1929, 178, 400).

As might be expected, the amorphous product
is more reactive than the crystalline forms. Un-
like them it absorbs CO2 from the air,^s soluble
in alkali carbonates, dilute mineral and organic
acids and in certain beryllium salts, fhe cry-
stalline modifications • require higher concentra-
tions of alkalis to dissolve them and the solutions
contain beryllates of the type M/

2Be<
(M'=Na or K); the amorphous form under
like conditions partly yields beryllatey. and
partly gives a colloidal solution (Hantzschai Z.
anorg. Chem. 1920, 30, 303, 319; Mohanlal and
Dhar, ibid. 1928,174,1; Fricke et al.t ibid. 1932,
205, 127, 287).

BERYLLIUM AND HALOGENS.

Beryllium Fluoride, BeF2.—Formed by heat-
ing the carbide or oxide in fluorine or hydrogen
fluoride, it is usually made by slowly heating d
ammonium beryllofluoride, (NH4)2BeF4, to a
red heat in a current of CO2 (Lebeau, Ann.
Chim. Phys. 1899, [vii], 16, 484). The product
is a transparent, vitreous mass, d*?=l-98
which shows no regular structure but has a
" random network " (Wa*ren and Hill, Z. Krist.
1934, 89, 481). It has no definite melting-point
but is fluid at 800° and begins to volatilise at
that temperature giving a white crystalline sub-
limate ; the molten product is a poor conductor
bf electricity. The fluoride dissolves in water
with hydrolysis so that, like the other halides,
it cannot be produced from aqueous solution.
It is slightly soluble in absolute alcohol and
more so in a mixture of ak/bjhol and ether. No
combination occurs with anhydrous hydro-
fluoric acid so that the acid, H2BeF4 , correspond-
ing to the beryllofluorides is apparently not
produced. With liquid or gaseous ammonia A
monammine, BeF2-NH3, is formed (Biltz and
Rahlfs, Z. anorg. Chem. 1927,166, 351,355, 361,
367). The fluoride differs from the other beryl-
lium halides in that-addition of sodium hydroxide
docs not precipitate the hydroxide but yields a
sparingly soluble double salt.

Evaporation of an aqueous solution of beryl-
lium fluoride and heating the product to 300-
800° gives a whiter mass of the • oxyfluovide,
2BeO*5BeF2, which* is an important inter-
mediate in the production of the metal from its
ores; it is completely soluble in water.

Beryllofluorides.—Numerous double com-
pounds of the type M'2BeF4 and M"BeF4

have been obtained and are interesting in that
many of them are isomorphc^is with the corre-
spond* ig sulphates. They are usually made by
one of the following methods: (a) concentrating
a solution containing the two fluorides in the
correct proportions; (6) dissolving • stoicfcio-
metric amounts of beryllium oxide and the metal
carbonate or hydroxide in a slight excess of
hydrofluoric ackl; (c) from ammonium or silver
beryllofluoride by double decomposition. LUie
the corresponding sulphates the alkaline earth
and lead salts are sparingly soluble but the
silver salt is very soluble in water. Acid salts
of the type M'HBeF4..ind more complex double
compounds, including amminoberyUofluorides',
hav~ been prepared wiiile by fusion methods the
compounds M'BeF 3 ' M ' = N a or K) have been
obtained (Marignac, Ann. Chim. Phys. 1873,
[iv], 30, 55;, N. Ray, Z. anorg. Chem. 1931,
201, 289; 1932, 205, 257; 206, 209; 1936,
227, 32, 103; 1939, 241, 165; HulUren, Z.
Krist. 1934, 88, 233).

Beryllium Chloride.—Beryllium ignites
on gently heating in chlorine and the resulting
chloride is deposited "as a sublimate of white
needles. It is also produced by heating the
carbide or intimate mixtures of the oxide and
sugar charcoal in chlorine or hydrogen chloride
at 1,000°. Phosgene readily reacts with beryl-
lium oxide at 900°, but below 500° the reactior.
is so slow that it is possible to remove alumina
and ferric oxide by heating the crude beryllia in
this gas at 450° since aluminium and ferric
chlorides are volatile at this temperature.

Beryllium chloride melts at 405° and begins
to volatilise near this temperature; the
Loiling-point is given an 488°. The vapour
pressure at the boiling point indicates about
50% association to Be2CI4. The molten
chloride is practically a non-conductor of elec-
tricity but additions of alkali chlorides rapidly
increase the conductivity (Fischer and Rahlfs,

?AoE,leki'rochem- 1 9 3 2 ' **' 5 9 2 '* Z- a n o rg- Chem.
1933, 211, 321).;, Beryllium chloride is very
hygroscopic and is easily hydrolysed in aqueous
solution. It is insoluble in benzene, carbon di-
sulphide, chloroform or carbon tetrachloride
although it is soluble in many other organic
media (e.g. MeOH, EtOH), often with com-
bination (e.g. o-toluidine) to produce molecular
compounds of the type BeCla-nY where Y is
the solvent molecule fcnd n is usually 2 or 4
(R. Fricke et al., Z. anorg. Chem. 1925,146, 103,
121; 1926,152, 347; 1927,163, 31 ; 192&, 170,

Thermal analysis indicates that double com-
pounds of the type M'2BeCI4 or M"BeCL are
formed with alkali and barium chlorides respec-
tively ; thallous chloride forms Tl Be2CI Com
plex formation also occurs with certain other

r ^ ^ / w * ' ? 1 ^ BulL Soc- chim-1926>
[iv], 39, 1086; Ann. Chim. 1929, M u, 351/
Prytz (Z. anorg. Chem. 1937, 231, " 8 ) was
unable to secure evidence of any complex forma-
tion m aqueous solutions of beryllium chloride
containing potassium chloride. cm<>nae

When an aqueous Solution of .eryllium
hloride is evaporated over sulphuric acid andL r p T J ^ T T ?f hydr°Sen chloride thereare deposited colourless crystals of the hydrated
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chloride ^BeCl2,4h2O. The tetrahydrate is
extremely ltygrosftopic and readily loses HCI
in damp air; it is more stable in dry &jr and
can b$ kept over phosphorus pentoxide with-
out losing water of crystallisation (Debray,
Ann. Chim. Phys. 1855, [iii], 44, 22; Mieleitner
anu# Steinmetz, Z. anorg. Chem. 1913, 80,
73; Fricke and Schiitzdeuer, ibid. 1923,
161, 130; Cupr and Salansky, jbid. 1928, 176,
241). Mieleitner and Steinmetz state that the
hydrated chloride is formed when hydrogen
chloride is led into the aqueous solution mixed
with ether, but Oupr and Salansky on repeating
this work obtained, instead, white needles of
the^compound [Be(H2O)3(C2M6)2O]CI

Numerous oxychloride£ of berylliu6 2 2
beryllium lyivebeen described, but there ig some doubt whether

they are definite chemical compounds. The
view of Parsons and his collaborators (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1904-06) is that al* basic salts of
berylliua are merely solid solutions of the normal
salt in the hydrated hydroxide; see, however,
beryllium sulphate.

Dry beryllium chloride, cooled in a freezing
mixture, reacts with ammonia in the absence
of air to form the hexammine BeCI2*6NH3 as
a white voluminous powder which deliquesces
slowly in air. At 0° the tetrammine is produced,
and this is also obtained when ammonia is
passed into an ethereal solution of the chloride.
Thermal decomposition of the tetrammine above
210° and in vacuo yields a diammine which also
results from the action of ammonia on beryllium
chloride ak room temperature (Ephraim, Ber.
1912, 45, 1323; Z. physikal. Chem. 1913, 81,
532; Mieleitner and Steinmetz, I.e.; Fricke
and Havestadt, Z. ancrg. Chem. 1925,146, 126 ?
W. Biltz et al.t ibid. 1925, 148, 158; 1927,
166, 341; Bcrgstrom, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1928, 50, 657).

Beryllium Perchlorate, Be(CIO4)2,4H2O.
—Obtained as fine, colourless, deliquescent
crystals by double decomposition of barium
perchlorate and beryllium sulphate and con-
centrating the filtered solution with excess of
perchloric acid (Cupr, Coll. Czech. Chem. Comm
1929, 1, 377). The solubility of the anhydrous
salt at 25° is 59-5% (Sidgwick and Lewis, J.C.S
1926,1290). 9

Beryllium Bromide, BeBr2.—Obtained as
long white needles by methods analogous to
those used for \he chlorictc which it resembles
closely#iu properties. The melting-point is 487°
although sublimation begins at 473°; the density
at 25° is 3-465. The fused bromide is a non
conductor of ejectricity.

With liquid hydrogen sulphide at -78-5°
the bromide forms a compound BeBr2*2H2S
while with ammonia it forms ammines con-
taining 10, 6 and 4 mol. NH3; the tetrammine
alone is stable at room temperature.

Beryllium bromide tetrahydrate is produced
similarly to the chloride and forms hygro-
scopic cubic crystals. A trihydrate-etherate,
BeBr2,3H2O,(C2H5)2O, is also known.

Beryllium Iodide, Bel2.—M.p. 480°; b.p.
sublimation temp. 488°; d*\=4-325.

Prepared by similar methods to the chloride
and bromide, but higher reaction temperatures
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needed. It sublimes to form white needles
which are very sensitive to moisture, deli-
quescing and losing hydrogen iodide in moist air.
The iodide is more susceptible to oxidation than
the other halides and takes fire if heated to red
heat in air or oxygen; it is safer, therefore, to
sublime it in a high vacuum (Messerknecht and
Biltz, Z. anorg. Chem. 1925, 148, 152). The
other halogens convert the iodide into the respec-
tive halides although with fluorine an iodo-
fluoride is also produced. Heated in hydrogen
sulphide or sulphur vapour beryllium sulphide
is formed while with liquid hydrogen sulphide
at —83° the double compound Bel2*2H2S is
obtained (W. Biltz and Keunecke, ibid. 1925,
147, 185, 174).

Beryllium iodide is soluble in water but no
hydrate has been isolated apart from a di-
hydrate-dietherate, Be 12,2 H2O,2 (C2H5)2O
(Cupr an<̂  Salansky, I.e.). Solution in organic
media is ofteiTaccoinpanied by combination.

Ammiries containing respectively 13, 6, 4
and 1} mol. of ammonia per mol. of iodide have
been reported (W. Biltz et al.t ibid. 1925, 148,
152; 1927,166,341; Bergstrom, I.e.).

Beryllium Periodate.—Evaporation of an
aqueoHS solution of basic beryllium carbonate
witb periodic acid leads to the separation of
thick plates of Be?(IO5)2,11 H2O; the salt.is
decomposed on boiling with water (Atterberg,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1875, [ii], 24, 358).

BERYLLIUM AND SULPHUR.

Beryllium Sulphide, BeS.—Formed as a
grey, amorphous mass when the halides are
heated in hydrogen sulphide or sulphur vapour
or when finely divided beryllium is burned in
sulphur vapour. It is best prepared by heating
the powdered metal, covered with sulphur, in a
current of hydrogen in a porcelain tube for
10-20 minutes at 1,000-1,300°. The grey,
partly sintered mass is, apparently more stable
in air than products obtained by other methods
(Tiede and Goldschmidt, Ber. 1929, 62~>[B],
758). This material also develops a blue phos-
phorescence if heated in a high vacuum at
1,300° and then exposed to an arc lamp; this
is attributed to the presence of traces of iron.

Beryllium sulphide, d 2-36 (Zachariasen, Z.
physikal. Chem. 1926,119, 201) possesses a faint
odour of hydrogen si^phide, this gas being easily
liberated on treatment with dilute acids. Lebeau
states that it is attacked by water, but according
to Mieleitner and Steinmetz it is only slowly
decomposed even by boiling water. Heated in
air or oxygen the sulphide burns, yielding sul-
phur dioxide and beryllia in the former gas and
beryllium sulphate in the latter. Hydrogen does
not attack it but chlorine and bromine convert
it at a red heat into the respective halides.

Beryllium Sulphite, BeSO3.—When freshly
precipitated beryllium hydroxide, freed from
water by washing with alcohol, is dissolved in
alcohol saturated with sulphur dioxide, the solu-
tion on evaporation in vaajp over sulphuric acid
and sodium hydroxide deposits small, colourless,
hexagonal crystals of beryllium sulphite. The
product is only slightly soluble in alcohol or
water but the latter medium soon hydrolyses it,
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forming more soluble baric salts (Kriisn
Moraht, Ber. 1890, 28, 734).

Beryllium Sulphate, BeSO^.—Prepared by
dissolving the oxide or hydroxide in excess of
hot cone, sulphuric acid and cooling; the excess
acid is decanted from the fine microcrystalline
powder which separates; this is washed with
alcohol and dried. Removal of excess acid by
evaporation leads to slight decomposition and
the formation of a little beryllium oxide. This
is evident, too, when the sulphate is made by
dehydrating the di- or tetrahydrate by heating
to 400°.

Beryllium sulphate is very hygroscopic and
although not appreciably soluble in cold water
it is slowly converted into the soluble tetra-
hydrate ; this process proceeds more rapidly on
heating. The density of the salt is 2-443. With
dry ammonia there is formed a diammine which
passes into a monoammine on heating to 234°.

Hydrates of Beryllium Sulphate.—Con-
siderable attention has been given"" to the
system BeSO4-H2O and numerous hydrates
have been reported, but the only ones about
which there appears to be no doubt are the tetra-
and di-hydrates (Parsons and Fuller, Science/
1906, 24, 202; Taboury, Compt. rend. 1914,
159, 180; Britton, J.C.S. 1921, 119, IR67;
F. Krauss and Gerlach, Z. anorg. Chem. 1924,
140, 61; Schreiner and Sieverts, ibid. 1935, 224,
167 ; Schroder, ibid. 1936,228,129; Novoselova
and Levina, J. Gen. Chem. RUBS. 1938,8,1143).

The tetrahydrate is prepared by dissolving
beryllium oxide, hydroxide or carbonate in warm
dilute sulphuric acid (d 1-07), filtering and con-
centrating the solution; the crystals which
separate on cooling are wa'shed with alcohol.
Britton and Allmand also obtained it by treat-
ing a strong solution of the nitrate with excess
of cone, sulphuric acid and pouring the mixture
into alcohol when the tetrahydrate separates
(J.C.S. 1921, 119, 1464). It may be recrystal-
lised from hot dilute sulphuric acid or even hot
water. The crystals belong to the tetragonal
holchedral class and their density is 1*712.
The tetrahydrate is readily soluble in water,
100 g. of the solution containing 29-94 g. BeSO4

at 25° (Sidgwick and Lewis, I.e.); the solution
reacts acid, the salt being appreciably hydmlysed.

Heating the tetrahydrate to 120° or maintain-
ing it at 93° until a constant weight is attained
causes the loss of 2 mol. o&water; the resulting
dihydrate has a similar crystalline form to that
of the tetrahydrate. It partly meits on heating
to 158° and gradually loses water above 100°.
Like the tetrahydrate it is stable at room tem-
perature.

Double Salts.—Beryllium sulphate yields
double salts with potassium and ammonium
sulphate of the*type BeSO4M2SO4 ,2H2O.
Fused potassium and beryllium sulphates are
readily miscible. and from the melt containing
33-60 mol. per cent, of the latter there can be
crystallised the double salt KaSO4*2BeSO4.

A study of th') isotherms of the system
BeSO4-Na2SO4-H3O between 0° and 100°
reveals the existence of the compound
BeSO 4 3Na,SO 4 which is stable above 42°
(Grahmann, Z. anorg. Chem. 1913, 81, 265;
Marchal,J.Chimphys. 1925,22,516; Schroder,
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Z. anorg. Chem. 1938, 239, 39, 225; 1939, 241,
179).

Basic Beryllium Sulphates.—Parsons and
his collaborators hold the view that alj.. basic
salts of beryllium consist of solid solutions of the
salt in hydrated beryllium hydroxide, but Sidg-
wick and Lewis (J.C.S. 1926,1298), finding £nat
approximately 4 mol. of the oxide will dissolve
in 1 mol. of beryllium sulphate, suggest that
beryllia may replace water in [Be-4H2O]SO4.
Therfr- will thus be formed the complex
[Be-4BeO]SO4 although, actually, the re-
placement may take place in stages. Such
basic salts have notAj however, been obtained
crystalline, butnonly as syrupy masses when
solytions of beryllium hydroxide or carbonate
in aqueous solutions of the normal salts are
concentrated.

BERYLLIUM AND SELENIUM.

Beryllium Selenide, BeSe.—Grejvcrystal-
line mass obtained by leading hydrogen carrying
selenium vapour over the heated metal. The
product is soluble in water but the solution soon
decomposes with deposition of selenium (Zachari-
asen, Z. physikal. Chem. 1926, 124, 278, 437 ;
Pauling, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1927, 49, 787).

Beryllium Selenite, BeSeO3,2H2O.—Ob-
tained as a precipitate on adding a solution of
neutral sodium selenite to one of beryllium sui
phate. The salt, after filtering and washing, is
treated with selenious acid until neutral and
dried at 60°. The acid salts BeSeO s-H2SeOa

and BeSO3-2H2SeO3 are also known (Nilson,
Ber. 1875, 8, 655).

Beryllium Selenate.—Treatment of an
aqueous solution of basi" beryllium carbonate
with.the requisite amount of selenic acid and
evaporation of the solution gives rise to colour-
less rhombic crystals of BeSeO4,4H8O from
which the anhydrous salt may bo obtained by
heating to 300°. At 100° 2 mol. of water are
removed and the dihydrate produced. These
compounds closely resemble the corresponding
sulphates, the tetrahydrates being isomorphous
(Topsoe, Ber. Wien Akad. 1872, [ii], 66, 6;
Atterberg, Bull. Soc. chim. 1873, [ii], 19 498 •
Sidgwick and Lewis, i.e.).

BERYLLIUM AND TELLURIUM.

The telluride is obtained in a like manner to
the selenide and is a grey powefer, d 509. It is
slowly decomposed by moist air and readily by
water with evolution of hydrogen telluride

Beryllium tellurite and tellurate are stated to
form white precipitates on treating solutions ot
beryllium salts with alkali tellurfce or tellurate
respectively (Berzelius, Ann. Chim. Phvs
Oft 58, 244, 259). These are probaWy
? M ° n i g n i ! ( ? u l L Soc' chim

0 the teUurate the

BERYLLIUM AND NITROGEN.

Beryllium Nitride, Be.N,.-Berylliumcom-

buTJen .???£?•? *"»!«•»««• above 900°.
but even at 1 100° the reaction is elo-v and the
product contains appreciable amounts of metal •
a better result is obtained when ammonia is
substituted for nitrogen. The nitride fomed /n
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these methods is a grey powder, but a white pro-
duct is matte to passing cyanogen over the
metal at 800°. Heating beryllium carbide in
nitrous oxide or with ammonium nitrate yields
an equally pure material.

Beryllium nitride melts at about 2,200° and
begins to dissociate above ^his temperature.
The melt, on cooling, solidifies to colourless cubic
Crystals which scratch glass, arastable in air and
only slowly decomposed by boiling water; dilute
acids and concentrated alkalis readily dec&npose
it. When mixed with alumina the nitride
develops a strong phosphorescence after ex-
posure to a mercury vapour lamp (Fichter and
Brunner, Z. anorg. Chem. 19*5, 93, 89; Neu-
mann et al.y ibid. 1932, °204, 81; Vourngsos,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1917, [ivl 21, 282; Satoh, Sci.
Papers Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. Tokyo, 1936,
29,41; 1938,34,888; Stackelbegg and Paulus,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1933, B, 22,-«05).

Beryllium Nitrate.—The anhydrous salt
has not yet been isolated, but hydrates contain-
ing 4 and 3 mol. of water have been prepared
while the existence of a mono- and dihydrate

i f d f S i d Thhas been inferred from Sensimetric data. ^
tetrahydrate is obtained either by dissolving'
beryllium hydroxide in nitric acid (d 1-52) at 0°
and allowing the solution to evaporate in air or
by repeated evaporation of the basic acetate
with cone, nitric acid, adding fuming acid and
seeding the solution. It forms deliquescent
crystals which melt at 61°. If crystallisation
takes place from a solution more dilute in nitflc
acid, colourless prisms of the trihydrate are
obtained. Attempts to dehydrate these pro-
ducts result in loss of oxides of nitrogen (Parsons,
Science, 1907, 25, 409; Haase, Z. Krist. 1927%
65, 537; Sieverts and Petzold, Z. anorg. Chem.
1933, 212, 49; Novoselova and Nagorskaja,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1935, [v], 2, 967).

No double compounds with alkali nitrates
have been reported, but the existence of such
compounds in solution has been inferred by
Chauvenet (Compt. rend. 1939*208, 194; 1940,
210, 250).

BERYLLIUM AND PHOSPHORUS.

Beryllium Phosphide.—Formed when beryl-
lium is heated in phosphorus vapour. Both
Wohler and Lebeau state that it is obtained
when phosphinp acts en heated beryllium
chloride, but Holtje and Meyer (Z. anorg. Chem.
1931, •197, 93) could not induce combination
even at high temperature and pressure.

Beryllium Phosphates.—According to F.
Travers and -Perron (Ann. Chim. 1924, [x], 1,
318) the hydrated orthophosphate,

Be3(PO4)2,nHaO,

is formed as a dense, white, microcrystalline pre-
cipitate by adding a dilute aqueous solution of
disodium phosphate to one of beryllium sulphate
until a faint turbidity appears and then heating
the solution. Excess of the sodium phosphate
solution produces an amorphous, white precipi-
tate also stated to be tKe orthophosphate; the
tetrahydrate is said to separate on crystallising
from dilute acetic acid. Heating the tetra-
hydrate at 100° produces a trihydrate while

iquch higher temperatures are needed for com-
plete dehydration.

Primary Beryllium Hydrogen Phosphate,
BeH4(PO4)2, separates as hygroscopic, colour-
less plates on evaporating a solution of the oxide
in a slight excess of the calculated amount of
phosphoric acid. The secondary phosphate,
BeHPO4, is apparently incapable of existence
and disproportionates readily into the primary
and tertiary salts. The ammonium salt,
NH4-BePO4,H2O, is, however, known and is
the precipitate obtained on treating neutral or
slightly acid solutions of beryllium salts with
ammonium phosphate. It is sufficiently in-
soluble to provide a method of estimating the
metal, the precipitate being converted into the
pyrophosphate, Be2P2O7, by ignition (Travers
and Perron, I.e.). A beryllium metaphosphate
has also been reported (Bleyer and Mtiller, Z.
anorg. Chem. 1913, 79, 273).

BERYLLIUM AND ARSENIC.

When beryllium is heated in arsenic vapour a
grey product is formed which is probably the
arsenide, for it liberates arsine with water.

Beryllium Arsenate, Be3(AsO4)2,15H2O,
is prepared by adding an aqueous solution of the
sulphate to one of disodium hydrogen arsenate
acidified with acetic acid and air-drying the
precipitate.

The acid salts BeH4(AsO4)2 and BeHAsO4

have also been made as well as numerous basic
salts (Bleyer and Miiller, ibid. 1912, 75, 288;
Ephraim and Rossetti, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1929,
12, 1033).

BERYLLIUM AND CARBON.

Beryllium Carbide, Be2C—Beryllium pos-
sesses considerably affinity for carbon, par-
ticularly at high temperatures, and a carbide is
readily formed on heating the metal at 1,300-
1,400° with carbon 07 in CO or CO2. The
usual method of preparation is to heat, in
an electric furnace, intimate mixtures of b^yllia
and sugar charcoal bonded together with an
agent such as dextrin. The product is cleaned
by treating with hot dilute hydrochloric acid to
remove adhering oxide and carbon. It forms
regular, brick-red, octahedral or hexagonal
crystals hard enough to scratch glass and of
density 1-9. Moist ~ir and water slowly decom-
pose it with liberation of methane. The carbide
suffers only a superficial attack when heated in
oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus or iodine vapour,
but the other halogens as well as their hydrides
decompose it fairly readily at 800° as also docs
sulphur vapour at 1,000°. Hot aqueous mineral
acid solutions attack it more easily when dilute,
while with hot caustic alkali there is a rapid
evolution of methane (Lebeau, Compt rend.
1895,121, 496; Fichter and Brunner, Z. anorg.
Chem. 1915, 93, 91; Messerknecht and Biltz,
ibid. 1925, 148, 153} Schmidt, Bull. Soc. chim.
1928? [iv], 43, 49; Stacketyerg and Quatram,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1934, T$, 27, 50).

Beryllium Acetylide, BeC2. —Produced
when acetylene is led over powdered beryllium
at 450°; it differs from the carbide in regenerating
acetylene when treated with water or dilute
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hydrochloric acid (Durand, Rull. Soc. chim. 1934,
[iv], 35, U41).

Beryllium Carbonate.—Freshly precipi-
tated beryllium hydroxide readily absorbs atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide, while if an aqueous sus-
pension of the hydroxide is saturated with the
gas there is formed the basic carbonate
3Be(OH)2BeCO3 . Basic salts of somewhat
indefinite composition are also produced as
white precipitates on adding aqueous sodium or
ammonium carbonate to solutions of beryllium
salts. If carbon dioxide is passed for a long
time into a suspension of one of these basic
carbonates and the solution filtered and
evaporated over H2SO4 in an atmosphere of
CO2, white hexagonal crystals are obtained
which are said to be the tetrahydrate of the
normal salt BeCO3,4H2O (Jahrcsber. 1868,
203). The crystals effloresce in air, are not very
soluble in water and lose carbon dioxide as well
as water on drying at 100°; the'residual basic
carbonates do not begin to decompose- until
about 200°. Beryllium carbonates are soluble
in excess of alkali or ammonium carbonate and
from the solutions alcohol precipitates crystal-
line compounds of the type

3BeM2(CO3)2Be(OH)2

(M=alkali metal or NH4). The amount of
hydroxide seems to vary in different prepara-
tions so that possibly it is merely an impurity in
the true double salts M2CO3BeCO3 . Heating
the solutions redeposits the basic beryllium car-
bonate (Klatzo, J. pr. Chem. 1869, [i], 106, 227;
Debray, Ann. Chim. Phys. 1855, [iii], 44, 32;
Atterberg, Svenska Akad. Handl. 1873, 12, 31;
Parsons, J. Amer. Chem. S0c. 1904, 26, 721;
Venturello, Gazzetta, 1939, 69, 73).

BERYLLIUM SALTS OF ORGANIC ACIDS.

Numerous beryllium salts of organic acids have
been made; in some cases, for example with
oxalic acid, the normal salt is known while
with other acids only basic salts have been
obtained. The most important of these is the
basic acetate, for its ready solubility in chloro-
form provides a means of separating beryllium
from many other metals, including iron and
aluminium.

Basic Beryllium Acetate,

Separates as octahedral crystals on cooling a
solution of the hydroxide in excess of hot,
strong acetic acid. The crude product is re-
crystallised from chloroform until the melting-
point is 286-287° or it may be purified by sub-
limation in vacuo (Urbain and Lacombe, Compt.
rend. 1901,133, 874; 1902,134, 772; Tanatar,
J. Russ. Phys.-Chem. Soc. 1904, 36, 82; Haber
and van Oordt, Z. anorg. Chem. 1904, 40, 465;
Kling and Gelin, Bull. Soc. chim. 1914, [iv], 15,
205).

The physical and chemical properties of the
salt indicate that £ is a non-ionised covelent
complex, while X-ray^xamination demonstrates
that the four beryllium atoms occupy the apices
of a regular tetrahedron in the centre of which
is the single oxygen atom; the acetate radicals
span the six edges (W. Bragg and Morgan, Proc.

Roy. Soc. 1923, A, 104, 437; Morgan-and Ast-
bury, ibid. 1926, A, 112, 4,'I4; Pauling and
Sherman, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 1934, 20, 340).

The basic acetate is stable to air and is in-
soluble in, and unaffected by, cold water;
warm water dissolves it with decomposition.
It is soluble in many organic solvents.

Normal beryllium acetate is said to be formed
when the basic rait is heated at 140° in a sealed
tube with acetic acid and acetic anhydride; it is
insoluble both in cold water and organic sol-
vents (Tanatar, I.e.; Steinmetz, Z. anorg. Chem.
1907,54,219).

Most of the mono!aaic organic acids give
definite basic salts analogous to the acetate, but
witk di- and tribasic'acids the more indefinite
types experienced with inorganic acids are
obtained. With the monobasic organic acids,
however, nor/nal salts are also known. The
beryllium derivative of benzoylpyruvic acid,

[ /
Be

oc—C6H5

> C H

has been resolved into two forms with opposite
and fugitive mutarotations (Mills and Gotts,
J.C.S. 1926, 3121).

Beryllium Acetylacetone, Be(C6H7O2)2.
—Prepared cither by the action of acetylacetone
on aqueous or boiling alcoholic suspensions of
beryllium carbonate or by treating aqueous
beryllium chloride solution with an ammonical
solution of the dikctone followed i*y further
careful addition of ammonia (Jaeger, Rec. trav.
chim. 1914, 33, 394; Parsons, Z. anorg. Chem.
1904, 40, 412; W. Biltz', Annalen, 1904, 331,
336). It may be purified by sublimation or by
crystallisation from alcohol. Slightly soluble in
cold water it dissolves readily in the hot medium,
but with gradual decomposition and deposition
of the hydroxide; it is soluble in many organic
solvents. The acetylacetone docs not form an
additive compound with ammonia although
with SO 2 a 1:1 compound is formed. The
ethylacetoacetate behaves similarly (Booth and
Smiley, J. Physical Chem. 1933, 37, 171).

ORGANOMETdLUC DERIVATIVES OF BERYL-
LIUM.

Few such derivatives are knoum, none of them
being analogous to the Grignard reagents pro-
duced with magnesium.

Beryllium dimethyl, diethyl and dibutyl have
been prepared from beryllium chloride and the
appropriate Grignard reagent; the first-named
is also formed when mercury dimethyl acts on
beryllium. The diethyl and dibutyl compounds
are liquids while the dimethyl is a hiirh-meltine
solid subliming at 200°

Beryllium diphenyl and di-p-lolyl have been
obtained (Schulze, Iowa State Coll. J. Sci 1933,
8, 225).

For the detection and estimation of beryllium,
v. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, Vol. II, 580a and
587 6, c, d.

GLUCOCHLORAL (v. Vol. I l l , 3&).R" °'
GLUCONIC ACID {v. Vol. I I , 297a).



GLUE AND GLUE TESTING.

GLUGOSANS {v. Vol. II, 2956).
GLUCOSE {in Vol. II, 284a).
GLUCOSEEN-5:6 (v. Vol. II, )
GLUCOSIDASE {v. Vol. IV, 3136, 3146).
GLUCOSIDES (v. GLYCOSIDES).
fiLUCOXYLOSE (v. Vol. II, 300c).
GLUCURONIC ACID fa. Vol. II, 297c).
GLUE AND GLUE TESTING. Glue or

gelatin adhesives are materials which have the
property of gelatinising in aqueous solution and
drying to form a hard strongly adhesive layer.
They are obtained from the collagenous parts
of animals and fish, chiefly hide and skin trim-
mings, bones, cartilage afid tendons, by extrac-
tion with water. Keratinous Inaterials such as
muscles, horns and hoofs7 contain little, if Cany,
glue-yielding material, obut horn-piths give
ossein.

Other preparations which possess this ad-
hesive property are also loosely termed glues,
e.g. mffrine glue, a mixture of rubber and
asphaltum, gluten and casein glues, mineral and
vegetable glues, blood and albumin glfies,
phenol-formaldehyde condensation products,
utc, but, strictly speaking, these have no
to that name, as they contain no gelatin.

Gelatin is the principal constituent of a glue,
and therefore many of the properties of the
latter depend on those of the former. This,
however, is not always the case; highly purified
gelatin is distinctly weaker, as an adhesive, than
a commercial gelatin or a high grade glue. The
superior adhesive power of the latter may be
due to tljp presence of other soluble products
which in themselves possess no adhesive proper-
ties, but which modify those of the gelatin by
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^ 'elastin fibres. 'Collagen fibres are covered
with a fine sheath of reticular tissue, which is
stronger in young skins than in old ones. It is
very susceptible to bacteria, broken by hydro-
chloric acid solutions of Pn<2, weakened by
sodium hydroxide or sodium sulphide and more
slowly by calcium hydroxide.

(5) Mucins and Mvcoids.—A class of glyco-
proteins, insoluble in water but easily soluble
in dilute alkalis, which is present to a small
extent in tendons, connective tissue of hides and
skins, cartilage and bones.

(6) Chitin.—Found in the hard sheaths of
beetles, locusts, shrimps, crabs, etc. It can be
converted into a gelatinous form by treatment
with acids but is of no utility.

For convenience the products obtained from
collagens by the action of water may be classed
into gelatin, chondrin and mucin, the properties
of which 'Will be described later. During the ex-
traction^of giue, or gelatin, two reactions take
place: -(a) hydrolysis of ossein or collagen to
form gelatin; (6) hydrolysis of gelatin giving
harmful degradation products.

The extraction process appears to be, there-
fore, a very simple one. In practice it is not so
because, unless properly controlled, the second
reaction, although slower than the first, will
tend to produce larger quantities of those
materials which impair the properties of the
finished product and especially the adhesiveness.
It follows therefore that, whatever the glue-
yielding material used, the following precautions
should be observed:

(a) The extraction should be carried out as

altering its state of Aggregation.
Glue and gelatin do not exist, as such, in the

animal organism but.are the products of the
hydrolysis of vaiious nitrogenous components
brought about by boiling water.

These components may be classed as follows:
(1) Collagens.—The organic materials of hides,

skins, bones, tendons and cartilage. Hofmeister
regarded collagens as anhydrides of gelatin.
According to Grassmann (J. Soc. Leather Trades'
Ghem. 1938, 22, 473) the fibres exist in different
forms, dependent on the stretching or folding of
the polypeptide chains. Kiintzel (Magyar
Timar, 1938, 1; J. Soc. Leather Trades' Chem.
1938, 22, 410) regards the formation of gelatin
as a type of mating process. In the molten or
gummy condition the individual molecules are
unstable and pass from the stretched into the
coiled-up condition.

(2) Keratins.—Found in the hard structure of
the nails, hair, horns, hoofs, whale-bone, etc.
They aro unaffected by boiling water except
under pressure, yield products which have little
gelatinising power and are not used in glue
manufacture.

(3) Elastins.—Mainly derived from tendons
and ligaments. They are similar to the keratins
in behaviour in water but are acted on by
trypsin and other enzymes. Liming with arsenic
limes swells and breaks these tissues (W. T.
Roddy and F. O'Flaherty, J. Amer. Leather
Chem. Assoc. 1938, 33, 257).

(4) Reliculin.—The collagen fibres of hides

rapidly and at- asu>low a temperature as is con-
sistent with economic working.

(6) The acids or alkalis used in the preliminary
treatment of the bones or hide trimmings should
be removed as completely as possible.

(c) The extracting water should be as nearly
neutral as possible. Distilled water is always
to be preferred, and lor the gelatin maker it
is almost a necessity.

Many other factors influence the properties of
glue, but will be considered later, as they relate
to processes which follow the extraction.

Of the materials mentioned, tannery by-
products and bones are those most commonly
used; horn-piths are used for the production
of special glues in which great adhesiveness is
not necessary.

MANUFACTURE: (a) Hide and Skin Glues.
—While the epidermis of the hide yields little
or no glue, the corium or inner skin, consisting
mainly of collagen fibres, gives a high grade
glue. Hides and skins are, however, only used
for this purpose when unfit for leather manu-
facture. The following are the raw materials in
decreasing order of quality1: hide pieces of
calf, goat, deer, etc., including ear and face clip-
pings ; low grade de-woolled sheepskins; sheep
" spetches " ; hand and machine trimmings and
fleshings from hides and skins; foreign sheep

| " sp&tches "; and foreign "hide and skin flesh-
ings. Good tannery pieces (" spetches ") yield

I about 45% of glue while fleshings only give
20-30%. Rabbit skins yield a pale coloured
glue which has a good adhesive power, but a

are held together by a meshwork of reticulin | weaker jelly strength than best hide glue. Glues
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from the skins of young an& small animals' coA-1 quantities of sulphur dioxide or sulphites may
tain more chondrin (q.v.) and are weaker in jelly
strength than glues from older and larger
animals. The pieces and trimmings may be
unlimed or limed. Many patents exist for
making glue from tanned leathers, but the cost
of the previous de-tanning is considerable.
In the manufacture of high class glues, much
discretion is required in blending the raw
materials.

The unlimed raw materials are obtained from
the tannery or from the animals at the slaughter

be left in the finished product. Commercial
hydrochloric acid is used more frequently in the
manufacture of glues where the presence of
traces of iro-i or arsenic would not be con-
sidered as objectionable. After the acid treat-
ment, the materiel must be in a nearly neutral
condition with a pE value of about 5-0. Stock
containing rancid fats would yield turbid glue
because of the emulsifying power of the oxidised
acids. " Such material can be improved by cal-
bonation, that is blowing carbon dioxide through

house. If not used immediately they must be them in water until phenolphthalein is no longer
washed and salted, salted and dried, or limed to
prevent putrefaction. Before liming, they are
washed in a machine to remove blood and dirt,
which would either produce a highly coloured glue
or reduce its adhesive properties, and they are
often run through shredding or cutting machines
to ensure a more uniform action of the lime.

The limed raw materials are ciSt from hides
which have been laid flat in pits in liquors con
taining about 4% lime and 0-2-0-5% sodium
sulphide (which contains iron and turns the
hides a bluish-green) for 7-21 days, with about
4 liftings. The object is to loosen the hair by
softening the bottom layer of the epidermis.
Mucins and mucoids are also dissolved Out.
The hair is then removed by a machine with a
blunt knife, the hides are trimmed and the sur
plus flesh scraped off. The hair thus obtained
finds use in plastering work and felt making, etc.

Skins are painted on the flesh side with a 2%
sodium sulphide solution thickened with lime,
de-woolled or imhaired the next day, trimmed,
fleshed, well washed and limed further in a lime
liquor containing arsenic sulphide.

The first process in the manufacture of glue is
the liming and the quality of the product

reddened. In any cast, the materials are then
either used immediately or dried and stored
read/ for future use. "•

The third process is the extraction of the glue
' " boiling " with a large quantity of water,
e word " tailing" does not imply actual

ebullition, but gentle cooking at a temperature
of about 60°C. to convert the collagens Lito glue
and allow the fat to rise without emulsifying
with the gelatinous matter. This is the most
important process of the manufacture, and the
quality of the finished1 product depends upon a
number of factors which are very difficult to
control. It is necessary, for instance, to avoid
as far as possible the formation of degradation
products by prolonged heating. Very fre-
quently, however, degradation products are
present in certain portions of the skins, owing to
overtiming. These dissolve first, and the " first
run " of glue is then of inferior quality com-
pared with the second extraction.

Generally, the extraction of glue is carried out
in open aluminium or wooden vats, 3 or 4 ft.
deep and 6-8 ft. in dianr ter. Copper heating
coils are placed at the bottom of the vats and
covered with a perforated false bottom usually

depends upon the thoroughness of this treat-1 made of iron or copper. By this arrangement
ment. It is necessary to avoid hydrolysis of the materials do not come in contact with the
the collagen and the extent of this liming there- coils, while the perforated false bottom is used
fore depends upon the'condition of the raw as a support for a coarse filtering medium. The
material, and with already limed stock reduced steam for heating, comes from a vertical pipe in
liminf; ' is usually desirable. For unlimed the centre surrounded by a wooden casing or
stock, saturated lime-water has been recom- " eye " passing through the false bottom so that
mended, but in practice this has to be changed when the liquor boils it rises through the casing
at frequent intervals. It is necessary to con-1 and flows out at the top of the vat, passing down

through the glue-stuff. "
vat is fitted with a

struct the whole plant so that it can be kept
absolutely clean without excessive labour. It is
best to employ several changes of a lime sus-
pension in wooden or concfete vats using about
10% of lime on the weight of the stock, or less
if caustic soda is used. The total time varies

For dry material, the
curb" in which the

spetches can be piled and sink down gradually
as they soften.

The" vat is filled with the treated materials
and enough water is allowed to run in to* cover

from 30-60 days, but is considerably less if them, and steam passed through the coils, the
caustic soda is present, and the stock is then temperature being maintained at about 60°C
firm and free from a greasy feel. If it is fre- (140°F.) for 6-8 hours or until a Sample of the
quently turned over no bacterial action occurs, liquor forms a firm jelly on cooling. -As much
Bleaching agents, such as bleaching powder or of the fat as possible is skimmed off and the due
sodium peroxide, 'and preservatives, such as liquor is then drawn off through a valve at the
phenolic compounds, are sometimes added, but bottom of the vat, run into a tank, allowed to
may cause coagulation during evaporation. cool somewhat, and a further portion of fat

The second process is carried out in the washing allowed to separate.
mills with running water until the washings are More water is then added, and the " boiling "
clear. As the remo/al of the lime is incomplete, is continued until the necessary concentration
acid is added to tte next wash-water. The has been reached. This second liquor will yield
most commonly used are sulphurous and hydro- the best glue, but a large quantity will still be left
chloric acids. The former has the advantage in the hide stock, which is extracted bv reDeatin*
of being both a bleaching and antiseptic acid, the " boiling " 3 or 4 times, the temperature of
but it has the disadvantage that appreciable! the extracting water being increased if necessary.
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The gpue liquors must be filtered and con-
centrated, ftit as*these processes are similar to
those employed for bone glues they fAU be
described later.

(b) Bone Glue.—For this purpose, bones of
alVkinds are used and vary, therefore, so much
in composition that it is useless to give any
detailed analysis. Apart from the marrow,
Blood-vessels, etc., they contain the main in-
gredients of the ash, calcium phosphate and
carbonate, fat and the gelatin-forminf sub-
stance ossein. The inorganic portion is so
intimately blended and incorporated with the
ossein that it is^nly b£ drastic treatment as,
for instance, by the action df strong mineral
acids, that they can be separated.

In many respects the 'processes used in the
manufacture of bone glue differ from those
described for hide glues. These differences do
not refer to the extraction of* the glue itself,
but to*the preliminary treatment of the raw
material in order to obtain a number of very
valuable by-products.

The ossein, the collagen of bones, may be
isolated from degreased T>ones by a prolonged^
and somewhat expensive and troublesome treat-
ment with dilute acids. The number of acidB
suitable for this purpose is limited, as some of
them, e.g. nitric and acetic acids, have an in-

jurious effect on the gelatin-yielding material.
Hydrochloric acid is by far the most commonly
used; the strength of the solution varies between
2 and 5%.

Ossein f»n be limed and treated in a manner
similar to hides, but owing to the expense and
the time required, this treatment is only used
for the manufacture Cf gelatin.

In order to extract glue from untreated
bones, the following process is adopted.

The green bonus are first passed through a
crusher, and then over a belt in order to remove
by means of a magnet any metallic objects
which may be present. In many cases the bones
are thoroughly washed before crushing.

The crushed bones are then treated for the
removal of fat. Fresh bones comprising the
heads, ribs, shoulder-blades, etc., contain 12-
13% while the large thigh bones (" marrows ")
yield 17-18%. Marine store bones4 which have
generally been used for making soups, Indian
and South American bones rarely contain more
than 12% of fa J>

There are three methods of extracting fat
from *bones: (1) by heating the bones with
water in a tank provided with a steam coil;
(2) by heating with steam in a digester under
pressure; (b) by extracting with a volatile
solvent (t? BONE FAT).

By the first of these processes the yield of fat
is small, but it is of good colour and finds ready
use in many subsidiary industries such as soap
making.

The second process will extract more fat, but
at the same time also a certain amount of the
glue.'

The solvent extraction process will remove
practicafiy the whole of the fat without injury
to the glue-yielding material and is the one used
in most modern factories. The usual solvents
are benzine, benzol and trichlorethylene; benzine

w&s Commonly used, but trichlorethylene and
other modern solvents are rapidly taking its
place owing to non-inflammability and lower
cost of degreasing.

The idea that in order to obtain a good ex-
traction of fat the bones must not contain more
than 10% of moisture has been proved incorrect,
as the presence of water will not hinder the ex-
traction of the fat a'nd will not cause loss of glue,
especially if the solvent used has a low boiling-
point, e.g. if trichlorethylene (b.p. 87°C.) is
employed.

A modern fat-extracting plant consists
generally of 6 cylindrical vertical extractors,
each of a capacity of 5 or 10 tons, worked in sets
of 3 units, one lot extracting while the other set
is being emptied. The extractors are provided
with wet and dry ste&m coils placed under a
perforated false bottom.

After sorting, the crushed unscreened bones
are filled intcPthe extractors, the manholes are
tightly closed, and sufficient solvent to cover
them is allowed to run in from the storage tank.
Steam is then admitted to the dry coils and the
solvent is distilled over through a pipe placed at
the top of each extractor and connected with
suitaMe condensers often situated outside the
buiJding.

By formation of an azeotropic mixture the
solvent carries off all the water contained in the
bones; the mixture is passed, after condensation,
into a separator which allows the solvent to be
recovered and returned to the storage tank, and
thence, automatically, to the extractor.

The heating is continued in this way until the
condensed solvenjj is free, or practically free,
from water, when extraction is assumed to be
complete. The steam is then turned'off, and
the fat, together with the remaining solvent, is
drawn off from the bottom of the extractor into
a still for the recovery of the solvent.

The bones are then washed once or twice with
the solvent, to remove from them as much as
possible of the adhering fat. These washings
are also drawn into the still, and high pressure
steam from the wet steam coils is then blown
into the extractors to completely expel all the
solvent. This is continued until the con-
densate is all water, when the extractors are
opened to admit a circulation of air for drying
the bones. The whole operation takes about
12 hours.

The fat obtained by this method is, as a rule,
highly coloured, and is known commercially as
" benzine bone grease." It is freed from dirt,
if necessary, by heating with hot water, and
settling, and is then run into barrels. It con-
tains about 98% of fatty matter and is used for
soap, candle, glycerin, and if made from fresh
bones, for margarine making?

The bones are raked out, conveyed to a
cleanser, consisting of a rotating cylindrical wire
gauze sifter, where they are " polished " and all
small particles of adhering tissues removed.
The*' polished " bones shodd be free from smell
and not contain more tN,n 0-25% of fat. In
many works the extraction of the glue is carried
out without subjecting them to any further
preliminary treatment; in others they are sub-
jected to maceration either in dilute alkali or
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dilute acids. The acid tisatment, for
dilute solutions of sulphurous acid are used, is
supposed to facilitate the extraction of the glue,
by causing a slight decalcification on the surface
of the bone, while an alkaline treatment, either
with milk of lime or dilute soda, has for its object
the removal of substances which by their
presence impair the properties of the glue.
These substances occur always in the connective
tissue of various organs, and belong to the
chondroproteins; in the case of bones this
chondroprotein is called osseo-mucoid and was
isolated in notable quantities for the first time
by Hawk and Gies (Amer. J. Physiol. 1901, 5,
388).

The extraction of glue from the " polished "
bones is carried out in pressure tanks, commonly
called "digesters." These are steel cylinders
with convex ends, having a large manhole at
the bottom for the removal of the spen£ material
and a hinged lid for the charge.

Before the extraction, steam is blown through
the bones in order to further clean them and to
remove any trace of adhering solvent. When
the digester is filled with steam, the steam outlet
is closed and the pressure allowed to increase to
the desired extent. Both the pressure and the
time for which it is maintained vary in diffetent
works; in some, pressure and vacuum are
applied alternately in order to ensure better
penetration of the water and thus give more con-
centrated liquors.

When the pressure in the "digester" has
been released, water preheated to 100-110°C.
(212-230°F.) is run in to effect the extraction
of the glue. As in the case oxhide glues, several
" runs" are made, each yielding glue of a
different grade.

TREATMENT OF GLUE LIQUORS.—The liquors,
either from hides or from bones, contain sus-
pended fine materials. Several methods have
been suggested for their elimination. In many
works glue liquors are clarified by standing in
tanks, kept warm by steam coils, here the dirt
settle 3 and the grease that comes to the surface is
skimmed off. Not all glue liquors can be filtered
bright; the protective action of the gelatin
itself is a hindrance to a good filtration. Fuller's
earth, charcoal and alumina have been recom-
mended as filtering media, but the best results
are obtained with cellulose. Cellulose, being
slightly electronegative to water, holds the
electropositive particles without adsorbing the
glue, but in order to obtain a good filtration it is
necessary to pack the cellulose loosely. Filter
presses therefore prove to be useless and gravity
filters should be used instead.

Many manufacturers prefer precipitating the

The clarified glue liquors are then, evaporated
to the necessary concentration in vacuum pans,
e.g. thM Yaryan evaporator (v. Vol. IV, 409d).

Many glues have a strong tendency to foam
when heated* in vacuo; the addition of soaps
(e.g. aluminium soap) or of tallow will, by alter-
ing the surface tension, decrease very markedly
this tendency, but at the same time render the
finished product useless for certain purposes.

After evaporation, the glue liquors before
settling are bleached, if necessary, by treat-
ment with sulphur dioxide, which is introduced
through perforated pipes into the liquors
contained m lead-line^ tanks and kept liquid
by steam coils." When the required shade
has' been reached, the liquors are ready for
jellying and are run 'into wooden or galvanised
iron troughs about 5 ft. long by 9 in.
deep and \&y in. wide and allowed to cool.
Great care is taken to keep these coolers free
from putrefactive bacteria and they 'are fre-
quently washed with sulphurous acid solution or
frefth milk of lime. When set, the mass is
removed and cut by a " wire knife " into sheets
.of suitable thickness, or the liquors may be run
into shallow trays and the slabs cut to the
required size. In modern practice many glues
are prepared in the form of beads or flakes
running the glue liquor into a suitable liquic_
and a preservative is generally incorporated.

The drying operation which follows requires
very great care ; artificial heat cannot be used,
since the melting-point of the jelly is frequently
not above 25°C. and in hot, and especially in
thundery weather, it sometimes melts. Bacterial
contamination often causes bubbles in the
interior of the cakes. VQT these reasons the
glue is often concentrated in the Yaryan or
" Climbing Film " type of evaporator until it
will set to a firm cake when run on to glass
plates previously waxed or rubbed with ox-gall
to prevent adhesion. Otherwise, the glue slices
or " cakes " are laid out upon frames of gal-
vanised wire ai.d transferred to the drying
tunnels, so constructed as to receive trucks each
stacked with a number of frames.

The tunnels are of varying length, and air is
blown through them in counter-current flow to
the direction of the progress of the trucks. This
exposes the first trucks carrying nearly dry glue
to the driest air, while trucks with cakes from
successive batches of glue ana therefore only
partially dry are exposed to cooler air practically
saturated with water vapour. By this method
the too rapid drying of the surface of the glue
cake is avoided (case-hardening).

Steam coils and humidifiers are provided at

euspended material by producing a colloidal
coagulation in the glue liquor, which can collect
and hold the suspended particles; albumin is
added, for instance, to a comparatively coo
liquor, and the temperature gradually raised
until coagulation takes place. The liquor is
then allowed to stabd for the separation oY th
coagulum, and the clogr portion siphoned off and
filtered. Instead of albumin, blood is fre-
quently used, or, in many cases, inorganic pre
cipitants such as alum or acids which form in
soluble salts with the alkaline earths.

idifiers are provided at
the intake of the air duct and the temperature
and relative humidity are carefully controlled
by wet- and dry-bulb thermometers, or auto-
matically in modern plant, throughout the
drying; if possible, the air blown into the drying
tunnels should be filtered, as even under'the
best conditions the amount of dust and accom-
panying bacteria deposited on the glue by the
air-current is considerable.

A properly dried glue should contain from
12 to 18% of moisture. Many properties of the
finished product depend on this hygroscopic
moisture; a dehydrated glue has a low ti»n«i1i»
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strength,* wju'le a damp glue has bad keeping
qualities.

Ossein.—This is a preparation obtained by
treating the fat-freed bones with dilute mineral
acids, when the phosphates, carbonates and
soHble salts are removed. The residue consists
of ttie glue-forming ingredients and is put on the
market in a dry state for the manufacture of
gelatin.

(c) Fish Glue.—The waste products of the fish
industry give fish glue, which is the most im-
portant liquid glue. The raw materials are the
skins (especially those of soles and plaice), the
bladders of various fish and, chiefly, all varieties
of fish offal. The quality of flie glue prepared
from ground fish such as cod, haddock, Bake,
etc., is higher and the yftld is greater than in
the case of glue made from most other fish, e.g.
menhaden. Fish such as macker&l and herring
contain large quantities of on. The offal is
carried By conveyors to a series of washing tanks
placed overhead and thoroughly washed until
the water contains a low percentage of chloricEes.
It then falls by gravitation into the digesters
and is covered with water and heated with,
live steam. The length of the cooking varies
with the nature of the glue stock. Usually the
liquor formed by cooking the stock is drawn
off when it becomes sufficiently concentrated
and a Becond run of inferior glue liquor is
obtained. The oil is skimmed off and 0-5-3-0%
of preservative such as phenol, cresol or boric
acid is added because bacterial growth would
cause raptt decomposition. After straining, the
liquors are evaporated to a uniform viscosity,
and a sufficient quantity of some essential oil,
dissolved in ethyl alcohol, is added to prevent
mould-growth and to mask the fishy odour.
-Some fish glues are made opaque by means of a
white pigment, such as zinc white, whilst others
are bleached with sulphurous acid.

Fish glue is usually marketed as a liquid glue,
which differs from hide and bone glues in con-
sisting chiefly of proteoscs arid peptones and
being soluble in water at 18°C. It is very
adhesive but should not contain more than 0-2%
of sodium chloride as otherwise it gives joints
which will weaken in humid weather. It should
be slightly acid to phenolphthalein* The best
way of comparing different samples is to com-
pare the times of drying^ and the hardness of
the dried films produced in a room at 20°C.
and 2(J% relative humidity.

Isinglass.—See under GELATIN.
Glue Size may be considered as a by-product,

since it usually consists of the crude glue liquors
which are the product of the third or fourth
extraction^of the raw material, and, if dried,
would yield a glue of inferior quality.

Size is usually treated with sulphur dioxide to
improve its colour and its keeping power. Zinc
sulphate or boric acid is often added as a pre-
servative, and when sold it usually contains
about 25-38% of glue.

Concentrated Size consists of ground glue,
prepared (.from cakes of inferior shade and
quality.

Coloured or Opaque Glues are made by
the addition of a small quantity of some pigment,
or finely ground chalk or whiting.

CHEMISTRY AND PROPERTIES OF GLUE.

The products yielded by the hydrolysis of
collagens may be divided into three groups :

(1) G elatin (q.v.).—This is the first hydrolytic
product. - The commercial varieties are flexible
and horny in the air-dry condition, when they
contain 8-15% of water. When precipitated
from alcohol or by salts, gelatin is pure white
and nearly water-free. It is soluble in glacial
acetic acid (such solutions being made use of
in the familiar " Diamond Cement" and " Secco-
tine "). In cold water it swells to a transparent
jelly which melts at temperatures from 30 to
40°C. giving a solution of gelatin which sets
again on cooling if the concentration is above
1%. To avoid further hydrolysis in dissolving
gelatin, the temperature must not exceed 50°C.
and a solution heated above 70°C. will not
return to its original state. The melting-point
varies vefy considerably with the quality of the
gelatin, 'but is little affected by concentration
between 5 and 10%. A 10% jelly of best hard
gelatin melts at about 38°C. but the melting
point is raised by various salts, such as alum,
chrome alum and basic chromium salts, which
react with it chemically.

Commercial gelatins contain gelatoses and
peptones, often in considerable quantities, and
the protein chondrin is probably also present.
Even the best French gelatin contains peptone.

ague (" Chemistry and Technology of Gelatin
id Glue," New York, 1922, p. 28) gives the

following percentages:

Russian isinglass.
Edible gelatin .
Hide glue.

, , „ . . a

Bone glue.
>» >» • • •

Peptone . . .

Protein
ultrO-

fTAffl
gen.

910
87-8
84-43
520
73-5
31-5
0 0

Pro-
teose'
nitro-
gen.

4-4
11:3
12-4
38-6
1(3-4
50-6
33-2

Pep-
tone
nitro-
gen.

4-5
0-7
2-6
8-4
81

14-8
48-5

Amino-
acid

nitro-
gen.

01
0-2
0-4
0-9

•20
3 0

18-3

The chemical distinction between gelatin and
glue is merely one of purity. Commercially a
gelatin differs only from a glue in that the former
is a very high grade product, is of high jelly
strength, is light in colour, gives solutions that
are reasonably clear and contains relatively less
degradation products, see table.

Dry distillation of gelatin yields water and a
dark tliick oil, similar to Dippel's Oil, containing
pyridine bases, aniline, etc. Formaldehyde,
when added to gelatin in solution, solidifies it
and renders it insoluble even in hot water.
8% of formaldehyde gives the maximum effect.
This property has been utilised in waterproofing
and in the production of the long extinct
Vandura silk (v. Vol. V, 115ft).

(2) Chondrin (v. GELA^N, Vol. V, 509d).—
This hoî iy substance, very similar to gelatin, is
contained in most glues, but differs in being
precipitated from its solutions by nearly all
acids, though usually soluble in excess. It is
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giving, like mucin, a precipitace
with acetic acid. It may be detected by adding
a saturated solution of chrome alum to a
10% solution of the suspected gelatin, which
will gelatinise while still hot if chondrin is
present in injurious quantity. Many salts, such
as alum, lead acetate and iron salts also precipi-
tate it. Its gelatinising and adhesive powers
are weaker than those of gelatin.

(3) Mucin.—This name covers a number of
slimy substances, which* swell, but do not dis
solve in water. They are soluble in lime-water
and are usually removed in the liming operation.
They dissolve in 10% salt solutions, but are
precipitated by more concentrated solutions.
They are detected in glue by the addition of
acetic acid which causes a precipitate. They
are also thrown down by aium. .If left in the
glue, they give rise to " foaming," and have
little or no adhesive or gelatinising properties.

USES OF GLUE.—A great variety of industries
employ glue in some form or other, e.g. in sizing
textiles, papers, walls, canvas, etc., and in book
binding. It is also largely employed in joiner's
work, veneering, box-making, the making of
matches, distempers, etc.

Mixed with glycerin, treacle or glucose it
forms the compositions used as substitutes for
rubber and for printing rollers, stamps, etc.
Mixed with treacle or glycerin it is employed
in making the familiar " jellygraph."

It is also used in photography, and as gelatin
it forms part of the raw materials of cookery.

GLUE TESTING.

The facts that commercial glue is not a pure
substance and that traces of impurities materially
affect its properties make its testing difficult.

The physical and chemical properties of glue
depend on the nature of the raw material and
on the methods of processing. It is not possible
to draw up any simple tests which will evaluate
completely the quality of a glue, or its suitability
for » particular trade. If, however, the glue is
made from a specific type of raw material by a
standard method of manufacture, then the
British Standard Methods for testing Joiners1

Glues (British Standard No. 745—1937) and
Bone, Skin and Fish Glues (British Standard,
No. 647—1938) provide indications of the
behaviour of the glue in use and may be taken
as reliable criteria of quality. When more
stringent specifications are required reference
should be made to British Standards, Nos. 4 V11,
Dry Gelatine Glue; 5 V 10, Liquid and Jelly
Gelatine Glues, Glues for Aircraft Purposes.

The relative importance of the tests to be
employed depends very largely on the purposes
for which the glue is intended. For veneering
and general joiner'B work, for book-binding and
the like, a glue should have good joint-strength,
little foam and gooo\ keeping qualities. It
should also show a good jelly strength and be
free from grease, or it may give uneven joints.
The gummed paper and carton manufacturers
are particularly intelested in viscosity and foam,
etc. The glue for use in the sizing of canvas and
the like should show a good jelly strength and
good tensile strength: foaming power and
grease are of less importance. For preparing

distempers, the grease content should'be low as
it may; give rise to flecks; tfie keeping power
shoula'be high, but the tensile strength and jelly
strength are of less importance. It is not-neces-
sary in any "particular case to employ all the
tests. In practice the consumer usually knrws
from his experie: ce the most suitable typfe of
glue for his purpose. The problem then reduces
itself to checking those properties which are
relevant.

In testing glue the appearance should always
be noted and the odour of a freshly prepared
hot solution, which should not be objectionable.
Jelly or liquid gjlues sAould b~ in the form of a
jelly or viscous liquid, which, at the temperature
stated by the maker, should, as supplied or
after dilution with w£ter, be of satisfactory con-
sistence. The tests may be divided into two
classes: ph^sî al tests upon some property,
and chemical analysis for some constituent.
The physical tests most commonly used are:
(1) Jelly Strength, (2) Viscosity, (3) Melting-
point, (4) Adhesive Strength, (5) Tensile
Strength, (6) Keepin? Quality, (7) Water Ab-
sorption, and (8) Foam Test. The chemical
analysis includes the determination of the
following: (1) Moisture Content, (2) Reaction
(Pa), (3) Grease, (4) Ash, (5) Chloride, and
(6) Sulphur Dioxide.
' The question of the sampling is one of prime

importance. It is necessary to sample each
container in a delivery if this consists of 5 or
less. For larger deliveries of 6-50, 51-100,
101-500, and 501-1,000 the numbew are 5, 10,
15 and 20 respectively. The liquid sample is
taken by a sampling tube, scoop or similar tool.
Pieces are broken up or ground by hand in an
iron mortar, and quartered to give a final 2 1b.
sample.

(1) Jelly Strength.—As a general index to
quality the jelly strength and/or viscosity are
usually included. In testing the former, the
glue solutions are arranged in order of merit by
comparing the iSsiliency of their jellies as ascer-
tained by the pressure of the finger tips. In the
British Standard method, the sample is com-
pared with an agreed standard sample under
similar conditions. According to the grade of
the powdered sample 5, 7-5 or 10 g. are weighed
into a 150 c c. beaker and 50 c.c. of cold dtatfibd
water added. The glue is allowed to soak until
completely swollen, "the beaker heated on a
water-bath for 10 minutes during wWch the
glue is all dissolved at not above 60°C by con!
stantly stirring. The glue liquor is' poured
immediately into a Chinese ointment-jarTn-
ternal measurements 1J in. x 2J in.) and the
celluloid cap put on after 2 minates It fc

«* the jell/is com"

celluloid

with the finger.

««»P»tt™ consistencies of
i,heir cttPaciti«> for bearing
?F " j t d b L

CShta J S T ^ * i, Paciti«> for bearing
S 2 S <W W ? F "jested by Lipowitz
(fleue Chem.-Tech. Unters. Berlin 1861 .171

be mJittnn AY A 1 " a n d w (U.S.P. 882731) may
be mentioned ae they tend to overcome the
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error which^ always attends the breaking or | expressed in grams required to produce the
compression of a jelly, due to the formation of a 4 mm. depression.
" skin " at the surface. (2) Viscosity.—This has always been con-

Sheppard, Sweet and Scott (Ind. Eng. Chem. sidered, by both manufacturers and users, as an
^ .« ,««-. T *____ m ~ , ^ , .« ' important test in the evaluation of a gelatin or

glue. In the British Standard method, 105 c.c.
of cold, distilled water are added to 15 g. of the
glue in a corked flask. After standing 2 hours,
it is placed for 10 minutes in a water-bath at
65°C, dissolution being aided by gentle stirring.
The flask is cooled to 40°C. and placed in a
thermostat at 40±l°C. for i hour. The liquid
is then poured through a funnel, loosely plugged
with cotton wool, into a British Standard U-Tube
Viscometer (B.S. 188—1937) and allowed to
stand for £ hour before taking the measurement.
It is essential that the time of efflux should be
within the accurate range of the instrument
chosen, which will be usually No. 2 or No. 3,
and that 'the instructions given in the Specifi-
cation be adhered to. In making up a solution,
and in order to obtain comparable results, the

1920, 12, 1007; J. Amer. Chem. Sbc. 1921, 43,
53?; at the laboratories of the Eastman Kodak
Co. °have developed an apparatus in which
cylinders of gelatin jelly are submitted to
torsional stress. This method ?s scientific and
capable of giving absolute results, but ha£ not
been adopted in industrial practice.

Another method, whereby reliable compara-
tive results may be/obtained, consists in deter-
mining the jelly strength oy means of a balance
provided with a pan at ona end°of the beam and
a counterpoise at the other. At the bottom
of the pan is soldered a fbd on which is fixed
a steel ball of standard diameter. The glue
jelly is prepared by weighing 1-5 g. of the glue
to be tested in a small glass cylinder (10-15 mm
diameter) graduated to 15 c.c. at 15°C. Water
is added and the glue allowed to soak overnight.
The volume is then made up to 15 c.c, the glSss percentage of moisture contained in the sample
cylinder gradually warme<J> on a water-bath, and must be taken into consideration. The percent-
the contents stirred until all the glue goes into iage composition of the solution should always
solution. A few drops of toluene are added to | refer to the dry weight of glue. The results are
prevent the formation of a "skin" and the
solution is allowed to cool slowly. The cylinder
is then placed in a cold chamber the temperature
of which should not go below 1° or 2°C. After
the lapse of 3 or 4 hours the cylinder is placed
under the plunger and the balance adjusted to I which takes place when a gelatin solution is kept
zero by means of the counterpoise, while the | at a lower temperature after being heated for a
steel ball jfist touches the jelly. The height of
the plunger can be adjusted if

expressed as the viscosity in centipoises of the
gluerat a concentration of 12-5% by weight and
a temperature of 40°C.

The viscosity of a gelatin (or glue) solution
with keeping: the change in viscosityvaries

can De adjusted n necessary
Weights are then slowly added to the pan until
a pointer has indicated an arbitrarily fixed!
deflection. A comparison is made with a jelly
prepared at the same time with purified gelatin
or an accepted standard glue.

Where there is no agreed sample glue for com
parison the B.S.I, have adopted the Bloom jelly
strength tester (Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1930,
2 , 3 4 ; British Standard No. 4B47—1938). An
extra-wide-mouthed test bottle is used of 155 c.c.
capacity, 59 mm. internal diameter and 66 mm.
outside diameter and 85 mm. height overall.
A tapered rubber stopper with a base diameter
of 42-45 mm. is cut in half and the upper
portion centrally perforated by means of a red
hot 2*5 cm. brad. The upper half of the stopper
is used to obtain a snug nt in the neck of the
bottle and the air vent prevents the stopper
from being blown out during the melting and
heating of the sample. 15 g. of the sample are
put in the test bottle and 105 c.c. of distilled
water at 15°C. added whilst stirring. It is
allowed tJ soak overnight at 10-15°C. The
bottle is placed for a few minutes in water at
20-30°C. to prevent cracking before putting it
into the melting bath below 70°C, where it is
brought to 62°C. in less than 15 minutes

short time at 100° is shown by the following
figures (water =1):

Viscosity at:

21° . .
24-8° .
31° . .

After heating for:

5 mins.

1-83
1-65
1-41

10 mins.

2-10

\t

15 mins.

2-45
1-74
1-42

30 mins.

413
1-80
1-43

60 mins.

13-76
1-30
1-42

If the heating is prolonged, as would be the
in commercial practice, the viscosity

reaches a minimum and constant value. This is
due to an irreversible change, that is, to a de-
composition of the gelatin.

It follows that the*temperature at which the
viscosity of a gelatin solution is determined is
of very great importance. Von Schroeder, in
his important work on the viscosity of gelatin
solutions (Z. physikal. Chem. 1903, 45, 75),
showed that at a temperature of 31°C. (see table)
the viscosity does not alter over a period of 1
hour, thus indicating the approach to some kind

C. R. Smith1 (J. Amer. Chem.of equilibrium.
Soc. 1919,41, 135) and, later, Bogue (ibid. 1922,

After 144, 1313) found that at a temperature of 32-35°
closing the bottle with the stopper, now carrying the gel form could not exist, and that no
a thermometer, and before reaching 62°C, the evidence of plastic flow could be observed above
solution is made uniform by swirling the bottle, this temperature, which shoSld therefore be used
The bottje is then kept at 10±l°C. for 16-18 for viscosity readings of a*0% gelatin (or glue)
hours. The determination of jelly strength is solution.
made with the Bloom gelometer, adjusted to (3) Melting-Point.—The melting-point of a
give a 4 mm. depression and to deliver shot at glue is intimately correlated with its jelly
the rate of 200 g. per 5 seconds. The results are I strength and viscosity. It depends upon the
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percentages of pure gelatiri'and „
tion products it contains. The greater the
concentration of gelatin the higher will be the
melting-point; the greater the amount of
degradation products the lower will be the value
found.

Many methods have been suggested for the
measurement of the melting point, but most
of them will only give approximate results.
The method described by Cambon (J.S.C.I.
1907, 26, 703) has been used in the British
Standard No. 647, 1938. The apparatus con-
sists of a brass bowl 22 mm. in height, 17 mm.
external diameter at the top and 15 mm. at the
bottom. It should weigh exactly 7 g. Into this
fits loosely a glass rod 40 mm. long and 3 mm. in
diameter, which is flattened at one end to a disc
of 9 mm. diameter and fashioned at the 6ther end
into a hook. 15 g. of the powdered sample are
placed in a beaker with 105 c.c. of col I, distilled
water, allowed to stand for 2 hours, placed on a
water-bath and maintained at 50°G. for 10
minutes, dissolution being aided by gentle stir-
ring. The glue liquor is then poured into the
bowl, the rod inserted to the base of the bowl andr

maintained in an upright position for 16 hours in
a thermostat at 10°C. The cup is then 'totally
immersed and suspended by the glass rocTin a
beaker of water at 15°C. placed in a water-bath
at 20°C. The water in the latter is heated so that
the temperature of the water in the beaker rises
at the rate of exactly £°C. per minute. The tem-
perature of the water in the beaker at which the
bowl falls from the rod is taken as the melting-
point.

References to other methods which have been
suggested are Chercheffski's (Chem.-Ztg. 1901,
25, 413); Kissling's (Z. angew. Chem. 1903, 17,
398); Smith's (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1919, 41,
146),- and the one described by Sheppard and
Sweet (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1921, 13, 423), which
is very accurate, but necessitates the use of
a complicated apparatus. The Aeronautical
Inspection Directorate, however, have sug-
gested another method, which is simpler and
equally accurate. A 20% glue solution is
poised into a U-tube, which is then placed in
cold water to allow the glue or gelatin to set
properly. One end of the U-tube is connected
through a T-piece to a gauge and suitable means
to obtain a pressure head of 6 in. of water, the
connections being air-tight? The U-tube is then
immersed in a beaker of water which is heated
gradually by means of a micro-burner. The
temperature at which the glue melts is indicated
by the fall of the meniscus in the pressure gauge.

(4) Adhesive Strength.—If a glue has to be
used as a binding agent in joint or veneer work,
the main test is its adhesive strength.

This property of glues has been studied ex-
tensively by Douglas and Pettifor on behalf
of the Adhesives Research Committee and their
valuable work is summarised in Appendix 1 of the
Third Report of the Committee (H.M.S.0.1932).
They recommend tfi'e use of the simple lap'joint,
already suggested ill 1916 by the Aeronautical
Inspection Directorate, and give the procedure
to be followed in order to obtain the minimum of
variation in the test results. Their work leads
to the conclusion that the strength of a common
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glued wood joint depends upon £wo factors:
(1) Mechanical embedding,** and (2) Specific
adhesrbn. Of these the greater emphasis should
be laid on (1). The British Standard defines
joint strength in shear as the load required to
break a walnut overlap joint, when determined
by the specified Method. This value shoulcf not
be less than 1,000 lb. per sq. in. for joiner's glu?s
whether cake, powder, liquid or jelly. For the
determination, the glue liquor is prepared 3>y
soaking 10 g. of the sample in 15 c.c. of cold,
distilled water in a beaker for 2 hours and
melting on a water-b?.th for 10 minutes at not
above 60°C. Liquid and jell;,- glues are tested
at the original concentration. The test pieces
are°made from two slips of carefully selected,
straight-grained, dry? black American walnut
and are 4£ in. x f in. x 1 in. The 1 in. face must
lie in a tangeVitgal direction to the grain and the
4J in. length must be approximately parallel to
the longitudinal direction, but shall preferably
make a small angle of 3° with the grain. The two
parts of the test-piece are assembled so that the
grain tends to run through the joint from one
piece of wood to the other. The overlapping
surfaces are toothed by hand with a sharp, fine
toothing-plane having 20-25 teeth per inch.
The glue is applied with the finger, avoiding
air bubbles, to one surface of each of two test
slips at ordinary air temperature, which must not
be below 10°C. When the surface of the glue
has become tacky, the surfaces are placed to-
gether without rubbing, so as to produce a 1 in.
overlap joint. Six of these test-pieced are made.
They are clamped immediately after closure of
the joint in a suitable press under a pressure of
$00 lb. per sq. in. for 16-20 hours, and are then
conditioned at 12-24°C. at 50-75% R.H. for 72
hours. The pieces are put into an approved test-
ing machine with the grips 4 in. apart and
arranged so that the load is applied in the plane
of the unstrained joint. The load is applied
uniformly at the rate of about 1,500 lb. per
minute. The total load required to break a joint
is regarded as the strength of the joint and the
average of six is taken, an experimental error of
5% being allowable in the mean figure.

(5) Tensile Strength.—It has been shown by
McBain and Hopkins (Second Report Adhesives
Research Committee) that it is possible to obtain
a measure of the strength of the glue itself by
tensile strength measurements and to study other
properties such as adaptation to volume change
consequent upon setting, shrinking, ability to
withstand impact or actual bending, the effect of
humidity, etc.

Uniform glue films are obtained (Lee, Ind Eng
Chem. 1930, 22, 778) by pouring the necessarv
amount of a 20 or 30% glue solution on a hichlv
polished Bakelite plate accurately levelled. The
film, when dry, can be easily removed and cut
into the. required shape of test-piece. JlcBain
and Hopkins (l.c) state that it is necessary to
rehumidify the film before cutting in order to
prevent it from splitting. The approved type
oi test-piece consists of.a straight strip, the long
sides of which can be cut with one stroke of the
scissors, thereby minimising the possibility of
snipping the edges. The ends of the test-piece
are reinforced with paper and fixed in the grips
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of a Schgpper dynamometer of the pendulum
type. The grips we supported on a horizontal
knife edge, and the load is applied uniformly
and ataa rate which can be determined.

The 'test strip should be bent backwards and
forwards several times before the tensile strength
is inpasured, and the result compared with that
of another test strip which has not been sub-
jected to previous bending.

(6) Keeping Quality.—This is intended simply
as* an index of the behaviour of the gibe in
practice and is not to be taken as a substitute
for a more complete bacteriological examination.
The cake or powdered varieties of joiner's glues
should retain their properties*for at least 12
months when stored in a ^ool, dry place. The
period with jelly or liquidities is agreed on by
the purchaser and vendor. In the British
Standard method of determination, 5 g. of the
powdered sample are soaked in <20 c.c. of cold
distilled^water until completely swollen. It is
then heated on a water-bath until dissolution is
completed, and, transferred to a B.S. Petri I)i»h
(B.S. 611), 94 mm. diameter. It is covered and
placed in an incubator maintained at 40°C,
taken out after each 24 hours and cooled for
inspection. The periods are noted when lique-
faction, putrefaction or moulds occur.

(7) Water Absorption.—The behaviour of glue
fyhen immersed in water at 18-20°C. for 24 hours
is a useful criterion of its quality. Generally
speaking, the greater the water absorption the
better the glue, provided that the cake docs not
break and remains firm. Fine bone and skin
glues increase in weight about 8-11 times,
common glues about 5 times, but a bad glue will
pass entirely into solution. In the British-
Standard Specification, water absorption is
defined as the proportion of water absorbed by
a powder retained on a •& in. B.S. test sieve
and passing through a & in. B.S. sieve. 10 g.
of the powder are weighed into a 300 c.c. squat
beaker containing 100 c.c. cold distilled water.
It is kept for 16 hours at 10°C. with occasional
stirring. The supernatant water is then poured
off through a funnel fitted with a strainer of
stretched damp muslin of about •& in. mesh.
The quantity of water passing through the funnel
in 5 minutes is measured. The difference be-
tween this figure and 100 is the wate*r absorbed
by 10 g. of the glue.

(8) Foam Determination?—The peptones pre-
sent m glue increase its tendency to foam and
this test is of interest when the glue is to be
Q?P ! f d

J
b y 8 P e c i a l machines. In the British

Standard method for foam determination, 5 g.
ot the powdentt sample are allowed to soak in
< C'°i' ? i d d i 8 t i l l c d Wfttcr in a beaker until

completely swollen. The beaker is heated in a
water-bath to not above 60°C. until dissolution
is completed. 50 c.c. is poured into a 100 c.c.
stoppered cylinder (diameter 32 mm.±2 mm.)
The internal height to graduation mark is
15±U-5 cm. and to the shoulder is 23±0-5 cm.,
and the air space above the graduations corre-
sponds to CO c c ±2 c.c This is placed in a
water-batl? at 45°C. for 1 "hour. The cylinder is
then shaken vigorously with a throw of about
12 in. at a rate of 3 shakes per second for 1
minute. It is replaced in the water-bath at

45*C.< and left until* the height of the liquor
corresponds to 45 c.c. The time taken for this
45 c.c. meniscus to form and the volume in c.c.
of the foam above the liquid are reported.

Chemical Analysis.—The following points and
further determinations may be added to those
described under GELATIN (q.v.).

(1) Moisture Content.—Glues contain 12-18%,
and a figure of 18% is the limit with cake or
powder joiner's glues. A very low result is not
desirable, as it shows that the glue has been over-
dried and has little tenacity, while a high result
throws doubt on its keeping quality.

(2) Reaction (pE).—This should be from 6-0
to 8-5 for cake or powder glues and between
4-0 and 8-0 for jelly or liquid glues. Free acid
can be determined directly by titrating to
phenolphthalein.

(3) Grease.—Only a negligible amount should
be present^

(4) Ash.—The ash content of good glues varies
from 1*5* to 3-0%. Some bone glues contain
considerable quantities of calcium phosphate,
while hide glues arc apt to contain calcium sul-

phate or chloride resulting from the neutrali-
sation of the lime used in preparing the stock,
and an? frequently alkaline, due to the presence
of li&c. Various whitening agents, such as zinc
oxide, lead sulphate or carbonate, chalk, clay,
etc., may be present. Glues weighted with
barytes, etc., and some coloured glues also yield
high ash weights.

(5) Chloride.—The chloride content is one
index of the behaviour under various atmo-
spheric conditions. It should not exceed 2%
(as NaCI) in joiner's solid glues. 5 g. of the
powdered sample are weighed into a nickel or
platinum basin and 10 c.c. of cold, * distilled
water added. After soaking for 1 hour, it is
heated on a water-bath until dissolved and
5 g. of pure lime added. After drying on a
steam-bath and ignition so that the sample is
completely ashed, the residue is extracted by
boiling rapidly with small quantities of water and
the salt determined by neutralising with acetic
acid and titrating with JV/10 AgNO3.

(6) Sulphur Dioxide.—This is important when
the glue is being used for sizing coloured paper,
textiles or artificial silk. 27-5 g. of the powdered
sample are weighed into a 1-litre round-bottomed
distillation flask. 300 c.c. of distilled water con-
taining 5g. of phosphoric acid (d 1*7) are added
and the flask is connected by a bent glass tube
fitted with 2 bulbs to a glass condenser, to the
exit of which a " B.A.R." bubbler is fixed.
25 c.c. of N/2 iodine solution are placed in a
receiving flask. Pure CO2 is bubbled through
the contents of the distillation flask throughout
the determination. The distillation flask is sur-
rounded by a water-bath and ^heated until the
glue is dissolved. The flask is then heated
directly until 200 c.c. of distillate have been
collected. The distillate is acidified with 5'c.c.
cone. HCI, evaporated to 75 c.c. and filtered.
The filtered solution is heated to boiling, 10 c.c.
of 0-5A'BaCI2 solution addH slowly and allowed
to stand overnight. It is then filtered through
an ashloRs filter-paper, which is washed with
hot distilled water and ashed. The percentage
SO 2 is calculated from the weight <>f Wi
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sulphate. Blank determinations should bfc nude
on the chemicals used with the same rubber
stoppers and CO2 apparatus.

(7) Gelatin.—Many tests have been devised
for determining the gelatin contents of glues,
such as precipitation with zinc sulphate and
estimating the nitrogen in the precipitate,
precipitation with tuimie acid, etc., but they
are all untrustworthy. Possibly the formal-
dehyde til.r:dinn (see GBLATIN, Vol. Vf 507a)
gives the most reliable information.

Bibliography,—Lambert, " Glue, Gelatine and
their Allied Products," London, 1905; Fern-
baeh, "Glues and Gelatine," New York, 1907;
Rideal. " Glue and Glue Testing/1 London, 1914 ;
Reports of Adhcsives Research Committee, Lon-
don, 1922-32; Bogue, " Chemistry and Techno-
logy of Gelatine and Glue," New York, 1922;
Thiele, "Lam und Gelatine," Leipzig, 1922;
Procter, " Principles of Leather Manufacture,"
2nd ed. London, 1922; Alexander, "Glue and
Gelatine," New York, 1923; Sheppard,'" Gelatin
in Photography," New York, 1923; Cambon,
" Fabrication dea colics efc gelatines," Paris,
1923; GerngroBS und Gocbel, " Chemie und
Tecbnologie der Lcim- und Gelatine-fabrikation,"
Dresden and Leipzig, 1931; Stadlingeib " Die
Leimfibel," Berlin, 1929; Saner, "Leinitiund
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Extensive bibliographies on glue are given
by R. Ditmar (KolJoid-Z. 1906. 1, 80), R. II.
Bogue (Chem. Met. Eng. 1920, 23, No. 5), and
W. Simon (ibid. Ift38, 84, 101),

D. B.
" GLUSIDE " (v. Vol. IV, ^U).
GLUTACON1C ACID. Propene-ay-diciii-

boxyh'c aoid, HOjCCHiCHCHjCOjH, w
beet prepared by one of two methods. In the
first of them, due to Conrad and Guthzeit
(Annalen, 1883, 222, 249), chloroform is con-
densed with ethyl disodiomalonate and the result-
ing yellow sodium compound decomposed with
dilute hydrochloric acid, yielding ethyl ay-
dicatbethoxyglutaeonate, which is then hydro-
lysed and decarboxylated to glutaconio acid by
means of strong hydrochloric acid ;

WCJ

(COaEt)BCH CH:C(COi,Et)z -T*
HOaCCH2CH :CHCOsH

In the second, more recent, method (Gruhdniann,
Ber. 1937, 70 [B], 1148) oxalocrotonic acid
(readily obtained by hydrolysis of the con-
densation product of ethyl oxidate and ethyl
crotonale) is oxidised with warm 3% hydrogen

a'de: '

CO a H'CH : CHCH s COCO,H+ H,OS -+
C O H C H C H C H C O H C O H O

The acid obtained'Jjy both of these msthc Js haa
m.p. 138° and is row known to be the (raws-
acid ;

HCCOjH

HOtC HX-CH

ThiB acid, on treatment with aCety'. chloride
yielda, not a normal anhydridr, but'the hydroxy-
anhy^ride (m.p. 87-88°):

CH

hydrolysis of which, under ordinary conditions,
yields only the (ran^acid. Malachowski, how-
ever (ibid. 192ji, 62 [B], 1323) succeeded in
preparing the ci's-ad*i,

HCCO.H

HiCHJCO.H

by very careful hydrolysis of the aydroxy-
anhydride. The cw-acid, BO obtained, melts at
1&6°, but shows a considerably depression on
admixture with the Jrans&cid and also differs
from the latter in the rate with which it under-
goes isotopic exchange with deuterium oxide
(Evans, Rydon and BriBCoe, J.C.S^1939, 1673);
there is thus no doubt of the reality of the two
stereoisomcrie forms.

lamneriam of the Qlutaconic Acids.—TL.
elucidation of the isomerism phenomena dis-
played by glutaconio acid and its alkyl deriva-
tives has played a great part in the development
of modern views on tautoraerkm. ,

Rogerson and Thorpe (ibid. 1905, 87, 1669,
16K5) showed that the two distinct eaters

and
EtO2CCMe(CN}-CMerCHCOEEt

EtOjCCHtCNJCMeXMe-CO^Et

gave, on hydrolysis, the same, dimctbylglutaconic
iacid. This they interpreted as proving the
identity of the two possible acida :

and

HO,CCHMeCMe:CHCOjH
/Jy-dimethylBtutacouie acid.

HOaCCH2CMe:CMeCOaH
ap-dimcthy]glutacoiijc acid.

A similar identity was found In the cases of a-
and y-roethyl- and the a-methyl-yethyl- and
a-ethyl-y-mcithyl-glutauonic acids. These ob
servations were taken to imply the equivalence
of the o- and ypoutiuns in glutaconic acid Icf
the equivalence of the two o-posjtions in'.
mono-substituted benzene derivative

In addition to this peculiarity
acids showed other anomalous p
DO stereoisoincric forms were knowrT^rif
geometrical laomers having been
witliout success ; they also
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ThoBpe himself (J.C.S. 1923,123,3343) expressed
his point of \iew ••« follows: " All experiments
on the glutaconic acids . . „ combine to* show
that there is something in the constitution of
these substances which conventional symbols do
noK explain, and that this 'something' ia con-
nected with the mobile hydrogen atom of the
system, because it disappears when that atom

( i ? absent; we assume, therefore, that this
structural peculiarity IB connected with the mode
of "attachment of the mobile hydrogen atftn to
the rest of the molecule." On the basis of auch
reasoning Thorpe, in 1905, put forward his
well-known u normal" foftnula:

Feint (Annalen, 1909, 37$, 41) had prepared a
second, labile, form of a-methylglutaconic acid
which he regarded as a stcreoisoaaeridc of the
stable acid. Thorpe, however, Vaa of opinion
that th# stable acid possesses the " normal "

, structure while Feist's and the other labile acids
which were later isolated have the conventional
unBftturated structure:

HO2CCH:CHCHaCO2H

In 1931, McCombes, Packer and Thorpe (J.C.S.
1931, 647; cf. Bull, Fitzgerald, Packer and
Thorpe, ibid. 1934, 1653) succeeded in resolving
-*̂ ie stable form of ay-dime thylglutaconic acid;

• thus showing that this acid has the " un-
saturatcd" structure B, which contains the
essential asymmetric carbon atom, absent in
the " normal " structure A:

U«aHy only two iforms are encountered in
practice, viz. the cis-af} and the trans-fty
isomers, but Kon and Watson {I.e.) were able to
prepare all the four possible o-bcnzyl-^-
methylglutaconic esters and three out of the
four possible corresponding acids. The absence
of anomalous behaviour in glutaconic acid
derivatives with no mobile hydrogen atom also
receives an explanation, since such compounds
will show only normal cis-trans isomeriam,
three-carbon tautomeristn being structurally
impossible in such compounds. The following
articles should be consulted for farther fata-
formation on this subject: Thorpe, ibid. 1931,
1011; Kon, Annual JReports, 1932, 29, 140;
Linstead, J.C.S. 1941, 457.

It is evident that the tautomeriam of gluta-
conic acid itself

{CO.H CHTCH CH2-COjH ^
1 • COaHCH.CH:CHCOaH)

•
is not susceptible of study by ordinary means.
Nevertheless an estimate of the very high
mobility of this " crypto-tautomeric " system

•has been made by Evans, Ryder and Briscoo
(I.e.) by a study of the exchange reaction be-
twee^i glutaconic acid and deuterium oxide.
These authors point out that the isomeriaation
takes place through a common meaomeric ion :

COjHCHMeCH:CMeCO,H

" Unsaturated."
B.

A reinveatigation of the whole subject was
undertaken by Kon and collaborators, working
in Thorpe's laboratories at Scftth Kensington
(Kon and Nanji, ibid. 1931, C6O; 1932, 2426,
2657; Kon and Watson, ibid, 1932, 1, 2434;
Gidvani, Kon and Wright, ibid., p. 1027;
Gidvani and Kon, ibid., p. 2443). This fresh
attack was much benefited by the experi-

„ enee gained in the work on three-carbon tauto-
meriHtn which had been parried out at South
Kensington in tae nincteen-twentiea. It may
now be concluded, as a result of these investi-
gations, that the isomerism of the glutaconic
acids and their derivatives is due to the simul-
taneous occurrence of three-carbon tautoiuerism
and cia-lrana isomerism. On this view it will be
seen that an unsym metrically substituted
glutaconic acid ran give rise to four isomera,
e.g.:

RCCO.H

H-C-CH,-CO,H
cis-afl.

RCCO,H

HOaC-CH,-C-H

VHOJC'CHR-C-H

HCCO tH

>C-CH-CH-CH-C;

which ia a resonance hybrid of the two possible
canonical structures:

and
6° \

>C:CHCM:CHC

This common mesomcrio ion ia, in fact, the
modern successor of Thorpe's " normal"
formula. There can be little doubt that the
resonance energy sot free in the formation of
this ion is responsible for the " reversion to
type " which was another puzzling feature of
the earh'or work on the chemistry of the gluta-
conic acids fc/. Ingold, Oliver and Thorpe,
ibid. 1924, 126, 2128).

H. N. R.
GLUTAMIC ACID, a-Aminoglutaric

Acid, CO.HCHtNH^CHgCH^COjH, was
diaoovandln Rifetaiamen in 1866 (J. pr. Chem.
18fi6, [i], 99, «. 454) among the products of
the hydrolysis of wheat gluten by sulphuric
arid, and hence called by him glulaininic acid.
Subsequently, Ritthausen and Kreusler {ibid.
1871, [HI 3. 214), Gorup-Besanez (Ber. 1877,10,
780), Bennlae (Z. physiol. Chem. 1892, 9, 253)
and Wroblewsfci (Bcr. 1898*81, 3218) showed
that it was formed by the-jiydrolvHis of other
vegetable proteins; and HJasiwetz and Haber-
mann (J. pr. Chem. 1873, pfL 7, 397), Panzer
(Z. phyaiol. Chem. 1897, 24, 138), Abderhalden
and t'uchb {ibid. 190», 57, 339) isolated it from
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the products of hydrolysis: of animal prctei-s.
It has been found in blood (Abderhalden, ibid.
1913, 88, 478); in tomato conserve (Monti,
Chem. Zentr. 1912, I, 501); in molasses (Stolt-
zenberg, Ber. 1913, 46, 557); in echinodcrm
(Edlbacker, Z physiol. Chem. 1915, 94, 264);
in yeast (Mcisenheimer, Chem. Zcntr. 1915, II,
1259); in certain brown seaweeds as an octa-
peptidc (Haas and Hill, Biochem. J., 1931, 25,
1472); and among the products of hydrolysis
of crystalline insulin (Jensen and Wintcrstcincr,
J. Biol. Chem. 1932, 97, 93), of certain seaweeds
(Schindelmeiscr, B.P. 481898), of beef fibrin
(Bodensky, J. Biol. Chem. 193G, 115, 101) and
of the protein of silk-worm chrysalis (Pan and
Sun, Chem. Ind. China, 1936, 11, No. 2, 1).
For theglutamic acid content of various proteins,
see Jones and Mocller (J. Biol. Chem. 1928, 79,
429), also Fiirth (Scientia Pharm. 1934, 5, 21).
tf-GIutamic acid is formed from J-histidine by
the action of liver histidasc (Abderlialden and
Hanson, Fermentforsch. 1937, 15, £74), and
probably from proline in kidney (Weil-Malherbe
and Krcbs, Biochem. J. 1935, 29, 2077).

Glutamic acid is ordinarily prepared and
manufactured by hydrolysis of casein or molasses*
and of vegetable proteins such as gluten, psually
with hydrochloric acid or sulphuric acid (LfcS.P.
1928840), but alkali (3-7% as sodium hydroxide)
has been used (B.P. 385054; U.S.P. 1947563).
In the literature there arc many descriptions and
numerous patents for the use of hydrochloric
acid for this hydrolysis, most of them differing
only in details such as the concentration of the
acid, the time and temperature of heating, the
use or omission of preliminary digestion, etc.
The effects of these variable? on the yield from
soya-bean protein have been studied systematic-
ally by Tseng and Chu (Sci. Quart. Nat. Univ.
Peking, 1932, 3, 53; A. 1933, 814) and by
Rokusho, Tanaka and Saito (J. Agric. Chem.
Soc. Japan, 1937, 13, 916). jlartow describes
an autoclave for the hydrolysis of gluten or
molasses in which the reaction can be conducted
undrr pressure (Chem. Zcntr. 1936, II, 246).
The addition of ferric chloride, tin, nickel, lead
or copper as catalysts to assist hydrolysis of
gluten is recommended by Cheng and Adolph
(J. Chinese Chem. Soc. 1934, 2, 221); small
amounts of nitric acid or manganese dioxide
have also been specified (U.S.P. 1890590).
Kumagai suggests the use<of chlorine water con-
taining 1% magnesium chloride in place of
hydrochloric acid (U.S.P. 2050491). A pre-
liminary separation of zcin by aqueous-alcoholic
extraction of gluten press-cakes, followed by
precipitation with water, has been suggested
(U.S.P. 1992804). For reviews covering the
preparation of glutamic acid by the hydrolysis
of gluten, see Tseng and Hu (J. Chinese Chem.
Soc, 1935, 3, 154) and Sato and Tsuchiya (J.
Taihoku Soc. Agric. Forestry, 1936, 1, 79).
The product obtained in these preparations is
usually freed from the salts of betaine, and the
alkali metals (B.IV 265831; U.S.P. 1928840),
by adding HCI and concentrating below 50°,
the impurities are separated, and the mother
liquor heated to 80° when glutamic acid hydro-
chloride crystallises on cooling. The free acid
can be recovered from the hydrochloride by care-

ful neutralisation with alkali (carl̂ onate or
hydroxide), or, if racemisatioR is to be avoided,
by an#ine (King, Organic Syntheses Coll., Vol. I.
281) or N-alkylglycines, e.g. sarcosine or
betaine (U.S,P. 1976997). Kutscher (Z. physiol,
Chem. 1899, 28, 123) isolated glutamic acid from
the products of hydrolysis of casein by. sul-
phuric acid, by precipitating the larger part of
the organic bawes with phosphotungstic aciu,
and removing the excess of sulphuric acid and
phosf liotungstic acid from the filtrate by means
of barium hydroxide; the leucine and tyrosine
crystallised out of the filtrate, and from the
mother liquor the asjartic and glutamic acids
were separated ihrough their copper salts, that
of glutamic acid being more soluble. Glutamic
acid may be prepared* from its hydrochloride by
passing ammonia through the solution and
evaporating to dryness; the greater part of the
acid may be separated by fractional crystallisa-
tion and the remainder precipitated bj alcohol
(Abderhalden, Z. physiol. Chem. 1912, 77, 75).
A«drlfk (Z. Zuckerind. Bohm. 1915, 39, 387)
obtained the acid from aqueous solution by
means of tartaric, sulphuric or phosphoric acid.
Siegfried and Schutt (Z. physiol. Chem. 1912,
81, 261) prepared the acid by way of the in-
soluble normal barium salt. For the applica-
tion of electro-osmosis to the separation of
glutamic acid, see Ikeda and Suzuki (U.S.P
1015891); Scheermesser (Pharm. Ztg. 1915, 6a
487); Corti (J.S.C.I. 1917, 36, 979; B.P.
106081); U.S.P. 1986920 and G.P. 652765.

The identification of glutamic acid is possible
by the preparation of the 3:5-dinrtrobenzoyl
derivative (Saunders, Biochem. J. 1934, 28, 580)
or by oxidative deamiration with surviving
guinea-pig kidney sections into a-ketoglutaric
acid, which is isolated and identified as the 2:4-
dinitrophenylhydrazone (Edlbacher and Neber,
Z. physiol. Chem. 1934, 224, 261). Glutamic
acid and other acyclic amino-acids neutralised
with sodium carbonate, give a deep red colour
•when added to uric acid which has been heated
with nitric acid (Arrcguine, Semana med.
Buenos Aires, 1930, 37, 1074; Amcr. Chem.
Abstr. 1930, 24, 3488). For its quantitative
estimation in the products of protein hydrolysis,
see Foreman (Biochem. J. 1914, 8, 465), and for
the determination by formol titration using
litmus paper 86 indicator, see Buogo (Annali
Chim. Appl. 1934, 24$ 79). Fw the determina-
tion by potcntiometric titration, see Balson,
Earwicker and Lawson (Biochem. J. 1935, 28,
2700). Although the structure given at the
head of this article explains the chemical
behaviour of glutamic acid, there is evidence
that in solution it exists in a Zwittorion form;

O=C-OHt

H-C-NH"

C8H5O2

for example, the exchange reaction with HDO
(Ogawa, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 193o, 11, 367)
and the formation and behaviour of complexes
with iron (Smythe and Schmidt, J. Biol. Chem
1930, 88, 241). For the activity coefficients in
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aqueoup- solution, see Hoskins, Randall and
Schmidt (tbid. 1930, 88, 215; cf. Miyamoto and
Schmidt, ibid. 1931. 90, 165); for the dielectric
constant in aqueous solution, see Devoto
(Gazzetta, 1932, 61, 897); and for the infra-red
absorption spectrum, see Heintz (Arch. phys.
bipl. 1937, 14, 131). Glutymic acid is asym-
metric and exists in d-t I- and dU forms. Lutz
and Jirgensons (Ber. 1930, 63^B], 448) describe
a, graphical method of assigning optically active
a-aminoacids to the d- or Z-series. The rotatory
power of the optically active forms is a function
of the pE of the solution (Vellinger, Compt.
rend. 1932,194, 718).

d-Glutamic°Acid, the naturally occurring
compound, crystallises ?from aqueous alcohol
in the rhombic system-, a:6:c=0-6868:l:0-8548
(Oebbeke, Ber. 1884,17, 1725); m.p. 208° (213°
corr.) decomp. (Fischer, ibid. 18p9, 32, 2451);
224-225° (corr.) decomp. (Abderhalden, Z.
physiol Ghem. 1-910,64, 540); 211° when heated
rapidly (Skola, Z. Zuckerind. Czechoslov. 1920,
44, 347); decomposes at 247-249° (Dunn .and
Brophy, J. Biol. Chem. 1932, 99, 221). The
crystals exhibit piezo-£lectric phenomena. It
is sparingly soluble in water (0-88 g. in 100 g. al
25°) but the solubility is raised in the presence
of alkali and alkaline earth salts (Pfeiffer, Ber.
1915,48,1938); it is insoluble in methyl or ethyl
alcohol (less than 0-007 g. in 100 g. at 25°), ether
and acetone and practically insoluble in cold
glacial acetic acid (Pertzoff, J. Biol. Chem. 1933,
100, 97). For the solubility in water-alcohol
mixtures at various temperatures, see Dunn
and RosJ (ibid. 1938, 125, 309). The heat of
combustion is 966 kg.-cal. and the heat of
solution in water is*9,600 g.-cal. (Pertzoff, Z.o).
For the free energy, AF29S (crystalline) -170,700
g.-cal. and the values of AH and AS, see Borsook
and Huffmann, ibid. 1933, 99, 663; J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1932, 54, 4297; Huffmann, Ellis
and Fox, ibid. 1936, 58, 1728. The dissociation
constants of glutamic acid are K'a 5*62 x 10~B and
2-19 x 10-10, K'b 1-56 x 10-12 (£irk and Schmidt,
J. Biol. Chem. 1929, 81, 237 ; Harris, ibid. 1929,
84, 179); see Schmidt, Kirk and Appleman
{ibid. 1930, 88, 285) for the values at 0°, and
also Neuberger (Biochem. J. 1936, 80, 2085);
Wilson and Cannan (J. Biol. Chem. 1937, 119,
309). In aqueous solution [a]2£ +12-04°, and
Mil +*H"0°; in 10% aqueous hydrochloric acid
[a]2p +34-9°. Increasing amounts of strong
acid cause a continuous increase in the specific
rotation, which tends towards a maximum.
The addition of bases first changes the dextro-
into laevo-ritation, which attains its highest
numerical value with the formation of the acid
salt, further quantities of base convert the
laevo-rotation again to a dextro-rotation. With
lead hydroxide, no change in sign of the rotation
takes- place (Andrlik. Z. Ver. Rubenzuck.-Ind.
Bohm, 1903, 948; see also Pellet, Chem. Zentr.
1911,1, 1766). When an aqileous solution of d-
glutamic acid is boiled, an equilibrium is set up
between the d-glutamic acid and its dehydration
product* Z-pyrrolidone-2-carboxylic acid, the
position of equilibrium depending on the pR.
In solutions near neutrality, dehydration is
favoured but slow at 100°; in solutions greater
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4haa 2M with respect to hydrochloric acid or
0-5M to sodium * hydroxide reconversion to
glutamic acid occurs (Skola, Z. Zuckerind.
Czechoslov. 1920, 44, 347; Foreman, Biochem.
J. 1914, 8, 492; Fischer and Boehner, Ber. 1911,
44, 1332; and for the equilibrium constants at
various pR values, see Wilson and Cannan, I.e.).
Theopticalpropertiesof the equilibrium solutions
at various pu values indicate that the first stage
in the dehydration is the formation of an internal
salt (Okinaka, A. 1928, 435). Stanek (Z. Zucker-
ind. Bohm. 1912, 37, 1) on heating the aqueous
solution above 200°, obtained cW-pyrrolidone-
carboxylic acid, below that temperature the
laevo-rotatory form is the chief product.

A solution of d-glutamic acid (1:22,000) gives
a characteristic colour reaction with triketo-
hydrindene (Abderhalden and Schmidt, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1913, 85,143).

When glutamic acid is administered as a food,
96% is aosocbed, a portion being used in protein
synthesis and the rest oxidised to urea (Andrlik
and Velich, Z. Zuckerind. Bohm. 1908, 32, 313;
Butts, Blunden and Dunn, J. Biol. Chem. 1937,
119, 247). Its administration to phloridzinised
dogs leads to increased elimination of d-glucose
in the urine (Warkalla, Beitr. Phys. 1914, 1, 91)
ar4 in normal animals increases the excretion
of urea and sulphate (Stekol and Schmidt, Univ.
California Pub. Physiol. 1933, 8, 31; A. 1934,
440). Glutamic acid shows little toxicity (Sulli-
van, Hess and Sebrell, U.S. Publ. Health Repts.
1932, 47, 75) and is used in foods in the form
of the sodium salt which has a strong meat-
like flavour (see B.P. 269576). In vitro it is
haemotoxic to the blood corpuscles of warm-
blooded animals (Sulmann, Z. Immunitatsforsch.
1932, 74, 45), but its copper, iron, manganese
and magnesium salts are effective in preventing
anaemia in rats (Brand and Stucky, Proc. Soc.
Exp. Biol. Med. 1934, 31, 627, 689, 739). For
its effect on haemoglobin production, see also
Drabkin and Miller (J. Biol. Chem. 1931, 90,
531); and for its hyperglycaemic action, see
Nord (Acta med. scand. 1926, 65, 1, 61).

For its katabolism in the animal organism,
see Ringer et al. (J. Biol. Chem. 1913, 14, 541)
and also the series of papers dealing with the
intermolecular transfer of amino-groups be-
tween glutamic and pyruvio acids by Braun-
stein and Kritzmann (Biochimia, 1937, 2, 242,
859; Enzymologia, 1937, 2, Pt. Ill , 129;
Nature, 1937. 40, 503) and by Von Euler, Adler,
Das et al. (Z. physiol. Chem. 1938, 254, 61;
Arkiv Kemi, Min., Geol. 1938,12B, No. 40). For
the biological dehydrogenation, see idem., Compt.
rend. Trav. Lab. Carlsberg, 1938, 22, 15; 1938,
A III, 438; and for the oxidation of its
phenyl derivatives in the animal body, see Von
Beznak, Biochem. Z. 1929, 205, 420; Oesterlin,
ibid. 1929, 215, 203.

Fermentation of glutamic acid by members
of the genqs Clostridium which are widely dis-
tributed in soil, gives rise to n-butyric and acetic
acide, carbon dioxide, ammonia and hydrogen
(Barker, J. Bact. 1938, 8& 322). Under the in-
fluence of strictly anaerobic spore-forming
bacteria from soil the fermentation leads tc the
formation of acetic and propionic acids (idem
Enzymologia, 1937, 2, 175, cf. Brasch and
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Neuberg, Biochem. Z. 1908,13, 299). Alcohol^
fermentation gives methyl alcohol (Leoncini,
Boll. ist. super, agrar. Pisa, 1934, 10, 418).
Dccarboxylation by certain (legume) bacteria
yields y-aminobutyric acid and carbon dioxide
(Virtanen, Rintala and Laine, Nature, 1938,142,
674; Ackermann, Z. physiol. Chem. 1910, 69,
273; Abderhalden, ibid. 1913, 85, 131). Certain
bacilli cause the formation of a polypeptide from
glutamic acid (I vino vies, Zentr. Bakt. 1938, I,
142, 62). For the conversion to glutamine by
enzymes, see Krebs (Biochem. J. 1935, 29,1951).
Glutamic acid breaks down under the action of
sunlight to propaldehyde, ammonia and carbon
dioxide, especially in the presence of sensitisers
such as aluminium, titanium and zinc oxides
(Ganassini, Giorn. Farm. Chim. 1912, 81, 226;
Rao and Dhar, J. Indian Chem. Soc. 1934, 11,
617). Dissociation of the carboxy 1 groups occurs
on absorption of ultra-violet light (Anslow, Phys.
Rev. 1932, 40, 115). Oxidation,, of glutamic
acid with hot sodium dichromate or potassium
permanganate in sulphuric acid, or with hydro-
gen peroxide, yields succinic acid (Dakin, J. Biol.
Chem. 1909, 5, 409; Chu and Tseng, J. Chinese
Chem. Soc. 1933, 1, 46). The action of sodium
hypobromito in alkaline solutions gives gjutar-
monoaldehyde; in neutral solution the pro-
duct is j8-cyanopropionic acid (Friedman and
Morgulis, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936, 58, 909).
Electrolytic oxidation in dilute sulphuric acid
yields succinic and succinamic acids, succinimide
and further breakdown products (Takayama,
J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1931, 52, 155; Bull.
Chem. Soc. Japan, 1933, 8, 125). The direct
oxidation of glutamic acid with oxygen is
catalysed by adrenaline, {fyrocatechol and
related compounds with the intermediate for-
mation of glyoxylic acid and finally ammonia,
formaldehyde and carbon dioxide (Barren-
schecn and Danzer, Z. physiol Chem. 1933, 220,
57). In the presence of charcoal this oxidation
leads to the formation of jirea (Arai, Biochem. Z.
1930, 226, 233). For the oxidation with silver
oxide* sea Herbst and Clarke (J. Biol. Chem.
1934, 104, 769).

When treated with nitrous acid glutamic acid
fields a-hydroxyglutaric acid (glutanic acid,
q.v.) (Ritthausen, J. pr. Chem. 1868, [i], 103,
239). Natural d-glutamic acid is converted by
nitrous acid into /-a-liydroxyglutaric acid, and
by nitrosyl chloride or hydrochloric acid and
nitrous acid into /-a-chloroglutaric acid, which
in turn yields d-a-hydroxyglutaric acid (Fischer
and Moreschi, Ber. 1912, 45, 2447).

For electrolytic diazotisation of the acid, see
Krauss (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.*1917, 39, 1427).

(/-Glutamic acid forms normal and acid
salts, the latter being the more common. Of
these the sodium^ C5H8O4NNa; potassium
C6H8O4NK ; calcium, (C6H8O4N)2Ca ; barium,
(C6H8O4N)2Ba; had, (C5H8O4N)2Pb salts,
prepared by neutralisation or double decomposi-
tion in aqueous solution, are crystalline and*
hygroscopic. The g'utamates of general focpiula
CsHgO^M'1 are readily soluble in water and
have a characteristic meat-like flavour. The
manufacture and consumption of the sodium
salt are general in China and Japan (Ikeda, Orig.
Com. 8th Intern. Cong. Appl. ('horn. 1912, 18,

147 ; Tseng and Chu, Acad. Sin. Mem. JjTat. Res.
Inst. Chem. 1931, No. 5, 1; .Han,* Ind. Eng.
Chem. d929, 21, 984). The disodium salt can
be prepared by adding the acid dissolved in
liquid ammonia to sodium in liquid ammonia
until the blue colour disappears (Voss aj]d
Guttmann, Ber. 1930, 63 [B], 1726). For its
Raman spectrum, see J. Chem. Phys. 1937, 5,
508. The acid ,>sodium salt is converted tc
sodium pyrrolidonecarboxylate on heating to
150-163° (Tseng and Chu, Sci. Quart. Pekia,
1932, 3, 1) and the calcium salt cyclises at 180-
185° (Abderhalden, Z. physiol. Chem. 1910, 64,
447); it is precipitated quantitatively from
aqueous solution." if sufficiently concentrated
(For/jman, Biochem.'J. 1914, 8, 479). For
solubility data of the adibasic calcium salt, see
Takayama (J. Soc. Chem. Ind. Japan, 1930, 33,
Suppl. binding, 91). The normal barium salt
is almost insoluble in water (Siegfried and
Schutt, Z. physiol. Chem. 1912, 81, 2P1). If
the hydrochlonde, hydro bromide or hydriodide
of .glutamic acid be boiled in aqueous solution
with freshly precipitated calcium or barium car-
bonate, the filtrate on concentration deposit well
iornied crystals of a salt of the type

(C5H8O4N)2 BaBaCI2,a:H2O.

The corresponding strontium compounds are
obtained by crystallising the glutamate with
excess halide (Anslow an(l King, Biochem. J.
1927, 21, 1168). For the transference numbers
and conductivities of the sodium, calcium and
barium salts, set Miyamoto and Schmidt (J. Biol.
Chem. 1933, 99, 335; also Univ. Odlif. Pub.
Physiol. 1932, 8, 9). The normal ammonium
salt, (NH4)2C5H7O4N, loaes NH3 at 110-115°,
and forms the acid salt (NH4)C5H8O4N ; [a]D

about -3-6° (Schulze and Trier, Ber. 1912, 45,
257). Evaporation of rf-glutamic acid with
aqueous ammonia causes decomposition of the
ammonium salt but with ammonium chloride
the acid salt is formed (Tseng and Chu, Sci.
Rep. Nat. Univ. Peking, 1936, 1, No. 4, 17),
which is also obtained by dissolving the acid in
liquid ammonia (Voss and Guttmann, I.e.).

The blue copper derivative,

(C6H9O4N)54CuO,7£H2O,

is crystalline; zinc and cadmium salts and
cobalt and nickel derivatives have been prepared
(Hugouncnq and Flcjrence, l^ull. * Soc. chim.
1920, [iv], 27, 750). Wolff described an amor-
phous greenish-blue copper salt as

C6H7O4NCu,lH2O,

which dissolves in 400 parts of foiling water
(Annalen, 1890, 260, 79); Pfeiffer and Werner
formulate the copper salt

[Cu(C5H7O4N)2]Cu,H8O
since it reacts with sodium hydroxide precipi-
tating copper hydroxide and forming a bluish-
violet solution which contains a substance
precipitated by alcohol and having the required
Cu:N ratio (Z. physiol. Chem. 1937, 246,
212). For an asymmct/ic synthesis of optically
active cobalt complexes with the formula
[Co(C6H7O4IM)3]Na3, see Lifschitz Proc.
Acad. Sci. Amsterdam, 1936, 39, 1192). Two
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forms of -this complex, each having d- and I- \
forms, have?been*.described; one is red with
insoluble silver and lead salts, the othep violet
with salts soluble in boiling water. The silver
salts, *C5H7O4NAg2 and C5H8O4NAg, are
white insoluble powders; the ferrous salt is
obtained.when glutamic acid 48 boiled with an
excess of iron powder in an oxygen-free atmo-
sphere (Hoffmann, G.P. 26439f>); the zinc salt
is basic (C6H8O4N)2Zn-ZnO; the mercuric
salt a heavy crystalline powder decomposing
at 208-209° (Habermann, Annalen, 1871, 179,
248; Abderhalden and Kautzsch, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1910, 64, 447; 6£ 487; 1912, 78, 333).
The hydrochloric has m.p. 202°, or heated
rapidly, m.p. 213° (Abderhalden, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1910, 64, 450); w^en precipitated from
hydrochloric acid solution it contains 2 mol.
H2O (Wei and King, Science, Ch îa, 1936, 19,
354). It has [aft0 +25° (Abdferhalden, I.e.);
or 24-5°̂  (Fischer and Boehner, Ber. 1911, 44,
1334). For crystallography of the hydro-
chloride, see Kaplanova (Abh. Bohm. AkaU
1015, No. 23, from JahrJ). Min. 1917, 1, 123),
and for the Raman spectrum, .see Edsall (J.
Chem. Physics, 1937, 5, 508). Data are given
by Takayama for its identification with the
polarising microscope (J. Chem. Soc. Japan,
1931, 52, 245). d-Glutamic acid picrolonate has
LO]2^ +85° (Levene and Van Slyke, J. Biol.
Chem. 1912, 12, 127). The strychnine salt has

i by
, J.

1909, .365, 181).
H,ROj;N, micro-

m.p. 225-230°, -25-5°; the brucine salt
has m.p. 240°, [affi -23° (Dakin, Biochem. J.
1919, 13, 998). For the imido-orthophosphoric
ester, C7H14O7NP, of glutamic acid, see Lang-
held (Ber. 1911, 44,-2076). The a-ethyl ester
has m.p. 110° (Neuberger, Biochem. J. 1936,
30, 2085); the y-ethyl ester forms prisms from
50% alcohol, m.p. l'94° (188° Menozzi and
Appiani, Gazzetta, 1894, i, 24,384), hydrochloride
m.p. 134°. The diethyl ester is an oil with b.p.
139-140°/10 mm., d17 1-0737 and [aft +7-34°
(Fischer,j3itzungsber. Akad. W*s. Berlin, 1900,
48, 1062), and is very soluble in water. For the
dissociation constants of the ethyl esters, see
Neuberger (l.c).

Glutamic acid forms a soluble benzene sul-
phonyl derivative,

PhSO2NHCH(CO2H)CH2CH2CO2H,

m.p. 129-132°, wi?ich can easily be methylated to
N-benzenesulphonylmethylglutamic acid, m.p.
138-139°, or esterified to the di-w-butyl ester,
m.p. 58-59° (Hedin, Ber. 1890, 23, 3196; Gurin,
J. Amer. Chen}. Soc. 1936, 58, 2140; see also Z.
physiol. Chem. 1937, 250, 189). The ^-toluene-
sulphonyl obrivativc is an oil but gives a di-n-
butyl ester, m.p. 64-65°, and a methylated
derivative, m.p. 131-132° (McChesney and
Swann, jun. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1937,59,111b1).
Qlutamic-N-sulphonic acid is obtained by the
action of N-pyridinium sulphonic acid; its
potassium salt crystallises with acetic acid;
2C6H6O7NSK3,CH3CO2H and forms double
salts withheld potassium*glutamate,

C5H6O7NSK3,C5H8O4NK,H2O

(Baumgarten, Marggraff and Dammann, Z

pfcysibl. Chem. 1932, 209, 145). Acetyl-d-
glutamic acid, m.p. 199°, is forme when ketene
is passed into an aqueous solution of (/-glutamic
acid (Bergmann and Stern, Ber. 1930, 63 [B],
437); or from the sodium salt and acetic an-
hydride (Nicolet, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 52,
1192), but the sodium salt of acetylglutamic
acid is readily racemised in aqueous solution b,
acetic anhydride (Du Vigneaud and Meyer,
Biol. Chem. 1932, 98, 295). The acetyl deriva-
tive readily gives, with methyl sulphate, acetyl-
methylglutamic acid, decomp. 203° (Knoop and
Oesterlin, Z. physiol. Chem. 1927,170, 186).

Ckloracetyl'd-glutamic acid,

CH2CICONHCH(CO2H)CH2CH2CO2H,

m.p. 143° (corr.), [afg -13-5° (±0-2°) in aqueous
solution; with ammonia it yields glycyl-d-
glutamic acid,

NHa.CH2<:ONHCH(CO2H)CHa.CH2CO2H

(Fischer, Ber. 1907, 40, 3704; Fischer, Kropp
and Stahlschmidt, Annalen,
Phenylacetylglutamic acid, C13ri]5w5i^, imuiu-
scopicneedles,has m.p. 132°,[a]D -19°in3-10%
'aqueous solution; the brucine salt has [a]D

-1-37° (Thierfelder, Sherwin, Z. physiol. Chem.
1915, % 1; Ber. 1915, 47, 2630). o-Nitro-
benzoylgluiamic acid, m.p. 151°, is formed from
the hydrochloride and o-nitrobenzoyl chloride
in the presence of magnesium oxide. The for-
mation of N-carboxyglutamic acid in sugar solu-
tions containing glutamic acid and carbon
dioxide is suggested by Majer (Listy Cukrovar,
1928,47,123; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1929,23,728).
For the half anilide of glutamic acid, m.p. 209°
(decomp.), seeVosl and Guttmann (Z. physiol.
Chem. 1932, 204, 1); for the synthesis of N-
alkyl derivatives, see Sugasawa (J. Pharm. Soc.
Japan, 1927, No. 550, 1041); and for y-phenyl-
glutamic acid, see von Beznak (Biochem. Z. 1929,
205, 414). Numerous di- and poly-pcptides
have been synthesised from glutamic acid and
the original literature should be consulted for
descriptions of these substances.

(//-Glutamic Acid is obtained in 60-65%
yield from the (/-acid or its acid sodium salt by
heating with solid ammonium chloride at 230-
235° for an hour and then refluxing for 5 hours
with 6^-hydrochloric acid. Anhydrous dl-
glutamic acid and the monohydrate were ob-
tained in this way by Dunn and Stoddard (J.
Biol. Chem. 1937, 121, 521). A slightly better
yield (71%) is obtained by heating the d-acid
with barium hydroxide in aqueous solution for
9 hours at 160-170°. Sodium carbonate, bi-
carbonate and hydroxide and calcium hydroxide
do not cause racemisation (Tseng and (Jhu, J.
Chinese Chem. Soc. 1933, 1, 188; Schulze and
Bosshard, Ber. 1885, 18, 3$8; Schulze, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1892, 9, 253). Syntheses of dU
glutamic acid have been carried out by Wolff
(Annalen, 1890, 260, 79), by Knoop and
Gesterlin (Z. physiol. Chem. 1927, 170, 186),
and ty Dunn, Smart, Rcdqmann and Brown
(J. Biol. Chem. 1931, 94, 599). Wolff started
with hevulic acid and by boiling dibroraolaevulic
acid with water, obtained glyoxylpropionic acid,
OHCCOCH2CH2CO2H, which reacts with
hydroxylamine to form yS-dii'sonitroaovaleric
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acid, CH(:NOH)C(:NOH)CH2CH2C02<H,
from which wonitrosocyanobutyric acid,

CNC(:NOH)CH 2 CH 2 CO 2 H

is obtained by dehydration with sulphuric acid
and subsequent treatment with cold sodium
hydroxide. When wonitrosocyanobutyric acid
is hydrolysed with boiling alkali, it yields iso-
nitrosoglutaric acid,

CO2HC(:NOH)CH2CH2CO2H,

and this is reduced to inactive glutamic acid by
tin and hydrochloric acid. Knoop and Oester-
lin's method consisted in the reduction of a-
ketoglutaric acid in the presence of ammonia;
c/. Shemin and Herbst, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1938, 60, 1954. The third synthesis started
from the ?\sonitroso-derivative of malonic ester,
ethyl oximinomalonate, HON:C(CO2Et)2. On
reduction with aluminium amalgam, this gives
ethyl aminomalonate which was benzoylated
and then condensed with /?-bromopropIonic acid
to ethyl Vbenzamidopropane-aay-tricarboxyl-
ate,
C eH5CONHC(CO2Et)2CH2CH2CO2Et.

This ester, on hydrolysis, gives (ZZ-glutarcic acid
which forms rhombic plates from water, sm.p.
199° (Dunn, Smart el al., I.e., show photomicro-
graphs of d- and dl-ghit&mic acids); Dunn
and Brophy give the m.p. as 225-227° (J. Biol.
Chem. 1932, 99, 221). It is soluble in hot water
and sparingly soluble in cold water (1 part in
66*7 parts at 20°), also sparingly in alcohol,
ether, light petroleum and carbon disulphide.
The flavours of the sodium^potassium, lithium,
calcium, barium, strontium, magnesium, methyl
ammonium (m.p. 75°; hydrochloride, m.p.
168-169°), and dimethylammonium (hydro-
chloride, m.p. 178*5°) salts have been described
(Tseng and Chu, I.e.). The potassium and
methylammonium salts are hygroscopic. The
copper salt, C5H7O4NCu,2£H2O, forms blue
needles, becomes anhydrous at 135° and is not
soluble in less than 1,000 parts of boiling water.
A number of derivatives have been reported:
the hydrochloride crystallises in needles, m.p.
193° (Wolff), 200° (Abderhalden and Kautsch,
Z. physiol. Chem. 1910,68, 487), and is crystallo-
graphically identical with the hydrochloride of
the d-acid, a:6:c=0-8873:l:0-3865 (Wolff, Lc);
the acid sulphate, m.p. 164-6°; picroloyiate, fine
short spindles, decomposing at 184° (Levene and
van Slyke, J. Biol. Chem. 1912, 12, 127); the
N-chloracetyl derivative has m.p. 123°, formyl,
m.p. 181-7°; acetyl, m.p. 187-5°; propionyl,
m.p. 173-1°; n-butyryl, m.p. 179°; and isovaleryl,
m.p. r%0-6°. The hydrochloride of the ethyl
ester has m.p. 113-1° (Tseng and Chu, I.e.).
61-Be?izoyl-glntafiiic acid crystallises with 1 H2O,
m.p. 152-153° (155-157° corr.), and is soluble in
124 parts of wa+er at 20° (Fischer, Ber. 1899,
82, 2451).

When cH-glutamic acid is crystallised from
water, right- and'left-handed enantiomo?phous
crystals are deposit 3d, but the fact cannot con-
veniently be utilised for resolution and the pre-
paration of the /-isomeride; this was, however,
effected by the cultivation oiPenicillium glaucum
in a solution of the ctf-acid, whereby the rf-acid

is destroyed and the Z-acid remains in solution
(Menozzi and Appiani, Gaz-etta, « 1894, i, 24,
370). 'Fischer (Ber. 1899, 32, 2451) resolved
rfZ-glutamic acid by the fractional crystallisation
of the strychnine salt. The optical resolution is
best carried out by converting dJ-glutamic acid
to eW-pyrrolidonenarboxylic acid by heating to
the melting-point and resolving the latter acid
by heating with an equimolecular portion jf
quinine in the presence of water. The quinine
salts Y-are easily separated by successive treat-
ment with alkali, acid and absolute alcohol.
The mother liquor, after separation of the d-acid,
is concentrated in v&cuo, filtered, hydrolysed
with normal sodium hydroxide, neutralised and
drird in vacuo. Exvraction with alcohol and
evaporation give the Z-pyrrolidonecarboxylic
acid. .Recovery of d-glutainic acid from the
Z-pyrrolidonecarboxylic acid and Z-glutamic acid
from the d-pyrtolidonecarboxylic acid is readily
effected by heating "with 15% hydroch^ric acid
(Sugasawa, J. Pharm. Soc. Japan, 1926, No. 537,
964).

l-Glutamic Acid is usually obtained by resolu-
tion of ̂ /-glutamic add (v. supra) but it may be
obtained by the cultivation of certain bacilli,
e.g. B. mesentericus, on rf-glutamic acid thereby
forming a polypeptide-like substance the diffi-
cultly soluble copper salt of which is hydrolysed
by hydrochloric acid to Z-glutamic acid (Bruck-
ner and Ivanovics, Z. physiol. Chem. 1937, 247,
281). A theoretical yield of l-glutamic acid is
given on hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid of the
purified capsular substance of anthrax bacillus
{idem. Z. Immunitatsforsch. 1938, 9&J 119).

Z-Glutamic acid forms leaflets from water,
m.p. 213°, with decomposition (rapid heating).
It is tasteless and has [oft? -12-9° in water.
The crystal structure has been studied by
Bernal (Z. Krist. 1931, 78, 363, in English).
\-Qlutamic acid hydrochloride has m.p. 200-204°
and [o]5 -30-06°. Data are given by Takayama
(J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1931, 52, 245) for its
micro-identificeAion with the polarising micro-
scope. Benzoyl-X-glutamic acid has m.p. 130-
132°, dissolves in less than 2 parts of water at
100°, or 21 parts at 20°, and has [a]D +13-81°
in 5% aqueous solution, and the potassium salt
has [a]D -vl8-7°; it yields J-glutamic acid on
hydrolysis and by the Curtius degradation gives
Z-benzamido-1:3-diaminopropanc hydrochloride,
m.p. 158° (picrate, m.p. 100°), \Tnich is hydrolysed
to jS-aminopropaldehyde (dimedone derivative,
m.p. 208-209°), (Bergmann, Zervas and
Schneider, J. Biol. Chem. 1936, 113, 341).

jff-Hydroxyglutamic Acid,

The isolation of 0-hydroxyglutamic acid from
the product of hydrolysis of caseinogen with
25% sulphuric acid has been described by
Dakin (Biochem. J. 1918, 12, 290) and by
Gulland and Morris (J.C.S. 1934,1644). Accord-
ing to the later authors, the hydrolysate is
neutralised to Congo Red with barium hydroxide
and the barium sulphate, which adsorbs all the
^-hydroxyglutamic acid, is eluted with 1%
hydrochloric- acid at 25°. The amino-acids so
obtained are treated to remove glutamic and
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aspartic rcids, Meucine and other ammo-acids,
and the barflim sH.t of 0-hydroxyglutamic acid
is separated. This salt on crystallisation de-
composes to give the monohydrate,

C,H,O5N,H2O,

similar to Dakin's specimen. > Syntheses of p-
hydroxyglutamic acid have been described by
iTakin (from glutamic acid, Biuchem. J. 1918,
12t 290; 1919, 13, 398) and by Harington and
Randall (by catalytic hydrogenation of the a-
isonitToso derivative of ethyl acetonedicar-
boxylate, ibid. 1931, 25, 4917), but there were
marked discrepancies between the products
from these.two syntheses.*

The estimation of 0-hydroxyglutamic acid is
best made after a preliminary purification by
electrodialysis. The anode liquid is then freed
from methionine with n-butyl alcohol and
oxidised^ with chloramine-T. *The product,

COaHCH2COCHO,

is not isolated but determined as the p-
nitrophenylosazone (Gullmd and Morris, I.e.).
The anhydrous <K-acid has m.p. 195° with de-
composition and is soluble in water but in-
soluble in alcohol. The hydrochlorides of the
<ft-acid and of its ethyl ester have m.p. 87° and
168-5° respectively. The silver, copper and acid
calcium salts have been prepared (Harington
and Randall, I.e.). d-0-Hydroxyglutamic acid
crystallises from water in prisms which sinter at
100°; it is soluble in water and acetic acid,
sparingly soluble in methanol and insoluble in
ethyl alcohol and ether. Its isoelectric point

•occurs at pH 3-28. IJpr the dissociation con-
stants, see Kirk and Schmidt, j. Biol. Chem.
1929, 81, 237. In aqueous solution (4%) it has
[afg about +0-8° and in 2% hydrochloric acid
solution [a]2j5 +16-3°. On prolonged heating at
100-110° over phosphorus pentoxide it yields
hydroxypyrrolidonecarboxylic acid. It yields
silver, copper, mercury, had, cadmium, zinc,
calcium and barium salts of which the silver and
mercury salts only are insoluble, and it gives a
diethyl ester, m.p. 62-63°, which is converted,
in the presence of light and moisture, into ethyl
hydroxypyrrolidonecarboxylate, m.p. 115°, and
on boiling with concentrated hydrochloric acid
to a-ketoglutaric acid (Abderhalden and Murke,
Z. physiol. ChemM937, 24fT, 227). The benzoyl
derivative has m.p. 175-176° and the derived
hydantoin, 191-193° (Knoop et al., ibid. 1936,
239, 30). The brucine salt has m.p. 200°, with
decomposition and [afg -25-0°. The strychnine
salt has m.p. ^245° and [off -20-3°. When
heated with'hydriodic acid at 150°, d-j8-hydroxy-
glutamic acid is converted to rf-glutamic acid.
As a hydroxy-acid, it gives colour reactions with
phenols and concentrated sulphuric acid, purple
with resorcinol, bright green with thymol and
red (flesh) with phloroglucinol.

M. A. W.
GLUTAMINE,

CO2rtCH(NH2)CH2CHaCONHa,

its a half amide of glutamic acid.* It was dis-
covered in 1877 by Schulze and Urich (Ber.

18?7,->10, 85) in tho juice of young pumpkin
plants and isolated from beet-root sap by
Schulze and Bosshard (ibid. 1883, 16, 312), 1
litre yielding 0*7-0«9 g. of glutamine; see also
Smolenski (Chem. Zentr. 1911, I, 518, from Z.
Ver. deut. Zucker-Ind. 1910, 1215), Schulze
(Z. physiol. Chem. 1894, 20, 327; 1897, 24,
18; Ber. 1896, 29, 1882; Landw. Versuchs.-
Stat. 1898, 49, 442) and Deleano (Z. physiol.
Chem. 1912, 80, 79). It appears to replace its
homologue, asparagine, in some families, e.g.
Caryophyllaceas, Cruciferss and Filices, where
it occurs in the leaves, seedlings, roots and tubers.
The amount of glutamine found in seedlings,
etc., is only about 3% of the dry weight, which is
much less than the amount of asparagine found
in leguminous seedlings. The glutamine content
does not appear to be constant but, for example,
in the beetroot, it increases in the growing plant,
reaches a^ maximum and then disappears,
apparently being replaced by allantoin (Ravenna
and Nucoorini, Annali Chim. Appl. 1928, 18,
509). By the application of ammonium sul-
phate, the* glutamine content can be raised to
5-4% of the dry weight (Vickery, Pucher and
"Clark, Plant Physiol. 1936,11, 413). It appears
to be % direct product of the hydrolysis of pro-
tein** during germination (Nuccorini, Annali
Chim. Appl. 1930,20,239). Glutamine is widely
distributed in plants; thus, it occurs with
asparagine in the juice of ripening oranges
(Scurti and de Plato, Chem. Zentr. 1908, II,
1370); in rhubarb leaves (Vickery, Pucher,
Leavenworth and Wakeman, J. Biol. Chem. 1938,
125, 527) and in appreciable amounts in tobacco
leaves, accounting for the formation of ammonia
when the leaves ar§ boiled with water (Vickery
and Pucher, J. Biol. Chem. 1936,113,157). The
white exudation which appears on the tip of
Chewing's fescue grass, after the application of
ammonium sulphate, has been identified as
glutamine (Doak, New Zealand J. Sci. Tech.
1937, 18, 844). For distribution and role in
plants, see also Stieger (Z. physiol. Chem. 1913,
86, 245) and Schwab (Planta, 1935, 24, <*60;
1936, 25, 579). According to Thierfelder and
and Von Cramm, glutamine is a component of
protein molecules (Z. physiol. Chem. 1919, 105,
58). For the formation of glutamine by enzymic
digestion of gliadin, see Damodaran, Jaaback
and Chibnall, Biochem. J. 1932, 26, 1704.

The isolation of glutamine from beetroot can
be effected by the method of Schulze and Boss-
hard (I.e.), modified in detail by Vickery, Pucher
and Clark (J. Biol. Chem. 1935, 109, 39). The
roots are ground and pressed out. The residue
is cytolysed in ether for 30 minutes and on
pressing again the glutamine is expressed. The
juice is treated with lead acetate, filtered and
precipitated with mercuric nitrate at neutrality.
The precipitate is decomposed with 10% sul-
phuric acid and with hydrogen sulphide and
the filtrate is concentrated in vacuo at not more
than 60°C, refiltered and concentrated to crystal-
lisation, when 2 vol. of ethykulcohol are added.
The produot is crystallised fr^m water by adding
2 vol. of alcohol. A similar method of extracting
glutamine from expressed beet juice (giving 3-4 g.
per litre) has been described by Eisenachimmel
(Z. Zuckerind, Czechoslov. 1927, 51, 337). The
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synthesis of d-glutamine from d-glutamitf acid
has been carried out by Nienburg (Ber. 1935,
68 [B], 2232). The y-ethyl ester of glutamic acid
was converted to the carbobenzyloxy derivative
and treated with liquid ammonia at 15-20° and
the amide so formed,

PhCH2OCONH(CO2H)[CH2]2CO2H,

was hydrogenated in the presence of palladium
catalyst to d-glutamine. The y-esters of
glutamic acid have also been converted to the
amide (glutamine) by way of the hydrazide and
azide (B.P. 437873). For the conversion of d-
glutamic anhydride to d-glutamine, see Berg-
raann, Zervas and Salzmann, Ber. 1933, 66 [B],
1288. For the biochemical synthesis of gluta-
mine from ammonium glutamate, see Krebs,
Biochem. J. 1935, 29, 1951.

Glutamine crystallises in needles from aqueous
alcohol, m.p. 184-185°; it dissolves in about
25-7 parts of water at 16° (SchuSze and Godet,
Landw. Versuchs-Stat. 1907, 67, 31b) and is
sparingly soluble in alcohol. It is unstable in
aqueous solution (Damodaran, Jaaback and
Chibnall, I.e.) and behaves as a very weak acid
towards indicators (Sellier, Chem. Zentr. 1904,
I, 789). Glutamine is dextrorotatory in aqueous
solution; seven specimens from various vegetable
sources were found to have [o]D between +1 -9°
and +9*5°, the differences being probably due
to the presence of the two stereoisomers in
varying proportions (Schulze and Bosshard,
Ber. 1885, 18, 390; Sellier, I.e.; Schulze, Ber.
1906, 39, 2932; Landw. Versuchs-Stat. 1906,
65, 237). Schulze and Trier (Ber. 1912, 45,
257) found that a 4% aqueous solution of gluta-
mine, purified through its copper salt, has [a]™
+6° to +7°, while for synthetic samples, Berg-
mann, Zervas and Salzmann (I.e.) give [a ]"
+8-0° and Nienburg (I.e.) [a]D +8-3°. A 7-8%
solution in 5% hydrochloric acid has [a]^ +31°
to +32° (Schulze and Trier, I.e., cf. Pellet, Chcm.
Zentr. 1911,1, 1766, from.Z. Zuckerind. Bohm.
191.!, 35, 437). For the refractive index, density
and [a] of solutions of glutamine, see Eisen-
schimmel (I.e.). The isoelectric point is 8-0 to
10-0 (Errera, Compt. rend. 1931, 193, 1347).
In the presence of liver tissue, glutamine is con-
verted into urea (Leuthardt, Z. physiol. Chem.
1938, 252, 238); for the action of asparaginasc
on glutamine and also on asparagine, see Geddes
and Hunter, J. Biol. Chcm. 1928, 77, 197.

The estimation of glutamine can be effected
by Schlosing's method (Schulze, J. pr. Chem.
1885, [ii], 31, 233), ammonium salts being re-
moved by distillation with magnesia at a pres-
sure sufficiently reduced to cause the solution to
boil at 40°. Under these conditions the amide
group is not hydrolyscd (Sellier, Bull. Soc. chim.
Sucr. Dist. 1907, 25, 124; Schulze, Landw.
Versuchs-Stat. 1906, 65, 237). More recent
determinations oi glutamine by hydrolysis were
carried out in solutions buffered to pH 6-5
(Chibnall el al., jtiochem. J. 1935, 29,* 2710-
Mendel and Victor , Carnegie Inst. Washington
Yearbook, 1935, 3< 298). The van Slyke deter-
mination of amino-compounds using nitrous acid
gives abnormal results with glutamine but
normal with aRpurairim'. ami tfieso differences

have been applied by Chibnall and Westall to
the determination of glutamieie in the presence
of aspiragine. For the determination of gluta-
mine (+asparagine) in citrus juices by formol
titration, see .Solarino, Ind. ital. conserve, 1938,
13, 32. Titration constants for d-glutamine and
d-isoglutsunine are given by Melville and
Richardson (Biochem. J. 1935, 29, 187). For
methods of separating and determining glutu-
mine, see also Tanbock and Winterstein, Handb.
Pflan&enanalyse, 1933, 4, 190; Chem. Zentr.
1933, II, 3321 and Schwab, Planta, 1936, 25,
579.

Owing to the feebly/acidic character of gluta-
mine, very fewnsalts have been isolated: the
copper derivative, -Cu(C5H9O3N2)2, forms
bluish-violet crystals* the cadmium derivative,
Cd (C6H9O3N2)2, fine prisms. Glutamine forms
a compound with tartaric acid, that separates in
large transparent crystals (Schulze and Godet,
l.c.). PhenyUzcetylglutamine has [a]D o-18° in
2-4% aqueous solution; the specific rotation
decreases in acid solution (Thierfelder and
Sherwin, Z. physiol. Chem. 1915, 94, 1). N-
ehloracetylglutamine lorms needles from ethyl
acetate, m.p. 130-132° and has [a]^ -104° in
water. For a description of dipeptides and tri-
peptides containing glutamine, see Thierfelder
and von Cramm, I.e.; also Abderhalden and
Spinner, Z. physiol. Chem. 1919,107, 1.

d-isoGlutamine,

CONH2CH(NH2 )CH2CH2CO2H,

has been synthesised by Bergmann and Zervas
(Ber. 1932, 65 [B], 1192) by converting the IM-
carbobenzyloxy derivative of (/-glutamic acid,

TPhCH2OCONHCH(bo2H)[CH2l2CO2H

(m.p. 120°, [a]^ -7-1° in acetic acid) into the
anhydride (m.p. 94°) and so to the half amide.
N-carbobenzyloxy-d-i'soglutamine, m.p. 175°,
which on catalytic hydrogenation gives d-iso-
glutamine, [o]^ + 2 M ° in alcohol. It is soluble
in water but Very sparingly so in organic
solvents.

By the action of alcoholic ammonia on the
ester of d- or /-glutamic acid, the amide of the
corresponding pyrrolidonecarboxylic acid is
formed; these are called glutimides by Menozzi
and Appiani, and the d-t 2- and cM-forms have
been described.

CH 2 CH 2 V

d-Glutimide,' | ) C H C O N H 2 , H 2 O ,

crystallises in needles belonging -*x> the nnorthic
system, a:6:c=l-403:l:l-421, /3=86o,j58'; it has
m.p. 165° and [a]D +41*29°. \-Glutimide has
[a]D —40° and has the same m.p. and other
properties as its dextro-isomcr. d\-Glutimide is
formed when l-glutimide is heated with alcoholic
ammonia at 140-150°, or alone at 200°; it has
m.p. 214° (220-221°), the hydrochloride crystal-
lises in the orthorhombic system,

a:6:c=0-?853:1:0-3860

(Menozzi and Appiani, Atti. U. Accad. Lined.,
1892, 7, i, 33* Gazzetta, 1894, i, 24, 370).

M. A. W.
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GLUT AN IC ACID, a-hydroxyglutaric acid.

CO2HCH(OH)CH2CH2CO2fl.

(1), d-a-Hydroxyglutaric acid, m.p. 72° (from
ether), [a]" +1-76°, occurs In sugar-beet
rfiolasses (see Lippmann, Ber. 1882, 15, 1156;
1891, 24, 3301), is formed bj the hydrolysis of
Z-a-chloroglutaric acid (E. Fischer and Moreschi,
'ibid. 1912, 45, 2447) or in almost quantitative
jjield by the dismutation of methylglyjpxalyl-
acetic acid by ketoaldehyde mutase from top-
yeast (Neuberg and Collatz, Biochem. Z. 1930,
225, 242), by the enzyme from germinating peas
(Mayer, ibid. 1031, 233, 361), by animal gly-
oxalase (S. Fujise, iftid.,1931, 236, 237) or by
the action of B. coli (S. Veibel, ibid. 1931; 232,
435).

(2) J-a-Hydroxyglutaric acid, from tf-glutamic
acid by H NO2 at -7° , has m.p. 72-73° (Fischer,
I.e.). fcla salt [aft -8-65°.

(3) cM-a-Hydroxyglutaric acid is isolated as Zn
salt (+3H2O) from the products of the action
of MnO2 on synthetic glutamic acid (Wolff,
Annalen, 1890, 260, 12).

GLUTARIC ACID,
-a P y

CO2HCH2CH2CH2CO2H,
a P a'

occurs naturally in the juice of unripe sugar-beet
and in the wash-water of crude wool. It is best
prepared in the laboratory by the acid hydrolysis
of trimethylene cyanide (Reboul, Ann. Chim.
Phys. 18$8, [v], 14, 501; Marvel and Tuley,
Organic Syntheses, 1925, 5, 69) or of methylene-
dimalonic ester (Knoevenagel, Ber. 1894, 27,
2346; Drcssel, Annalen, 1890, 256, 176; Otter-
bacher, Organic Syntheses, 1930, 10, 58) or by
the oxidation of c&cZopentanone with dilute nitric
acid (Hentzschel and Wislicenus, Annalen, 1893,
275, 315; Bcedtker, J. Pharni. Chim. 1932,
[viii], 15, 225).

Glutaric acid crystallises in large monoclinic
plates, m.p. 97-98°, b.p. 20(J°/20 mm. It is
readily soluble in water (100 c.c. dissolve 63*9 g.
at 20°; Lamouroux, Cornet, rend. 1899, 128,
999) and in alcohol and ether. For the separa-
tion of glutaric acid from succinic, adipic and
pimelic acids, see Bouvcault, Bulh Soc. chim.
1898, [iii], 19, 562.

When aqueous solutions of glutaric acid are
evaporated at 100° and the resulting syrup
allowed to crystallise over H2SO4, butyro-
lactone-y-carboxylic acid is formed, m.p. 49-
50°

2 V

>CHCOOH

Znlfydnde in needles, m.p. 5fr-57 (Mol, Rec.
trav. chim. 1907, 26, 381). On heating, am-
monium glutarate is converted into glutarimide,
m.p. 152°. With phosphorus pentachloride or
thionyl chloride, glutaric acid yields glutaryl
chloride, b.p. 107-108°/16 mm. (Reboul, i.e.,
p. 504; Ruggli, Annalen, 1913, 399, 179) which
reacts as a mixture of the straight-chain form (a)
and the cyclic form (b),

I
CO

Ethyl butyrolactonccarboxylate is formed by
the action of epichlorhydrin on ethyl sodio-
malonate. Colourless oil, b.p. 175/25 mm.
(Traube and Lehmann, Ber. 1901, 34, 1971).

Dimethyl (b.p. 93-5-94-5°/13 mm.) and diethyl
glutarate (b.p. 103-104°/7 mm.) are obtained by
est.crifyir% the acid witlf the respective alcoholic
hydrogen chloride (Meerburg Kcc, trav. chim.
1899,18,373; Reboul, I.e., p. 505). When the
acid is hoatcd with acctyl chloride it yields the

CHa

/CH2COCI

XCH2COCI

(a).

/
XH 2 CO

CH,

(6).

(Plant and Tomlinson, J.C.S. 1935, 856). For
purposes of identification the following deriva-
tives (in addition to the" anhydride and imide)
may be used: amide, m.p. 175°; anilide% m.p.
126-127^; frtoluidide, m.p. 218°; y-phenyl-
phenacyl ester, m.p. 152°; j)-nitrobenzyl ester,
m.p. 69°.

Halogenoglutaric Acids.—a-Chloroglutaric
acid is obtained by the action of sodium nitrite
on the hydrochloride of a-amirioglutaric (glu-
tamic) acid; it is a solid, m.p. 97-100° (Jochem,
Z. ^mysikal/Chem. 1900, 31, 124). Ethyl a-
bromoglutaraie, b.p. 142°/11 mm., is obtained by
directly brominating glutaryl chloride and
pouring the product into alcohol (Pcrkin and
Tatteraall, J.C.S. 1905, 87, 366; Ingold, ibid.
1921, 119, 316). P-Bromoglutaric acid, m.p.
139-140°, is obtained by the direct addition of
hydrogen bromide to glutaconic acid (Sseme-
now, J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc. 1912, 31,
389).

Dibromination of glutaric acid (as its chloride)
yields a mixture of the two stereoisomcric aa'-
dibromoglularic acids (Auwers and Bcrnhardi,
Ber. 1891, 24, 2230; Ingold, J.C.S. 1921, 119,
316; Ing. and Pcrkin, ibid. 1925, 127, 2387);
the meso-acid melts at, 170° and forms a solid
dimethyl ester, m.p. 45°, whereas the dJ-aeid,
m.p. 142°, forms a liquid dimethyl esten> b.p.
143-145°/10 mm. Only one of the two possible
aP-dibromoglutaric acids is known; this form,
m.p. 157°, is obtained by the direct addition of
bromine to glutaconic acid (Verkade and Coops,
Rec. trav. chim. 1920, 39, 586).

Alky I Derivatives.—a-Methyhjlntaric 'acid,
m.p. 79°, is best obtained by the acid hydrolysis
of ethyl propane-ayy-tricarboxylate (Auwers,
Annalen, 1896, 292,' 210; Mellor,. J.C.S. 1901,
79, 128) and has been resolved, the d-acid, m.p.
81°, having [a]^ +20° in water (Berner and
L*>onardscn, Klg. Norske Vidcnskab. Selkabs.
Forh. 1935, 7, 125). P-Methylglutaric acid,
m.p. 86°, is obtained by acid hydrolysis of the
Michael addition product from ethyl malonatc
and ethyl crotonate (Auwers, Ber. 1891, 24,
308; Auwers, Kobncr and von Meycnburg, ibid.
2888).

aoL-Dimethylghdaric acid, m.p. 85°, is best pre-
parei by heating aa-dimethplbutyrolaetone with
potassium cyanide in a seajed tube at 270° and
hydrolysing the product with alkali (Blanc,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1905, [iii], 33, 886). pp.
Dimethylglutaric acid, m.p. 101°, is obtained by
the hydrolysis of the cyano-imide formed by
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condensation of ethyl cyanoaeetate with acetona,
in the presence of alcoholic ammonia (Guareschi,
Atti R. Accad. Sci. Torino, 1901, pi], 50, 235;
Kon and Thorpe, J.G.S. 1919,115, 694; Vogel,
ibid. 1934, 1758), this process may be extended
to the preparation of the aflS-triali' ylglutaric
acids (Kon and Thorpe, ibid. 1922,121, 1795) or
by the hypobromite oxidation of dimethyl-
dihydroresorcinol (Komppa, Ber. 1899, 32,
1423; Walker and Wood, J.C.S. 1906, 89, 599).
aB-Dimethylglutaric acid, m.p. 87°, is obtained
by hydrolysis of the corresponding imide (Thorpe
and Young, ibid. 1903, 83, 357). aa'-Dimethyl-
glutaric acid is obtained (i) by the action of
methylene iodide on ethyl sodio-a-cyanopro-
pionate, followed by acid hydrolysis of the
resulting cyano-ester (Zelinsky, Ber. 1899, 22,
2823), (ii) by hydrolysis and decarboxylation of
ethyl ao'-dimethyl-o-cyanoglutarate (Howies,
Thorpe and Udall, J.C.S. 1900, 77, 949) and
(iii) by acid hydrolysis of the condensation pro-
duct from ethyl methylmalonate and ethyl a-
methylacrylate or ethyl a-bromoi*obutyrate
(Auwers and Jackson/Ber. 1890, 23, 1611;
Auwers and Thorpe, Annalen, 1895, 285, 310;
Auwers and Kobner, Ber. 1891, 24, 1936). The
meso-y m.p. 128°, and racemic, m.p. 143°, forms
may be separated by treatment of the mixture
with acetyl chloride, whereby the latter is con-
verted into the anhydride. (See also CABBOXYLIC
ACIDS.)

H. N. R.
G L U T E N (v. Vol. II, 84c).
G L U T E N IN, GLUTELIN (v. Vol. II,

856c).
" CLUTOLIN " (v. Vol. I I , 480a).

GLYCERIC ACID,
HO-CH2CH(OH)CO2H.

dZ-Glyceric Acid is prepared by the action of
fuming nitric acid (1 part) on a 50% aqueous
solution of glycerol (2 parts). The acid is
separated from the products of the reaction in
the form of the lead or calcium salt and isolated
by treatment of these salts with hydrogen
sulphide or oxalic acid respectively (Debus,
Annalen, 1858, 106, 80; Beilstein, ibid. 1861,
120, 229; Moldenhauer, ibid. 1864, 131, 324;
Mulder, Ber. 1876, 9, 1902; Bottinger, ibid
1877, 10, 267; Rosenthal, Annalen, 1886, 233,
16; Meyer, Ber. 1886,19, 3294; Lewkowitsch,
ibid. 1891, 24, Kef. 653; Wohlk, J. pr. Chem
1900, [ii], 61,209). Also prepared, together with
other products, by the action of air or H2O2 on
an alkaline solution of glucose (Glattfield, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1929, 50, 151; cf. Nef,
Annalen, 1914, 403, 217). Glyceric acid forms
a thick syrup, soluble in water and alcohol but
insoluble in ether.

Methyl ester has b.p. 119-120°/14 mm., d\l
1-2814. Ethyl ester has b.p. 12O-121°/14 mm.,
d\l M909 (Frankland and McGregor, J.C.S
1893, 63, 512).

d-Glyceric Acid? The calcium salt is- ob
tained from the corresponding Bait of the dl
acid by tjie action of B. ethaceticus (Frankland,
e* al. J.C.S. 1891, 59, 97; 1893, 63, 296); of
P. glaucum (Lewkowitsch, Ber. 1883, 16, 2720;
McKenzie and Harden, J.C.S. 1903, 93, 431)

or by the action of A. niger and A. grteeus on
ett-glyceric acid (Mackenzie ani Harden, I.e.);
also by lithe fractional crystallisation of the
brucine salts formed by the dZ-acid (Frankland
and Done, ibid. 1905, 87, 622). The aqueous
solution of the acid is dextrorotatory, the salts
are laevorotatory and more soluble in water than
those of the dZ-acid."

The methyl estw has b.p. 119-120°/14 mm.,
d\l 1-2799, [agjf -4-80°, the ethyl ester has d\l
1-1921/Mjf -9-18° (Frankland and McGregor^
ibid. 1893, 63, 511). The amide forms plates or
prisms, m.p. 99-6-Kto°, dj00 1-3347, [aft00

39-98° (Frankland*, Wharton and Aston, ibid.*
1901,-79, 269).

Z-Glyceric Acid, prepared by the action of
milk of lime on glucuronic acid (Neuberg and
Silbermann, B*r. 1904, 37, 339). The salts are
dextrorotatory, the barium salt having [a]D

+ 171°.
GLYCERIN (Glycerol; afr-trihydroxy-

propane; l:2:3-propanetriol,
CH2(OH)CH(OH)CH2(OH)),

a trihydric aliphatic alcohol occurs in combina-
tion with fatty acids as esters or " glycerides "
in all fatty oils and fats. Glycerin was dis-
covered by Scheelo (CrelTs Chem. J. 1779,4,190;
Crell's Chem. Ann. 1784, 1, 99) in the course of
studies on the action of litharge on olive oil
(preparation of " lead plaster ") and other fatty
oils, and termed by him principium dulce.
oleorum.

The name glycerin (from the Greek y\vi<cp6s,
sweet), later modified to glycerol1 in conformity
with the usual nomenclature for alcohols, was
conferred upon it by Chevreul, who recognised
it as an essential and characteristic component
of the fats, and pointed out the nature of its
association with the fatty acids therein.

The composition of glycerol was ascertained by
Pelouze (Ann. Chim. Phys. 1836, [ii], 63, 19;
Compt. rend. 1845, 21, 718) and its constitution
was finally established by the work of Berthelot
(Ann. Chim. Phys. 1854, [iii], 41, 216) and of
Wurtz (Compt. rend. 1857, 44, 780; Annalen,
1857, 102, 339) and confirmed by its synthesis
by Friedel and Silva (Compt. rend. 1872, 74,
805; 1873, 76, 1694) and by Piloty (Ber. 1897,
30, 3161). The fatty oils and fats consist
essentially of glycerides\ the esters formed by the
combination of fatty acids with glycerol with
the elimination of 3 mol. of water, as expressed
by the'following equation:

H

OH

fRCRCO-OH-
COOH
CO-OH

O-OCR

m which RCO-, R1CO-V R2CO- represent
radicals of fatty acids, which may be all alike,
or derived from different fatty acids.

1 In view of the common usage of the trivial name
glycerin, It is convenient to retain this to denoto tho
ordinary technical or commercial material, and to
reserve the term glycerol for the pure chemical.
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If the -three fatty acid radicals are identical,
the ester is'knowi as a simple triglyceride: if,
however, the three hydrogen atoms are replaced
by two or three different fatty acid residues, then
mixed'glycerides are obtained.

Jt was formerly assumed that the natural fats
consisted of mixtures of siinple triglycerides,
and (erroneous) references to the presence of
simple glycerides such as trHtearin, triolein,
tripalmitin, etc., are common in the older
literature. Modern researches, however? and
especially those of Hilditch and his pupils (cf.
T. P. Hilditch, " The Chemical Constitution of
the Natural Fats," Loncbn, 1940) have shown
that simple triglycerides rarely occur in more
than very small amounts* in natural fats (par-
ticularly so in seed-fats), and that most of these
are composed chiefly of " mixed triglycerides,"
such as oleo-dipalmitin, palmitq-oleo-stearin,
oleo-distearin, etc. (cf. Table X\H1I). The seed
fats of lriufel and of nutmeg, which contain some
30% of trilaurin and 40% of trimyristin respec-
tively, are remarkable.

The equation shown above, when read from

cation of fats and expresses the fact that by the
addition of the elements of water (which is
usually effected with the assistance of suitable
catalysts), neutral glycerides may be resolved
into 3 mol. of fatty acid and 1 mol. of glycerol.

Glycerol exists solely in the combined state
in fresh natural fats and oils, although traces of
the free alcohol may be found occasionally in
fats which have suffered a certain amount of
deterioration from hydrolysis. Free glycerol is
to be found in small amounts in the blood and
is also a constant product of the alcoholic fer«
mentation of sugar (Pasteur, Compt. rend. 1858,
46, 857; 47, 224); 100 parts of sugar yield
about 3-5 parts of glycerol under the ordinary
conditions of fermentation. Until the begin-
ning of the century, such a source of glycerin
was of no commercial interest, but later the in-
creasing value of glycerin made, it profitable to
recover even this small proportion and various
processes were devised to treat the vinasses from
distilleries for this purpose.

For example, in Barbet's process (F.P. 449961
of 1912) the material is concentrated, mixed
with calcined plaster and kieselgultr, and the
glycerin distilled under reduced pressure, while
caramelisation it-, prevented by the action of
scrapers within the retort. In another process
(B.P. 27300 of 1912) the vinasses are dried, treated
with acid, and the glycerin extracted by means
of solvents such as alcohol.

A great advance was made as a result of the
investigations of C. Neuberg (cf. papers in Bio-

.chem. Z. 1913-21; Ber. 1919-20; Biochem. Z.
1929, 216, 233) and of Connstein and Liidecke
who showed that the course of the fermentation
of sugar could be modified and the production
of glycerin (at the expense of alcohol) be greatly
increased by conducting the fermentation in the
presence of sodium sulphite in an alkaline medium
(v. FERMENTATION, ALCOHOLIC, Vol. V, 23</,
24a6). TJJjfese researches Ted to the development
by Connstein and Liidecke (Ber. 1919, 52, 1385;
J.S.C.1.1919, 287R) of a process for the industrial
production of glycerin by the fermentation of

beet "sugar, which was worked by the Protol
Gesellschafb in Germany and Austria during the
war of 1914-18, some 1,000 tons per month of
glycerin being manufactured by this method
(cf. Connstein and Liidecke, and/or Vereinigte
Chem. Werke, G.P. 298593-6, 343321, "347604,
486699, 514395; B.P. 138099, 138328-9,
138331; U.S.P. 1511754, 1698800). For the
theory of the sulphite-modified and alkaline
fermentation of sugar, cf. references quoted
above; Tomoda, J. Chem. Ind. Japan, 1924,
etc.; Proc. World's Eng. Congress, Tokyo,
1929; 1931, 31, 500; FERMENTATION, AL-
COHOLIC, I.e.

Still higher yields of glycerin, corresponding
almost to the theoretical yield to be expected
from Neuberg's second equation, are stated to
be obtained when fermentation is performed
in the presence of a mixture of neutral and acid
sodium sulphites in such proportion as to be
approximately* neutral to litmus (Cocking and
Lilly, B.L\ 164034/1919; Lilly and I.C.I., Ltd.,
B.P. 349192/1930; cf. K. and N. Liidecke, B.P.
278086/1926).

In the United States also, the processes of
alkaline fermentation attracted attention to the
possibility of fermenting blackstrap molasses:
thufsEoff, Linder and Beyer (J. Ind. Eng. Chem.
1919, 11, 842; U.S.P. 1288398/1918; B.P.
133374; F.P. 499824), using pure cultures of
Saccharomyces ellipsoideus var. Steinberg in an
alkaline mash, obtained a conversion of 20-25%
of the sugar into glycerin as well as considerable
production of alcohol. Further processes for
the production of glycerin by the alkaline fer-
mentation of crude sugar have been patented by
E. I. Du Pont de*Nemaurs & Co.; v. U.S.P.
1678150, 1725363, 1936497, 1990908; B.P.
316567, 316597.

Interest in the fermentation processes for the
production of glycerin, which tends to lapse in
normal peace-time in consequence of the plenti-
ful supplies of cheap glycerin from fats, may be
expected to revive in time of war, when a short-
age of glycerin for the manufacture of explosives
is experienced; and in fact, such processes have
again been brought into use in Germany at the
present time.

The manufacture of synthetic glycerin from
propylene, which can be obtained from the un-
saturated gases produced during the cracking of
petroleum, may also become of commercial
interest in times of shortage. A patent issued to
Heinemann (U.S.P. 1180497; B.P. 12366/1913)
claimed the conversion of propylene through the
stages of dichloropropane and allyl chloride into
trichloropropane, which was then hydrolysed to
glycerol (cf. McElroy (Carbide and Carbon
Chemicals Corp.), U.S.P. 1466665; E. C.
Williams, Oil and Gas J. 1938, 37, 28). The
conversion of propylene into glycerol may also
be effected by making use of the chlorohydrin
derivatives as intermediate steps {cf. McElroy
(Chemical Development Co.), U.S.P. 1253615;
Essextand Ward (Du Pont dfc Nemours & Co.).
U.S.P. 1477113,1594608). ,

The various stages in the process recently
worked out on the technical scale by the Stall
Development Co. have been outlined by E. C.
Williams (Chem. Met. Eng., 1940, 47, 834).
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Propylene is chlorinated directly at a tempeia-
ture of 500°C. (the so-called " hot chlorination
process," cf. Groll and Hearne, Ind. Eng. Chem.
1939,31,1530) to yield allyl chloride, from which
the synthesis of glycerol may proceed by either
of two routes. Thus allyl chloride may be
treated with caustic soda at a controlled pa
of 8-11 to convert it into allyl alcohol: this
reacts with aqueous hypochlorous acid to form
glycerol mono- and di-chlorohydrins, which in
turn are hydrolysed by a solution containing
10% of caustic soda and 1% of sodium carbonate
to yield glycerin. The alternative method
(which appears to be preferable for large scale
production) is to chlorohydrinate the allyl
chloride directly, by treating it with a solution
of hypochlorous acid and sodium chloride (pre-
pared by the action of chlorine on caustic soda
solution) so as to obtain glycerol dichlorohydrin
(in 90-95% yield), which is then hydrolysed to
glycerin by the aid of caustic soda or caustic
soda and lime. The crude glycerin sylithesised
by such methods is concentrated and distilled:
by taking appropriate cuts during the distilla-
tion, and refining them by extracting coloured
impurities with xylene (v. Shell Development Co.,
U.S.P. 2154930) and redistilling, a glycerin
meeting all commercial specifications mail be
recovered in high yield.

Laboratory preparations of glycerol from
propylene (itself synthesised from acetylene) via
tribromopropane or trichloropropane have been
described by Berthelot {I.e.) and Wurtz {I.e.).
Allyl alcohol may be oxidised to glycerol by
means of potassium permanganate (Wagner,
Ber. 1888, 21, 3347, 3351), or by potassium
chlorate in the presence of osmium tctroxide as
catalyst (Hofmann, Ehrhart and Schneider,
ibid. 1913, 46, 1657, 1007).

Glycerol may likewise be prepared from pro-
pane, which itself may be recovered from
petroleum.

Crude glycerin is obtained on the large scale
from fats and oils as a by-product of soap-
makiig and of the various saponifieation pro-
cesses (fat-hydrolysis) practised in soap and
candle works for the manufacture of fatty acids.
According to the process by which the fat is
hydrolysed, the following five commercial
qualities of glycerin have been distinguished
hitherto, viz: (1) Soap-Lye Glycerin, or Soap
Crude Glycerin; (2) Saponifieation Crude Gly-
cerin ; (3) Twitchell Crude Glycerin; (4) Crude
Distillation Glycerin; and (5) Fermentation
Crude Glycerin (N.B. this refers to the glycerin
obtained by hydrolysing fats by the help of
enzymes or ferments, and not to glycerin ob-
tained from the fermentation of sugars). In
view of potential developments discussed above,
crude glycerin derived from the fermentation
of sugar and, perhaps, also synthetic crude
glycerin should be added to complete the list of
crude glycerins from all sources. Typical
analyses of some crude glycerins are shown in
Table I.

In the soap and ,&tearine industries, the by-
product glycerin is obtained as a dilute aqueous
solution (soap lyes or " sweet waters "), con-
taining various impurities, viz., salts, inorganic
and/or organic acids and other orginin sub-

stances—the nature and quantity of which
depend upon the manufacture ;g processes them-
selves- >-and which must be removed as far as
possible before the liquors can be concentrated
by evaporation to obtain commercial crude
glycerin. The method employed deperds
naturally upon the type of impurity to be
eliminated.

The organic contaminants, which although
small in quantity may cause considerable diffi-
culties in the processing, may arise from the use
of low-grade, impure or deteriorated fats for
saponifieation. The purest raw material results
from saponifieation by means of lime in open
vessels; hardly inferior to this is the glycerin
obtained by " autoclaving." Less pure is the
raw material recovered from the " acid saponifi-
eation process," " Twitchell's process," and the
" ferment process." The crude glycerin ob-
obtained froin**soap lyes, notwithstanding its
high proportion of inorganic salts, maj, on the
one hand, surpass in purity (i.e. as regards the
amount of organic impurities) the crude material
from the last-named processes; but, on the
other hand, it may be very impure if fats and
oils of low quality have been saponified by means
of black-ash lyes, as was done until some years
ago in Lancashire and in Marseilles. Modern
processes of refining have, however, overcome a
number of difficulties caused by the several im-
purities, so that to-day a chemically pure
glycerol from good soap lyes cannot be distin-
guished from chemically pure glycerol obtained
by lime saponifieation. Crude glycerins further
vary as regards quality in accordance with the
care exercised in the manufacture. Crude gly-
aerins obtained from the ucid saponifieation, the
Twitchell and the ferment processes, retain
tenaciously certain impurities and are therefore
rather more difficult to purify.

(1) Soap-Lye Glycerin, Soap Crude Gly-
cerin, Soap Crude.—Since Chevreul estab-
lished the constitution of fats and oils, it has
been known that the spent soap lyes, obtained
in the manufacture of soap by boiling oils and
fats in an open pan with caustic soda, contain
practically all the glycerol which the natural oils
and fats are capable of yielding. During the
first half of last century, however, no attempt
was made to recover the glycerol from those
lyes, not only on account of the difficulty
attending this operation, but dso for the reason
that the small demand for glycerin then ruling
in the market could be readily satisfied by the
candle makers' crude glycerin. When, at the
end of the 'seventies of the last century, a great
demand for nitroglyccrin (tlynainUe) sprang up,
attention was drawn to this Bource *>f glycerin,
and serious endeavours were made to recover
the hitherto wasted product. Although as early
as 1858, H. Reynolds had patented (B.P. 1322)
the main features of a process of recovery,
features which essentially reappeared in all
subsequent processes, yet serious failure at first
attended all attempts at the recovery of glycerin,
on account of the considerable amount of im-
purities in the spent lyes, and most prominently
on account of the large amount of dissolved salts.
The first process to achieve successful technical
production of crude glycerin from soap lyes was
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patented in 1879 by Thomas, Fuller and King
(B.P. 1282J. Modern processes, especially im-
provements'in apparatus on the one hand, and
the rapidly growing employment in the soap in-
dustry of caustic soda of the highest purity,
tended to evolve a process which is now worked
with more or less success in^all the large soap
works, not only of Europe ana America, but also
•f Australia, Africa, India ard New Zealand.
The earliest successful attempts to recover
glycerin from soap lyes were made in English

brrfc sulphate and filtration is sufficient to
remove arsenic from spent lyes. The removal
of arsenic from concentrated glycerin solutions
is more troublesome (v. infra, " C.P. Glycerin ").

The chief difficulty attending the concentra-
tion of the purified soap lyes arises from the
high content of common salt; for, unless special
arrangements are made, the salt is liable to
crystallise out as a deposit on the walls and in
the tubes of the evaporator, reducing its working

soap works, which were the largest soaperies of
the world; this process may be said to have
established its success ir? Great Britain towards
the middle of tffe 'eighties ofathe last century.
Since that time, crude g?ycerin recovered from
soap lyes, " soap crude glycerin," has established
its great importance in the world's commerce.

According to the manner in wjiich the soap
is processed, the spent lyes contain from 6 to
8% of 'glycerol, also the common salt used in
" cutting " or " graining " {i.e. salting-out) the
soap, and small amounts of free caustic soda,
sodium carbonate, soap and organic impurities.
The smaller the amount? of free caustic soda,
sodium carbonate and organic impurities
present, the more readily can the process of
recovery and purification be carried out. In
cases where impure caustic soda lyes have been
used, the spent soap lyes may contain, in
addition to the substances enumerated above,
thiocyanates, sulphides, thiosulphates, cyanides,
and ferro-cyanides. These impurities were prc
sent in the crude (black-ash) lyes which were at
one tirao%sed in the Marseilles district. The
difficulties caused thereby in the recovery of
crude glycerin, coupfed with the establishment
of Solvay's soda works in that neighbourhood,
led to the almost complete abandonment of
black-ash lyes, so that even in Marseilles the vast
majority of soaps are now prepared with pure
caustic lyes. The exact treatment of the lyes
in a soap works depends on the state of purity of
these lyes, and has, as its object, the removal or
destruction of the soapy, resinous, albuminous
and mineral impurities present, so that the final
dilute glycerin liquors passing to the evaporators
shall contain practically no impurity other than
common salt.

This is achieved by first separating any un-
decomposed fat, then very carefully acidifying
with hydrochlorip acid to decompose traces of
soap, and adding ferric chloride (or less commonly
aluminium sulphate) until no further precipita-
tion takes place. (Formerly iron sulphate was
much used, cf. Van Ruymbeke, U.S.P. 458647
G.P. 86563). -The liquor is then filter-pressed,
made alkaline to precipitate any excess of iron
and again filter-pressed. Other methods {cf.
Schlcnker, Chem. Umschau, 1932, 39, 28) in-
volving the use barium carbonate and other
salts have been proposed but are not muob used
on the large scale.

If " chemically pure" glycerin is subse-
quently to be prepared from the crude product,
attention must be paid to the elimination of
arsenic compounds, and arsenic-free reagents
should be employed for the purification of the
lyes. A. C. Langmuir (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1932,
24t 378) states that simple treatment with crude

efficiency and necessitating frequent stoppages
for cleaning.

In the early days of the industry, the con-
centration of the purified glycerin liquors was
carried out in fire- or steam-heated open pans
of conical shape, so that the salt, as it crystal-
lised, could slide down into a vessel fixed to the
bottom of the pan, whilst rotating gear kept the
heating surface free from incrustation. In the
case of lajgc and modern installations, the lyes
are evaporated, usually under reduced pressure,
with the help of steam in single- or multiple-effect
closed evaporators of special design. The Foster
double-effect evaporator, illustrated in Fig. 1 (cf.
Foster, B.P. 3118/1895,23681/1899,26830/1902),
which is most commonly used in England, is a
typical example of such apparatus. The glycerin
liqiH)rs are heated as they circulate from the
conical bottom of the evaporator up through

number of narrow tubes located in the
calandria or steam-chest into the vapour zone
or evaporation space proper, where some of the
water volatilises: thence the liquors return for
recirculation to the bottom of the vessel through
the wide downcomer which is a notable feature
of all such evaporators, and facilitates the rapid
circulation of the lyes. Various other patented
evaporators—such as the Scott and the Ameri-
can Wurster-Sanger, Oarrigue and Buflovak
evaporators—differ in details of construction,1

but embody similar principles, the object of the
design being to achieve a rapid, positive cir-
culation of the lyes without churning, so that a
high rate of heat transfer and evaporation is
attained, and the separating salt crystah are
able to grow freely and to settle down on the
bottom of the evaporator, whence they are with-
drawn' continuously or intermittently by suitable
salt-extractors or salt-drums, without breaking
the vacuum in the evaporator.

In the Blair, Campbell and McLean system,
the lyes are heated under pressure (so that no
salts are deposited in the tubes), and the actual
evaporation is produced by " flash " effect in
a separate vessel remote from the source of
heat.

The well-known Kestner climbing-film eva-
porator has also been adapted for concentrating
glycerin by the provision of a salt-separating
vessel through which the liqirors flow after each
passage up the tubes of the evaporator (v.
EVAPORATION, Vol. IV, p. 4106); as a rule, two
or four evaporating units are coupled with one
salt-separating vessel.

1 Tnc various English and American evaporators are
illustrated, and their operation t̂'scribed in some detail
by E. T. Webb, " Soap and Glycerine Manufacture,"
London, 1927; G. Martin, " Modern Soaps and
Detergents Industry," Vol. Ill, London, 1925; and by
J. W. Lawrie, " Glyccrol and Hie Giycois." New York,
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The collected salt sludge is ultimntely filter.-
pressed or centrifuged, nnd washed with purified
dilute glycerin lyes in order to recover any en-
trained glycerin. The salt itself is recovered in
a sufficient state of purity to be returned to the
soapery.

The glycerin solutions are concentrated until
the crude glycerin has reached a ap-gr. of 1-3.
The progress of concentration is controlled by
the ep.gr. test, or, equally well, by taking out
samples and ascertaining the boiling-point in a
porcelain dish, by meant; of a thermometer,
while the contents of the dish are kept stirred,
so that the salt may not cause bumping of the
contents or cracking of the dish. The glycerin
has reached the sp.gr. of 1-3 and the percentage

required by commerce, if the boiling,) point is
150°. The crude glycerin than contains 80%
of purt glycerol, and about 10% of salts, the
remainder consisting of water and a small
amount of organic impurities. If the con-
centration is carried a little further, crujle
glycerin, containing as much as 86% of glycerol,
can readily be obtained.

The proportion^ of organic impurities in soap
lye glycerin varies considerably, depending on
the piicess of purification and the care of the
operator. Some commercial " soap crude " gly-
cerins contain less than 1% of organic impurities
(thus representing a better quality glycerin than
" crude distillation glycerin,' crude glyceri'i
from, the "Twitchell process," and crude gly-

[By eourUtu of Fuilerton, UoUoart and Barclay, Limited, Paitley.

Flo. 1.—Section of Foster's patent Evaporators *

ccrin from the " fermentation process "). Other
specimens of crude glycerin, again, contain large
quantities of impurities, consisting of fatty acids,

in acids, and of albuminoid Buhrtanoes,
elatin and hydrocarbons (from bone fat), and

trimcthylenegtyeol in the lyes resulting from
me fat which have been allow*.I to ferment

iven organic bases, amongst which picoline and
lutidine mere identified, have been found in the
distillates from such impure glycerins (1.
whsch. " Oils, Fats ind Waxes," 6th ed., '923,
Vol. Ill , 383.

The colour of " soap crude glycerin " is pale-
"low to brown, or almost black, according to
purity. The taste of good " soap crude " is*

',, modified, of course, by that of the com*

won salt contained therein. Impure samples
have a most unpleasant garlic-Kkc taste, even if
sulphides be ab»ent. This is speci?lly character-
istic of the lyes obtained is the Marseilles dis-
trict, owing to the use of " aulphur " olive oil.

Soap-lye glycerin can be rapidly distinguished
from the crude glycerins described below by the
largo proportion of common salt which it" con-
lams (heavy precipitate with silver nitrate
solution) and by itaiugh Bpecifiv gravity.

Crude soap-lyo glycerin, if containing consider-
able quantities of sulphide*, tbiosuluhutes or
sulphites, is almost nCoelea to the x&ner of
crude glycerin.

TabJo I illustrates the composition of recent
soap-lye and saponification crude glycerina.

HJfc



8p.gr. at 15-5° . . .
Total acetyi value .

cetyl value of residue
et glyeerol

Ash
Organic residue , .
Water . . . .

i

1.

1-3016
83-38

9-45
1-66
5-79

100-1S1

1-2994
81*66
066

8100
9-40
2-97
5-50

98-87

3.

1-2971
82-72
051

82-21
9-25
1-25
7-01

4.

1-3002
84-91

2-39
82-52

9-51
316
4-90

100-09

5.

1-3073
87-24

1-01
8(l-23

8*88
1-2U
324

99-64

SIGNIFICATION CfiODE GLYCERIN.

1. G.

Sp.gr. at 15-5° . . .
Total acetyi value . .
Acetyi value of residue
Net glyeerol
Aah
Organic residue
Water

1-2517
90-18
0-20

89-98
0-97
1-36
7-55

1-2447
88-67

,d-83
0-48

1(MW

1-2546
86-06
0-73

85-33
2-47
2-72
9-24

1-2S79
81-85
0-31

91-54
1-39
113
G-S2

1-2472
00-88

0-47
0-33
8-34

99-93 99-78 B9-88 10.) 1)2

1 Wlien %e organic residue of s>oap crude glycerin ia less than 2-5% It is customary In the trade not to
ietenntne the acetyi value of the residue. In such cases tile sum of total acetyi value, ash, organic residue
ami water will usually be a little over 100. When the acetyi value of the residue 1B determined and
deducted so as to arrive at net glyeerol Wio sum wBl usually be a little "ras than 100. In the ca» of
saponifloatlou crude glycerin the acetyi value of a residue less than 1 % Is not usually determined {set p. 826).

(2) Saponification Crude Glycerin.—This
product represents the beet quality of crude
glycerin. It is recovered from the " sweet
waters " of the autoclave process (a process in
which fats are hydrolysed wUJi water at high
temperatures and pressurea in the presence of
small quantities of lime, magnesia or zinc oxide
as catalyst) or as a by-product from the manu-
facture of soap by double decomposition. (In
this method the fata are completely converted
bate calcium soaps by treatment with excess of
liinu iind water, and subsequently converted into
sodium or potassium soffps by double decora-
position with appropriate alkali salts": the gly-
txrin liquors aro washed out of the lime soaps
at ihu end of the first step in the process.)

Thi proportion of glycerin in the " sweet
waters " varies from about 0 to 16%. The re-
fining of these liquors is comparatively simple,
and some of the operations necessary for the
treatment of soap lyes may be omitted. Pre-
liminary purification may be effected by partial
concentration over closed steam coils assisted by
ekimming. The liquors are then acidified with
sulphuric acid, in order to decompose metallic
hydroxides and soaps, and after filtering off any
separated fatty acids, t\\n solution ia neutralised
with lime and concentrated in single- or multiple-
effect evaporators: since the purified autoclave
"sweet waters " contain relatively little dissolved
Baits, the provision of special salt-extractors, etc.,

such as are required in dealing with soap crudes,
is superfluous.

The evaporation is carried on until the crude
glycerin contains abo^t 85-00% of glyeerol.
Its ap.gr. is then from 1-240 upwards, corre-
sponding with the commercial brand of " P8°Be.
sapotiification crude " or " candle crude gly-
cerin." The colour of this glycerin varies from
yellow to dark-brown; its taste is sweet. With
b&no load acetate, it gives but a slight precipi-
tate. By refining this crude glycerin with
charcoal, a " refined" glycerin (used for a
number of commercial purposes) is obtained.
This crude glycerin contains up to 0-3% of ash,
chiefly calcium (or magnesium or zinc) sulphate,
and only small quantities of organic impurities.
It is valued on the percentage of pure glyeerol,
of ash and of organic impurities.

Tho " sweet water " obtained in the process
of soup making by double decomposition is
treated in the same manner es described above,
and yields a good " saponification crude," which
is equal in quality to a " candle crude glycerin,"
provided that the original fatty matter was of
good quality. Since this process is used in
mmifi works only, where achierly low-quality
greases are worked up, ^the crude glyc
thus obtained may lmvo ,i vi-ry high ash con-
tent and ia apt to contain a considerable amount
of organic impurities, so that it is liable to fer-
ment when stored. (The experience of Lewko-
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witsch that such crude glycerins did ferment
shows that the organic impurities in low-class
grease are not destroyed by treatment with
lime.) In the course of the fermentation, tri-
methyleneglycol is formed.

(3) Crude Glycerin from the Twitchell
and Analogous Processes.—This kind of
crude glycerin is obtained from the acid " sweet
waters " resulting from the Twitchell process of
fat-splitting, which consists in treating the fat
with water containing a little sulphuric acid in
the presence of a complex organic sulphonate as
catalyst. The acid liquors are treated with
baryta or barium carbonate or lime to* precipi-
tate as far as possible the dissolved sulphuric
acid, after which the purification and con-
centration proceed as described under " saponifi-
cation crude glycerin." Any dissolved calcium
sulphate may be removed by precipitation with
barium hydroxide or carbonate, in,, order to
avoid complications during the evaporation.
The purified liquors are concentrated up to a
sp.gr. of about 1 -24 or more. The quality of this
crude glycerin varies considerably with the
quality of the fatty material from which it has
been obtained. If the raw material is of good
quality, the glycerin is fairly good; bu*. even
in that case, owing to the high amount off ash
it contains, and owing to its unpleasant taste,
it is valued at a somewhat lower price than is
crude candle glycerin. Since the Twitchell
saponification process is best adapted to low-
class material (such as greases), the glycerin
obtained from such material contains so con-
siderable an amount of organic impurities that
it cannot be refined by itselff even for the pro-
duction of dynamite glycerin. Each special
make of such glycerin must therefore be valued
on the basis of the impurities it contains.

(4) Crude Distillation Glycerin.—This
kind of crude glycerin is obtained from the acid
water resulting from the so-called acid saponifi-
cation processes in whi?h fats are hydrblysed
with the help of sulphuric acid. It is termed
in cc .amerce " crude distillation glycerin " for
the reason that the fatty acids obtained by this
process must be distilled to yield candle material.
The dilute glycerin waters (" sweet waters ")
are worked up in much the same manner as
described under " Twitchell glycerin.'* Owing

of organic impurities is greater than In crude
saponification glycerin, and ihay rise to even
2%, tho colour is usually pale-yellow, the taste
sharp and astringent, and when rubbed between
the hands it-emits an unpleasant odour. On
adding basic lead acetate, a voluminous pre-
cipitate is obtained ; hydrochloric acid produces
a turbidity, due to the presence of fatty acids.

The trade teriii for this kind of glycerin id
"crude distillation glycerin,# 28°Be," it has
sp.gr.1! -240-1 -242, and as a rule contains from
84to86%ofglycerol.

(5) Fermentation Crude Glycerin.—The
" sweet water " from the hydrolysis of fats by
means of enzymls is rich in proteins and other
organic impurities. In addition to the usual
treatment described tbove, it must be filtered
over char, which retains the bulk of these im-
purities. Nevertheless, a certain amount is still
retained and the finished crude is not only dark
in colour, but has also a very unpleasaiiG odour
and taste, even if the glycerin be made from
g o d raw material, such as refined cotton-seed
oil or refined linseed oil, and in the infancy of
the process this crude glycerin was practically
"unusable. In consequence of improvements,
the amount of impurities has been considerably
reduced and a sample examined by J. Lewko-
witsch (op. cit. Il l , 379) give the following some-
what favourable results: sp.gr. 1-2369; ash,
0*49%; organic impurities (proteins, etc.),

54%. But the difficulties have not yet been
surmounted, and the process is still but little
used. This product, like the Twitchell crude
glycerin, is difficult to refine by the usual process
of distillation and must bo mixed in the still
with better kinds of cruck glycerin.

(6) Crude Glycerin from the Fermenta-
tion of Sugars.—The purification of the
relatively dilute glycerin liquors obtained from
the fermentation process presents special pro-
blems on account of the quantity and variety
of the associated contaminants. After filtering
the fermented i^ash to remove the yeast, the
cleared glycerin slop may contain only from 2 to
7% of glycerol together with a wide variety of
organic products of the fermentation, alkaline
salts, sulphites and other inorganic salts which
were originally added as nutrients for the yeast.

to the large amount of sulphuric acid used in the
process, a considerable quantity of salts remain
in solution after the mineral acid has been
neutralised with lime. As the concentration of
the solution proceeds, especially when the
thickened liquor approaches the sp.gr. of 1-240,
calcium sulphate separates out and is deposited
on the heating surface of the evaporating
apparatus in the form of a hard crust, thereby
.rapidly diminishing the evaporative power of the
steam. This difficulty is obviated by employing
a type of evaporator which permits the heating
surface to be continuously scraped.

The fiiu'sned crude distillation glycerin con-
tains considerable proportions of calciun sul-
phate, inasmuch as the solubility of calcium
sulphate in glycerin (see below) is increased by
the organic impurities which are also present.
The ash of this kind of crude glycerin rises to as
much as 2 and even 3*5%. The amount

Alcohol, aldehydes and other volatile impurities
may be removed by distillation. According to
Verbeek's description of the process used by
the Protol Co. in Germany (Seifens.-Ztg. 1921,
47, 591, 633), this distillation was continued
until the liquors reached the point of incipient
crystallisation of the contained salts; the con-
centrated solution (containing souie 14-18% of
glycerol) was settled, filtered and treated with
calcium chloride and calcium hydroxide to
precipitate the bulk of the salts present. These
were removed by filtration, and the iron and
calcium salts in the filtrate were precipitated
by the addition of sodium carbonate in the
presence of a little solid ferrous sulphate (the
calcium salts might also be precipitated as
insoluble oxalate, c/. Vcrcinigte Cliem. Wcrkc,
Altenburg and Menz,"(J.l\ 403077),' and tin
filtered solution was acidified with hydrochloric
acid prior to the final evaporation to " crudt-
glycerin.11 Even the best crudes obtained,
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however, 'did not contain more than 60% of
glycerol, and wen heavily contaminated with
sulphites, thiosulphatcs and trimet&ylene
glycol, etc. Kellner (Z. deut. Oel- u. Fett-Ind.,
1920,40, 677) states that it was found impossible
to prepare a pharmaceutical quality of glycerin
from these crudes.

Improved methods for the purification and
recovery of dynamite glycerin "from fermented
blackstrap molasses have been patented by Du
Pont de Nemours & Co., U.S.P. 162*986,
1627040, 1881718, 1936497; B.P. 316567,
316597, 410782, etc.; Bafbet et Fils & Cie.,
B.P. 168835, and eroded containing 75% of
glycerin have beeft produced. These are, how-
ever, dark in colour and contain a considerable
amount of organic impunities which tend to
cause excessive foaming and other difficulties
in the subsequent distillation.

(Methods for the analysis of sttgar fermenta-
tion crude glycerins worked out by Cocking and
Lilly, Fachini. Lawrie and others are described
by J. W. Lawrie, " Glycerol and the Glycols*"
London and New York, 1928, pp. 139-151).

Considerable quantities* of crude glycerin,
especially crude saponification glycerin, arc used
in the arts for various purposes {see below). By
far the largest quantities of crude glycerin are,
however, purified by distillation, and thereby
converted into distilled glycerin. In commerce,
two kinds of distilled glycerin arc differentiated,
i.e. distilled glycerin for making nitroglycerin
(dynamite), dynamite glycerin, and chemically
pure (C.P.) glycerin, sometimes termed double
distilled glyArin.

Distilled Glycerins.—The distillation is
most commonly carried out in a vacuum. In
the early days of the industry, fire-heated stills
were employed which remained in use to some
extent even after the introduction of steam as a
carrier vapour {cf. Wilson and Payne, B.P.
1624/1854) and the development of processes for
steam-distillation in vacuo (cf. O'Farrcll, B.P.
3284/1881; Clark, B.P. 534£/1881). Some
manufacturers work off a certain amount (de
pending on the size of the still) of crude glycerin
in one batch. Other manufacturers resort to
continuous distillation, the still being fed as the
glycerin distils off.

The successful distillation of crude glycerin
depend largely on the skill and care of the
operator, and although a considerable number of
special apparatus have been patented,'and are
still being patented, the success depends more on
attention to details than on the particular
apparatus employed, and the details of the modu
operandv in conducting the distillation arc
considered valuable secrets.

In the Van liuymbele still (U.S.P. 458647-8,
1891; B.P. 24556/1893; G.P. 86829/1896) the
steam is simultaneously expanded and super
heated by passing through the coil of a pre
heater, before injection into the glycerin, which
itself has been previously heated by means o
a closed steam-coil. The superheating coil is
heated by boiler steam. The working of the
Van RuynTbcke still, wHIch is employed ex
tensively both in England and on the Continent,
and is capable of yielding a very high grad
glycerin, is described in detail by Webb
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Soap and Glycerine Manufacture,"
London, 1927. Hot-water or air-cooled jacketed
ondensers are employed for the first fractions,

and water-cooled condensers for the least con-
densable " sweet waters."

The condensates from the last few air con-
densers require to be concentrated subsequently
by evaporation to bring them to the requisite
trength. Similarly, the last condensed " sweet

waters " may be concentrated, if they contain
ufficient glycerin to justify the treatment.
Similar principles are involved in the Scott,

and the Blair, Camj&ell and McLean processes.
Considerable economy in steam consumption

is effected by the so-called " closed systems,"
avoured in the United States. In the American
Wood plant the stills are arranged in series; the
vapours from the first still are only cooled to
such an extent that the strongest glycerin liquors
are condensed, whilst the steam passes on
through the nest unit, and so on, until, at the end
of the seiies, the vapours are taken through a
water-cooled condenser to the sweet-water
collector.

The steam obtained from the evaporation of
Ihc very dilute glycerin distillates (" sweet
waters.") is used as the heating fluid for the
evaporator, which in turn supplies the steam to
be injected into the glycerin still (cf. also the
Wurster-Sanger and Garrigue systems, which are
described fully by J. W. Lawrfc, "Glycerol and
the Glycols," London and New York, 1928).

The economy of this system is offset by the
inherent disadvantage, that volatile impurities
present in the sweet-water condensate are
returned to the. evaporator, and so recirculatcd
throughout the whole system. -The quality of
the glycerin obtained by this method is no better,
and may be lower, than that prepared by the
Van Ruymbeke .process.

One distillation of crude glycerin, especially
in the case of soap-lye glycerin, may not give a
satisfactory product fcr nitrating purposes,
owing to contamination with sodium chloride and
organic impurities (volatile fatty acids and even
polyglycerols), and a second distillation becomes
imperative.

The yield obtainable from crude glycerin
depends, just like the distillation itself, on the
care of the operator. The losses incurred by
faulty methods are large, and may range from
as much as 15 to even 40%. A large proportion
of the loss is due to destruction of glycerol with
the formation of volatile acids and acrolcln on
the one hand, and to the formation of poly-
glycerols on the other. The polyglycerols which
are formed in the course of distillation should
remain in the still itself, and are found with Iho
still residue (see below).

The distilled glycerin liquors collected from
the columns arc treated with char, if required,
to remove some organic impurities, and, at the
same time, to clarify the glycerin and improve
its colour. The collected and filtered glycerin
liquor* arc finally conecntraScd in a vacuum
evaporator, up to the desired^pecific gravity.

The commercial " distilled glycerins " vary in
colour from yellow to white; they also vary in
their content of glycerol according to their
specific gravities, which range, as a rule, between
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1-220 and 1-260. Glycerin, purified by
lation, should contain only a very small amount
of ash and is thereby easily distinguished from
crude glycerins.

For the grade known as dynamite glycerin, the
specific gravity must be at least 1-261 at 15°.
Other commercial qualities of distilled glycerin
need only be concentrated to a sp.gr. of 1-250 or
1240.

The distilled glycerins described above con-
tain, as a rule, amounts of impurities, which
although small, are yet sufficiently large to
prohibit their employment for pharmaceutical
and dietetic purposes. The " distilled glycerins "
must therefore be subjected to a second distil-
lation. If this distillation be carried out with
sufficient care, the distillates give, after con-
centration and treatment with char, the chemi-
cally pure (C.P.) glycerin of commerce.

At a time when the art of preparing chemically
pure glycerin was not so far advanced as it ia
at present, some chemically pure glycerin was
manufactured by allowing glycerin to crystallise,
and centrifuging the crystals, whereby the im-
purities were removed with that portion of
glycerin which melted in the centrifugal machine:
This process has, however, been abandoned, not
only on account of its costliness, but a?3o on
account of the inferiority of the product as com-
pared with the best brands of chemically pure
glycerin obtained by careful distillation, since it
was found that the crystals were apt to occlude
impurities.

As stated above, C.P. glycerin for edible
purposes must be virtually free from arsenic
(cf. below). Such glycerin is most convenien
prepared by the distillation of arsenic-free
crudes. A. C. Langmuir (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1932,
24, 378) states, however, that arsenic com-
pounds may be effectively removed from 20-
25% distilled glycerin by agitating the hot
glycerin with powdered cast-iron borings by
means of an air-jet. In the case of more con-
centrated distilled glycerin, this may be freed
from arsenic by treating it with 0-05-0-1% (calc.
on the anhyd. glycerol present) of potassium
permanganate which has been previously dis-
solved in sufficient water 1 to reduce the con-
centration of the glycerin to 65%; the mixture
is heated to 90-5°C, made alkaline with 0-3%
cauBtic soda and filter-pressed. The excess of

1 Warning: If concentrated glycerol comes into con-
tact with dry potassium permanganate, even in the
cold, the mixture ignites spontaneously with the pro-
duction of an intensely hot flame and red-hot residue
(Langmuir, I.e.; tee p. 66).

alkali serves to hold back volatile fitty acids
during the subsequent distiD-ttion."

EleGtro-osmotic processes of decolorising and
purifying glycerin have been patented (B.P.
144727, 145946, 146865, of 1920).

Chemically pure glycerin is obtainable* in
commerce in the, following " strengths " : sp.gr
1-24,1-25 and 1-26. Tfyit of the highest specific
gravity approaches, as nearly as is possible for
a product made on a large scale, the chemical
substance glycerol.

Glycerol (pure glycerin) is a hygroscopic,
odourless, colourless, highly viscid liquid, having
a sweet taste. The preparation demanded by
the Pharmacopoeias of different countries is the
purest commercial' article, which consists
practically of glycerol containing a very small
amount of water. Glycerol is optically inactive,
and is neutral to litmus. On exposure to
intense cold for a prolonged time it crystallises
in rhombic bisphenoid forms (see Lang? Poggen-
dorff's Ann. Phys. Chem. 1874, 152, 637;
cf. Henninger, Bull. Soc. chim. 1875, [ii], 23,
434). By seeding with a few crystals, large
quantities of glycer6i can easily be solidified at
a temperature even above the freezing-point of
water. The freezing-points of aqueous glycerol
solution are shown in Table XV (p. 64).

The crystals have m.p. 18°C. (Sampsoen,
Compt. rend. 1926, 182, 846; cf. Gibson an^
Giauque, J. Amer. Cnem. Soc. 1923, 45, 93;
confirmed byPushin and Glagoleva, J.C.S. 1922,
121, 2818). The latter authors find glycerol to
have a cryoscopic constant of approximately 3-1.

Glycerol is oily to the touch, and produces on
(specially on the mucous membrane,

the sensation of heat, owing to its absorbing
moisture from the tissues. The water-absorbing
power of glycerol is so great that, on exposure
to the atmosphere, it takes up as much as 50%
of its weight of water.

The determination of the specific gravity of
pure glycerol has been attempted by many
workers (Kai!an, Gerlach, Skalweit, Lenz,
Strohmer and others), whose results show con-
siderable disagreement, which is due, no doubt,
to the difficulty of removing the last traces of
water. The values of 1-26414 at 15°/4° found by
Kailan (Z. anal. Chem. 1912, 51, 81) and
1-26533 at 15-5°/15-5° by A. C. Langmuir (Ind.
Eng. Chem. 1921, 13, 944), are in good agree-
ment with those recorded by other chemists
and with the figures published by Bosart and
Snoddy {ibid, 1927,19,506; 1928, 20,1377) and
reproduced below (Table II).

TABLE II.—SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND DENSITY OP PUEE GLYCEEOL (Bosart and. Snoddy).

Specific gravity at .

Apparent sp.gr. (in air) . .
True sp.gr. (weighings re-
duced to vacuum) .

Absolute density* . . .

15°/15°.

1-26557

1-2652*

1-26415/15°

15-5715-5°.

1-26532

1-26501

1-26381/15-50

20°/20°.

1-26362

126331

1-2(1108/20°

26725°.

1-26201

1-26170

1-25802/25°

l.e.-sp.gr. related to water at maximum density, all weighings being reduced to
vacuum.
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Values, for the specific gravity of aqueous
giycerol sofetions* at 15715* and 20720° deter-
mined !>y Bosart and Snoddy are shjjwn in
Table I I I : full tables showing apparent ep.gr.
at 15-6715-5° and 25725°, true specific gravities

vacuo), absolute densities and coefficients of
expansion of giycerol solutions are given in the
original papers.

figures of Bosart and Snoddy wore
obtained as the result of a most careful and ex-
haustive investigation, and must be regarded a.s
the most trustworthy data at present available.
They agree closely with resulta obtained in the
Eastern Laboratory of the E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours Co. from which Table IV has been
constructed.

TABLE III.—SFEOUTC GBATITY OF GLYOSBOL SOLUTIONS {Bosart and Snoddy).

Giycerol %

by weight.

100
99

98
97
96

9£
94
93
92
91

90

89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82 ,

81

80
79
78
77
76
76
74
73
72

71

70

B9
68
67
fit;

65

M
63
62
61

60

BS
58
57
56
55
54
53

51

Apparent specific gravityl (In air).

• 15715°

1-265*7
1-263Q0

1-26045

1*25785
1-25525

1-25270

1-25005

1-24740

1-24475

1-242)0

1-23950

1-23680
1-23415

1-23130

1'22885

1-22620
1-22355

1*22090

1-21820

1-21555

1-41290

121015

1-20740

1-20465

1-20190
119915

1-19640

20"/20"

1-26302

1-26105

1-25845

1-25585

m * 1*25330

1-25075

1-24810

1-24545

1-24280 *

1-24020

1-23755

1-23490

1-23220

1-22003

1-22690

1-22420

1-22155

1-21890

1-21620
1-21355

1-21090 •

1-20816

1-20540

1-20270

1-19995

1-19720

1-19450
1-19365 , 1-19175

1-19090

1-18815

1-18540

1-lh

1-17985

1-17705

1-17430

1-17155

116875

1-16600

116320

1-16045

1-15770

1-16490

115210

1 14935

1-14655

1*14375

1-14100

113820

1-13540

1-13265

1-18900
1-18630

1-18355
1-18080

•1-17805
M7530
1-17255
1*16980
1-16705

1-16430

116155

1-15875

1* 15605

1-15325

115050

1-14776

M4500
1-14220
1*13945
1-13670
1-13395
1-13120

Giycerol %
by weight.

50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41

40
59

• 38

37
36
35
84
33
32
81

30
29
28
27
2li
25
24
23
22
21

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

11

10
9
8
7
6
5

. 4
• 3
2
1

Apparent spedflc gravityl (In ah-).

15-715°
1-12985

1-12710

1 12440

112165

1-11890
1-11620

111345

1 11075

1*10800

1-10525

1-10255

109985

1 09715

1*09445

1-09175

1-08905

108635

1-0833S
108100

1'07830

I '07560

1-07295

1 07035

1-06770

1-06510
1*06250

105985

1-05725

1-05460

1-0520O

1-04935

104685

104435

1-04180

1-03930

1-03675

103425

1-03175

1-02920

1*02670

102415

102175 .

101935

101690

101450

101210

100965

100725 °

1-00485 »

1-00240

20°/20°

1*12840
1-12570

1-12300

1-12030

1-11760

111490
1-11220

1-10950

1-10680

1-10410

1*10135

1-09870

J-09605

1-09335

1-09070

1*08805

1*08535

1-08270

1-08005

1-07735

1-07470

1OT210

1-06950

106690

1-06435

106175

105915

1-0540*

1-05140

1-04880

1-04630

1-U438O

1-04135

1-03885

1-03635

103390

1-03140

102890

1-02640

1 02395

102155

1-01915

101675

1-01435

1*01196
100955

1*00720

1-00480

1-00240

VOL. VL—i

1 Accurate to the nearest 5 in the Oth
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TABLE IV.—W/W P E B CENT. GLYCEBOL CcteKitsroNDijro TO SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT
J.

Sp. gr.

1-253
1-254
1-255
1*256
1-257
1-258
J-259
1-260
1-261
1-262
1-263
1-264
1-265

P.

95-23

96-38
06-78
97-17
97-56
97-96
98-34
B8-72
9911
99-49
99-88

1.

95-27
95-65
96-03
96-42
96-82
97-21
97-60
98-00
98-38
98-76
99-16
99-53
9£)-92

2.

95-31
95-69
9607
96-46
96*86
97-24
97-64
9803
98-41
98-80
9919
9956
09-90

3.

95-35
95-73
9611
96-50
96-90
97-28
97-68
98-07
98-45
98-84
99-22
99-60

100;00

4.

95-00
95-39
95-77
96-15
96-54
96-94
97-32
97-72
9811
98-49
98-88
99-26
99-64

' 5.

95-03
95-43
95-80
96-19
96-58
96-98

^7-36
97-76
9815
98-53
98-92
9930
99-63

6.

95-07
95-46
95-<*4
96-23

9e-62
97-02
97-40
97-80
9819
98-57
9S-96
99-34
99-72

"

7.

96-11
96-60
96-88
96-26
96-66
9705
97-44
97-84
98-23

^8-60
99-00

" 99-37
' 99-76

8.

9515
95-54
96-92
96-30
96-70
97-09
97-48
97-88
98-26
98-64

" 99-03
9941
99-80

™

0.

95-19
95-5*
95-96
96-34
96-74
97-13
97-52
97-92
98-30
98-68
'.19-07
99-45
09-84

'

1 Da Pont de Neiuours & Co., reptodui^d through J. W. Lawrle, " Glycerol and the Glycots," p 291.

The specific gravity data of Bosart-and Snoddy
supersede those of the earlier investigators, in-
cluding Geriach, whose tables have gained wide
currency in the past; Bosart {ibid. 1921, 13,
944; and I.e.) has shown that, whilst Gm'ach's
sp.gr. at 15a/16° are sufficiently accurate tC ho
usable.for technical purposes, his table of values
at 20720° must be discarded entirely.

Provided a specimen of C.P. glycerol satisfies
the qualitative tests for purity described on
p. 58c, the proportion of glycerol in it may be
deduced from a determination of the specific
gravity by the pyenometric method with the help
of the tables referred to above.

The variation in the rate of expansion1

of solutions of glycerol with temperature {i.e.
the change in speeifie gravity with tempera-
ture) is shown in Table V (Bosart and

TABLE V.—RATE OF EXPANSION OF

GLYCEBOL SOLUTIONS {Bosart and Snoddy).

Glycerol,
conceit*

Iratlon %.

100
«7-5
06
90
80
70
0u
50
40
SO
20
10
0

Change in

16-20°.

0000015
0-OO0C2II
0-00)1(115
0-000010
0-000020
0-000580
o-oour>4ii

o-ooo
0-000430
O-OOO370
0-00030O
0-000230
0'Oooieo

itlc (fravity

16-25°.

0-00061B
0-OI Hi

(!•<« 10015

"•000816
O-OOU615
0-OOO57O
it-iM ) i ) : , 4 5
0- H •„>;'.
0-000435
0-000385
0000315
0-000265
0-000205

pcr'C.

20-25'.

0-000010
Din 10005
0-0001)1 S
0000630
0-000610
o-ooo5o:>
i'-in 11)550
00OO510
M IK1D445
Q-O0O400

•

•

S30

:

ly, ibid. 1927T 19, 506; f/. Hchncr, J.S.C.I.
1889, 8, 8; Geriach, 2. anal. Chem. 1885, 24,
111 • Comey and Backus, J. Ind. Eng. Chem.
lttIO, 2, 11); hence it ia necessary, when cor-
recting specific gravities from experimental to

c *
1 Bosart and Snoddj- adopt tlie expression " ntv of

expansion " tit denote ftic rate of change of the xptcific
graviti/ per degree of temperature In order to avoid
eonfuatan with tlu> true " coefflcJpnt at expansion,"
which npi>ll?a only to tlie change of talume with
temperature.

stf-ndard temperatures, to use the factor corre-
sponding to the temperature at which the deter-
mination is made.

The following formujre have been computed
by Bosart and Snoddy for the purpose of cal-
culating the specific gravity of glycerol solutions
at 15°/I5° and 25°/25° when the actual deter-
mination has been made at another experi-
mental temperature:

(i) For calculating from a higher to a lower
temperature—•

For calculating from, a lower to a higher
temperature—

o
a=f>p-gr. of glycerol at T°/T°.
a H t(( It ' / ' •

4=sp.gr. of water at T°.

B^changgin sp.gr. of glycerol per°C.
T=higher temp, ofsp.gr. determination.
Slower „

Analogous formula? and tables are given by
Comcy and.ttackus (i.rr.). For dynamite gly-
cerins, round figures for the values of the
average rates of expansion, viz. 000061,
0-0O0ulR and 0 000(52 at 20°, 2$ and 30° respec
tively, arc convenient to remember and suffi-
ciently accurate for most practical purposes.

In cases when the volume yf the available
sample does not permit of ac-tiratu deter-
mination of specific gravity, the content of
glycerol may lie derived from the refractive index
of the specimen. The Abbe* refractometcr is
convenient anil rapid in uso anil only requires a
few drops uf m:itrrialf but the mid ing is of some-
what doubtful nc-funit-y in the fo(,rlh pince of
decimals so that refractive indices determined
with this instrument must be regarded as a less
accurate indication of the concentration of
glycerol solutions than determinations >f specific
gravity (Hoyt). More accurate result- [pet-
mitting the determination of coininlration to
within 0-1%) can be nltiaim-il by the DM -I '
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IA%L| VI.—REFHACTIVE IKDEX OF GI-YCESOL* SOLUTIONS AT 15°C. (Hkalwrit) ANI>

20°±0-5° (Hoyt).

0
1

2
3
4
5

6

8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
111 .
20 *

L'l

23
2-1
25

20
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
44)

41
42
43.
44
1.")

40
47
48
49
50

in
-

te
r

it)
.

1-0000
1-0024
1-9048
1-0072
1 0090
1-0120

1-0114
1-0108
1-0192
1-0216
1 0 2 4 0

1-0265
1 0200
1 0 3 1 5
1-0340
1 -0305

1-0390
10415
1 -0440
L-0465
1-049O

1-0510 .
1-0842
1 0 5 0 8
1 0594
1-0020 .

10046
1-0072
1-0698
1-0724
1-0750

1-0777
1-0804
l-O8:U
1-085S
1*6485

10912
1 0930
1090(1
9-0993
1-1020

11047
1 1U74
1-1101
1-1128
1-1155

11182
11209
M238
11263
11200

«

is
c 9

fS
&
M

1-3330
J-3342
1 -33*4

'1-3366
i -1*378
1-3390

1-3*
1-3414
1-3426
1-3439
1 3152

" 1-3404
1-3477
1 3490
L-3503
1-3510

1-3529
1-3512
1-3555
1-3508
1-3581

1 -3594
1-3607
1-3620
l-Sfl
1-3047

13000
1*3674
1-3(3 $1
1-3701
1*3710

1-3729
1-3743
1 !(757
1-3771

1-37*5

1-3799
I-3813
1-3827
1 -3840
1'3854

1-3808
1-3882
1-3890
1 -3910
1-3924

1-3938
» 1-3952

1-3966
1-3981
1 1090

a
y.

•o

| |

1-33303
1-33410
1-33530
1-33645
1-337(12
1-33880

1-33009
1-34118
1-34238
KJ4359
l-3448f

1-34'
1 :U729
1-341
1-34980
1-35100

1-35223
1*35361
L-35490
1-35619
1 35749

1-358J9 •
1-38010
1-36141
1-36272
1-30404

1-36536
1-30669
1-36802
1-36936
1-37070

1-37204
. 1-37338

[-37472
1-37006
1 :{7740

1-37874
1-38008

it:s
1-38278
1 38413

1-38548
1-38683

1-38959
1-39089

1*39227
1 -39368
1-39513
1-39660
1-39809

A

- o-

II

51
52
53
54
55

56
57
88 •
59
tin

01
62
63

35

66
67
08
S9
70

71
72
7:1
74
75

76
77
78
79
80

81
82
B8
84
85

86
87
88
B9
90

91
92
93
94
95

9ft
97
98
M

100

gfi

0

1 1 3 I S
1-1346
1137+
! 1402
1-1430

11458
11480
11514
1-1542
11570

1-1.599
11628
1 1657
l l«80
11715

11743
1-1771
1-1709
1 1827
1 1 8 5 5

1 1 8 8 2
119( t9
11936
1-1963
1-1900

1-2017
1-2044
1-2071
1 -2098
1-2125

1-2152
1-2179
l-22i
1-2233
1-2260

1-2287
1-2314
1 2341
1-2368
1-2305

1-2421
1-2447
l-2>73
1-2400
1-2525

">50
1-2675
1 JtiOO
1-2025
1-2650

%

if
a"

1-4010
1-4024
1-4039
1-4054
l - i i i . ; : )

1 ( 0 8 4
1-4090
1 1104
1-4129
I I 1 M

1 4160
1-4175
1-4190
1-4205
1-4220

1-4235
1-4250
1-4205
1-4280
1 1295

1-4309
1-4324
1-4339
1-4354
1 (369

1-4384
1-4309

1 1-4414
1-442D
1-4444

11400
1-4475
l-44!i(i
1-4505
1-4520

1-4.™.".
l-Hi.Mi
1-4505
1 4;">8l>
1 • 1595

1 1010
11035
1-4040
1-4055
l-4U7o

1-4684
1 4098
1-.1712
1-4728
1-4742

k
1»

1-30958
1-40107
1-4025(1
1*40405
1-40554

1-40703
1-40852
1-41001
1-411 "ill
1-41209

1 41448
1-41507
1-41746
1-41895
L-42044

1-42193
1-42X42
1-42491
1-42640
1-42789

1 -42938
1-43087
M3236
1-43385
1-434

1-43083
1-43S;;-
J-43!)SJ
1-44135
1-44290

I 44150
1-t4r.il!
1 44770
1-445)30

l-4r,237
1-45389
1-45539
1-45080
1-4V

1-45989
1-46139
1 (i)29O
1-40443
1-4(1597

! ( t i 7 5 2
1-40009
1-47071
141234
1-47399

I
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dipping or immersion, refraetometer. The onginfil
Zeifls instrument did not allow of testing oiore
concentrated solutions than those containing
26% of glyeerol,1 but improved modern types
with interchangeable prisms, such as that used
by Hoyt for the determinations reproduced
below, enable accurate measurements to be made
over the whole range of solutions from 0 to 100%
glycerol.

The figures for refractive indices at 20°C.
shown in Table VI have been computed by
Hoyt (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934, 26, 329) from the
results of the examination, by means of such an
immersion reiractometer, of 30 samples of
diluted glycerin solutions prepared from a highly

purified specimen of double-distilled 5.P. gly-
cerin. There have been included in tho same
table values for the refractive indices and
specific gravities of glycerol solutions at 15°C,
published bySkalweit {Rep. anal. Chem. 1885,
5, 17); this author used an Abbe refractomet -r,
the experimental-observations being made on
" numerous diluted samples " prepared from
crystallised glyeerol. Wagner's table of re-
fractive indices of dilute giycerol solutions
•(u>/t>%T) at 17-5°C. determined by means of a
Zeiss immersion refractometer is shown in
Table VII (from Wagner, " Immersion Refracto-
meter Tables," 1907 f p. 46, Table 70; repro-
duced through Hoyt, pil and Soap, 1933,10,43>).

TABLE VII,—REFRACTIVE INDEX OF DILUTE GLYCEEOL SOLUTIONS {wjv%) AT I7-56C.
(Wagner),

Scale
reading,
°Zeis§.

15
16
17
18
19

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45

KeFractlve
index.

1-33320

1-33513

1-33705

1-33896

1-34086

1-1*275

1-34463

wlv %
g]ycerol, g.
per 100 c.c.

0-00
0-35

0-66
0-99
1-32
1-64
1-97
2-29
2-62
2-94
3-27
3-59
3-92'
4-24
4-56
4-88
5-21
5-53

, 5-85
6-17
(3-49

6-81
7-13
7-45
7-77
8*0fl

8-41

8-73
905
9-37
9-69

' Scale
reading,
• ZelBS.

46
47
4 8 •
49 '
50

51
52

53
54

55

56
57

58
59
60
61

62
63

64
65

66
67
68
09
70
71
72
73
74
75

Refractive
Index.

r

i

1-34660

1-34836

1-35021

1-35205

1-35388

135569

w/e %
gtycerol, g.
per 100 c.c.

10-01
10-33
10-65
10-96
11-28
11-59
11-91
12-22
12-34
12-86
13-17
13-49
13-81
14-12
14-44
14-75
1507
15-38
15-70
1602
16-33
16-65
16-&6
17-28
17-59
17-9$
18-22
18-54
1&85
19 JG

r
Scale

reading,
-ZeiSf.

76 •
77

78
79
80

81
82
83
84
85

86
87

88
89
90
91
92

93
94
95

' 06
97
98
99

100
101
102
103r.
104
105
106

Refractive
index.

1-35750

1 35930

1-36109

1-36287

1-36464

1-36640

w/tt %
tfveeru, K,
per 100 c.e.

19-48
19-79
20-10
2041
20-72
2103
21-34
21-65
21-96
22-27
22-58
22-89
23-20
23-50
23-81
24-1S
24-43
24-73
26-04
25-35
25-66
25-96
26-26
26-57
26-88
27-18
27-49
27-80
28-11
28-41
28-72

Table VIII, due to Hoyt {I.e. 1934), shows tho
refractive index of pure glycerol at various
temperatures.

The figureB given imply a temperature co-
efficient for the refractive index of 99-84%
glycerol averaging —0000225 per 1°C. over the
range 10-20°C. This is somewhat lower than
the figures of 0-60028/l°a and 0-0002'0/loC.

1 It Is not permfssltilo to dilute conccntrfttert glywrin
witl) a known amount of water to n IQWJT percentage,
and thtn to determine the refractive index, lnasn>urli
u contraction takes place on mixing glycerin wltn
water (tee p. 536).

over the range 12-5~17*5°C. reported by Wolff
(Z. angew. Chem. 1919, 32,1, 148} for glycerol of
86% and 77% concentration respectively *:
Van der WiUigen{Fortschr. d. Physik, 1869, 25,
288) gives temperature coefficients of refractive
index varying from -0-00021/laC. for glycerol
of approx. 4o% concentration to - 0-00025/1°C.
for a 90% (approx.) glycerin. Listing (ibid.
1869, 26, 294) reported a, change iinirefractive

1 The <uhr.il (rations mentioned hnre ami In tlio next
fow lines are computed from the Hneeifle cavity <lflta

given by the original authors, with the aid of the Bow

ext
ota
irt-
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TABLE Till.—RKFBAOTTVE INDEX OF PMIE
GLYCESOL {
TUBES (Hoyfc).

AT VARIOUS TEMPEBA-

IUftactlve Jndex,

102 1-47592
11-2 '. . 147575
12-2 R . 1-47552
12-8 1-47536
13-8 1-47M2
150 1-47485
168 1-47464
17-6 " . . . 1-47418
180. . • . . . „ . 1-47408
200. . .- , . •. . . 147367

of -000032 per °C; for glyceroi of about
96% concentration. The temperature coefficient
of the refractive index of glyeerol solutions ia
obviously a function of concentration and hence
would be expected to become numerically
smaller as the dilution increases, since {he
average temperature coefficient of refractive
index of pare water is -*000081 per 1°C. over
the range 10-20°C, "

Glyceroi boila at 290° (oorr.) under 760 mm.
(759-7 mm. corr.} pressure (Mendeieef, Annaleu,
I860, 114, 1«7; cf. Qerlaoh, Z. anal. Chem.
1885, 24, 110) with only alight decomposition;
ft distils unchanged under considerably reduced
pressure, and table IX contains the most trust
worthy observations of the b.p. of glyceroi
under reduced pressures {cf. also Richardson,
J.C.S. 18*6, 49, 746; Kailan, Z. anal. Chem.
1912, 51, 81):

TABLE IX.

Pressure,
mm.

385-33
347'Id
231-87
201-23
100-81
5000
46*61
3000
20-46
12-50
1000
6-P3
500
0-24
0056

Boiling-point,

260-4
257-3
250-3
241 -.H

*220-3
2100
2014
191-8
183-3
179*6
167-2
161-3
165-5 •
118-5

115-llu-

Glyceroi ia^migcible with water in all propor-
tions. Tfre mixing is accompanied by a con
traction of volume and an increase of tempera-
ture. The greatest increase of temperature, viz,
5°, is observed when 58 parts of gtycerol (by
weight) are mixed with 42 parts of water : the
greatest contraction is 1-1% (Gerlach). Glycerin
cau be completely freed from water by allowing
it to stand in vacw over sulphuric acid for a
prolonged period.

GlycerVM does not volatilise ;it the ordinary
temperature, but from concentrated solutions
appreciable quantities volatilise with water
vapour at 100*.

TKe vapour pressure of a dilute solution of
glyceroi falls aa its normal boiling point in-
creases. Since glyceroi and water are miscible
in every proportion, the composition of the
escaping vapours cannot be calculated according
to Dalton's law, but must be derived from
actual observations. Gerlach determined, by a
barometric method, thB vapour pressures giveo
in Table X.

TABLE X,—VAPOUR PBESSIJBES or
AND OB AQFEOUS SOLUTIONS OF G L Y C E B O L
(Gerlaoh).

Glyceroi
%.

100
99
98
97
»6
95
f)4
93
9C
&]

B0
89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
65
60
55

so
45
40
35
30
25
20
10
0

Water %.

0
1

* 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1 7 .
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
20
30
80
40
45
50
55
ttO
65
70
76

. 80
90

100

B.p. at 760
mm. preasuro,

C.

200
239
208
188
175
164
156
150
145
141
138
135
132-5
130-fi

129
127-5
126
124-5
123
122
121
120
119
118-2
117-4
116-7
116
115-4
114-8 '
114-2
113-6
111-3
109
107-5
106
105
104
103-4
102-8
102-3
101-8
lOO'-B

100

Vapour pr«B-
ure at 100°C.

mm. of
mercury-

64
87

107
126
144
162
180
198
215
231
247
263
279
295
311
326
340
355
370
384
396
408
419
430
440

4 i > < )

470
480
489
496
553
565
593
618
639
657
675
690
704
717
740
760

Ujf to a concentration >̂f about 50%, no
glycerol escapes with the water vapours, even
if the dilute solutions bt? kept boiling for a
prolonged time. At a concentration of about
70%, traces of glyceroi escape from the boiling
solution (Hehner, Analyst, 1887, 12, 65). The



TABLE XL—ABSOLUTE
(Experimental data:

Per cent.
Glycerol.

00 (water
3-85
7-31

100
10-58
14-13
17-40
19-79
200
23-55
27-98
30 00
30-44
33-11
36-29
3902
400
4 Mill
44-78
48-20
500
51-33
54-10
55-59
57-12
58-74
59-74
800
(51-46
62-50
64:50
64-66
66-94
700
7019
72-40
74fil
7t>69
77-71
79-37
80 0
80-83
82-80
84-27
8607
88-50
87-89
89-89
900
9081
92-19
92-82
93-70
94-32
95-0

19
95-65
96-08
90 48
96<88

38-06
98-84
99-66

1000

20°C.

1005
1109
1 216
1-311
1-331
1-478
1-634
1-756
1-769
1-995
2-323
2 501
2-545
2-822
3-207
3-595
3750
4-029
4-668
5-518
6050
6-516
7-600
8-282
9092

10-070
10-787
10-96
12061

—
14-99
15-13
17-89
22-94
23-26
28-57
35-11
38-98
47-97
57-79
620
70-28
85-73

10317
131-08
140-42
172-2
231-6
2346
2680
337-9
375-6

• 442-3

481-7

5450
565-6
618-5

J37I-0
724-0
'/83-5
986-0

1158
13H5
1499

GLYCERIN.

VISCOSITIES \CSNTIPQISES) OF

interpolated values for

Viscosity

22-5°C.

—

—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—

*

—
—

7-494
8-209
9-074
9-679
933

10'793
11-642
13-35
13-46
1.7-86
20 23
20-53
24-98
30-57
33-80
4141
49-52

• 52-77
60-08
72-75
87-23

110-20
117-87
143-4
191-5
194-6
220-5
276-5
306-8
359-9
390-7

4438
457-6
499-5
542-1 .
582-9
629-6
789.9
9260

1102
1186

i

every 10%
GLYCBSOL SOLUTIONS (Shiely).

glycerol shown in bltXS]

t

(centlpolscs) at

25"C.

0893
0-981
1073
V153
1-172
1-295
1-428
1-530
1-542
1-731
2007
2157
2191
2-420
2-741
3054
3181
: • ; • ( ; > :

3-927
4-611
5 041
5-409
6-266
6-804
7-447
8-184
8-756
8-823
9-731

10-473
11-96
12-05
14-12
1796
18-21
22-03
20-81
29-61
3608
42-85
45-86
51-90
62-53
74-50
93-52
99-86'

120-9
160-6
163-6
183-8
229-2
254-7
295-9
321-5
3660
374-9
408-3
441-8
474-8
512-3
636-8
747-0

MM

27-5°C.

K —

»

,

u

_
.

_

„

, ,

,

6-203
6-778 ,
7-430
7-918
8015
8-732
9-433

10-79
10-84
12-68
1596
1623
19-50

, 23-64
2U-06

31-58
37-49
40 00

54-01
6408
73-81
85-20

102-7
136*]
1373
154-4
191-6
212-1
245-6
266-3
3018
309-7
336-6
363-6
389-9
420^7
5108
607-3
71W
7640

t typti.)

•

30°O. a

0800
0-877
0-856 -
1024
1-040
M47
1-259
1-351 •
1-860
1 -.V_>0
1-751
1-876
1-907
2-098
2-364
2-625
2-731
2-919
3-347
3-909
4247
4-552
5-236
6-679
6-187
6-770
7-222
7-312
7 986
8-548
9-750
9-80

11-40
1432
14-53
17-11
20-97
2302
27-81
32-86
3492

46-90
55-29
88-64
7312
87-65

1 1 4 •">

1153
130-4
131-0
177-9
205-9
222-3
248-8
267-2
279-8
300-6
322-4
346-7
427-2
496-2
083*8
6240
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boittng-poifcf ha solution is 113-6° {see
table). Above this concentration, noticeable
umounts uf glycerol escape, ao that fchB qflantita-
tive determination of glycerol in an aqueous
sulution by evaporating it down on the water-
bSth leads to faulty results. Even if the con-
centration of glycerol solutions be carried out
in vacua, considerable proportions of glyeerol
escape with the water vapour when the con-
centration of the solution exceeds 80% (Lewko-
wltech). ^

On heating glycorol filowly in a, platinum dish
to 150-160°, it evaporates gradually without
leaving a residue; at 150° it^will bum with a
bluish non-luminous 8am» without emitting any
odour. If, however, glycerol is heated rapidly
in a platinum dish, it buVns with formation of
acroleln, and yields a' residue consisting of
polyglycerok. •

Vitality of Aqueous Glycero?Solutions.—TDK
most accurate figures for the viscosities of

aqueous glycerol solutions appear to be those of
Sheejy, whose experimental values are repro-
duced in Table XI (a full table, prepared by
interpolation, is given in the original memoir,
lad. Eng. Chem. 1032, 24, 1060), The concen-
trations of the test-solutions were deduced from
the observed specific gravities {not quoted) by
the help of the Bosart and Snoddy tables. The
viscosities found agree fairly closely with the
lew experimental values of Arch butt and
Deeley (" Lubrication and Lubricants," 5th ed.,
London, 1927, p. 19tt), but diverge appreciably
from figures given by Here and Wegner (Z. deut.
Del- u. Pett-fnd. 1925, 46, 401), particularly for
the higher concentrations, at which the dis-
crepancy may amount to 5-10%. Although the
accuracy of the Herz and Wegner figures is under
question, it has been thought advisable to
reproduce their table of relative viscosities (see
Table XKL) since this covers a wide range of
temperatures? for -which no other ngurea are

TABLE XIL—RELATIVE VISCOSITIES OF AQUEOUS GLYCEROL SOLUTIONS AS COMFAKKD
WITH WATBK. (Herz and Wegner, I>arke and Lewis.)

wt. %

Herz
and

Wegner.

10
20
30
40 ,
50 '
00
70
80
85
88
90
92

Glycerol.

Corrected
values.
Sheely.1

9-77
1 : > • : ( ' >

29-6(S
39-83
50-12
59-94
69-98 .
79-85 *
84-81
87-62
89-30
91-69

Water viscosity ln \
centlpolses * )

1-306
1 -902
2-643
4-320
7-] 95

13-150
34-230

100-880

274-0
419-4

—

—

10°

1-344
[•87fl
2-tKKJ
4-175
6-775

12-27
30-82
B8-«

15*4
230-5
324-9
473-3

L-SOU

15°

1331
1-857
2-558
4-088
6-256

11-20
28-90
74-23

144-2
181-3
254-3
:s7i 1

1-1400

Temteratuie'C.

20°

1-321
1-834
2-503
3-858
5-802

10-28
^ J 1 1

fe-Sl
09-05

145-8
194-3
£88-0

10046

30"

1-275
1-753
2-358
3-516
5*190
8-807

18-42
43-(J7
se-84
09-88

123-5
180-4

0-8019

40°

1-274
J-H30
2-210
3-198
1-621
7-5*18

1 1-lit

30-75
4797
98-10
89' it;

110-4

0-0538

50°

1-272
1-598
2-06(1
2-958
4-1BO
9-712

24-20
XVIill
46-77
111 tin

0-5497

eo°

1-216
1-518
1 • . > • . • !

2-820
3-835
5-904

10-11
13-41
27-60
85-50
43-81

0-4701

•

70°

1-212
1*462
1-875
2 4 9 5

; - ) . . , :

5-358
8-7-1 L!

15-06

29-41
82-08
89-42

0-4062

80"

1-180
1-445
1-886
2-342
3-339
5004
7-80]

11-46
17-52
21-32

30-64

0-3556

1 fHyaercJ concentrations re-calruiatfd Iron) the data of Herz and Wegner by Shecly, using the
gravity concentration tables of Bosart and Snoddy.

The first column «Ives the concentration derived by Ban and Wegner from tlieir own specific gravity tables.
1 Darke and Lewla, Chem. and Xnd, 1928, 6, 1078.
* Landolt-BomBtein, 5tli ed., 1st Suppl., 1927, p. 83 (after Blngham wd Jackson, 1017).

available. Some supplementary figures, due to
Darke and Lewis (Chem. a/id Ind. 1928,6,1078),
have been included. Herz and Wegner DAM
the less accurate specific-gravity tables compiled
by themselves to ascertain the concentration.^
of their test solutions. For purposes of com-
parison, therefore, Sheely has applied the Bosart
and Snoddj tables to recalculate the concen-
trations in question from the data supplied by
the earlier authors; these corrected values have
been inserted in Table XII.

Figures for absolute viscosities calculated from
the experimental data of Table XII are given
in +he original paper by Herz and Wegner,1

(ef. also Cocks, J.S.C.I. 1929, 48, 27&T),
Glycerol is miscible with alcohol in all pro-
1 The values for the viscosity of wat*r used for cal-

culation by Here and Wê nec were taken from trie
5th ed, (1923) of the tulilca of Landott-Bdrnatctn and
are not quite Edentlr-til with the revinod values (duo to
Binghnm and Jackson) given In the 1st Suppl. (1027)
of Lantlolt

portfora, dissolves readily in a mixture of alcohol
and ether, but is sparingly soluble in ether
alone (1 part of glycerol, ap.gr. 1-23, requiring
about 500 parts of ether) it is therefore im-
possiblo to extract glycerol from its aqueous
solution by means of ether. Glyeerol ia soluble
in acetone. Nine parts of glycerol dissolve in
100 parts of ethyl acetate. It is itiwltib!! HI
chloroform, light petroleum, carbon disulphide
or benzene; it is also insoluble in oils and fats
(Leivkowitsch).

Glycerol has powerful solvent properties; it
combines in this respect the properties of water
and of ordinary alcohol; many substances dis-
solve more readily in it than in either of these two
othe? liquids. The foUowirî  list of solubilities
illustrates thisfKlever, Cheyi'. Zentr. 1872,434):

100 parts of glycerol dissolve at 15° 98 parts
of sodium carbonate; GO parts of borax; 50-5
parts of potassium argenatc; SO parts of sodium
arsenatc; 50 parts of zinc chloride; -t8-S parts
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of tannic acid; 40 parts of alum; 40 parts if
zinc iodide 40 parts of potassium iodide; 35-2
parts of zinc sulphate; 32 parts of potassium
cyanide; 30 parts of copper sulphate; 25 parts
of ferrous sulphate; 25 parts of potassium
bromide; 20 parts of lead acetate; 20 parts of
ammonium carbonate; 20 parts of arsenious
oxide; 20 parts of arsenic oxide; 20 parts of am-
monium chloride; 15 parts of oxalic acid; 11
parts of boric acid; 10 parts of barium chloride;
10 parts of copper acetate; 10 parts of benzoic
acid; 8 parts of sodium bicarbonate; 7-5 parts
of mercuric chloride; 6 parts of calcium sul-
phide; 3-7 parts of potas3ium chloride; 3*5
parts of potassium chlorate; 1-9 parts of
iodine; about 1 part of calcium sulphate; 0*1
part of sulphur; 0-25 part of phosphorus.

An aqueous glycerol solution, of sp.gr. 1-114,
dissolves 0*957% of calcium sulphate. Metallic
soaps (which are insoluble in water) a i i to some
extent dissolved by aqueous glycerol; thus:
100 parts of glycerol solution, sp.gr. 1-114, dis-
solve 0-71 part of iron oleate, 0-94 part of
magnesium oleate, and 1-18 parts of calcium
oleate.

Glycerol is completely oxidised to carbon
dioxide and water by potassium dichrom^te in
an acid solution, and this reaction forms the
basis of one of the standard methods for the
quantitative determination of' glycerol {see
p. 61c). In dilute aqueous solution and in the
presence of caustic alkali, potassium perman-
ganate oxidises glycerol quantitatively to oxalic
acid, carbon dioxide and water (Wanklyn and
Fox, Ghem. News, 1886, 53, 15; Benedikt and
Zsigmondy, Chem.-Ztg., 1885. 9, 976).

Dry potassium permanganate reacts violently
with concentrated glycerol. If finely powdered
potassium permanganate be heaped up to form
a small truncated cone and concentrated glycerol
be poured into a hole made in the top, fumeB
escape; after a very short time the glycerol
commences to froth and ignites spontaneously
with violent evolution of gases.

Glycerol treated with hydrogen peroxide in
presence of a ferrous salt yields glyceraldehyde,
CH8(OH)CH(OH)CHO.

Of the eleven possible products of moderate
oxidation of glycerol, ten have been isolated,
viz. glyceraldehyde (glycerose), glyceric acid,
dihydroxyacetone, hydroxypyroracemic acid,
tartronmonoaldehyde, tartrondialdehyde, tar-
tronic acid, mesoxalmonoaldehyde, mesoxal-
dialdehyde and mesoxalic acid; hydroxypyro-
racemaldehyde is unknown. The glyceric acid
obtained by gentle oxidation with nitric acid is
a racemic compound and has been resolved into
optically active enantiomorphous acids by J
Lewkowitsch (Ber. 1883, 16, 2720). Further
oxidation yields carbon dioxide, formic acid and
water.

A strong aqueous solution of glycerol reduces
Barreswirs (Fehling's) solution only slightly.
If, however, the glycerol be diluted previously
with 10 times its Bulk of water, no reduction
occurs.

A mixture of glycerol and silver nitrate
solution heated at the temperature of boiling
water with a few drops of ammonia, gives a
precipitate of metallic silver. If ammonia

solution be added to glycerol in the cold, and
heat be then applied, as a rule no reduction takes
place on adding silver nitrate; the addition of.
caustic soda or potash, however, causes metallic
silver to separate slowly.

Glycerol dissolves caustic alkalis, alkaline
earths and lead Ocide, forming chemical com-
pounds (c/. Bullnheimer, Ber. 1898, 31, 1453:
1899,32,2347; 1900,33,817). The compounds
so forjned are termed metallic glyceroxidea or
glycerates and are thought to have a cyclic
structure resembling that of the saccharates.
Lime, strontia and baryta are precipitated
nearly completely from such soHtions by carbon
dioxide, a small quantity only of the bases
escaping precipitation. In the presence of
caustic alkalis, glycerol also dissolves ferric
oxide, cupric oxide and bismuth oxide, no
doubt in consequence of the formation of soluble
compounds (metallic glyceroxides), such as are
represented by monosodiumcupriglyceroxide
(NaCuC3H5O3)2,3H2O. The oxides enume-
rated above are not reduced to metals, or at
most only to their lower oxides. The following
oxides: silver oxide, gold oxide, mercury oxide,
rhodium oxide, palladium oxide and platinum
oxide (Ag2O, Au2O3, HgO, RhO2, PdO,
PtO2), are reduced to metals when heated with
alkaline glycerol solution (Bullnheimer).

The groat solubility of zinc sulphate, as also
of nickel, cobalt and copper sulphates, in
glycerol, is.explained by the fact that these
salts combine with 3 mol. of glycerol to form
compounds (Griin and Bockisch, ibidm 1908, 41,
3465) of the general formula:

(M-3C3HaO3)JO4,H2O

Where M represents an atom of one of the above-
mentioned metals. For these compounds, the
name glycerinates has been proposed by Griin,
in order to distinguish them from the metallic
glyceroxides described above.

QUALITATIVE TESTS FOR GLYOEROL.

One of the simplest tests for glycerol, which is
capable of detecting quite small quantities, is
based on the penetrating odour of acrolein, which
is formed wlysn glycerol is heated in the presence
of acid salts. The same odour is also noticeable
when a fatty-oil lamp or tallow candle is blown
out. For.the test, a smajl portion of the sub-
stance should be heated with potassium bisul-
phate, and the acrolein detected either by its
odour or by the red colour formed when the
vapour is passed into Schiff's reagent (a solu-
tion of rosanilin which has beeD decolorised
by sulphur dioxide). Alternatively, an am-
moniacal solution of silver nitrate may be
used for the detection of the acrolein which
produces in it a precipitate or mirror of metallic
silver.

Some other useful tests described by Deniges
(Compt. rend. 1909,148, 570) are based upon the
colour reactions of dihydroxyacetone which is
formed when glycerol is heated with bromine
water. About 0-1 g. of the glyoerol is heated
with 10 ml. of bromine water in a bath of
boiling water for about 20 minutes or until the
free bromine has disappeared. In four separate
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test tubes tjjere a*$ placed 0*1 ml. of an alcoholic
solution of (1) couein, (2) resorcinol, (3) thymol
.and (4) 0-naphthol. To each tube is added 0*4
ml. of the brominated sample and 0*1 ml. of a
4% solution of potassium bromide;1 then 2 ml. of
cone, sulphuric acid. The tubes containing
codein and 0-naphthol are heated for 2 minutes
in a water bath. The codein solution will show
a* blue tint; the resorcinol a blood-red colour
becoming yellow-red on dilution with acetic
ac*id; the thymol a wine-red colour becoming
rose-red on dilution; and the 0-naphthol will
develop an emerald-gree** fluorescence. A more
positive identification may bê  based upon the
formation of glyceryl tgibenzoate which has
m.p. 72°. For this purpose 0-1 ml. of the speoi-
men is shaken for 5 mifiutes with 0-4 ml. of
benzoyl chloride and 5 ml. of 10% sodium
hydroxide solution. After shading, 10 ml. of
cold water are added and the precipitated tri-
benzoate is filtered, washed and crystallised
from 35% alcohol.

Provided that a sufficient amount of the sample
i* available, it is possibly by distillation under
reduced pressure to separate moderately pure-
glycerol, even from fairly complex mixtures.

QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF GLYCEROL.

Here only the determination of glycerol in
commercial products containing considerable
quantities of it can be considered. The deter-
mination of glycerol in fermented liquors falls
outside t h | scope of this article.

A direct method for determining glycerol
in oils and fats by isolating it has been worked
out by Shukoff and? Schestakoff (Z. angew*.
Chem. 1905, 18, 294; cf. Fachini and Dorta,
Boll. Chim. farm. 1910, 49, 237). It is necessary
to operate with a solution containing at least
40% of glycerol. If the solution be more
dilute, a quantity corresponding to about 1 g.
of glycerol is carefully evaporated on the
water-bath, the concentration* not being in-
creased to such a point that volatilisation of
glycerol can take place (i.e. a concentration of
about 60% must not be exceeded). Before
evaporating, the solution is rendered slightly
alkaline with potassium carbonate* The con-
centrated solution is then mixed with 20 g. of
ignited and powdered anhydrous sodium sulphate
and exhausted m a Soxhlet extractor with
anhydrous acetone (previously well dried over
anhydruos potassium carbonate). As acetone
attacks both cork and indiarubber, all connec-
tions must bo, made with ground-glass fittings.
The extraction requires several hours, and the
results, at uest, are only approximately correct.

As a rule, the determination of glycerol in
oils and fats is carried out by one of the following
indirect methods.

DichYomate Process.—This method which
was first described by Hehner (J.S.C.I. 1889, 8,
5) has displaced the older permanganate method
of Wanklyn and Fox (l.c, p. 80) and Benedikt
and Zsignondy (I.e., p. 80). With due attention
to the details as described on p. 61c, it affords a
most reliable determination and has been
often recommended as the standard method.
It depends upon the complete oxidation of the

jforined glycerol to carbon dioxide and water,
but can be suitably applied only after removal
of all organic impurities; see p. 61. The appli-
cation of this method to various types of
glycerin has been critically studied by S. Fachini
and S. Somazzi (Chim. et Ind. 1924, Spec. No.
(Paris 1923 Congress) 5543).

. Acetin Process.—In case an impure glycerin
be under examination (such as the crude gly-
cerins described on p. 42), it is best to determine
the proportion of glycerol by the Benedikt-
Cantor acetin process, which is based on the
quantitative conversion of glycerol into triacetin
on heating the solution with acetic anhydride.
If the product of this reaction is then dissolved
in water, and the free acetic acid carefully
neutralised with alkali, the dissolved triacetin
can be readily estimated by saponification with a
known volume of standard alkali, and titrating
back the excess.

Details of tffe method are given in the Report
of the International Committee on the Analysis
of Glycerin (see p. 606).

Copper Process.—A newer method of some
promise has been put forward by Bertram and
Rutgers (Rec. trav. chim. 1938, 57, 681) and
revise I by the Glycerin Analysis Committee of
the ^American Oil Chemists' Society (Oil and
Soap, 1941, 18, 14) which depends upon the
formation of a glycerol-copper complex in an
alkaline alcoholic solution.

Although the precision obtainable falls some-
what short of the standard required for com-
mercial transactions, the method has the great
advantage that it can be applied to impure
preparations and mixtures without preliminary
purification, and so affords a rapid and easy
means of determining the approximate glycerol
content of products grossly contaminated with
substances which would interfere with the
standard acetin or dichromate procedures, such
as sugars, trimethylene glycol, diethylene glycol,
glycol ethers (e.g., "bellosolve," "carbitol")
oxalic acids, or hydroxyacids such as tartaric
and citric. None of these shows as much is 1%
of apparent glycerol when tested by the new
method: ethylene glycol, propylene glycol and
hexahydric alcohols (mannitol, sorbitol) show
from 2 to 6% apparent glycerol. Polyglyceryl
ethers and alkylolamines interfere with the
determination, but small quantities of ammonia
do not. According to A.O.C.S. revised pro-
cedure, not more than 10 ml. of the glycerin
solution, containing not more than 0-8 g. of
glycerol, is weighed into a 100-ml. calibrated
flask and diluted to 10 ml. with distilled water;
10 ml. of sodium hydroxide solution (30 g. per
100 ml.) are added, followed immediately by
60 ml. of 95 v/v% alcohol, and after mixing
there is added (from a burette) an alcoholic
solution of cupric chloride (10 g. CuCI2,2H8O
per 100 ml.) until a permanent undissolved
precipitate of copper hydroxide remains after
shaking; an excess of 0*5 ml. of the copper
solution is added and the Volume adjusted to
100 ml. with alcohol, and $he solution shaken
for at least a minute. (The solution is main-
tained at 20° throughout these operations.) At
least 60 ml. of the well-mixed solution is centri-
fuged at 1,300 r.p.m. for about 10 min.,
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nered at 20a, and a 50 ml. aliquot of the clear I Chemically pure glycerin must b»» free from
. 1F^ . - . . * - - - - * • — • ' i] bt th t i f hdecanted solution is transferred to a 300 ml.

conical Bask, diluted with 100 ml. of water, and
mode just acid with glacial acetic acid; 2 ml.
excess of the acetic acid is added, and after
cooling the mixture in ice, 10 g. of Kl are added
and the liberated iodine is immediately titrated
with 0-1 iV-sodium thiosulphate solution, using
a starch indicator: just before the end-point,
2 g. of ammonium thiocyanate are added. The
percentage of glycerol in tho sample is given, by

(T—B) N 18-41
the relation v ' '•- * where T and B

o '
are the titration figures for the sample and
blank tests respectively, N is the normality of
the thiosulphate solution and S the weight of
the sample. If greater accuracy is required,
a correction can be applied for the volume of the
copper precipitate: in this case, the whole of
the solution is centrifuged and the factor 18-41
becomes 9-205 x

50
where V is the

apparent volume of the precipitate after centri-
fuging.

Chemically Pure Glycerin.—The propor-
tion of glycerol in chemically pure glycerin i^ most
conveniently ascertained" by determining»the
specific gravity (see tables on pp. 49, 50) or by
oxidising the glycerol by means of dichromate,
provided organic impurities be absent. This is
ascertained in the following manner: A some-
what dilute solution is mixed with a cold am-
moniacal silver nitrate solution; the solution
should remain colourless even after standing for
24 hours. Any acroleln present in the sample is
detected by the test described above. Any
polyglycerols, due to faulty distillation, are
determined by allowing an accurately weighed
quantity of the sample to evaporate gently at
160°. Care should be taken not to heat too
rapidly, otherwise even the purest glycerol may
become polymerised with the production of the
very substances that are to be detected. From
the vTeight of the residue, the weight of ash, sub-
sequently found on incineration, must be de-
ducted. The.difference (the " organic residue ")
is a fair indication of the care with which the
glycerol has been manufactured.

The following Table XIII gives the " organic
residue " and ash of a number of typical pure
glycerins.

TABLE XIII.—OBGANIO RESIDUE AND ASH in
COKMEBCIAL GLYCEEINS.

Once distilled (dynamite) glycerin.

No.

1
•2

• L

Kesldue at

0018
0013
0-019
0-O20

Ash,
t

0-007
0-00fi
0-007
0-009

Organic
residue, %.

0011
0008

o-ou

Chloride,
N i C I , <•;,.

0-0013

o-ooai
00030

Double distilled (C.P.) glycerin.

5
6
7

0011
0-014
0009

0-005
0009
0004

0006
0-005
0-005

00013
00020
0-0010

y p gy u
ai] but the most minute traces of arsenic; the
maximum content permitted by the British and.
United States Pharmacopoeias is 4 and 10 p.p.m.
respectively. This is ascertained by the Gutzeit
test (v. Vol. I, 4706).

It should be neutral to litmus, leave no ash on
ignition, and have sp.gr. of at least 1-260 at 15-5°.
It should not emit any odour when heated on
the v:ater-bath, or any fruity odour wh<tn
warmed with alcohol and sulphuric acid. It
should not contain sulphates, chlorides, oxalates,
metals or sugars, and v£n-n mixed with an equal
volume of water must not reduce Barreswil's
(Febling's) solution, f.t should show at most a
yellow coloration in Hager'8 test, according to
which 5 ml. of the sample arc mixed with 5 ml.
of 26% ammonia solution and 5 drops of silver
nitrate solution^ and left in the dark for 15
minutes at the ordinary temperature.

The British Pharmacopoeia (1932) requires
glycerin to have sp.gr.™* 1-260-1-265; to have
not more than 0-01% of ash; to be free from
reducing substances rmd fatty acids; and to

'contain not more than about 2 p.p.ni. of iron,
not more than 1 p.p.ni. of lead and not more
than 4 p.p.ni. of arsenic.

Distilled Glycerin (Dynamite Glycerin).—
The proportion of glycerol in these products is
best determined by the acetin method. " Dyna-
mite glycerin " is usually sold according to a
specification agreed upon between buyer and
seller. The following conditions are usually
stipulated: sp.gr.j™ not below 1-26J; neutral
to litmus, light in colour, free from smell; ash
iiot more than 0-05%; sa£onification equivalent
not more than 0-1% as Na2O; salt not more
than 001%; water not more than 1-5% and
glycerol at least 98-5%. A test for reducing
substances with silver nitrate is generally in-
cluded and some well-known specifications in-
clude a test for the yield and separation on
nitration. The latter test requires great care
and is by no means always a reliable guide to
the yield on the large scale.

ANALYSIS OF CRODE GLYCERINS,
The International Standard Acetin Method still

retains official status, although objections against
it have been raised, both on account of the
tedious procedure and a doubt AS to the accuracy
of the results. Many of the objections raised
from time to time are, however, a result of in-
attention to the important details set out in the
I.S.M. For example tho use of well-boiled CO,-
free water is essential to accuracy. The com-
mittee of the American Oil Chenmts' Society
(Oil and Fat Ind. 1931, 8, 297; Oil and Soap,
1033, 10. 71) report that the figures obtained
by the dichromate method agree better with
those deduced from the specific gravity (Bosart-
Snoddy) than do the results of the acetin
method.

International Standard Methods,1

" Analysis of Crude Glycerol.—The
valuation oJ erode gly«-rol has mwumeil great
commercial importance owing to I

1 Analy i t , 1 0 1 1 , 3 6 , 31V •
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commodfcy. The. want of uniformity in the
methods and processes of analysis, together with
the irregularity of the results obtainefl, em-
phasised the desirability for the standardisation
of crude glycerol analysis; so with this object
in* view committees were formed in America,
France, Germany, and Gresft Britain. These
committees worked in the first instance in-
dependently, but were ultimately brought to-
gether, and after a series of conferences the con-
clusions arrived at by the various committees
were summarised, and drawn up in the form in
which they are now presented. The methods
detailed in- this rgport have the^unanimous sup-
port of each of the above* committees, and are
strongly recommended by them as International
Standards.

" Sampling.—The most satisfactory method
available for sampling crude glyc#rol liable to
contain suspended matter, or wfiich is liable to
deposit salt on settling, is to have the glycerol
sampled by a mutually approved sampler as
soon as possible after it is filled into drums, bftt
in any case before any separation of salts has
taken place. In such cases he shall sample
with a sectional sampler (a suitable sampling
apparatus is described in an appendix to the
report), brand them with a number for identifi-
cation, and keep a record of the brand number.
The presence of any visible salt or other sus-
pended matter is to be noted by the sampler,
and a report of same made in his certificate.
Each drum must be sampled. Glycerol which
has deposited salt or other matters cannot be
accurately sampled from the drums, but an
approximate sample can be obtained by means
of the sectional sample?, which will allow a com
plete vertical section of the glycerol to be taken,,
including any deposit.

"Analysis.—(1) Determination of Free Caustic
Alkali.—Weigh 20 g. of the sample into a
100 ml. flask, dilute with approximately 50 ml
of freshly-boiled distilled water, add an excess
of neutral barium chloride solution, 1 ml. of
phenolphthalein solution, make up to the mark
and mix. Allow the precipitate to settle, draw
off 50 ml. of the clear liquid, and titrate with
N-acid. Calculate to percentage of N a2Q exist-
ing as caustic alkali.

" (2) Determination of Ash and Total Alka
Unity.—Weigh 2-5 g. of the sample in a plati
num dish, burn ofT the glytferol over a luminous
Argand burner, or other source of heat giving a
low flame-temperature, the temperature being
kept low to avoid volatilisation, and the for-
mation of sulphides. When the mass is charred
to the point that water will not become coloured
by soluble Organic matter, lixiviate with ho
distilled water, filter, wash and ignite the residue
in the platinum dish. Return the filtrate and
washings to the dish, evaporate and carefully
ignite without fusion. Weigh the ash. Dissolve
the ash in distilled 'water, and titrate total
alkalinity, using as indicator methyl orange
cold, or litmus boiling.

" (3) Determination of. Alkali present as
Carbonate.—Take 10 g. of the sample, dilute
with 50 ml. distilled water, add sufficient N-acid
to neutralise the total alkali found at (2), boil
under a reflux condenser for 15-20 minutes,

wash down the condenser tube with distilled
water free from carbon dioxide and titrate back
with N/l-NaOH, using phenolphthalein as
indicator. Calculate the percentage of Na2O.
Deduct the Na2O found in^l). The difference
is the percentage of Na«O existing as carbonate.

" (4) Alkali combined with Organic Acids.—
The sum of the percentage of Na2O found at
1) and (3) deducted from the percentage found

at (2) is a measure of the Na2O or other alkali
combined with organic acids.

" (5) Determination of Acidity.—Take 10 g.
of the sample, dilute with 50 ml. of distilled
water free from carbon dioxide, and titrate with
N/l-NaOH and phenolphthalein. Express in
terms of Na2O required to neutralise 100 g.

" (6) Determination of Total Residue at 160°.—
For this determination the crude glycerol should
be slightly alkaline with Na2CO3, not exceeding
the equivalent of 0-2% Na2O, in order to pre-
vent loss of organic acids. "To avoid formation
of polyglycerol, this alkalinity must not be
exceeded.

" Preparation of Glycerin.—10 g. of the sample
*are weighed into a 100 ml. flask, diluted with
water, and the calculated quantity of N/l-HCI
or Na.̂ COg added to give the required degree
of alkalinity. The flask is filled to 100 ml., the
contents mixed and 10 ml. measured into a
weighed Petri or similar dish 2*5 in. diameter and
0*5 in. deep, which should have a flat bottom
(and rounded connection with the sides). In
the case of crude glycerins abnormally high
in organic residue a less quantity is to be
evaporated, so that the weight of organic
residue does not materially exceed 30-40 mg.

"Evaporation of the Glycerol—The dish is
placed on a water-bath (the top of the 160°
oven acts equally well) until most of the water
has evaporated. From this point the evapora-
tion is effected in the oven. Satisfactory results
arc obtained in an oven measuring 12 in. cube,
having an iron plate f in. thick lying on the
bottom to distribute tho heat. Stripy of
asbestos millboard are placed on a shelf half-
way up the oven. On these strips the dish
containing the glycerol is placed. The bulb of
the thermometer should also rest upon one of
the strips.

" If the temperature of the oven has been
adjusted to 160° with the door closed, a tem-
perature of 130-140° can be readily maintained
with the door partially open, and the glycerol,
or most of it, should be evaporated off at this
temperature.1 When only a slight vapour is
seen to come off, the dish is removed and allowed
to cool.

" An addition of 0*5-1 ml. of water is made,
and by a rotatory motion the,, residue brought
wholly or nearly, into solution. The dish is then
allowed to remain on a water-bath or top of
the oven until the excess water has evaporated
and the residue is in such condition that on
returning to the oven at 160° it will not spit.
The ti\ne taken up to this"*point cannot be
definitely given, nor is it of ir^portance. Usually
2-3 hours are required. From this point, how-
ever, the schedule of time must be strictly
adhered to. The dish is allowed to remain in

1 See note by Grimwood mentioned on p. 02c.
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the oven, the temperature of which is carefuLy
maintained at 160° for 1 hour, when it is
removed, cooled, the residue treated with water
and the water evaporated as before. The residue
is then subjected to a second baking of 1 hour,
after which the dish is allowed to cool in a
desiccator over sulphuric acid, and weighed.
The treatment with water, etc., is repeated
until a constant loss of 1-1*5 mg. per hour is
obtained.

" Corrections to be Applied to the Weight of
Total Residue,—In the case of acid glycerol, a
correction must be made for the alkali added.
One ml. N/l-alkali represents an addition of
0*022 g. In the case of alkaline crudes a
correction should be made for the acid added.
Deduct the increase in weight due to the con-
version of the IMaOH and Na2CO3 to NaCI.
The corrected weight multiplied • by 100 gives
the percentage of total residue at 1601

" Preserve the total residue 'for the deter-
mination of the non-volatile acetylisable im-
purities.

44 (7) Organic Residue.—SubtT&ct the ash from
the total residue at 160°. (Note.—It should be<
noted that alkaline salts of organic acids are
converted to carbonates on ignition, and that
the CO3 radicle thus derived is not included in
the organic residue.)

"(8) Moisture.—This test is based on the
fact that glycerol can be completely freed from
water by allowing it to stand in vacuo over
sulphuric acid or phosphoric anhydride. 2-3 g.
of very bulky asbestos freed from acid-soluble
material, which has previously been dried in a
water-oven, are placed in,a small stoppered
weighing-bottle of about 15 c.c. capacity. The
weighing-bottle is kept in a vacuum desiccator
furnished with a supply of concentrated sul-
phuric acid, under a pressure equivalent to 1-2
mm. of mercury, until constant in weight.
From 1 to 1*5 g. of the sample is then carefully
dropped on to the asHestos in such a way that
it will be all absorbed. The weight is again
tak£h, and the bottle replaced in the desiccator
under 1-2 mm. pressure until constant in weight.
At 15° the weight is constant in about 48 hours.
At lower temperatures the test is prolonged.
(Note.—A blank similarly prepared from glycerol
free from glycols and dried until anhydrous in
vacuo over sulphuric acid is kept with the test
sample and any loss in weight of the anhydrous
blank may be deducted from the amount lost
by the sample. If glycols are present in the
crude glycerins under test the blank may slightly
increase in weight.)

" The sulphuric acid in the desiccator must
be frequently renewed.

" Acetin Process for Glycerol Deter-
mination .—This process is the one agreed upon
at a Conference of Delegates from the American,
British, French and German Committees, and
has been confirmed by each of the above Com-
mittees as giving results nearer to the truth on
crudes in general,' and is the process to Le used
(if applicable) whenever only one method is
employed. On pure glycerols the results are
identical with those of the dichromate process.
For the application of this process the crude
glycerol should not contain over 50% water.

" The following reagents are required:
" (A) Best Acetic Anhydride.—This should be

carefuLy selected. A good sample must not
require more than 0-1 ml. normal NaOH for
saponification of the impurities when a blank is
run on 7-5 ml. Only a slight colour should
develop during digestion of the blank.

" (B) Pure Fused Sodium Acetate.—The*pw-
chased salt is again completely fused in a
platinum, silica or nickel dish, avoiding charring,
powdered quickly and kept in a stoppered
bottle or a desiccator. It is most important
that the sodium acetate be anhydrous.

" (C) A Solution of Caustfa Soda for Neu-
tralising, of aoout ^N/1-Strength, free fro*n
Carbonate.—-This can be readily made by dis-
solving pure sodium hydroxide in its own weight
of water (preferably water free from carbon
dioxide), and allowing to settle until clear, or
filtering through asbestos (in the absence of
carbon dioxide). The clear solution is diluted
with water free from carbon dioxide to the
strength required.

" ( D ) N / 1 Caustic Soda, free from Car-
bonate.— Prepared & above, and carefully
standardised.

" Some caustic soda solutions show a marked
diminution in strength after being boiled; such
solutions should be rejected.

" (E) N/l Acid.—Carefully standardised.
" (F) Phenolphthahin Solution.—0*5%phenol-

phthalein in alcohol and neutralise.
" THE METHOD.—Into a narrow-mouthed flask

(preferably round-bottomed), capacity about
120 ml., which has been thoroughly cleaned and
dried, weigh accurately and as rapidly as possible
1*25-1-5 g. of the glycerofc Add first about 3 g.
of the anhydrous sodium acetate, then 7*5 ml.
of the acetic anhydride, and connect the flask
with an upright Liebig condenser. For con-
venience the inner tube of this condenser should
not be over 50 cm. long and 9-10 mm. diameter.

" The flask is connected to the condenser
by either a ground glass joint (preferably) or a
rubber stopper. If a rubber stopper is used, it
should have had a preliminary treatment with
hot acetic anhydride vapour.

"Heat the contents and keep just boiling
for 1 hour, taking precautions to prevent the
salts drying on the sides of the flask. Allow
the flask to cool somewhat, and through the
condenser tube ada 50 mfe of the carbon-
dioxide-free distilled water, heated to about 80°,
taking care that the flask is not loosened from
the condenser. The object of cooling is to avoid
any sudden rush of vapours from the flask on
adding water, and to avoid breaking the flask.
Time is saved by adding the wata? before the
contents of the flask solidify, but the contents
may be allowed to solidify, and the test pro-
ceeded with the next day without detriment.
The contents of the flask may be wanned to,
but must not exceed, 80°, until the solution
is complete, except a few dark flocks repre-
senting organic impurities in the crude. By
giving the flask a rotatory motion solution is
more quickly effected. Cool the flask and con-
tents without loosening from condenser. When
quite cold wash down the inside of the con-
denser tube, detach the flask, wash off stopper
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or ground glass connection into the 'flask and
filter contends oflask through -an acid-washed
filter into a Jena glass flask of about «L litre
capacity: the filtrate should amount to about
200 ml. Wash thoroughly with cold distilled
wf-ter free from carbon dioxide. Add 2 ml. of
phenolphthalein solution ($), then run in
a ca^tic soda solution (C) or (D) until a faint
pinkish-yellow colour appears "throughout the
solution. This neutralisation must be done
most carefully. The alkali should b& run
down the sides of the flask, the contents
of which are kept rapicjly swirling, with oc-
casional agitation or change of motion, until the
solution is nearly neutralised, "as indicated by
the slower disappearance ot the colour developed
locally by the alkali running into the mixture.
When this point is reached the sides of the flask
are washed down with carbon-dioxide-free water,
and the alkali subsequently addett drop by drop,
mixing 3fter each drop until the desired tint is
obtained.

4''Now run in from a burette 50 ml. or a calcu-
lated excess of N/l-N aO H (D) and note carefully
the exact amount. Boil gently for 15 minutes,
the flask being fitted with a glass tube acting as
a partial condenser. Cool as quickly as possible
and titrate excess of NaOH with N/1-acid (E)
until the pinkish-yellow or chosen end-point
colour just remains. A further addition of the
indicator at this point will cause a return of the
pinkish colour; this must be neglected, and the
first end-point taken.

"From the N/l-NaOH consumed calculate
the percentage of glycerol after making the cor-
rection for the blank test described below.

" 1 ml. of N/l-IMaOH=003069 g. of glycerob
The coefficient of expansion for normal solu-
tions is approximately 0*00033 per ml. for each
degree C. A correction should be made on
this account if necessary.

" Blank Test.—AB the acetic anhydride and
sodium acetate may contain impurities which
affect the result, it is necessary £o make a blank
test, using the same quantities of acetic anhy-
dride and sodium acetate as in the analysis.
After neutralising the acetic acid it is not
necessary to add more than 5 ml. of the
N/l -alkali (D), as that represents the excess of
alkali usually left after saponifica&on of the
triacetin in the glycerol determination.

" Determinatior of the Glycerol Value of the
Acetylisable Impurities.—The total residue at
160° is dissolved in 1 or 2 ml. of water, washed
into a clean acetylising flask, 120 ml. capacity,
and the water evaporated. Now add anhydrous
sodium acetate and proceed as in the glycerol
determinations before described. Calculate the
result to glycerol.

" Analysis of the Acetic Anhydride.—Into a
weighed stoppered vessel, containing 10-20 ml.
of water, run about 2 ml. of the anhydride,
replace stopper and weigh; allow to stand,
with occasional shaking for several hours, until
all anhydride is hydrolysed; then dilute to
about 200 ml., add phenolphthalein and titrate
with N/l-NaOH. This gives the total acidity
due to free acetic acid and acid formed from
anhydride.

" Into a stoppered weighing-bottle containing

aoknbwn weight of recently distilled aniline
(from 10-20 ml.) measure about 2- ml. of the
sample, stopper, mix, allow to cool and weigh.
Wash contents into about 200 ml. of cold water
and titrate acidity as before. This yields the
acidity due to the original, preformed, acetic
acid, plus one half the acid due to anhydride
(the other half having formed acetanilide);
subtract the second result from the first (both
calculated for 100 g.) and double result, obtain-
ing ml, N/l - N aO H per 100 g. sample. One ml.
NaOH equals 0-0510 g. of acetic anhydride.

" Bichromate Process for Glycerol Deter-
mination .—Reagents Required: (a) Pure Potas-
sium Bichromate powdered and dried in air free
from dust or organic vapours at 110-120°. This
is taken as the standard.

" (b) Dilute Bichromate Solution.—-7-4564 g.
of the above bichromate (a) are dissolved in
distilled i^ater and the solution made up to
a litre at 15*5°.

" (c) Ferrous Ammonium Sulphate.—Dissolve
3*7282 g. of potassium dichromate (a) in 50 ml.
of water. Add 50 ml. of 60% (by volume)
sulphuric acid and to the cold undiluted solution

'add from a weighing-bottle a moderate excess
of the.ferrous ammonium sulphate, and titrate
bad*with the dilute dichromate (6). Calculate
the .value of the ferrous salt in terms of dichro-
mate.

(d) Silver Carbonate.—-This is prepared as
required for each test from 140 ml. of 0-6%
silver sulphate solution by precipitation with
about 4*9 ml. N-sodium carbonate solution (a
little less than the calculated quantity of N-
sodium carbonate should be used; any excess
of alkali carbonate prevents rapid settling),
settle, decant and wash once by decantation.

11 (e) Lead Subacetate.—Boil a pure 10% lead
acetate solution with an excess of litharge for

hour, keeping the volume constant, and filter
while hot. Disregard any precipitate which
subsequently forms. Preserve out of contact
with carbon dioxide.

" ( / ) Potassium Ferrkyanide.—A very dilute
solution containing about 0-1%.

" THE METHOD.—Weigh 20 g. of the glycerol,
dilute to 250 ml. and take 25 ml. Add the
silver carbonate, allow to stand, with occasional
agitation, for about 10 minutes, and then add a
slight excess (about 5 ml. in most cases) of the
basic lead acetate (e), allow to stand a few
minutes, dilute with distilled water to 100 ml.
and then add 0*15 ml. to compensate for the
volume of the precipitate, mix thoroughly,
filter through an air-dry filter into a suitable
narrow-mouthed vessel, rejecting the first 10 ml.
and return filtrate if not clear and bright. Test
a portion of the filtrate with a little basic lead
acetate, which should produce no further precipi-
tate. (In the great majority of cases 5 ml. is
ample. Occasionally a crude glycerol will be
found requiring more, and in this case another
aliquot of 25 ml. of the dilute glycerol should be
taketfand purified with 6 ml. if the basic acetate.
Care must be taken to avoida marked excess of
basic acetate.) Measure oft 25 ml. of the clear
filtrate into a glass flask or beaker (previously
cleaned with potassium bichromate and sul-
phuric acid). Add 12 drops of sulphuric acid
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(1-4) to precipitate the small excess of lead M
sulphate. Add 3-7282 g. of the powdered
bichromate (a). Rinse down the bichromate
with 25 ml. of water and stand, with occasional
shaking, until all the bichromate is dissolved (no
reduction will take place).

"Now add 50 ml. ot 50% sulphuric acid
(by volume), and immerse the vessel in boiling
water for 2 hours, and keep protected from dust
and organic vapours, such as alcohol, until the
titration is completed. Add from a weighing-
bottle a slight excess of the ferrous ammonium
sulphate (c), making spot tests on a porcelain
plate with the potassium ferricyanide ( / ) .
Titrate back with the dilute bichromate. From
the amount of bichromate reduced calculate the
percentage of glycerol.

" 1 S- glycerol equals 7-4564 g. bichromate.
" 1 g. bichromate equals 0*13411 g. glycerol.
" Notes.—(1) It is important thaj the con-

centration of acid in the oxidation mixture and
the time of oxidation should be strictly adhered
to.

" (2) Before the bichromate is added to the
glycerol solution it is essential that the slight
excess of lead be precipitated with sulphuric'
acid as stipulated in the process.

" (3) For • crudes ' practically free /rom
chlorides the quantity of silver carbonate may
be reduced to one-fifth and the basic lead acetate
to 0-5 ml.

" (4) It is sometimes advisable to add a little
potassium sulphate to ensure a clear filtrate.

" Instructions for Calculating Actual Glycerol
Content.—(I) Determine the apparent amount of
glycerol in the sample by the acetin process as
described. The result will mclude acetylisable
impurities if any be. present.

" (2) Determine the total residue at 160°.
" (3) Determine the acetin value of the residue

at (2) in terms of glycerol.
14 (4) Deduct the result found at (3) from the

percentage obtained rt (1), and report this
corrected figure as glycerol. If volatile acetylis-
able impurities are present, these are included
in this figure.

11 Notes and Hecommendations.—Experience
has shown that in crude glycerol of good com-
mercial quality the sum of water, total residue
at 160° and corrected acetin result, comes to
within 0-5 of 100. Further, in such * crudes '
the bichromate result agrees with the uncor-
rected result to within 1%.

" In the event of greater differences being
found, impurities such as polyglycerols or tri-
methylene glycol are present.

" In valuing crude glycerol for certain pur-
poses it is necessary to ascertain the approximate
proportion of arsenic, sulphides, sulphites and
thiosulphates. The methods for detecting and
determining these impurities have not formed
< he subject of this investigation.

" Recommendations by Executive Committee.
—If the non-volatile organic residue at 160° in
the case of a soapflye * crude' be over 2-5%
—i.e. when not corrected for carbon dioxide
in the ash—then the residue shall be examined
by the acetin method and any excess of glycerol

found over 0-5% shall be deducted from the
acetin figure." . (Cf. footnote to Table I, p. 45.)

14 In, the case of saponification, distillation
and similar glycerol the limit of organic residue
which should not be passed without further
examination shall be fixed at 1%. In the evont
of the sample containing more than 1%. the
organic residue must be acetylatcd, anw&ny
glycerol found (after making the deduction of
0-5%) shall be deducted from the percentage,of

|.glyce*ol found by the acetin test."
With reference to this Report, Grimwood

(J.S.C.I. 1913, 32, 10,39) has shown that the
overt recommended therein does not enable a
steady temperature to be maintained. In the
case of one oven he found a maximum variation
of 45° between the temperatures of two shelves.
In place of the standard oven he has devised
an electrically heated oven cased with uralite.
He also describes an accelerated method of
evaporating the glycerin, in which the -vapours
are removed by means of an electric fan.

^Standard Specifications for Soap Lye
and Saponification Crude Glycerins.—The
following standard specifications were drawn up
by the British Executive Committee on Crude
Glycerin Analysis, and approved at a meeting
of glycerin makers, buyers and brokers held in
Lonjon on October 3, 1912:

Soap Lye Crude Glycerin.—Analysis to be
made in accordance with the International
Standard Methods. Glycerol—The Standard
shall be 60% of glycerol. Any crude glycerin
tendered which tests 81% of glycerol or over,
shall be paid for at a ])ro rata increase*, calculated
as from the standard of 80%. Any crude
glycerin which tests un ler 80% of glycerol,
but is 78% or over shall be subject to a reduc-
tion of H times the shortage,-calculated at the
pro rata price as from 80%. If the test falls
below 78% the buyer shall have the right of
rejection. Ash.—The standard shall be 10%.
In the event of the percentage of ash exceeding
10%, but not fix (.-ceding 10*5%, a percentage
reduction shall be made for the excess calculated
as from 10% at pro rata price, and if the per-
centage of ash exceeds 10-5%, but docs not
exceed 11%, an additional percentage reduction
shall be made equal to double the amount in
excess of 10-5%. If the amount exceeds 11%
the buyer shall have the right to reject the
parcel.

Organic Residue.—The standard shall be 3%.
A percentage deduction shall be made of 3
times the amount in excess of the standard of
3%, calculated at pro rata price. The buyer
shall have the right to reject anj parcel which
tests over 3-75%.

Saponification Crude Glycerin.—Analysis to
be made in accordance with the International
Standard Methods. Glycerol.—The standard
shall be 88%. Any crude glycerin which testa
89% or over shall be paid for at a pro rata
increase calculated as from the standard of
ll/o- Any crude glycerin which tests under
88%, but is 8C% or over, shall ho subject
to a reduction of 1} times the shortage, calcu-
lated at pro rata price as from 88%. If the
test faUs below 8(i<>/Of the buyer shall have
the right of rejection. Ash.—The standard



shall be 0-5%. In the event of the percentage
of aeh exfieedir'.̂  0*5%, but_ not exceeding
2-0%, a percentage reduction shall be. made
equal to double the amount in excess of 0-5%.
If the amount of ash exceeds 2-0,% the buyer
shall have the right to reject the parcel.

Organic Residue.—The standard shall be 1%.
A pfpeentage deduction shall be made of twice
tjie amount in excess of the standard of 1%,
calculated at pro rata price. The buyer shall
hfve the right to reject any parcel which tests
over 2%.

Glycols in Glycerin.—Rayner (J.S.C.I.
1926, 45, 26OT) has shown that trimethyUne
glycol, H O C H J ^ C H ^ C H J O H , b.p, 210-211%
sp.gr. 20D/20° 1-0554 (Coflw and 8arw»y, ibid.
1922, 41, I7T) may be»formed by bacterial
fermentation {<•/. ll CUrobacUr «/'.," Werknian
and Gilleii, J. Bact. 1032, 23, 167) when dilute
crude glycerin lyes are stored firlong perinds.
Rayner>#tatcs that small amounts of the glycol
are not objectionable in glycerin intended for
nitration, but if the crude contains considerable
quantities {e.g. 2-3%) it is difficult to manu-
facture a dynamite glycerin of the requisite
density.

DETEIOH NATION OF Gl.YCOLS.

Since the standard methods for glycerin
analysis were agreed upon in 1911, and later
accepted as Internationa) Standard Methods,
it has been found possible to devise means for
the estimation of the glycols present in crude
glycerin, in addition to irimetliyleneglycol (1:3-
dihydroxy propane), crude glycerin is known to
contain 1:2-dihydroxjjpropane, and other glycola
are probably also present. An accurate method
for tbe quantitative differentiation between the
1:3- and the ); 2-diLydroxypropanes is not avail-
able, but the method described below, which is
substantially that of Cocks and Kahvay (J.LSX'.I.
Id22,41, 1 IT) represents a substantially accurate
means of determining the total amount of the
glycols present in crude glycerin?

100 g. of the original sample are weighed into
a 400 nil. distillation flask, to which is attached
an air condenser (3 ft. long) connected to a 100
ml, receiving vessel. The distillation flask is
also fitted with the usual glass tube^lrawn to a
fine capillary and tbe distillation is carried out
at approximately 30 mm. -pressure. If trouble-
some frotliing occurs it can bo checkal by the
addition of hydrochloric acid to faint acidity.
The heating should be so regulated that
distillation proceeds at the rate of 1 drop per
second. Approximately 30% is distilled, the
receiving fla^k having been previously roughly
calibrated, but the exact weight of the distillate
is ascertained at the end of the distillation.

If any printing has occurred during distillation,
the distillate must be completely r«-diwtiUed.
The specific gravity of the distillate at 2OJ/2Oa is
determined, and the percentage of acctylisable
compounds calculated as glyccrol is ascertained
by tin- .-u-t'tin test.

Method of Calculation.-2-T\\Q sp.gr. at 2O°/2O°
of a glycerin I'orreK ponding to the acetin Talus
of the distillate as found above is ascertained
from specific gravity tables {cf. Tables III and

63

IK, £p. 49, 50). From this is deducted the
specific gravity of the distillate actually found
by experiment, and the result is divided by a
variable factor obtained from Table XIV. The
quotient returns the percentage of glycolfl cal-
culated as trimethylene glycol in the distillate,
from which the percentage in the original sample
may be computed. For example:

100 g. of the crude glycerin gave 35 g. of distil-
late having a sp.gr. of 1-1865 at 20*720°. The
acetin value of the distillate corresponded to an
apparent glveerol content of 77-4%, and the
appropriate factor (see Table XIV) is 000161.

The sp.gr. at 20D/20° of a glycerol of 77-4%
concentration is 1-2038 (»ee Table I I I ) : hence
the percentage of trimethylene glycol in tbe
diytillate

1-2038-WS65
000161

•10-7%,

and the perc&itage of trimethylene glycol in
tbe original crude glycerin

10-7x35

100
=3'75%.

TMSI.K XIV.—FACTOBS FOB USE IN THE
CALCULATION OF GLYCOL CONTENT,

Acetin value, %.
50
55
60
C5
70
7fi
80
86
90
95

Factor.
000134
0-00139
0-00144
000149
000154
000159
000164
000169.
0-00174
000179

An alternative method for the determiiujtion
°f glycolfl is afforded by'Faebini and Somazzi's
process (Ind, Olii e. Gnussi, 192:J, Nos. 2, 6, 10;
c/. Chem. Trade J. 1923, 78. 127, 702; Chim. et
Ind., 1924, Spec. No., p. 118D). These authors
determine the apparent glycerol content by the
dichromate titration method which is suitably
modified so that the carbon dioxide evolved by
the oxidation may be collected and weighed.
From a consideration of the two relations:

(1) C3H5(OH)3+7O=3COs,+ 4HjO, and
(2) C3H6(OH) i i+80^3C02+4H ; iO

it is evident that the glycol content can be
readily calculated from the dichromate figure
and the amount of carbon dioxide produced.
The value of this method foi; the analysis of
crude glycerins is confirmed by Berth (Seiferui.-
Ztg. 1929, 56, 2G9, 279).

USES OF GLYCERIN.

? •
Besides the well-established UKC of glycerin for

dynamite manufacture and In the preparation
of tobacco and in pharmacy, a few of the recent
applications of glycerin in the arts may be
briefly mentioned {see also Darke and Lewih
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GLYCER

170 31 ; 1928, 175, 311): BerRraann 8<Jtd
Carter (ibid. 1930,191,211).

The starting-point of many of these syntheses
is " acetone-glycerol " (aj9- hop ropy lidene ether
of glycerol)

HOCHj-CHOs
CMes

or a/J- or ay-benzylidene glyeerol. Fatty acid
radicals are introduced by interaction of the
free hydroxyl group with the appropriate acyl
chloride in the presence of quinolinc or pyridine
(see E. Fischer, M. Bergniann and Bar«iml,
Ber. 1920, 68 [BJ, 1589, 1606, 1621; Bergmann
et al, ibid. 1921, 54 [B], 936; Z. physiol. Chem.
1924, 137, 27, 47; Fairbourne, J.C.S, 1926,
3148 ; Fairbourne el al., ibid. 1926-32 ; Hibbert
et al., J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928 onwards;
C. G. King «t al., ibid. 1932 onwa^is).*

These methods have been extended by Hel-
ferich and by P. E. Verkade and hia collaborators,
who have achieved syntheses of authentic a-
and j8-monoglycerides, aa'- and a^-diglycerides
and of mixed triglyeerides of known configura-*]
tioti by employing the " t r i ty l" (triphenyl-
mcthyl) derivatives of glycetol as intermediate
stages (cf. Verkade and Van der Lee and col-
laborators, Proc. K. Acad. Wetensch. Amster-
dam, 1934, 37, 812; 1937, 40, 580; Rec. trav."
ehim. 1035, 54, 716; 1936, 65, 267; 1937, 56.
365, 613). (The work of Verkade, Helferich
and others is reviewed in extenso (with 42

references) and discussed by Verkadi in Fetle
u. Seifen, 1938, 45, 457; cf. hlso F. A. Norris,
Oil at?d Soap, 1940,17, 257.)

The application of methods of deacylation
and detritylation of mixer! acyl - trityl-g I yee rides
to the determination of the configuration of
mono- and di-gly^eridea is discussed in the same
paper (cf, also Verkade and Van der Lee, Rec-
trav. ehim. I93&, 57, 4)7 et smj.).

Another method for the synthesis of un-
symuetrieal simple diglyceridea is described by
Daubert and King (J. Amer. Chem. Soe. 1939,
61, 3328): o-monoaodium glyceroxide is treated
with benzyl chloroform1 ate, and the free hydroxyl
groups in the resultant a-carhofoen7,yloxyglyce*xd
are acylated with an acyl hatide in the presence
of quinoline, and t h e a t e r BO obtained is reduced
catalytically to the «j9-diglyceride.

Pure triglycerides commonly exhibit the
phenomenon &f a so-called " double melting-
point " which was originally noted by Chevreut:
if a glyceride is examined shortly after having
bjen melted and fairly rapidly cooled, it will
be found to melt (wholly or partially) at a certain
temperature, then to solidify again at a higher
temperature, only to roiuclt on further hen ting.
On the other hand, the crystalline glyceride
obtained, for example, by crystallisation from
solution, or a solidified specimen which has been
allowed to stand for & considerable time after
solidification, shows a single melting-point corre-
Bponding to the higher figure registered in the
previous case (c/. Table XVI). This be-
haviour was ascribed by Puffy (J.C.S. 1853, 6,

TABLE XVL—MELT^IO-POIMTS OF PUBK GLYCERIDES (Boiner and Limprich).

Glyceride. Melting-
point.1

' Trail Bition-
point."1

l y
[tnint.

Began to
solidify.

Melting-point or
glyceride heated
above its "tran-
sition-poirtt,"

Tristearin {from mutton tal-
Bw)

a-Palmitodistearin8 (from tal-
. low)

^-Palmitodiatcarin8 (from
lard)

Stearodipalmitin (from rout-
ton tallow) . . . . * .

Stearodipalmitin {from i«ni).

732

61-5

681

58-1
58-3

•C.

55-5

521

62-J

(48)
48-2

"C.

53-5

49-7

po-o

45-9

*C.

68

55

55

52
53

63-4

68-5

685
58-8

1 Determined by Polenske'a method. ' I.e. lower melting-point.
s The reverse configurations assigned by Burner to the palmitodliUiaririB from tallow and lard respectively

have been corrected In the light or Inter information.

197} and Heintz (J. pr. Ch<-m. 1841), [i], 48,
382; l$?>4, [i], -63, 108; Poggendortf's Ann.
Phys. Chem. 1854, 93, 4H • cf. also Grun and
Htrhacht, Ber. 1907, 40, 1778; 1912, 45, 3691;
Bonier, Z, I liters. Nahr. Gcnussm, 1&07, 14,
90, 97 ; 1909, 17, 353, 363} to the existence of
two physical modifications of each individual
glyceride: viz. an unstable (labile) low-melting
modification nntl . stable, hi^li-int'lting form.
(Bomer also refers to the melting-point of the
labile form as the " transit! on-point," but tiiis
nomenclature must be rejected, since the change

from the labile to the stable form may take place
even in the solid state, albeit less rapidly than
in the molten condition.)

Crystallisation of the stable modification is
a slow process (Le Chatolier and Cavaignac,
Compt. rend. 1913, 156, 589), und when Ehe
melted gtyceride is rapidly chilled, it first solidi-
fies in the labile form, which gradually changes
into the stable modification if it is allowed to
stand for a prolonged period in the solid state,
or is warmed for some time a few degrees abova
the lower ni tit ing .point (c/. the m.p. of cocoa



_ jtter (VoJ. J11 £364)). Further evidence for
the above view eras given by the later experi-
ments of Bomer and Ltmprich (Z. Unter*. Nahr.
Genussm. 1913, 25, 307, 373) and by the work
of Kcinders, Doppler and Oberg (Rec. trav. chim.
1932, 51, 917) on the existence of two crystalline
modifications of cacao buttery and the existence
not only of two, but of three polymorphic modifi-
cations of glycoridtsa (c/. Du£y, I.c.; Othmer,
Z. anorg Chem. 1915, 91, 237; Nieolet, J . Ind .
Eng.Chem. 1920,12,741 ; and Loskit, Z. p^iysiol.
Chem. 1928, A, 134, 135) has been established
by the X-ray investigations of Clarkson and
Malkin (J.C.S. 1934, 6o(i). The highest-melting
to-called j9-modification is 3ho stable form
referred to above, in whicn the gjyeeride erystal-
Uses from solution: th<?intermediate a-form,
obtained by fairly rapid cooling from a melt
is crystalline, but the lowest-malting modifi-

* cation, obtained by very rapid cooling, is de-
scribed"1 by Mulkin as not truly crystalline but
as possessing rather the properties of a glass.
The melting-points determined by Malkin £or
various simple triglycerides axe shown in
Table XVII (c/. Othmer,^oskit, i.e.).

TABLE XVII.—MELTING-POINTS (°C.) OP
TRittLYCERiDES (Clarkson and Malkin).

Trlatearin
[Octadi'cylin) .

XjamarEadn
(Hcjjtadcoylin)

Tri]VLlmitii#
(Hexadccylin) .

Tripentadecylln
Trliiiyristin

fTt!tra<kuylln)
Tntddroylui .
Trllaiirln

{Dodecylin)
XHundecylin .
Trfcaprin

(Decylln) . .
Tricaprylin

(Oetylln) . .

£-form.

7ir>

03'5

B6S
5 1 0

57-0
4 4 0

46-4
30-5

31-5

9-8-10-1*

a-form.

6 5 0

81-0

f-.tWl

• •

46-5
41 0

85-0
K6-G

1 8 0

Gloss.1

54-5

50'0

•1 ;V( i

wo
•

3 3 0
2 5 0

15-0
1-0

-15-0

1 These temperatures arc not triw mefttag-potnta,
hut an tML* means of a. small mettlos-range : they
usually vary by ±V (Clarkson and Mu]kin>.

1 Hcrachberger, J. Amer. Clicm. Soc. 11)39, ftl, 3587-

In the case of other invcatigatofs who have
only recorded two melting-points for each glv-
ceride (as is general in *the older literature),
these correspond as a rule with th<3 melting-
points of the stable form and of Malkin's lowest-
melting labile modification.

The property of " triple melting " was ibund
to be general for all the simple triglycerides
examined from tricaprin to triafcearm. In I In-
case of the labile modifications, smooth curves
are obtained on plotting the melting-points
against the number of carbon atoms in the f-M i v
acid concerned: the melting-points of the
stable form, however, show an alternating or
eig-zag progression (c/. Table XVII); or rather,
the melting-points full on to two curves—the one
for glycerides of acids with an even number of
carbon atoms and the other representing the
odd scries.

The existence of aimilnr triple polymorphism
waa abo established in the case of the a-mono-

(T. Malkin et oi., J.C.S. 1936, 1628;
f/.'Fiseher, Bergmann and Barwind, Ber. 1920,
53.[B], 1591; Rewadikar and Watson, J. Indian
Inat. Sci. 1930, ISA, 128) and among the simple
act'-diglyceridcs up to aa'-dipentadecoin : in the
case of dipalmitin and higher glycerides, only
two modifications of each glyceride could be
found (Malkin el al., J.C.S. 1937, 1409). The
transitions between the various forms of the
diglycerides is more rapid, however, than in
the case of the triglycerides.

Since the natural fats are composed of mix-
tures of several individual glycerides, the
phenomenon of the double- or triple-melting-
point is liable to be obscured : in some cases,
however, such as that of cacao butter, which
consists of a relatively small number of com-
ponent glycerides, the behaviour on melting
and solidifying resembles that of a single •gly-
ceride. I{i all cases, however, if it is desired to
ascertain the ^melting-point of a fat which has
recently been fused, it is necessary to allow the
sample to stand for at least 24 hours (and pre-
ferably longer) before making the test.

The chemical formulie and melting-points of
a number of synthetic simple triglycerides, of
mixed triglycerides which occur commonly in
natural fats and of some triglycerides which
have been isolated from hydrogenated oi)B are
shown in Table XVUI (figures drawn from the
data of many authors collated by Hilditch in
Hi I'ter-Schonfeld, " Chemie u. Technologic der
Fette u. Fettprodukte," 1936, Vol. I, p. lfW,
where the original references are quoted:
melting-point data, details of preparation, etc.,
of many monoglyccridcs, diglyeeridea and syn-
thetic mixed tri|lyceride« together with the
original references are given in this work, also
in Lcwkowitsch's " Chemistry and Technology
of Oils, Fats and Waxpw," ami in similar *•
books).

Triacelin is used extensively as a solvent and
plasticiscr (v. ACETTN).

Glycerol Esters of Inorganic Acids.—
GJyctryl Chlorohydrhts.-—The glyreryl r*iloro-
hydrlns or chloridVs of glycerol art- chiefly of
interest as intermediate products in the synthesis
of glycerol from propylene or ally! alcohol
(r/. p. 42), and as the starting point for the
older syntheses of glycerides.

n- MunocMorohydrin, an oily liquid, b.p.
2277760 mm. (Berthelot), 1597100 mm.,
139718-mni. (Ihuiriot), 121-6-122-5715 mm.
(Niviere); d", 1-338 (Hnnriot),rf" l-3215(Smith.
Z. physikal. Chem. 1918, 92, 717), is miscible in
nil proportions with water, alcohol or ether: it
is formed, together with minor amounts of the
0-isomer, when glycerol is heated at 100°C.
with moderate amounts of hydrogen chloride
(Berthelot, Ann. Chim. Phyi. 18.r)4, [in], 41,
296; Niviere, Bulk Boo. ohim. 1913, [iv], 13,
893; Compt. rend. 1913, 156. 1628; Hanriut,
Ann. Chim. Phys. 1879, fv% 17, 62, 67; C0na.1t
and Quayle, Organic Syntheses, 1932, CoD,
Vol. J, p. 288).

With excess of hydrogen chloride—for
example, by treating glyc^ol with hydrogen
chloride in the presence of glacial acetic acid—
arx'-dkhlorohyririn, b.p. 70-7371* mm. ia ob-
tained (Conant and Quayle, op. cit., p. 28l
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GLYCERIN.

P-Monochlorohitfrin, b.p. 146°/18 mm., d° 1-328
(Hanriot, 1%., p. 68) can be prepared by the
action of hypochlorous acid upon allyl alcohol,
whilst ap-dichlorohydrint b.p. 182°, is obtained
by treating allyl alcohol with chlorine.

Trichlorohydrin (glyceryl trichloride, propenyl
trichloride), b.p. 158°, is produced by the action
of phosphorus pentachloride upon dichloro-
hyclrin.

The bromo- and iodo-hydrins may be prepared
by analogous methods, using the appropriate
halogen or halogen acid (for the synthesis of
glyceryl-aa'-dibromohyditfn, b.p. 110-112°/20
mm., cf. G. Braun, Organic Syntheses, 1934,14,
41).

Data concerning a number of derivatives of the
chlorohydrins containing" fatty acid radicals,
such as chlorodilaurin and chlorodistearin, which
have been prepared by Griin and^othcrs in the
course of their work on the synthesis of gly-
cerides,^ire collated by J. Lcwkowitsch in " Oils,
Fats and Waxes," 6th ed. Vol. I, ch. 3.

The sulphuric acid esters of glycerol are ob-
tained by dissolving glycerol in concentrated
sulphuric acid. On heading with steam, the
esters are easily dissociated into glycerol and
sulphuric acid. All three possible glycerol sul-
phuric acids, glyccroltrisulphuric acid, glycerol-
disulphuric acid and glyccrolmonosulphuric
acid are known.

Nitric acid esters of glycerol—Nitroglycerin (v.
EXPLOSIVES, Vol. IV, 491).

Glyceryl arsenite is formed by dissolving
arsenious oxide in glycerol and heating to 250°.
Above 25<P it decomposes. It is volatile with
the vapours of glycerol, hence, when distilling
the arsenite in a current of superheated steam
it is either volatilised unchanged, or is hydro-
lysed by the steam so that the distillate contains
arsenious acid. Glyceryl arsenite is used in calico
printing.

Olyceryl borate.—When glycerol is heated to
160° with boric anhydride a yellow hygroscopic
mass of glyceryl borate

2 X

CHO-7B

is obtained; this ester is unstable aild is decom-
posed by water but is somewhat soluble in
alcohol (W. R. Dunstan, Fkarm. J. 1884,14, 41).

Glyceryl phosphoric esters are obtained by heat-
ing phosphoric acid with glycerol. The most
important ester, commercially, is monoglyceryl-
phosphoric acidy C3H5(O H)2O- PO (OH)2, which
forms a scries bf suits (sodium, lithium, calcium,
strontium, *ron, etc.), largely used in pharma-
ceutical practice (especially in France).

It has been found by Umney and Bennett
(Proc. Brit. Pharm. Conf. 1914, 22) that the
composition of commercial calcium glycero-
phosphate varies. It should contain at least
15% of calcium, and may contain added citric
acid to increase the solubility. The magnesium
salt should contain not less than 10% of mag-
nesium, and the ferric salt at least 15% of iron,
and be soluble in 2 parts of water. Sodium
glycerophosphatc crystallises with 5 mol. of
water.

"The synthetic glycerylphosphoric acid is
optically inactive and consists of a mixture of
glyceryl-a-monophosphoric acid with some
glyceryl-j8-monophosphoric acid: it is not, how-
ever, identical with fully racemised "natural
glycerylphosphoric acid" which may be re-
covered from phosphatides of animal or veget-
able origin. It has been shown by King and
Pyman (J.C.S. 1914, 105, 1238) that the com-
mercial crystallised sodium salt- introduced by
Poulenc Freres (cf. F.P. 373112) consisted of
sodium glyceryl-j8-monophosphate. Natural gly-
cerylphosphoric acid consists of a mixture of
about 3 parts of the 0-acid with 1 part of the
a-isomer, and displays a certain degree of optical
activity {cf. Karrer el al.t Helv. Chim. Acta. 1926,
9,3).

Both glyceryl-monophosphoric acids havo
been prepared by Karrer et al. (I.e.) from natural
lecithin. ^The 0-acid can be precipitated as a
crystalline insoluble double salt with barium
nitrate. The a-acid forms only a simple barium
salt, which is precipitated from solution on
boiling.

Both glyceryl-a-monophosphoric acid and
glyceryl-)8- monophosphoric acid have been syn-
thesised by King and Pyman (I.e.; cf. Hill and
Pyiran, J.C.S. 1929, 2236); the respective
quinine salts melted at 153-154°C. (cf. m.p.
155° recorded by Karrer and Benz, Helv. Chiro.
Acta, 1926, 9, 23) and 178-180°C Glyceryl-a-
monophosphoric acid has also been synthesised
by Karrer and resolved into its optical isomera
through the strychnine salt (Karrer and Benz,
I.e., and ibid. 598).

Optically active^glycerylphosphoric acid may
be synthesised by adding phosphoryl chloride to
a solution of rf-a-bromohydrin in dry pyridine
at below —10°. The bromine is removed by
lithium hydroxide and the product is isolated
as nearly pure lithium cl-glyceryl-a-phosphate

HOCH2CH(OH)CH2OPO(OLi)2,

[a]Jf=+3-51° in aqueous solution. Lithjjpn l-
glycerylphosphate has [a]}>8=-3-020 (Abder-
halden and Eichwald, Bcr. 1918, 51, 1308).

/-(—)-glyceryl-a-monophosphoric acid syn-
thesised from d(+)-acetone-glyccrol by H. O. L.
Fischer and Baer (Naturwiss. 1937, 25, 589;
Baer and H. O. L. Fischer, J. Biol. Chem.
1939, 128, 491) is stated to be identical with
the natural product obtained from lecithin.

Phosphatides.—Very great physiological
interest, as well as some commercial utility,
attaches to a group of mixed triglycorides which
contain both fatty acid and phosphoric acid
residues, and are known as phosphatides (Thudi-
chum), phospholijrins (Leathcs) or phospho-
ainino lipids.

Although their precise r61e is not yet fully
understood, it is clear that the phosphatides play
an extremely important part in the fat-meta-
bolism of the living organism.

In these compounds, two lwig-chain fatty acid
radicals (which may be saturated or unsaturatcd,
e.g. stearyl or oleyl residucs)"and one phosphoric
acid residue arc combined with glycerol: further,
one of the two remaining free hydroxyl groups of
the phosphoric acid nucleus is combined with
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an organic base—choline in the case of the
lecithin group of phosphatides, and colamine
(fl-aminoethanol, jB-hydroxyethylamine) in the
case of the kephalins. The phosphatides, which
are described more fully elsewhere (cf. H. and
I. S. MacLean, " Lecithin and Allied Substances:
—The Lipins," London, 1927; Thierfelder and
Klenk, " Chemie der Cerebroside u. Phospha-
tide," Berlin, 1930; Leathes and Raper, " The
Fats," London, 1925), are found widely dis-
tributed in small quantities in animal and
vegetable tissues (frequently in association with
fats), and especially in the physiologically active
organs and secretions such as the brain, liver,
blood, egg-yolk, milk, etc. They occur in
smaller quantities in plant tissues, notably in the
seeds of the soya bean.

For the separation of a- and ^-lecithins and
-kephalins from soya bean and brain phos-
phatides, cf. B. Suzuki and collaborators (Y.
Yokoyama etal), Proc. Imp. Acad Totyo, 1930,
6, 341; 1931, 7,12, 226; 1932, 8,183, 358, 361,
424, 428, 490).

Bodies of the lecithin and kephalin type con-
taining saturated fatty acids have been syn-
thesised by Grim and Limpacher (Ber. 1926,
59 [B], 1350; 1927, 60 [B], 147; cf. Hundes-
hagen, J. pr. Chem. 1883, [ii], 28, 219): > the
configuration of these products is discussed by
Verkade and Van der Lee (Proc. K. Akad.
Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1937, 40, 858; Fette u.
Seifen, 1938, 45, 457) and by Kabashima and
Suzuki (Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 1932, 8, 492;
Kabashima, Ber. 1938, 71 [B], 76, 1071). Phos-
phatides containing oleic and other unsaturated
acids have been synthesised by Griin and
Memmen (unpublished; v. ~Hefter-Schonfeld,
" Chem. u. Technologie d. Fette u. Fettpro-
dukte," 1936, Vol. I, 483; method patented by
Hoffmann-La Roche & Co., A.-G., G.P. 608074).
For the synthesis of chaulmoogryl and hydno-
carpyl glycerophosphatides, set Wagner-Jauregg
and Arnold, Ber. 1937^70 [B], 1459; Arnold,
ibid. 1938, 71 [B], 1505.

The new methods of Verkade and his col-
laborators for the synthesis of glycerides (see
above) may also be adapted for the synthesis of

•glycerophosphoric acids and phosphatides of
known configuration.

The phosphatides are soluble in fats but differ
from these in being soluble in alcohol and in-
soluble in acetone: they emulsify readily with
water, and hence find extensive commercial use
as emulsifiers in the manufacture of margarine
and other technical emulsions, as additions to
soap and as a viscosity-modifying agent in the
manufacture of chocolate (v. Vol. I l l , 87c).
Lecithin recovered from soya beans now largely
replaces lecithin prepared from animal sources
(egg-yolk, brains) for commercial purposes.

Glyceryl Ethers.—Mono- and di-alkyl (or
aryl) ethers may be prepared by treating the
corresponding chlorohydrins with the appro-
priate alcohol and caustic soda. The tri-ethers
are made from the di-alky) derivative) by
reaction with sodium and an alkyl sulphate.

These ethers are stable, inodorous com-
pounds, possessing excellent solvent properties
for organic substances, such as nitrocellulose,
resi ns, oils, etc. The following belong to the class

of "high boiling" or "medium uoiling"
solvents: monomethyl ether, b.p. 196°; di-
methyl ether, b.p. 169°: trimethyl ether, b.p.
148°; monoethyl ether, b.p. 230°; diethyl
ether, b.p. 191°; triethyl ether, b.p. 230°;
di-wopropyl ether, b.p. 112°; di-i«oamyl ether,
b.p. 270°. The iroperties of a number of
glyceryl ethers (and also of some glyceryl
acetals and ketalbj are listed by Du Puis, Lentk
and Segor in Oil and Soap, 1941,18, 31.

Somo, e.g. the diethyl ether, are used as lacquer
solvents, and others, e.g. the mixed diiolyl ethers
(b.p. 200-210o/20 mm. »n steam), as plasticisers
(cf. Fairbourne, Chem. and Ind. 1930, 49,1021).
The lower members of this series are water-
soluble. For the configuration of the isomeric
glyceryl ethers, see Fairbourne (J.C.S. 1930 et
seq.); Hibbert (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928 et
seq.).

The ap-\8Op,opylidene ether of glycerol
(" acetone-glyerol") and the aft- arri aa'-
benzylidene ethers are of interest in con-
nection with the synthesis of artificial glycerides
{see p. 66a).

Polyglycerols; Diglycerin. — Diglycerin
(Diglyceryl ether, diglyceryl alcohol, bisdi-
hydroxypropyloxide (Ncf, Annalen, 1904, 335,
239)), (HO)2C3H6—O—C3H5(OH)2, is the
lowest member of a series of condensation pro-
ducts—ethers—of glycerol which are formed
when glycerol is heated. It is present in, and
may be separated from, the glycerin foots
or still residues obtained in the distillation of
glycerin. In ordinary circumstances, however,
it is more convenient to manufacture diglycerin
and polyglycerols by the condensation of pure
glycerin (cf. Claessen, GrP. 181754, 198768;
Nobel Explosives Co. et al.t B.P. 24608/1910;
Lever Bros. Ltd., B.P. 442950; U.S.P. 2071459;
Henkel & Cie, G.P. 494430; I.G. Farbenind.
A.-G., G.P. 575911, 623482). The condensation
of glycerin by heating it in the presence of mag-
nesia or silica is claimed to furnish a product
consisting large'y of diglycerin. Iodine has
been used as catalyst for the condensation by
Hibbert (U.S.P. 1126467) and Lewis (J.S.C.I.
1922, 41, 97T), but this method is adversely
criticised by Rayner (ibid. 1922, 41, 224T).

Lourenco^Ann. Chim. Phys. 1863, [iii], 67,
299) prepared both diglycerin and triglvcerin,
(C9H20O7), b.p. 275-285°/10 mm., by heating
glycerol with monocKiorohydrin.

Diglycerin is an extremely viscous, hygroscopic
liquid, b.p. 257-260°C./30 mm. (Lewis), 261-
262°C./27 mm. (Ncf, l.c); 235-240°C./6 mm.
(Niviere, Compt. rend. 1913, 156, 1776), rfj°
1-3215; djjj 13183 (Lewis).

Polyglycerols.—-As the temperature of the con-
densation of glycerin is increased, "poly-
glycerols" of higher molecular weight are
formed. Thus Rangier (Chim. et. Ind. 1929,
Spec. No. 8e. (Strasbourg and Luxembourg,
Congr. de Chim. ind., (1928), p. 535C) has isolated
tri- (cf. Lourenco, I.e.), tetra-, penta- and hepta-
polyglyccrols together with other unidentified
solid condensation derivatives, from the products
of the polymerisation of glycerol at 245-265°C. in
the presence of sodium acetate. Rangier (I.e.)
suggests that condensation products of the
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4. in which water has been
eliminated between adjacent hydroxyl groups of
the same glycerol nucleus) may be formedias well
as the ether-type of condensation derivative.

Apart from the older use of glycerin foots in
the manufacture of shoe-blackings, hectograph
mass, etc., applications of pofyglycerols or their
esters (including esters of fatty acids and of rosin
acids) as lathering and detergent agents, or as
assistants in the drawing of threads of cellulose
derivatives have been proposed in various
patents.

For methods of analysis of mixtures of di-
glycerol and glycerin, cf. Rayner (i.e.), Lewis
(i c) , Lawrie [op?ciL, p. 303). »

E. L. and H. E. C.
GLYCIDIC ACID,

A
CHaCHCOaH.

d\-Glycidic acid is prepared by the action of
alcoholic KOH on the mixture of d-chlflr-
hydracrylic acid and 0-chjprlactic acid obtained
by treating acrylic acid with hypochlorous acid
(Melikow, Ber. 1880, 13, 458; cf. Freudenberg,
ibid. 1914, 47,2034). It is a liquid miscible in
all proportions with water, alcohol and ether.
The free acid and its salts readily pass into
glyceric acid on warming with water. The
ammonium, sodium, potassium and silver salts
are crystalline, the calcium and zinc salts are
amorphous.

The ethyl ester is insoluble in water and has
b.p. 161-163°, df* 10933 (Melikow and
Zelinsky, ibid. 1888, 31, 2052).

d-Glycidic acid: the potassium salt is prepared
by the action of alcoholic KOH on J-j3-bromo-
lactic acid and has [a]" +30-2°. 1-Qlycidic acid
is similarly prepared from ci-jS-bromolactic acid
and has [a]Jf -11-7° (Abderhalden and Eich-
wald,t'6icZ. 1915,48, 116).

Substituted glycidic acids ard obtained from
a/9-unsaturated aldehydes by treatment with
alkali and either alkali hypobromite or hydrogen
peroxide, e.g. phenylglycidic acid from cinnam-
aldehyde, and methylglycidic acid from croton-
aldehyde (Kaufmann, B.P. 335391).*

GLYCIDIC ESTERS. Of recent years
somewhat mysterious bo$es appeared on the
synthetic-perfume market under the names
" C l 6 aldehyde (strawberry aldehyde)" and
" C.o aldehyde (raspberry aldehyde)."

These so-called aldehydes are in fact glycidic
esters, either pure or mixed.

The manufacture of these bodies, which are of
considerable importance in the flavouring and
perfume trades, is described in detail in B.P.
372013/1931, and is effected by condensing, by
means of an alkaline condensing agent, a halogen-
acetic acid ester with a cyclic aldehyde, or with
an open chain ketone or a saturated cyclic
ketone.

The typical strawberry compound, ethyl
phenyl-0-inethylglycidate,

MePhC CHCO«Et

is*pre'pared by dissolving acetophenone and ethyl
chloracetate in benzene or xylene and con-
densing with sodamide. It is a colourless liquid,
b.p. 132-134°/5 mm., and has an agreeable odour
resembling that of strawberries.

The three following esters have a raspberry
odour: ethyl 4-ethylphenylglycidate, b.p. 155-
160°/3 mm.; ethyl 4-methylphenylglycidate,
b.p. 145-147°/3-4mm.; and ethyl 2:4-dimethyl-
phenylglycidate, b.p. 150-155°/3 ram.

The ethyl esters of the di-wopropylphenyl-
glycidic acids have musk or ambergris odours,
and many others of the series are used for
modifying flavours and odours. For example,
ethyl 2:4-di-t*opropylphenylglycidate is a liquid,
b.p. 175-185°/3 mm., having an ambergris
odour.

Tg T T>

GLYCIDOL (glycide, epihydrin alcohol),'

O
/ \
CHa-CH-CHa-OH.

dl'Glycidol.—A yield of 90% is obtained by
the action of metallic sodium on glycerol mono-
chlorhydrin dissolved in anhydrous ether. It
is a liquid, b.p. 65-66°/2-2-5 mm, 41°/1 mm.,
d** M143, r% 1-4302.

Characteristic derivatives are the pkenyl- and
a-naphthyl-urethanea which form colourless
needles from high-boiling petroleum and melt
at 60° and 102° respectively (Rider and Hill,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 52,1521).

Ethers.—Methyl, b.p. 115-118°; ethyl, b.p.
124-126°, d° 0-9646; inoamyl, b.p. 188°, <*» 0-90;
phenyl, b.p. 243-2&0, 133°/23 mm.

l-Olycidol has d18 1-1050 and [ojj,8 -8-55°.
d-0fycirfoZhas<n-lO54and[a]D +7-69° (Abder-

halden and Eichwald, Ber. 1915,48,1855-1864).
GLYCINE. Glycocoll, Aminoacetic acid,

CH2—NHs
NH2CHaCOOH or |

CO O ""'•"'

(Sakurai, Chem. Soc. Proc. 1894, 90; 1896, 38;
Walker, ibid. 1894, 94), was discovered in 1820
by Braconnot (Ann. Chim. PhyB. 1820, [ii], 13,
114) among the products obtained by decom-
posing glue with sulphuric acid. It is obtained
similarly from various proteins (Spiro, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1874, 28, 187), and is present as
the chief amino-acid in the sugar cane (Shorey,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1897, 19, 881; 1898, 20,
137).

PREPARATION.—(I) From chloracetic acid.
Chloracetic acid (1 mol.) is dissolved in 4 litres
of NH4OH (sp.gr. 0-90) and allowed to stand
for 24 hours at 30° or 2 days at 20° and the excess
NH3 recovered by distillation. The glycine
solution is evaporated to 500 c.c. and 1 mol. of
pure silver oxide stirred in until the reaction is
over. The filtrate from AgCI is concentrated
to 2Qp c.c, boiled to decompose any silver-
ammonia complex, and again filtered. The
glycine solution is treated v,\h " norit" (1-2 g.)
filtered and treated with an equal volume of
95% EtOH and after 1 hour at 0° filtered;
the separated glycine is washed with 95% EtOH
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and the crystals dried in a desiccator. Yiela,
43 g. (63% containing 0-1 mol. % of NH4CI).
To purify—dissolve the product .in 200 cc.
water and shake with 10 g. granular "permutite
(after Folin), filter and precipitate the glycine with
250 cc. 95% EtOH. Wash and dry as above.
Yield, 37-5 e., 50% on whole process. It is free
from NH3 lAd Cl' (Robertson, ibid. 1927, 49,
2889; see also Boutwell and Kuick, ibid. 1930,52,
4166; (Men and Hill, ibid. 1931, 53, 2797;
Krause, Chem.-Ztg. 1931, 55, 666; Kulikov et
of., J. Gen. Chem. U.S.S.R., 1932, 2, 730, 777;
Contardi and Ravazzoni, Rend. 1st. Lomb. Sci.
Lett. 1933, [ii], 66, 786; G.P. 616412).

(II) From Aminoacetanitrile.—Aminoacetoni-
trile hydrogen sulphate is hydrolysed with 40%
H2SO4 for 3 hours at 125°. The yield may be
>92%. The purification suggested is: heat
the glycine solution by superheated steam with
enough pure BaCO3 to neutralise alLacids and
expel all NH3. Precipitate th3 barium as
BaSO4. Treat the filtrate with pure PbCO3
until neutral, and if Cl' is present, cool to 0°
for about 12 hours. Filter and decompose with
H8S. Concentrate the glycine solution and
wash the product in MeOH (Cocker and Lap-
worth, J.C.S. 1931, 1391; see also Anslow and
King, ibid. 1929, 2465).

Glycine can also be obtained by passing
cyanogen into boiling hydriodic acid (sp.gr.
1-96) (Emmerling, Ber. 1873, 6, 1351); by
heating potassium phthalimide with ethyl chlor-
acetate (Gabriel and Kroseberg, ibid. 1889, 22,
427); by treating nitrosomalonic ester with
zinc and acetic acid (Conrad and Schulze, ibid.
1909, 42, 729); by boiling hippuric acid with
strong sulphuric acid (Curtius'J. pr. Chem. 1882,
[ii], 26, 145; Dessaignes, Annalen, 1846, 58,
322); by treating glyoxylic acid with am-
monium carbonate and subsequently heating
to 120° with hydrochloric acid (Erlenmeyer,
junr. and Kunlin, Ber. 1902, 35, 2438); by the
action of hexamethybnetetramine on potas-
sium monochloracetate (Bourcet, Bull. Soc.
chim. 1898, [iii], 19, 1005; Auger, ibid. 1899,
[iii], 21, 5).

In order to obtain the pure acid, the solution
containing the acid, prepared by any of the
above methods, is {reed from ammonia (if present)
and freshly precipitated copper hydroxide is
added. The copper salt of the acid which cry-
stallises out is filtered off and decomposed with
sulphuretted hydrogen. Another method con-
sists in separating the acid from the impurities
present by extraction with glycerol (Farbw.
vorm. Meister, Lucius and Briining, G.P.
141976; Z. angew. Chem. 1903, 16, 527).
Siegfried (G.P. 188005; Chem. Zentr. 1905, I,
1140; 1906, I, 451; 1907, II, 1466) adds
barium (or strontium) hydroxide to the ice-cold
solution, passes in carbon dioxide, precipitates
the barium carbaminoacetate,

CH2COOv
| o1 >
NHCOO/

Ba

by alcohol and decomposes it into glycine and
barium carbonate, by heating with water (v.

PROPERTIES.—Glycine crystallises from water
in plates and from dilute alcohol in needles
{see E.^ischer, Ber. 1905, 38, 2916; King and
Palmer, Biochem. J. 1920, 14, 582). After dry-
ing at 100° the plate form begins to decompose
at 212°, whilst the needle form remains un-
changed until at r228° it turns brown and at
232-236° melts, turning purple and evolving gas;
sp.gr. 1-1607 (Curtius, I.e.). It is soluble in 4-3
parts of cold water and in 930 parts of ethyl
alcohol (sp.gr. 0-828) but is insoluble in absolute
alcohol. Hydriodic - acid reduces glycine to
ammonia and acetic acid (Kwisda, Monatsh.
1891, 12, 419), whilst sodium amalgam yields
aminoacetaldehyde (Neuberg, Ber. 1908, 41,
956; E. Fischer, ibid. p. 1019). Electrolysis
of the acid or the copper salt yields ethylene-
diamine (Lilienfeld, G.P. 147943; Chem. Zentr.
1904, I, 133- Kuhling, Ber. 1905, 38, 1638;
1907, 40, 757).? Hydrogen peroxide oxidises
glycine to glyoxylic acid and formaldehyde
(Dakin, J. Biol. Chem. 1905, 1, 171); treatment
wi£h nitrosyl chloride results in the formation
of chloracetic acid (Tilden and Forster, J.C.S.
1895, 491). Glycine and its derivatives arc used
in photography as developers in place of pyr6-
gallol, etc. (Farbw. vorm. Meister, Lucius and
Briining, G.P. 142489; U.S.P. 767815; B.P.
20377/02; J.S.C.I. 1903, 22, 380). For the bio-
chemistry of glycine, see Nord, Acta. mcd.
Scand. 1926, 65, 1; Lundin, Biochem. Z. 1929,
207, 91; Edlbacher and Kraus, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1928, 178, 239; Blix, Skand. Arch.
Physiol. 1929, 56, 131; Christman and Mosier
J. Biol. Chem. 1929, 83, 11; Re, 'Rev. Soc.
argentina biol. 1929, 5,498; Reuter, Z. ges. exp.
lied. 1935,95,217.

DERIVATIVES.—Aromatic Glycines are pre-
pared from aromatic amines and monohalo-
genated acetic acids or dihalogcnatcd vinyl
ethers (Imbert and Consortium fur Elektro-
chemische Industrie, G.P. 199624). Glycocoll-
amide is produced when glycocoll and alcoholic
ammonia are heated together at 1 G0°. Glycocoll-
anilide is prepared from chlor- or brom-
acetanilide and ammonia (Majcrt, B.P. 5269,
1891; G.P. 59121; J.S.C.I. 1892,11, 369).

Esters.—The ethyl ester is prepared by the
action of ammonia on chloracetic acid, and
subsequent'treatment of the crude dry product
with absolute alcohol and dry hydrogen chloride
(Hantzsch and Mctcalf, Ber. 1896, 29, 1684;
Hantzsch and Silberrad, ibid. 1900, 32, 70) or
by the interaction of hcxamethylenetetramine
and chloracetic acid and subsequent treatment
as above (Auger, Bull. Soc. chim. 1899, [iii], 21,
5). It boils at 51-5-52-5°/10 mm. and has
d4 10358 (Schmidt, Ber. 1905, 3C, 200; see
also Organic Syntheses, 1934,14, 46).

The following esters and their hydrochlorides
are described by Abderhalden and Suzuki (Z.
physiol. Chem. 1928, 176, 101): Propyl, b.p.
50-53°/16-18 mm., hydrochloride m.p. 73-75°;
isopropyl, b.p. 52-55°/12-15 mm., hydrochloride
m.p. 84-86°; butyl, b.p. 55-58°/8-ll mm., hydro-
chloride m.p. 64-00°; ^obntyl, b.p. 00-63°/8-ll
mm., hydrochloride m.p. 70-72°; n-amyl, b.p.
7J-76°/8-ll nim.Jiydrochloride m.p. 118-120°;

| imamyl, b.p. 7K-80°/8-10mm.; and hrnzyl b.p.
193-95/8-11 mm., hydrochloride m.p. 126-128°.,



Glycocollamkiocarboxylic Acid Esters (u.
Einhorn, Chem. Zcntr. 1901, I, 1115; G.P.
108027).

Glycine anhydride, diketopiperazine,

-NH-CO
CH,

\ .

discovered by Curtius and Goebel (J. pr, Chem.
1888, [ii], 37, 173). Ifc separates fro^o an
aqueous solution of glycine ester on long stand-
ins.', but is bent prepared by treating the hydro-
chloride of the ester witC caustic soda (Fischer,
Ber. 1906, 39, 2993). It is a grhita crystalline
solid which, on heating, becomes browa at 245°
and melts at 275°. ,

It forma the compound

C4H0O2N2CuCl i ! J2Hsp

v. ith CwC)2, light blue rhombic needles. CuBr.,
forms the corresponding bromide, bright green
monoclinic prism a {Asahina and D6no, Bull.
Chem. fcoc. Japan, 1328, 8.151).

Two luuleculct; each of glycinc anhydride and
silver nitrate combine to form scaly lustrous
crystals, in 80% yield (Asahina, Z. physiol.
Chcm. 1028, 179,83; see also Dono Mid Amhino,
ibid. 1929, 186, 133; and for FeCI3 Dubsky,
Vitu and Lunger, Metal) boree, 1932, 22, 1533).

Acetaminoacetic acid, ibnns colourless, com-
pact, rhombic pri.ims, m.p. 200—2 '711, dutjomp.
(Chattaway, J.C.S. 1931, 2495).

Heptanolmercuric glycocollate, forms cry-
stals, m.p» 210°, decomposed by HCI. It is
very toxic and has no diuretic effect (Levy,
Kayser and Sfiraa, %11. Sci. pharmacol. 1931
38, 573).

Ethyl aminoacetateglucoside, melts at 112°
and is soluble in but decomposed by water.
It has a bitter taste (H. von Euler and Zeile,
Annalen, 1931,487, 103).

a-Monog)ycylglyceride, m.p. l(i7-17O°, de-
composing at 250° (Weizmann and Haskelberg,
Compt. rend. 1920, 189, 104). a

The following therapeutic compounds are
described by Chemische Fabriken J. Wiernik &
Co.. A.-G.:

(i) Benzyl diethylaminoacotate hydrochloride.
The ester has b.p. 149-150712 mm., and is a
Btrongly basic oily liquid. The crystalline
hydrocltloride ia very soluble in water and
begins to melt at 89° (G.P. 637450). »

(ii) Benzyl dime thy laminoaeetate hydro-
ehtoride, the ester boils at 138°/18 mm.; the
hydroehtoridfl melts at 118" (G.P. 037461

(iii) Boozy] triinethylaminoacetatc hydro-
chloride, ha^ m.p. 6(}-67o and is very soluble in
water (G. I*. 5-13550).

(iv) Benzyl triet hat to laminoaeetate hydro-
chloride,

«Glycine reacts with phenols forming dyes,
giving a blue dyestuff with phenol, A dye is
also formed if glycine is treated with 40 c.c. of
25% thymol and 20 c.c. of 5% NH4CI solution
and bromine added until a red colour appears,
followed by NaOH until the red colour is just
discharged (Furth and Gotzl, Biochem. Z. 1936,
283, 358).

Tents for Glycine are described by Denig&s,
Bull. Soc. pharm. Bordeaux, 1935, 73, 101, 108;
Sandiest, Semana Mcd. (Buenos Airfcs), 1930,
37, 1287; Pfeiffer and collaborators, J. pr.
Chem. 1930, [ii], 126, 97.

" GLYCO&ROM." Glyceryl dibromhydro-
cinnamate.

GLYCOCHOLIC ACID (v. Vol. I, 689c).
GLYCOCYAM1NE. Guanidoacetic acid,

NH:C(NHa)NHCH2CO2H.
GLYCOGEN {v. Vol II, 3

m.p. 165° (G.P. 54355C).
(v) Benzyl trimttthylaminoaeetate hydriodide.

MeaNICHaCOOCH2Ph,

is made by the action of CH3I on benzyl di-
me thy laminoaeetate, and has m.p. 13&-1386

(G.P. 556883).

{ )
GLYCQGENASE (». Vol. V, 14c).
GLYCOLLJC ACID, hydroxyacetic add,

CH^(OH)CO2H, ia present in sugar cane juice
(75-78% of the total acidity), in unripo grapes
and in wool wash-water. It is formed by the
action of alkali on glyoxal, of potassium cyanide
on formaldehyde, or by the oxidation of alcohol,
glucose or other sugars, etc. On the small scale
it jri best prepared from chloracetic acid by
treatment with lime or other alkali (cf. U.S.P.
2028004), but technically electrolytic reduc-
tion of oxalic acid (CJ.P. 194038, 204787 ; cf.
Tnja and Ceva, Giorn. Chim. Ind. Appl., 1926,
8, :i) appears to bo advantageous. A process of
oxidising acetylene with intermediate formation
of glyoxal forms another subject of patent claims
(U.S.P. 1741394).

Glyeullic acid forms needles (from water),
m.p. 78-79°, although an unstable modification,
m.p. 63*, has been described (Miiller, Z. physikal.
Chem. 1914, 86, 219; Schaum, Schaeling and
Klausing, Annalen, 1916, 411, 193). On
dehydration it yields the normal acid anhydride,
as well as the ether anhydride, diglycollic acid,
C O J H C H J O - C H J C O J H , and polyoJtymethy-
leue. Esters of glycollic acid may be or/;-*ined
not only by normal methods but also by the
interaction of anhydrous alcohols with sodium
chloracetate {B.P. 337609):

CH,CI CO,Na+R OH ->
CH2(OH)COa

Glycollic esters of lung-chain aliphatic alcohols
are of value in that they combine with sodium
thiosulphate to give soap-like compounds.

GLYCOLYSIS. DEKISITION.—The term
" glycolysia " was originally applied to the pro-
cess by which sugar contained in blood gradually
disappears when blood is allowed to stand
under sterile conditions outside the body.
This phenomenon was first noted by Claude
Bernard and the. term " glycolysis " was intro-
duced by Lepine. The disappearance of glucose
was ascribed by Stosse, and by Em Men and
Kraun (Biochem. Z. 1912, 4V, 1) to an enzymje
fission of a molecule of the carbohydrate into
2 mo), of lactic acid.

Nowadays the term " glycolysis " is under-
stood to cover a wider field than that involved
in the breakdown of glucose in blood. Many
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investigations since Lepine's work have
that the breakdown of carbohydrate into lactic
acid is a common characteristic of living cells.
The classical investigations of Fletcher and
Hopkins in 1907 on lactic acid formation in
muscle pointed to the great physiological im-
portance of the processes involved in the for-
mation of lactic acid from carbohydrate. To-
day it is recognised that many, and probably
all, of these processes are linked together in the
normal metabolic events of the living cell.
Each has its part to play in the cell equilibria
even if the conditions are such that lactic acid
per se makes no actual appearance.

It is usual now to define the term " glycolysis "
as the sequence of processes involved in the bio-
logical formation of lactic acid from carbo-
hydrate.

There has been a tendency in certain schools
of biochemistry to restrict the term "gjjycolysis"
to the processes involved in the, formation of
lactic acid from polysaccharides, glycogen in
particular. " Glucolysis " has been the name
given to the phenomenon of glucose breakdown
to lactic acid, and u fructolysis" has been
applied when the sugar in question has been
fructose. The majority of workers at present,
however, use the term " glycolysis " in its vider
meaning—the biological production of lactic acid
from all forms of carbohydrates. Accordingly it
will be discussed in this sense in this article.

RELATION TO FERMENTATION.—Our present
knowledge of glycolytic processes has grown with
our knowledge of the processes involved in the
alcoholic fermentation of glucose by yeasts.
The two phenomena are intimately related, the
facts concerning one bearing"in great detail on
those concerning the other. The reader is
referred to the articles on FERMENTATION for a
full description of many of the substances and
reactions which are important both in glycolysis
'and fermentation.

BLOOD GLYCOLYSIS.—This process, the first
example of the biological breakdown of glucose
into 1-ctic acid to be investigated, varies in speed
in the blood of animals of different species. It is
relatively rapid in the blood of dog and slow in
that of rabbit. Engelhardt and Ljubimowa (Bio-
chem. Z. 1930,227, 6) give the following order of
glycolytic activities of the bloods of different
animals: ox > goat> dog > horse>guinca-pig>
man>rabbit (see, however, Burger (Arch. Exp.
Pharm. Path. 1930,150, 298) who considers the
glycolytic activities of the bloods of puinea-pig,
man, rabbit and rat to be about the same).
The velocity of glycolysis in blood is approxi-
mately constant at 37° for the first 2 or 3 hours,
about 20 mg. per cent, glucose per hour dis-
appearing in the case of human blood. The
velocity of glycolysis falls off more and more
sharply after the initial constant period, this
being largely due to the development of acid
conditions caused by lactic acid liberation.
According to Roche and Roche (Compt. rend.
Soc. Biol. 1927, 96* 361) a decrease in blcvd pn

of 0-5 diminishes the rate of glycolysis by 30-
40%; it ceases at p'A 5-5 and is optimal at pH 8-2.
Three hours' glycolysis causes a drop in pH of
0'2-0-3. The temperature coefficient of the
process is 2-1.

According to Irving (Biochqm. J. 1926, 20,
613) blood glycolysis takes place in red blood
cells, lysis of which results in a disappearance
of the glycolytic process. Apparently, therefore,
integrity of the cells is important for the accom-
plishment of the breakdown of glucose. Glycolysis
does not occur in »;erum or plasma. Red blood
cells which have been washed with saline solution
(0*9% NaCI) wiii bring about glycolysis in «\
glucose-saline solution. Meyerhof (Biochem. Z.
1932, 246, 249) has shown that it is possible to
separate a glycolytic system from the red blood
cell. c

Both leucocytes and erythrqeytes contribute
to the glycolysis o-f blood, the former being much
more reactive per cell than the latter. Ratios of
100:1 and 1,000:1 haw been recorded (Maclean
and Weir, Biochem. J. 1925, 9, 412). It has
been calculated that 6-35% of the glycolysis
of normal blood is due to the leucocytes.

The rate of blood glycolysis, in contrast to
that of intact tissues which will be discussed
latter, is the same whether the reaction takes
place in oxygen or nitrogen (Katayama, J.
Lab. Clin. Med. 1926, 12, 239). This is to be
correlated with the fact that the respiration of
red blood cells is practically nil. The rate of
aerobic glycolysis of leucocytes which are
capable of respiration, is a little less than that
of anaerobic glycolysis, but this has been dis-
puted (Bakker, Klin. Woch. 1927, 6, 252).
Levene and Meyer (J. Biol. Chem. 1912,11, 301;
12, 265) found that leucocytes form lactic acid
from glucose, mannose and galactose.

The rate of glycolysis in blood is independent
of the concentration of glucose when this lies
M'ithin the limits found in human blood. There
is no difference between the rates of glycolysis
of the blood of normal and diabetic individuals.
Addition or absence of insulin lias no influence
on the process.

Little is known with certainty of the mechan-
ism of the glycolytic processes in blood. There
is evidence to suggest that a phosphorylation
takes place (Meycrhof, Biochem. Z. 1932, 246,
249) and the indications are that the pro-
cesses are similar to those taking place in other
tissues.

GLYCOLYSIS IN MUSCLE.—According to von
Fiirth (tout. 1915, 69, 199) there are between
350 and 550 mg. lactic acid in 100 g. fresh
muscle of man, horse, dog and ox. The lactic
acid arises chiefly from breakdown of muscle
glycogen. Fletcher and Hopkins (J. Physiol.
1907, 85, 247) showed that lactic acid is formed
when frog's muscle contracts in the absence of
oxygen but that under aerobic conditions the
lactic acid docs not accumulate. It was con-
cluded as a result of investigations of Hill and
Meyerhof that during the contraction of muscle,
glycogen breaks down to lactic acid, the energy
liberated being used for the contraction. After
relaxation of the muscle, lactic acid is re-
synthesised into glycogen, the energy for re-
synthesis lieing supplied by the complete oxicln-
tion of a fraction (J) of the glycogen.

It is known, however, that during the con-
traction of muscle phosphates make their appear-
ance aB well as lactic acid. Addition of phos-
phates in excess to muscle kept under anaerobic
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conditions leads ^o an increased yield of lactic
acid. Hexojedi phosphate formed during the
fermentation of glucose by yeast, yield% lactic
acid and free phosphate in the presence of muscle
juice, and the addition of this ester to a con-
tracting muscle haa much the same effect on the
yield of lactic acid aa the add^ion of phosphate
and glycogen. These- observations led Embden
and hia colleagues to suggest tfcat the precursor
of lactic acid in muscle was a carbohydrate-
pnjpsphate complex to which they gave the-name
laclacidogtn. They isolated such a substance
from the fresh pulp of striated muscle and showed
that it yielded an osazone on treatment with
phenylhydrazine,* identical wi*h that formed
from hexosediphosphate prepared by yeast fer-
mentation of glucose- Bsnbden and Zimmer-
mann (/. phyaiol. Chora. 1924, 141, 225) pre-
pared the brueino salt of lactacidogen (1-5 g.
of the reerystallised salt from "Iho muscles of
one rabbit) and proved it to be the salt of hexose-
diphosphoric acid. Its physical properties (sobfc
bility, optical rotation and melting-point) wer̂
identical with the Bame salt of hexosediphos-
phoric acid obtained froft yeast. It is to be
concluded that the same phosphoric acid ester
is involved in muscular contraction aa in yeast
fermentation ; that in the former case it is a
precursor of lactic acid and in the latter case of
alcohol.

A further phosphoric acid ester important in
the sequence of metabolic events in contracting
muscle was then discovered {Eggleton and
Egglcton, Biochorn. J. 1927, 21, 190). This
ester is hy^rolysed during muscular contraction
and is re-synthesized after relaxation; it was
proved by Fiske axtd Subbarrow (Science,,
1926, 65, 403) to be phosphocreatine (I).

HN

i
/OH

P-O
\OH

CHJ-N-CHJ-COCH

I.

This ester assumed considerable importunct
when Lundsgaard (Bioehem. Z. 1930, 227, 51]
discovered that muscle poisoned "with iodo
acetic acid contracted without lactic acid
formation, but with the hydrolysis of phospho-
ereatine into creatine and free phosphoric acid
It appeared from this discovery that lactic
acid as such plays no important part in the con
•traction of muscle and that its formation depends
on subsequent t-hemical events. Its production
in fact, occurs mainly after relaxation anc
coincides with the anaerobic re• aynthesis o\
phosphocreatine. Lundsgaard has shown tha
with muscle poisoned with iodoacetic ack
contraction in nitrogen is followed by phoe
phocreatine breakdown and has put for
ward the view that the energy of glycolysi
{glycogen to lactic acid) is used for the re
synthesis of creatino phosphoric acid at a subse
qucrst stage,

ADEKVi-FYROPitoariiATE.—The classical dis
covcryin lfltHl by Harden and Young of a
«ltr»-filterable antf thermostable co-rnzym

«enrial for the fermentation of glucose by
east was followed by investigations* as to
hether muscle glycolysis was equally in need
f a co-enzyme. Meycrhof (Z. physio!. Chem.
918, 101, 185; 102, 1, 185) showed that a
o-enzyme w a s required for lactic acid formation
I muscle and he came to the conclusion it was
iated to the uozymase oT Harden and Young.

York by Euler and MyrbSek proved that the
o-enzyme contained adenine and phosphoric
cid and indicated it to be adenylic acid or a

derivative of this substance. Lohmann in 1929
solated from muscle adenylpyrophoyph.ite (II)

N:CNH-

11HCCN

O

ScH HO-PO
CH{CHOH],-CHCH,O

and this ester has now assumed the greatest
mportance in the sequence of events in the cell

diug to the formation of lactic acid from
carbohydrate.

Meyerhof, Lohmann and Meyer (Biochem. Z.
1931, 287, 437) and Lohmann {ibid. 1931, 287,
145) showed that the glycolytic activity of a
muscle extract gradually disappears on lengthy
standing at 37° or 20" due to autolytic changes
and that the activity is restored by the addition
;o the autolysed extract of minute quantities of
adenylpyrophosphate. Autolysis results in the
disappearance of this ester which must be
restored to regain glycolytic activity. If the
extract is dialysed, the toss in activity is not
restored by the addition of adenylpyrophos-
phate alone but the further addition of mag-
nesium ions is essential.. The total co-eji/.yni^
system consists of adenylpyrophosphate and
magnesium ions together also with phoanbata
ions.

Lohmann (ibid. 1931,241, 50) further Bhowod
that whereas adenylpyrophosphate acted as a
oo-anzyme for lactic acid formatton fromglycogun
in a dialysed muscle extract, cozymaso had no
such affect.

It in now recognised that adenylpyrophos-
phate owes its catalytic influence to its power
of transferring phosphate to other molecules in
the presence of appropriate enzymes. The
adenylic acid aystoni is a phosphotyi&ting-
dcphosphorylating system for which magnesium
ions appear to be indispensable. It is not known
whether magnesium ions are required for all
phoaphorylating processes.

The recognition ,that adenylpyrophosphata.
acts as a phosphate donat.or, adenylic acid being
formed with the loss of 2 mol. of phosphoric
acid, arose from the discovery that phospho-
creatiue breakdown in musclê  occurs only in the
presence of the adenylic acid Byatem (Lohmann,
Naturwisa. 1934, 22," 400}. Meyerhof and Loh-
matin (Biochem. Z. 1932, 253, 431) had shown
earlier that synthesis of phosphocrcatine in
muscle takes place at the expanse of adcnyl-
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pyrophosphate. The following equilibrium b
established:

Adenylic acid+2 Phosphocreatine
^Adenylpyrophosphate+2 Creatine.

In the presence of a dephosphorylating enzyme
in the muscle extract, breaking down adenyl-
pyrophosphate to adenylic acid and free phos-
phoric acid, the equilibrium above is shifted far
to the right.

PRODUCTS OF CARBOHYDRATE BREAKDOWN
IN PRESENCE OF MUSCLE TISSUE.—It was shown
by Lohmann (Biochem. Z. 1930, 222, 324) and
by Lipmann and Lohmann {ibid. 389) that
muscle tissue in the presence of glycogen and of
fluoride gives rise to other phosphoric acid esters
besides the true Harden-Young hexosediphos-
phate to which reference has already been made.
A fraction of the esters has the same elementary
composition as hexosediphosphate but it is more
resistant to acid hydrolysis. These resistant
" unhydrolysable " esters are also formed when
the monophosphoric acid esters of hexose
described by Robison, Neuberg and Embden
are added to muscle extracts containing fluoride
and phosphate ions.

Embden, Deuticke and Kraft (Klin. Woch.
1933, 12, 313) showed that a constituent oC the
u unhydrolysable " ester was phosphoglyceric
acid (glyceric acid-monophosphoric acid) which
had already been isolated in 1930 by Nilsson in
his studies of yeast fermentation of carbohydrate.
Another constituent of the " unhydrolysable "
ester proved to be Z-a-glycerophosphoric acid
and the acid-resistant ester was found to consist
of equimolecular proportions jpi phosphoglyceric
acid and glycerophosphoric acid, i.e.

and
HO2CCH(OH)CH2OPO(OH)2

HOCHaCH(OH)CH2OPO(OH)2

Embden and his colleagues found that phos-
phoglyceric acid is transformed into pyruvic
acid i» presence of minced muscle. They showed,
moreover, that although the addition of pyruvic
add alone, phosphoglyceric alone, or of a-
glycerophosphoric acid alone to muscle extract
free from carbohydrate led to no formation of
lactic acid, the addition of a mixture of phos-
phoglyceric acid and of a-glycerophosphoric acid
resulted in the production of lactic acid. Further,
the addition of a mixture of pyruvic acid and
a-glycerophosphoric acid to muscle tissue led to
lactic acid formation according to the following
equation:

CH3CO COOH-f-
HOCH2CH(OH)CH2OPO(OH)2+H2O

-2CH3CH(OH)COOH+H3PO4

The addition of glyccraldchydephosphoric
acid (synthesised by Fischer and Baer (Bcr.
1932, 65 [B], 337)) to muscle tissue leads to the
formation of lactic acid (Embden); and Meycrhof
and Kicssling (B'ochem. Z. 1933, 264- 40)
showed that in muscle extracts one half of
the glyceraldchydeOhosphoric arid (one optical
component) is changed into a mixture of phos-
phoglyceric acid and glycerophosphoric acid.
These facts led Embden to the following scheme

for the course of lactic acid-formation in a
muscle extract:

Hexosediphosphoric acid ->
2 TriosephosphoriQ acid.

2 Trioscphosphoric acid ->
Phosphoglyceric ac^d+ a-Glycerophosphoric acid.
Phosphoglyceric acid ->

Jfyruvic acid+Phosphoric acid.
a-Glycerophosphoric acid+Pyruvic acid ->

Triosephosphoric acid-f Lactic acii.

Meyerhof and McEachern (Biochem. Z. 1933,
260, 417) found that in-a muscle extract pyruvic
acid was formed from hexosediphosphate or
glycogen. On addition of sulphite the yield of
pyruvic acid was increased and that of lactic acid
decreased. They concluded that pyruvic acid
is a normal intermediate in the formation of
lactic acid, pa required by Embden's scheme.
It was recognfted independently -by Embden
and by Meyerhof that the formation of ^pyruvic
acid in muscle must be accompanied by a simul-
taneous reductive process; this was the for-
mation of a-glycerophosphoric acid.

The details of Em&den's scheme have been
confirmed in Meyerhof's laboratory, where
independent work on the same lines was in pro-
gress. Meyerhof has developed the scheme to
apply to the formation of alcohol from glucose
by yeast.

Meyerhof considered at first that the triose-
phosphate, produced as the initial stage in the
breakdown of hexosediphosphate, was glycer-
aldehydephosphoric acid. He and Lohmann
(Naturwiss. 1934, 22, 134) found thai1 the triose-
ester formed by the action of dialyscd muscle
en hexosediphosphate wa* composed largely of
dihydroxyacetonephosphate, and it was shown
(Biochem. Z. 1934, 271, 89; 273, 413) that in
dialysed muscle extracts an equilibrium mixture
of hexosediphosphate and dihydroxyacetone-
phosphate is rapidly formed from each other.
This reaction is controlled by an enzyme zymo-
hexaae which is not inhibited by fluoride or
iodoacetatc. The equilibrium obeys the equation

[ Dihydroxyacetonephosphate]2 __ _.
[Hexosediphosphate] ^K

the breakdown of hexosediphosphate being an
endothermic reaction. Dihydroxyacetonephos-
phate has been synthesised by Kiessling (Ber.
1934, 67 CB], 8G9). lc is decomposed quickly by
N-NaOH at room temperature yielding lactic
and phosphoric acids. With N-HCI at 100°
methylglyoxal and phosphoric acid arc formed.
Meyerhof and Kiessling (Biochem. Z. 1935, 279,
40) have shown that in dialysed1 muscle phos-
phoglyceraldehyde is transformed ir.to dihydro-
oxyacetonephosphate; possibly an equilibrium
is established between the two trioses.

According to Meyerhof, Lohmann and Schuster
(ibid. 1936,286, 301,319) there exists in dialyHcd
muscle extracts an enzyme {aldolasc) bringing
about aldol condensation of dihydroxyaectone-
phosphate M'ith various aldehydes. They sug-
gest that the following.equilibrium occurs:

Hexosediphosphate^
Dihy d roxy acctoncphosphatc+

Glyceraldchydcphosphntr.
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The glycer^aldebvdephosphate changes subse-
quently into dihydroxyacetonephosphate.

Two further phosphoric esters, forded as
intermediate substances, have been isolated,
viz. phospho(enol)pyruvic acid by Lohmann and
Meyerhof (ibid. 1934, 273, 60) and 2-phospho-
glyceric acid by Meyerhof a&d Kiessling (ibid.
1935, 276, 239). In a dialysed.extract of muscle
fr-phosphoglyceric acid is converted into 2-
p)iosphoglyceric acid through the agency of an
enzyme named phosphoglyceromutase, whilst 2-
phosphoglyceric acid is converted by an enzyme
(enolase) into phospho(~wol)pyruvic acid. All
these esters forgo, equilibrium mixtures {ibid.
200,99,100). (For the syntheses of these esters,
see Kiessling, Ber. 1935, 68 [B], 243, 597.)
Sodium fluoride inhibits'the breakdown of 2-
phosphoglyceric acid.

The decomposition of phosnhapyruvic acid
into pyruvic acid, which is the immediate pre-
cursor of lactic acid, requires the co-operation of
a catalyst, viz. adenylpyrophosphate. The parti-
cipation of this molecule in phosphorylations«of
carbohydrate and its breakdown products will
now be considered. *

CATALYTIC INFLUENCE OF THE ADENYLIC
ACID SYSTEM IN GLYCOLYSIS.—Meyerhof and
Lohmann (Naturwiss. 1931, 19, 575) were the
first to suggest that the role of adenylpyrophos-
phate as a coenzyme in muscle glycolysis con-
sists in the phosphorylation of carbohydrate, the
pyrophosphate breaking down and being re-
synthesised at a later period.

Embden and Parnas demonstrated that am-
monia is formed during muscular contraction,
the ammonia arising from the breakdown of
adenylic acid by a dfominase yielding also iifl
osinic acid. Muscle deaminase does not attack
adenylpyrophosphate, so that evidently the
appearance of ammonia is an indication of the
appearance of adenylic acid. In presence of a
high phosphate concentration ammonia is not
formed and this was ascribed to the conversion
of adenylic acid into the pyrophpsphate (Parnas.
Ostern and Mann, Biochem. Z. 1934, 272. 64;
1935, 275, 74, 164). It was found by Parnas
and his colleagues that the breakdown of gly-
cogen in the presence of phosphates was mainly
responsible for the prevention of the^appearance
of ammonia and for preserving the^ntegrity of
the adenylpyrophosphate. If glycogen break-
down was inhibited by iotloacetate or fluoride,
ammonia made its appearance. It was shown
that the re-synthesis of adenylpyrophosphate
was accomplished by breakdown products of
glycogen, viz; phosphopyruvic and phospho-
glyceric acids" (See also Needham and van
Heyningen/Biochem. J. 1935, 29, 2040.)

Since adenylpyrophosphate, in muscle pulp
poisoned with iodoacetic acid, is not synthesiser!
from adenylic acid and free phosphate ions, and
since phosphopyruvic acid or phosphoglyceric
acid is essential as a source of phosphate for the
synthesis, it follows that phosphate transfer
takes place from these acids to adenylic acid.
The phenomenon is similar to that already
mentioned, which occurs in a muscle extract,
between adenylic acid and phosphocreatine.
The enzymes responsible for the phosphate trans-
fers from phosphorylated. molecules to adenylio
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s&id have been termed phosphorylasea (Quastel,
Ann. Rev. Biochem. 1936, 5, 45).

Lohmann and Mcycrhof demonstrated that
breakdown of phosphopyruvic acid in a muscle
extract only occurs in presence of the adenylic
acid system (Biochem. Z. 1934, 273, 60).

Phosphorylases appear to be necessary for the
phosphorylation of carbohydrate as the first
stage in glycolysis, but this is not yet certain.
Probably the following reactions take place:

2 Hexose+Adenylpyrophosphate=2 Hexose-
monophosphate+Adenylic acid.

2 Hexosemonophosphate + Adenylpyrophos-
phate = 2 Hexosediphosphate+Adenylic
acid.

Runnstrom and colleagues (ibid. 1934, 271, 15;
J. Gen. Physiol. 1935, 18, 717) and Dische
(Biorhcm. Z. 1934,274,51; 1935, 280, 248) have
reported experiments showing that esterification
of inorganic phosphate in lysed red blood cells is
coupled with the degradation of hexosephos-
phate. Degradation of glucose or its phosphate
is preceded by phosphorylation, the phosphate
being derived from adenylpyrophosphate (Dische,
ibid. 1935, 280, 248). Evidence exists that
phosphoric acid can be transferred from hexose-
pho^phates to adenylic acid as well as in the
reverse direction (Neuberg, ibid. 1935, 280, 1$3;
Lutwak-Mann and Mann, ibid. 1935, 281, 140;
Ohlmeyer, ibid. 1935, 283, 114).

Parnas (Ergeb. Enzymforsch. 1937, 6, 57),
however, considers that a phosphorylation of
glycogen to hexosemonophosphate may occur
in the absence of the adenylic acid system.
Recent evidence indicates that from glycogen
in a muscle extract, glucose-1-phosphoric acid
is first formed (Cori and Cori, Proc. Soc. Exp.
Biol. Med. 1936, 34, 702; 1937, 36, 119). This
is known as the Cori ester. This ester is
rapidly converted into the 6-ester by an enzyme
termed phosphoglucomutase (Cori, Colowick and
Cori, J. Biol. Chem. 1938, 124, 543). Oori and
his colleagues state that the synthesis of the
Cori ester from glycogen in muscle extracts is
greatly accelerated by adenylic acid (Cori, Colo-
wick and Cori, ibid. 1938, 123, 375, 381).
Kendal and Stickland (Biochem. J. 1938, 32,
572) find that adenylic acid is essential for the
conversion of glycogen into the Cori ester, the
reaction being strongly stimulated by mag-
nesium ions.

The conversion of the Cori ester into the 6-
ester is also stimulated by magnesium ions.
This transformation is followed by the phos-
phorylation of the 6-ester, via the adenylic acid
system, into hexosediphosphate (Harden-Young
ester).

The enzyme, hexokinase, discovered by Meyer-
hof in 1927, catalyses, in the presence of Mg ions,
the transfer of phosphate from adenylpyro-
phosphate to glucose or fructose. The reactions
involved are:

Adenylpyrophosphate -f Hexose ->-Adenosine-
dipho8phate+ Hexose-6-phosphate.

Adenosinediphosphate + ^exose -> Adcnvlic
acid + Hexose-6-phosphate.

The second reaction requires in addition to
hexokinase a protein catalyst present in muscle 9
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but not in liver or kidney extracts [see Kalckkr,
Chem. Rev. 1941, 28, 71).

The following equations express the series of
reactions in glycolysis and indicate the im-
portant position'taken by adenylpyrophosphate:

Glycogen + »iPhosphate -*• nHoxose-1 -phos-
phate.

Hexose-1-phosphate-* Hexose-6-phosphate.
2 Hexoae-6.pho»phate+Adenylpyrophosphate

-* 2 Hexosediphosphate+Adenylic acid.
Hexosediphosphate -*• 2 Triosephosphate.
2 Trioaephosphate -> Phosphoglyccric acid +

a-Glyceropboaphoric acid,
Phosphoglyceric acid -* Phosphopyruvic acid.
2 Phosphopyruvic acid + Adenylic acid -»•

AdenylpyrophoBphate-f-2 Pyruvic acid.
Triosephoaphate + Pyruvie acid -*• Phospho-

glycerate+Lactic acid.

{see also Vol. V, p. 31).
It has lately been shown by Warburg and

Christian (Biochom. Z. 1939, 303, 40) that a
separation of enzymes involved in glycolytic
changes is possible and this has resulted in the
demonstration, and isolation, by Negeleiu and
Bromel, of another important intermediate, viz.
l:3-diphosphoglyceric acid. The sequence of
enzyme-catalysed reactions are apparently as
follows:

Triosephosphate + phosphate ^ 1:3-I>iphos-
photriose.

1:3-Diphosphotriose + " pyrtdine nucleotide"
^i I-3-Diphoaphoglyceric acid + reduced
" pyridino ^nucleotide ".

1-3-Diphosphoglyceric acid + Adenosinedi-
phosphate ^ 3-Phoephogly eerie acid +
Adenylpyrophosphate.

The reaction between adenylpyrophosphate
and creatine is important, so far as glycolysiB ia
concerned, in providing a store of phosphate
donator in the form of phosphocreatine. It pro-
ceeda in two atagya: -

A4enylpyrophosphate+Creatine = Adenosine-
diphosphate+Creatinephosphate.

a Adenoaincdiphoaphate + Creatine = Adenylic
Mid+Crcati nephosphate.

{Lehmann, ibid. 1936, 286, 336).
According to Meyerhof, Ohlmeyer and Mohle

(ibid. 1938, 297, 90, 113) phosphorylation of
adenylic acid may be coupled with oxidativc
changes and Needham (Euzymologia, 1938, 5,
158) has arrived at a similar conclusion (c/.
Parnas, ibid. 1938, 5, 106 for a recent review of
the subject of phosphorylation).

NX'NH.

4
-iHICH-OKVCH-CHj-O-POOH

o

Part Played by Cozymasr in Qtycolysis.
Cozymase plays an important part in muscle
glycolysis since it ia a necessary carrier in the
reduction of pyruviu acid to lactic acid. This
molecule is an adenine-nieotinamidedinueleotide
III (v. Vol. V, p. 15). It acts as a hydrogen
carrier, the nicot(nic acid amide moiety of the
molecule undergoing reduction and oxidation
under appropriate conditions. Cozymase is
necessary for the activity of lactic acid dchyd.ro-
genase and it ia this enzyme which activates
pyruvic acid as a hydrogen acceptor. Lactic
acid is formed accordf ig to the equation : i

Pyruvic acidH- Reduced cozymase = Lactic
acid+Cofcytnase.

i

Cozymase is reduced by triosephosphate or by
a-glycerophospliorio acid in presence of their
respective aek-drogenases, thus:

Triosephosphate + Cozymase = Phosphogly-
ceric acid-{-Reduced cozymase.

* a-Glycerophosphoric acid + Cozymaso =
Triosephoapha^e-H Reduced cozymase.

Thus the presence of appropriate dehydrogenasea
in muscle extracts together with that of cozy-
mase enables the necessary hydrogen transfer to
take place between triosephosphatc and pyruvie
acid with lactic acid production. The existence
of these dehydrogenases in muscle extract ha
been established by Adler, Euler and Hughes
(Z. physiol. Chem. 1933, 252, 1) and Quastel
and Wheatley (Biochem. J. 1938. 32, 930). It
was already known from the work of Euler and
his colleagues (Z. phyaiol. Chem. 1937, 246, 217)

' that cozymaae is required for the interaction of
triosephosphate and pyruvic acid in a tissue
extract.

According to Meyerhof, Schulz and Schuater
(Biochem. Z. 1937, 293, 309) the reaction be-
tween triosephosphate and cozymase only takes
place if at the same time there is & transfer of
phosphate through adenylpyrophoaphate to a
suitable phosphate acceptor. {See also Needham
and Pillai, Biochem. J. 1937, 31, 1837.) The
question of coupling between oxido-reductions
and phoBphorylation processes, particularly that
of adenylic acid, is at present under investi-
gation.

How far cozymaso is involved in any of the
other steps of the glj'coly tic process is not known
with certainty. {Cf. Runnstrom and Michaelis,
J. Gen. Physiol. 1935, 18, 717.)

GLYOXALASS.—Dakin and Dudley {J. Biol.
Chem. 1913,14, 155, 423; 15, 127) and Neuberg
(Biochem. Z. 1913, 49, 502; 51.-484) discovered
that mcthylglyoxal is transformer! in tissues
into lactic acid, the enzyme responsible being
termed by Dakin glyoxalaat. The rapidity of
this transformation gave rise to the view that
mcthylglyoxal might occupy an important
position in glycolysis, particularly when con-
sidered in relation to Neuberg'a conceptions of
the course of alcoholic fermentation (<•/. Neuberg
andOppenheimer, ibid, 11^5.166,450; Nouberg
and Gorr. ibid. 482). Mcthylglyoxal was held
to arise by loss of wattr from glyceraldehyda, tho
latter molecule being formed by fission of the
heioNc molecule. Neubvrg and bii i



iseriated in$thylglyoxal as tho 2:4-dinitro-
phenvlhydray.one in almost theoretical yield from
specially prepared yeast extracts incubated with
hexosediphosphato; the yield was 20-30% of
theory with mammalian tissues. Case and Cook
(Biochem. J. 1931, 25, 1319) were able to detect
both methylglyoxal and pyru'^c acid among the
products of metabolism. It is, however, un-
curtain whether tho methylglyoxal is a normal
product in the course of breakdown of carbo-
hydrate. 9

The transformation of methylglyoxal into
lactic acid by glyoxalaes requires the partici-
pation of a co-enzyme, which Lohmann found

!>e glutathion^(Biochem. 2.1)932, 254, 332).
Jowett and Quastel (Biocfferu. J. 1933, 27, 48ii)
showed that methylglyexal combines with
glutathione and that it is this compound which
breaks down in presence of glyoxajaso to form
tactic acid and glutathione :

CH,COCHO|GSH^ H o

CH3COCH(OH)SG —U
CHj-CH|OH)-COOH + GSH

The formulation of the Embden-Meyerhof
scheme of glycolysia includes no participation of
methylglyoxal. Support for the conclusion that
methylglyoxal is not a necessary intermediate in
the formation of lactic acid from glycogen cornea
from Lohmann'a observation (Biochem. Z. 1933,
262, 152) that a muaclo extract freo from gluta-
thione converts glycogen into lactic acid. More-
over, tho addition of glutathione brings about no
additional Jlycolyais.

This fact, however, does not necessarily mean
that a second route of lactic acid formation from-
carbohydrate does not take place in tho living
cell. Support for this dual route of glycolysis
via methylglyoxal has been found. Investi-
gating lactic acid fermentation, by yeast,
Auhagen and Auhagen {ibid. 1934, 268, 247) tiinl
that methylglyoxal is formed and that it is a
primary product of reaction and not an artefact.
KobelandCoUatz(t"4«Z. 1934,266,202) conclude
that methylglyoxal is formed from sugars.
Tissue treated so as to inhibit glyoxalase activity
produces methyglyoxal from hexonediphosphato
(Neuberg and Simon, Ergen. Enzymforsch. 1033,
2, 118) and from glyceraidehydcphospiiate (Bar-
renscheen and Beneschovuky, Biochum. Z. 1933.
265, 169). Jowett and Qaa3tel (Biochem. J.
1934, 28. 162) show that glyoxalaao activity of
intact tissues in presence of low concentrations of
methylglyoxal is sufficiently rapid to account for
the rate of tissue glycolysis.

It is reasonable to assume that a w
mechanism <tf glycolysis in addition to that em-
braced by the Embden-Meyerhof scheme may
occur in the intact cell (see also Ashford, ibid,
1933. 27, 903).

GLYCQLYSIS IN BRAIN.—Warburg, Posener
and Ncgelciii (Biochem. Z. 1924, 152, 309)
showed that brain tissue in presence of glucose
produces lactic acid with great rapidity fa
vitro. McGiuty and Genel! (Anier. J. I'hy.sji.il.
1925-26, 75, 70) have carried out experiments
showing that lactic add formation in brain takes
place ut 37" immediately after removal of the
brain from the body. The lartie add

formed at the rate of 20 ing. per 100 g. tissue
per minute. Carbon monoxide anoxaemia results
in an increase in the amount of lactic acid found
in brtiin after death. Avery, Kerr and Ghantua
(J. Biol. Chem. 1935, 110, 637) find that if*
brain, taken immediately after death of the
animal, is frozen in liquid air, the lactic acid
contont of the brain is initially smaller than was
originally supposed. An average value of lactic
acid was found to 15-3 mg. per 1CH> g. cat's brain
and 22-3 nig. per 100 g. dog's brain. No signifi-
cant difference between the lactic acid contents
of cerebrum and cerebellum was observed.

Both glycogen and glucose are known to be
precursors of brain lactic acid. Kerr (ibid. VMS,
123,443) has isolated 36 nig. glycogen from 100 g.
brain tissue, the carbohydrate being identical
with liver glycogen. Glucose, however, appears
to be the main precursor of brain lactic acid.
Holmes an,d Sharif (Biochem. J. 1032, 26. 381}
found that tin*amount of lactic acid formed on
anaerobic incubation of brain depends on the
level of blood sugar at the time of death. During
insulin hypoglycaimia cerebral lactiu add may
amount to only smalt {e.g. leas than half the
'normal) values. Hyperglycssmia increases brain
lactic acid formation. The amount of lactic acid
formtd is equivalent to the fall in carbohydrate
in the hrain.

Whereas brain tissue anaerobically in vitro
(cither in the form of thin slices or in a minded
condition) breaks down glucose rapidly to lactic
acid, it has practically no glycolytic effect on
added glycogen. In muscle, on the other hand,
the reverse is tho case, glycogen breakdown
being far more rapid than glucose breakdown to
lactic acid (Gciger.'t&td. 1935, 29, 811; Caddie
and Stewart, ibid. 1935, 29, 2101). Probably
glyoxalaso activity is very much greater in brain
than in muscle. Glutathione, the co-enzyme of
glyoxalase, has little or no effect on glycogen
breakdown in brain or muscle but increases
lactic acid production from glucose in brain
(Geiger, I.e.; see, however, Baker, Biochem. ,1.
1937,31,980). •>'

Ashford and Holmes [ibid. 1929,23,748; 1930,
24, 1119) consider that brain may produce
lactic acid in two ways; one, involving glycogen,
prooeedfl through a stage of phosphorylation and
another, involving glucose, does not include a
phoaphorylation stage. The former is quantita*
tivcly the less important.

Tho question, however, as to whether glucose
undergoes preliminary pbosphorylation in intact
brain before further metabolism occurs is uiill
unsottlnl. Adler and his colleagues (Naturwjss.
1937, 24, 232) have shown that a cell-free
product prepared by acetone precipitation of a
brain extract is capable of causing glycolysis of
glucose so long as adenylic ackh, cozymase and a
trace of hexosediph'jjphate are present. This
would indicate that puoaphorylation of glucose
is accessary prior to glycolysis in a brain extract.
Geigcr (Nature, 193S, 141, 373) states that
cytolyiia of brain releases^ an inhibitor of
glycolyBis, By the addition to a brain ex*
of a factor in muscj*.- extract nd of glntathione,
creatine phosphate and cozymase a glycolytto
breakdown of glucose in obtained the activity

k may be twice that of intact brain.of which



Such a system also breaks down glycogen, a. a
smaller rate than glucose, to lactic acid. Phos-
phate is esterified in brain during glycolysis
*{s&e also Geiger, Biochem. J. 1940. 34, 4<5;5).

'According to Cori, Colo wick and Cori (J. Biol.
Chem. 1938, 123, 375} glucose-1-phoaphate is
formed from glycogen and inorganic phosphate
in dialysed extracts of rabbit brain. The amount
is increased by tho addition of adenylic acid.
The conversion of glucose-1-phosphate into
glucose-6-phosphate takes place more slowly
than in muscle.

Macfarlane and Weil-Malherbe {Biochem. J.
1941. 36, 1) conclude that brain glycolysis is
maintained by a cycle of phosphorus trans-
ferences involving 0-1-0-2 mg. P per g. dry
brain tissue. They find that during anaerobic
glycolysis by rabbit-brain slices the inorganic
phosphate is maintained at its initial level whilst
the content of pyrophoaphate falls to about one-
third of tho original. Anaerobic «icubation with-
out glucose leads to a rapid disappearance of
pyrophosphate with a simultaneous loss of
glycolytic power, HexosetJiphosphate is present
in small quantities in glyeolysing brain.

ANAEBOBIC GLYC0LY3IS OF TISSUES tX VlTRO.
—Warburg and his colleagues have measured
the rates of lactic acid formation of thin actions
of animal tissues examined in a glucose-Ringer
medium under anaerobic conditions. Typical
results are recorded in Table I (Biochem. Z.
1927, 184, 434).

TABLE I.

Kidney (rat). . . ! . . . 3
Liver 3
Intestinal mucose (rat). . ' . . 4
Spleen (rat) 8
Testia (rat) g
Pancreas (rabbit) 3
Thymus (rat) 8
Brain cortex (rat) 19

Embryo (rat) 23
Placenta (rat) 15
Papilloma of bladder (man)
Carcinoma of bladder (man) .
Rat sarcoma (Flexnerjobling)
Hat sarcoma (Jensen) .
Fowl sarcoma (Rous)

26
36
31
34
30

Retina 88

• Q^*=taotle add (eu. rhra.) formed In Nt per mg
dry weight of tissue per hour. 22.-100 cu. mm. lactic
acid =-90 mg. lactic acid.

It will bo observed that very high rates of
glycolysis are secured by brain cortex, retina,
embryo and tumours.

The glycolytic activity of tumours is obviously
of great significance; it is 120 times greater than
that of blood.

Normal adult tissues usually show high rates
of oxygen consumption (respiration) a i l little
glycolysis. Embryonic tissues show both high
respiration and# high anaerobic glycolysis.
Neoplastic tissues have high rates of anaerobic
glyrolyflin and smfiU respiratory rates. Retina,
and to a lew extent brain cortex, are exceptional

in showing high rates of anaernbioglytolysisand
relatively high rates of respiration.

It ;i a commonly accepted conclusion that
glycolyma provides the cell with an alternative
supply of energy to that provided by respiration.
Presumably the tumour cell equipped with a
highly active glycolytic system ia not so depen-
dent on a supply of oxygen for its normal
existence as an adult tissue cell, and this ti'so
applies to newly developing tissues aueh a3 tho
embryo.

The question as to whether glycolysis in
embryo and tumour *p of the phosphorylating
or non-phosphorylating type is still unsettled.

Needham and Lehmann (i>iochom. J. 19-}7,
31, 1210) come to the conclusion that in the
chick embryo there ire two separate routes of
carbohydrate breakdown, (1) a non-phosphory-
lating glyenlyaia depending greatly on the
integrity of tbs cell structure, (2) a phosphory>
lating glycolyais similar to that of mjscle but
of much lower activity. Dialysis of minced
embryo leads to inactivation of glycolysis which
is partially restored by the addition of ghita-
thione. They concltfje also that mcthylglyoxal
is not an intermediate in embryo glycolysia.

AEROBIC GLYCOLYSIS AND TUB PASTFUR
EFFECT.—Pasteur recognised that, in the
absence of oxygen, yeast colls will ferment carbo-
hydrate, but that admission of oxygen retards
the rate of fermentation. Glycolysis in intact
tissue cells (not in extracts) is similarly inhibited
by the presence of oxygen and the phenomenon
haa been termed the," Pasteur Effect " by War-
burg. (For a discussion of the Pn4eur Effect,
see Dixon, ibid. 1935, 29, 973; 1936, 30, 1479.)

Results (by Warburg) showing the relative

rates of glycolysis of tissues in nitrogen (Q^ *i

and in oxygen (QM') i re shown in Table I i .
The respiratory ratL'B ( Q o 3 - nu.mm. O2 absorbed
per mg. dry Weight of tissue per minute) arc also
given.

• TABLK H.

Liver (rat* . ,
Kidney (rat) .
Testis (rat) . .
Brain cortex (rat)
Retina (rat) .
Embryo (chicken)
Carcinoma (Flexner)
Sarcoma (man) .

0-6
0
7-2
2-5

430
11

250
15-6

3-3
3-2
8-fi

191
8SO
20-6
310
894

11-6
2-1-0
12-3
10-7
80-7
100
7-2
4-9

A noteworthy feature is the high aerobic gly-
-isof tumour cells indicating the possibility

that such cells may gain their energy for grow th
mainly from glycolysis even under aerobic
conditions.

According to Crabtrre (ibid. 1928, 22, 1289) a
bigh aerobic glyoalysu m»y take place undo!
pathological conditions in tissues. Warburg
agrees (Biochem. Z. 1929, 204, 482) that it i»
not specific for tumours.

There is no doubt, however, that, a» a general

•
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rule, respiration rjn a cell greatly represses its
glyeolysis. The mechanism by which this
phenomenon takes place is not yet clear. *

The view has been advanced that oxygen re-
places" pyruvic acid as a hydrogen acceptor in
the Embden-Meyerhof sequence of reactions
leading to glyeolysis. Thus Lytic acid formation
would be inhibited or eliminated, water being
formed instead. Szent-Gyorgyi (" Perspectives
in̂  Biochemistry," Cambridge, 1937, p. 172)
hazards the view that in aerobic glycOlyais,
oxalacetic acid replaces pyruvic acid as a hydro-
gen acceptor in the EmWen-Meyerhof scheme.
Reduction of oxalacetic acid leads eventually to
succinic acid which is oxidised 1>y oxygen in the
respiratory system of the cell back to oxalacetic
acid. This hypothesis has as yet no experi-
mental support.

The addition of a variety of substances to in-
tact tissues may greatly incre&e the rate of
aerobic glyeolysis, up to that of anaerobic gly-
eolysis, without appreciably affecting the respira-
tory rate. This phenomenon, known as tjic
inhibition of the Pasteur effect, was first
described in relation to ieftnentation. Warburg
(Biochem. Z. 1920, 172, 432) showed that car-
bylaminc intensifies aerobic fermentation with-
out any marked action on the respiration.
Quastcl and Whcatley (Biochem. J. 1932, 26,
2109) showed that gluUithionc has a precisely
similar action. Weil-Malkcrbe (ibid. 1938, 32,
2257) finds that glutathione as well as glutamatc
increases aerobic glyeolysis of brain. It is
claimed that certain dyestuffs inhibit the Pasteur
reaction (BMiott and Baker, ibid. 1935, 29, 2396;
Dickens, ibid. 1930, 30, 001, 1004, 1233), and
phenosafraninc in particular has a powerful
effect. Dickens (ibid. 1939, 33, 2017) has
recently shown that guanidinc (M/1000) com-
pletely and rcversibly inhibits the Pasteur effect
in brain cortex slices. Curtain substituted
guanidines and amidincs are even more powerful
in their inhibitory influence on the Pasteur
reaction, viz. l:ll-un<lecanctliamidine and deca-
methylcnediguanidino (" Sijnthalin") which
are fully active at M/1,000,000. Excess of
potassium ions (Ashford and Dixon, ibid. 1935,
29, 157), lack of both potassium and calcium
ions (Dickens and Grcville, ibid. 1935, 29 141)8)
or the presence of ammonium ions (Weil-
Malherbc, ibid. 1938, 32, 2257) all effect the
Pasteur reaction—conccittibly through per-
meability changes in the cell membrane (Dixon
and Holmes, Nature, 1935,135, 995).

Increase of temperature from 37° to 45° brings
about a breakdown of the Pasteur effect and
aerobic glycol>^is increases to a high rate in spite
of an increased respiratory rate (Dixon, Biochem.
J. 1936, 30, 1483).

Activators and Inhibitors of Glyeolysis.

PYRUVIC ACID.—Mendel, Bauch and Strelitz
(Klin. Woch. 1931,10, 118) found that traces of
pyruvic acidgreatly increase anaerobic glyeolysis,
in tissues where glucose, and not glycogen,
breakdown is responsible for lactic acid for-
mation. Pyruvic acid appears to maintain gly-
eolysis (of glucose) at a maximum level.

POTASSIUM AND CALCIUM IONS.—Ashford and
Dixon (Biochem. J. 1935, 29,157) found that the
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presence of M/10 KC1 greatly increases aerobio
glyeolysis of brain but decreases anaerobic gly-
eolysis. Dickens and Greville (ibid. 1935, 29,
1468) reached a similar conclusion and showed
the antagonistic effects of potassium and cal-
cium ions on respiration. Quastel and Wheatley
(J. Biol. Ghem. 1937, 119, SOP) found that cal-
cium ions at low concentrations markedly
increase anaerobic glyeolysis and that strontium
and magnesium have similar but smaller effects.

DEPRIVATION OF OXYGEN AND OF GLUCOSE.—
Deprivation of brain tissue of both oxygen and
of glucose for short periods (e.g. 5 minutes) very
greatly decreases the rate of anaerobic glyeolysis
when glucose is subsequently added to the
tissue (Dickens and Greville, Biochem. J. 1933,
27, 1138). It had been concluded that ,an-
aerobiosis in the absence of glucose brings about
irreparable damage to the brain. It was shown
later, however (Quastel and Wheatley, I.e.), that
if brain tissue which has been kept anaerobically
in the absence of glucose is subsequently ex-
posed to oxygen its power of bringing about
anaerobic glyeolysis is regained.

This fact, coupled with the facts that pyro-
' phosphate breaks down rapidly in brain in
absence of glucose and that aerobic rcsynthesis
of (Wenylpyrophosphate takes place in brain
(Engcl and Gerard, J. Biol. Chem. 1936, 112,
379) lend support to the view that anaerobic
glyeolysis in brain takes place through the
intermediate formation of phosphoric esters.

IODOACETIC ACID.—Iodoacetic acid at low
concentrations suppresses glyeolysis whether
glucose or glycogen be the carbohydrate which
is broken down. In muscle extracts iodoacetic
acid inhibits the interaction of trioscphosphate
and pyruvic acid. Triosephosphate dehydro-
genase is highly sensitive to iodoacetic acid
(Kapkine, Biochem. J. 1938, 32,1729). Possibly
the sensitivity of this enzyme to iodoacetic acid
explains the latter'a powerful inhibiting effects
on glyeolysis in muscle extracts.

Iodoacetic acid reacts rapidly with glutathicne,
a thioether being formed (Quastel and Wh^tley,
ibid. 1932, 26, 2169; Dickens, ibid. 1933, 27,
1141), and the problem has arisen as to whether
this reaction accounts partly, or wholly, for
the cessation of glyeolysis in presence of iodo-
acetic acid. Tho reaction would obviously ex-
plain the highly inhibitory effect of iodoacetic
acid on glyoxalaso .activity (Dudley). With our
present limited knowledge of the influence of
thiol compounds in glyeolysis it is difficult to
assess the importance of the reaction between
iodoacetic acid and glutathione on the inhibition
of glyeolysis.

SODIUM FLUORIDE.—This substance at low
concentration (M/200) suppresses glyeolysis
whether from glucose or from glycogen. Its in-
hibitory effect is presumably linked with the fact
that it prevents the breakdown of phospho-
glyeerie acid into phosphopyruvic acid (Loh-
mann and Meyerhof, Biochem. Z. 1934,273, 60).

DickChs and Simer (Biocher>. J. 1929, 23, 936)
have shown that fluoride sensitivity of glyeolysis
varies in differentgorgans.

PIILORIDZIN.—This substance inhibits yeast
fermentation (Dann and Quastel, ibid. 1928, 22,
245) and glyeolysis in muscle extracts. Lunds-



gaard (Biochem. Z. 1931, 233, 322) showed tLat
phJoridzin (M/100) inhibits phosphorylation of
glycogen. According to Kalckar (Nature, 1935,
136, 872) phloridzin prevents the formation of
phosphoglyeeric acid from triosephosphate.

GLYCEKALDEHYDB.—Mendel (Klin. Woch.
1929, 8, 169) found that <U-glyceraldehyde in-
hibits anaerobic glycolysis of glucose by tumours
and that this inhibition can be reversed by the
addition of pyruvic acid. Ashford confirmed
this phenomenon forbrain glycolysis, but Holmes
(Ann. Rev. Biachem. 1934, 3, 395) could find no
inhibition of glyeolysis of glycogen by glyceralde-
hyde in muscle extracts. Needham and col-
leagues (Bioehem. J. 1937, 31, 1165, 1210) find
an inhibition of embryonic glycolysis by glycer-
aldehyde and conclude that this aldehyde
specifically inhibits non-phosphorylating gly-
colysis {see, however, Adler and colleagues,
Naturwias. 1937, 25, 282; Z. phyriol. Chem.
1937, 249, 40).

OTHER INHIBITORS.—The following sub-
stances also inhibit glycolysis (of glucose):
hydroxyniaionato (Jowett and Quastel, Bio-
chem. J. 1937, 31, 275); glutaniate and £-r

hydroxygltitamato (Weil-Malherbe, ibid. 1938,
32, 2257); maleic acid (Morgan and Friedmann,
ibid. 1938, 32,862).

GLYCOLYSIS OF VAKIOUS SUGARS.—Mannose
usually undergoes glycolysis under conditions
where glucose is broken down to lactic acid.
Fructose is broken down less rapidly than
glucose by tumour slices and is also broken down
by liver. It is, however, in common with
galactose, but feebly attacked, with lactic acid
liberation, by tumours, brain or chick embryo.

J. H. Q.
" GLYCOSAL" Trade name for a prepara-

tion of glycerol and salicylic acid.
GLYCOSIDES. Glycosidea are formed by

the condensation of one or more carbohydrate
molecules with a non-carbohydrate, with elimi-
nation of one or more molecules of water. The
junction involves a hydroxyl group of the non-
carbohydrate, and the reducing or glycoaidie
hydroxyl of the sugar. Thus the simplest gly-
eoside is formed from glucose and methyl alcohol
by the catalytic action of hydrogen chloride:

CHjOH CH,OH

OMe

OH

CHtOH

HO

OMe

OH

The term " giyeoside " refers to all compounds
of this type, irrespective of the nature of the
sugar (hexose, pentoae, etc.) which in present.

Strictly, the name " glucosidf " is reserved for
elycosides in which the sugar is glucose; the
term fa still, however, frequently applied to other
glycosides. Galactosides, mannosides, Btc., are
glycosides in which the sugar is known to be
galactose, mannose, etc.

Methylglycosid*s have not yet been found
in nature, but glycosides of a more complex type
are very abundant, occurring especially in tVe
fruit, bark and roots of plants. Glycosides are
in general readily bydrolysed by dilute arid,
giving the free sugar or sugars and the non-
carbohydrate portion iof the molecule, which is
conveniently referred to as the " aglycone."
Hydrolysis of glycosides may also be effected -by
enzymes, which are usually present in the Bame
plant tissue as the giyeoside. If the cell tissue
is destroyed, the enzyme comes into contact with
the glyconi^e, and under suitable conditions
{e.g. pB) hydrolysis will occur.

Corresponding with the two isomcric forms of
glucose (o-glueoee, I), there are two series of
g'ycoaides, of which a- *ajid /J-methylghieosides
(II and III) may be regarded as the prototype.
The enzyme emulsin iiydrolyses many glycosides
containing the j3-h'nkage, but few, if any, with a*
linkages; conversely, thn enzyme mnltase
hydrolysu the a-bond in maltose, but not the
/9-linkage in the corresponding disaocharido
cello iiiosc. Boob reactions frequently aflbrii
evidence of the nature of the bond in glycosidea.
Other possibilities of isomerism exist in the
sugar series, especially in the nature of the
heterocyclio ring, which may, for EnBtasoe, be
pyranose (6-atom) or furanose (fi-atotn) (t>.
CARBOHYDHATES), Investigation of the sugar
portion of a giyeoside enquires evidence upon
all such points.

THE CABHOHYDRATES OP NATUKAL
GLYCOSIDES.

Whilst glucose in by far the moat common
sugar found in natural gly cos idea, galactoso also
frequently occurs. The pentoses arabinose and
xylose, and the methylpentose rhumnose (v.
Vol. II, 287c), occur widely, whilst the sugars of
the cardiac glycosides have been shown recently
to be of the 2;6-deoxyhexose type, digitoxose
(p. Vol. II, 381c), and cymarose (». Vol. I l l , fi38A),
which have not yet been found elsewhere in
nature. The brached chain pentosc, apiose {v.
Vol. I, 4o0c) is one of the constituents of apiin.
It is interesting to note that 2-dcoxy-d-ribose,

CHO

HCOH
HC-OH

occurs in nucleic acid.
Uronie arids, although common in polyoac-

eharidea, ratvh oocar in glvcoaides. Ettxanthio
acid, a glucuroi, . product of uhnal
metabolism and is lint otbnrwiM found in
nature. Baicaloin is a flavonc giyeoside con-
taining (jlucunmic add

Wher* 2 inol. of carbohydrate are fouii'l io
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a glyeoside, they1, may be present as a disac-1 ty*pe are given in the table below, togeth1

cbaride (bioise). Common disaceharides of this | with some glycosides in which they occur.

Disaecharide, Sir tint u re.

GentiobioBo 6- (|9-<i-gl u cos i d o) -tf-g li i coso
Vicianose b'-(£-J-arabinoaido)-(/.glucose
Primeverose 6-(|3Xxylasido)-d-glucoae
Rutinose ti-(J9-?-rhamnosido) -rf-glucose

Occurrence,
Amygdalin, crocin.
Vicianin, violutoside, gem.
Monotropitin, primeverin, primulavcrin.
liuiiii, datmcin.

Itlis interesting to note the prevalence of *-6-|9-
Iinkages in these bioses. Some trisaceha rides
are found in glycosides, b^it their constitution is,
in most eases, not eetablifihecL Robinose,
obtained from t!H> glycosidc robin in, appears to
hi: of the rhamnoee-galftctflae-thainnose type.

The ring itmctum of tire sugars in the natural
glycosides are chiefly pyranose, but the n
and 2-deoxyribose in nucleosidea have &
iuranoso configuration (Leverp and Tipton,
J. BioL fthem. 1932, B4,809). Furanose pentoses
are now being found frequently in nature in the
plant gums. The majority of polyaaccharides
have linkages of the glycoaridic type and therefore
are glycosides from that js>int of view,

In general, one form (d- or 1-) of the possible
optical isowers of a sugar predominates in
nature. Thus (/-glucose, d~ man nose and I-
rhamnose are the only naturally occurring fonns
of these sugars which have been, so far, identified,
but karabinose is the chief constituent of the
plant gums whilst rf-arabinose occurs in the
glycosides barlmloin and fcobaxbaioin.

Most natural glycosides arc of the $>type, they
are hydrolysed by the enzyme emulsin and are
therefore Isevu-rotatory (c/. j S - l l d

THE MAIN TYPES OF GLYCOSIDES FOTTHD

I.N XATUBE.

The types of glycoaidea found in nature vary
Widely, l>nt nt.ty lie roughly grouped ns follows,
according to their no n- carbohydrate constituent a
(aglyeones):

(«) Phenolic Glycosides.-o-The aglyeones
include o-hydroxybentgl aleafad (in salicin),
quinol {in orbutin), conifwyl alcohol (in coni-
Lerin). The sugar molecule is attached to the
nhenob'c hydroxyl group. Nearly related arc the
hydroxyanlhraquinone nucleus, whicji occurs in
roberythric acid, rubiadin and purpurin, e tc ,
and the hydwzyeoumarin nucleus, present in
nscolin, daphnin, etc.

(b) y-Pyran Derivatives.—This group in
chides ninny of the must important pycoikke.

uuijorit v nf red and blue plant- and berry
pigments, anthoeyanins (q,v.) arc derivatives of
y-pyran.

CHCH -

y-1'yraii.

Closely related axe ttio flavone, lluvono) and
xanthone pigmenta, which oonstftate a large
proportion of tho yellow dye« of flowers, roots
and woods. Chryain, qucrcitrin and euxanthono

respectively are typical examples of these three
-CM, which may occur without any com-

bined sugars. Qucrcitin-3-rhamnoside is the
glycoside quercitrin.

(c) Steroid Glycosides.—The aglycones of
the important digitalis glycosidea and of some
of tho aaponins are related to the sterols. The
powerful physiological properties of these gly-
cosides, and their structural similarity to the
hormones, the hi!.' ;i.-i<ls and vitamin f>, are of
great inteiest (j>. CARDIAC GLYCOSIDES).

Sapouins have similar physiological properties
to the cardiac glycosides. They produce a

fible foam on agitating an aqueous solution
even at great dilution, have a bitter taste, irritate
tho mucous membrane and hoemolyse red blood
corpuscles in very low concentration (1:108,000
for (ligitonin). Administered intravenously they
are therefore very poisonous.

(d) Purine and Pyrimidine Glycosides.—
The nucleic acids, which in combination with
protein material appear to constitute tho main
portion of the nuclei of plant and animal cells,
yield on hydrolysis nucleosidea, which are

ides formed by the combination of purine
or pyriihidine bases with a sugar. The latter is
frequently (/-riboite or 2-d^oxy-d-riboae, with
a furanose ring structure. Typical nglycones
are adenine, guanine ami eytomne.

(c) Nitriles frequently occur combined with
•agaiB, forming the cyaaogeastioor cyanojihoric
glycuiiides {</•>'.), The well-known gly-

dalin ('l.v.j is of this type.
( / ) Sulphur Compounds.—A mimlwr of

plants yield glycosides which contain sulphur
and which on hydrolysis give mustard oils of the
jillyl Mothioflyanatfl type, and a sugar. Sinigrin
(p. 96a} and enulbin (p. UHd) arc typical examples
of sueh glycosides, occurring in the needs of tho
black and white mwtard t&y. These
glycosides are in general hydrolysed by a specif if
enzyme occurring in the same plant, eg
my rosin asc.

• tin important gljeoridea {e.g. dboflavin,
viliiinin li3) and inditan (3-^-glu<:o.HJdo-oxyin-
dole) are not readily <l;Lwsih'ed, whilst others
have so far been insufficiently investigated.

.SYNTHESIS OF GLYCOSIDES.

(«) The simple glycosides tire most readily
prepared by the direct interaction of the alcohol
(CH3-OH, CjH^-OH, etc.) with the sugar, in
the presence of hydrogen cldoride (c. 1%) as a
catalyst (Fischer, Ber. I8»3, 26, 241HJ). In thia
way # mixture of the a- ajid (3-forms of the

is obtained, which may usually be
separated partially by fraefmat crystallisation.

(b) A more selective method uses a sugar
derivative of the aeetobromoglucose type,
which condenses with a hydroxyl group of t In-
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aglyeone, the HBr being removed by silver
carbonate.

-CHBr

HCOAc
HO'R

O AcOCH * O AcOCH
(Ag2CO3) f

H C O A c HCOAc

1 CH

OH

Tho acety) groups are usually removed by
alcoholic ammonia at 0°, giving the desired
glycoside. It should be noted that a Walden
inversion occurs in this reaction, and if a-
acetobromoghit'ose is used, then the /9-glucoside
is obtained, and viu versa. The formal method
of preparation of acetobromo-sugars (by the
action of hydrogen bromide in glacial acetic
acid upon the penta-acetate of the sugar) yields
the a-isomcride as the chief product, even if the
j3-penta-aeetate is used, and this procedure there-'
fore results in the formation of j9-glycoaides only.
IS, however, quinoline is used in place of/silver
carbonate in the condensation, a mixture of
a- and jSglycosides is formed (Fischer and Von
Mechcl, Ber. 191(3,49,2813). Further, 0-methyl-
glucoae tetra-acetate may be transformed nearly
quantitatively into a-metbylglucosido tetra.-
acctate by heating with titanium tetrachloride
in chloroform solution (Paesu, ibid. 1928, 61 [BJ,
137, 1513).

The corresponding chlorc-compound, aceto-
ehloroglneose, may also be used in this reaction.
In this way Michael [ibid. 1881, 14, 2097)
obtained inethylarbutin,

MeO O—glucose,

the hrst naturally occurring glycoside to bo
synthesised. Acetobromoglucose has been used
extensively by Robinson in his extensive syn-
theses of anthocyanins {e.g. of malvin, J.C.S.
1932,2209).

The synthesis of glycnsides by means of
enzymes falls into a somewhat different category,
but may be mentioned here. Bourijuelot
(scries of papers, Compt, rend. 1912-15) found
that enzymic hydrolysis of gly resides is re-
versible, and sugars may be made to combine
with alcohols by the me of enzymes (e.y.
emufcin) under appropriate conditions. Thus
Herissey {ibi,l. 1921, 172, 1530; 173, 1406)
obtained a-mcthvlmannosirfe by the action of
an enzyme, scmiiiasc (present; in germinated
lnceme sceda), upon a solution of mannosc in
10% methyl alcohul. Other methods for the
synthesis of glycoaides are given in Tollens-
Elener," Kurzes Handbuch der Koblenhyd/ate,"
4tb ed., Leipzig, 1!M5, p. 45.

GENERAL PBOFMRTIES OF QLYCOSITH:*.

The dimple glyeosidca (e.g. methytgluoosidcs)
are colourless, crystalline solids, readily soluble

in water and alcohol, and nearly insoluble in
ether. They are optically active, hydrolysed
by acids with varying ease, but comparatively
stable to tho action even of concentrated alkali.
They are non-reducing to Folding's solution and
to alkaline iodine (as regards their sugar
portions). v

The size and active groups of the aglycone
obviously influence the properties of the
glycoside, although the hydroxyl groups in the
carbohydrate continue to make the compound
soluble in water, even if the aglycone is of the
sterol type (e.g. the spponins). In general, the
properties of the glycoside may be regarded as
the sura of the properties of the two components.
Some glycosides {e.g. saponins) are amorphous
and difficult toobtahvin astute of purity.

The relationship between the rate of hydrolysis
of glyeosides, the critical increment and their
constitution has been investigated byMoelwyn-
Hughes (Trans. Faraday Soc. 1928, 24, 300;
1929, 25, 81, 503).

•

HYDROLYSIS OF GIYCOSIDES BY ENZYMES.

Owing to the extreme difficulty of character-
ising preparations of enzymes it is not sur-
prising that a mass of conflicting evidence has
been accumulated upon this subject, but certain
well-established facts may be mentioned. The
chief enzyme preparations in this field, are
emulate, maltase and invertase. Emu Jain,
extracted from bitter almonds, is a mixture of
enzymes, of which the outstanding function is
the hydrolysis of jS-glu cos ides, e.g. tamygdalin,
gentiobiose, /3-methyl-^-glucosidc. The presence
tif an a-glueosidase anda-siannosidase in emulsiu
haa been reported (Helferich and co-workers,
Z. physiol. Ohem. 1932, 214, 139; 215,'277;
218, 123), Maltase is present in yeast and effects
the hydrolysis of a-glucosides in general, e.g.
maltose, a-metbylglucoside. Invertase is also
present in yeast and hydrolyses /J-fructosides
such an suorose. Tho action- of cmulsin and
maltase appears to bo of a general nature, i.e.
nearly all J3- or a-glucosides, respectively, are
attacked. Myrosinase similarly hydrolyses llio
" — S — glucose " linkage in the mustard-oil
glucosides. Other enzymes appear to bo more
sjjecific in liature and hydrdyse special carbo-
hydrate configurations only, e.g. indimolsm
hydrolyses indican, vfcian&se hydrolyses viciaiiin
((/•mandelonitrile-vicianoside) and neither seems
to attack any general group of glycosides,
Wddenhagen has proposed a theory concerning
the Rjicrilirity of curbohydruses, in which tho
action of mi enzyme is cli-ti-nnhi.il by the ring
structure, canngiir.itiim and C[ Bteanoisomeriam
of the substrate, but not by tln> non-sugar por-
tion (Weidenhegenj ibid, 1033, 2 l £ 2S5;
Angew. Chem, 1934, 47, 451). Tfcett is sub-
stantial experimental evidence against this
view (see, for example, Hestrin, Biochem. J.
1940. 34, 213, where further references are
given).

The effect of various changes in the constitu-
tion of g]ycoside3 upon the rate of hy.lrol
by Buyout bM been Investigated by Helferich
(Z. phyrioLChem. VXil, 248,85; Annalen, 1937,
531. IW; 534t27t;i
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THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
GLYCOSIDES.

Various proposals have been made as "to the
function of glycosides in plants. They may be
waste materials, being the form in which toxic
compounds such as phenols and sterols are
made soluble and removed. «Bunge has made
the interesting suggestion that their rdle is
bactericidal; when the tissue is damaged the
enzyme hydrolyses the glycoside, liberating the
aglycone, which is frequently antiseptic (e.g.
phenols), and prevents the harmful action of
micro-organisms. The subject is discussed by
E. F. and K. F. Armstrong, " fhe Glycosides,"
Longmans, 1931. *

The occurrence of a .glycoside in several
different plant types is of interest, and in the list
of natural glycosides which follows, mention is
made of such distributions. In iBome cases,
glycosides of very different types are found in
the same source; thus horse-chestnuts (from
JEsculus hippocastanum) contain aescin (a steroid
of the saponin type) and sesculin (a coumarin
glycoside). The presence* of crocin (a carote-
noid) in some species of crocus and of picrocrocin
(a terpene glycoside) in other species is note-
worthy because carotenoids and terpenes are
generally regarded as being formed from isoprene
units.

' Bibliography.—An excellent account of the
cardiac glycosides is given in Fieser's " The
Chemistry of Natural Products Related to
Phenanthrene," 2nd ed., Reinhold Publ. Corp.,
New Yorkj 1937. Developments in the field
of anthocyanins have been reviewed by Robin-
son in a series of papers, including Nature, 1935,
135,732, 1936, 137,* 94; 1938,142,356. £
general review of the subject is given by E. F.
and K. F. Armstrong (op. cit.).

An alphabetical list of glycosides found in
nature now follows, in which the literature has
been reviewed up to and including 1938. The
structures of glycosides belonging to the im-
portant group of the anthocynnins are given
with reference to a " type formula" to be
found in the survey of the various types of gly-
cosides, earlier in this introduction. Glycosidic
links (from the reducing hydroxyl group of the
sugar) are to be assumed unless it is otherwise
stated, and if a glycoside is hydrolysed by
emulsin it is normally |b /?-glycoside. The
specific rotation quoted is measured in, aqueous
solution unless the solvent is stated. The
activity of some cardiac glycosides has been
given, expressed in frog-doses per mg.
(F.D./mg.). .

Acaciin (v. Vol. I, 12).
Acacipefhlin, CnH1 7O6N, m.p. '176-7°,

HD — 36-6°, is a cyanogenetic glucoside from
Acacia species. Complete hydrolysis (alkali
and then acid) yields o*-glucose and wobutyryl-
formic acid (Rimington, 1937, A., II, 136).
It appears to be dimethlyketen cyanohydrin
j8-glucoside.
^ o e , r t a " n l n ' C2oH20013, m.p. 165°, [a]D

+21° (acetone), occurs in Acer ginnale. It is
probably the digalloyl derivative of an anhydro-
?n?l toLiFi8cher a n d Freudenberg, Annalen,
I S ^ J ? * 2 3 8 ; P e r k i n a n d Uyeda, J.C.S. 1922,121, 66).

*9-Adenine-thiomethylpentoside has been
found in yeast extracts (Mandel and Dunham,
J. Biol. Chem. 1912, 11, 85; Suzuki et al,
Biochem. Z. 1924, 154, 278; Levene, J. Biol.
Chem. 1924, 59, 465; ibid. 1925, 65, 551;
Sobotka, ibid. 1926, 69, 267). Falconer and
Gulland (J.C.S. 1937, 1912) have shown that
the sugar is attached to position 9 in the adenine
molecule. The constitution of the sugar is
not yet known.

Adenosine, C ^ H ^ O ^ ^ U H j j C W p -60°,
9-adenine-o*-ribofuranoside, has been isolated
from heart-muscle and from yeast, and is a
component' of their nucleic acids. Acid or
enzymic hydrolysis gives d-ribose and adenine
(Levene and Jacobs, Ber. 1909, 42, 2703).
Monophosphoric esters of adenosine occur as
muscle-adenylic acid and yeast-adenylic acid;
the latter has the phosphoric acid residue in
position 3 of the ribose. Adenosinetriphosphate
occurs in muscle extract (Lohmann, Naturwiss.
1928, 16, 298; 1929, 17, 624) and plays an im-
portant part in sugar metabolism in animals and
plants and in alcoholic fermentation (the posi-

tion of the ribose side-chain is discussed by
Gulland and Holiday, J.C.S. 1936,765) (v. Vol. V,
186).

Acttnidoside, Adonivernoside, are cardiac
glycosides isolated from Adonis vernalis (Mercier
and Mercier, Rev. Pharmacol. 1927,1,1). Their
physiological activities are 600 and 300 F.D./mg.
respectively (v. Vol. II, 3876).

/Escin, C53Hg8O27, (decomp. 220-230°), is a
saponin occurring in horse-chestnut seeds
(JEsculus hippocastanum). Hydrolysis is reported
to give glucose, <glucuronic acid and aesci-
genin (v. Vol. I, 160c), which appears to be
a triterpenoid of 'the hederagenin type (see
Hederin, p. S9d), since on dehydrogenation
it yields sapotalin. Its constitution is not yet
known (Chem. Zentr. 1929, II, 2780). (See also
Winterstein, Z. physiol. Chem. 1931, 199, 25;
Bures and Babor, Chem. Zentr. 1935, I, 3936;
1937, II, 403.)

>Esculin (v. Vol. I, 160).
Aloin (v. Vol. I, 262a)
Althsein, C22H23O12CI (chloride), is an

anthocyanin occurring in black mallow (Althaea
rosea). Hydrolysis yields glucose (1 mol.) and
myrtillidin chloride, which is the 7-methyl ether
of delphinidin chloride (v. Vol. Ill , 554(2)
(Willstatter and Martin, Annalen, 1915, 408,
110; Chem. Zentr. 1930,1, .3193). (Cf. Karrer
and Weber, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1936, 19, 1025,
who find althsein to be a mixture of various
anthocyanins) (v. Vol. I, 264a).

A mo I on in is a crystalline saponin present in
the Californian soap plant, Chlorogalum pomeri-
dianum (Jure and Noller, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1936, 58, 1251). A-molonin has the probable
molecular formula C63H104O31. Hydrolysis
gives d-glucose (3 mol.), d-galactose (1 mol.),
Z-rhamnose (2 mol.) and a sterol, tigogenin,
identical with the aglycone ofyigonin (p. 97a).

Ampelopsin (q.v.).
Amygdalin (q.v.).
iso-Amygdalin is o7-mandelonitrile 0-gentio-

bioside.
Androsin (q.v.). For synthesis, see Mauthner,
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J. pr. Chem. 1918, [ii], 97, 217; 1925, [ii], 116,
123).

a-Antiarin, 0-Antiarin (v. Vol. II, 387c),
a- Antiarin on hydrolysis gives a sugar, antiarose,
of unknown structure (isomeric with rhamnose);
/J-antiarin gives rhamnose (Tschcsche, Ber. 1036,
69 [B], 1377).

Apiin (q.v.).
Aral'm is a saponin of the hederin type (p. 89c)

found in varieties of Aralia (Winterstein and
Stein, Z. physiol. Chem. 1932, 211, 5).

Arbutin {v. Vol. I, 457c). (Purification of
arbutin to m.p. 199-5-2000, [a]D -64-3°, has been
reported by Reichert and Turkewitsch, Arch.
Pharm, 1938, 276, 397.) The rate of hydrolysis
and its activation energy have been measured
by Moelwyn-Hughes (Trans. Faraday Soc. 1929,
25, 603).

The blackening of the leaves of certain
varieties of Pyrtis is due to hydrolysis ojf arbutin
by enzymes present; the liberated hydroquinone
is readily oxidised to give a black product.
Leaves containing much methylarbutin turn
yellow and then black, owing to the different
oxidation reactions of methyl hydroquinone.

Asperulin (q.v.).
Atractylic Acid, C^H^OjgSjKj (potas-

sium salt), m.p. 173°, [a]D —64°, appears to be
of the mustard-oil glucoside type. It is the
poisonous principle of tho roots of A tract if Us
gutnmiftra (Carlina gummifera) (Chem. Zentr.
1020, II, 614) and is of unknown constitution.
Acid hydrolysis gives glucose, valerianic acid
(2 mol.), potassium hydrogen sulphate (2 mol.)
and an unidentified agluconc, C14H22O t
(Wunschendorff and Braudel, ibid. 1932, II,
70; see aha Ajello, ibid. 1933, IIf 2399; Wun-
Bchendorffand Valier, ibid. 1934,1, 3752, 3861)

Aucubin {q.v.).
Avenein (glucovaniLlin),CHHlg08, m.p. 192°,

[o]D —88-6, is found in Aveiut saliva and Tri-
ticum repetis. It appears to be a glucoside of
vanillin (see Fischer and Raske, Ber. 1909, 42,
1405). It is an oxidation product of the
glucoside coniferin (q.v.). Vanillin ^-glucoside
has been synthesised (Thorpe and Williams,
J.C.S., 1937, 494).

Baicalin (q.v.). An enzyme, prepared from
Primus arnieniaca var. ansu consists of biacali-
nase and j3-glueo3idase (Him, Amer. Chem.
Abstr. 1930, 8272; Shibata and Hattori, Acta.
Phytochim. 1030, 5, 117; Miwa, ibid. 1932,6,
155; 1935,8,231; 1936,9, 89).

Baptisin, CI7H31O,s, m.p. 240°, [a]B -61°,
occurs with ^-baptism in the roots of BaptUia
tinctoria. Hydrolysis with acid gives Z-rhamnose
(2 mol.) and baptigenin. 0-Baptisin on hydro-
lysis gives (Z-gturase, I-rhamnose and <ji-bapti-
genin (Spath and Schmidt, Monatsh. 1929,
58/54, 454).

HO

The position of t^e sugar residues in baptisin is
not settled. •

Barbaloin (v. Vol. I, 262s).
Bu'Trin, C«HMO1( ,2H,O ( [«]D -81-7° fin

pyridino), has been isolated from Butea frondosa
flower (Lai, J.C.S. 1937* 1562; J. Indian Chem.
Soc. 1935, 12, 262). Hydrolysis gives glucose
(2 mol.) and 7;;if':4'-*rihydr<).\ynavanone. Ti
augars are present as a bioside.

Callistephin (q.v.f.
Camellia-Saponin, C1TH?4O30,6HaO, m.p.

208° (anhydrous), [a\n +37°, is a saponin of the
hederin type (v. p. 89) found in Camellia japonica.
Hydrolysis gives giucoso (3 mol.), arabinose
(2 raol.) and camellia-sapogenin, C2(H,,4Ofl, de-
comp. 194-197° (Aoyaraa, Chem. Zentr, 1929,1,
248), of unknown structure. On dehydro-
genation the sapogenm yields aapotalin (1:2:7-
fcrimethyki&phthalene), suggesting that it ia
similar in structure to hederagenin (p. $9d).

Cerberin (v. Vol. 11, 481). A cardiac
gtycoside (Vol. II, 387c).

Cetyl 4-Glucoside, CZ!H14Oe, m.p. 150°,
[alD —2'2°,occurs ititheSarsuparillaroot. Ithas
been aynthesised from cetyl alcohol and aceto
bromoglucose (Fischer and Holferich, Annalen-
1911, 383, 79 j Salway, J.C.S. 1913Hj03, 1022)

Chebuiinic Acid, C41H?4Oj,, [aĴ H l.">'
iMeOH — HjO), occurs iij.th*'fruit of TtrminaXia
ckabula. Hydrolysis by dilute alkali or by
tannaae gives d-glucose, gallic acid (3 mol.) and a
dibasic acid of unknown structure (Freuden-
berg, Ber. 1919, 52 [B], 1238; 1920, 53, [B],
1728). One carboxyl group of this acid appears
to be condensed with the glucosidic hvdroxyl
group and at least two of the gallic acid mole-
cules are attacKed to the glucoBe (FreudDnberg
and Frank, Annalen, 1927, 452, 303).

Cheiranthin (q.v,).
Chellol-Glucoside, ClvH20O.0,2H,O, m.p.

175°, occurs in Arabian " chell&h," Amni vis-
naga. Acid hydrolysis gives rf-glucose and a
substance of the coumarin type of unknown con-
stitution (Fantl and*, Salem, Biochem. Z. 1930
226, 106)1

Chrysanthemin (q.v.).
Cichoriin (q.v.).
Citronin, CjgH^O!,, m.p. 235°, occurs in

various species of Citrus (cf. Naringin).
Hydrolysis gives rf-glucose, /.rhamnose an*i
citronetin, C18HUOB, m.p. 225°, which is 5:7-
dihydroxy-2'-methoxyflavanone (Shinoda and
Sato, Chem. Zentr. 1931, II, 2326; Vamamoto
and Oshima, Amer. Chom. Abstr. 1932, 26,
1 lr .1;)],

Oavicepsin (q.v.).
Coniferin (q,v.). '
Convallatoxin (». Vol. ri, 3876).
Convicine, C10H15N3Oa,H3O, is a pyrimi-

me glucosid i ih
, 1 0 1 5 3 O a , H 3 O , is a pyr

ame glucoside occurring with vicine (v, p.
in vetch seeds (Ritthansen), It appears to have
the formula given at the top of the next page.
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C—N—i-glucoae

NH

(See Johnson, J. Amor. Chem.^oc. 1914,36,357;
Fisher and Johnson, ibid. 193? 54, 2038.)
'Convolvulin (q.v.). See also Maiuiicfa and

S humana, A., 1938, II , 238. a

Coronillin (q.v.).
Crocin (q.v.).
Cyanin (q.v.).
Cyclamln. Cs^HBflOrt, decomp. 2/54°, a na-

punin of the hederin typo ip. 89) found in alpine
violets (Cyclamen europteum) {Plzik, Ber. 1903,
36, 17fil; cf. Chem. Zentr. 1927, I, 2331;
1929,1,2655). Hydrolysis gives glucose (3 mol.),
arabinose (2 mol.) and cyclamirgtfo, C,8H1 9O4

(Dafertae( al.r Chem. Zeatr. 1926, I i ; 2437;
1930, I, 1798; 1934, II, 1785 {revision of mole-
cular formula:)). The last compound gives
sapotalin on dehydrogenation. Its structure
is not yet known. m

Cymarin {q.v.),
Cytldine ia a pyrimidine nucleosido (cf.

Uridine, p. 976) formed on hydrolysis of yeaet-
nucleic acid. It is 3-cvtoaine d-ribofuranoside.

C(NH,):N

N—d-ribose

In the nucleic acid, the hydroxyl group in
position 3 of the rlboqe is esterified with pbose

phoric acid (Levene and London, J, Biol. Chem.
1929, 83, 793).

Daldzin, C ^ H J O O B , m.p. 235°, [«3D -37° , is
an isoflavone glucoside from Soja hivpida (cf.
Genistin, p. 88c). Hydrolysis givea d-glucose and
daidzcin (v. Vol. V, 259c).

Daphnin (q.v.).
Datiscin (v. Vol. n i , 549c). *
Delphin {q.v.).
Deiphinin (q.v.).

^Deoxyadenosine, deoxycytidlne, de-
oxyguanosine, xjeoxyuridine.—These purine
nucleosides are hydrolysis products of nucleic
acids, and are similar in structure to adenosine,
cytidine, guanosine and uridine respectively,
having deoxy-d-ribofuranose in place of d-
riboturanose. They are obtained by enzymatic
cleavage, as deoxyribose is very sensitive to
chemical reagents (Levene and London, J. Biol.
Chem. 1929, 81, 711; 1020,83,793). Gulland
and Story (J.C.S. 1938, 259) have shown that
in deosyadenosine the sugar is attached to
position 9.

Dhurrin (q.v.),
Dibenzoylglucoxylose, C2«H ! eO l s , m.p.

148°, [d]D -107*, occurs in the branches of
Daviesia Utiifolia (Power and Salway, J.C.S.
1911,105, 767, 1002; Tutin, ibid.., 1915,107, 7).
Alkaline hydrolysis gives benzoic ncid and gluco-
xylose, a disaccharido, [o]D —36-5°, non-reducing
to Fehiiog s Bo^ution and giving no osazono. It
appears to be rf-xylosido-d-glucoside, the two
glycosidic hydroxyl groups forming the linkage
between the sugars,

Dlgilanldes (A, B and C) {v. Vol. II, 385).
1 Diginin («. Vol.,II, 3844).

Digitalin (v. Vol. 11,3844).
Diftitonin is a saponin, occurring with several

cardiac gly cos ides of somewhat similar constitu-
tion (e.g. digitoxin) in the leaves of Digitalis
purpurea. It is one of the few well-characterised
Baponins. Its isolation in a pure state is never-
theless difficult. Cardiac glycosides are re-
moved from the crude extract by chloroform or
ether. Digitonin is then separated from other
saponins (gitontn, tigonin, etc.) by fractional
precipitation with "aniyl alcohol (Kiliani, Ber.
1910, 43, 3562; 1916, 49, 701) or as an
adduct with ether (Windaus, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1925, 150, 205). Repetition of these
methods gives pure digitonin. It has the
probable molecular formula CseHS2O l f l, m.p.
235°. Hydrolysis gives glucose (2 mol.),
galactose (2 mol.), xylose (1 mol.) and the steroid
digifageniji, Cn jH l 4O5 , m.p. 253°, which appears
to have the following structure {see Tschesche
and Hagedora, Ber. 1936, 69 [B], 797) i

• H

CHMe— CH—CH—CHa—CHMe.

>H

Digltoxin („. Vol. II , 3846).
Digoxin (». Vol. II, 3856).

Dryophantin, C r aH™O i ( , m.p. 220°, occurs
in galls produced by Ihyophania, on Qwtrcua
species. Hydrolysis gives glucose (2 mol.) and
purpurogallin m.p. 275° (Nierenstein, J.C.S.

y, 115, 1328).

Emicymarln, C ^ H ^ O , , is a glycoside iso-
lated from the seeds of Stropfianlhits emini by
Lamb and Smith (ibid. 1936, 442) by partial
enzymatic hydrolysis. Acid hydrolysis gives
digita?ose (q.v.) and a sterotd trianhydroperi-
plogenin (see Periplocymarin, p. 93«).

Erysolfn (see Glucocheirolin, p. 88rf).
Euxanthlc Acid (q.v.), C H H 1 ( O l 0 t 3 H t O ,

m.p. 162°, is the glycoside present in Indian
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yellow {Kostanecki, Ber. 1886, 19, 2918?.

m.p. 237°
Hydrolysis gives rf-glucuronie^cid and cuxan-
thone, 3:5-dihydroxyxanthone,
(Graebe, Bcr. 1899, 22,1405).

HO

Euxanthooe.

The uronic acid is attached to position 3 and
has a pyranose structure (Robertson and
Waters. J.C.S. 1931, 1709).

Floridoside, CeHlsOB, m.p. 87°, [a]D +151",
occurs in Rkodymenia palmata. Hydrolysis by
acid or yeast gives galactose (1 mol.) and
glycerol. It is not hydrolysed by emulsin, and
it is therefore probably an . a-galactoside

from primeverose during extraction (see Rabat£,
BuU. Soc. Chim. biol. 1938, 20, 449).

Gau Jtherin (/tee Monotropitin, p. 92n).
Gein (geoside), C21H30O11,H:,O, m.p. 146*,

[o]D —54°, occurs in O'evm urbanum. Hydrolysis
by the enzyme gease gives vicinnose (6-/5-/-
arabinosido-d-glucose; c/. Vicianin, p. 97c)
and engenol (Vol.. IV, 394rf).

vicianose

O—glucose-arabinose-

(Colin and Augier, Chem. Zentr. 1933, I, 3953).
It is probably 8-(a-d-gakctosido)-glycerol (Colin,
BuU. Soc. chim. 1937, [v], 4, 277).

Folinarin lias been shown to be identical with
oleandrin (p. 92c) {Neumann, Ber. 1937, 70 [B],
15*7; Tschesrhc, ibid. 1554).

Frangutin {Franguloside) is a glycoside ef the
anthraquinone type, giving rhamnose and
4:5:7-trihydroxy-2-mcthv].mtliraquinone on hy-
drolysis. It occurs in Hhamnus fravguta
(Bridel and Charaux, Compt. rend. 1930, 191,
Ufil).

Fraxin, C jeH18OI0, m.p. 205°, is a coumarin
glucoside found in the ash (Fraxitws excelsior)
and species of JSscuIws. Hydrolysis by emulsin
or acids gives (f-glucose and fraxetin, 6-methoxy-
7:8-dihydroxycoumarin, m.p, 221-22%*., The
glucose is attached to position 8 {Weasely and
Demmer, Ber. 1928, 61 [B], 1279; 1929, 62 [B],
120; Weasely and Lechner, Monatsh. 1932, 60,
169}.

Fustin, C3BH5j6O4, m.p. 330°, has been de-
scribed as a flnvonol glycoside occurring in the
stemi1 and branches of young fustic (Ekus
cotinvs) and in Quebracho Colorado. Hydrolysis
was said to give rhamnose {1 mol.) and fisctin
(2 mol.), C15HI0O6, m.p. 219°. Fisetin is
3:7:3':4'-tetrahydroxyfiavone (A. G. Perkin,
J.C.S. 1897, 71, 1194; Allan and Robinson, ibid.
1926, 2334).

Recently, however, it has been claimed that
fustin is dihydrofisetin, and gives no sugars on
hydrolysis (Oyatnada, J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1934,
65, 755; 66,980).

Galuteolin, C21HaoOn , m.p. 280°, is a
flavone glycoside isolated from the seeds of
Galega ojficivalis. Hydrolysis gives glucose and
luteolm (v. Vol. IV, 189a), the dye of Reseda
lufeola which wb'-n dried is known as " dyer's
weed " (ttnrger and White Biochem. J. I923j
17, SUli; Chem. Zentr. 1931, II, 2464).

Gaultherioside, C13H21O10, m.p. 185°,
[a]D —58°, is present in fresh Gaultheria pro-
cumbent. It is noujreduring. Hydrolysis, yields
glucose, xylose and ethyl alcohol (RabatS and
Rabate\ Chem. Zr«tr. 1931, II, 1711). The
sugars are present as the biose primeverose {cf.
Primevcrin, p, 94<i); it is therefore ethyl 0-
primeveroside. It is not thought to be formed

Ha-CH:CH,
Gcin.

{H^rissey, Ch%th. Zentr. 1926,1,2358; IT, 2436;
1927, I, 1025).

Genistin, C21H20O|0, m.p. 254-256°, [a]p
—28°, is an isoHnvone glurosiiie occiiiring with
daiclzin {v. supra) in Soja hiepida. Acid hydro-
lysis gives rf-glucose ilnd genistein, C]5H1()OS,
m.p. 297-298°, which is 5:7:4'-trihydroxyiso.
flavone. The sugar in genistin is attached to
position 7 (Wak, Annalen. 1931, 489, 118).
Genistein occurs also in dyer's broom, Genista
tinctar'ia (Baker and Robinaon, J.C.S. 1925,
127,1981; 1926,2713; 1928, 31ir>).

Gentianin (q.v.).
Geranyl-Glucoside, ClflH2ftOfl, m.p. 58°,

[o]D —37", occurs in Pelargonium odoratum. It
is a ^-glucoside, which has been ?ynthcsised
from the terpene gernniol (<j.t\) and acctobromo-
glucose {Fischer and Helferich, Annalcn, 1911,
383, 77), It 1ms also been obtained by enzyme
synthesis, from geraniol and rf-glucoac in the
presence of emulsin (Bourquclot and Bridel,
Compt. rend. 1913,157, 72; Chem. Zentr, 1913,
II, 1309).

Gesnerin (q.v.).
Gitalin {v. Vol. II, 384r).
Gitonin is orfe of several saponins occurring

(with cardiac glyeosidcs) in tho leaves of Digitalis
•purpvTca, it is separated from digitonin by
fractional precipitation with ether (Windaw
Z. physioi. Chem. 1925, 150, 205), and also by
fractional 'crystallisation from alcohol-water
mixtures; it was first isolated by WindauB and
Schneckenburger (Be.r. 1913, 46, 2628) from im-
pure digitonin preparations. It has the pro-
bable molecular formula CMHgjO33, m.p. 272°.
Hydrolysis gives golacrose (3 mol.), an u».
identified pentose(l mo].)nnd a steroid gitogenin,
Cs;7H44O4, m.p, 272°. The last compound ha«
been assigned a structure closely sicMlar to that
of digitogeniii (p. 87rf) but having no hydro.wl
group in position C (see Tscheache, Ber. 1930
68 [B], 1090; Tsehcache and Hagedorn, ibid.
1936, 69 [B], 797).

Gitoxin, A cardiac glycoside (v. Vol. II,
384/J).

Glucocheirolin, C1 ]H2 t )OnS1NKH !O,
m.p. IbO , [a]c -21'5°, is a mustard-oil glucoside
found in the 8eede of"wallflowers {Chtiranthn*
ehein). It is hydrolysed bj the ennaw mvroii<
n n s f t o chc iml i { V l I I RU d'rf d

y y s e d j the ennaw mvroii
to chcimlin {Vol. II, R'Ut). d'rfueaae and

potassium hydrogen sulphate (Schneider and
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Lohmann, ibid. »912, 45. 2954; 46, 2034; see
aUo Annalen, 1912,386,346) (rf. Sinigrin, p. 96a).

IA homologue of cheirolin, erysolin

occurs as a glucosidc in the seeds of the orange

wa 11 [1 ower, Krysimum pp.rofsbianrtm.
Gluconasturtiin, C,5H3nO9SaNK, is a

mustard-oil glucoside from the seeds of Nastur-
tium ojpcinale. Hydrolysis by myrosinase gives
(/-glucose, phenylethyl tsothioeyanatc* and
potassium hydrogen sulphate (Gadamer, Ber,
1899, 32, 2335) [cf. Sinigrin and Glucotro-
p&olin).

PhCH2CH2N:C*y
• XS—glucose

Glueonastttrtfin.

j3-Glucosido-Gallic Acid (G*ucoga]lin),

m.p. 193D, [a]n -21°, is found in Chinese
rhubarb (Fischer and Strauss, ibid. 1912, 4o,
3773; 1918, 51, 1804) (c/VTetrarin, p. 97a).

Glucotropaeolin, C14H ]8O8S2NK, ia a
mustunl-nilglucoaidc found in Tropwli inn maJH9
and Lr-jti/liiiui aaliman. Hydrolysis by the
enzyme myrosinnse gives [/-glucose, benzyl iso-
thiocyanate (PhCH2NCS), and potassium
hydrogen sulphate (Gadamer, lx.). It is there-
fore analogous to sinigrin and gluconasturtiin.

Glycyphyllin, C^t-LjO^SHjO, m.p. 175-
180°, occurs in the leaves of Smiiax giycyphylln ;
it appenrs^o be a rhamnoside of phlorctiii {see
Phloridzin, p. 936) (Wright and Rennie, J.C.S.
1881, 39, 237; Rennig, ibid., 188C, 49, 857).

Gossypitrin (v. Vol. I l l , 406ft; also Neela-
kantam and Sesthadri, 1937, A., II, 445; 1939,
A., I I . 245).

Guanosine{Veniine) was the first nucleoside
to be discovered in nature (Schulzc and Boss-
hard, 2. physiol. Ohem. 1885, 9, 448; 1886,10,
80). I t OCCUTS in various prant tissues (Vicia,
Lupinvs, etc.) and is a hydrolysis product of
yeast-nucleic acid (also thymus- and pancreas-
nueleio acids). It^s 9-guaninc-rf-ribofuranoside,
guanine being 2-omino-6-oxypurine (see also

NH CO

H.NC C—Nc-rf-

l , _ 4 : N > C H

Levene and Jacobs, Ber. 1909, 42, 2474; 1910,
*3. 3163; Gulknd and Holiday, J.O.S. 1934,
1839; 1938,* 692). Guanylic acid has a
phosphoric .acid residue in position 3> of the
riboae, and it is in this form that guanosine
occurs combined in the nucleic acids.

Gynocardln, C l a H,,O.N. m.p. 163°, [o]0

*2 •'18 a cyanophoric glucoside found in the
of Gynocardia odorata. It is

anic acid

Sot
G

Wn)

' 3 4 9 ;

, &"!• 1929,1, 761).
^ n WkMniah. saponal-

longing to the hedcrin group

[f, infra). It occurs in Gypsophila arroatii and
p i Z {Kfl^f d Da-fert, &id. 1924,1,922).
Hydrolysis gives arabinose, rhamnosc, glucose,
^alactose and gypsogenin, CMH4 4O4 , which on
dehj'drogenation yields, among other products,
sapotalin (1:2:7-triroethylnaphthalene) (Ruzicka
et al., Helv. Chim. ActA, 1932,15, 1490).

Hamameli tannin, Cj0H2qO14, m.p. 11TJ.
occurs in HamameHs mrgintm {Frcudenberg
and Blummel, Annalen, 1924, 440, 45).
Hydrolysis by the enzyme tannase or by acids
rives gallic acid (2 mo).) and a hexose, hamame*
lose (1 mol,), for which the following constitu-
tion has been proposed (Schmidt, ibid. 1929,
476,257).

CHjOH

HOC-CHO

CH-OH

CHOH

OH

Reduction of the corresponding aldonic acid
with^hydriodic acid gives methyl propyl acetic
acid; hamamelose gives no osazone and has a
slight IECVO rotation. Identification is rendered
difficult by the fact that the sugar has not yet
been obtained crystalline. Freudenberg (i.e.)
suggests that the gallic acid molecules are
attached through their carlioxyl groups to the
primary alcoholic groups of the hexose.

Hederin belongs to a smail group of tri-
terpenoid saponins' the aglycones of which are
not of the eterol type (as Jn the case of
digitalis suponins; see Digitonin, p. 87c) but
appear to be triterpenoid in character. Their

l d E
pp p

constitution is still under investigation.
camcllia-saponin, caryocarsaponin, eye lam in,
gypsophila-saponin, tjuillaia-saponin, etc., are
of this class. Hederin (a-hederin) is one of
several saponins found in ivy (llidera felix);
others present have not yet been characterised
as chemical individuals. It is crystalline, having
the molecular formula C 4 1 H 0 4 O n . Hydrolysis
yields rhamiiosc, arabinose and hederageniu,
CaoH^O^ m.p. 331°, [a]D +70°- In common
with the aglycones of other members of this
group, hederagenin on dehydrogenation yields
sapotalin (1:2:7 - trimethylnaphthak'ne). A
suggested structure for hederagenin is given
below :

HOH,C CHa

Hederapcult) (provisional).
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{Rnzicka et al., Helv. Chim. Acta, 1937, 20, 298,
325; 1938, 21, 1371 ; Z. Kitsato, Acta Phyto-
chim. 1936-37, 9, 43, Gl, 75; 1937-38, 10, 199).
(See oho Spring, Cheni. and Ind. 1936, 55, 964,
1050.)

Heficin {.Spirain), C ] 3H,BO7 , m.p. 174-175°,
[a]a —60°, is salicylaldehyde-jS-glucoaide. It
occurs in Spir#a species and is formed when
salicin is oxidised with nitric acid (Schiff,
Aiin&len, 1870,164,15). It haa been synthesised
from sailcylaidehyde and acetochloroglucose
(Michael, J. Amer. Chem. Soo. 1879, 1, 305 ;
Ber. 1879, 12, 2260). Emulsin hydrolyaes
helicin and also its hydrazone and oxime.

Hellebrin ia a crystalline cardiac glyeoside
(v. Vol. II , 387cj.

Hesperidinj C ^ r ^ O ^ , m.p. 251°, is
flavannne glycoside found in the peel of several
Citnt3 fruits (not Citrus deeumana) (Tieraann
and WiU, Eer. 1881, 14, 948). Hydrolysis gives
d-glueose, i-rhamnose and hesperitin, C i e H 1 4 O s ,
m.p. 228% which is 5;7;3'-trihydroxy-4'-meth-
oxyflavanone (sj'nthesis: Slunodaand Kawagoye,
Chem. Zentr. 1929, I, 244). The sugars appear
to bo presunt as a bioae (King and Robertson,
J.OS. 1931, 1704).

Hiptagin, C 1 B H H O,N I , iH f O, m.p. 110
[a]D +3'5C (in acetone), is a cyanophoricgluoosidc
found in the root bark of Uiptage medablota.
Dilute acid gives d-glucose and various degrada-
tion products; dilute alkali yields ammonia and
hydrogen cyanide even in the cold. It is
considered to t>o the glucoside of an isoxazole
derivative (see Gorter, Amcr. Chem. Abstr. 1921,
15, 1299).

Hlrsutln {q.v.).
Hlviscin, CB 0H^O I gCI,3ri2O (chloride),is an

aiithoeyanin obtained from Hibiscus aabdarijfa,
m.p. 178°. Hydrolysis gives glucose, a pentose
and dolphinidin chloride (see Delphinin) (Yama-
tnoto and Osinwi, Chem. Zentr. 1933,1, 71; 1937,
A., II, 71).

Idaeln, (q.v.).
Incarnatrin is a flavonol glycoside, from

Trifalium incarnatum (crimson clover). It ia
hydrolysed by emulsin to glucose and quercetin
(see Quercitrin, p. 94c) (Rogerson, J.C.S. 1910,
97, 1004).

Indican, C u H 1 7 O 9 N,3HjO, m.p. 58° (an-
hyd, 178°), [a] D —77-6°, occurs in various species
of Indigo/era and Iaalis tinctoria, etc. It is j9-
indoxyl glucoside, being the form in which
indigo occurs in the plant. Hydrolysis by the
enzyme indeiuulsin (with which it ie found) or
by acids gives (/-glucose and indoxy], which is
readily oxidised {e.g. by air) to indigotin.

Iudlcan.

dican U hydrolysed slowly by emulsin. For
the synthesis of inlican, see Robertson, J.C.S.
1927, 1937; ibid. 1933, 30. Indole derivatives
are eliminated from the body in the form of
indican.

!nosinic Acid is a purine nudeotidc, and was
first discovered in meat extract by Liebig in
1847. r.Careful hydrolysis gives phosphoric acid
and inosine, S-hypoxanthine-ci-ribpfuranoside.
In inoBinic acid the phosphoric acid residue ia
on position 6 of the sugar (Levene and Jacobs,
Ber. 1908, 41, 2703; 1909, 42, 33S; 1911, 44,
746; Levene andTipson, J. Biol. Chem. 1935,
111, 313). In fresh tissues inosine is largelv
replaced by its precursor adenine-5-phosphoribo-
furanOside; the latter is transformed into
inosinic acid by a specific enzyme. The position
of the ribose side-chainjis discussed by Gotland
and Holiday (J.C.S. 1936, 765).

Iridln, Ca<HgaO13,HaO. ^.p. 208° (an-
hydrous 217°), is an I'aoflavone glucoside found
in the rhizomes of iris '^iriafiorerUina, germanica,
etc.). Acid hydrolysis yields rf-glucose and iri-
genin, C l 8H, aO8 , m.p. 186°, 5:7:3'-trihydroxy-
6:4':5'-trimethoxyMoflavone (Baker, ibid. 1928,
1022). (Of. Tectoridin, p. 96d.)

For the synthesis of iridin, see Baker and
Robinson, J.C.S. 1929, 152.

Jalapin (ecammonin, orizabin), C3 |H4 i !OjS ,
m.p. 208°, is found in Stipitea jalapm, Con-
vulvulux orizahnnsis and Sctimmonia. Hydrolysis
gives d-glueose, I-rhamnose, </-fucoae (rhodeosc,
Vol. V, 330c) and jalaponio add, C, ,H 3 i (O,
{1 [-hydroxyliexadecanoic acid), m.p, 68° (Davies
and Adams, J. Amer, Chcni. Soc. 1928,50,1749;
VotoCek and Valentin, Amer. Chem Abstr
1928, 22, 1361) (v. Convolvulin).

Jalapin has a hoemolytic effect similar to that
of the eaponins; it paralyses the motor paraeym-
pathetic nerves (Heinrich, Biochem. Z. 1918,
88, 13; Hollander, Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1936.
30, 5305).

Ksempferin, C i7H30O1(1, m.p. 195°, ia a
flavonol glycoside found fti senna leaves.
Hydrolysis gives glucose (2 mol.) and kampferol
(campherol), 5:7:4'-trihydroxyflavonol, m.p. 277°
(Tufcin, J . a S . 1913,103, 2006).

Kfflmpferol is the aglycone of several other
glycoHides (kampfcritrin, robiain, etc.).

Kffimpferitrin, C w H M O l ( . m.p. 203°, ia a
flavonol glycoside, found iii Java indigo (Indigo-
fera arrecta). HydrolyeiB gives rhamnoBe (2
mol.) and kaunpferol (v, supra) (Tasaki, 1827, A.,
918). The rhamnose appears to be attached, as

disaccharide, to the hydroxyl eroup ia
ositiou 3. » •

Keracyanin (I'runicyanin), v. Vol. I, p. 449a.

Vi?°"HO 18° r^galac(olipin occurring in
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the brain [see Klenk and Harle, Z. physiol
CliL-m. 1930, 189, 243; Chibnall, Piper and
Williams, Biochem. J. 1936, 30, 100). »

Lactoflavln (now ribofiavin, vitamin B£)
6:7-dimethyl-9-rf-ribitylt»oaIloxazine, is neces-
sary for the growth of rats (Gyorgy, Kuhn
and Wagner-Jauregg, Naturwjas. 1933,21, 560).
For synthesis, $ee Karrer, Helv. Chim. Acta,
1935, 18, 426, 522, 1435.

CH

OHOHOH

«—*Q—C—C—C H 2*OH

;

CO . *
Lactoflavlo.

It is interesting to note that the ribose may fre
eliminated by irradiation in neutral solution.

Linamarin {phaseolun£tin),

C 1 0H 1 7O,N,H a O,

i.p. 142°, [a\Q —29°, is a cyanophoric glucoside
found in young flax [Linum us\(atissimum) and
in Phaseolus Iv/nalus {Jorissen and Hairs, Bull.
Acad. roy. Belg. 1891, 21, 529). It occurs also
in the rubber tree, Hevea brasiliensts. It is
hydrolysed by aqueous alkali to ammonia and
pliaseolunojinic acid, C10H18Oe, which with
dilute acid gives rf-glucose and a-hydroxy-
i*obutyric acid, Me aC{OH)COOH. The
structure of linamarin is

Me2C(CN)-O—glucose,

(/f-glucosidiclink). For synthesis, see Fischerand
Anger, Ber. 1919,52, 854; Sitzungsber. K. Akad.
Wiss. Berlin, 1918, 203. The action of enzymes
upon linamarin has been the subject of contra-
dictory reports. In general, it appears to be
accompanied by a specific enzyme, linase, by
which it is hydrolysed to d-glucose and acetone
cyanhydrin. Emulsin yields d-glucose, acetone

d hydrogen cyanide.
Linarin, C M H M O U , is a flavone glycoside

found in toad flax (Linaria vulgaris). Hydrolysis
givea glucose, rhamnose* and 6:4'-di methyl -
cutellarein, C ^ H ^ O , , , m.p. 218° {seep. 95rf).
(Schmid and Rumpel, Monatsh. 1932, 60, 8;
Mere and Wu, Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1936,4166.)

Ltquiritln, C ^ H ^ O , , m.p. 212° (mono-
aydrate) is a» ffavanone glycoside found in
Wycyrrhiza glabra [Radix liquiritim). Hydrolysis
gives d-glucose and urnuritigenin, 7r4'-dihydroxy-
navanone, m . p . 207°, The glucose is attached

«•* iR??**'011 *•* (Shinoda and Ueda, Ber. 1934,
" I 434).

C 28 H s iO i e N, m.p. >300°, ie a
glycoside isolated from Lotus

Dunstan and Henry {Proc. Roy.
•67,224; 1901,68,374). Its structure

Hydfnlysis gives d-glucow
i cyanide and lotoflavin,
>200°, probably 6:7:2':4'-

and

tfflraman,(J.C.S. 1929, 61 ; Cullinane, Algar and
Ryan, Proc. Roy. Dub. Soc. 1628,19, 77). The
cyanogen radical appears to be attached to the
sugar groups (see, however, T. A. Henry, J.S.C.I.
1938, 67, 248, where Dunstan anfl Henry's in-
vestigations are not supported).

Lusitanicoside, C2 lH3 0O1 0 , m.p. 188°, [a]n

—74°, is found in Portuguese cherry laurel
leaves {Cerasus lusitanica). Hydrolysis gives
p-allylphenol (chavicol), rf-glucose and /-rham-
nose (HfJrisaey and Laforest, Chem. Zentr. 1932,
11,232; 1934,1,2137). The sugars are present
as the biose rutinose {/J-l-I-rhamnosido-6-rf-
glucose) and lusitanicoside is therefore chavicol-

rutinose / NcHs-CH:CH2

Lusltanlcoflidc.

/3-rutinoside {synthesis: ZcmpJen and Gcrecs
Ber, 1937, 70 [B], 1098).

Luteic Acid is a synthetic glycoside forme
by the action of Pen iciHiinn luteum on rf-gluco:
(Raietrick and Rintoul, Chem. Zentr. 1932, I,

'1107). Hydrolysis yields d-glucose (2 mol.) and
malonic acid (1 mol.). [See also Birkinshaw and
Raiajtfick, Biochem. J. 1933, 27, 370; Vol. V,
58a).

Lycoperdln, C13H I4OSN2 , is an ammo-sugar
glycoside found in lycoperdon. Hydrolysis
gives glucosamino (2 mol.) and formic acid
(1 mol.); it reduces Fehling's solution and gives
the biuret reaction (Kotake and Sera, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1913, 88, 56).

(For the constitution of glueosamine, i
Haworth, Lake and Pent, J.C.S. 1039, 271.)

Malvin, C ! S H 3 5 O n C) (chloride}, is an antho-
cyanin present in the wild mallow, Malvd
eylvtstri* and in Primula viscosa. Hydrolysis
gives glucose (2 mol.) and malvjdin chloride,
C1TH ISO7CI. The latter is sometimes called
syringidin chloride, as degradation yields
ayringic acid (3:5-dimethoxygallic acid). Mal-
vidin chloride is the 3':5'-dimethyl ether of
delphinidin chloride («, Vol. I l l , 554d). The
glucose molecules are attached in positions 3
and 5 (Kondo, Chem. Zentr. 1930, I, 3193;
Robinson and Robinson, Nature, 1931, 128,
413). Malvin has been synthesized by Robinson
et al. (J.C.S. 1932, 2299). Malvidin [aho
pelargonidin and peonidin) do not give colour
reactions with ferric chloride and sodium, acetate
in amyl alcohol solution.

Mecocyanin, CJ7H31O16CI (chloride), is an
anthocyanin present in the red poppy [Papavtf
thaws) (Willstatter and Weil, Annalen, 1917,
412, 237; Robinson and Robinson, Nature,
1931, 128, 413). It is cyanidin-3-gcntiobioaide
(Grove, Inubuse and Robinson, J.C.S. 1934,
1608) and yields on^hydrolysis glucoBe (2 mol.)
and cvanidin cbJorido [see CTTASIN1).

Meiilotin(melilotoside), Ci(H1BO8 ,HaO,m.p.
240-241°, [ajD +68°, is found in the flowers
of Mflilolua aUissiwia and arvtnrii {Charaux,
Bull. Soc. Chim. biol. 1926, 7, 1056). It is
hydrolysed by emulsin (and acids) to clucose and
o-coumaricacid.

Methoxyaplin is a flavone (rlytoside found
with apiin (q.v.) in parsley. Hydrolysis givw
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flmose (2 mol.) and methoxyapigenin ,
metin), tho 4'-methyl ether of lutcolin (see
Galuteolin, p. 88) (Von Gerichten, Ber. 1900,33,
2334; Annalen, 1901,318, 121).

Methylarbutin, see Arbutin, p. 36.
Methylcichqriin, see CIOHOBUN.
Monardaein (Salvianin), C a 8HMO,7Cl

(cbloride), is an antliocyanin present in Monarda
didyma (Karrer and Widmer, Helv. Chim. Acta,
1927, 10, 67, 729). Hydrolysis gives glucose
(2 mol.), 2-hydroxyeirmanuc acid, malonic acid
and pelargonidin cldoride (set Pelargonin,p. 93).
It appears tu be similar to salvianin {from Salvia
splendens) (Karrer and Widmer, ibid. 1929, 12,

1

)
Monotropitin (Gaultherin, Monotropitoside),

c i . H 2 e ° i ! - H s o - m-P- 9 2° (179-5° anbydrous),
[a]D —57°, is found in various species of Gaitl-
theria and Spirsea. It is hydrolysed by tbe
enzyme gaultherase (primevemsu) to prime-
verose (6-0-xylosidoglueoae) (v. Vol. II, 3006);
and methyl salieyJate, Acid hydrolysis gives
glucose, xylose and salicylic acid:

CO2Me

O—primeveroee

(cf. Salicin, Fopulin and Violutin).
Monotropitin has been ByttthfisiBed {Robertson

and Waters, J.C.S. 1931, 1881). Both glycosidic
linkages are of the 0-type.

Morindin, ra.p. 245°, is an anthraquinone
glycoside found in species of Morindn, Hydro-
lysis gives glucose (2 mol.) and morindone, 1:5:6-
trihydroxy-2-methylanthraquiiiono (Simonsen,
J.C.S. 1918,113, 760).

Myricitrin, C s lH £ aO 1 £ , m.p. 200°, found in
the leaves of the Jih'us species ami in the bark
of various Myrica epeciea, is a liavonol rhum-
noside. Hydrolysis gives rhamnose and myri-
eetin, C,r,H10Og, m.p. 360°, which is 5:7:3':-4
pontafjydroxyflavonol (N ie re n stein, Ber. 1928,
61 [ti], 301 ; Hattori and Hayashi, Chem.
Zentr., 1932,1, 2043).

Myrttcolorin is identical with rutin (p. 'J'})
(A. G. IV]kin, J.C.S. 1910, 97, 1770).

Myrtiliin, C^jH^O^Cl (chloride), is an
anthocyanm oecurriuji; in wlutttlfibernea ()'«c-
cinium myrtttlus, see Ideein). Hydrolysis yields
galactose (I mol.) and myrtillidin chloride,
C ] BH,3O7Ct, the 7-methyl ether of delphinidin
chloride (v. Vol. I l l , 554dt) (Willstatter and ZoU
linger, Annalen, 1915, 408, 103; 412, 204;
Karrer and Widmer, Htlv. Chim, Acta, 1927,
10. 5).

Naringin, C?TH32O14, m.p. 171°, fo]B -M" ,
is a rliivariotie gl>\uside found in the Sowers and
fruit of Citrus dtcumanu f.Vi]!, Ber. 1885, 18,
1311). Hydrolysis gives rf-glucose, I-rhanmose
and naringenin, CisHjjOg, m.p, 248°, 5:7:4'-
trihydroxyflavanone (synthesis: K, W. and
M. Rosenmund, ^er. 1928, 61 [BJ, "608).
Naringin is liydrolyaed by an enzyme in celery
»eed to give naringenin and a disaccharido {Hall,
Chem. and Ind. 1938, 473). It is the bitter
principle of grapefruit (see also Roller, Cliom.
Zentr. 1918, II , 635; Asahina and Inubuse,

Ber. 1928,61 [B], 1514; Amtr. Chem Abstr.
1929, 23, 3475).

Nervon, CJ1(HBlO8N, m.p. 180°, [<x]D -4-3°
(pyridine) and hydroxynervon, C4SHBlO9N,
occur in brain (see Kienk and Harle, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1920, 189, 243; ChihnaU, Piper and
Williams, Biocheai. J., 193ti, 30, 100).

Nodakenirt, C-^HMOj,,H2O, m.p. 210°, [a]0

+ 57°, occurs in. Peucedanum decursivum. Hy-
drolysis gives d-glucose and nodakenetin,
c n H U ° 4 ' m-P- I 8 5 ° . WD -22° . which ia a,
coumarin derivative of unlmown constitution
(Arima, Chem. Zentr. o;929, I, 1698; ibid. II,
753; Spath and Kainrath, Ber. 1936, 69 [H],
2002).

Nucleic Acids, which are found combined
with proteins in the nucleus of plant and animal
cells, have been found to contain sugars
(especially tf-nbose). Hydrolysis yields various
fissiun products^ including purine or pyrimtdine
glycosides (e.g. adenosine, cytidine, etc.).
These are described under their own headings.

CEnin, Ca3Ha5O12Cl (chloride), is an antho-
cj'anin colouring matter of wine, occurring in
Vitig vini/era. HydrVilysis yields glucose (1
mol.) ami malvidJii chloride, C i r H l s O 7 CI,
(somctinies called oenidin or syringiditi cbloride)
which ia also obtained on hydrolysis of malvin
(p. 91), The glucose is attached to the
hydroxyl group in position 3 of malvidin chloride
(Kondo, Chem. Zentr. 1930,1,3193). (Enin has
been synthesised by Robinson {J.C.S. 1931,
2701).

Oleandrin (Folinarin). A cardiac glycoside
(«.VoLII,38e6,c).

Ononin, C?fiHs,tOB, m.p. 210°, is an ieo-
flavone glucoeide found i~ the roots of Otionts
qpiitom (Hcnimelmayr, Monatsh, 1902. 23, 144 ;
1904, 25, 555). It is the 4/-methyl ether of the
glucoside d&idzin (p. 87) {Wessely et al., ibid.
[flSl, 57, 395 ; Ber. 1933, 66 [B], 685; Monatsh,
1933,63, 201).

Orobancbin occurs in Orobanche rapmn.
Hydrolysis gives d-glucose, f-rhamnose and
eafleic acid (Bridel and Charaux, Chem Zentr
1924, II, 850).

Oroboside.m.p.2200, [«]„ -61° (pyridine), is
a ilavone glycoside present in Orobus tuberoeus
It is hydrolysed by emulsin and is therefore ajS-
glycoside, tue products being glucose and orobol,

an
Oxycoccicyanin, C 2 2H ! 3O l tCl (chloride), is
i anthocyamn present in the fruit cf Ozycoctus
acrocarpu* (American cranberries). Hydrolysis

yteld* glucose (1 m oi .) ftnd p ^ d i i / c h l o r U e
(Wtfe uifra). Ihc glucose is attached to the
tiyaroxyl group in position 3 {Grove and Robin-
son, Uiem. Zentr. 1930 u 3252 • Lew
Poatemack and Robinson, J.C.s! 1931, 271B).

Paeonin, Cj8H3BOHCI {chloride), in.p. 165°,
i aiithocyanin which occur* in the red

(Pwoma off.). Hydrolysis gives glucose
2 mol.) and pajonidin chlcrifle, C^H^O.CI,

the 3.methyl ether of cyanidin (in the tV
lormula, hydroxyl groups in positions 3, 6, 7, 4'
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—OCHg in position 3'). The glucose molecules
are attached to the hydroxyl groups in positions
3 And 5 (Nolan, Pratt and Robinson, ibi&, 1920,
1968; Robinson and Robinson, Nature, J931,
128, '413; Robinson and Todd, J.C.S. 1032,
2488; purification, Karrer and Strong, Holv.
Chim. Acts, 1936,19, 25). r

Pelargonin, C,7H31Oj5Cl. (chloride), m.p.
l?5-I80°, is an anthoeyanin pigment present in
the scarlet pelargonium, orange dahlia ami red
ccrnflower. Hydrolysis gives glucose (U'mol.)
and pclargonidin chloride, C1 5HnO f tCl. The
latter has hydroxyl groftpa in positions 3, 5, 7
and 4' in the type formula; the glucose mole-
ei-les have been shown .by Synthesis to be
attached to the hydroxyls in positions 3 and 5
(Robinson, Nature, 1 MO,1* 137, 94; Ber. IB34,
67 [A], 85). Pelargonfn is therefore the \V.r>-
dtglueoside of pclargonidin. Pelarponidin i* the
aglycone of other anthocyanins (e.g. caUutephin),

Peripiocin is a cardiae glyeosicle (v. Vol. It,
. 38(ic).

Periplocymarin is a cardiac glycosidc 4u.
Vol. II, 38«a, d).

Petunln, Ca8H36O17Ct (chloride), is an
anthocyan in oeeitrriiig in Petunia hybrida, m.p.
178°. Hydrolysis give* glucose (2 raoi.) and
petunidin chloride, C16H13O7CI, the 3'-methyl
ether of dclphinidin chloride. The sugars are
probably attached to positions 3 and 5 {liell and
Robinson, J.C.S. 1934, HS04). l ike dclphinidin,
petunidin is rapidly destroyed by shaking with
10% afjiicnus Caustic noda in the presence of
air; most other anthocy&nidina arc stable.
These two ftnthocyanidins arc also distingni
from others of the group by remaining in tin-
acid layer when partitioned between 1%
aqueous hydrochloric acid and a mixture of
cyc/ohexanol (I vol.) and toluene (5 vol.)
(Robinson et al., ibid. 1930, 793; Biocheni. J.
1931,25, 1687).

Pharbitlnic Acid, C i e H w O 1 3 , occurs in the

Bseeds ofPharbUit nil, m.p. 15(M(>2°, [a]D —47°.
Acid hydrolysis gives glucosc^rhamnoso and
ipurolic acid, C14H2gO4, 2:I(J-dihydimymyristic
acid,

CH3-[CH2VCH(OH}[CH,VCH(OH)
CH

(Asahina et al., 3. Pharm. Soe. Japan, 1919,

•

452, 821; 1922, 479, 1 ; 192o, 520, 516).
It is interesting to note that in the blossoms

of Plutrbitis nil the glycosides present are
anthnt'yamnsfpelanionin, paonin) (Kataoka. A.T

»:«!. U07).
Phloridzin. C2)H,1O1()-2H.,0. m.p. HW

iydrona, lfl°), [a]b -50° , oct-ure in the bark
root back at man; fruit trees (n\^\ p

I>i"in, fherry, and also in ltosacea. and EricactA
t«ndcl and Kramer, Cliem. Zentr. 1M2, I, 39(i)
^ o 1 " , 1 ' 1 0 I e a v c s " f KaUvia lalifolia (idr.m., ibid.
»"•«. IF, 3289). There has been much contra-
dictory evidence concerning the action of

? U ™ 2 uP° l W i d i (Modwyn-HughoB, J.
0 l ' l l l U S' 13 ' 8 0 7 = l r i H f l - l l U -

l°;•. ™™> 12, Ml), the low solubility In

ttrfaj T u k T 1 l11' i lHl"" <Jiffi<;uIfc to detect with

(critinil increment

for the hydrolysia, 22,920 g.-cal.; see Moelwyn-
Hughes, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1929, 25, 503).

)CH2CH/ )0H
\ /1—glucose

Phlorldzin.

POT synthesis, aee Fischer and Nouri, Ber-
1917, SO, till. The position and pyranose
structnre of the sugar have been proved by
methylation and hydrolysis (Miiller and Robert-
son. Chem. Zentr. 1933, II , 3288). Injected
internally in animals. pHoridzin causes gly-
cosuria; synthetic phloroglucinol-^-glucoside is
similar in itsaetiuu.

Phrenosin (eorebron), m.p. 212°, [a]D +8°
(CHCIj), \ galactoh'pm occurring in brain and
nerve material?

Phyllanthin is a cyanophoric glucoside found
in the leaves of I'hijlhtUhas gusslroemi. It is the
l̂ hiL-fjsiile of p.bydroxynmndelonitrito (cf.

in, p. 98). It is hydrolysed by emulsin
(J'inncuioro, Rejchard and Large, 1937, A., II ,

Pf?ytostero)in (Gloriosol), C3SHBaO8 , m.p.
285-290°, is a gluooaida of I'hytoaterol, a
mixture of fiterols. It occurs in the wheat
germ and in other sources (Nakarauraand Icliiba,
Chem. Zontar. 1931, I, 3015) {cf. Sitosterolin,
p. 9(ii), and Spinastcrolin, p, 96c).

Picein, Piceoside (Salinigrin, Ameliaroside,
SaHcinedn), CjjHjgO,, m.p. 194C, [olD —89°,
a glueoside in the-bark of Picea exceUa, and

discolor. It is hydrolyaed, by emulsin
and liy acids, to glucose and j>-hydroxyaceto*
phenoiie, m.p. 109° (Habatc, ibid. 1930, II, 240;
Jowett, J.C.S. 1932, 721). For synthesis, aee
iCaathner, J. \>r. Cbem. 1913, [ii], 88, 7«4.

Picrocrocin, C ] f lH26O7 , m.p. l.r)(J°, [o]D

-58°, is a lerpcne glucoside found in the Crocus
species. Hydrolysis gives d-glucose and safronal

n t* M n •

CMe2

/

ni I
CHO

Me

( y r , Ecr. 1884,17, 2228; Wmterstein, Htlv.
rliim. icta, 1822. 5, 876j I-utx, Biochem. Z.
HI30, 226, 97). The true aglucone appears to
be ],\<\n>sy-P-cyc]otiiTi\\, and during hydrolysii
a nioltfuln of water is eliminated (Kulm and
WiDtcwtein, Bcr. 1934, 67 •[»], 344). Tho
dacoeidk link i» p?obably of the ^-typc and
accounts for the low rotation. Its relation to
the carok-noid plant pigments is interesting
(c/.VoLIII,42»). .

Populin.CanH^O,. beMO?lsaliOT, m.p. 180.
rai - s ; r , is present in tho bark of various
ipedefl of poplar [m Balicln, P- »"'«)• Hydro-
lysiBgives glucoeo, beraoic acidntut Naliginin {a-
liydroxybcjizyl alrohol). Oxidntion gives ben-
soylhclit in ; tin- beoxoyl group inust therefore
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be attached to the sugar and not to the
—CHa*OH group of salidn (ef. Monotropitin,
p. 92a, and Violutin, p. 98a).

HjOH

—benzoylglucose

Ox id.

—benzoylglucose

The benzoyl group appears to be attached to
C9 on the glucose molecule (Itichtmeyer and
Yeakel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1934, 56, 2495).

Populin is not hydrolysed by emulsin, presum-
ably owing to the presence of the benzoyl group.
It has been reported that an en ay me from
Papultti moniliftra hydrolyaes ifr to salidn and
benzoie acid (Wcevers, Proe. K. Akad- Wetunsch.
Amsterdam, 1909.12, 193} and talc a -diastase to
BaEgeom and a benzoylgfricoM (Kitsato,
Biodiem. 2. 1927, 190, 109), It is hydrolysed
completely by the bacteria in cheese.

Populnfn occurs in the petals o,f Uie Indian
tulip, Thespesia populnea (Neelakantanl and
Seshadri, 1938, A., 11, 394).

Primulaverin and Primeverin, C2UH.jeO13,
are Homeric glycosides found in the roots of
Primula officinalts (Goris and Miiscre, Compt.
rend. 19lti, 149, 947; Goris and Vischniae, I.e.
1919, 169, 871). Primulaverin has m.p. 160°,
[a]D —67°, and hydrolysis by the enzyme
primeverase gives primevyuse (see Monotro-
pitin, p. 92a) and methyl 5-methoxysalieylate.
Primeverin has ni.p. 203°, [a]D —7I-6*1 and
^i on hydrolysis primeverose and methyl 4-
methuxysalicvlutc {Jones and Robertson, J.C.S.
1933, 1018).

Proscillaridin A, a cardiac glycoside (v.
Vol. II, 387«).

Prulaurasin, rf/-mandelonitrilc-/}-glueoside,
m.pA2a 1 W, \a}v -53°, is isolated from Prunru
hmrocerasus (Cahlwell and Courteuld, J.C.S.
1907, 81, 671) and is also formed by partial
hydrolysis of rmemic amygdalin (uoamygdalin)
(q.v.) by the enzyme prunase present in yeast
(cf, Prunasin and Sambunigrin; see also Fischer
and Jiergrnann, Ber. 1917,50, 1047).

Prunasrn, /-manddonitnle-)9-gluco8idc, oi.p.
148°, [n]n —27°, occurs in Prvnvs species, in
Photinia strrutala and Eremophila truutliaba
(Power and Moore, J.C.S. 1910, 97, 1099;
Fimieniore and Cox, (̂ heni. Zentr. 1933,1, 1793).
It is also formed by partial hydrolysis of
amygdalin {q.v.) by the enzyme prunase, present
in yeast and in cmulsin (from bitter almonds).
(See Fischer andTlergmann, I.e.)

Punicin, obtained fro* Punica granatum,
pearu to be idcnticul with pekrgonin {p. 93a)

^ 7 Widmer- Helv- C h i A r i

isGl^oside A, C47H74O •
Hmphuuj .ardiacglycofiidfl obtafad Bom the
leaves ot DigtatU purpuna. Enzymie hydroly.
ws gives digitoxiu and glucose, while
hydrolyafa J,)VCH glucose (1 mol.),
" mol.) and the steroid diKitoxigeobj',

m.p. 250° {Stoll and Kreis, Kelv. Chim. Acta,
1935,18, 120; v. Vol. II, 385).

Purvurea Glycoside B, C47H74O,9, is a
second amorphous cardiac glycoside obtained
by Stoll and Kreis {I.e.) from the leaves of
Digitalis purpttreu. Enzymie hydrolysis gives
gitoxin and gluiose. Acid hydrolysis gives
glucose (1 mol.),i digitoxose (3 mol.) and the
steroid gitoxigenin, C23H34O6, m.p. 235° ((/.
PurpJirea Glycoside A, above).

Quercimeritrin, C21Hs0O ia, m.p. 245°, is a.
flavonol glycoside obtained from the flowers of
Indian cotton {Gossyfiium herbaceum). Hy-
drolysis gives glucose and qr-jreetin (w. infra)
(A. G. Perkin, J.C.S. ' 909, 95, 2181). The su^ar
is attached to position 7 (Attree and Perkin,
ibid. 1927, 234).

iso-Quercimeritrin is a flavonol glycoside
which accompanies quercimeritrin in Indian,
cotton flowers. It is the 3-£-glueoside of quer-
cctin (Attree and Perkin, I.e.),

Quercitrin, C»,HaoOn . m.p. 176°, is
fkvonol glycoside found in oak bark {Quercus
lincloria), which is still used, after drying and
grinding, as a dye for silk and wool. It occurs
also in the horse-chestnut and in tea. Hydrolysis "
gives rhamnose and quercetin, C]6H10O7,
5:7:3':4'-tetrahydroxyflavonoI, m.p. 314° (Asa-
hina, Nakagame and Inubuse, Ber. 1929, 62 [B],
3010; J. pr. Chem. 1923, [iij, 106, I). Complete
methyl at ion of quercitrin by diazom ethane,
followed l>y hydrolysis of the sugar group, gives
fi:7:3':4'-tetramethylflavcnol; the sugar is there-
fore attached in position 3 (Attree and Perkin,

Quillaia-Saponin, C35H58O,,,, m.p. 207°,
found in Qvillaia saponaria, is of thehetferin type
(JJ. 6M) (Kuzicka et al., Helv. Chim. Acta, 1932,
15, 431). Hydrolysis yields glucuronic acid and
quillivia sapogenin, CiflH46Os, m.p. 294°
(Windaus, Chem. Zentr. 1926, If 1815; Z.
physiol. Chem. 192C, 160, 301).

Rhamnazin, C23H22O,j, IB a flavanol gly-
oodde occurring with xunthorliamnin (p. 9Sa)
in berries of the Rkanmua type. Hydrolysis
gives glucose and rhanma/.ctin. Ci7H,4O7, 7:3'-
dimcthyli]uereetin, m.p. 215° {see Quercitrin)
(Perkin and Martin, Chem. Zentr. 1897, 11, 313 ;
Perkin and Allison, ibid. 1900, II, 1243).

Rhamntcoside occurs in ithmnmts mihurlici.
It in a, primeveroaide {see Primulaverin) of

and Charanx, Compt. read, 1026, 180, 1047,
1219; Ann. Chim. 1925, [xj, 4, 79).

Robinin (robinoside), C?3H4(,O1B, m.p. 197°,
is a flavonol glycoside from the flowers of
Robinia pseud-acacia, in which acaciin {q.v.) also
occurs,"and in Viaca minor. Hydrolysis yields
galactose (1 mol.), rhamnoso (2 mol.) and
ka^mpferol (p. 90d), The sugars are present
us a trisaccharirle, robinose (Charaux, Bull. Soc.
Chim. bioL 1926, 8, 915; Chem. Zentr. 1932, I,
1908). Hydrolysis of robinin by enzymes gives
ksempferoi aisd robinose. Other workers have
isolated kmupferol t-rbaianorid< nitd a disac-
irharide, robinobiosc, .which i« t-rhiunnO«ido-d-
KalaotoM (Zemplcn and Gereca, Ber. 1935, 68,
[Bl 2054).

Ruberythrlc Acid, C(SH3BO1S, m.p. 258-
260°, the aiithraquinone gtycoside, is 2-/3-prime
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^Jones and Robertson, J.C.S.
193$, 1167; Richier, ibid. 1936, 1701). It
occurs in Ritbia (inntoram, •

Rutin (Sophorih, Osyritrin, Viola-quercitrin)
is a fl'avonol gtycoside found in Jiuta grareolms
and other plants; on hydrolysis it yields glucose,
rharanose and quercetin (p. J94c). The sugars
are combined in the form of-a biosc, rutinose
(obtained by enzymic hydrolysis), attached to
the 3-hydraxyl group in quercetin. Rutinose
is jS4-rhamnosido-6-rf-glucose (Zemplcn
Gereee, Ber. 1936, 68 [B], 1318). (See also
Attree and Perkin, J.C.S* 1927, 234.)

Sakuranin, Ca2H;>,O10, m.p. 212°, [a]^
— 106°, is a flavanont.* gl^coside found in the
bark of the Japanese cherry {1'nttiua ysdcensit).
Its constitution ia not yet\nown ; the aglycone
is sakuranetin, 7-methylnaringcnin (p. 926)
(Shinoda and Sato, Amer. Cheui. .Abstr. 1928,
22, 2947; 1929,23,2956).

Salicrh, C ! : !H ] 8O., m.p. 201°, [a]D -<i2-5°,
is found in willow bark (Snliz helix) and other
species of milix. Hydrolysis yields glucose awl
saligenin, o-hydroxybenzyl alcohol, m.p. 8(ia;
salicin is o.hvdroxybcniSVi-^-glucoaide (Piria,
Ann. Chim. Pharm. 1845/56, 35). Its benzoyl
derivative, popufin, occurs naturally (cf. also
Monotropitiu and Violulin). It is hydrolysed
by emulsin and also by a specific enzyme,

, ealicaao, found in the leaves and twigs of willows

H,OH

O—glucose

{Sigmund, Monatsh. »09 , 30, 77). Salicin ha*
long been used medicinally for fever and for
rheumatism. The enzymic fission of saliciu
iu heavy water has been studied by Stcacic
(Z. physikal. Chem. 193">, B, 28, 230). The rate
of hydrolysis by acid has been measured by
Moelwyn-Hughes (Trans, Faraday Soc. 1929,
25, 503).

Salicinerin, see Picein (p.98o),
Salinigrin, see Picein (p. 93d).
Salireposide, C^H^O, , , m.p. anhyd. 200°,

t«]p —30'78", occurs in salix species. Hydro-
lysis gives d-glucose, benzoic acid and salircpol,
CTH8O3, probably 2:5-dihvdroxyber?zyl alcuho!
(Watties, Bull. Sou. Chim.* biol. 1931, 13, 658;
cf. Rabate, ibid,, 1935,17, 314).

Saivianin, we Moaarohain.
Sambucin in an anthoeyjuiin occurring in

elderberries (Sambucus nigra) ami i.s apparent])
identical with chrysanthemin {q.v.) (Nolan anil
Casey, Amer. (fliem. Abstr. 1932, 26, 497).

Sambuni^rin, J-mandelonitrilu - 0 - gtacoaide,
occurs in the leaves of Samhucus nigra (common
elder) and Acacia glaucestnx (Bourquelot and
Danjou, Compt. rend. 1905, 141, 598; Finne-
more and Cox, Chem. Zentr. l<>30, I, 1806)

,. related compound, I-mandclonitrile-j3
^ ™ ^ s i d o {cf. Amygdalin), has not been

" re (c/. Prunasin and Prulaurasin)
«1 Bcrgnmnn, Bcr. 1917,50, 1047.

Jus.Saponin is found in Sapindu*
'"• (Wkttenteda and Meyer, Chem

I. 1582; Kitsato and Sone, ibid.

J-, U, 1787). It is of the hedurin typo (q.v.).

g

J 2

*Saponarin, Cj5iHMO12,2HaO, m.p. 236°, is a
lavonol glycoside occurring in the soap plant
Sapcmana off.). Hydrolysis gives glucose and
vitcxin, C I 5HHOn, m.p. 260°, 6:7:4'-trihydroxy
2:3:6:7-tetrahydro'flavonol (Barger, Ber. 1902,
35, 1290; J.C.S. 1900,89,1210),

Sarmentocymarin . A cardiac glycoside (v.
V6L II, ZStib). {Sec also Tsche3i-he and Bohle,
B«. 11)36, 69 {El, 2497.)

Sarsaponin (PariUin) is a saponin isolated
from thy Mexican saraaparilla root. Radix
sarsajparillse. (Jacobs and Simpson, J. Biol.
Chem. 1934,105, 601). The probable molecular
formula of sarsaponin ia C4 6H,4Oi7 . Hy-
drolysis gives glucose (2 mol.), rhamnose (1
mol.) and a sterol, Sarsapagenin (parigenin),
C2jH<4O3, m.p. 199°. The laat appears to
differ from tigogenin («ee Tigonin) only in
the iis-trans relationship of the ring systems,
but the structure is not yet definitely proved
(see Simpson «nd Jacobs, J. Biol. Chem. 1935,
109, ^73; 1935,110,565; Askew, Farmer and
Kon, J.C.S. 1936, 1399; Farmer and K.on,
ibid. 1937, 414).

Scillaren A and B. Cardiac glycosidefl («.
Vol. II, 387«).

Scopolin, CooH^On, m.p. 218°, occurs, with
metUjl oichoriin, in Scopolia japoniui. Hy-
drolysis gives glucose (1 mol.) and Scopoleltn ti-
methoxy-7-hydroxy-coumarin (Seka and Kallir,
Ber. 1931, 64, 909; Head and Robertson, Chem.
Zentr. 1931, II, 851). The glucose is attached
to position 7 (Merz, 1933. A.-, 72).

MeO

O
Scopolettn.

Scutellarin, C?1H1SO1£, m.p. above 310*,
is a flavone glycoside occurring in the leaves of
Scutdtaria batcahnsts and in the flowers of
ticulrilaria uUisxima. Hydrolysis gives glu-
curonie acid and Scutellarein, 4'-hydroxy$aiea-
lein. This is of interest in that haicalein occurs
in the roots of Sculelluria baieakn&is, joined to
glucuronic acid (me Baiculin) (Robinson and
Schwarzenbach, J.C.S. 1930, 822). Scutellarin
is hydrolysed by baiealinase (Miwa, Amer.
Chem. Abstr. 1932, 26, 4349).

Serotrin, CnlHaoOu,3HzO, has been de-
scribed bv lJi>\vi-r and Moore (J.C.S. 1910, 97,
1090) as a flavonol glycoaidc present in Prumts
eerotina (wild black cherry). Hydrolysis yields
glucose and quercetin.

Stnalbin, C!)DH<12OisSEN1,5H2O, m.p. 84°
(anhyd. 140°), [a]n - 8 ° , is a mustard-oil gluco-
side occurring iu white mustard seed (Sinapit
alia; cf. Sinjgrin from Sinapii nigra). Hydro-
lysis by the enzyme "in yroainase gives rf*glueose,
sinalbin mustard-oil (j>-bydroxybenxyl t«o-
thiocyanate) and sinapin hydrogen sulphate.
Sinapin is an ester of choline and sinapic acid.

• I
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(Gadamer, Ber. 1897, 30, 2327). Sinalbin and
einigrin appear to be 0-glucosides {Schneider
Fischer and Specht, Ber. 1930, 63 |Bj, 2787).

Sinigrin, C J U H ^ O O S J N K . H J O , m-p. 127
(anhyd. 132°), [a]D -18°, is a mustard-oi
glucoside found in black mustard seed (Sinapi
nigra) and in Cochlearia armoracia. It is
hydrolysed by baryta or by an accompanying
enzyme, myrosinase (and by no other kiiowi
enzyme) to d-glucose, allyl isothiocyanato anc
potassium hydrogen sulphate (Ilerissey anc
Boivin, Bull. Soc. Chem. biol. 1927, 9, 947).

M.^S—glucose
N C < •+

CH2:CH-CH,5-NCS+KHSCVHglucose

The sulphur appears to have replaccd,the oxygen
in the glucosidic hydroxyl group, as thioglucosc
is obtained by treatment with potassium
metttaride (Schneider and Clibben, Ber. 1914,47,
2218, 2225). The glucosidic linkage is probably
of the jS-type {see Schneider et al., Natunviss,
1930, 18, 133; Ber. 1930, 63 [BJ, 2787). Most
mustard oils cause local inflammation of the skin
and irritation of the mucoua membrane. In-
ternally, the effect is to stimulate the secretions
and in larger doses to excite and finally paralyse
the central nervous system.

Sitosterolin (Ipuranol), Ca6HBBOs, BL
300-305° found in various plant sources,
notably in olive bark, in Ipomosa purpurea, etc
It is a glucosidc of sitosterol, an ill-defined mix-
ture of sterolu (see Anderson and Shrincr, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1920, 48, 2970, 2987). (C/.
also PhytostcroKn and Spiuasterolin; see
alto Bernstein and Wallis, J. Org. Chem. 1937,
2, 341).

Skimmin, C iaH16OB,HaO, m.p. 210°, is a
coumarin giycoside from Stimmia japotiica.
Hydrolyaia yields tf-glucose and Skinimetin
(umbeliiferone), CSH6O3, 7-hydroxy-coumarin,
m.p.J*224° (Eijkmau, Rec. trav. chim. 1884, 3,
204).

CH

glucose

CH

CO

Skimmin.

Umbelliferone occurs widely in species of the
VmMliferx.

Solanine ia the name given to a group of
glycosidea derived from plant* of the Solatium
genus. They are interesting in that they con-
tain nitrogen and form a link between the
nlkaluids and the ftaponinn. The best character-
isedisxohnmv-t. C i ( H n O I 4 N , from the sprouts
QfSeianum tuSerotum (potato); the aglvcone
•wlanidinc is also present (Oddo and Caronna,
Ber. 19M, 67 [M], 448). Hydrolysiy gives
l (i nW|.), ^aUctoae {1 moLL ziuJaam

LVand solaiudin^ C ! 7H«ON. The but
ppears to have » structure differing in the side

chain from dioleaterol. PiwttoSk] tormvim
have been suggested (Soltys and WaUenfcU., ibid.
' JU14

hav<

193C, 69 [B], 811; Clemo, ILirgan and Raper,
J.C.S. 1936, 1299).

SoL.nocapsine occurs in the leaves of
Solarium pseudocapsicum (Banger and Fraenkel-
Conrat, J.C.S. 1930, 1537). It is of the Bolaoiiu
type (q.v,).

Sophonn has been shown to be identical
with rutin (p. a'ja} (Jlculen, Rec. trav. chim.
1923, 42, 380).

a-Sorinin, C24H2sOM, m.p. 150', is found in
the bark of Ithamnun japouica (Nikuui, 1938, A.,
II, 173). Hydrolysis yields primeverose (see
Primulaverin) and a-swigenin, C,3H10O6, m.p.
227-229°.

Spinasterolhi, ( ^ H 5 S O ^ n t , p . 280°, is a
glucoside of Bpinasterol, a stcrol of unknown
structure (Heyl and i^arscit, Chem. Zentr. 11)34,
II, 447; Simpson, J.C.S. 1937, 730).

£-Stroph£nthin-£. A cardiac glycosiiie (v.
Vol. UF 3S5?J). "

Syringaic-Acid Glucoside, C i aH i 0O l u , m.ji.
225°, [a]D -18°, occurs in liobima pnaud-acacia.
E\vringaic acid is 3:5-diinethy)gallic ncid (gee
Syringin) (Fischer and Bergmann, Ber. 1918, 61,
1804).

Syringin, C1 7HMCyHaO, m.p. 191-192°,
[a]D —17°, is found in the bark of Syiutya
vulgaris, Ligitslrum vuigare and in jasmin.
Hydrolysis by emulsin gives glucose and
svringcuin, methoxy coniferin («. \'ol. Ill,
324).

Mc-O

—glucose

iOMe

H:CHCH2OH
Syringin.

Oxidation gives ayringaic acid {see abt>-
Syringin has been syutliesiscd (l'auly and Strass-
bei-ger, Ber. 1929, 62 [B], 2277). The acid
corresponding 'to syringcuiu occurs in sinalbin
(v. supra).

Tagetes patula (African marigold) contains
a glucosidc which on hydrolysis yields glucose
and quercetagetin (5:G:8:3':4'-pentahydioxyfla-
vauol (cf. gossypctin from gossypitrin, Vol. I l l ,
406c) (A. G. Perkin, J.C.S. 1913, 103, 209).

Tannin, Chine:-e, is obtained from lihua
scmialatd. It is probably not homogeneous.
Hydrolysis gives gallic acid (9-10 mol.) and
i-glnooae (1 mol.). No cllagic acid haa been
:ound (c/. Tunnin, Turkish).

Tannin, Turkish, [o]n c. +5°, gives on
lydrolvsis gallic tdd {?> moL) o;id 3-glucose
1 mol.). It is prububly not homogeneous.

A small atiioiiut of ellagic acid is also obtained
on hydrolysis (see Fischer and KreudenIK^IU,
Jor. 19U, 47, 2485 ; Karnr, Widmur and Staub,
\utialcn. liL'2, 433, 288). Kllagie acid also
occurs, joined to (/-glucose, in Knoppmi-tannin.

Tectoridin (Shckuniu), C i ; ,H2l !On . m.p.
258°, [Q],, —29°, ia an unSavane glueoside found
n the rnisonuM of Iris factor am and Bttamcamla

chinenais. Hydrolysis gives ̂  -ulii- ".«• and teetori-
^iiiin, C^H'uO,! m.p. 227°, 5:7:4'-trihydroxy-
U-methoxytstitlavont; {'/. I rid in) (Asuliina, Shi-
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J. Pharm. Soc. Japan, 1928,
48, 1087; Mannich and Schumann, A. 1937, II,
276. «

Tetrarin, C a iH 3 sO 1 2 , m.p. 205°, occurs in
Chinese rhubarb («. /J-Gliwoaido-Gallic Acid).
Hydrolysis gives d-gtucose, cinnamie acid, gallic
acid and rheosmin, C I 0 HyO J r m.p. 79-5°, of
unknown constitution {Guwn, Chem.
19031 722),1903,1, 722).

Thevetin, C43HeBO18 t ia a cardiac glycoaide
found in the seeds of Thevitta neriifoli& (" be-
still nuts") . Hydrolysis appears to give
glucose (2 moL) and cigjtdose (1 mol.), and a
eterol, thevetigetun, CjgH^O^, known only as
the anhydro-compound. m?p. 218-220° (see
Tschesdie, Ber. 1936, M[B], 2368).

Thymidine is a pyrtmidine nueleoside, ob-
tained by hydrolysis of nucleic acids. It is 3-
thymine deoxy-5-ribofuranoside^ (thymine is
2:4-dihydroxy-5-uiethylpyrimiaine). Other de-
oxyriBbse nucleosidea are known (see Deoxyade*
nosine) {Levene and Tipson, Science, 1935,
81,98).

Tigonin is one of the several aaponins wBidi
occur with cardiac glyftisides in the leaves of
Digitalis purpurea. The aglycone was isolated
from this source by Jacobs and Fleck (J. Biol.
Chem. 1930, 88, 545). The separation of the
giycoside itself from the saponins with which
it occurs (digitonin, gitonin, etc.) is very
difficult; it is therefore fortunate that the only
aaponin in the leaves of D. ianata is tigonin, and
purification ia effected by means of its cholesterol
addition product (Tscheache, Ber. 1936, 69 [BJ,
1605). TKgonin has probably the molecular
formula C5 eHMOS 7 , m.p. 260°. Hydrolysis
yields glucose • (2 etuol.), gakctoae (2 tad.),
xylose (I inol.Jandasterol,Ugogenin, C;,H4 4O3 ,
m.p. 204°. The last compound has been
assigned a structure closely similar to that of
digitonin (p. 87), but having no hydroxyl group.-*
in positions 2 and 0 (sec Taehesehe, I.e.). It may
be noted that one hydroxyl group {on C3) only
ia present and the position Qf attachment of the
sugar residues is therefore established.

Toringin, C s lH 1 0O 9 , ia a flavone giycoside,
m.p. 240°, isolated from Pyrud toringo. Hydrolysis
gives glucose (1 mol.) and ehrysin, C,BH10O4,
G:7-dinydroxyflavonc, m.p. 275°, which occurs
in the buds of several varieties of popUr
(Piecard, Ber. 1873, 6, 884; Emilewicz, Kosta-
necki and Tambor, ibid.+fim, 32, 2448; Kosta-
necki and Lampe, ibid. 1904, 37. 31117).

Typha-Glucostde, C ^ H ^ O ^ , is a flavonol
glticfwide found in Tyjrfui angiwtala and in the
Indian dye Asbarg (?.«.). Hydrolysis gives
glucose and feorhamnetin, C i eH l i tO 7 , 3'-methyl-
quercotin^ m.p. 307° (Fukuda, CIMMH. Zentr.
1828, I, 2100).

Urechitin, Urechitoxin. CrirstJilliiif-cardiac
glycosides («. Vol. I I , 3fi7c).

UrwJIne ia a pyrimidine glycoaide {c/.
< 'vtidine) formed by hydrolysis of yeast-nucleic
add. It is 3-uraeil.d.ribofurauoside. In the
midcic acid, phoKphoric acid ia esterified in

>;i'.'N 3 of Mi- -ii-i(r. Pyrimidina glycoaides
ara in general much more resistant to hydrolysis
than purine glyi-osides (e.g. adenoeina) an<
frequently necessary to hydrogenate before
liyliolyais to obtain tho sugar unchanged

>(Levene and Tipson, J. Biol. Chem. 1934, 104,
385; 105, 419).

UriUlne.

Uzarin. A cardiac glycoside tv. Vol.
S8&2).

Vaccinln, C 1 3H l 8O 7 , [ a ^ +48°, is obtained
as a syrup from whortleberries { Vatcinium tnlia-
idesa). It is probably 6-benzoylglucoae (Brigl
and Zerrweck, Z. physio). Chem. 1934, 229,
117); the bcnzoyl gronp is not in position 1,
as vaccinin is reducing and forms a phenyl-
hydrazone, but no osazone. Thus vaceinin is
strictly not a glucoside, but an ester of glucose.

Verbenaloside(verbenaIin),C1THs i01(), m.p.
180°, [a]0 -181°, was first isolated from tho
flowers of Verbena off. (Bonrdier, A. 1908, i,
197). Hydrolysis by emulsin or by dilute acid
yields glucose and verbenalol, C y H ^ O s , m.p.
H0-5°, [a]a —29°, the structure of which is not
yet known (ace Cheymol, Bull. Soc. ohim. 1938,
[ v l 5 ( 633).

Vlcianin, C1 0Ha 6O I 0N, m.p. 147-148°, [ofo
—21°, is a cyanophoric glj'co«ide found in the
seeds of wild vetch (Vicia angustifolia). It is
accompanied by an enzyme, vicianase, by which
it is hydrolysed to vicianose (a disaccharide),
bensaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide. Vicianose
ia hydrolysed by acids and by emulsin to d-
glucoae and f-ara bino.se, and has been shown to
be fi-(^4-arabinc6ido)-rf-gtu«o8e (HeU'erich and
Brederick, Annalen, 1928, 465, 16ti). Vicianin
is therefore analogous to amygdalin {q.v.)t one
molecule of cl-glucose being replaced by I-
arabinose.

o HICN)O

o 1
OHH OH

OMH H

C-C-CH.-CU.LC-C

H^OHOH
I

H H OH H

Vlrinnln
Y.-.itnui

. .

Viciwnose occurs also in the glyco.sides Violuto-
side and Gein (q.g.v.).

Vicine, C1 0H l gN4OT , is 2:5-diarajno-4:6-
dioxyjiyrimidine glucoside, isolated from vetch
seeds (together with convicine, p. 86**) by
Ritthausen (J. JT. Chem. 1870, fii]. 2, 333).
The structure below has been assigned by

N CO

H.N-C CH-NH,
1 \ /

d -gluco

Levene (J. Biol. Chem. 19?4, 18f 305. Set aho
ibid. 1916, 25, H07; Heri&soy and Chcymol,

mpt. rend. 1930, 191, 387; Bull. Soc. Chim.
biol 1931,13,20; Fisher and Johnson, J. Amer.

.Soc. 1932,54.2038).
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Violanin.
anthocvanin

C3eH3TOlaCI (chloride),
present in Viola tricolor.

is aif
Hy-

t
drolysis yields glucose (I mol.), rhamnose (I .
2>-hydroxycinnaraic acid and delphinidin chloride
(see'Delphinin). The sugars appear to t» present
as glucosido-rhamnose, attached to position 3
in delphinidin (WiUstatter and Weil, Annalen,
1916 412, 178; Karrer and Bunz, Helv. Chim.
Acta, 1933,16. 287).

Violacjiiercitrin is identical with rntin
(p. 95a )'(A. G. Perkin. J.C.S. 19.10,97, 1776).

Violutin {Violutoside), m.p. 169°. [a]p -35°,
is found in Viola eornula. Hydrolysis gives
glucose, arabinose and methyl silieylate (Ficaxd,

nipt rend. 1926, 182, I UiT). The arabinose
anil glucose are present as the disacrharide

moose* r>-(j3-/-arabinosido)-rf-glucose, which
i;< found also in vicianin mid gein (Robertson
and Waters, J.C.S. 1032, 2770). The structure
is therefore:

O
CO.Mt OHH OHJ [ OHH H

0 CH- C - C - C - C - C H . - O - C - C - C - C - C H ,

I I I
H OHH M

A OHOH

Untlnt

(r/. Monotropitin, Populin and Salicin). Violutin
has been Bynthesised from methyl salicylate '?:3:
4-triacetyl-^-glueoside and triacetyl-arabinosy)
bromide (Robertson and Waters, I.e.). Both
dyooaidic linkages appear to be of the /9-typc.
J • is hydrolysed by cmulsin.

Xanthorhamriin, C3 4H4 ,O3 l , is found in

I
berries of the Rhamnua type, which are used for
dyeing as " yellow berries " or " Avignon
berries." It is a Uavonol gtycoside, giving on
hydrolysis by the enzyme rhSmninnse (present
in the plant), rhamninpBe (a trincchariae) and
rhnmnetin. Rhanminosc is hydrolysed by
acids to galactose (] baol.)andrnamno8e(2 mol.)
(c/. robinose from robinin). Rhamnetin is 7-
mcthylcjucreetin {ws Quercitrin) and the sugar
residue is attached to position 3 in the glycosule
(Tanret, Bull. Soc. chim. 1899, [iii], 21, 1073;
Kobim*>n and Robinson, Bioehem. J. 1933, 27,
206):

Xanthosine is a purinc nndeoside, probably
xantfaine-9-ribofnranoeide (we (iuliand. Holiday
and .Macrae. .I.C.fS. 1934, 1639), Xamhinc is
2: 6-dioxypurine.

Zierin. m.p. 166°, [a]D -29-50, is a cyano-
phone glueoside, found in the flowering' tops
of Zieria Isemgata. It appears to be the glticoside
(if ift-hydioxynumdelonitrile. It is hydrolysed

einiilaiu to glucoee, hydrogen cynnide'and
w-hydrosybonzaldehyde (Finnemore and Cooner
A., 1937, II, 136) (c/. PhyUanthin).

G. T y
G L Y C Y M E R t N . AcrystaUine iipochrome,

!»•])• W ited from the foot of the,
caoUaso Pmtuntudue gtycytveris. I t s formula
has not been determined but it has been tdenti*
fied as a carotonokl l>y i ption Bpeotnun,
and colour teaetiona with so lphanc a d d (Lederer,

i'pt. rend , 1 . 1M3,118,1015; I
;mr| Lederer, BuD tint, b k i 1934,16,105)

1. IL H. and P.
GLYCYRRHETIN, glyeyrrhetio and,

C3jH4 SO. t the aj;Iucone of ghvyrrlluin. Tli.-
latter consists ufthe potassium and calcium salts

of glycyrrhizic acid, C^Hj^O^ . present to the
extent of about fi-7% in liquorice root, Aeeor'l
Ing to Vosa, Klein and Saner (Ber. 1937, 70 [K],
122) the glycuronic acid obtained by hydrolysing
glycyrrbizic acid with boiling dilute sulphuric
acid is of a novel type. For the extraction of
liquorice and its uses, see Houseman and Laccy
(Ind. Eng. Chem..J929, 21, 9Iii) and for deter-
mination of glycyrrhizic acid, Eder and Sad:
(Pharm. Acta Helv. 19211,4, 23).

G L » O X A L , O H C C H O , prepared by the
oxidation with nitric acid of alcohol (Debus,
Annalen, 1856, 100, 5; H857, 102, 20), of acet-
aldehvde and of paraldehyde (Ljubavin, J. Rnss.
Phys. Chem. Soc. 1876, 7, 249; 1881, 13. 49Bj
Ber. 1877, 10, 1366; de Forcrand, Bull. Soc.
(•him. 1884, [ii], 41, 24~2f. It is prepared ctimmer-
dally by the oxidation of acetylene witii ozone
(Wohl ami Brjiunig, G.P. 324202; B.P. 1573*25)).

Prepared by any of these methods the glyoxal
is present in solution in a polymerised form,
paraglyoxal ( C J H £ O 2 ) J ; a Irimeride (C2H2O2)3,
is nlso known.

The monomeric glyoxal, C J H 2 O J , is obtained
by distilling the paragiyoxal either alone or in
tho presence of phosphorus pentoxide (Tcmme,
Ber. 1007, 40, lii'l). If ("nils yellow prisms or
crystalline spangles which become colourless on
cooling and melt at 15° to a yellow liquid having
b.p, 517770 mm., d*° 1-14, and u^ 1-382K.
It undergoes the Cannizzaro reaction with
alkalis forming glycollie acid.

The phenylosazotte, C aH,(N 2H Ph).,, m.p.
175°, is crystalline (Fischer, ibid. 1884.17, 575;
Ciamician and Silber, ibid. 1013.46, I06I).

Glyoximi, HON:CH-CH:NOH, crystaIlises
with iHjO and has nip, 178° (Hantzsch and
Wild, Annalen, 1896, 289, 293).

Olyoxaline, iminazoh {vide infra).

Quhioxaline

N:CH

is formed by the condensation of glyoxal •with
o-phenyltnediamtne.

GLYOXALINES. Glyosaline.theBiraplest
member of this scries was obtained as long «K°
as 1856 by Ibe action of ammonia on glyoxal.

CH-
i

CH
iCH-NH7

J

•xnllnc.

The rea,etion was -orrectly interpreted by
Kadziflzewski in 188:. and to-day the action of
ammonia on a-diketoneB and aldehydes is tho
standard method of preparing glyoxalines:

RCO
I +CNH,+ R"CHO

R'CO

RC N
,CR"

R ' C - N H /

The reaction is usually carried out in
nlcoholic, or preferably arctic aeul, solution (•



)avidson, Weiss'" and Jelling, J. Org. Chem.
J;i:i7. 2, 819). Under the latter conditions the
yields are frequently theoretical. The reaction
is quite general as the dikctone may bo aliphatic,
or aromatic (t.<j. di&cetyi, phenantiuac|uinonc)
and a variety of aliphatic and aromatic aldchydea
have boen used. In some instances one or the
other component maybe omitted, the action of
atumonia on the component used producing
intermediates of equivalent value. Thus, in the
production of the simplest glyoxaline, part of the
glyox al 13 converted into formic acid and
formaldehyde, the latter providing Ca of the
imidazole ring. ; Again in the production of
lophine (2:4:5-triphenyI/jJyoxaline) ammonia
may bo allowed to react with benzaldehyde,
benzoin, beiml or any Iwo of these. With
Ixjiixaldehyde, hydrobenzamide and the isomeric
amarine arc intermediates: *

•

n fission of the ring wi
iamines:

;H—NH

\
, C H C e H 5

CdH6-CH N

H y dm 1 icn gi i iiulc,

C0H f i—C—NHV

C6H5-C-NH/
Amarinc.

Finally, in the general reaction even the am
nionia. may be replaced by a primary a mine
when one carbon atom of the online enters the
glyoxaliafi ring:

<!«,«

Glyoxalines are obtained by the interaction of
anmlincs and a-halogenoketoiies or tbeir equi
valents :

CftHsCO NH

CflHsC—NH

C-C.H,

C-C.H,

valer

Glyoxalines arc weak bases which font
quaternary salts from which N-alkylglyoxaline
may be obtained. like analogous pyrrolea and
pyridin.es those iminazolos which contain a free
hydrogen atom in the 2-position will snffe
rearrangement on heating, tlie alkyl group
ing migrating to the adjacent carbon atom. (it
the other hand glyoxsdities containing a free
imino-grmip form metal, particularly silver
aaltfl. Free imino orronpa can with care b
acylated, but the aoyj groups an removed wit
easo; occasionally attempted aoylatioa reauli

an of diaeyi

^ C H + 2C.H.COCI + 2NaOH

CH-NHCO-C,H5
+ HCOSH f2NaCI

) -NHCOC 0 H 5

The glyoxaline ring is abnormally stable to
xidation and reduction; dihydrogiyoxalines

are usually readily oxidised to glyoxalines, and in
many cases where aryl groups are present tiiia
•xidation, effected with alkaline hypochlorite or
lydrogen peroxide, is cheinilumines<<nt.

A number of alkoxyiminazoles, particularly
aromatic representatives, have been proposed
for use as local anesthetics (c/. U.S.P. 2005538)
whilst other glyoxalines with long-chain aliphatic
groups in the ^-position are of value as wetting-
out agents in detergents, etc. (B.P. 4392l>],
479491).

The glyoxab'no ring ia represented in nature
ay histidine, and the Pilocarpue (jaborandi) alka-
oids, etc.

GLYOXYLIC ACID, CHOCOOH, dis-
covtsed by Debus (Ann. Chim, Phys, 1857, [iii],
49, 216); its constitution was discussed by
Debus, Perkin and Odling (Ben 1871, 4, G9;
1875, 8,188) and by Otto and Troger [ibid. 1892,
25, 34*25; «ee also Debus, J.C.S. 1904, 85,
1383; Annalen, 1905, 338, 332); occurs in un-
ripe fruit such as grapes, apples, gooseberries,
currants, etc. (Brunncr and Ciiuard, Ber. 1880,
19, 595), in young beet-roots (Lippraann, ibid.
L891, 24,3305) ano?in the animal body, especially
in the urine (Hofbauer, Z. physiol. Chem. 1907,
52, 425; Granstrom, Beitr. Chem. Physiol.
Path. 1908, 11, 138; L. Pineussen in Oppen-
hcimer's Handbook, " The Biochemistry of Man
and Animals," 2nd ed.. Vol. V, 1925, p. 579).

The acid is formed by slow oxidation of ethyl
alcohol and poly hydros v alcohols with HNO 3

(Debus, Annalen, 1856, 100, 2; 1857, 1(1(3, 28;
1S59, 110, 319; Bottinger, Arch. Pbarra. 1894,
232, 65); by oxidation of AcOH with HjC^or
air (Hopkins and Cole, Proc. Roy. Soc, 1001, 68,
21 ; Giacomello and Mascaiello, Gazzetta, 1934,
64, 908); by the reaction of H^Oj+FeSO^
with glycocoil, creatinc, crcatiiime, glycollic
acid, sarcosine and hippuric acid {Dak'iri. .J.
Biol. Chem. 190fi, 1, 271); by heating ethyl
dichloroacetatc with water at 120° (Fischer and
Geuther, Jahresber. 1864, 17, 272); by boiling
silver diehloro- or dibromn-ai-tKate with water
(Perkin, J.C.S. 1877,32, 90; Debus, J.OS. 1866,
19, 18; Beckurts and Otto, Ber. 1881,14, 581);
by many hours' boiling of potassium diacetoxy-
acetate with much water (Woebner, AnnUen,
1900, 311, 130); by reduction of oxalic acid
with potassium/sodium amalgam or Zn |- H a SO 4

fChurch, J.C.S. 1863, 16, 30); Hoyal Baking
Powder Co. Frdl. fxiij, 007) j by tho electrolytic
reduction of oxalic aoid, tta^estan or its amiit't
in sulpliuric acid (Tiifel and Friedrichs, Ber.
1904, 37. 31W ; Woh] and Lange, ibid. 1908, 41,
3614 j Mobiwdaak, Z. Klektrocliem. 1926, 32,
434; Hatcher and rlolden, Trans. Roy. Soc.
Canada, 1925, [iii], 19, III, 11); by degradation
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of purines (iSchevin and Brunei, Compt. renil.
1937, 205, 294; Mourot, ibid. 1938, 207, 407);
as an intermediate product in the deamination
of glycine (H. Barrenscheen and Danzer, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1933, 220, 57 ; A bderhulden. and
Baertich, Fermentforseh, 1937, 15, 342); by
the activation of oxalic acid (ychrtier, Ber. 1936,
69 [BJ, 2037; Weber and ReSek, Ber. 1937,
70 [B], 407); and by the action of moulds on
<AcO)aCa and AcONa (Bernhauer and
Scheuer, Biochem. Z. 1932, 258, 11).

Glyoxylie acid may be prepared by heating
1 part dibromoucetic acid with 8-10 parts water
for 24 hours at 140° (Grimaux, Compt, rend.
1876,78,63; Cramer, Ber. 1892, 36, 714). For
preparation of the anhydrous acid, see Talvitie,
Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1936, 30, 434.

The acid is manujaclured from sodium chloro-
acetate (Mugdan and Wiminer, G.P. 672481);

Physical Properties.—Glyoxylie acid is a viscid
syfup with a suffocating smell; it. crystallises by
long standing above H2SO4 forming rhombic
priams of composition

C j H ^ or (HO)aHCCOOH

(Perkin, Ber. 1875, 8, 188; Debus, J.C.S. 1904,
85, 1390; Bottinger, Areh. Pharm. 1894, 232,
88), extremely hygroscopic and easily sciuble
in water (Debus, Annalen, 1856, 100, 11),
Electrolytic dissociation const. k3!i=0'lrl£X 10~*
(Ostwald, Z. physikal. Chem. 1889, 3, 188).
For quantitative electrolytic oxidation of
glyoxylie acid, see A. Talvitie, Ann. Acad. StiL
Pennies, l(J3o", A, 4S, No. 6, 32.

Ckzmieal Properties.—Decomposes on heating
above its melting-point tirat into giycollie acid,
oxalic acid and water vapour (Debus, J.C.S.
1904, 85, 1391). It is a tautomeric substance;
it exhibits aldehydic pro [jetties in condensing
with hydroxylannne, phenylhydra/.inc, and
aemicarbazide (Elbers, Annalen, 1885, 227,
353; Fischer, Ber. 1884, 17, 576; .Simon and
Chavanne, Compt. rend. 1906, 143, 904), but
most of its salt) are of the type

(HO) jCHCOOM,

whilst dialkyl ethers of the type

(RO) 2 CHCOOH

have been prepared. It is oxidised to oxalic
acid by HNO 3 (Adler, Arch. exp. Path. Pharm.
1907, &6, 210}; by aqueous bromine solution
(Debug, Annalen, 18ti3, 126, 152); by silver
oxide (Debua, ibid. 1S5«, 100, 6); and, together
with glycoUic acid, by KOH (Bottinger, Ber.
1880 13, 1932). KMnO< oxidises glyoxyhc
acid in alkaline solution to oxalic acid and
CO;, (Evans and Adkins, J. Amer. Chem
Hoc. 1919, 41, 1407). Oxidised by H , O . in
alkaline solution to CO 3 and H-COOH
(Heimrod and Levene, Bicchera. Z. 1910, 29.
46). Reduction with zinc in aqueous aolutkm
yields giycollie acid; in acetic solution, tartario
acid (Genvresse, Compt. rend. 1892, 114, 5551
In the presence of AgO,H,S yields thiogl-fcollic
acid with other products (Biittiii^-r, Annalen.
1879, 196, 213). With HCN it forms a cyan!
hydrin which, on hyilmlysis, yields tartronic

L
acid; N a H S O 3 viekh a rrjstnlline compound
(Debus, ibid. 1856, 100, 5). It condenses with

urea to form allantoin and with guanidine
to form in the cold glyoxylie puanidide and on
warmiiig to 100° iminoallantoin (Doebner nrul
Gartner, ibid. 1901, 315, I; 1901, 317, 157;
Simon and Chavanne, Compt. rend. 1906, 148,
61 ; Kaess and Gruszkiewicz, Ber. 1902, 35,
3(J04). For other condensation products, aec .
Bottinger, Arch.. :Phann. 1894, 232, 549, 704;
1895, 233, 100, 199; Bougaiilt, Compt. rend.
1909, 148, 1270; Griesheim, Frdl. II , 647;
Wochster, Frdl. X, 588.

Detection.—Glyoxylie acid may be identified
even in dilute solution by precipitation of di-
xanthy Ihydrazone-glyoxylie id

OMe

occurs in opium and is formed by racemising
narootine. It forms colourless needles, m.p-
220"; picrate, m.p. 188-189°; methiodide <li-
hydnO$, prisms, in .p. 210-212°. For synthesis
and resolution, set Perkin and Robinsor, J.C.S.
1911,99, 775.

GOA POWDER (p. Vol. I, 4f>76).
G O E T H I T E (named flfter the poet Goethe).

H vinited fvrric oxide,

with xanthydrol an l hydrazine hydrate in
acetic acid (Fosse and Hieulie, Compt, rend. 1925,
181, 286). The acid also yields an intense
magenta red colour with Scbryver's reagent
(Foflae nnd Hieulie, ibid. 1924, 179, GJ'3>. For
• I- ̂ riptions of the substituted phenyl hydra zones,
see Chattaway and Bennett, J.C.S. 1927, 2850;
Cluittaway and Dalby, ibid. 1928, 2756. Civ-
oxylic acid may be titrated with alkali, or with
permanganate in the presence of H3SOj
(Hatcher and Holden, Trans. Roy. Soe. Canada
L926, [iii], 19, III, II). For colour reaction
with indole derivatives, sec Granstrfim, Beitr.
Chem. Physiol. Path. 1908,11, 132).

Mirroehemical Di'tcction,—Behrens (Chem.-
Ztg. 1902,26, 1128).

GLYPHENARSINE (v. Vol. I, 487fr).
" GLYPTALS " {v. Vol. 11, 472./).
G M E L I N O L , C l 2 H u O v The wVite deposit

in the cells of Gmalina leickkardtii (Colonial
ii}. Omelinol contain,* two methox yl groups

present as in veratric acid, and yields a mono-
acetyj derivative (.Smith, J. Roy. Sci. N.S,
Wales, 1913, 46, 187). It melts at 122° and on
cooling solidifies to a transparent resin-like solid
which melts at G2-C3°, but when powdered has
nit'li ins-point 12(1-121°.

G N O S C O P 1 N E , dJ-narcotine,

Oj.HjO or FeO(OH),

in the orthorhombic system and
l i

crystiillised y
IsomorphouB with the corresponding aluminium
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and manganese minerals diaspore and manganite.
It is included with limonite under the term
" brown iron-ore," and when fibrous and massive
the two are not readily distinguished, especially
as they have the same colour and streak.
Goethite, however, contains more iron (Fe2O3

89-9, Fe 62-9%) and less water (10-1%) than
limonite (2FeaO3-3H2O). Although limonite
is»sometimes fibrous and crystalline, it is never
found as distinct crystals; crystals of goe-
thite, however, are not uncommon. They are
prismatic, acicular, platy or scaly in habit,
and have a perfect cleavage in one direction
(parallel to the. brachy-pinacoid). Reniform
and stalactitic masses wit£ a Radiating fibrous
structure also occur. Sp.gr. 4-0-4-4, of crystals
4-37; hardness 5-5£. Tire colour is yellowish-
brown to brownish-black, with usually a brilliant
lustre on crystal-faces. Thin crystals and
splinters are blood-red by transmitted light.
The coltfUr of the streak or powder is yellowish-
brown. Analyses often show the presence of
small amounts of manganese oxide and silica.
Several varieties are distinguished. The acicular
forms, usually with a radial grouping, are
known as needle iron-ore. The needles may be
very fine and closely packed together, giving the
appearance of plush, as in sammetblende or
sammeterz (velvet-ore) also known as przibra-
mite, from Przibram in Bohemia. Onegite is
acicular goethite embedded in amethyst from
Lake Onega, Russia. This material is cut as a
gemstone under the name " Cupid's darts"
(fleches d'amour). As an enclosure in other gem-
minerals gdethite is found in aventurine [q.v.)
and sunstone. Mesabite is an ochreous variety
abundant amongst the iron ores of the Mesabp
Range in the Lake Superior district of Minnesota.
The modes of occurrence of goethite are the
same as for limonite, and it is present in many
limonitic iron ores. Fine groups of crystals
were formerly obtained in abundance in the
Restormel iron mines at Lanlivery and in the
Botallack mine at St. Just in Cornwall. Larger,
but less perfect, crystals are known from the
Pike's Peak district in Colorado.

Scaly forms of FeO(OH) include lepidocrocite
and pyrrhosiderite (or rubinglimmer), which
until recently were regarded as varieties of
goethite. These are also orthorhombic, but
they differ from the acicular goethite in their
optical properties and in thSir crystal structure
as determined by JC-rays; and they are now
included under the distinct species lepidocrocite,
which is dimorphous with goethite and iso-
morphous with boehmite (q.v.). Diaspore, iso-
morphous with goethite, is a fourth member of
this isodimo-phous series. The dimensions of
the unit cells are:

FeO(OH)

Goethite
ra 4-54A
6 10-OA

bc 3 0 3 A

[a 3-87A

Lepidocrocite^ b 12-51 A
[c 3 0 6 A

AIO(OH)

fa 4-40A
Diaspore H 9-39A

[c 2-84A

(a 3-78A
Boehmite «{ 6 11-8A

[c 2-85A

L. J. S.

GOLD. Au (Aurum). At. wt. 197-2,at. no.
79.

Historical.—Gold cannot have escaped the
observation of the men of the Stone Age, but it
could have been of little use to them until they
had discovered the art of melting. Flint daggers
with gilt handles have been found in Egypt, and
gold was well known in that country about
3,600 B.C, when its value in relation to silver
was fixed by law. It was first used for coinage
in Lydia, about 700 B.C., in the form of electrum,
a native alloy of gold and silver.

The earliest method of obtaining gold, other
than that of collecting it by hand, was by
gravity concentration. The auriferous sand
was stirred in a shallow stream of water running
over sloping rocks, the heavy grains of gold
settling to the bottom. Sheep-skins were spread
out for entangling the particles of metal and
helping in its collection. Over 2,000 years ago,
the methods o$ ore-crushing by stone hammers
and also by means of grinding mills were adopted
in Egypt to release gold contained in solid rock.
The powdered ore was washed on sloping tables
(Gowland, J. Roy. Anth. Inst. 1912, 42, 256).
The use of sieves to separate the insufficiently
crushed pieces of rock is also attributed to the
Egyptians. Stamp batteries for crushing ore
were established at Joachimsthal in 1519, and
sieves set at the outlet of the mortars were
described by Agricola in 1556.

The use of mercury for separating gold from
other materials, by amalgamation, was described
by Pliny, and referred to by Theophilus in the
eleventh century in his description of the ex-
traction of gold frqm the sands of the Rhine.
The method used in the Tyrol of stirring crushed
ore with large quantities of mercury in circular
bowls is very old, but the practice of charging
mercury together with uncrushed ore into the
mortars of stamp batteries, and catching the gold
amalgam on copper plates was not mentioned
before 1850.

The cyanide process was invented by Mac-
Arthur and Forrest in 1887, and flotation was
first applied to a gold ore in 1900 (J. S. Elmore,
Trans. Inst. Min. Met. 1900, 8, 379) although
little success was obtained until much later.
The methods of refining gold by the cementation
process and by cupellation are very ancient.
Nitric acid for refining was in use in Venice in
the fifteenth century and was not superseded by
sulphuric acid until the nineteenth century.
The electrolytic refining process was invented
in 1888, and the chlorine process of refining in
1867.

Gold Ores.—Gold is widely distributed in
nature and occurs in minute traces in many ores
of other nutato. It has been detected in igneous
and metamorphic rocks in almost every cone in
which a careful search for it has been made, and
sedimentary rocks are seldom quite free from it.
The comparatively small quantities of gold in
limestones which have been formed in clear
water for from land, appear to indicate the land
as tho place of origin of the gold, but it is also
present in sea water.

Gold occurs in quantities large enough to pay
for extraction in many quartz veins or lodes in
rock formations. The gold is disseminated in
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the quartz and is accompanied by brown oxidtj
of iron in the upper portions of the deposits and
by sulphides in the deep-seated portions. It
usually occurs as native gold, mainly because its
compounds are easily reduced. Even when it is
contained in pyrites or other sulphides, it is
present in the free state. Native gold also
occurs in many secondary or detrital (" placer ")
deposits, such as river gravels, sea beaches, etc.,
in the form of nuggets, grains and flakes. The
auriferous beds of conglomerate in the Transvaal
are generally considered to be of this character.

Nuggets show crystalline structure when
polished and etched, but rarely exhibit regular
crystal faces or angles externally. Native gold
always contains some silver and copper, and
other metals are usually present in smaller
proportions.

Telluride of gold is found in large quantities
in Western Australia, Colorado and Transyl-
vania, and has been reported frcjn many other
localities. There is only one true compound of
gold and tellurium, AuTe2, which contains
43-6% of gold; but several mixtures consisting
of various compounds of tellurium with gold
and silver and other metals have been recognised
as mineral species. The best known of these
are (I) calaverite (?.#.), which has the composition
AuTe2, (2) sylvanite or graphic tellurium which
is supposed to correspond to (Au,Ag)Te2,
(3) petzite, a telluride of silver, Ag2Te, with part
of the silver replaced by gold, and (4) nagyagite
or foliated tellurium, which contains some lead.

Auriferous telluride is usually dark grey or
black in colour, but occasionally is silver-grey.
Sometimes it contains an admixture of metallic
gold which gives it a brassy-yellow colour. It
is soft and brittle but its density is high, usually
between 8 and 9. When heated in air, it oxidises,
fuming and giving off TeO2 , and fuses bclgw a
red heat. If the roasting process is continued,
most of the tellurium is removed and the gold
is left in the form of spherical pellets which have
solidified from fusion. Calaverite may contain
as much as 44% of gold, but usually partly
replaced by silver. A specimen of sylvanite
from Cripple Creek, Colorado, contained Aw
7-64%, Ag 32-39%, Te 59-96% (F. C. Smith,
Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Met. Eng. 1897,26,485).

Extraction of Gold from its Ores.—The
metallurgical treatment of gold ores is usually
simple and cheap and owing to this circum-
stance and to the high value of the metal, ores
containing very small proportions of gold can
be worked at a profit. Thus the ores of the
Witwatersrand, now being worked, usually con-
tain less than 0001% gold, and auriferous
gravels, which do not require crushing, mav be
worked when considerably poorer.

Washing Aurijerous Gravel {see U.S. Bureau
of Mines Information Circular No. 6786,1934).
The gold occurring in placers is obtained by
washing away the lighter gravei from the gold
disseminated through it, the material being
carried by a shallow stream of «water
through inclined troughs (sluice-boxes) or over
eloping tables. The heavy particles of gold
sink to the bottom of the stream and are
caught by the rough surface of blanketing or
plush, or in crevices which are formed by the

Bupply of " riffles " of various kinds. Sometimes
the riffles consist of wooden strips or poles,
sometimes of iron rails or sheets of " expanded "
metal. Mercury is sprinkled in the stream and
accumulates in the crevices, where it assists in
catching the gold as an amalgam. The gold-
amalgam, recovered in the periodical " clean-
up," is strained through canvas to remove the
excess of mercury and afterwards retorted.

The gravel is mined in various ways, accord-
ing to circumstances. It may be raised by the
spade and thrown into the stream, or, when in
high banks, it may be Hroken down and washed
away by jets of water (hydraulic mining).
Dredgers are largely used to recover the gravel
from river beds and also on dry alluvial " flats."
In the latter case, thi dredger floats in a pond,
and travels slowly across country, scooping
away the grqund in front and stacking it behind
after it has bee^ washed. The gravel is usually
washed on the deck of the dredger and Che gold
may be further concentrated by flotation. For
descriptions of modern dredgers, see Eng. and
Min. J. 1934,135,486, and 1935,136,270. Placer
mining is now of less^relative importance than
formerly owing to the exhaustion of many of the
known deposits.

Ore Crushing.—Ore from lodes and other com-
pacted material is treated by crushing, followed
by (1) Amalgamation, (2) Cyaniding, or (3) Con-
centration, either by gravity or by flotation.
A combination or succession of two or more of
these processes is usually employed. The object
of crushing is to free the particles of gold and
thus facilitate their separation from ithe gangue
or remainder of the ore. Many different crush-
ing machines are used, i The stamp battery
(see Caldccott and others, " Hand Metallurgical
Practice," Vol. 1,1926, Vol. II, 1919, C. Griffin),
evolved from the pestle and mortar, was first
applied to the industry early in the sixteenth
century and is still in wide use. In modern
practice it consists of heavy iron or steel
stampers, ranging up to about 2,000 lb. in weight,
which are raised and let fall in mortars kept
supplied with ore and water. The height of drop
is usually about 7 or 8 in. and the number of
drops per minute about 100. Five stamps,
ranged in line in a mortar, form a unit, and a
battery may consist of any number of units.
Wire mesh screens or steel plates perforated with
holes are placed in tho side of the mortar through
which the wet pulp is discharged. The screens
were formerly of comparatively fine mesh, e.g. 40
holes to the linear inch (coarser screens are used
now to increase output), and the finely crushed
ore was passed directly to amalgamation or con-
centration tables. Amalgamation tables con-
sisted of sloping copper plates on which mercury
had been spread by scrubbing until it formed a
completely amalgamated surface. A thin stream
of pulp, often mixed with mercury which had
been fed into the mortar, flowed over the plates,
on which the gold amalgam was caught and
retained and subsequently removed by rubbers
or scrapers and retorted. Much finely divided
gold usually escaped the plates, remaining with
the pulp (now " tailings ") which wont to the
cyanide plant. These practices have been dis-
carded in general, as mentioned later.
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Ore from mines, however, contains material
too coarse for crushing by stamps, and this is
separated beforehand by means of a " grizzly "
(iron bars in parallel) or by a vibrating screen of
say S in. mesh. The coarse material is crushed
in rock-breakers to 3 in. size before going to the
stamps. Jaw crushers with reciprocating motion
(hinged plates opening and losing successively)
And gy ratory crushers are both used. The latter,
such as the Gates, Newhouse and Symons cone
crushers, contain vertical revolving spinules set
eccentrically to the outer casing and crush
the ore between surfaces on the spindle and
casing. These machines are of great capacity
and besides being used to feel stamps, Symons
cone crushers, for example, may take their place,
ore being reduced to a ixlaximum size of J-inch
with crushers worked in series.

Fine crushing by stamps, previously men-
tioned, is no longer the common practice. It
has bedn superseded by more gradual reduction
in successive machines. Coarser screens are
used with modern heavy stamps, giving a pro-
duct of i in. to 1 in. in diameter. The stamp
duty has become much Higher and may be over̂
20 tons per stamp per day. In one instance
(Prentice, Trans. Inst. Min. Met. 1935, 44, 479)
45 tons of Rand ore were crushed per day through
a screen of 1 in. mesh with a single Nissen stamp
of 1,910 lb. Each Nissen stamp (Nissen,
J. Chem. Met. Soc. S. Africa, 1911, 12, 111)
has its own cylindrical mortar box with a large
screen area. The product of such work is too
coarse for amalgamation and is passed to some
form of grinding machine.

Tube mills are much used for fine grinding.
They consist of revolving horizontal cylindew,
half-filled with large pebbles, steel balls or pieces
of hard ore, by the impact and abrading effect
of which, in falling, coarse particles of sand are
finely crushed. The pulp enters through one
trunnion and passes- out through the other which
is fitted with a grid plate to retain the pebbles
in the mill while allowing both sand and slime
to pass out. The water in the pulp fed to tube
mills is carefully regulated. There must be
enough to make the particles of ore adhere to
the pebbles but no " free " water. For Rand
ores the usual proportion of water is 24-32% of
the feed. The pulp coming from primary crush-
ing machines usually passes through classifiers
(described later) which remove both slimed ore
and excess water, leaving clean we? sand to
enter the tube mills. The product from the
mills contains much material which is insuffi-
ciently crushed. This is separated from the
fines by mean* of classifiers and returned to the
tube mill ("closed circuit grinding^. The
finished product will pass through a screen of
about 90 or 100 mesh.

Among other fine grinders are (1) the
Hardinge conical ball mill (Trans. Amer. Inst.
Min. Met. Eng. 1908, 39, 336) in which a pear-
shaped grinding chamber replaces the cylinder
of the tube mill (the change of design is to obviate
further grinding of ore already fine enough),
(2) the Marcy ball mm, (3) the Marcy rod mill,
in which steel rods, 2 or 3 in. in diameter and a
few inches shorter than the mill, are used instead
of balls or pebbles for crushing. In small-scale

operations in outlying gold-fields, e.g. in
Rhodesia, the Hardinge ball mill sometimes
takes the place of stamps instead of being used in
conjunction with them.

Classifiers are in wide use for separating sand
from slime in pulp coming from tube mills.
The earliest forms were inverted pyramids,
which were superseded by inverted cones (Calde-
cott, J. Chem. Met. Soc. S. Africa, 1909, 9, 312),
the pulp entering at the centre from above and
the fine stuff overflowing at the periphery. The
sand settles in the cone and passes through a
spigot at the apex. A stream of clear water is
introduced near the apex of the cone in many
instances and, rising through the sand, cleans
it to some extent and overflows at the top with
the slime. The spigot product or " underflow "
is returned to the tube mill. Cone classifiers,
however, are of comparatively small capacity
and are now little used on the Rand, where they
were introduced, except as de-waterers. The
Dorr classifier has taken their place on many
mines. It consists of an inclined rectangular
trough, open at the upper end. The pulp
enters on a transverse line about half way down
the trough. The sand settles in the pulp and is
pushed up the inclined bottom of the trough by
a scries of rakes which are lifted and lowered at
opposite ends of their stroke. The sand pre-
sently emerges from the liquid and is then
washed and discharged from the open upper
end of the machine with about 26% of moisture.
The slime is prevented from settling by the flow
of the liquid and by the agitation caused by the
reciprocating scrapers. It overflows the dam
at the lower end of the machine.

The Dorr bowl ̂ classifier consists in the addi-
tion of a shallow circular bowl, with revolving
rakes, to the ordinary rake classifier. The pulp
enters near the centre and the slime overflows
at the periphery of the bowl, while the sand
settles to the bottom and is raked to a central
discharge opening, whence it passes to the reci-
procating rake compartment for further treat-
ment before being returned to the tube iftlls.

Gravity Concentration.—The use of tube mills
in a " closed circuit" with classifiers results in
an " all-slimed " product, the sand going round
the circuit until it has been sufficiently reduced
to pass to the cyanide plant. Such fine grinding,
however, is not required for gravity concentra-
tion, which can deal with unclassified pulp
coming from stamp batteries fitted with 50 or
60 mesh screens, as at Morro Velho (J. H. French
and H. Jones, Trans. Inst. Min. Met. 1933, 42,
189), or from stamps with J-in. screens, followed
by a single passage through a tube mill, as in
Borne mines on the Rand. The ancient method
of catching gold on roughened sloping surfaces
was for a long period of time Modified by adding
mercury to the pulp and thus amalgamating the
gold. This particular use of mercury is, however,
being gradually abandoned. Amalgamation
tables are becoming obsolete and have been
widely superseded by blviket strokes (c/.
Jason's Golden Fleece). These consist of strips
of blanketing, canvas or more recently corduroy,
stretched over sloping tables, with an inclina-
tion of 1J—2 in. per ft. The pulp flows over
them in a thin stream of uniform depth. No
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mercury is used and the particles of gold, sinking1'
to the bottom, adhere to the rough fibres of the
corduroy or lodge against its ribs. The tailings
pass to the cyanide circuit. The corduroy is
removed and washed when necessary, usually
every few hours. The concentrates thus ob-
tained are fed to shaking concentration-tables
such as the Wilfley table or the James table.
(For description of these tables, see Rose and
Newman, " Metallurgy of Gold," 1937, pp. 241
and 243.) In these, a number of strips of
wood placed transversely are nailed on the
surface to act as riffles. They retain the heavy
particles which work to one edge of the table
under the influence of a slight but rapid shake.
The light worthless material is carried away
by the water. (At Mono Velho, Brazil, the
substitution of James tables for canvas strakes
was completed in 1935, with improved results.)
The concentrates are then ground and amal-
gamated in iron or steel revolving barrels con-
taining steel balls, water and mercury. The
amalgam is strained in canvas bags to remove
excess mercury and retorted. Blanket recoveries
on the Rand are from 25 to 60% of the gold in
the ore, bringing this portion more quickly to
account than if cyanide were used alone for
treatment (Prentice, Trans. Inst. Min. Met.
1935,44,479).

The Cyanide Process.—The tailings from amal-
gamation plates or from blanket strakes or
other concentrators contain some finely divided
gold which is usually readily soluble in solutions
of the cyanides of the alkali metals (v. Vol. Ill ,
4866). Crushed virgin ore is also treated by
cyaniding. The cyanide useoj at first was im-
pure potassium cyanide, then mixtures of potas-
sium and sodium cyanide and later sodium
cyanide. Calcium cyanide containing an equi-
valent of 49% NaCN is also in use. It is still
common practice to refer to the standard of these
cyanides in terms of the potassium salt. Thus
97-98% NaCN is designated as 129-130%
cyanide or potassium cyanide. The solvent
action rof cyanide on gold is very slow apd
requires the presence of an oxidising agent such
as free oxygen. It may be expressed by the
following equation, which represents the sum
of the chemical actions:—

4Au+8KCN+O2+2HaO
=4KAu(CN)a+4KOH

(J. S. MacLaurin, J.C.S. 1893, 63, 724). The
equation, however, ignores galvanic action and
subsidiary chemical changes which may have
an important influence on industrial extraction
(Allen, Trans. Amer. lust. Min. Met. Eng. 1934,
112, 546).

The potassium aurocyanide remains dissolved
in the water. The" oxygen required is dissolved
in the cyanide solutions froril the air in contact
with them. If the oxygen is exhausted owing,
for example, to the cyanide solutions remaining
for some time in contact with ore containing
readily oxidisable rulphides or organic matter,
dissolution of the gold is stopped, and it is neces-
sary to aerate the pulp. Very dilute solutions of
cyanide are used, containing from about 0-5%
to as little as 0001% of potassium cyanide.
The maximum solution rate is at about 0*027%

KCN, when saturated with oxygen {H. A.
White, J. Chem. Met. Soc. S. Africa, 1919, 20, 1;
see also 'White, ibid. 1934, 35, 1). With Rand
ores, the maximum strength in treating sands is
0-06% KCN and for slimes, solutions containing
0-01 to 0-025% KCN are used (Prentice, Trans.
Inst. Min. Met. 1935. 44, 511).

In practice the ablution rate depends mainly
on the amount of oxygen dissolved in the solu-
tion. In a mass of ore undergoing treatment it
is difficult to maintain a sufficient quantity of
oxygen in a free state. Hence the time required
for treatment may be mtfny hours or even days,
although under favourable conditions, the gold
could be dissolved'in $ few minutes or at mos*.
in 2 or 3 hours. Various oxidising methods have
been applied, such as the passage of a current
of air through the charge or agitation with air,
or, more rarely, the addition of oxidisers other
than air. The gold contained in sulphides is
more difficult to dissolve than free gold, partly
owing to oxygen deficiency, and rich sulphides
aref generally separated and treated in other
ways.

( Another difficulty iff cyaniding lies in the
waste of cyanide due to its destruction by cer-
tain constituents of the ore. Some sulphides
and arsenides dissolve in cyanide and interfere
with the efficiency of the solution. Moreover
when pyrite, pyrrhotite on marcasito has been
subjected to the action of air and water
(weathering) before treatment, compounds
are formed which are more prejudicial to the
solution than the sulphides. The same decom-
position occurs during treatment, especially in
prolonged aeration and agitation. Ferrous sul-
phate and sulphuric acid «re formed and react
as follows:

FeSO4+6KCN
H8SO4+2KCN

K4Fe(CN)6+KaSO4

= K2SO4+2HCN

Many other reactions occur, some copper and
zinc minerals being especially troublesome
cyanicides. Certain cupriferous ores destroy
so much cyanide that they cannot be treated
profitably by the process.

The effect of acidity and of ferrous sulphate
are overcome by the presence of sufficient pro-
tective alkali in* the solution. This is provided
by the addition of lime to the ore as it is fed
to the battery, or at any grinding stage. The
amount may bo 2 of 3 1b. per ton. The pro-
tective alkali is kept as low as possible con-
sistent with a reasonable consumption of
cyanide (Robertson, ibid. 1924, 84, [i], 84) as an
excess of lime may bo fatal to extraction
(Wright, ibid. 1933, 42, 239). Alkali does not
protect (fyanidc from copper salts.

Crushed ore or tailings from other extraction
processes are treated in large vats (containing
as much as 850 tons of ore) with false bottoms
provided with filter beds. Cyanide solution is
run on to the ore and allowed to percolate
through it. Fresh solution is added from time
to time and finally the ore is washed with water.
The solutions pans through the filter by which
they are clarified and arc conveyed to the pre-
cipitation boxes, where the gold is separated, as
described later.

There are numerous modifications in the
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cyanide process necessitated by the conditions
or introduced as improvements. Of these, the
variations in mechanical treatment are th* most
important and complex. Liquids do not pass
readily through unclassified pulp, which is
accordingly separated into sand and dime in
classifiers, already described, or is merely run
into a large vat filled with Vater. Here the
sojid settles and fills the vat and the slime is
carried off in the overflow. The separation is,
however, far from perfect. Either the saftd is
cyanided where it settles, or it is drained and
transferred to another vat for the purpose, thus
becoming well mixed and aerated. A solution
of lead nitrate, t& remove sohrble sulphides, is
sprinkled on the charge betore it is removed to
the treatment vat. On foe Rand, the strong
solution, containing from 005 to 0 1 % KCN is
run on to sand charges first, followed by weak
solutions containing 002 or 0-03% KCN, and
finally by wash water. As frequently as possible
during the process, which lasts from 4 to 7 days,
the sand is permitted to drain to allow the entry
of air. In some instances vacuum pumps are
used to expedite leaching Qnd to assist aeration.
The tailings are removed by sluicing or shovelling.
They contain about 0-25 or 0-3 dwt. gold per
ton or about 10% of that present in the sand
before cyaniding, but part of the gold originally
present has previously been caught on the
'blanket strakes. A large proportion of the
residual gold is contained in the pyrites. The
gold in the tailings could be further reduced in
amount by finer grinding but4 it would not be
profitable tt do so. A product just fine enough
to pass through a 100-inesh screen is aimed at.

The treatment of sLgne is becoming the mosfe
important part of the cyanide process. In
all-sliming methods, the sand is reground
until it can be included with the slime, so that
no separate treatment is required. In many
cases the gold is not completely laid open to
attack until the ore is ground to slime and the
recognition of this fact has led to a wide adoption
of the all-sliming policy.

In practice the product of all-sliming opera-
tions usually contains from 5 to 35% of sand
that will not pass a 200-mesh sieve. The
slime, whether it- is the portion separated from
sand by classifiers or is the product of all-
sliming, is suspended in 5 to 10 parts of water
and must be thickened before it can be cyanided.
In order to promote its settlement a solution of
lime is added, usually before or during grinding.
The alkalinity is maintained at 0002-0025%
CaO. This causes agglomeration or floccula-
tion of the particles, "clouds of large and
indefinite diameter are formed " and subside in
the liquid. Heat assists settlement. With an
alkalinity of not more than 0005%, Rand slime
settles at the rate of 2-4 ft. per hour with a clear
overflow. The thickened slime contains only
35-45% moisture. The gold in it is readily dis-
solved by cyanide and the solution is separated
from the slime either by decantation or filtration.

In the decantation method (Caldetott, " Hand
Metallurgical Practice," 1920, Vol. I, p. 217),
now little used, the settled slime is discharged
from tho Bottling vat by a jet of cyanide solution
and pumped into another *vat with a conical

bottom. Circulation is continued by with-
drawing the pulp at the bottom and discharging
it in oblique jets at the top. As soon as the gold
is dissolved, which may be in from 4 to 24 hours,
the pumps are stopped, the pulp allowed to
settle, and the clear supernatant liquid is drawn
off and sent to the precipitation plant. The
pulp is diluted with " precipitated solution " to
its original volume, agitated in a second vat,
again allowed to settle and the liquor decanted.
The settled slime, still containing about one-
sixteenth of the dissolved gold, then goes to
waste. (The Rand slime generally contains 2
or 3 dwts. gold per ton.) In counter-current
decantation, the cyanide solution enters at the
bottom of the vat and overflows as a clear liquid
at the top, the settlement of the slime generally
more than keeping pace with the upward move-
ment of the solution. The underflow of slime
passes to another vat, and the action is continuous.

Slime is now, generally treated by agitation
with cyanide and filtration, with many variations
in detail. The slime is first de-watered or
thickened by settlement. The continuous
thickeners now in common use, of which the
l)orr machine ib the best known, have scrapers
attached to rotating radial arms which move the
settle^ slime towards the centre of the vat,
where it is discharged through a pipe. Pulp
enters the vat at the centre and clear liquor
over-flows at the periphery, the action being
continuous in both cases. The thickened pulp is
then agitated with cyanide solution in an " air-
lift " machine such as the Brown or Pachuca
tank. This consists of a tall cylinder of steel
with a conical bottom. Inside the cylinder a
central pipe is tixSd extending nearly to the
bottom and top. Air is forced into the central
pipe near its lower end, and, bubbling up through
the column of pulp inside it, reduces the density
of the column. The pressure of the outside
pulp on the open lower end of the pipe causes
the column to rise and overflow at the top.
Fresh pulp enters at the bottom of the pipe
and a perfect circulation results, as w$ll as
complete aeration. The tank can be worked
intermittently, being discharged as soon as the
gold is dissolved, but in some Rand plants a
series of agitators work continuously, each over-
flowing into the next, and the loot delivering a
finished product to gravitate to the filter plant
(Thurlow and Prentice, J. Chem. Met. Soc.
S. Africa, 1928, 28, 258).

The Brown tank agitators are confined to the
treatment of 150-niesh or finer material, if
building-up of coarse particles at tho bottom is
to be avoided. Coarser material or flotation
concentrates may be treated in a Wallace agitator
in which the air-lifts are assisted by a rotating
impeller (S. G. Turrell, Chem? Eng. Min. Rev.
1934, 26, 312). This can deal with sand of
40 mesh.

The ore slime from the agitators, after being
thickened by the removal of part of the liquid
in raking machines, is filtered through canvas
with the aid of a vacuum (as in the Moore,
Butters, Oliver and other filters) or by direct
pressure (as in the Merrill -and Dehne filter
presses). The liquid passes through leaving the
solid matter as a cake adhering to the canvas.
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The difficulty is that even a thin layer of slime
packs down and offers great resistance to the
passage of liquids. In practice, layers of £-1 in.
are allowed to build up with vacuum leaching
and layers of 2-3 in. with pressures of 40-100 lb.
per sq. in. given by pumps. An enormous area
of filtering surface is required in operations on a
large scale. This is obtained by using a number
of parallel vertical filter plates or leaves placed
near together and kept separate by wooden
strips or perforated iron plates or wire screens.
The filter leaves may be contained in a basket
which is immersed in the pulp and then lifted
out for washing and discharge (Moore filter), or
they may be fixed in a vat which is alternately

. filled with and emptied of pulp (Butters filter).
Continuous filtration is arranged in some later
machines (e.g. the Oliver and Dorrco filters) by
placing the filter leaves on the outside surface
of a rotating drum which is partly immersed in
the pulp. Filtration, washing a^d discharge of
the slime cakes are then effected during each
revolution of the drum. For details of some of
these machines, see Rose and Newman, " Metal-
lurgy of Gold," C. Griffin, 1937, pp. 357-369.
The results are superior to those of the decanta-
tion method. For instance, Prentice (Trans.
Inst. Min. Met. 1935, 44, 517) states tlutf. the
loss of dissolved gold in the residue from a
vacuum filtration plant on the Rand was 0-022
dwt. per ton of slime and that from a decantation
plant 0071 dwt.

The recovery of gold from cyanide solutions
is effected by precipitation with zinc shavings
or zinc dust. The solutions, which may be
turbid from suspended slimed ore, arc clarified
by passing them through beds of sand or pre-
liminary filters before precipitation. It is
believed that the actual precipitant is nascent
hydrogen produced by the dissolution of zinc,
thus:

Zn+4NaCN+2H2O
= Na2Zn(CN)4+2NaOH+2H

2NaAu(CN)2+2H=2HCN+2NaCN+2Au

Free hydrogen is, however, inert and if formed
is removed as fast as possible. Precipitation is
aided by coating the zinc with lead by means of
a solution of lead nitrate, the lead-zinc couple
increasing the rate of dissolution of the zinc.
An excess of free cyanide is also favourable
and it is usual to add cyanide to weak solutions
on their way to the zinc boxes. Dissolved
oxygen is detrimental by checking precipitation
and wasting zinc, the solution is therefore de-
aerated in modern practice. Oxygen is removed
either by a vacuum (Merrill-Crowe process) or
chemically. The former is the more efficient,
and is installed fin many modern plant. A
vacuum of 22 in. of mercury is maintained in a
large cylinder fitted with filter leaves, having
a capacity in one plant of 6,000 tons of solution
in 24 hours (Wartenweiler, J. Chem. Met. Soc.
S. Africa, 1932, 3& 143). The oxygen content
is reduced from 60 to 0-5 mg. per litre. The
chemical method involves the use of finely
divided iron and highly pyritic sand in the
clarifiers, or else the addition of manganese sul-
phate or tannin extract.

Zinc shavings when used are contained in long
boxes divided into compartments through which
the solution flows. The gold is precipitated in
the form of black slime. In cleaning-up, the zinc
is washed free from cyanide and the unbroken
shavings are put back in the boxes. The gold
slimes are digested in sulphuric acid or sodium
bisulphate solution until all action has ceased.
The residue, now freed from zinc, is washed,
dried and fused in pots or tilting furnaces with
bora:*, manganese dioxide, sodium carbonate
and sand. After casting, the bullion is separated
from the slag and sold* to refineries. An alter-
native method is to smelt the precipitate with
litharge, charcoed and fluxes, und to cupel the
base lead-bullion produced (Tavener process).
In modern practice1 • precipitation is usually
effected with zinc dust which is mixed with the
clear cyanide solution in a tank fitted with
vacuum filter^leaves (Merrill-Crowe process).
The amount of zinc consumed is much less than
when zinc shavings arc used. The gold precipi-
tate is washed off the filter leaves with jets of
water and is sometimes smelted without previous
acid treatment. Attempts to precipitate gold
with finely ground charcoal instead of zinc have
not had much success in practice. In recent
years methods of regenerating the cyanide in
spent liquors have been adopted on some mines.
Sulphurous acid is added and the hydrocyanic
acid thus formed is absorbed by lime (Halvorsen
process, Min. and Met. 1925, 6, 136; Mills-
Crowe process, Lawr, Eng. and Min. J. 1929,
128, 688).

The treatment of sulpho-telluricle ores by
cyanide presents special difficulties, as NaCN
acts very slowly on these»ores. Either the ore
is roasted in order to expel the tellurium before
cyaniding, as at Cripple Creek, Colorado and
elsewhere (U.S. Bur. Mines, Information Cir-
cular 1933, No. 6739), or an addition of bromo-
cyanide is made to ordinary cyanide, as at
some mines in Western Australia and Canada
(O'Malley, Chem. Eng. Min. Rev. 1933, 26, 115).
Bromocyanide readily dissolves tclluride of gold.
The bromocyanide is usually made in contact
with the ore, as at Kirkland Lake, Ontario (J. T.
Wiley, Eng. and Min. J. 1928, 126, 16). Here
the concentrates are stirred with 0-05% cyanide
solution, atfid then NaCN, " Dow's salts" (a
mixture of NaBr and NaBrO3) and H2SO4

are added. Bromine is liberated by the action
of the adid on Dow's salts and reacts with the
NaCN forming bromocyanide (v. Vol. 11 [, 504c).

Sometimes telluride ores are roasted before
treatment with bromocyanide (A. James, ibid.
1927, 124, 1004). Gold ores containing anti-
mony as stibnite are also refractory r the stiUnite
dissolving in caustic alkali and * decomposing
cyanide. Roasting is useless unless the tem-
perature is kept as low as 450°. At higher tem-
peratures antimonates are formed, locking up
the gold and protecting it against attack by
cyanide. Long weathering of slimed ore con-
taining stibnite makes it amenable to cyaniding
(V. E. Robinson, J. Chem. Met. Soc. S. Africa,
1921, 21, 117). The graphite in West African
schist precipitates gold from aurocyanide but the
difficulty in treating these ores is overcome by
roasting before cyuiifding (A. James, I.e.).
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Flotation (q.v.).—This method of concentration
is the most recent development of importance in
the treatment of gold ores. In flotation the
finely ground ore is mixed with water, air and
less than 1% of oil, the ratio of water to solid
being usually 3 or 4 to 1. The oil coats the
particles of gold and minerals rich in gold and
enables globules of air to adhere to them, so
that they float to the top in a permanent froth
which is skimmed off. The gangue particles
are wetted by water and sink to the bottom.
Besides oil, a number of other compounds are
used in froth flotation, 'Vith various objects in
view. Pine oil and crcsol are in common use to
fcwm the froth, which mus$ beatable enough to
last while it is being removed from the machine.
The amounts required vaî r from 0-05 to 0-15 lb.
per ton of ore for pine oil and 0-1-0-5 lb. per
ton for cresylic acid. " Collecting agents " such
as xanthates, thiocarbanilide al\d cresyl phos-
phate (* aerofloat ") are used to enable the free
gold and auriferous minerals to be floated, the
amounts required being of the order of 0-1-
0-3 lb. per ton. They are used in conjunction
with " activators," sucK* as copper sulphate
and sodium sulphide, which assist in this
action on some minerals. Copper sulphate and
xanthates, however, cannot be used together as
they form insoluble copper xanthate which is
inactive. Sodium sulphide is advantageous in
the presence of oxidised minerals such as copper
carbonate and iron oxide, and in ores in which
the gold is mixed with pyrite. " Modifiers"
such as lime and soda ash assist in the wetting of
the ganguetparticles, thus causing them to sink;
thej' also neutralize acidity. Lime in excess,
however, acts as a '^depressor," causing botfe
free gold and pyrite to sink. Sodium cyanide
also acts as a depressor. " Dispersion agents "'
such as sulphuric acid and lime cause the gangue
particles to separate from the mineral particles.

In flotation machines, the pulp and air enter-
ing a cell together are violently agitated by
means of a central shaft fitted with blades or
other form of impeller and revolving at high
velocity (200-500 or more revolutions per
minute). The impeller usually drives the pulp
upwards and the air bubbles coated with mineral
float to the surface and are scraped over the
side of the vessel by revolving paddlfcs. Among
machines used in treating gold ores are the
Minerals Separation subaSration, the Denver
subacration, the Fagergrcn and tffe Kraut
flotation machines. Several units or cells
are used in series, so that the froth from the
first cell may be treated again in " cleaner
cells," and tlfe gangue tailings in other cells.
The whole aeries forms the " flotation -circuit."
The froth or concentrate containing the free
gold and vahiable minerals is usually sold to
smelters, or treated by cyanidation.

Flotation supplements, rather than supplants,
the older processes. It is recognised that there
is an advantage in withdrawing as much gold as
possible from the pulp at the earliest practicable
stage of treatment, as may be done by flotation
or gravity concentration. Free gold floats alone
in the absence of sulphides (RVhards and Locke,
Mm. Ind. 1932, 4t 590). Thus on a rich Cali-
torman ore a froth assaying some £2,700 per ton
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60% extraction could be obtained by using
only small quantities of " pentasol " xanthate
and other reagents. The addition of two drops
of pine oil per ton increased the assay value of
tjie concentrates to £5,000 per ton. With some
ores flotation is followed by cyanidation of the
tailings, with others the cyanide treatment comes
first. The tailings from amalgamation are also
subjected to flotation in some instances.

There has been a rapid increase in the appli-
cation of flotation to gold since the change from
acid to alkaline circuits and from oils to syn-
thetic organic chemical reagents. The alkalinity
generally used is very slight, the pH value
(logarithm of the reciprocal of the hydrogen-
ion concentration) of the pulp ranging from
7-0 to 7-5, the neutral figure being 7-0. Flota-
tion is in use at many mines in the Kirkland
gold field Canada, in Western America, in
West Australia and other countries. It is also
being tried on the Rand on a large scale.

Smelling.—Gold ores containing appreciable
quantities of lead or copper are usually smelted
for the production of these metals, from which
the gold is subsequently extracted. Other gold
ores are sometimes useful as fluxes in the smelt-
ing operations (v. COPPER).

Refining.—Gold extracted from ores is
usually impure and unfit for use in the arts
until it has been refined. Preliminary refining
or " toughening " operations are often carried
out either at the refineries or at the gold mills
before the bullion is sold. Sometimes the gold
is melted in crucibles with oxidising agents such
as nitre, or a blast of air is directed on the surface
of the molten metal or even passed through it.
The base metals are oxidised and form a dross
which is skimmed off with the help of bone ash,
or borax is added to form a fusible slag with the
oxides of the metals. Toughened bullion con-
tains little except gold, silver and copper.

Refining by Sulphuric Acid.—In this process,
an alloy of gold and silver is prepared by melting
gold bullion with dore silver {i.e. silver con-
taining small quantities of gold) or Mexican
dollars or, occasionally, with refined silver if no
other is available. The parting alloy usually
contains from 20 to 30% of gold and a few per
cent, of copper. If a higher proportion of gold
is present, some silver remains undissolved and
is retained by the gold. The copper assists the
dissolution of the silver but the amount of base
metals present in the alloy is carefully regulated,
as their sulphates are sparingly soluble in con-
centrated sulphuric acid and consequently are
precipitated and interfere with the progress of
the operation. Not more than 10% copper and
5% lead are allowed. A small quantity of lead
is said to assist in the dissolution of copper.

The alloy is granulated by -feeing poured into
water while still molten and the granulations are
boiled in concentrated sulphuric acid of sp.gr.
1-85 in cast-iron kettles. The amount of acid
used is four or five times the weight of the
granWations, but only aboukjialf this amount is
added at first. The sulphur dioxide, which
is formed in large quantities, is carried away
through leaden pipes. Silver sulphate is re-
tained in solution in the hot concentrated acid,
but tends to be precipitated when the acid ii
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cooled or diluted. When the evolution of sul*
phur dioxide is at an end, the liquid is trans-
ferred to a settling pot, and fresh acid added.
After three boilings in acid, the " brown gold "
residue is washed with boiling water, dried,
melted with nitre and cast in open moulds into
ingots of about 400 oz. each.

The acid solution of silver is poured into
large lead-lined tanks containing hot water and
sheet or scrap copper, and is heated by means
of steam and stirred until the precipitation of
the silver is complete. The silver precipitate is
washed, dried and compressed into cakes by
hydraulic power before being melted. The
copper is recovered by electro-deposition or as
copper sulphate by crystallisation. The gold
produced by sulphuric -acid parting is usually
from 996 to 999 fine, and the precipitated silver
is about 996 to 998 fine.

Refining by Electrolytic Deposition.—In the
United States, and in some refineries elsewhere,
gold is refined by electrolysis. Two processes
are used successively. In the Moebius process,
a parting alloy containing about 30% of gold
and 65-70% of silver, copper, lead, etc., in-
cluding not more than 15% of base metals, is
electrolysed in a solution containing about 2%
of free nitric acid and 3% of silver in the form
of nitrate. Silver, copper and some other metals
are dissolved at the anodes, which are enclosed
in bags, and silver is deposited at the cathodes
which consist of rolled sheets of pure silver,
slightly oiled to reduce adhesion. The current
density is usually 20-30 amperes per sq. ft. of
cathode. The silver may be deposited in a
coherent form on the cathodes, with the help of a
little gelatin in the electrolyte, and subsequently
stripped off. Sometimes the cathodes are
continually scrubbed with wooden brushes, work-
ing automatically, by which their surfaces are
kept free from loose crystals of electro-deposited
silver. The loose silver falls on to removable
trays placed below. The gold remains undis-
solved at the anodes and retains some silver.
The copper, lead, zinc, etc., accumulate in the
electrolyte, which is kept in condition by the
addition of acid and silver nitrate and by fre-
quent renewal. The gold anodes are sometimes
boiled in sulphuric acid, but if they contain as
much as 950 parts of gold per 1,000, they may be
melted at once and cast into anodes for treat-
ment by the Wohlwill process. For observa-
tions on the conductivity of electrolytes used in
the Moebius process, see Concord, Kern and
Mulligan, Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Met. Eng.
1926, 73, 108. The Balbach-Thum process is
similar to the Moebius process, the chief differ-
ence being that the electrodes are laid hori-
zontally in trays, instead of being suspended
vertically in bags4n the electrolyte.

In the Wohlwill process (ZtElectrochem. 1898,
4, 379, 402, 421; Rose and Newman, u Metal-
lurgy of Gold," 7th ed., 1937, p. 481), the anodes
contain not more than 50 parts of silver per
1,000 and a few pipts per 1,000 of base n>etals.
iiy the use of a u pulsating " current (a com-
bination of a direct and an alternating current),
gold with 15-17% silver can be refined, as the
silver chloride is automatically detached from
tho anodes (Wohlwill, Met. and Chem. Kng.

1910, 8, 82; Downs, Metal Ind. 1930, 36,
141).

Under ordinary conditions with hot solutions
at 60-70°, the electrolyte contains from 2-5 to
4% gold in the form of chloride and 3-5%
HCI. At 20°, 10% HCI is used. With the
pulsating current, less HCI can be used. The
reactions at the attode are:

HCI+Au+3CI = HAuCI4

and K H C I + A u + C I = HAuCI2 .

The hydrochloroaurous acid subsequently de-
composes in part into hj drochloroauric acid and
metallic gold, which is found in minute particles
in the anode mud.4 At the cathode the reactions
are:

HAuCI4+3H=Au+4HCI,
and HAuCI2+H=Au+2HCI.

Some chlorine i£ evolved at the anode, especially
if the temperature is too low, the hydrochloric
acid insufficient in amount, or the current
density too high, and some chlorine is taken
up by silver and other impurities. The result
is that the electrolyte gradually becomes weaker
in gold chloride and more must be added at
frequent intervals. The gold chloride for this
purpose is usually prepared by dissolving gold
in aqua regia. The AuCI4' ions migrate from
the cathode and it is necessary to stir the solu-
tion by air-blowing or by a propeller. In
pulsating-current practice, with an alter-
nating current of strength 11 times that of
the direct current, a direct current of 125
amperes per sq. ft. of anode can be ured without
scraping the anodes. In practice about 80 or
90 amperes per sq. ft. is urual. The amount of
gold passing into the anode mud is diminished
by the use of the pulsating current.

Platinum and palladium when alloyed with
gold pass into solution from the anode and are
subsequently recovered by chemical precipita-
tion. Iridium, osmiridium and rhodium do not
dissolve. Lead at the anode is converted into
peroxide and causes passivity. It may also
reach the cathode, making the gold brittle. It
is accordingly removed beforehand together
with selenium, tellurium, arsenic, antimony
and bismuth by toughening. When the elec-
trolyte becomes foul, owing to an accumulation
of copper and other impurities, it is drawn off
and the metals recovered. The electrolyte is
renewed, 'most conveniently, by withdrawing a
pad of it each day and adding a solution of pure
gold chloride. The anodes are made of such
thickness (4-12 mm.) that they can be dissolved
in 24 to 36 hours. The cathodes"consist of fine
gold and the deposited gold is usually from 999-5
to 999-9 fine. The residue at the anodes consists
chiefly of silver chloride.

The process is particularly applicable to
platiniferous gold, as in other refining processes
platinum is left with the gold and lost.

Chlorine Process.—In Australia, South Africa
and elsewhere, gold is refined by the passage of a
stream of chlorine gas through the molten metal
contained in a clay pot and covered with borax.
The method was invented by Miller in 1867
(J.C.S. 1868, 21, 506). The chlorine is at ^rst
completely absorbed and combines with all the
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mptnls present except perhaps some of the
platinum group. Gold itself ia attacked very
slightly in the earlier stages. The chlorfSes rise
to the surface and are baled out, together with
the borax, when they have become incon-
veniently bulky. Some chlorides volatilise and
pass out of the furnace. In, one modification,
oxygen is added with the chlorine (Kah&n,
Trans. Inet. Min. Met. 1918, 28, 35). When the
gold approaches a fineness of 990, gold chloride
ia formed in rapidly increasing amounts and
begins to appear in appreciable quantities in the
fumes which pass through the slag. The
stream of chlorine, which has already been
reduced to a mere trickle, ia stopped soon after-
wards. The end-point is ^marked by a peculiar
stain (caused by gold chloride) on a cold clay
pipe-atem held in the issuing fume. The re-
mainder of the chloride slag is th f̂njeem overt and
the gold cast into ingots. It is usually about
996 fii?e, the residue being mainly silver.
Platinum remains with the gold. Tellurium is
difficult to eliminate. If present, it remains to
the end and is removed by additions of nitre.

The chloride slag is found to contain about
2% of the gold, mainly in the form of minute
crystalline particles, reduced from chloride of
gold which has passed into the slag (Law, 54th
Ann. Rept. Royal Mint, 1923, p. 97). The gold
ia collected by the addition of carbonate of soda
to the molten slag. Part of the silver chloride
is reduced, and the metallic silver settles to the
bottom, carrying the gold with it. This portion
again passes through the process. The re-
mainder of the silver is freed from the base
chlorides and reduced with iron plates.

The process is especially suitable fnr refining
bullion over 700 fine in gold, with the remainder
mainly silver. Gold of lower fineness can be
treated but the time of treatment becomes longer
and tha coat greater [see 64th Ann. Kept. Royal
Mint, 1933, p. 110). If the silver is below 6%.
there is some difficulty in removing base metals.
The process is obviously unsuitable for dor6
bullion or platiniferous gold. One great advan-
tage is the rapidity of the process, as it brings
98% of the gold to account in a marketable form
in a few hours. The plant costs little and the
Tunning coats are low.

Properties of Gold.—The characteristic
yellow colour of gold is made redder by tht<
presence of copper and pal^r by the presence of
silver. In certain proportions the effect of one
of the two metals neutralises that of the other.
In a finely divided state, when prepared by
volatilisation or precipitation, gold assumes
various colours, sueh BS deep violet, ruby and
purple. " Faraday's gold " is a ruby coloured
solution of colloidal metallic gold in water
(Zsigmondy, Annalcn, 1898, 801, 29; J.C.S.
1912,102, ii, 508). Molten gold is green.

Gold is the most extensible of all metals, and
can be reduced by hammering to a thickness of
0-00008 mm. Its m»|le-:il>ility and ductility are
reduced by the j of impurities, of which
bismuth, lead and Mhirhini have the most
•taking effects. Gold containing 0-26 per 1,000
of bismuth is brittle. TIIK melting-point of
P»re gold is 10tt3°. but if it oontafcu 0-2% of
tellurium, it softens at 432°, the melting-point

ite eutectic of gold and the compound
AuTe,. The presence of most other metals
reduces the melting-point of gold, but it is
raised by platinum. It begins to volatilise in
vacuo in a quarts vessel at 1070° and boils at
1800° under the same conditions (Krafft and
Bergfeld, Ber, 1905, 38, 264). The density of
cast gold in about 19-3, but that of precipit-
gold js higher, and when gold is crystallised from
solution its density is given as 19-43. It
crystallises in the cubic system.

Gold is unaffected by the air at all tempera-
tures and can be melted and solidified without
being changed. In large pieces, it is not per-
ceptibly attacked by alkalin or by nitric, sul-
phuric or hydrochloric acid, but, when finely
divided, it is slightly soluble in boiling HCI
and in boiling HNO.,. It is freely soluble in
aqua regia or other mixtures, evolving one
of the halogens, and more slowly in cyanide
solutions in ths presence of air. Its compounds
are generally formed with difficulty and decom-
posed very easily with the liberation of the metal.

Alloys of Gold.—The gold-copper alloys are
harder, more fusible, of higher tensile strength
and less malleable and ductile than pure gold.
Tin" metals are mjsciblc in all proportions when
molt^i mid on solidification separate only to a
slight degree. The first additions of copper to
gold cause a rapid lowering of the melting-point,
the minimum of 884° being reached at the brittle
alloy containing gold 82%, copper 18%. On
cooling the solid solution of gold and copper
which exists at high temperatures, gradual
decomposition occurs with the formation of the
compounds AuCuaand AuCu3 (Haughton and
Payne, J. Inst. Metals, 1931, 46, 457 j Kurnakov
and Agcew, ibid. 481; Grube, Z. anorg. Chem.

1931, 201, 41). The transition point is not far
below 400°. The compound AuCu is hard and
brittle and alloys containing much of it cannot
bo rolled or drawn. The effects are pronounced
in the alloys containing 50-75% gold but are
reduced by quenching (E. A. Smith, Metal Iml.
1932, 41, 28). The densities of the alloy?when
cast are as follows (Hoitsema, Z. anorg. Chem.
1904, 41, 65):

Proportion of gold, %. Donrity.
100 19-30
91-66 17-35
BOO 17-17
750 14-74
58-3 12-69
250 1003

The densities of gold wares, which consist of
triple alloys of gold, silver and copper, ars
higher.

OoM-silver alloys are soft, malleable and
ductile and all their propertied arc intermediate
between those of goM and silver. The colour is
dominated by the silver, the alloy containing
37-5% of gold being only just distinguishable
in colour from pure silver. Alloys contuining
not IPBD than 65% of silver are almost com-
pletely p»rtod by boiling nitric or sulphuric add,
t In' silver being dissolved and an ullotropto form
of gold left behind na a brown sponge or powder
(Hanriot, Bull. Sue. chim. 19H. [iv], 9, 139,

,mtii. rand. 1912,165, 10W). The gold
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obstinately retains about 0-1% of silver, and
on continued boiling in strong nitric acid,
some gold is dissolved whilst the proportion of
silver is reduced very slowly. The presence of
copper facilitates the action of the acid but does
not alter the final result.

Amalgams or alloys of gold and mercury are
formed at ordinary temperatures by direct union
of the two metals. Mercury dissolves Q-11%
of gold at 0° and 0-126% at 100° (Kasantseff,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1878, [ii], 30, 20), and gold
absorbs mercury, forming a silver-white solid
alloy containing about 40% of gold. .At 440°
most of the mercury is removed by volatilisa-
tion, the residue containing about 75% of gold.
At a bright red heat, almost all the remainder
of the mercury is distilled off. In the alternative,
the mercury can be removed by dissolving it in
nitric acid. Parravano (Gazzetta, 1918, 48,
ii, 123) states that gold amalgams contain at
least two compounds, Au2Hg3 a*hd Au3Hg (cf.
Paal and Steyer, Kolloid-Z. 1918, 23, 145);
Plaksin (Am. Inst. Anal. Chim. Leningrad, 1928,
4, 336) gives the compounds as AuHg2 and
Au2Hg. <

Odd-iron alloys are hard but malleable and
ductile (Isaac and Tammann, Z. anorg Chem.
1907, 53, 281; Nowack, Z. Metallk. 1930, 22,
97). Alloys containing between 15 and 20%
of iron are used in jewellery in France under the
name or gris. Their colour is greyish-yellow
and they melt at temperatures higher than that
of pure gold. Or bleu contains 25% of iron. It
melts at a temperature of 1,160°.

Gold forms a brittle purple compound with
aluminium, Au AL (aluminiu/n21-5%) (Heycock
and Neville, Phil. Trans. 1900, A, 194, 201;
1914, A, 214, 267). The compound AuZn, con-
taining 25% of zinc, is of a pale lilac colour and
is also brittle. The compounds Au3Zn and
AuZn3 also exist (Soldau, J. Inst. Metals, 1923,
30, 351; 1926, 36, 454). Zinc removes gold
from molten lead, and aluminium has the same
property, the compound formed being AuAI2.

Ustis of Gold .—Gold is used in the form of its
alloys with copper, silver, etc., in the manu-
facture of coin, plate and. jewellery. Gold leaf
is used for gilding by hand and potassium auro-
cyanide is used in gold plating baths. Gold
is also used in photography (in the form of
sodium chloroaurate); in dentistry (as alloys);
in medicine (as the chloride); and in the manu-
facture of mirrors for reflecting purposes. In
the form of Purple of Cassius, and as leaf it is
used for colouring and decorating glasses, glazes
and enamels. Gold lace consists of extremely
fine strips of gold twined round silk and contains
about 2-5% of gold by weight. A large propor-
tion of tho gold production remains in the form
of refined ingots which are used in international
exchange.

Gold Wares.—Tho alloys used in the manu-
facture of gold wares consist of gold, silver and
copper. The wares arc usually made from
rolled plates whiĉ i are cut out by punc&s and
struck between dies. The pieces are fitted
together by hand, usually by means of soldering.
Solders have fusion points lower than the gold
objects with which they arc to be used. They
usually contain gold, silver, copper, zinc and

cadmium in proportions varying according to the
colour of the alloy required. Decorative work
is carf'ed out by hand-hammering, engraving,
chasing, etc. The wares are " coloured" or
pickled by a process which removes the'silver
and copper from the surface and leaves a coating
of pure gold, afterwards burnished. In pickling,
the wares are heated to redness in air and the
blackened surface is removed by boiling In
dilutf sulphuric or nitric acid, after which the
colour is improved by immersion in hot mixtures
of nitre, common salt, ^lum, etc. In the United
Kingdom the 18-carat alloy (i.e. ii gold) was
introduced in 1^77, the 22-carat alloy in 1573,
and the 15-, 12- and 9-carat standards in 1854.
In 1932 the 15- and 12-carat alloys were
abolished as legal standards and in their place
a new standard containing 585 gold per 1,000
was adopted, closely approximating to 14-carat
gold (583-3 parts of gold per 1,000). The 9-
carat alloys are used for the greatest amount of
jewellery. They offer much scope for variations
in colour. In addition to silver and copper the
alloying metals include zinc, cadmium, nickel
and occasionally iron. A small quantity of
zinc is frequently added in the form of brass
(" compo "). The zinc acts as a deoxidiser and
assists in producing sound metal. The 14-carat
alloys are also much used. Annealing at too
high a temperature, say above 650°, or for too
long a time impairs the working qualities of these
alloys. Quenching at above 500° results in a
greater degree of softness. Zinc is often added
to both 14- and 18-carat alloys as a deoxidiser
and degasifier (Carter, Amer. Inst? Min. Met.
Eng., Tech. Publ. 86; E. A. Smith, Metal Ind.

fi931, 39, 123; 1932, 41,'28).
Imitation gold wares sometimes consist of

alloys of copper with aluminium, zinc, etc.
" Rolled gold " (E. A. Smith, J. Inst. Metals,
1930, 44, 175) is made by sweating or soldering a
sheet of gold alloy to a sheet of silver or base
metal and then rolling. In " gold filled " wares,
a gold sheet is soldered on each side of the base
.metal before the rolling. Electro-gilding is
carried out in baths containing potassium auro-
cyanide with anodes of pure gold. Various
colours of the deposit may be obtained according
to temperature and current density (Sizelove,
Monthly l?ev. Amer. Electroplaters1 Soc. 1931,
18,45). Gilding by simple immersion in hot auro-
cyanide solutions is also practised. In mercurial
gilding, i?old amalgam is brushed over the surface
of articles and the mercury driven off by heat.

Gold Leaf contains from 90 to 98% of gold,
the rest being silver and copper. The metal is
cast into little flat bars which are rolled out with
frequent annealings until about 0-33 mm. thick.
The strip of gold is then cut into pieces of 1 in.
square and these are interleaved with vellum
and beaten with a 16-lb. hammer to 4 in.
square. They are again cut up and beaten out
between gold-beaters' skins. The book of 25
leaves, each about 3J in. (8-25 cm.) square, con-
tains from 4 to 10 grains (0-26-005 g.) of gold.
The leaves are from 0-00008 to 00002 mm. thick.

T. K. It.
GOLD, THE COMPOUNDS OF.—

Tho chief classes of gold compounds arc the
aurous compounds in which the metal is uni-
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ent arid the auric compounds in which it is
tervalent. There is an intermediate clam,
auroauric compounds, in the molecules oP'whieh
there are equal numbers of univaient :ind tcr-
valentgold atoms. Whenever gold in in aqueous
solution either in the aurous or auric conditions
it is Always present as a complex ion and, as
far as our present knowledgo^goes, there is no
evidence for the existence in gold salts of the
aurous (Au+) and of the aurki (Au+*+) ion.
In its compounds gold is always co-ordinated.
In the typical aurous and,auric compounds gold
is 2-covalent ami 4-eoyaient, respectively, and
then has the corresponding effective atomic
numbers of 82 and 84. Ii», ccrlain compounds
which are exceptional aurous gold may be 4-

. .i I--lit and auric gold may be S-covalcnt; and
in both cases gold then attains an effective
atomic number of 8(5, corresponding to the
atomic number of radon, the next inert gas
(Dothie.Uewellyn, WarcQaw and Welch. J.C.S.
1039, 428j Brain and Gibson, ibid. 1939, 762).
Recent investigations indicate that such coir-
pounda as auric bromide, auric chloride, aurous
bromide, aurous chloride atld aurous cyanido arc
not salts but are non-electrolytea. They are co-
ordinated compounds in which the gold atom
has a co-ordination number of four or two,
depending on whether it is iivthe auric or aurous
condition. This conception involves a revision
of the constitution of many gold compounds.
This may involve in some cases a change of
nomenclature and, to emphasise the non-
electrolytic character of the above simple com-
pounds, th*y may be given the alternative
names of tribromogold, trichlorogold, mono-
broniogoM, nionochlor9gold, monoiodogold and'
monocyanogold respectively.

Gold Tribromide (auric bromide, tribromo-
gold), is prepared by adding slowly at le:ist twice
the theoretical quantity of pure bromine to a
weighed amount of pure and finely precipitated
gold con t a i net I in a wide mouth glass fiask pro-
vided with a ground stopper. The bromine and
gold are brought into intimate contact and only
sufficient cooling to avoid undue loss of brom
ie employed during the mixing. When all the
bromine has been added the contents are allowed
to stand at the ordinary temperature for some
hours in the stoppered ILisk. The flnssk with its
Btopper removed is then allowed to stand over
sodium hydroxide until bwftttine vapour ia BO
longer evident in the apparatus. The residue, a
compact dark-red crystalline mass, is pure gold
tribromide. {Gibson and Colles, ibid. 1931, 8407).

Gold tribromide is decomposed by water,
aurous bromide Und hydrobromoauric acid being
produced. It-is insoluble in ether, in the presence
of which it undergoes decomposition, aurous
bromide being formed and the ether becoming
brominated. It is also insoluble in ether con-
taining anhydrous hydrogen bromide and is
sparingly soluble in bromine. Its molecular
weight in boiling bromine indicates that its
molecular formula is ( A u B r 3 ) a and it> constitu-
tion is conveniently represented:

Br. Br Br

The magnetic susceptibility of gold tribromido
at V.r is it—0-23 X10-* e.m.u. On being
heated to a closed evacuated tube, it undergoes
dissociation below 100°; the evolved bromine

not wholly reef mi bine on cooling even after
many months (Buniwoy and Gibson, ibid. 11*35,
217).

Gold tribromide is readily soluble in aqueous
solutions of bromides and chlorides nnd Buck
solutions afford the- most convenient sources
of hydrobromoaurie aeid and its salts as well as
of mixed eh lorobromoau rates.

Hydrobromoauric Acid, HAuBr4 ,3HjO
(l.engfeld.Amer. Cliem.J. 1901,26,824),maybe
conveniently obtained by the careful evapora-
tion, finally under reduced pressure, over potas-
sium hydroxide at the ordinary tempi ratine, of
a solution of gold tribromide in an aqueous
solution of hydrobromic acid. It crystallises
in long dark-red needles which are hygroscopic
and soluble nofonly in water hut also in ether.
When carefully heated it becomes anhydrous
•mil ia then insoluble in ether.

The salts of hydrobromoauric acid with in-
organic bases are best prepared by dissolving
pure gold tribromide in an aqueous solution con-
taining the calculated amount of the inorganic
bromi3e and evaporating the solution to crystal-
lisation in a dust-free atmosphere. Although
highly soluble, these deeply coloured salts,
bromoaurates, can be recrystaliiscd from wat
Many such salts are known and typical
onea have the compositions: NH,AuBr4;
NaAuBr4 ,2Hj,O; KAuBr 4 ,2H aO; RbAuBr4 ;
CsAuBr4 ; MgtAuBr^^eHjO (Gibson,
privatE)communication); Ba{AuB,r4)2. A com-
prehensive series of bromouuniU-s of organic
bases has been described by Outbier and Hutier
(Z. anorg. Chem. 1914, 85, 383). The X-ray
examinations of the potassium salt have 1M
carried out by Cox and Webster (J.C.S. 1930,
1635).

Co-ordination compounds of gold tribromide
with suitable organic bases can be prepared
cither by the direct interaction of the^gold
compound and the base or by the following
reaction: MAuBr 4 +B=MBrfB-AuBr 3 ( M -
univalent metal) (Gibson and Colles, I.e.). The
following aro the constitutional formula.* of some
of these non-electrolytic 4-covalent auric com-
pounds :

v > or

NBrBr
Fyrlclinotribroino

goM.

Br

Qulnollmi- and iso-
Ull

Dl-a-pyridylainlnotflbromugiihl
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These co-ordination compounds are all deep
red in colour and highly crystalline. They are
stable and although sparingly soluble they can
be recrystallisrd from solvents, e.g. chloroform
and carbon tetrachloride which do not undergo
oxidation or bromination.

When ethylenediamine is used in the above
reaction the solution becomes pale yellow, and
on addition of alcohol diethytenediaminogold
tribrwnide (diethylenediaminoauric bromide)

H2N
\

\
Au

\
\

Br,

N H ,

crystallises in yellow glistening needles. This
salt, in which auric and 4-covalent gold is part
of a complex tervalent cation, lite the co-
ordination compounds described above, is
decomposed by hydrobromic acid, hydrobroruo-
auric acid and the hydrobromide of the baie
being formed.

By re crystallisation of the compounds^of the
type, B-Au Br3, from the liquid base B, salts
of the type {BBAuBra)Br are formed. The
compound dipyrldinodibromogold bromide,

^Au< Br,

is a dark-red, crystalline, soluble salt which on
being heated first loses a molecule of pyridine
and is converted into the non-electrolyte,
pyridinotribromogold, already mentioned.

Diethylenediaminogold tribromide (di
ft hylenediaminoauric bromide) is analogous to
the colourless crystalline salt lelramtninoauric
nitrate, [Au{NHa)J(NO3)3 (Weitz, Annalen,
1916*, 410, 13 7} which to prepared by adding a
dilute solution of hydrochloroauric acid d
with ammonium nitrate to a saturated solution
of ammonium nitrate, treating the mixture with
ammonia and washing the precipitate with water.
It can be recrystaUised from warm water.
Examples of other salts which have been
obtained are: the phosphate, RPO 4 ,HjO, the
oxalonitratc, RNO3(C,O4}, the perchlorate,
R(CIO4)a. tlie oxaloperchlorate, RCIO1(C£O<),
the chlorate, R(CIO;,)3, the aulphatonitratc,
R(NO,)(SO4), and the oliromate, R.(CrO4L
where R=[Au{NH a) , ]^+. All these salta are
highly stable in the solid condition and retain
their ammonia even in the presence of con
trated acids. The salts with halogen acids,
hydtocyanic and thiocyanic acids have not been
obtained.

Co-ordination compounds of gold tribromide
with organic sulphides are also known. Di-
«e'i taMT. romogotd, (CT H 7 >tS - -. A u Br,,
i b i di b l

Gold Trichloride (auric chloride,1 trichloro-
goid} can be obtained by the direct action of a
large;fixcess of chlorine on finely divided pure
gold (Rose, J.C.S. 1885, 67, 905). The reaction
can be carried out even at 1,100°, although in the
absence of excess of chlorine gold trichloride is
completely decoinpoaed at a lower temperature.
The most conve^ont way of preparing the com-
pound is by heating pure hydrochloroauric acid,
HAuCI4,3HaO, at 200° in a current of dry
dhliftrae (Diemer, J. Amer. Chem, Soc. 1913, 35,
Kfcm
QOOI*

Gold trichloride foi'ois small, deep claret-red
prismatic crystals (Pope, J.C.S. 1895, 67, 906).
It is deliquescent a,tid dissolves in water; from
this solution by careful evaporation at ' the
ordinary temperatuie orange-red crystals of i"
so-called dihydrate, AuCI3 ,2HaO, separat
This in all ^probability is a salt,

H,O ,CI

taMT. romogotd, (CT H 7 >tS - -. A u Br,,
iapri-[iiti,Ti by the action of bromine on, di benzyl-
s'phidomo nob romogold (««<• below). ] Us a deep-
red highly rr.vBt.alli no non-ei ulnUa
m benwh „ , U9- ( i )
lyabji,

„,.,,. U9- (tiewJmp.) (Gibson and

diaquodithloToa-uric £tioride; it is not stable and
tends to decompose, yielding auroua chloride
{gold mono chloride, monochlorogold) and hydro-
chloroauric acid.

The molecular weight of gold trichloride be-
tween 150° and 260° corresponds with the
formula (AuCI3)£ (W. Fischer, Z. anorg. Chem.
1029, 184, 333) and its constitution is antilogous
to that of gold tribromide (p. llltf).

The volatilisation and dissociation of the com-
pound have been studied by a n'imber of in-
vestigators, particularly Rose (f.c.)and Ephraim
(Ber, 1919, 52, 241). At atmospheric pressure,
gold trie! do ride dissociates into auroua chloride
and chlorine at 254-256°, further decomposition
of the auroua compound taking place at 2£H)°.

The statement frequently made that gold tri-
chloride (auric chloride) i» soluble in alcohol,
other and other organic solvents is not correct.
Wil]statt«r((W. 1903, 86,1803), who stated that
gold chloride is soluble in ether, was investi-
gating the prii|n:i lirs of hydrochloroauric acid,
HAuCI.,3HaO, and tlii.s compound (see below)
is soluble in ether. Many of the properties
formerly ascribed to gold trichloride are those
of hydrochloroauric arid nrnl of sodium chloro-
aurate, and by " gold chloride" in certain
recipea relating to the photographic process, etc.,
is frequently meant either hydrochloroauric acid
or sodium chioroaurate. In the older literature
" a solution of gold chloride " generally means
" a solution of hydrochteoaario acid."

Gold trichloride is soluble in hydrochloric acid
and kydrochloToauric acid in fonntjd. When this
solution is (tvajwrated and finally left in a
desiccator over potassium hydroxide the red
crystalline residue has the com position

HAuClt.3HaOf

this compound is soluble in ether but tbo
anhydrous aoid is insoluble in that solvent.
Theoretically, the chlorouuratcH may be obtained
by neutniiiing & solution of bydioahloroaiific
mid with the appropriate baw, In prw Uoe, ti^'
chioroaurate iw mon otmvenieiiuy obi
when an excett of the appropriate

:h«
,ed
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at as provided by a solution of the chloride.
The chloroauratea are also prepared by dis-
solving gold trichloride in a warm solutiorrtrf the
appropriate metallic chloride. A large number
of chloroauratea have been described. The
sodium aud potassium salts, NaAuC14,2H3O
and KAuCI4,2HsO respectively, are botb used
for lolling silver photographic prints (Kebler,
J> Franklin Inst. 1900, 150, 235; Johnson,
J.S.CJ. 1901, 20, 210). The ammonium saty has
the composition NH.jAuCI4,SH2O. The brown
orthorhombic crystals obtained by Pollard
(J.O.S. 190:!, 117, 99) by adding ammonium
chloride to a solution of gold in aqua regia con-
taining ammonium chloride, to which silver
nitrate has also been added, are evidently those
of a complex salt having the composition
3AgAuCl4(NH4)AuCI4-7NH4CI. The cal-
cium, strontium and barium salty have the
general formula M(AuCL)z,6H,O. Numerous
other inorganic salts have l>een described; they
are generally characterised by being highly
crystalline, soluble in water and of a deep yellow
or orange colour. Chloroauratea of many organic
bases have also been prepared, since these latter
compounds have, in many cases, been identified
through their salts with hydrochloroauric acid.

Co-ordination compounds of gold trichloride
with organic bases are analogous to the corre-
sponding compounds of gold tribroruide and ore
prepared by similar methods. A convenient
method of preparing tho yellow pyridinoLri-
chlorogold,

Cl

(c/. Francois, Compt. rend. 1903, 136, 1557) is
by dissolving sodium acetate in an aqueous
solution of hydrochloroauric acid (not neces-
sarily free from hydrochloric acid) and adding
1 mol. proportion of pyridine for each molecular
proportion of hydrochloroauric acid. This imn-
elfctrolyto may bo recrystallised from non-
oxidiaable solvents which do not undergo
ohlorination. When recrystalliaed from pyridine
it is converted into tho orange-coloured salt,
dipyriditwdidiloroauric chloride,

When this compound ia gently heated it loses
pyridine and ia converted into pyridinotri-
uhlorogolU before undergoing more profound
decomposition.* Co-ordination compounds with
dibenzyl sulphide and aliphatic sulphides having
the general formula RaS-+AuCla KB weE
authenticated (Herrmann, Jto. 1905, 38, 2813 j
Smith, J. Amer. Chem. Woe. 1922, 44, 1709;
Kay and Sen, J, Indian Chem. Soe. 1930, 7,
*>7). The so-called salts of gold trichloride with
sulphur totraeblorido, selenium tcirachloride
and nitrosyl chloride are probably co-ordination
compound!! analogous to pyritlinotrichlorogold
Gold trichloride also forms a complex compemm
with stannic rhlorido.

The evidence I dcterae of the i<
derivative of lervtdent gold is not conclusive

Vou V I ^

The early work on this substance as well as on
the corresponding acid and salts, iodoauratea,
needs repetition (c/. Johnston, Phil. Mag. 1836,
[iiij, 9, 206).

There is also little satisfactory evidence for
the existence of the fluorine derivative of ter-
valent gold.

Gold Monobromide (nuroua bromide,mono-
bromogold) produced by heating gold tribromide
or hydrobroinoauric acid is always likely to be
contaminated with the metal. It can be ob-
tained in a state of purity by heating mono-
ethyldi bromogold (see p. 120U) at 50° to constant
weight (about 30 minutes) the following reaction
taking place:

=2CaH6Br+2AuBr

As the molecular weight of the compound has
not been determined the molecular formula
should for the time being be written (AuBr)n
and the constitution is probably best repre-
sented thus:

-• Au—Br ->• Au—Br -> Au—Br ->•

When the compound is prepared by the above
method (Burawoy and Gibson, J.C.S. 1U34,
8(10; 1935, 218) it is obtained in yellowish-green
crystals, it forms co-ordination compounds in
which, as in the original compound, tho auroua
gold is 2-covttlent. Examples of such co-ordi-
nation compounds are pyridinoinonobromixjold,
C6HftN -»• Au—Br (Burawoy and Gibson, i.c.
1935). the compoamd with phosphorus tri-
bromide, Br9P -»> Au—Br; dib&nzyUulpkido-
moTtobromogold, (C7H7)j,S ->• Au—Br (Gibson
amlTyabji, 1937, private communication). The
diammtQo compound is a salt having the con-
stitution LH3N -*- Au+- NHjJBraad described
as diamminwurous bromide.

Hydrobromoaurous Acid has not been
isolated but it is present in theoretical quantity
in the solution obtained by reducing an Sthyl-
Hlcoholic solution of potassium brouioaurute by
means of sulphur dioxide, the reaction taking
place being:

j+aH.O
H AuBr,+ KBr+ HsSOt+ H Br

The colourless solution is stable and if excess
sulphur dioxide has been used it may bo ex*

il by hunting the solution on the water bath.
It win be rilWred from precipitated potassium
brutniflt), and on long exposure to air, or con-
Hiderable dilution with water, gold is precipitated
and the solution becomes coloured owing to the
formation of bromoaurate (Brain, Gibson and
Imperial Chemical • Industries Limited, iJ.P.
4U7740).

Gold Monochlonde (auroua chloride, mono-
chlorogold) has probably a constitution unalogoutt
to tbo$ of tho corresponding bromine compound.
It i» a yellowinh powder formed by beating the
trichloride at J70-1800; at higher temperatures
further decomposition takes place (Uose, J.C.S,
1805, 67, 881, 905; Campbell, Trans. Faraday
Soc. 1907, 8, 103). It is iiwuLallc in water and
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is slowly attacked by hydrochloric acid, gold
and hydrochloroauric acid being produced,

3AuCl+ HCI -»- HAuClll+2Au.

When an alcoholic solution of a chloroaurate
is reduced with sulphur dioxide the solution
becomes paler in colour but docs aot become
colourless and gold separates after some time
in quantitative amount. If hydrochloroaurous
acid is formed it is evidently less stable than
hydrobromoauroua acid (see above). Certain
salts of hydrochloroaurous acid which have been
described do not appear to have been definitely
authenticated.

A number of co-ordination compounds of gold
monochloride have been described; examples of
these are the compound with phosphorua tri-
chloride, CI3P-»-Au—Cl, and compounds of
tho general formulae RaP -*• Au—Cl and
R,As-vAu-Cl (Mann, Wells and Purdie,
J.C.S. 1937, 1828} where R=alkyl group. These
alkylphosphine and alkylarsine derivatives are
volatile and the former yield brilliant gold films
when their vapours are heated. Amminomono-
chlorogold and dibenzi/lsulphidomonoc/dorogoUt,
(C7H,),S -> Au—Cl (Herrmann, Ber. 1905, 38,
2813) are compounds of similar type. T

Diamminoaurous Chloride (Ephraim, ibid.
J919, 52 [B], 241) ia analogous to the corre-
sponding bromine compound and is a salt having
the constitution [NH3 -»• Au +- NH3]CI. In
all these co-ordination compounds the aurous
gold atom is 2-covalent. Compounds containing
3 and 12 mol. of ammonia to each molecule of
gold monochloride have been described (see
below). °

Sulphur compounds structurally analogous to
diamminoaurous chloride have been investi-
gated by Morgan el al. (J.C.S. 1922, 121,
2882; 1928, 143). By adding dimethyldithiol-
ethylene, CHaSCjH^SCHj, to hydrochloro-
auric acid dissolved in ether the yellow dichloro-
dtmethylihioUtkyUneauric chloride (I) is precipi-
tated., and in the presence of moisture this
is converted into dimethyldithiolethyleneaur&u*
chloride (II).

J"C

U
I.

C11 a
XlJ

H,—

II.

By interaction of hydrochloroaurie acid and
ethylenethiocarbiwmde HaCieAyhntthioearbami-
doauTous chloride (III) is obtained in colourless
crystals. The corresponding nitrate (anhydrous)
and bromide (1H2O) and oxide are alao do-
scribed together with the non-eloctrolytj» ethv-
Unethiocarbamidoiodogold (IV). From thiocar-
bftmide, Morgan and Ledbury obtained the
colourless crystalline biatkiocarhamidoanrou*
nitrate (V) as well as tho anhydrous compound
(c/. Reynolds, J.C.S. 1869, 1).

ran

CH,—HNV
.. >C = S-vAu—I

CHj—HN/
IV.

.NH
S:C( * NOJ.HJO

V.

The constitutions of the non-electrolytes
(NH3)aAuCI (Meyer, Compt. rend. 1906, 143,
280), (NHa)a;P(6Me)3}AuCl {Levi-Malvano,
Atti. R. Acad. Lincei, 1908, 17, 857) do
not necessarily conflict with the stable 2-
covalency of the aurous gold atom and such com-
pounds may contain co-ordinated hydrogen
atoms. On the otlierjuiml, certain investigators
{cf. Mann, Wella and Purdie, I.e.) regard such
compounds as containing 4-covalent aurous
gold (see below). The substance stated to have
the composition AuCI-12NHs {Meyer, Compt.
rend. 1901,133, 815) and prepared by the action
of ammonia on gold monochloride at —28°
easily'loaes ammonia and IB converted into the
stable diamminoaurous chloride -mentioned
above.

Fluorine has no action on gold at fihe ordinary
temperature but is stated to corrode the metal
[it higher temperatures, ft is doubtful whether

compound having the empirical formula
AuF3 has been isolated and no corresponding
aurous compound has been described.

Gold Mono iodide (aurous iodide, monoiodo-
gold) having the empirical formula Aul is
prepared by the action in aqueous solution of
potassium iodide on potassium chloroaurate,

KAuCI,+ 3KI ->4KC1+Aul+I,

The precipitated compound is freed from ad-
mixed iodine by gently warming (35°); unless
special precautions are taken metallic gold is
;enerally j-TCsent. If excess of potassium iodide

used some gold remains in solution indicating
the possibility of th<, formation of a salt, KAul,
or KAu • 4; but such compounds have not been
sola ted.

Aurous iodide is a yellow crystalline powder
bich is decomposed by hydriodic acid and by

an aqueous solution of potassium-iodide, metallic
jold being produced. It has been suggested that
lydroiodoauric acid (or the potassium salt) may

present in the solution

3Aul+HI ->-HAul4+2Au.

other aurous halidcs aurous iodide forma
compounds with ammonia of which the most
itablc is ammiiiomonoitxlugold', HaN -• Au—\
Meyer, I.e.). Triethylphoxphinomonoioilogotd,
C ¥ H J i p - * Au—I, m.p. 40°, trin-ttvtylphoi-

l>htn<miiinaiodogold. (C4H,)aP -+• Au—I, b.p.
21io-225 /̂0'2 mm., and tntnethylarsinomonoiodo-
V*d, (CH^As -+ Au—I, m.p. 176-178° (Mann,
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c.) are stable compounds
and afford further examples of the 2-covalency
of nitrons gold.

There is some doubt concerning the existence
of the so-called anrosoauric bromide and chloride,
compounds having the general empirical formula
AuXj. Neither of these compounds hits been
Adequately described, but tAere is reason for
believing that they raa-y be capable of existing
under .certain conditions and if so it is suggested
that their constitutions may be represented
thus: .

X,AuV- X Au

i
X . •
I

X'Au X-Au-X
X

i.e. as a zig-zag chain containing alternate ter-
valent and 4-covalent auric gold atoms and
univalent and 2-covalenfc aurous gold atoms. A
formerly suggested constitution, Au[AuX.,|,
representing the compounds as aurous salts ia
much less probable.

Cyanides.—In the presence of air or oxygen
gold dissolves in an aqueous solution of potas-
sium (sodium) cyanide, the following reactions
taking place:

2 z

= 2KAu(CN)j-|-2KOH+HaOj,
2Au+4KCN+H2Oa = 2KAu(CN)a+2KOH

This is the basis of the Me Arthur-Forrest process
(1887) most extensively used in gold extraction
(q.v.). The gold goes into solution as the
potassium (sodium) aurocyanide which can be
obtained in colourless crystals by careful
evaporation of a solution of gold monocyanide
(auroua cyanide, monoeyanogold, set below) con-
taining the calculated quantity of potassium
(sodium) cyanide.

Gold Monocyanide (nurous cyaniQe, mono-
cyanogold) was originally prepared by adding
hydrochloric acid to an aqueous solution of
potassium aurocyanido, carefully evaporating
the solution to dryness and washing the product
with water, it, ia obtained puw u a nnmrhat
yellowish powder by gently heating the dialkyl-
iminocyjinogold compounds («« below) above
tli'ir melting-poinis. [ti molecular weight has
not yet been determined and the molecular
formula should be written as (AuCN),,, ita
constitution being represented thus,

•* A"-C=N -* Au-C=N -* Au-C=N -•

i S i b f » ' KTW- R°y- Soc- I!l;t<). At 173, 100; cf.
West, Z. Krint. 1986, 90. 856).

Potassium Aurocyanide. KAu(CN). [see
above), is obtained by cryttalliiation of the aurous

solution prepared by dissolving gold in the
presence of air or oxygen in an aqueous solution
of potassium cyanide or by crystallising ft
solution of aurous cyanide in aqueous potassium
cyanide solution. It is present in the aqueous
solution obtained by the addition of potassium
cyanide to hydrochloroauric acid. It is a colour-
less crystallino salt which yields colourless solu-
tions in water (solubility, 14*3 g. in 100 e,c. at
the ordinary temperature and 200 g. in 100 c.c.
at 100°). According to Rose and Newman
{"The Metallurgy- of Gold," 1037. p. 73), the
aqueous solution of potassium aurocyanide used
for the electro-deposition of gold may be pre-
pared (i) by dissolving the " fulminating gold."
precipitated by adding ammonia to hydro-
cliloroauric acid, in potassium cyanide, or (ii) by
dissolving purified auric hydroxide (see below)
in aqueous potassium cyanide, or (iii) by passing
an electric current through an aqueous solution
of potassium cyanide using a gold anode.

The precipitation of gold from aqueous solu-
tions of potassium (sodium) aurocyanide which
c«n be represented in ita simplest form by the
equation

Zn+2KAu(CN)a=KaZn(CN)<+2Au

is u&d industrially. Other metals more electro-
positive than gold may be used. Oxalie acid,
sulphurous acid and mercurous chloride are
stated to precipitate aurous cyanide from
aqueous solutions of potassium fturocyanide,

Aurocyanides of sodium, ammonium, calcium,
barium, zinc and cadmium have been prepared.
Like potassium aurocyanide, alt these yield a
precipitate of aurgus cyanide with evolution of
hydrogen cyanide when treated with mineral
acids. Co-ordination compounds of potassium
aurocyanide with 2:2'-dipyridyl and 4:5-(o-)
phenanthrolino in'which the auroua gold atoms
are 4-rovalent have been investigated by Dothie,
Llewellyn, Wardlaw and Welch (J.CiS. 1939,
426).

The cyano derivative of tervalent gold {auric
cyanide) has not been prepared.

Potassium Auricyanide (potassium cyano-
aumtc), 2KAu(CN)4,3HaO, is described as
being obtained in colourless crystals by adding
art aqueous solution of potassium cyanide to
sodium ehloroaurate until the precipitate formed
redissolvcs.and carefully evaporating the solution
which should be colourless- {see Potassium
Aurocyanide). Derivatives of potassium auri-
cyanide (cyanoauratc) in which the cyanogen
radical is replaced by halogens (not fluorine)
have been described (Limlbom, Her, 1877, 10,
172.-1).

Oxides of Gold.—The lower oxide of gold,
which would be expected to have the empirical
formula AuzO, docs not exist. A critical and
experimental revic'V of the composition of tho
material prepared as described by Kiguier (Ann.
Chim, Phys. 1844, [Hi], II, 339), by Krnsa
(Annalcn, 1887, 237, 270} and by his own more
HuitiiMo method* has beer- made by Pollard
(J.OJB. 1926, 1347), who concludes that material

ribed aa "aurous oxide" is a mixture of
gold and auric oxide (AusOs) and dcKis not
exhibit reactions of auroua compounds*

Gold Trihydroxide (auric hydroxide) having
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the empirical formula Au(OH)3 is obtained
(i) by heating an aqueous solution of hydro-
chloroauric acid with excess of magnesium oxide
and washing the precipitate thoroughly with
dilute nitric acid, (ii) by adding an aqueous solu-
tion of potassium hydroxide to one of nydro-
chloroauric acid until the precipitate just redis-
solves, boiling the dark brown solution until the
supernatant liquid becomes pale yellow, adding
a slight excess of sulphuric acid and washing the
precipitate. It may be further purified by dis-
solving the precipitate in concentrated nitric
acid, precipitating finally with water and drying
under reduced pressure.

When allowed to stand over phosphorus
pentoxide it is converted into a substance which
has been described as auryl hydroxide but which
may be the unstable auric acid, H[AuO2J.
When the trihydroxide is heated at 140° it is
converted into auric oxide, Au2O3, a brown
powder (Kruss, Annalen, 1887, 2S7, 290).

When auric hydroxide is warmed with
alcoholic potassium hydroxide it is reduced to
the metal, which is frequently deposited in small
glistening scales used in mediaeval times in
painting miniatures. By the action of hydro-
chloric and hydrobromic acids, auric hydroxide
is converted into hydrochloroauric and lfydro-
bromoauric acids respectively.

Auric hydroxide is soluble in an aqueous solu-
tion of potassium hydroxide and this solution
on evaporation at the ordinary temperature
under reduced pressure yields small pale-yellow
needles of potassium aurate, KAuO2,3H2O.
Aqueous solutions of this salt are strongly
alkaline. The corresponding barium* salt,
Ba(AuO2)2,5H2O, is sparingly soluble in
water. Other salts are also known.

The so-called auroauric oxide having the
empirical formula AuO, and which would
correspond to halogen compounds having the
general empirical formula AuX2 (see above), is
described as being produced by heating auric
hydroxide at 160° (Kruss, Ber. 1886, 19. 2541).

Sulphides.—It would appear that the early
work (Ditte, Compt. rend. 1895,120,320; Levol
Ann. Chim. Phys. 1850, [iii], 30, 355; Hoffmann
and Kruss, Ber. 1887, 20, 2674) on the com-
pounds of gold and sulphur having the empirical
formulae Au2S and AuS, respectively, and pro-
duced by the action of hydrogen sulphide on
solutions of aurocyanides and chloroaurates,
respectively, needs revision. The salt, sodium
aurosulphide, NaAuS,4H2O, corresponding to
a sulphide, Au2S, is obtained by heating metallic
gold with sodium sulphide and sulphur, extract-
ing the fused mass with water, filtering and eva-
porating the solution in an inert atmosphere at
the ordinary temperature. The salt crystallises
in colourless monoclinic prisms which rapidly
become brown on exposure to air. The solution
of gold in " liver of Bulphur " was known to
Glauber and Stahl.

Auric Sulphide, Au2S3, was described as
being obtained a s * deep yellow precipitate by
treating anhydrous lithium chloroaurate with
hydrogen sulphide at -10° (Antony and Luc-
chesi, Gazzetta, 1890, 20, 601; 1891, 21, ii,
209), but this method of preparation seems
unlikely to lead to a pure product. Gutbior

and Diirrwachter (Z. anorg. Chem. 1922, 121,
266), who could not prepare the other sulphides
(see above), obtained the pure auric sulphide by
passing a rapid stream of hydrogen sulphide
at -2° through a dilute (less than 2%) solution
of hydrochloroauric acid in JV-hydrochloric acid,
t is a dark-coloured powder soluble in sodium

sulphide i forming sodium aurisulphide having
probably the formula NaAuS2 analogous to
NaAuCI4. It is also soluble in potassium sul-
phide solution.

Fulminating Gold.—There are several
arieties of the explosive substances known by

the historic neme of " fulminating gold."
Earlier work on thib difficult subject (Dumas,
Ann. Chim. Phys. 1830, [ii], 44, 167; Baschig,
Annalen, 1886, 235, 341) has been the subject of
a critical review and a detailed experimental
study by Wutfc(i6id. 1915, 410, 117-222).

Some of the better known " fulminating
golds'* (if individual substances) contain
halogen in addition to nitrogen, which must
ahvaya be present. The greyish precipitate
obtained by the action, of excess of ammonia on
an aqueous solution of hydrochloroauric acid
appears to be a mixture (A) of two compounds
to which the formulae Au2O3>3NH3 (sesqui-
amminoauric oxide) and HN:AuCINH2 (amino-
iminoauric chloride) have been assigned. As-
suming the correctness of such formula) for
explosive substances, it is not surprising that
they do not necessarily conform to the formulae
of normal gold compounds. The yellow precipi-
tate obtained by adding a dilute solution of
hydrochloroauric acid containing ammonium
chloride to a cold saturated solution of am-
fionium chloride containing ammonia is stated
to be an individual and to have the formula
Au(NH2)2CI (diaminoauric chloride) and is
not explosive. This compound is stated to
contain water, but the compound itself may be a
normal auric compound having the constitution :

Treatment of this compound with an excess
of water furnishes an explosive compound con-
taining no Tialogen and to which the empirical
formula 3AuO-2NH3,nH2O has been assigned,
and sucl\ a formula cloes not appear to be that
of a normal gold compound.

One of the most sensitive of the " fulminating
golds" has been given the formula Au2O,-2NH,.
It is a black substance the constitution of which
cannot be formulated as that of a normal auric
compound. It is obtained by treatment with
hot water of sesquiamminoauric hydroxide,
2Au(OH)3-3NHa, which is itself obtained by
the action of excess of ammonia on the mixture
(A) mentioned above.

In the light of our present information, the
proposed classification of u fulminating golds "
into two types of compounds in which the atomic
ratios of gold to nitrogen are respectively 1:1
and 2:3 cannot be adhered to rigidly. It is
probable that more satisfactory knowledge
regarding the constitution of " fulminating
golds " may be obtained, an indicated by Weitz
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). by a further study of tetramminoauric |
compounds some of which have been referred
to above. Alkaline aqueous solutions of 4etram-
mmoa-urio nitrate on standing yield explosive
precipitates.

One variety of " fulminating gold " has been
prepared by a reaction which may be repre-
sented thus:

=4NH4CI+[Au(NH3)a(OH^]OH

It is a yellow precipitate, explosive but not no
sensitive as other varieties mentioned above.
The compound may be dianiminodihytlroxy-

ic hydroxide having tbi constitution:

auric hydroxide in nitric acid (density, 1*4)
and to which he gave the formula

AuONO3,5Ha0

may not be » salt in the strict sense of the
term; in accordance with the 4-covalency of
tervalent gold its constitution may be written as

/O\
O=Au<; >N-*O

or, less likely, aa

~

H 3 N. /OH]
OH

Salts.—Since gold does not yield salts con-
taining either aurous or auric ions the existence
of such compounds as the so-called auroua sul-
phate, auric sulphate anc^auric chromata ia very
doubtful. On the other hand, SchottliLnder
(»6«t. 1883, 217, 312) by the action of concen-
trated sulphuric acid on "auryl nitrate" {set
below) at 200° obtained yellow octahedra of
wliat he described as auryl hydrosulpkate.,
AuO'HSO4. When this compound ia treated
with one-tenth, of its weight of potassium
hydrogen sulphate and the mixture evaporated
at 200' it yields yellow rhombic crystals of what
he described as potassium disulphatoaurule. He
also prepared the corresponding silver salt. The
constitution and systematic name of each of
these substances maf be respectively, •

O=Au I =O

A number of complex sulphites have been
described. One of these (Himly, Annalen, 1848,
59, 95) having fche formula Na3Au (SO3)t,2H,O
may be aa aurous compound having the
constitution:

Na a

Lo
O—Au—O— <?

OxysulphatoaurJr arid.

The yellow compound having the formula

NaBAu{SO.,)4,5H2O

(Oddo and Mingoia, Gazzetta, 1927,57, 820; cf.
Kosenheim, Hertzm.inn and Pritze, Z. anorg.
Chem. 1908, 59, 198) and which ia prepared by
neutralising hydrochloroauric acid with sodium
hydroxide and adding a solution of sodium sul-
phite, filtering and precipitating with alcohol
may, bearing in mind its colour, be an auric
compound having the constitution:

O O

V
ro

K
Lo

Potassium dlsulphatoaurate.

For similar reasons, the existence of com-
pounds which have been described as aurous
and auric nitrates must bejregarded as doubtful.
Again, on the other hand, Schottla*tder (I.e.)
obtained golden-yellow triclinic crystals of
hydrtmitratoauric acid by cooling the solution
of auric hydroxide in nitric acid (density, 1-5)
in a freezing mixture. The same acid was
obtained by Jeffery (Trans. Faraday Soc. 1916,
11, 172) by electrolysing nitric acid (1:2) using a
porous pot and a gold anode and evaporating
the yellowish-brown anodic solution over sul-
phuric acid and sodium hydroxide. The acid is
decomposed by water and both authors assign
to it the formula H[Au(NO,)A3HsO,
analogous to hydrothloroauric and hydro-
bromoaurie acids, H[AiiX4],3H.O. The am-
momum, potassium and rubidium salts have
been described by Schottlandor

The auryl nitrau which 8chottlander (I.e.)
obtained as on amorphous mass by dissolving

Na. ^ S — O

° i
—Au—O—

I
O O

The corresponding potassium salt haa also
prepared.

Sodium Aurotniosulphate, FordoB and
Gelis' salt (Ann. Cbim. Phys., 1845. [iii], 13.344),
although long known as a complex auroua com*
pound and used in, the toning of silver photo-
graphic prints, has been of considerable interest
since 1924 when it was introduced by Mollgaord
of Copenhagen under the name " Sanocrystn "
for the treatment of tuberculosis. Later, along
with ""many other complex aurous compounds,
it has been used in the treatment of rheumatoid
arthritis, and it ie not improbable that " gold
therapy " may he extended considerably {see
below). Its constitution has been expressed by



the formula 3Na2S203AuaS203 ,4H;O which
cannot be correct since this colourless crystalline
salt gives no reactions of a thiosulpliato and
aurous gold doc3 not form salts containing aurous
ions.

It was originally prepared by the gradual
addition of a 2% solution of sodium chloro-
auratc to an aqueous solution containing 4 mol.
proportions of sodium thiosulphate. After the
red liquid had become colourless the Bait was
precipitated by the addition of alcohol and was
purified either by repeated precipitation from
its aqueous solution by means of alcohol or by
recrystallisation from water. In the preparation
just" described part of Jhe sodium thiosulphate
reduces the auric compound to the auroua con-
dition, being itself converted into tetrathionate.
Consequently several modifications of the pre-
paration have been introduced. These consist
essentially in carrying out the reaction using
suitable redwing agents whereby.all the sodium
thiosulphate employed reacts with the reduced
gold compound as soon as it is formed.

The constitution of the compound should be
expressed thus:

Complex Imido Compounds.—A number of
complex succinimido derivatives mostly con-
taining auric gold have been described by Pope
(B.P. 338506/1929; B, 1931, 319). The com-
pounds are prepared from auric hydroxide,
chloroaurates, hydrochloroauric acid or ful-
minating gold and succinimide in the presence
of ammonia or am-Ws.
isolated are;

Among the compounds

[(Nvls)jAuSiijlCI, diamminodisuccinimido-
auric chloride,

[(N H3)JAUSU,]AIJC1 j ; diaraminodisueeinimi-
doaurie chloroaurate,

[(NHaMe)aAuSuz]CI,dimonomct.hy]ammino-
aisuceinimidoauric chloride,

[(NHEts)jAuSu2JC;, didiethylamminodisuc-
einimidoauric chloride,

[(N H Et,)? AuSu2]AuSus, didiethylammino-
drsuccininiidoauriceuccinimidoaurate,

llS;"3, inonoamminotrisuccinimi'iogold,

Na3

0 O

t t
O—S—S—Au—S—S—O

1 I
o o

,2H,O

SStr/? ff MnimidoauroM
acid, H[AuSu2], and salts of dichtorodisuecini-
midoaurie acid, HfCl^uSu-J, where

_-COv

C H J - C Q /

in keeping with the 2-covalency of aurous gold
and with the fact that the compound does not

The cor.
give the usual thiosulphate reactions,
responding barium salt has been prepared by
double decomposition between the sodium salt
and barium chloride and the free acid has been
obtained by treating the barium salt with the
calculated quantity of sulphuric acid.

Sodium aurothiosulphnte is somewhat spar-
ingly soluble in water at the ordinary tempera-
ture and possesses a curiously sweet taste It
is stable but, as ordinarily prepared, when ex-
posed *o air it becomes yellowish-brown, decom
position having set in. Its solution is
reduced by ferrous sulphate or oxalic add
decomposed by hydrochloric acid.

d i i

is not
nor

Other examples of complex imido compounds
belonging to this series are hydrodiphthalimido-
hydroxyaunc acid, H[Phth.Au(OH)a], where

CO,

iiydrodimethyiglyoxtminylbromoauric acid,

r C H 3 - C = N _ O x Br-I

LCH3-C=N-O/ ^BrJ

r
ecomposed by hydrochloric acid. When ucctv
ne is passed into its aqueous solution the so-
L led auro«* aottylidt CA j as a

p aqueous solution th
led auro«* aottylidt, C.Au,, j8 produced as a

reUow precipitate which j. eros ive wnTn dr>
.Matthews and Watters, J. Amcr Owm <£f
1900 22, 108; .Vol . I I 2 8 » . S ^ S i ^
stitutional formula

case, gold mono chloride.

(Brain and Gibson, private communication).
Complex derivatives (imidoaurie acids) of sue-
on unide, phthalimidc, 5;5-dicthylbin hit uric acid
and o-bemoicBulphinide (sncchnrin) have also
been described by Kharasrh and Isbcll (J
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1931, 53, 8069).

Other InorganiCjGold Compounds Con-
taining .Complex Organic Radicals.—In
view of the use of complex (chiefly aurous} com-
pounds in the therapeutical treatment of tuber-
culosia^faee Sodium Aurothiosulphate, "A'ajio.
crysin ") and their increasing application in the
treatmeptof other conditions, especially rheuma-
toid arthritis, a large and rapidly increaBing
number of aurous derivatives of organic com-
pounds have been prepared.generallv ieen prepared,generally by nx-thodB
winch are the subjectR of patent* (c/.'" Handbuch
der Cheraotherapie," Fischl and JScblosaberger,

S e r S J ^ e d i z i n i B c h p l * h h J ] L i i
berger,

J p l*«rhh»n<J]ung, Leipzig.
The compounds are generally prepared

by the action of the organic eompSmVd (part
h l w f " * redllcing «gent) on alkali
halogenoaurates (usually sodium rhloroaiirmte)
V y ! ^ ' r ! n l p r a c t i o» ^ the presence of a auit-

rcdticfng ^ n t (Bodiura Bulphite, etc.).
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Many of the compounds are soluble in water and
such aqueous solutions may be administered
intravenously; others may not be soluble in
water and these as well as the former may be
administered intramuscularly in oil suspension.

Many of the aurous compounds which have
been described are derivatives of substances
(such as mercaptans) cont^ning the —SH
group and in the literature are frequently given
the constitutional formula of the general type
—SAu. Such a general formula does not xllow
for the 2-covalency of aurous gold and cannot be
correct. The simplest aurous derivatives of
mercaptans are generally highly insoluble com-
pounds having high molecular •> weights. Their
constitution may be written (R—S—Au)« or,
in extended form, as <t

R R R R

I L I • 1
—S -xAu—S -+ Au—S -»• Au—S

Au-

The following are four typical aurous deriva-
tives of organic compounds which (in addition
to sodium aurothiosulpha+e, frequently known
as " Sanocrysin," but other proprietary names
have also been allotted to it) have found con-
siderable therapeutic application : " Holganol
B " described as goldthioglucose and, in the
literature, given the constitutional formula

CHjSAu

H

HO

H

OH

H

OH

QH

Lopion "ia sodium S-allylgoldthioureabenzoate
and in the literature is given the formula (G.P.
651421)

" Myoehrysin " is disodium aurotbiomalate and
stated to have the formula

NaOOCCHfSAul-CHjCOONa

" Alfockryzine " (Lumiero and Perrln, Compt.
rend. 1927,184, 289) is given in the literature the
constitutional formula „

AuSCH.CH(OH)CH,SOaNa
+ HS-CHi!CH(OH)-CH3SO3Na

but thia compound may have a constitution
analogous to that of sodium aurotbioeulphate
thus ;

/S.CH,,-CH(OH)CHa-SO

SCHaCH(OH)CH2SO
Na-H

OEOAHIO COMFOUHDS OF GOLD.

Apart from the already known cyano com-
pounds and the acetylido (*ee above), the first
typical organic compounds of gold were prepared
by Popo and Gibeon (J.C.S. 1907, 91, 2061);

and their investigation has been carried out
chiefly by Gibson et al. {ibid. 1930, 2531;
1931, 2407; 1934, 860; 1935, 219, 1024;
1937, 1690; 1939, 762; Ann. Report Brit.
Assoc. 1938, 35).

Diethylmonobromogald, (EtjAuBr),, may be
prepared starting from hydrobromoauric acid,
HAuBr4,3HaO, gold tribromide, (AuBr3)f,
pyridinotribromogold, CjHjNAuBrj, or, most
conveniently, from the corresponding trichloro-
eom pound.

To a mechanically stirred suspension of pyridi-
notrichlorogold (19 g.) in dry pyridine (200 c.c.)
at 0° is added a filtered solution of ethylmag-
nesium bromide (2-2 mol.) in ether (45 c.c).
Water (100 c.c.) at 0° is then added followed by
ligroin (b.p. 60-80°; 300 c.c.) and then hydro-
bromic acid {& 1-49 ; 300 c.c.) at such a rate that
the temperature does not rise above 40". The
liquid (two layers) is filtered from solid matter
and the ligroin solution separated. The aqueous
solution is extracted several times with ligroin.
To the combined ligroin extracts, after washing
with water, ethylenediamine is added until no
further colourless precipitate (ethylenediamino-
•diethylgold bromide, see below) is produced. The
colourless precipitate is dissolved by shaking
the ligroin suspension with water and the
separated aqueous solution acidified with hydrn-
bromic acid. The colourless precipitate, di-
ethylmonobromogold, is separated, washed with
water and dried at the ordinary temperature.
It may be purified by dissolving in redistilled
ligroin (b.p. 40-60°) and allowing the solution
to evaporate at the ordinary temperature.

Diethylmonobromogold crystallises from li*
groin in soft coloifless anorthic needles, m.p.
58° (decomp.). It is soluble in all the usual
organic solvents and when pure is fairly etable,
decomposing superficially (violet colour) on
exposure to light. Its molecular weight in
freezing benzene and bromoform shows that the
molecular formula is (EtjAuBr), and its con-
stitution may be conveniently expressed aa

Au<;Au

the auric gold atoms being 4-covalent. This
constitution is in agreement with the results
of X-ray erystallographic investigation which
has also shown that the four valencies attached
to the 4-covalent auric atoms are planar. Di-
ethylmonobromogold and certain related organic
gold compounds when dissolved in a suitable
solvent (e.g. ethanol) undergo an interesting
spontaneous decomposition at the ordinary tem-
perature on treatment with alkali or alkali metal
alcoholate; brilliant gold films are produced
which can be deposited on a variety of surfaces
(Gibson, B.P. 49724t>).

The following derivatives among others have
been prepared:

Ethjlenediaminodiethylgold bromide,

[EtaAuen]Br,

a stable coolurless crystalline salt, decomp.
from 182°, soluble in water («w ahove).
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Monoamminodiethylbromogold,

Et,Au(NH3)Br,

a colourless crystalline non-electrolyte, in-
soluble in water and soluble in benzene.

PyridinodielhylbromogoU, Et(Au(CsHBN)Br
a colourlesB crystalline non-electrolyte, very
similnr in general properties to the preceding
ammino compound.

Dibenzylaulpkidodiethylmonobromogotd,

a colourless crystalline non-electrolyte,
m.p. 91*.

2:2'-DipyridyItelraetkyldibTomodigotd, also a
colourless non-electrolyte which has m.p.
169° (decomp.); its constitution may be

briefly written

EtaBrAu«-N CttH4— *Au BrEta

The compound monoethyhnediaminotetra-n-
propyldibromodigold, a derivative of di-n-propyl-
mono bromogold (see below) and analogous to the
above dipyridyl compound, is also a non-electro-
lyte and its colourless solution in chloroform
becomes cloudy owing to the following Lquili-
brhim being set up t

2Pra,AuBrenAuBrPrtt,

v^rPr^AuenJBr-HPrV^uBrJj

This compound has m.p. 110-111°, when gas ia
evolved; on further beating the product decom-
poses violently at 140°. The first of these
hanges also takes place when benzene or chloro-
orm solutions of the substance are gently boiled,

meiiidkyUnediamiiiodi-n-pmpyldibromodigoid — a
typical example of a mixed auric-aurous com-

9und in which the auric and aurous gold atoms
re 4-covalent and 2-covalent respectively—

being produced with the initial evolution of free
w-propyl radicals, the reaction taking place being
represented,
PratAuBr-en*AuBrPraa

By the interaction of diethyltnonobromogold
thallouB aoetylacetone, acetylacetonedieihyl-
is obtained in colourless flat plates, m.p.

-10°. Its constitution ia represented thus:

Et O—CMe

Ett O-CMe

corresponding diuieihyl compound has been
wired. From the diethyl compound by the
9a of sodium iodide (chloride) dietkylmono-
>(chloro)yoUt is obtained and the correspond-

ing salts tthyUiwdiaminodiethylgold iodide and
chloride have been obtained from the latter com-
pounds by the action of ethylenediamine"

Using magnesium methyl iodide and adopting
a similar procedure dimelhylrnvrtoiodogold, colour-
l needles, melting and decomposing at 78-5°,

been obtained. It is more sparingly soluble

than diethylmonobromogold and yields deriva-
tives analogous to those of the latter compound.

Di'^propylmonvbromogoid {colourless liquid,
crystallising below 0°) and di-n-butylmono-
bromogold (colourless liquid) have been prepared
by the method used for the preparation of the
other dialkyl compounds. These have also
been converted fhto their colourless ethylene-
diamine co-ordination compounds. Dibtnzitl-
monobromogold ia much less stable than the above
dialk'yl compounds, hut its colourless cthylene-
diamine co-ordination compound, ethylenedia-
viinodibenzylgold brotnVde, is moderately stable
(Gibson, private communication). Using methods
identical with tlsoso .first described by Pope and
Gibson {I.e.), Kharasch and Isbell (J. Amer.
Chein. Soc. 1931, 63, 2701) also prepared a
number of dialkyl and diaryl gold ha 1 ides; these
authors did not determine the molecular weight a
of any of tn.e 'jompounda which generally wero
characterised only by their gold content {cf.
Gibsonetal.,J.C& 1931, 2409; 1935,1024),

By the action of bromine (2 mol.) on the above
dialkyl compounds (1 mol.) in a suitable solvent
at the ordinary temperature deep-red crystalline
compounds having the general empirical formula
RAuBr, are obtained, and the ethyl and n-
propyl derivatives have been investigated in
detail. These monoalkyldibro'moqold compounds
have been shown by physical investigation
(molecular weights, dipole moments, etc.) to
have the general constitution:

B r

Br

This constitution is in keeping with their
chemical properties. When allowed to react
with hydrobromie acid they yield the dialkyl-
niono bromogold compounds and hydrobromo-
auric acid; with sodium bromide they yield
similarly the dialkylmonobromogold compounds
and sodium bromoauratc; with ethylpiiediainine
they yield the etbykjiediuminodialkylgold
bromides and diethylenediaminoauric bromi
This last reaction may be represented thue:

R \ .Br. ,Br

,. +3en=[RiAuen]Br+[enAucn]Br,

The monoalkyldibromogold compounds decom-
pose on being gently heated. This decomposi-
tion has been shown to proceed quantitatively
thus: .

•2RBr+2AuBr

\JKA liold Monobromide, p. 113c).
By the action of silver cyanide on diethyl and

di-n-propylmonobromogold the corresponding
colourless and highly crystalline cyano-com-
pounds have been obtained. These compounds
which are readily soluble in hydrocarbon, and
other organic solvents have the molecular
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ormula (RaAuCN)4 and their constitution is
represented by (I). This has been completely
confirmed by the resulta of dipole momerrt deter-
minations and by X-ray crystallographic investi-
gations (Phillips and Powell, Proe. Roy Soc
1939, A, 173, 147).

hiilliylmonocyanogold. when̂  merely vigorously
rubbed undergoes "explosiCs" decomposition
and di-n-propytmonocyanogold undergoes a
similar decomposition when heated above ita
melting-point (94-95°), the decomposition taking
place may be represented thus:

I.

- 4R '
4RAi*CN

j
li'lliitlliil

4AuCN
(empl

fortimJu)

with their having no melting-points. Further and
complete loss of hydrocarbon radicals results in
the production of aurous monocyanidc (aurous
cyanide) which, as pointed out above, probably
possesses a straight chain structure (Gibson,
1'n.c. Roy. Soc. 1939, A, 173, 100).

Compounds of type (I) yield ethylenediamine
derivatives having the general formula

CN CN

R

These are colourless crystalline n on-electrolytes.
When suspended in water and the mixture
heated, solution takes place gradually; free
radicals—identified as the corresponding hydro-
carbons—are evolved initially, and the clear
solution yields after evaporation a colourless
crystalline salt having the formula

> radicals, ethyl and n-propyl {R') are evolved
have been recognised (from the diethyl

compound) as n-butane and {from the di-n-propyl
compound) as n-hexane.

Compounds having the empirical formula
RAuCN are almost insoluble in organic solvents
and have high (and at present unknown) mole-
cular weights; they are also produced from
compounds of type (I) by long standing at the
ordinary temperature <<•/. Kharasch and IsbelT,
l.c). They are mixed aurous and auric com-
pounds in which the aurous gold atoms are 2-
covalent and the auric gold atoms are 4-covalent,
In view of the fact that the four valencies of.
auric gold have a planar distribution, and that
the two valencies of aurous gold have a linear
distribution, the constitution of compounds
having the empirical formula RAuCN cannot
be represented by a planar ring structure which
would also not be in keeping with their very low
solubility. Their constitution can, however, be
satisfactorily represented by a zig-zag chain
structure;

R

R A u C : |
f
N

AUC;N

i
c
AuR

R

C
Au

t
N

c
• AuR

R

Such a constitution U in keeping with their
insolubility and, unlike the parent substance

\
Au , H 4

NH i —

Au(CN),

These aurocyanides of type IV may also be
obtained by boiling benzene solutions of com-
pounds of type HI and recrystallising the
resulting solid products from water. On treat-
ment with sufficient mineral acid to combine
with the ethylenediamine they are converted
into the compounds having the empirical
formula RAuCN, type II.

The " phenylauric chloride," having ths
formula PhAuCI, and m.p. 73-75°, which has
been described by Kliarasch and I a boll, (J. Amer.
Uitm. Hoc. 1931, 53, 3055) and which waB pre-
pared by the addition of auric chloride, to an
excess of pure benzene, does not appear to have
either a constitution or properties analogous to
those of the monoalkyldibromogold compounds
(c/. J.C.S, 1964, Stilt 1935, 1024 (footnote)).
If such a compound does exist PhAuCI, would
only represent its empirical formula. The com-
pounds prepared similarly from toluene, di-
phenyl (decomp. at 66°) and methyl ealicylate
(HI.p. 107° decomp.) contain a molecule of water
in each case even after recrystalUsation from
ether.

The compound aurous chloride carbonyl, classi-
fied by Kharaach and Iabell (J. Amur. Chem.
Soc., 1930. 62, 2919) as an organic gold com-
pound, was first prepared by -Mancliot and Gall
(Bor. 1925, 68 [B]» 2175) by passing carbon
monoxide over gold trichloride at 95°. Kharasch
and Isbell prepared it from aurous chloride
in beniene suspension (20-30") and from gold
trichloride in totrachloroethylene (100-140°).
It is a colourless Bubstance soluble in organic
BolvenU and decomposed by water. IU mole-
cular weight is normal in freezing benzene and
the compound dissociates in hot solvents and
when heated under reduced pressure yielding
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pure aurous chloride. It is suggested that its
constitution should be expressed,

in keeping with the 2-covaiency of aurous gold
and with the linear distribution of the two
valencies. With pyridine and hexamethylene-
tetramine carbon monoxide is evolved and (pre-
sumably) co-ordination compounds of aurous
chloride (e.g. H5C6N - Au—Cl) are formed.

Aurous chloride carbonyl reacts with aryl-
magnesium halides giving good yields of bis-
aromatic, hydrocarbons (diphenyl, feo-tolyl,
di-p-tolyl dibenzyl, aa'-dinaphthyl), carbon
monoxide being evolved and gold precipitated.

C. S. G.
GOLD, MANNHEIM. A brass containing

80% copper and 20% zinc.
GOLD, MOSAIC. A fine, flaky, yellow

form of stannic sulphide which is now used only
to a limited extent to imitate bronze. It is pre-
pared by gently heating a mixture of 7 parts of
sulphur, 6 parts of ammonium chloride and 18
parts of a powdered amalgam containing 12
parts of tin to 6 parts of mercury, until the odour
of sulphuretted hydrogen is no longer percept-
ible. The residue is then heated to low redness
and a mixture of mercurous chloride, ammonium
chloride and cinnabar sublimes, while the mosaic
gold alone remains. A good product is also
obtained by heating a mixture of 5 parts of
stannous sulphide and 8 parts of mercuric
chloride.

A pale yellow mosaic gold is produced- by
heating 50 parts of crystalline stannous chloride
with 25 parts flowers of sulphur; a reddish-
yellow product is obtained on heating together
50 parts 50% tin-amalgam, 25 parts stannous
chloride, 35 parts ammonium ohloride and 35
parts of sulphur (Lagutt, Z. angew. Ghem. 1897,
11, 557). The temperature used should not be
too high, as the stannic sulphide, when strongly
heated, loses one equivalent of sulphur and
becomes black.

Mosaic gold is insoluble in nitric and hydro-
chloric acid, but dissolves in aqua regia and in
alkaline hydroxides.

A brass containing 52-55% zinc has also been
known by this name.

C. O. B.
GOLD NUMBER (v. Vol. Il l , 2876).
GOLD PURPLE (Purple of Cassius).

This product consists of a mixture of metallic
gold and tin oxide. An imperfect description of
its preparation was given by Andreas Cassius
(" De Auro," 1685). It is obtained as a fine
flocculent purple precipitate on addition of a
solution of stannous chloride, which contains
some stannic chloride, to a dilute neutral solution
of gold chloride. The presence of stannic
chloride is essential as puro stannous chloride
produces only a brown precipitate. T. K. Rose
(Ghem. News, 1892, 66, 271) has shown that the
formation of the colour is capable of detecting
1 part of gold ^100,000,000 parts of: water
when the Lest is carried out under specifio
conditions.

A very fine product is obtained by adding
stannous chloride to ferric chloride until the
solution is of a pale green colour and employing

this mixture to precipitate the gold from solu-
tion. R. Zsigmondy (Annalen, 1898, 301, 361)
prepared Purple of Cassius by mixing 200 c.c.
gold chloride solution (3 g. Au per litre) and
250 c.c. stannous chloride solution (3 g. Sn per
litre) with a very slight excess of HCI and 4 litres
of water. After 3 days the purple was deposited,
leaving a liquid free from gold and tin. The
precipitate thus prepared contained, after
ignition, 40-3% gold and 59-7% stannic oxide.

According to H. Moissan (Compt. rend. 1905,
141, 977), when gold-tin alloys, mixed with lime,
are distilled in air, a finely divided mixture of
stannic oxide, lime and gold is obtained having
the colour and properties of Purple of Cassius.
Similar deposits of varying tint can be obtained
by substituting for lkne other oxides such as
zirconia, silica, magnesia or alumina.

Purple of Cassius may also be obtained in great
beauty by treating an alloy of gold 2 parts, tin
3*5 parts and silver 15 parts with strong nitric
acid to dissolve the silver and oxidise the tin
(Muller, J. pr. Chem. 1884, [ii], 30, 252). E. A.
Schneider (Z. anorg. Chem. 1894, 5, 80) obtained
gold purple by treating an alloy of gold, tin
and silver with concentrated nitric acid.
The resulting black powder was washed with
ammonia when a ruby-red coloured solution
was obtained which was dialysed until it con-
tained no more ammonia. Potassium cyanide
decolourises this solution and stannic oxide
separates. With mercury, the solution becomes
brownish-red and gold is extracted; with excess
of hydrochloric acid, the solution becomes violet
and yields finely divided gold on dialysis. Ac-
cording to this author, the soluble form of
purple gold is possibly a mixture of the hydrosols
of gold and stannic acid.

Purple of Cassius is used in the manufacture
of artificial gems (v. Vol. V, 513c), and for im-
parting a red, rose or pink colour to glass,
•porcelain or. enamel; it varies in colour from a
violet to a purplish-red or brown.

In the dry state, gold purple is insoluble in
either strong or dilute alkalis, but when moist it
dissolves in water in the presence of very small
quantities of alkalis. Salts and excess of acids
and alkalis precipitate the purple from these
solutions. Whilst moist, it is also soluble in
ammonia with the production of a purple colour
from which the precipitate is redeposited on
addition of an acid or on boiling, and in the latter
case is not again soluble. The ammoniacal
solution precipitates gold on exposure to light.
The purple does not pass through the membrane
of a dialyser.

When dried and triturated, the Purple of
Cassius acquires a metallic lustre, but no gold is
removed from it by the action of mercury. It
retains water at 100°, but gives it up and ac-
quires a brick-red colour when ignited, and loses
its colour at the melting-point of gold .without
the evolution of oxygen.

On adding a greater quantity of mercuroiw
chloride to a solution of auric chloride than that
required for the reaction:

3HgCI+AuCI3=3HgClt+Au,

the characteristic colour of Purple of Cassius is
obtained. If barium sulphate suspended in
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water is previously mixed with the mercurous
chloride, the sulphate takes up the gold and
acquires the purple colour. Antony* and
Lucchesi (Gazzctta, 1896, 26, ii, 195) therefore
regarded true Purple of Cassius as being not a
compound but merely stannic oxide mechani-
cally covered with gold.

M. Miiller {I.e.) also prepared I urples by several
processes without the use of tin. A pale rose
(containing 01% gold) to deep carmine pigment
is produced by igniting a well washed and uried
mixture of magnesium oxhide and gold chloride.
A similar result is obtained by heating the mix-
ture in a current of hydrogen. Lime,'calcium
carbonate, calcium phosphate, tiarium sulphate
and lead and zinc oxides five similar but less
satisfactory results.

The most intense purple is obtained by treat-
ing a mixture of aluminium hydroxide and
gold chloride with grape-sugar Solution. The
mixture % agitated and heated until of a bright
scarlet colour, but the colour must not be allowed
io reach a purplish-red or the resultant product
will be of inferior brilliancy.

Similar purples, but lesS brilliant than those
with magnesia and alumina are obtained with
tin; 11*5 g. of stannous chloride are dissolved
in 200 c.c. of water, gold chloride added and the
solution rendered alkaline by the addition of
potassium carbonate. Grape-sugar solution is
now added and the mixture is diluted to 300
litres and is then warmed until of the rcquued
colour.

C. 0. B.
"GOMENQL" A trade name for an es-

sential oil prepared from the leaves of Melaleuca
Viridiflora Linn. (Faw. Myrtaceae), found
New Caledonia. It is similar to, if not identical
with, oil pf cajuput

GONDANG WAX (? Getah Wax). A wax
recovered from the latex of the Javanese wild
fig-tree (v. Vol. V, 1716).

GOND BABUL (v. Vol. I, 585a).
GONIOMETER. The goniometer is an

instrument for measuring the angles between
faces in crystals. The constancy of the angle
between corresponding faces in different crystals
of the same substance is the most striking feature
of obviously crystalline matter 'and was,
naturally, the first to be studied quantitatively.

In crystalline matter the totoms or molecules
are arranged in a regular pattern fti three
dimensions. Many crystalline substances de-
velop external faces, the presence of which was
commonly taken to be the distinguishing mark
of the crystalline state but which we now know
is not essential. But when a crystal has external
faces these arc parallel to planes of atoms in the
structure so that the external faces are regularly
arranged and define the internal regularity of
construction of the crystal. Because of this
symmetry the faces lie in zones, groups of faces
ln• • "zone" being all parallel to a direction
winch is called the zone-axis. The measurement
J« the angles between faces is of fundamental
*mPortanco in the study of the symmetry of

TK n nd i8 of g r e a t h e l P i n t h c i r identification.
P ne Contact Goniometer was invented by
Wangeot in 1780 and was used by the crystallo-

graphers Rome* de l'lsle and the Abbe' Hatty.
It consists of a semi-circular protractor gradu-
ated in degrees, with a straight bar pivoted at
the centre. With this instrument it is possible
to measure the angle between faces only if these
are fairly large.

In 1809 Wollaston invented the Reflecting
Goniometer, the principle of which is used in
modern instruments although these have been
greatly improved. The reflection of a fixed
image is obtained over a reference mark from
two faces in turn, and the angle through which
the crystal is turned between the two reflecting
positions is the angle between the normals to
the two faces in question.

The crystal is mounted on a holder consisting
of two movable arcs perpendicular to each other.
It is so adjusted that one prominent face is
parallel to the plane of one of these arcs. The
arcs are then tilted until the zone-axis of the
zone to be measured is parallel to the axis of the
goniometer, i.e. perpendicular to the graduated
disc. A fairly parallel beam of light from a
distant source or from a collimator is reflected
from the prominent face previously mentioned,
and the crystal is set so that this reflected image
lies over a fixed reference mark. The plane con-
taining the incident and reflected beams and the
normal to the face must therefore be parallel to
the plane of the graduated disc. This pro-
cedure is repeated with another face using
only the adjusting arc which will move the
original face only in its own plane. In this way
the crystal can be quickly adjusted so that the
zone-axis of the zone to be measured is set
parallel to the axis -of the instrument. As the

ins) graduated disc is turned through 360° the set-
tings at which reflection occur for the various
faces in turn are noted.

The usual procedure is as follows:—
(1) A drawing of the crystal with lettered or

numbered faces is made as it is essential to be
able to recognise each face.

(2) The crystal is set up with a zone-axis
parallel to the axis of the instrument as
described.

(3) The angles between the normals to faces
in this zone are measured, the readings being set
out as below:

| Face Quality j
of

Image I

Reading Differences of
Pairs of

Readings

(4) This process is repeated with other zones
until sufficient data have been obtained to allow
the directions of the normals to each face to be
plotted on a projection (nearly always the
stereographic). m

(5) A consistent set of indices is assigned to
the faces, and the forms present are noted. The
axial ratio or morphological constants of crystals
can be obtained after some simple calculations.

Although all Reflecting Goniometers employ
the saae principle, they are Qf different types.
In the simplest Student's Goniometer the image
of a distant source of light is used because the
light must be as nearly parallel as can be ob-
tained. This image is reflected from a fixed
mirror and this provides a reference mark, while
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the image reflected from the crystal can be seen
at the same time because the crystal is email
compared with the mirror. The tilting adjust-
ments carried on the graduated disc are very
simple.

More accurate goniometers are fitted with
collimators so that a fairly parallel beam can be
obtained from a near source. They have also a
telescope, the cross-wires of which provide the
most accurate reference mark. Such gonio-
meters are of two types. Vertical Circle or
Horizontal Circle, Vertical Circle Goniometers
are cheaper but Horizontal Circle goniometers
have definite advantages; the crystal is much
less likely to shift in the wax mount tinder its
own weight and thus larger specimens can be
measured; the large amount of possible move-
ment of the telescope makes it easier to deal
with difficult cases and also allows the instru-
ment to be used for the determination of
refractive indices as well as of crystal angles.
A very good type of Horizontal Circle Gonio-
meter is illustrated in the figure below.*

No. 2A FOESS REFLECTING GONIOMETER.

a. ColU (i) a Lor. 6, Tilting ecrewi.
e. Centering screw*. d. Telescope.
e. Lens for changing telescope Into & microscope.
/. Disc bearing graduated circle.
9. Vernier microscopes. h. Fixing screws.
i. Hutght adjusting »crvw.

ue accuracy with which angle measurements
bo made depends both on the instrument
on the crystal. The type of instrument

illustrated can bo read accurately to hatf-
mioutes. In the case of very good crystals this
order of accuracy is required, although evea
these will show* differences of as much as a
whole minute owing to irregularities in crystal
growth. But even greater accuracy is required
in the study of the change of angle with change
of temperature, which, is one way of determining
Uw coefficient of thermal expansion of a gratal.
* or this type of work a larger Horizontal Circle
Uomometer, such as the Fuess No. la, which
con be read to seconds is constructed. Cryitah
vary from very good ones suitable for such
accurate measurement down to very bad onca

in which the irregularities of growth are such
that the reflected image extends over two or
three degrees.

Although a good Horizontal Circle Gonio-
meter auch as that illustrated is adequate for
nearly all crystallographic work, more compli-
cated two- and three-circle instruments have
been developed iil the last 50 years by Federov,
Czapaki, V. Goldschmidt and Herbert Smifh.
These have the advantage that the crystal is set
up dhce only and in canes where there are it large
number of very small faces difficult to identify,
this is useful. Of course only one zone can be
measureS through 3tSOa, but this IB not a serious
disadvantage aJ crystals rich in faces are often
those which have been attached by one end to a
surface during growtft and so have only one end
well developed. Both the practical and mathe-
matical techniques required for handling these
Theodolite Goliio meters with two or three circles
are much more complicated than for the single
circle instrument. But it must be emphasised
that for almost all goiiiometrical purposes in

mineralogical and chemical labora-
tories the •iingle circle instrument is
entirely adequate and, also, that the
technique of using it is easily
learned. A very full description of
the various types of instruments and
of their use, with practical examples, is
given by A. E. H. Tutton in " Crystallo-
graphy and Practical Crystal Measure-
ment," 2 Vols., 1922 (Macmillan &
Co.).

In the course of the '-ast century
mineralogists have built up a vast
collection of dtta on the forms, angles
and symmetry of minerals. The
corresponding data for crystals of
organic and of inorganic compounds
which do not occur as minerals are
very scanty. Such duta are useful in
the rapid identification of crystalline
substances and a good goniometer
should bo a valued piece of apparatus
in every chemical laboratory.

N. F. M. H.
GOOSEBERHY. The fruit of

Rxbea groasularia (Kuropean species)
Or of R* hirtdlum (H. oxyacanthoidts),
the American gooseberry. The latter
species produces reddish fruit, smaller

• than that of Kuropean species. Among
recorded percentage analyses of European goose-
berries the following are typical:

Totaj solids
Acid
Invert sugar
Sucrose
Glucose
LievttloM .
Ash . .

I*
120
1-95*
4-87
018

II1

11-9-151
l-S-2-3t

0-10-0-12
1-2-3-6
2-1-3-8

0-43 —
1 O\\g{Z. Vatcn. A'*hr.-u. (tcnuiara. 1910. l», 6M.
1 HutUT {'/,. lindw. Wrsuchsw. Dtut.-Ooterr. 1900,

•, 047.
* A» citric adii.
t As malic add.

"Whidwch and Schmidt (Z. Unt«r«. Nah-r.
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Genussm. 1909, 17, 584) give the average per-
centage composition of gooseberry juice as :

Total Acid (as Invert
solids. Protein, citric), sugar. Sucrose. Tannin. Ash.
11*05 0-32 1-16 6*58 0-38 008 0-42

In earlier analyses the free acidity of gooseberry
juice was regarded as due almost entirely to
malic acid. It would appear, however, that
citric acid in comparable proportions isaalso
present. Thus Bigelow and Dunbar (Ind. Eng.
Chem. 1917, 9, 762) report 1-72-2-63% of citric
acid and 0-28-208% of malic acid in American
species, and Muttelet (Ann. Falsif. 1922, 15,
453) finds 2-07% of citric add in red and 2-20%
in white European varieties.

Gooseberries are notably rich in vitamin C,
Kudrjavzeva and Ivanova (Voprosui Pitaniya,
1935, 4, 114) recording as muck as 500 units
per kg. ©f berries, i.e. of the same order as in
oranges and lemons.

The composition of gooseberry ash is given
by Wolff as:

Total
ash. H.O Na.O CaO MgO PSO5 SO, SlO.
0-38 015 004 005 002 007 002 001

expressed as percentage of the fresh fruit.
According to Dodd (Analyst, 1929,54,15) the dry
matter of the fruit contains 0-028% of boric acid.

A. G. Po.
GORLI SEED OIL (v. Vol. I I , 5236).
G O R LIC AC ID (v. Vol. I I , 5236).
GORSE^ FURZE or WHIN. Vlex

europceus L. A leguminous shrub common on
poor dry heath soils.^ The leaves develop as
spines. The tender young shoots are readily
eaten by cattle and horses as also is the older,
harder growth after suitable crushing (Voelcker,
J. Roy. Agric. Soc. 1899 and 1901). Other
species, U. nanus and U. gallii, also occur in
Britain. In some areas gorse is cultivated, more
especially as a horse fodder, for which purpose its
food value is approximately 40% of that of hay.

Girard (Ann. Agron. 1901, 27, 6) records the
percentage composition of gorse as:

Water. Protein. Pat. extract. Cellulose. Ash.
62-7 4-6 0-9 260 14-5 1-6

N-free extract includes sugars 1-4, pen-
tosans 9 and pectin 1-6%. The ash contains:

HjO CaO M«O Fe,O, P.O, SOa

271 H-7 4-3 2-4 6-7 4-7

An alkaloid, " ulcxine," obtained from the seeds
by Gerrard (Pharm. J. 1886, [iii], 17,101,*229) is
identical with cytisine (q.v.) (Parthcil, Ber. 1891,
24, 634). From the flowers Bridel and Beguin
(Bull. Soc. Chim. biol. 1926,8, 915) have isolated
a glucoside, ulexoside, hydrolysable to invert
sugar and ulexogenol.

A. G. Po.
GOSIO GAS {v. Vol. I, 479ef, 483c).
GOSLARITE, Zinc Vitriol or White Vitriol
ydratd i lh

ITE, Zinc Vitriol or White Vitrio
ydrated zinc sulphate, ZnSO4,7HaO, crystal

m t h e rtbhbi t d i
p , O 4 , a , y

»A m t h e ortborhombic system and isomor-
Paous with epsomite. It results from the
weathering of zinc-blende, and usually forms

white encrusting masses, or sometimes aggre-
gates of fine, silky fibres. Being readily soluble
in water it is not of common occurrence, but is
occasionally found in the old galleries of zino
mines. Considerable quantities were at one
time obtained from the Bammelsberg mine near
Goslar in the Harz Mountains. Varieties are
ferro-goslarite and cupro-goslarite.

L. J. S.
GOSSIPETIN (v. Vol. Ill , 4056).
GOSSIPITONE (v. Vol. Ill , 405d).
GOSSIPITRIN (*. Vol. Ill , 4066).
GOSSIPOL (v. Vol. Ill , 407d).
GOULARD'S EXTRACT, LOTION,

WAT E R. Solutions of basic lead acetate.
"GRAHAM'S SALT," sodium hexameta-

phosphate [v. CALGON).
GRAM INE, CnHi4N2 , is a crystalline base

discovered in certain chlorophyll-defective
mutants of barley by Von Euler and Hcllstrom
(Z. physiol. Chem. 1932, 208, 43; 1933, 217,
23); the yield was about 001% of the dry weight
of the plants. The same base was next described
as the alkaloid donaxine, which Orechoff and
Norkina (Ber. 1935, 68 [B], 436) isolated in a
yield of 0-57% from the reed Arundo donax
from Central Asia; Madinavcitia (J.G.S. 1937,
1927)^obtained 0-28% from the same species
growing on the coast near Barcelona. The
constitution was investigated by Von Euler,
Erdtman and Hellstrom (Ber. 1936, 69 [B],
743) but only fully established as 3-dimethyl-
aminomethylindole by synthesis (Th. Wieland
and Chi Yi Using, Annalen, 1936, 526, 188;
Kiihn and Stein, Ber. 1937, 60 [B], 567). The
second synthesis, ^-condensation of indole with
formaldehyde and dimethylamine in the cold,
is probably biological and gives a quantitative

+CHaO+NHMea

H8NMea+HaO

Gramme forms needles from acetone, m.p.
134°; picrate, m.p. 141°; perchlorate, m.p. 150°.
Orechoff and Norkina describe a methiodide,
m.p. 177°, but a " methiodide " melting above
350° and obtained by Wieland and Chi Yi Hsing,
as well as by Kiihn and Stein, i*as in all proba-
bility tetramethylammonium iodide. Madina-
veitia showed that in the presence of methyl
iodide and potassium hydroxide in methanol
solution, gramine is quantitatively decomposed
into 3-methoxymetLylindole and tetramethyl-
ammonium iodide, and that, without alkali, the
latter salt is also formed (along with 3-hydroxy-
methylindole ?). Ethyl iodide reacts normally
with gaamine in neutral solution, but in alkaline
solution dimethylethylamine is formed.

Arundo donax contains also a minute quantity
of donaxarine, C13H ieOaN2, m.p. 217° (Madina-
vcitia). This second alkaloid is an indole sub-
stituted in the 2-position, for it gives neither the
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Ehrlich nor the Hopkins and Cole reaction (both
positive with gramine). Donaxarine contains
one —NMe group, but no —OMe or —CMe,
and is optically inactive.

G. B.
GRANITE. An acid igneous rock consisting

of a granular (hence, the name) holocrystalline
aggregate of quartz, felspar and mica. It
contains about 65-75% of silica, which is
present partly as free silica (quartz forming
30-50% of the rock), and partly in combina-
tion in the silicates. The felspar (36-68%) is
generally a potash-felspar, usually orthoclase,
but sometimes microcline: it may also, especi-
ally in the " soda-granites," be a soda-bearing
orthoclase, anorthoclase or a plagioclase (albite
to oligoclase). The mica (5-18% of the rock)
is usually of two kinds, a white mica, muscovite,
and a black mica, biotite.1 The one-mica
granite, biotite-granite, is sometimes dis-
tinguished as granitite. Less frequently, horn-
blende or augite may partly or wholly take the
place of mica, as in hornblende-granite and
augite-granite. In other varieties, especially
those altered by pneumatolytic agencies, tour-
maline may be present. Granites differ widely
in their general appearance and character, owing
to variations in their coarseness of grain, the
occasional presence of larger porphyritic crystals
embedded in a finer-grained groundmoss, the
colour of the felspars (dull white to pink), and
the lack or predominance of the dark-coloured
minerals, biotite and hornblende. Sp.gr. 2-6-
2-8; weight per cu. ft., 160-175 1b.; crushing
strength, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 tons per sq. ft.
Degree of porosity very low, 0-2-0-3%. The
grain of the rock is sufficiently coarse for the
individual minerals to be distinguishable by the
unaided eye. It varies from fine-grained in
aplite (a variety composed only of quartz and
felspar) to very coarse-grained in pegmatite and
graphic granite (the latter characterised by an
intimate intergrowth of quartz and felspar). At
times granite displays a more or less pronounced
foliated structure (gneissose granite), passing
imperceptibly into gneiss. This rock has the
same mineral and chemical composition as
granite, and to a certain extent can be employed
for the same purposes.

The following analyses are of: I, Coarse-
grained, red biotite-granite from Peterhead,
Aberdeen (J. A. Phillips, 1880). II, Fine-
grained, bluish-grey Muscovite-biotite-granite
from Rubislaw, Aberdeen (W. Mackie, 1901).
Ill , Biotite-granite with large porphyritic
crystals ot red felspar from Shap, Westmorland

l?V?" Co l?en'r
1891)- IV. Grey muscovite-

biotite-gramte from Grcady, near Luxullian,
Cornwall (J. A, Phillips, 1880). V, Dark red
medium-grained hornblende-biotite-granit* from
Mount Sorrel, Leicestershire (C. K. Baker)
VI, Average of nine analyses of the grey, two-

S f a n i t ? 8 ^ f £f i n t S E £ • *

1873-84; H. S. Washington, U.S. Geol. Survey,
Prof. Paper, 1917, No. 99.

SiO2 .
AJ2O3

FeO .
MnO.
MgQ .
CaO .
Na«O
K2O .
PjO* •
H2O .

Sp.gr.

I.

73-70
14-44
0-43
1-49

trace
trace

108
4-21
4-43

(£rRce
0 0 ]

100-39
2-69

11.

6901
1^74
7O-97

2--05

0-48
1-95
2-73
3-94
—
118

lOO-fc

III.

68-55
16-21
2-26
n.d.
0-45
104
2-40
408
414
—
n.d.

9913
2-69

IV.

69-64
17-35

104
1-97

trace
0-21
1-40
3-51
4-08

trace
0-72

99-92
2-72

V. •

67-10
1619
3-82

1-58
2-59
2-43
5-38
__
102

10017
2-6«

VI.

7203
14-46
2-40
—

0 1 0
1-76
301
4-80
__
0 0 1

90-52
2-63

Haughton, 1855). For a large collection of
analyses of granite, , J. Roth, "Beitrage z
Petrographie d. plutonischeii Gesteine", Berlin,

Granites~are of wide distribution AS rock-
masses of considerable magnitude. They are
extensively developed and quarried iit Cornwall
and Devon, where they occur as a series of
bosses protruding through the killas or clay-
slate. The largest ^ of these intrusions are,
proceeding westwards, those of Dartmoor,
Brown Willy or Bodmin Moor, St. Austell or
Hens barrow, Cam Menelez or Pcnryn and the
Land's End or Penzance districts. In addition
to these principal exposures there are numerous
smaller masses. The granite of Devon anc1

Cornwall is usually grey and coarse-grained, but
red granite also occurs, as at Trowlesworthy
in the western part of Dartmoor. Although
used locally since prehistoric times, Cornish
granites were not systematically (Juarried until
early in the eighteenth century; one of the
first quarries to be developed was the De Lank
quarry near Bodmin, which supplied the
material for the exterior of the Eddystone
Lighthouse in 1756. Dartmoor granite was
sent to London in 1817 for the construction
of Waterloo Bridge, and in 1831 for London
Bridge. The granites of Scotland are of great
industrial importance. Aberdeen granite was
first brought to London for paving in 1764, but
the great development of the trade dates from
about 1850. The Aberdeen stone, valued for
monumental work, is of a grey or blue tint,
whilst that of Peterhead is usually of a tine
pink colour. The Ross of Mull in Argyllshire
furnishes a handsome pink granite, yielding
blocks, of exceptional size. Granite is also
quarried in Kirkcudbrightshire, the grey stone
of Dalbeattie being well-known in commerce.
Ireland is rich in granites. The very large
Leinster mass, in the counties of Dublin, Wick-
low, Wexford and Carlow was quarried as
early' as 1680. Other important occurrences
are in the Mourne Mountains in Co. Down, and
in Co. Galway and Co. Donegal. Other British
occurrences are in the Stilly Islands, Jersey
and Guernsey, Lundy Island, Maivem Hills,
Mount Sorrel in Leicestershire, Skiddaw, Esk-
dalc, and Shap in the Lake District, the Sam
district in North Wales, and Foxdule and Dhoon
in the Isle of Man ; and in Scotland many other
localities in addition to those mentioned above.

Granite is extensively used as a building
and paving stone, and owing to its massive
character and durability it is especially useful
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;

where massive constructive work is required,
as in the foundation of buildings, in docks, sea-
walls, piers of bridges, lighthouses, etc. ^Taking
a high polish, which is retained on exposure to
weather, and being suitable for carving, it is
much in demand for ornamental and monu-
mental work. Refuse froir the quarries is
dressed as paving setts, or kerb stones, or crushed
and screened for road metal, railway ballast
and granite chips. Partly weathered granite
trom near the surface, especially when covered
by a soil rich in humic -\cids, shows dull cloudy
felspars and the darker silicates have a rusty
appearance, and the rock itsplf is often quite
crumbly. This surface weathering may some-
times extend to considerable depths, and under
certain conditions china-stone or china-clay
may result. The solid fresh rock is, however,
little affected by weathering yrctesses when
employed as a building stone. The moat im-
portant cause of disintegration under these
conditions is that due to the unequal degree of
expansion and contraction of the different
minerals with changes of,temperature ; coarse-
grained granites are more affected by this
agency than the finer-grained varieties. The
handsome course-grained Rapakivi granite ol
Finland lacks durability on this account
Granite has further the defect that it does
not resist fire well. Tho cracking and scaling
of the surface is due to the presence in th(
quartz of vast numbers of microscopic cavities,
containing water and liquid carbon dioxide!
Stone containing nodules and specks of iron-
pyrites shoVld be avoided, since thia mineral
readily decomposes, ^producing free acid and
unnightly brown stains. Of special varieties
used for ornamental purposes mention may be
made of luxtillianite, and orbicular or spheroidal
granite. The former, from Luxullian in Corn-
wall, consists of largo porphyritic crystals of
pink felspar set in a black matrix of tourmaline
and quartz. A good set of large polished blocks
and slabs of orbicular granite from several
localities is displayed in the Mineral Gallery of
the British Museum (Natural History). Gra'nite
was used as an ornamental stone by the nnncnt
Egyptians and the Romans.

Granite rocks are always divided naturally
°y joints, which usually run in three directions,
approximately at right angles, thus cntihling
the rock to be quarried in roughly ttenboidal
blocks. Those are sometimes of considerable
*'*;• providing, for example, the obelisks up to
100 ft. in length obtained by the ancient Egyp-
tians in the quarries of pink hornblende- biotitc-
£u»to at Assouan (Syene) in Upper Egypt.
-The blocks are split up by " plug and feather "
wedges, the splitting taking place more readily
in certain directions, known to the qunrrymen
*s the "rif t" or ll grain " of the stone. This is
sometimes duo to the presence of flow structure
» t h e rock with a parallelism of the flakes of
mica but at other times it is apparently due
«> tho effect of stresses. When the surface is
required to bo dressed smooth, it is " rine-axed "
<>y continual tapping, at right angles to the face,
*uh a special form of axe. Slabs are cut by
uumond saws, and OQIBOUM up to 8 ft. in dift-

e l o r arfc turned in the lathe with diamond-w.*t

tools. Tho.polishing of granite is effected by
cast-iron planes worked over the smoothed Bur-
face, first with sand and water, and then with
emery, the final polish being given with putty
powder applied on thick felt. In this way even
elaborate mouldings are polished. The name
granite is sometimes incorrectly applied as a
trade-name to stones of other kinds, e.g. " black
granite to a gabbro or other dark-coloured
igneous rock of granitic texture, " Petit granit "
to & black Belgian marble spotted with white
encrinites, " Blendip granite " t o a limestone,
and " Ingleton granite " to a conglomerate.

Veins of metalliferous ores frequently occur
in connection with granite masses, either in
the granite itself or at its junction with the
surrounding rocks. Tin ore, in particular, is
almost always found only in association with
granite. The pegmatite veins occurring in
connection with granite often carry various gem-
atones (tourrabline, beryl, etc.) and rare-earth
minerals.

Reference*.—G. F. Harris, " Granite and our
Granite Industries," London, 1888. J. Watson,
»" British and Foreign Building Stones," Cam
bridge, 1911. J. A. Howe, " Geology of Build-
ing Stones," London, 1910. G. P. Merrill,
" BUtbM for Building and Itecoration,11 3rd ed.,
New York, 1903. J. G. C. Anderson and M.
Macgregor, " Tho Granites of Scotland," Mem.
Geol. Survey, 1939. On the granites of the
eastern United States, see T. N. Dale, Bull. U.S
Geol. Survey, 1907, No. 313; 1908, Jfo. 354;
1909, No. 4W; 1911, No. 484.

L. J. S.
GRANITE-ARLITE (». Vol. I l l , 32d).
GRANITE-PEGMATITE (vol. Ill, 32tf).
GRAPE. The fruit of Vitis spp. Euro-

pean varieties are normally derived from V.
viniftra L. According to Winton, American
viiri<ties have been bred from P. labrusca L.
(the fox grape), V. aealivalia Mich*, (the
summer grape) and V, rolundifotia Michx. (the
Muscadine or sonthem fox grape). The famous
American variety " Concord is derived from
V. labrusca. It is used for dessert and for the
manufacture of grape juke, but is less favoured
for the making of wino or of raisins. Typical
analyses of the fruit include:

(whole)1

European

American
(whd

American
(skin and

HtO.

781

765

sa-7

BM

82-3

Pro-
tein.

0-7

1-5

6-5

0-4

0-5

Kit.

DO

80

10

0-3

02

Fibre.

2 1

21

276
•

2-2

06

0-8

Carbo-
hydrates

Hi it

1«4

18-0

170

17 3

Aali.

Ob

0-*

0-7

( I

0-4

033

' Ktinlg/AmilyilBorFoodi.
* Dull" rid (Rev, Intvni. falsil. 1900, 13, 92).
* Atwutir ami Itryanl (U.8. Dept. Agrlc. OH. Kxp.

6 u . Hull.. No. 28 rev, (iwiii)>.
* Miller ami Diixuuc (llawili Aeri*-. Exp. SU. Bull.

No. 77 (1037)).
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The composition of grape juice varies consider-
able with the stage of maturity of the harvested
fruit and with growth conditions. Varietal
differences may also be considerable. The
storage quality and flavour of the fruit and the
quality of preserved juice are largely controlled
by the proportion of sugars and acids (mainly
tartaric and malic) present in the juice. Among
data for American varieties may be recorded the
following percentage analyses of the juice :

Total sol ids . .
Protein . . . .
Tota l nvlds (as tart.aric

ai-hl)
Tartratea (ditto) . .
Invet
Sucrose
Tannin
Asli

18-5 -10-0
y-7-0-4

0-4-0-8
O-B-0-fi

12-3-13-4

0-2

n.

IM

09
0-7

180
«•«

0-00
0-3

J8

III.

•3-22-2

T-l-0
-8-O-7
O-ltH)
0 0

0-3

f. Varieties from F. rotundifotia. Gore (Ind. Eng.
Chom. IIHJD, 1,430).

II. Cutawlm variety from V. Inbrusca, Gore (I.e.).
III. Uoirconl, Hiirtiiiiin and Tolman {U.S. Dept,

Auric Bull. GJfi (11)18)).

In juice from European varieties Colby r*1 ports
variations in reducing sugar contents of* 19-8-
23-1%. in total Bugars 21 0-23-5% and in free
acids (aa tartaric) 0-36-0*65%. CaldwcU {J.
Agric. Res, 1925,30,1133) in a study of the effect
of growth conditions reports the analyses of
49 varieties of juice grown in the same locality
during five successive seasons. Minimum and
maximum percentage values obtained were:

Total solids 12-9-200
Free acid (as tartaric) . . 0-5-21
Invert sugar 8-9-24-8
Sucrose 0-0-5-6
Tannin 0-03-2-4

In Muscadine grapes, -which yield 3-5 gallons
of juice per bushel, Armstrong et al. {Georgia
Agruv Exp. Sta. Bull. 185, 3 (IS34)) report
the following ranges in juice characteristic*:
total solids 128-21 3%, pK 3-42-2-90, tannins
0-02-0-417%.

^

During the ripening of grapes the juice com-
isition shows a marked increase in sugar cou-
nt and a diminution in acidity. Loss of

acidity falls mainly on the roulic acid: the total
tartaric acid content is not greatly altered

« o^" C f t S" i a : A l i n - A c c t t d - A 8 r i c - Torino, 1914,
SO, 2.U; Ferre, Ann. Falsif. 1928, 21, 75), al-
though there is some conversion of free taruric
acid iiito t i t r a t e s (Brunet, Rev. vit. 1912, 37
15). The ratio sugar/acid in the juice serves
•a a measure of ripeness of the fruit, complete
rir^nw «m*ponding to a ratio of 30 (Hugues
and Buffnrdf Ann. Falsif; 1930, 29, 270) and
commercial maturity with a ratio of 26 (Mcurice
and Boulle Bull. irwt. agron. et sta. recherche*

1047. 7, _*40) states that juico of ripodLrt
gripe* should1 show a sugar/acid ratio of not lew.
than 25 and </„ not below 1070.

In ConcordI grapes Helaoa (J. Amer. Chem.
Soo. 1925, 47, 1177) found the acida of the
juice to consist of J-tartarie (4u%) and i

acid (60%). Small proportions
however, are reported by Hartmann and
Hillig \J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Cliem. 1928, 11,
257) and by Heiduschka and Pyriki (2. Unters.
Lebensm. 1929, 58, 378). The flavour of wine
from northern grapes is said to bo influenced by
the presence of l-.ctic acid in the fresh jmoe
(Schindler and H'ulae:, Cheru. Listy, 1920, 23,
73). Glyoxylic acid occurs in unripe fruit
{Semichon and Flanzy, Rev. vit. 1933, 79, 197)
and a hexuronic acid (m,p, 1G5°) is reported in
purple grapes by Cahi1} (Bull. Soc. Chim. bio),
1933, 15, 1462).

Fresh grape juice contains peotiu and a partial
clarification of the j Jce results from the actvm
of enzymes of PeniciUiiitn glaucum which con-
vert part of the pectin into soluble compounds
and precipitate the remainder together with
suspcnsoidY^Wiuaman and Kerta-sz, New York
Agric. Exp. Sta. Tech. Bull. 178, 1S1 (1331)).
Barbera (Ann. tech. agrar. 1933, 6, Ko. 3, I,
229, 350) isolated from grape juice a pectin
yielding on hydrolysis arabiitoHe, xylose, galae-
tose, galacturonic acid and methyl alcohol.
Its methoxyl content was less than that of orange
pectin.

The odour of grape juice is ascribed to the
presence of methyl antlinmilate, of which 0-2-
2-0 tug. per litre of juice is reported by Power and
Ghesnit (J. Aiucr, Chem. Soc1ft22, 43, 1741).

Unformatted grape juice is preserved com-
mercially by pasteurisation or is concentrated
by low-pressure distillation. In the latter con-
dition it is sometimes referred to as grape
" honey," an analysis of which is recorded by
Cascrio (Ind. ital. cons, aliment. 1936, 11, 51)
•as HgO 24, ether e>:tr«;:t 0-7, ash 0-9, total
sugars (as invert) 72, reducing sugars (a« fruc-
tose) 6t>-8, protein 0-7S>t total a. id (as malio)
1-5%. Gachot (Prop. 5th Intern. Cong. Tech.
Chem. Agric. Ind. Holland, 1937, 11, 445)
describes the pasteurised juice as having d 1 -072,
dry iNHtttr 19, sugars 15 b' and ash 0-29%.

The anthocyanin pigment of European grapes
iscenin, C ! 3 H J , J O , 3 C K 4 H 2 O , a monoglucosidc
of tliinethyldclphinidm (oenidin) chloride,
Ci,H,BO7Cl (Willstatter and Zollinger, Annalcn,
1915,408,83; 191(i, 412, 195). Anderson (J.
Hid. (hem. 1923, 57, 71)5; 1924, 61, 97)
isolated from Concord grapes a monoglucoside of
the nionomcthyl ester of delphinidin. Both
iuithot y/inin and anthocyanidin pigments were
obtained from Italian grapes (Pariai and Bniini,

Hpcr. ngr. ital. 1920,59,130).
CRAI 'E-SBKI) OIL [q.i

KAJSISS and CUKRAKTIS rcpresi'tit a wide range
of varieties of drift! pope*. BomMgor {Z.

rs. Nahr.-u. i 90, 2. » 7 ) &ve*
the average j>erceutage armlyscs of samples from
several Mediterranean countries as :

Bon

Spain (museiitc!) .
Italy (raisins) .

LOU ((airtins;.

Syria (raisins) .
Zimti (currantii) .

ira (ourr

H:O.

25-1
80*1
22-7

__
—

Acldi.

L-88
i:n
1-22

1 U

I I
1-4

Siiciirs.

65-2

(17-1

i i l - H

OHO
fUJO

Aih.

1-7
1-5
1-5
1-8
1-7
10



GRAPEFRUIT,

Water
Nitrogenous matter .
Fat

F r e e a c k t . . . .
Invert sugar

rose
Other carbohydrates
Crude fibre and seeds .
A ah _. ._ _ . .__._

Kfllsina. | Ciinvmts. Konig's average data for raisins And currants
are given in tho table Opposite.

Average analyses for the edible portion of
American raisins are given by Atwater and
Bryant (Lc) aa HSO 14*6, protein 2*6, fat 3-3,
N-free extract and fibre 70-1, aah 3-4%.

RAISIN-SEED on. (». GSAFE-SEKD OIL).

Recorded mineral anal; apea and their
products include:

N a . O .

CaO „
MgO .
FeaO3 .
Mn3Oj

S O 3
SiO 2 .
Cl . .

fc'resli fruit
(EuropearV

019-0-36
001-O-06
002-003
001-002

—
.—,

0-08-O-US
001-003
002-003
0-00-0-02

9

J''resh fruit
(Coneordl.3

0-22
• O004

0'0:»
0-21

__

0 0-1

0001

Skin.*

0-40
0 0 3
0 1 3
003
U-12
0-005
0 1 6
0-05
0-02
0005

a*,,-

0-28
0 0 3
0-31
0-Ofi
0-005
0003
0-22
0 0 2
0 0 1
0-003

0-2£

0-02
0-'
002

0-02
0 0 1
0-004

" Honey." *

0-lfi

016

0-003

0-61
—

• — •

1 Hiolettl. * Atwater and Bryant. K bog. Cawrto.

Boric acid and traces of copper, aluminium and
zinc have been reported by various observers.

_ A. G. Po.
GRAPEFRUIT. The fruit of Citrus decu-

mam, Murr,, sometime^ described as C. grandis
Oabeck or C. aura.nliu.vi var. grandis L. The'
common grapefruit k grown widely - in tho
tropical and subtropical areas of North America
and of Africa. The " pomelo " is a pear-shaped
variety with thick rind. In Hawaii a similar
variety is known as tho " shaddock." Wintou
(" Composition of Foods") quotes the per-
centage analyses (shown opposite) for the edible
portions of the fruita:

Water. . .
Protein . .
Citric acid
Total sugar ,
Sucrose
Ash . . .

Grapefruit.

88-1
0-0

•5-7
6-6
3-9
0-43

Pomelo.

87-7
0-7
1 1
9-2
6-2
0-63

Shaddock.

88-5
12
0-3
8 1
7-3
0 4 9

Joachim and Panditteseker; {Trop. Agric, 1939,
93, 14) report analyses of grapefruit grown in
Ceylon ud quote comparative data for the juice
of fruit from a number of sources :

Juice, % . . . .
Citric acid, g./lOO c c . .
Total solids, g./100 cc.
Total sugars, g./lOO cc.
Reducing sugars, g./JOO

CO.
Solids/acid . . . .
Vn

I.

Florida.

0-9-1-4
6-0-9-7
4-8-0-2

3-4-4-0
7-2-7-8

3-0

11.
a

Trinidad.

«_

1-0-1-1
S-ft-9-2
6-5-7-3

4-WH
8-3-9-0
3-1-3-3

m.
Puerto
RICO.

_

11
8 1
4-8

3 1
7-1

IV.

Texas.

35-9-58-9
1-0-1-4
8-3-10-5
6-7-7-0

2-3-3-2
7-7-9-0
3-2-3-a

V.

S.Africa.

__

16
—
5-5

4-6

3-<i

VI.

Jamaica.

_

0-8-1-5
9-8-11-8

—

7-3-13-3
—•

VII.

Ceylon.

30-5^55-2
0-9-1-9
7-0-10-7
4-2-7-5

2-1-4-0
4-6-8-9
3-3-4-0

I. Roberts and Undduin. bid. I-Jill. Chem. 103.. 29. 574.
II, ill. Hardy tod Bodrfguw, T w P - A ^ v ^ . . f r ^ f a " ^ !
IV. Truut. Ud Friend. Texas Airrc Ejp. 8ta. Bull. B30 No
V. ,.uriu. Union B. .Urku. JR-pt. Agric. 3d. B^L 1925, No. 40,
v i (Iroaoher, Jamaifa. D«pt. Bd. A«ric. BiuirNo. 5.
VII. Joaclilin iiiul I'linaittesekerc, I.e.

o 419.

The pomelo juice is rtonvwhat more concentrated,
analyses ahdwing an average of: Boiida 12-2,
"trio uU J-5, total sugar* 8-7, BUcrose 5%.

VOL. VI.—9

In addition to citric acid amallcr amounts of
malic and traces of tarlaric and oxalic acids
occur in the juice. In Palestine fruit, Mencbikow-
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sky and Popper (Hadar, 1932, 5, 181) record:
citric acid 0-67-1-15, tartaric acid 00003-
0-0007, malic acid 0007-0016 and oxalic acid
0-002-0-005%.

Nelson and Keenan (Science, 1933, 77, 561)
report 0-0028% of inosite in grapefruit juice.

During the ripening of grapefruit the ratio of
sugar/acidity in the juice increases and is an
approximate measure of maturity for commercial
purposes.. Hyatt (New Zealand J. Sci. Tech.
1936, 18, 409) considers the ratio of total solids
(Brix) to acidity should be 5 or over in palatable
fruit. Investigations of Zoller (Ind. Eng. Chem.
1918, 10, 364) and of Hawkins (J. Agric. Res.
1920, 20, 357; 1921, 22, 263) show that the
change in sugar/acid ratio in normally ripening
fruit is brought about by a relatively larger
diminution in acid content than the increase
in sugar. Storage of the fruit in warm con-
ditions causes a marked increase in acidity with
only a small change in sugar content, whereas
during storage at 0° there is a considerable
decrease in acidity, the sugar content again
showing little change. There is a small increase
in py of the juice during maturation, but the
relationship is not sufficiently uniform to be
of commercial interest (L. Smith, Florida,, Dept.
Agric. Chem. Div. Rept. 1933/4, 85). Grape-
fruit juice is a rich sauce of vitamin C and also
contains appreciable amounts of vitamin B.
Its vitamin A content is small.

The bitter principle of grapefruit rind is the
flavanone glucoside naringin which gives on
hydrolysis rf-glucose, Z-rhamnose and naringenin
(5:7:4'-trihydroxyflavanone). The amount pre-
sent ranges from 0-14-0-8% of the weight of the
whole fruit.

Steam distillation of the rind produces 1-5%
of a yellow essential oil, ng> 1-475-1-4785, d20

0-845-0-860, consisting of d-limonene90-92, citral
3-5, a-pinene 0-5-1-5, geraniol 1-2, and linalool
1-2%. The expressed oil from the rind, on dis-
tillation first in vacuo and then in steam, leaves
7-5% of a waxy residue (Nelson and Mottern,
Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934, 26, 634). The wax con-
tains solid fatty acids of molecular weight corre-
sponding to C3aHMO2, together with linolenic)
imoleic and oleic acids, a sapogenic ketone,
C31H62O, m.p. 253°, hydrocarbons (mainly
C*»Heo and C31He4), a phytosterol, CMH47OH,
m.p 132°, and umbelliferone (Markley et al.t J.
Biol Chem. 1937,118,433). The pectin content
of the peel frequently exceeds 10% of its total
weight (cf. Poore, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934, 26,

The colour of grapefruit rind ia due to a
phlobatannin which darkens on exposure to air
Pink varieties contain lycopene and fl-carotene
(Matlack, J. Bitf. Chem. 1935,110, 249)

From grapefruit pulp Fiwatari (J. Biochem
Japan, 1927,7,169) has isolated glycine-betaine!
stachydrine and putrescine.

Chace (U.S. Dept. Agric. Bur. Chem. Bull.
1904, No. 87) shows the ash of grapefruit to
contain K2O 44-2, CaO 7-3, MgO 3-9, Fe.O,
1-3, PaO5 111, SO3 3-4 and Cl 1-4%, the total
ash content being 0-39% of the weight of the
whole fresh fruit.

In recent years the rapidly extending canning
process has led to the accumulation of much

grapefruit waste (peel, rag and seeds). Thomas
(Citrys Ind. 1934, 15, No. 11, 8-9) reports this
as being of value as a cattle food, its analysis
being:

Water 8-2
Protein . A 4-9
Fibre . \ 11-9
N-free extract 69-6

uEther extract 1*1
Ash 4-23

1 • A. G. Po.
GRAPEFRUIT, ESSENTIAL OIL OF

(v. GRAPEFRUIT). , .,
GRAPE-SEED OIL (RAISIN-SEED

OIL) is obtained commercially from the residual
pips recovered from the processing of the wine-
grape (varieties of the old-world Vitis vinifera
L., the American V. labrusca, V. sestivalis and
V. riparia, and their hybrids) for tue manu-
facture of wine or of seedless raisins (especially
in California). The pips contain from 6 to 20%
of oil, which may be recovered partially by ex-
pression, or in higher yield by extraction with
solvents; the crude grape marc from the wine-
pressing may be distilled as usual if desired
before separating the pips. Since the first com-
mercial trials in Italy in about 1770, grape-seed
oil, has been of occasional local importance
(chiefly when other oils have been scarce) in
many European wine-growing countries such as
Italy, France, Germany, Austria and the Balkan
States; recovery of grape seeds for oil manu-
facture was made compulsory in certain districts
of Germany in 1938-39. The better qualities of
the oil are used for edihle purposes, whilst the
lower grades may be employed for the manu-
facture of soap, paints, linoleum, etc. In Cali-
fornia refined raisin-pip oil is used as an edible
(salad) oil, for the coating of seeded raisins to
prevent stickiness and for the manufacture of
cosmetic preparations, as well as in the soap-
making and paint and varnish industries (v.
A. M. Paul, Food Ind. 1934,6,444; Eaton, Soap
Trade Rev. 1937,10, 497; Rabak, J. Ind. Eng.
Chem. 1921,13, 919; H. A. Gardner, U.S. Paint
and Var. Manuf. Assoc. Scient. Sect. Circ. No.
190 (1923); H. Scheiber, Farbe u. Lack, 1936,
17, and later papers; Brambilla and Balbi,
Chim. e. l'lnd. 1936, 18, 353; 1937, 19, 10; see
also Bonnet, Bull. Goc. d'Encour. 1927,126, 523
(review"of French industry): Fritz, Chem.-Ztg.
1935, 59, 704 (German production)). Grape-
seed oil is not satisfactory for the manufacture
of Turkey red oils, nor as a lubricant; Margaillan
states, however, that blown grape-seed oil may
be us 3d for the latter purpose (Bull. Soc.
d'Encour. 1927, 126, 560; Compt. rend. 1927,
185,306).

Cold pressed grape-seed oil from fresh seeds
is pale in colour and satisfactory in flavour;
it is stated by Eaton, however {see Jamieson and
McKinney, Oil and Soap, 1935, 12, 241), that
both the freshly expressed crude oil and refined
oils give a positive Krcis test. The technical
oils vary in colour, acidity and taste according to
the age and condition of the seed treated, but
can be refined fairly easily.

The chemical constitution of grape-seed oil i»
still uncertain, as the data rucoid-d for the oil
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by various observers are very conflicting (cf.
collected data in reviews by Fritz, Seifens.-Ztg.
1927, 54, 704, and Balbi and BramWlla, Olii
Alin., Olii e Grassi, Colori e Vernici, 1937, 17,
Nos. 3-7). The fact seems to be that the
character of the oil varies widely from sample to
sample; the variety of the^plant (and there are
supposed to be over 500 varieties of V. vinifera),
the nature of the climate and of the soil are all
factors which appear to influence the com-
position of the oil to a degree which is Unusual
among vegetable oils: ̂

On the whole, the evidence suggests the exist-
ence of three main types of grape-seed oil.

(a) The Hydroxylated en " Castor Oil " Type.—
The early investigator Horn (Mitt. Gew.-Mus.
Wien, 1891, 185) and later Paris (Staz. sper.
agr. ital. 1911, 44, 669) reported iodine values of
94-96, saponification values of̂  178-179 and
very high acetyl values, viz. 14£-5 and 143, which
were regarded as characteristic of grape-seed oil
and indicative of the presence of glycerides of
hydroxylated acids of the castor oil type.
Considerable doubt has been cast upon'the
validity of these early 'results, as the methods
employed for the determination of the acetyl
value are open to adverse criticism; also in most
cases the oils were highly acid and it has been
found that some grape-seed oils, at least, are
liable to develop high acetyl values upon ageing
(cf. also Delaby and Charonnat, Compt. rend.
1930, 191, 1011). Nevertheless, although such
high acetyl values have never been observed
again, the fairly recent examination of a large
number *f grape-seed oils of different origin by
Andre (ibid. 1921, 172, 1296, 1413; 1922, 175,
107; 1923, 176, 686, 843; Andre and Ca^il,
Bull. Soc. d'Encour. 1927, 126, 542; Taufel,
Fischler and Jordan, Allgem. Oel- Fett-Ztg.
1931, 28, 119; cf. Fettchem. Umschau, 1934,
41, 196) and Otin and Dima (Allgem. Oel
Fett-Ztg. 1933, 30, 71, 135; 1934, 31, 107;
cf. Beal and Beebe, J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 1915, 7
1054), seems to afford confirmation of the
existence of a moderate amount of hydroxylated
acids in certain grape-seed oils. Out of some
40 laboratory-prepared and 6 commercial samples
studied by Andre, 6 Jiad acetyl values between
20 and 50, whilst one—a commercial sample
from Oran, having 40% free fatty acids—had an
acetyl value of the order of 66. Most of the 40
Rumanian oils examined by Otin and Dima
had hydroxyl values1 in the region of 40
(equivalent to acetyl values of c. 39), the figure
being somewhat higher (50-60) in a few cases.
They givo the following composition for an oil
(iodine value 124, hydroxyl value 34-8) from
Southern Bessarabia": hydroxy-acids 11-8%,
oleic acid 31-0%, linolic acid 43-7%, linoleni
acid 014%, palmitic acid 6-2%, stearic acid
2*2%, glyceryl residue (C3H6) 4-04%, un-
saponifiablc matter 0-59%. •

Taufel reported hydroxyl values of 92 and
76 (equivalent to acetyl values of c. 80 and 71,
respectively) for two oils of acid value 51 and 7
respectively: in both cases the fatty acids
prepared by saponitication had hydroxyl values

1 The hydroxyl values were determined by Nor
nianni method; the approximate equivalent accty
values have been obtained by calculation.

f 44-46 (acetyl values c. 45) which appears
to confirm the existence of hydroxy-acids.
Further evidence is supplied by Andre (I.e.
1921, 1923) who claims to have separated a
mixture of a saturated and an unsaturated
hydroxy acid (C14 or C16 ?) from a sample
having an acetyl value of 49. Bicinoleic acid
itself, however, is not present.

It must be noted that all these recent speci-
mens had iodine values between 124 and 142
(mostly between 132 and 139) and saponification
values between 186 and 192 (most 189-190), and
it seems likely that the low iodine values found
by Horn and Paris were a consequence of the
oxidation of the oil, since it has been shown by
Otin and Dima that the iodine value falls very
considerably when grape-seed oils are stored in
the presence of air. No correlation can yet be
drawn between the acetyl value and the variety
of the grape or ecological factors; there can
even be considerable variation in the acetyl
value of oil from seeds harvested in the same
vineyard in successive seasons (Andre), but it
appears on the whole that a hot dry climate

a dry lime soil favour the production of
hydroxy-acids.

It is doubtful whether oils having acetyl values
in 4he region of 18-25 (cf. Fachini and Dorta,
7th Int. Congr. Appl. Chem. 1909, Sect. IV, A 1,
128; Andre1, I.e.; Jamieson and McKinney,
I.e.) should be included in this group or under
c) (below).

(b) The " Erucic Add " Type.—The occur-
rence of erucic acid in grape-seed oils was re-
ported by Fitz (Ber. 1871,4,442, 910) and again
by Paris (I.e.), but was disputed by subsequent
investigators including delTAcqua (Ann. chim.
appl. 1914, 2, 295) and Jamieson and McKinney
(Oil and Soap, 1935, 12, 241). Its presence,
however, was again affirmed by Carriere and
Brunet (Compt. rend. 1927, 185, 1516) and by
Miksid and Refcek (oil from the American
hybrid vine " Noah " grown in Jugoslavia:
Bull. Soc. chim. Boy. Jugoslav. 1930, 1, No. 2,
32).

(c) The Semi-Drying Type of Q rape-Seed Oil
is undoubtedly the most common. Erucic acid
is absent, and as a rule the acetyl value is very
low, although technical oils may show fairly
high acetyl values owing to the formation of free
fatty acids, mono- and di-glycerides by partial
hydrolysis. The iodine values generally run
from 130 to 140 (Andre records a maximal
figure of 157); the saponification values are
normal (c. 190) and the oils exhibit moderate
drying properties which render them suitable
as partial substitutes for more unsaturated oils
in the paint and varnish industries, etc. The
composition of the fatty acids of a Californian
raisin-seed oil (iodine valuO 129) of this type
(acetyl Value 18<$, acid value 0) is given by
Jamieson and McKinney, Lc. (cf. Taufel et al.y
I.e.) as follows: palmitic acid 6-3; stearic acid
2*9; oleic acid 33*5; linolic acid 52-7; linolenic
acit.i 2*4%. Traces of aracl)idic acid and
meh'sHic acid (probably derived from the wax
on the seed coats) were also present (cf. Balbi
and Brambilla, Olii Min., etc., 1937, l.c. supra;
Kaufmann, Fette u. Seifen, 1938, 46, 288).
An oil (iodine value 137*8) examined by Kauf-
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mann and Fiedler {ibid. 1937, 44, 286) contained
10-8% of saturated acids but no linolenic acid.

The phytosterols of grape-seed oil appear to
consist chiefly of sitosterol with a small amount
of a dextrorotatory sterol (Antoniani and Zanelli,
Atti. R. Accad. Lincei, 1932, [vij, 15, 284).

The residual seed-cake after expression or ex-
traction of the oil is fairly rich in protein and
potassium phosphate and may be employed as
an animal feeding-stuff or as fertiliser. In the
case of raisin-pips, 15% of tannins can be
recovered after extraction of the oil, leaving a
residue suitable for cattle-feeding (Rabak, Bull.
U.S. Dept. Agric. Bur. Plant. Ind. 276 (1936)).

Hitherto it has been usual to separate the pips
from the grape marc before recovering the oil.
The fruit pulp, however, also 'contains a certain
amount of fatty matter of a more saturated
character, so that a mixed fat, of which about
one-half is derived from the pips and the rest
from the skins and pulp, can be obtained by
treating the unseparated dried marc. Such a fat
examined by M. de Girves (Bull. Assoc. Chim.
Sucr. 1937, 54, 140) had m.p. 51°, saponification
value 182, acid value 26-8, iodine value 118 and
unsaponifiable matter 5% (Fachini, Ind. Olii
Min. e. Grassi, 1930,10, 122; S. A. Fabr. Ghim.
Arenella, F.P. 635628).

E. L.
G R A P H I T E (v. Vol. II, 313d).
G R A P H I T I C ACID, graphitic oxide, is

formed on oxidising graphite, e.g. by treating it
with potassium chlorate in nitric acid (Brodie,
Phil. Trans. 1859, 149, 249; O. W. Storey,
Trans. Electro-chem. Soc. 1927, 53, preprint) or
in a nitric-sulphuric acid mixture (U. Hofmann,
A. Frenzel and E. Csalan, Anhalen, 1934, 510,
34), or by electrolytic oxidation of graphite
anodes (U. Hofmann and A. Frenzel, Kolloid-Z.
1934, 68, 149).

Graphitic acid is a green-grey powder of com-
position approximating to C n H 4 O 6 . It yields
colloidal solutions on treatment with hot water
and suffers complete disruption with evolution
of water vapour, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide on heating to 200°.

Attempts have been made to find a definite
constitution and stoichiometric composition for
graphitic acid (H. Thicle, Z. anorg. Chem. 1930,
??' ^J KoUoid-Z. 1932, 56, 129). On the

other hand it has been described as an adsorption
complex of graphite, water, carbon monoxide
and dioxide. Recent chemical, X-ray and other
physical determinations have led to a different
view. It now seems established that graphitic
acid is formed by the insertion of oxygen atoms
between the laminae of graphite and may be
termed a two-dimensional macromoleculc. The
X-ray and other physical evidence for this struc-
ture includes the- molecular uni-dimensional
swelling in polar solvents di-cussed by Bruins
(Rec. trav. chim. 1935, 54, 317). The
chemical evidence for this conclusion is briefly :
Graphitic acid may be reconverted into graphite
by moderate heating (U. Hofmann and. A.
Frenzcl, Kolloid-Z. 1932, 58, 8); the carbon/
oxygen rt;tio varies between 2-9 and 3-5 but
oxygen is never expelled as such nor directly as
water; further, oxygen may be replaced by
sulphur yielding graphitic sulphide on reducing

with hydrogen sulphide (Hofmann, Frenzel and
Csalan, I.e.).

Graphitic acid has been used in the prepara-
tion of threads, films, etc., by evaporating
colloidal solutions (G.P. 298605), which are
reduced to graphite by phenylhydrazine vapour
(G.P. 600768), and also as a binder for carbon
and metal oxides in the manufacture of electric
heating resistances (G.P. 512264).

G R A P P I E R S (v. Vol. II, 1356).
GRASS-CLOTHS {v. Vol. I l l , 326).
GRASS LAND. Attention has recently

been directed to the high proportion of inferior
grass land in Britain. R. G. Stapledon, " The
Land, Now and To-morrow," Faber and Fabe»v
1935, discusses this aspect of our agriculture
from a national point ol view, and on the results,
so far obtained, from the application of his re-
search work Kto the Cahn Hill Improvement
Scheme, Aberystwyth, has shown how each type
of grass land can be improved up to the Ksvel of
that next higher in the scale. In a further book
entitled " A Survey of the Agricultural and
Waste Lands of Wales," Faber and Faber, 1936,
Stapledon and his colleagues have been able, on
the basis of a botanical survey, to classify grass
land and produce a map of the grazings of
Wales. Amongst points of exceptional interest
two are of outstanding importance: (1) good
rye-grass grazings occupy only 16,000 acres or
0-4% of the agricultural area in Wales, and
(2) Agrostis pasture and Molinia-Nardus moor
together occupy 54*8% of the agricultural area.
The 1,697,000 acres of Agrostis pasture probably
represents the most easily improvable grass
land.

The results of recent resoarch into the possi-
bilities of grass as a food for live-stock have
opened up new problems in connection with grass
land improvement. Earlier grass-land research
dealt mainly with two aspects: the effect of
fertilisers, especially lime and basic slag, and the
production of new swards by sowing, mainly in
the north of England and Scotland. Accounts
of this work are available in the Guides to the
experiments on the Northumberland County
Council's farm, Cockle Park (King's College,
Newcastle-on-Tyne), and the publications of the
North of Scotland Agricultural College, Aber-
deen.

Large areas of grass land have become so
noticeably deficient in., lime and phosphate that
the basis of the Government's agricultural policy
as approved by Parliament in the Agriculture
Act, 1937, has been to subsidise the use of
lime and basic slag.

LIME-DEFICIENCY.—In areas of acid soils,
especially, on Coal Measures and Millstone Grit,
the main factor limiting grass land productivity
is lime-deficiency. The effects of lime-deficiency
in the soil are accentuated in industrial areas by
smoke pollution, which has an indirect effect
on the crop through the soil und u direct effect
on the plant itself. An abnormal accumulation
of sulphur compounds in soil and crop is notice-
able under such conditions, and the effect i»
worst on perennial crops such ns gross. The
application of lime quickly increases the calcium
content of the herbage/ but a change in the
botanical composition is slower in up]>caring in
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permanent grass. It is usually more economical
to plough out the old sward, incorporate lime
with the newly turned soil, and re-sow.

PHOSPHATE-DEFICIENCY.—Most clay soils,
but especially Boulder Clays, exhibit serious
phosphate-deficiency when under grass. Phos-
phatic fertilisers diner somewhat in their effec-
tiveness according to soil and climate, but cor-
rectly used they have a marked effect on the
clover content of a sward and subsequently,
through enhanced fertility, on the productivity
as a whole. Phosphoric acid recovery in the
herbage on seriously phosphate-deficient soils
is low (E. M. Crowther, J. Roy. Agric. Soc.
1934, 95, 34). On Boulder Clay at Cockle Park
the recovery from one application was less than
10% over a period of 3 or 4 years during which
frequent cuts were taken. The balance of the
P2O5 is still held in the surface soil. After
regular applications of basic slag for 40 years the
recovery is higher, and it appears as though a
certain degree of soil saturation in regard to
phosphoric acid has to be reached before a
reasonable recovery of added P2O6 is possible
in the herbage (J. A. H&nley, Proc. 4th Inter-
national Grassland Congress, Aberystwyth,
1937).

Recent research has shown that the actual
returns from the use of fertilisers depend very
much on the efficiency of the " management " of
the grass, i.e. the methods of utilising the crop.
Methods of cutting and grazing can exert
almost as big an influence on the sward as
methods of manuring (Martin Jones, Empire
J. Exp. Agric. 1933, 1, No. 1, 43-45). In fact
the condition of large areas of our natural and
semi-natural grazing^ is due entirely to manage-
ment methods. The influence of extensive sheep
grazing, the burning of heather grazings, the use
of cattle, the stage at which grass is grazed or
cut, and the taking of regular hay crops, all affect
botanical composition and quality.

Quality may be affected to such an extent that
herbage becomes seriously mineral-deficient.
Overseas, in the Dominions and elsewhere,
deficiency diseases are common and well recog-
nised (J. B. Orr, " Minerals in Pastures," Lewis,
1929). In this country they are not so pro-
nounced, but there is a good deal of evidence that
mineral-deficiency is at least a predisposing
cause of certain sheep diseases.
* Moreover, the vast changes in methods of

stocking grass land, e.g. the increase in the output
of milk and of young stock and the slaughter of
younger animals for meat, mean that a much
bilker proportion of the live-stock carried is
cither milk-producing or young growing stock
removing relatively large amounts of minerals.

The proportion of CaO in the dry matter of
reasonably good grass is usually not less than
1% and of P2O5 not less than 0-75%. These
percentages arc greatly exceeded in many in-
stances. Whilst 0-4% P2O5 is a low figure, less
than 01% P2O5 has been observed in the
herbage of some open hill grazings (VV. L.
•Stewart and A. Phyllis Ponsford, J. Comp. Path,
and Thernp. 1930, 59, Part I, 49-U2).

Generally speaking, the grasses are not as
mineral-rich ns the clovers or the weeds, but
properly managed graBS ^converted in the young

leafy stage, has a high mineral content (T. W.
Fagan and H. T. Watkins, Welsh J. Agric.
1932,8,144-151). Stapledon has advocated the
use of such plants as daisy, plantain and butter-
cup to some extent on poor upland mineral-
deficient grazings.

INTENSIVE MANURING AND GRAZING.—The
nutritive value of pasture herbage depends very
much on the stage of growth at which it is
removed. The so-called " intensive manage-
ment" of grass land is aimed at converting it as
nearly as possible at its most nutritious stage of
growth, i.e. with the maximum amount of leaf
and the minimum of stalk. This stage is usually
attained at 4-6 weeks growth from the previous
close grazing or cutting. The herbage under
normal conditions of growth is then about 6-8 in.
high and contains about 20% crude protein in the
dry matter. On analysis the dry matter is
approximately equivalent to a balanced ration
for milk production and can be kept at that stage
throughout the season by regularly repeated
grazings or cuttings. Such a method makes a
heavy drain on plant nutrients in the soil and
calls for correspondingly heavy manuring. It
also calls for skilful management of the grazing
since growth is uneven from month to month
in aH seasons.

The method involves " rotational grazing "
over a series of fields prepared for grazing at
intervals, live-stock being concentrated on each
field in turn. Theoretically this method is
sound but in practice it is interfered with by
seasonal changes in rainfall and temperature, so
that modifications of the original strict rotational
plan are the rule.

The numerous 'experiments carried out in
connection with this method have, however,
furnished new and valuable information on the
possibilities of grass, and made it clear that as a
crop it offers food for live-stock of" production "
as well as " maintenance " quality, and further,
if it can bo preserved at the right stage of growth,
material for winter as well as summer " keep."

GRASS ENSILAGE.—Although special, crops
have been grown for ensilage in this country it
was not, until feeding stuffs became short during
1914-18, a popular method of preserving grass.
If green grass is heaped in a pit or stack, fer-
mentation processes lead to loss of dry matter
which in some cases may result in a loss of nutri-
tive value as high as 40%. It is estimated that
the average loss is 25%. These processes can
be artificially arrested and two methods for
doing this have recently teen tried :

(1) Increasing the soluble carbohydrate con-
tent by watering on molasses as the heap
is made (usually in a silo), and

(2) Adjusting the pH by use of hydrochloric
or sulphuric acid (A.I. V. process).

The latter method gives the least loss under
skilful control but, on the average farm, the
method proves difficult to handle and the use of
molasses is probably the easier and safer plan
(W. M. Davies, G. If. Botham and W. B.
Thompson, J. Agric. Sci. 1937, 27, 151).

GRASS DRYING.—It is, however, possible that
artificial drying of young grass of high quality
will take its place with other methods of cop-
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servation. Drying of green fodders, especially
lucerne, has been practised for many years, but
the drying of young grass was first tried in this
country on a really important scale in 1936 when
about 10,000 tons of dried grass were produced.
In 1937 the process was extended and several
new types of drier introduced. It has been
established that young grass can be successfully
dried without appreciable loss of protein,
minerals, carotenoids or digestibility, and the
success of the practice depends on :

(1) The production of an economical drier;
(2) The regular production of grass of a

quality suitable for drying throughout
the season; and

(3) The introduction of this now concentrated
food into live-stock rations.

The driers now in use have a rather low out-
put and an improvement of 20% in efficiency
would do much to put the cost of dried young
grass on a basis comparable with that of other
concentrated foods like oil-cakes. Much re-
search remains to be done on the timing of grass
which is as dependent on temperature and
moisture conditions and on strains of plants
used as it is on fertilisers.

Much preliminary work has been done or the
nutritive value of young grass (H. E. Woodman
and D B. Norman, J. Agric. Sci. 1932, 22, 852-
872). With efficient drying young grass loses
little of its nutritive value in the process. High
temperatures can be used so long as the grass
contains sufficient moisture, but the grass is
damaged if subjected to high temperatures after
it is dry. Usually temperatures of 300-400°C.
are used throughout and the grass takes from
10 to 15 minutes to pass through the drier.

Although dried young grass has a high crude
protein content, it can scarcely be produced yet
at a price to compete with other high-protein
feeding stuffs, and the main commercial value
depends on its carotene content. Most of the
dried grass sold in 1937 was purchased by feed-
ing-stuffs manufacturers and mixed in the form
of meal in poultry rations, thus replacing, to
some extent, lucerne meal. The carotenoids in
dried grass are effective in maintaining colour
in the yolk of eggs and in milk during the winter
period when green foods are not available. The
guaranteed minimum total carotenoid content
has, in some cases, been 250 mg. per kg. of
dry matter, but dried grass giving nearly 5
times this amount is not unusual.

Young grass after drying is usually stored in
fairly air-tight bags as meal, or is tightly baled
as it comes from the drier. Exposure rapidly
reduces its carotene content.

For information on all aspects of grass drying
see E. J. Robeits, Agric. Research Council
Report, " Grass Drying," 1G37.

NEW STRAINS OP HERBAGE PLANTS.—Recent
research into the nutritive value of herbage has
given added importance to the plant breeder's
work. The successful attempts of R. G. JStaple-
don and his colleagues at the Welsh Plant Breed-
ing Station, Aberystwyth to breed grasses and
clovers of greater persistency in the sward, with
high proportion of leaf to stalk, particularly early
or particularly late have provided a new and wide

choice of plants for sowing land down to grass
to suit modern needs for carefully " timed "
production.

GRASSES.

Strictly speaking, grasses are meadow and
pasture plants belonging to the Graminem. The
term grass, however, is used by the agriculturist
to denote the association of plants—grasses
legumes and weeds—found in cultivated swards.
The associations vary from soil to soil according
to soil reaction (acidity) and general fertility.

Cultivation of grass land usually aims at a
sward consisting of perennial ryegrass (Lolium
perenne) and wild white clover (Trifolium repent),
the two dominant plants in the befct British
grazings. Modern seed mixtures for sowing
land to grass contain relatively few (4 or 5)
species. Strains bred to'persist and to produce
a high proportion of leaf to stalk are available.

Young leafy grass is very digestible, -rich in
protein, minerals and carotenoids, and is in
general the most reliable and cheapest food for
live-stock. Mature grass has a low protein
and high fibre content.- The clovers and certain
weeds (e.g. plantain, daisy, buttercup) are
richer in minerals than the grasses.

" GRAVOCAINE •• (v. Vol. I, 369c). A" J' H'
G * f ASES. -The term " grease," originally

applied to all kinds of fat having a soft, buttery
consistency, is now restricted to low-grade in-
edible fats (mostly of animal origin) recovered
irom waste products, such as slaughterhouse and
packing-house waste, condemned carcases, hotel,
restaurant and ships' food-wastes, bones, gar-
bage, skins, etc. Lubricating greases, which
mostly contain mineral oil products, are not con-
sidered in the present article.

In the United States the term " grease " was
formerly used to denote inedible hog-fats, as
contrasted with " inedible tallow " derived from
cattle and sheep; but this differentiation is no
longer strictly maintained, especially outside
the packing-houso,and in general American trade
the distinction between " grease " and " tallow "
is merely one of consistency, the titer (f.p. of

^ £ £ t y x . a c i d 8 : 3 7-3»-5°C for greases and
Allows) serving as a rough guide,

and tallow greases, however, can be
recovered separately in the large packing estab-
lishments, and a distinction is made in the trade

j ee
x
1} /***««' grease or packing-hquse grease

and other types; the first-named is some-
times accompanied by the statement that it
consists wholly of hog fat and is graded in throe
qualities (of which the first two arc further sub-
divided); viz. " white grease." "yellow grease11

and brown grease." While grease resembles
lard in appearance and is prepared from cleaned,
fresh material which for some reason cannot be
put to edible purposes: yellow grease comes from
condemned or decomposed material, or un-
unshed carcases, viscera, etc., uhilst brown
grease represents the lowest grade and is ob-
tamed from all kinds of offal, sweepings, catch-
basin accumulations, etc.

f J?ackine-ho"^. greaseH are re-
from hotel and restaurant wanton

(kitchen grease or house grease or melted stuff).
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condemned carcases, bones, slaughter-house and
butcher's wastes, etc., garbage (see GARBAGE
FATS), etc.; all these greases must be looked
upon as low-grade varieties or mixtures of lard,
tallow, bone fat, horse fat, etc.

They are characterised by a dark colour, a high
percentage of free fatty acids and a high content
of unsaponifiable matter: t^ey also have an
objectionable odour.

The bulk of the greases are obtained either by
boiling out the fatty tissues with open steam
under pressure in closed digesters (the Vet-
rendering system; cf. BONE FAT) or by dry-
rendering processes in which the comminuted
raw material is heated indirectly in jacketed
vessels, without the addition of extraneous
water, and the liberated grease is recovered by
straining and pressing the solid residue (crack-
lings). Any residual grease in the cracklings
or in the solid residue (tankage) frcyn the wet-
renderinz process may be recov&ed by extrac-
tion witn solvents as extraction grease.

The best qualities of grease, notably the
packing-house greases, are used as substitutes
for lard and tallow in the soap and candle in-
dustries. According to I?. B. Zapoleon (" In-
edible Animal Fats in the United States,"
Leland-Stanford Univ., Fats and Oils Studies,
No. 3, 1929) the bulk of the grease in the U.S.A.
is pressed to furnish grease-(inedible - lard-)
stearin and grease-(lard-) oil. The latter is used
as a lubricant, and in the preparation of cutting
and cooling oils for the metal-working trades
and soap emulsions for woollen mills, leather
finishing, etc. The grease-stearin, like much of
the unpresnd grease, is employed for the manu-
facture of soaps, lubricating greases (cup
greases), and for the> manufacture of red oil
(commercial oleic acid, for the preparation of
textile' soaps, etc.), stearine (for the candle,
cosmetic and rubber industries) and glycerin.

A further series of greases arises as by-products
of the leather industry: skin greases are ob-
tained in the cleaning (scraping) of the skins
prior to tanning, whilst various greases may be
recovered by extraction from tanned and tawed
skins, leather-clippings, wash-leather trimmings,
etc.

Stuffing greases comprise various mixtures of
ctegras (q.v.), horse fat, skin grease, tallow, fish-
stearin, egg oil, etc., which are worked into the
tanned leather in the stuffing or currying pro-
cesses. The excess of unabsorbed grease which
is scraped off the leather after this treatment
is known as curriers' grease: if the original
stuffing grease consisted of fairly good tallow
and whale-stearin, the hard curriers'-grease
derived fronv it may be employable in the
manufacture of low-class soaps, but if the-original
Htuffing grease contained much unsaponifiublo
matter, or considerable quantities of fish oils or
whale oil, then the proportion of oxidised acids
and unsaponifiable matter will be high and
render the product useless for soap-making, and
such grease will be sold as animal grease, or
•—if the consistency is very soft—as animal oil.

Whale grease and fish-stearin, which represent
low-grade stearins or solid glyccrides separated
from whalo oil or fish'oils, are chiefly worked
up into stuffing greases and ddgras substitutes.

Fuller's grease or seek oil is the fatty matter
recovered from the soap-suds which have served
for scouring silk, woollen or cotton goods by
acidifying the waste suds with mineral acid,
and consists of a mixture of fatty acids derived
from the soap employed, together with any
grease present in the goods.

Wool grease (wool fat, recovered grease,
Yorkshire grease, brown grease; known in the
United States as "degras," "English degras" or
"German degras ") is the crude mixture of wool
wax and fatty acids recovered from the soapy
liquor used for the scouring of raw wool, by
cracking the liquors with mineral acid (cf.
black grease, below); some wool grease is now
recovered by mechanical means, and therefore
contains less soapy material or fatty acids.
Since the pure wool wax is a wax and not a fat,
wool grease differs from the other greases con-
sidered in. containing no combined glycerin.

Crude wool grease is used as a lubricant (with
or without the addition of mineral oils), as a
stuffing grease and degras substitute; some is
refined for use as " lanolin " (pure wool wax) in
the preparation of cosmetics, ointments, tem-
porary rust preventives, etc., but the bulk of
the crude grease is distilled and worked up in the
manner described under black grease (below) for
the preparation of distilled grease oleine (chiefly
used as a wool oil) and distilled grease stearine
(employed as a " sizing tallow" or stuffing
grease), and as an inferior material in the soap
and candle industries. These products give the
tiocholesterol reaction, and are characterised by
the presence of considerable quantities of un-
saponifiable hydrocarbon material, produced by
decomposition of the neutral wax esters during
the distillation.

"Black grease'1 is the dark, almost black,
fatty matter which is recovered from cotton-
seed mucilage (soap-stock) on decomposing this
with mineral acid (see COTTONSEED OIL). This
black grease is used in the manufacture of low-
class candle materials after a purification by dis-
tillation with superheated steam and further
treatment of the distillate in a manner similar
to that practised for the working up of9 fatty
acids in the candle industry.

E. L.
GREENALITE. A hydrated iron silicate

occurring in the form of green granules in sedi-
mentary rocks, and closely resembling glauconite
(q.v.)y from which it differs in containing no
potassium. The composition varies somewhat;
one analysis gives the formula

Fe2'"(Fe",Mg)3(SiO4)3,3HJ8O

and another
3FeO-4SiOa,2H2O

It occurs abundantly on the Mesabi Range iu
the Lake Superior district of Minnesota, and
by its alteration has given rise to ferruginous
cherts and immense deposits of iron ore (C. K.
Leith, Monograph U.S. Geol. Survey, 1903, 43;
F JoUiffc, Amer. Min. 1935, 20, 405; J. W.
Uruner, ibid. 1936, 21, 449). A greenalite-chert
is found at Glenluce, Wigtonahire (W. Q.
Kennedy, Min. Mag. 193G, 24, 433).

L. J. b.
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GREEN-EARTH. (Ger. Orunerde.) A term
loosely applied to a variety of earthy minerals
of a bluish-green, or dark olive-green colour
occurring as alteration products in basic igneous
rocks. It includes more particularly the species
celadonite (or seladonite), and various indefinite
members of the chlorite group, e.g. delessite,
chlorophfleite, kirwanite, viridite, etc. Many of
these are of indefinite composition and probably
mixtures. They are often met with as a green
lining in the amygdaloidal cavities of altered
basaltic rocks, and form the " skin " of agates
and other secondary minerals filling these
cavities. Crystals of augite in the same rocks
are sometimes completely altered to a soft
aggregate of green-earth still preserving the
sharp outlines of the original crystals. Similar
pseudomorphs after hornblende also occur.
Larger irregular masses fill cavities and fissures
in these rocks. The well-known green-earth of
Monte Baldo near Verona is referable to cela-
donite (K. Hummel, Chem. Erde, 1931, 6, 468).
An analysis of material from this locality gave:
SiO2 54-84, TiO2 0-10, AI2O3 1-22, Fe2O3
1916, FeO 4-39, MnO 0-28, MgO 5-34, CaO
0-24, Na2O 0-82, K2O 9-75, H2O 3-77, total
99-91 (Gumbel, 1896). This composition is very
similar to that 'of glauconite, with which
celadonite is perhaps identical, differing ci ly in
its state of aggregation and mode of origin and
occurrence. This celadonite green-earth is
worked commercially as a pigment in the
Italian Tyrol; and similar material could be
obtained from many other localities.

L. J. S.
GREEN EBONY. This yellow dyewood, a

native of Jamaica or West Indies, is obtained
from the Excoecaria glandulona Siv. or Jacaranda
ovalifolia R. Br. The trunk of the tree is about
6 in. in diameter; the wood is very hard and of
an orange-brown colour when freshly cut, and
stains the hands yellow. Bancroft, " Philosophy
of Permanent Colours," 1813, ii, 106, and
O'Neill, "Dictionary of Calico Printing and
Dyeing," 1862, mention the use of this dyewood
in dyemg greens and other compound shades,
sometimes in place of old fustic, but it does not
appear at any time to have been largely em-
ployed. It was also used to some extent as a dye
for leather and for greening blacks in silk dyeing

Perkin and Briggs (J.C.S. 1902, 81, 210)
examined green ebony and isolated two crystal-
line colouring matters, excoecarin and jacarandin;
these were distinguished by the fact that only
the latter is precipitated by lead acetate.
About 17 g. excoecarin and 3 g. jacarandin were
obtained from 8 kg. of the wood.

Excoecarin, C13H12O5, lemon-yellow needles,
melts with effervescence at 219-221°, and is
soluble in aqueous and alcoholic alkaline solu-
tions, forming violet-red liquidswhich are rapidly
oxidised on exposure to air and assume a brown
tint.

The tribenzoyl derivative forms colourless
needles, m p. 168-171°, and the dimethyl ether
yellow needles m~ 11 * 11 *«o ~ - •*

By the action of bromine, excoecarin is
oxidised to excoecarone, C13H10O5, flat copper-
coloured needles or leaflets, m.p. about 250°, and
this isnreconverted into excoecarin by the action
of sulphurous acid. With an alcoholic solution
of qumone, excoecarin gives the compound
?ZS4;VCi3Hi2O5» minute green leaflets, m.p.

u (decomp.), <£rom which sulphurous acid
also regenerates excoecarin. Since the latter
contains a quinol or toluquinol nucleus, ex-
?!iCa^?o is t h u s Proba*>ly a p-quinone (Perkin,
ibid.1913,103, 657).

Excoecarin does not dye mordanted fabrics,
but is a substantive dyestuff in that it has a
weak but decided affinity for the animal fibres
with which it gives* preferably in the presence
of tartanc or oxalic acid, yellow shadesf

Jacarandin, C1 4*;2O6 , yellow plates or
S S M m-P'i43-245°, dissolves sparingly i n
alcohol and. the usual solvents to form pale
yellow hqmder having a green fluorescence.
With alkali hydroxides it gives orange-red
solutions, with alcoholic lead acetate a bright
° n ? 5 Pr®clPitate» a n d with alcoholic ferric
S 3 l d e * d a r k greenish-black solution. It dyes
mordanted woollen faorics the following shades:

Chromium. Aluminium. Tin. iron
Dull yellow- Orange- Bright golden Deep

brown. brown. yellow. olive.

i* pale y e l l o w needIe8' m-P-
digested with boiling alcoholic

acetate, yields the sdU

n 6 ;

yellow needles. Dibenzoyljacarandin, yellow
prismatic needles, melts a*. 167-169°.

As indicated by Bancroft (op. cit.)9 the colours
given by green ebony are similar in character
to those yielded by old fustic. Employing
mordanted woollen cloth, the following shades
are produced:

yeiiow needles, m.p. 117-119°. On fusion with
alkali, excoecarin gives hydroquinone carboxylic
acid (2:5-dihydroxybenzoic acid) and a sub
stance melting at 124° which is probably hydrcj
toluquinone (2:5-dihydroxytoluene).

Chromium. Aluminium. Tin. Copper Iron.
Dull Dull Golden Pale Olive-

yellow- brown- yellow, brown, green,
brown, yellow.

„„„ ' #A. G. P. and E. J. C.
GREENOCKITE. Cadmium sulphide,

J<Jb, crystallised in the hexagonal system with
nemimorphic development and isomorphous
with wurtzite (ZnS)v This and the still rarer
cadmiujr* oxide, and otavite (basic carbonate),
are the only minerals that contain cadmium
as an essential constituent. Distinct, though
small, crystals have been found in Scotland, in
the neighbourhood of Glasgow. They occur
very spriringly with prehnite in amygdaloidul
basalt in the Bishopton railway-tunnel, in the
ISoyleston quarry at Barrhead in Renfrewshire,
and in the Bowling quarry in Dumbartonshire,
lhey are honey- to orange-yellow, transparent
to translucent, and have a resinous to adaman-
hne lustre; the streak is orange- to reddish-
>n

e"°w- 8p.gr.4-8-49; hardness 3-3J. Minute
(00.» ram.) red crystal* have been found at
Llallagua Bolivia (8. G. Gordon, Not. Nat.
Ac-ad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1939,No. 1). Traces
of cadmium are often present in zinc-blcnde (up
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to 1*5%, and in the ores of the Joplin district I
in Missouri averaging 0-358%), and with the
weathering of this mineral cadmium sulphide
remains as a thin, powdery, canarf-yellow
coating (" cadmium-ochre "), or it may impart a
tinge of colour to the secondary zinc minerals
hemimorphite and smithsonite (" turkey-fat
ore f'). In this form the mineral is known from
many localities, though never in large amount.
Being colloidal, it does not agree with the defini-
tion of greenockite as given above; and, again,
the possible existence of a cubic form of cad-
mium sulphide is suggested by the isomorphous
presence of this constituent in zinc-blende,
although this modification has ^ot been prepared
artificially. The name Zanthochroite (A. F.
Rogers, 1917) has therefore been suggested for
this colloidal form of cadmium sulphide. Hemi-
morphic hexagonal crystals of cadmium sulphide
have been prepared artificially^ reid they are
not uncommon as furnace products. The
artificial crystals have sp.gr. 4-820 and the high
refractive indices eNa 2-529, cuNa 2-506.

L. J. S.
GREEN STONE (t^Vol. IV, 8a, 536).
GREGE(v.Vol.V,94a).
GRIESHEIM CELL (v. Vol. I l l , 50d).
GRIGNARD REAGENTS. Unsymmetri-

cal magnesium compounds of type RMgX where
R=an organic residue and X=halogen. The
use of Grignard reagents in organic chemistry
may be traced to the use by Barbier (Compt.
rend. 1898, 128, 110) of magnesium in place of
zinc when condensing methyl iodide with
methylheptenone. After unsuccessful attempts
to exploit *his innovation Grignard (Ann. Chim.
Phys. 1901, [vii], 24, 437), believing that the
more electropositive magnesium should be mojfe
reactive than zinc, showed that alkyl iodides
react at room temperature with magnesium,
and since then such reagents have been widely
used for synthetic purposes. They do not
normally exist in the free form RMgX but are
combined with one (Blaise, Compt. rend. 1901,
132, 839; Grignard, ibid. 1901,132,558) or two
(Tschelinzeff, Ber. 1904, 37, 2084, 4534; 1905,
38,3664; 1906,39, 773) molecules of ether; the
latter may be replaced by tertiary amines,
sulphones or organic compounds of selenium,
tellurium or phosphorus. These,, secondary
reactants are only catalysts and, using minor
quantities of these, Grignard reagents may be
obtained in the solid state from benzene, solution.
When isolated they are inflammable in*air but
fortunately may, with few exceptions, be used
in ether or other solution without isolation.

For synthetic purposes the reactions of Grig
nard reagents may be summarised as follows:

(a) Reaction with active hydrogen atoms

RH+R'MgX-*RMgX+R'H

When R' is a lower aliphatic group 1 mol. of
gaseous paraffin is liberated for each carboxyl,
hydroxyl or NH-group present; this reaction
provides the basis of the Tschugaeff-Zerewitinoff
determination of such groups (Pregl-lloth, " Die
quantitative organische Mikroanalyse," 1935)
and further reactions of the N-magnesium com-
pounds afford valuable routes to C-homologues
in the pyrrole, indole and other sericd.

(6) Reaction with reactive halogen atoms

RCOCI+R'MgX -> MgXCI+RCOR'

When excess of the reagent is used the resulting
ketone may react further to give a tertiary
alcohol.

(e) Most of the synthetic applications depend
on the addition of Grignard reagents to un-
saturated groupings :

RR"CO+R'MgX -• RR"CR'OMgX
H3O
—> RR'CR'OH

RCjN+R'MgX RCR':NMgX
H2O

R-COR'

Clearly when two such groups are present in the
same molecule reaction becomes more complex
although the entering Grignard reagent usually
shows a preference for one of the centres of
possible reaction.

Reviews.—Schmidt, Ahrens Sammlung, 1906,
10, 67, 146; 1908, 13, 357, 446; Hep worth,
J.S.C.I. 1922, 41, 7; Courtot, " Traite de Chim.
Org.", 1937, V, 86; the last is unusually com-
plete and contains an exhaustive bibliography.

GRISEOFULVIN (r. Vol. V, 58c).
Gftl-SHI-BU-ICHI. Japanese name for

an alloy of copper and silver of a rich grey colour.
GRISON TETRYLITE COUCHE (v.

Vol. IV, 4876).
GRISOU NAPHTHALITE-ROCHE (v.

Vol. IV, 474(Z).
GRISOUTINE COUCHE (v. Vol. IV,

5536).
GRISOUTINE ROCHE (v. Vol. IV, 5536).
GROG (v. Vol. V, 566a).
GROTTHUS-DRAPER LAW. Photo-

chemical reaction can only be brought about by
radiation which is absorbed by some component
or components of the system in which the re-
action occurs. Stated in these broad terms this
may be taken as the fundamental postulate of
photochemistry. Its first expression we owe to
Grotthus (Ostwald's Klassiker, 1817, Nt>. 152,
p. 101) who deduced that only light which is
absorbed by a substance can cause it to become
chemically active. Grotthus' paper was, how-
ever, rather rapidly forgotten and his proposition
was independently restated by Draper (Phil.
Mag. 1841, [iii], 19, 195), who was also able to
provide, in a series of later papers, an experi-
mental verification of the law as a result of his
studies of the photochemical union of hydrogen
and chlorine. The law is accordingly associated
with the names of both workers.

While the law is without exception, it is entirely
qualitative, the nature of the reactivity, the
spectral region which is effective (for the law's
converse that all light which' is absorbed pro-
duces chemical chafige is far from true), anti the
relation between the amount of chemical re-
action and the energy absorbed, are all undefined
and must be determined by experiment. Neither
is it rfceessary that the absorbing substance be a
reactant, as exemplified by the important
phenomenon of photo-sen si tisat ion, in which the
light is absorbed by a molecule (e.g. mercury)
which, after transferring the energy it has
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absorbed to a reactant molecule, takes no part
in the subsequent chemical change.

Quantitative expression of the relation be-
tween the energy absorbed and the amount of
chemical reaction, and, indeed, any coherent
etudy of photochemistry, bad to await the
development of the quantum theory and of the
theory of chain reactions.

D. W. G. S.
GROUND NUT. A term often used to

describe the tuberous roots of the earth nut
(JJunium spp.) or the peanut (Arackia Iiypogtxa).
According to Wynton the term is more properly

ricted to the dark brown root swellings of
Apios tuberosa. These " tubers," which are of
similar size and shape to a hen's egg, grow wild
in many parts of America and are cultivated in
central European countries as a substitute for
potatoes.

Tyjiiea.1 analyses of the American ground nut
and of a Japanese variety (A.fortumi) are:

Water . . .
Crude protein
True protein .
Fat. . . .
N-free extract
Starch . . .
Pentosane .
Fibre . . .
Ash

r.
70-7
4-06
1-88
1-00

1865
702
2-60
3-55
205

II.
68-6
419
1-50
(My

24-54
18*0
1-46
120
1-30

I. .1. luberosa (Brlgliutt), SUz. spur, agr, ital. 1900
33. 7 2 > ~

II. A. Jortunei {Hemml, J. Coll. Agric. HoLkiililo.
1918, 8, 88).

According to Henuni the carbohydrates of A.
fortunei include reducing sugars 1*10, non-
reducing sugars 2-85, dextrin 10 and galactan
1-02%. The hemi-cellulose of A, luberosa
yields J-arabinoae and <f-galactose on hydrolysis.

A. G. Po.
GROWAN {v. Vol. Ill , 32c).
GROWTH - PROMOTING SUB -

STATICES are substances which have the
power of regulating the form and rate of growth
;:i the plant world (set Auxin). They are some-
times referred to as " plant hormones," but the
term is in many respects inappropriate. There
is no evidence that gro wth-promo tin g*substances
are secretions of special organs as is the case
with animal hormones. The association of high
(immitnLtions of auxin with rapid vegetative
growth in the aerial parts of plants has already
been referral to (AUXIN). The opposite direc-
tion wf growth with heteroauxin (indole-S-aootio
acid) in stimulating root formation has now
found its obvious horticultural application and

menial preparations of this and related
substances are now marketed for inducing the
rapid rooting of plant cutting. Tincker (J. Roy.
Hort. Soc. llWti, 61, 51U; 1038,63,210; 1939,
64, 554) records the results of rooting trials with
a large number of plant species, using a variety
of pure and commercial samples of gnwlh-
promoiiofi substances.

From time to timu additions lire made to the
number of substances exhibiting growth-
regulating ability and in some cases, e.y. that

of naphthylacetic acid, activity exceeding that
of the naturally-occurring heteroauxin is
recorded (Pfahler, Jahrb. wiss. Bot. 1938, 86,
675). According to Koepfli, Thimann and
Went {J. Biol. Chem. 1938, 122, 763), growth-
promoting activity is dependent on a particular
molecular structure which includes the following
characteristics: (i) a nuclear ring system con-
taining a double bond; (it) a side-chain con-
taining a carboxyl group {or a group from which
this iâ eaaily derived) separated from the nucleus
by at least one C atom; (iii) a particular space
relationship between the side-chain and the
nucleus. Other investigations by Thimann
tt al. suggest thatfjthe effect of growth-promo ting
substances within tha plant is initiated by ;ts
action in increasing protoplasmic stream ing,
this being influenced by respiratory activity
(oxygen supply) and by the concentration of
growth-pronwtijig substance present. It would
appear that heteroauxin acts upon the cell sub-
stance rather than on the cell wall. Went
(Plant Physiol. 1938, 13, 55) advances the
theory that in the higher plants growth-sub-
stances do not alone produce their characteristic
effects on growth, but operate by controlling the
distribution within the plant of other substances,
described as " calines." Caulocalim, rhizo-
caline and phyUocaline are natural plant con-
stituents essential for the elongation of stems
and lateral buds, for root formation and for
leaf growth respectively.

The action of heteroauxin on plant growth
ia enhanced by the presence of accessory sub-
stances, e.g. certain amino-acids, notably pro-
line, and by vitamin B. (aneurin), a minimal
amount of which is probably essential for the
action of the growth-promoting substances.

The sealing of plant wounds is brought about
by the rapid production of new tissue by division
of adjacent cells. English and Bonner (J. Biol.
Chem. 1937,121, 791) ascribe this sudden stimu-
lation of cell activity to the action of a growth-
promoting substance (wound " hormone")
which they name Imutttatin, the isolated methyl
ester of which has the formula Ci.H17O|N.
A later paper by English, Bonner and Haagen-
Bmifc (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 1939, 25, 323)
reports the isolation of a second wound " hor-
mone," tt dibasic acid of formula CuH80O4 .

Bios, the growth-promoting substance as-
sociated with yeast growth for a number of
years, is now regarded as containing at feast five
constituent factors:

(a) fue#o-lnositol, a necessary growth factor
for nearly all types of yeasts.

{b) Pantothenic acid, a complex of 0-alanine
with an unidentified hytlrosy-acid, to the cal-
cium suit of which Williams tt at. (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1939, 61, 454) assign the formula
(CgH^OjNJjCa. Pantothenic acid is also of
considerable importance in the animal world, in
which it is actively concerned in carbohydrate
inetubolism, and occurs in considerable amounts
in the liver and muscles. Jukes {ibid. 1939, 61f
975) records the close similarity between panto-
therrit; acid and the chick anti-derniiilitis factor.

(c) Anrarin [v. Vitamin lit] decelerates the
fermentutiun activity of a number of yeasts,
the pyrimidine rather than the thiazole com-
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ponent of the vitamin being associated with its
activity.

(d) Vitamin Be has also been shown (gchulz
et ah, ibid. 1939, 61,1931) to stimulate fermenta-
tion activity and the reproduction in yeast.

(e) Biotin, isolated by Kogl, is a widely distri-
buted and essential growth factor for yeasts
(Chem. and Ind. 1938,57,49).'

Aneurin is also of importance in the growth
o t a number of moulds. In this case also the
physiological activity appears to be associated
with the pyrimidine constituent, although the
thiazole component musft also be present. In
some cases organisms grow satisfactorily if
either the vitamin or the thiazole component
is a&ded to the nutrient medium but not if the
pyrimidine constituent alcSie is given. In such
cases it is presumed that the organism can syn-
thesise the pyrimidine but not the thiazole
portion of the vitamin molecule. <• O\her organ-
isms appear to be able to synthesise the whole
vitamin and others must be supplied externally
with1 the vitamin or its constituent pyrimidine
and thiazole derivatives. A possible scheme of
classification of the lower organisms on the basis
of their requirements in respect of aneurin, or
its pyrimidine or thiazole components, or of a
mixture of these is indicated by Bobbins (Proc.
Nat. Acad. Sci. 1938, 24, 53).

Nicotinic acid and nicotinamide may also serve
'as growth factors for certain bacteria (Knight
and Mcllwain, Biochem. J. 1938, 32, 1241) and
are possible constituents of the bios complex.

A. G. Po.
G U AIAQ ET IN. Sodium salt of the o-hy-

droxphenyl ether of glycollic acid.
GUAIACOL (Mongmethoxycatechol),

OHC6H4OMe,

is a distillation product of guaiacum resin (Herzig
and Schiff, Monatsh. 1898,19, 95), and occurs in
beechwood tar, from which it can be separated
by treating the fraction of the tar that comes
over at 200-205° with ammonia to remove
acids; it is then again fractionated, and the
lower boiling fraction is dissolved in ether and
treated with potassium hydroxide. The potas-
sium salt of guaiacol is filtered, washed with
ether and recrystalh'sed from alcqhol, after
which it is decomposed with sulphuric acid, and
the guaiacol redistilled. (For other methods of
separation, cf. G.P. 87971,56003,10041&; Chem.
^entr. 1899, I, 764.) Guaiacol is prepared from
o-anisidine. 500 g. o-anisidine are diazotised,
and the solution of the diazo salt is then poured
into a boiling solution of 600 g. of copper sul-
phate in 600 c.c. of water. The guaiaco^is then
separated by distillation in steam (G.P. 167211;
Frdl. 1905-7, 128; cf. also G.P. 95339; J.S.C.I.
1898,17,269,314).

l*iire guaiacol can be obtained by dissolving
catechol (55 parts) in ethyl alcohol (2,000 parts)
and adding nitrosomonoinethyl urea. The mix-
Jure is cooled to 0° and 20 parts of sodium
hydroxide dissolved in a small quantity of
water are added, drop by drop, with constant
stirring. The solution is filtered, the alcohol
distilled oil', and the residue is fractionated in
" (G.P. 18U843; Frdl. 1U05-7, 1151).

Guaiacol is also prepared by heating an equi-
molecular mixture of catechol, potash and
potassium methylsulphate under pressure at
17<M80°, or by heating catechol and methyl
iodide in methyl alcohol. In another method
a weak base, such as sodium hydrogen car-
bonate, is gradually added to a mixture of
catechol with the alkali or alkaline earth salts of
mothylsulphuric acid, in the presence of veratrole
as diluent at 160-180° (ZoUinger and Rohling,
G.P. 305281; J.C.S. 1918,114, i, 497). Thomp-
son (B.P. 5284, 1893) suggests the purification
of guaiacol by treatment with a freezing mixture.

Guaiacol made by the ordinary commercial
methods is impure; it is hygroscopic and has a
low m.p. Moser and Ver. f. Chem. Ind, A.-G.
(U.S.P. 1651617 (1927); G.P. 484539 (1925))
have described an improved process. If an
insufficient amount of alkali is added to the tar
oils the monomethyl ethers of dihydric phenols
are first dissolved, and this selective action
enables them to be separated from the non-
methylated phenols. (For synthetic methods,
see Bergstrom and Cederquist, Iva, 1931, 1, 14;
Jakubowski, Roczniki Farm. 1933, 11, 1;
Sumarokov, Lesokhimicheskaya Prom. 1933,
No. 3, 2, 34; Bentley and Catlow, U.S.P.
19809Q1; Dominikiewicz, Arch. Chem. Pharm.
1934, 1, 1; Gubelmann, Welland and Stall-
mann, U.S.P. 1623949 (1927); Titherley and
Hudson, U.S.P. 1878061 (1932); I.G. Farbenind,
A.-G., Marx and Lehmann, G.P. 591534).

Guaiacol 'has a characteristic odour and
crystallises in long vitreous transparent prisms,
which appear rose-red in sunlight; m.p. 28-5°,
b.p. 202-4°/738 mm. (Freyfe, Chem.-Ztg. 1894,
18,18, 565); sp. gr. i-140 at 25°. When quite
pure it is non-caustic and non-poisonous (Behal
and Choay, Compt. rend. 1893, 116, 197;
Kuprianow, J.S.C.I. 1895, 14, 57). Dilling,
"Materia Medica," 1939,394, states that it is less
toxic than phenol.

It is soluble in most organic solvents, and
to a less extent in water. The solubility of
guaiacol in glycerol is given by J. A. Roborgh,
Dissertation, Amsterdam (1927): 905 fe. of
guaiacol is dissolved by 100 g. glycerol (98-2%,
Dutch and German Pharmacopoeias) at 20°;
the figure in French and British Pharmacopoeias
(sp.gr. 1-2612, 86-5%) is 131 at 20°. With a
trace of ferric chloride its alcoholic solution gives
a blue colour, which becomes emerald-green on
the addition of more ferric chloride.

Guaiacol is employed in pharmacy as an
expectorant and intestinal antiseptic; also in
pulmonary tuberculosis, in cases of typhoid and
other fevers, and for the relief of superficial
neuralgia. For esters of guaiacol possessing
therapeutic properties, see B.P. 316750 (1928);
317194 (1928).

Tents.—(1) 2 c.c., of guaiacol mixed with
4 c.c. of light petroleum should separate at
once into 2 layers. (2) 1 c.c. of guaiacol should
dissolve in 2 c.c. of iV-sodium hydroxide when
heated; on cooling the mixture should congeal
to a white saline mass, which gives a clear
solution with 20 c.c. of water. (3) 1 c.c. of
guaiacol shaken with 10 c.c. of sulphuric acid
should give a pure yellow colour (British
Pharmacopoeia, 1932). For other tests, see
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Marfori, J.S.C.I. 1891, 10, 487; Fonzes Piacon
Bull. Soc. chim. 1898, [iii], 19, 191; Guerin,
J. Pharm. Chim. 1903, [vi], 17, 173.

A solution of SbCI5 in chloroform gives a
light brown coloration (or olive-brown), changing
to deep green, blue-green and finally deep blue
Guaiacol carbonate gives a lemon or sulphur
yellow (Ekkert, Pharm. Zentralhalle, 1934, 75
49).

Guaiacol (0-05 g.) is dissolved in 5-10 c.c
cone. HCI, a minute crystal of sodium nitrite
added and the mixture very gradually heated
nearly to boiling, then cooled or diluted
and poured into excess of 10% ammonia.
Guaiacol gives a green colour. (In the acid
stage guaiacol and other phenols often give a
red .colour.) (Ware, Analyst, 1927, 52, 1927.)

A micro test for guaiacol is the characteristic
precipitate given by diazo-j>-nitraniline (Rosen
thaler, Mikrochemie, 1935,19, 17).

Wischo describes colour tests for guaiacol
with FeCI3, Jorrison's reagent, aqueous am
monium vanadate, and V2O5 in dilute HCI,
K3PO4, and oxalic acid, respectively (Phann.
Monatshefte, 1928, 9, 169).

For the estimation of guaiacol by a coloric
metric method, 0-5 g. of the sample is dis
solved in a little water, 10 c.c. of alcohol
added, and the solution made up to 1,000 c.c.;
20 c.c. of this solution are mixed in a test-tube
with 1 c.c. of sodium nitrite solution (1:100) and
1 c.c. dilute nitric acid (1:200). A characteristic
red-brown colour is produced, which is compared
within about 10 minutes with the colorations
given by suitable standard solutions (Adrian, £.
anal. Chem. 1901, 40, 624). For the estimation
of guaiacol in pharmaceutical preparations, see
Dominikiewicz, Chem. Zentr. 1931, II, 284;
Chernoff, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1929, 51, 3072;
Christie and Menzies, J.C.S. 1925, 127, 2369.

Guaiacol (or its carbonate) may be estimated
gravimetrically as the derivative precipitated
by the action of iodine in Kl (cf. aristol from
thymol; Francois and Seguin, Bull. Soc. chim.
1933, [iv], 53, 711). See also Knight, J. Assoc.
Off. A'gric. Chem. 1931, 14, 367, and Meldrum
and Patel, J. Indian Chem. Soc. 1925, 5, 91.

For estimation of guaiacol in urine, see
Schmid, Z. physiol. Chem. 1932, 205, 213.

Guaiacol, when treated with hydrogen cyanide,
in the presence of sodium or zinc chloride, yields
vanillin (Roesler, G.P. 189037; Frdl. 1905-7,
1280; Guyot and Gry, Compt. rend. 1909,
149, 928; Bull. Soc. chim. 1910, [iv], 7, 902).
Barium guaiacolate is insoluble-in neutral sol-
vents, 100 parts of water dissolve 4-4 parts at
20°; it is partly hydrolysed by hot water. The
calcium salt has similar properties (Sumarokov,
Lesokhimicheskaya Prom. 1933, No. 3, 2, 34).
Copper salt, see $Takatsuka and Iinuma, Bull.
Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936,11.358.

Guaiacolmonosulphonic acids can be obtained
by treating guaiacol with sulphuric acid between
0° and 140°. The mixture of 2-methoxyphenol-
5-sulphonate (ra.p. 106-108°), and 2-methoxy-
phenol-4-sulphonate (m.p. 97-98°) is separated
bv. converting them into the basic salts of the
alkaline earths, or of the heavy metals, the salts
of the former acid being readily soluble in water,
whereas those of the latter are insoluble or

sparingly soluble. By the action of hydrogen
sulphide, or some suitable acid, the salts are
then converted into their respective acids (G.P.
188506; Frdl. 1905-7, 936; G.P. 132607;
Frdl. 1900-02, 113; G.P. 212389; Hahle, J. pr.
Chem. 1902, [ii], 65, 95; Lamiere and Perrin,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1903, [iii], 29, 1228; Rising,
Ber. 1906, 39, 3o85; Paul, ibid. 2773, 4093;
Andre, J. Pharm. Chim. 1898, [vi], 7, 324).
With nitric acid the latter acid forms yellow
dini§roguaiacol (m.p. 122°), whilst the former
acid merely gives a dark red coloration. It is
important that when the former acid is used
therapeutically, it should be free from the latter
compound whifh gpves rise to secondary re-
actions (Ellis, J.S.C.I. 1906, 25, 335).

The alkali guaiacofeulphonates are employed
as drugs (Alpers, U.S.P. 692588; J.S.C.I. 1902,
21, 364). Tagliavini has prepared salts of the
sulphonates ^ith antipyretic and analgesic
bases (Boll. Chim. farm. 1909, 48, 6).

Carbonyl chloride condenses with the alkali
guaiacolsulphonates in alkaline solutions, giving
derivatives such as potassium carbonatodiguaiacol-
disulphonate CO[OG6H3(OMe)SO3K]2, and
potassium carbonatodiguaiacolsulphonate,

C6H4(OMe)OCO2C6H3(OMe)SO3K

(Einhorn, G.P. 203754, 1909).
A number of compounds of o-guaiacolsul-

phonic acid with alkaloids are described by
Schaefer (J.S.C.I. 1910, 29, 928).

Guaiacyl benzoate (" Benzosol," benzoyl guaia-
col), C 6 H 6 COOC 6 H 4 OMe, is a colourless,
odourless, tasteless powder, almost insoluble in
water, readily soluble in organic solvents. It has
n.p. 56°, and is used inJthe treatment of pul-
monary tuberculosis (B.P. 5366, 1890; J.S.C.I.
1891, 10, 383; Walzcr, Chem.-Ztg. Rep. 1891,
15, 165).

Guaiacyl cinnamate (" Styracol," cinnamyl
guaiacol), C 8H 7COOC 6H 4OMe, from guaia-
col and cinnamoyl chloride. It forms colourless
needle-shaped crystals, m.p. 130°, which arc
employed in eatarrhal affections of the digestive
tracts, and in the treatment of phthisis.

Guaiacyl valerate, C4H9-CO-OC6H4-OMe, a
yellowish oily liquid, b.p. 245-265°, is used in
medicine under the name of Geosot (Rieck,
J.S.C.I. 18&7,16, 632).

Guaiacyl salicylate {guaiacol-salol),

•C6H4(OH)COOCflH4OMe,

is a white crystalline, odourless, tasteless
powder; m.p. 65°.

G?mmcyZ«Mrciwa/c,C2H4(C
fine silty needles; m.p. 136°.

" Guaiamar," the glyceryl ether of guaiacol,
C6H4(OMe)OC3H7O2, is formed by the action
of anhydrous glycerol on guaiacol. It is a white
crystalline body, m.p. 75°, soluble in -water and
in most organic solvents. It was suggested as
an antiseptic for internal and external applica-
ion (J.S.C.E. 1900, 19, 371; 1902, 21, 1346).
Guaiasanol {guaiacyl diethylaminoacetate hydro-

hloride), MeO-C6H4O-CO-CHsNEtrHCI.
m.p. 184° (Einhorn, Chem.-Ztg. Rep. 1900, 24,
3; 'J.S.C.I. 1900, 464). By the action of the

monochloracctic esters of phenols with secondary
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amines of the fatty series, many compounds,
similar to the above, have been prepared (Ein-
horn and Hutz, Arch. Pharm. 1902, 240-M131 ;
GP. 105346). They are non-poisonous, odour-
less and strongly antiseptic substances.

Guaiaeyl ethoxyacetate,

MeOC6H4OCOCH2OEt

is a colourless, odourless oil, b.p. 150°/10 mm.
The corresponding methoxy derivative boi!i at
170-171°/10 mm., and has very similar proper-
ties to the ethoxy derivative. Both substances
are non-poisonous, and can be used thera-
peutically as external remedies* (G.P. 171790;
Frdi\ 1905-07, 933).

Guaiaform (Geoform) is j*oduced by the con-
densation of guaiacol (2 mol.) with formalde-
hyde (1 mol.). It is a tasteless, yellow, non-
irritant and non-toxic powder (EhtertJ Pharm. J.
1902, 68,, 61). Guaiacol condenses with form-
aldehyde and (CH3)2NH to form 2-hydroxy-3-
methoxybenzyl dimethylamine, m.p. 46-47°,
b.p. 127-129°, soluble in alkali (Decombe,
Compt. rend. 1933,197, 2£B).

Guaiaeyl carbonate (" Duotal "),

CO(OC6H4OMe)a,

is prepared by passing phpsgene into a solution
of guaiacol in sodium hydroxide. It is a white
crystalline powder, m.p. 85-88°, soluble in most
organic solvents, but insoluble in water. Its
alcoholic solution yields no characteristic colour
with ferric chloride. Therapeutically. it is very
similar to guaiacol (G.P. 99057, 58129, 117346,
of 1898; G.P. 224160; Einhorn, Chem. Zentr.
1910, II, 518; see also Mazover, Russ.P. 35192
(1934); Ekkert, Pharm. Zentralh. 1932,73, 504).

Guaiaeyl thymyl carbonate, b.p. 222-225°/15
mm. is an emulsifying agent, also a solvent for
dyes and lacquers (Hurwitz, Swiss P. 180056/
1936).

Guaiaeyl chlorocarbonate is a colourless oil;
b.p. 112°/25 mm. It is prepared by the inter-
action of antipyrine, carbonyl chloride and
guaiacol (G.P. 117624 of 1899; Einhorn, G.P
224108, 1908; Chem. Zentr. 1910, II, 517).

Guaiacol carboxylic acid,

C6H3(OH)(OMe)CO2H,

is formed by the action of^carbon dioxide on
the previously heated sodium derivative of
guaiacol; the free acid crystallises from water or
dilute alcohol as a white, odourless crystalline
powder, m.p. 148-150°. Its aqueous solution
is coloured blue by ferric chloride. The acid
and its salts have "been recommended n# anti
septics and anti-rheumatics (Pharm. J. 1890,977)
m ™etraguaiacoquinone, formed when guaiaco
w oxidised with laccase,

O(CflH3OMe)2O

O(C6H3OMe)2O

is a fine crystalline powder, m.p. 135-140°, having
a Purplish-red colour with a faint green metallic
"stre. It i8 insoluble in water, but give
mahogany-red solutions with chloroform and

Uh acetic acid. It also forms coloured solu

tions in alkalis (Bertrand, Compt. rend. 1903,
137, 1269).

Hcxamethylcnctetraminetriguaiacol crystallises
in brilliant needles, which become soft at 80°
and melt to a turbid liquid at about 95°. When
distilled in steam it yields guaiacol (B.P. .24072,
908; J.S.C.I. 1909, 28, 490).
Guaiaeyl acetate, b.p. 123-124°/13 mm., readily

undergoes intramolecular rearrangement, on
which a new synthesis of vanillin has been based
(Mottern, J. Amer. Chem. Soc 1934, 56, 2108).

Guaiaeyl chloro-acetate,

MeOC6H4OCOCH2CI,

is prepared by treating a mixture of guaiacol,
monochloroacetic acid and pyridine with phos-
phorus oxychloride. It forms white needles,
m.p. 58-60° (Einhorn and Hutz, I.e.).

Guaiacol picrate forms orange-red needles;
m.p. 88-89°.

Benzyl guaiacol is a yellow, beautifully
fluorescent oil; b.p. 269-270°/436 mm. (Bosco-
grande, Chem. Zentr. 1898,1, 207).

Many other guaiacol derivatives have been
prepared, some of which have been recom-
mended for use in medicine (B.P. 5856, 1894;
Ruhemann, J.C.S. 1902, 81, 421; G.P. 120558;
Frdl. £900-02, 1112; G.P. 157355; Frdl. 1902-
04, 616; Knapp and Suter, Chem. Zentr. 1904,
I, 391; Moureu and Lazennec, Compt. rend.
1906, 142, 894; Bischoff, Ber. 1906, 39, 3846;
Gattermann, Annalen, 1907, 357, 313; Four-
neau, J. Pharm. Chim. 1910, [vii], 1, 55, 97;
Manchot, Ber. 1910, 43, 949; Wohl and Bert-
hold, ibid. 2175; Hoffmann, G.P. 255924;
Chem. Zentr. 1910, -JI, 1105).

A number of azo-derivatives of guaiacol are
described by Leonardi (Atti R. Accad. Lincei,
1907, [v], 16, ii, 639); some nitro- and amino-
derivatives by Reverdin and Crepieux, Ber.
1903, 36, 2257; 1906, 39, 4232; Paul, ibid.
2773; Ktihling, ibid. 1905, 38, 3007; Fichter
and Schwab, ibid. 1906, 39, 3339; PoUecoff and
Robinson, J.C.S. 1918,113, 645.

Thioguaiacol and thioguaiacyl xanthate »have
been prepared by Mauthner (Ber. 1906,39,1347).

Guaiacol forms mono-, di-, tri- and tetra-
halogen derivatives (Cousin, Compt. rend. 1898,
127, 759; Tassily and Leroide, ibid. 1907, 144,
757; Bull. Soc. chim. 1908, [iv], 3, 124; Mameli,
Gazzetta, 1907, 37, ii, 366; Robertson, J.C.S.
1908, 93, 791). The iodo-derivatives are said
to be applicable in medicine (Mameli and Pinna,
Chem. Zentr. 1907, II, 2044).

Guaiaeyl phosphite, m.p. 75*5°, is a white
crystalline powder, with a piquant non-caustic
taste and slight odour, soluble in most organic
solvents, but only sparingly in water (Bollard,
G.P. 95578; J.S.C.I. 1897,16, 632; B.P. 27527,
1896). Therapeutically similar to guaiacol.
Another guaiaeyl phosphite, m.p. 59°, is de-
scribed by Dupuis (Compt. rend. 1910,150,622).

Guaiaeyl phosphate, (C6H4OMe)3PO4, is pre-
pared by the interaction of phosphorus oxy-
chloride and the sodium derivative of guaiacol.
It forms colourless crystals; m.p. 98°, insoluble
in water and alcohol, but soluble in ether,
chloroform and acetone. It has been proposed
as an intestinal antiseptic.

A number of other phosphorus compounds of
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guaiacol are described by Auger and Dupuis
(Compt. rend. 1908, 146, 1151), and by Dupuis
(ibid. 1910, 150, 622; cf. F.P. 781019 (1934);
G.P. 629952; U.S.P. 2023551 (1935). Smith,
Engel and Stohlman discuss the toxicity of
guaiacyl phosphate preparations (Nat. Inst.
Health Bull. 1932, No. 160,1).

GUALACUM RESIN. This resin is ob-
tained by extraction with alcohol from the
wood of Guaiacum officinale or O. sanctum, mem-
bers of the family Zygophyllacese. It is used to
a small extent in medicine, but not to the
extent it was some years ago, when it enjoyed
an exaggerated reputation as a .specific for
gout and rheumatism. It occurs in round or
ovoid tears, or in large blocks, breaking with a
vitreous fracture. Thin fragments are yellowish-
green to reddish-brown.

A number of resin acids in guaiacum have been
described, including guaiaretic acid,

C,0HMOs(OH)

a- and £-guaiaconic acids, C20H22O3(OH)2, and
guaiacic acid, C21H19O4(OH)3. For details of
these, see Dobner and Lucker (Arch. Pharm.
1926, 234, 590). Further evidence is necessary
to establish the individuality of these- acids,
the formulae of which are probably derived
only from combustion data.

Good quality guaiacum resin should contain
about 90% of matter soluble in alcohol, and ash
from 3*5 to 5%. The acid value of the resin
varies from 45 to 55, and ester value from 120
to 140.

Fresh alcoholic extract of guaiacum resin is
a noted biochemical reagent for peroxidases;
for a critical account, see Hawk, Bergeim and
Coles, " Practical Physiological Chemistry,"
11th ed., 1938, p. 393. Although it has been
used for the purpose, guaiacum is not a specific
test for blood stains (see Haldane, " Enzymes,"
1930, p. 10).

E. J. P.
" faUAIAKINOL," Guaiachinol, the quinine /de-

rivative of bromoguaiacol.
" Gl/A/AMAR," monoglyceryl ether of guaiacol.
G UAIARETIC AC ID (v. GUAIACUM RESIN).

GUAIASANOL (i\ GUAIACOL).
GUAIAZULENE (v. GUAIOL).

GUAICAMPHOL. Camphoric ester of
guaiacol.

GUAlENE(v. GUAIOL).

GUAIOL.. The crystalline sesquiterpene
alcohol, yuaiol, C15H26O, m.p. 93°, b.p. 147-
148°/9 mm., d™ 0-9074, a},00 1-4716, [a]D-29-8°
(in alcohol), is a constituent of Guaiacum wood
oil (from, the wood of the tree, Bulnesia sarmienti
Lorenz) (Schiramel's Report, 1892, II, 42) and
occurs also in "the oils from Callitris glauca
(Baker and Smith, " Pinej of Australia," 1910,
pp. 63,118), C. intratropica (Trikojus and White,
J. Proc. Roy. Soc. New South Wales, 1935, 68,
177) and from (Jont/stylus miquelianus (Evken,
Rec. trav. chim. 1906, 25, 44). Gua:of is a
dicyclic tertiary alcohol, its. structure having
been determined by Plattnercf al. (Holv. Chim.
Acta, 1940, 23, 897; 1941, 24, 191, 1164). It
yio da on catalytic hydrogenation the alcohoW*"-
hy<lroqmnolt m.p. 79-80J, Ruzicka and Haagen-

Smit, ibid. 1931,14, 1131) or the hydrocarbon,
tetrahydroguaiene, b.p. 118-119°/17 mm., d20

0-88Co, rcD 1-47840, [o]D +10-310 (Semmler and
Risse, Ber. 1913, 46, 2305). On dehydration it
yields a hydrocarbon or mixture of hydrocarbons
known as guaiene, b.p. 128-130°/12 mm., d\*
0-9115, nD 1-5021;, aD -16-8° (Ruzicka, Pontalti
and Balas, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1923, 6, 862), from
whicji by dehydrogenation with sulphur die
azurene, guaiazulene, b.p. 164°/H mm., d}£
0-9759, results (Ruzicka and Rudolph, ibid. 1926,
9, 140; St. Pfau and Plattner, ibid. 1936, 19,
866). The products formed by the oxidation of
guaiol with pcfcassjtam permanganate and with
ozone have been studied by Semmler and Mayer
(Ber. 1912,45, 1391), Ruzicka and Haagen-Smit
(I.e. p. 1122), and by TrikojWand White (Z.c).
The main oxidation product with either reagent
is a dihydloxp-oxide, C16Ha6O3, m.p. 218°.

J. L. S.
GUAIYL ACETATE. Guaiol (q.v.) has

a slight odour suggestive of tea-roses, and is
identical with the alcohol isolated from
Champaca wood Uid formerly known as
champacol (Merk, Arch. Pharm. 1893, 231, 123;
Wallach and Tuttle, Annalen, 1894, 279, 391).
The acetate has a definite tea-rose odour, and
the following characteristics, d16'5 0-988, nff
1-4890, Ia]D -2-8°; ester value 210-220.

E. J. P.
GUANASE (v. Vol. IV, 315a).
" GUANICAINE " (v. Vol. I, \20d).
GUANIDINE, HN:C(NH2)2, occurs in

small quantities in etiolated vetch seedlings,
3 kg. of dried material yielding 1 g. of the
nitrate (Schulze, Ber. £392, 25, 658); in beet
juice (Lippmann, ibid. 1896, 29, 2651); in
an edible mushroom, Boletus edulis (Winterstein
et al, Landw. Vers.-Stat. 1913, 79-80, 541); and
in the developing embryo chick (Burns, Biochem.
J. 1916,10, 263). Guanidine and methylguani-
dine are found in urine, blood serum and other
biological fluids, the quantities being increased
in certain pathological conditions (see Burns
and Sharpe, Quart. J. Exp. Physiol. 1916, 10,
345; Minot and Dodd, Amer. J. Dis. Children,
1933, 46, 522).

Guanidine was first prepared by Strecker
(Annalert,' 1861, 118, 159) by oxidising guanine
with potassium chlorate and hydrochloric acid;
it is also obtained in small quantity by oxidising
egg al&umen with potassium permanganate, or
gelatin with barium or calcium permanganate
(Lossen, ibid. 1880, 201, 369; Boudet, J. Pharm.
Chim. 1857, [iii], 31, 32; Kutscher and Zickgraf,
Sitzungsber. K. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1903, 28,
624);' it is formed synthetically (1) by heating
biuret and hydrogen chloride at 160-170°
(Finckh, Annalen, 1862, 124, 332); (2) from
chloropicrin and alcoholic ammonia at 100°
(Hofmann, Ber. 1868, U 145); (3) from ethyl
orthocarbonate and aqueous ammonia at 150°
(Hofmann, Annalen, 1866, 139, 111); (4) from
carbonyl chloride and ammonia (Bouchanjat,
Compt. rend. 1869, 69, 961); (5) from urea and
ammonia under dehydrating conditions; am-
monia and carbon dioxide or salts derived from
them may be used instead of urea; finely divided
nickel, aluminium, alumina or manganese
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dioxide have been proposed as catalysts for the
reaction, which takes place at 250-300° under
pressure or at lower temperatures in the presence
of a non-aqueous solvent (Sander, G.P. 527237);
(6) from ammonium chloride and alcoholic
cyanamide at 100° (Erlerimeyer, Annalen, 1868,
146, 259), modifications of\his method using
dicyanodiamide and various ammonium salts are
frequently used for the preparation of guanidine
salts; (7) by the hydrolysis of dicyanod?«mide
.with mineral acid, each molecule giving 1 mol.
of guanidine (Davis, J.̂ Amer. Chem. Soc. 1921,

(Baumann, Ber. 1874, 7, 176C>; cf. the action
of aqua regia, Ulpiani, G.r>. 209431); (9) from
cyanogen iodide and alcoholic ammonia at 100°
(Bannow, Ber. 1871, 4, 161). Reduction of
tetranitromethane with nickel-zinc and HCI
yields guanidine hydrochloric}? ^Rakshit, J.
Amer. XJhem. Soc. 1914, 86, 1221). Stahler
obtained this salt from CCI4 and NK3 at 140°
in presence of Cu and I (Ber. 1914, 47, 909).
Hydrogenation of carbamideimidoazide nitrate
(Hantzsch and Vagt, Anpalen, 1901, 314, 339)
in the presence of colloidal palladium gives
guanidine and nitrogen (Wienhaus and Ziehl,
Ber. 1932, 65 [B], 1461).

Guanidine, in the form of its salts, is usually
prepared by modifications of Erlenmeyer's
((6) supra) or by the following method. Am-
monium thiocyanate is heated for 20 hours at
180-190°, and the melt is extracted with water,
the extract concentrated and the guanidine thio-
cyanate allowed to crystallise (Delitsch, J. pr.
Chem. 187B, [ii], 8, 240; 1874, [ii], 9, 2; Vol-
hard, ibid. 9,15; Krall, J.C.S. 1913,103, 1378;
Sharpe, J. Biol. ChenJ. 1917,28, 399). *

Gluud et al. (Ber. Ges. Kohlentech. 1931, 4,
21; F.P. 728156; G.P. 568401) lead ammonia
gas through molten ammonium thiocyanate at
170-180°. In Gockel's modification a metallic
salt, e.g. of lead, is present (Angew. Chem. 1935,
48,430). Schopf and Klapproth have reported a
violent explosion (ibid. 1936, 49, 23). The best
methods of preparing guanidine salts depend on
heating the corresponding ammonium salts with
dicyanodiamide (Rathke, Ber. 1885, 18, 3107).
Thus, Werner and Bell describe the prepara-
tion in 90% yield of tlie thiocyanate by this
method (J.C.S. 1920, 117, 1133)/and Davis
(9*g. Synth. 1927, 7, 46) similarly prepared the
nitrate. Davis recommeifds heating- dicyano-
diamide and ammonium nitrate. Smith, Sabetta
and Steinbach (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1931, 23, 1124)
state the optimum conditions. Preparations:
guanidine sulphate from dicyanodiamide, see
Levene and Senior, J. Biol. Chem. 1916, 25,
623; Lidholm, Ber. 1913, 46, 156; t!aro, Z.
angew. Chem. 1910, 23, 2405; guanidino phos-
phate, Jones and Aldred, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1936,
28, 272; guanidine salts from metallic cyan-
amides; G.P. 586446, 600869, and for the
mechanism of the process, Gockel, Angew.
Chem. 1934, 47, 555.

Guanidine is a deliquescent crystalline solid,
readily soluble in alcohol and water; it is
volatile and strongly alkaline, absorbs carbon
<uoxide from the air, and forms crystalline salts.

001? t e.m.f. measurements it is a stronger
any other organic nitrogenous base

recorded (Hall and Sprinkle, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1932, 54, 3469). The ultra-violet absorp-
tion spectrum shows only end absorption
(Graubner, Z. ges. exp. Med. 1928, 63, 527).
Guanidine is decomposed into ammonia and urea
on boiling with barium hydroxide solution or
dilute sulphuric acid (Ossikowsky, Bull. Soc.
chim. 1872, [ii], 18, 161; Baumann, fcer. 1873,
6, 1376); and is completely decomposed into
carbon dioxide and ammonia by heating with
concentrated acids or alkalies. Guanidine is
decomposed, evolving two-thirds of its nitrogen
when mixed with sodium hypochlorite or hypo-
bromite (Fenton, J.C.S. 1879, 35, 14; Von
Cordier, Monatsh. 1926,47,327). When chlorin-
ated at 0° in slightly acid solution buffered with
N aO Ac and AcO H, guanidine is converted into
N-chloroazodicarbamidines (U.S.P. 2016257).
Nitrous acid reacts with guanidine with libera-
tion of nitrogen but only in the presence of
strong acid (Hynd and MacFarlane, Biochem. J.
1926, 20, 1264). Cyanamide is formed when
nitrous fumes are passed into aqueous guanidine
sulphate (Bancroft and Belden, J. Physical
Chem. 1931, 35, 2684). Guanidine and those of
its derivatives containing a free amino-group
react, on warming, with diacetyl or generally
with" compounds containing the grouping
- C O C O C H , — with the formation of a
violet coloration which has been made the
basis for a colorimetric method of determining
creatine and arginine (Lang, Z. physiol. Chem.
1932, 208, 273). Guanidine forms conden-
sation products with dicarboxylic acids (Traube,
Ber. 1893, 26, 2551; Ruheman and Stapleton,
J.C.S. 1900, 77, 805; Kaess and Gruszkiewicz,
Ber. 1902, 35, 3600); with 0-ketonic acids
(Jaeger, Annalen, 1891, 262, 365); with ]8-
diketones (Evans, J. pr. Chem. 1892, [ii],
45, 489; Wense, Ber. 1886, 19, 761); with
malononitrile (Merck, G.P. 165692); with
ethyl cyanoaceta'te (Traube, GJP. 115253).
Guanidine reacts with mustard oils to form
guanylthioureas, R N H C S N H C ( : N H ) N H 2

(Slotta, Tschesche and Dressier, Ber. 1330, 63
[B], 208). Glycine ester reacts with 2 mol.
of anhydrous guanidine giving glycocyamidine
(Abderhalden and Sicked, Z. physiol. Chem.
1928, 173, 51). Guanidine forms compounds
with sugars containing 3 mol. of sugar and 1 mol.
of guanidine; these exhibit mutarotation and
have a lower optical activity than the sugars
from which they are derived (Morrell and Bellars,
J.C.S. 1907, 91, 1010; Przylecki et aJ., Biochem.
Z. 1935, 277, 420, 424; cf. Giedroyd, Cichocka
and Mystkowski, ibid. 1935, 281, 422). Com-
bination with proteins also occurs under suitable
pE conditions. Thus, guanidine combines with
ovalbumin and gelatin above the isoeleorric
points, with casein and globulin below theii iso-
electric points (Petrunkin, J. Gen. tfi/siol.
1927, 11, 101; Przylecki, Mystkowski and
Niklewski, Biochem. Z. 1933,262, 260).

When guanidine hydrochloride is heated at
180°,itmmonia is evolved and biguanide is formed,
the reaction being similar to the formation of
biuret from urea:

2HN:C(NH2)2

«NH3+HN:C(NHa)NHC(:NH)NHa
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In its physiological action, guanidine is highly
toxic; when fed to rabbits, it causes a con-
siderable fall in the blood sugar, convulsions and
death (Frank, Nothraann and Wagner, Arch,
exp. Path. Pharm. 1926,115,55). Doses smaller
than poisonous ones were in rabbits excreted
unchanged in the urine (Pommerrenig, Beitr.
chem. Pfiysiol. Path. 1902, i, 561; Garino,
Arch. Farm, sperim. 1916, 22, 229, from Chem.
Zentr. 1916, II, 1047). For other physiological
data, see Dominguez, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.
Med. 1927, 25, 57; Hurst and Hurst, J. Path.
Bact. 1928, 81, 303; Camis, J. Physiol. 1909,
39, 73; Fuhner, Arch. exp. Path. Pharm. 1920,
88, 179; Langley, J. Physiol. 1916, 50, 419;
Meighan, ibid. 1917, 51, 51). Although guani-
dine does not appear to be a normal oxidation
product of arginine in the body (Pommerrenig,
I.e.), guanidine intoxication occurs in certain
clinical conditions (Minot and Dodd, Amer. J.
Dis. Children, 1933, 46, 522). Many derivatives
of guanidine, e.g. l-guanido-4-aminobutane
(" Agmatine "), the .corresponding derivative of
decane (" Synthalin "), the compound

EtOCflH4N:C(NHC6H4OMe)2HCI

(" Acoine"), exhibit a marked insulin'-like
activity which has been applied in a few instances
to the treatment of mild cases of diabetes mellitus
(Frank, Nothmann and Wagner, Klin. Wochschr.
1926, 5, 2100; Cannavd, Arch. Farm, sperim.
1927,44, 49; 45, 218; Kumagai, Kawai and
Shikinami, Proc. Imp. Acad. (Japan), 1928, 4
23; Gessner, Arch. exp. Path. Pharm. 1930,
147, 366; Harwood, Iowa State Coll. J. Sci
1932, 6, 431). Small quantities of guanidine,
0-01%, are injurious to chlorophyllous plants,
whilst fungi utilise it as a source of nitrogen but
not of carbon (Kawakita, Bull. Coll. Agr. Tokyo,
1904, 6, 181; Kossawitz, Chem. Zentr. 1913, I,
1279). For its significance in plant physiology,
see Taubock and Winterstein, in G. Klein,
Handb. Pflanzenanalyse, 1933, 4, 190; Chem.
Zentr. 1933, II, 3321.

Tests and Estimation.—Many salts of guanidine
give a yellowish-white flocculent precipitate with
Nessler's reagent, even at a dilution of 0-01%
(Schulze, Ber. 1892, 25, 661). Arginine gives a
similar precipitate (Barger, " Simpler Natural
Bases," 1914, 164; nephelometric determination
of small quantities of guanidine, Rittmann, Bio-
ehem. Z. 1926, 172, 36). A reagent made from
10% solutions of sodium nitroprusside and
potassium fcrricyanide mixed with sodium
hydroxide just before use gives an intense red
coloration with guanidine and its mono- and di-
substituted derivatives. The guanidines are
first separated as phosphotungstates or adsorbed
on "norit" (WeW, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.
Med. 1927, 24, 712; Pfiffner and Myers, ibid.
1926, 23, 830; J. Biol. Chem. 1930, 87, 345;
Ellis, Bioehem. J. 1928,22, 353; Weber, J. Biol.
Chem. 1928, 78, 465).

A test developed by Sullivan has also^been
UBed for the colorimetric estimation of guanidine.
lo guanidine in aqueous or OlA'-hydro-
chloric acid solution is added a 1% solution of
v i^mrsli

:2-naPhthoq"J"o"e-4-sulphonate and
iV-NaOH. After heating to 90° for 1 minute

and cooling again, the solution is strongly
acidified with hydrochloric acid. Addition of
concentrated nitric acid now causes the for-
mation of a red coloration or brown precipitate
of 4-guanido-l :2-naphthoquinone (Sullivan, Proc.
Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 1935, 33, 106; Sullivan
and Hess, J. Ame/. Chem. Soc. 1936, 58, 47).
Interference due to ammonia, methylamine,
indole or benzidine can be eliminated by their
removal beforehand. Certain synthetic deriva-
tives of guanidine interfere (Braun and Rees,
J. Biol. Chem. 1936, IK , 415), but these may be
rendered inactive by addition of a little hydroxyl-
amine immediately before acidification (Sullivan,
ibid. 1936,116,233)."

The separation of guanidines from creatine
and creatinine by adsorption on " Doucil," a
sodium aluminium silicate, has been suggested
by Saunders (P^ochem. J. 1932, 26, 801). The
separation, of guanidine and methylguanidine
can be effected by means of j8-naphthaienesul-
phonyl chloride and depends on the fact that,
under standardised conditions, methylguanidine
does not react with this reagent (Hess and
Sullivan, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1935, 57, 2331).

In the estimation of guanidine by precipitation
with picric acid, the salt is dried at 110° and
weighed (Vozdrik, Z. angew. Chem. 1902, 15,
670). Picrolonic acid has been used in prefer-
ence to picric acid since the precipitates are not
contaminated with creatinine (Kuen, Bioehem.
Z. 1927, 187, 283). Flavianic acid can be used
similarly (Mulier, Z. physiol. Chem. 1932, 209,
207). Guanidine phosphotungstate is soluble
(22-8 parts) in 100 parts of a mixture*rof acetone
(4 vol.) with water (3 vol.) (Wechsler, ibid. 1911,
78, 141; Drummond, Biofnem. J. 1918, 12, 5).
2-Nitro-l:3-indanedione forms a guanidine salt,
m.p. about 258°, which is of use in the identifi-
cation of guanidine (Wanag and Lode, Bcr.
1937, 70 [B], 547). Choline and guanidine may
be detected in organs by means of a histo-
chemical test described by Hirosc (Mitt. Med.
Ges. Tokio, 1931, 43, 888; Chem. Zentr. 1931
I, 654; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1932, 26, 3812).

For the identification of the arylguanidines,
used for the vulcanisation of rubber, by a colour
reaction with cobalt oleate, see Shimada (J. Soc.
Chem. Ind. Japan, 1933, 36, Suppl. binding 82),
and for their estimation by titration with
hydrochloric acid, see Mogoricheva and Korsuns-
kaja, J. Rubber Ind. U.S.S.R. 1933, 10, 341;
Minatoya, Nagai and Aoe, J. Soc. Rubber Ind.
Japan, 1934, 7, 134; 1935, 8, 328; Kuznetzov,
J. Chem. Ind. (Moscow), 1935, 12, 1265;
Humphrey, Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1936, 8,
153 (estimation as picrate after hydrolysis).

rZte.—Guanidine forms crystalline salts with
mineral and organic acids, and also characteristic
double salts. The kydrockloride, or guanidin ium
chloride, CH6N3CI, crystallises in the ortho-
rhombic system (Theilacker, Z. Krist. 1931, 76,
303) and forms double salts with mercuric
chloride, CH6N3CI,2HgCI2 (Byk, J. pr. Chem.
1879, [ii], 20, 233) and pUUihic iodide (Datta and
Ghosh, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1914, 36, 1017).
The hydrobromide, CH6N3Br, forms ortho-
hombic bipyramidal crystals (Theilacker, Z.

Krist. 1935, 90, 256). Both the bromide and
iodide form addition compounds with mercuric
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of the type CH6N3IHg(CN). , , m.p.
(decomp.). The ckloroaurate,

CHsNaHAuCI,,

forms deep yellow, sparingly soluble needles
(Hofmann, Ber. 1868, 1, 146); the chloto-
plalhiale, (CHsN3)(HsPtCiV, yellow needles
solublo in water, sparingly so in alcohol (Strecfcer,
Annnlen, 1861, 118. 160); theplalinithiocyanate,
(CHjNjJjHjPtfCNSjg, forms beautiful red
crystals which bkt:ken at 170-175* (Guareachi,

I
Chem. 2entr. 1891, II, X>20). For the palladu-

chloride, see Gutbier and Fellner, Z. anorg.

Chem. 1916, 95, 128. The fiiriyanate,

S
If

CHfiN3KCNS,

has m.p. 118s and 100 parts of water dissolve
134-9 parts at 15° (Engel, Bull, Soc. ehim.
1885. [ii], 44,424). The oztftf CH s N 3 HN a .
m.p. 93-5°, is formed by double decomposi-
tion between the chloride and silver azide.
When treated with carbon di sulphide, it
forms guanidinc azido-dithiocarbon&te,
CH4N3-HSCSN3 (Craik; Berger and Browne,
J, Amer. Chem. Koo. 1934, 66, 2380). The
nitrate, CH5N3 ,HNO3 , crystallises in large
plates, m.p. (corr.) 217°; 25-ii parts dissolve in
100 parts of water at 20° (Smith, Sabetta and
Steinbach, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1931, 23, 1124).
For the preparation of the nitrate from the tbio-
cyanate, see Jousselin, Bull. Soc. chim. 1880,
[iij, 34, 497. The nitrite, C H 5 N 3 H N O 2 , forms
glittering prisms, ra.p. 76-78-5" (Loaaen, An-
nalen, 1891., 265, 129). The sulphate,

(Bodewig, J. Ann. Physik, 1876,157,125), forma
sdouble salt with aluminium sulphate,

;

'

(Ferraboscbi, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 1908, 14,
471). The carbonate, (CH 5 N 3 ) 2 HXO 3 , priams,
m.p. 197° (Schroder, Ber. 1880, 13, 1072);
Burgers (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1927, A, 116, 553)
described uniaxkl, optically active crystals in
which the activity was attributed to a special
arrangement of the atoms within the unit
structure. The(ril/it"ocor6«no(e,(CHsM3)2Hs,CSa,
is prepared by heating the free base with
carbon disulphide for 2 hours at 100° (Struck,
2. physiol, Chem. 1929, 180, 198). The meta-
phottphale, CHSN3-HPO3 , forma a fine crystal-
line precipitate (Pohl, ibid. 1889, 13, 296).
Viguanidine phosphate,

(CHsN3)jH,PO4,2HaO, „

« obtained by stirring the thioeyanate with
silver phosphate and 20% phosphoric acid at
50 and evaporating to dryneas (G.P. 614818).
-Ihe didhylpyrophosphate, results from the action
^ f ' h y l tuetuphoHpbato on thu carbonate in dry

:orm (PJimmer and Burch, J.C.S. 19-9,
Tho kypopkosphate. has been prepared and

magnetic susceptibility (-0-41 at 18-30"]
rf (lk<ll and Snsdn, ibid. 1933, 48>.
•rote, CH4N3-HC1OS, m.p. 100-101"

'• tho decomposition tem})erature 148° given
' iMUa «id Choudiiury, J. Amur. Chcni. Soc.
VOL. VI.—in

1916, 38, 1079), is less stable than the per
chlorate, CH 5 N 3 HCIO i , m.p. 245-246° (Uice-
wicz, Pmemysl Chem. 1926, 10, 56, 136).
According to Mazzucchcili and Kossi (Gazzetta,
1927, 67, 383), tho perchlorate oannot bo ex-
ploded with a hammer and when heated in the
open it fuses and volatilises. The mono-, di- and
tri-chromates are prepared by the action of
chromic add on the carbonate. The niono-
fhromate forma triclinic, the di- and tri-
L'hromates monoctinic crystals (Swaryczewski,
Bull. Acad. Polonaise, Classe sci. math. nat.
1934, A, 246). Guanidino forms ealtn with a
number of chromium complexes, e.g. the
niwekate, r(SCN)4Cr(NH-]fJ [CH9N,]+
[Carlsohn and Hathmann, J. pr. Chem. 1930, [ii],
147, 29, solubility data are given). The acetate
forms shining needles, m.p. 229-230° (Ostro-
govich, Gazzetta, 1897, 27, i, 223; tf. Wielaad
el al., Annalen, 1933, 507, 22(3). The dioxalate,
CHaN3-C2H3O< ,HaO, ia sparingly soluble
'Stracker, I.e.). The salt with acetylglycine has
n.p. 105-110°. With 3:5-dinitrol>enj;oyl chloride
n the presence of alkali, guauidine gives a di-

3:fl-dinitrobenzoyl derivative which iainsoluble in
sodium hydroxide (Saundera, Biochem. J. 19^4,
28, 580). Thepierale, CH1:N;('C6HS(NO1[)3OH
8 a daringly soluble, yellow, crystalline salt,
m.p. 333°; 1 part dissolves in 2,630 parts of
water at 9° (Emich, Monatsh. • 1891, 12, 24).
The precipitation of guanidine pierate is pre-
vented by nucleic acid, owing to the formation
of a more soluble complex pierate (White,
Trans, Roy. Soc Canada, 1926, 20, Sect. V,
121). According to Von Cordier (Chem. Zentr.
1906,1, 340), guanidine picrato-tef. supra), exists
in two Btereoisomeric forms which are identical
in specific gravity and electric*) conductivity
but differ in solubility, Tho p-toluenesulpko-
?iate, has m.p. 206°, and the fi-naphtiudeiie'
sulphonate, m.p. 259° (Remsen and Garner,
Amer. Chem. J. 1901,25,173). The picrolonatt,
CH sN3-C1 0H8O sN4 , is soluble in alcohol
(Schenck, Z. physiol. Chem. 1905, 44, 427);
the m-bromopicroloHale decomposes at* 275°
(Zimmermann and Cuthbertoon, ibid. 1932,
206, 38). Many guanidinium salts of in-
organic ido- and hetero-poly acids have been
prepared (Gutbier, Mehler and Ottenstein, Z.
anorg. Chem. 1014, 89, 313, 333, 343; Kosen-
heim et al., ilnd. 1913, 79, 292; 1914, 89, 224;
1915, 91, 75; 1930, 193. 64; 1932, 204, 342;
Ber. 1911,44, 1865; Z. Elektrochem. 1911, 17,
mi; Fernandez et al.. Atti K. Aefcad. Lincei,
1927, (vi], 6, 339; 1927, [vi], 6, 102; 1928, [vi].
7, 49b'; Gazzetta, 1926, 56, U55; Brutl and
Huliii, Monstsh. 1932, 59, 191; Kchranim, Z.
nnorg. Chem. 1927, 161, 231; Weinhnd and
Friede, Arch. R u m . 1928, 266, 9

Acyl Derivatives.—Formylguanidine,

H2NC(:NH)NHCHO,

has m.p. 17S° (decomp.); acetylguanidine, m.p.
18S°, ">hydrochtoride, m.p. 145° (Korndorfer,
\ ,rli . Pharm. 1908, 241, 449, givea m.p. 142°).

alto Traubo, Ber. 1910, 43, 3586; Pierrow,
Compt. rend. 1910, 151, 13B4; Wheeler and
Jobnuon, Amer, ('Inui. J. 1901, 26, •
Andreusch, Monatsh. 1926, 48, 639.)

•
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Allylmalonylguanidine, m.p. 266-266°, cry-
stallises from acetic acid in hexagonal plates
(Johnson- and Hill, Amer. Chem. J. 1911, 46,
537). For guanidino-glycylglycine and the intro-
duction of guanidine into the polypeptide
molecule, see Clementi, Gazzetta, 1915, 45, i,56,
ii, 276.

Alkyl and Aryl Derivatives.—Methyl-
guanidine, HN:C(NH2)NHMe, has been iso-
lated from muscle (Gulewitsch, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1906, 47, 471; Ewins, Biochem. J.
1916, 10, 103; Smorodintzev and Adova, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1928, 181, 77; Komarow,
Biochem. Z. 1929, 211, 326) and is considered by
Mann to be a natural constituent of muscle
(ibid. 1934,268,339). It has been found in milk
(MuUer, Z. Biol. 1926,84,553). For its isolation
from normal human urine, see Wada, Acta
Schol. Med. Univ. Imp. Kioto, 1930,13,187, and
from that of dogs, see Koch, J. Biol. Chem.
1913, 15, 313; for its determination in blood,
see Zappacosta, Boll. Soc. Ital. Biol. sperim.
1935, 10, 705; see also the methods of deter-
mining guanidine, many of which are applicable
to its alky] derivatives. It can be prepared by
several of the methods used for guanidine if
methylamine is substituted for ammonia, e.g.
Erlenmeyer's and Werner and Bell's methods
(Erlenmeyer, Ber. 1870, 3, 896; B.P. 279884;
Canad. P. 281121; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1929,23,
3*143; Philippi and Morsch, Ber. 1927,60 B, 2120)
The Rathke synthesis, consisting of the treat-
ment of alkylitfothiourea salts with an amine, is
general and applicable also to the preparation
of polyalkyl-substituted derivatives (Lecher,
ZT physiol.* Chem. 1928, 1<76, 43; Canad.P.
276107; Piovano, Gazzetta, 1928, 58, 245;
Phillips and Clarke, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1923,
45,1755; Smith, ibid. 1929,51, 476). A special
method of preparation of methylguanidine is by
boiling creatine with mercuric or lead oxide and
dilute sulphuric acid (Dessaignes, Annalen,
1854,92,407; 1856,97,340). For separation
of guanidine and methylguanidine (see p. 144c).
Methjlguanidine gives a characteristic red
colour (Sagakuchi reaction) when treated, in
alkaline solution, with a-naphthol and sodium
hypochlorite. This reaction may be used for its
colorimetric determination if the concentration
is greater than 50 mg. per litre (Kuen, Biochem.
Z. 1927, 187, 283). The alkaline nitroprusside
ferricyanide reagent (p. 1446) is also applicable
to the colorimetric estimation of methylguani-
dine (Pfiffner and Myers, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.
Med. 1926,23,830).

Methylguanidine is a strongly basic, volatile,
deliquescent crystalline substance which readily
decomposes; it decolorises permanganate, and
liberates ammonia and methylamine on heating
with potassium hydroxide. For the preparation
ot the chloride and its conversion to other salts,
m o o o U b J . a n d Gorniak, Amer. Chem. Abstr.
1929, 23, 3443. The sulphate,

(C2H7N3 )2H2SO4 ,

crystallised from water, has m.p. 238°; the
nitrate!, from ethyl alcohol, m.p. 148-149° -
the mtr«e m.p. if)0° and the formate, m.p. 122°'
The oxalate, (CaH7N3)8C,HfO4,2HaO,Pis cry.

stalline and soluble in water. The chloroaurate,
C8H7IM3,HAuCI4, forms yellow crystals, m.p.
198-20u°; the platinichloride,

(C2H7N3 )2H2PtCI6 ,

yellowish-red prisms, sintering at 186-187° and
m.p. 194-195° (Schunck, Arch. Pharm. 1909,247,
466; Schenck and Kirchhof, Ber. 1927, 60 [B],
2412). The reineekate,

[(SCN)4Cr(NH3)2r[CaH8N3f

has m.p. 228-230° (Smorodintzev, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1930, 18Q, 7). The picrate crystallises
from water in two distinct modifications, yellow
plates or needles, m.p, 201-5° (Gulewitsch, he).
The picrolonate, C2H7N3C10H8O6N4 , melts at
291° (Wheeler and Jamieson, J. Biol. Chem.
1904, 4, 111/, ^cetylmethylguanidine is formed
by warming the base with ethyl acetate; it has
m.p. 171-172°. Benzoylmethylguanidine, pre-
pared similarly, has m.p. 156°; hydrochloride,
m.p. 220-221°. Oxalylmethylguanidine,

NH-C(*NH)NMe
CO CO

m.p. 2O&-2O70, is formed from the base and ethyl
oxalate in alcoholic solution.

Alkyl derivatives of guanidine containing
higher alkyl groups and also polysubstituted
derivatives are usually prepared either by
Erlenmeyer's or Rathke's method. For the
preparation from alkyh'iothioureas of mono-
substituted guanidines with alkyl groups higher
than methyl, see Schenck and Kirchhof, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1926, 158, 90; Ber. 1927,60 [B],
2412; Piovano, Gazzetta, 1928, 58, 245; and
Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1933, 27, 1867, and for
Erlenmeyer's method, B.P. 279884; Canad.P.
281121; G.P. 494918; B.P. 286196; also
Davis and Elderfield, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932,
54, 1499. For polyalkylguanidines, see Kling-
ner, Z. physiol. Chem. 1926, 155, 206; Lecher
and Demmler, ibid. 1927, 167, 163; Schenck
and Kirchhof, Ber. 1927,60 [B], 2412; Schotte,
Priewe and Roescheisen, Z. physiol. Chem. 1928,
174, 119; Davis and Elderfield, I.e.; B.P.
285873; and for peralkylated (pentasubstituted)
guanidines, see Lecher et al., Annalen, 1927, 455,
139; U.S.i?. 1766755.

a-Phenylguanidine, NH:C(NH8)NHPh, is
conveniently prepared by heating aniline with
methylt«othiourea sulphate until evolution of
mercaptan ceases, it is purified by conversion to
the carbonate which is only slightly soluble in
cold water. The free base, m.p. 66-68°, crystal-
lises in the monoclinic system, is soluble in
alcohol and benzene and slightly soluble in water,
ether and carbon tetrachloride, and absorbs
carbon dioxide and water from the air. a-
Phenylguanidine sulphate forms monoclinic
crystals, m.p. 205°, is soluble in water and
^lightly soluble in 95% alcohol; the carbonate,
monoclinic crj'stals, jn.p. 138-140°, is soluble
in not water; the nitrate, triclinic crystals,
m.p. 118-119°, is soluble in hot water and
alcohol but slightly in cold; the picrate, m.p.
218-220°, forms cither orthorhombic or triclinic
crystals insoluble in water, and the chloro-
platinate, m.p. 196°, triclinic crystals is slightly
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soluble in water (Smith, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1929,51, 476). y-Benzoyl-a-phenylguanidine has
ni.p. 91-92°. For other arylguanidinss, see
Braun, J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1933, 55, 1280.

Diarylgiianidines are much used as accelerators
for the vulcanisation of rubber (Elley and
Powers, India Rubber WorH, 1926, 75, 143;
Stoll, Gummi-Ztg. 1926, 41, 193; diphenyV
gua?iidinephthalate,V.S.V. 1950067). ay-Deriva-
tives may be prepared by desulphurising diaryl-
thioureas in the presence of ammonia, e.g. with
basic salts of lead, zinc, cadmium or tin (Naunton,
Trans. Inst. .Rubber Industry, 1926, 2, 147;
J.S.C.I. 1926, 45, 376T; q.S.P. 1630769,
1642180, 1662626, 1669242, 1672431; J3.P.
262155); or, in excellent^ yield, by the action
of cyanogen chloride or bromide on anilines
(Naunton, Z.c.jU.S.P. 1639724,1639725). Tor the
preparation of aa-diarylgwnidines, see Paulson,
U.S.P. 1575865; Arndt and Rosenau, Amer.
Chem. Afcstr. 1918,12,1187. For reviews on the
preparation of diphenylguanidine, see Hutin,
Caoutchouc and Gutta-percha, 1926, 23, 13297;
Drozdov, J. Chem. Ind. Russ. 1932, No. 7, 44.
When aryl substituted gianidines are heated,
rearrangements occur (Klingner, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1926,155, 206). Additional references to
substituted guanidines are: Strakosch, Ber.
1872, 5, 692; Tatarinow, J.C.S. 1880, 38, 233;
Noah, Ber. 1890,23, 2196; Hofmann, ibid. 1869,
2,601; Fischer, ibid. 1897,30, 2414; Alway and
Vail, Amer. Chem. J. 1902, 28, 158; Kampf,
Ber. 1904, 37, 1681; Riedel, G.P. 66550;
104361; Schenck, Arch. Pharm. 1911, 249, 463,
1912, 250, 306.

Guanamines.—When the guanidine salts
of the fatty acid serifs are heated at 220-230%
water and ammonia are eliminated and 2:4-
diamino-5-triazines,1 formerly called guanamines,
are formed, and afford excellent means of identi-
fying volatile fatty acids (Haaf, J. pr. Chem.
1891, [ii], 43, 75):

N—C-NH-

RC6 3N
\5 4/

N=CNH2

The same series of compounds and also the
aryl derivatives are formed when *dicyanodi-
amide is heated with amidincs or their salts or
with nitriles at 200-250° with or without alcohol
(Ostrogovich, Atti. R. Accad. Lincei, ft 11, [v],
20, i, 182, 249; Gazzetta, 1930, 60, 648; 1932,
3 2 . 3 1 7 ; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1930, 24, 5752;
Guanamines are also obtainable from biguanide
o-nd nitriles but the yields are lower. Aceto-
yuanamine, (R CH 3 ) (6-methyl-2:4-dlamino-
1:3:5-triazine), m.p. 265°.

Chloroguanidine , CH 4 CIN 3 , obtained by
™e action of bleaching powder solution on
guanidine carbonate in ice-water, forms a pale
y®J}ow crystalline powder that decomposes at
^0 (Kainenski. Ber. 1878, 11, 1602).

Bromoguan id ine , C H 4 B r N 3 , formed from
equimolecular proportions of bromine and
n.TrHi carbonate, orystalliBes in yellow
yeeaies By the action of 3 mol. bromine on

carbonate, the compound,
, is formed, crystallising in

dark red prisms. The corresponding iodine
compound, CH 5N 3 -HI*I 2 , crystallises in prisms
the colour of iodine (Kamenski, I.e.).

a-Cyanoguanidine (Dlcyanodiamide, q.v.).
Nitroguanidine,HN:C(NH2)NHNO2,was

first prepared by Jousselin (1877) by the action
of fuming nitric acid and nitric oxide on guani-
dine nitrate, and called by him nitrosoguanidine.
Pellizzari (Gazzetta, 1891, 21, ii, 405) showed
that it was the nitro compound and his results
were confirmed by Thiele (Annalen, 1892,270,1),
who also prepared it by the action of fuming
nitric acid and sulphuric acid on guanidine thio-
cyanate. It exists in two modifications which
differ in crystal form and habit and slightly in
solubility, but are otherwise identical. The
two forms are not interconvertible by solution in
water, and may be separated by fractional cry-
stallisation from that solvent. Either com-
pound, dissolved in sulphuric acid and poured
into water, gives the a-form. Neither appears
to be an act-form or a stronger pseudo-acid than
the other since their solubilities in 0-1AT-KOH
are essentially the same. a-Nitroguanidine is
most conveniently prepared in 92% yield by
adding pure guanidine nitrate, ground to a
uniform fineness, to 3 parts by weight of con-
centrrted sulphuric acid cooled to below 0°.
The reaction should not be prolonged for more
than an hour, otherwise hydrolysis proceeds more,
rapidly than nitration (Smith, Sabetta and
Steinbach, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1931, 23, 1124).
Davis (Organic Syntheses, 1927, 7, 68) describes
a similar method giving a yield of 73%. It
crystallises from water in colourless needles
resembling phthalic anhydride, m.p. 246°, vary-
ing with the rate oT heating; 100 c.c. of water
dissolve 0-271 g. at 19-5°. It is slightly soluble
in ethyl acetate, acetone, ethyl alcohol, methyl
alcohol and pyridinc, but insoluble in benzene,
toluene, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, ether
and carbon disulphide (Devergnes, Rev. Chi in.
Ind. 1929, 38, 265; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1930,
24, 350). The heat of combustion ut constant
pressure is +210-3 kg.-cal. and the heat <?f for-
mation from its elements is +22 kg.-cal
(Matignon, Compt. rend. 1892, 244, 1432). 0-
Nitroyuanidine is produced in variable amount,
usually accompanied by the a-form, by nitration
of guanidine sulphate (mixed with (NH^SOj)
which results from the hydrolysis of dicyanodi-
amide with sulphuric acid (Davis, Ashdown and
Couch, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1925, 47, 1063).
The j9-form crystallises from water in small thin
elongated plates; for solubility curves of the
two forms, see Davis, Ashdown and Couch, I.e.
For the ultra-violet absorption, see Riegel and
Buchwald, ibid. 1929, 51, 484; and for the
explosion temperature (1,990°), see Muraour and
Aunis, Mem. Poudres, 1932*25, 91. Nitro-
guanidine is decomposed by concentrated sul-
phuric acid, with a rapid evolution of nitrous
oxide followed by a slower evolution of carbon
dioxide and then by gases containing nitrogen.
On lo»5g continued contact with water it decom-
poses with evolution of ammonia. When
digested with ammonium hydroxide, it is con-
verted to guanidine and urea, and with am-
monium carbonate a 90% yield of guanidine
carbonate may be obtained. Digestion at 60-
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70° with methylamine gives methylnitroguani-
dine, m.p. 160-5-161°. Similarly the ethylnitro-,
m.p. 147-148°, butylnitro-, m.p. 84-85° and
benzylnitro- m.p. 183-185° derivatives may be
prepared. For other alkyl nitro-derivatives, see
Davis and Luce, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1927, 49,
2303. Reduction of nitroguanidine leads to the
formation of, firstly,' nitrosoguanidine and then
aminoguanidine (v. infra). The reversible sys-
tem nitroguanidine^nitrosoguanidine has been
studied by Smith and Sabetta (ibid. 1932, 54,
1034) who give 0-88 as the normal oxidation-
reduction potential in acid solution. The silver
derivative CH3N4O2Ag is colourless and
almost insoluble in water; the nitrate is crystal-
line and melts at 147°; the hydrochloride crystal-
lises in plates or prisms. Two qualitative tests
may be used for the identification of nitro-
guanidine (a- or p-). Nitroguanidine (0-01 g.) in
cold water when treated with 2 drops of saturated
ferrous ammonium sulphate and 1 c.c. of 62V-
NaOH, allowed to stand 2 minutes and filtered,
gives a fuchsin-coloured filtrate, fading in about
half an hour. For the second test, nitroguani-
dine is reduced with zinc dust and 8% acetic
acid and filtered. The aminoguanidine in the
filtrate gives with CuSO4 solution an intensely
blue solution, which, on boiling, evolves gas,
and deposits metallic copper; it also reduces
silver acetate in acetic acid solution. These
reactions are also given by nitrosoguanidine,
but the nitro- and nitroso-compounds are easily
distinguished by their physical properties.

Nitrosoguanidine, HN:C(NH2)NHNO,
may be obtained by reduction of nitroguanidine
with zinc dust and sulphuric acid or with zinc
and 1*5% ammonium chloride solution (Sabetta,
Himmelfarb and Smith, ibid. 1935, 57, 2478).
For the catalytic hydrogenation of nitro-
guanidine to nitrosoguanidine in the presence
of Raney nickel, which may be promoted with
platinic chloride, see Lieber and Smith, ibid.
1935, 57, 2479; 1936, 58, 1417, 2170. It forms
yellow needles which explode violently at 161°,
is solvable in alkalis and reprecipitated by carbon
dioxide. 100 g. of water dissolve 0-154 g. at 20°.
The isoelectric point is at pH 7. It gives the
Licbcrmann reaction, and alkaline solutions give
a beautiful purple coloration with ferrous salts
(cf. Nitroguanidine). The estimation of nitro-
soguanidine may be carried out by titration
with potassium permanganate. For details of
this and of other methods, see Sabetta, Himmel-
farb and Smith, I.e. Aqueous solutions evolve
nitrogen on boiling, but warming with con-
centrated hydrochloric acid gives nitric oxide
(Davis and Abrams, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts
Sci. 1926, 61, 437). A cold acidified solution
converts dimethylaniline and diphenylamine
into their nitros\)-derivatives. The silver salt,
CH3ON4Ag, is a colourless explosive precipi-
tate ; the copper salt, (CH3ON4)2Cu, is reddish-
brown and the nickel salt, (CH3ON4)2Ni, is
vermilion red (Thiele, Annalen, 1893, 273, 133).
According to Hantzsch, Schumann and oEnglcr
(Ber. 1899, 32, 575, 1703), nitrosoguanidine is a
true nitrosamine and its constitution is repre-
sented by the formula HN:C(NH2)NH-NO,
since it has a neutral reaction, yields mainly
nitrous acid and not nitrogen when decomposed

by acids, and does not react with phosphorus
pentachloride or acetyl chloride. On the other
hand, -Whiteley (J.C.S. 1903, 83, 31) and
Tschugaeff (Ber. 1906, 39, 3383) consider that
the coloured metallic derivatives are salts of the
tautomeric diazo-hydrate form

HN:C(NH2)N:NOH.

Nitroaminoguanidine,

H2NNHC(:NH)NHNO2,

is obtained by treating nitroguanidine with
hydrazine sulphate in aqueous ammonia. Its
solubility in wajer at 20° is 0-34%, and at 70°,
3%. It melts with explosion at about 190° and
reduces potassium permanganate and dichro-
mate, Nessler's reagent, and ammoniacal AgN O3,
and with Fehling's solution yields an explosive
copper compound (Phillips and Williams,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 2465). Like
other aminoguanidines and hydrazines ic readily
forms derivatives with aldehydes and ketones,
•e.g. formaldehyde nitroguanylhydrazone; m.p.
169°, and the derivative from acetone, m.p.
164-165°; acetoacetlc ester, m.p. 130-131°;
benzaldehyde, m.p. 188°; and salicylaldehyde,
m.p. 213°. The reaction takes place rapidly in
solution in water or aqueous mcthanol and the
aldehydes or ketones may be recovered from the
nitroguanylhydrazones by hydrolysis with 20%
hydrochloric acid (Stoermer, Annalen, 1900,
312, 273; Whitmore, Revukas and Smith, J.
Amer. Ghem. Soc. 1935, 57, 706; Smith and
Shoub, ibid. 1937, 59, 2077). With nickel s>.lts
and ammonium hydroxide, nitroamr.ioguanidine
gives NiO[HN:C(NHNO2)NHNH2]2 which
<js insoluble in water (hoi or cold) but gives an
intensely blue alkaline solution. This reaction
may be used as a test for nitroaminoguanidine
or for nickel. Reduction with zinc and acetic
acid yields diaminoguanidiiie.

Aminoguanidine, HN-.C(NH2)NHNH2,
was first obtained by Thiele by reduction of
nitroguanidine with zinc dust in acetic acid at
40° until a test portion developed no coloration
with ferrous sulphate and alkali (Annalen, 189S,
270, 23). After filtering and evaporating excess
of AcOH, a concentrated solution of aw,
monium bicarbonate is added in the cold, thu.
precipitating the bicarbonate of the base (G.P
59241). Modifications of Thiele's method have
been described by Conard and Shriner (J. Amer
Chem. Soc. 1933,55,2867) and by Wyler (U.S.P
1990511, 2123032). A 60% yield of amino-
guanidine may be obtained by the reduction of
nitroguanidine with sodium in solution in liquid
ammonia, provided that a sufficient concentra-
tion of ammonium chloride is maintained (Fuller,
Lieber and Smith, J. Araer. Chem. Soc. 1937,
59,1150). A yield of 81% by electrolytic reduc-
tion, with a tin cathode, of the nitro-cpinpound
suspended in dilute sulphuric acid is claimed by
Boehringer und Sohne, G.P. 167637; but this
has not been confirmed (Liebcr and Smith,
Chem. Reviews, 1939, 25, 216, give a detailed
summary of the chemistry of aminoguanidine).
The catalytic hydrogenation of the nitro-
compound was suggested by McGill (U.S.P
2033203) who used nickel on kicsclguhr at tem-
peratures between 25° and 125° in the absence of
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a id, but Liober and Smith (J. Ainer. Chein. Soc.
1936, 58, JlT(i) found the optimum concentra-
tion of add ia relatively high. In neutr&l and
basic media nitrosoguanidine ia the first product,
but Thiele found that zinc dust and acetic acid
also reduce the nitroso- com pound to amino
guanidine {Annalen, 1803, 2^3, IS3). Amino-
guanidine may also be prepared by reftuxing an
ak-oholic solution of oyanamide and hydrazine
sulphate or hydro chloride (Pellizzari zl^ ul,t
Gazzetta, 1894. 24, i, 450; 1914, 44, ii, 72).
Previously Hofmann and%Ehrhart (Ber. 1911,44,
2713) had used calcium eyanamide. Improve-
ments in this method due to F^ntl and Silber-
mann (Annalen, 1928, 467, 283) enable yields of
90-95% of aminoguanidine to be obtained from
disodium cyanamidc-. Ecjuimolecular propor-
tions of nitrosoguanidine and hydrazine hydrate
react readily, with evolution o| nitrogen
and water, to form aminoguaiiidine (Thiele,
ibid. 1893, 273, 133). Aminoguanidine sulphate
and its a-alkyl derivatives can be obtained in
quantitative yield by treating S-alkyhao-
thiourea sulphates with hydrazine hydrate
(Heyn, F.P. 618064; Scheriiig-Kahlbaum A.-G.,
O.P. 463576; Smith and Anzelmi, J, Amor,
Qhem. Soc. I *»3o, 57, 2730; Kirsten and Smith
ibid. 193(5, 58, 800). a/9-Diary 1-y-aminoguani-
dines may be prepared from sywi-diarylthioureas
and hydraaine hydrate in alcoholic potassium
hydroxide (Busch and Bauer, Ber. 1900, 33,
1058).

Aminoguanidine cannot be prepared in the
free * state; its salts when treated with an
equivalent amount of barium or potassium
hydroxide and evaporated in vacuo give reddish-
violet prisms of fiyw^-diaminotetrazine whichi
results from the condensation of 2 mol. of amino-
guanidine and oxidation of the dianiinodihydro-
tetrazine so formed:

2CH8N<
,NH—NH,

H2N
-N ;

H2N-C
N = N

)C"NH2

(Thiele, Annalen, 1892, 370, 1; cf. Pinner, ibid.
1897, 297, 258, and Ponzio and Gaataldi, Gaz-
zetta, 1913, 43, ii, 1929; 1&14, 44, i, 257, 277).
In boiling alkaline or acid solutions, amiitoguani-
dine is hydrolysed, yielding first semicarbazide
and finally ammonia, carbon dioxide and
hydrazine (Thiele, Annalen, 1892, 270, 1;
Curtius, Ber. 1896, 29, 759); if sodium carbonate
is used for the hydrolysis, semicarbazide ran be
obtained in good yield. For the toxicity and
Iiliysiologieal effects of aminoguanidine, see
Garino, Arch, Farm, sperim. 1916, 22, 229;
AUes, J.- Pharmacol. 1926, 28, 251; Lettefl,
Arch. exp. Path. Pharm. 1924, 103, 100; Anier.
Chem. Abate. 1924, 18, 3224; Z. ges. exp. Med.
J924, 40, ,52; Gollwitzer-Meier, Amer. Chcin.
Abatr. I'liM, 18, :J42lj; ant] Nielsen and Wid-
»>ark, Upsala Lakareftir. Fiirh. 1927, [ii], 33,
3 2 7 ; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1929, 23, 4973.

The determination of aminoguanidino. mu-y be
^aade by a volumetric method which is essentially

an adaptation of the Jamteson method for
hydrazine (" Volumetric Iodate Methods," Th©
Chemical Catalog Co. Inc , New York, 1936, p. 36).
The aminoguanidine salt is allowed to react with
dilute sulphuric acid and a known volume of
standard potassium iodate, potasaium iodide in
then added and the excess of oxidising agent
determined with thiosulphate. Aminoguanidine
forms crystalline salts with mineral acids:
atoinoyuanidinium chloride, forms large prisms,
m.p. 163°. The sulphate,

(CHflN4)2H2S04,H2O,

crystallises in needles, m.p. 207-208°; the
bisulpliate, CH f lN4 'H2SO,, in large plates, m.p.
Itil : -with absolute sulphuric acid, amino-
guanidine gives the sulphate [CN4H1 0](HSO4)1

(Hantzseh, Ber. 1930, 63 [B], 1782). The chloro-
plalinate is yellow and insoluble, m.p. 145-146°
(decomp.) (Thiele, Annalen, 1892, 270, 1).
The picrate, CH f lN4C f lH3O7N3 , is precipitated
in yellow needles from hot water. Complex salts
of "the type [(CN4H,) i !Cu](NO3) i l are formed
with copper and nickel. In the case of the
topper salt, the complex is a deep violet-blue in
i-olour and is insoluble in water (Thiele, I.e.;
Smithy J.C.S. 1937, 1354). Aminoguanidine
forms an addition complex with thiourea {Atkins
and Werner, ibid. 1912,101, 1982) and with acid
dyes it gives compounds insoluble in water
(Suida, Z. physiol. Chem. 1910, 68, 381).

The oxidation of aminoguanidinium nitrate
in dilute nitric acid with KMnO 4 gives a yellow
substance, azodicarbamidine,

HSN-C(:NHJN:N-C{:NH}NH2.

which on reduction gives the hydrazoidcar-
bamidine. With nitrous acid, aminoguonidino
reacts in three modes, depending on the con-
ditions of reaction. In the presence of strong
mineral acid, guanyl azide (N3-C(:NH)NH2) is
formed; in solution in acetic acid the product is
1:3-ditetrazolyf triazene,

N
||
N—

— NH—N=N—Cf
-'N

f |1
XNH-N

which results from the intermediate production
of 5-aminotetrazole,

o

,N- N

—N

half of which is diazotised and coupled with the-
remainder (Hofmann and Hock, Ber. 1910, 48,
1866), If an aqueous solution of sodium nitrite
and aminoguanidine nitrate is allowed to stand
fl-7 days at 0-10°, the product M a white crystal-
line substance, l-guiinyl-4-nitroaoaminoguanyl-
isotetrazene,

HaN-C(:NH)NHNH-N;NC(:NH)NHNH-NO,

which forms readily hydrolysable salts many of
which are extremely explosive. For details,
see the review by Liebet and Smith {I.e.).
Aminoguanidine and its derivatives containing
the group —N H- N Hj are substituted hydrazines
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and as such readily form condensation products
with aldehydes and ketones. The products are
usuaUy well- characterised crystalline compounds
forming crystalline salts with acids (Thiele,
Annalen, 1892, 270, 1; Thieleand Bihan, ibid.
1898, 302, 299). For the condensation products
with aldehyde, chloraldehyde and chloral, see
Thiele and Dralle (ibid. 1898, 302, 278); with
aromatic aldehydes and ketones, see Thiele (Lc),
ThieJe and Bihan (Lc); and Wedekind (Ber.
1897, 30, 444); with sugars, see Wolff (ibid.
1895, 28, 2613); with quinones, see Thiele and
Barlow (Annalen, 1898, 302, 311); with a
number of terpenes, see Baeyer (Ber. 1894, 27,
1919); with pyruvic acid, see Wedekind and
Bronstein (Annalen, 1899, 307, 297); with
glyoxylic acid, diacetyl, acetylacetone and
acetonylacetone, see Thiele and Dralle (Lc),
and Doebner and Gartner (ibid. 1910, 315, 1).
With /3-diketones and 0-ketonic esters, pyrazole
and pyrazolone derivatives are formed (De and
Rakshit, J. Indian Chem. Soc. 1936, 13, 509;
cf. acetylacetone) while aromatic a-diketones
give aminotriazines (De, Quart. J. Indian Chem.
Soc. 1927, 4, 183). Triarylaminoguanidines
condense with formic acid directly or with higher
aliphatic acids in the presence of phosphorus
trichloride to give endoiminotriazoles ofewhich
" nitron,"

PhN
I NPh

NPh

has been applied to the gravimetric determina-
tion of nitric acid (Heck et of., Analyst, 1934, 59,
18) (v. Vol. II, 598c).

Diaminoguanidine,HN:C(NHNH2)2,does
not exist in the free state; the hydrobromide or
hydrochloride is formed by the action of cyanogen
bromide or chloride (1 mol.) on hydrazine (2
mol.) in ethereal or aqueous solution (StoUe,
J. pr. Chem. 1907, [ii], 75, 423; Stolle and
Hofn*ann, Ber. 1904, 37, 4524; PeUizzari and
Cantoni, Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 291; PeUizzari
and Repetto, ibid. 1907, 37, ii, 319; improved
by PeUizzari and Gaiter, ibid. 1914, 44, ii,
72). A third method of preparation is by
the reduction of nitroaminoguanidine with zinc
dust and acetic acid (Phillips and Williams,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 2465). Diamino-
guanidinium bromide crystallises in plates, m.p.
167°; the chloride has m.p. 185°; the nitrate,
m.p. 143°; the picrate, CH7N6C6H3O7N3 ,
m.p. 191°; the platinochloride, m.p. 172-173°.
All the salts reduce Fehling's solution and am-
moniacal silver nitrate solution. Dibenzoyldia-
minoguanidine, NH:C(NHNHCOC 6H 6) 2 ,
m.p. 210-211° KPeUizzari and Cantoni, I.e.;
PeUizzari and Gaiter, l.c*; Gaiter, Gazzetta,
1915, 45, i, 450).

Triaminoguanidine,NH2N:C(NHNH2)2 ,
does not exist in the free state; its hydrochloride
was first obtained by Stolid (Ber. 1904, 37, 3548)
by the action of hydrazine hydrate on boiling
carbon tetrachloride. It may be obtained by
heating hydrazine hydrate with concentrated
solutions of the salts of guanidine, aminoguani-
dine or diaminoguanidiiic or substances which

yield them on treatment with hydrazine hydrate,
e.g. S-alkyHsothioureas (PeUizzari and Gaiter, I.e.;
SchotU G.P. 501389; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1930,
24,4524). Dichloroformoxime, CI2C:NOH, in
ethereal solution reacts with an ether emulsion
of hydrazine hydrate to give triaminoguanidine
hydrochloride (Pi* ndtl and DoUfus, Ber. 1932,65
[ | ] , 754). The hydrochloride has m.p. 238-5°; thio-
cyanate, m.p. 136°; picrate, CH8Ne-CflH3O7N3,
m.p. 171°.

Dihydroxyguanidine Hydrobromide,

is formed by -the interaction of cyanogen
bromide and hydrtfxylamine in methyl alcohol
and ether at —20°; it forms colourless needles
that decompose at 95°; alkalis convert it to the
deep red dihydroxy derivative,

H2N-e(aNOH)N:NC(:NOH)NH2i

of azodicarbamidine; see aminoguanidhie.
GUANINE, 2-amino-6-oxypurine, C6H6ON6

.NHCOCNH

v
N

CH

was discovered by Unger in guano in 1844
(Annalen, 1846, 51, 395; 58, 18; 59, 58), and
although Hoppe-Seyler failed to find it in the
excrement of fowls and geese, Haeter obtained
it from the excrement of a heron {Ardea cinerea)
fed on fish and flesh (Med. Chem. Untersuch..
1871, 582); WiU and Gorap-Besanez found it
in the excrement of a spider, in the organ of

gBojanus of the mussel, and in the green gland
of the crayfish {cf. Weinland, Z. Biol. 1889, 25,
390); and Pecile found 0-0068 g. of guanine per
litre in the urine of a pig fed on bran, and in an
unhealthy gouty condition (Annalen, 1876, 183,
141). In addition to its occurrence among the
excretory products of animals, guanine is
fairly widely distributed throughout the tissues;
thus it is found in the liver (Smorodinzeff, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1912, 80, 231; in muscle (Ben-
nett, J. Biol. Chem. 1912,11,221); and it occurs,
together with hypoxanthine, in the protamine
from salmon roe, forming 6-8% of the ripe
organ (Pitcard, Ber. 1874, 7, 1714); it occurs
in the pancreas, spleen, liver and muscle of
the ox, in quantifies varying from 0-020 to
0-846%« (Braginsky, Z. physiol. Chem. 1883,
8, 395; Kossel, ibid. 404; Schindler, ibid.
1889, 13, 432); and it is found in the skin of
fishes (Ewald and Kruckenberg, Chem. Zentr.
1883, 705; see Heller, Intern. Z. Biol. 1917, 8,
106. for possible connection between biolumine-
scence and guanine). Guanine is widely spread
throughout the vegetable kingdom, Schiitzen-
berger found it, together with other purine bases,
in yeast extract (Compt. rend. 1874, ,78, 493;
Chem. Zentr. 1877, 73); Drummond and Funk
in rice polishings (Biochem. J. 1914, 8, 598).
Schulze and Bosshard isolated it, together with
hypoxanthine and xanthinc, from young potato
tubers, sugar beet, leaf buds of plane and maple,
bark of plane, from lupins, red clover, vetch,
young grass and oats (Z. physiol. Chem. 1884,
9, 420). It has been found in the soya-bean
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(Sasaki, J. Agric. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1932, 8,
417) and in the potato (Yoshimura, Biochem. J.
1934, 274, 408). E. von Lippmann obtained it
from beet juice (Ber. 1896, 29, 2645); molasses
residues boiled with copper sulphate and sodium
hydroxide yield about 0-04% guanine pentoside,

C6H9O4C6H4OP46,2H2O,

(Andrlik, Z. Zuckerind. Bohm. 1911, 85, 437).
This js identical with the guanosine obtained
from nucleic acid (Levene and Jacobs, Ber.
1909, 42, 2474; BiocTiem. Z. 1910, 28, 127);
and with vernine (guanine-i-ribose), [a]J° —8-4°
(Schulze and Trier, Z. physic! Chem. 1911-12,
7G, 145; Smolenski, Chem. Zentr. 1912, II,
769). According to Levene and Mandel (Bio-
chem. Z. 1908, 10, 215; see also Jones and
Richards, J. Biol. Ghem. 1915, 20, 25), guanine
is one of the cleavage products o5> nucleic acid,
when yie hydrolysis is effected by acetic acid in
the presence of lead acetate at 150°; cf. Levene
and Jacobs (J. Biol. Ghem. 1912, 12, 377);
Scaffidi (Biochem. Z. 1912,47,215). Guanine nu-
cleotide, CioH^OgNgP^HaO, has [a]?-13-6°
in water and -48-5° in 5% NH4OH solution
(BueU and Perkins, J. Biol. Ghem. 1927, 72, 21).
It is found among the products of steam-heated
soils (Lathrop, J. Amer. Ghem. Soc. 1912, 84,
1260).

Guanine exists in guano partly as the calcium
compound, partly in substances like nuclein;
from these it is liberated by boiling for 4 hours
with dilute sulphuric acid, the liquid is cooled
and filtered, and the filtrate made alkaline with
sodium hydroxide and again filtered. The
guanine and uric acid are precipitated in the
filtrate by the addition of ammoniacal silVter
solution, the precipitate washed with cojd and
hot water and then decomposed by hot dilute
hydrochloric acid, the silver chloride filtered
off, the filtrate decolorised with animal charcoal
and the guanine precipitated by ammonia, a
small quantity of urea in hot nitric acid is
added, and the mixture set aside to crystallise.
The guanine nitrate, now'free from uric acid, is
dissolved in dilute sodium hydroxide and the
guanine precipitated by the addition of am-
monium chloride, this last operation removing
the xanthine (Wulff, Z. physiol. Chem. 1893,
17, 468). It may be precipitated as the phos-
photungstate—for the solubility of this in a
mixture of acetone and water, see Wf chsler (Z.
physiol. Chem. 1911, 73, 141).

Fischer (Ber. 1897, 30, 559) has shown that
guanine is 2-amino-6-oxypurine from the fact
that imino-i/t-uric acid,

/NHCOv
HN:C<f >CH-NH-CO-NHa

XNHCCK

obtained synthetically by Traube (Ber. 1893,
26, 2551) from guanidine and ethylmalonate,
yields, on treatment with hydrochloric acid
(jp.gr. 1-19), at 120°, the same 2-omtno-6:8-
aioxypurine,

N H ,
NHCOCNHv

as is obtained from bromoguanine, C6N6H4BrO
(Fischer and Reese, Annalen, 1883, 212, 342)
by the action of hydrochloric acid at 130°.
Further, a synthetic guanine, identical in every
way with the natural product, is obtained when
6-oxy-2:%-dichloropurine is heated with alcoholic
ammonia, and the resulting cMoroguanine
reduced by means of hydriodic acid (Fischer,
Ber. 1897, 30, 2226). The synthetic produc-
tion of guanine has also been effected by Traube
{ibid. 1900, 33, 1371) from 2A-diamino-6-

ne,

H2N.C

—CNHa

obtained by the condensation of guanidine and
ethyl cyanoacetate in the presence of sodium
ethoxide. The nitroso derivative of this com-
pound yields, on reduction with ammonium
sulphide, 2'A:5-triamino-6-hydroxypyrimidine,
which, when heated with an equivalent amount
of sodium formate and 8-10 times its weight of
anhydrous formic acid, is converted into guanine.
A similar synthetic production of guanine from
2 - cyanamino - 4 - amino - 6 - hydroxypyrimidine,
obtained by the condensation of dicyanodia-
mide tfhd ethyl cyanoacetate in the presence of
sodium ethoxide, forms the subject of certain
patents of Merck (G.P. 158591/1903, 162336/
1904).

Guanine is an amorphous powder, insoluble
in water, alcohol or ether, but soluble in
acids or alkalis, forming salts of a di-acid base,
or dibasic acid respectively. It can be obtained
in the form of small rhombic crystals when the
freshly precipitated compound is dissolved in a
large excess of ammonia at 30-35°, and the
filtered solution allowed to evaporate slowly
(Drechsel, J. pr. Chem. 1881, [ii], 24, 44); or
in crystals resembling those of creatinine zinc
chloride, when a warm dilute alkaline solution
(1:2000) is mixed with about one-third its
volume of alcohol, acidified with acetic acid and
allowed to cool (Horbaczewski, Z. physiol.
Ghem. 1897,23, 226).

The administration of guanine as food to
rabbits produces neither increase in purine
excretion nor pathological changes in the
kidney; but subcutaneous or intravenous injec-
tions of guanine dissolved in caustic soda, causes
a great increase of purine substances, especially
uric acid, in the urine (Schittenhelm, Ghem.
Zentr. 1902,1, 1306; Schittenhelm and Bendix,
Z. physiol. Chem. 1905,43, 365; Ewald, Z. exp.
Path. u. Ther. 1900, 2, 348), and diminishes
the arterial blood pressure (Desgrez and Dor-
leans, Compt. rend. 1912, 154, 1109; Benelli,
Arch. Farm, sperim. 1914, IT, 193-215); see also
Desgrez and Dorleans (Compt. rend. 1913, 157,
946) for the effect of injection of guanine
previous to similar injection of adrenaline.

Guanine is converted to the extent of 60-70%
into*xanthine when heated with excess of 25%
hydrochloric acid for 32 hours (Fischer, Ber.
1910, 48, 805), and undergoes profound decom-
position, yielding ammonia, carbon dioxide,
formic acid and glycocoll on prolonged treat-
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s..t with concentrated hydrochloric acid at
180-200° (Wulff, Z. physiol. Chem. 1893, 17,
468). A micro-organism belonging to the class
of coccus bacteria and found in the excrement of
pigeons, flourishes in a culture containing
guanme, which ia decomposed into urea,
^unnidin^ and carbon dioxide (Ulpiani and
Cingolani, Atti. R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, ii,
596); it is assimilated by a number of moulds aB
a source of nitrogen and carbon (Kossowicz,
Chem. Zentr. 1913,1, 1297).

The following derivatives of guanine have
been described:

Salts.—(1) With bases, the sodium,

C 6 H 3 ON 5 Na 2 ,4H 2 O;

barium, C s H 3 N 5 OBa; and copper,

C6HsNsOCu2O and CBHSNBO CuO,

derivatives. (2) With acids, the hydrochloride,
CjjH5N5O-HCt,H2O, forms double salts with
zinc, cadmium, mercury, or platinic chloride;
hjdrobromide, C5 H 6 N S6 • H B r, 2 £ H „ O ; kydrio-
dule, CSHSNSO H l,2JH,,O, forms a doubk- suit
with bismuth iodide; -nitrates,

C f i H 5 N 5 OHNO a , l iH 2 0 ;
CSH6NSO2HNO,,2H,,O;
3C5H f iN5O-4HN6a,4H2O; and3 C 5 f i 5 a , 2 ;
3C6H6N50-5HN03 ,5 |H,O;

j axalate,sulphate, ( C J H S N S O ^ H J S O ^ H J O j
3C6H6N5O-2C2H2Oi; tarlrate,

dichromate, C 6 H 6 N s OHXr 2 O ; ; picrate,

CBHBN6OCBH3N3O7,H8O;

picrolonale,
cyanide,, (C
tropnts&ide,

metapkosphaie, C S H 5 N 6 O J
{3) Double sails, with mercuric chloride,

ferri
; wi

silver nitrate, CBH6N6O-AgNO3. the piaate
of the silver salt,

C£H4AgN5OCBH3NsO7,1iH2O.

is insoluble in cold water; (cf. Unger, Is.;
i mien, 1801,118, 152; Balke.J.pr.

Chem. 1 K!)3, [ H], 47.539; Keu btitier and Kerncr,
Annatea, 1857, 103, -H'^; Vtvtff, /. pfeyaio],
Chem. 1893, 17. 4G8; Lev^ne, Biochem. Z.
1907, 4, 320). Ouanine-d-glucoside,

C,H4N fcO-C,HuO,,
T;

m.p. 298" (cirr.) (Ki«rher and Helfcrich, Ber.
1814,47,210).

Alkyl Derivatives.—l-Hetliylguanlnc forma
a heavy colourlew, crj-italline powder which

chars without melting (Traube and Dudley, Ber
1913, 46, 3839). 1-Methylguanim crystallises
in slender, colourless needles which decompose
at about 390°. 1:7'-Dimeihylguanine. crystallises
with water of crystallisation, becomes anhy-
drous at 100° and melts at 343-345° (corr.);
l:"t-dimethylguanin&^ methiodide -crystallises in
large colourless plates, m.p. 330-333°. Trimethyl-

anvnt methiodide crystallises in colourless.,
slender needles, m.p. 295-300° (decomp.)
(Fischor, Ber. 1897, 30, 2400; Traube and
Dudley, I.e.}.'

Acyl Derivatives.—AeetylgvanitK,

ie crystalb'ne, sparingly Soluble in water, alcohol
or ether, and may be heated at 260° without
change. PrapionylguaniTie, CBH4ONS(C3H6O),
is crystalline1, snd remains unchanged when
heated at 260°. Benzoylguanine,

CSH4ON6{C7H6O),

hen

is also crystalline {Wul^, I.e.).
Azo Derivatives.—Guanine and other purine

bases that are riot substituted in position 7
react with diazobenzenesulphonic acid to form
coloured azo compounds, in which the -N:NR
group ia attached to carbon atom 8. Guanine
and 7>-dichIorodi azo benzene chloride yield a
dnrk red dye, which forms 8-aminoguanine when
reduced. The ammo compound does not itself
couple with diazo compounds, but can bo
diazotised at 40°, and then yields a violet dye
with an alkaline solution of R salt {Burian, Ber.
1904, 37, 696, 708; Hans Fischer, Z. phsyiol.
CLem. 1909, 60, 69). Thfa reaction has been
applied by Amatore de Giacomo (Z. wiss.
Mikroscop. 1910, 27, 257) to a micro-chemical
method for demonstrating the presence of
guanine in the renal system of birds.

Bromoguanine, C6H4N6OBr, ie a white
crystalline powder, almost insoluble in wat<:r,
alcohol or ether. It forms crystalline salts with
odds, e.g. C6H4NBOBr,HCi, and also unites
with lead or silver to form crystalline com-
pounds which, when heated with methyl iodide
at 100°, yield bromocaffeine. Nitrous arid
converts bromoguanine into bromoxanthine
(Fischer and"Reese, Annalen, 1883, 221, 336).

Deoxyguanine,

/ NHCH,CNH

H,N-C )CH

is obtained whon pmninc is electrolyticalJy re
duccd in 60% sulphuric ucid sohrtkilij it oqr-
stttllises in microscopic needles, melts and
decomposes at 204' and has strongly basic
properties, combining with atmospheric carbon
dioxide. It is oxidised by bromine to 2-amino-
piirine,

HaN-C

-N:CHCNH

)CH
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a crystalline base more readily soluble than its
isomeride, adenine.

Guanine-Mononucleotide, GuanylicAcid,
has been obtained from yeast-nucleic acid as a
white amorphous powder, [a]D —2-4°. Its
brucine salt,

C1 0H1 4O8N5P-2(C8 3H2 6O4N2) ,7H2O,

has m.p. 203° (Read, J. Biol. Chem. 1917? 31,
47; Jones and Read, ibid.'331; Feulgen, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1919, 106? 249; ibid. 1920, 108,
147 ; ibid. 1920, 111, 257). Levene has obtained
the crystalline acid, C10H14Q8f?6P,2HtOv from
the Drucine salt, this has [a]™ —7-5° in aqueous
solution; it yields the bruoine salt,

m.p. 233*, [a]*°-26-0° in 35% alcohol (J. Biol.
Chem. 1919, 40, 171; 1920, 41, 453).

Tests.—Warm dilute solutions of guanine
hydrochloride give with a saturated solution of
picric acid an insoluble orange-red crystalline
precipitate; xanthine and hypoxanthine give
a similar reaction in very concentrated solutions
only (S. Capranica, Z. physiol. Chem. 1880, 4,
233). It can be detected in animal tissue by
treating it with a solution of diazobenzenesul-
phonic acid (sensitive to guanine) when, on
addition of sodium hydroxide (after about 10
minutes), a red colour appears (de Giacomo,
Z. wiss. Mikroskop, 1910, 27,257)..

When guasine nitrate solution is evaporated
it leaves a yellow residue, soluble in potassium
hydroxide with a yellow coloration. On
evaporating the yellow solution to dryness,
it affords first a purple, then a violet coloration,
and on exposure to air the original colour returns
(Briicke, Monatsh. 1886,7, 617).'

Estimation.—The formation of the insoluble
picrate has been recommended by Wulff (Z.
physiol. Chem. 1893,17, 468) for the estimation
of guanine. See also Hoppe-Seyler and Schmidt,
ibid. 1928, 175, 304; Von Cordier, Monatsh.
1923,43,525; Grynberg, Biochem. Z. 1932,253,
143; Engcl, Z. physiol. Chem. 1932, 208, 227.

GUANO (v. Vol. V, 63c).
GUANOSIN DEAMIDASE (lOVol. IV,

315a).
GUANOSINE (v. this Vol., p. 896).
GUANYLIC ACID (v. this Vol, p. 153a).
GUANYLNITROSOAMINOGUANYL-

TETRACENE (v. Vol. IV, 542d).
G U ARA, Casealotte. The ground fruits of a

variety of divi of South and Central America.
The material contains 43-48% of tannins fcnd is
used as a tanning agent (Callan, J.S.C.I. 1915,
*•>» 6 4 5 ) .

GUARANA. Guarana is a dried paste
g*epared from the seeds of Paullinia Cupana
tt-B. and K., a climbing shrub inhabiting the
southern and western provinces of Brazil and
oouth Venezuela. Generally the ground or
powdered seeds are moistened and kneaded into
a Paste, made into cylindrical or globular musses
and dried before fires, in chimneys or by the
n e a t of the sun. They are usually found in
commerce in cylindrical form, 1-2 in. thick

and 5-10 in. long, with a rough, reddish-brown
exterior and somewhat lighter colour inside.
They have a chocolate-like odour and a bitter
astringent taste. In South America guarana
is an article of food used much in the same
manner as we employ cocoa, and in European
medicine it is administered as a nervous stimu-
lant for the relief of certain kinds of headache.
For further details as to its source, preparation
and uses, see Cooke (Pharm. J. 1871, [iii], 1,
221); HaUawell (ibid. 1873, [iii], 3, 773));
Squibb {ibid. 1884-1885, [iii], 15, 165); Rusby
(ibid, 1887-1888, [iii], 18, 1050); and Marsden
(Ann. Trop. Med. 1898, 4, 105).

The physiological activity of guarana de-
pends upon the presence of caffeine (q.v.).
Of known drugs it is the richest in caffeine.
For methods of extraction, see Greene (Pharm. J.
1878, [iii], 8, 87) who extracted a mixture of
guarana and 3 times its weight of litharge with
boiling water; C. J. Williams (Chem. News,
1872, 26, 97) who exhausted a moistened and
slowly dried mixture of guarana and hydrate of
lime with C eH6; Squibb (Pharm. J. 1885, [iii],
15, 165) and Bochefontain and Gusset (Ch. Tech.
C. Anzeiger, 1886,4, 322) who treated a mixture
of guarana and magnesia with weak alcohol ana
C H C I j successively. For estimation of caffeine
in guarana, see Kremel (Pharm. Post, 1888,
21, 101). The following percentages of caffeine
are selected from published analyses of guarana;
5-10, 5-04 (Stenhouse); 5-05 (Greene); 4-20-
5-00 (5 samples, Feeinster, Pharm. J. 1883,
[iii], 13, 363); 4-5 (B. and Gusset); 312 and
3-80 (Kremel); 3-4-3-7 (Ugarte, J. Pharm. Chim.
1921, [vii], 24, 387)s Thorns (Pharm. Zentralh.
1890,31,533), however, states thatthe proportion
of caffeine in guarana has been overestimated
and this has been confirmed by Kirmsse (Arch.
Pharm. 1898, 236, 122), who found in 3 samples
2-68, 2-97 and 3-10%, respectively. For esti-
mation of caffeine in guarana by an iodometric
method, see Jermstad and Ostby, Amer. Chem.
Abstr. 1933, 27, 5146. For micro-sublimation
of caffeine from guarana, see Kutiak,' Amer.
Chem. Abstr. 1935, 29, 291.

Besides caffeine, guarana contains gum, starch,
an acrid green fixed oil, a more or less solid
volatile oil, and tannin (Fournier, J. Pharm.
Chim. 1861, [iii], 39, 291). The tannin further
examined by Greene (Pharm. J. 1878, [iii], 8,
328) was found to behave towards reagents un-
like previously known varieties, and the term
paullitannic acid was therefore applied to it.
It forms a yellowish-white amorphous mass,
having an astringent taste. It is easily soluble
in H2O or EtOH. By the extraction of the
crude tannin with Et2O, crystals are obtained
identical with those of the catechin of Pegu'
catechu (Kirmsse, I.e.). Kremel (I.e.) found
1*3-2-0% of ash consisting chiefly of phosphates.

A specimen of guarana examined by Nieren-
stein, probably derived from Paullinia trigonia
Veil was found to contain an alkaloid, p-
guaranwe, C40H47O f lN4 (?). This work was
repeated by Bertram! and Carneiro (Bull. Soc.
chim., U)31, fiv], 49, 1093, where references
can be found), but the above results could not
be confirmed.

G. 1>.
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G U ATAN NIN, guaiaeol-tanno-cinnamate

GUAVA is the fruit of Piidivm guajava L.,
Snail tropical tree or Bhrub grown largely in

CenTra and South America. The fnnt » eaten
Sw or may be preserved, or converted into the
famous guava jelly. Other subspecrcs of guava
include:

P caltkianum Ndz., the strawberry guava
of Brazil having round purptiah irmt;

P. friedrichslAalianum Ndz., the yellow Costa
Rican variety;

P. vtolk Bertol. or guisaro, a smaller-fruited
Mexican variety; and

P. guinetiue Sw., or P. anm Raddi, the
Brazilian guava with greenish - yellow
fruit.

Thomson (Hawaii Agric. Exp. Sta. Ropt.
62) gives the following analysis:

Solids . . .
Protein
Fat . . .
Acid {aa citric)
Reducing sugars
Sucrose
Fibre . . -
Ash. . . .

Common
ffiiava.

Strawberry

17-32

0-43
0-51
604
1-28
4-66
0-62

20-72
1-44
0-5&
1-23,
2-79
3-91
fi-46
0-71

V

Later records by fc. D. Miller (Hawaii Ajric
Exp. Sta. Bull. 1937fiNo. 77) include the follow-
ing percentage composition:

Common guava,
whole .

Common guava,
seed removed.

Common guava,
juice

S t r a w b e r r y
guava, whole .

Water.

81*8

84-9

93-9

81-7

w — •

Protein.

0-7

03

01

0-5

-

Ether
extract.

0-2

0-4

Crude
Bbn.

70

2-3

6 1

Carbo-
hydrate.

9-8

Ll.fi

5-7

10-7

ABh.

0-5

0-5

0-3

0-6

Acid (us
ettric).

1-37
f -

0-88

1-62

Ca.

0-010

0015

0-006

0034

P.

0-022

0016

0000

0020

Fc

00015

00003
•
00001

00003

Miller and Robbins (Hawaii Agric. Exp, Sta.
Rept. 1933, 25) report the vitamin C content
of guava juice to be approximately half that of

orange juice.
Guava seeds have the following percentage

composition (Azadian, Philippine Agric. 1925,
14, 57):

Pro- Glu-
Water, toln. Fat. Tannin, cose. Htaroh. Fibre. Ash.
10-30 15-25 14-31) 1-38 0-10 13-25 42-40 30

Sofcvent-extracted oil from the seeds in
recorded by the same investigator to have the
characteristics:

dli

w*f
Saponification value
Iodine, value . .
Reichert-Meissl value
Polenske value . .
Acid value
Volatile oil

0-8243
1-4632

1971
131-1

0-26
0-25
0-55
0-26%

The following values for the seed oil from Indian-
grown fruit (Psidium guajava pi/rifcrtim) are
recorded by Vkrma, Godbole and Srivastava
(Fettchem.-Umachau, 193J , 43, 8-9):

Saponification value
Iodine value
Reichert-Mciasl value
Polenske value . .
Acid value
Unsaponiiiahle . .

0-9365
1-4687

198-7
96-4
0-35
o-.i
6-4
0-68%

Of the fatty acids of the oil 16% are saturated
(average molecular wt. 271), and the unsaturated
acids (84%) include oleic 55-8, Uu6ieic 27-8 and
linolenic acid 0-4%. ,

A. G. Po.
G U D M U N D 1 T E . Sulphantimonide of iron,

FeSbS, occurring as small silver-white to steel-
grey crystals embedded in calcite. The ortho-
rhombic crystals arc isomorphous with mia-
pickt-I, FeAsS, and the two minerals, very
similar in appearance, are associated together 111
lead and zinc ore at Gudmundstrop near Sala,
Sweden. Analysis1 gave S 15-47, Sb 57-31,
Fe 26*79, Nl trace, total 99 -57 (K. Johansson,
Z. Krist. 1928, 68, 87).

L. J. B.
GUEdtARlTli (v. Vol. U, 518o).
GUHR(v. Vol. IV, 239b).
GUIGNET'S .GREEN {v. Vol. Ill , 1076).
GULAMAN DAG AT. A seaweed of the

genus OracHaria (Philippine Islands) fu
agar-agar {q.v.).

GUM BEN JAM IN (y. Vol. I, 615a).
GUM FORMATION IN COAL GAS

{v. VQ'. V, 4Ii8).
GUM M I T E . An amorphous hydrated

uranium oxide (UO 3 61-75%) with Borne lead,
calcium, silica, etc. It occurs as an alteration
product of uraninite (pitchblende), and forms
yellow to reddish-brown gum-like masses, some-
times enclosing a nucleus of the unaltered parent
mineral, and at times showing the external form
of the original crystal. It in found together with
other secondary uranium minerals at Johanii-
georgenstadt, Schnecberg, and Annaberg ui
Saxony, in the Eliae mine (diasiie) at Joaohttus-
thai in jiuhejnja, and rather abundantly in the
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Flat Rock and Deake mines in Mitchell Co.,
North Carolina. A gummite from Kambove,
Belgian Congo, is a colloidal form of cur&e (q.v.)
(A. Schoep, Bull. Soc. beige. Geol. 1937, 46,309).

Related minerals are: thorogummite,

UO3-3ThO2-3Siq2-6H2O

from Llano Co., Texas; pilbarite,

UO3ThO2PbO-2SiO2-4H2O

from Pilbara, Western Australia; and yttro-
gummite, an alteration product of clevcite (q.v.)
from Norway.

L. J. S.
GUMS. It is almost impossible to give an

accurate chemical definition of a gum. At one
time the gums were considered to be carbo-
hydrates, but it is not correct to say more than
that these plant substances are closely related
to the carbohydrates. The word " gum " is,
in commerce, frequently applied incorrectly to a
resin; for example, the so-called " varnish
gums " are all true resins, and have no chemical
relationship with the gums.

Most of the gums of̂  commerce are spon-
taneous exudations from plants, although some
may fce extracted from a plant, using water as
the solvent. They may be regarded as com-
binations of metals, principally potassium, cal-
cium and magnesium, with complex organic
acids formed by the union of various sugars or
allied bodies with hexose uronic acids.

Natural gums are characterised by either
being soluble in water.or having the power of
absorbing \ large quantity of water to form a
glutinous mucilage. They are precipitated from
such " solutions" i)y comparatively sraaAl
amounts of alcohol. Such mucilages, when the
water is allowed to evaporate, leave the gum
with considerable adhesive properties and it is
this property which is generally associated with
the term gum.

In the case of the better known gums, such as
gum arabic, it may be taken that one end of the
molecular chain consists of the residual group
(2-glucuronic or d-galacturonic acid, its carboxyl
group being saturated by a metal. The alde-

"e group of the uronic acid is joined by a
;osidic bond to an OH group of one of the

sugars. A number of sugar groupings are
similarly joined to the first one, and the sugars
may be all alike or different. Usually at least
two are present. When these bodies are
hydrolysed the principal sugars obtained are
galactose and arabinose. According to Butler
and Cretcher (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1929, 51,
1519; 1930, 52, 4509) gum arabic is composed
of 1 mol. of d-glucuronic acid, 3 m<>1. of d-
galactose, 3 mol. of f-arabinose and 1 mol. of
l-rhamnose.

Too much importance should not be attached
to the quantitative results of any analysis of a
given gum as there is no doubt that the propor-
tions of the sugar and acid complexes, as well as
the amount of the mineral matters, may vary
considerably according to season, soil or climate
tor the gum obtainud from any given species of
plant.

Some gums contain as many as five different
sugar complexes, and both pyranose and fura-

nose ring structures may be present. The
3ugars, hitherto isolated after hydrolysis of
gums, are glucose, mannose, galactose, fructose,
xylose, arabinose, rhamnose and fucose. For
an interesting summary of the chemistry of
plant gums, see Hirst and Jones (Chemistry and
Industry, 1937, 56, 724).

A certain number of gums are used in
pharmacy for the preparation of pastilles,
emollient medicines and emulsions, their
emulsifying power being very considerable. In
the arts considerable amounts of several gums
find employment as adhesive agents, for finish-
ing fabrics, in calico printing, ink manufacture
and the manufacture of water colours. Gum
tragacanth has come considerably into fashion
in the manufacture of " hair creams."

The value of most gums for commercial pur-
poses depends on the viscosity of their solutions
in water. The determination of this value is
usually of a quite arbitrary character. It can,
of course, be determined on standard instru-
ments, as in the case of oils, but in actual
practice it is usually done by making up solu-
tions of a satisfactory sample, and of the sample
to be tested, of the particular strength which the
user employs, and allowing equal volumes of the
two solutions to flow from the same tube through
a narrow orifice and noting the time of flow.
Although this is a " rough and ready " test, the
results are extremely useful for comparative
purposes.

In addition to the viscosity test, the gum must
be valued by the percentages of moisture and
ash, and in many cases by the acid value of the
sample. Naturally, the colour, taste and odour
of a solution of a gum are very important. An
unpleasant odour is obviously indicative of an
unsatisfactory gum, and the odour will probably
be found to correspond with its acid value. For
many purposes it is highly important that the
solution should be of a pale colour while for other
purposes colour is almost immaterial. The
higher the amount of water and ash, the lower
is the value of the gum. The average values for
water and ash will be found under the gums
described.

Acacia Gum, commonly known as gum
arabic, is amongst the best known and most
generally used of the true water soluble gums.
It is official in the British Pharmacopoeia,
which authority requires it to contain not more
than 15% of moisture, nor more than 5% of ash.
Its principal constituent is araban, which yields
arabinose, galactose and glucuronic acid on
hydrolysis. The mineral matter consists of cal-
cium, magnesium and potassium. The most
esteemed variety is that collected in Kordofan,
but Mogador and Senegal gums are also of
excellent quality. It is, in thO main, the gum my
exudation of the stem and branches of Acacia
Senegal, although allied species also yield the
gum. Artificial incisions are usually made and
the bark removed. In about 2 months the first
collection of gum is made. In uncultivated
trees the gum exudes naturally. The gum exists
in small tears, and lumps up to the size of a
walnut. The fragments break with a vitreous
fracture and are often quite transparent.

Apart from the question of injuring the trees
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purposely, it appears that the Senegal trees yield
most gum when they are in an unhealthy state,
all attempts to improve their condition resulting
in a smaller yield of gum.

Gum arabic is soluble in water and is precipi-
tated by the addition of alcohol, or by basic lead
acetate. The closely allied gums are of little
commercial or scientific importance. An objec-
tionable impurity in acacia gum is the so-called
Ghatti gum which occurs in reddish tears or lumps
less soluble than acacia; it is derived from
various species of Anogeissus and the ash con-
tains alumina and calcium phosphate.

Gum Tragacanth.—This gum is used in
pharmacy to a considerable extent as it is a
most useful emulsifier. It is also used in many
other directions as a thickener, for example in
thick sauces, chutneys, etc.

Tragacanth, as it is usually called, is the dried
gummy exudation obtained by incision from
Astragalus gummifer and other species. The
plants are shrubs indigenous to Greece, Persia
and Turkey. The exudation is collected and
dried, when it forms flakes, which are graded
according to their colour. (

The gum is scarcely soluble in water, but swells
up in contact with water to a gelatinous mass.
Traces of starch are present. It is official in
the British Pharmacopoeia, which authority
requires that it shall not yield more than 4%
of ash, and shall not acquire a pink colour
with a solution of ruthenium red (ammoniated
ruthenium hydroxy chloride) (absence of sterculia
gum). The so-called Hog tragacanth is some-
times present in the lower qualities of tragacanth.
This is probably the product of a species of
Prunu8. Sterculia gum, known as Indian
tragacanth, is obtained from Sterculia wrens.
The particles are coloured bright pink by a
solution of ruthenium red.

The composition of tragacanth has not been
completely settled. According to Norman (Bio-
chem. J. 1931, 25. 200), if a 0-1% "solution" be
filtered, an insoluble portion, bassorin, remains
on th£ filter, and a water-soluble portion,
tragacanthin, passes through. This, on hydro-
lysis yields no sugar but arabinose. Norman
considers tragacanthin to be a compound of
arabinose and galacturonic acid only.

The early work of O'Sullivan on gum tra
gacanth and gum gedda laid the foundation for
a good deal of the later work (J.C.S. 1884, 45,
41 ; 1890, 57, 59; 1901, 79, 1164). From
gedda gum he isolated an acid which he termed
geddic acid, C23H38O22, described as an isozner
of arabic acid.

According to the British Pharmaceutical
Codex, 1934, the soluble portion of tragacanth
yields arabinose, galactose and geddic acid, but
this is not in agreement with the work of Nor-
man above quoted.

Bassorin, the insoluble portion, is probably a
compound of bassoric acid with xylose and
possibly a sugar to which the name tragacanthose

(Chem. Zentr. 1914. II, 943) bassorin contains _
methoxyl group. He considered that the
bassoriii acid has the formula CuH2 0O1 3 , to
which the name bassoric acid was assumed
Other acids are stated to be present.

The numerous other gums allied to acacia and
tragacanth are of little or no commercial
importance. But it should be mentioned that
species of Ceratonia yield a gum, known as
carol gum or locust gum, which is an excellent
substitute for gum tragacanth.

For a description of methods for identifying
common gums, see Jacobs and Jaffe (Ind. Eng.
Chem. [Anal.] 1931, 3, 210; cf. Wildmar.,
J. Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem. 1935,18, 637).

Ira T p

GUNARI (v. Vol. I I , 439d).
GUN^COTTpN (v. Vol. IV, 5066).
GURI-GINJA (v. Vol. I, 4c).
GURJUN BALSAM. This oleo-resia is

the product of various species of Dipterocarpus
of which about fifty exist in South and South-
East Asia. One of the most important species
is D. turbimrius, a tree found in Bengal, Burma
and the Andaman Islands. A sample of this
was Examined by Schimmel & Co. (Report, April,
1913, p. 68) and found to have sp.gr. 0-981 at
15°, and acid value 10-9. On steam distillation
it yielded 46% of essential oil, of sp.gr. 0-927
at 15°, optical rotation —37° and refractive
index 1-500 at 20°. The balsam is used to
some extent as an adulterant of Copaiba balsam,
but in the country of its production it is sold
chiefly as a varnish.

Commercial samples of the balsam have the
following characteristics:

Specific gravity at 15° . . . 0-960-0-985
Acid value 10-25
Ester value 1—10

They contain from 40-55% of essential oil which
bas the following approxinate characteristics:

Specific gravity . 0-903-0-928 at 15°
Optical rotation . Laevorotatory up to -130°
Refractive index 1-500-1-5050 at 20°.

The oil consists largely of sesquiterpenes (v.
GURJUNENES, THE). The presence of gurjun
oil (or balsam) as an adulterant can be detected,
even in quite small famounts, by the following
reaction: 3 or 4 drops are added to 10 c.c. of
glacial acetic acid containing five drops of nitric
acid. In the presence of gurjun oil a reddish-
purple to violet colour will develop within a
minute.

E J P
GURJUNENES THE. The oleo-resins,'

Gurjun And Copaiba balsams, obtained from
various species of Dipterocarpus, yield on distil-
tion in steam an oil from which two sesquiter-
penes, o-gurjunene and 0-gurjunene, have been
separated (Deussen, Annalen, 1909, 369, 59;
Deusseif and Philipp, ibid. 1910, 374, 105;
Semmler and Spornitz, Ber. 1914, 47, 1029;
Semmler and Jakubowiez, ibid. 1144, 2253;
Treibs, ibid. 1935, 68 [B], 1751). a-Gurjunenc
has b.p. 114-116°/10 mm., da0 0-919, «D° 1-501,
aD —90°, whilst fi-gurjunene, which can be freed
from a-gurjunene by taking advantage of this
hydrocarbon's facile oxidation with potassium
permanganate, has b.p. 120-123°/13 mm., d-°
0-9348, nD 1-50275, aD +74-5°. a-Gurjuneiic
is tricyclic and gives a monohydrochloride, b.p.
165-170°/20 mm., from which an isomeric tri-
oyclio hydrocarbon, V*a0 0-819, nD 1-502, aD
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— 19°, is obtained by treatment with alkali.
On hydrogenation in presence of palladium
black dihydro-a-gurjunene, d20 0-89R, nff
1-4897, aD -18° is formed, whilst dehydro-
genation with sulphur yields an azulene. By
the oxidation of a-gurjunenc with potassium
permanganate Treibs (I.e.) has obtained succinic
acid and a tricarboxylic acid, C9HuO e , but it is
not yet possible to assign a structure to the
hydrocarbon. 0-Gurjunene, like a-gurjmene,
is tricyclic and gives on catalytic hydrogenation
dihydro-P-gurjunene, b.p: 120°/8 mm., d20 0-9172,
n^ 1-4922, aD -42°. If repeatedly distilled
over heated nickel p-cymene informed (Treibs),
whilst when heated under pressure at 300° for
some hours it yields a-te?pinene (Semmler and
Jakubowicz). It is not improbable that p-
gurjunene is closely related to ccdrene (q.v.); it
gives on oxidation with chron?:c acid an un-
saturate l̂ ketone, C16H22O, m.p. 43°, b.p. 163-
166°/10 mm., d20 1017, wD 1-527, c^ +123°,
temicarbazone, m.p. 237°.

J. L. S.
GUTTA PERCHA^ AND BALATA

are plant products containing appreciable
quantities of the gutta hydrocarbon, which
like the rubber hydrocarbon, caoutchouc, is a
polymer of isoprene and has the formula
(C6Hg)n or [—CH2CMe:CHCH2—]„. At
one time gutta pcrcha and balata were con-
sidered to contain different, although chemically
related, hydrocarbons, but X-ray examination of
the purified products suggests that both contain
the same hydrocarbon and that it is a Btereo-
isomcr of caoutchouc.

The purified hydrocarbons of rubber, gutta
percha and balata have the same general
chemical properties, but the differences in
spatial configuration are responsible for differ-
ences in physical properties which render the
gutta and balata hydrocarbon particularly
suitable for some purposes. At ordinary atmo-
spheric temperature gutta percha and balata
are much harder and less elastic than raw rubber,
but soften markedly on heating and at tempera-
tures approaching 100°C. are easily moulded,
becoming hard again when cold.

Gutta pcrcha and balata differ from each
other in that they arc obtained froiTi different
trees growing in different countries and are
associated with different 'resinous materials
soluble in acetone.

Gutta pcrcha is the product obtained by co-
agulating the latex of certain species of Pala-
quium and Payena belonging to the natural order
Sapotaceas which are natives of the Malay
leninsula and Archipelago. The name is
derived from two Malayan words " gctah " and

pcrcha" meaning plant juice of Sumatra.
l>alata » the product obtained by coagulating
the latex of Mimusops globosa, a large forest tree,
also belonging to the natural order Sapotacea*.
A his tree is a native of many countries, among
which are Brazil, Venezuela and the Guianas.
Whereas gutta percha in a product of the East
Indies, balata is chiefly a product of the tropical
w«ion of South America.

A he principal tree yielding gutta pcrcha of
good quulity is Palaquium gutta. A number of

other species of Palaquium furnish gutta percha
of second quality, the chief of these being P.
obovatum, P. maingayi and P. oxleyanum.
Species of Payena such as P. leerii and P.
havilandii are also sources of gutta.

Palaquium gutta is a largo forest tree which
usually attains a height of about 60 ft. but
sometimes reaches a height of 150 ft. and a dia-
meter of 4-5 ft. The latex is contained in
solated sacs which occur chiefly in the inner

layers of the bark and also in the leaves. On
making incisions in the bark the latex exudes
and quickly coagulates, so that only a small
yield of gutta percha can be obtained at one
tapping. The native method of obtaining gutta,
therefore, is to fell the trees and ring them at'
intervals of from 9 to 12 in. The latex exudes
into the incisions where it quickly coagulates
and can be rolled off on a stick or removed with
a knife. The amount of gutta percha obtained
per tree by the native method has been variously
stated, but it may be as much as 10 lb. per tree.

Owing to the serious destruction of the trees
involved in the native method, attempts were
made as long ago as 1845 to establish planta-
tions and to collect the product by tapping
the standing trees, but the yield was too
smalls Eventually mechanical methods were
evolved for extracting gutta percha from leaves
and twigs and a number of plantations, the chief
of which is in Java, have now been established.
The leaves hang on the branches for 10 to 18
months and are harvested when they are on the
point of falling because they are then richest
in gutta (2-0-2-7%). The average period
between two picking rounds is about 40 days
and the yield of gutta is about 250 lb. per acre
per annum.

In order to separate the gutta percha the
leaves are cut up, crushed and finally ground to
a powder which is then mixed with water and
allowed to ferment, after which the mixture is
diluted with warm water and heated to 70°C.
It is then poured into cold water when the leaf
fibre sinks to the bottom and the flakes of :gutta
percha, being lighter than water, are easily
removed. The flakes are subsequently pul-
verised in cold water, washed in hot water and
pressed into blocks.

The crude plantation product contains about
90% gutta hydrocarbon as compared with
about 80% in 'the best of the wild grades. A
still purer grade is prepared on the plantation
by extracting the crude product with cold
petroleum spirit to remove resins and then dis-
solving the gutta in hot spirit and treating with
bleaching clay to remove pigments. On cooling
the gutta is precipitated as a white, snow-like
mass containing less than ^1% resin. The
residual spirit is removed by steam distillation
under a vacuum. This purified gutta readily
oxidises when exposed to air and is therefore
stored in evacuated tins or is treated with an
antioxydant, such as p-toluidino, and stored in
the diwk or under water. This highly purified
gutta is in considerable demand for the outer
cover of golf balls for which purpose it is usually
mixed with a little rubber during manufacture.

Like gutta pcrcha, balata was first obtained
by felling the tree, but is now obtained by
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tapping, a series of incisions being.made m the
bark so arranged that the latex can run down
to the base of the trunk where it is collected and
poured into shallow dishes. This latex is
remarkably stable, but on exposure to sun and
air it coagulates and forms sheets which arc
hung to dry in the air. In some districts these
sheets are pressed into blocks. Sheet balata is
produced chiefly in the Guianas, and block balata
in Venezuela and the Amazon districts.

The latex of balata trees usually flows freely,
and, in favourable circumstances, the yield from
a tree 15-20 in. diameter, tapped to a height of
8 ft., is about 3 pints, representing from 1J to
2 lb. of dry balata.

The commercial brands of gutta percha and
balata vary considerably in quality according to
their origin. The quality mostly depends upon
the hydrocarbon content. With the exception
of the specially purified product already
described, commercial material contains con-
siderable quantities of naturally-occurring resin,
as well as small quantities of foreign matter such
as bark and sand. Good qualities of wild Pala-
quium gutta contain about 20% of resin, but
balata usually contains 35-50%. For industrial
purposes it is necessary to clean the commercial
material by softening in hot water, washing in a
masticator and straining through a fine gauze,
after which it is dried by kneading and mixing
under a high vacuum. For the manufacture of
golf-ball covers, a solvent process, similar to
that used on the gutta plantations, is employed
to obtain a specially purified material.

The gutta hydrocarbon is a hard, horny,
tough white substance wJhich progressively
softens on heating until at 100°C. it becomes soft
and sticky, rapidly regaining its original hard-
ness pn cooling. When heated strongly in air
it decomposes and burns with an odour cha-
racteristic of burning rubber. When destruc-
tively distilled it yields a mixture of hydro-
carbons, including isoprene, similar to those
obtained by the distillation of rubber. The
guttai hydrocarbon exists in two forms, the
a-form being stable below about 68°C, changing
to the 0-form above that temperature. The
hydrocarbon usually occurs in the /?-form and is
converted into the a-form by heating at tem-
peratures below the transition point. The
0-form is somewhat harder and slightly more
dense and more soluble than the a-form. At
normal atmospheric temperature the change
from the metastable 0-form to the stable a-form
is so slow as to be negligible, but occurs in a few
hours at 60°C. (J. N. Dean, Trans. Inst. Rubber
Ind. 1932, 8, 25). X-ray examination shows
that gutta has a crystalline structure and that
!A,1S Pr o b a b ly a <ra?w-isomer of caoutchouc.
(*or a review of the subject, see Davis and
Blake, Chemistry and Technologv of Rubber,"
Reinhold Publishing Corporation; New York,
1937, p. 120. The density of the hydrocarbon
varies from 0-945 to 0-955 at 24°C. according to
source and treatment.

The purified hydrocarbon is insoluble in ether,
acetone, alcohol and cold petroleum spirit and
is completely soluble in carbon clisulphide,
chloroform, carbon tetrachloride and hot
petroleum spirit. In general it is soluble in

most aromatic hydrocarbon solvents, but is
insoluble in saturated paraffin hydrocarbons
when cold, becoming soluble on heating.

Gutta is not affected by weak mineral acids,
strong hydrochloric or acetic acids, but is
readily attacked by strong nitric or sulphuric
acids. It is particularly resistant to hydro-
fluoric acid for which it is used as a container.

Gutta contains one double bond for each
C6hL group present and forms addition pro-
ducts with halogens or nitrogen oxides closely
resembling those prepared from rubber. Like
rubber it slowly absorbs oxygen when exposed
to air and light,tand in the process the gutta is
converted into a Brittle resin. Gutta is not
energetically attacked* however, by ozone, but
it reacts in solution forming an ozonide which
yields decomposition products similar to those
from caoutchouc ozonide. The oxidation of
gutta is of commercial importance since special
precautions are required to prevent the deteriora-
tion of purified material. This deterioration is
markedly accelerated by light and is retarded
by the resins naturally occurring in the un-
purified material.

Gutta is highly resistant to water, the purified
material absorbing less than 0*2% over a period
of 2 years.

Like rubber, gutta percha and balata can be
vulcanised with sulphur and also by benzoyl
peroxide and by m-dinitrobenzene, but the
mechanical properties of the product are inferior
to those of vulcanised rubber.

Analyses of commercial gutta percha and
balata are necessary to assess quality, the most
frequent determinations being resin, dirt and
cnoisture. Moisture is Usually estimated by
heating in nitrogen at low pressure; dirt
(including protein) by dissolving in benzene and
filtering; and resin by extracting with hot
acetone. Gutta hydrocarbon can be estimated
by difference or by precipitation of "the acetone-
extracted material from filtered benzene solu-
tion by pouring into alcohol. The percentage
composition of several representative samples of
gutta percha and balata examined at the Im-
perial Institute or by Obach (J. Soc. Arts. 1897,
46, 125) is given in the table on the next page.

In comparison with these figures the following
analysis oi leaf gutta from Java is of interest,
viz. gutta 79, resin 7, dirt 4, moisture 10 (Ivan
Lennap, India Rubber J. 1923, 65, 367).

The resinous bodies associated with the gutta
hydrocarbon in gutta percha and balata are
complex oxygenated substances. They were
separated by Payen in 1852 into two portions:
(1) a crystalline white resin, soluble in hot but
insoluble in cold alcohol, which he named
albane; (2) an amorphous yellow resin soluble
in cold alcohol, which he named fluavile. It is
unlikely that these are pure substances and it
has been shown that the resin contains1 appreci-
able quantities of a- and 0-amyrin esters (such
as acetate), phytosterols such as lupeol, fats
and fatty acids.

The introduction of gutta percha into com-
merce dates from 1843 when specimens were
forwarded to London independently by two
doctors resident in Singapore, William
Montgomerie and Jose D1 Almeida, and the
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Variety.

Oeta taban merah * .

„ „ putih , .
., „ chaia .

Geta Simpor .
„ feban Sutra,s

„ sundek * .
Sheet balata .
Block balata . . .
Balata

Palaquium gutta
** t> it

Uncertain

Palaquium maingayi
gvtla

Payena, hirii
British Guiana
Venezuela
A.rostiy British Guiana
Dutch Guiana

( J u t t a .

701
68-3
35-6
52-0
44-9
84-3
43-9
50-3
45-7
41-5
43-5

Hi-sin.

139
13-4
49-5
43-4
45-5
10-7
37-6
44-0
44-2
34-8
3fi-9

Protein
and (or)

dirt.

1-2
8-1
7-4
3*4
8-4
3-7
fi-I
3-8
8-3
9-9

14-3

Mdstate.

14-8
10-2
7-5
1-2
14
1-3

13-4
1-9
1-8

13-8

5-8

Ask
(included
in ulrt).

095
0-89
0-72
1-61
213
__

.
0-0
1-28
—

effecting1 degree

1 Obtained by tapping standing trees,
n

remarkahje properties of the material at once
attracted attention. At a meeting of the Royal
Society in 1845 William Siemens suggested
that it would make a suitable insulator fur
underground telegraph wires and in 1847 his
brother Ernst Werner von Siemens employed
the material for thia purpose. In 1849 two
umariroanta] lengths of submarine cable in-
sulated with gutta percha were laid at Folke-
stone by Walter Breit.

The first submarine cable was not a auceess,.
but many thousands of miles have now been
successfully laid, nearly all of them insulated
with gutta percha and a few with halata. The
use of gutta pereha for submarine cables is
based on the*eaee with which it can be extruded
when warm, its low water absorption, good
electrical properties and the ease of
repairs. Submarine cables are made by warm
ing the gutta on hot rolls and feeding it to a
hot extruding machine which forces it through
a die over the metal conducting core, after
which the cable is passed into a tank of cold
water and rolled on to drums.

The second commercial use of gutta percha
in order of importance ia foi1 the outer cover of
golf balls. For this purpose balata is dissolved
in hot solvent and a purified gutta precipitated
on. cooling; this is freed from solvent and
mixed with a little rubber and a white pigment
on mixing rolls before moulding to the required
shape. Owing to its excellent quality purified
gutta supplied by the plantations has no\* largely
replaced that previously obtained from balata.

Largo quantities of balata were at one time
J>wd for the manufacture of belting, but this
naa been replaced to a great extent by rubber
on account of cost.

Among the well-known substitutes for gutta
pereha for the insulation of submarine cables
are P a ra gutta and K. gutta. They consist
°f mixtures of purified batata, deproteinifiprl
rubber and hydrocarbon wax or petroleum jelly.

Small quantities of gutta percha are also used
a* an adhesive, the best known being Chattel •
ton's compound which is a mixture of gutta
P«rcha, Stockholm tar and resin.

G. hi.
GUTZE IT'S TEST fo. Vol. I, 4706).
GUVACINE f». Vol. 1,408a).
GUVACOLINE (v. Vol. I, 4586).

* Analyses by Obacli.

G UYACAN. A tanning agent obtained
from the seed-pods of Caesalpinia meianocarpa
Grisab. of the Argentine.

" GYNERGEN" (v. Vol. IV, 3304).
GYNOLACTOSE (v. Vol. I, 242a).
" GYNOVAL." isoBornyl wovalerato (" Ay-

sterol"), b.p. 132-138°/12 mm. Used as a
sedative.

GYhtOLITE (v. Vol. I I , 227c).
GYPSUM (Fr. Gypae ; Ger. Qips ; Hal.

Gesso). A common mineral composed of
hydrated calcium sulphate, CaSO<J2H !O,
crystallising in the monoclinic system.' The
name selenite is sometimes applied to the clear

-Mi Hi Bed variety, satin-spar to the finely
fibrous variety, and alabaster (q.v.) to a compact,
marble-like variety aised for caning. The low

I of hardness {no. 2 on the scale) is a very
t'haracteristie feature; the mineral can be
readily scratched with the finger-nail. Sp.gr.
2-32. The mineral is usually white, but some-
times greyish, yellowish or reddish j and the
glistening cleavage surfaces are usually con-
spicuous on a broken ~ surface. The crystals
possess a highly perfect cleavage in one direction
parallel to the plane of symmetry; O:J the
smooth, bnght cleavage surfaces me hutn
pearly, and coloured bands (Newton's rings)
are often to be Been. Cleavage flakes are
flexible but not elastic (thus differing from mica),
ami when bent a fibrous cleavage is developed
parallel to the faces of a pyramid: this fibroua
cleavage is Been an silky striations on the
principal cleavage, and is a very cnaraeteristie
feature of gypsum.

Single crystals of gypsum, with a rhomb-
shaped outline, are of common occurrence em-
bedded in clays. Fine groups of water-clear
crystals arc found in the sulphur mines of
Siiilyf the salt mines of Bex ^Switzerland and
in many other localities. Enormous crystals, a
yard in length, have been found in a cave in
Wayne Co., Utah. Various types of twinned
crystals are of common occurrence. The
d-'posits of massive gypaum. such as arc miti<'<l
for economic purposes, occur as thick beds and
nodular masses in sedimentary rocks of various
geological periods. Those of the midlands of
Kngland are intcrbedded with the red marls
and sandstones of Trtassic age; those worked
near Battle, in Sussex, belong to the later
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Purbeck beds; many of the deposits of the
United States are of Palaeozoic (Silurian,
Devonian and Carboniferous) age; whilst the
important deposits in the Paris basin are of
Tertiary (Eocene and Oligocene) age. These
more extensive deposits of gypsum have been
formed by the evaporation of water in inland
lakes and seas; and they are often associated
with beds of rock-salt. The mineral has, how-
ever, in many cases originated by the action of
water containing sulphuric acid and soluble
sulphates (produced by the weathering of iron-
pyrites and other sulphides) on limestone and
other calcareous rocks. It is also formed by
the action of volcanic vapours on the surround-
ing rocks.

The output of gypsum in England amounts
to about a quarter of a million tons per annum;
about half of this amount is mined in Notting-
hamshire, considerable quantities in Stafford-
shire, Sussex and Cumberland, and less in
Derbyshire, Yorkshire, Westmorland and
Somersetshire. The value ranges from 6 to 10
shillings per ton. In France, the output
reaches 1£ million tons per annum, and abou£
the same amount is produced in the United
States. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick are
also large producers. The French gyp&um is
remarkable in containing some admixed calcium
carbonate and soluble silica, and for this reason
it makes a harder plaster.

The principal use of gypsum is for the manu-
facture of plaster of Paris (v. Vol. II, 129-132),
stucco and various kinds of wall-plasters and
cements. Hence the popular name plaster-stone.
The employment of plaster gl Paris for making
the moulds in the potteries nas given rise to the
name potter's stone for gypsum. In the tin-plate
industry gypsum is used for polishing the plates;
and it is added to water to give permanent hard-
ness in brewing. The coarser grades of material
are used as fertilizers (land plaster). Alabaster

is used for carvings for inside decorations; and
satin-spar is cut as beads and other small
personal ornaments. Under the names " terra
alba," "annaline" and "satinite," ground
gypsum is used for adulterating paints, or
sometimes as a legitimate constituent under
specification, ancras a mineral loading in the
manufacture of paper (v. CALCIUM).

References.—R. W. Stones, "Gypsum Pro-
ducts, their Preparation and Uses," U.S.
Bureau of Mines, 1918, Technical Paper 155;
D. C. Winterbottom, V Gypsum and Plaster of
Paris," Dept. of Chem. South Australia, 1917,
Bull. No. 7; Special Reports on the Mineral
Resources of Great Britain, Mem. Geol. Suryey,
3, 2nd ed., 1918.; " Gypsum," Imp. Min. Res.
Bur. London, 1923; G. I. Adams and others,
" Gypsum Deposits of the United States," Bull.
U.S. Geol* Survey, 1904, No. 223; W. F.
Jennison, " Report on the Gypsum Deposits of
Maritime Provinces," Canada, Dept. Mines,
1911, Publ. No. 84; L. H. Cole, " The Gypsum
Industry of Canada," Mines Branch, 1930,
No. 714; B. Wasserstein, "Gypsum in the
Union of South Africa," Bull. Dept. Mines, S.
Africa, 1935, No. 3.

L. J. S.
GYROPHORIC ACID, occurs in Umbili-

caria pustulata Hoffrn., Gyrophora species and
other lichens. It has m.p. 220° (decomp.).
The structure of gyrophoric acid was first cor-
rectly postulated by Asahina and Watanabe
(Ber. 1930, 63 [B], 3044)

H

and shortly afterwards confirmed by synthesis
(ibid. 1932, 65 [B], 938; Asahina and Yoshioka,
ibid. 1937, 70 [B], 200).

H
HAAS-OETTEL CELL (Vol. Ill, 65d).
HACKLIN-G (Vol. II, lla).
H>EM (this Vol., pp. 1646, 165c).
11 H/EMAROGEN," "HyEMOL11 Trade names

for albuminates of iron used as non-irritant
assistants in the treatment of anaemia and
chlorosis. These materials are frequently pre-
pared from hemoglobin (Massatsch, Apoth.-
Ztg. 1928, 43, 1307; sterilisation, Kirillow,
Problems Nutrit. (Russ.), 1936, 5, No. 3, 55)
though they then differ markedly from the iron
compounds prepared from albumin. The term
hamatogen was also applied to albuminates pre-
pared by Bungc from egg-yolk and liver (Z.
physiol. Chem. 1884, 9, 49; 1886,10, 453).

H^MATIN (this Vol., p. 164).
H/EMATINIC ACID (this Vol., p. 1626)
H/EMATITE or HEMATITE. A nineral

consisting of ferric oxide (Fe8O3), crystallising
in the rhombohcdral system, and an important
ore of iron (Fe 70%). According to whether
it is crystallised, massive, or earthy, it varies
considerably in external appearance. In all

cases, however, the mineral gives a characteristic
brownish-red streak or powder; and it is on
account o2 this colour (resembling that of dried
blood) that the mineral receives its name haema-
tite, meaning, in Greek, blood-stone. The sp.gr.
of the Crystals is 5*2, but of the compact and
earthy varieties it may be as low as 4-2;. hard-
ness 6 (except in the soft, earthy varieties).

The crystals are iron-black with a brilliant
metallic lustre, and they vary from rhombo-
hedral to tabular m habit. This variety is
distinguished as iron-glance, specular iron or
specular ite; or, when the crystals are thin and
scaly, as micaceous iron-ore. The compact
varieties are distinguished as red iron-ore or red
hematite. These sometimes exhibit a fibrous or
columnar structure and a nodular surface, being
then known as kidney iron-ore; or, when the
fibrous structure is so marked that the mineral
breaks into rods, as pencil-ore. In these cases
the material is often dark-red with a dull surface,
but sometimes it may be iron-black with a sub-
metallic to metallic lustre. Earthy, ochreous
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varieties are brighter red in colour, and are often
ed with clay and other impurities; these are

known as reddle., ruddle and red iron-froi^..
Hipniutite occurs under a variety of conditions.

The best crystals are found in connection with.
in eta morphia silicate rocks and in mineral-veins,
whilst the extensive masses *f red iron-ore occur
as bedded deposits in sedimentary rocks, often
in association with limestone. The deposits on
the east coast of the island of Elba, which have
been extensively worked since the time "of the
Romans, consist of specular iron, whilst those
of west Cumberland and north Lancashire,
tilling large irregular cavities jn limestone, con-
«iat of red iron-ore and ldc&ney iron-ore.

Ik-sides being used as an ore of iron, hema-
tite, in its harder, compact) varieties, is used, to
a limited extent, aa a gem-atone, and it was the
material employed for some of „ the ancient
Babylonian cylinder-seals. The pencil-ore of
Cumberland is cut and polished for mounting on
scarf-pins, etc., and for the burnishing took
used by jewellers and bookbinders. Ochreous
varieties are used as a polishing material, and
for making red paint andved pencils.

L. J. S.
H>EMATOGEN (Vol. II, 22a).
H>EMATOPORPHYRIN (Vol. II, 21a;

this Vol., pp. 1616, IQ'Zd).
HvEMIN.CgaHaaO^FeCI. Hoppe-Seyler

(Virchow's Arch. 18B2, 23, 446; 1864, 29, 233)
first recognised that.the red pigment of the blood,
" which he proposed the name haemoglobin,
consisted of a protein combined with a coloured
substance,Jisematin. Teichmann (Z, Rat. Med.
1857, 8, 141) obtained this pigment in a crystal-
line state by acetic, acid hydrolysis of blood.
Thifl pigment, hfenun, can be readily obtained
from blood by a modification of Teichmann's
procedure.

Preparation.—200 ex. defibrinated blood is
ided dropwise with stirring to 1 litre 90% acetic

acid containing 1 g. NaC(, at90-95"C. After a
further 15 minutes at this temperature the mix-
ture is allowed to cool slowly. Three days later
the crystals are filtered oft* through cloth and

^

washed with water, alcohol and ether. 1 g.
htemin is obtained. When carried out on a
micro-scale this reaction Berves as a medico-
legal test for blood. A small drop of blood, or a

Me

Et Et

little dried blood plus a small drop of water, and
a trace of NaCI are mixed on a microscope slide
and evaporated to dryness, A cover-slip is
placed over the residue and a drop of glacial
acetic acid run beneath it. The slide is warmed
until gas bubbles appear and is then allowed to
cool. The warming is repeated with a second
drop of acetic acid and, when cool, the character-
istic crystals of htemiu can be recognised under
the microscope.

Properties.— Htcmin is obtained as brown ot
black rhombohedral needles or plates with a
strong pale-blue reflex. It ia insoluble in water,
alcohol, ether and dilute mineral acids, but in
readily soluble in pyridine, in caustic alkali and
in alkali carbonates. Concentrated HjSO4
removes iron with the formation of porphyrin.
Hsemin sinters at 240°C. but doea not melt below
300°C. {Fischer and Orth1).

L CHEMISTRY OF HJSMEN AND THE

The chemical structure of hasmin, based on the
work of Hans Fischer and his school, is given in

5-CHCHj

CH.

COOH COOH

PIG. 1.

Fig. 1. Hsemin dissolves in alkali yielding a
green-brown solution of alkaline h&malin (—Cl
replaced by -OK) . When now treated with a
slight excess of HCI the colour changes to red-
hrown and a brown precipitate of acid hiemattn
is formed. In presence of a protective colloid
(e.g. protein, gum arabic) tbo acid haematin
remains in colloidal solution (see. Section II).
If hremin is allowed to stand several days in

£t Et

Me

FlO. 2.

presence of an excess of glacial acetic acid
"rated with HBr, the iron b removed and a

{"irplish solution of dibromohmmntoporphifritt
tfdrobromidt in obtained in which the vinyl

are replaced by -CHBr-CH.,, Crystal-
from HCI ylekb the hydrocbWide of

atoporphyrin f -CH (OH)CHJ from which
the free base is liberated by sodium acetate

VOL. VI.—11

tf
'• • • m a

Me.

vacuum,(Plimmur8). On heating in
Ii;i-matoporphyrin loses 2 mol. of water and
yielda jtrotoporpht/rin. The term protohwmin is
fiimilift-ly used to characterise the liternin from
blood {Fig. 1) with its characteristic substituents
in the pyrrole nuclei.

The chemical structure of hwinin and the
porphyrina is bused largely on the synthetic
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work of Hans Fischer and his collaborators.
The problem is greatly complicated by the large
number of isomera .theoretically posmhle by re-
arrangement of groups in podtioni 1-8 (Fi^. 1).
In the case of cetioporpftyrhi, where the vinyl
and propionic groups are roplared by ethyl
groups, there arc four possibilities and the
naturally occurring porphyrins and derivatives
can be "grouped into two of the four classes
(Fig. 2). Thus, while natural protohfemin is
invariably of class 3, coproporphyrin and uropor-
pbyrin, which occur in urine and fceces, have
been identified in both the I and 3 forms. The
brown pigment of hen's egg-shell is proto-
porphyrin 3. Fischer has been able tosynthesise
all four forma of these and of many other por-
phyrins. The structures (class _3) of the com-
moner porphyrins are summarised in Table I.

The different porphyrins, as well aa the four
classes of each porphyrin, cart be distinguished
by means of their absorption spectra in acid and
in alkaline solutions (Oppenheimer,3 p. 400;
Fischer and Orth,1 Vol. II). The bile pigments
(q.v.) are derived from the porphyrins by oxida-
tive degradation to linear tetrapyrroUc com-
pounds (replacement of one methine group by
two - O H ) .

Degradation of Porpkyrins.—Jfencki and
Zaleeki (Ber. 1901, 34, 997) heated hsemin' with
HI in glacial acetic acid, steam distilled the
residue in presence of excess of alkali and ob-
tained an oil, " hasmopyrrole." I^ater workers
were able to fractionate the oil into four pyrroles
(I—IV, R-= Et) while from the residue were

,CHa

C H ,

isolated the four corresponding propionic acids
(R = CH aCH2-COOH). Ktlster and Weller
{Z. physiol. Chem. 1917, 99, 253) obtained
htumatinio acid (V, R = CH2-CHj-COOH)
oxidation with ohromio acid, while a similar
oxidation of mesoporpbyrip yielded hreron'
acid and methylethylmaleimide (V, R = Et).
The absence of the latter compound in the oxida-
tion of prutolia'iuin indicates that the tm-
saturated groups replace the C aH6 groups of
mesoporpltyrin. Evidence of unsaturation had
previous!} bei*n obtained by WiJlgtitter and
M. Fischer {ibid. 1913, 87, 4-10) who prepared an
addition product with HBr which vu readily
bydrofynd to hicraatoporiilijTiu. Fischer lj
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frequently transformed hjcmatoporphyrin into
protoporphyrin by heating in vacuo.

As early as 1912 Kiister propo«ed a ""onnula
for h&min identical with Fig. 1 except that CH3

groups occupied positions 1 and 4 while the
arrangement of the four vinyl C atojna was left
indeterminate. Subsequent -^formulie proposed
by Willstitter and by Fischer were based on a
tfltrapyrryletbylene structure, but the present
formula was established by Fischer and Stingier
(Annalfeii, 1927, 459, t>4) by synthesis of the
corresponding mefloporphyrin (Fischer and
Orth,1 pp. 3(34-370).

Sy7itkesis of Porphyrins andvf Protokawiui,—
Xlie synthesis of hivmiu via cleuteroporphyrin ia
typ'ical of the methods of porpbyxm synthesis
evolved by Fischer. 3:5-Dimethylpyrrole-2-al-

dehyde, VI, is condensed with 2:3-dimethyl-
pyrrole, Vil, hi preaence of alcoholic HBr to yield
the basic component VI11. Carbcthoxyurypto-
pyrrolpcarboxyh'c acid, IX

in brominated and condensed with itself (HBr
acetic acid) giving X which is hydrolysed

brominuted to yield the acid component
f H B l i l

in
and y p
XI. By autoclaving in present* of HBr/glatial
acetic acid, VIII and XJ, condeiiae to deutero-
porphyrin, XII. Acetylation in positions 2
and 4 followed by reduction gives hsema-
toporphyrin from which protoporphyrin is
obtained by heating in vacuo. Treatment of
protoporphyrin with ferrous chloride and
sodium acetate gives rise to pro fob tern in

Me- -Pr

BrL ,—CH=

In positionfl 2 and 4 H-*--CO-CH

{Fischer, Naturwias. 1929, 17, Oil). Although
•to iron of protohwmin is in the trivalent state
't is necessary to use a ferrous salt in the last

DeuUroporpliyrJu

CH(OH)CHs-^'CH:CHg

reaction. In presence of air some ferric iron is
always present and the reaction proceeds OA

follows:

+ FeCI2f2CH3COONa->2CrVCOOH + 2NaCl +

•

+ FeCI3-» N N +F6CI,

Fe
Cl

\
N

\
N

\
Fe
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For fuller details of porphyrin synthesis, see
Fischer and OrtJi,1 vol. II. For preparation of
the intermediate compounds VI, VII and IX,

I see. Fischer and Orth,1 Vol. I.
The parent substanceporphht with H atoms in

positions 1-8 has been prepared by Fischer and
Gleira (Annalen, 1935, 531, 167) by heating
pyrrole-a-aldehyde withformicacid.and by Stern
and Molvig (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936, 58, 625}
by condensing pyrrole and formaldehyde in
methanol solution. Porphin behaves as a normal
porphyrin and forms a has rain in the usual way.

Porphyrins can be characterised not only by
their absorption spectra but also by the " hydro-
chloric acid number." This property was
defined by Willat&tter aa the concentration of
HCI, expressed as a percentage, necessary to
extract two-thirds of the porphyrin from an
equal volume of ethereal solution. This principle
can be applied to the fr&ctionation of porphyrin
mixtures (Zeile and Rau, Z. physiol, Chem. 1937,
250, 197). A red fluorescence in ultra-violet
light at very high dilution, especially in acid
solution, is characteristic of porphyrins.

Porphyrins form metallic derivatives with a
large number of heavy metals in addition to iron
{&.g. silver, copper, tin, aluminium, manganese,

Porphyrin
- F e "

cobalt, nickel). The iron, manganese and cobalt
derivatives can be reduced to autox{disable com-
pounds, involving change of valency, and the
ferrous derivatives combine with CO. To this
oiasa belongs the cod pigment turadin or coppor
uroporphyrin which occurs in the wing feathers
of the turaco (Misopliagidm). The pigment is
readily extracted by dilute alkali, and the fact
that it is slowly extracted by water indicates
that the pigment may be produced as a means
of excreting porphyrin (Church, Proc. Ruy. Soc,
1892,61,399; Keilin, ibid. 1926, B, 100,129).

II. REACTIONS oi[ H^IATIN WITH OBOASIC
BASKS AND PROTEINS.

The reaction between hieniatin and organic
bases is of particular interest as the resulting
compounds ^may serve as spectroscopic models
of the natural hs&m-protein catalysts {e.g.
haemoglobin), and also provide a simple -=neans of
estimation of hsematin in tissues by speefcro-
scopic comparison with standard solutions of
hremin. Fig. 3 summarises the interrelation-
ships of these compotnds and their relationship
to hemoglobin. For further details, êe Keilin
PA).

hyrin 1Porphyr
pe- } Haem

denatured protein

— Methaemoglobin

t I

Haemoglobin

I— Oxyhaemoglobin

tkrjptntc Haernochromogen J

Flo. 3.

When treated with pyridine (or other organic
bases) htematin forms an addition product
parahatmatin. The solution becomes greener,
but the diffuse absorption spectrum is not greatly
changed. However, if the solution is now re-
duced (Na4SsO4), the colour changes to pale
red and the resulting hwmockromogtn has two
sharp absorption' bands at 5590*. and 5257A. ;
the former being more inter se. Hill and Holden
{Biochem. J. 1926, 20, 132U) and luU-r Anson
and Miraky {J. Gen. Physiol. 1930, 13, 4U9) suc-
ceeded in separating the protein of hemoglobin,
or gtobhi, from the hs;matin without denaturing
tho former. By adding this globin to an alkaline
solution uf protoha-min, metfurtnoyloijin was ob-

i.'d («ee Section VI) whirti wits reduced to
bSBBM^ottn. Ol^hin has also been add«d to a
number of other hremina, and of the resulting

artificial hasmoglobina some exhibited the cha-
racteristic property of oxygenation. Methfcmo-
globin may be prepared directly from oxyhicrao-
globin by oxidation of the ferrous iron with
K3Fe(CN)fl. During this reaction the com-
bined r>xygsn of oxyhteruoglobin is liberated and
the distinction between oxidation and oxygena-
tion is clearly demonstrated.

If the mild procedures dcBmb<*d by the above
author* are not Followed the protein become*
denatured, and a para ha? matin or ha.1 much ro mo-
gen is formed according to the valency nf
iron. Thus if blood ia boiled, the h(rinochroino-
gen NjH-rti uni appears; if treated with alkali and
dialyaed against water, parahiematin is formed.

All the ferrous compounds of Fig. 3 combine
reversibly with CO, the absorption a[>ectruiu
changing in each cast*. With hwra and hteuio-
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chromogens the reaction is reversed by light I reduced heematin (haem) and pyridine in presence
and the following reaction takes place with | of CO.

dark
/Pyridine

H»m( +CO
\ * Ught
\PvpiHinft *
Pyridine

yPyridine

H»m/ + Pyridine

\co
abs. bands 5762A. , 5385A.

In absence of CO, haem and haemochromogen are
autoxidisable.

III. OCCURRENCE IN NATURE.

Haematin is present in all animal and vegetable
tissues, in yeast and aerobic bacteria, and is an
essential constituent of all aerobic cells where
it occurs either in the free state or, iHore usually,
as haem-protein complexes functioning as
respiratory catalysts, examples of which are
described in this article. The concentration of
haematin is greatest in tissues of high respiratory
activity, or in a region where growth is very
rapid. This is particularly noticeable in the case
of the haem-protein cytochrome (q.v.; see also
Keilin, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1925, B, 98, 312).
Crude oils and bituminous minerals contain con-
siderable quantities of haematin derivatives
which can be observed with a direct-vision
spectroscope. Most of these porphyrins are
(Jerived from chlorophyll but a small proportion
of mesohaematin, a reduction product of proto-
haematin, can be detected. The porphyrins are
present as Inetal derivatives; apart from iron,
vanadium is commonly found (Treibs, Annalen,
1934, 510, 42; 1935, 517,172).

IV. ESTIMATION.

The detection and estimation of free and com-
bined haematin is most readily carried out by
conversion to haemochromogen (pyridine and
Na2S2O4) which, of all haematin derivatives, has
the most intense absorption spectrum (see Sec-
tion II). The most convenient instrument to
use is a Zeiss microspectroscope which has the
necessary small dispersion and is fitted with a
comparison prism to allow comparison of two
spectra side by side. The solution or tissue
extract to be Examined is treated with alkali, to
dissociate protein from hermatin, followed by
pyridine and Na2S2O4 . The absorption bands
of haemochromogen can be observed in a 2 cm.
depth of fluid containing only 0-001 mg. haemin
per c.c.

The concentration of haematin can be deter-
mined to within 2-3% by comparing the
spectrum with that of a variable depth of a
standard solution of htemin crystals in sodium
hydroxide similarly treated with pyridine and
1

N a
8S aO4 (Hill, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1929, B, 105,

112). The small dispersion of the Zeiss instru-
ment permits accurate measurements with
cloudy solutions. By the same method Elliot
and Keilin (ibid. 1934, 114, 210) were able to
Estimate htematin in intact vegetable tissue. A
tube of the material (e.y. horse-radish root) was
treated with pyridine and .Na2S2O4 in a
Vacuum when the root became aufficiently trans-

lucent for comparison of spectra. By this method
the distribution of haematin in the entire cross-
section of a plant can be rapidly determined.

The position of the absorption bands is deter-
mined by the chemical structure of the haematin
nucleus rather than by the nitrogenous sub-
stance with which it is combined.

V. HAEMOGLOBIN AND MYOOLOBIN.

Haemoglobin (v. BLOOD).—This respiratory
pigment is present in the blood of all verte-
brates and is also distributed in a haphazard
manner among the invertebrates where the
oxygen supply is intermittent or irregular (e.g.
Arenicola, Lumbricus, Planorbis, Chironomus;
see M. Florkin, " Transporteurs d'oxygene,"
Paris, 1934). Haemoglobin is an intracorpus-
cular pigment in vertebrates but is in solution
in invertebrate blood.

The haemoglobin molecule consists of 4 mol. of
haem (reduced protohaematin) and 1 of globin
(see Section II). It is a purplish-red pigment
which combines reversibly with oxygen to give
bright red oxyhaemoglobin, the equilibrium
between the two f̂orms being determined by
the oxygen tension. The chemistry of the
phenomenon of oxygenation has been investi-
gated by a number of workers (Anson and
Mirsky, J. Physiol. 1925, 60, 165; Barnard,
Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 1932, 30, 43; see
J. Bareroft 4) and its biological significance is
discussed below.

Hill and Holden (see Section II) were able to
examine the reaction between undenatured
globin from haemoglobin and various porpHyrins
and metallo-porphyrins (Biochem. J. 1926, 20,
1326). They obtained spectroscopic evidence
that native globin will combine with proto-,
haemato- and meso-porphyrins (with a marked
change in colour) as well as with iron derivatives
of each. No evidence could be obtained that
denatured globin or other proteins would react
with the free porphyrins. Haurowitz and
Waelsch (Z. physiol. Chem. 1929,182,82) discuss
the mode of combination of protohaematin and
globin. They consider that the vinyl and car-
boxyl groups can play no part in the reaction,
owing to the existence of artiSeial haemoglobins
in which these groufjs are absent, and that the
pyrrole N -atoms are too inert. They regard the
reaction as complex-salt formation involving
only the Fe atom and point out the similarity in
behaviour of haemoglobin and inorganic complex
salts towards acids, alkalis and organic bases.
While this hypothesis may well hold for hwmo-
chromogens, the work of Hill and Holden as well
as that of Warburg and Negelein (Biochem. Z.
1932, 244, 9) doea indicate that globin may also
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bo attached to other points of the hsematin
molecule. These latter authors measured the Oa

capacity of a number of artificial haemoglobins
and found that it varied between 0 and 72% of
the theoretical value, with varying subatituents
in the hwmatin nucleus. The nature of the Fe-
protein linkage has also been considered by Hill
[ibid. 1928, 19, 341).

Oxyhsomoglobin may be purified by crystal-
lisation. The tendency to crystallise and the
crystalline form vary considerably with the
species (Abderhalden,ap. 185; Hawk and Bcrg-
hcima) while the positions of the absorption
band.s vary slightly among vertebrate oxyhwmn.
globing although invertebrate oxyhsemoglobinfi
show larger variations. The average positions
of the bands of vertebrate oxyhamoglobins are
O-5770A. and J3-5240A,, the former being more
intense. The spectrum of reduced or deoxy-
genatcd hemoglobin in very diffuse. If the O2

of oxyhsemoglobin is replaced by CO the
absorption maxima move slightly towards the
blue as indicated in Table II [Anson, Barcroft,
Mirsky and Oinuma, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1924, Br

97, (il). If A and B are the positions in Ang-
strom I'nita of the a-bands of O2Hb and COHb
and A" is the equilibrium constant of the reaction
CO | O. ,Hb^COHb+Oj then, according to
these aifthors, Iog.ff=005(A-B):

TABLE II,

Animal,

Man .
ArenicoUt.
Lumbricus
Planorbi*
Ohironotnui
Pigeon
Carp .
Horse a
Tortoise .
Fowl . .
Lizard

Position of a-band In Angs-
trom Units.

5,764
5,746
5,755
5,746
5,777
5,782
5,762
5,764
6,7(tfi
5,769
5,762

COHb

5,710
5,698
5,720
5,708
5,727
5,710

6,7m
5,708
5,717
5,718
5,715

(Hb=h;einoglobin.)

Accurate measurements of, ware-length arc
most conveniently carried out with the Hartridge
reversion spectroscope (J. Physiol. 1922, 67, 47),

Annlyaes of the amino-arids constituting
globing from various sources have hcen recorded
by J. Roche," Biouhimie generate et comparee
des pigments res pirato ires," Paris, 1936.

Crystalline oxyhemoglobin is readily prepared
by the following method .('Xeilin and Hartree
Proc. Roy. Soo. 1935, B, 117, 1): 600 c.c. fresh
di-nl.trina.ted horse-blood is centrifuged and the
serum removed. The corpuscles are washed
3 times, by centrifuging, with 0-9% ^JaCI.
300 c.c, washed corpuscles are cooled to 0"C,
shaken for •$ minute with 90 0.0, cold water and
90 e.c, cold pure ether and centrifuged. The
lower clew layer is dialysad for 24 hours at 0°C.

distilled water and treated drop by drop

with cold absolute alcohol until the solution
contains 20% alcohol. Oxy haemoglobin Blowly
crystallises out at 0cC. and can be recrystallised
several times as follows: the cake of crystals is
suspended in an equal volume of water, warmed
to 37°C. and treated with the minimum of
AT-NaOH for complete solution. The solution is
cooled, treated cautiously with JV-HCI equi-
valent to the NaOH used, centrifuged to remote
impurities and set aside at 0° to crystallise.
During recrystallisations the pigment becomes
progressively less soluble in water. It is ob-
tained as slender needles up to 2 mm. in length.

The determination of the molecular weight of
hfcmoglobin has been recorded in a previous
article (see BLOOD) and a value of 68,000 is now
nrrnpted for vertebrate hemoglobin. The mole-
cular size of invertebrate haemoglobins varies
considerably

The estimation of oxyhiemoglobin can be
carried out spectrophotometrically if o'Jher pig-
ments are absent, but the moat reliable method
is the measurement of the oxygen capacity.
The hemoglobin molecule, containing 4 hremntm
groups, takes up in rfir 4 mol. of oxygen. As
already described (Section II) oxyhtemoglobin
gives up its oxygen when oxidised to methajmn-
globin, and it is only necessary to add an excess
of K3Fe(CN)g to a known volume of oxy-
hiemoglobiu solution in a suitable manomctric
apparatus. For this purpose the manometers of
Barcroft or Warburg are most suitable (see
M. Dixon, "Manometric Methods," Cambridge,
1934). Thus, if 3 c.c. OjHb solution evolves v
cu.mm. O« at N.T.P. on oxidation, then, as
68,000 g. O tHb would combine with 4x22'4 I.
Oj, the weight of O3Hb. in 3 c.c. solution is

v x 68,000
g

Myoglobin.—When blood is completely re-
moved from an animal by perfusion it will bo
found, on spectroscopie examination of thin slices
of various organs, that a red pigment very
similar to hemoglobin is*often present, and that
it* concentration is greatest in tissues of high
respiratory activity. If a perfused heart is
finely minced, extracted with 0-9% NaCl and
the extract clarified with kicsclguhr, a solution
of this piginent, known aa muscular kaunoglobtn
or myoglobin is obtained. The pigment com-
bines reversibly wilh Oa (when the absorption

i h h 8 1 5 / J 5 4 4 0 )y
maxima (horse-heart)
and alwo with CO.

a

are CI-5815A., /J-5440A.),

The pigment forms apg
metmyoglobin andinitH gonenit properties is very
similar to hmoo^obin. The pigment has beeft
obtained in a crystalline state by Theorell, who
has studied the Bpectroscopy of ita derivatives,
it-< reactions with O, and CO, and found the
molecular weight, by ultraccntrifugal methods,
to be 34,000 ; the molecule containing 2 mol. of
protohajmatin (Biochem. Z. L932, 252,1; 1934,
268, 46). As a result of more recent measure-

a value of 17,000 is now accepted (Sved-
Hill has suggwtod (Proc. Roy. 8oa

1930, B, 120. 472) that " muscle haemoglobin
indicates a presence of & reserve of oxygen not
only in cases f i t i t t e t l b l

y
only in cases of intermittent «upply but nl
in caeca of intermittent consumption of oxygen."
Millikan (ibid. 1930, [\\], 120, \m; 1937, [B|,



using an apparatus in which reaction
velocities could be measured by spectrum
changes over very small intervals of time
(<10~3 sec.) showed that OB combines more
rapidly with myoglobin than with haemoglobin.
This author calculates that the oxygen stored by
myoglobin in mammalian 3heart suffices for
10-15 seconds at rest or 2-3 seconds at high
activity. This store could, therefore, tide the
heart-muscle over from one contraction y> the
next. 'The oxidation of royoglobin (as distinct
from its oxygenation) by molecular oxygen is
also more rapid than that of haemoglobin.

Kinetics of Hasmoglobin end Myoglobin.—
Myoglobin was found by Kill (I.e.) to possess a
higher affinity for oxygen than haemoglobin and
the relationship is summarised in Fig. 4 (repro-
duced by permission of the author). This figure

indicates the percentage of each pigment in the
oxygenated form under various pressures of
oxygen. Whereas the pressure of oxygen in
the venous blood of man is 40 mm. Hg, the
oxida.se activity of the cell functions moat
efficiently at a lower pressure {e.g. 5 mm. Hg).
At the former pressure myoglobin ia 94%
saturated and at the latter pressure 60%
saturated with Oa . Alyoglobin can thus act as
an efficient oxygen carrier between the cir*
dilatory haemoglobin and the enzyme system of
the cell. Hill.has calculated that the oxygen
made available from myoglobin by a drop in
oxygen pressure from 40 mm. to 5 mm. would,
in mammalian heart muscle, supply sufficient
oxygen for 1 second's normal consumption,
i.e. for approximately the duration of 1 heart
beat.
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relative affinities of these piginenta for
*t and CO is expressed by

[HbC^KCO]

Htemoglobiu has a much higher affinity,/or CO
than for O, and values of K between 100 and
600 have been found for various haemoglobins
(Anson, Barcroft, Mirsky and Oinuma, Proc.
Hoy. Soc. L024, B, 97, 61). The value of A* for
myoglobin u m u c h lower; Theorell (Biochem.
2, 1934, 268, 64) finding values of the order of
20 for horse myoglobin.

VI. METILSHOOLUBIK, PEROXIDASE AND

Methaemoglobin.—As previously incntiniifLl,
l b i cau be oxidised to metha.'m^lobin,

the corresponding ferric compound, by means o
K3Fe(CN)B (see Keilin und Hartree, Proc.
Koy. Soc. 1935, B, 117, 1). Below p,, 7 a brown
solution of add mcthiemoglobin is obtained with
absorption barwla at ,rj040A., 547fiA., 5820A. and
6370A. The last bnntl is most prominent in
visual observations. The spectrum is far lesa
intense than tliat of oxyhiemqglobin, and a low-
dispersion spectroscope is essential. Above ;
ulkaline methwniogfbbin is formed which is more
reddish and ha« absorption maxima at 5750A.

and 5450A. Methivmuglobin does not comhinu
with CO or Oj but forms a series of Bpectro-
scopktilly lvell-defitied compounds with the
respiratory inhibitors HCN, HN3, HBS, HF.
NO. HJO8, Mid organic peroxides (e.y.
CjHsOOH)T In (liia rwtpwet metluBinoglobin
is clortely analogous to tin >ry catalysts,
peroxidaw) aad otehae. Tbc etudy of the
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formation of a definite compound between
meth&moglobin and HaO2 (Keilin and Hartree,
I.e.) led to the elucidation of the mechanism
of the biologically fundamental reactions of
peroxidase and catalase with HaOa.

Peroxidase.-—This enzyme is very widely
distributed in vegetable tissues but appears to
be absent from animal tissues (except milk). It
is a protohaematin-protein complex which has
not yet been obtained in a pure state. It is
obtainable most readily from horse-radish root
and it catalyses the oxidation by. H2O2 of many
phenols and aromatic diamines (e.g. pyrogallol,
hydroquinone, p-phenylenediamine), as well as of
ascorbic acid (Willstatter and Pollinger, Annalen,
1923, 430, 269; Kuhn, Hand and Florkin, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1931, 201, 255). Elliot and
Keilin (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1934, B, 114, 210)
demonstrated an approximate proportionality
between hsematin content and peroxidase
activity during purification, while Keilin and
Mann (ibid. 1937, B, 122,119) were able to show
that the activity was strictly proportional to the
the spectrum intensity. The spectrum is very
similar to that of methaemoglobin with bands at
4980A., 5480A., 5830A., 6450A. The latter
authors recorded compound formation with the
above inhibitors and the compound with ftaOa
was the first example of an enzyme-substrate
compound. Such compounds had always been
postulated in studies of the mechanism of enzyme
action. The same authors' purest preparation
contained 1-5% hfematin and may be con-
sidered as 40% pure on the assumption that
peroxi '

144,551) has cast some doubt on the equivalence
of the four hsematin nuclei and indicates that
only three are protohsematin. Catalase, like
methsemoglobin, forms a series of compounds
with the respiratory inhibitors (Keilin and Har-
tree, Z.c), while the mechanism of the decom-
position of H 2 O a into water and molecular
oxygen has been explained by the same authors
(Prop. Roy. Soc. 1938, B, 124,397) as a reduction
of F P - of catalase by H2Oa followed by its
re-oxidation by oxygen.

4Fe---+2H2Oa==s4Fe-.+4H-+2Oa

-4-2HTQ

VII. OTHER NATURALLY-OCCURRING

K^MATIN DERIVATIVES.

Cytochrome (q.v.).
Chlorocruorin.—Ray Lankaster (X

Physiol 1867 2, 114) W KJ

an oxygen carrieri
ted forms are similar

, though the bands are
the red end of the spectrum.

The haemin was isolated and examined by Fox
w TW fi~ 1926, B, 99,199) while, accord-

ed von Seemann (Z. physiol.
133), it is identical with the

spirographishcemin, i.e.
ed as 40% pure on the assumption that ~CHO renlaX? r £% *+ M Fig* l w i t h

xidase will contain the same proportion of H ^ O ^ H I
 g 7 T H : C H 2 m P08!4™ 2.

t h l b i ( 3 8 % ) H J ^ ~^ hwnochromogrfl

1917,17, 44).

g occurring
^ i n Helix P™0*™

v .T
 x!LnctioA is unknown

Vegezzi, J. Physiol. Path. gen.

2. E.

(Darstell
Kiister on

7. C
chemie'

Die Chemie des

hsematin as methsemoglobin (i e. 3-8%). Haema-1 m tjj e

tin and all hsmatin derivatives possess a slight daring
peroxidatic action and this fact has led to the
reporting of heat-stable animal peroxidases. In
such cases, the activity per milligram hsematin
is incomparably smaller than that of peroxidase
which, like other ham-protein enzymes, is
destroyed by heating to 70°C.

Catalase [see aUo%CATALASE).—The occur-
rence tl this enzyme, which decomposes HaOa

into molecular oxygen and water, is almost
entirely restricted to animal tissues where it is
very, widely distributed. Considerable quanti-
ties occur in blood and liver. Like peroxidase
it is a protohsematin-protein complex with a 4-
banded spectrum: 5065A., 5440A., 6800A.,
6295A. (Euler and Josephson, Annalen, 1927
452,158; Zeile and Hellstrom, Z. physiol. Chem.
1930,192,171). Keilin and Hartree (Proc. Roy, articles'bv
Soc. 1936, B, 121,173) described a simple method Farbatoflfe) Tn^hv
of preparation from horse liver and demonstrated Pyrrolkernen)
a strict proportionality between the intensity of 4. J. Barcroft "
the catalase absorption spectrum and the the BloodM Part
hsematin contentrof a series of catalases from 5. R H A
horse liver, and later (unpublished results) found chemistry " London
a similar proportionality between haematin con- 6. P B Hawk ani
tent and catalase activity. The preparation of Physiological
crystalline catalase from ox-liver (Sumner and 7 "
Dounce, J. Biol. Chem. 1937,121, 417) and the the'
measurement of its sedimentation velocit/in the 127,̂ 1
ultra-centrifuge (Stern and Wyckoff, Science, „ „
1938, 87, 18) showed that the molecular weight HiCMOCHROMOr FM m.- v i fin»
of catalase is of the order of 270,000 and Lv H * M O Q L O B K ° ( ^
hamatin molecules occur per molecule. Recent p. 165c) { ' f ihw * '
work (Lemberg, Nome and Legge, Nature, 1939, H>EMOPYRROLE (this Vol., p. 162a).
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HAFNIUM. Hf. At. no. 72, at. wt. 178-6.
In 1023 D. Coster and G. von Heveay detected

in the X-ray spectra of a number of zirconium
minerals six lines attributable to an element 72.
They asserted that two of these lines were not
identical with two lines observed by Dauvillier
in 1922 in certain rare earth;?, and hence could
not be identified with a new element " celtium "
which had been claimed by Urbain to be present
in the qame rare-earth preparation. Coste^and
Von Hevesy proposed the name hafnium (from
Hafnia, an old designation for Copenhagen) for
element 72, and showed that it could be separated
chemically with zirconium frem any accom-
panying rare earths, and that it did not yield
the optical spectra assigned by Urbain to
"celtium" (Nature, 1923, 111, 79, 182, 252,
462).

All zirconium minerals contain tufnium, al-
though in greatly varying amounts; the oxides
contain £-2%, the silicates such as zircon 2-6%.
Alvite, a complex orthosilicate,

(Zr,Hf,Th)O8,Si03,

from Kragero, Norway, contains 34% of zir-
conia and 16% of hafnia. The zirconium ex-
tracted from* the complex minerals evxcnite and
fergusoniU contains i'rom 6 to 6% of hafnium.
Thortveitite, from Madagascar, contains 3-2%
HfiOj and 2% ZrOa. Hafnium is as abundant
in the earth's crust as thorium and about one-
tenth as plentiful as zirconium.

Separation from Zirconium.—Hafnium ex-
hibits a close chemical similarity to zirconium,
and they rAnain associated when the latter is
separated by the usual methods from the rare
earths and thoria. Materials containing had
nium and zirconium are fused with potassium
hydrogen fluoride and the double fluorides
KjXF.(X = Hf orZr) are separated by fractional
crystallisation in aqueous solution. The haf-
nium salt is more soluble and in this way a
product of 99-9% purity is obtainable. A con-
venient alternative consists in the fractionation
of the ammonium double., fluorides, that of
hafnium being the more soluble.

Hafnium ammonium sulphate is also more
soluble than the corresponding zirconium double
salt and may be used in these separations.

The phosphates XO{HjtPO4), also serve for
this separation, the hafnium phosphate WINJ.'
appreciably less soluble in'concentrated acids
than the zirconium compound. The freshly
precipitated mixed phosphate dissolves in
toaHo acid and on adding hydrochloric or sul-
phuric acid is reprecipitat«d in a readily filter-
able form. In this process hafnium accumulates
in the less instead of in the more soluble frac-
tions. This method is available on a large scale,
and after about 26 fractionations the hafnium
contains not more than 1% of zirconium (de
Swr, Z.'anorg. Chem. 1926, 150, 210; with
Broos, ibid. 1930, 187, 190).

A precipitation, method has also been recom-
mended by Prandt" {ibid. 1932, 208, J20; 1937,
230,419} in which the solution of the hydroxides
m dilate Bulphorio acid containing ammonium
""Ipli.'ite and oxalic add Ea trotted with sodium

rocyanide; hafnium is enriched in the head
fractions. Tlio presence of phosphate ions tends

to interfere by causing co-precipitatiou of
phosphates.

Sublimation and distillation methods have
also been employed. The double compounds
2XC14-PCIS and 2XCI4POCI3 (X-Hf and
Zr), produced by melting together the mixed
hafnium and zirconium tetrachlorides with the
corresponding phosphorus chlorides, can be dis-
tilled under ordinary pressures and, in both
cases, the hafnium compound, being the more
volatile, is concentrated in the early fractions
(Van Arkel and de Boer, ibid. 1924, 141, 289;
B.P. 221802).

Metallic Hafnium, obtained by thermal
decomposition of its iodide, has also beeu pre-
pared from the double fluoride KaHfFe or the
tetrachloride by reduction with metallic sodium ;
the oxide may be used if a mixture of calcium
and sodium is employed as the reducing agent
(Van Arkel and de Boer, ibid, 1925, 148, 345;
de Boer and Fast, ibid. 1030, 187, 193).

Physical Properties.—Hafnium is a highly
lustrous, ductile metal reseinbb'ng zirconium in
appearance and crystalline form (hexagonal
system). The .Z-radiogram gives the side of
the unit triangular prism as 3-32A. and its height
as 5-4(SA., with axial ratio 1:1-64. It melts at
2220°G. while its density at room temperature
is 13-3, the atomic volume being 13-42. Six
isotopes have been indicated, weak lines at 174
and 176 with stronger lines at 177, 178, 179 and
180; the relative abundance of these is approxi-
mately 03, 5, 19, 28, 18 and 30%, respectively
{Aston, Proo. Roy. Soc. 1935, A, 149, 896;
Dempster, Physical Hev. 1939, |ii], 56, 794).
The specific heat at low temperature has been
measured by Cristeseu and Simon (Z. physikal.
Chem. 1934, B, 25, 273) who find that there is an
anomaly with a sharp peak at 75° abs. The
resistivity of hafnium is 30-10* ohm-cm, at
0°C.; no evidence of superconductivity was
noticed at 1-35° abs. (de Boer and Fast, Z.
anorg. Chem. 1930,187, 193).

The spectrum of hafnium possesses a great
number of lines, the persistent ones being ?5130,
2516-9, 2041-4, 2773-4, 2820-2, 2898-3, 2910-5,
3072-9, 3134-8, 4093-2A.

Chemical Proptrltet—Although falling be-
tween zirconium and thorium in the periodic
classification, hafnium more closely resembles,
but is more basic than, the former. Its reactions
with acids, halogens and other reagents are
similar to those of zirconium and it shows a like
tendency to form complex salts.

COMPOUNDS.

Hafnium Dioxide (Hafnia), HfOr—Ob-
tained by ignition of the hydroxide, oxnlatr,
oxychloride or sulphate. It is a dianiagnetic
oxide, di0 8ti8, incandescent at high tempera-
tures whil* its melSng-point is 3047±25° abs.
Hafnia is an amphotcric oxide and strontium
hafnatc, SrHfO3, 1ms been made (Hoffmann,
Naturwiw!. 1933, 21, 076).

Hafnium Tetrafluonde,HfF4.—MoiKtchnic
,,-ismiitii- cryiitabobtatoedophcanagaranioniaiii

I ' l i ' n i i i i i f j r i H - t ' f ^ J r l Min H I r i f J11 & BvF^' i i 111 ^ 1 I L J l i O "

gen at 500°. It may be purified by Kiblinmtioi!
at 800% aiui this ptOOBH leads to a partial sftpva -
tion from any zirconium present {Von Hevisy
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and Dullenkopf, Z. anorg. Chem. 1934,221,161;
Schultze, Z. Krist. 1934,89, 477). When hafnia
is dissolved in hydrofluoric acid and the solution
is concentrated, crystals of the trihydrate
HfF4,3H2O separate, and these when recrystal-
lised several times from water hydrolyse to form
the oxyfluoride HfOF22H F,2H2O (Von Hevesy
and Wagner, Z. anorg. Chem. 1930, 191, 194).
Hafnium fluoride very readily forms a series of
double salts with alkali and ammonium fluorides
of the types M2[HfF6] and M3[HfF7];. these
are more soluble in water than the corresponding
zirconium salts. .

Hafnium Chlorides.—Hafnium bums fairly
readily when heated in chlorine, producing the
tetrachloride HfCI4 as a white crystalline mass
which can be further purified by sublimation in
dry hydrogen. It begins to volatilise at 250°
and any zirconium present will tend to collect in
the first portion of the sublimate. The chloride
is also formed when the oxide is heated in the
presence of a reducing agent and chlorine.
Water hydrolyses it to hafnyl chloride, HfOCI2,
while addition of ether to an alcoholic solution
of the latter substance yields another oxy-m

chloride, Hf«O3CI2,5H2O. These compounds
are less soluble in hydrochloric acid than the
zirconium analogues and have been used fn the
separation of the two metals (de Boer and Fast,
Z.c).

Hafnium Oxybromide is formed as glistening
tetragonal crystals on concentrating a solution
of hafnia in hydrobromic acid. It is extremely
soluble in the dilute acid, but increasing con-
centration of the latter causes a rapid decrease
in the solubility. Thus in 0-35Ar-HBr at 25°
the solubility is 3-3 g.-mol. "HfOBr. per litre
while in 13-36JV- it is 00039 g.-mol. (Von Hevesy
and Wagner, I.e.).

Hafnium Iodide (see de Boer, Z. anorg. Chem.
1926,150, 216).

Haf n ium Su Iphate, made either by the action
of fuming sulphuric acid on the tetrachloride or
by repeated evaporation of the fluoride with con-
centrated sulphuric acid, always seems to con-
tain excess H2SO4 over that required by the
formula Hf(SO4)2. This excess can only be
removed at a temperature (500°) at which the
salt begins to decompose (Von Hevesy and
Cremer, ibid. 1931,195, 339).

Hafnium Nitrate.—This salt, mixed with
tungstic oxide, is employed in making lamp fila-
ments. The hafnium produced is stated to
.prevent the recrystallisation of the tungsten
filament.

Hafnium Phosphates.—When a solution of
hafnyl chloride in 62V-HCI is added to one of
disodium phosphate in the same medium a finely
divided precipitate is produced corresponding to
the formula HfO2P2O5,2H2O. This might be
either Hf(HPO4)2,H2Oor«HfO(H2PO4)2, but
the well-known stability of hafnyl as compared
with hafnium ions strongly favours the latter
formula. When ignited, the salt loses 2 mol
of water yielding hafnyl metaphosphate, <.

HfO(PO3)2.

Hafnyl phosphate is the least soluble of all phos
phates in hydrochloric acid, the solubility in ON
acid at room temperature being 0-00009 g.-mol.

per litre (Von Hevesy and Kimura, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1925, 47, 2540; Z. angew. Chem.
1925, S8, 228).

Hafnium Carbide.—Said to be obtained as a
grey powder on heating an intimate mixture of
hafnia and finely divided carbon in a graphite
tube at 2,OOO-3,OO8°C. or by passing the vapour
of the tetrachloride together with methane and
hydrogen over a heated tungsten filament.

Hrfnium Boride has also been prepared
Agte and Moers, Z. anorg. Chem. 1931,198,233;

see also Vol. II, 44c).
Hafnium Acetylacetone, Hf(C5H7Oa)4.—

Monoclinic crystals, m.p. 194-195°, <£f 1;67,
formed when acetylacetone and dilute soda solu-
tion are added to hafnyl chloride in water; the
product is recrystallised from alcohol. It sub-
limes slowly in a high vacuum at 82° but at 87°
decomposition sets in. Like zirconium acetyl-
acetone and unlike the thorium analogue it does
not combine with ammonia; it further re-
sembles the former in giving a decahydrate
Hf(C6H7O2)4.10H2O (Von Hevesy and L6g-
strup, Ber. 1926,59 [£], 1890).

References.—Georg von Hevesy, " Das Ele-
ment Hafnium," Berlin, 1927; J. W. Mellor,

A Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic and
General Chemistry," Vol. VII, London, 1927;
H. Rose, " Das Hafnium," Braunschweig, 1926.

G. R. D.
HAGLUND PROCESS (Vol. I, 2686).
HAIPINGERITE (Vol. I I , 2266).
HAIR DYES (HUMAN). The practice of

dyeing the hair has considerably increased of
recent years, particularly since the introduction
tf organic intermediates -auch as j?-phenylene-
diamine which can be oxidised to produce dyes
on the hair. But the art is really of great anti-
quity; there are references to it in ancient
Hebrew, Persian and Roman literature. The
practice was common too in ancient Egypt and
it seems that the use of mineral pigments such
as kohl, and vegetable colours including henna,
dates back several thousands of years.

Although hair has a general composition simi-
lar to that of wool, its dyeing present. peculiar
problems because the affinity of human hair for
dyes is very much less than that of wool, and
the dyeing9 qualities of living hair differ some-
what from those of dead hair. Moreover, it will
be obvious that onty those substances can be
used which will be effective at temperatures
below about 37°C. and that the use of markedly
acid or alkaline reagents will be fraught with
serious consequences. There are three principal
classes of hair dyes: (i) Inorganic dyes or pig-
ments; (ii) Vegetable colouring mattera; and
(iii) Oxidation dyes.

(i) In this class the most ancient material is
kohl, the name covering a variety of black pig-
ments, including charcoal and various forms of
galena. It is not now used, save perhaps in
some theatrical make-ups, in which the pigment
is made into a paste or emulsion with resinous
materials, gum or gelatin. Lead compounds are
still used rather extensively, though they tirv
more often described as hair restorers. Tin-
chief ingredients in such mixtures are lead
acetate, less commonly lead oxide, emulsified
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with a sulphur compound—either colloidal sul-
phur, sodium thiosulphate or a mixture thereof—
in the presence of glycerin and oil. Tl:e pro-
portions commonly present may be about 3%
of lead acetate with an equal quantity of sulphur.
These mixtures react slowly on the hair and form
a brown or black coating of I>ad sulphide, part
of which is adsorbed into the hair fibres. The
mode of action is not quite clear, but it appears
that the sulphur is first adsorbed and later cpm-
binea with the lead. Silver forms the basis of
another series of dyes; these differ from lead
mixtures in that they require two separate solu-
tions, one containing silver nitrate with or with-
out ^.mmonia, and the other containing either an
alkaline sulphide or a solution of pyrogallol.
Sulphide mixtures give light brown shades, while
the pyrogallol mixtures are darker or even black.
Bismuth has enjoyed quite a vogue.-, The basis
is usually bismuth citrate dissolved in a water-
alcohol-glycerin mixture, and a separate solution
contains cholesterol, sulphur and allmmiti. As
in the case of the lead pigments, the reactions
involve changes in the keratin of the hair with
the liberation of hydrogen sulphide and the
formation of a black bismuth sulphide on the
hair. Various clainiH have been made as to
thu function of the cholesterol and albumin, but
there is no evidence that they participate in the
reactions. Preparations based on nickel, cobalt,
iron, manganese and copper salts also appear in
the literature, but are not in common use,
though they may, aH noted below, be used in
admixture with henna and other vegetable com-
pounds. Salts of these metals may be employed
in conjunction with pyrogallol, with which they
are aaid to produce go*d black dyes, B

(ii) The principal hair dyes coming within the
second class, vegetable dyes, arc henna, walnut,
logwood, chamomile and indigo. Cutch and
other tannin materials are used to a less extent.
The dyeing properties of henna (q.v.) are due
almost, entirely to 2-hydroxynaphthaquinone,
known also as Lawaont; this substance is present
to the extent of 1-1-5% and^cta as an acid dye-
stuff. It is a pale yellow in acid solution and
dyes hair a bright orange colour, the shade being
considerably affected by metallic mordants.
For use the powdered leaves, about S oz. for
* head, are made into a paste with boiling
water and applied to the hair for about 15
minutes; the presence of a*small amount of a
wetting agent is of advantage. Matty com-
pounded hennas are Bold; these contain copper
salts, pyrogallol or even jj-phenylenediamine, and
Berve to give much darker shades than aro ob-
tainable from pure henna. Indigo finds use in
conjunction with henna under the nAno of
tenna-reng, A mixture of 2 parts of indigo with
1 part henna gives a brown and 3 parts of indigo
give a darker brown. For the composition of
henna powder nnd methods for the determina-
tion of 2-hvdroxynaphthaquinone, see H. E.
Cox, Analyst, 1938, 63,397. Walnut ninnies and
leaves which also find use as & hair dye resemble
'"•mia in dyeing properties. The active in-
gPetlient in MiydmxyiifiphMinquuiom*, j«#k>WI
't dyu« hair a durk brown but the colour takes
""tin time to develop fully. Walnut ic applied
in the forai of aa extract, or the powdered leaves,

with or without henna, are mixed to make a
paste which can be applied hot. Extract of
walnut ahou Id be freshly prepared as it does not
keep well; commercial products may contain
metallic additions, notably silver salts. There
have been several attempts to apply logwood as
a hair dye, but it is not very successful unless
in admixture. The preparations for production
of a satisfactory colour on the hair from the
hsematoxylin present in logwood mixtures usually
consist of powders containing the wood with
additions of starch, chestnut or henna, and as
o x idi se r an aci d sol uti on of dich rom ate. Chamo-
mil.' flowers (q.v.) contain a rather feeble dye-
stuff of the flavone class called ajtigcniu, the
glucosidal constitution of which is described by
Power and Browning [J.C.S. 1914, 105. 1829).
For practical application a hot paste made from
powdered chamomile flowers diluted with fuller's
earth or kaolin is applied to the hair aod left in
contact with it for half an hour or more. The
colour produced on light hair is a warm blonde;
it may be darkened by admixture with henna or
walnut. Chamomilo rinds more extensive use aa
a shampoo or rinae than actually as a dye.

(iii) The most interesting development in hair
dyeing began in 1888 when Erdmnim introduced
the us~of p-phenylcnediamUic, the first and most
important member of the oxidation class. Since
that date a very great number of substances
have been proposed or patented which claim to
possess special merit, or to avoid the one
disadvantage of y-phenylenediamine, namely its
occasional irritant effect on the skin. Dye mix-
tures of this class involve two reagents, one being
an alkaline solution of the base or bases, usually
mixed with soap or other wetting agent and per-
fume, and the other a solution of hydrogen
peroxide or tablets of urea peroxide. These two
solutions are mixed immediately before use and
are applied with a brush to the well-washed hair.
When p-phenyfo&eduuaine is thus oxidised in
alkaline solution the first product in Bandrow-*
aki's base (Bar, 1894, 27, 480) possibly with
quinonediiminc as an intermediate prxluct;
this subsequently condenses with the formation
of a complex azinc in and on the hair fibres (<•/.

N H ,

N H . NH

H. K. Cox, Analyst, 1934, 59, 3). When p-
phmyleaadiunioe is used alone the range of
colours obtainable in limited to dull bruwu,
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and black, and there is considerable wastage
To extend the range and obtain auburn, light
and dark brown shades, a dihydric phenol is
added. This is usually resorcinol or caterhol,
but a variety of other compounds may be used.
In the presence of such phenols the course of the
reaction is quite different; there is no formation
of Bandrowaki's base but of indophenols of a
red-brown colour, and having the oxygen in the
ortfo-position to the nitrogen. These indo-
phenols further condense to oxazonee on the
hair (c/. Cox, ibid. 1040, 65, 393), and produce a
pleasing variety of shades. The popularity of

OH

I

these mixtures is such that it has \>een stated
that 10 million packets per annum are sold in
one European country, and as might be ox-
pectcd, there are many variants of the mixtures
which give rise to particular colours or for
which special virtues are claimed. The success
of p-phenylenediamine as a hair dye is some-
what offset by the fact that it produces a trouble-
some dermatitis on some few individuals
who are idiosyncratic or auperaensitive (cf.
lugram, J. Derm. Syph. 1932, 44, 422; Cox,
J. Med. Legal Soc. 1037, 123). For this reason

•the Bubstance and ita honiologue p-taluylene-
diamine are included in Part II of the Poisons
Rulesfin Britain and are subject to legislative
restrictions in France, Germany and the U.S.A.
It is customary, when these dyeB are to be usod,
first to make a small patch test on the individual
aiul only to proved if this test indicates that
no supersensitivity exists. Perhaps it ia partly
as a result of this difficulty that intensive search
has been made for other oxidtsablc intermediates
which might have the same or better tinctorial
power and, in addition, possess all the virtues
required of the ideal hair dye, viz. (1) it should
provide n good range of colours and a silky lustre

the hair; (2) it must not make the hair
brittle; (3) it must not irritate or stain the scalp •
(4) it must not fade or produce " off " colours;
and (5) it must not interfere with subsequent
permanent waving of the htflr. Of the members
of the same series p-toluylwii-cliauiine is used
and jj-xylylenediamine has been suggested.
Then vulphonfc acid groups bCTO bMD intro-
ijin toxkity but snch compounds
are oft inferior tinctorial power, HO aluo ure the

y\ derivatives. The metliyl-, ethyl- and
diim'tbvl-dmvutivtt* of /t-plienylenediamine are
rcn1 good d\ 0 far tm is known, t'
IN not leas toxic than tliu original hwc. The

aminophenols, aminoanisoles and atninophene-
toles are also used; p-aininophenol will produce
a goodabrown. 2:4.-Diaminophenol is also useful.
Another interesting series includes the nitro-
amines such as 2-iiitro-4-amino- and 2-amino-4-
nitro-phetio)andnitro-p-phenylenediamine; the
chemistry of the Oxidation of these compounds
has not yet been elucidated. Various diphenyl-
derivatives also find use; such are the p«
aniiijodiphcnylamineH, #p'-diaminodiphenyl-
amine and their substitution products and the
naphthalenedia mines. These are also blended
with a dihydric or trihydric phenol to give the
required range «f colours. Any of these com-
pounds may be present in mixtures together
with a number of other substances whose names
appear in the now voluminous list of patents.
Ready-formed synthetic dyea may also be
present. c

In view of what has been said it is clear that
no simple methods of analysis can "be pre-
scribed which will cover all cases. Mixtures will
contain in addition to the foregoing bases suit-
able quantities of wetting agents, ammonia,
soaps or sulphonated Compounds, perfumes and
sometimes glycerin or oils. Before applying
specific teat* therefore it is necessary to separate
the ingredients, as dia mines form addition com-
pounds with dihydric phenols and various inter-
actions are possible in the solutions, thus
rendering colour reactions most unreliable.
Much can bo effected by judicious selection of
solvents; petroleum spirit extracts any fat or
fatty acids from the acidified xuiVture and subse-
quent treatment with ether will reropve most of
the dihydric phenol, after which addition of
alkali in the presence of (t mild reducing agent
will enable any diamine to ho extracted. These
various fractions can be further separated and
examined. In checking by means of nitrogen
determinations it should be borne in mind that
some of these derivatives give markedly low
results with the Kjeldahl process. J. Carol
{J. Assoc. Off. Agr. Chem. 1940,23, 821} gives a
;ood method for tho, separation of j>-pnenylene-
liamine in such mixtures.
In general finished dyes suoh as are useful for

textiles have very limited affinity for living hair
under tho conditions which must bo observed in
hair dyeing. There are, however, considerable
numbers of tinting mixtures or rinses which find
extensive use for fancy purposes. It is im-
portant that dyes used for this purpose should
be of a good degree of purity.

References.—Redgrave and Bari - WoohVs
Hair Dyes and Hair Dyeing," W. Hcinemann,

Ltd.. London, 1039, and various papers by Cox
(U). • ^ H. E. C

"HALARSOL" (Vol. 1,4896).
" HALAZONE " (Vol. IV, 20c).
HALBERG-BETH system of dry gas-

ckanuig (Vol. V, :177).
HALF VALUE PERIOD. This term {or

;be equivalents " half life period " and " half
ime ") is used with reference to processes which
:ake place at a mensurable ipwd, itnd represent*
HM tima aeOHMty for sonic quantity which i«

measured to decrease to one-hall' of its
iLCJiml value. Tho commonest IILSO in that of

a chemical reaction, where tho hulf value period
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(H.V.P.) is the time necessary for the concentra-
tion of one of the initial reactants to be reduced
to one-half. If, as is often the case, the co-irse of
the reaction in Iwing followed by measuring the
value of some property (e.g. pressure, volume,
colour, conductivity, etc.) which is proportional
to the concentration of the *eactant, then the
H.V.P. ia also equal to the time necessary for
this value to become halved. This criterion is
often applied to radioactive changes, where the
activity of the specimen is the property mea-
sured; similarly, in. a rawmisation the H.V.P.
is the time required for the initial optical
rotation tn become halved. . .,

,The dependence of the H.V.P. on the initial
concentration, and its relation to the velocity
constant, depend on the kinetic order of the
change. If a JH the initial concentration of the
reactant and x its concentration after time i,
then for first order reactions (which include
simple radioactive changes)

dx
i,(=log#

so that the H.V.P. ia independent of the initial
concentration and inversely proportional to the
first order constant hv In this case the reaction
velocity can be defined equally well by either A,
or (j, and in the case of radioactive changes the
latter ia more often used. For a second order
reaction.

Ax
— — — - ,

x a

The H.V.P. is now inversely proportional both
to the initial concentration and to kv In
general, for a reaction of the nth order (»>1),

das
di

n - l _ l

Thus, for all reaction orders, the H.V.P. of a
reaction of the nth order ie inversely proportional
fc> a"-1, where a is the initial concentration (or,
in the case o5 a gas, the initial pressure). The
dependence of the H.V.P. ivpon the initial con-
centration or pressure can thus be mod as a

I Method of determining the kinetic order of a
change, though it is usually desirable to supple-
ment tbia by measurements on the course of
8'nglo reactions.

P, P. B.
HALITE or ROCK-SALT (FT. Set gtmme;

««r. Steitisalz). Sodium chloride, NaCl, crystal-
lised in the cubic system. Although known as
^mineral eince remote time* and of very wide
attribution, tho name halite (from oA?, salt)
^comparatively recent {£. F. Olocker, 1847).

I developed cryatab with tbe form of simple
cubes are not uncommon, but those of octa-
hedral habit are quite rare. The faces of the
tk *>™«timo« nhow sunken depressions,
though not so marked as in the hopper-»hai>ed
wvitala prodoced artificially. .Small square II

pits or etched figures are readily produced on
the cube faces by solution. Silky, fibrous
masses also occur. But most frequently the
mineral is found as granular or sparry masses
with bright cleavage surfaces. This perfect
cleavage, parallel to the faces of the cube, is an
important character. In addition, the crystals
sometimes break along surfaces (ghde-plajies)
parallel to the rhombic-dodecahedron. This
effect is, however, secondary, and is only pro-
duced after the crystal has been subjected to
pressure, either naturally by earth movements
or by artificial means. Bf a cleavage cube of
salt be placed diagonally in a vice so that two
cube edges are held by the jaws, it can be
broken in this direction. The plastic deforma-
tion of rock-salt and the percussion-figure (a
four-rayed star with the rays parallel to tbe
diagonals of the cube face, which is produced
on a cteavagu surface by a smart blow with a
blunt point) also depend on the presence of
these planes of gliding.

Crystals are usually colourless and trans-
parent, but occasionally they are of a deep blue
or violet colour. This colour disappears when
the salt is dissolved in water or when heated;
and it can be produced artificially by the vapour
of alkili metals or by tbo action of cathode or
radium rays. It has been variously ascribed to
the presence of metallic sodium, sodium sub-
chloride, Na,CI, or sulphur. Sp.gr. of pureery-
stals, 2-17; nardness 2£; specific heat, 0-219.
The mineral is a non-conduetor of electricity and
is highly dtathcrmanous. It is therefore used an
blocks and lenses for experiments on radiant
heat. The best crystallised material is obtained
from Stassfurt in Prussia, aud from Wieliezka
and Kalim in Poland; good, clear cleavage
blocks have been found at Meadow bank in
Cheshire. Crystals are very nearly pure sodium
chloride, and mixtvi crystais with potassium
chloride (eylvite) do not occur. Massive material
contains impurities of various kinds. A variety
known as huantnjayite, containing AgCI 11%,
is found as small cubes at Huantajaya near
Tarapaca in Chile.

Rock-salt is most frequently found as bedded
deposits in sedimentary rocks, such as sandstone,
shale, clay and, less often, limestone, and is
frequently associated with beds of gypsum and
anhydrite, and sometimes with petroleum. Such
deposits have evidently been formed in inland
seae and hikes under desert conditions; they
are of world-wide distribution and are met with
in formations of all geological periods, as
indicated below:

Ooa&ariMl
fonutton*.

Raottl

Localities.

Dead Sea, Caspian Sea, Grviit
Salt Lake of Utah, California,
etc.

Yiiltcrra iii TuHeany, Parajd
in Transylvania.

Wieltczkaand Kntusz in Poland,
Bukovina, Minglam'lla in
Spain.
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lurmntiDns.

Oligocene.

Cretaceous

Jurassic .

Triasaic—
Keuper.

Muschelkalk

Bunter .

Permian •

Carboniferous

Eastern Carpathians in Tnui-
sylvania, Witteleheira in Al-
Bace.

Cardona near Barcelona, Cau-
casus, Rumania.

Unna in Westphalia, Medea in
Algeria, Texas, Louisiana,
Peru.

Bex in Switzerland, Kodcnburg
in Hesse-Nassau, Peru.

Cheshire, Worcestershire, Lan-
cashire, north-east York-
shire, Durham, Isle of Man,
Antrim, Pyrenees, Lorraine,
Cclte in Hanover, Berchtea-
garden in Bavaria, Hall in
Tyrol, .Halluin in Salzburg,
Iflchl and Hallstatt in Upper
Austria, rtnimon in Styria.

Priedrichahall in Wiirttemberg,
Ernsthall in Tluirtngia.

Schoiiingcn in Brunswick,
A rush a 11 in Thuringia,

Staasfurt, Halle, etc., in Prus-
sian Saxony, A r tern in
Thuringia, Sperenberg near
Berlin, Segeberg in Holstein,
Inowrazlaw in Posen, Oren-
burg in Russia, Kansas.

Pennsylvania, Virginia, West
Virginia, Michigan, Ohio,
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia.

Westphalia, Baltic provinces of
Russia, Siberia, China.

New York, Michigan, Ohio,
Ontario.

Salt Range in Punjab.

I n addition to these bedded deposits of rock-
salt, which are the only deposits of economic
importance, mention may be made here of some
other modes of occurrence. The microscopic
cavities present in vast numbers in the quartz of
granitic igneous rocks often contain minute
cubes of halite together with water and liquid
carbon dioxide. The saline encrustations of
active volcanoes (e.p. Vesuvius), produced either
by direct sublimation or by the action of acid
vapours on the scoria, contain sodium and pot us
stum chlorides, usually in a powdery form, but
occasionally as distinct crystals of halite and
sylvite.

Rferences.—For a detailed risumi of the
ralogical characters and occurrence of

halite, see, C. Hintze, L1 Hsndbuch der Jlinera-
logie," Leipzig, lyil, Vol. I, pp. 101-231; on
the deposits worked commercially, see J. 0. von
Buschman, " Das Salz, dessen Vorkommen und
Verwertung in samtlidten Staaten der ,Erde,"
2 vols, Leipzig, 190G-9 ; A. P. Culvert, " Salt in
Cheshire," London, 1915.

L. J. S.
HALLOYSITE. A clay-mineral with ap-

proximately the composition uf kaolinttu (q.v.)

Bef
jninet
halitr

but containing rather more water (about 19%).
It forms compact masses with a slight greasy
feel awl lustre, and may be white, grey or shades
ufvariouscolours; sp.gr. 20-2-2 ; hardness 1-2.
It occurs as beds in sedimentary rocks and as
masses in mineral -veins, and has sometimea been
observed as a decomposition product of granite
and other rocks containing felspar. Possibly
the minute amorphous granules of china-c&y
and some other clays may be referable to this
KfeOBB. (See H. Ries, " Clays, their Occurrence,
Properties and Uses," 3rd ed., 1927; also Vol.
Ill , 190a).

L. J. S.
HALOGEN ACETIC ACIDS. Deriva-

tives of acetic acid in which the hydrogen of the
methyl group is partly or wholly replaced by a
halogen.

CHLOROACETIC ACIDS.

MonochloroaceticAcid.CHjjCI-COOH.-
The acid may be prepared by passing chlorine
into 100 g. glacial acetic acid, 1 g. iodine, 2 g.
red phosphorus and: 2 g. phosphorus penta-
chloride at 100° contained in a flask fitted with
a leading tube, a" condenser and mechanical
stirrer (Bruckner, Amer. Chcm. Abstr. 1930,24,
61; Lyubarskii, ibid. p. 827; Shilov, ibid. p. 827).
Sulphur, phosphorus, sulphur monochloride and
acetic anhydride may also be used as catalysts
(U.S.P. 1757100). Many patents protect the
preparation from trichloroethylcno by heating
with sulphuric acid (I/.S.P. 1304108, 1322898;
B.P. 132042; set also J.S.C.I. 1922, 41, I91K).
Q-Trioxymethylone and sulphuryl* chloride at
170° in the presence of zinc chloride also give
Ihe a-acid (Fuchs and Katscher, Ber. 1924,
57 LB], 1250).

The acid crystallises in three modifications:
a-, prisms, m.p. 61-3°; j9-, plates, m.p, 56*18°;
y, m.p. 5020° (Muller, J. Physical Cheni. 1914,
86, 197); b.p. 189°/77 mm., 104-105720 mm.;
d\*'s 1-3518 (Grinakowski, Chem. Zentr. 1913,
II, 2076). For hydrates, see Collea (J.CJ3. 1906,
89, 1252J; heat of solution, Pickering {ibid.
1895, 67, 665) and Louguinino (Ann Chim.
Phys. 1879, [v], 17, 251); heat of combustion
171-0 kg.-cal., Berthelot (Ann. Chim Phys.
1893, [Tiff 28, 567); electrical conductivity,
Kortright (Amer. Chem, J. 1896, 18, 368);
magnetic rotation^ Pcrkin {J.C.S. 1896, 69,
1236); i for the esterification velocity con-
stant, see Sudborough and Lloyd (ibid. 1899,
75, 476); for electrolytic dissociation constant,
A =1-55 x 10-', ««. Ostwald (Z. physikal. Chem.
1889, 8, 176). r J

The ^cid is soluble in cold water, but decom-
poses on heating the solution into hydrochloric
and glycollic acids {Buchanan, Ber. 1871, 4, 340,
8(>3; Jfittig and Thomson, Annalen, 1880, 200,
75; Senter, J.C.S. 1907, fllf 460). Metallic
hydroxides of the type R'OH decompose it,
£#j£?8 BlywUie acid, whilst those of the type
R, ( ° H )e y«l(l diglycollic acid (Schreiber, J. pr.
Chem. 1876, lii], 13, 346). The anhydride is
produced by distilling the acid m vacua with
phosphorus pc-ntoxide (Biscuoff and Walden,
Ber. 1894, 27, 2S49). With nmmonui glv
produwd (Kraut, Ogldbcrg and Kuna, AunaUn,
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1891, 286, 295), and phenols in the presence of
alkali give aryloxy-acetic acids (Giacosa, J. pr.
Chem. 1879, [ii], 19, 396).

By reaction with sodium sulphide and sul-
phur in alkaline solution, dithioglycollic acid is
produced which on reduction yields thioglycollic
acid (G.P. 180875; J.C.S. J4)O7, 92, i, 1008).
The sodium salt or the ethyl ester reacts with
potassium cyanide to yield the corresponding
derivatives of cyanacetic acid (Phelps and Tillot-
son, Amer. J. Sci. 1908, [iv], 26, 267, 275).
The acid chloride, b.p. ca. 105°, d° 1-495 (Wurtz,
Ann. Chim. 1857, [iii], 49, 61) may be prepared
from the acid and thionyl chloride (de Barry
Barnett, Chem. News, 1921,122, 220). The use
of methyl (b.p. 133°), ethyl (b.p. 143-145°),
wopropyl (b.p. 147-155°) and aec-butyl (b.p.
165-170°) esters as fumigants has been investi-
gated (Roark and Cotton, Ind. Eng. Chem.
1928, 20, 513; Nelson, ibid. 1380). The esters
are obtojned by passing the vapour of the
alcohol, or a mixture of the alcohol and acid,
through the molten acid, Ti, Th or AI salts
promoting the reaction (Jap. P. 43731).

Dichloroacetic Acid.. CHCI2COOH.—
This acid may be prepared in 80-85% yield by
the action of copper powder on trichloroacetic
acid in water or benzene (Doughty, J. Araer.
Chem. Soc. 1925, 47, 1091; 1931, 53, 1594);
or by the interaction of sodium cyanide (2 mol.)
and chloral hydrate (1 mol.) in boiling aqueous
solution, acidifying and extracting (A. 1929, 63).
Also from asymmetric dichloroacetone with
nitric acid (U.S.P. 2051470; Chem. Zentr. 1936,
II, 3468).

Colourless0liquid, b.p. 194°; 144°/164 mm.;
125°/70 mm.; 102o/2Q,mm.; 94°/ll mm. K=
614 x 10-*.

Methyl Ester.—B.p. 143-144°; 49-8-50°/2

Ethyl Ester.—B.p. 158°. Prepared by treating
chloral in alcoholic solution with potassium
cyanide (Chattaway and Irving, J.C.S. 1929,
1038) or from alcohol and dichlorovinyl ethers
(G.P. 209268, 210502, 212592; J.C.S. 1909, 96,
i, 453, 694,873).

Trichloroacetic Acid, CCI3COOH.—Pre
pared by chlorination of acetic acid at 120° in
the presence of sulphur, phosphorus or iodine as
catalyst; or by the oxidation of chloral with
fuming nitric acid (Kolbe, Annalen, 1846, 54,
183) or chromic acid (Clermont, Compt. rend.
1873, 76, 774) or potassium permrnganate
(idem., ibid. 1878, 86,1270).

Deliquescent crystals, m.p. 58°, b.p. 196-5°;
141-142°/25 mm. JC=l-2; sp.gr. 1-6298 at
60-6°. Heat of combustion (constant pressure)
92-8 kg.-cal. (Berthelot, Ann. Chim. Phy?» 1893,
[vi], 28, 569). Electrical conductivity (Rivals,
Compt. rend. 1897, 125, 274 ; (Mwald, Z
physikal. Chem. 1887, 1, 100; 1889, 3, 177)
The acid, is readily hydrolysed to chloroform
and carbon dioxide by heating with water or
alkalis (Dumas, Annalen, 1839, 32, 101).

The acid has been used with success as a
protein precipitant (Cristolef al., Bull. Soc. Chim
bio). 1922, 4, 267) and also in toxicology for the
isolation of alkaloids which might be destroyed
by sulphuric acid (Florence, Bull. Soc. chim
1927, [iv], 41, 1097). IU distribution co-

efficients between water and various organic
olvents have been determined (Anderson, A.
929, 908) and also its solubility in different

solvents (Kendall, Davidson and Adler, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1921, 43, 1487). Treatment
with zinc in aqueous solution gives a quantita-
tive yield of zinc dichloroacetate (Doughty,
ibid. 1929, 51, 852). The sodium or zinc salt
ields on electrolysis trichloromethyl trichloro-

acetate (Elbs and Kratz, J. pr. Chem. 1897, [ii],
55, 502). It forms compounds with aldehydes
and ketones (Koboseff, J. Russ. Phys. Chem.
Soc. 1903, 35, 652; Plotrikoff, ibid. 1904, 36,
1088; 1905, 37, 875; Ber. 1906, 39, 1794).
For molecular compounds of trichloroacetic acid
with alcohols, phenols and ethers, see Pushin
and Rikovski, Annalen, 1935, 516, 286.

The acid has been shown to undergo the
Reimer-Tiemann reaction with phenols, but the
yields are poor (Van Alphen, Rec. trav. Chim.
1927, 46, 144).

Methyl Ester.—B.p. 152-3-152-57763-3 mm.
(Schiff, Z. physikal. Chem. 1887, 1, 379; Ans-
chutz and Haslam, Annalen, 1889, 253, 124);
d LV;4892 <HeMy' J C S - IMfc 48, 1121).

Ethyl Ester.—B.p. 164y; d™ 1-369 (Claus
Annalen, 1878, 191, 58; Bruhl, ibid. 1880 203
22; S-hiff, ibid. 1883, 220, 108).

The cobalt, manganese and cadmium salts of
the chloroacetic acids have been prepared by
neutralising the acid with the metal carbonate
and evaporating in a vacuum desiccator (Amer.
Chem. Abstr. 1929,23,3900), and also the uranyl
salts (A. 1926, 372).

BEOMOACETIO ACID£.

Monobromoacetic Acid, CH 2 BrCOOH.
Prepared in 80% yield from 20 g. acetic acid,
58 g. bromine and 0-1 g. red phosphorus as
catalyst, at 100-105° (Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1922,
16,2842); m.p. 50°; b.p. 203°; 168°/250 mm.;
118°/15 mm.; J5C=l-38 x 10"3 at 25°C. For elec-
trical conductivity, see Ostwald, Z. physikal.
Chem. 1889,3,178; Kortright, Amer. Cl̂ em. J.
1896, 18,368.

The aqueous solution decomposes slowly on
heating, giving glycollic acid (Senter, J.C.S.
1909, 95, 1828). The sodium salt heated in
vacuo yields glycollide. Much work has been
done on the physiological action of the acid and
its esters.

Methyl Ester.—Prepared by heating the acid
and alcohol in scaled tubes at 100° (I'erkin and
Duppa, Annalen, 1858, 108, 109); b.p. 144°
with decomposition.

Ethyl Ester.—Yrcv&rcd as the methyl ester or
from ethyl alcohol and bromoacctylchlorido (Gal,
Annalen, 1864,132,179); b.p. 159°.

p-Nitrobenzyl Ester has m.p.«8-89°.
Dibromoacetic lAcid, CHBr 2 COOH.--

May be prepared by dropping bromine into boil-
ing acetic acid to which 5% of sulphur has been
added, and finally raising the temperature to
150° (Gcnvressc, Bull. Soc. chim. 1892, [m],
7 365)- m.p. 48°; b.p. 232-234° (with decora-
position); ^95-197°/250 mm. Easily soluble in
water and alcohol.

Ethyl Ester.—Prepared from anhydrous sodium
acetate (1 mol.), broinalcyanhydrin (I mol.)
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and absolute alcohol (Klebs, Z. physikal. Chem.
1896,19, 303); b.p. 192-194°; 120-121°/74 mm.

Tribromoacetic Acid,CBr3COOH.—Pre-
pared by gently warming bromal with fuming
nitric acid and allowing the mixture to stand for
1 hour (Schaffer, Ber. 1871, 4, 370).

Monoclinic prisms, m.p. 130°, b.p. 246° (with
decomposition). The acid is decomposed by
water to give bromoform and carbon dioxide
exclusively (De Groote, Bull. Soc. chim. Belg.
1928. 37, 225). .

Ethyl Eater.—Prepared by passing hydrogen
chloride into a cooled alcoholic solution of tri-
bromoacetic acid (Broche, J. pr. Chem. 1894,
[ii],50,98); b.p. 225°; 148°/73 mm.

CHLOROBBOMOACETIC AOIDS.

Chlorobromoacetic Acid,

CHCIBrCOOH.

Prepared by heating equimolecular quantities
of monoehloroacetic acid and bromine in sealed
tubes at 160° (Cech and Steiner, Ber. 1875, 8,
1174). Also prepared by the hydrolysis of the
acid chloride obtained by the action of bromine
on a/J-dichlorqvinyl ether (Backer and Mook,
J.C.S. 1928, 2125). Also by heating chloro-
bromomalonic acid at 130° until evolu/ion of
CO2 ceases (Read and McMath, ibid. 1926,
2183); m.p. 31-5°, b.p. 214-5° (decomp.), 103-
104°/ll mm. (Backer and Mook, i.c); m.p. 38°
(Read and McMath, i.e.); b.p. 210-212°
(Vanderstichele, ibid. 1923, 123, 1227). It is
extremely deliquescent. Backer and Mook
(I.e.) completed the resolution of this acid, em-
ploying quinine for isolating the dextro and
brucine for isolating the lasVo isomer, respec-
tively.

Amide, m.p. 126°. Ethyl ester, b.p. 174°.
Phenyl eater, m.p. 46-5°, b.p. 266° (Crompton
and Triffitt, ibid. 1921,119,1874).

Monochlorodibromoacetic Acid,

CCIBryCOOH.

Prepared by heating monochlorodibromoacet-
aldeh$de with fuming nitric acid (Neumeister,
Ber 1882, 15, 603); m.p. 89°; b.p. 232-234°
(with decomposition). Potassium hydroxide
converts it, on heating, into monochlorodibromo-
methane.

Dichloromonobromoacetic Acid,

CCI2BrCOOH.

Prepared from dichloromonobromoacetaldehyde
« J! i m i n g nit«.C a ? d (Neumeister, ibid. 1882,
15,603); m.p.64; b.p. 215° (decomposition).

IODOACETIO ACIDS.

Monoiodoacetic Acid, CHJCOOH —
Prepared from jmonochloro- or monobromo-
acetic acid and sodium iodide in acetone (G P
230172, Chem. Zentr. 19fl, I, 359), or from
potassium iodide and chloroacetic acid in water
at 50° (Kailan and Jungermann, ibid. 1934, II,
3240). Also by hydrolysis of the ethyl eBter
(q.v.) with baryta water (Perkin and Duppa
Annalen, 1859, 112, 125); m.p. 82°.

Ethyl Ester.—Prepared by the interaction of
ethyl chloro- or bromo-acetate, potassium iodide
and alcohol (Perkin and Duppa, I.e.)'; b.p.

69°/12 mm.; 75-78°/16 mm. The acid and its
ester possess marked poisonous properties
(Chlonin, Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1928, 22, 127,
649).

Methyl Ester.—Prepared in a manner analogous
to the ethyl ester; b.p.* 169-171°. sec-Octyl
Ester, b.p. 146°-lfl7/17 mm. (Rule and Mitchell,
J.C.S. 1925, 3202).

The neutral ammonium salt (McMaster and
Pratte, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1923,45, 2999) and
a basic ferric salt (A. 1926, 949) have been
prepared.

Di-iodoacetic Acid, CH12COOH.—Pre-
pared by the interaction of 1 part of malonic acid
with 1 part of' iodic acid in 4 parts of water;
carbon dioxide is evolved; the solution is cooled,
filtered and allowed to stand. After 2 or 3 days
crystals of tri-iodoacetic acid separate; these
are filtered off and, after heating the filtrate, the
di-iodo compound separates on cooling; m.p.
110° (Angeli, Ber. 1893,26, 596).

Ethyl Ester.—Prepared by the interaction of
ethyl dibromoacetate and potassium iodide in
alcoholic solution (Perkin and Duppa, Annalen,
1861, 117, 351), or of ethyl dichloroacetate and
calcium iodide (Spindler, ibid. 1885, 231, 273).
Yellow liquid, which cannot be distilled un-
changed under atmospheric pressure.

Tri-iodoacetic Acid, CI3-COOH.—Forpre-
paration, see di-iodoacetic acid. Yellow plates,
m.p. 150° with decomposition. By heating with
acetic acid, iodoform and carbon dioxide are
produced.

FLUOROAOETIC ACIDS.

Trifluoroacetic Acid, CF2CbOH.—Pre-
pared by the oxidation of trifluorotoluidine

•(Swarts, Bull. Acad. roy. Belg. 1922, [v], 8, 343;
Chem. Zentr. 1923, III, 918).

For the preparation of the ethyl eater (b.p.
126°) of trifluoroacetic acid, see Ray and Ray,
ibid. 1937, I, 3627. Electrolysis of trifluoro-
acetic acid gives hexafluoroethane (Swarts, Bull.
Acad. roy. Belg. 1931, [v], 17, 27). Treatment
of the silver salt in ice-cold 30% solution in
benzene with iodind gave the anhydride (Swarts,
Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1930, 24, 589).

Ethyl Fluorodibromoacetate.—Prepared by
the reaction of 1 mol. ethyl tribromoacetate and
4 mol. silver fluoride at 190-200°. It is an in-
soluble liquid and readily hydrolysed by water
(Rathbury, Ber. 19,18, 51, 669).

HALOTRICHITE,

FeSO4Ala(SO4)3-24H2O,

occurs naturally as silky, fibrous, efflorescent
masses of a yellowish-white colour; named
from £\s, salt* and Bpt{9 rpl\os9 hair. It
results *by the action of the products of decom-
position of pyrite on surrounding aluminous
rocks, as at Hurlet and Campsie near Glasgow;
and also by the action of volcanic gases on rocks,
as at the Solfatara di Pozzuoli near Naples,
and in Iceland, whore a variety called " hver-
Balt" is found. A large deposit occupies the
crater of an extinct volcano near the source of
the Gila river in Grant Co., Now Mexico. At
Urmia in Persia the mineral has been used for
making ink.

L. J. S.
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HALOXILINE (Vol. IV, 4636).
HALPHEN-HICKS REACTION (Vol

111, 295a).
HALPHEN TEST (Vol. 11, 1676).
HALVORSAN PROCESS (Vol. I, 268c).
HAMAMELIN. {Extract of Hamamelis

B.P.C.) A solid extracted tiy alcohol from the
dried leave? of Hamamelis virginiana Linn,
and used in medicine as an astringent, princi
pally in the treatment of piles. The drug eocurs
in the form of a green or almost black powder;
the brown substance formerly appearing in com-
merce under this name was prepared from hama-
melis bark. Berry (Pharm. J. 1936, 2, 247)
suggested improvements in manufacture to en-
sure maximum solubility and activity.

A.D. P.
HAMAMELIS. The dried.leaves of the

witch-hazel, Hamamelis Virginian* Linn., a
shrub indigenous to North America. The drug
contains? tannin, gallic acid and a trace of a
volatile oil. Liquid and solid extracts prepared
from the drug are used in medicine as astrin-
gents (v. HAMAMELIN). The fresh leaves of the
witch-hazel are used to prepare a distilled ex-
tract (Liquor Hamamelidis B.P.C.), a weakly
alcoholic, colourless liquid, possessing the cha-
racteristic odour of witch-hazel, but practically
devoid of tannin. It is used externally in
medicinal and cosmetic applications for the
treatment of sunburn and other 'skin troubles.
Hamamelis bark (Hamamelidis Cortex B.P.C.)
is no longer an official pharmacopceical drug, but
is still used in medicine in the form of a tincture
(Tinctura Hamamelidis B.P.C.). The bark con-
tains about 6% of tannins, including crystalline
hamamelitannin, gallic acid, resin, fat an4
phytosterol. For description of hamamelitannin
and its derivatives, see Freudenbcrg and
Blttmmel (Annalen, 1924, 440, 45); Schmidt
{ibid. 1929, 476, 250).

A. D. P.
HAMAMELOSE (Vol. I I , 288(2).
HAMBERGITE (Vol. I, 685a).
HAMLINITE (Vol. V, 263c).
HANSA YELLOWS (Vol. IV, 235a).
HARDEN AND YOUNG ESTER (Vol. V,

20d, 22d).
HARDENED OR HYDROGENATED

FATTY OILS. The scarcity of natural solid
fats compared with the relative abundance of
liquid oils is one of the outstanding features of
the fatty oil trades. This unequal distribution
has caused a greater value to be attached to the
solid fats, and, with increasing demand for
edible oils, there has arisen a desire for methods
of producing solid fats from liquid material.
Chemically the main difference between these
two classes of fatty product is a preponderance
of saturated long chain fatty acid esters (glyce-
rides) in the solid fats and of corresponding
unsaturated compounds in the oils.

The successful reduction of the unsaturated
esters by catalytic hydrogcnation is probably
the most important development in the oil
industry of the last 30 years. Prior to the intro-
duction of this process various methods had
been tried, Varrcntrapp's reaction forming the
basis of one of the most interesting. According
to this oleic acid is converted to palmitic acid by
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fusion with alkali hydroxide. In practice the
process was limited to the treatment of fatty
acids and was not applied to neutral glycerides.
It yielded material of poor colour and the large
volumes of hydrogen liberated were a source of
danger.

Schmidt's process of heating oleic acid with
zinc chloride at 185° requires a distillation of the
product, .and this is attended by partial decom-
position of the /9-hydroxystearic acid formed
in the reaction, into oleic and isooleic acids.
Better results were obtained by methods in
which oleic acid was treated with sulphuric
acid at a low temperature, and the resulting
suiphonated compound decomposed by means
of water into hydroxystearic acid and free
sulphuric acid. By distillation of the hydroxy-
stearic acid a mixture of oleic acid and its
solid isomeride twoleic acid was obtained, the
latter being of commercial value as a candle
material.

In 1897 Tissier (F.P. 263158, 1897) claimed a
process of converting oleic acid into stearic acid
by means of the nascent hydrogen liberated
when fats are'heated, in an autoclave, with
water and finely divided zinc' but Freundlich
and Rosauer (Chem.-Ztg. 1900, 24, 566) found
that che process did not produce the result*
claimed for it.

Electrolytic methods of hydrogenating oleic
acid are claimed in the patents of Magnier,
Brangier and Tissier (B.P. 3363, 1900) and of
Hemptinne (B.P. 1572,1905). According to the
latter, oleic acid is spread in a thin layer on
metallic plates, between which is passed a silent
discharge, whilst the air in the vessel is replaced
by hydrogen. Under these conditions hydrogen
is absorbed, with the formation of a considerable
proportion of stearic acid and other substances
of higher melting-point, and the process is
repeated until about 20-30% of the oleic acid
has been converted. The solid products are
then separated by chilling and filtering the
mixture.

Better yields were obtained in Bochrnger's
process (G.P. 187788,189332,1906) in which the
cathodes consisted of platinum coated with a
layer of spongy platinum, or palladium coated
with palladium black.

These methods are of historic, rather than
practical, interest and their application on a
commercial scale has not achieved notable or
lasting suctcsH, later catalytic methods having
proved to be superior. Recently, however,
attention has again been directed to methods
of converting olein to claidin or other twolems
as a means of hardening oils. A process of b.H.
Bertram (Ole, Fette, Wachse, Scife, Kosmetik,
1938, No. 7, 1-4) claims that the conversion
may be accomplished by means of 0;l-l% of
selenium at 150-240°C. with formation of a
product of satisfactory colour.

DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROGENATION
PROCESSES.

The modern methods of catalytic hydrogena-
tion are based on the investigations of Sabatier
and Senderens, who showed that the unsaturated
bonds in organic compounds could be made to
combine with hydrogen by passing a mixture
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of eases, e.g. ethylene or acetylene mixed with
hydrogen, over heated finely divided nickel;
cobaltT iron and platinum were less effective
(Compt rend. 1897, 124, 1358; 1899, 128,
im ri900,130,1628, 1761; 131, 40,187).

A German patent for the hydrogenation of
oils on these lines was taken out- in 1902 by
LePrince and Siveke, G.P. 141029, whilst in 1903
Normann (B.P. 1515, 1903) claimed a process of
catalytically hydrogenating oils either in the
form of vapour or as liquid. He stated, for
example, that by suspending nickel powder in
oleic acid heated in an oil bath, and passing a
current of hydrogen, or of a gaseous mixture rich
in hydrogen, through the liquid, the oleic acid
could be completely converted into stearic acid.

Sabatier (Ann. Chim. Phys. 1909, [viii], 16,
.73) converted oleic acid vapour into stearic
acid by means of hydrogen and nickel, but
believed that the vapour state was necessary for
the reaction.

Successful technical hydrogenation of fats
dates from the Normann patent. As was in-
evitable many difficulties were .encountered in
developing the method and it was not until the
process was acquired by Joseph Crosfield & Sons
of Warrington that it became, with Dr. Nor-
mann's assistance, a practical success. Ey 1910
several hundred tons of hardened oil were being
produced per week and.the process enabled sub-
stitutes to be produced at a price between £10
and £20 a ton cheaper than tallow. Economic
changes, however, have affected the position
considerably and it may now be said that the
development of hydrogenation and the conse-
quent increase in production, of whale oil have
caused the value of almost all edible oils to
depend mainly on the value of whale oil.

The development of hydrogenation may be
traced from the following account of some of the
more important processes which have been
patented since 1903.

An exhaustive account of these and other
processes, and indeed of everything connected
with oil-hardening, will be found in C. Ellis, " The
Hydrogenation of Organic Substances, in-
cluding Fats and Fuels," 3rd ed., D. van Nost-
rand Co., New York, 1930.

In Day's process (U.S.P. 826089, 1906)
catalytic hydrogenation of hydrocarbon oils is
employed to effect deodorisation, palladium
black being used preferably as the catalyst.

Treatment of hydrocarbon oils by catalytic
hydrogenation is now carried out on a large scale
to produce greater proportions of valuable frac-
tions from mineral oil*. Complex mixtures of
oxides and sulphides of various metals are em-
ployed as catalysts, and the reaction is con-
ducted at high temperatures and pressures
(v. HYDBOGKNATTON OF COAL).

An apparatus claimed By Schwoerer (G.P
199909, 1906) consists of a vessel containing a
helical trough the underside of which is coated
with asbestos impregnated with nickel. The
oily substance, e.g. oleic acid, is brought«into a
fine state, of division by means of supcrhchtcd
steam, and passed, together with hydrogen, into
the vessel, where the mixture is heated to
250-270°. Under these conditions the hydro-
gen is absorbed, and the stearic acid deposited

to a large extent in the trough. Bedford and
Williams' process (B.P. 9112, 1908) is concerned
with the hydrogenation of oleic acid in the form
of spray, the mixture of acid and hydrogen
passing through two separate layers of catalytic
material in a verfjcal tower, the internal tem-
perature of which is maintained at about 200°
The reduction is carried out under ordinary
pressure, vacuum is then applied and the pro-
ductodistilled over into a receiver connected to
the tower.

In his processes described in G.P. 211669,
1907,221890,1909, Erdmann claims a method of
hydrogenating cftls in the form of a fine spray in
presence of a nickel or other catalyst. Thus tne
oil may be finely divided by means of a jet of
hydrogen in a chamber containing a rotating
cylinder covered with a layer of the catalytic
agent, and 9s then made to pass through a bed
of pumice impregnated with nickel. Or the oil

filled with porous catalytic material, and there
meet a current of hydrogen from another inlet,
the temperature beinp maintained at 170-180°.
The solid product is preferably purified by treat-
ment with steam under reduced pressure.

In the Kayser process, which is stated to be
employed on a large scale in the United States,
an inert powder such as kieselguhr is used as
the carrier for a nickel catalyst, the oil being
agitated with this at about 150-160°. One
form of apparatus, used for effecting an intimate
admixture of oil and catalyst, consists of a hori-
zontal cylinder in which revolves a paddle
wheel the skeleton blades of which"are covered
with wire gauze. Hydrogen under pressure is
introduced at one end of the cylinder, and the
unabsorbed gas is drawn off at the other end.

Hydrogenation under pressure is also a
feature of Testrup's process (B.P. 7726, 1910),
the mixture of finely divided oil and catalyst
being pumped into a vessel containing an atmo-
sphere of hydrogen. For example, a mixture
of oil and palladium, or preferably nickel, may
be heated to about 460° in a jacketed chamber,
containing hydrogen under 12 atm. provided
with a stirring device, and then forced through
spraying nozzles into a second chamber, where
the temperature is maintained at about 160-
170°, and in which a hydrogen pressure of
9 atm. is maintained. If still harder products
are required, the process may be repeated in
another chamber into which hydrogen is
admitted at a pressure lower by 3 atm., or a
whole series of connected vessels may be used.

The use of autoclaves for hydrogenating oils
has the advantage that the conversion is effected
at a relatively low temperature (100-160°)
thus obviating the risk of injury by over-
heating. In Wilbuschewitsch's process (F.P.
426343, 1910) an intimate mixture of the oil
and catalyst is pumped or injected into a series
of connected autoclaves, through which cir-
culates a current of hydrogen in the opposite
direction. The gas may be admitted in such a
way that it disperses, in the form of a spray, the
oily mixture accumulating in the bottom of thr
vessel, which is pumped into connected nut«»-
claveH, where the process is repeated until tin-
product has the desired melting-point; or th.
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hydrogen passes counter-current through re-
ducing valves into successive autoclaves with
corresponding diminution of pressure. '

In. the process claimed by Bedford and
Williams (B.P. 29612, 1910) about 1% of a
metal oxide catalyst h addedjto the oil, which is
heated by means of a steam coil, in a dosed
vessel, to about 250°, wliile hydrogen is intro-
dttced through a perforated pipe at the bottom
of the yeasel. By using a mixture of hydi<sgen
and oxygen in place of pure hydrogen, hydroxy-
ffitty acids, or their compounds, may be pro-
duced by this process.

In order to effect the hydroge\iation in stages
aft different.temperatures Ellis has devised a
method whereby the mixture of oil and metal
catalyst is made to pass in a continuous stream
through a long tube, divided into ft series of
compartments, and encounters a "current ot'
hydrogen travelling in the opposite direction.
Different temperatures are maintained in the
different compartments, e.g. l!50° in tin-
1(S5° in the second, and 180° in the last (B.P.
24084, 1912). In Pictet's,process {F.P. 472OKO,
1913) the oil, with or without the uddition of a
catalyst, is made to pass by gravitation through
a series of communicating tubes, the walls of
w'I • i t•)i are eom posed of catalytic metal. Hydro•
E^n is introduced under suitable pressure, and
the oil is finely divided and brought into intimate
contact with the gas by means of rotating
devices which brush continually against the
walls of the tubes.

In order to obtain a larae lorface of catalytic
material IK war and Liebmann (B.P. 156'68,
1*J14) distribute the catalyst over fibrous

id such as yam! which fur strength ma^
™ enclosed between sheets of wire gauze. Or
the fibrous material may be supported on

- attached to the agitator, or wotmd round
tne bladaa of the agitatot In the livdrogenating
apparatus.

'" ' hydrogenation process the oil
i* mixed with the catalyst and treated with
hydrogen in a closed vessel *(H>nttiiiiing a eomb-
•naped rotating agitator to subdivide the oil,
whilst a centrifugal propcllor at the base flings

mixture upwards to be beaten agaiu (B.P.the
5967,

The metho<i of effecting minute subdivision
« the oil adopted by Moore (U.S.P. 112I80O,
1»14) is to pass it together with th<i hydro-
gen through catalytic material which may be
contained in a diaphragm porous to the oil and
B«s. but not to the catalyst.

l ine ' s apparatus (B.P. 968, 191.1} consist* of a
fertical cyllndrioal vessel wtii.-h i» heated by

ns of a steam Jacket or otherwise. Beaters
rotating horizontally round a central shaft
alternate with annular sloping shelves on the
sides of the vessel, BO that the oil and catalyst,
entering at the top, are alternately sprayed out-

Ss to the sides and guided to the centre of
beaters next below; and so on, until they

oh the bottom and are then pumped again to
'"• top. The hydrogen eaters by a pipe at the

•""e of tho apparatus.
•" Walker's proem (1 s,l', 1128962, L61S)the

III('|! acids ••! irayed by
nn of hydrogen under prvjtsure agaiimt

heated, finely divided, catalytic material,
presence of an electric discharge.

The ewsontifd features of the process of Bh'ke-
land and Devik (U.S.I1. 1125259, 1!)15) are that
the oil is mixed with the catalyst and a portion
forced from a jet into an atmosphere of hydrogrn,
and thence downwards into the body of the oil,
whereby hydrogen is conveyed by suction to the
bottom of the vessel and is ubsorbed on rising
through the oil.

McElroy (U.S.P. 1157993, 1915) claims the use
of an emulsifying process. Freshly reduced
nickel is mixed with the oil, and hydrogen is
made to circulate through the liquid in minute
ascending bubbles in a special form of apparatus.
in such a way as to produce a gas- liquid emulsion.

Hydrogen

Afl'AKATDS.

The apparatus devised by Maxted and Bida-
date (ll.P. 1W9O3, 191(i) oonaiata of a w
column provided with battit; plutcx, MO arranged
that a niztttra of oil, cutalyst and hydrogen,
projected into tho top of the grease!, is <
alternately tirst in one direction and then in the
other on its passage to the bottom.

The essential feature of the process of Wells
(JJJ5.P. 1383887, lai'l) is the vigorous agitation
of the reaction mixture by tho introduction of «
stream*of hydrogen from beneath.

In the apparatus described by Mellersh
•00 (If.P. 175021, 1920), hydrogen is admitted
through a distributing plate of porous material
und riitcs in uniform bubbles through the <>i|. In
another type of apparatus (Ellis, uS .P 1480861,
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1924) the oil is made to circulate in vertical
planes in a long horizontal cylindrical tank by
means of convection currents produced by heat-
ins coils placed in suitable positions. In another
patent, also of Ellis (U.S.P. 1476330, 1923), the
hydrogen is made to bubble through the oil at
150-200°, and is arrested by the nickel catalyst
which is contained in a finely divided powder of
inert material.

A new type of apparatus and process is
claimed by Ruben (U.S.P. 1554296, 1925), in
which a liquid with a high dielectric constant
is passed upwards through a metal cylinder,
containing a suspended porous pot with a di-
electric constant lower than that of the liquid
under treatment. This pot, which has a conduc-
tive inner surface, is supplied with a high fre-
quency alternating current of high potential,
whilst the conductive wall of the outer cylinder
is connected with the other pole. Under these
conditions hydrogenation of the oil is effected
without the use of a catalyst.

In B.P. 341153, 1929, claim is made by the
1.6. Farbenind. A.-G. for resistant zinc alloys,
m.p. above 500°, for constructing or lining the
hydrogenation vessels and connections.

In 1922 E. R. Bolton (J.S.C.1.1922,41, 384R)
noted that the technical application of an
apparently simple catalytic reaction had already
inspired the subject-matter of 300 patents. This
number has been largely increased since, and it
may be said that the processes now in operation
are all based on the fundamental concept of
Sabatier-Senderens and differ only in method of
catalyst production, mechanical details of
admixture of oil, catalyst anc^hydrogen; reaction
conditions of temperature and pressure, and
after-treatment of products. A comparatively
Hmall weight of hydrogen is required (less
than 0-7% by weight) but its volume is such
that the efficiency of the process necessarily
depends largely on the degree of admixture
of the reactants with the catalyst and on the
efficiency of the latter.

CATALYSTS FOB HYDROGENATION.

In the original investigations on catalytic
hydrogenation by Sabatier and Senderena finely
divided platinum or palladium was used as the
catalytic agent, but as nickel is a much less
expensive catalyst than those metals it is now
almost universally employed for the hydro-
genation of oils and fats. The use of other
metals such as palladium, cobalt, iron and copper
as catalytic agents has also been claimed in
several of the patent processes of hydrogenation.

In preparing a nickel catalyst the usual
method is to precipitate nickel hydroxide or
carbonate from absolution of a salt such as nickel
sulphate, in the presence of inert material such
as kieselguhr, to dry the Sludge and to reduce
it ma current of hydrogen at a temperature of

In Lane's process (Engineer, 1917, 128, 511)
solutions of nickel sulphate and of soditfm car-
bonate are prepared in separate tanks provided
with steam jets, and are transferred into a
third tank provided with a mixing apparatus

LS£ln%linC^ HUPP°rt-*»terialf Buch as
mixture of precipitated nickel

carbonate and kieselguhr is dried, ground
and roasted to convert the carbonate into oxide,
after Which it is heated in a current of hydrogen.

One form of apparatus used for this purpose
is a vertical vessel provided with external
means of heating, and containing a series of
reciprocating grids. The powdered material is
introduced at the top and falls on to the succes-
sive grids, the movement of which exposes frejh
particles to the current of hydrogen, which is
admitted at the base, and rises through the
grids to the outlet at the top of the apparatus.
The reduced material falls into a vessel contain-
ing oil of the same kind as is to be hydrogenated,
and, after being thoroughly mixed, the oily mess
is ground until of the desired consistency.

The method of preparing the catalyst has a
considerable influence on its activity and its
resistance io external influences. For example,
nickel which has been reduced at as low a tem-
perature as possible is more effective than that
reduced at a higher temperature, but, on the
other hand, is also more sensitive to the action
of catalyst " poisons." Ellis (J.S.C.1.1912,31,
1163) gives 300-325° as a suitable temperature
for the reduction. According to Kelber, how-
ever (Ber. 1916,49,1868), a catalyst prepared by
reducing basic nickel carbonate with hydrogen
at 450° is more sensitive to poisons than one
prepared at 310°. On the other hand a catalytic
agent prepared by reducing the basic carbonate
on Florida earth (Kelber, I.e., p. 60) at 450°
proved remarkably resistant to the action of
hydrocyanic acid, hydrogen sulphide and carbon
disulphide.

Nickel catalysts may be prepared from car-
•bonates and oxides of the^ metal by reduction at
temperatures as low as 150°C. and will remain
active in use for long periods with suitable oils.

The activity of a catalyst has also some deter-
mining effect on the nature of the reaction, sup-
pressing or promoting the formation of isomeric
glycerides of oleic acid which always accompanies
hydrogenation of unsaturated fatty oils.
M. G. Barradas (U.S.P. 2014999, 1935) claims
to control the selectivity of hydrogenation by
admixing various proportions of an inert gas
with the hydrogen used.

Reduced iron, sodium chloride, sodium sul-
phate ancf sodium nitrate have no influence on
the activity of nickel catalysts, but sodium sul-
phide gradually impairs the efficiency, and
sulphur destroys it immediately (Moore, Richter
and Van Arsdel, Ind. Eng/Chem. 1917, 9,
451). Nickel may also be rendered inactive by
traces of chlorine and of decomposition pro-
ducts in the oils undergoing hydrogenation.
For this reason low-grade oils, such as whale
and fish oils, may speedily render a nickel
catalyst inactive. Heating and agitating the
oil with freshly-precipitated copper hydroxide
has been found an effective means of removing
the poisonous constituents from such oils,
especially after a preliminary treatment with
sodium carbonate solution (Ellis and Wells,
ibid. 1910, 8, H8(j). In some cases, however, it is
necessary to hydrogenate the oil in two stages,
filtering off the catalyst alter it has become
inactive. Veno (J. Chera. Ind. Tokyo, 1918, 21,

has shown that powdered metals (not
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reduced by hydrogen), such as nickel, tin, zir-
conium and copper, have but little injurious
action on catalytic hydrogenation, but that iron,
zinc, lead and mercury act as poisons.

For a detailed study of the effect of various
catalyst poisons on platinum^see Maxted (J.C.S.
1925,127,73; 1928,1600; 1931,2203).

Catalysts resistant to poisoning by sulphur are
prepared, according to B.P. 415203/1923 of
I.G. Farbenind. A.-G., in the form of sulphides
of the heavy metals of groups V and VI and Re,
Ni, Co. The best results are obtained with
Mo or W sulphides singly or as a mixture.

The efficiency of a catalytic metal, being at any
Ata partly determined by the extent of its sur-
face, is considerably increased by distributing it
over a porous non-catalytic support such as
charcoal, powdered pumice or kieselguhr, and
the method of impregnating the support with
the metal forms the subject-matter of numerous
patents. In Crosfield's process (B.P. 30282,
1910) an inert medium, such as asbestos or kiesel-
guhr, is impregnated with a solution of nickel
sulphate, and then treated with a solution of an
alkali hydroxide. The mass, which now con-
tains nickel hydroxide, is washed, dried and
heated in a current of hydrogen; and the result-
ing product should contain about 30% of metallic
nickel.

Kayser (U.S.P. 10040?4, 1911) saturates the
porous support with a solution of a nickel salt,
and incorporates therewith molecular proportions
of powdered sodium carbonate. The mixture
is then treated with boiling water, dried and the
nickel salt deduced. In a later patent (U.S.P.
1001279, 1911) Kayser claims a method of pre-
paring a catalyst which may be exposed to tto
air for several days without undergoing oxida-
tion and losing its catalytic activity. In this
process nickel oxide is reduced at about 500-
600°, and a current of carbon dioxide passed
through the material until the gas leaving the
apparatus is no longer inflammable.

In Bolton and Lush's process (B.P. 162382,
1920) the poisoning of the catalyst through the
formation of nickel soap is prevented by adding
mono- or diglycerides to the oil. These combine
with any free fatty acids present and so prevent
the nickel being attacked. Bolton has also
claimed a method of restoring the activity of the
catalyst by washing it in the apparatus, first
with hot oil to remove soap and then with a
solvent to remove the oil (B.P. 162370,1920).

Leasing (B.P. 18998, 1912) claims the use of a
catalyst composed of nickel carbonyl or other
metallic compound which undergoes decom-
position at the temperature of hydrogenation.

Reduction of nickel formate in the oil itself
is described in a process of Brochet (Bull. Soc.
chim. 1920, [iv], 27, 899). Processes based on
this method have acquired considerable technical
importance.

Bedford and Erdmann (B.P. 27718, 1912)
make use of metallic oxides in a form suitable for
catalytic agents. They assert (J. pr. Chem.
1913, [ii], 87, 425) that nickel oxides are much
jess sensitive than metallic nickel to external
influences, and that they effect more rapid
hydrogenation. The activity of the catalytic
agent is increased by the presence of the

oxides of other metals. In carrying out the
process the oil is heated to 180° in a cylindrical
copper vessel fitted with an agitator, while a
slow current of hydrogen is passed through it.
A small quantity of nickel oxide is introduced,
the temperature raised to 255-260°, and, after
the addition of more catalyst, the supply of
hydrogen is increased. It is claimed that the
hydrogenated product is free from hydroxy-
acids, and that nickel soap is formed only to a
very limited extent.

Erdmann and Rack attribute any activity of
nickel borate to the formation of nickel oxides
at 260°. Contrary to the claim of Schonfeld,
they find that nickel borate does not convey
hydrogen to unsaturated fats at 175°. Nor-
mann, however, attributes the catalytic activity
of nickel borate to the formation of metallic
nickel produced by the hydrogen during the
hydrogenation process, and finds that there is
no positive evidence of the presence of nickel
suboxide.

Meigen's experiments (J. pr. Chem. 1915, [ii],
92, 390) are opposed to the view of Erdmann
and Bedford, that an oxide or suboxide of nickel
is the catalytic agent. He concludes that while
it is conceivable that their view may be correct,
it is a hypothesis which is lacking in experi-
mental proof.

In Byron's method of preparing a stable
catalyst (B.P. 13382, 1913) the solution of a
salt of a catalytically active metal, such as
nickel sulphate, is treated with a solution of an
alkali silicate, and the precipitate dried, and, if
desired, reduced in a current of hydrogen.

Richardson (U.?.P. 1151718, 1915) claims
the use of an oleate of nickel or other metal;
whilst Bacon and Nicolet (U.S.P. 1152591, 1915)
prepare a catalyst containing nickel hydroxide
and aluminium hydroxide, in which the nickel
has been rendered active by reduction with
hydrogen. Catalysts composed of aluminates
of nickel or other heavy metals have also been
patented by De Nordiske Fabriker De-No-Fa
A/s. (B.P. 140371, 1919).

Catalysts are prepared by Raney (U.S.P.
1628190,1927) by alloying nickel and aluminium
and submitting the alloy to the action of alkali.
The resulting material having a cellular micro-
structure is of a very active nature and
has been much employed—chiefly in research—
under the name of " Raney nickel." If the
action of the alkali is restricted to the surface
of turnings of the alloy the catalyst may be used
in massive form, thus leaving only traces of
metal to be removed from the oil after hydro-
genation.

L. G. Jenness (Oil and Soap, 1934, 11, 131)
prepares "foraminate" catalysts by selective
corrosion of aggregates of the catalytic metal
and other material,* claiming such catalysts to
be of superior activity.

A catalytic agent claimed by Ellis (U.S*P.
1156068) is prepared by incorporating hydrated
nickel*hydroxide, Ni(OH)2,H2O, with an oily
medium, reducing the nickel compound with
hydrogen, and removing moisture from the
product. In another process, also patented by
Ellis (U.S.P. 1159480, 1915), a basic compound
of nickel is partly reduced with hydrogen to
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obtain a catalyst consisting of nickel and a lower

^Catalysts described by Ellis (U.S.P. 1378336-
7-8, 1921) are prepared by incorporating organic
salts of nickel, etc., with an oily medium, and
heating the mixture at reduced pressure, e.g.
heating nickel oleate in the presence of non-
reducing inert gases ; and by reducing mixtures
of metallic salts of nickel, copper and cobalt in
an oily medium.

Armstrong and Hilditch (Proc. Roy. Soc.
1922, A, 102, 27) investigated the influence of
copper in promoting the activity of a nickel
catalyst. They found that a lower temperature
(180°) was required for the reduction, whereas
the nickel compound by itself was not reduced
by hydrogen below 300°. Grote (Seifens.-Ztg.
1920, 47, 713) found that by using a catalyst
consisting of a colloidal double nickel and mag-
nesium (or aluminium) silicate, dried and reduced
in hydrogen, the time of hydrogenation could be
reduced to 10 minutes and the temperature to
160°. The addition of a phenolic substance
(quinol, guaiacol or resorcinol) is claimed to
accelerate hydrogenation (Lever Bros., Ltd., and
R. Thomas, B.P. 208189, 1922).

Metallic soaps and other impurities .which
act as " poisons" to the catalyst may be
removed by treatment with Japanese fuller's
earth (S. Ucno, J. Soc. Chem. Ind. Japan, 1920,
23, 1028).

CONTINUOUS PROCESSES.

A scries of processes were devised for the
continuous hydrogenation o£oils by Bolton and
co-workers from 1920 onwards in which the
catalyst is used in massive form and oil is passed
over it at suitable temperatures in an atmosphere
of hydrogen. Thus E. R. Bolton (B.P. 162370,
1920) activates nickel wool by treating it with
nitric acid in liquid or vapour form, then
roasting it and reducing adhering oxides with
hydrogen. Oil and hydrogen are passed in
counts-current over the catalyst which may be
reactivated by treatment with hot oil and
solvents.

A great advance was made by the introduction
of Bolton and Lush's continuous process (Lush
and Technical Research Works, Ltd., B.P.
203218, 1922), which is successfully worked
in many countries by licences from Technical
Research Works, Ltd. The catalyst consists of
nickel wire or turnings enclosed in cages of
metallic gauze. The cage and its contents are
coated with a film of nickel peroxide in an
electrolytic bath, with the cage itself as the
anode, whilst n 5% solution of sodium carbonate
forms the electrolyte. The cages are inserted
into the apparatus and the nickel peroxide is
reduced to nickel by means of a current of
hydrogen at 200-250°, after which the tempera-
tuie is allowed to fall to 180°, and the oil is
made to flow over the catalyst. When the
catalyst becomes inactive (after periods^up to
(J months) the residual oil is extracted from the
cages in situ, the solvent is removed, and the
cages and their contents are re-activated by
anodic oxidation in the electrolytic bath and
returned to the plant for further use. A

description of the plant on an industrial scale
is given by Lush (Ind. Chem. 1927, 3, 249).
Mandetstam (Oil and Soap, 1939, 16, 166) deals
with later developments. In addition to the
advantage of the process being continuous, it is
claimed that ther$ is no hydrolysis of the oil,
that the period of initial heating is short, and
that the cost of production is lower than in the
older powder processes. '

Reference may also be made to the " T.R.W.
Interchange Process," in which a saturated
body {e.g. butyl alcohol) is mixed with an un-
saturated body {e.g. olein), and the mixture is
passed over the catalyst under conditions similar
to those employed for direct hydrogenation.
Hydrogen is transferred from one body to the
other, with the formation of e.g. butaldehyde
and stearin. According to the patent of
Technical Research Works and Lush (B.P.
221000, 1923) the spent catalyst is freed from
oil, and is then oxidised at the surface with
hypochlorous acid and reduced with hydrogen.

HYDROGEN FOB CATALYTIC PROCESSES.

One of the main essentials for the successful
hydrogenation of oils is a supply of pure hydro-
gen. The gas must be free from sulphur,
chlorine, arsenic and phosphorus, and contain
only negligible quantities of oxygen or oxides of
carbon.

In some of the larger works (Sieinens-
Schuckert, Ateliers Oerlikon) a very pure
hydrogen, containing as impurity only 0-2%
of oxygen, is prepared by the electrolysis of
alkaline distilled water. In other works water
gas or producer gas is used as the source of
hydrogen. The methods of Linde-Frank-Caro
and of the Soc. de l'Air Liquide are based on a
fractional distillation of the liquefied com-
ponents of water gas. The resulting hydrogen
is of 97-98% purity, and is brought to 99-
99*5% by being passed over soda-lime heated
to 180°.

In Lane's process1 (Anon., Engineering, 1917,
123. 546) steam is decomposed by means of
reduced iron, and the resulting iron oxide is
reduced by purified water gas. Spathic iron
ore (ferrous carbonate) is used as the original
source of#iron. This, when heated, yields a
porous mass of ferrous oxide, which is packed
into a retort, where it is alternately reduced
and oxidised. The cost of hydrogen made by
this process was about 4s. 2d. per 1,000 cu. ft.
(Ellis, J.S.C.I. 1912, 31, 1164). A mixture of
steam and water gas is used by the Soc. Lyon-
naise dû  Gaz and the Griesheim-Elektron Co., the
decomposition being effected by means of a
mixture of lime and iron. These methods yield
hydrogen of 97-5-98-5% purity.

Where petroleum is readily obtainable the
method of Rincker-Wolter is used, in which the
hydrocarbons of oil gas are decomposed at a
high temperature into carbon and hydrogen.

Electrolytic hydrogen is now largely used for
catalytic hydrogenation, the processes* and plant
of Knowles (International Electrolytic Plant
Co., Ltd.) and Bamag-Meguin A.-G. (Berlin)
being widely used. The Knowles cell produces
8 cu. ft. per kw.-hour of hydrogen of 99-9%
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purity at an economical voltage (E. F. Arm-
strong, Chem. and Ind. 1932, 51, 02).

TECHNOLOGY OF HYDROGENATION.

From a consideration of the foregoing outlines
of patent processes it will be^seen that the main
conditions for successful hydrogenation are a
suitable temperature, fine state of subdivision
of the oil, an active catalyst and the absence of
injurious substances.

E. F. Armstrong and K. A. Williams (Chim. et
Ind. 1939, 42, 2; Chem. and Ind. 1940, 59, 3)
point out that tho technology of hydrogenation
has now advanced to a stage9 where the older
processes have all become more or less stan-
dardised in operation. The many difficulties
encountered in the early development have
mostly been eliminated, so that while in 1910
several hundred tons of oil were^treated per
week, the output of hydrogenation plant had
risen by 1939 to the order of 1,000 tons per
day and the process had become applied to
many substances other than fatty oils. Chemi-
cals, such as phenol, cresols, naphthalene and
pyridine, are treated in limited quantities, while
with coal and petroleum oils the industry is
conducted on an enormous scale.

In order to avoid catalyst poisoning extremely
careful refining of fatty oils is necessary before
they are hardened.

" Powder " or " batch " processes are applied
in autoclaves, tho nickel catalyst usually being
prepared by suspending an inert carrier in a
solution of nickel sulphate to which is added
sodium carbonate. The precipitate is thoroughly
washed and dried, and reduced in a current of
hydrogen at 250°C. %T more, according to the
degree of activity required, the temperature used
affecting also the robustness. After cooling the
catalyst is flooded with oil and stored until
required. Hydrogenation is conducted in auto-
claves at about 180°C. in an atmosphere of
hydrogen, under pressures in excess of atmo-
spheric. The reaction occurs at a rate that can
readily be controlled, and acapid examination of
the product at intervals enables the reaction to
be stopped at any desired stage.

Nickel formate catalyst is also used, with or
without support, in a similar manner and is
reduced in s\}u in the oil at about 26T)°C, saving
plant, labour, and operating costs by combining
the catalyst reduction and hydrogenation
processes.

In batch processes, the oil is cooled and the
catalyst filtered off after the reaction has pro-
ceeded far enough. The oil generally requires
further refining and bleaching and will almost
always require deodorising.

The " continuous" system of Technical
Research Works, Ltd., is applied as described
above, and in this case the hardened oil emerging
from the plant contains less than 1 part of nickel
per 10 million of oil. Subsequent filtration and
refining are unnecessary but deodorisation is
usually applied. In practice it has been found
that the oil suffers from continual contact
with the heated Malls of the vessel, and the
short time of contact of oil, hydrogen and
catalyst employed in this system is therefore
advantageous.

It is believed that with oils, such as whale oil,
cotton-seed and ground-nut oils, the powder
systems involve running costs of from 25s. to
30s. per ton and the continuous system of about
one-half this sum. The latter system requires
less labour and floor-space.

Fatty alcohols are now produced on a large
scale by catalytic hydrogenation of oils or fatty
acids under very high pressures, such conditions
promoting the reduction of the carbonyl group.
The products find use after sulphonation as
wetting agents.

PROPERTIES OF HYDROOENATED OILS.

The degree of hardening depends upon the
extent to which the hydrogenation process has
been carried, so that products ranging from the
consistence of a soft butter to a hard tallow may
be obtained from the same oil.
' Provided that the reaction is carried far
enough, fish oils and whale oils a*re deodorised
during hydrogenation owing to the conversion
of the clupanodonic acid (to which, as Tsujimoto
has shown, the odour is mainly due).

For edible purposes the chief oils hydrogenated
are whale oil, cotton-seed, maize,. soya bean,
arachi's and coconut oils, though any edible oil
is suitable for the process. Products such as
margarine and artificial lard, which formerly
consisted of a vegetable oil mixed with sufficient
oleostearin to give a semi-solid mass, are now
prepared from oils such as cotton-seed oil or
whale oil hydrogenated to a sufficient extent to
give the required consistence; or by a mixture
of hardened oils with liquid oils. In the opinion
of Ellis (J.S.C.I. 1912, 31, 1165) the use of
hydrogenated oils by themselves is preferable to
the method of some manufacturers of blending
hydrogenated oils with untreated oils, since the
resulting product has a better flavour and keeps
better.

With regard to the effect of hydrogenation on
oils it has been found that the acid and saponifi-
cation values are not materially affected, but
the refractive index and iodine value are
lowered and the melting-point raised to an
extent corresponding with the degree of hydro-
genation.

The acetyl value of hydroxylated oils such
as castor oil is lowered by hydrogenation at the
usual temperatures, but Jurgens and Meigen
have shown that when esters of ricinoleiu acid
are hydrogenated below 200° the OH group is
not attacked and practically only the double
bond is saturated.

While the catalytic hydrogenation of many
chemicals consists in the simple addition of
hydrogen at the double bonds, in some cases there
is preferential action. If a compound contains
more than one double bond all may react but
more generally the reaction is limited to specific
bonds? Thus E. J. Lush (J.S.C.1.1927,46, 454)
has shown naphthalene to produce tetralin if
treated in the vapour phase and decalin when
in the liquid phase. Unsaturation in aromatic
nuclei is generally less easily removed than in
straight chains, and in a straight chain containing
two or more double bonds one will be more
readily reduce, than another.
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E. F. Armstrong and K. A. Williams (Chim. et
Ind. 1939,42, No. 2,234) point out that fatty oils
consist of complex mixtures of glyceryl esters
of fatty acids. The fatty acids are all of similar
chain length but may be saturated, or contain
one, two, three or more double bonds. Three
acid radicals are attached to each glyceryl
radical in a manner even now incompletely
understood, though T. P. Hilditch and his co-
workers continue to throw light on the problem.
It is not known how the arrangement of the
acids on the glyceryl residue affects the relative
ease of reduction but it is believed that this has
little effect in most cases. R. G. Pclly (J.S.C.I.
1927, 46, 449T) has shown, however, that in
mixtures of fatty acids and neutral fats the un-
saturated free acids are preferentially reduced.
Further complications occur through side-
reactions. There is a notable formation of
isomers of oleic acid in batch hydrogenation;
this can be largely suppressed in the continuous
process.

Experiments on the hydrogenation of cotton-
seed oil by Moore, Richter and Van Arsdel
(Ind. Eng. Chem. 1917, 9, 451) have shown that
linolein is hydrogenated more rapidly than olein
at 200° and upwards, so that olein tends to
accumulate in the fat. To obtain a hardened
product with the same iodine value as another
but containing, relatively, inpre saturated
glycerides and linolein, it is necessary to effect
the hydrogenation under conditions of lower
temperature, greater pressure, more vigorous
agitation and a larger proportion of catalyst.

It was found by E. F. Armstrong and T. P.
Hilditch (Proc. Roy. Soc. 19£0, A, 98, 27) that
in the hydrogenation of linseed oil in the
presence of a nickel catalyst, a curve results
the initial portion of which (30% of the whole
curve) corresponds with the hydrogenation of
the whole of the linolenin and most of the
linolein; there is then a very abrupt change in
the curve, and this is followed by an approxi-
mately linear curve at a much lower slope.

In a* further communication by the same
authors (ibid. 1921, A, 100, 240) on the influence
of pressure on the hydrogenation of liquids in
the presence of nickel, it was shown that, in the
absence of disturbing factors, an increase in
the pressure of the hydrogen causes a pro-
portionate increase in the rate of reduction.
According to Lush (J.S.C.I. 1924, 48, 53T), the
rate of hydrogenation is approximately pro-
portional to the square root of the pressure.

Varying the mass of oil in relation to the
catalyse has a pronounced effect on the nature
of the products, and hydrogenated oils contain-
ing different proportions of foooleic acid may
thus be obtained (Lush, ibid. 1923, 42, 219T).
The influence of the concentration of the
catalyst on the selective •hydrogenation of
cotton-seed oil has also been studied by Dhingra,
Hilditch and Rhead (J.S.C.I. 1932, 61, 195T) ;
see also E. R. Bolton, ibid. 1927, 46, 44T, and

Oils, Fats, and Fatty Foods," 1928, pp.»302-
316.

R. Thomas (J.S.C.I. 1920, 89. 10T), studying
different aspects of the mechanism of the hydro-
genation of unsaturatcd glycerides in the
presence of a nickel catalyst, found that the

influence of foreign gases on the catalyst and
on the velocity of hydrogenation might be
either purely physical or chemicaJ. He con-
firmed the observation of Armstrong and
Hilditch that linolein absorbs hydrogen much
more rapidly than does olein* Kaufmann's
thiocyanogen method of determining the degree
of unsaturation of fats has also afforded proof
of the selective character of hydrogenation
(Kau&nann and Hansen-Schmidt, Ber.. 1927,
60 [B], 50). In experiments with a nickel
catalyst at 200° in an autoclave the linolic acid
in a fat had disappeared after 135 minutes.

The effects of tone temperature of hydrogena-
tion on the selective action and upon thfc
melting-point and iodine value of the product
have been studied by K. A. Williams (J.S.C.I.
1927, 46, 446T, 448T) over * range of 120-
200°.

The formation of isooleic acid is dealt with by
Moore {ibid. 1919, 38, 320T); Hilditch and
Moore {ibid. 1923, 42, 15T) ; Richardson, Knuth
and Milligan (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1924, 16, 519;
1925, 17, 80) Cocks,,Christian and Harding
(Analyst, 1932, 56, 368); Lush (J.S.C.I. 1923,
42, 219T; 1924, 48, 53T; 1925, 44, 129T);
Hilditch and Vidyarthi (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1929,
A, 122, 552).

Elaidic acid is the predominating isomer
formed but a number of others also appear.
The total proportion of isomers formed depends
on temperature, possibly on pressure, certainly
on the degree of activity of the catalyst, the
relative degree of mixing of oil and catalyst, the
rapidity of desorption of reacting' molecules
from the catalyst and the nature of the catalyst.
Ifc is most marked withc platinum, less with
palladium, still less with nickel and least with
copper. It is promoted by high temperatures
and is least marked in the continuous pro-
cess. Under constant conditions, the ratio of
solid isooleic acid to liquid oleic acid in the pro-
duct tends to a constant value after the reaction
has proceeded to a fixed extent, this value being
maintained until saturation is complete. Un-
published researches of K. A. Williams suggest
that the proportions and the reactions them-
selves are controlled by excess electronic energy
acquired by hydrogen in its sorption by the
catalytic mfetal and subsequent transfer to the
oil molecule.

The theory of the1 catalytic action is dealt
with by Rideal and Taylor, "Catalysis in
Theory and Practice," 1926; Falk, "Catalytic
Action," 1922; Sabatier, "Le Catalyse en
Chimie Organique," 1920; various reports of
the American Committee on Contact Catalysis,
1922-26* Nyrop, "Treatise on the Catalytic
Action of Surfaces," Copenhagen, 1934; Hil-
ditch, " Catalytic Processes in Applied Chemis-
try," 1929; H. S. Taylor (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1925,
A, 108, 103; J. Phys. Chem. 1926, 80, 150);
Bloeinen (Fettchem. Uinschau, 1934, 41, 95,
151); Berkman, Morrcll and Egloff, "Catalysis"
Reinhold Publishing Co., New York, 1940,
Hydrogenation, pp. 809-887.

Arachidio acid may still be detected in
hardened araehis oil, but a modification of the
usual test is necessary (see Kreis and Roth, Z.
Untcre. Nahr.-u. Genussm. 1913, 25, 81).
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Leimdorfer (Chem. Zentr. 1914, I, 304) has
nhown that the stearic acid formed in the hydro-
genation of oils is chemically identical with
natural stearic acid.

Marine animal oils yield a much smaller
proportion of insoluble bromides after hydro-
genation, and the distinctive colour reactions
of the original oils are either modified or* no
longer obtained.

Bellie/s reagent (nitric acid, sp.gr. 1-4,'and
resorcinol in benzene) also gives different
colour reactions with hardened sesame, cotton-
seed and arachis oils from those given by the
original oils. The Baudouin lest for sesam6
otl is intensified by hydrogenation, but Halphen's
test for cotton-seed oil is inhibited, the chromo-
genic substance giving the reaction being des-
troyed after hydrogenation for 15 minutes with a
nickel catalyst at 150-160°.

The amount of phytosterol is not materially
reduced by hydrogenation at 200°, but cho-
lesterol is resinified at 200°, and after treatment
at 250° will no longer yield a crystalline deriva-
tive (Marcusson and Msyerheim, Z. angew.
Chem. 1914, 27, 201).

Analytical data for hydrogenated oils are given
by Boiner and Leschly-Hansen (J.S.C.I. 1912,
31, 996); E. Mellana (ibid. 1914, 33, 701);
Sudborough, Watson and Athawale {ibid. 1923,
42, 103A); Myddleton and Barry, "Fats
Natural and Synthetic/' E. Benn, Ltd., 1924;
Williams and Bolton (Analyst, 1924, 49, 460);
Williams (J.S.C.I. 1927, 46, 446, 448T) ; and in
other communications already referred to.

The hydrdgenation of tung oil is referred to by
H. I. Waterman and C. van Vlodorp (Chem.
Weekblad. 1934,31, 420) who point out that thO
course of the reaction varies with temperature
and pressure and with the nature of the catalyst.
T. Moore (Biochem. J. 1839, 33,1635) has found
that the strong spectrographic absorption at
270/i drops, while the originally small value at
230/i first rises and then drops, both reaching
negligible values at saturation. He compares
the formation of an acid wi&h absorption maxi-
mum at 230p, indicated by this observation, with
the formation of the same acid by hens and rats
fed on tung oil. He also notes that the hydrogen
absorption and drop in iodine value do not
correspond in* the hydrogenation ot tung oil
ascribing this discrepancy to the effect of con
jugated bonds.

For a study of the alteration in glycerjde
structure produced during the progressive
hydrogenation of olive and cotton-seed oils, see
Williams and Bolton (Analyst, 1924, 49, 460)
and Hilditch and Jones (J.C.S. 1932, 805): and
^investigations of the course of hydrogenation
m the continuous process of Technical Research
Works, Ltd., see Lush (J.S.C.L 1923, 42, 219T;
J924, 43, 53T) ; Hilditch and Rhead (J.S.C.I
1932,51, 198T). Williams and Bolton (Analyst
1924,49,460) base a method for detecting hydro
genated oils on the determination of wooleic acid,
tuing the insolubility of the lead salt of the latter
in ether and alcohol AS a means of separating it
m admixture with saturated .wids from the
"quid acids. This test affords a much more
trustworthy indication than the presence of
"icKei, which is now practically eliminated from

bhe products of hydrogenation. J. Grossfeld and
J. Peter (Z. Unters. Lebensm. 1934, 68, 345)
have extended the applicability of this test.

NICKEL IN HYDROOENATED FATS.

The presence of a trace of the metallic catalyst
was at one time of frequent occurrence in hydro-
genated fats, especially those of continental
origin. Bomer (Chem. Rev. Fett. u- Marz-Ind.
1912, 19, 221) found 0-01% of ash" with 0-006%
of nickel oxide in hydrogenated sesame oil, and
0-006% of ash with 0-0045% of nickel oxide in
hardened whale oil. Hence, the detection of
nickel in a fat indicates the presence of a
hardened oil, although a negative result in tho
test does not necessarily prove that such pro-
ducts are absent, since means, such as treatment
with dilute hydrochloric acid, are often employed
to remove the residual metal. In experiments
to ascertain the effect of traces of nickel upon
the.human system, Offerdahl (Ber.'deut. pharm.
Ges. 1913, 23, 558) found that 0-5 g. of nickel

ld b k d i l i h f
g

could be taken daily without any injurious effect,
99-8% of the metal being idl d f
the system.

M d

ut any injurious effect,
rapidly excreted from

y
Modern edible hydrogenated fats do not

usually contain more than 1 part of nickel per
10 million and often much less.

For the detection of traces of nickel the
dimethylglyoxime test may be used {see Knapp,
Analyst, 1913, 38, 102), but certain untreated
oils, free from nickel, may show a similar
coloration if the test is made directly on the oil.
The test should therefore be applied to the ash
of 100 g. of the oil for better results (Prall,
Z. angew. Chem. 1915, 28, i, 40). A still more
sensitive reagent for nickel is a a-benzildioxime,
as suggested by Atack (Analyst, 1913, 38, 316).

To obtain products relatively free from
nickel, Ellis (J.S.C.I. 1912, 31,1165) lays stress
upon the importance of using the catalyst in
metallic form rather than in the form of oxide,
since metallic nickel will not readily combine
with free fatty acids to form a soap :n the
presence of free hydrogen. Too rapid hydro-
genation should also be avoided, so as to prevent
decomposition of the fat, with liberation of
water, which might cause hydrolysis of the fat
and liberation of free fatty acids.

For the mechanism of the addition of hydrogen
to unsaturated glycerides in the presence of
nickel, see Thomas (J.S.C.I. 1920, 39, 10T) ; and
for a study of the relation between the occlusive
power of palladium for hydrogen and its
activity in catalytic hydrogenation, see Maxted
(J.C.S. 1921,119, 1281).

NUTRITIVE VALUE OF HASTENED OILS.

The digestibility o£ hydrogenated fats is dealt
with by Langworthy (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1923,
15, 276) who describes researches of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The conclusion Is
drawn that soft hydrogenated fats arc as well
assimilated as natural fats, but if the melting-
point is raised beyond 40-45° tho digestibility
tails rapidly.

The food value of hydrogenated fats is much
the same as that of natural fats, but commercial
hardening processes almost always destroy any
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vitamins in the raw material. Diets containing
a considerable proportion of hydrogenated fats
are widespread and lead to no harmful effects
provided that other sources of necessary
vitamins are included.

K. A. W. and C. A. M.
HARGREAVES-BIRD CELL (Vol. Ill ,

5 HARMALA, ALKALOIDS OF PEG-
AJMUM HARMALA. Harmaline, Harmine,
Harmalol, Harman, Norharman. The seeds of
the wild rue, Peganum harmala Linn. (Fam.
Rutacese) or harmal seeds have been employed
from the earliest times in Eastern medicine as a
stimulant, anthelmintic, or even narcotic. They
are said to be the source of a red dye produced
in Southern Russia and they have been used in
the manufacture of oil. Wild rue is an odori-
ferous herbaceous plant, 1-3 ft. high, and
inhabits Southern Europe, Asia Minor, Egypt,
North-western India and Southern Siberia
(Fliickiger, Pharm. J. 1872, [iii], 2, 229).

The seeds and root of the plant contain four
alkaloids, harmaline, C13H14ON2 , first isolated
by Goebel (Annalen, 1841, 38, 363; 39, 289),
harmine, C13H12ON2, obtained by Fritzsche
(ibid. 1847,64, 360), harmalol, C12H12OI!J2, first
prepared by Fischer (Ber. 1885, 18, 402) and
vasicine (also called peganine), belonging to a
quite different chemical type of alkaloid.

From the South American plant "yage,"
" caapi," " aya-huasca " or " pilde\" used for
the preparation of a native intoxicant (Perrot,
Bull. Sci. pharmacol. 1923, 30, 107) and which
has been identified as Banisteria caapi (Fam.
Malpighiacese) an alkaloid hr,s been isolated by
various workers and named " telepathine,"
"yageine," or " banisterine" (literature: see
Rouhier, ibid. 1926, 33, 252; Raymond-Hamet,
Compt. rend. 1927, 184, 1266). All three
alkaloids are identical with harmine; for yageine,
telepathine, see Elger, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1928,
11, 162, and Wolfes and Rumpf, Arch. Pharm.
1928, 266, 188; for banisterine, see Briickl,
Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1930, 24, 4680 and Lewin,
Chem.-Ztg. 1928, 52, 357.

Harmal seeds contain about 4% of alkaloids
of which half to two-thirds is harmaline. The
alkaloids are found for the most part in the
outer portions of the seeds.

Extraction.—Fritzsche (I.e.) extracts the seeds
with H2O containing acetic or sulphuric acid.
The extracts are concentrated to one-third and
the phenolic harmalol separated from the other
bases by precipitating the latter with a small
excess of caustic potash. Harmaline and
harmine are re-dissolved in acid and precipitated
as hydrochlcrides by a saturated solution of
common salt. Harmaline and harmine are
separated either by fractional precipitation
with ammonia from their hydrochlorides or by
fractional crystallisation from MeOH-C0H.
i # « '" T h e s e fracfc>°nations are not accurate
(cf. Hasenfratz, Ann. Chim. 1927, [x], 7, 151);
tor an interesting separation of the two'alkaloids
by buffer solutions, see Elgazin, A. 1933, 408.

Harmaline, (I) C laH14ON2, optically in-
active, m.p. 239-240° (decomp.), from MeOH
prisms or small tables, from EtOH rhombic
octahedra, is very slightly soluble in cold

H2O or Et2O, moderately soluble in cold and
readily soluble in hot EtOH. For ultra-violet-
absorption curves, see Kharash (Amer. Chem.
Abstr. 1936, 30, 2706); dissociation constants,
see Orlow (Chem. Zentr. 1932, II, 70); micro-
chemical identification, see Amelink (Pharm.
Weekblad, 1931, 68, 221).

The salts are yellow : BHCI,2H2O, slender
needles; the platinichloride is microcrystalline;
typiCal salts are the mercurichloride and the
acid chromate, insoluble in H2O. The hydro-
cyanide, B*HCN, is still a base and combines
with acids to form crystalline salts. Acetyl
derivative, colourless needles, m.p. 204-205°,
easily affected by acids. By treating (I) wiih
CH3I, N-methylharmaline hydriodide and
dimethylharmaline hydriodide are obtained
(Fischer, Ber. Idl4, 47, 102). N-methylharma-
line, m.p. 132°, easily soluble in EtOH, CHCI3,
MeOH-, sparingly soluble in Et2O or CeH6.
N-methylharmaline and acetylharmaline are
derivatives of a tautomeric form of (I) (Perkin,
Robinson el al., J.C.S. 1924, 125, 657).

Harmaline heated {n a sealed tube with HCI
yields harmalol, C12H12ON2,3H2O; by gentle
oxidation with HNO3 or KMnO4 (Fischer,
Ber. 1889, 22, 640; Elgazin, A. 1934, 1117)
harmine is obtained; sodium reduction in
alcohol yields dihydroharmaline (tetrahydro-
harmine).

Harmine, (II) C13H12ON2, optically
inactive, m.p. 260-261 -5°, colourless prismatic
needles from MeOH, easily subliming, is insoluble
in H2O and sparingly soluble in EtO H and Et2O.
For ultra-violet absorption, dissociation con-
stants and microchemical identification, see
Relevant references under (I); for crystallo-
graphy, see Briickl (I.e.). Harmine hydro-
chloride, platinichloride, oxalate and acid chromate
crystallise well. The salts are colourless but
show a deep blue fluorescence in dilute solution
(Ismailov et al., Chem. Zentr. 1938, II, 3276).
Methylharmine has m.p. 209°. On treatment
with cone. HCI like (I) (see above), (II) yields
harmol, C12H10ON2, m.p. 321°, not occurring
in nature.

Harmalol, (III) C12H12ON2,3H2O, m.p.
212° (anhydrous) may be either extracted from
the natural material or prepared from (I) b;
demethylation. Red needles, sparingly solubl
in H2O, soluble in CHCI3 and acetone. For
preparation, see Fischer (Ber. 1889, 22, 638).
The alkyl ethers of harmalol and harmol are of
some importance in chemotherapy; for their
preparations, see e.g. Coulthard, Levene and
Pyman (Biochem. J. 1933,27,727; B.P. 359180,
38212$; G.P. 568675).

Constitution of (I) and (II).—(I) is dihydro-
(II); both bases on reduction yield the same
tetrahydro-(Il); for catalytic re-oxidation, see
e.g. Akabori and Saito (Chem. Zentr. 1930, II,
3257). Research on the constitution of the
harmala bases was initiated by Fritzsche
(Annalen, 1848, 64, 360; 68, 351; 1849, 72,
306; 1853, 88, 327; 1854, 92, 330) and by
O. Fischer (Ber. 1885,18, 4001; 1889, 22, 637s;
1897, 30, 24813; 1905, 38, 329*; 1912, 45,
1930*; 1914, 47, 996) and finally concluded by
the more recent researches of Perkin, Robinson
et al. (Part I: J.C.S. 1912, 101, 17757; Us
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BIS, 103, l&TIl"; I I I ! 1919, 115. 933*; IV:
115, M71 0 ; V: 1921, 119. 1601J1; VI :

S)±i, 121, 187212; VII : 1924, 125, ti2ti13;
VIII: 1924,125,657"; I X : 1927, l l B ; X:
929, 2942ltt). The a r range men t of the three
inga, of which tun are heterocyclic, created

unusual difficulties {*•/. IVrkin, Robinson et aL,
Parts 1 find U ) ; the scheme on p. 187 {in which
the formula are written in the correct way) covers
the work of Fischer and the earlier contributors,

Perkin, Robinson et al. (see above Parts III
iirul IV) identified harman with a product which
Hopkins (J. Phyaiol. 1903, 29,451) had obtained
^yiithcticaUy by oxidation of tryptophan with
ferric chloride (Perkin, Robinson et al.,
'art V, i'. Ifilii). These findings settle! the
rrangeincnt of the- three rings in the harmalft

and demonstrated that they are all
ives of 3-(or #-)carboline or Norfmrman

{4-cjirlioline of the earlier literature): c/. Perkin,
1 :• >f'inson el al, Part IV; for changes of nomen-
clature, see J.C.S. 1929, 2926, footnote.

Hiirniau has not ijeen found in any of the
plants yielding harmine or harmalmc, but Spath
has found that the two bases Aribine (from
Arariba riibra, Fam. Rubiacvffi) and Loturine
(From Symplocos racemosa, Fam. Symplocaceaa)
are identical with harman fcMonatsh. 1919, 40,
351; 1920, 41, 401). Being of the nature of a
proto-alkaloid, it is easily understandable that
Barman occurs in different families. Harman
and norharman proved also to he the keystone
in the elucidation of the structure of Yohimbine.
See EVOWA RUT-ECARFA, ALKALOIDS OF.

Harman , C12H ]0Na , m.p, 238", prisms from
benzene; the sulphate, radiating clusters of short
needles; the mercurichloride crystallises from
dilute HCI in long slender needles. For other
salts, «e Spath (I.e. 1919); the ordinary salts
show ;m intense bluish-violet fluorescence.

Norharman, CUH8NB , crystallines from hot
•tlourless slender needles and melta

at 188-9°, sparingly soluble in cold C , H . or
light petroleum, >nr><lerate!y soluble in Et.O or
> thvl iKr-hiic, readily soluble in MeOH and
EtOH, also fiiirly sdlnlilu iit hot water. A
dilute add solution exhibits a vivid flunrescenre.

i of iiMiharman, see Perkin, Robin-
1'art V, p. 1638. The attribution of

he correct position of the methoxy-group in
I) and (II) a* well OH the position of the
louble-bond in (1), in also Jue to these authors

(ffie Parts VI and I
Seven] lyntheafa of the linrtnala alkaloids or

of their derivative! have been described, they
are essentially ui i> ditVtrtmt types:

(«) Condemwtion of iryptopKan wan aide-
hydes and oxidutum with chrumtc acid to har-

i ^Parkin, RoUaam tl ui.. Part V) and of
j**« ptophan to harmine (Harvey and
Kobflon, ,t.< s. L93S, 0 7 ; r(. &tao Jacaba

G»»g. J- !>»:;.. 1 1 3 . 7fl0) .

(b) Formation of an woearbostyril by riag-
closure of an indole-2-cftrboxy-acetalamide
followed by vigorous reduction :

whuilar to the Poiqernnz-Fritach syntherfin
(cf. Fritsch, Ber. 1893, 26, 421). Synthesis of
norharman, Perkin, Robinson et aL, Part V ;
condensing agent alcoholic HCI at 40°, idem.
Part VI. Synthesis of N-methyltetrahydronor-
harman, idem. Part VI, with the same con-
densing agent.

(c) Formation of a dihvdroharman derivative,
Mmilfir to tha Bischler-Napieralski synthesis of
twquinolines:

MeO

Syntheses of hnrmalan, harman, harmaline and
harmine, %ee Spath and Lederer^ Ber. 1930, 68
[B], 124, or Akabori and Saito, ibid. 2245; also
Spatb anil Ledenf, ibid. 2102; Afwvhtna and
Osada,'Chom. Zeotr. 1927, I, 1479; Tatar*
ibid. J92tt, II, 068,

(d) Formation of a dihydroharmnn derivative
by ring-closure of a S-aminoketono, viz.

MeO

[Parkin, EtoUaam H ••', Part IX) .
(e) Formation of a ketotetrnln '"I0

by docomposition of the azido of indo
aoidi



MeC

9
NH

(Manske and liobinson, J.C.S.*1927, 240; and
Efcrkin, Robinson ei <d., Part X).

For formation of barman derivatives under
" physiological " conditions, see Habn el ah,
Ber. 1934, 67 [B], 2031; Annalen 1935, 520,
107, 123; Ber. 1938, 71 [B], 2103,̂ 2175. tfor
interesting but unsuccessful attempts at the
synthesis of harnian derivatives, see also Spilth
and Burger, Monatsh. 1928, 49, 2«5; for the
synthesis of apohtnmine, &te Perkin, Kobiiitton
tt aX.t Part VIII.

For the pharmacology of the harmala bases,
see Henry, " Plant Alkaloids," 3rd ed., 1939,
p. 453 if. where the literature is cited.

Schl.
HARM ALINE, HARMALOL i. HABMALA

ALKALOIDS.
HARMAN 9. HAKMALA ALKALOIDS and

Vol. I, 46M.
HARMINE v, HAHMALA ALKALOIDS.
HARMOTOME (Vol. I, GUI).
HASHA3(Vol. I, lid).
HASHISH (Vol. 11,209c).
HATCHETTOLlTE (Vol. J, 685c).
HATCHETT'S BROWN (Vol. Ill, 471a).
HAUSMANN1TE. A manganese oxide.

Mn3O4, crystallised in the tetragonal system,
and tho richest ore of manganese (Mn 72%).
It forms pyramidal crystals with a good basal
cleavage, and with very much the aspect of
regular octahedr*. They are opaque with a
sub-metallic lustre and a <&rk brownish-black
<>r black colour; the streak is chestnut-brown.
Sp.gr. 4-7-4-8; hardness 5-5$. Well-developed
crystals are found at Ilmenau in Thuringia,
Ilfcld in the Harz, Langban in Sweden, IJigrigg
in Cumberland and Miguel Bonier in Brazil.
The massive black orea of manganese consist of
mixtures of various manganese oxides, and
doubtless hausmanmte ii often present, tliough
not readily recognisable in the massive condition.

L. J. S
HAWKITE(VoI. IV. B56J).
HAWK'S EYE (Vol. HI, 430«).
HAWTHORN (Craixgus «pp.). The fruit

or " haws " of the specie* are sometimes utilised
"} tuakfng sweetmeats and preserves. Otto and
hooper (Z. Unters. Nahr.- u. (jenussm. 1910,19,
>»-8) give tho following composition of the haws

• COOCMtt: wat*r, 7^-74 ; acids (atf malic),
" '18; invert sugar. 7-84 ; nucrose, 012%.

A. G. Po.
HAWTHORN P E R F U M E . The natural

perfume of the hawthorn, or May bio

ce
uwtbo

c of Cralxgu* oxyi •
is not an artido oi AU

ra perfumes arc miiture« of eyntbetic

perfumes, which may, in the most c^ pensive lypcs,
be iiiodilict] by a Hi tie of the natar&I porfumo
of some other flower which Ucndo with the haw-
thorn odour. The dominant note in hawthorn
perfume it struck by aoiftaldehyd* ('/-'-J withotrt
which no hawthorn peri'mue a i>os.siljte. AcetO'
phenone is the uoond most important consti-
tuent. Anisaldehyde is a licjiiid, but for " a
venience," or probably greater profit, certain
German msinu facturers offer crystal aubepiiii
compound of the aldehyde, which is mity half as
strong as the true aldehyde, and far less economi-
cal.

Numerous modifiers and fixntivi-s are used,
am\ the following may serve us a lja.sk- formtiln
which can be modified an required.

Anisaldehyde
Acetophenone
Coumarin
J )i methyl - hyd ro (j u i n on r;
Heliotropin
Vanillin
Liimlol
G e r u n i o l .
r h e n y l a c e t a l d c h y d e . . . .

r.m •
LOO

r>-8
2-5
i-:t
G

II .',
g
5

1 i'

Traces of benzaldehyde and amyl ealicylato
are useful, and synthetic neroli oil in small
quantity is an effective modifier. Artificial musk
is rather too pronounced to be used as a fixative,
but a small quantity of dnnamic alcohol or
tincturo of benzoin may bo employed for this
purpose.

E. J. P.
HAZELNUT 'OIL. The seed-kernels of

the European hazel (filbert) t'onjlvs aveQana L.
contain about 50-65% of oil, of which the balk
can be recovered b] golden- 0T
lemon-yellow oil having the characteristic odour
of hazelnuts, which assists in its identification
in admixture with other oils. The oil i> used in
perfumery and pharmacy and is pmcd in
Switzerland M an edible (salad) oil. It fyps also
bean used as a lubricant for fine machinery, and,
on occasion, to adulterate almond nil, or as a
substitute for peach kernel oil (cf. Bennett.
Chemist and Druggist, 1008, 72. 89). Thi-
possible prescrv bmtoilin the B3d
fat must be taken into consideration in tin-
•nrialvsi.s of chocolate rontnmin;,' iiut'Crngmcntg
(ef. Fincke, "Handburh der Ka&ao*£ree
nisae," Berlin, 193»ij.

The following ralwM for genuine samples of
hazelnut oil are drawn fn'in recent noser vat ions
(ef. Pritekerand JttOgkunz,Z. Oaten. Nilir.-u,
Genussm. 1921, 42. 232: Bchaette and Chung.
J. Amer. Cttm 1983, 56, 3333 ; Bertt

Ole, Fette Wach.se, 1986, Nb. L4. p. 2):
0-9152-0-915fi, rf!!J ft-9Hi, H ! 0 ]-4(iS*l-l-4S98 J
acid value 0-3-1-7; »aponificiitiou valuf 1S9-
192; iodine value 84'7-80'8; thiocyanogi-n
value 82'1 (S. and <!.); Reichert-Meiwl value
1-5 (Pf and J.), -•"' 5-0 (8. a»<l <-'.); Polermke
7afaiaO*5-O>7; ' W>8%-
The coaponUon of the fatty acids of an oil
expressed from fresh nuts of Italian origin
determined U 8chuette and Chang aa foUowi:
(calculated toper cent, fatty acida on oil) myristie
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acid 0-2, palmitic acid 3-1, stearic acid 1-6,
oleic acid 88-1 and linolic acid 2-9. (The residual
oil in the nuts, subsequently extracted by light
petroleum, contained a slightly higher propor-
tion of linoleic acid (4-6%) and palmitic acid
(3*6%)-) Bertram records somewhat different
proportions for an oil extracted by light
petroleum from French nuts, viz. saturated
acids 8%, oleic acid 78-2% and linoleic acid
9-1%. Arachidic acid is absent; hence the
isolation of this acid serves as a means of detect-
ing adulteration with arachis oil (Pritzker and
Jungkunz, I.e.). Adulteration of hazelnut oil
with olive oil may be detected by the high
freezing-point of the sample, for the pure
oil has a solidification point of - 1 7 to -20° C.
(cf. Fabris and Settimj, Atti VI Cong, intern.
Chim.appl. (Rome), 1907,5, 755; Girard, Monit.
Sci. 1889, 3, 1181). Owing to the low content of
linoleic acid, the separation of the saturated
acids by the Twitchell method is attended with
considerable difficulty (Bertram, I.e.).

E L
HEATHER or CALLUNA VULGARIS.

In former times the common heath or heather,
then named Erica vulgaris, was used as a dye-
stuff for producing a yellow colour on woollen
goods (Crookes, " Dyeing and Calico Printing,"
1874, p. 511). All the five species of Erica or
heather found in Great Britain were believed by
Bancroft (" Philosophy of Permanent Colours,"
1813, II, 108) to be capable of giving yellows
much like those obtained from dyer's broom.
The experiments of Hummel, however, showed
that E. tetralix (bell heather) and E. cine'rea
contain only traces of yellow colouring matter.
Heather possesses tanning property and,
according to H. R. Proctor, contains 6-4% of
tannin. The colouring matter, quercetin, was
isolated by Perkin and Newbury (J.C.S. 1899,
75, 837) from an aqueous extract of the green
portion of the plant, in which only it appears to
exist.

The dyeing properties of heather are similar to
thoserof quercitron bark; it is necessary, how-
ever, to employ 36 parts of the heather to obtain
the effect given by 10 parts of quercitron bark.

A. G. P. and E. J. C.
HEAVY ALLOY. The " G.E.C. Heavy

Alloy n which is 50% heavier than lead, has a
tensile strength about equal to that of steel,
with excellent machining properties. Its per-
centage composition is : 90 tungsten, 7-5 nickel,
2-5 copper (Nature, 1941,148, 507).

HEDENBERGITE (Vol. I l l , 573a).
HEDGE-MUSTARD SEED OIL (Wild

Radish-, White Charlock-Seed Oil) occurs to
the extent of 20-35% in the seeds of the com-
mon European >ield weed Raphanus raphani-
strum L., which belongs \p the same Family,
Lructferae, as the rape and ravison plants.
Hedge-mustard seed was collected, and the oil
was expressed on a large scale for the first
time in Hungary in 1880 on the occasion of the
lailure of the rape-seed harvest. The0 crude
expressed oil has a dark olive-green colour; in
odour, taste and chemical and physical pro-
perties it closely resembles rape oil, and fre-

S l a p ? W °n the market in admixture
this oil, or even under its name The

following figures indicate the analytical
characteristics which have been recorded by
various investigators: d\l 0-9175-0-9186; n20

1-4722, f.p. - 1 3 to -14° C; acid value 2-16;
saponifi cation value 174-179; iodine value
105-109 (N.B., thrs value lies on, or just above,
the upper limit of the iodine value of rape oils) ;
Reichert-Meissl value 0-7-1-4; Polenske value
0-7-0-95. (Cf. Valenta, Dinglers Polytech. J.
188$ 277, 36; Grimme, Chem. Rev. 1012, 19,
104; Klimont, Z. angew. Chem. 1911, 24, 254;
Knorr, Seifens.-Ztg. 1917, 44, 234; Bures, Chim.
et. Ind. 1933, §pec. No. (12e Congres de Chim.
ind., Prague (1932), 1073)).

According to Bures, the fatty acids from* the
oil include arachidic acid (ca. 1-5%), linolenic
acid (ca. 6%), linoleic acid (ca. 9%) with large
amounts o£ " rapic acid " and small amounts
of oleic and erucic acids. The content of erucic
acid (1-5%) suggested by Burea appears to be
too low, in view of the saponification value of
the oil and of the composition of oils from
allied members of the same plant family. The
identification of the i" rapic acid " (which was
based upon its low freezing-point as compared
with pure oleic acid) requires confirmation,
since it has been shown (Hilditch, Riley and
Vidyarthi, J.S.C.I. 1927, 46, 462T) that the
so-called " rapic acid " formerly reported to be
characteristic of rape oil actually consists .of
ordinary oleic acid with, at most, very small
amounts (ca. 1%) of its isomerides. Bures and
Sedlar report the isolation of a phytosterol,
raphanisterol, m.p. 136°, C27H54OH, from the
unsaponifiable matter of hedge-mustard seed
oil (Almanah Kong. SIQV. Apot. 3rd Congr.,
'ttelgrade-Zagreb-Spalato, 1934, 221 (1935);
Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1937, 108).

Owing to the similarity of the two oils, the
detection of hedge-mustard seed oil in rape-seed
oil is extremely difficult. According to Valenta,
the most characteristic test (applicable when
fairly large quantities of hedge-mustard seed oil
are present) is' the appearance of a green colora-
tion when the oil'is partially saponified with
alcoholic potash, and the concentrated filtered
soap solution is decomposed with excess of
hydrochloric acid.

"HEDONAL" jsec-Amyl carbawiate,

C3H7OHMeOCONH2,
m.p. 74°, b.p. 215° (G.P. 120865). Has been used
to a small extent as a hypnotic.

H EDYOTIN E. Hcdyotinc was isolated by
Dcy and Lakshminarayanan from Hedyoti*
auricupiria (Kam. ltubiarca») (Arch. 1'harm.
1933, 271, 485). This plant grows wild in the
wet lands of the Western Ghats, throughout the
length of the Indian Peninsula from the Konkan
to Cape Comorin, extending to Ceylon. The
inhabitants of South Kanara use it specially
for intestinal troubles and dysentery. For further
details, see Chopra, " Indigenous Drugs of
India," Calcutta, 1933, p. 323.

Hedyotine, C1 6H2 8O3N,, is a yellow amor-
phous, very unstable base, decomposing rapidly
when dried in a desiccator. Only the wilts wrro
obtained in pure form, they crystallise easily
and arc but slightly soluble 'in H2O.
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CHO

Ci6H22°3N2-HCI, m.p. 245° (sintering at of historical interest. Heliotropin is the
227°), dissolves in 400. parts of H2O at room mcthylene ether of protocatechuic aldehyde of
temperature, is easily soluble in MeOH and the following constitution:
EtOH; nitrate, m.p. 252° (sintering at 238°);
picrate, m.p. 265°.

The chemical structure of Jiedyotine has not
yet been elucidated.

Schl.
•" HEGONON" A preparation from albumose

and ammoniacal silver salts in which the ftetal
appears mainly in the colloidal condition
(Gjaldbaek, Dansk Tidsskr. Farm. 1929, 3, 133). It crystallises in needles, m.p. 37°; forms two
It is of value for its antigonococcal action oximes, m.p. 112° and 146° respectively, and a
(Pharm. Zentr. 1931, 72, 362 f Mandl, Wien. semicarbazone, m.p. 146°.
kMn. Woch. 1932,45,918). In commerce it is prepared from safrol, which

92°, and exhibits absorption maxima at 5110, chromate, 38 parts of sulphuric acid and 80 parts
4780 and 4660A. (in carbon disulphide). It is the of water. The reaction product is steam dis-
dipalmita'te of lutein. Helenien also occurs in tilled, the distillate extracted with ether, and
Cheiranthus, Arnica montana, Heliopsis, etc. the heliotropin so obtained is purified in the usual
(Kuhn and Winterstein, Naturwiss, 1930, 18,

Kuhn, Winterstein and Lederer, Z.418, 754;
physiol. Chem. 1931, 197, 150; Winterstein,
Angew. Chem. 1934, 47, 315.)

F S S
HELEN IN (v. Vol. I, 1756).
HELIANTHIC ACID. An acid isolated

from sunflower seeds (Ludwig and Kromayer,
Arch. Pharm. 1859, [ii], 99, 11) and later
identified with chlorogenic acid, CieH18O9

(q.v.) (Gorter, Arch. Pharm. 1909, 247, 436).
" HELICON "(v. Vol.1, 5174).
HELIIMCONE COLOURS (v. Vol.

232c).
HELINUS OVATUS. (Fam.

manner.
Heliotropin should be stored in a cool dark

place, as otherwise it is liable to decomposition.
It is used in many perfumes, and blends well
with cftumarin, vanillin or with lemon, bergamot
and neroli oils.

•g j r>
HELIUM. Sym. He. At. no. 2. At. wt.

4-003 (c/. Baxter, Honigschmid and Lebeau,
Eighth Report of Committee on atomic weights,
International Union of Chemistry, Ber. 1938,
71 [A], 93. Bainbridge and Jordan (Rev. Mod.

I, | Physics, 1937, 9, 370) have obtained the value
4-00389, and Aston.<Nature, 193C, 137, 357, 613)

both these valuesx Rham> the value 400391; both these values were
naceae.) A climbing shrub indigenous to South obtained by mass-spectrographic methods, and
Africa. It was examined chemically by Good- they are referred to the physical Bcale, in which
son (J.C.S. 1920,117,140) who isolated from the 16O=16-00000. After applying the correction
leaves aconitic acid, quercitol, a saponin and factor, 1-00027, for conversion to the chemical

111 ' scale (naturally occurring oxygen=16-00000),
the mean value becomes 4-00285, with a pro-
bable error of about 1 unit in the fourth place).
Isotopes: natural helium probably contains the

PIG-

scyllitol.
HELIODOR (v. Vol. I, 6856).
"HEUO" DYESTUFFS and

M E N T S ( J ; . V O H V , 2 3 6 M > ) . ™ w r ~ . ,---•• . „ ..
HELIO FAST YELLOW (v. Vol. I, 233a). single atomic species <He; Bleakney, Harnwell,

Lozier, Smith and Smyth (Phys. Rev. 1934,
[ii], 46, 81) find that ordinary helium contains

HELIOTROPE (v. Vol. II, 25a, 517c).
HELIOTROPE PERFUME. The com-, LMJ, ~, ~, - nLi . 5U

mon heliotrope, Heliotropium europseum (Fam. less than 1:105 and 1:10« of 3He and Me,
Boragin®) is a. native of the south an*d west of respectively. .
Europe, and its flowers are used for the prepara- Helium is a gaseous element which is
tion of perfumes, but owing \o the discovery of lightest member of the group of rare, or
synthetic heliotropin (piperonal) the'natural " inert " gases discovered late,m the l̂ast century
perfume finds a very limited employment. The by Rayleigh and Ramsay, and which now forms
plant is known in this country as "cherry pie." Group 0 in the Periodic Ctantotran of the
Several members of the Composite are known as elements. Helium is the . ^ h * « * »" . ^ " ^
heliotrope on the Continent. Most gf the with the exception of hydrogen, and its most
artificial̂  heliotrope perfumes contain modifiers striking property is its complete chemical
of the geraniol type, the basic ingredients being inertness,
heliotropin, with a little vanillin, coumarin and HISTORY.

dimethylhydroquinone. p H e K u m w a s disc0Vered epectnwcopicaUy in the

HELIOTROPIN. This valuable syntheti^ sun nearly 3 0 ; g u . before ite p ^ n c e m the
perfume, also known as piperonal, i» a crystalline earth was M > « i Uunng tne soiai_ eci^e
compound having a powerful odour of helio- of AugVst 18, 1868, a bright yeUow line
trope. It occurs naturally in various planU. but observed » t o * r t m o f 2 ^ *
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same year, Lockyer observed the new line in the
spectrum of a solar protuberance, but regarded
it as a new hydrogen line (Proc. Roy. Soc 1869
17, 91, 131, 288; Phil. Mag. 1869, Liv], 38, 66)
Later, however, Lockyer recognised that the
yellow line (which was called D3 on account of
its association with the sodium lines, and had a
measured wave-length of 5,876 A.) was due to a
new element, which he named Jielium, from the
greek yXios, the sun; Lockyer also attributed
other unassigned lines in the solar spectrum, at
5,016, 4,922 and 6,678 A., to helium (Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1870,18, 354). Young (Amer. J. Sci.
1872, [iii], 4, 356) also assigned a line at 4,472 A.
to the new element. Helium lines were soon
discovered in the spectra of hot stars by Secchi
(Compt. rend. 1869, 68, 237, 359). A general
account of the discovery of helium in the sun is
given by Lockyer (Nature, 1896, 53, 319).

In 1881 Palmieri (Rend. Accad. Sci. Fis. Mat.
Napoli, 1881, 20, 233; Gazzetta, 1882,12, 556)
claimed to have observed the D3 line in the
spectrum of a Bunsen flame into which certain
volcanic products from Vesuvius had been
introduced, but the observation is almost cer-
tainly incorrect as helium lines cannot be excited
by such means. Later Hillebrand (Bull U.S.
Geol. Survey, 1891, 78, 43; Amer. J. Sci. 1890,
[iii], 40, 384; 1892, [iii], 42, 390) obtained an
inert gas on treating certain uranium minerals
wjth sulphuric acid, or on fusing them with
sodium carbonate; the gas was not studied
fully, but it was thought from its spectrum to be
nitrogen, although the existence in the spectrum
of unidentified lines was duly noted. Ramsay,
doubting the production of gaseous nitrogen in
the sulphuric acid reaction, suspected that the
gas might have been argon, and undertook a
more detailed examination of the gas from
cleveite. He found an inert residue which
would not combine with oxygen on long spark-
ing; its spectrum was examined by Ramsay,
and by Crookcs, who recognised the bright
yellow D3 line of helium, in addition to argon
lines (i/. Proc. Roy. Soc. 1895, 58, 65, 67, 81 ;
Chem. News, 1895, 71, 151). The occurrence
of helium in gases from uranium minerals was
discovered independently a few days later by
Langlet, at Upsala (c/. Cleve, Compt. rend. 1895,
120, 834). Further research showed that the
cleveite gas consisted of much -helium, with
traces of argon and some hydrogen, carbon
dioxide and nitrogen; the last three gases were
removed by sparking with oxygen over potas-
sium hydroxide solution. The density of helium
was found to be not greater than 2*13, and the
ratio of its specific heats (1*65) showed that
helium reseirbles argon in being monatomic;
the atomic weight was thus stated to be not
more than 4*26 (Ramsay. Collie and Travers,
J.C.S. 1895, 67, 684). The D3 line in the
spectrum of terrestrial helium was afterwards
fotand to be a doublet (Runge, Nature, 1895,
52, 128), and its identity with solar " helium "
was doubted, but the solar D3 line was also
found to be double (Lockyer and Hale, ibid.,
p. 327; Proc. Roy. Soc. 1896, 59, 4) ami the
identity of the elements was thus established.
A number of workers have doubted the ele-
mentary nature of helium on account of the

complexity of its spectrum, but all attempts to
separate the gas into two or more constituents
have failed {see Ramsay and Travers, ibid, 1898,
62, 316).

Helium was first detected in the atmosphere
by Kayser (Chen^ News, 1895, 72, 89), who
observed its lines in the spectrum of crude argon
preparations obtained from air. The produc-
tion of helium during disintegration of radro-
actke elements, which explains its presence in
uranium minerals, was discovered by Soddy in
1903.

For an account and bibliography of the early
investigations 6n helium, see Ramsay, Ann.
China. 1898, [vii], 18, 433, and Travers, "JKie
Discovery of the Rare Gases," London, 1928.

OCCURRENCE.

In the 8\*n, Stars and Nebulae.—Helium has
been detected spectroscopically in the t chromo-
sphere of the sun, in which it also occurs in an
ionised form, and in protuberances and sunspots
(c/. Pringsheim, " Vorlesungen tiber die Physik
der Sonne," Leipzig. 1910). Helium is also
present in nebulae, the.planetary " mist," fixed
stars, and novae, or stars of recent origin. The
occurrence of helium is related to the tempera-
ture of the star (Lockyer, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1897,
61, 148). The spectra of novae contain helium
absorption lines displaced towards the violet,
showing that the gas is in radial movement
towards the observer and away from the stars
(Eddington, " Expanding Universe," 1933,
p.- 11). Helium is present to the extent of
0-23-36 x 10^e c.c. per g. in certai.i specimens
of meteoric iron, from which it is liberated by
dissolution in acid (Paneth et ol., Z. Elektrochem,
1928, 34, 645, 648; Z. physikal. Chem. 1931,
152, 127). The role of helium in the evolution
of the universe and development of stars of
various types is discussed by Saha (Phil. Mae.
1920, [vi], 40, 472; 1921, [vi], 41, 267, 809;
Proc. Roy. Soc. 1921, A, 99, 135; Z. Physik,
1921, 6, 40).

In the Earth's Atmosphere.—Numerous workers
have shown the existence of small amounts of
helium in the atmosphere, of which it forms
about 0-0005% by volume, or 000007% by
weight (Claude, Compt. rend. 1909, 148, 1454;
Watson, 'J.C.S. 1910, 97, 810)v It has been
claimed that the helium content of air should
increase in the upper layers of the atmosphere;
Paneth and Gluckauf (Nature, 1935, 136, 717)
have found that the helium content is constant
up to an altitude of about 18 km., but is in-
creased by 8% at 21 km. According to one
theory^ the atmosphere should consist almost
entirely of hydrogen and helium at altitudes
greater than about 100 km., the content of
helium falling with increasing height (Jeans,
"Dynamical Theory of Gases," Cambridge,
1925). Convincing evidence in favour of such
theories appears to be lacking.

In Volcanic Oases, Hot Spring Gases, etc.—
Small percentages of helium are of frequent
occurrence in gases of volranic origin. The
proportion of helium and the yield of gas vary
between very wide limits in different regions,
and rich helium sources are usually localised.
A number of hot springs yielding gases rich in
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helium are grouped round a line drawn through
the French towns of Moulina, Dijon and Vesoul,
Details of some of the more prolific French
springs are tabulated below; the figures are
taken from Mottreu and Lepape, Compt, rend.
1012, 155, 167; see also Moureu, J.C.S. 1923,
123, 1913. •

Location and name
\M spring*

Santenay (C6te
d'Or):

Source Lithium
Source Carnot .
Source Fontaine-

SalSe. . .
Maizieres (C6te

d'Or):
Source Romaine

Griay (Sa6ne-et-
Loire):

Source d'Ys.
Bourbon Lancy

(Saone - et -

Loire) t
Source du Lyrnbe

Ncris (Allier):
Source Cisar .

La Bourboule
(Puy » de -
D6me):

Source Choussy

Percent-
age or
i . . k i t • • > • •
J J T I I M I I I

In gas.

lii-lti

9- 97

8-40

5-9,2

2-18

1-84

0-97

•001

Yield ID litres-per
/ m i

Total gas.
*

51,000
179,-^0

^ ,

18,250

—

347,500

3,504,000

30,484,800

Helium,

5,182
17,845

1,080

—

10,074

33,090

3,04$

The helium content of 8-10% recorded at
Santenay are very exceptional. Many other
French springs liberate helium-bearing gas, but
the helium contents fluctuate considerably. The
neighbouring European countries also possess
springs yielding helium, bttt the quantities are
generally much smaller. The King's Well, Bath,
England, gives a gaa containing about 015% of
helium, but the annual yield is small. A few
German spring gaaes (e.g. from Baden-Baden
and Wildbaaj contain about 1% of helium (c/.
Sievelting and Lautenschlager, Physikal. Z.
1912,13,1043). According to Von An*;erer and
Funk <Z. physikal. Chem. 1933, B, 20, 368) a
spring at Diirkheim is the only German source
which yields a gaa comparable in helium content
with American natural gas, i.e. containing 1-2%
of helium. The famous soffioni of Tuac%ny con-
tain Bdme helium (e.g. 00155% of helium in gas
from Larderello). Gases containing 0-002-
0-0146% are obtained from natural sources in
Iceland. New Zealand natural gases almost
always contain some helium (Farr and Rogers,
New Zealand J. &d Tech. 1929, 10, 300).
Details of many other sources are given by
Moureu, J.C.S. 1923, 123, 1905, and in Abegg's
'" Handbuch der tinorganischen Chemie," Vol.IV,
Section 3r Fart I (" Die Edelgase").

Xt ia generally accepted that naturally occur-
ring helium has been produced by radioactive

183

disintegration, but the quantities available over
small areas indicate that the supplies are being
drawn from gas which has accumulated during
past ages, and not from continuous radioactive
sources. Prolific helium sources occur where
local conditions have favoured the accumula-
tion of the gas in underlying strata. It is
estimated that the earth's cruBt contains radio-
active material equivalent to about 2-4 x 10M g.
of uranium, which would produce approximately
2 x 10T cu. m. of helium per year. If this
estimate is correct considerable quantities
helium have been lost from the earth during
geological time, possibly by diffusion into space.
Interesting regularities in the composition of
helium-bearing gages have been noted; the
helium content of hot-spring gases is usually
small if they contain a large proportion of
carbon dioxide. Lepape (Compt. rend. 1935,
200, 163, 336) has observed that gaaes rich in
helium are associated with springs yielding
larger quantities of lithium Raits, and that
sources very rich in helium also yield rubidium
and caesium salts; it is suggested that the helium
has resulted from the radioactive decom-
position of demerit 87, the alkali-metal which
still remains to be isolated.

In ? Deposits Associated with Hydrocarbons;
Natural Gas.—Gases from mineral springs con-
tain a very largo proportion of nitrogen, or, less
frequently, carbon dioxide. The " natnraj gas "
occurring in the United States and elsewhere is
of a different type, and contains large amounts
of methane, ethane and other hydrocarbons.
The natural-gas, sources are " dry " wells, and
the deposits are usually associated with petro-
leum. The presAice of helium in American
natural gas was discovered by Cady and McFar-
land (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1907, 29, 1523; see
also hid. Kng. Chem. 1938, 30, 845), who found
helium contents of up to 1-48% in specimens of
gas from various localities. The natural gas
wells in the United States now form thanrincnMd
commercial source of helium. The helium-rich
wells occur chiefly in the States of Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas, with less important
regions in Ohio, Montana and California,
Typical analyses of natural gas are given in the
table on Hhe next page; the figures are due
to Moore {J. Franklin Inst. 1921, 191, Mil;
Ind. Eng. Chem. 1926,18, 198) {see oho C*dy
and McFarland, I.e.).

The amount of helium liberated from United
States gas wells has been estimated at 18 million
cu.m. per year (Moore, I.e.); the total quantity
available is assessed at some thousand million
cu.m. As remarked above, such large supplies
can only be due to accumulation of helium under
favourable geological conditions during past
ages.. Although the helium vellrf are located in
oil-bearing region a, it is noteworthy that
" mixed sources of helium and oil are rare,
the helium wells being completely dry. In the
famous Fetcolia field, which has supplied lsrge
quantities of helium for commercial under-
takings, the gas originates in strata 500 metres
below the surface, but oil is obtained at a depth
of only 100 metres.

Natural gaues containing about 0-3% of
helium occur in Alberta and Ontario, Canada;

•
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Field.

Rogers.
Petrolta.
Pearson,
Augusta.
Big Bell.
Gleen Mary.
Pavilion.
Breckenridge.
Beaver Creek.
Lanco Creok.

Locution.

Cliautauqua, Kansas.
Clay, Texas,
Oaage. Oklahoma.
Butler, Kansas.
Montgomery, Kansas.
Scott, Tennessee.
Uvnesee, New York,
Stephens, Texas.
Floyd, Kentucky,
Niobrara, Wyoming.

i'•imposition ofgai, %.

N,.

43-68
31-li
39-M
1108
21-49

3-22
2-66

18-80
n-:|7
0-92

CH«.

54-20
56-85

74-74
7223
.ill Mi

87-96
76-48
77-55
6906

•

CjH^etc.
•

000
10-33
000

12-92
5-10

•31-73
8-68

19-68
2113
29-19

O f

u-s:i
0-54
0-45
057
0 09
0 65
0-49
012
0 66
063

cot.

000
0-25

o-oo
019
(MM
018
000
000
016
0-20

H«.

1-38
(MM
H)03
0-60
0-41
0-36
03J ,
0-21
0-13

trace

the deposit* are probably related geographically
to those in Montana, U.S. Natural gas sources
yielding helium also occur in certain parts of
Europe: the most prolific is at Netmgam
oust Hamburg, where a gas containing 0*016-
0-025% of helium is liberated, corresponding to
25,000 cu.m. of the latter gas per year (dteako,
Z. anorg. Chem. 1913, 82, 249). A rich source
(0-095%; 20,000 cu.m. per year) is recorded at
Vaux-en-Bugey, France, and a relatively high
percentage of helium is given for a well at
Leaquin, near Lille (IMK4%; 1,359 cu. in. per
year) {ef. Moureu, J.C.S. 1923,123, 1905). Clay
(Proc. K. Akad. Wetenach. Amsterdam, 1925,
28, 529} records that petroleum gases from
Indian sources contain 0*006-0 0033% of
helium.

The ratio of helium to nitrogen in (ire-damp
ia often much greater than the corresponding
ratio for air, and fire-damp has been found to
Contain as much as 0-05% of helium. The
yearly losa of helium into the atmosphere from
underground workings must bo considerable, an
large volumes of gas are discharged.

In Mintrals and Racks.—Minerals which con-
tain appreciable quantities of helium generally
contain thorium or uranium, from wnich the
helium has been produced by radioactive
changes. Strutt (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1908, A, 80,
572), using very delicate moans of detection, has
shown that traces of helium occur in a very wide
variety of minerals. The gas occurs in solid
solution or in minute cavities in the mineral,
and is not chemically combined. The highest
helium contents have been found in specimens
-.1 ihorianite and uraninite (of which cleveite and
pitchblende are particular varieties), these con-
tain up to 0-19% {10-5 c.c. per g.) and 013-
015% (7-2-8-1 etc. per g.; cleveite), respec-
tively (cj. tiievcrts and Beqgncr, Bcr. 1912t 46,
2576 ; Uunstan and Blake, Proc. Roy. Soc 1905,
A, 76, 253; Ramsay, Ann. Chim. 1898, [vii],
13^433; Abegg, op. cti.pp. 55-67). Monazitc, a
mineral available in relatively large quantities,
often contains about 1 c.c. of helium per g.,
and haa been used as a secondary commercial
source of the gas. The quantity of helium ob-
tained from a mineral of known uranium or
thorium content haa been used to estimate the

geological age of the mineral, as a given mass of
uranium or thorium produces a fixed volume of
helium per year by radioactive disintegration.
The ages obtained by* this method vary from
100,000 years for more recent strata to 600
million years for rocks of the lower pre-Cambrian
period (Lawson, Naturwias. 1917, 5, 429, 452).
The ages obtained by the helium method are less
than those derived from determinations on lead
iuotopes, suggesting that partial loss of the
helium has occurred.

PREPARATION.

In the Laboratory.—Helium may no obtained
from the minerals named %bove by heating with
dilute sulphuric acid, fusion with alkali, alkali
hydrogen sulphate, pyrosulphate or dichromate,
or by heating the mineral in a vacuum. The
last-named process is the simplest, but & tarn*
perature of 1,000-1,200° ia necessary if the
maximum yield of helium is to bo obtained ;
about 50% of the gas available in the mineral is
evolved on heating to a red heat in a hard-glass
tube (Wood, Proc. ttoy. Soc. 1910, A, 84, 70).
A larger but still not quantitative yield is given
by the fusion process, which is comparatively
rapid: a hard-glass tube about a metre long is
charged v^th successive layers of magnesium
carbonate (10 cm.), a mixture at 3 parts by
weight of finely pondered cleveite and 2 parts
of potassium pyrosulphate (Travera used equal
weights of the powdered mineral and potassium
hydrogen sulphate), kept in position with an
asbestos plug, copper oxide, powdered mag.
neuium and pbuapltorun pentoxide. When the
tube is*heatcd in a suitable furnace the mag-
nesium carbonate produces a stream of carbon
dioxide, in which the helium is carried off and
collected over potassium hydroxide solution (cf
Longlet, Z. nnorg. Chera. 1895, 10, 289). Tho
fusion method often gives trouble in practice
owing to frothing and breakage of the tube
The most convenient method is to decompose
the mineral completely with -sulphuric acid
Ewers (Ann. Phya. 1905, [iv], 17, 797) gives the
following details of the extraction process -
150 g. of finely powdered cleveite are mixed to a
paste with water in a 500 c.c. flask. Air in the
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flask is displaced with a current of carbon
dioxide, and 225 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric
acid are added through a dropping funnel.
The helium evolved is removed by a slow stream
of carbon dioxide, and collected over potassium
hydroxide solution. Cleveite is a fairly cheap
laboratory source' of heliuift, as 1 kg. of the
mineral should yield up to 8 litres of the gas.
A much commoner mineral which contains
workable quantities of helium is monazite,Jarge
supplies of which are used in the extraction of
cerium, thorium and rare-earth metals; mona-
zite affords up to a litre of helium per kilogram,
and the gas is extracted by hsating to 1,000°.
The Auer-Gesellschaft have marketed crude
(75%) helium obtained by this method as a by-
product of gas-mantle manufacture.

Minerals liberate helium slowly in a vacuum
at room temperature, and a small proportion is
evolved on powdering the mineral; Gray (Proc.
Roy. So*. 1909, A, 82, 301) recovered 28% of
the available helium in thorianite by powdering
to a particle diameter of 3/x., but a further reduc-
tion in size gave no additional yield.

Helium may also be isofctted from the rare-gas
mixture obtained from atmospheric nitrogen by
passing it over heated magnesium (Ramsay and
Travers, ibid. 1899, 64, 183) or a heated mixture
of magnesium and quicklime (Maquenne, Corapt.
rend. 1895, 121, 1147), but the process is very
laborious and the yield is at most 1 litre of
helium from 200,000 litres of air. The residues
obtained commercially from the fractional dis-
tillation of liquid air are, however, a practical
source of helium (see below). Mineral springs
have also been made to yield small quantities of
helium for laboratory <jise; Ramsay obtained it
from King's Well, Bath (Proc. Roy. Soc. 189$
59, 198).

The purification of the crude helium obtained
by any of the above methods is conveniently
effected by fractional adsorption; as the other
inert gases with which helium is associated are
also inert chemically, no chemical purification
method is applicable. The crude gas is intro-
duced into an evacuated tu3e containing adsor-
bent charcoal, which is cooled in liquid air; all
the inert gases except helium and neon then
condense, and the helium-neon mixture can be
pumped off. The vapour pressure ofcicon is so
much less than that of helium at liquid air
temperatures that a systematic repetition of the
process gives fairly pure helium (Ramsay,
ibid. 1905, A, 76, 111; Watson, J.C.S. 1910, 97,
812). The adsorption process can be rendered
continuous (Edwards and Elworthy, Trans. Roy.
Soc. Canada, 1919, 13, III, 47). According to
Peters (Z. physikal. Chem. 1937, A* 180,
41), the adsorptive separation of neon and
helium on charcoal can be completed by cooling
to -225°. Fused quartz at 1,000-1,200° is
permeable to helium, and if a heated quartz tube
is surrounded with the impure gas, pure helium
can be pumped from the interior of the tube.
The conditions necessary for a sharp separation
appear to be somewhat critical; Watson (I.e.)
records that the process is not successful with all
kinds of fused quartz. Paneth and Peters [ibid.
1928, B, 1, 253) have effected a complete separa-
tion of helium from neon by a similar process

of diffusion through hot glass; they also record
that palladium is permeable to hydrogen but
not to helium, affording a simple method of
separation for these two gases.

On the Commercial Scale.—The principal com-
mercial source of helium to-day is the plant set
up by the United States Government at Amarillo,
Texas, for the extraction of helium from natural
gas. The use of helium on a commercial scale,
and for airships, has only been possible since the
vast resources of the American natural-gas wells
have been utilised. The natural gas used at
Amarillo is collected at a pressure of 700 lb. per
sq. in. on the neighbouring Cliff side field; it
contains about 1*75% of helium. Traces of
carbon dioxide are first removed by treating the
gas with sodium hydroxide solution in large
towers; this process is important as carbon
dioxide solidifies and chokes up the liquefaction
apparatus if it is allowed to remain in the gas.

le natural gas is then cooled to —185° under
300 lb. pressure, when all the constituent gaacti
liquefy except helium and some nitrogen, which
are pumped away; the liquid residue is allowed
to vaporise and cool the incoming natural gas,
and is then sold as a by-product for heating pur-
poses. The crude gas containing about 50% of
heliun? is purified by a similar liquefaction pro-
cess under 2,500 lb. pressure, which gives 98%
pure helium; this second, high pressure stage
is carried out separately from the main bulk of
natural gas in order to avoid loss of helium in the
liquefied residues, in which it is appreciably
soluble. The purified helium is charged directly
into cylinders at a pressure of 2,000 lb. per sq.
in. The operating costs of the process in 1938
totalled $12 per 1,(900 cu. ft., or $9 if allowance
is made for the sale of by-product gas; it is
stated that the costs could be reduced to So by
intensive production. The production of helium
in the U.S.A. is now a Government monopoly.
For further details, see Seibel, Ind. Eng. Chem.
1938, 30, 848.

Attempts to produce helium from natural gas
on a commercial scale have also been made at
Calgary, Alberta, using a process of cooling
similar to that described above with a final puri-
fication by adsorption of impurities on charcoal
(McLennan, J.C.S. 1920, 117, 923; Edwards
and Elworthy, Proc. Roy. Soc. Canada, 1919,13,
III, 47 ; Lang, ibid. 1923,17, III, 181; McLen-
nan and Shrum, ibid. 1922, 16, III, 181; 1923,
17, III, 21). The distribution and production of
helium in Canada are discussed by Rosewarne
and Offord, Canada Dept. Mines Publ. 1932,
No. 727, 42. Attempts were also made during
the War of 1914-18 to obtain supplies of helium
from the soffioni in Tuscany (Porlezza, Giorn.
Chim. ind. appl. 1920, 2, G38, 087).

The separation of appreciable quantities of
helium from air is difficult, as the content by
volume is only about 1 part in 200,000. Owing
to their low boiling points helium, neon and
hydrogen are the last constituents of the atmo-
sphere Jo condense on cooling. Dewar (Proc. Roy.
Inst. 1903,17, 223) has obtained a gas containing
50% of helium and neon by a condensation pro-
cess working at normal pressures, using liquid
hydrogen; this is impracticable on tho com-
mercial Bcale. Claude (Compt. rend. 1908,147,
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024) obtained a similar mixture, containing
about 50% of helium and neon with 50% of
nitrogen, as an mu-ondcnsable residue from a
liquid-air plant. Regular supplies of this crude
gas win be obtained from liquid-air rectification
plants, which are a valuable source of the rare
gases; a-Claude plant produces some 20 litres
of helium and neojn per 1,000 cu.ro. of air lique-
fied, small losses occurring through the solubility
of helium in liquid nitrogen and oxygen. After
removal oi t he nitrogen the heliura-neon mixture
contains about 25% of the former gas. The
separation of helium and neon is particularly
difficult on a large scale; for further details of
the methods used, which have been described
briefly above, see Ramsay and Travers, I'hil.
Trans. 1001, A, 197, 47; Crommelin. Comm.
Leiden, No. 102c (iy23); Rec. trav. cbim. 1923,
42, 814; Meissner, Naturwiss. 1925, 13, 695.
Natural gas is free from neon, so that pure
helium can ho obtained from this source without
the difficult separation from neon, which is
inevitable if the gases are obtained from the
atmosphere.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM.

Helium is a colourless gas with a demity of
0-17340 g. per litre at N.T.P., or 008023 g. per
litre at 0°C. and 380 mm. (Baxter and Stark-
weather, Proc. Nat. Acad. Set 1920, 12, 20),
giving & gram-molecular volume of 22-410 litres at
N.T.P., in agreement with the results of other
investigators. The molecular weight derived
from the density data is 4-000, but as the gas is
monatomic the accepted atomic weight gives the
value 4003. Isotherms of*helium have been
plotted by Onnes et al. at temperatures be-
tween -270° and 20° (Comm. Leiden, Nos. 164
(1923), 105c, 170a, 1706 (1924), and 176fc (1925);
Abegg, op. eft. p. 376), Holborn and Otto
(-258° to 400°) (Z. Physik, 1025, 33, 1 ; 1926,

_88, 350), Wiebe, Gaddy and Heins (-70° to
"200°, with pressures up to 1,000 atm.) (J. Amer.
Chem^Sor. 1931,53, 1721), and by other workers
over smaller temperature ranges. Onnes repre-
aents'fhe iBOtherms by an equation of the type:

where the " virial coefficients " A-F are con-
st ;mt at each temperature; in practice only
A, B and C need be considered, the remaining
terms being negligible. Values of these con-
stants are given below :

Temp., °C.
0-00

20-00
10035

A.
0-99970
1-0J273
I-3C0C7

BxlO3.
0-512
0-534
0073

CxlO*
0-12
013
016

(p is in atmospheres, and )-' in multiples of the
sp»-<-inc volume at N.T.P.). An equation of state
used by Holborn and Otto, and Wiebo, Gaddy
and Hcins is of the type : •

The latter authors give the following values of
A', JJ' and C, expressing pv in Amagat units,

i.e. values of the ratio pvjp9va, where p0 and t'o
are the pressure and volume at N.T.P. :

Temp., "('•.

- 7 0
- 3 5

0
50

100

A'.

0-7438
0-8721

1 18480
1-3004
1-73284

B' x 10*.
5-322
5-29(3
5-217
51043
5-0442
4-7795

C > ID8.

4-332
4-33(i
3-876
3-5308
3-4889.
2-2518

As before, D' and E' are negligible. Jaeyna,
Derewjankin, Obnorsky and Parfentiev (Bull.
Acad. Polonais£, 1934, A, 379) state that the
following equation represents the behaviour *of
helium at —150° to 500° with considerable
accuracy:

the constants having the following* values:
a, -1085 x 10-" ; b, -6*86 X 10"* j To, 273-22°;
K, 211-82; the units are metres and kilograms.
The fundamental coefficient of the normal helium
Uiermomeler, which determines the change of
pressure of a quantity of helium on varying the
temperature at constant volume, is 0-0036607
(Kcesom, van der Horst and Taconia, Physica,
1JW4,1. 324).

The viscosity coejficimt of helium at 20° is
HH1 x I0-* (Trautz and Binkele. Ann. Physik,
1930, [v], 5, 5(il; values are given for tem-
peratures up to 200°). The variation of vis-
cosity with temperature is given by :

,

Vhere and art- the viscosities at the
absolute temperatures T1 and T2. Data for
lower temperatures are given by van Itterbeek
and Keesom (Physica, 1938, 6, 257). The vis-
cosity of helium is independent of pressure
except at pressures below abou£ 2 mm.

According to Scheel and Heuse (Ann. Physik,
1913, (iv], 40, 473) the specific heat of helium at
constant pressure is 5040 g.-cal. per g.-mol. at
18°, and 4-980 at -180° ; the ratio of the
specific heats (y) is calculated to be 1-6G0, con-
firming that the gas is monatomic. Keesom
and van fcterbeek find that the velocity of sound
in helium gas at — lS2-9a is 5591 metres per
see., giving y=l-6ftl at this temperature (Proc.
K. Ak«d. Wetenseh. Amsterdam, 1930, 33,
440; 1931, M, 204). The thermal conductivity
of helium at 0D is 0-0003365 g.-cal. per sq. cm.
per sec. per °C. (Eucken,.Physikal. Z. 1913, 14,
324).; this value is for normal pressures, at
which*the variation of heat conductivity with
pressure is negligible. •>

The refractive index of helium for the wave-
length of the green mercury line (A 5461 A.) hi
1-00003489 (Cuthbertson and Cuthbertson, Prou.
Roy. Soc. 1932, A, 135, 40; dispersion data are
also given).

Helium is diamagnetie; its volume suscepti-
bility is -0-780 x lO- 1 0 at N.T.P. (Hector,
Physical Rev. 1924, [ii], 24, 418).

The dielectric constant of helium at N.T.P. is
10O0O68 (Hocliheim, Verh. deut. physikal.
Ges. 1908, Lii], 10, 446).
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The arc spectrum of helium contains two series
of lines, the " orthohelium" and " para-
helium " series; the discharge in a Gcisslcr tube
with a. gas pressure of 3-5 mm. is orange-yellow
in colour, and the orthohelium lines pre-
dominate. If the pressure is reduced or the
discharge intensified the colour becomes greenish,
the' change corresponding with intensification
of the paraholium lines; the wave-lengths of the
principal lines in both series are given below
{the wavelengths are in Angstrom units; the
ortho- and para-helium series are denoted by
0 and P, respectively).

3888-64 0
39G4-7:; I1

4026-19 0
4120-81 0
4387!):i I1

1171-48 0
471315 O

4921-93 P
5015-68 P
5875-63 O
6678-15 P
7065-20 «
7281-35 I'

(Kayser, " Tabelle der Hauptlinien der Ele-
mente,*' Berlin, 1026). A strong condensed
discharge gives the so-calfed " spark " spectrum
of helium (c/. Lyman. Nature, 1924. 113, 785;
Astrophys. J. J924, 60, 1).

Reference has been made above to the diffusion
of helium through quartz glass at high tempera-
tures. The results of numerous studies of the
diffusion of helium through solids are somewhat
inconclusive. The rate of diffusion through
fused quartz at temperatures between —7u'°
and 562° ia approximately proportional to the
pressure, a$d inversely proportional to the
thickness of the quartz diaphragm (Braaten and
Clark, J. Amer, Cheffn. Soc. 193.% 57, 2714^
Lord Rayleigh (Nature, 1935, 135, 30, 993;
Proc. Roy. Soc. 1936, A, 156, 350) records that
helium nasaes freely through celluloid, gelatin
and " cellophane " at room temperature; the gas
is said to pass between constituent crystals of
the solid. Single crystals of quartz and other
substances are impermeable or only slightly
permeable to helium. Lor4 Rayleigh supports
the view that the transmission of helium through
vitreous quartz, boron trioxide, etc., is due to
crcepage of the gas molecules along sub-micro-
scopic channels in the structure; addition of
alkali to the glass closes the channeta at room
temperature and prevents diffusion of the. gas.
Taylor and Rast conclude, however, that
diffusion of helium through Pyrex 'glass is
governed by chemical factors {J. Chem. Physics,
1938,6,612).

The Ostwald coefficients for the solubility of
helium in water are as follows :

Temperature
Ostwald coeff.

0°
000955

10s

00093
20°

0-0091
30°C.

00090

(The corresponding Bunsen coefficients are
0-00955, 0-00895, 0-0085 and 0-0081, respec-
tively) (c/. Cady, Elsey and Berger, J. Amur.
Chem. Soc. 1922, 44, 1456", and a correction by
Valentiner, Z. Physik, 1930, 61. 563). Wiebe
and Gaddy (J. Amcr. Chem. Soc. 1935, 57,
847) have determined the solubility in water
at 0-75°,' with gaa pressures up to 1,000 atmo-
spheres.

Critical Constants of Helium; Liquefac-
tion of Helium.—The critical temperature of
helium is —268-0° (5-V abs.), and the critical
pressure is 2-3 atmospheres. At normal tem-
peratures the Joule-Thompson effect for helium
(for measurements, see Roebuck and Osterbci-g,
Physical Rev. 1933, [ii], 43, (ill) in opposite in
sign to that for most gases, and helium is heated
on expansion through a jet or porous plug; the
usual methods of cooling used in gas liquefiers
(cf. LIQUEFACTION OF GASES) cannot be applied
for this reason. In addition, the critical tem-
perature is extremely low, so that helium cannot
be liquefied by application of pressure at any
readily available temperature. In 1908 Onncs
found that the Joule-Thompson effect for
helium was reversed by cooling the gaa in solid
hydrogen, and was able- to use the effect to
produce further cooling, and eventually Lique-
faction of the helium (Coinpt. rend. 1908, 147,
421 ; Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch, Amsterdam,
1909,11, 08). An apparatus for the continuous
production of liquid helium is described by
Onnes (Versl. Akad. Amsterdam, 1920, 35, 862;
Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1926,
29, 1176). Cooling is effected on tlir
principle, temperatures of—85°, -150°, —183°
and —253° being reiuhcd by evaporation of
liquefied methyl chloride, ethylene, oxygen and
hydrogen, respectively, in successive cycles, Tho
helium is compressed to 30 atm, pressure,
cooled to -253°, and expanded through a jet;
tlii.s process, proceeding continuously, ultimately
causes liquefaction of the helium. For descrip-
tions of other liquid-helium plants, see Linde*
munn mid Kcekiy, Nature, 1933, 131, 191, and
Kapitza, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1934, A, 147, 189.
Kapitza's apparatus does not require liquid
hydrogen for its operation. Prc-cooling with
liquid nitrogen is found to suffice, further cooling
of the helium to about 10° abs. being produced
by a small expansion engine incorporated in the
apparatus; the final liquefaction depends on
the Joule-Thompson effect. The apparatus
prodaces liquid helium 1{ hours after starting,
and the output is 2 litres per hour, with a Hqmd
nitrogen consumption of 1£ litres per litre of
liquid helium.

The boiling point of liquid helium under 760
mm. pressure is 4-216° abs. (Schmidt and Kee-
som, Physica, 1937, 4, 9G3). Data for the vapour
pressure over the range 0-760 mm! are given by
the same authors (ibid. IM7, 4, 971). The
density of liquid helium at the normal boiling-
point is 0-122 g. per c.c, giving a molecular
volume of 31-9 c.c, Tho compressibility, 7 to
8 x 10~a sq. cm. per kg., is the highest of any
known liquid (Kecsom and Ctusius, Proc. K
Akad. Wetensch, Amsterdam, 1332, 36, 820).
The latent heat of vaporisation has a broad
maximum in thS neighbourhood of 3°
(approx. 5-6 g.-cal. per g.}, and falls rapidly
at higher temperatures (Dana and Onnjjs,
ibid. 1926, 29, 1051;" Van Laar, ibid, 1920, 29,

Liquid helium is one of the most remarkable
substances known to ehemists; it exists in two
distinct forms, known as helium-land hdium-ll.
The relationships between these two liquid fonna
and the vapour and solid are illustrated ilia-
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grammatically in the curve below, which is not
to scale. Liquid helium exists as hclium-I at
normal pressures; the liquid, which can be kept
for short periods in a good Dewar vessel, is
almost invisible, but the surface has a similar
appearance to a sheet of mica by reflected light.
Slow boiling produces a stream of bubbles of
helium vapour rising through the liquid. If the
pressure over the liquid is reduced to a point in
the curve DE immediate transformation to
helinm-II takes place; tho only visible evidence
of a change is the sudden cessation of the stream
of bubbles as the point E is passed. The point
E, commonly known as the A-point, is the triple
point at which helium-I, helium-II and the
vapour coexist in equilibrium ; it corresponds
with n, temperature of 2-18H° abs. and a vapour
pressure of 3-83 cm. (Schmidt and Keesom,
Phyufca, 1937, 4, 971). The line EB (tho " A-
line ") represents the variation of the A-point
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with ch&atm of pressure. The A-point corre-
sponds with a sharp maximum in the specific
heat otlifjuicl helium (Keesom and Clusjua, Proe.
X. Akad, Wctcnseh. Amsterdam, 1932, 35, 307),
but there is apparently no latent heat associated
with the transition between the two forms.
Tin: density of the liquid at various pressures
reaches a maximum value along the A-line
(Keesom and Keesom, Physiea, 1933-34,1, 128).
The viscosity falls rapidly bclnw the A-point,
ami tfie viscosity of helium. 11 at low tempera-
tures is remarkably low (e.g. 1 -24 micropoises at
1-304" ahs.; water at 20° has a viscosity of
about 10,000 micropoiscs) (IT/. Keesora and
llaewood, Physica, 1938, 5, 737). The thermal
conductivity of liquid helium also shows a
remarkable change at the A-point; it rises from
6xlO-B g.-cal. per sq. cm. per see. per °C. at
3-3* abs. (helium-I) to K0 (same units) at
1-4-1-750 abs. (helium-II). Helium-II is by far
thg best conductor of heat yet discovered.
Hclium-Il also has remarkable capillary proper-
ties ; it forms a film about 5 x 10~B em. tfeick on

Lwi iy solid with which it comes into contact, and
Uie liquid is tnuu&md through this film to the
lowest available level (Daunt and Mondelssohn,
Nature. 1938, 141, 911; 142, 475). No dis-
continuity occurs iu the surface tension

helium at tho A-point (Allen and Misener, Proe.
Camb. Phil. Soc. 1938, 34, 299), and the mole-
cular refractions of the two liquid forms are
equal (Johns and Wilhelm, Canad. J. Rea. 1938,
A, 16, 131). Debye-Scherrer Jf-ray diagrams
of helium-I and ,-II have been obtained by
Keesom and Taconis (Physica, 1938, 5, 270),
who consider that the latter has a partly ordered
lattice structure based on a face-centred cubic
arrangement, but with half the atoms missing,
leaving channels in the structure. The* degree
of order in the structure of helium.II ig thus less
than that in the solid, but greater than that in
hclium-I. •

The portions DE and EF of the CURVES
represent the vapour pressures of helium-II
and -I, respectively. These, vapour pressures
(p, in cm.) are given by the following equations:

Helium-I:

log10p=l-2l7-3-024/T+2-208 logftT.
Helium-II:

log10p=2-035-3-859/T+0-9221ogl0T.

(Keesom et al., Pro*e. K. Akad. Wetensch.
Amsterdam, 1929, 32, 864, 1314). The point B
represents the triple point for solid helium,
helium-I, and helium-II, at 1-753D abs. and 29-91
atra. pressure. Solid helium is obtained only
by compression of one of the liquid forms; the
solid, liquid and vapour cannot coexist in
equilibrium. Solidification of helium is accom-
panied by little change in appearance, and is
detected experimentally by the freezing up of
a mechanical stirrcr. Even at the absolute zero
of temperature, solid-helium would not be stable
at pressures less than abfiut 25 atm. (Keesom,
Physica. 1934, 1, 128, 161; Kaischew and
Simon, Nature, 1034, 133. 400; Simon, ibid,
1934, 133, 529). The density of solid helium in
equilibrium with liquid helium-I is 0-23 at
4-0° and 0-22 at 3-6° abs,; the heat of fusion
is G-75 g.-cal. per g.-atom at 4-0°, and 5-1 g.-cal.
at 3-4° abs. (Kaischew and Simon, I.e.). The
melting-point curve,BC, over the range 12-42°
aba., is given by the equation :

p is expressed in kg. per sq. cm. (Simon, Ruhe-
roann and" Edwards, Z. phyaikal. Chem. 1929,
H, 2. 340; 6, 62). According fit Keeaom and
Taconis (Proc, K. Aliad. Wetensch. Amsterdam,
1938, 4f, 95), solid helium at 1-45° abs. and
37 atra. pressure has a hexagonal close-packed
KlriK'ture ; there are two atoms in the unit cell,
3-57 A. apart, and the spacing* of the {100} and
{101} planes are 3-07 and 2-75 A., respectively.

For gtneral accounts of the physics of aolid
and liquid helium, see Satterly, Rev. Mod.
Physics, 1936,8,347; Keesom, Natuurwetensch.
Tijds. 1029, 11, 65; and Burton, Smith and
Wilhelm, " Phenomena at the Temperature of
Liquid Helium," New York, 1940.

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF HELIUM.
There is little evidence for the existence of well,

defined stoicheiometric compounds of helium,
although a number of aolid substances of in-
definite composition containing helium have
been obtained, generally under the action of an
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electric discharge. Intense electron bombard-
ment of helium in the neighbourhood of a
tungsten filament gives a black substance which
Boomer (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1925, A, 109, 198;
Nature, 1925, 115, 16) considered to be a tung-
sten helide WHe2. Boomer also found indi-
cations of the existence 6T compounds with
mercury, iodine, phosphorus and sulphur.
Damianovitch (c/. a review covering the ques-
tion of the formation of helium compounds,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1938, [v], 5, 1085, 1092, 1106)
has also obtained a supposed compound of
helium and platinum. There is no evidence for
the formation of hydrates, or o? compounds with
boron trifluoride similar to those given by argon.

HELIUM AND RADIOACTIVITY.

The a-rays produced in radioactive processes
consist of the nuclei of helium acorns, which
become, neutral helium atoms after regaining
two electrons apiece. One gram of radium in
equilibrium with its disintegration products
yields 167 cu. mm. of helium per year. The
production of helium in* the disintegration of
radioactive elements has been confirmed experi-
mentally in a number of cases (Abegg, op. cit.
p. 173). The helium produced in the " artificial"
nuclear reaction

^B+Jn -» jHe+jLi

has also been collected and determined by
Paneth, Gluckauf and Loleit (Proc. Roy. Soc.
1936, A, 157, 412).

Attempts have been made to obtain the
helium isofSbpes 3He and 6He by artificial dis-
integration methods. Evidence has been ob-
tained for the production of 3He from deuterium
in a mass-spectrograph (Bleakney, Harnwell,
Lozier, Smith and Smyth, Physical Rev. 1934,
[ii], 46, 81) and Joliot and Zlotowski (Comptf.
rend. 1938, 206, 1256) state that 'He is formed
with protons during a-particle bombardment of
paraffin wax (jHe+jH -*gHe+}H). For a
general discussion of the question, see Lord
Rutherford, Nature, 1937,'140, 303.

DETECTION AND DETERMINATION OF HELIUM.

Helium is invariably detected by its character-
istic arc spectrum (see above), giveft by a dis-
charge through the gas in a Geissler tube. This
method has been refined by Paneth and Peters
(Z. physikal. Chem. 1928, 134, 353) to permit
detection of 10"10 c.c. of the gas; the lines at
5875-63 and 5015-68 A. are the last to disappear
from the spectrum when the quantity of helium
present in the discharge is reduced.

The determination of helium in gas riixtures,
in the absence of other inert gases, is carried out
by volume measurement after removing all
other gases by adsorption on charcoal, as in
McLennan's apparatus for the determination of
helium in natural gases (J.C.S. 1920, 117, 943),
or by chemical means (see, for instance, Moureu,
J. Chim. phys. 1913,11, 63). If other rare gases
are present the determination is more difficult,
but gases other than helium and neon can be
removed by fractional adsorption (Moureu, I.e.)
and the helium-neon mixture analysed by the
method of Paneth and Urry (Mikrochem.,

Emich Festschrift, 1930, 233), which employs a
hot-wire manometer in a Wheatstone bridge cir-
cuit. This method can be used with gas pres-
sures as low as 6 x 10~6 mm. A similar method
can be used for the determination of 7 x 10~9

to 10~4 c.c. of pure helium, with an error of
about 1% for the larger of these volumes.
Schroer (Z. anal. Chem. 1937, 111, 161) and
Germann, Gagos and Neilson (Ind. Eng. Chem.
[Anal.], 1934, 6, 215) have described methods for
the determination of helium in gas mixtures.

USES OF HELIUM.

Large quantities of helium have been used
for filling balloons and dirigibles; helium has
92% of the lifting power of hydrogen, and has
the overwhelming advantage of complete non-
inflammability. In addition, the loss of gas by
diffusion through the envelope is smaller with
helium than with hydrogen. Up to 26% of
hydrogen may be mixed with the helium without
producing an inflammable mixture (Satterly and
Burton, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 1919,13, III,
211; Ledig, J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 1920,12, 1098).

Increasing amounts of helium are now being
used for medical purposes. It is of great value
in certain types of respiratory obstruction, as a
mixture containing 79% of helium and 21% of
oxygen (corresponding with air in composition)
is much easier to breathe than air, minimising
muscular effort (Sykes and Lawrence, Brit.
Med. J. 1938, ii, 448). Substitution of helium
for the nitrogen in the air supply to divers
reduces their liability to " divers1 bends," a
complaint caused by separation of nitrogen from
the blood on reduction of pressure. " Decom-
pression " of cases of " bends " is much more
rapidly effected with helium and oxygen than
with air (End, Amer. J. Physiol. 1937,120, 712).
Helium has also been used for pneumothorax
fillings (Klin. Woch. 1938,17, 1153).

In the laboratory liquid helium is extensively
used in low temperature physics. Temperatures
less than 1° abs. can be reached by evaporation of
the liquid under reduced pressure. Thcv helium
vapour-pressure thermometer is also useful in
the same field. The helium gas thermometer is
the basis of the International helium scale of
temperature.

Owing to the simplicity of the helium mole-
cule, helium has been made the subject of
numerous studies in molecular and atomic
physics, which are outside the scope of this
article; reference should be made to the Indexes
of one of the Abstract Journals. A full account
of the work done on the chemistry of helium up
to 1927 is included in Abegg's " Handbuch der
anorganiqehen Chemie," Vol. IV, Section 3,
Parti, "Die Edelgase."

A J E V̂
" HELLA" BUSKLIGHT (v. Vol.'V,'486d)."
HELLANDITE. Silicate of yttrium, er-

bium, calcium, aluminium and manganese cry-
stallised in the monoclinic system. One analysis
showed Y2O819-29, Er2O215-43, Ce2O3101%.
The crystals are prismatic in habit, and when
fresh are nut-brown in colour with a resinous
lustre on the conchoidal fracture. Sp.gr. 3-70;
hardness 5J. The mineral is readily soluble in
hydrochloric acid with evolution of chlorine, and
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it is fusible in the Bunsen flame. Usually,
however, it is much altered to a yellow or white
earthy material which is optically isotropic and
contains much water. The crystals are found
singly, in association with tourmaline, apatite,
thorite, orthite, etc., embedded in the granite
pegmatite-veins which are quarried for felspar
in the neighbourhood of Kragero in the south of
Norway.

L. J. S.
HELLEBOREIN, HELLEBORIN,

HELLEBRIN (v. Vol. I I , 3876, c).
HELLEBORUS. In ancient Greek medi-

cine eXXepopvy was a drug prescribed for mania.
The Black Hellebore of Theophrastus (" En-
quiry into Plants," trans. A. Hort, London, 1916,
II, 265) has been identified by Thiselton-
Dyer as HeUeborus cyclophyllus Boiss., and the
Greeks' White Hellebore was considered by the
same authority to have been Veratrum album L.
The Romans (Celsus, c. A.D. 10) administered
V. album under the name Helleborus. The
confusion of H. species (Fam. Ranunculaceae)
and V. species (Fam. Liliaceae) continued in
later centuries (cf. Gerard's " Herball," 1597)
until the present day. Thus Green Hellebore,
/ / . viridis; Stinking Hellebore, H. fcetidus; and
Black Hellebore, H. niger, have been traditional
remedies in England, but none of these drugs is
included in the British Pharmacopoeia, 1932.
In the United States, however, Green Hellebore,
a native swamp plant, V. viride, is official in
U.S. Pharmacopoeia X I ; White Hellebore is
V. album, a closely related substitute imported
from Europe but not officially recognised. The
risk of confusing true Hellebores with Veratrum
species is pointed out in tne literature (e.g.
Henry, " Plant Alkaloids," 3rd ed., 1939, p. 629;
"Extra Pharmacopoeia," 1941, I, p. 364;
B.P.C. 1934, 505).

H. niger, Christmas Rose (v. Vol. II, 1). For
the active cardiac glycosides recently isolated,
see Vol. II , 3876. The drug is the root and
Rhizome. The powdered root is irritant and
sternutatory; given internally it is strongly
cathartic, and toxic, over doses have had fatal
results. H. niger does not contain alkaloids
(Keller and Schobel, Arch. Pharm. 1927, 265,
1238). For further references, see J. L. L. van
Rijn, " Die GJykoside," 2nd ed., Berlin, 1931,
pp. 128, 132, 133; " U.S. Dispensatory," 22nd
ed., 1937, p. 1406.

Helleborus viridis, Green Hellebore, Fam.
Ranunculaceae, is found as a rare wild flower in
England and was a traditional remedy for
dropsy (Sowerby, "English Botany," 1873,
Vol. I, p. 56). A continental variety contained
the glycosides previously found in H. niger and
in addition four alkaloids: celliamine,

m.p. 127-131°; sprintillamine, C88H45O4N,
m.p. 228-229°; sprintilline, C26H41O3N, m.p.
141-142°, which are cardiac alkaloids, and
alkaloid V, C25H43O6N, m.p. 267-268° (Keller
and Schobel, I.e.; ibid. 1928, 266, 545). The
three named alkaloids are pharmacologically
similar and resemble cevadine, aconitine and
delphinine (Franzen, Arch. exp. Path. Pharm.
1931, 159, 183). For a comparison of the

potency of six Helleborus species, see Tschirch,
" Handb. d. Pharmakognosie," 2nd ed., Vol. II.
Berger discussed characteristics and tests for the
black and green species (Scientia Pharm. 1939,
10, 83). The rhizomes of these species cannot
be distinguished unless the radical leaves are still
attached (Wallis and Saunders, Pharm. J. 1924,
113, 90, 133).

H. fcetidus (Sowerby, op. cit.), formerly e.
reputed antithelmintic. H. orientalia has
been analysed by Sonntag and Kunlmann
(Apoth.-Ztg. 1937, 52, 227 j see also papers in
Pharm. Ztg. 1937, 82).

White Hellebore.— Veratrum album (Fam.
Liliaceae). The drug is the dried rhizome and
root of a European alpine plant; it is not official
in the British Pharmacopoeia or in U.S. Pharma-
copoeia XI, and is classed in Part 1 of the
(British) Poisons List. V. album was formerly
prescribed as a cardiac depressant. Its toxicity
is best determined by a bio-assay,' e.g. on
Daphnia magna (Viehoever and Cohen, Amer. J.
Pharm. 1939, 111, 86). The powdered drug has
been used as a parasiticide. In appearance
and properties V. album so closely resembles
V. viride that some authors considered the drugs
to be equivalent. The alkaloids of V. album
have been studied by Wright and Luff (J.C.S.
1879, 35, 405) and by Salzberger 'Arch. Pharm.
1890, 228, 462) and recently Poethke (ibid. 1937,
275, 357, 571; 1938, 276, 170; Amer. Chem.
Abstr. 1939, 33, 807) has revised the existing
data and described some new alkaloids. Those
now known include jervine, C2eH37O3N, m.p.
243°; rubijervine, C26H43O2N, *n.p. 239°;
pseudojervine, C33H49O8N, m.p. 304°; proto-
vfratrine, C40Hfl3O14N, Sa.p. 255°; and ger-
merine, C36H57OnIM, m.p. 193°. These are
crystalline, and protoveratrine is highly toxic;
see also Henry, op. cit., p. 629.

Green Hellebore, American Hellebore.—
Veratrum viride (Fam. Liliaceae), cf. White
Hellebore above. The drug is official in the
U.S. Pharmacopoeia XI, but not in the British
Pharmacopoeia; it is classed in Part 1 of the
(British) Poisons List. It has been prescribed
as a powerful cardiac sedative. For its standardi-
sation, see V. album. It has been largely used
in dilute aqueous suspension for destroying
insect larvo in garbage, but its toxic properties
render it dangerous for spraying vegetables.
The alkaloidal consent resembles that of V.
album biit has not been so closely studied; the
presence of cevadine has been reported in V.
viride (Wright, J.C.S. 1879, 85, 422; cf. T. Soll-
man, " Pharmacology," 5th ed., Philadelphia,
1936).

J. N. G.
HELLHOFFITE (v. Vol. IV, 545d).
HELMINTHOSPORIIM (v. Vol. V, 65a).
"HELMITOL," liformamol." Trade name for

a compound prepared from hexamethylenetetra-
mine by the action of anhydromethylene citrio
acid,

(CO2HCH2)2CX

yO—CHa

CO—O

obtained by the interaction of formaldehyde or
chloromethyl alcohol and citric acid * (G.P.
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129255, 150949). It is valued as a urinary
antiseptic and is used in the treatment of
rheumatism.

HELVITE (v. Vol. Ill , 547a).
HEMELLITHENOL. 3:4:5-Trimethyl-

phenol, m.p. 81°. (Jacobsen, Ber. 1886,19,2518).
HEMICELLULOSES. •The cell-walls of

many plants contain polysaccharides other than,
ce'lnlose; certain of which have been described
by the general name of " hemicellulose." -The
term waS suggested by E. Schulze in 1892 to em-
brace certain polysaccharides which he obtained
from plant materials by extraction with dilute
alkali. Since that time the came has been
gixen to polysaccharides of the cell-wall which
are soluble in alkali and hydrolysed readily by
dilute acid. It is obvious that by this definition
a large number of carbohydrates with no signifi-
cant constitutional relationsjiip will fo included,
and in practice the term is retained, only because
of its convenience for referring in general to the
complex mixture of polysaccharides obtained
when plant material is extracted with alkali.
Homogeneous products isolated from such a
mixture are usually named from the C6 or
C5 sugar they yield on hydrolysis, e.g. xylan
from esparto gross, mannan from the ivory-
nut. For convenience, these substances are
described under CARBOHYDRATES, Vol. II, 287a,
303c.

The difficult task of preparing pure homo-
geneous specimens from hemicellulose material
has been accomplished in comparatively few
cases. Most workers partly purify their pro
ducts by fractional precipitation (e.g. by acidifi-
cation of the alkaline extract, and by the addi-
tion of alcohol) or by forming an insolubfy
copper complex (Heuser, J. pr. Chem. 1922, [ii],
104, 261), but this process rarely yields pure
products. Separation may sometimes be effected
by methylation (see Hampton, Haworth and
Hirst, J.C.S., 1929, 1739).

A brief note on the hemicelluloses isolated
from the chief sources follows.

Wood.—The hemicellulogp from American
white eak gives on hydrolysis d-xylose, I-
arabinose, d-mannose and d-galactose (O'Dwyer,
Biochem. J. 1923, 17, 503). English oak has
also been examined by O'Dwyer (ibid. 1939
33, 713; 1940, 34, 149). Two main fractions of
the hemicellulose have been obtained; A, by
acidification of the alkaline extract, and B, by
addition of alcohol to the filtrate from this opera-

• tion. '' Hemicellulose A'' from both the sapwood
andtheheartwood contains xylose and a methyl
uronic acid, but that from the sapwood contains
also some 10% of glucose. " Hemicellulose B "
from both sources contains xylose and * uronic
acid, and that from sapwood contains glucose in
addition.

Boxwood yields a product from which xylose
and a uronic acid have been isolated (Preece,
ibid., 1931, 25, 1304). From larch wood (Larix
occidental) an " e-galactan " has been obtained,
which has been separated into a galactan and
an araban (Peterson, Barry, Unkauf and Wise,
J. Araer. Chem. Soc. 1940,62,2361; Hirst, Jones
and Campbell, Nature, 1941,147, &5). The mole-
cular weights of several polysaccharides from
wood have been calculated by Husemann from

smotic pressure measurements (Naturwiss. 1939,
27, 595).

Straw.—From oat and rye straw hemi-
celluloses have been obtained which on hydro-
lysis yield o*-xvlose, Z-arabinose and d-galactose
(Norman, Biochem. J. 1929, 23, 1353). Those
from wheat straw and lucerne hay yield chiefly
o*-xylose and /-arabinose (Weihe and Phillips,

gric. Res. 1940,60,781; Phillips and Davis,
ibid. 1940, 60, 775).

Seeds.—d-Xyloae, Z-arabinose, cf-glucose and
uronic acids have been found on hydrolysis of
the hemicellulose from wheat bran (Norris and
Preece, Biochem. J. 1930, 24, 60), and maize
cobs give somewhat similar products (Preece,
ibid. 1930,24,973; Angell and Norris, ibid. 1936,
30, 2155). From the shell of the ivory-nut
(Phytelephos mocrocarpa) mannans have been
isolated (Patterson, J.C.S. 1923, 1139; Klages,
Annalen, 1934, 509, 159). From the peanut
Arachis hypogsea) a galactan and an araban

have been obtained, and it appears that the
structure of the latter is similar to that of the
araban present in apple pomace (Hirst and Jones,
J.C.S. 1938, 496; 1939, 454).

For a discussion of the many problems in this
field, see A. G. Norman, " The Biochemistry of
Cellulose, the Polyuronides, Lignin, etc,"
Oxford University Press, 1937. For experi-
mental details of the methods used in these
investigations and a description of the isolation
of many hemicelluloses, see Doree, " The
Methods of Cellulose Chemistry," Chapman and
Hall, 1933.

G. T. Y.
HEMIMELLITENE (v. Vol. Ill , 457a).
HEMIMORPmTE (or Electric Calamine).

Hydrous silicate of zinc, Zn2H2SiO5, crystal-
lising in the orthorhombic system, and an
important ore of zinc. The water is expelled
only at a red heat, and the formula may be
written as an acid salt or as a basic metasilicate,
Zn«(OH)2SiO3, or as a basic diorthosilicate,
H2Zn2(ZnOH)2(SiO4)2. An important chemi-
cal character, of help in recognising the mineral,
is the fact that it readily gelatinises with
acids. Crystals are not uncommon, but are
usually small; they are often grouped in fan-
like aggregates, at the edges of which the perfect
prismatic cleavage with pearly lustre may often
be seen. When doubly terminated, they show
a characteristic hemimorphic development,
different kinds of faces being present at the two
ends of the vertical axis. Connected with this
polarity is the strong pyroelectric character of
the crystals. The mineral also forms mamillated
and stalactitic masses; or it may be massive
and cavernous and cellular, being then often
mixed with clayey matter or smithsonite. The
colour ranges from white to yellow and brown,
and is sometimes bright blue or green. Sp.gr.
3*45; hardness 4J-5. Hemimorphite usually
occurs in association with zinc carbonate
(smithsonite) and zinc-blende and ores of lead,
often *;s veins and beds in limestone strata.
Fine large crystals are found at Santa Eulalia,
Chihuahua, Mexico; and the mineral has been
mined as an ore at several localities, e.g.
Cumberland, Altenberg in Rhenish Prussia,
Sardinia, Santander in Spain, Hungary, Northern
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Rhodesia, United States, British Columbia, etc.
The ambiguous namo calamine (q.v.) is often
applied to this mineral species.

L. J. S.
HEMIPINIC ACID, C10H10O6 (3:4-

dimethoxyphthalic acid, 3:4-dimethoxybenzene-
l:2-dicarboxylic acid) is a product of oxidation
of many alkaloids, e.g. narcotine (Wohler,
Annalen, 1844, 50, 17), berberine (Schmidt, Ber.
1883, 16, 2589). It may be prepared by warm-
ing 3:4-dimethoxy-2-methylbenzoic acid with
alkaline permanganate (Perkin, J.C.S. 1916,109,
921), or by heating Liebermann's opianic acid
oxime anhydride (Ber. 1886, 19, 2278),

OMe

with potassium hydroxide, acidifying and ex-
tracting with ether (Goldschmidt, Monatsh.
1888, 9, 376). The melting-point varies with
the rate of heating, 177° (Perkin, J.C.S. 1889,
55, 73, 85), 186-188° (Rabe and McMillian,
Annalen, 1910, 377, 239, 241). It crystallises
with 2H?O usually, but also with 1 mnl. and
21 mol. of water.

Slightly soluble in cold water, but more so
than opianic acid, from which it may be separated
by means of its calcium salt (Rodionow and
Abletzowa, Chem. Zentr. 1935, II, 685). Soluble
in alcohol but sparingly soluble in ether. Heat
of combustion 102-46 g.-cal. (Leroy, Compt. rend.
1900, 130, 510), K = M x l O - 3 at 25° (Kirpal,
Monatsh. 1897, 18,- 462). The aqueous solution
gives an orange-yellow precipitate with ferric
chloride solution. Lead acetate gives a gela-
tinous precipitate soluble in excess of the reagent
and reprecipitated as a dense powder on heating.

On heating at 180° for 1 hour the anhydride is
formed (Beckett and Wright, J.C.S. 1876, 29,
173, 282). The anhydride is also obtained by
the action of 4 mol. phosphorus pentachloride on
the dvcd acid at 140° for 2 hours in sealed tubes
(Freund and Horst, Ber. 1894, 27, 333). The
anhydride, m.p. 166-167°, reacts with resorcinol
forming dimethoxyfluorescein (Friedl, Weiz-
mann and Wyler, J.C.S. 1907, 91, 1584).

Gentle nitration gives 6-nitrohemipinic acid,
m.p. 154-155°, and 6-nitro-2:3-diniethoxybenzoic
acid, m.p. 189° (Wegscheider and von Rusnov,
Monatsh. 1908, 29, 546; Wegscheider and
Klemenc, ibid. 1910, 31, 740), while fuming
nitric acid at 60° gives, amongst other products,
5:6-dinitro-2:3~dimethoxybenzoic acid, m.p. 196-
197° (Wegscheider and Klemenc, I.e.).

Heating with concentrated sulphuric acid gives
1:2:5:6-tetrahydroxyanthraquinone (Liebermann
and Chojnacki, Annalen, 1872, 162, 327).

5-CMorohemipinic acid,* m.p. 168-169°, is
obtained from the acid and potassium hypo-
cfylorite in caustic potash solution. 5:6-Di-
chlorohemipinic acid, m.p. 130°, is obtained by
the direct chlorination of an alkaline solution of
the acid (Faitis, Wrann and Kiihas, Annalen,
1932,497,88).

For 6-amino; 6-hydroxy-, (t-chloro- and 6-iodo-
hemipinic acids, see Griine, Ber. 1886, 19. 2302;
Faltis and Kloibcr, Monatsh. 1929, 53/54, 620.

The acid forms many esters, both mono- and
di-esters. The 2-monomethyl ester exists in
two modifications; the labile form crystallises
from water with 1 H2O, m.p. 96-98°, anhydrous
121-122°; the stable form v ith 1 H2O crystallises
from ether, m.p. 98-102°, water-free crystals 138°
(Wegscheider, Monatsh. 1897,18, 418, 589, 629).

Hemipinic anhydride condenses with o-cresol
in the presence of AICI3 to give 3:4-dimethoxy-
2:2-4i(4-hydroxy-3-methylphenyl) phthalide and
3:4 - dimethoxy- 2-(2-hydroxy-3-methyloenzoyl)-
benzoic acid (Jacobson and Adams, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1925, 47, 283).

m-Hemipini'o Acid (4:5-dimethoxybenzene-
l:2-dicarboxylic acid).—Obtained by the deg;a-
dational oxidation of alkaloids such as papa-
verine (Goldschmiedt. Monatsh. 1885, 6, 380) or
corydalin (Dobbie and Marsden, J.C.S. 1897,71,
664), also*) by oxidation of brazilin trimethyl
ether (Gilbody, Perkin and Gates, ibid. 1901,
79,1405) and of emetin (Windaus and Hermanns,
Ber. 1914, 47, 1471; cf. Spath and Leithe, ibid.
1927.60, [B], 688)

The acid may be, prepared by the alkaline
oxidation of 4:5-dimethoxy-2-methylbenzoic
acid with potassium permanganate (Luff,
Perkin and Robinson, J.C.S. 1910, 99, 1136),
or by condensation of 3:4-dimethoxybenzoic
acid with' chloral and sulphuric acid followed by
reduction to 3:4-dimethoxy-6-ft8-dichloroethyl-
benzoic acid, and oxidation to m-hemipinic acid
with alkaline permanganate (Meldrum and
Parikh, Chem. Zentr. 1935, II, 213). It may
also be prepared by the oxidation of 5:6-di-
methoxy-1-hydrindone with nitrictacid (Perkin
and Robinson, J.C.S. 1907, 91, 1083).
, m-Hemipinic acid crystallises with 1 and 2
mol. of water, and also in the anhydrous form ;
m.p. (gradual heating) 174-175°, (more rapid
heating) 179-182°; yields the anhydride, m.p
175°, on heating above 190°. The acid is much
less soluble in water than the isomeric acid and
gives a cinnabar-orange precipitate with ferric
chloride and a white precipitate with silver
nitrate. Nitric acid gives dinitroveratrol, and
4:5-dihydroxyphthalic acid is obtained by
hydrolysis with hydriodic acid (Rossin, Monatsh.
1891, 12, 493). The acid may be identified by
means of its ethylimide, m.p. 229-230°, and by
the anhydride.

woHeVnipinic acid (3:4-dimethoxybenzene-
l:5-dicarboxylic add), has been isolated from
lignins (Freudenberg, Janson, Knopf, Haag and
Meister, Ber. 1936, 69, 1415).

HEMlSINE. Syn. for Adrenaline (q.v.).
HEMLOCK {v. Vol. Ill,324c).
HEMLOCK SPRUCE RESIN. The main

constiflient of the resin, e.g. from Picea exceha
and from the Japanese hemlock (Kawamura,
Bull. Imp. Forestry Exp. Stat. Tokyo, 1932,
No. 31, 73) is tsugaresinol, m.p. 235-237°,

Its structure is given as:'C,,Hi0O6.

CHR

where

:c°o>

= H0( )cH,.

MeO
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HEMP (v. Vol. V, 162c-163c).
H EM PSEED OIL. The seeds of the hemp

plant, Cannabis saliva L., contain about 30%
of oil, of which the bulk can be removed by
expression. Hemp is cultivated in most warm
and temperate lands, either JOT the sake of the
fibre or as a source of oil. The chief producers
of the oil, which is mainly consumed locally,
although the expressed hempseed cake appears
in international trade, are China (Mancharia),
Russia, France and Italy; the Russian produc-
tion of 530,000 to 956,000 tons per annum over
the years 1925-30 equalling that of linseed oil.
The annual French production" of oil has been
estimated at over 10,000 tons, whilst a similar
amount has been forecast for Germany. The
cultivation of hemp has also been undertaken of
late years in the United States, where apprecia-
tion of the oil as a raw material ftr the paint
and varnish industry has been steadily growing.

Freshly expressed hempseed oil is light green
to greenish-yellow in colour, becoming brownish-
yellow on keeping, and is readily refined. The
chemical and physical characteristics of the oil
fall within the following ranges : d\* 0-925-0-933;
saponification value 188-194; iodine value
140-170 (usually between 150 and 166); m.p. of
fatty acids 17-21°C. Sprinkmeyer and Died-
richs (Z. Unters. Nahr.-u. Genussm. 1912,23,679)
obtained 8*8% of ether-insoluble bromides by
brominating the oil itself; Eibner (cf. Eibner
and Wibelitz, Chem. Umschau, 1924, 31, 123)
obtained only 2% of ether-insoluble bromides
from the fatty acids of hemp oil, but Heiduschka
and Zwergffl (Pharm. Zentralh. 1936, 77, 551)
and Kaufmann and jTuschkevitsch (Z. angew.
Chem. 1930,43,90: examination of an expressed
Russian oil) find 17-8% and 20-5% of insoluble
(fatty acid) hexabromides, respectively.

From 4-5 to 9-5% of saturated acids has been
isolated from the oil by various observers, but
the composition of the remaining unsaturated
acids is uncertain. Kaufmann and Juschkc-
vitsch, using the thiocyanomctric method, com-
pute thje composition of thfe fatty acids (iodine
value 174-5) from an oil of iodine value 167
to be: saturated acids 10%,* oleic acid 12%,
linoleic acid 53% and linolenic acid 25%
(cf. Schestakoff and Kuptschinsky, Z. dcut. Oel-
u. Fett-Ind. 1922, 42, 741). It is likely that the
proportions of the unsaturated acids, and
especially of linolenic acid, may vary 9with the
climate of source or locality of the seed. Hemp-
seed oil may be classed as a semi-drying oil, and
is used, especially on the Continent, in the manu-
facture of green soft soap, and of boiled oils for
the paint and varnish industry {cf. V. S.fKiselev
and Charov, Maslob. Shir. Delo. 1929, No. 11,
24; Chim. et Ind. 1930, 23, 1461; Kansas City
Prod. Club, Oil, Paint and Drug Rep. 1935,128,
No. 22, 64). In Asiatic countries the oil is ex-
tensively consumed as an edible oil, some
60-65% of the total Russian production being
thus used [see report by Tilgner and Schillak,
Polish Agric. and Forest Ann. 1938, 44, No. 2/3,
437 (Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1938, 32, 8613) on
the suitability of refined hempseed oil for the

1 I.e. 0-5% on the oil determined by Bertram's
method.

canning of fish] although the presence of traces
of toxic or narcotic substances in the oil has
occasionally been reported (cf. Kaufmann and
Juschkevitsch, I.e.; T. Y. Lo, Natl. Peiping
Univ. Coll. Agric, Nutrit. Bull. B. 1935, (2),
22, 57). In the United States the use of hemp-
seed oil in the paint industry is extending,
and it has also been strongly recommended as a
grinding oil for paint pigments (H. Friedman,
Amer. Paint. J. 1936, 20, January 13, 48). Its
employment as a cosmetic oil has been sug-

The expressed hempseed rake may be used in
limited amounts as a feeding-stuff for cattle,
although it is liable to contain traces of a narcotic
principle (Lemcke, Seifens.-Ztg. 1907, 34,
1229); in France and Belgium the cake is used as
manure.

E. L.
HENBANE, Hyoscyamus niger Linn. (Sola-

nacesc), is a biennial herb, a native of Europe,
North Africa and North and West Asia, and
cultivated in England and elsewhere. The lower
leaves vary in length up to 25 cm. and are ovate-
lanceolate whilst the upper leaves are shorter,
sessile and ovate-oblong: their margins are
coarsely dentate and both surfaces are covered
with long, soft hairs. The flowers, crowded
together, arise in the axiles of large, hairy bracts,
are large, funnel-shaped and dull yellow with
purple veinings. Tho fruit is a capsule. The
seeds may be separated by sieving into two
fractions according to size; the smaller produce
annual plants whilst the larger give rise to
biennials (Holmes, Pharm. J. 1921, 106, 249).
The whole plant ejnits a strong, characteristic
odour and possesses a bitter, acrid taste. The
dried leaves and flowering tops are official in the
British Pharmacopoeia, 1932, under the name of
Hyoscyamus and are required to contain not
less than 0-05% of the total alkaloids, calculated
as hyoscyamine, and to comply with certain
pharmacognostical standards. A liquid extract
(0045-0055% total alkaloids), a dry extract
(0-27-0-33% total alkaloids) and a tincture
(0-0045-0-0055% total alkaloids) are the official
preparations. Henbane contains the alkaloid
hyoscyamine, the Zawo-isomer of atropine
(tropyltropeine),

V* M n w II"—w M n

I I I

NMe CHOOC CHPhCH2OH

CH2—CH—CH2

and smaller amounts of hyoscine, the 2-tropyl
ester of scopinc,

CH—CH—CH2

O| NMeCH-OOC-

IH—CH—CH2

CHPhCH2OH

together with volatile bases similar to those in
belladonna leaf. The roots contain a greater
proportion of alkaloids than the aerial parts of
the plant. Methods of estimation of the alka-
loidal content are described in the British (1932)
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arid U.S.A. (XI) Pharmacopoeias. Critical re-
views of available methods have been published
by Caines and Evers (Pharm. J. 1926,117, 179;
Caines, Quart. J. Pharm. 1930, 3, 344), Exler
(Pharm. Weekbl. 1928, 65,1152), and Evans and
Goodrich (J. Amer. Pharm. Assoc. 1933, 22,824).
For pharmacological methods of assay, see
Nolle, Arch. exp. Path. Pharm. 1929, 143, 184;
Jendrassik and Will, ibid. 1930, 153, 94;
Fernandez, ibid. 1928, 127, 197, 204; Pulewka,
ibid. 1932, 167, 96; Keil and Kluge, ibid. 1934,
174, 493; Trabucchi, Atti. Soc. med. chir.
Padova, 1935, 13, 172.

W. H. L.
.HENDECOIC ACIDS (UNDECOIC

ACIDS), CUH22O2.
(1) w-Undecylic Acid, C H - C C H J J V C O O H ,

is obtained by the reduction of undecylenic acid
by hydrogen and colloidal palladium (Levcne
and West, J. Biol. Chem. 1914, 18, 464) or with
hydrogen iodide and red phosphorus (Krafft,Ber.
1878. 11, 2219). Also by the oxidation of
methyl undecyl ketone with chromic acid (Krafft,
ibid. 1929, 12, 1667). It may be obtained by
heating a-chloro- or a-brorao-myristic acid to
350° with alkali, and by the oxidation of 6:7-
dihydroxvstearic acid with alkaline permanga-
nate (Green and Hilditch, J.C.S. 1937, 764);
m.p. 29-30°; b.p. 164°/15 mm., 179°/28 mm.,
228°/160 mm.

Amide, m.p. 96-97°; 2-benzimldazole deriva-
tive, m.p. 114-114-5° (Pool, Harwood and
Ralston, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1937, 59, 178).
Acid chloride, b.p. 123°/11 mm. (Ford-Moore
and Phillips, Rec. trav. chim. 1934, [iv], 53, 15,
847). Evidence for enantioiyopism is given by
the transition temperature 12-5-20° observed
by Garner and Randall (J.C.S. 1924, 125, 887)
and by the different heats of crystallisation of
the two forms, and the X-ray examination (de
Boer, Chem. Zentr. 1927, I, 1410).

The zinc and magnesium salts find some use
in cosmetics {ibid. 1934, II, 1215; 1936, II, 884)
The triglyceride has also been prepared (Ver-
kadex '/an der Lee and Meerburg,- Rec. trav.
chim. 1932, 51, 13). The ethyl ester condenses
with benzene in the presence of aluminium
chloride to give ethyl phenylundecylate and
diethyl phenyldiundecylate (Baranger, F.P.
679041; Chem. Zentr. 1930, II, 307).

(2) Methyldibutylacetic Acid,

(CH3CH2CH2CH2)aC(CH3)COOH.

Prepared by the oxidation of a-methyl-aa-
dibuty lace tone with 60% nitric acid (Meerwein,
Annalen, 1919,419, 148); b.p. 158-159°/18 mm.
It is also obtained with other products in the
oxidation of I'sotributylene. A white crystalline
solid, m.p. 66-70°*, soluble in alcohol and ether,
insoluble in water.-

(3) Ethylpelargonic Acid.—Prepared from
3-ipdononane and sodiomalonic ester (Bagard,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1907, [iv], 1, 359) or from
acnanthylmalonic ester and ethyl brtmiide
(Bowden and Adkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1934,
56, 689); b.p. 117-11875-6 mm.

(4) An acid, C n H 2 2 O 2 , is obtained by blowing
air through melted paraffin for some days at
130-135° (Bergmann,Z. angew. Chem. 1918, 31,

69); m.p. 53-7°, easily soluble in ether and
light petroleum, but difficultly so in alcohol.

HENDECENOIC ACID, C n H 2 0 O 2 , an
acid obtained from alkaline extracts of petroleum
distillates, b.p. 250-270° (Hell and Medinger, Ber.
1874, 7, 1217 ; 187J, 10, 451). It has also been
termed pelrohumic acid. Another hendecenoic
acid is obtained by oxidising non-hydroxy-
lated drying oils (U.S.P. 2020998). After sui-
phonation, or sulphonation of products of its
condensation with aromatic hydrocarbons, it
may be used as a substitute for Turkey Red oil.

HENEQUEN (v. Vol. V, 166a).
HENNA (At-henneh, Al-henna, or All-

Ken n a). The dried leaf of a small shrub
indigenous in Egypt and the Levant, also known
as Egyptian privet, Lawsonia alba, L. inermis
and certain other species of L. An aqueous in-
fusion of thfe leaves has long been used in the
East as a prophylactic against certain skin
diseases; the root is alleged to be a specific
against leprosy, the flowers yield a perfume and
the fruit is used as an emmenagogue. The plant
is cultivated mainly, for the leaves; these are
dried and powdered for use as the dye henna,
which as a stain for the hair, or for colouring
the finger nails and soles of the feet, has been
known from the earliest times. Lai and Dutt
(J. Indian Chem. Soc. 1933,10,575) describe the
uses of the plant in India for a diversity of
ailments.

The colouring matter of henna has been in-
vestigated by Lai and Dutt (I.e.), by Tommasi
(Gazzetta, 1920, 50, i, 263) and by Cox (Analyst,
1938, 63, 397). The leaves contain no tannin
or starch but gallic acid and lawsone, which has
Veen shown to be identical with 2-hydroxy-
l:4-naphthaquinone, m.p. 192° ;acetyl derivative,
m.p. 128°, monoxime, m.p. 180°; 2-A-dinitro-
phenylhydrazone, m.p. 225°. Lawsone is an
acid dyestuff which dyes wool or silk a bright
orange colour from an acid bath. Other colours
can be obtained by use of a mordant (c/. Tom-
masi, I.e.). Air-dried henna leaves contain about
1-1-4% of 2-hydpoxynaphthaquinone which
may be determined quantitatively by reduction
to trihydroxynaphthalene and titration in an
atmosphere of carbon dioxide as described by
Cox (l.c). Processes have been patented for the
extraction'bf lawsone from hennaJB.P. 236557,
1924). For the composition of henna hair-dyes
and compounded hennas, see HAIR DYES
(HUMAN) (this Vol., p. 170c). See also ALKANET
and ALKANNA.

HE PAR S ICC. Liver extract, used in the
treatment of anaemia; it produces a rise in the
red blood cell count and relieves the symptoms.
There are more then 50 proprietary preparations
The active principle against pernicious an«mia,

l a ^ n S 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 1 1 a n d W e s t ' J ' B io1- <*«»!
7w-?i . 4 8

I
9 ) ' a PP e a r s to contain 2 substances

(Wills et al.t Lancet, 1937, i, 311; Extra
Pharmacopoeia, 1941, 566). The Minister of
Health (Pharm. J. 1941, i, 24, 71) has decided
that liver extracts may not be administered to
persons suffering from pernicious antemia other-
wise than by injection. This decision was
extended to other megalocytic antemias in

Tn ^Xtf ,a« t (Rcgulftti°n of Use Amend-
ment Order, 1941."
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HEPARIN. The anticoagulant substance
prepared from liver and used in blood trans-
fusion. A formula proposed is

C2aH29O12(OSO3H)5(CO2H)2(NH.COCH3),

Extra Pharm. 1941, 575 (v. ¥ol. II, 23d, 24c).
HEPTALDEHYDE, CH3[CH2]5-CHO,

ajso known commercially as cenanthol, b.p. 153-
155°, d16'5 0-825, n£° 1-415, is a synthetic^per-
fume with a heavy, persistent fruity effect.
It should never be used in greater amount in the
finished product than 0-1% or it will destroy
entirely the perfume value. 5t gives a very
pleasant note to most floral bouquets.

•r« T T>

HEPTOIC ACIDS, C7H14O2.
(1) n-Heptoic, Acid, CEnanthylic Acid,

CH3[CH2]5-COOH.

Formed by the oxidation of heptaldehyde
(Organic Syntheses, 1936, 16, 39) and by the
action of anhydrous potassium hydroxide at 220-
230° on ?i-heptyl alcohol, ^he yield being nearly
theoretical (Guerbet, Compt. rend. 1911, 153,
1489; Bull. Soc. chim. 1908, [iv], 2, 168).
Also formed by the oxidation of castor oil and
of oleic acid (Schorlemmer, Annalen, 1872, 161,
279; Tripier, Bull. Soc. chim. 1894, [iii], 11,
99).

An oily liquid, b.p. 222-224°; 118-119°/17
mm. Density 0-92217 (Bilterys and Gisseleire,
Chem. Zentr. 1936,1, 3999). Acid chloride, b.p.
74-75°/l-9 gun. (Ford-Moore and Phillips, Rec.
trav. chim. 1934, [iv], 53,15). Amide, m.p. 94-
95° (Asano, Chem. Zep.tr. 1922,1,1227). It may
be identified as its phenazine salt, m.p. 95-96'"'
(Pollard, Adelson and Bain, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1934, 56, 1759); for its 2-benzimidazole,
m.p. 137-5-138°, see Pool, Harwood and Ralston,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1937, 59, 178.

The acid is important in perfumery and an
account of its preparation from castor oil has
been published, " Das Ricinusol als wichtiges
Rohprodukt fur die Darstellung synthetischer
Riechstoffe," Riechstoffindustrie, 1927; see also
Riv. ital. essenze profumi, 1930, 12, 58. The
zinc and magnesium salts have been used in
cosmetics (F.P. 45471, Pat. Add.).

(2) woHepfoic Acid (a-methylhexoic acid),
CH3-[CH2]3-CHMe-COOI I. — Obtained by
boiling hexyl cyanide with alcoholit potash
(0. Hecht, Annalen, 1881, 209, 309) or bythe
reduction of fructose carboxylic acid (Kiliani,
Ber. 1885, 18, 3071). An oily, rancid-smelling
liquid, b.p. 209-6°, d21 0-9138. Completely
miscible with alcohol, ether, chlorofotm and
carbon disulphide. Slightly soluble in water.

(3) woAmylacetiq Acid,

CHMe2-[CHJ3-COOH.

Prepared by the action of sodium and iso-
amyl iodide upon ethyl acetate (Frankland and
Duppa, Annalen, 1866, 138, 338) or by the
distillation of taoamylmalonic acid (Paul and
Hoffmann, Ber. 1890, 23, 1498), b.p. 216°
(Levene and Allen, J. Biol. Chem. 1916, 27, 442),
<*" 0-9155 (Wallach, Annalen, 1915, 408, 190).

(4) Methyldiethylacetic Acid (aa-methyl-
ethylbutyric acid), C M e E t2-C.OO H.—Ob-
tained by prolonged heating of methyldiethyl-
methyl cyanide with strong hydrochloric acid
(E. Schdanoff, ibid. 1877, 185, 120), b.p. 207-
208°/753 mm. Nearly insoluble in water.

(5) j8-Methylcapronic Acid,

CH 3 [CH 2 ] 2CHMeCH 2COOH.

Prepared from malonic ester and sec-amyl alcohol
(Dewael and Weckering, Bull. Soc. chim. Belg.
1924, 33, 495); b.p. 212-213°/755 mm. This
acid is identical with the methvlhexoic acid
prepared by G. Ciamician and P. Silber (Atti.
R. Accad Lincei. 1908, [v], 17, 1, 185; Ber.
1908, 41, 1077; 1913, 46, 3080) from 1-methyl-
hexan-3-one.

(6) Methyl/sopropylpropionic Acid (]8y-
dimethylvaleric acid),

CH3(C3H7)CHCH2COOH.

Obtained by heating sodium iwvalerato with
sodium ethoxide in a stream of carbon monoxide
(Geuther. Frolich and Looss, Annalen, 1880,202,
321); b.p. 220°.

(7) Ethylpropylacetic Acid (a-ethylvalerlc

acid),^CHEtPaCOOH.—Obtained by hydro-
lysing ethyl ethylpropylacetate with alkali
(H. Kiliani, Ber. 1886, 19, 227), b.p. 209-2°.
The acid and its salts have been used as vul-
canisation regulators (U.S.P. 1997760).

(8) Ethylisopropylacetic Acid (ay-di-
methyl valeric acid), CHEtpf-COOH.—It has
been reported (G.P. 441272; Chem. Zentr. 1927.
I, 2137) to havetbeen obtained from methyl
alcohol, carbon monoxide and hydrogen, by heat-
ing under pressure and treating the resulting oil
with alkali. It may be prepared by the standard
malonic ester synthesis (M. W. Burrows and
W. H. Bentley, J.C.S. 1895, 67, 511); b.p.
204-205?.

HEPTYL ALCOHOL. This alcohol,
C7H16O, and its esters are sometimes used in
perfumery, and the series of esters from the
formate to the valerianate have been prepared
and put on the market. Their value in synthetic
perfumery is mostly of a " text-book " nature,
and they are not of any real importance to the
perfume industry.

P T p

n-HEPTYLSUCCIIMIC ACID,

C7H1 5CH(COOH)CHaCOOH.
Formed by the reduction of n-hexyl-itaconic,
-citraconic or -mesaconic acid with sodium
amalgam (Fittig and Hoeffken, Annalen, 1899,'
304, 337); m.p. 90-91°. Soluble in water and
chloroform, difficultly soluble-in benzene.

*-HERATOL"(v. y d . I, 75a).
"HEROIN." Acetomorphine. Diacetylmor-

phine, used as a sedative.
HERBACETIN, HERBACITRIN- *(v.

Vol. I l l , 407a).
HEVlCYN ITE (V. Vol. IV, 279d).
HERDERITE (i>. Vol. I, 685a).
" HERMITE FLUID," (v. Vol. IV, 20d).
HERRING OIL (v. Vol. V, 2280s).
" HERTOLAN'!(». Vol. I I , 264c).
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HER2ENBERGITE. Tin sulphide, SnS,
as black, flaky orthorhombic crystals, closely
resembling franckeite {q.v.) and teallite (and to
some extent also graphite) in,appearance. As a
natural mineral it was first recognised from the
Maria Teresa mine, Huari, Bolivia, by R.
Hcrzenberg in 1932 and named by him kol-
beckine. This name being preoccupied, it was
later renamed herzenbergite and proved to be
identical with artificial SnS. The mineral has
also been found in small amount in the Stiepel-
mann mine near Arandis in South-West Africa
(P. Ramdohr, Z. Krist. 1935, 92, 186; W. Hof-
mann, ibid. 1935, 92, 161). Crystals of the same
kind are formed during tin smelting when the
ore contains sulphides. These were at first
described as an orthorhombic modification of
tin (" fl-tin"), but afterwards proved to be
SnS (L. J. Spencer, Min. Mag. 1921,19,113).

L. J. S.
HESPERITINIC ACID (v. Vol. V, 61a).
HESSITE or TELLURIC SILVER.

Silver telluride, Ag2Te, crystallised in the cubic
system and isomorphous with argentite [q.v.).
The silver (Ag 63-3%) is often partly replaced
isomorphously by gold, forming a passage to
petzite. The colour is lead-grey, and the
material somewhat sectile; sp.gr. 8-3-8-91, hard-
ness 2J-3. The best crystals, though much
distorted, are from Botes in Transylvania, and
massive material was formerly obtained in
some quantity in the Slavodinsk mine in the
Altai Mountains, Siberia. The mineral has also
been found in California, Colorado and Utah.

L. J. S.
HESSONITEv. GARNET.
H ETEROXANTHIN E,' 7-methylxanthine,

2:6-dioxy-7-methyIpurine,

NHCOCNMe

CONHC N^

occurs together with xanthine and paraxanthine
as a constituent of normal human urine (Salo-
mon, J*er. 1885, 18, 3406; Virchow's Archiv.
1891, 125, 554; Wada, Acta Schol. Med. Univ.
Imp. Kioto, 1930,13,187); 10,000 litres yielded
22-2 g. of the mixed bases, of which 11-36 g.
was heteroxanthine (Salomon and Kruger, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1898, 24, 364); it occurs also
with xanthine in the urine of the dog (Salomon,
ibid, 1887,11, 410). Heteroxanthine appears to
be a product of the metabolism of theobromine
and caffeine, for when these alkaloids are
administered to rabbits, dogs or men, hetero-
xanthine appears in the urine (Boridzynski and
Gottlieb, Ber. 1895, 28, 1113). According to
Albanese (Gazzottn, 1895, 25, ii, 298) heter-
oxanthine is an intermediate product in the
degradation that caffeine undergoes in the
organism, the methyl groups being successively
removed until xanthine is obtained, which is then
converted into urea and ammonia. Hetero-
xahthine acts as a powerful diuretic on dogs
and rabbits wh^n injected hypodermicqlly in
small doses; larger doses are toxic, an injection
of 1 g. killed a dog weighing 8 kg. in 10 days
(Albanese, I.e.; cf. Kruger and Salomon, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1895, 21, 169; Schmiedeberg,
Ber. 1901,84, 2556).

The isolation of heteroxanthine from yeast
(1-2 g. from 40 kg. dried brewer's yeast) has
been described by Wiardi and Jansen (Rec. trav.
chim. 1934, 53, 205). The yeast was extracted
with water containing 0-1% benzoic acid. The
bases were adsorbed on fuller's earth, extracted
with barium hydioxide solution, precipitated
with sodium silicotungstate and then purified
by precipitating twice with silver nitrate in
iV/lQO HNO3. The heteroxanthine was recrys-
tallised from N/2 hydrochloric acid.

The synthesis of heteroxanthine from theo-
bromine (v. Vol. II, 197c) has been effected by
Fischer (Ber. 4897, 30, 2400). When 2:6-
dichloro-7-methylpurine,

obtained by the action of phosphoryl chloride on
theobromine, is heated at 120-125° with hydro-
chloric acid (sp. gr. 1*19), it is converted into the
hydrochloride of heteroxanthine. When 2:6-
dichloro-7-methylpuripe is heated with allyl
alcohol and sodium, it yields 2:6-diallyloxy-7-
methylpurine, m.p. 111-112°, which may be
reduced catalytically to heteroxanthine (Berg-
mann and Heimhold, J.C.S. 1935, 1365).
Another synthesis was carried out by Sarasin
and Wegmann (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1924, 7, 713);
the nitrate of 5-chloro-l-methylglyoxaline,
when treated with concentrated sulphuric acid,
is converted to 5-chloro-4-nitro-l-methylgly-
oxaline, m.p. 147-148°, which, on heating with
potassium cyanide and a little iodide in alcoholic
solution, gives 4-nitro-5-cyano-l-methylglyo'xa-
l̂ ne, m.p. 141-142°. Hy&rolysis of this nitrile
gives the amide, m.p. 257-258° (decomp.), and
then reduction yields the amide of 4-amino-l-
methylglyoxalinecarboxylic acid (m.p. 184-185°,
hydrochloride, m.p. 214-215°). This amino
amide reacts with ethyl carbonate at 160
170° to give heteroxanthine. Kruger and Salo-
mon (Z. physio]. Chem. 1898, 26, 389) also
obtained it by the-action of nitrous acid on
epiguanine (7-methylguanine, 2-amino-6-oxy-7-
methylpurine),

IMHCO-

(NH2):N
•I

and as Fischer {I.e.) has synthesised epiguanine,
this method is also synthetical.

Heteroxanthine is a crystalline powder; when
heated gradually it melts and decomposes at
341-342°, when heated rapidly it darkens at
360° ami melts and decomposes at 380°. It dis-
solves in 142 parts of boiling water (Fischer I c )
or in 7,575 parts of alcohol at 17°, or in 2 250
parts at the boiling-point (Bondzynski and
Gottlieb, Ber 1895, 28, 1113). Heteroxanthine
possesses both acidic and basic properties, the
basic (kb) and acidic (*a) dissociation constants
being 11.82x10-" and 4019x 10-" respec-
tively (Wood, J.C.S. 1906, 89, 1840). For the
dissociation constants in water and 90% alcohol
at 18 see Ogston (J.C.S. 1935, 1376); and for
the ultra-violet absorption spectrum, see Gul-
land and Holiday (Nature, 1933, 132, 782) and
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Gulland, Holiday and Macrae (J.C.S. 1934,
1639).

Heteroxanthine forms salts with acids which
are readily dissociated in water; the hydro-
chloride crystallises in tufts of transparent
crystals, and yields a micro-crystalline* platini-
chloride; the sulphate, C6HJO2N4-H2SO4, is
decomposed by water. Heteroxanthine forms a
characteristic sodium derivative,

C6H6O2N4Na,5H2O,

crystallising in plates or prisms, melting at
about 300°, readily soluble in water, sparingly
so in sodium hydroxide; the potassium deriva-
tive has similar properties and a higher melting-
point (Salomon, Ber. 1885,18, 3406; Virchow's
Archiv. 1891, 125, 554). Heteroxanthine yields
a crystalline precipitate with mercuric chloride,
and forms a crystalline derivative with silver
nitrate. It is also precipitated by copper
acetate, pjiosphotungstic acid or lead acetate in
the presence of ammonia (Salomon, I.e.). It is
differentiated from hypoxanthine, xanthine and
guanine by the sparing solubility of its sodium
derivative in sodium hydroxide; it differs from
paraxanthine in its solubility and in not yielding
a precipitate with picric acid in the presence of
hydrochloric acid.

When a solution of heteroxanthine containing
chlorine-water and nitric acid is evaporated, the
residue develops a red colour with ammonia,
becoming blue on addition of sodium hydroxide.
On oxidation with potassium permanganate in
concentrated sulphuric acid, heteroxanthine
yields three of its four nitrogen atoms as
ammonia or iftea, and the fourth as methylamine
(Jolles, Ber. 1900, 33, 2J20, 2126).

By electrolytic reduction in sulphuric acid
solution, heteroxanthine yields 2-oxy-7-methyl-
l:6-dihydropurine (Tafel and Weinschenk, ibid.
1900, 33, 3374).

HETEROGENEOUS REACTIONS.
Heterogeneous reactions, by definition, take
place at phase boundaries or involve transport
of matter across the boundaries. The possible
phase boundaries are:

gas-solid; liquid-solid; gas-liquid;
liquid-liquid; solid-solid.

Reactions at each of these phase boundaries will
be briefly reviewed in turn. The phenomena
covered by the term " heterogeneous reaction "
include many processes discussed elsewhere in
this dictionary (v. DIFFUSION, Vol. I l l , 6046;
CRYSTALLISATION, Vol. I l l , 445d; CATALYSIS
IN INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY, Vol. II, 422d;
HARDENED OR HYDROOENATED OILS, this Vol.,
p. 1776; ABSORPTION, Vol. I, 66; and ADSORP
TION. Vol. I, 147d). The present article will
therefore describe the underlying principles and
modern examples of certain processes, but for
reasons of space will deal primarily with reactions
usually regarded as chemical.

A. REACTIONS AT THE GAS-SOLID
INTERFACE.

(i) Systematic Classification of the
Kinetics of Heterogeneous Reactions.—A
reaction at an interface may be controlled by
any one of the steps:

(a) Transport of reactants to the interface.
(6) Adsorption of the gases,
(c) Reaction on the surface.
\d) Desorption of the products,
(e) Transport of the liberated products away

from the surface.

a) and (e) are normally diffusion processes.
(6) and (d) may be chemical or physical in
nature, while (c) is the essentially chemical
process. In the majority of reactions at gas-
solid interfaces (c) governs the reaction velocity.
First, however, the less usual steps will be
considered.

Diffusion as a Rate-Determining Step.—Dif-
fusion is of primary importance in many
reactions at liquid-solid interfaces (p. 2156).
It may also control reaction rates at the gas-
solid interface when the solid is present as a
porous mass. Diffusion to and from the im-
portant internal surfaces is then slow enough to
govern the rate of reaction. This has been
observed during coal or coke combustion under
special conditions (Tu, Davis and Hottel, Ind.
Eng. Chem. 1934,26, 749; see also p. 215a) and in
the activated adsorption of hydrogen by charcoal
at high temperatures (Barrer, Proc. Roy. Soc.
1935, A? 149, 256). As a rule, however, it is a
supernumerary phenomenon in heterogeneous
gas reactions.

Sorption and Desorption as Rate-Determining
Steps.—At high temperatures on certain sur-
faces, for example, charcoal, the ortho-para
conversion of hydrogen may occur by activated
adsorption of hydrogen (p. 2146, d), followed by
desorption (A. Farkas, " Orthohydrogen, Para-
hydrogen and Heavy Hydrogen," Cambridge
University Press, 1935, p. 89).

O-H.+ 2C (solid) ->2CH (surface)
->2C (solid) +p-H%

The overall reaction rate is controlled in this
case by the sorption and desorption velocities.
The same mechanism has been proposer} for
exchange reactions between hydrogen and
deuterium. An alternative suggestion, how-
ever, is that the ortho-para hydrogen con-
version occurs by exchange between gaseous
molecules or molecule? sorbed by Van der
Waals forces and the chemisorbed layer:

Dt+H-S->HD+D-S

where 8 denotes an atom of the surface.
Desorption of nitrogen is probably rate-

controlling in the decomposition of IMH, by
iron (Taylor and Jungers, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1935, 57, 660); and chemisorption of
nitrogen by iron may be the slowest process in
the technically important synthesis of ammonia
using iron catalysts. *Hinshelwood (" Kinetics
of Chemical Change," Oxford University Press,
1940, p. 207) then gives as a general reactioi?
equation :

where A is the reactant undergoing slow adsorp*
tion (N t) with a velocity constant kv A is
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removed by reaction with B (H3), the velocity
constant for this process being £,. $ denotes the
fraction of the total available surface covered by
A. If, as in ammonia synthesis, A",<̂ fca the rate
equation reduces to

Eate=i1[A] (2)

Chemical Head ion as a Rate- Determining Step.
•—The number of adsorbed atoms or moJcculea
of reactants and resultants controls the reaction
rate Rnd thus quantitative aspects of adsorption
equilibrium must be reviewed.

Langmuir (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1916, 38,
2268) deduced a simple isotherm for an immobile
monolayer by equating the velocities of adsorp-
tion and dcsorption at equilibrium ;

Velocity of adsorption =kxp{\~$)
Velocity of de£orpfcion=£a0, , .

iv hen ft' 6=
l+ap

(3)

where it,, k2 are constants, and a=r*; and where
/Co

TABLE I.—UKIMOLECULAR PROCESSES.

No.

S.

8.

7.

Conditions.

Single reactant weakly
adsorbed.

Single reactant mod -
erately adsorbed.

Single reactant strongly
adsorbed.

Single reactant weakly
adsorbed, resultant
moderately adsorbed.

Single reactant weakly
adsorbed, resultant

P strongly adsorbed.

Reactant and resultant
both strongly ad-
sorbed.

Single reactant weakly
adsorbed, two resul-
tants strongly ad-
sorbed.

Rate equation.

dt

d p
(n denotes an exponent less

than one.)

dt

dt

d(

tit

bpx

Examples.

NaO on gold.1

HI on Pt.a

PH3 on porcelain s and glass *.
HsSe on Se,s

AsH, on glass.8

HCO-H vapour on glass, Pt, Rh,
T i O 7

SbH3 on Sb.8-

HI on gold.10

NH3 on W (at moderate or low
temperatures).11

H o n MGandOs.1*

on Pt (retarded by Oa).
18

j on Pt wire at l.OOO'o.1*
(retarded by Ha).

Dehydrogenation of alcohol in
presence of HaO, CH 3 COCH 3
or benzene, as ^increasingly
effective poisons.18

NHa on Pt in pressure range
0-0-1 mm.
(Retardation by N,and H,) ."

Hliishelwood ami Prk-lmrd, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1925, A, 108.211.
Blndhelwood anil Uurk, J.C.3. 1025, 127, 2896.
Tnuils and Hbamiarkar, Z. anorg. Chem. 1919,106, 05.
Hlnshehraod und Toplcy, J.C.S. 1924, 1S5, 3t)S.
Bodenatctn, Z. physical, them. 1899,29, 429.
Van't Hoff, " Btudeade dynamlque chimlque," Amsterdam, 1884, p. &3.
Hlnshelwood and Topley, J.C.S. 1923,123, 101*.
JEiii-helivood. op. cit. p. 191.
Stock and Umlcnslcin, Tier. 1907,40, 570; Stock, Qomolka and Heynemann, Und.. D 532

10 Hfiwhelwooii and Pritliard, J C.S. 1025,127, IS
U Hinshclwootl and Burk, J.C.8. 1025,12T, 1186.
1S Biirk, Proc. Nat. Acad. ScL 11)27,13,07 ; Kunaman, J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1028,50, 2100 • Arnold and Burk.

J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1032,54, 23. '
» H i h h l and Prk-hnra, J.C.S., 192.1,127, 327.

t* Schwab and Schmidt, Z. physikal. Chem. 1029, B, 3, 337.
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TABLE II.—BIMGLKCULAB PROOESSBS.

So,

1.

•1.

•t.

S.

CornlltioiLH, Rate equation.

Two reactonts weakly
adsorbt-il.

Two reactants, one
weakly, one mod-
erately adsorbed.

Two reatitants, one
weakly, one strongly
adsorbed.

Two reactants, but
only one kinetically
active.

Two reactants one pro-
duct strongly sorbed.

Examples.

_ , .

H, and CaH t on weakly active
Cu.1

CjH4 and Bra on glass.3

Water gas reaction
Ha+COa^CO+H2O

at l,(K»0Dc. on Pt {retardation by
C O ) »

Oxidation of Ha on Pt below
7OQ°c. (retardation by Ha).*

Oxidation of CO on Pt IK'IOW
700°O. (retardation by CO).

Oxidation of CO on quart?,,* Hs
and CjH4 on active Cu be-
tween 0° and 20°O.«

=*?! or
according as the pressure of

I or 2 is much the greater.

Reaction of CO and Os on Pt
above 700?C. Surface probably
saturated with component in
excess. Reaction occurs when
the other component bombards
this surface.*

Decomposition of NO on Pt-Rh
(retardation by Os).

7

Two mu-tants, one
strongly sorbed, and
the other moder-
ately sorbed on re-
maining part of the
surface.

p3
when 1 and 2 are of the

same kind.

Oxidation of SO, to SO3 on Pt.
Ot is strongly sorbed and SO3
retards the reaction.*

1 Pease, J. Anier. Chcm. Soc. 1023,45, ! 10B : Oraast, Nuovo Clm. 1010, [vi], 11, U7.
1 IStcwnrt IUHJ KiLlutitl, J. Ainer. tilicii). 3oc, 11)2.1,46, 1014.
J HlMhelffood yiitt I'ridmrd, J.C.S. 11)25,127, 800.
* LdiiKinolr, Trans-. Faraday Sue. 192Z, 17, 021.
1 Uoduiistdn anil OhliufT, Z. physilttl. Chein. 11)05, 53, 100.
fl l'r;Lirt? t C
7 UachnW&nd d. B. Taylor, J. t'hysknlChmn. 1020,33, 447.
* lkidcnstc!nnuil.l1iiLk,Z. pbyalkaLChcm. 11)07,60, 1.

for an immobile monolayer but equations of
similar form are obtained for mobile monolayera
(Volmer, Z. physikal. Chem. 1926, 115, 253)
and the adsorption isotherm may be ac-
curately determined using statistical mechanics
(Fowler and Guggenheim, " Statistical Thermo-
dynamics," Cambridge University Press, 1M9,
pp. 426 «< seq.).

The Langmuir isotherm is thus a convenient

B denotes the fraction of the whole surface
covered by the monolayer. This simple iso-
therm expresses well the 8—p relations of Juany
sorption systems (see, however, p. 2116). The
isotherm was deduced for a homogeneous surface
and many of the deviations from it are due to
the presence of <:upillimc9 and cracka in the
surface, mid to the presence of other adsorbed
impurities. The isotherm was originally deduced
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basis for the classification of heterogeneous
processes. For example, a unimolecular re-
action may occur in an adsorbed film. Then, at
low pressures:

dx ,. ,
~d7 ^

since 6=, °P and for small p,
\-\-ap

dx Ira/>
At intermediate pressures — — =£0=

d( 1+op
while at high pressures

dx , .
——=t, since for large p, ap^>l.

When two gases exerting equilibrium pres-
sures pl and ps respectively are simultaneously
adsorbed, the isotherms may be expressed by

. . . . (6)

• { 7 )

where 8j, 0a are the fractions of the surface
covered by each component and a and b are
constants. One of these gases may be a reactant,
one a resultant, or both may be react ants.
Similar isotherms obtain when more than two
gases arB competing for the surface. ' Should
the resultant cover the whole surface the reactant
is almost completely displaced and the resultant
then poisons or retards the reaction. If the
aubpiript 2 refers to this resultant

or 1 and so 6,= r - -1 *>pt

Thus in a unim^ecular process

da: .. *»Pi

Many such possibilities can arise and a sys-
tematic classification of heterogeneous reactions
in terms of Langmuir'e isotherm has been made.
In Tables I and II are summarised different
reaction equations, the conditions giving rise to
them and examples of heterogeneous processes
obeying them. Reactions of a higher order
than bimolecular are "rare but are amenable to
the treatments of Tables I and II.

4-0
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PLATINUM WISE. tis the Time Required for Half Decomposition Ucc j ) .ON A

(ii) The Order of Heterogeneous Re-
actions.—The data of Tables I and II show that
the real order of & heterogeneous reaction may
have little or no relation to the form of the
equation governing the kinetics. The latter are
controlled by adsorption equilibria. The ap-
parent order and the true order of a reaction
are the same only when the amount of each
reactant adsorbed is proportional to its equili-
brium pressure.
(iii) The Activation Energy of Hetero-

geneous Reactions—The velocity constant k
of a heterogeneous reaction usually obeys the
equation

In it •»-=|,+constant (8)

where k is the velocity constant, and Ea denotea-
the apparent energy of activation. Thia is
illustrated in Fig. 1 for a. typical instance.

Thejidsorption equilibria, however, alter with
temperature, and therefore the term Ea may
include the heat of adsorption, A H, or a function
of A H, for each reactant and resultant, accord-
ing to an expression analogous to the Clapeyron
equation.1

1 This expression takes the form

where 9 denotes the fraction of the surface covered at
constant pressure p, and dS is the heat of adsorption.
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Simple examples have been worked out (H. S.
Taylor, "Treatise on Physical Chemistry,"
MacmiUan & Co., 2nd ed., 1931, Vol. II, pp. 1081
et 8eq.) and the relations between the true and
apparent activation energies Et and Ea, respec-
tively, are summarised belô w.

Surface Saturated with Reactant at Both Tem-
peratures.—The reaction is of apparent zero
order at both temperatures; the surface
population of reactant molecules does not* alter
and tfie heat of adsorption is not involved in
E0. Therefore

Et=Ea.

3.y. decomposition of HI on Au (Table I,
ref. 10) f?,,=#i=25,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol. ;
decomposition of NH3 on W (Table I, ref. 11)
#f l=:^=42,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol. n

Process Unimolecular and Reactant Weakly
Adsorbed.—The surface population decreases
with increasing temperature if sorption occurs
exothermically and Ea=Et+AHv Here AHX

denotes the heat of adsorption and following
thermodynamic convention is to be given a
negative sign for an exothermal sorption. If
AHX is appreciable, Ea may be small. E.g.
decomposition of HI on Pt wire (Table I, ref. 2)
Ea—14,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol.

Process Unimolecular, Reactant Weakly Ad-
sorbed and Resultant Strongly Adsorbed.—In this
case Ea=Et+AH1—AH2 where the subscript I
refers to reactant and 2 to resultant. When the
resultant is strongly adsorbed, AH2 is large and
therefore Ea may become very great. E.g.
decomposition of NH3 on Pt (Table I, ref. 14)
Ea ~140,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol. The reaction is
inhibited by hydrogen and AH2 for the adsorp-
tion of hydrogen on platinum may be as large
as —100,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol.

Bimolecular Process with Two Reactants
Weakly Adsorbed.—Then Ea=Et+AHl+AH2

where the subscripts refer now to the two re-
actants. E.g. C 8 H 4 +H 2 -^>C 2 H f l (Table II,
ref. 1). The copper must Be weakly active and
the temperature above 200°c. Then Ea ~ 10,000
g.-cal. per g.-mol.

Bimolecular Process, One Reactant Weakly and
one Strongly Adsorbed.—The relation now is
Ea=Et+AIli—AH2 where the subscript 2
refers to the strongly adsorbed reactant,

e.0. C2H4+ Hj -^CaH, , (Table II, ref. 6). The
reaction is now confined to low temperatures on
active copper. Since Ea, AH\ and AH2 under
these conditions are 10,000, -11,000 and
-16,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol. respectively,$t must
bv ~5,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol.

(iv) In homogeneity of surfaces .-—Inhomo-
geneity of surfaces may show itself in several
ways. Thus it may modify the adsorption
isotherms uritil the Langmuir treatment of
adsorption no longer applies and the heat of
Borption varies with 0, the fraction of the surface
covered (e.g. Barrer, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1937, A,
161,476; Garner and Kingman, Trans. Faraday
Soc. 1931, 27, 322). The true activation energy
may also vary with 0 (Barrer, Proc. Roy. Soc.
193f), A, 149, 253; J.C.S. 1936, 1256) and.

furthermore, there may be areas of the surface
upon which one reaction occurs and other areas
where a second reaction takes place, both re-
actions involving the same reactants "(Taylor,
Proc. Roy. Soc. 1925, A, 108,105; Hinshelwood,
op. cit. p. 225).

This last phenomenon may be considered
further. Frequently the effect of a surface in
promoting a reaction is destroyed by minute
traces of some poison (c/. Table VIII). The
active fraction of a surface may thus be very
small. Moreover, catalysts may be poisoned with
respect to one reaction while remaining active in
promoting others. Carbon disulphide in suit-
able amount inhibits the hydrogenation of
C f l H s C O C H 3 but does not prevent reduction
of cyclohexene, piperonal and nitrobenzene, all
on the surface of platinum black (Vavon and
Husson, Compt. rend. 1922,175, 277). Perhaps
these results are to be explained in terms of
selective sorption in which the affinity for the
platinum increases in the order:

CeH6-CO-CH3<CSa<piperonal,cycfohexeneor
nitrobenzene.

Other examples of this behaviour have been
installed by Hinshelwood (op. cit. p. 227) and
by Yoshikawa (Bull. Inst. Phys. Chem. Res.
Japan, 1934,18,1042).

Another view, the adlineation theory of active
centres, is due to Schwab and Pietsch (Z.
physikal. Chem. 1928, B, 1,385; ibid. 1929, B, 2,
262; Z. Elektrochem, 1929, 85, 573; Schwab,

Die Katalyse, vom Standpunkt der chemis-
chen Kinetik," J. Springer, Berlin, 1931); ac-
cording to this tfteory the centres are crystal
grain boundaries. Reaction would then occur
primarily along a network of lines intersecting
the surface of any natural crystal and following
the grain boundaries.

Considerable evidence has been accumulated
by Maxted and co-workers (Maxted and Lewis,
J.C.S. 1933, 502; Maxted and Stone, ibid. 1934,
26, 672; Maxted and Moon, ibid. 1935, 393,
1190; 1936, 635) which appears to contradict
the concept of active centres. These data
indicate the catalyst surface to be energetically
homogeneous for certain reactions, such as the
decomposition of H8O2 by platinum.

The inhomogeneity of surfaces leads to kinetic
consequences of interest. Some reactions have
to be interpreted as though there were a multiple
adsorbing surface on different zones of which
the reactants are independently adsorbed. The
kinetics in Table III have been analysed from
this standpoint, although certain of the mechan-
isms are open to alternative interpretations
(e.g. No. 2, Table III, and No. 4, Table II).
On the present view, in order to have a reaction,
the independent adsorbing sites must be mixed
up among one another so that the reactants are
in juxtaposition, or else surface diffusion must
be possible with reaction at the boundaries* of
the t^o-dimensional phases.

(v) Comparison between Homogeneous
and Heterogeneous Reactions.—Certain re-
actions occur by both homogeneous and hetero-
geneous mechanisms. Instances where the true
energies of activation have been determined for
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TABLE III.—Two SURFACES—BIMOLEOHLAB REACTIONS.

No,

1.

2.

3,

4.

Conditions.

Reactnnt 1 weakly, rc-
artfint 2 moderately
adsorbed, each inde-
pendently of the
other.

Reactant 1 weakly, re-
octant 2 strongly ad-
sorbed, each iiyiU-
pcndently of the
other.

Reaetants 1 and 2
strongly and inde-
pendently adsorbed.

Reactants 1 and 2
moderately and in-
dependently ad-
sorbed.

Sorption
lao therms.

t>,=aj>, on
surface 1,

"t-l + bPt
on surface 2.

B^api on
surface 1.
0t— 1 on
surface 2,

0j = l on
surface 1.
fl, = I Oil
surface 2.

A ° P l

on surface 1.

A 6 p *

on surfa.ee 2.

Kuictics.

l + A/'E

U+«Pi)O + &/>i)
at Atap,)"^)"
where n, m<l.

Examples.

Oxidation of CO on quartz.
Oxygen is weakly ad-
sorbed.1

Oxidation of CO on porce-
lain, Au, Ni, Cu, NiO,
CuO."

Hj+CjH^=CjH. on
Ca-tCaHj.a l

l-f^+COa-CO+H-O on
W.*

H£+NjO = Ns+H2O on
"Au.»

aHj+O^SHjjO on
porcelain.'

1 Dcnton and Wllllutnn, J. Physical Cliein. 1020,30, 1487.
* Bone mid Andrew, Proc. Hoy. Soc. 1025, A, 109, 450 ; ibid. 1S2C, A, 110. 18

Hoy. Hoc, 1027. A, 114, 1B9.
a FMH and Stewart, J. Amur. Chcm. Soc. 1025,47, 27C3,
* Blnshetwwd and Friclinrd, J-.C.8. 1925,127,1640.
1 IHnshelwpocI mill Hutchtnsou, J.C.S. ]i)2fl, 129, 1550, i
* Bodcnstein, Z. phyiilkal. Cln>in. 18D9, 29, 005.

Bone and Forshaw, Profl.

both mechanisms are given in Table IV, These
data show that the homogeneous process takcp

- TABLE IV.—COMPARISON OF ENERGIES OF ACTI-
VATION FOR HOMOGENEOUS AND HKTGRO-

RBACTIONB.1

Tlwrmal
dcconi-
position

of

HI . . .

N tO . .

NHS . .

CH4 . .

Approximate activa-
tion etiergy for

heterogeneous reaction
(g,-cal,/g.-muU.

2r>,000 0B Au*
14,0(10 on P t s

20,000 on Au *
32,fiOO on Pt *

42,040 on W •
32,«MJ to 4*2,000 on Mo7

47,dOO on Oi e

55,000 to 60,000 on Pt»

Activation
eneray for

lldEllOjfCltBOUS
reaction

fB.-cfl)./g.-i)iol.).

44,000

68,600

>80,000

> 80.000

1 Glasstmic, Laldlcr and Eyring, "Theory of Bate
Processes," WcGruw-Hill Ilouk Co., 1041, p. 390

*• Ufiislielwood and FrMuud, J.C.S. 1925,127 15.")'
3 Ulosbelwood and Burk, J.C.S. 1Q25,127, 28[H(,
* Hiii»lii"lwood QUII I'ricltard, Proc. Koy. So% 1825

A, 10o, 211.
Hlnsliclwood and Prtehiird, J.C.R. lftiZy, 127 327

• liarrcr, Trans. Kururl.iy So*:. l(>3(i, 32, 400
v Knimniati, J. Amcr. Chtm. Soc. 1028,50, 2100

\m.

Arnold SIIKI Iturk, J. Antcr. (Jh«ni. Soc. 10112,54 23.
Schwab and Pictsoh.Z, physikal. Chem. 1026,121,

place with the larger activation energy. Th«
function of the solid has been to replace the
homogeneous mechanism, in whieh activation
energy ia accumulated by a collision process, by
an alternative reaction path involving a much
smaller activation t nergy. Thti is the typical
property of a catalyst. The relationships may be
summarised in the potential energy diagram of
Fig. 2.

By mint; the transition-state method it is
possible to determine the relative -velocities of a
heterogeneous reaction and the same homo-
geneous reaction under otherwise identical con-
ditions {Glasstone, Laidler and Evrine ot
p. 389}. Then

No. of molecules reacted hetorogeneouBly

No. of tuolectiles reacted homogeneously

per unit time per cm *

per-unit time per c.c, ~ w

where AE=Eham~E^ in g.-eal. per g.-mol.
transformed. Thus for the reactions to be
comparable iu velocity it would be necessary to

AE
have a surface of 1 0 " cm.* or else eXT would
have to be ~ io» , U. Eko^>Eh^ At 500°K,
with a surface of 1 cm.a and a volume of 1 c.c.
d* would need to be 27,000 g.-cal. per g.-mol

cit.,

3M
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Energy of Activation for
Homogeneous Reaction

Homogeneous Reaction

Energy of Activation for
Heterogeneous Reaction

Energy of Activation
for Adsorption

Heat of Adsorption
of Rcitrines

Energy of Activation
(or Dciorption

I

Heat of Adsorption
of Resultants

Heterogeneous Reaction

Distance along reaction co-ordinate

FlO. 2.—DlAOHAMMATIO G'OJUFABISON OF ENERGY RELATIONS OF THE SAME REACTION
OCCURRING BY HOMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS MECHANISMS.

to obtain equality inmates. Such values of AE
are similar to (fnom.—i'het.) in Table IV. •

(vi) The Absolute Velocity of Hetero-
geneous Reactions.—The calculation of ab-
solute reaction velocities is essentially similar for
heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions. Fur
a radmolecnlar surface reaction, one may write:

R+S ^ (K-S>* -»- Products

where R denotes the reactant and S the site on
which it is adsorbed. The star denotes that the
reactant has received the activation energy
needed for reaction (».e. it ia in the activated or
transition state). The expression for the
reaction velocity according to the calculations
of F.yring (J, Chem. Physics, 1935,3.107), Evans
and Polanyi (Trans. Faraday Soe. 1935, 31,
875) and others (Glasstone, Laidler and Eyring,
op. cil.. Chapters I and IV] is

Rate=
kT

BT

where C, the concentration of reactant mole-
cules in the gas phase.

Cj=the number of sites available for ad-
sorption per unit area.

k =--the Boltzmann constant.
h =PlancJE'a constant.
J* =the partition function of the transi-

tion state complex, excluding the
partition function for the eo-
ordinate in wliHi decomposition
occurs.

ft, =the partition function of the adsorp-
tion sites.

^ = t h e partition function for unit
volume of the gas.

B =the energy required to produce the
activated state.

The partition functions can be evaluated for
certain simple systems, and since E, C's and CQ
may be measured, the reaction rates may be
calculated. Table V compares some observed
and calculated reaction velocities. The pro-
cedure has equal success in calculating the
velocity of oxidation of nitric oxide on glass, a
bimolecular reaction.

TABLE V.—OBSERVED ANO CALCULATED
VELOCITY CONSTANTS OX UNIMOLECULAB
SURFACE REACTIONS.1

DecoTn-
positlm

of

PH3
HI

SurFacc.

Qlaai
Pt
Au

684

Bse

SpcctAc reaction rate
( 1 )

GUe.
2-2 x 10-*
I-2X10- »
3-4X10-*

Ob9.

1-0x10-'
12-3 X NT"

1 From data of Glasstone, LaMler and EyrindJ op.
cit.f Table XLI.

(vii) Heterogeneous Reactions involving
Isotopic Molecules.—When the heavy hydro-
gen isotope was obtained in chemically useful
quantities by progressive electrolysis of auidu-
lated water (Washbum and Urey, Proc. Nat.
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Acad. Sci. 1932,18, 496; Lewis and MacDonald,
J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1. 341) the attention of
chemists was directed to'reactions involving
isotopes and isotopic molecules. It then became
apparent that isotopes do not behave identically
in chemical reactions (Table XII). The differ-
ences are greater the more the mans ratio differs
from unity, and is most marked with the isotopes
of hydrogen. Some approximate mass ratios
are:

1BN
•XT

107.

117;

As the atomic weight rises the isotopic mass
ratio approaches unity. This means that the
chemical differences between ai)TPb and M«Pb,
for instance, will be too small to be detected.

Three factors contribute to differences
heterogeneous
systems:

in

reaction velocity in isotopie

tio:

(i) Differences in gas kinetic velocities, lead-
ing to different rates of bombardment of a sur-
face, and contributing to differences in adsorp-
tion equilibrium.

(ii) Differences in zero-point energy. The
lighter isotopic molecule has the higher zero-
point energy, and in assisted in gaining the
necessary activation energy by the amount of
this energy. Therefore, other things being
equal, the light iscitopic molecule reacts more
quickly than the heavy isotopic molecule (e.g.
Ha and D2).

(iii) The tunnel effect. Quantum mechanics
predicts that an atom may under certain con*
ditions pass over an energy barrier from an
initial to a final chemical configuration without
acquiring the necessary activation energy. Light
and heavy hydrogen are the only isotopes of
mass small enough for this effect to be detected;
but the phenomenon has not yet been observed
in any heterogeneous or homogeneous isotopic
reactions.

In Table \ I are collected Rome differences in
apparent energy of activation for heteropeneous
reactions. The light isotopic molecule always
reacts more rapidly, as the theory would predict.
Moreover, the dbuerved values of J B are of the
magnitudes calculated, (Eyring and Sherman,
J. Chem. Physics, 1033,1. 345). On p. 2I9rf arc
considered
isotopes.

some other processes involving

TABLE VI.—DIFFERENCES IN APPARENT ENERGY OF AorrvATios FOR HBTKBO3RSEOD3
REACTIONS X INVOLVING ISOTOPIC MOLECULES.

Reaction.

H1+2CK>iid -* 2CH surface
Dj+ 20,011,1 ->2CD surface

2NH s ^>N j+3H,

2ND,^» N,+ 3Dj

2PH 3 -^2P+3H a

2PD3 -^2P+3DS

12HaO+Al4C,-v4AI(OH)a+3CH l

12DI!O+AI<C3^4Al(OD)3+3CD,
CH4-f 3C,oiid -*4CH surface
CD44 3Cwiid ->4CD surface
H , H - C U O ^ C U + H J O

Da4-CuO -*-Cu+DaO
Hydrogenation of atyrol (Pd-BaSO4 catalyst)

H3-D t+Oa i^H,O-D3O
Mi

Hg-D t+N tO^i. H tO-D tO+N,
rVD t+C tH4 !% CtHt-C%HtDt

E (apparent)
g.-cul. per K.-moI.

15,700

42,400

32,200

14,200

>26,700

in g.-cxl. per g.-mol.

700*

800, 790 3

830, 900

510. 550 3

750*

780*

,400"

540 •

750 7

720 7

700 7

a

i Data from Barrer, " Diffusion in and through Solids," Cambridge University Press, 19*1, p 188
Barrer, Trans. Faraday Soc, 1938, 32, 482. "
Harrer, ibid.,?. 490.
Barrer, ibid.,-p. 486.
Melville and Htdenl, Pro.. Roy. Soc. 1830, A, 153, 89.
Cremer and Polanyi. 2. physikal. Chem. 1932, B, 19, 4*3.
Melville, J.C.S, 1934, 1243.

(viii) Activated Adsorption and Ch*mi-
sorption as Heterogeneous Reactions.—
When oxygen is sorbed by charcoal at moderate
temperatures, the process is ehemieal and the
oxygen cannot be recovered by evacuation and
further heating, only oxides of carbon being
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peraturee (Barrer, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1935, A, 149,
231; Trans. Faraday Soc. 1936, 82, 482; J.C.S.
1936,1256}). For chemical adsorption, occurring
reversibly and requiring an activation energy,
the term activated adsorption has been proposed
(Taylor, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1931, 63, 578;
Barrer, op. cit., p. 232).

The combustion of carbon has-been studied
extensively (reviewed by Mayers, Chem. Rev.
1934, 14, 31 ; also Faraday Society Disi;r«aion
on " Chemical Reactions involving Solids,"
Pait He. Trans. Faraday Soc. 1938, 84, 1011);
in furnace beds (Tu, Davis and Hottel, Ind.
Eng. Chem. 1934, 26, 749); urMer low pressure
conditions with email quantities of charcoal
{Cassel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936, 58, 1309),
graphite or diamond (Barrer, J.C.S. 1936,
1261); and using graphite filaments (Lang amir,
J. Amer. Chem, Soc. 1915, 37, 1?54; Meyer,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1932, E, 17, 385). The
kinetics"have been observed under these various
conditions with static and Sowing gaa atmo-
spheres. Combustion may bo governed at Jow
temperatures by irreversible desorption rates
of a chemically-he Id layer of oxygen. At
high temperatures the rate of chemical reaction
between oxygen and carbon can be the deciding
factor, and at the most elevated temperatures, or
in furnace beda at lower temperatures, the rate
of inter-diifusion of gaseous reactants and result-
ants is the slowest process.

Activated adsorption has been studied in a
number of instances. The chemical uptake of
hydrogen by the various forms of carbon must be
regarded apithe first step in hydrogenation. To
induce further reaction, however, catalysts and'
high pressures are necessary. Among the first
activated adsorptions to be studied were re-
actions involving oxides (Cr2O3, 2nO-CrjO a )
(Taylor, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1931, 53, 578),
but it is not certain to what extent these are
reversible and therefore how far they are irre-
versible chemiflorptions and how far activated
adsorptions. To this class belong the following
systems:

Ha-Da-CraCV
H^-ZnO-CraO *
Os-CuCr,01,-ZnCri04,-CoCr,04,-NiCrI104,

and B C O 3

Hs-MoO3-SiOa *
.O .

B. REACTIONS INVOLVING THE SOLID-

LIQUID INTERFACE.

The solid-liquid interface is the seat of
numerous technical reactions. The velocity of
these reactions may be governed by the ^hom^a!
processes at the interface, but equally often by
diffusion of reactants or resultants to and from
the interface. If chemical processes are slower,
the reaction velocity is governed by considera-
tions of the same kind aa given on pp. 203,209,

1 Taylor and Diamond, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1934,
«, 1821; KohlechUtter, I. physikal. Chem. 1934,
170, 300.

1 Pace and Taylor, J. Chem. Physics, 1034, 2, 578.
* Fnzer tnd Heard, J. Physical Chem. 1938, 42,

665,
*
5,
* Urlffltli and Hill, Proc. Boy. Soc., 1036, A, 148,

196 ; HolUogs, Griffith and Bruce, ibid., p. 18ft.

in systematising the kinetics of gaa-soh'd re-
actions. There is the additional -complication
that a solvent medium is usually present, and
that reactanta and resultants compete for the
surface with solvent molecules, and with other
solutes. These may substantially modify the
surface populations of the reactants. Moreover,
diffusion in liquid media is much slower than
in gases and therefore reaction kinetics in such
systems are more often those of diffusion than
in gas-solid reactions.

(i) Diffusion as a Rate-controlling Pro-
cess.—Down any concentration gradient the
rate of diffusion may be defined by

(10)

The value of B for spherical particles large com-
pared with the molecules of solvent Ie given by

B=
1

(12)

where r denotes the particle radius and IJ the
viscosity of the medium. The law is not neces-
sarily valid when the dimensions of solute and
solvent molecules are similar, although it is
frequently applied to such solutions. If it is
assumed that the liquid solvent behaves as
though it were quasi-crystalline ' the diffusion
constant may be evaluated by methods used for
diffusion in solids (summarised by Barrer, op.
cit., Table 76) and is given by

__«£ / i
6\RT

f1' 1 ~B11
E
AT (13)

where v is the vibration frequency of the solute
atom in one quasi-equilibrium position, E is the
energy of activation needed for it to jump to
another such position distant d from it, and /
denotes the number of degrees of freedom among
which the activation energy may be distributed.

Noyes and Whitney (Z. phyeikal. Chem. 1897,
23, 689) first used diffusion theory to interpret
their experimental work upon the solution rat< s
of benzoic acid and lead chloride. Cylinders of
these solids were rotated in water and the con-
centration of Bolute was determined as & function
of time. They assumed that the water just in
contact with the solid was saturated with Bolute,
and that the concentration diminished linearly
over a* small distance S until it was substantially
the concentration in the bulk of the stirred

1 There Is considerable evidence ID favour of this
view, especially for tuociated liquid* near their freezing
PfltttBh

where P denotes the quantity of solute diffused
per unit time, D is the diffusion constant, and

~- is the concentration gradient. The diffusion
ax

constant may be related to the mobility S
{defined as the steady velocity of the particle
moving through the solution under unit force)
by the relation
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solution. Then the simple diffusion theory givea
{Nernst, ibid 1904, 47, 52):

DA
Rate of 8olut]on=—rr r (14)

Where A denotes the area of the solid, C8 and C
are the saturation concentration of solute and its
concentration in the stirred solution, respec-
tively, and V denotes the volume of the solution.
Integrating

E B A - K . . . . (15)
cs-c

AD

efficients are below those for chemical reactions
which are usually not less than 2 per 10°c.
rise at room temperature. A useful criterion of
a reaction limited by diffusion ia therefore a
temperature coefficient pot above 1-5 per lO°c.
rise. The same reaction may begin under certain
conditions as one controlled by diffusion, and
change, under other conditions, to one controlled
by chemical reaction. Thus when certain metals
were., dissolved in HC1 the temperature co-
efficients altered with concentration in a typical
instance as follows (Guldberg and Waage,
Ostwald's Klassiker, No. 104, 52):

where k= ^s a n d * denotes the time. From the

measured values of k and D, S varies in typical
eases from 2<V to 50/* (Brunner, ibid, 1904, 47,
56). Evidence supporting the diffusion layer
theory has since been obtained by various
workers for chemical as well as physical processes
(Van Name and Edgar, ibid. 1910, 73, 97; Van
Name and Bosworth, Amer. J. Sci. 1911, 32,
207; Van Name and Hill, ibid. 1913, 36, 543).
It should be emphasised that the form of the
relationship does not depend upon the concep-
tion of a diffusion layer of definite thickness 8.
Equations of similar form can be derived without
its use. Further, the velocity of solution or
reaction may depend upon the crystal face
exposed and can be altered by addition of other
solutes. The surfaces exposed soon become
eroded and this may modify the value of A, and
cause trends in k, although the factor this intro-
duced was much leas than the roughness factor
of the surface (for a discussion of the literature,
ate Taylor, " Treatise on Physical Chemistry,"
Maomillan & Co., 1931, Vol. II, p. 1028).

Certain characteristics of reactions controlled
by diffusion have emerged :

The reaction rate varies with the rate of
stirring (r) of the solvent:

Reaction velocity=AT"
where n < 1.

Factors altering the viscosity y of the

medium alter D, and so £=--—.
K5

(3) Temperature strongly influences the vis-
cosity.

The viscosity decreases and so the diffusion
constant increases as the temperature rises, thus
giving a positive temperature coefficient to the
reaction volocit3r. The temperature coefficient
of diffusion is usually much smaller than the
temperature coefficient of a chemical reaction

h f h i l

Normality of HCI
Kate at 18°c.
Kate at 0°c.

1-3 20 2-6 4 8, ,

1-58 1-68 1-70 2-44 3-23

Again, on pVtinum black the decomposition of
HaOa has a temperature coefficient of 1-28 per
10°c. rise. On colloidal platinum, by contrast,
the temperature coefficient becomes " chemical"
in magnitude (2*2 per 10°c.) («/. IV. M. McC.
Lewis, "A System of Physical Chemistry,"
Longmans, Green & Co., 1923, Vol. I, pp. 458
el seq.). This appears to be a general different;
between massive and colloidal catalysts which
has not yet been satisfactorily explained. It is
possible that Brownian movement removes the
colloidal particle from its atmosphere of resul-
tants, thus continually exposing it to fresh
supplies of reactants independently of diffusion.

According to the diffusion theory, the re-
action rate follows a pseudo first-order rate
equation. Typical reactions of this Vind, where
equilibria are established iu presence .of massive
platinum as catalyst, are :

Co(CN);'w+H+ s± Co(CN),"'+iH,i

(1)

(2)

I

p
therefore the reaction rate is less sensitive

to temperature in a diffusion-controlled process.
In water the temperature coefficients of D for
various simple electrolytes l at room tempera-
tures range from 1-19 to 1-̂ 8 per 10° rise (e.g.
Oholm. 'I. physikal. Chem. 1904, 50, 309; ibid.
1910, 70, 378; Modi K, Vetenskapsakad.
Noi»l-Inst. 1912, 2, Noa. 23, 24, 26). As the
size of the aointe molecules or ion3 increases,
however, so does the temperature coefficient of
diffusion. Nevertheless, these temperature co-

HaO+2Co++-hi02 ^ 2CO++++2OH'1

Reaction proceeds to completion in other in-
stances, such as:

Reactions of metals (Zn, Cd, Hg, Cu, Ag)
with I z in KI solution.9

Reaction of Hg with Br;.6

Solution of MgO in benzoic, acetic and
hydrochloric ncid solutions.8

Solution of CaCO3 in hydrochloric acid.8

Solution of benzoin add, PbCla, CH3COaAg,
in wtcter.8

(ii) Chemical Reaction as a Rate-con-
trolling Process.^Most reactions in solution
occurring at the surfaces of inorganic or organic
colloids^have the high temperature coefficients
appropriate to chemical processes. Some

sys-

For an electrolyte •zvv
V- V

RT where U and F
»re the mobilities of cation and nuloii, respectively.

p p p to chemical processes. Some sys-
tems in which diffusion should govern the rate
of reaction are not, in fact, so controlled. The
solution of Al, Cd, and Sn in hydrochloric acid
may occur at rates independent of the diffusion

* Maachot and Hmo«, Bcr. 1000 33, 1742
. . . I^tit'liu wd Foenrter,Z. phyaikaLChem. JOOS,62,
129; Dnnliam, (tirf. NU0, 72, 0411 Jablwynskl, ibid. 190s, M, 748

* Obcrcr, Dtss., Zurich, 1W)3.
8 Van Name and Edgar, Z. physlktii. Chem, 1(110,73.

Ui-• Of, Taylor, op. tit.
physikai. Cboiu.

Vol. II., p.
7, '

1032; Bruouor, Z..
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process and with chemical temperature co-
ellicients (Centnerszwer, Z. physikal. Chem. l?2tt,
141, *297). Formic acid solutions decompose at
the surface of rhodium with a temperature
coefficient of 2 (Blackadder, Z. phystkal. Chem.
1012, 81, 385) and also palladium sponge decom-
poses aqueous NaaHPOa with the typical
chemical temperature coefficient of 2 per 10°o.

i room temperature (Sieverts and Peters,
Z. phyaikal. Chem. 1916, 91, 199).

To interpret the kinetics one may employ the
Langmuir isotherm as indicated on p. 208a and

x kac
m

where — denotes the amount of a solute adsorbed

per unit mass of catalyst, k and a are constants
and c is the bulk phase concentration of Rotate,
If there is competition for the surface by two
molecular species one may write for each (ff,
p. 210a)

m

m

The interpretation of reaction kinetics is not as
complete as at this gaa-eolid interface (Tables J,
II and III), but typical kinetics are summarised
in Table VII. It is possible to offer alternative
suggestions such as No. 2, Table III, and No. 4,
Table II, to ejqilain why x2 is independent of a:,
in No. 5, Table VII. Reactions at the liquid-

TABLE VII.—REACTION KINETICS AT THE LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACE.

Conditions. Itnte equation. Examples,

1.

3.

i.

Single reactant weakly
adsorbed.

Single reactant strongly
adsorbed.

Single reactant mod-
t adsorlied.

_dc

-kl
{x denotes amount adsorbed,
c denotes concentration of

reaetant in eolation).

= fc
(surface saturated).

kac
l+oc

Hydrolysis of lactose and su-
crose by enzymes at small
sugar concentrations.1

Decomposition of HaO2 on
colloidal metals.*

Decomposition of H,Oj by
hffltnase.3

Tlydrolysia of sugars bj' eaxytoee
at high sugar concentrations.1

Decomposition of. HaO? by
aofhe colloidal or finely divided
oxides in alkaline media.2

Decomposition of formic acid
solutions on Rh.*

Two reactauts, one
strongly adsorbed, the
reaction governed by
diffusion of the other. (since surface saturated with

component 2).

Two reactant*, one nni<\-
erately adsorl^d, the
other present in great
excess.

kacl

if x% does not alter <l •
the course of reaction, Le.
ca substantially constant.

alysed by Pt black in Loth
directions (H2 strongly ad-
sorbed).'

Catalytic hydrugenations (if
many compounds containing
etliyIonic double bonds (liquid
organic molecule itrongli
Borbed).8

NaHjPOsj+Hj.0

(palladium bln.k as catalyst).

Hm%Tnd VonCB?rnrck,°Z
8ent«r,»W. 1906,51,678,
Blackadderi ibid. I'Jli, 81, M

, 1800,31, M* Bmllg and Ik.dn, («A 1*01,37, 1.

• ffa /̂andHlmH..Pnr Roy. fjoc lull) A 96,137; 1920^,98,27; 1021, A, 100,240.
* Blevcrte ftud Inters, 2. vhjRlkal. Cticin. 1010, 91, 109.
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solid interface are susceptible to poisons in th
same way as those at the gas-solid interface
For instance, the catalytic hydrogenation of
hydrocyanic acid to methylamine at the surface
of platinised platinum is almost inhibited by
excess of cyanide ion (Barrer, Thesis, University
of New Zealand, 1931). Again, the decora-
position of hydrogen peroxide is strongly
poisoned by minimal quantities of several re-
agents (Table VIII).

TABLE VIII.—POISONIHO OF H , O ,
DECO MFOSITION. l

Reaction on:

Colloidal Pt sols con-
taining io-6 g.-
atoms of Pt per
litre.

Blood catalase .

Poison used.

HCN
ICN
•a

HCN
"a
HaS
HgClj

Quantity of
poison to reduce
rate to half the
unpolsoncdrate

5xlO-*N
7x ICHN
7xlO~8N

2-5xlO-*N

1x10~8N
2 x 10-6y
1 x'0-*h
5 X 1 0 - ' N

1 Cf. W. C. McC. Levin, •• A System of Physical
Chemistry/' Longmans, Green & Co., 1Q25, Vol. I.
p. 456.

The poisoning action is often to be explained,
just as in gas-solid reactions, by a strong pre-
ferential adsorption of the pq'aon at the catalytic
surface. That powerful adsorption of hydro-
cyanic acid occurs on platinum is further
indicated by the observation that its catalytic
reduction to met hy la mine is of apparent zero
order with respect to HCN, i.e. the catalytic
surface is maintained saturated with HCN.

(iii) Base-Exchange Reactions.—An im-
portant series of liquid-solid reactions involves
base exchange. Base exchangers include syn-
thetic gel zeolites, natural zeolites, clays, green-
sand, organic substances such as humic acids,
proteins, wood and coal products and basic and
acidic synthetic resins. For some purposes at
least the resins bid fair to displace the inorganic
base exchangers, for they may be prepared in
forms stable to acids and alkalis, resistant to
heat, of high base exchange capacity, and
rapid in action (H. Myers, Eastes, and
F. Myers, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1941, 33, 097).
Processes involving base-ex changers include
water-softening, total deminoralistng of water,
purification of sugar juices, and the recovery of
small amounts of valuable solutes, from electro-
plating wastes, of alkaloids and utnino acids,
or of cuprammonium from rayon-spinning waste
liquors. Exchangers have also been used in
analysis, separation of isotopes (see Table XIII),
as solid buffers for pR control in the fermenta-
tion industries, mid in the preparation of
NaNOj from Ca(NOa}2 and sea-water. Many
new applications will follow further technical
development of the BdbJMt. (For a brief sum-
mary, see Walton, J. Franklin Inst. 1941, 232,
306.)

In technology the exchange process is usually
carried out in flow systems. The solution con-
taining reactants enters one end of a column of
exchanger and flows out at the other, depleted
of reactants. When exhausted the exchanger
is regenerated by reversing the roles of the
cations involved in the first stage. It is un-
fortunate that the kinetic studies on these
processes are at best semi-quantitative. Re-
action may be confined to the surface layer, or
diffusion into the gel or crystal may cause the
exchanging cation to displace entirely the cation
initially in the solid. The kinetics are then
governed by ditfusion within the solid and the
equation - -

Amount of exchange=AV^

would appty to a first -approximation. It is
improbable that complete base-ex change occurs
in many systems unless a far longer period is
allowed for equilibrium to be established than is
economically expedient. For most purposes,
however, reaction on exchangers of practical
importance is soon negligibly slow and it is then
observed empirically that *, after a sufficient

time ( has elapBed, [ - ) =fc[-J) where

k and the exponent p are constants and
e, and ca are the concentrations of the ex-
changing species in both Bolid and liquid
phases. The law of mass action would predict
for simple equilibrium that p = \. Table IX,
which gives values of k and p for a few typical
systems, shows that p usually differs con-
siderably from unity. One explanation may be
*hat true equilibrium is not normally established.

Further qualitative observations have been
mmle on crystalline minerals. Those showing

TABLE IX.—CONSTANTS IN THE EQUATION

The subscript 2 refers to the cation originally in
the zeolite and 1 to the added ion.

Reaction system (X denote*
the zeolite s\ibatr»te).

pro-

pro

NH4X (fusion
duc t^ Na+ .

NH4X (fusion
duct)+K+ .

Li-beneonite+NH/
K-bentonite+ N H4

+

NaX (gel product)
+ Ca++ . . . .

NaX (gel product)
+

<-green aand+Ca++

Ba-casein-f Na+ .
2a-casein+Ba++

3a-casfiin+Ca+"f'.

0-67

0-72
0-80
11

0-63

0-56
0-6
0-7
0-75
0-45

0-36

10
1-25
05

0-67

1-78
06
0'0045
1-2
0-6

Concentra-
tion of

added Ion

0-25N

0-25N
I00N

Other types of equation have also been prosoMd
S«, for example, Wlefnw, J.8.CJ. 1931?W, Ml^
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angu grouped into three cate-
gories : fibrous structures, plate-like or micaceous
structures and three-dimensional networks. The
more open the network the more rapid is the l>ase
exchange, whilet he theory of diffusion requires,
and experiment shows, that thf rate of exchange
is usually increased by increasing the state of
subdivision of the particles {cf. Zocb, Chcm.
Erde, 1915, i, 1-55). Two typical classifications
of base exchange capacity, to some extent Lin-
fused widh base exchange velocity in certain cases
(cf. Table IX), are given in Tables X and XL

TABLE X.—CLASSIFICATION OF MINEBALS
AS BASE-EXCHANGERS.1

High ba
exchanges.

Montraorlt-

Eeidellltcfft),
Hatloysite (b).
spvurat leo-

litvafn, h, e).

Moderate base-
es change.

Low or
nog legible base-

exchange

asymptotic. (For a survey exchange

Several oo-
lites (a, b, r).

Micas (6).
Chlorite* (6).
Aluminous

amphiboles (a).
Aluminous

pyroxenes (a),
Leucitc («).

PyrOphyliSU' (6).
KiioltLiiU'(6).
N on-a luminous

ampttibolen (a).
Kon-aluminous

pyroxeties (a).
Apophyllite (ft).

1 Br&mmall and Leech, Scl. J. Roy. Coll. Sci. 1938,
B, 43 ; Gdrlraann, Trans. Third Intcrnat. Cong. Soil
Set. 1030,3,07.

(n) Fibrous structures,
ib) Laminar structures.
(ej Three-dimensional networks.

TABLE XI.—CLASSIFICATION oy MINERAL
EXCHANGERS.1

Mineral.

Garnet (c) .
Muscovite (6) (a mica) ,
Orthoclase (<•) (a fel-

Nosean (c) .
Ultramarine (c)
Apophyllite (6)
Natrolite(a) .
Glauconite

Volume
per O
atom.

15*4ou. A.
19-2

23
23-1
231
26-8
280
28

Cation
exchange.

None
Slight

Slight
Fair

data, see Doelter, " Handbuch der Mineral-
chemie," Bd. II. 1 Halfle, 1914, p. 93; Bd. II,
iii. 1921, pp. 1-416.) If the solute does not
decompose at high temperatures, the hydro-
thermal method of digesting the zeolite at
100-200°c. with the salt solution in a Bealcd
system causes acceleration of the reaction. (A
summary of Lemberg's and Thugutt's extensive
researches using this method is given by
JSi-hneiderhohn, Jahrb. Min. Beil.-Bd. 1914,
40, 163. Base-exchange in ultramarines is dis-
cussed by Jaeger, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1929, 25,
320.) At still higher temperatures the zeolite
may be heated with a fusible or volatile salt
{t.g. NHtCI) with further acceleration of
reaction in some instances. (Method largely
developed by Clarke and Stoiger, in a series of
papers from 1899-1905, e.g. Clarke, Z. anorg.
Chem. 1905, 46, 197.)

C. REACTIONS INVOLVING THE GAS-LIQUID
INTERFACE.

Processes involving the gas-liquid or vapour-
lifjiiid interface may be either physical or
chemical. Physical reactions of solution and
evolution of vapours from liquids are funda-
mentally important in industry, for they control
rates of approach to the steady state in distil-
lation, or solvent extraction processes. The
industrial still may be idealised as a column
containing a number of perforated plates. These
hold up ii small amount of liquid continually
washed by ascending vapours. The latter in
their turn partly condense and run back from
plate to plate. Eventually by this process of
washing and condensation a steady state is
reached with volatile components predominating
at the top of the still and the less volatile com-
ponents at the bottom. This steady state is
established quite slowly, and the more slowly the
larger the total holdup of vapour and liquid
along the height of the column, so that a good
still is designed to minimise this hold-up. For
practical purposes the still with total reflux is
converted into one with a definite forward flow,

Very good
San-
Very good
Excellent

1 Walton, J. Frauklln InBt. 1841,232, 305.
(») Fibrous structures.
(b) Laminar struct urea.
(e) Three- dimensional networks.

Table X shows that the kind of crystal structure
doeb not govern the velocity and extent of base-
exchange, save indirectly by conditioning the
openness of the lattice. The latter is the vital
f&ctor and Table XI attempts to indicate a
measure of the openness by giving the atomic
volume available per oxygen atom in the lattices
of some base-exchanging minerals. The method
gives correctly the qualitative order of ease of
base-ex change. Base-exchange experiments with
crystalline minerals such as zeolites must be
continued for periods of days or months to reacb
completion, and approach to this state is

by withdrawing liquid or vapour slowly from
the top of the still. The separation obtained
depends upon the number of " theoretical
plates " {see above) which the still may be said
to contain. In theory the separation may be
made as complete as desired by increasing the
number of plates, but in practice this will
reduce the rate of [establishing the steady-state
separation of components in the top and bottom
of the column.

Chemical reactions at the gas-liquid interface
may be exchange processes ir counter-current
systems basically not unlike the still described
above, or they may be changes confined
primarily to the gas-liquid phase boundary.
These types of chemical change will now fee
discussed.

(i) Exchange Reactions.—Such reactions
have become important recently in separating
isotopic mixtures, largely in the hands of I'rcy
and hie co-workers (summarised by Drey, Kep.
on Prog. Phys. 1939, 6, 48). Isotopes have
slightly different chemical reactivities, aa noted
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on p. 213d. Equilibria, in which gas and liquid
isotopio mixtures participate give {Table XII)
equilibrium constants which differ slightly from
unity. The separation factors havo proved
sufficient however, to separate isotopes effec-

tively by use of two-phase counter-current
methods, either non-regenerative or regenerative
in tvpe, The method, "with modifications, has
succeeded, or partially succeeded, in the in-
stances given in Table XIII.

TABLE XII.—ISOTOPJC EQUILIBRIA.1

Reaction.

, giBQ , H 18Q _ j . is^O 4- H "O
1Q18Q f-H 1SQ i tC I SO +H 'f'O
iiflO5-j-H,lfiO—^ k 1!iO +H '^O
"CO+ "CO —' iaCO-l '^CO
* 8 S CL+H"Clr a i "Ct l ,+ H3BCI - .

i » N J-1EhNO —^4J*N ^ " N O
9 LiH+ ? Ll ^ TLiH + aLi . . •

273-1°K.

1034
1064
HiiM

1-098
1004
1-0005
1016
1-028

Equilibrium constants:

238- 1°K.

1028
1054
1-020
1-086
1003
10004
1015
1025

600°R.

1003
l u l - t

1003
1029
100015
0-99097
i-0077
1-008

1 Urey and Grelff, J. Atner, Cheni. Soc. 19^5,57 ..

TABLE XIII .

Phases,

Liquid-Solid.

Liquid-Liquid

Gas-Liquid .

Gas-Liquid .

Method.

Saline solutions were percolated
through columns uf Na zeolite.
The procedure was that of (thro-
matograpliic analysis. Total re-
dux was not obtained1

g rmution proceeded be-
twi-i n Li amalgam and LiCI in
anhydrous C H 3 O H . Amalgam
dropped through column of al-
DohouoLiCl 18 metres long. At
the bottom the Li in the Li
nmalgatn was converted to LiCI
in alcohol mid led into base of
column. System arranged to
give total reflux.2

Ammonium salt solution in water
flowed down through a frac-
tionating column. NH3 gtts was
liberated at the bottom by
boiling with NaOH. and the
NH 3 passed upward through
column. System arrungi •
give total reflux.3

vHCN gas was fed into the bottom
of the column. At the top it was
absorbed in NaOH and thfl
NaCN passed linwn the column.
Total re H u wobt a ined. *

Isotopes partially separated.

7Li concentrated in leading sample
of LiCI Kdlution, 8Li concen-
trated in zeolite. ^N concen-
trated in leading sample of
NH,,C! olution. 3BK oonoen-
truted in leading sample of KC1
solution.

'Li conoootmtod in the amalgam,
•Li in LiCI.

instead of 0-38%,

usinji (NH 4 ) 4 SO, its ammonium
salt.

10N concentrated in liottoin of
coiuinn.

i-entmtion of 13C in gaa phase
attopofcolumn. Couoentration
of i a C in liquid phase at bottom
of column.

1 T. Taylor and Urey, J. Cliem. Hiyakfl, 1U38,6, MS.1 UwU and MacOnaald, J. tn. Sac. I1U0, 68, 2511).
* Urey, Hulfmatin, Thodc nml fax, J. Chem. Physics, 1937, 6, 850,
* Roberts, Thmle and Urey, J. Chum. Physics, 1030, 7, 137; Uroy, Mills, Rebuts, Thode *ud Hufl

ibid., p. 138.
in ii in i.
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In the systems of Table XIII used for partial
separation of nitrogen isotopes, carbon isotopes
and lithium isotopes by total reflux, a very long
time would be needed for the steady-state
separations to be established. This militates
against large separations in ^reasonable times.
However, the casuade system of Fig. 3 will
produce a high concentration of 16N in a rela-
tively short interval. In the original system
three separation unite were employed. Ab F,
atnmoniflm nitrate entered unit 1. which was
analogous in principle to the column described
in Table XIII for the separation of UN and 1SN,
In this unit the isotopic abundance ratio waa

Unit J

Unit 2

Unit 3

Fio. 3.—THBEE-UKIT CASCAL»K SYSTEM
FOR SEPARATION OF NlTROOEM ISOTOPES.1

altered aevon-fold. Six-sevenths of the hW
was diverted from E to S, where boiling with
NaOH served to liberate ammonia which in
turn passed upwards through E and out at V.
It was then converted to N H4NO, and returned
to £ at F. The remaining sixth entered the
second unit at F" where the tsotopk ratio was
altered nine-fold. About eight-ninths of the
total solution was passed to S' where boiling
NaOH solution liberated ammonia which was
returned through E' and E. The remaining
one-ninth was passed into the third unit E"
where the abundance ratio waa altered a further

1 After Urey, lUp. on Proa. Phy». 1039,6, 01.

•If ven-fold. All this fraction was fed into S"
where boiling NaOH solution again liberated
ammonia which was fed back into unit 3 and
passed up through the whole system. Each
jnit consisted of glass columns of suitable
leighU varying from 24 m. (1st unit) to 75 m.
3rd unit) and packed with Berl saddles or
Fonsko lu'lices, all of glass. A maximum con--
cciitrfttion of 72-8% 1SN was obtained and the
net transport of 15N from ordinary nitrogen to
samples ranging from 0-57 to 70-6% ISN was
0-75 g. per day. (Thode, Gorham and Urey,
i. f liein. Physics. 1938, 6, 296; Thode and Urey,
ibid. 1939,7,94.)

The cascade method has also succeeded in
producing concentrations as high as 22% of
l3C at the rate of 0-1 g. per day. (Urey, Kep. on
Eroa. Phyfc 1989, 6, 62). The exchange reaction
used was [cf. Table XIII):

Finally, the reaction

H«SO3'(aq.) ^
«SO,(gu)+H"SO3 '<aq.)

has served partly to resolve sulphur isotopes
(Thmlc, Qorham and Urey, J. Chem. Pfaytlcs,
1938, 6, •>{*<>; Stewart and Cohen, ibid. 1940,
8, 904).

(ii) Reactions confined to the Interface.
—iJonic reactions occur only or primarily at &
liquid-vapour interface. The reaction between
hydrogun and sulphur is belioYdd to proceed in
part in this way (Norrish and Hideal, J.C.S.
1922, 123, 696; itfd. 1923, 123, 1689). The
decomposition of methanol occurred AS readily
on liquid zinc as on zinc just below the melting-
point (Steacio and Elkin, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1933,
A, 142, 467 ; Canad. J. Res. 1934,11, 47). The
chief interest, however, centres upon reactions
of a aolute with insoluble monolayer films
situated at the interface.

Oleic and ct's-petrosoh'c acids form insoluble
monolayer films which are attacked at the double
bond by dilute acid permanganate (Hughes and
Rideal, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1933, A, 140, 253). The
reaction occurs more easily when the films are
dilute, since then the molecule lies flat on the
surface and the double bond is accessible to
chemical attack. When the molecule ia oriented
vertically by compression of the monolayer, the
double bond is not readily accessible and reaction
is slow. Reactions of hydrolysis have also been
observed, both of simple esters and of y-hvdroxy-
stearo-lactono, on alkaline substrates (e.g.
Alexander and Schuhnan, ibid. 1937, A, 161,
115). At constant surface pressure and alkali
concentrations the latter reaction was of the
first order with respect to the lactone and had a
mmilur euergy of activation (12,500 g.-cal. per
g.-mol.) to the bulk phase reaction.

Auto-oxidation of j3-ehuo»teimn and its mal«ic
anhydride addition compound has been studied
(Geo u.ftd Rideal, Ond. 1935, A, 158, lltf; Gea.
p. 129) and it was found that the oxidation
velocity decreased at higher film compression,
jiifct us with oleic acid. Some film reactions are
of obvious biological importance. Thus tannins
combine with a protein monolayer (cf- Adam
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" Physics and Chemistry of Surfaces," Oxford
University Press, 1938, p. 97), and snake venoms
attack lecithin by removing a long chain fatty
acid group (Hughes, Biochem. J. 1935, 29, 437).
A very striking phenomenon is the influence of
the most minute traces of metallic cations upon
the nature of surface films and upon reactions
involving the films (Harkins and Myers, Nature,
1937, 139, 367). The results available are frag-

. mentary, but it appears that certain cations may
influence the photolysis of stearic anilide films
(Rideal and Mitchell, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1937, A,
159, 206) and reactions of a a-hydroxystearic
acid, stearic anilide and proteins (Harkins and
Myers, Nature, 1937,139, 367; Rideal, Mitchell
and Schulman, ibid. 1937,139, 625). It may be
presumed that the cations are adsorbed under
the monolayer, altering its physical state or
chemical reactivity in ways not yet understood.

Films exposed to the action of solutes may be
collected and subjected to qualitative chemical
examination Nitrocellulose films exposed to
sodium hydroxide solution and scraped off the
surface by a glass rod were thus proved to have
been denitrated (Adam, Trans. Faraday Soc.
1933,29, 96). Langmuir and Schaefer (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1936, 58, 284) found that dilute
Ca(OH)2 and Ba(OH)2 reacted with mono-
layers of fatty acid to give calcium and.barium
soaps if the pa was sufficiently high. Other
reactions at the gas-liquid interface are
adequately reviewed by Adam (" Physics and
Chemistry of Surfaces," Oxford University Press,
1938, pp. 95 et seq.).

D. REACTIONS INVOLVING THE LIQUID-
LIQUID INTERFACE.

Few quantitative studies have been made
of reaction rates in liquid two-phase media,
although such systems are of the greatest im-
portance in applied chemistry. The two liquids
may be interdispersed as droplets, yielding
emulsions, or they may be in the form of
guiescsnt layers. Solvent extraction, soap-
making, nitration and sulphonation are examples
of large-scale processes where the velocity is of
paramount importance. In these systems, the
reaction zone often extends beyond the interface
because the two liquids may be mutually soluble
or the reactants may be distributed between
them. The reactants may interact appreciably
in one medium only, or both media may be
active.

(i) The Velocity of Establishing Dis-
tribution Equilibria.—Studies on the rate of
establishment of distribution equilibrium have
led to seemingly contradictory conclusions. On
the one hand, Berthelot and Jungfleisch (Ann.
Chim. Phys. 1872, [iv], 26, 396, 408) found that
the distribution equilibrium of iodine and
bromine between water and carbon disulphide
required several hours to be established; while
on the other hand Nernst (Z. physikal. Chem.
1891, 8, 119) remarked upon the rapidity and
certainty with which equilibrium was reached.
Big differences may be due, however, to the
extent of mixing and mechanical agitation. A
solute introduced into one quiescent liquid layer
requires many days to distribute itself uni-

formly and at equilibrium between the first layer
and a second quiescent liquid layer.

(ii) Reaction Occurring in One Liquid
Phase Only.—The simplest of liquid-liquid
reactions are those confined either to the inter-
face, or to one or other of the media. Lowenherz
{ibid. 1894, 15, 389) interpreted the hydrolysis
of an ester partly miscible in water and present
in excess as saponification occurring in the
aqueous phase only. The rate of hydrolysis is
increased by adding acid catalysts. The re-
action rate is then

By stirring, the equilibrium solubility of ester
in water is maintained and so Cecter and
Cadd both ^remain constant. Thus the rate of
hydrolysis is constant. Using alkali as catalyst
the reaction equation is approximately, under
otherwise identical conditions,

The velocity equations of soap and fatty acid
manufacture are subject of these equations.

The studies have been extended to the
hydrolysis of an ester distributed between two
liquid phases, aqueous acid solution (where
reaction occurred) and benzene (Goldschmidt
and Messerschmitt, ibid. 1899, 31, 235). If it
is assumed that the distribution equilibrium is
maintained during the reaction, the reaction
equation is :

where V1 denotes the volume of the aqueous
layer and V2 that of the benzene layer; a is
the absolute amount of ester and z is the amount
hydrolysed at time t; k is the velocity constant

and a is the distribution constant=7T7r-r - •
C (in benzene)

Integration gives

an equation admirably obeyed when ethyl
acetate, distributed between water and benzene,
was hydrolysed by water 1-0305N with respect
to HCIj and when allowance was made for the
fact that an esterification-hydrolysis equilibrium
is set up. The analogous reaction using aqueous
alkali and benzene obeys the law

when Vt and V, are made equal, and the con-
centration of alkali and ester are equal; but
the reaction follows the equation

"7 "7T (a-6) na(6-x)

when the initial concentrations a and b are
different.

Hydrolysis of a fat by a Twitchell reagent may
occur at the interface itself. The hydrophilic
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autphonlc acid group dissolves in water; the
hydrophobic hydrocarbon groups dissolve in
the oil. The reagent therefore is adsorbed at tho
interface, lowering the surface tension and
assisting emulsifi cation as well as bringing oil
and water into more intimate contact through
the adsorption layer. In Table XIV are given
the hydrolytic cleavage efficiencies of 1% sul-
phonic acid solutions on neutral cotton seed oil
heated in a current of steam.

TABLE XIV,—REACTION RATES WITH
DIFFERENT TWITCHELL REAOENTS.1

•
Sul phonic-Btearo

Aromatic com-
pound of

Naphtha leno
Anthracene .
Phcnanthrenn .

Relative amounts of hydrolysis after

lire.

140-7
E-6

4 6 7

hra.

190-7
21-8

1257

I**hre.

2O1--1

70'3
177-7

hrsA

211-4
170-7
1S3-U

til
I t r - .

l ' . l l 1

30
hra.

100-7
E01-1

1 After Lewkowitsch, "Chemical Technology of Oils,
Fata and Wanes," Oth ed., 19^1, Vol. I, p. 90.

E. REACTIONS AT THE SOUD-SOIXD
INTERFACE.

Adequate discussion of reactions involving
the Bolid-solid interface is impossible in this
article. The processes of precipitation-harden-
ing, photography, diffusion in solid media and
across phase-boundaries, reactions in certain
explosives, and of tarnishing and oxidation of
metallic surfaces, and the dissociation of
hydrates ms5y be taken as typical of the chemistry
of solid two-phase systems (surveyed in Dis-
cussion on " Chemical Reactions involving
Solid*," Trans. Faraday Soc. 1938,34, pp. 821-
984).

(i) Reactions of a Gas at the Solid-
Solid Interface.—A common reaction of this
type is found in hydrate and ammoniate for-
mation, and in dissociation of carbonates ;

NasSO<t10H,O
CaCO3

^ a + O
ajSO.t 10HaO

CaO+COj

Such reactions do not occur save at the inter-
face between the two solid phases, and it is
frequentlj' necessary to scratch or *break the
crystal before the reaction becomes appreciable.
The reaction rate is then autoeatalytic, being
divided into a slow initiation of reactive centres
(the induction period), a spreading of reaction at
rapidly growing interfaces, and finally, an ex-
haustion of the supply of material. Fig. 4
shows a typical curve for the decomposition of
azjdes {Garner, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1938, 84,
885; Gamer and Maggs, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1939,
A, 172, 299; Wiscbin, ibid., p. 314):

3 ,
2NaN,-v2Na+3N,

P b N P b 3 N
Quantitative studies of azide decomposition

have shown that metallic nuclei form on the
surface and interior of the crystal, and gradually
increase in number. The dimensions of each
reaction-nucleus also increase steadily; in

barium azide the radius r increased at a constant
rate for any given nucleus:

I-
The constant A was an exponential function of

23.000
temperature; A = Aoe~ «r . The number n
of nuclei increased according to the expression
n—Bfi. To interpret the azide reactions, Mott
{ibid. 1939, A, 172, 325) assumed that nitrogen
driven off from the surface releases interstitial
atoms of alkali which diffuse into the crystal.
These, when their concentration is high
enough, aggregate into metallic nuclei. The
n uclei then act independently aa reaction centres.
Aggregation of a similar kind may occur in
Bilver halide crystals during the photographic
process. The light liberates numbers of silver-
atoms (and equivalent chlorine atoms) in pro-
portion to its intensity. Some of the chlorine
atoms diffuse away and react with gelatin. The
interstitial silver remains, in a pattern of density
reproducing the original image, as atomic

Time.

FIQ. 4.—INCREASE OF NITROGEN PRESSURE AS
A FUNCTION OF TIME IN THE DECOMPOSI-
TION OF AZIDSS.*

centres from which reduction spreads during the
developing of the visible picture from the latent
image. This reaction is, however, complicated
by other factors which are not considered here.
{See Discussion on " Chemical Reactions in-
volving Solids," Ft. 11A, Trans. Faraday Soc.
1938, 34. 883).

Typical autocatalytic reactions in which the
reaction curve resembles that of Fig. 4, although,
of course, the atomic and molecular mechanisms
may differ inter at, are given below :

CuO-f H ^
CuO+CO -v
2NaHCO, -> j C V

AEl6->2Ag+JO
A O 2

• After Mott, Hpp. on lJroa. Phys. 1030, 6, 201. *
1 Pease aud Taylor, J. Amer. Ohem. Sou. 1D21, 43,

2170.
• JOIJM and Taylor, J. Phyiilcal Chcm. 1&23,27, 623,
a Lcscoeiir, Aim. Chlm. Phyr 1892, Jvl), 26, 430.
* KciuUill and Fuclis, J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 11)21,43,

2017.
* SieverU rfhd Thcbcrnth, 'I. phyilksl. Chctn. 12

100, 463.
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In some cases the deliberate creation of interfaces
causes an acceleration in the reaction (Hulett
and G. Taylor, J. Physical Chem. 1913, 17, 567).
Thus, at 500°c. mercuric oxide gives oxygen
and mercury. Because the mercury is a vapour
at this temperature, the new interface is not
developed and the equilibrium

is only very slowly established. But if iron
oxide, manganese dioxide or platinum is added,
equilibrium id at once set up. Similar obser-
vations were made when silver oxide, mercuric
oxide and barium peroxide were decomposed
in the presence of other oxides.

(ii) Tarnishine: Reactions.—The oxidation
of metals causes the formation of a skin of oxide
which sometimes remains compact and coherent.
A new phase is thus created and reaction can
continue either at the gas-solid interface by
transport of metal atoms or ions through oxide
or at the solid-solid interface by a similar trans-
port of oxygen atoms or ions. (For a survey, see
Wagner, Trans Faraday Soc. 1938, 34, 851;
Mott, Rep. on Prog. Phys. 1939, 6, 186.) There
thus occur simultaneous diffusion and reaction,
either of which may limit the rate of gr jwth of
the oxide film. Sometimes the film continues
to grow steadily (ZnO on Zn) and sometimes
oxidation virtually ceases when the film is not
a great many atomic layers in thickness (AI2Oa

on Al). (v. Vol. I l l , 3686).
Zinc oxide can take up a stoicheiometric

excess of zinc. Oxidation of this metal therefore
occurs by diffusion of excess zinc from the metal
through the zinc oxide to ike external surface,
where, it reacts with oxygen and forms more
oxide. Zinc diffuses slowly, as ions, and
electrical neutrality is maintained by an equi-
valent flow of electrons:

Zn
metal

Flow of electrons

Zinc oxide

Flow of Zn ions

Oxygen
gas

Oxidation of this kind obeys approximately the
so-called parabolic diffusion law, x2=kt as
required by the laws of diffusion (Wagner and
Grunewald, Z. pliysikal. Chem. 1938, B, 40,
455. Vernon, Akenyd and Stroud, J. Inst.
Metals, 1939, 65, 301, noted departures from the
parabolic diffusion law).

Cuprous oxide is formed on metallic copper
by another variation of the diffusion process
(c/. Wilkins and Rideal, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1930,
A, 128, 394). Cuprous oxide is capable of
taking up a stoicheiometric excess of oxygen
(cf. Wagner, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1938, 34, 854).
The process involves formation of equal numbers
of holes at certain Cu+ ion lattice sites and Cu+ +

ions' at others. The lattice is not otherwise dis-
turbed and the crystal may then be regarded as
a solid solution of cupric oxide in cuprous oxide.
The holes diffuse from the oxide-oxyge* inter-
face to the metal-oxide interface, and are there
filled by Cu+ ions from the metal, the electron
liberated passing into the oxide lattice and con-
verting an equivalent number of Cu+ + ions into
Cu+ ions. The mixed oxide near the oxygen-

oxide interface is thus richer in cupric oxide
than parts of the film adjacent to the metal.

Sometimes coherent films may be formed
which do not grow in thickness beyond a certain
value. Thus in the system AI/AI2O3/O2 the
thickness of the AI2O3, if it remains coherent,
does not exceed about 10~6 cm. An explanation
has been given (Mott, ibid. 1939, 35, 1175) in
terms of the quantum-mechanical effect known
as tunnelling (p. 214c). The tunnelling particle
is here the electron, and it has been shown that
though the electron might penetrate an oxide
layer 5xlO~6 cm. thick (producing on the
external surface of the oxide oxygen ions
equivalent to the Al+ + + ions which d?ff"se
through the oxide from the metal), these elec-
trons cannot be transmitted through appreciably
thicker layers. Layer growth therefore quickly
ceases.

F. REFERENCES TO TYPES OF HETEROGENEOUS
REACTIONS NOT DESCRIBED ABOVE.

I. Precipitation-hardening in metals: Taylor
and Mott (Rep. on Prog. Phys. 1939, 6, 205);
R. Becker (Ann. Physik. 1938, [v], 32, 128).
II. Development of the photographic image:
R. Gurney and N. Mott (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1938,
A, 169, 151; various papers in the Faraday
Society Discussion on " Chemical Reactions
involving Solids" (Trans. Faraday Soc. 1938,
34, pp. 821-984). III. Quantitative aspects-
of crystallisation, of melts, and from aqueous
solutions: Taylor's "Treatise on Physical
Chemistry," 2nd ed., Vol. II, pp. 1033 et seq.
(Macmillan & Co.). IV. Quantitat: /e aspects of
diffusion in solids: Barrer, " Diffusion in and
through Solids " (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1941).

R. M. B.
" HETOCRESOL" The cinnamoyl ester of

tti-cresol used as a non-irritant dusting powder
in the treatment of tuberculosis.

HEWETTITE. A hydrated vanadate of
calcium, CaO 3V2O6,9H2O, crystallised in the
orthorhombic system. It forms mahogany-red,
earthy masses, composed of minute silky needles,
and occurs somewhat abundantly as an oxida-
tion product of patronite at Minasragra, near
Cerro de Pasco in Peru. The mineral fuses
readily to a dark-red liquid, and is slightly
soluble in'water. Sp.gr. 2-55.

Meiahewettite is identical with hewettite in
composition and in crystallising in the ortho-
rhombic system, but it differs somewhat in its
optical characters and behaviour during dehy-
dration. It is found as a dark-red, powdery
impregnation in sandstone at Paradox Valley
in Colorado, and over a wide area in eastern
Utah.

HEXACYANOGEN,
L. J. S.

X N : C ( C N ) /
is produced by dehydrating the triamide of
cyanuric acid at 210-250° with phosphorus
pentoxide (Ott, Ber. 1919, 52, [B], 661) Mp
119°, b.p. 262°/771 mm./ 1 1 * W mm. It is
decomposed by water and alcohols but with-
stands the action of dry hydrogen chloride.
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n - H E X A D E C A N E D I C A R B O X Y L I C
ACID, COjjH-tCH^eCOaH, is prepared
by what is essentially the melhod of Crum-
Brown and Walker (Annalen, 1891,261,125), i.e.
by electrolysis of potassium ethyl sebacate
followed by hydrolysis of the resulting ethyl
hexadecanedicarboxylate (A. Franke and
O. Liebermann, Monatsh. 1923, 43, 589). It
has also been obtained by indirect reduction of
clupahodonic acid (Y. Inoue and H. Kato, PTOC.
Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 1934,10, 463).

Hexadecanedicarboxylic acid has m.p. 124°.
For absorption spectrum, see Ramart-Lucas and
F. Salmon-Legagneur (Compt. &nd. 1929, 189,
915); for crystallography, W. A. Caspari (J.C.S.
1928, 3235); for X-ray measurements, A. Nor-
mand, J. Ross and £. Henderson (J.C.S. 1926,
2632); and for dipole moment, C. Smyth and
W. Walls (J. Amer. Chem. Soc* 1931, 53,
527).

This afid has achieved some technical import-
ance by reason of its conversion into cydo-
heptadecanone by heating its salts of rare
earths (Swiss P. 122510-3; L. Ruzicka and
co-workers, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1926, 9, 230, 389).
W. Carothers and J. Hill (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1933, 55, 5043) have utilised the thallium salts
(the first product of heat treatment being a
linear polymer) and have also obtained poly-
meric cyclic esters on heating the acid with
trimethylene glycol (ibid. 1932, 54, 1559). The
suitability of several derivatives of hexadecane-
dicarboxylic acid for this ring-closure has also
been examined (P. Pfeiffer and E. Lubbe, J. pr.
Chem. 1933% [ii], 136, 321; P. Chuit and J.
Hausser, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1929, 12, 850; c/.
also S. Landa and A. Kfejvan, Coll. Czech. Chem.
Comm. 1931,3,367).

HEXAHYDRITE (v. Vol. IV, 3216).
HEXAHYDROXYBENZENEis obtained

by acidifying potassium carbonyl (Lerch, An-
nalen, 1862,124,22); by reducing tetrahydroxy-
benzoquinone (Maquenne, Bull. Soc. chim.
1887, [ii], 48, 64; cf. G.P. 368741); and by
oxidising inositol with nitJic acid (Gelormini
and Artz, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 52, 2483).
It forms needles which darken without melting
on heating and is a strong reducing agent.
Esters are prepared by fusing it m with the
anhydride and*Na salt of the appropriate acid
(Backer and Van der Baar, Rec. trav. chim.
1937, 56, 1161).

HEXALDEHYDE (n-Caproaldehyde). This
aldehyde, C 5 H n CHO , is used in perfumery,
and has a fruity odour, by which special effects
can be achieved in most floral perfumes.
It has b.p. 131°/760 mm., 28°/12 mm.; d30

•n y p

" HEXALIN " (v. Vol. I, 147<Z).

" HEXAMECOLL." A preparation of
guaiacol and hexamethylenetetramine, used as a
disinfectant dusting powder.

HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE (v.
FORMALDEHYDE, Vol. V, 3206).

HEXAM ETHYLENETRIPEROXI Dl-
AMINEfa. Vol. IV, 543A).

•' HEXAMINE " (v. Vol. I, 326a).
VOL. VI.—15

C YCLOH EX AN E (He xahydro benzene;
hexamethylene), CeH12.—A hydrocarbon occur-
ring naturally in the petroleum oil of Rumania,
Galicia and the Caucasus. It is produced by the
catalytic hydrogenation of benzene with a nickel
or noble metal catalyst (Sabatier and Senderens,
Compt. rend. 1901, 132, 210; Ipatiew, J. Russ.
Phys. Chem. Soc. 1907, 39, 681-693; Amer.
Chem. Abstr. 1907, 1, 2878; Skita and Meyer,
Ber. 1912,45, 3593).

Pure cyctohexane has m.p. 6-4°C., b.p. 81°f d
20

0-7791, and n£° 1-425. The commercial product
has a melting-point of about +3° which indi-
cates a fairly high degree of purity. It is the
beat known solvent for 'both paraffin wax and
rubber, and is also a valuable solvent for recry-
stallising purposes, being less toxic than the
corresponding unsaturated hydrocarbons cyclo-,
hexene and benzene, A summary of observa-
tions on the toxicity of these three hydrocarbons
is given in E. Browning, " Toxicity of Industrial
Organic Solvents," issued by the Medical
Research Council (Industrial Health Research
Board), 1937, pp. 118-122. For properties and
uses of the commercial solvent, see T. H.
Durrans, " Solvents," 4th ed., London, 1935.

J. W. B.
HEXAN I T R O D I P H E N Y L A M I N E

(Hexyl)(Vol.IV,489a).
HEXANITRODIPHENYL SULPHIDE

(Picryl sulphide) (Vol. IV, 484c).
HEXAN ITRODIPHENYLSULPHONE

(Vol. IV, 484d).
. HEXAN ITROMANNITOL (Vol. IV,

5004).
HEXANITROSULPHOBENZIDE (Vol.

IV, 484d).
CYCLOHEXAWOL (Hexahydrophenol),

CtHu-OH.

This isocyclic alcohol is produced by the
catalytic hydrogenation of phenol in either the
gaseous or the liquid phase. Conditions for this
hydrogenation have been described in various
publications and patents (Sabatier and Sen-
derens, Compt. rend. 1903, 137, 1025; Ipatiew,
Ber. 1907, 40, 1286; Brochet, Compt. rend.
1922,175, 583).

Common to these processes is the need for
somewhat raised temperatures although the
reaction itself is highly exothermic. Phenol is
more readily hydrogenated than its homologues,
and this seems to be only partly explained by
the greater purity of the crystalline substance.
A nickel catalyst is the one most commonly em-
ployed. Pure cyctohexanol is a crystalline solid,
m.p. ca. 25°, b.p. 161-5°, d20 0-947 and fig- 1-4654.
CycZohexanol is stated to exist in two allotropic
modifications (Nagctnov, Amer. Chem. Abstr.
1928, 22, 4485). Data as regards the melting-
point are therefore somewhat uncertain.

Commercial cycZohexanol has a high degree of
purity* containing only a small proportion
(under 0*5%) of cyctohexanone. It has been
marketed under various trade names, e.g.
" Anol," " Hexalin," as well as under its
chemical name.

Cyclohex&nol and its derivatives have obtained
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considerable importance as technical chemicals.
The alcohoL itself is a good solvent for dyes,
waxes and shellac, and has found use in the
manufacture of polishes, spirit varnishea and
inks aa well as in the textile industry. The
esters, acetate, phthalate, etc., have found con-
siderable use as solvents and plasticisers.

Methyleydohexanol, C6H10MeOH. While
four structurally isomeric methylcyc/ohexanols
exist, interest is mainly centred in the three
derivatives of the corresponding ortko-, mela-
and para~ cresols, i.e. the hexahydrocresofo.
These are obtained from the cresols by catalytic
hydrogenation in tho presence of a nickel catalyst
under varying conditions according to the pro-
cess used. Common to all is the use of a some-
what raised temperature. The 1:2-, 1:8- and
h4-methylcyclohexanols show small differences
in boiling-point and other physical character-
istics (Ii2- b.p. 167-168°, d1*-5 0-933; 1:3- b.p.
175-176°, dlb'B 0-924; l;4-b.p. 173-174°, rfJ65

0-924). Stereoisomeric forms of m-methylcycfo-
hexanol are known.

The methykydohexanol of commerce (also
known under various trade names such as
"Sextol," " MdhpUtnol," " Afetkylhexatin ") is n
mixture of the above three isomers in various
proportions, and may also contain small Quanti-
ties of cyciohexanol, and usually contains a very
small percentage of the corresponding fcetones.
A typical commercial product lias the following
approximate composition: o-methylcyctohexanol
30%; m-methylcjrc/ohexanol 35%; p-methyl-
cye/ohexanol 35%, and has b.p. 168-175°,
d«-5 O . ^ 5 .

Methylcyc/ohexanol has become a solvent of
considerable commercial importance. This is
due not only to its solvent power for fats, oils
and dyes, but also to its outstanding ability to
reduce surface tension and to stabilise emulsions.
These properties have led to an extensive use of
this solvent in the textile industry, for the pre-
paration of textile- laundry- and dry-cleaning
soaps, and for textile dyeing and printing.

The.esters, acetate, phthalate, a tea rate, etc.,
are used extensively as solvents and plasticisers
in various branches of industry (u. Durrnns,
"Solvents," 4th ed., 1935).

J. W. B.
H EXATR I EN E (Vol. II, 151a).
» HEXANON " (Vol. I, 38<M).
HEXOGEN (Vol. Ill, 533d).
HEXOKINASE {Vol. V, 24c, 35c).
HEXOPHAN (Bayer Products). 2-(4'-

hydroxyphenyl) qomoiine*4:3'-dicarboxylic m-id,
used in the treatment of gout (Pharni. J. 1925,
114. -02). "Lytopham" is 2-pb.enylquinoIine-
4:3'-dicarboxylie acid ((!udze&t and Kcip, Ther.

igenw. 1821, Sft 127),
HEXURONIC ACIDJv. Vol. I, 502a).
HEXYL(t. Yd. IV, 480a).
»-HEXYL ALCOHOL, C6HJ3-OH. This

alcohol and its esters have been used as syn-
thetic jwrfumes. They are, however, of little
importance.

^ E. J. P.
HIBBENITE v. HOPEITE.
HIDDENITE. A transparent, emerald-

green variety of the mineral spodumene,

LiAISLOg, used as a gem-stone. It is found
with emerald in North Carolina, and has been
popularly, but erroneously, known as " tithia-
smerald.'

L. J. S.
" HIDUMINIUM " {». VoL I, 2536).
HIERATITEic Vol. V, 606).
HIGHGATE RESIN. Copalin, a fossil

resin resembling copal found in the blue clay of
Higfcttate Hill.

HIGH PRESSURE REACTION-S. The
Influence of Pressure upon Chemical Reactions in
the. Liquid Fka.se..—In considering the effect of
pressure upon t&e course and rate of a chemical
reaction in the liquid phase- it is necessary i to
take into account its influence upon certain of
the physical properties of the medium. Thus,
for example, any change in the specific volume,
viscosity, sj. scific heat or the melting- and boiling-
points of the reactants may exert an appreciable
influence upon the velocity. It is also well
known that solvents may interfere with the
mechanism of a reaction, and in a number of
instances a correlation has been observed
between the effect 01 the solvent and such pro-
perties as refractive index, dielectric constant
and cohesion (Moelwyn-Hughes, " Kinetics of
Reactions in Solution,11 The Clarendon Press,
1933, p. 51). Although such relationships are
quite specific, it is clear that anyfaetor, such as
pressure, tending to bring about a change in one
or more of them will exert an influence upon
reaction velocity. There is also evidence that
pressure may give rise to an induced or increased
polarity of the reactant molecules, and it has
been suggested that some of the potential energy
gained by a system as tlie result of isothermal
compression may, in certain circumstances,
become available as part of the activation energy
necessary for reaction to take place (Fawcett
and Gibson, .I.C.S., 1934, 380).

Two important properties which require con-
sideration are compressibility and thermal dila-
tation. The volume change when ;x liquid is
subjected to hydrostatic pressure is determined
by changes in molecular configuration, by the
closer packing of individual molecules and, to
some extent, by the deformation or compression
of the molecule;* themselves.

The thermal dilatation of liquids, in general,
decreases with increasing pressure up to about
4,000 atm., after which the pressure effect
become* irregular and, in some instances, changes
in sign, the dilatation increasing over a range
of several thousand atmospheres and then again
decreasing.

It will bo seen from the data in Table I that
both n respect of tho compressibility and the
dilatation, there is a tendency for most liquids
at high pressures to lose the individual differ-

usualy characterise them; thus,
the dilatation of ether to that of

firessures is 1-5 whilst at
has fallen to 103;

in decreasing
.citter than

m dcereasmg the dilatati.,,,.
Iht Collision Number in the LiquM Phase —

SSwfi^JSf? 0 mofecnles in *'liquid differ in
some important respects from those in a gas.

the ratio

furthermore, the effect of procure
the compre^b.hty is ,mil-h t,,r

l l d i h l
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JHANUKS OB COMPBBBSIBILITY ASD
THERMAL EXFASSION PRODUCED BY PBES-
SURZ (Bridgman, Proc. Anier. Acad. 1913,
49, 1).

Liquid.

Methyl
alcohol

at co liid
H-lJropyl
alefhol

woButyl
alcohol

alcohol

ut her
Acetone .,
Carbon di-
sulphlde

vhorus
tnohlocfdi
Ethyl
chloride

L il,..]

bromide

iodide

Compressibility K.

18.4

13-7

16-8

18-6

J4-1

13-8

14-2

—

14-9

14-9

2-20

104

1-08

1-88

1-62
1-85

1-82

1-81

1-78

1-87

1-89

K12.00O

' • u ' "

7-4

81

70

8-8

7 1

8-7

8-7

8U

9-0

8-2

8 1

I Dilatation S.

§12.000

4-29

45rO

4-80

41G

4-40

5-47

4 8 4

—

—

4 8 6

SB.ODO

Sl2,000

1-23

1-30

1-33

117

1-30

1-32
1-35

1 31

1-31

1-37

1-33

1-22

2-98

208

2-75

2-40

2-48
E-88

202

2-78

2 8 7

2-00

2-48

In a liquid containing, for example, two reacting
species A and B in solution, each reaetant mole-
cule will be surrounded by a cage of solvent
molecules and collision can only occur by a
process of diffusion during which one molecule
penetrates into the cfige occupied by another.
Once having become " co-ordinated" in th*
way the 2 molecules may make a large number
of collisions before separating. In a gas a
collision is a unique event and a second collision
between any two specific molecules hardly ever
occurs immediately.

The number of binary collisions in a gas is

h
given by the equation:

A
where nL and n2 are the number of»molcculeti
per c.c. of molecular weight M: and Ma, re-
spectively, and a,.,, is the average molecular
radius. The corresponding number for*a liquid
under similar conditions would be about
times greater and would increase with pressure
approximately as the viscosity. Reaction occurs
as the result of collisions between molecules
having energies equal to or in excess of a*ertain
critical value E. The number of such collisions

is obtained by multiplying (1) by e KT. The
majority of liquid phase reactions are bimole-
cular and the rate of change is given by

dn
I

-E
\ KT
e (2)

where C fe the ratio of the collision number in
the liquid phase to that in the gaseous phase.

From (2) the bimolecular velocity constant k,
expressed in litres per g. mol. per sec. can be
evaluated. Thus, if ^V is the Avogadro number

A = = ^ J » . . • • (3)
d'T 74% 1,000

By combining (2) and (3)

and, differentiating with respect to temperature

dink
di (5)

A similar result may
Arrhenius equation

be obtained from the

it=BZe
&T

(6)

In this equation Z denotes the number of en-
counters between reacting molecules under
specified conditions, Ea is the " critical incre-
ment of energy " and B is a factor representing
the probability that a colli9ion involving the

quiai^j energy will lead to reaction.
On differentiating (6) with respect to tempera-

ture
dink Ea

"JF^KT*

From (5) and (7)

(7)

(8)

The difference between E and i'^is usually un-
important except where T is high or E is small.

The velocity constants and critical increments
of a large number of bimolecular reactions in
solution have been measured at atmosph< i
pressure and about 40% of them are found to
have normal velocities in accordance with (1);
in such cases the calculated collision frequency
varies little from reaction to reaction, an average
value being about 2-8 x 10u, and the probability
factor does not differ much from unity. Of the
remaining reactions the greater part are " slow '*
in the sense that their velocities are from 10 to
100,000 times slower than the calculated valuta
and B is less than unity, whilst a few, on the
same basts, may bo classified as " fast," B being
greater than unity. All three types of reaction
show positive responses to pressure.

Whilst the cause of such abnormal rates \e not
known with certainty there are a number of
factors which might be responsible. Thus, in th*
case of " slow " reactions the endothcrmic for-
mation of a complex prior to the reaction proper,
deaetivation by molecules tf th© (solvent,
special conditions o& orientation or of internal
phase of the reacting molecules at the moment of
impact would account for the apparent slowness
of the reaction. " Fast " reactions might be dtie
to the exothermic formation of a complex prior
to reaction, the distribution of the energy of
activation among a number of internal degrees of
freedom of the reaetant molecules, the OOOazrOUM
of a chain reaction, or activation by some external
source of energy (MoeLwyn-Hughen, op. «*(.),

•e
ir
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If it be assumed that, prior to reaction, two mole-
cules posseading the requisite activation energy
must come together and form a pre-activated
complex, then reaction will occur when the life
period 8 of the complex is equal, to or greater
than the time (required for the completion of the
internal motions of the molecules necessary to
bring the atoms to appropriate distances, and
with suitable relative velocities for new bonds to
be formed. If the collision complex is stable, 6
will be large and the factor B of equation (6) will
be constant and independent ofE; on the other
" and, when, (ia appreciably greater than 0, a
correlation should be observable between BZ and
E. Since the life of the complex in terminated,
either by separation of its constituents by de-
activation in a collision, or by cheuu'cal trans-
formation, the effect of hydrostatic- pressure
would be, presumably, to increase its stability
(Fairclough and Hinahelwood, J.C-S. 1937, 538).
In this connection recent work has shown that
whilst pressure accelerates both " normal " and
" slow " reactions its effect upon the latter class
is far greater than upon the former; in " slow "

tion3 moreover both B and E are found to
vary with pressure in a regular manner.

As a typical example of a normal reaction the
interaction of sodium ethoxide and ethyl iodide
in alcohol solution may be considered {Gibson,
Faweett and t'crris, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1935, A,
150, 223). The reaction

C.H,-ONa+C2HB l ->• C,HS-O-C2HS+ Nal

is bi molecular and the velocity constants are
found to vary with the initial concentration of
the sodium ethoxide but mlt with that of the
ethyl iodide. In Table II the constants for 0-1
normal solutions at temperatures between 15°
and 30°C. and over the pressure range 1-5,000
kg./cm.E are given.

TABLE II.—Tire VELOCITY CONSTANTS FOE
TH1C IJTTERACTION OF SODIUM ETHOXIDE
AND ETKYI. IODIDE IS ALCOHOL SOLUTION
AT VAHIOCS PBKSSURES.

Tem-
perature,

14-85
19-95
25-0
300

14-85
19-95
250
KM)

150
•200
25-1
301

Pressure,
kg.;cm.*.

1
1
I
1

2,980
2,980
2/.>
2,980

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

g. ni

—

4-25
7-59

14-40
25-20.

6-6
10-3
19-4
84-2

K (obs.)

al./lltrc/mli

2-30
4-19
7-73

13-60

3-65
663

12-40
21-60

4 6
8-4

15-9
281

K (cole.)
XJO8.

into.

2-27
4-26
7-79

13-90

3-57
6-72

12-30
2200

4-65
8-48

15-80
27-50

•

The constants K, in column 3 of the table are
uncorrected for the changes in concentration

due to the thermal expansion and f
bility of the solvent; in column 4, K (obs.)
are the corrected values.

It will be seen that whilst the velocity in-
creases with pressure the effect is not very
marked and at 5.000 kg./cm.2 the rate is only
about double that at atmospheric pressure.
From the experimentally determined constants
the values of BZ and E (equation 6) are found to
be:'1

d

Pressure,
kg./cm.-. BZxlO13. B, g.-cal.
1 . . . . . . . 1-28 20,740
3,000 2-23 20,800
5,000 1-32 20,34V

The values of K calculated from these constants
are given in.'-column 5 of Table II. The changes
in BZ and E with pressure are not. in tins
instance, of sufficient magnitude to enable any
distinction to be made as to their relative im-
portance in determining the observed accelera-
tion of the reaction.

Somewhat similar results, are found for the
hydrolysis of sodium monochloroacetate by
sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution. The
reaction ia biraotaeular and " normal " and its
velocity increases with pressure, the value at
12,000 kg./cm,3 being about 6-5 times the
value at atmospheric pressure.

The above reactions may now bo compared
with a typical " alow " reaction, namely that
between pyridine and ethyl iodide in acetone
solution

+ Etl

NEtl

The rate of this reaction at 3,000 kg./cm.1

is 7-2 times, and at 8,500 kg./cm.2 is 47-5
times as great as that at atmospheric pressure.
The variations of tt.e constants of the Arrbenius
equation with pressure are as follows:

Pressiiri-,
kg./cm.1. BZxio 7 . A', R.-cal.
1 . . . . . . . 2-13 14,390
2,975 7 1 * 15,350
5,000 1970 15,510
8,500 2,4<*0-0 16,380

Both constants show a marked increase with
pressure.

In the foregoing examples the reaction rates
have Ueen measured in dilute solution and are,
therefore, influenced to some extent by changes
in the physical properties of tho solvent with
pressure.

An interesting example in which the pure
reactants and products only are concerned ia
that of the esterifi cation of acetic acid by a
series of alcohols (F'ong, Sapiro, Linstcad and
Newitt, J.C.S. 193S, 784). Measurements have
been made of the rates of eaterification at a
numl>er of pressures from atmospheric to 4,000
atm. and the corresponding velocity constants
have been dfttttminod. The valueb of tho
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constants of the Arrheuiua equation for the
reactions are given below :

VALUES OF THE CONSTANTS OF THE ARRHE.VIUS
EQUATION FOB THE RATE OV ESTERIFICA-
TION OF ACETIC ACID WITH A SESIKS OF

ALCOHOLS, •

Alcohol.

E t h y l . . . .

n-Propyl . . .

n-Butyl . . .
*

troPropyl .

uoButyl .

sec. -Butyl

I

Pressure,
lillll.

1
2,000
3,000
4,000

1
2,000
3,000
3,750

1
2,000
3,000
3,750

\
2.000
3,000
3,750

1
2,000
3,000
3,750

]

2,000
3,000
3,750

- •..

B, g.-cal.

13,770
13.790
13*830
1&980
13,550
13,910
14,190
14,740*
13,720
14,580
14,950
15,190
16,890
19,400
20,660
22,220
16,480
17,850
18,240
18,7KM

17,460
19.790
21,010
21,7-0

A or BZ.

4-58 x 10s

2-40 x 103

6-10 x 108

1-61 X 10*
4-10 xlO 3

2-98 x 10s

8-87 x 108

3-33x10*
5-69 xlO a

700 xlO8

244 x 10*
5-72 x 10*
3-20 x 10s

2-15 x 10*
2-60 x 10'
4-38 x 10s

4-84 X 10*

l-30xl0«
3-35 x 108

1-16 x!0T

2-50x10*
3-53 x 10«
4-90 x W
2-22 x 10B

Both E and BZ increase with pressure, the effect
being greatest with t«opropyl and sec.-butyl
alcohols; there is also, in all eases, a functional
relationship between the two constants, straight
lineB being obtained by plotting values of E
against log BZ,

UnimoUctdar Decompositions.—It would be
expected from the Le Chattier-Bra un principle
of mobile equilibrium that increase of pressure

would exert a retarding effect upon the rate of a
unimolecular reaction, and such is,found to be
the ease. Phenyl ben zylmethy Lilly la mmoniuin
bromide decomposes at & measurable rate in
chloroform solution at temperatures between
25 and 45gC. The reaction is reversible and to
determine the velocity constant of the decom-
position it is necessary to measure the equili-
brium constants a at the various temperatures
employed. The results for a 00975 normal solu-
tion are summarised in Table III (Williams,
Perrin and Gibson, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1936, A,
154, 084).

TABLE III.—DECOMPOSITION or PHE
BENZYLMETHYLALLYLAMMONIUM BaO
IN CHLOBOFOBM SOLUTION.

(Strength of solution <~0-097f> normal.)

I

Tem-
perature,

"C.

250

84-03
1M
44-9 i

25-0
29-l)">

40'0
44-U

Pressure,
kg, /cm.1.

. 1
1
1
1
1

2,980
2,080
2,980
2,0SO
2,980

a

7-97
5 1
2-21
1-44
0*64

78 •*
3 4 0
18-8
1 0 6

7-37

K (oba.)
xlO*.

g. me

7-4
J5-8
3£-3
74-5

B-Ifl
5 1

10-7
22-9
47-8

K (wile.)
xlO4 .

L/litw/mJ

3 1 8
71

IK-SB
3 4 7
7 3 0

2-24
4 9

1 0 9
23-4
48-9

aK
xlO*.

mite.

0-2&S
0377
0-350
O-49S
0-478

1-83
1-74
1-80
2-43
3 5 1

Polymerisations by Prusure.-^As an example
of the effect of pressure upon this class of re-
action the behaviour of a.-metfaylstyrcno may
be given. Under normal conditions the trimeride
is the highest polymer obtained either by heat
alone, or with addition of Florida earth or boron
trichloride; on the other hand, at 5,000 ntma.
and 100oC, a mixture of high polymers with a
mean molecular weight of 5,600 is obtained.
The effects of temperature and time upon the
yields obtained at different pressures are aa
follows:

POLYMERISATION OF a-METHYLsTYHRNK (Sapiro, Linatead and Newitt, J.C.S. 1937, 1784).

'IVmpcr-
ntiiirp °fl

100

no
120

125.

150

•
Pressure, at in.

6,000

3,500
2,000

4,000
10,000
4,000

•

Time, hours.
•

1
14
90
95
Bfl

260
96
47
48

Yield, per cent.

Monomer.

98-99
82-6
Id
23
68-3
48*0
46-4

Low polymers.

3-4
—
12

27-2
48-7
27-7

210

18-1 81-9
(M.W.~37O.)

•

High polymers.

C4'0
85
65

4-5
5-3

* 260
790

none

Mean molecular
weight of high

polymers.

—
6,400-5,800

2,600
1,600

—
1,050
1.170

•

Another example of prnmra py
has been worked out in detail (iiuint>rick, Sapiro
and Newitt, J.C.S. 193tt, 17til). When l

pentadietie in the pure liquid phase is subjected
to high hydrostatic pressure, reaction is found
%o proceed in three distinct Btagea, depending

'
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upon the temperature and pressure, viz.
(1) dimerisn.t,ion to dicye/opentadiene only,
(2) association to higher polymers amongst
which the trimer and tetramer have been
identified, and (3) a violent disruptive reaction
producing methane and a highly carbonised
residue.

The bimolecular velocity constants of the
dimerisation reaction have been measured over
tho temperature range 0-40°C. up to a prea-
unre of 5,000 atm. The valuea of tho ratio
KpjK-i tabulated below show an increase with
temperature, particularly in the higher pressure
ranges.

THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE UPON.THE
RATIO KpjK^ FOB VARIOUS PRESSURE
RANGES.

Temp.,

0s

20 '
30°
«0°

Values of J(r!K1 for the pressure range (atm.):

1-500.

1-53
l-6fi
I'8(1
2-or.

1-2,000.

5-48
7'65
7'74
8-75

1-3,000,

12'3
15-5
I8-S
1

1-4,000.

23-7*
33-3
—.
• — •

1-5.000.

44-2
. — , •

'• • — •

As with moat other liquid phase reactions
which have been investigated at high pressures
the values of BZ and B of the Arrhenius equation
increase with pressure. The term BZ is mnde
up of the collision number Z and a probability
factor B both of which may vary with pressure.
If the collision number be assumed to remain
constant at 1014, i.e. about 10s times.greater
than the gas collision number, then it is found
that for a pressure increase of 5,000 atm, the
probability of interaction between two cyclo-
pentadicne molecules with the requisite energy E
is in creased by more than 10s times. Thi3 result
is not improbable ; the viscosity of the medium
ja increased by a factor of at least 10 at the

" higher pressure, and tho tendency towards
orientation of the molecules, always evident in
the liquid phuse, is thereby increased. If such
orientation brings pairs of molecules into the
correct relative position for interaction, the
probability factor will show a corresponding
increase.

The activation energy term E is composite
and made up of energy contributions arising
from changes in the physical properties of the
medium and from variations of the rate of
diffusion of the reactant molecules. Since BZ
also contains terms which depend upon such
changes some simple relationship between them
ja to be expeclw]. In nearly all cases it is found
that on plotting Jog BZ against & a straight line

obtained. It baa i shown by Newitt
and Waasermann (J.C.& 1940, 735) that the pant-
nutters E and BZ calculated for constant volume

•

ditiona ;in: Independent of pressure.
a*n. N.

HIGH T E M P E R A T U R E CARBON-
ISATION (r. \VI. V, 3074, 4.10, « 1 ) .

H11ROGANE.—" Hiirogane " ia the name
given to a blooil-red coloured metallic coating

obtained on copper by treatment with
aqueous solution of copper sulphate and ver-
digris, or on copper alloys by heating with a
paste containing a cupric salt, borax and a little
water. The colour may be due to a mixture of
cuprous and cupric oxides (cf. Miyazawa, J.
Chcm. Intl. TokyO, 1917, 20, 1102; J.S.C.I.
1918, 37, 21U).

H I L G A R D I T E . Hydrated chloroborate of
calcium, Cafi(BflO11)sC!4,4Hj,O, aa colourless
triangular plates with monoclinic-domatic sym-
metry. It is found amongst the sandy residue
accumulating at the bottom of the brine well in
the Choctaw saJt dome in Louisiana. Dimor-
phous with this, antl with the crystals tnte.r-
grown in parallel position, ia jMrakflgardite with
triclinic-pedial symmetry (C. S. Hurlbut and
E. E. Taylor, Amer. Min. 1937. 22, 1052: 1938
23, 7G5, 89SN.

L. J. ft
H I N K ' S T E S T (v. Vol. II, 167a), ,
H I P P O C A S T A N I N (v. Vol. 111,276).
H I R S U T I O I N is the .anthocyanidin ob-

tained by arid-hydrolysis of hirsutin (q.v,)t a
colouring matter of' the petals of Primula
hirsute. Karrer and Widmer {Helv. Chim.
Acta, 1927, 10, 758) recognised it as the 5:3':5'-
or 7:3':5'-trimethyl ether of delphinidin (q.v.)
from analytical data, colour reactions and the
formation of syringic acid when hirautone (set

ntSOTnr) was hydrolyscd by means of alkali.
The correctness of the second alternative was
established l>y synthesis (Bradley, Robinson and
Schwarzenbaeh, J.C.S. 1930, 7EJ4). 4-O-Methyl-
i'-O-benzoylphloroglucinaldehyde (I) and &i-
acetoxy - 4 - benzyloxy - 3:5 - dimethoxyaceto-
phenono (II) condensed >y means of dry HCI
ii. ethyl acetate solution gave a benzoylfited
salt, from which (III), identical with hirsittidin
chloride, was obtained by de-acylation.

MeO

HO

CO

CH.OAc

Me

;OCHtPh

OMe

The chloride., C1 8HnOTCI, crystalJises from
aqueous HCI in tho form of short, dark red,
[jointed prisms. It dissolves in hot water
;o a pale red solution with a violet tinge,
jut this rapidly becomes colourless on boiling
Wring to formation of the pseudo-base; on
Hiding acid the colour is restored. Even in hot
)-5% HCt tho salt is only roaringly soluble
At a reddish solution, and A oola ia( orated solu-
iou in 4% HCI is pink. A freshly prepared
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in methyl alcohol is violet-red, and this
becomes pure blue on the addition of solid sodium
acetate or sodium carbonate solution. If the
solution is kept for some time previous to* the
test a greenish-blue colour is obtained". The
chloride dissolves in 01 iV aqueous sodium
hydroxide forming a purple-Blue solution which
rapidly becomes crimson-blue (dichroic) and
then fades to emerald green. The cooled solu-
tion in hot 0-25% HC1 apparently contains
much pseudo-base since excess of sodium car-
bonate gives a brownish-green solution changing
to olive-green. Unlike cyanidin and delphinidin
(</.(>.), both of which reduce FchUng'a solution
in the cold, hirsutidin is affected only on heating.
It gives no colour reaction with ferric chloride.

\V. B.
HIRSUTIN. A study of the colouring

matters of Primula has shown that She petals of
P. viscoea owe their hueto malvin, which is also
present ifi the blue wild mallow (Alah-usylvestrin),
that P. iiitcgnfolia contains malvin and an
anthocyanin with a smaller methoxyl-contint.
whilst P. Itirsutn contains hirautin, n. methyl
ether of malvin (Kurrer"1 and VVidmer, Helv.
Chim. Acta, l!t^7, 10, 758}. Hirsutin chloride
crystallises readily and separates from hot 1%
HC1 on adding 5% methyl-alcoholic HC1 in the
form of deep brownish-violet felted needles of
the UirahydraU, C30H37O17CI,4H2O (dried En a
desiccator over Btuphurio acid}, m,p, 150-153°
(decomposing after sintering at about 145°).
The anthocyanin is sparingly soluble oven in
very dilute HCI to a violet-red solution which is
bluer than tiiat of cyanifl (?.w.). In alcohol the
colour is a deeper blue. Whan sodium acetate
or sodium carbonate wadded to an acid solution
the violet colour-bast (IV) separates-; hirsntift
is unique amongst natural anthoeyanius in that
the colour-base does not dissolve in alkalis to
form a blue alkafi suit. Hinmtin is hydrolysed
on heating with 20% HCI to hirsofcidin (1 mol.)
(q.v.) and glucose (2 mol.)- It is oxidised by 15%
hydrogen peroxide to himutone, CaQH^O^, a
•colourless, highly crystalline ketone which dis-
solves easily in hot water b*t sparingly in cold.
Hirsmtone is very easily hydrolysed by means of
aqueous sodium hydroxide with formation of
syringic; acid (3:5-di-O-niethylgallic acid).

The constitution of hirsutin has bfen estab-
lished by K. Hobinson and co-workers (J.C.S.
1930, 793) who showed t int hirautidin ia the
7:3J:5'-trimethyl ether of delphinidin. Bobinson
and Todd (ibid. 1932, 2293} showed that the
sugar component is present in the form of two
glucose nnita attached to positions 3 and 5,
they synthesised hi is u tin by condensing 2-O-
tetra - aeetyl - fl - gluecwidyl - 4 - O- methyl^hloro -
glueinaklehyde (1) with w-O-<t'tra-aeetyl-/J-glu-
cosidoxy-4-acetoxy-:i:5-dinicthoxyacetophenone
(II) to a ilavytium sail which was then de-
aoetylated to h i n a t i n (III).

(AcO}t<

I Jc

I.

CH2-OCaHJO(OAc)4

II.

MeO

C 8HUO 6

IV.

I'mils hir.sutidin-3-0-glueoside and binratidin
S-jS-liwrtoskle differ in properties from hJrsutm.
The 3:5-dig!ucoside structure relates himrtin to
pelargonin, cyanin, paonin, delphiu and malvin.

W. B.
HIRUDIN (». Vol. I I , 24c).
HISPIDOGENIN (o. Vol. I I , 385d).
HISTAMINE(i>. Vol.IV,33W).
HISTIDINE, ijlyoxalint-a-alaninc, j}-i>ninil'

zotyl-a-aminopropionic acid,

NH-CH

Jiscovered by Kossel (Z. physiul. Chem.
lH'M, 22, 170) among the products of hydrolysis
of the protamiue sturine, which contain 12-9%
histidine (Kossel, ibid. 1900, 31, 207). It ia an
important constituent of many animal and
vegetable proteins and according to Bo one
(Med. BulL Tniv. Cincinnati, 1931, 6, 103) it
iMtiipies a terminal position, since 5-20% of
the histidine content can be isolated in an
optically active state after mild alkaline
hydrolysis of hemoglobin, edestin, casein sad
XVitte'tt peptone. HbtidJne occurs in histones
(basic proteins) (Lawroff, Z. physiol. Chein.
1809, 28, 383; Abderhakien and Kona, ibid.
1904, +1, 278; Kossel and Staudt, ibid, 1926,
159, 172); in gelatin and egg albumin (Sirums,
,1. (Jen. Physiol. 1928, 11. 6*3)j in crystalline
insulin (2-57%) (Jensen, Wintersteiner and Du
Vigneaud, J. Pharm. Exp. Ther. 1W2«, 32, 387);
in horse haemoglobin (7-64%) (Vickcry and
Leavenworth, J. Biol. Cbem. 1928, 79, 377);«in
crystftliiiK: nwluiuiuglobin {7-5-7-6%) (Abder-
luildcn* Fleisehmann and Irionf Fermcntforach.
1929, 10, 44(3); in the antipeptone obtained by
pancreatic digestion <>f fibrin (Kutecher, Z.

QL Chem. 1898, 25, 195); and haa been
isolated from other proteins (Hedin, ibid. 1896,
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22,191); from red blood corpuscles (15 g. of the
hydrochloride from 500 c.c. of blood corpuscle
pante) (Jones, J. Biol. Chem. 1918, 33, 429;
Hanke and Koessler, ibid. 1920, 43, 521; Chem-
nitius, Pharm. Zentralk. 1928, 69, 471); from
fresh fish (Suzuki, J. Agri. Tokyo, 1912, 51, 1);
from fish sperm (Yamagawa, Mikawa and
Tomiyama, J. Imp. Fish Inst. Tokyo, 1926, 22,
No. 2,30; Biol. Abstr. 1927,2,975); from Octopus
octopodia (Morizawa, Acta Schol. Med. Univ.
Imp. Kioto, 1927, 9, 299); from diphtheria
bacillus (Tamura, Z. physiol. Chem. 1914, 89,
295); from newly hatched chicks (005%)
(Yoshimura, J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936,57,318);
from the yolk, white, embryo and shell mem-
brane of hen eggs (Calvery, J. Biol. Chem. 1932,
95, 297); and from human hair (0-5%) (Vickery
and Leavenworth, ibid. 1929, 83, 523). Histi-
dine occurs in human pregnancy urine and its
presence has been suggested as a test for this
condition (Foldes, Biochem. Z. 1936, 283, 199;
1936, 285, 294, 296; cf. Kapeller-Adler, ibid.
1936, 285, 123; Armstrong and Walker, Bio-
chem. J. 1932,26,143; Kapeller-Adler and Haas,
Biochem. Z. 1935, 280, 232; Renton, S. African
Med. J. 1935,9,441; Bod6, Amer. Chem. Abstr.
1935,29,1865), but this suggestion has met with
severe criticism (Louros, Klin. Woch. 1934,
13, 1156; Gertler, Endokrinologie, 1936, 17,
45; Bosman, S. African Med. J. 1935, 9, 514;
Hecksteden, Deut. Z. ges. gerichl. Med. 1935,
24, 253), especially since it occurs in normal
urine (Wada, Acta Schol. Med. Univ. Imp.
Kioto, 1930,13, 187; Pellizzari, Boll. Soc. Ital.
Biol. sperim. 1934, 9, 517). Histidine occurs
also in the products of hydrolysis of vegetable
proteins, notably in the seeds and seedlings of
Picea excelsa Linn., Pinus sylvestris Linn.,
Cucurbita pepo Linn., Lupinus luteus Linn,
and Pisum sativum Linn.; in the case of the
conifer seeds 300 g. of dry protein yield 3 g.
of histidine hydrochloride (Schulze and Winter-
stein, Z. physiol. Chem. 1899,28,459,465; 1901,
83, 547). It is present in Secale cornutum
(Frankel and Rainer, Biochem. Z. 1911, 74,
167); in some of the lower fungi (Sullivan,
Science, 1913, 38, 678; Reed, J. Biol. Chem.
1914, 19, 260); in soya bean (0-62 g. as di-
chloride from 5 kg.; Sasaki, J. Agric. Chem. Soc.
Japan, 1932, 8, 417) and various species of
beans and peas (Kiesel, Belozerskii and Skvorzov,
Zhurnal exptl. Biol. Med. 1927, 4, 538; Amer.
Chem. Abstr. 1928, 22, 603; Jodidi, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1935, 57, 1142); in potatoes
(Yoshimura, Biochem. Z. 1934, 274, 408); and
in extracts of ergot (Trabucchi, Boll. Soc. Ital.
Biol. sperim. 1934, 9, 501). It is also found in
soils (Schreiner and Shorey, J. Biol. Chem.
1910, 8, 381; Skinner, Bied. Zentr. 1913, 42,
213, from Pioc. 8th Int. Cong. Appl. Chem.
1912; Lathrop, Chem. Zen£r. 1917, II, 560).

The preparation of histidine usually involves
its isolation from the products of protein
hydrolysis, and methods by which this is
effected'can be seen from the following examples.
Vickery and Leavenworth (J. Biol. Chem. 1928,
78, 627), and also Mendel and Vickery (Carnegie
Inst. Washington Yearbook, 1929, 28, 367)
hydrolyse haemoglobin and then precipitate the
silver-histidine compound at pu 7*0 or 7*4.

After removal of the silver, the histidine is
separated from most of the accompanying
amino-acids by precipitation with mercuric
sulphate (Hopkin's reagent) and recovered by
treatment with hydrogen sulphide. The his-
tidine is crystallised at the isoelectric point a/id
further purified by-crystallisation of the dihydro-
chloride. The base may be conveniently re-
covered by neutralisation to pR 7*2 with mag-
nesium oxide, advantage being taken of the
solubility of magnesium chloride in ^alcohol.
Smorodincev described the hydrolysis of ox
blood with concentrated hydrochloric acid.
The excess acid was evaporated, the solution was
made slightly alkaline, boiled to drive off am-
monia and precipitated with mercuric chloride;
the precipitate was dissolved in hydrochloric
acid and reprecipitated with mercuric chloride
and sodium carbonate, then decomposed with
hydrogen sulphide and filtered. Evaporation
of the filtrate gave tho histidine hydruchloride
(43 g. from 1 kg. of dry blood) (Biochem. Z.
1930, 222, 425). The mercuric chloride method
is more direct, less costly and gives a better
yield than the silver oxide method (Abder-
halden et al. Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1929, 23,
2994). In the treatment according to Kapf-
hammer and Spdrer (Z. physiol. Chem. 1928,
173, 245) of protein hydrolysates, arginine is
first removed as the flavianate and the filtrate
is treated with Reinecke's acid,

[(SCN)4Cr(NH8)8]H.

The precipitate contains histidine, hydroxy-
proline, and proline, and is decomposed by sus-
pending in methyl alcohol and treating with
copper sulphate which precipitates the Reinecke
ccid. Excess copper is removed with hydrogen
sulphide and sulphuric acid with baryta; addition
of picrolonic acid now precipitates histidine
which can be recovered as the dihydrochloride
(12-2 g. from 250 g. haemoglobin) by decom-
posing the precipitate with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid, filtering and evaporating. The
hydroxyproline and proline can be separated
with cadmium chloride which precipitates the
latter. For the separation of histidine from
hydrolysed blood corpuscle paste by Foster and
Schmidt's method of electrical transport (J.
Amer. Chera. Soc. 1926,48,1709), see Cox, King
and Berg, J. Biol. Chem. 1929, 31, 755. Since
cystine is precipitrted by silver oxide at pn 6
it may -occur in the crude histidine fractions
from proteins; its copper salt, however, is very
insoluble and these fractions may be freed from
cystine by boiling with copper hydroxide, cooling
and filtering (Vickery and Leavenworth, ibid.
1929, 83, 523). For the separation of histidine
from histamine and choline by electrodialyji's,
and also the recovery of the base from the di-
picrate, platinichloride, etc., by this method,
see Gebauer-Fiilnegg and Kendall, Ber. 1931,
64 [B], 1067. Quantitative separation of
histidine from arginine may be obtained by
adding an excess of a soluble silver salt and
adjusting the pR value to 7-0 by careful addition
of barium hydroxide solution. A second preci-
pitation as the silver compound gives histidine
free from arginine. The latter is precipitated as
the silver salt at pH 10-11. The histidine is
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uveniently recovered from the precipitate by
decomposition with hydrochloric acid {Vickery
and Leavenworth, J. Biol. Chem. 1927, 72, 403;
75, 115; see also Rosedale, Bioehem. J. 1929,
23,161). According to Bnssit {Bull. Soc. Chim.
biol. J034, 16. 727), Hopkin's mercuric sul-
phate reagent does not give Quantitative separa-
tion from arginine. Separation of hiatidine from
tyrosine may be effected by means of a reagent
containing mercuric chloride, sodium acgtste
and sodium chloride, tyrosine remaining in
solution (Lang, Z. physioL Chem. 1933, 222, 3).

The constitution of histidine as a-a>»
glyoxalint-b-propionic acid, has^ecn established
by the work of Frankel, Pauly, Knoop and
Wiridaus, and of Pyman. Frankel (Monatsh.
1003, 24, 229) showed that histidine contains a
carboxyl-group, since it displaces carbon dioxide
from silver and copper carbonates, and an
amtno-group because on treatment with hypo-
bromite»or nitrous acid one nitrogen atom is
removed and a hydroxyl group introduced.
Frankel therefore represented lu'sttdinc by the
partly expanded formula

NH2-CSH6N2CO2H,

and gave the name kislinc to the complex
—CjHgNjj—, and hydroxydtaminohistidinc or
hydrojnjhi.itinecarbozylic acid to the compound,
HO-CsHgNjCOjH, obtained from bistidine
by the action of nitrous acid. Pauly (Z.
physiol. Cbem. 1U04, 42, 513) contirmed the
presence of the car boxy] group in histidine by
preparing the methyl eater, and proved that the
histine complex —C6HeNa—contains an imino
group, because histidlne yields a dinaphthalene-
eulphonyl derivative, and forms a red dye with
diazobenzenesulphonii: chloride. These con-
siderations, and the stability of the compound,
led Pauly to conclude that the complex ftiatine
contains an iminazolc (glyoxaline) ring, and thai,
histidine lias the constitution I.

This conclusion has been confirmed by Knoop
and Windaus (Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path. 1905,
7, 144), who obtained ghfozaline-H-propionic
add [\minazolyl.ft-pTOpionic acid),

by n

NH-CH
^ C - C H J C H J C O J H

v

iy reducing Frankel's hydr ixyhistinecarboxylic
acid, and showed that it was identicar'with the
synthetic product prepared by the action of
formaldehyde and ammonia on Wolff's glyoxyl-
propionic aeid (Annalen, 1890, 260, 71)). Cf.
Frankel (Beitr. ohem. Phyaiol. Path. 1907, 19,
116). .

Knoop {ibid. 1907, 10, 111) also showed that
by the successive oxidation of hydro xyhistine-
carboxylic acid, gIyoxaline-6-carboxylic acid
is obtairied which, when heated at 2811°, IOSCB
carbon dioxide and yields glyoxaline,

NHCH, NHCH

H=N"/

The complete synthesis of histidine is described
by Pyman (J.C.S. 1911, 99, 1380). S-Chloro-

methylglyoxalino (II), obtained from diamino-
aeetone (ibid. 668), condenses , with ethyl
sodiochloromalonate to form the compound HI,
This ester on hydrolysis is converted into dl-a-
r,hloro-l$-glyozalin£'5-propumic acid (IV), which
reacts with ammonia to form dJ-bistidine (I),

NHCH,

ir.

below]

IV

Pyman [ibid. 1916, 109, 186) also synthe
ill-histidine from benzoyt-f/Mjistidine (see
by boiling this for 4 hours with 20% aqueous
hydrochloric acid.

Histidine gives the biuret reaction (Herzog,
Z. physiol. Chein. 1903, 37, 248). Jt also gives
ilie Weidel pyriinidinc reaction (Frankel, I.e.).
With diazobcnzcnesulphonic chloriik- in the
presence of sodium carbonute, histidine gives a
dark cherry-red coloration, becoming orange on
the addition of an acid (Pauly, Z. phyaioL ('hem.
19U1, 42, S08; 1915,94,427). This is a very
sensitive test for iminazole derivatives, and
amongst the products of protein hydrolysis only
histidine and tyrosine give this reaction. It may
be used to detect histidine in the presence of
tyrosine after addition of benzoyl chloride
(Inouye, ibid. 1913,88, 79) or after a preliminary
separation with mercuric chloride (Lang, Lc).
If the coloured solution obtained by Pauly's
reaction is reduced, e.g. with zinc dust and hydro-
chloric acid, and then made strongly alkaline
with ammonia, the presence of histidine is indi-
cated by the formation of a bright golden-yellow
colour (Totnni, Bioehem. J. 1915, 9, 385).
Histidine develops a yellow colour with bromine
water; this disappears on warming but after a
time a pale red colour appears, which afterwards
deepens to a wine-red. The reaction is sensi-
tive to concentrations of 1:1,000 but is vitiated
by too large excess of bromine water (Knoop,
Beitr. cbem. Physiol. Path. 1908,11, 356). For
testing urine, the reaction is best conducted in
faintly acid solution (Armstrong and Walker
Bioehem, .1. 1032. 26,143); for further improve-
ments, sec Hunter, Amer. Chem. Abetr, 1923,17,
574; cf. ibid. 193fi, SO, 7804. Bromination of
hU>tidine in 33% acetic acid gives a black sub-
stance which dissolves in concentrated ammonia
with a purple-red, and in ammonium carbonate
with a strong blue-violet coloration, tin* intensity
of which is proportional to the concentration of
histidine. This reaction is sensitive to 1:50,000
and is •pacific, hut histamino gives a weak
golden-yellow and methylhiatidine a very pale
reddish-violet colour (Kapeller-Adler, Bioehem.
.Z. 1933, 264, 131).

-Coltjri metric methods of estimating histidine
based on Pauly's and Kfinilkr-Adler's reactions
have been devised. Thus diazotiscd sulphanfljc
acid is used by Weiss and Sobolev (Bioehem. Z.
1913, 58, 119) in the presence of sodium car-
bonate and comparison is made with an identt-
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cally treated standard histidine solution. See
also Loeper, Lesure and Thomas, Bull. Soc.
Chim. biol. 1934, 16, 1385. Suzuki and
Kaishio (Bull. Agric. Che in. Soc. Japan, 1927,
3, 33) use sodium hydroxide as the alkali and
compare the golden-yellow colour with JV/1OO
potassium dichromate. The microdetermination
by Pauly's reaction using a photometer with a
filter (S53) is described by Lang (Z. physiol.
Chem. 1933, 222, 3). The reaction is inhibited
by glycine, aspartic acid and uric acid, but this
may be overcome by adding larger quantities
of the reagent. Urea does not interfere (Mesh-
kova, ibid. 1936, 240, 199). Diazotised p-
nitraniline has been suggested as a reagent for
the determination of histidine in blood (Barac,
Compt. rend. Soc. Biol. 1935, 118, 198; 1935,
119, 545). Kapeller-Adler's method cannot be
applied to the direct determination of histidine
in urine owing to the inhibition by phosphates,
etc., and so a preliminary separation, e.g. with
Hopkin's reagent (Biochem. Z. 1933, 264, 131)
or with magnesium chloride in alkaline solution
(Iojo, Diagnostica tec. lab. (Napoli) Riv.
mensile, 193(5, 7, 8) is necessary. For the use
of the step-photometer in this method, see
Kapeller-Adler, Biochem. Z. 1934, 271, 206.
Folin's method for the determination of umino-
aci'ds in blood gives low values owing to incom-
plete precipitation of the proteins by tungstic-
sulphuric acids. Phosphotungstic acid or, better,
trichloroaceticacid gives much smaller errors (Re
and Potick, Rev. soc. argentina Biol. 1929, 5,
725; Compt. rend. Soc. Biol. 1930, 103, 1283;
see also Wechsler, Z. physiol. Chem. 1911, 73,
141). A modification of the Van Slyke method
in which the histidine is estimated colorimetri-
cally is described by Cavett (J. Biol. Chem. 1932,
45, 335); other modifications are due to Russo
(Boll. Soc. Ital. Biol. sperim. 1927, 2, 174)
and Davies (Biochem. J. 1927, 21, 815, 1920).
For a modification of Hanke and Koessler's
method (Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1920, 14, 3687) of
determining histidine, see Jorpes (Biochem. J.
1932, 26, 1507); and for its estimation in small
quantities of protein by precipitation with
mercuric sulphate after alkaline hydrolysis, see
Rosedale and Da Silva (ibid. 1932, 26, 369);
and by bromination after hydrolysis, see Thrun
and Trowbridge (J. Biol. Chem. 1918, 34, 343).
For a microchemical method, see Kober and
Sugiura, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1913, 35, 1546;
and Van Slyke, J. Biol. Chem. 1915, 23, 411, cf.
ibid. 1911,9,185; 10,29; 1912,12,279. Histidine
can also be determined volumetrically by titra-
tion with titanium trichloride of the dye formed
in the Pauly reaction (Lautenschlager, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1918, 102, 226).

c?/-Histidine is obtained by raceinisation of the
naturally occurring /-form, for example by
heating under pressure (Abelerhalden and Weil,
ibid. 1912, 77, 435), or with 20% hydrochloric
acid at 160° (Frankel, Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path
1906, 8, 160); it crystallises in quadrilateral
plates and decomposes at 283° (corr.) (Pyman,
J.C.S. 1911, 99, 1397). dJ-Histidine can be
resolved by the fractional crystallisation of its
salts with d-tartaric acid into the d- and I-
isoiners, and the Z-histidine so obtained is
identical with the naturally occurring com-

pound. Partial resolution can be obtained by
means of yeast, the c/-isomer remaining un-
attacked (Abderhalden and Weil, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1912,77,435; Ehrlich, Biochem. Z. 1914,
63, 379). The spontaneous resolution of histi-
dine hydrochloride has been described by
Duschinsky (Chem.^and Ind. 1934,53,10). Thus,
a hot mixture of pure I- and (/Miistidine hydro-
chlorides with 1*5 parts of water, when cooled
rapidly to 20° and quickly filtered, gives the I-
salt; addition of alcohol and ether to the mother
liquor and further cooling to 0° yields almost
pure (//-salt, while concentration of the filtrate
and rapid cooling to 20° gives almost pure (/-salt,

dl-Histidine monohydrochloride,

C6H9O2N3-HCI,2H2O,

has m.p. 117-119° (corr.); the sesquihydro*
chloride, (C6HBO2N3)2-3HCI,H2O, has m.p.
168-170° (corr.); the dihydrochloridt, m.p.
235-236°(corr.); thepicrate,C12H12OBN6,H2O,
decomposes at 180-181° (corr.); the dipicrate,
C18H15O16N9,2H2O, decomposes at 190° (corr.)
(Pyman, J.C.S. 1911/99, 339; cf. 1916, 109,
196).

(/-Histidine crystallises in monoclinic plates
forming elongated hexagons; it decomposes at
287-288° (corr.), and has [a]D +39-3°. d-
Histidine-d-hydrogen tartrate is sparingly soluble,
decomposes at 234° (corr.) and has [a]D +13-3°
(Pyman, ibid. 1911, 99, 1937; 1916, 109, 197);
d-histidine hydrochloride crystallises with 1 H2O
(Duschinsky, I.e.).

I-Histidine is soluble in water, sparingly
soluble in alcohol and insoluble in ether (Kossel,
& physiol. Chem. 1896, 22, 184); it crystallises
from water in anhydrous needles or plates,
m.p. 287° (corr.), na 1-520, np indeterminable,
ny 1-610 (Frankel, Monatsh. 1903, 24, 229;
Keenan, J. Biol. Chem. 1929, 83, 137f; for
photomicrographs of the crystals from water
and 50% alcohol, see Vickery and Leaven-
worth, ibid. 1928, 7C, 701. In aqueous solution
it has a sweet taste (Pyman, J.C.S. 1911, 99,
1397), is feebly alkaline (Hedin, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1896, 22, 191) and is optically active,
[aft0 -39-74° (Kossel and Kutscher, ibid. 1899,
28, 382; Duschinsky, I.e.; c/.MPyman, I.e.).
The isoelectric point occurs at pH 7-64; the dis-
sociation- constants at 25° (expressed as loga-
rithms, pK) are 1-77 (CO2H), 60 (iminazole),
9-0 (NH2) (Schmidt, Appleman and Kirk,
J. Biol. Chem. 1929, 85,177; Levy, ibid. 1935,
109, 361; Birch and Harris, Biochem. J. 1930,
24,564 • and Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1932,26,485).
For the ultra-violet absorption spectrum ofrZ-
histidine and comparison with that of histamine,
see Ellinger, Biochem. Z. 1929, 215, 279;
Becker, Arch. ges. Physiol. (Pfluger's), 1-931,228,
751; Hicks and Holden, Austral. J. Exp. Biol.
1932, 10, 49, and in the long-range ultra-violet,
Ellinger, Biochem. Z. 1932, 248, 437; for the
infra-red absorption betweeii,A=0-8/x and A=8/A,

see Heintz, Compt. rend. 1935, 201, 1478.
Irradiation of histidine with ultra-violet light
causes decomposition in a number of ways.
Thus, under conditions favouring oxidation,
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elimination of ammonia appears t<J be the main
reaction and may account for 90% of the histi-
dine decomposed (Lieben and Urban, Biochem.
Z. 1931, 239, 250); the residue of the molecule
becomes iminazolylacetaldehyde {Szendro, Arch.
ges. Physiol. (PHiiger's), 1931, 228, 743). In the
absence of oxygen, deearboxyiatiou to histamine
takes place and has been demonstrated by isola-
tion and characterisation of the base (7 mg. from
1 g.) (Holt/., Klin. Woeh. 1933, 12, 1(113;
Arch. exp. Path. Pharm. 1934, 175, 97) and by
pharmacological tests (Bourdillon, (jaddinn and
Jenkins, Proc. Koy. Soc. 1930, B, 106, 388). For
this reaction light of wave-length shorter than
2,650A. is much more active than the longer
wave-lengths, also the effect is slight in acid
iohitioo but very intense in alkaline (Lieben,
Biochem. Z. 1927, 184, 453; Bourdillon et at..
I.e.). Histidine (and other amiiso-acids) is
adsorbed from aqueous solution un activated
carbon, » very marked maximum being shown
at the isoelectric point (Phelps and Peters, Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1929, A, 1S4, 554 ; Ito, .1. Agric. Chem.
Soc. Japan, 1030,12,204).

When hist]dine is administered as a food, or by
intravenous injection, very little (0-4 g. out of
10 g.) is recoverable as such from the urine; the
creatinine (Abderhaklcn and Buadze, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1931, 200, 87), urea and ammonia in the
urine are largely increased but the increase of
uMimioin is very plight (Abderbalden, Einbeck
and Sehmid, ibid. 1909, 62, 322 ; 1910, 68, 395 j
Abderhalden, ibid, 1911, 74, 481; Abdcrhalden
and Weil, ibid, 1912, 77, 435; Kowalewsky,
Biochem. 2.^1909, 23, 1). Both </- and f-forms
an.- utilised in the animal organism, but tiled-form
ia rather less efficient ^n promoting the growth
of rats on a histulincdefieient diet (Cox anS
Berg, J. Biol. Chem. 1934, 107, 497). The d-
form can be obtained from the urine of rabbits
fed on rf/-histidinc. Histidine markedly in-
creases, the glyeogeii mobilisation effect of
adrenaline (Taniuchi, Folia pharmacol, japon.
1330, 10, No. 164), and also reduces the co-
agulation time of blood (Bjjrger, Klin. Woeh.
1930, 15, 660). It appears to be the precursor
of the erythema-causing irritant which is
formed in the human skin during exposure to
ultra-violet light (Fran ken burger and Zimmer-
toann, Naturwiss. 1933, 21, 116}. It»has been
found of use si .the treatment of gastric and
duodenal ulcers (Weiss and Aron, Compt. rend.
Soc. Biol. 1933, 112, 1530; Eada, Amer. J.
Digest. Dis. Nutr 1935, 2, 426); and in oon-
junction with tryptophan, in the treatment of
hay-fever (U-normand, Presse med. 1933, 41,
1141}. For the catabolism of hiatidine in the
animal organism, see Dakin and Walkman,
•T. S i d Chem. 1912, 10, 499, and an the fore-
runner of purine bodies in animal metabolism,
see Ackroyd and Hopkins (Bioehem, J. 191C
10,551).-

I-Histidine administered subcutaneously to
rabbits is excreted as urocanic acid (iminazolyl-
ae.rylic acid). The fungus, Outturn facfis, convert i
it into the saturated iminazolylpropionic acic
(Kiyokawa, Z. physiol. Chem. 1933, 214, 38)
When histtdina undergoes anaerobic hurteria

L
cleavage by the action of putrefying paoonaa
it is converted almost cuiaiitittitivdy by the loss

of.carbon dioxide into R-fi-aJninoelhylylyozaline
'-iininazolylethylaniine, hi8lamine,)f

NHCH.,

c
X

H N
C-CH2-CHj-NH2

minazoUjl-H^ropiwuc acid (v. p. 2336), being the
alii! t'r'K'lt<'t (*ee Ackerinann, Z. physiol, Chem.
1910, 65, .ri04). The 5-j3-aminoethylglyoxaline
thus obtained is identical with the base prepared
synthetically by Wisdom and Vogt (Ber. 1907,
40. .'ill!)I) from ethyl iminazoJylpropionate or by
1'ynuui (J.C.S. 1911, 99, 6(58) from diarumo-
icetone, and is also identical with the ergot
mse ki&tamine isolated by Barger and Dale
Phil. Trans. 1910, 2592) which is also
present in Popielski's vasodilalin (Barger and
Dale. J. Phvaiol. 1911, 41, 499); «efi Mellanby
and Twort (J. Physiol. 1912, 45,53) who isolated
a bacillus of the colon group which splits off
carbon dioxide from histidino and converts it
to histamine. Bacillus coli communia trans-
forms histidine into histamine to the extent of
50% in the presence of glycerol or dextrose and
potassium nitrate or ammonium chloride
{Koessler find Hanke, J. Biol. Chem. 1919, 39.
539 ; 1920,43, 529, 543). Raistrick {Biochem. J.
1917, fl, 71 j 1919,13, 440), found that bacteria
of the Coit-typhus group convert histidine into
urocanic acid in certain media. {-Histidine is
converted to the extent of 11% into d-0-iminazo-
lyllactic acid by the prolonged action of Proteus
vulgaris in a protein-free nutrient medium
(Hirai, Acta Schol. Med. Kioto, 1919, 3,49).

A possible explanation of the formation of
histidine in the plant economy is afforded by
the work of Knoop*and Windaus* {Beitr. chem.
Physiol. Path. 1905,6, 292; Ber. 1906,39,3886;
1907, 40, 799) on the synthetic formation of
iminazole derivatives from sugars and ammonia.
These authors find that when a solution of
glucose containing zinc hydroxide dissolved in
ammonia is exposed to sunlight at the ordi-
nary temperature for some weeks, it is converted
to the extent of 10% into 5-methyliminaitAe. li
is probable that methylglyoxal and formalde-
hyde are produced as intermediate products and
then react with the ammonia according to the
eqaatkn

MeCO H3N

I +
CHO H3N

MeC—N

CH-NH

4 3H,O

//Man nose, (/-fructose, d -sorhose, I-arabinose
or I-xylose also yield mcthvliminazole when
similarly treated. The authors suggest tha*
histidinu may be fortned naturally by the con*
densation of metl 13' 1 iminazole with glycine, and
simultaneous oxidation: *

NHCH,

NHCH
CCHj'CH(NH,)COtH | H
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Enzymes from the liver of various aniroah
cause decomposition of histidine with elimina-
tinn of ammonjn (KRiiffmann an<l Miskiwitzer,
Biochem. Z. 1930, 226, 325; 1931, 234, 101);
the'eame type of decomposition is induced by

.boiling with hone black (Lieben and Benek,
ibid. 1635, 280, 88). Electrolytic oxidation of
histidme l«uls to the formation of carbon
dioxide, ammonia and malonic acid, probably
th rough the intermediate formation of aspartie
acid (Takuyuma and Ocda, J. Chem. Soc. Japan,
1934, 55, 649; Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1934,
9, 535). Oxidation with sodium hypochlorite
or hydrogen peroxide or permanganates causes
liberation of carbon dioxide and ammonia
(Hexzog, Z. physiol. Chem. 1903, 37, 248;
Kaiyagina, Arch. Sei. biol. U.S.S.K. 1935, 37,
372 (in German, 370); Lieben and Bauminger,
Biochem. Z. 1933, 261, 387). Oxidation with
dichromate and sulphuric acid yields ace tie and
hydrocyanic acids (Frankel, Beilr, chem.
Physiol. I'ath. 1906, 8, 159). Sodium hypo-
chlorite (I moi,) converts hisiidinc monohydio-
chloride into imiiiHy.ulvl-5-acelaIdehvite (Lang-
held, Ber. 1909, 42, 2373; Chem. Zentr. 1910,
II, 1104). For the rate of reaction with form-
aldehyde in 0-1 A'-nod iu in hydroxide at 37°, see
Holden and Freeman, Austral. J. Exp. Biol.
1931, 8, 189. When warmed with acetic an-
hydride in pyridinc, carbon dioxide {1 niol.) is
liberated and the product, when evaporated With
10% hydrochloric acid, gives colourless prisms,
m.p. 205-206", of 4-in3inazolyl-3-amino-butan-
2-one d ihyd rochloride,

NH-CH,

CH=
CH32HCI

(Dakin and Went, J. Biol. Chem. 1928, 78. 74 C).
/-lli.stidine forms stable salts with acids and

their solutions arc dextrorotatory,
Monohydrochloride, CgHBOj,N3HCI,HjO,

forms large colourless rhombic crystals, a:b:c
=0-7965:1:1-7110. has [a]D +1-74°, m.p. 80°,
and loses water at 140° (Koasel, Z. physiol. Chem.
1890, 22, 176 j Hedin, ibid. p. 191 ; Bauer, ibid.
pp. 182, 285 ; Kossei andKutscher, ibid. 1899,28,
382; Frankel, Monatsh. 1903, 24, 229). It is
fairly soluble in water, insoluble iu alcohol and
ether (Herzog, Z. physiol. Chem. J89U, 22, 193).
The dihydrochloride, C sH9OaN3-2HCI, forma
rhombic tables, a:&:c=0-70537:l:l-77516. iso-
morphous with the monohydrochlorido (Kosael
and Kutscher, I.e.; Sehwantke, ibid. 1699, 28,
38fl; 1800, 29, 492) j it has m.p. l»0° (245°,
Koaael and KuUeher, I.e.) and [aft0 +7-6°
(Abderhslden and Einbeck, ibid. 1909, 62, 330)-

Histidine Cadnr'um Chloride,

C(H,O,Na-HCI-CdCla

niflts and decomposes at 270-275°, is very
soluble in water but almost iti.su]nIik- in hot or
cold methyl or ethvt alcohol (Sehonc/t, ihid.
1904, 43, 73: cf. Kutwher, Chem. Zentr. 1908,
1, 404). Histidine gives a complex copper salt,
CutCflH^OjNjjj (Kober and Soginra, J. Jliol.
Chem. 1913, 13, 5), and a compound with Iron,

•<sOsN9) |(G.l>. 206522).

Phosphot u ?igatate,

{C6HeO2N3)3-2H3PO4-24WO3,

crystallises without water of crystallisation
(Wechsler, Z. physiol. Chem. 191], 73, 140).
The nitrate, C f lHBO 3N 32HNO s , crystallises in
prisms from waLr, m.p. 149-152° {Frankel,
Uonatah. 1903, 24, 243). The reineekate,

is precipitated from a solution made,,acid to
Congo Ked. Its solubility, 0-2948-0-3(^44 g. in
100 c.c. is greater than that of the carnosine
compound andi.it cart bo used for their separa-
tion (Smwodineev, Biochem. Z. 1930, 222, 425).
The manopicrolonate, C8H sO aN aC1 0HgO'5N< ,
crystallises in j'ellow needles (Kossei and Prmgle,
Z. physiol. Chem. 1905, 49, 319 ; Weiss, ibid. 52,
113; Bvigl, ibid. 1910, 64, 337, 339; Stcudel,
ibid. 1905, 44, 157); 1 part is soluble in 150
parts of water; the dipicrdanale if orange.
The di-xa-brontopicrolonate decomposes at 216—
218° (Zimmerman/} and Cuthberfson, ibid. 1932,
205, 38), The dipierato, C ^ H ^ O ^ N ^ H j O ,
has m.p. Sii6 (corr.) ^Pyman, J.C.S. 1911, 99,
343)j the pentahydratc, C l 8H l sO l f lN 9 ,5H 2O,
has m.p. 80° (Hugounenq and Florence, Bull.
Soc. Cfcm. biol. 1919, 1, 102). The di-2:4-
dhiitroA-naphtfiol.l.sulphonaie separates in yel-
low needles containing j H a O and decomposing
at 251-254°, depending on the rate of heating.
The fret; base or its salts can be recovered by
decomposing the compound with dilute acid
and extracting the reagent with butyl alcohol
(Vickery, J. Biol Chem. 1927, 71, 303). The
2:ii~diiodo-l-p}i£twl'i-8ulphonate (sozoiodolate)
decomposes at 2fJ7-LlU.S ]>ml 1*938 g. dissolve in
iOO g. of water at 16° (Ackermann, Z. physiol.
Chem, 1934, 225, 46). The rufianate (quinizarin-
2-Bulphpoate) is sparingly soluble in water but
the base can easily be liberated with baryta
(Zimmcrmann, tind. 1930,188, 180).

1-//ialidiiie-il-hi/dftM/en Tartrale,

C,HeOaN,-C4H,O,,

is easily soluble itt water, crystallises in largo
well-defined prisms, and decomposes at 172-
173° (corr.) and has [a]D +16-3°. l-Hittidim-U
hydrogen tartratc is sparingly soluble in cold
water, crystallises in (.-lusters of prisms and de-
composes at 234° (corr.), and ifas [a]o -12-1°
(Pyman; J.C.S. 1911,99, 1397, 1400).

The histidme silver compound in formed as an
amorphous precipitate which, at 100°, him thep pp , , htia the
composition Agj,CeH,O»N3,HEO ; it is soluble
in ammonia (Hudin, Z. physiol. Chem. 1896, 22,
194).

DERIVATIVES.

Uistidine Methyl Ester liydrochloride,

C5H sN3-CO sMe,2HCI,

forms flat rhombic prisms, m.p. 196° (decomp.);
the free ester is an oil (Pauty, ibid. 1904,42, 508;
Fischer and Cone, Annnlen. 1908, 363, 108).
Histidi?uanhdidCHOMJ\
ing prisms, m.p. 34<;° (Fischer and .Suzuki.
SitzungBber. K. Altai). VViss. Beriin, 1904, 1333;
cf, AbOvrhaldvn and Ooidel, l'VinifntforHch.
1931, 12, 518); the f-anhydride has m.p, .
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328°- in a closed evacuated tube, crystallises
with 2£Hj,O, and has [a]Jg -66-24° in normal
hydrochloric acid solution; the ifl-anhydride
also has in.p. 328°, and is obtained by heating
the ethyl ester of histidine at 100° (Pauly, 'A-
physiol. Chem, 1910,64, 75) ;,the;»mi(e decom-
poses at 255° (corr.); the hydrochhride, at 320°.
Ghtorohistidinecarboxyiio acid {a-chloro-^-imin-
azolyipropionic acid) forma thick prisms, m.p.
191° (decomp,), the corresponding raccmic com-
pound decomposes at 201° (corr.) (Pyman, J.C.S.
1911, 99, 1394), the ozalale of the ethyl ester has
m.p. 161° (WittdftUB and Vogjj, Beitr. ohem.
PhyrioL Path. 1908, 11, 406). N-Carbol)enzyl-

lKiidi

C3H3NECH2-CH(CO1H)NHCOOCH2CeH

has m.p. 209° (Bergmann and Zervas, Bcr.
1932,65 FB], 1192). NzH'-hutufat&dmttphonic
acid ig obtained in the form of potassium salts
by the action of N-pyridiniumsulphonic acid and
potassium carbonate on histidinc at -l-llt
(Baumgarton, MarEprnff and Daminann, Z.
phyaiol. Chem. 1932, 209, 145).

dl-i'Methylhistidine is formed during the
hydrolysis of anserine {q.v.) with ba^ ' ta; it
decomposes at 248—252° with fnaming and the
nitrate decomposes at 144-141S0 (Linneweh, Keil
and Hoppo-Seyk-r. <h,,i, 1829, 183, 11). /-3-
MHliylhistidine is obtained if the hydrolysis of
anserine is carried out with 20% sulphuric acid;
jt crystallises with 1HSO, m.p. 248-249°, [a]},8

—25-98°; nitrate, m.p. 21fi°; picrolonate, m.p.
246°, sintering at 240° (Linneweh and Linneweh,
ibid. 1930, f89, 80).

Direct methyluiion of histidine affects the
glyoxaline ring. Under certain conditions t h e «
may be obtained pentamethylhistidint which
forms a stable chloride and a sparingly soiubb
aurichloride, C n H M O a N 3 Au 2 Cl f l , m.p. 220°,
but which does not respond to the diazo-reaction
(Engelaud and Kutsclier, Chem. Zentr. 1913, I,
28).

Triimth-ylhialidine {henynhic}, the betaine
corresponding to hietidine, *

NH-CH

+

CH=r \
CO

occurs in fungi, e.g. in Boletus edulis (Winter-
atetner and Reuter, Z. physiol. Chem. 1913, 86,
234), it ia not known in the free state, but has
been isolated as the auricbloride,

m.p. 183° (decomp.) (Engeland and Kutscher,
l.c, Zentr. Physiol. 1912,26,569). Bargcr.md
Ewins (Biochem. J. 1913, 7,204) proved the
identity of specimens obtained from various
Bources. The picrate has m.p. 201-202°, the
dipicrate, m.p, 213-2J4" and the pkrolonate,
m.p. 229-230°. See aim Barger and Ewins,
J.C.S. 1911, 99, 2340; Kiing, Z. physiol. Chem.

y is formed when histidine
ifl heated with anhydrous formic add (Fischer

and Cone, Annalcn, 1908, 363, 116); it crystal-
lises in needles from methyl alcohol, in.ji. 203°
(decomp,), is very easily soluble in water, and
jives a deep red colour with diazotised sul-
phanilie acid. BevzoylA-Iiislidimi, obtained by
the Schotten-Baumann method, forms colour-
less crystals +1H 2 O, m.p. 249° (decomp.)
(Pauly, l.c; Frankel, I.e.; Gerngross, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1920,108,54); it is insoluble in water and
organic solvents but easily soluM-' in alkalis.
In a solution faintly alkaline, with sodium
hydroxide, it smoothly takes up 2 atoms of
iodine on the carbon atoms of the iminazole ring
(Strauss and Maschmann, Ber. 1935, 68 [B],
1108; Pauly, Ber. 1910, 43, 2243). BemoyUM-
histidine (from a-benzoylamino-^-iminazolyl-

'vlic acid on reduction with sodium amalgam
in aqueous suspension), has m.p. 248° (corr.
decomp.); it cryatalliBes in hanl, glistening
prisms with 1 H E 6 , which is lost at 115°. The

•ihloride crystallises from water jn bard,
glistening prisms, m.p. 232° (corr., foaming).
The pi crate crystallises in bunches of yellow
feathery needles, m.p. 226° (eorr.) (Pyman,
I .< US. I i'lft, 109, H>5). Bcnzoylation of histidme
methyl eater yields a trihenzoyl derivative,

m.p. 2iy° (rn>t sharp), which does not give the
red colour with diazotised aulphanilic acid; on
heating, the iminazole ring closes again and the
product gives the characteristic colour reaction
(Kossel and Edtbaehcr, Z. physiol. Chem. 1915,
93, 390; cf. Inouye, I.e., who points out that
in order to obtain the colour reaction excess o
benzoyl chloride must not bo present). The
azlactone of be7izoy"lhisUdine is obtained from
benzoylhistidine and hydrazinc hydrate and has
m.p. 215° (Kiiater and Jrion, ibid. 1929, 184,
225). \)-Nilrobenz6ylhititidine has m.p. 251-
252° (Pauly). a-PhthalyUustidinr informed by
fusing hIBtidine with jihthalic anhydride at 180-
200°; it has m.p. 188°, picrate, m.p. 251"; the
methyl ester has m.p. 187° and its hydrochloride
m.p. '238-240°; the ethyl ester has m.p. 195°.
da'BrominsohtToyllhixtidirte methyl eater,

d-a-bromo'tsohcxoyl-l-hiatidine, C|jjH l gO3

has m.p. 118° (corr.); l-lcucyl-l-hiatidine,
C 4 H 9 CH(NH S ) -CO NH-CH(C4HBN8)CO2H,
crystallises in plates or prisms containing water
-which is lost at 100°/I5-20 mm., and has m.p.
178° (corr. decomp.); the copper salt forma deep
violet crystals; glycylA-histidine melts at 130-
155"; diroianyl-l-histidiu-: crystaJttei with 1 H,O
(Abderhalden and Geidcl, I.e.); ]-histidyl\-
hi#tidi?ie forms a lemon-yellow piorate,

which crystallises ftom water in prisms; on
heating in vocuo at 80° it becomes orange-yellow
and has m.p. 105-175° (Fischer and Suzuki, I.e.).

M. A. W.
H I&TOZYME (,,. Vol.IV, 315«).
H1TTORF TRANSPORT (OR TRANS-

FERENCE) NUMBER. When an electric
entreat i* paitsd through a solution of an
electrolyte, equivalent quantities of each ion are
discharged at the electrodes, as required by
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Faraday's law. The current, however, ia not
usually carried equally by the two ions, since
the ions move at different speeds. This gives
rise to an unequal change in quantity of elec-
trolyte round each electrode. The los^ of
slectrolyte round each electrode is proportional

the speed of the ion .moving away from the
electrode. The transport (or transference.)
number of an ion gives the fraction of the total
current carried by that ion.

If u and n are the mobilities of the cation and
anion respectively (i.e. their velocities in cm.
per seo. for a potential gradient of 1 volt per
cm.) the transport numbers of the cation, ric,

and of the anion, na, are TI*= , , and

Alternative symbols are /+ and J_.

Since nc+7ia=l, it is necessary to know only
one of these in order to calculate the other, and
very often the anion transport number is called
simply the " transport number," and denoted
by n.

Unlike the mobilities of the separate iona, the
transport number varies from salt to salt, e.g.
the transport number of the Cl' ion is different
for KCI and NaCI. It is clear that by measuring
the quantity of electrolyte present round un
electrode before and after electrolysis, the trans-
port number; n, can be calculated.

There are various types of apparatus irt use
{see H. S. Taylor, "Physical Chemistry,"
Macmillan, 1930, Vol. I, p. 680; A. Findlay,
'Practical Physical Chemistry,*1 7th ed.,
Longmans Green, 1935, p. 18(i). Fig. 1 is a
diagram of the apparatus ubed by Nernst ami
Loeb (Z. physikal. Chcni. 1888, 2, 948). All
types of apparatus utilise the same principles,
which are as follows:

A quantity of cWtrieity, measured by a
coulonieter in series with the apparatus. \>
passed through a solution of an electrolyte of
known concentration. The solutions (unolyte
and catholyte) round the electrodes are
separated to prevent mixing, convection and
heating of the solution being minimised by
using a weak current (0'01-0-02 amp.) for two
hours or more. At the end of this time, thu
liquid iu the anode or cathode oomp&rtment is
withdrawn and analysed. The liquid between
the anode and cathode is also withdrawn and
analysed, and should not have changed in com-
position. Any chaiigo indicates that mixing has
occurred.

It is advisable, where possible, to prevent the
evolution of gas bubbles. A soluble ano<l<. <//,
Cu in CuSO4, Agin AgNO3, is thus often used,
but in the calculation of transport numbers
account must be taken of the metal dissolved
from the anode.

In the case of the alkali halogenides, gases
ar/jevolved at butli electrodes. The evolution of
hydrogen can be avoided by using a merenro
cathode covered with a solution of zinc chloride
or copper nitrate. If a cadmium anode is used
for the electrolysis of sodium chloride solution.
cadmium chloride is formed at the anode, and
theCd" ions migrate to the cathode. However,

ey move much more slowly than the Na*

ion*, and do not catch up with the latter. At
the cathode, all the Cl' ions have migrated
away, and are replaced by OH' ions from the
water, and as these are fast ions, there is mixing.
Hydrogen is evolved, but as it rises from the
cathode in the upper part of the apparatus,
mixing does not occur in the bulk of the solution.

In his original work Hittorf (Ann. Phyaik,
1858, 103, 1) employed mombranea to separate
the anolyte and catholyte. It was found by
Bi-iis that such membranes may influence the
speed of the ions, and they are no longer used.

Hittorf (I.e.), Lenz (Ann. Physik Beibl. 1883,
7, 399) and Jaim (Z. physikal. Chem. 1901, 37,
073) used a ground glass stopper to separate *be
anolyte and catholyte after the experiment.
Weiske (Ann. Physik, 1858,103,406) and Rieger

FIG. I.

used a wide-bore stopcock for thia p
Noyes (I. physikal. Chem. 1901, 36, G3) «
an apparatus so that the Uquida round the
electrodes could be kept neutral during elec-
trolysis by constantly adding acid or alkali.
In Findiay's apparatus (A, Findlay, op. ciLf
Fig. 8i) the electrodes are in two bulbs joined
by a U-tube, thus decreasing the resistance and
minimising heating and convection currents.
The caliuildtion for an experiment using the
Nernst and Loeb apparatus shown in Fig. 1,
which is typical of ail types of measurements, U
as follows:

The anode A h a. thick silver wire Mated Into a glau
tube which is piared in the loiiKt-r arm of the vessel.
During the axperfnii m the amount of nohito around
the anode Increases, and the heavier layer of solution
lonn i i in a cathode of silver foil or wire. The
apparatus is placed in a thermostat and the experi-
nioiita carried out as described above (Nenut and



cb, I.e.). At the end of the experiment the liquid
bfitwppn a-b 1H fore-ed out of the side ami Cant I
The liquid in the mMdl« compartment b-c is also with-
drawn and analysed. The total decomposition is
obtained from the iveiiiht or silver deposited In the silver
coulomctcr in series with file apparatus.

In an experiment I R. of Che silver nitrate solution
contained 0-001136 R. AS and 0-9982 g. H^O. In
electrolysis with a. diver omlonidtet in series, 00322 g.
Ag WHS deposited in the coutometer and an equal
weight therefore dissolved from the anode In t.hc trans-
port apparatna. After the experiment the anode li(\\M
contained 0-03055 g. Ag associated with 20-03 g. HjO.
Jn tlie original solution thin weight of water was
asaoetaUfl with 0-02280 R, Ag, hence 0-05955- 0-02280
= 001675 g. Ag have bCL-n added to the anode liquid.
The Ion by migration fs thus 0-0322-Q-010:&=04)1545

g. Ag, and the transport number

That of NO3 Is 1 -0-479-0-521.
~ ~

-0-470.

The Hittorf method is satisfactory if the
experiment is carefully carried out, but in the
case of very dilute solutions a so]veilt correction
is necessary for conducting impurities in the

solvent, which carry part of the total current.
If K0 and « are the conduct) vities of the solvent
and solution, respectively.

11vm tint

When determining transport numbers, the
possibility of complex ton formation must be
borne in mind. Cadmium iodide shows a
transport number greater than unity in con-
cent rated solutions, because the comples ion
Cdl 4 " is formed, and cadmium is carried to,
instead of from, the anode.

The modern theory of electrolytes indicates
that the transport number is not a, true con*
stant, but depends on concentration. The
values given below are thus extrnpoln'
infinite dilution [ef. Dole, J. Physical Chcm.
1931, 35. 3617; Glnsstone, "Electrochemistry
of Solutions," Metlnien, 1887, p. Mitt).

the

CATION TRANSPORT NUMBERS AT 18° o.

Electrolyte.

Lithium chloride .
Sodium chloride
Potassium chloride
Cadmium iodide .
Hydrochloric acid .
Copper sulphate
Potassiu mjiy d roxid e
Barium chloride

t

0005

0-397
0-496
0-445
0-832

—
—
—

Concentration in

0 332
0-397
0-498
0444
0-833

—
—
—

0-02

0-328
0-39(5
0-490
0-442
0-833
0-876

.—
—

gram.-equivalent a per lit re.

frOS

0-393
0-49(5
0-396
0-834
0-875

—
0-425

0-1

0-313
0-390
"495
0-296
0-835
0-373
0-265
^•421

0-2

0-304
iKtsf,
I) I!M
0-127
0-837
0-38]
0-SM
(H09

*

0-5

i

0-327
0-262
0-392

J. R. P.

H.M.T.D. (B.VOLIV.6436).

HOCHOFEN CEMENT {». Vol. TI, 145ft).
HOFMANN DEGRADATION (v. Vol. 11,

375a).
HOFMEISTER or LYOTROPIC

SERIES (i>. Vol. I l l , 286d).
HOFSASS BURNER (V Vol. V, 247a).
HOLARRHENINE, HOLARRHI-

M1NE. HOLARRHINE (>: Vol. I l l , 322c,
323d, d).

HOLLAND ITE, A manganese o«e of essen-
tially the aamtT'com position as psilomelftne, but
occurring in a crystal Used c -ndition, usually as
fibrous masses and sometimes as tetragonal
crystals. It is a mnnganate with the geseral
formula mR a "MnO 6 +»R/" (MnO 6 ) 3 , where
R" is Mn, Ba, K2, Ha, (Fe, Ca, Mg, Na2,
Co, Ni, Cu), and R'" is Mn, Fe, (Al). The
extreme values shown in four analyses are:
M . I O J 66-6S-7MKS, MnO 5-12-14-20, Fe 2 O 3

4-43-10-.'56, BaO 2 06-17-59, KaO 0-3-31, HBO
0-110%. The colour is greyish-black, and the
lustre su bimetallic; sp.gr. 4-70-4-95; hardness
4-6. The mineral occurs abundantly in the
manganese ore deposits at several plates in
Contra! India, and is largely exported from the
mines at Sitapar and lUlagbnt., Closely allied
minerals, perhaps identical with hoilandite, are
Hit- crystalline manganates romanec-hiie (con-
taining less iron and more water) fron
Romaneche,Krancetandcor«7!«'/i'r(withhighlead

and low barium contents) from Arizona. (L. L.
•"ermor, The Mfinganesc Ore Deposits of India,

Mem. Geol. Survey Indi«, 1909* 37; Ke<
Survey India, 1917, 48, 103.)

L. J . S.
HOLMES STILL (v. Vol. I, W6o).
H O L M I U M . Ho. At. no. 67. At. wt.

163.5, This element, which belongs to the
vftrium group of the rare earth metals, was dis-
covered spectroseopically by Cleve in 1879 in
the terbia of C. U. Mosander or erbiw of N. J.
Berlin. Many years elapsed, however, before
Holmberg (Z. anorg. Chem. 1911, 71, 22(1) wan
able to obtain sufficiently pure specimens of
holmium salts to establish definitely the in-
dividuality of the element. From 2U kilos of
euxenite he first separated the yttrium earths
and then fractionally crystallised the jw-nitro-
benzenesulphonates; the head fraotfanu 0OB-
taining Y, Ho, Dy, Tb, Gdf Eu and Sm were
converted intn tb<- niii.iii;, hisnmtli nitri
added, and crystallisation continued to remov'
gadolinium. The oxalstew were now
tionated, the most soluble fractions lieing further
treated as nitrates. Final purification was by
parti&Wprecipitntton with aniline.

Dripgs and Hopkins (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. J925,
47, 363) found that the most persistent impurity
in Imlniiiim wan erbium which could bo removed
by i-rystallisation of the bromates. In this way
it was possible to obtain fractions contaminated



HOLMIUM.

inly with yttrium, an impurity which could be
eliminated fairly readily by partial decom-
position of the nitrates; the course of the
separation was followed by determining the
magnetic susceptibility. Atomic weight deter-
minations from the purest fractions of holmium
chloride gave Ho=103-47.

Physical Properties.—According to Aston
(Proc. Roy. Soc. 1934, A, 146, 46) holmium is a

'single element possessing only one isotope
186Ho, the mass-spei-trum atomic weight beinj
164-91, a figure considerably higher than the
best atomic weight determined chemically,
Bartlett, Jr. (Physical R«v. 1934, [ii], 46, 847)
has shown on theoretical grounds that the isotope
lfi!»Ho nhould bo st.nhlo and. possibly, it still
awaits detection.

The atomic magnetic moment of the holmium
ton is probably 13689±006. The reduction
potential and the potential of metal formation
ore, respectively, — l-7tK> and — 1-885.

Spectra.—The most prominent lines in the
arc and spark spectra are: 33990, 3425-4,
3428-1, 3453-1, 34560, 34620, 3474-3, 3484-8,
3494-8, 3515-6, 3598-8, 3662-3, 37482, 3757-3,
3889-0, 38910, 4045-4, 4103-8, 4254-4 (King,
Physical Rev. 1929, [ii], 33, 540; Aatrophys. J.
1930, 72, 221).

Absorption spectra have been studied by
Holoiberg (I.e.), Ynteraa (J. Amer. Chem, Soc.
1023, 45, 907), Prandtl and Schemer (Z. anorg.
Chem. 19.14, 220, 107) and Gobrocht (Physikal.
Z. 1930, 37, 549).

Compounds.—Numerous salts of holtnium
have been niado but, like those of many other
rare earths, descriptions of them are meagre.

Holmium Sesquioxide frlolmia), Hos03.—
Obtained as a yellow solid by igniting the
hydroxide, nitrate, oxalate or sulphate; it dis-
solves in acids to form yellow-coloured holmium
wilts. For its magnetic properties, see Cabrera
(Compt. rend. 1937, 205, 400), Trombe (Ann.
Physique, UOT, fxi], 7, 385) and Velayos (Anal.
Fis. Quim. 193/i, 33, 297).
^Holmium Chloride, HoCI3.—Ltght-yellow
crystalline solid, ra.p. 718°C, formed by heating
the hydrated salt in a current of hydrogen
ohloride at 350°.

A similar method is employed for the prepara-
tion of the bromide, except that ammonium
bromide is mixed with the hydrated salt and is
then removed either by heating to 600°, or at 350°
in vacua. It melts at 914°.

The iodide is also a light-yellow solid, m.p.
l.OlOi 10°, and is obtained by passing hydrogen
iodide over the anhydrous chloride at 600°
(Jantsch et aL, Z. anorg. Chem. 1932, 207, 353).

Holmium Sulphate Octahydrate,

has been made and its magnetic properties have
been closely studied.

' G. R. 1>.
" HOLOCAINE." syn. " Phenocam" di-(p-

ethoxyplieriyOacetaniidine hydrochloridi.
.NHCaH4-OEt

C H a C / HC1
^ N - C ( H 4 O E t

finds application as & local anaesthetic in

ophthalmic surgery, but its more general use ia
restricted by its toxicity (G.P. 798(38, 80568).

HOLOKLASTIT (v. Vol. IV, 464a).
" HOMATROPINE," tropine mandelio

ester, CsHj-NO-CO-CHtOHJ-CaHs, is pre-
pared by prolonged heating of tropine mandelate
with dilute hydrocnloric acid; the hydrochloride
so produced is usually converted into the hydro-
bromide. It is used as a mydriatic which is less
toxic than atropine; the mydriatic activity is
still more marked when used with e^hedrine
(Pak and Tang, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med. 1930,
27, 887). Identification of homatropine: Ek-
kert, Pharm. Zeatralk. 1930,71,180; Celsi, Anal.
Farm. Bioqudu. 1930, 1, 140. MicrochemiatrJy:
KoftW and Mtiller, Mikrothem. 1937, 22, 43.

HOMOCATECHOL, homopyrocatechol,
3:4-dihydroxytoluene, m.p. 65°, b.p. 251-252°;
creo#ol is t'te- 3-methyl ether, m.p. 5-5°, b.p.
221-222°, <*« M i l .

HOMOCHELIDONINE (e. Vol. HI, 627d).
HOMOCOL {•«. Vol. Ill, 5156).
HOMOEUONYSTEROL {tr. Vol.

400c).
HOMOGENEOUS CATALYSIS.

SYNOPSIS O F THE S D B J E C T .

(a) Introduction (p. 24<W).
(b) Catalysis and the clasaical dissociation theory

(p. 24lfl.
(c) Sn.lt effecta tn catfllj-sed reactions (p. 213A),
(rf) Modern views on ncids and bases (p. 247a).
<c) General acid-base cutulysi^ (p. 2406).
<J) The use of catalytic measurements for determining

hydrogen- and hydroxyl-ion concentrations
(p. 251i>>.

1 el a tit;i Relations betweea catalytic power (ind acid-base
strength (p. 2S3ef).

(h) The mechanism of acid-base catalysis (p. 255ft).
(i) Other types of positive catalysis in solution

(p. 2584).
(k) Negative catalysis in solution (p. 280c).

(a) INTBODUGTIOK.

The term catalysis in its modern sense was
introduced by Berzclhis in 183C to describe a
number of chemical phenomena in which one
of the substances apparently responsible for the
reaction (the catalyst) remains unchanged. The
phenomena which he considered would now
be divided into two classes, heterogeneous cata-
lysis and homogeneous catalysis, according to
whether '•he catalyst is present as a separate
phase, or constitutes part of i homogeneous
system. Of the two, heterogeneous catalysis has
probably been the subject of more investigation,
largely because of its practical importance in gas
reactions (v. CATALYSIS IN INDUSTRIAL CHEM-
ISTRY). On the other hand, homogeneous
catalysis in solution has been closely connected
with the development of the modern theory of
solutions, and is involved in many organic
reactions of practical importance, notably
esterifieation and hydrolytic reactions.

It has long been realised that the function of
catalysts (both heterogeneous and homogeneous)
s to modify the velocity of a reaction, without

affecting the position of the equilibrium which
13 finally reached. In the case of homogeneous
catalysis the relation between the amount of
catalyst present and the reaction velocity
usually has a simple form. For example, if a
reaction A -*• B is taking place under the effect
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of a catalyst X, then its progress with time t will
usually be governed by the equation

. . . . (1)

where the square brackets clenote concentra-
tions. For a given reaction the constant kx

depends upon the nature of the catalyst X, and
on the temperature and the nature of the sol-
vent : it is known as the catalytic constant and
serves as a measure of the effectiveness of the
catalyst under the given conditions.

Since [X] remains constant throughout the
change, the course of a single reaction will be
kinetically of the first order with a velocity
constant fc=fcx[X]: the catalysed reaction is
thus of the same kinetic order as the uncatalysed
reaction A -*- B. On the other hand Oquation (1)
is identical with that for a bimolecular reaction
between X and A, except that the concentration
of X remains constant during the reaction:
i.e. instead of

where X is transformed into Y, we have

A + X - ^ B + X

where X ultimately emerges unchanged from
the reaction. kx has in fact the dimensions of a
bimolecular velocity constant, and the above
reaction must be pictured (in spite of its first
order kinetics) as depending on bimolecular
collisions between A and X. Exactly similar
considerations apply to reactions of higher order.
For example, if the reaction A + B - * C + D is
catalysed by X the kinetic equation will be

and the reaction will follow a second order course
with a velocity constant Jfcx[X].

In the case of reversible reactions the law that
the position of equilibrium js unaffected by a
catalyst imposes some restrictions on the
catalytic constants. For example, if the re-
action A ^ B is catalysed by X the velocities
in the two directions are given by

(3)

At equilibrium the velocities in the two direc-

tions must be equal, giving fr^=r?: hence
k,

 LAJ * x

the ratio ~ must be independent qf the

nature of X, though of course the separate
values of k' and k" will depend upon X. More-
over, if thp reaction proceeds under the same
conditions of solvent and temperature in the
absence of a catalyst, then the ratio of the un-

k'
catalysed velocity coefficients p- must also

have the same value. These relations have been
verified in a few cases, and can be regarded as
firmly established on account of their thermo-
dynamic basis. It should, however, be noted
that they will only remain valid provided that
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the concentration of the catalyst is not too high.
A very large catalyst concentration will produce
an appreciable change in the nature of the sol-
vent medium, and may thus affect the position
of equilibrium like any other change of solvent.

The types of reaction which are subject to
homogeneous catalysis are very diverse, and no
enumeration or classification will be attempted.
On the other hand, most of the catalysts on
which information is available fall into a few
well-defined classes, as follows:—

(i) Catalysis by Acids and Bases.—This is by
far the most extensive field in homogeneous
catalysis, and a large part of this article will be
devoted to various aspects of acid-base catalysis.

(ii) Catalysis by Ions other than Acid or Basic
Ions.—There are a number of isolated instances
of catalysis by metallic ions and halide ions,
usually depending upon possibilities of alternate
oxidation and reduction of the catalyst. These
will be described in section (i).

(iii) Catalysis of Organic Reactions by Inorganic
Halogenides.—This class of reaction, typified by
the Friedel-Crafts reaction, is often carried out
under heterogeneous conditions, but appears to
be essentially homogeneous in character. A
brief account is given in section (»').

(iv) Catalysis by Enzymes.—This may formally
be treated as a type of homogeneous catalysis in
solution, but the laws governing it are much
more complex than for ordinary chemical
catalysis (v. ENZYMES; FERMENTATION, AL-
COHOLIC; HYDROLYSIS).

(v) Negative Catalysis.—This occurs both in
gas reactions and in solution, and is a character-
istic of chain reactions. Its occurrence in solu-
tion is dealt with in section (j).

(b) CATALYSIS AND THE CLASSICAL
DISSOCIATION THEORY.

The early study of catalysis by acids and
bases was closely connected with the develop-
ment of the electrolytic dissociation theory to-
wards the end of the nineteenth century, and
this theory gained a good deal of support from
measurements of reaction velocity. Thus both
Ostwald and Arrhenius carried out such measure-
ments, particularly on the hydrolysis of esters
and the inversion of cane sugar, both of which
are catalysed by acids. It was found that the
catalytic power of a solution of an acid was
directly proportional .to its electrolytic con-
ductivity for a large range of concentrations.
This was interpreted by supposing that the
hydrogen ion in solution was the only effective
catalyst present, and that the hydrogen ion con-
centration was measured by the electrolytic
conductivity.1 Although according to modern
views some qualifications must be attached to
these statements (especially for certain other
reactions), they still constitute a valuable work-
ing basis in many cases. Table I shows the
figures given by Ostwald (J. pr. Chem. 1884, [uj,

1 TheTast statement is not strictly true even accord-
ing to the simple dissociation theory, since that part
of the conductivity depending on the anlon will vary
from one acid to another. However, owing to the
very high mobility of the hydrogen Ion little error is
made in assuming that the conductivities of solutions
of different acids arc proportional to their hydrogen Ion
concentrations.



30, 93). All the data refer to X aqueous solu-
tions of the acids, and the numbers represent
relative values of their conductivity and of their
catalytic effects in the hydrolysis of methyl
acetate and the inversion of cane sugaiy the
value for hydrochloric acid being taken arbitrarily
aa 100 in each case.

TABLE I.—RELATIVE CONDUCTIVITIES AND

CATALYTIC EFFECTS O£ DIFFERENT ACIDS.

HOMOGENEOUS CATALYSIS.

It was found that in dilute solutions of sodium,

Acid.

HCI . . .
HBr
HNOa .' .
H.SOi . .
CCI3COOH .
CHOi-COOH.
COOH COOH
CHXICOOH.
HCOOH . .
CH,CH(OH)CO»H
CHvCOOH . .
CHg CH(CHj)COOH

Con-
duc-

tivity.

100
101
996
as-i
62-3
25-3
10'7

.1-1HP

1-68
104
0-424
0-311

k
(ester).

100
98
92
73-9
B8-2
23-0
L7-6
4-30
131
0-90
0-345
0-208

A:
(sugar).

100
1 11
100
73-2
75'4
27-L
1/ 6
4-34
1-53
107
0-4fl0
0'33S

Similar conditions obtain in alcoholic solu-
tions, though data are here less numerous.
Table II (Goldschmidt, Ber. 1895, 28, 3218, and
later papers) shows the parallelism between con-
ductivity and catalytic effect for the esterifi-
cation of formic acid in ethy lalcohol solution.
The ethyl alcohol serves both as solvent and as
reactant, and the hydrogen ions are provided
by an added catalyst acid, formic acid being
too* weak to have any appreciable catalysing
effect. The concentration of the catalysing
acid was 0 1 0 N . throughout.

TABLE II.—CATALYTIC EFFECT OF ACIDS IS
THE ESTER1FICATION OF FOHMIC ACID IK
ETHYL ALCOHOL.

Catalysing acid. Relative
conduct) viiy.

Hydrogen chloride.
Picric . . . .
Trichloroacetio
Trichloro butyric .
Dichloroacetic .

100
10-4
100
0-35
0-22

Relative
velocity

constant.

100
10-3

1 nt
0-30
0-18

An exactly analogous interpretation can be
applied to catalysis by bases, i.e. the catalytic
effect of a basie solution depends upon its
hydroxyl ion concentration, which can be
determined from its conductivity. Experi-
mental data are, however, much less extensive
than in the case of acid catalysis. Most of the
e. rly wjork was done on the hydrolysis of esters
in presence of alkali, which cannot, strictly
speaking, be classed as a catalytic reaction since
hydroxyl ions are used up during the reaction,
e.g.

CH3COOCaHj+OH-
CHjCOO-+CzHs-OH

potassium and calcium hydroxides (which may
be regarded as completely dissociated) the rate
of hydrolysis is proportional to the normality
of the alkali and is independent of the nature of
the catalysed reaction : further, solutions of the
weak base ammonia give rise to much smaller
velocities. Similar results have been obtained
later with the reversible conversion of acetone
into diaoetone alcohol according to the equation

3 3 ^
{CH3)2C(OH)CHa-COCH3,

which is catalysed by solutions of strong and
weak bases.

It is possible on the basis of the classical dis-
sociation theory to make some general state-
ments on the variation of reaction velocity with
hydrogen ion concentration or with pa

These statements apply strictly only to catalysis
by dilute solutions of strong acids and bases,
but for many reactions they serve also to give 'a
general description of the behaviour in presence
of weak electrolytes. Many reactions are
catalysed both by acids and by bases, and the
most general equation for the observed velocity
constant it is

A=i0+(tH+)[HHt"]-|-{i-oH-)[OH-] . (4)

where JfcH+ is the catalytic constant of the
hydrogen ion, kon- the catalytic constant of the
hydroxyl ion, and k0 the velocity constant of
the so-called •' spontaneous " reaction.1

The relative importance of the three terms in
equation (4) varies very much under different
conditions and for different reactions {cf. e.g.
Skrabal, Z. Elektrochem. 1927, 33, 322). The
application of the law of mass action to the dis-
sociation of water gives LOH-][H+ ]=,KH,, the
ionic product of water, and insertion of this in
equation (4) gives

[H+] and [t)H~] vary bv a
* in passing from 0-fOs

Since Kw€±. [] y
factor of about W* in passing from 0-fOs.
hydrochloric acid to 0-I0s. sodium hydroxide
so that unless £•„+ and i-0H- differ by a factor of
more than about 109 there will be two ranges of
pH easily accessible to experiment in which one
of the last two terms in equation (5) can be
neglc^ed. In these ranges the velocity is a

r Emotion of [H+] and [OH"] respoctirely
and the values of ihu corresponding catalytic
constants knvai\d £•„„- can easily be separately
determined from the experiment. Between
these two ranges the reaction velocity will pass
through a minimum value of

ttz\
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at a hydrogen ion concentration given by

\ 5
(7)

If £OH-=A;H+ *^e minimum velocity will be at
the neutral point, while tfie two possibilities
kon->ha+ and &OH-<£H+ correspond to a
minimum velocity respectively on the acid and
on the alkaline side of the neutral point.

Under some conditions (A;o not too small,
(̂ H+)(f'OH-) not too large) the second term in
equation (6) is negligible compared with the
first, and the velocity at the minimum point is
enual to the spontaneous velocity fc0. Moreover,
reference to equation (5) shows that under the
same conditions there will be an appreciable
range of p^ values over which the two last
terms of this equation contribute very little to
the velocity. Under these conditions the
spontaneous velocity k0 is directly observable
as the measured velocity in this pH range.
When this is not the case the value of k0 must
be obtained either from tjie observed minimum
velocity by using equation (6), or by extra-
polating the linear parts of the k—[H+] or
k—[OH-] plots to zero concentration of [H+]
or [OH-]. Finally, many reactions are of
course known in which one or more of the
constants k0, ka+ and &OH- is zero, or at least so
small that it cannot be detected.

The following list gives the different possible
types of behaviour, with a few of the better
known examples of each type:

(1) Catalysis by both acids and bases, spon-
taneous reaction directly observable. Example
—the mutarotation oi glucose.

(2) Catalysis by both acids and bases, spon-
taneous reaction detectable but not directly
observable. Example—the halogenation of
acetone.

(3) Catalysis by both acids and bases, spon-
taneous reaction not detectable. Examples—the
hydrolysis of amides and y-lactones.

(4) Catalysis by acids «only, spontaneous
reaction directly observable. Examples—the
hydrolysis of alkyl orthoacetates and ortho-
carbonates.

(5) Catalysis by bases only, spontaneous
reaction directly observable. Examples—the
hydrolysis of /}-lactones, the decomposition of
nitramide, the halogenation of nitro-parafiins.

(6) Catalysis by acids only, no spontaneous
reaction detectable. Examples—the inversion
of sugars, the hydrolysis of diazoacetic ester and
of acetals.

(7) Catalysis by bases only, no spontaneous
reaction detectable. Examples—the tlepoly-
merisation of diacetone alcohol, the decomposi-
tion of nitrosotriacetonamine.

(c) SALT EFFECTS IN CATALYSED REACTIONS.

Although the classical theory gave a good
general account of the experimental data, a
number of discrepancies remained, of which the
following are the most important:

(i) The reaction velocity is not exactly a
linear function of the hydrogen or hydroxyl ion
concentration as calculated from the con-

ductivity. In particular, in catalysis by solu-
tions of strong acids an increase" of acid con-
centration invariably causes the velocity to
increase more rapidly than the conductivity.

(ii) The reaction velocity is often affected con-
siderably by the addition of neutral salts, i.e.
salts which are neither acidic nor basic and which
have no ion in common with the catalyst. This
discrepancy is particularly marked in solutions
containing weak electrolytes.

(iii) The addition of a salt having an ion in
common with the catalyst does not usually
depress the velocity as much as would be
expected from the simple law of mass action.

Subsequent work on the theory of acid-base
catalysis has been largely devoted to clearing up
these discrepancies, and the following are the
chief modifications and additional assumptions
which have been introduced into the classical
theory:

(1) The ionic concentrations of strong elec-
trolyte solutions are not proportional to their
conductivities.

(2) The simple law of mass action does not
apply exactly to ionic equilibria.

(3) The reaction velocity in ionic systems is
not exactly a linear function of the concentra-
tions of the reactants, but also depends on other
properties of the solution, e.g. the concentrations
of other ions present.

(4) Hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are not the
only catalysing species.

Of these, (1), (2) and (3) are closely connected
with modern electrolytic theory, and are treated
in this section under the general description of
" salt effects." ((14 is the fundamental assump-
tion of the theory of general acid-base catalysis,
and forms the subject of the two following
sections.

According to modern views (based partly on
theoretical considerations and partly on experi-
mental evidence) those electrolytes commonly
classed as " strong " are, practically speaking,
100% dissociated even at concentrations where
their conductivity ratios are considerably less
than unity. The decrease of conductivity is
attributed to electrostatic forces between the
ions, and not to incomplete dissociation. This
hypothesis of complete dissociation of strong
electrolytes often introduces a considerable sim-
plification into the treatment of catalytic data.
This is illustrated by the data in Tables III and
IV (p. 244) (c/. Dawsoh and Lowson, J.C.S. 1928,
2140; LaMer and Miller, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1935, 57, 2074; Koclichen, Z. physikal. Chem.
1900, 33, 129). The experiments of Koclichen
were carried out at 25-2°, and his velocity
constants have been reduced by 1-3% to make
them comparable with those'at 25°.

It will be seen thai the catalytic constant -

remains constant over a large range of concen-
trations provided that the catalyst is assumed
to be* completely dissociated, although the

conductivity ratio — varies by 13-16% over

the Bame concentration range. (The last column
contains the activity coefficient/of the catalyst,
and will be discussed later.) It should not be
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TABLE III.—HYDBOLYSIS OF ETHYL
ACETATE AT 25°, CATALYST HC1.

jt=nrat-order velocity constant, min.-1.

c(HCI).

00002
00005
0-0010
00020
00100
00200
00400
01000
0-2000
0-5000

£
c'

6*49
6-50
650
6-49
fl-54
6-45
6-50
648
6-57
6-76

A

Ao*

0-999
0-998
0-997
0-990
0-984
0-973
0-952
0-903
0-895
0-865

/(HCI).

0-993
0-984
0-965
0-957
0-924
0-892
0-860
0-814
0-783
0'762

TABLE IV.—DECOMPOSITION OF DIAOETONB
ALCOHOL AT 25°, CATALYST NaOH.

=first it-order velocity constant, mm.- i

Author,

(U
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)

a (NaOH).

000471
000942
0-0188
0-0205
00292
00471
00518
0:0616
00710
0-0864
00942
0-1045

A-
e*

2-20
232
2-29
2-22
2-23
2-32
2-24
2-22
2-22
219
2-28
2-21

A

Ao

0-970
0-956
0-901
0-897
0885
0-867

' 0-861
0-854
0-848
0-843
0-840
0-838

/{NiOH).

0936
0904
0865
0-860
0-838
0-810
0-804
0-793
0-782
0'770
0-706
0-760

(1) Koeliehcn. (2; La Merand Miller.

' assumed that the reaction velocity ia always
exactly proportional to the concentration of the
catalyst ion, since deviations from such pro-
portionality will be discussed a little later under
the heading of primary salt effects. However,
the velocity ia always more nearly proportional
to the concentration than to the conductivity.
The position is similar in non-aqueous solvents,
in fact the direct proportionality between cata-
lyst concentration and reaction velocity found
by Goldsdimidt tt al. (ibid. 1912, 81, SO; 1920,
94, 233) for eaterification reactions in mcthv
and ethyl alcohols, constituted some of the most
convincing eviden/ie for complete dissociation
in these solvents (c/. Bjerrum, Fysisk Tidsskr

16, 15, 59; Z. Elek<rochem. 1918, 24
321).

TChe most important deviations from the classi
cal laws of catalysis occur when weak electrolytes
are present, and these are now attributwMo the
secondary mil effect (Brdrtsted, J.C.S. 1921, 119,
574; Bronated m?d Pedersen, Z. phyeikal. Ohem
1924, 108, 185}. The term " secondary " refers
to the fact that these effects are not primarily
concerned with the reaction itself, but with the

ionic equilibria present. According to modern
lectrolyte theory these equilibria, and hence

the concentrations of the catalysing ions, are
affected to a considerable extent by the total
ionic concentration of the solution. This is
expressed in terms- of activity coefficients; e.g.
or the dissociation of a weak acid HA according
to the equation HA ^ H + + A~ the simple mass
action expression must be replaced by

[H+]fA~]
[HA] /HA

- • (8)

where K ia the true or thermodynamic dissocia-
tion constant (depending only on the tempera-
ture and the solvent) and the f s are activity
coefficients. The " classical " concentration dis-
sociation constant Ke is that given by

[H+IA-] fa
[HA] (VKA

: . (9)

The activity coefficients are all equal to unity at
very low ionic concentrations, but as the con-
centration of ions increases /n+ and f\~ both
decrease. Hence in fairly dilute solutions an
increase of ionic concentration increases Kc,
the degree of dissociation, and the velocity of
any reaction catalysed by hydrogen ions. In
more concentrated solutions a change in the
reverse direction often takes place.

Apart from measurements of reaction velocity
or theoretical considerations, there is abundant
evidence from indicator and electrometric
measurements for the increased dissociation
caused by tho addition of salt. Table V gives
topical data obtained from electromotric
measurements, which illustrate the magnitude
of the effect (I.ars*>on and Adcll, ibid. 1931,
156, 352).

TABLS V.—CONCENTRATION DISSOCIATION
COWSTAST OF AOBTIC ACID IN SALT SOLUTIONS.

I8"o. ii=9alt molality.

M.

0 ,
001
005
01
02
on
f-o
20

10s Jic.

tti KCI.

1-74
1-80
219
2-P9
2-fl5
3-17
295
219

in SrClr

1-74

309
3-47
4-07
437
3-89

It is important to note that the ions formed by
the dissociation of the weak electrolyte ui'll
contribute to these inUjrionie effects injust the
same way as the ions of an added salt. This
factor is not important in a solution made
directly by dissolving a weak electrolyte. Bin
in these cases the ionic concentration is small.
However, in a buffer solution, niu-h as awtic arid
plus sodium acetate, tho acetate ions must be
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Hen into account in calculating the total salt
concentration in spite of the fact that they also
take part in the dissociation equilibrium. In
consequence of this fact the hydrogen ion con-
centration of a buffer mixture doea not remain
quite constant when the solution is diluted, aa
would be predicted by the classical law of mass
action : for example, [H+] in

is greaffer than iin

0-02N.CH3 'COOH+002N.CH3COONa

on account of the higher ionic concentration in
the former solution.

The secondary Bait effect is efcill more promi-
nent in non-aqueous solutions, since on account
of the lower dielectric constant the->electrostatic
forces are much greater than in water. In these
solution* the ions formed by the weak electrolyte
itself may produce a considerable effect, so that
large deviations may occur even in unbuffered
solutions of weak electrolytes without any salt
additions. Typical data are given in the follow-
ing table, containing data for the concentration
dissociation constant of picric acid in ethyl
alcohol measured by a colorimetric method
(Grose and Goldstern, Monatsh. 1930, 56, 316).
It will be seen that although the ionic concen-
tration never exceeds 0-005N. the classical dis-
sociation constant varies by a factor of more
than 3.

TABLE Vi.—DISSOCIATION OF PICBIO AOID
IN ETHYL ALCOHOL AT 20°C.

1-022 XlO
1-873X1CT*
4080xlO
l'280x](T*
2870 X 10"*
1 087 X10-*
2-337X10-*
1-705X10-3

2-S30X10-4

2-857x10^
2-914 x 10-*
7-041X1O-*
2&!3 x 10"*
1-453 X *

0
0
0
0
0
0

3-27x10-*

4-10x10-*
0

10I0X10-*

iflsxio
4-111 xl(H>

907 x 10-*
1.71 x 10"6

3-48 x 10~»
8-97x10-*

4-18x10-"*
4-75 x 10 *
5-81x10"*
6-30 x lOr*
7-84 x 10-*
I-20xlO-»
1 35 x 10 :i

1-84 x 10-»

10* K.

1-84 (oxtra-
nolatcd)

104
Mill

E-09
2-13
2-i>8
2-&S
2-1)6
•11U

2-76
301

. 3:(J
3-24
3-92

, = concentration of picric acid.
,=concentration of added salt (lithium chloride),

total lotilc concentration,
<•,

The bearing of secondary salt effects on
catalysed reactions -was first realised by
Bronsted, and most of tbe experimental work
on this subject comes from his laboratory
(e.g. Bronsted and Teeter, J. Physical Chem.
1924, 28, 579; Bronsted and King, J. Anier.
Chem, Soc. 1925, 47, 2523; Kilpatrick, ibid.
1926, 48, 2091; Bronated and Wynne-Jones,
Trans. Faraday Soc. 1929, 25, 59). Table VII
(Bronated and Teeter, l,c.) illustrates the effect
of adding a neutral salt to a weak acid. The
third column shuwn tin: values of [H* ] calculated
from Hie kinetic data, using the catalytic con-

stant obtained from dilute solutions of strong
acids. The last column contains the correspond-
ing calculated dissociation constants, which may
be compared with those in Table V.

VII.—DECOMPOSITION OF DIAZQACETIO
ESTEB ts 0 0 5 M . ACETIC ACID AT 15*.

fc=first-order velocity constant, min.-1.

0
0005
001
0-02
0-05
0-10

10*.

12-71
13-10
13-45
13-70
1419
14-58

tO*[H+].

9-52
9-77

1007
10-27
10-62
10-90

10»K«.

1-85
1-95
2-07
215
2-30
2-44

The secondary salt effect in buffer solutions is
illustrated by Table VIII, which gives data for
the acid-catalysed hydrolysis of ethylacetai
{Broneted and Wynne-Jones, Le.). Although
the buffer ratio ie constant throughout there is a
steady rise in velocity in the first five experi-
ments,'1 due to the increase of salt concentration
and the resulting increase in the dissociation
constant of formic acid. On the other hand, the
last four experiments, in which the total salt
concentration has been kept constant by the
addition of the requisite amounts of sodium
chloride, show an almost constant velocity.
This device of adding a neutral salt to keep the
total salt concentration constant is frequently
used to eliminate the secondary, salt effect and
thus to simplify the interpretation of experi-
mental results. It con, however, only be applied
successfully in fairly dilute solutions, since
above a salt concentration of 0-1~0-2N. (in
aqueous solutions) individual differences between
the effects of different salts begin to become
serious.

TABLE VIII.—HYDROLYSIS or ACETAL IS
FORMATE BUFFERS AT 20".

Formic acid: formate=2-96 throughout.
k=first-order velocity constant, min,"1.

[Furnilc
acid].

0-0898
00592
01480
0-2220
0-2960
01776
00987
00222

[Formate]-

O-0I0O

00200
0-0500
00750
0-1000
00000
00333
00075

[N»CI],

.

M M

00400
• 0-0667

0-0925

tonic
strength.

0-0 U
0020
0050
0075
0-100
0100
0-100
0100

10»*.

12-5
134
151
16-4
17-8
17-6
J7-7
18-2

The interionic attraction theory of electro-
lytes leads to a theoretical expression for the
activity coefficients in equations (8) and (9),
thus providing a theoretical basis for the
secondary salt effect and making it possible to
predict its sign and approximate magnitude.
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The Debi/e-HUckel limiting law for the activity
coefficient/; of an ion of charge 2/ is

x, the tonic strength, is defined by

where vt; ftnd c; arc respectively tho mobility
and equivalent concentration of an ion of species
i, and the summation is made over all the ions
present in tho solution, including the ion whoso
activity coefficient is required. The constant A
ta given by the theory in terras of the tempera-
ture and properties of the solvent: for aqueous
solutions at ordinary temperatures it is approxi-
mately equal to 0-5. In order to apply the
theory to the dissociation of a weak electrolyte
the values of the activity coefficients must be
substituted in equation (9), giving

log10ire=logMJr+24vV • • (12)

This equation predicts that the concentration
dissociation constant will increase with in-
creasing ionic strength, as illustrated in Tables
V-VIII. However, both theory and practice
indicate that equation (\0) (and hencf other
equations derived from it) will only be valid
for extremely dilute solutions, say up to about
^=0-01 in water, and for most work on catalysis
it will therefore only serve as a rough guide to
the magnitude of the effect. It does, however,
predict one notable feature of the secondary salt
effect, namely that if the reaction velocity is
plotted against ft (or the concentration of added
salt) the resulting curve is strongly concave to
the concentration axis.

The above considerations apply to solutions
in which the hydrogen ion concentration ia
determined by an equilibrium of the type.
HA^i' H + +A~. Other types of equilibrium are
possible: e.g. in a solution of an ammonium
salt we have NH4+ ^ NH 3+H+ , and in a solu-
tion of ft disnlphate H S O ^ - ^ SO4~+H+. The
effect of salt concentration can be predicted
iHtalitatively by again using equations (9) and
(10), taking into account tho different charges
on the Bpeciea present. It is found that in the
former case the hydrogen ion concentration should
be unaffected by salt concentration, while in
the latter case it should be increased. These
predictions are borne out by the experimental
results. The position is similar in reactions
which are catalysed by the hydroxyl ion. In
solutions of ammonia or an amine the relevant
equilibrium is N H 3 + H a O ^ N H € + + O H - and
the hydroxyl ion concentration ia increased by
addition of salt. On the other hand, in a buffer
solution containing secondary and tertiary
phosphate the equilibrium is

amt theory predicts a decrease of hydroxyl ion
concentration on the addition of salt, w/iich is
in fact the observed effect (Bronsted and King,
J. Amer. Chem Soc. 1925, 47, 2523).

Catalysis in solution may bo also subject to
the primary salt efftct, though this is normally
of less importance than the secondary effect. As

the name "primary" implies, this effect
operates directly on the velocity constant- of
the reaction, and is not concerned with dis-
placements of the equilibria of weak electrolytes.
It is therefore best studied in solutions containing
only strong electrolytes, and has been tho sub-
ject of a large mass of experimental work,
(For references, sec Bell, " Acid-Base Catalysis,"
Oxford, 1941, p. 23.) The following generalisa-
tions emerge from this work:

(a) For a given reaction and a giver, added
salt the percentage change in velocity is a linear
function of the salt concentration. This law
appears to hold almost universally up to about
0-2s. and is often valid up to much higher
concentrations.

(6) The magnitude of the effect depends upon
the individual nature of the reaction and of tho
added salt, t jere being no general relation to the
ionic strength.

(c) The addition of salt invariably causes an
increase of velocity (positive salt effect) in
reactions catalysed by hydrogen ions, while for
hydroxyl ion catalysis the effect is sometimes
positive find sometimes negative.

(rf) When the hydrogen ion is the catalyst the
specific effect of an added salt depends chiefly
on the nature of its an ion, while for hydroxyl
ion catalysis the nature of the cation is the more
important factor.

(e) The magnitude of the effect rarely exceeds
4-5% in O-lOir. aqueous solutions of uni-univa-
lent salts, though in a few cases it may be as
high as 10-12%.

The principle of the primary salt ^ffect is now
understood from a theoretical point of view
(cf. Bronsted, Z. physical. Chem. 1922, 102,
1<}9; 1925, i i5, 337; La Mer, Chem. Reviews,
1932, 10, 179). However, the most interesting
predictions of the theory relate to reactions in-
volving two ions, and for a reaction involving
an ion and a neutral molecule (as do the majority
of catalysed reactions) the theory only predicts
that the effect will be a linear one (c/. (o) above),
without giving either its sign or its magnitude.
The theory ia therefore not described here. An
interesting correlation between indicator mea-
surements and primary salt effects in acid
solutions has been demonstrated by Hammett
and Deyrip (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932, 54,
2721) and Hammett and Paul \ibid. 1934, 56,
830): this correlatbn has some theoretical basis
and is ct-rtainly useful as a guide in practice.

It may be useful to su 111 ma rise briefly the
chief practical consequoureB of primary and
secondary salt effectB in catalysed reactions,
wish some mention of how the complications
thus caused may be avoided.

(i) In solutions containing a weak electrolyte
the reaction velocity will be affected by changes
m the total Bait concentration, whether these are
brought about by adding a neutral salt or by
changing the total concentration of a buffer
solution.

(ii) In a solution of an ordinary weak add
{e.g. acetic acid), or a buffer solution prepared
from it, the reaction velocity is increased by the
addition of salt. An increase in salt concentra-
tion from zero to 0-1 ON. usually increases the
velocity by 16-20% in a solution containing
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only a weak acid, and 30-40% in a buffer
solution.

(iii) Complications due to this secondary salt
effect can be largely eliminated in a series of
experiments by maintaining a constant total
salt concentration (not greater than N./5) by
adding the necessary quantifies of neutral salt.

(iv) The primary salt effect modifies the
velocity even when no weak electrolytes are
present. It can frequently be neglected if the
total salt concentration is not allowed to exceed
N./IO.

(d) MODERN VIEWS ON ACIDS AND BASES.

The understanding of aeid-baso catalysis has
Iwen closely connected with the development of
ideas on the nature of acids and bases and the
measurement of their strengths. It is therefore
necessary to give some account of these ideas
before describing further work on catalysis.

The Definition of an Acid has undergone a
number of changes during the last fifty years.
As soon as the ionic theory had become estab-
lished an acid was defined as a substance con-
taining hydrogen which gave rise to hydrogen
ions in solution. Although acids were originally
regarded as neutral molecules (like hydrogen
chloride and acetic; acid), it waa soon found
convenient to include negative ions such M
HSO4~, HjPO.,", which can also produce
hydrogen ions in solution. These anion acids
can of course only exist in practice in company
with ions of opposite sign, and it might be sug-
gested that salts like NaHSO4, KHJJPOJ should
be regarded as acids. However, the sodium nr
potassium ions play no part in the acidic re-
actions of the salts, remaining unchanged
throughout, and it is more logical to inelufle
only the anions in the definition. The modern
definition of acids includes also cation acids:
thus the acid character of solutions of am-
monium salts is most simply explained as being
due to the reaction NH 1 +^NH 3 4-H + , and the
ammonium ion can therefore be considered as an
acid. {The older descriptio* of the " hydrolysis"
of ammonium chloride solution in terms of the
two reactions N H j | H 2 O ^ N H 4 - r O H - and
HC1 ;=s H >" + CI - h only a more cumbrous way
of expressing the same facts, since the chloride
ion plays no part in the process.) Iti the same
way the acid properties of solutions of many
metallic salts (e.^. iron, aluminium, chromium,
etc.) are best explained by the splitting off of
hydrogen ions from the hydra ted cations, some-
times in several steps, e.g.

[ ( t

[Cr<H,O"),OH]H
etc.

These hydrated ions can therefore be regarded
as cation acids in the same way as the am-
monium ion.

The Nature of the Hydrogen Ion in
Solution has a considerable bearing on the
definition of an acid. It wns originally supposed
to be simply a proton, the small size of which
might serve to account for its high mobility,
and possibly also for its catalytic power. How-
ever, there U now ail overwhelming weight of

both experimental and theoretical evidence to
show that the hydrogen ion in solution is in-
variably solvated, and that no measurable con-
centration of free protons can be present. In
particular, it is believed that the hydrogen ion
in aqueous solution exists entirely as OH3

+

(the oxonium or hydroxonium ion), which has a
normal electronic -structure with a completed
octet and is analogous to the -ammonium ion
NH^+. In consequence all equations repre-
senting the production of a hydrogen ion in
water should be rewritten so as to show the
part played by the solvent, e.g. the dissociation
of hydrogen chloride becomes

HCI+HtO-»Ct-+OH,+

However, it is still common practice to use the
symbol H+ for the hydrogen ion in solution,
its sol vat-ion being tacitly assumed. It is clear
that the nature of the hydrogen ion will actually
vary from one solvent to another, e.g. in an
alcohol ROH it has the formula ROHS

+.
The term " hydrogen ion " which has been so

far used in defining an acid is thus a somewhat
ambiguous one. If it is taken to mean the
lut-ual species present in solution, the definition
will vary from ono solvent to another, while if
it is taken to mean a free proton the definition
is meaningless, since the production of this kind
of " hydrogen ion " never takes place in practice.
These difficulties are avoided by the modern
definition, which reads : An acid is a spec
having a tendency to lose a proton (Bruiv
Beo. trav. chim. 1923, 42, 718; Lowry,
and Ind. 1923,1, 43). Although the production
of a free proton is not possible, the tendency
of the acid con be^realised if some other species
is present to receive the proton, and in the pro-
duction of a solvated hydrogen ion the solvent
acts as a proton acceptor. For example, nil the
following typically acidic reactions of hydrogen
chloride involve the loss of a proton to another
molecule or ion:

HCI+EtOH y + C1-
(aJooitol solution)
] C l ]

(no solvent necessary).

In exactly the same way the churnetmrtic acid
reactions of the ammonium ion involve the toss
of a proton to give the ammonia molecule, e,g.

j+OrV
}+ H.,O

CH

One important consequence of the above
definition is that the oxorttttm ton O H / must
itself be regarded as*n acid, its tendency to low
a proton being illustrated, for example, by the
following reactions:

HaO+NH4+
J H J O + C H ^ C O O H

* OH3++NH3 ;
OHa++CHaCOO-:

It will be seen thai there is a close similarity
between the oxonium and ammonium ions. In
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fact, although the oxonium ion is of great im
pnrtanee in aqueous solution owing to its close
relation to the solvent, it is in no way unique,
being one of a class of cation acids which includes
tbe ammonium ion and many others.

The Definition of a Base has in the past
D a subject of controversy, particularly as to

whether the term base should be confined to
hydroxy-compounds (e.g. NH4OH), or whether
it should be extended to other 'species which
produce hydroxyl ions in solution [e.g. NH3).
The modern definition of a base avoids these
ambiguities, and is closely related to the defini-
tion of an acid, i.e. : A base is a species having
a tendency to add on a proton. Once again it is
uot a free proton which is involved, but a proton
derived from another (acid) molecule or ion.
For examplf. the basic nature of the ammonia
molecule is illustrated by the following reactions,
in which it adds on a proton to give the am-
monium ion:

NH4+ + OH-
NH3+OH3+

(ftkohol solution)

(no solvent necssary).

The hydroxyl ion itself must also be regarded as a
powerful base, since it readily adds on a proton
to form water, e.g.

O H - + N H / ^ h

Not only the hydroxyl ton but also other anions
must be considered as bases, especially those
anions derived from weak acids. Thus the basic
nature of the acetate ion is illustrated by the
following reactions, in which it adds on a proton
to form acetic acid:

CH3COO-+HSO ^ CH3COOH+OH-
CH3COO-+OHa+ *£ CHaCOOH+ H2O

- CH3-COO-+NH4+ •* CH3COOH+ NH3

The first equation represents the hydrolysis of
an acetate like sodium acetate, and the third
the " hydrolysis " of ammonium acetate. The
recognition of this extended class of anion bases
has been of considerable importance in the
interpretation of catalytic phenomena. Cation
bases also exist but are not common, being
chiefly confined to tbe complex hydroxo-ions
of heavy metals mentioned under the heading
of cation acids.

The definitions of acids and bases already given
gummed up in the scheme

j?~>B+H + . . . . (13)

A is an acid and B i base. Two species
related in this way are known as a corresponding
(oik conjugate) acid-base pair • examples are
CHa-COOH and CH3-COO-, NH4+ and
NH3, HSPO4- and HPO4~, etc. Thert is no
restriction as to the charge on A and B, bat
there must always be unit diffoiemc of charge
between the members of a corresponding pair.
In some coses the same species can act either

as an acid or as a base, e.g. tbe water molecule
is the acid corresponding to OH~ and the base
corresponding to OH8

+ .
The scheme (13) is never realised in practice,

all acid-base reactions actually observed being
of the type A,-f B,;=S Aj+B,. Thus the dis-
sociation of a weak acid HX in water follows
the equation

. (14)
B, B,

and it will be seen that all the acid-base reactions
given above (whether commonly described as
" dissociations,'1 " hydrolyaes " or " neutrali-
sations ") can be represented in this way. The
strength of an acid is commonly defined in terms
of the reaction (14), i.e. by the equilibrium
constant.1

- - (15)[HX]

Exactly the same equation applies to charged
acids, e.g. the acid strength of the ammonium
ion is represented by £ho constant

• (16)

which in the older nomenclature is described as
the " hydrolysis constant " of ammonium salts.
In general the strength of an acid A in aqueous
solution is represented by the constant

[otyirB]
[A]

(17)

where B is the corresponding base. The equili-
brium governed by (17) is A+ H , 0 ^ OH,++ B,
and tbe constant K is thus in reality a measure of
the strength of the acid A relative to that of
the acid OH +

The strength of a base is commonly represented
in terms of the equilibrium B+ HaO ^ A+OH",
i.e. by tbe constant

[AXOH-]
(18)

This constant is, however, closely related to the
acid constant of tbe corresponding acid, e.g. for
ammonia ~'e have

6 [NHJ

where K is the acid constant of the ammonium
ion, and A"tl=[OH-][OH3+] is the ionic product
of water. For a given solvent the dissociation
constant of a base is therefore inversery propor-
tional to the constant for tbe corresponding acd,
and in fact all the properties of solutions con-
taining acids and bases can be expressed in
terms of acid constants. For example, the
hydrogen ion concentration of any buffer solu-
tion is given directly as aJ

[B]
1 The full equilibrium constant Tor the reaction fJ4>

would eoiilnin the term [H.O] In the denominator, but
* f*","6 twitted, since the concentration of water i<

vi'iy constant In all reasonably dilute aqueous
solutions.
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where A and B may be, e.g. CHSCOOH and
CH3-COO-, NH4

+ and NH3, H?PO4- and
KPO4", K being in each case the acid constant.
The inverse relation between the strengths of
an acid and its corresponding base means that a
very strong acid corresponds to a very weak base,
and vice, versa. For example; the HCI molecule
is such a strong acid that it reacts almost com-
pletely with water to give hydrogen ions and
chloride ions: hence its aeid strength cannot be
measured directly, though it can be estimated
indirectly to have a value of about 107. Conse-
quently, although the chloride ion is formally a
base, its basic properties are so^mall that they
can invariably be neglected, and the same
applies to the anions of other strong acids.

Finally it should be mentioned that the terms
acid and baso are now sometimes applied to a
still wider class of 8ubstaui.es (c£ Lewis, J.
Franklin Inst. 1938, 226, 293; Ludcr, Chera.
Reviews* 1940, 87, 647). According to this
definition an acid is a species having a tendency
to accept electrons while a base is a species
having a tendency to donate electrons. This
formulation includes species which are aeida
and bases according to the definitions given
above, but also includes other species whose
functions do not involve the exchange of a
proton; e.g. the molecule BF3 is classed as an
acid because of its incomplete octet and its
consequent tendency to accept electrons. This
wider definition has not BO far met with general
acceptance, but it is interesting to note that its
adoption would lead to the class ideation under
acid catalysis of the reactions described in
section (k), which are catalysed by BFS, AICI3,
etc.

{e) GENERAL ACID-BASE CATALYSIS.

It has been shown in the preceding section
that hydrogen and hydroxyl ions do not play
any necessary or unique part in acid-base
reactions, being merely particular members of
large classes of acids niict bases. From this
point of view there is no obvious reason why
OHg^ and OH~ (or their analogues in other
solvents) should possess the unique power of
catalysing reactions, and it would seem more
reasonable to expect that all acid species such
as OH3+, NH4

+, CH3COOH, etc^would act
as acid catalysts: similarly the Bpeciea OH~
CH3COO-, NH,, etc., mijht all be expectec
to act as basic catalysts. This expectation has
in fact been realised for a large number of
catalytic reactions, and this kind of behaviour is
known as general acid-base catalysis. From an
experimental point of view it means a rev is ion
of the simple kinetic equation (4), For example
th- velocity of an acid-catalysed reaction in a
solution containing acetic acid (HAc) will no
longer be given by ik=VH*B+)[.H+], but by
*=!„+ (ifca-t- )[H +]+ *HAC[HAc], and there will be
similar additional terms in the case of basii
catalysis.

The idea that hydrogen and hydroxyl ions arc
not the only effective catalysts is much olde
than the revised concepts of acids and bases
in fact it was one of the earliest suggestion
made to account for deviations from the clauaica
kinetic equations. In particular the hypothesis

hat undisaociated acid molecules like HCI and
C H 3 C O O H could act as catalysts was known
as the dual theory of catalysis. However, the
lual theory originated before the development

of modern views on electrolyte solutions, and the
arguments on which it was based involved a
neglect of both primary and secondary salt
Sects, and the assumption that the degree of
association of strong electrolytes is given cor-

rectly by the conductivity ratio. These argu-
ments therefore need revision in the light of
more recent work, and it is found in all cases
hat the quantitative interpretation of the
tnal theory is profoundly modified, while in

most cases the supposed evidence for the theory
s completely destroyed (cf. Bronsted, Chem. -
Reviews, 1928, 5, 245; Bell, "Acid-Base
Catalysis," Oxford, 1943, pp. 48-59). No
account therefore is given here of the rather
jolcmical history of the dual theory. The follow-
ng are examples of more modern work on the

subject, largely due to Bronst«d and his
collaborators:

T h e Decomposition of Nitramide was the
irst reaction for which general basic catalysis
was established. The decomposition takes place
according to the equation

and the reaction can be conveniently followed
jy measuring the pressure or volume of nitrous
oxide evolved. In alkaline solutions the decom-
position takes place at an immeasurably great
-ate, but in solutions of strong acids catalysis
by hydroxyl ion is eliminated, and the rate is
measurable and constant over a large range of
hydrogen ion conc&itrations (10~* to 0-2). This
shows that there is no detectable acid catalysis,
and the constant rate in these solutions is equal
to the " spontaneous" rate. It is a simple
matter to prepare many buffer solutions in
which the hydrogen ion concentration is suffi-
ciently great to eliminate the effect of hydroxyl
ions, and it has been found by many workers
that in such solutions the velocity is greater than
the spontaneous rate, and depends on the con-
centration of the basic constituent of the buffer
(Bronstal and Pedersen, Z. physikal. Chcm.
1924, 108, 185; Bronsted and Uuus, ibid, 1926,
117, 299; Bronsted and Volqvartz, ibid. 1931,
A. 155, 211; Baughan and Bell, Proc. Roy.
Soc. 1937, A, 158, 464 ; Marlies and La Mcr,
J. Amer, Chem. Soc. 1935,67, 1812,2739 ; Tong
and Olson, ibid. 1941, 63, 3406), A typical
example is shown in Table IX, illustrating the

TABLE IX. DECOMPOSITION OF
AT 16°,

k=first-order constant, min."1

" Spontaneous " rate=380x 10-*.

[CH,-COO-1.

000414

(••<K)083
00102
00136

[CHa-COOHJ.

0-0163
0-0135
00101
O0OC7

246
382
651

0-504
0-605
0-603
0-506
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results of Bronsted and Pedersen (I,c.) for acetate
buffers. It will be seen that the increase of
velocity is directly proportional to the acetate
ion concentration, and independent of the pB of
the solution (determined by the buffer ratio).
These results demonstrate conclusively basic
catalysis by the acetate ion and make it possible
to determine its catalytic constant with accuracy.
Similar results wore obtained with many other
anion bases (both singly and doubly charged),
with uncharged bases like aniline, and with
positively charged bases of the type

[Co(NH-3)sOH]++.

The Mutarotation of Glucose has long
been known to be catalysed both by acids and
by bases, and played an important part in
establishing the theory of general acid-base
catalysis (B rone ted and Guggenheim, ibid. 1927,
49, 2554; Lowry and Smith; J.C.S. 1927, 2539;
Westheimcr, J. Org. Chera. 1938, 2, 431). The
process observed is the in to reconversion of the
isomcrs o- and |8-glueose, involving the rupture
of a acmi-aeetal link

C(OH)- O—CH

The catalytic effect of hydroxyl ions is about
4x 10* greater than that of hydrogen ions, and
there is a considerable rango of hydrogen ion
concentrations (about pB 4-6) over which
catalysis by both OH~ and OH 3

+ can be
neglected, enabling the " spontaneous " rate to
be observed directly. The presence of general
catalysis both by acids and by bases is most
readily detected by using buffer solutions in this
range, and experiment has shown that 43 other
species are effective as catalysts, in addition to
OH a

+ and OH-, comprising the following types:

(o) Uncharged acids, e.g. CH3COOH.
(6) Cation acids, t.q. N H / .
(c) Uncharged bases, e.g. NH3. .
\d) Amoa bases, e.g. CH 3COO", SO4=.
(e) Cation bases, eg. [Co(NH3) sOH]+ + .
(/) Amino-acids in the zwitterion form, e.g,

NHa+CHj-COO-

The effect of this last type of catalyst is due
primarily to the basic properties of the group

coo-.
Fig. 1 shows data obtained by Bronsted and

Guggenheim (J. Amer. Chem, Soc. 1927, 49,
2571) for sodium salts of various weak acids,
a small quantity of the corresponding acid
being added to bring the hydrogen ion con-
centration into the. range 10-' to lO"4. (These
amounts wero insufficient to cause any appreci-
able acid catalysis.) It will be seen that the
velocity is in each case a linear function of the
aryon concentration.

The Halogenation of Acetone was the first
reaction for which catalysis by undis&pciated
acid molecules was definitely established, and
constitutes the only piece of evidence brought
forward in support of the dual theory which has
not been refuted by more modem work. The
bulk of the work on this reaction is due to

Dawson et al. (numerous papers in J.C.S. 1913-
29). Much of this waa carried out before the
importance of primary and secondary salt effects
was realised, and the results are therefore often
difficult to interpret. However, the general
features of the reaction are clear, and have been
confirmed by recent work (Smith, ibid. J934,
1744; Lidwell and Bell, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1940,
A, 176, 88). The reaction velocity is indepen-
dent of the concentration of the halogen, and is
the same for bromine and for iodine: hrnce the
process of which the rate is measured precedes
the halogenation and involves only the acetone
molecule and tile catalyst. (Modem views on
the nature of this process are mentioned in
section (?).) There is catalysis both by acids
and by bases, hydroxy] ion being a much more
powerful catalyst than hydrogen ion. The
relative values for catalytic constants for OH~,
OH3

+.and the spontaneous reaction are such
that there is no appreciable range of hydrogen
ion concentrations over which catalysis by both
OH- and OH3+ can be neglected. This means
that the spontaneous rate cannot be observed

0-05 0-10" 0-15
Cone, of anion of weak acid

FIG. 1.

0-20 0-25

directly, and complicates the separation of tSe
catalytic effects of different species. For
example, in a solution containing a weak at id
HX and its sodium salt the measured velocity
k is equal to

O [ H + 1 - H * O H - ) [ O H - ] +

.

where at the most one term (the second or third)
can be neglected. A large numi>er of carefully
planned experiments is therefore necessary in
order tc determine the values of the individual
catalytic constants.

Many other reactions are known which exhibit
general acid-base catalysis in aqueous solution,
of which the following may be mentioned: the
bromiration of substituted ketoncs and of
ketouic esters (Pederaen, J. Physical Chem. 1833,
37; 751; 1934, 38, 601; Lidwell and Bell, Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1940, A, 176, 88), the bromination of
nitromethane (Pedersen, Kgl. Danskc Vid. Selsk.
Math.-fys. Medd. 1932, 12, 1), the hydrolysis
of ortho-eaters (Bronsted and Wynne-Jones,
Trans. Faraday Soc. 1929, 26, G9), the decom-
position of the diazoacetate ion (King und
Bolinger, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936,68,1533), the
depolymorisation of dimeric dihydroxyacetone
(BcO and Baughan, J.C.S. 1937, 1947), the
oxidation of phosphorous and hypo phosphorous
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acids;by iodine (Nylen, Z. anorg. Chem. 1037,
230, 385; Griffith, McKeown and Taylor, Trans.
Faraday Soc. 1940, 36, 752), the formation and
hydrolysis of Be mi car baz ones (Conant nnd
Bartlett, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932, 5*. 2881;
Westheiraer, ibid. 1934, 56, 1062).

The theory of general acid-dasc catalysis puts
s new interpretation upon the " spontaneous "
reaction, i.e. that part of the reaction velocity
which is independent of the concentration of dis-
solved catalysts. It is now supposed that this
reaction is not truly spontaneous (though the
term is still frequently used for convenience), but
is due to acid or. basic catalysis by the water
nirilncules, which can act either as acids or as
bas&. Although the acid or basic strength of
the H.O molecule is very a mall, it ia present in
very liigh concentrations, and therefore its
catalytic effect may well be appreciable. There
are two pieces of evidence which favour this

• interpretation. In the fiist place, all those
reactions which exhibit general catalysis by
acids or by bases also exhibit a measurable
spontaneous reaction; conversely, those re-
actions which appear to be catalysed specifically
by hydrogen or hydroxyl ions do not exhibit
any measurable spontaneous reaction. In the
second place, no spontaneous reaction can be
detected in solvents which do not exhibit acidic
or basic properties : e.g. nitrnmide is quite stable
in chloroform solution, and tetramethylglueose
undergoes no change in carefully purified hydro-
carbon solvents.

The study of catalysis by acids* and bases in
non-aqueous solvents throws an interesting light
on general catalysis. In other hydroxylic
solvents the condition hi similar to that in water,
except that quantitative interpretation ia niort
difficult on account of tile paucity of information
about the behaviour of electrolytes in these
solvents, and the increased importance of inter-
ionic effects. However, in inert solvents of
the hydrocarbon type the position is very
different. No free ions are formed in these sol-
vents and, in particular, thejp are no analogues
to tho hydrogen or hydroxyl ions, since the
solvent molecule is unable to pick up a proton
or to split one off. Any catalytic behaviour
observed in this type of solvent must therefore
be due to the molecules of the addc*l acid or
base, since thera are no other catalysts present.
A number of reactions ha* e been shown to
exhibit general acid-base catalysis in 4jenzene
and similar solvents, though more work is
needed to clear up certain complications which
arise in this type of medium (Bell and co-
workers, J.C.S. 1930-11; summary given by
Bell, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1038, 84, 229).,

(/) THE USE OF CATALYTIC MEASURE MKNTS FOB
DETEHMININQ HY/DROOEN- AKD HYDROXYI,.
ION C0NCENTEATI0N3.

Measurements of the velocity of a catalysed
reaction have long been used as a method for
determining the concentration of hydrogen or
hydroxyl ions in a solution. According to the
classical theory this determination is a very
direct one, since the velocity is supposed to be
a simple linear function of [OHa+] or [OH~].

Later developments introduce some compli-
cations into this view. Thus it is abvious that
a reaction exhibit ng general acid or base
catalysis is unsuitab for this purpose, since the
observed reaction veiucity will depend not only
on the concentration of OH3

+ or OH-, but also
on the concentrations of other acid or basic
species present in the solution. Fortunately
there are a number of reactions which appear to
exhibit specific catalysis by hydrogen or kydroxyl
ions, and the most useful of these will bo
described in this section. In another respect
the modern theory has simplified the interpreta-
tion of the measured velocity, since it. is now
believed that the velocity ia closely proportional
to the concentration of the catalyst, and not {as
has often been supposed) to its activity. This El
illustrated by the data already given in Tables
III and IV. In some ca^es it will be necessary
to take into account the primary salt effect, but
this is frequently Binall, and can be allowed
for or minimised by keeping the salt con-
centration low.

The Decomposition of Diazoacetic Ester.
—In acid aqueous solution the following
reaction takes place:

CHN^OOEt+HgO
-*-CH,(OH)COOEt+N,

anil can be conveniently followed by measuring
the pressure or volume of the evolved nitrogen.
It has been shown (Brodig and Fraeukcl, Z.
Elektrochem, 1905, 11, 525; Fracnkel, Z.
physikal. Chem. 1907, 60, .202; Spitatsky, Z,
anorg. Chem. 1907, 54, 278) that the velocity is
proportional t a i ho hydrogen ion concentration
in solutions of both strong an'd weak acids.
Examples"of the results obtained are given in
Table X.

TABLE X.—DECOMTOSITION OF DIAZOACETIC
ESTER IN AQDEOUS SOLUTION (20").

£•= first-order constant,
•

Catalyst.

OOOOttOON. H N O . . „
D00182K. HNO, . .
000030tIC. picric acid
(HXXHW9K. ptcrtc add
O'OODOO**. m-nltroben-

?>>f acid
00162s acetic udd .

lO'lOHj+J.

009
18-2
304
IKW

10-8
5-63

min. K

10*t.

34b

140

032
SIS

[OH.+]

86-0
38-7
884
391

370
38-8

Measurements in buffet solutions ogree with the
assumption that tho hydrogen ion is the only
effective catalyst, provided that secondary salt
effects are taken into account (c/. Tablo'VJIi.
There is also an unusually large primary salt
effect, and a further complication arises from the
fact that in tho presence of many anions a second
reaction takes place simultaneously, e.g. with
{•hlnrirtes,

This type of reaction has been found to tako
place in solutions of chlorides, nitrates and
sulphates, but not of perchlorates and picrate*.
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In Bpite of theae complications the diazoacetic
ester reaction has been successfuUy used for the
measurement of hydrogen ion concentrations,
and hence of dissociation constants (cf. Bronsted
el a\., Z. physikal. Chem. 1925, 117. 299; 1927,
130,699; 1028,184,97).

The Hydrolysis of Acetals.—These re-
actions are of the Jjjrpe

CH3 CH(OR)a+H30 -> CH3CHO + 2ROH

and are catalysed by acids but not by bases.
They are more suited to the measurement of
hydrogen ion concentrations than the hydrolysis
of carboxyu'c esters, since these latter reactions
produce acid, which interferes with the system
under investigation. A large number of different
acetals have been investigated by Skrabal by a
chemical method. (For summary and refer-
ences, set Skrabal, Z. Elektrochcm. 1927, 33,
322.) The possibility of catalysis by undis-
sociated acid molecules was carefully investi-
gated by Bronsted and co-workers using an
accurate and convenient dilatometric method
(Bronsted and Wynne-Jones, Trans. Faraday
Soo. 1929,35, 59; BrcSnsted and Grove, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1930,52,1394). They found that no
such effect is detectable, and that there is no
measurable " spontaneous " reaction. The first
point is illustrated by the last four rows in
Table VIII, where a change in the concentration
of formic acid from 0*02N. to 0*3N. has no effect
on the reaction velocity when the buffer ratio
and the ionic strength are kept constant. The
reaction velocity is thus directly proportional to
the hydrogen ion concentration without any

I
complications), and by a suitable-choice of ftcetal
a wide range of concentrations can be covered.
Thus if k is the first order velocity constant at
20° (min.-1) and c the hydrogen ion concentra-
tion, we have the following values of kjc;

Ethylacetal 19
Methylacetal 3>92
Etbyleneacetal 0-180

The primary salt effect is fairly large, but has
been extensively studied (Bronsted and Grove,
id
The Decomposition of Dlacetone Alcohol.—

Tlu's ia a reversible reaction,

^ r i i ' u U WMv W \ V* PI i»JrtV-f PI ̂ j— A u n V v U ' w r l q

which, however, goes practically to completion, in
ilil ute aqueous solutions. It is catalysed by bases,
but not by acids, and is accompanied by a large
volume change ao that its velocity can con-
veniently be followed by a dilatometric method.
Data have already been given in Table IV to show
the direct proportionality between reaction velo-
city and hydroxyhion concentration in solutions
of NaOH. (For other d^ta, see French, ibid.,
1929, 51. 3215; Murphy, ibid. 1931, 53, !)77.!
An exhaustive study has been made of the
primary salt effect in this reaction {Akerlof,
ibid. 1920, 48, 3046; 1927. 49, 2955: 1928, 60,

1
1272). There is no catalysis by water molecules
or by the anirws of weak acids, but primary and
secondary (though not tertiary) amines doexert
a catah t, and therefore the reaction

cannot be used for determining hydroxyl ion

concentrations in solutions containing these
molecules. It is believed that this catalysis by
amines is due to a specific chemical mechanism,
and cannot be descri bed as general basic catalysis
(Miller and Kilpatrick, ibid. 1981, 53, 3217;
Westheimer and Cohen, ibid. 1938, 60, 90; Ann.
New York Acad. &ci. 1940,39,401; Westheinier
ami Jonea, J, Amer. Chem, Soc. 1941, 63, 3283).

The Decomposition of Nitrosotriaceton-
amine.—This ia a first order reaction taking
place according to the equation •

CH2-CMe2

CO NNO

CH:CMe3

I
CO

CH:CMe3

and its velocity can be conveniently studied by
measuring the pressure or volume of nitrogen
evolved (Clibbens and Francis, J.C.S. ,1912,101,
2358; Francis and Geake, ibid. 1913,103, 1722;
Francis, Geake and Roche, ibid. 1915,107,1651;
Bronsted and King, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1925,
47, 2523). The reaction velocity is directly
proportional to the hydroxyl ion concentration
up to about 0-5N., above which concentration
the reaction appears to be more complex.
There is no evidence of general base catalysis,
though no investigations have been specifically
directed to this point.

The above four reactions are probably the
most convenient for measuring hydrogen or '
hydroxyl ion concentrations. It should, however,
be mentioned that for most purposes the inversion
of sucrose and the acid hydrolysis of carboxyiic
esters, both in aqueous solution, can bo regarded
**« examples of specific catalysis by hydrogen
ions. It is a matter of some dispute how far
undissociated acid molecules can exert a catalytic
effect, but from a practical point of view 8uch
effects are certainly very SUM 11.

{g) RELATIONS BETWEEN CATALYTIC POWER
AND ACID-BASE STRENGTH.

If the catalytic effects of several acid species
for a given reaction can be compared, it is
natural to expect that they will bear some
relation to the acid strengths of the various
species, in the sense that the stronger acid will
be the more effective catalyst!* It has in fact
been found that ftu's parallelism is a quantita-
tive one, and it is usually referred to as the
Bronsted relation, since it was first formulated by
Bronsted and Pedersen in 1924 as a result of
their work on the decomposition of uitramide
(Z. physikal. Chem. 1924, 108, 185). Tho
rclntiCn can be written in the form

A, or log fcA=l log tfA. (19)

where kA is the catalytic constant of a dr«B
acid catalyst, A'A its dissociation constant, and
GA aad a are constant for a, given reaction,
solvent, temperature and series of similar
catalysts. The constant a is at wave positive and
less than unity. An exactly analogous equation
holds for biieuc catalysis, i.e.

or log iB=lOg VB+p log A'B. (20)
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B is here the ordinary basic dissociation con-
stant of the catalyst as defined in equation (18).
It is however convenient for many purposes to
express the basic strength of the catalyst by
means of the reciprocal of the acid strength of
the corresponding acid. An slyuvn in section (d),
this will not alter the form of equation (20) or
the value of the constant J9, though the value
of (?B will be changed, and the equation can
therefore be written

The Bronstcd relation ia analogous to several
other relation*! which havo been found to exist
between reaction velocities and equilibrium
constants, and some progress has been made
towards a molecular interpretation of such
regularities {cf, e.g. Hamtnett, Chem. Reviews,
1935, 17*125; Trans. Faraday Soc 1938, 34,
I5I>; Horiuti and Polauyi, Acta Phyaieochim.
U.B.H.S. 1935, 2, 505; Bell, Proc. Roy. Soc.
193Uf A, 154, 414), However, there IB no strict
theoretical basis for these relations, and their
accuracy or range of validity can only be deter-
mined by appeal to experiment. Actually tho
Brunsted relation has been found to hold without
systematic deviations m all tho reactions for
which general acid-base catalysis has been
established, though the closeness with which it
is obeyed varies somewhat from case to caee,
In the exact application of this relation to the
experimental data it is necessary to take into
account the oo-called statistical effect, depend in;;
upon the number of points in the catalyst D
cule at which a pxotfA can bo lost or picked
up. However, the application of this correct i< >j?
rarely has much effect on the degree of agree-
ment with the Bronsted relation, and in any
case the way in which it should be applied
in particular cases is often a matter of dis-
pute, and is not discussed here (cf, Bronsted
and Pedersen, Z. physical. Chem- 1924, 108,
185; Bronsted, Chem. Reviews, 1828. 5, 3^2;
Pedersen, J. Physical Chem. 1934, 88, 581;
Trans. Faraday Soc. 1938, 34, 237 ; Weatheimer,
J. Org. Chem. 1938, 2, 431).

Typical examples of the validity of the
Bronsted relation are shown in Figs, 2"and 3, in
which the symbols p and q refer to the statistical
effect mentioned above (cf. oeetion e, pp. 249c
and 250a).

In each case the logarithm of the eatah
constant is plotted im ordtiiuto against the
logarithm of tho dissociation constant of the
corresponding «cid tin abscissa : cf. equation (21)
For the decomposition of nitramide (Fig.*2) the
points lie well on four straight lines, one corre
sponding to each class of bases investigated
The concordance is good, and usually within the
limits of tile experimental error.

For the mutarotation of glucose the agrets
ment U not so good for any one class of catalyst
with the result that any differences iKjtween the
classes as a whole are masked. Aa will bo
from Fig. 3, the dnta for a very varied seluetioi
of catalysts ran be represented with modi
accuracy by a single relationship. There art.
no other reactions which have been investigates

n such detail as the two illustrated, above, but
•he available data indicate similar behaviour for
both acid- and base-catalysed reactions in many
ther cases.
Catalysis by the Hydrogen (on, the

Hydroxyl Ion and the Water Molecule should
M principle be governed by the Bronsted rela-
ion. It is not, however, easy to test this, since
here is some difficulty in giving a satisfactory

numerical measure of the acid-base strengths of
the species OH,+ , OH" and Hj,O. By formal
analogy with the usual expression for the dis-
sociation constant of an acid HX, i.e.

[OrVflX-1
A = |HXJ

wt; can write

Kw 11-07x10-1* at ]go
65-5"U' '9xl0-"at25 t >

where 55-5 is the number of gram •molecules of
HSO in a litre of water. Similarly, the formal

Fia. 2.—THE

Tlasi-s with two positive charges, e.g.

[Co(NH3)j(OH)] .
Baoea with no t-hurg*!, e.g.
H l l i dwltlk one negative duu^o, r.g wootMM
Va-sca ivitit two ncvativi: clurocfi, t.<t. uxalutu ion.

t'oi- the acid strength of the ion
OH3 ' ia (c/. equation(16) for the ammonium ion)

Tlic basic strengths of 0H~ and HSO are then
conveniently measured by the reciprocals *>f
UseM nci'i atB for their corres(Kinding
acids WaO and OH,41. These values cannot be
tiiriftJv compared with the corresponding ones
for other acids and bases, since they involve the
supposed volume concentration of H-O mole-

in water, a quantily which ia clearly un-
suited for use in the cak-ulation of a mass ai I

;
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FIG. 3 . — T H E MUTAROTATION OF GLUCOSE.

Key to figures: 4 hist id in i;, 5 a-jiicullne, T pyridine, 8 trfmcthylacatatfl ion,
(t propkmate Ion, U) (iiiiiioline, 11 scctnU' iuii, 12 pbainrlaOBiatt ion, 13
glutamate Ion, 14 bonxoatt loo. Hi o-toluate ion, 17 gfycollatc lorn, 18
uspurtatc ion, IU hippuxate ion, 'Zo formate ion, 21 a-tiliiniur, !i- mmidi'late
Ion,'Z'S BaHcylftt.tr inn, -i o izoatc ion,25 cbJcTOacetatt ion,'2fl cyano-
acetato ion, 27 jt-benzototftiiK.', 2S sarctwiiit!, 20 lysints hydrodiloride, 30
arginiuc tiytlrodttoritlu, 3t sulphate ion, 2'1 prulini;, ZH dimctliylijlytinu, 34
bctniuc, 35 witer. - -

at: however, the values may serve to
give a rough estimate of the a c id -bus e strengths
concerned. Moreover, in the case of catalysis
by the water molecule the catiilytic constant for
HJJO has to be evaluated by dividing the
" spontaneous " velocity k0 bytheeonoeDtntfoa
of water molecules (55-5), eo that the hitter figure
enters into the calculation of both the catalytic
constant and the acid-base strength, and the

uncertainty attached to its use may to some
extent cancel out in the comparison.

Some of the experimental data for catalysis*
by hydroxyl ions and w&tot molecules are shown
in Table XIK The water molecule is throughout
acting as a base, uml the calculated values of
i'Oii- and &j|jo are obtained from equation (21),
using values of O'n and j3 derived from the
experimental data for other basic catalysts.

TABLE XL—CATALYSIS BY HYDHOXYL loss SXD WATER MOLECULES.

Reaction.

Decomposition of nitramide * . , • .
Mutarotation of glucose a .
Iodination o f acrtone * . . . .
Iodination of acetonylacgtone a .
Iodinatitin of monochloroacetone 3

Iodination of monobroinoacetone * .
TJromination of dichloroacetone 3 . .
Bromination of acctoat'c-tk1 ester a

Broroination of acetyldct.-ttine a . ,
Brom ination of acetoa' •> -t i • • m id a

OU.

B-8X1CT*
iKixlO"*
o0xl( r l u

2-CXKT'
S-8xI0n«
20X10"7

7-9XKT'
i-3xur3

l-2x 10"*
14X1U '

Calc.

S-2X1O"9

' i . t ix io- 6

S O x l O "
l-HxlO-»«
1'liXlO-8

44xlO~ 8

S-0X10-'
4-3X'10-»
(i i)X 10-«
6-5 X10"1

Sw-

OtM.

I-OX 10s

3HxlO3

l-BX 10
l ( I X l d a

6-6 X101

1-2x10*
27xl0«

Calo.

10s

7-4 x ln-
B-2X10*
5-5x1^
)-8X10*
l-oxio7

1 4 X 1 0 7

Marlicii mid Ln iicr, J. AUKT, Chan. Sac. 1035, 67, Igl"*
1-owry ami WHMHI, Trans, l'ara \ 42, GS3~
Hell uuiJ Udwell, l'rou. Hoy. 8oc. 104(1, A, 176, WJ..Boa IMO, A,
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lia calculation normally involves an extra-
polation through at least four powers of ten,
and hence no weight can be attached to the
presence or absence of exact agreement between
observed and calculated values. In fact, the
agreement to within a, power of ten found for
water catalysis is probably as good as can be
expected, and confirms the view that the
" spontaneous " reaction is in fact due to basic
catalysis by water molecules. On the other
hand, there is in all cases (except in the mutaro-
tation of glucose) a large systematic discrepancy
for catalysis by the hydroxyl ion, and it is likely
that this represents a real effect, i.e. that the
Bronstcd relation is not applicable over the very
wide range of basic strengths involved (ef. Bell
and Lidwell, I.e.).

The application of the Eronsted relation to
catalysis in non-aqueous solutions baa been tested
for a number of reactions and solvents. In
many caiies there are no data available for the
acid-base strengths of the catalysts in the
solvents in question, and in such cases the
strengths in water have been commonly used for
comparison. This procedure is justifiable, since
there is much evidence to show that the relative
strength of two acids of the same charge type
is little affected by change of solvent: hence the
use of strengths appropriate to another solvent
will only have the effect of changing the value
of the constant 0 in equations (19)-(21).
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FIQ. 4.—THE DECOMPOSITION OF NJTKAMIDE

• IN m-CRKSOL.

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the usual loghrithmic
plot for two catalysed reactions in non-aqueous
solvents. In the decomposition of nitramide in
tti-creuol (Briinsled, Nicholson and Del banco
Z. phyaikal. Chem. 1934, 169, 3711) the baric
constanta (A'u.u) were obtained directly from
indicator measurements in the same solvent
On the other hand, in the rearrangement ol
N-bromoacL'tanilitle (togiveji-broHiaiicetfiiiilJi
(Bell, Proc, Roy. Soc. 1934, A, 143, 377) the
;u ill constants given (/To) are those in aqueous
solution.

(A) THE MECHANISM OF ACID-BASE

CATAI>Y8I3.

The term " catalysis " is often used to describe
the promotion of a chemical change by som<
physical agency, as, for example, the effect of a

urface in a heterogeneous gas reaction, or of
jaramagnetie molecules in the conversion of
>ara- to ortho-hydrogen. It was originally
bought that catalysis by acids and bases was

due to some physical effect of this kind, which
was vaguely connected with the supposed small
size of the hydrogen ion or the high mobilities
of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. However,
modern views accept a much more " chemical"
explanation, according to which catalysis by
acids and bases is due to an acid-base reaction
/etiveen the catalyst and the substrate. This view
eads to the same kinetic laws as the physical
picture of catalysis, provided that the extent of
>f the reaction between the catalyst and the
sulist.ra.te is small, and that the catalyst emerges
unchanged from that reaction. The catalyst
is thus supposed to take an essential part in the
reaction mechanism, and not merely to speed
up an uneatalyeed process. In confirmation of

FIG. 6.—THE REARRANGEMENT OF N-BHOMO-

ACETAMIL1DE IN CLILOILOBEUGENE.

this view, it is generally found that reactions
catalysed by acids and bases do not take place
at all in the absence of catalysts (including
catalytic impurities fortuitously present). An
already indicated, the so-called " spontaneous "
reaction in aqueous and similar solutions is not
a truly spontaneous react ion* but depends upon
ACid-base catalysis by the solvent molecules.
Further, the assumption of an acid-base reaction
between catalyst and substrate provides a
reasonable explanation of the existence*of
general catalysis by acids and bases, and of re-
lation* between catalytic power and acid-base
strength,

Substances commonly acting as substrates are
such weak acids or bases that their acidic or
baaic properties are barely detectable, and a
simple acid-base reaction between catalyst and
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substrate will normally proceed to such a small
extent that no observable result is produced.
In an actual catalysed reaction the products
of this initial acid-base reaction must be capable
of undergoing some further change leading to an
observable result. For example, in the decom-
position of nitra-mide it is suggested that the
basic catalyst acts by removing a proton from
NH:NOOH, the tautomeric form of nitramide,
forming the ion [N:NOOH]-~, which is unstable
and decomposes rapidly. In other cases it may
bo necessary to add another reagent to produce
the reaction : e.g. in the reaction of acetone
with halogen? (basic catalysis) it is believed that
the effect of the basic catalyst is to produce very
small quantities of the ion [CHjCOCHjl",
which then reacts rapidly with the halogen.

Acid-base reactions (e.g. the neutralisation of
acids and bases) usually take place at a rate too
great for measurement, but it is believed that
this is not always the case for the reactions
between catalyst and substrate. Such .downraf
of reaction ia associated -with mesomertim, i.e.
the existence of two possible electronic ptruc
tures for the ion produced. This kind of be
hayiour is met with in an extreme form in sub-
stances known as paeudo-acids and inoodo
bases. For example, the normal form of nitru-
methane has the structure CH3-NO2, and would
not be expected to ionise to any appreciable
extent in the presence of sodium hydroxide.
Actually it reacts completely with HOI Hum
hydroxide to give a salt, though the reaction

k l at a measurable speed. This i*takes place

because the ion formed is not J
has the alternative electronic structure

but

The reaction with hydroxyl ions would not
normally be dasaed as an example of catalysis,
but the bruin ination of nitro me thane is catalysed
by bases like the acetate io«, and no dbubl
involves the formation of the eame nitroniethv!
ion.1

In many cases, however (particularly in acid
catalysis), the reaction between catalyst and
substrate is assumed to be a rapid one, ami the
products of this reaction then undergo further
but slow .transformation. It is often difficult to
determine the relative rates of the sucre?aive
stages, and the matter is often complicated by
the fact that acids and bases may take part in
several stages of the observed change (e.g.
Pedereen, J. Physical Chem. 1934, 38, 581;
Trims. Faraday Soe. 1938, 84, 237; Bell, Proe.
Koy. Soc. 1936, A, 154, 414 ; " Acid-Base Cata-
Ivsis," Oxford, lflJl, Chapter VI; Wkrabal, Z.
Elektrorhem. 1927, 33, 32$.

1 It was formerly assumed that both the neutralisa-
tion and the bromination of nitro-paratlins Involved
cti^ intermediate formation or the aei-form, e.g.

"OH
However, It hits been shown clearly (Pedmcn, Kill.
Danskc Vid. Sdsk. Maih.-fys. Medd. 1032, 12. No. 1 -
J. Physical Chem. ism, 38, :>«!) itm! UM evident
M*in«t the formation uf uiiiilfwudntril oei-nitro-

i la these reactions.

been doneA very large amount of work liaa
during the last twenty years on the mechanism
of individual catalysed reactions (c/. Watson,
" Modern Theories of Organic Chemistry," 2nd
ed., Oxford, 1941; Hammett, " Physical Organic
Chemistry," New York, 1940). The following
examples are given of the kind of conclusiona
reached in two important groups of reactions—
the prototropy of ketones, and the hydrolysis of
estera—without going into the evidence on which
these conclusions are based.

(i) The Prototropy of Ketones.—A large
group of tautnmeric changes are commonly
described as protolrapic changes and can be
represented by the general schome

HX-Y:Z ^ X:YZH

where X, Y and Z'are normally either carbon,
nitrogen or wxygen. The following are examples:

HC'CiO-ii-OH

I I
(keto-euv)).

I I i
:O^N:

I

HCN:O^C:N'OH

(111 i roso- isotii t roso).

I l l I I I
HCC:C^C:CCH

I I I
(three-carbon

All these reactions are catalysed by acids and/or
bases, and the accepted mechanisms involve
the addition of a proton at .one point of the
molecule and the removal of a proton from
another point; 'hence the term prototropic.
In the iateroaaveqpon of a keto form and an
cnol form (i.e. of kelones or related compounds)
the supposed mechanisms are as follows, A
representing an iwid and B the corresponding
base.

Basic Cfatnhjsh.

n rd'

Acid Catalysis,

\

II.
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will bo seen that in basic catalysis the second
of the reaction involves reaction with an
while the second stage of acid catalysis

involves reaction with a base. Normally it is
not necessary deliberately to add both an acid
and a basic catalyst. In a hydroxylic solvent
the solvent molecules can ajt either as acids or
bases as required, while in a solvent not possess-
ing acid-base properties the acid or baae required
in the second stage can be identical with the
product of the first stage: i.e. A'=A and B'=B
in the above schemes.

The ion ([) formed in basic catalysis has been
written with two different structures, differing
only in their electronic distribution. In older
views of the process it was supposed that the
upper of these two structures was first formed
from the ketone, and that it then changed
rapidly into the lower structure. According to
moilern \iv.\\* these two forma have no separate
ejd*ten«e, the actual state of the ion being a
r?aoiiunce. hybrid {or mesomeric state) of the two
classical structures represented by the formula
given. The excess negative charge is distributed
between the carbon and oxygen atoms, and when
the ion take* up a proton it may produce either
the keto or the enol form.

The actual intereon version of keto and enol
forms has only been studied in a very few cases,
and cannot be observed in the case of simple
ketones on account of the instability of the enol
form. There are, however, a number of ob-
servable processes which are closely relate] to
the reaction schemes given above. The ion (I)
formed in basic catalysis reacts very rapidly
with halogens, and many measurements have
been made on the hflogenation of ketonrt sad
related substances. The rate of reaction#ia
independent of the nature and concentration of
the halogen, being determined by the rate at
which the ion (I) is formed by the reaction
between the ketone and the catalyst. The rate
of isotopk exckaiKje between the ketone and a
hydroxylic solvent containing deuterium is also
determined by the rate of formation of the ion
(1), and has been measure* in a few instances.
Finally, in an optically active ketone of the
structure R J R J C H C O - R , the rate of racemisa-
tion under conditions of basic catalysis will also
be equal to the rate of formation of the ion {I),
which is equally likely to revert to either optical
antipode.

The halogenation ami raAenoisation of ketones
was originally believed to involve the actual
production of the enol form, which is known to
react rapidly with halogens and which cannot
retain optical activity. However, it in now
believed that under conditions of basic catalysis
the formation of the ion is Bidfidsnt for both
halogenation and racemisation, the enol not being
produced. In acid catalysis, on the other hand,
formation of the ion (II) will not lead to either
racemisation, isotope exchange or reaction with
halogen, and under these conditions actual
formation of the enol is necessary for any of
these processes to take place.

Tin: above interpretation can he tested by
comparing the rates at which the different
processes take place under identical catalytic
conditions. Under conditions of basic catalysis

VOL. VI.—17

it has been shown in one instance that the rates
of racemisation and bromination are identical
(Hail and Wilson, J.C.S. 1936, *623), and in
another instance that the rates of raceniisstion
and deuterium exchange are identical (Hsu,
Ingold and Wilson, ibid. 1938, 78). Similarly,
for acid catalysis the equality of the rates of
bro m [nation and racemisation baa been estab-
lished for two ketones {Ingold and Wilaon, ibid.
1934, 773; Bartlett and Stauffer, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1935, 57, 2580) and equality in the
rates of broroination and deuterium exchange
for another ketone (Reitz, Z. physikal, Chem.
1037, 179, 119): this would be expected if the
equilibrium amount of onol is so small that the
back reaction can be neglected.

(ii) The Hydrolysis of Esters.—The
mechanism of this important class of reactions
has been formulated in a large number of
different ways. However, many of these differ
only in a formal way, or in some details which
cannot be tested experimentally. The schemes
given here represent one of the simplest possible
formulations (cf. Day and Ingold, Trnna. Fara*
day Soc. 1941,37, 68«).

The hydrolysis of an ester by means of
hydroxyl ions probably represents a specific
reactitAi which is not properly classed aa basic
catalysis. It has been maintained (e.g. Dawson
and Lowson, J.C.S. 1927, 2444) that other basic
species such as the acetate ion ran exert a
catalytic effect, but the evidence for this is at
best inconclusive. The probable mechanism for
the reaction with hydroxyl ions can be writt

R'
c—OH + OR-

e
C—O+ROH

The first step of the reaction ia in principle
reversible, but since the second step goes to
completion this reversibility is never observed.
It will be seen that the bond between car bun
and oxygen is broken (acyl fission), a SUppodtiDn
which is supported by experiments on oxygen
isotope interchange and also by the retention of
optical activity during hydrolysis when the
group It is asymmetric.

The acid hydrolysis of an est«r, on the other
hand, represents a true case of acid catalysis.
Attempts to establish catalysis by species other
than hydrogen ions in aqueous solution (Daw
and LowKon, »6/d.*1929, 393) are difficult to
interpret with certainty owing to the high salt
concentrations used. However, there is good
evidence that the reverse reaction (esterifi cation)
is caAlysed by undissociated acid molecules in
alcohol solution (Uolfe and Hinshelwood, Trans,
Fuaday Soc. 1W34. 30. 935; Hinshelwdod and
Legard, J.C.S. 193(5, 687), and any proposed
mechanism must therefore be eoiisor.a. ' with
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general acid catalysis. The first step can be
written

R

> /
C-OR+A \ <C—OHR+B

where A is an acid (which may be the hydrogen
ion) and-B its corresponding base. The further
reaction of the ion formed takes place according
to the scheme

R \
—OHR+HaO \ , —OHa+ROH

This change need not take place as a simple
biniolecular reaction, but may involve pre-
liminary fission of the ion. There are various
possibilities for this detailed me than ism, which
can in some eases be distinguished by the kinetic
behaviour of the reaction, or by the optical
behaviour (race mis at ion, retention of con-
figuration or inversion) when R is asymmetric.
The extent to which the different possibilities
have been realised in practice ia discussed in
detail by Day and Ingold {I.e.). Finally the
ordinary acid molecule i8 formed by the reaction :

S R \
iC-OH+A'

where the acid-base pair A'-B' may or may noi
bo the same as that involved in the first step oi
the reaction. All the stages given are reversible,
and the mechanism therefore applies both to
hydrolysis and lo esterification in the presence
of acid catalysts.

(t) OTHISR TYPES OF POSITIVE CATALYSIS
IK SOLUTION.

There are a number of instances of homo
geneoiiH catalysis? in solution which do not fal
under the head of acid-base catalysis. In soin
of UMM enough is known about the mechanist)
to show that it depends on alternate oxidatiot
and reduction of tht catalyst, while in other case
the existence of several valency states makes i
probable that the same type of cxplanntioi
holds. The following example illustrate th
kind of behaviour met with.

The Decomposition of Hydrogen Per
oxide ia catalysed by iodide ions in nentra
solution, the reaction velocity being directly
proportional to the concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide and of iodido ion. The reaction
mechanism has been elucidated by a number of
workers {see summary by Bray, Cheiu. Reviews,
1932, 10, 172; cf. also Uebhafsky and Moham-
med, J. Ainer. (..'hem Soc. 1933,55, 3077). The
following reactions can take place :

5a

IO-+ I-+2H+

In a solution containing originally only iodide
{ana, reactions (a) only can take place to begin
with. However, as soon as some iodine has
been produced reaction (6} sets in, and after

very short time the velocities of the two
^actions become equal, the net result being
H2Oa-*2HaO-fO2. Since the reaction (b)
ns'a much greater velocity constant than (a),
lie equilibrium amount of l2 is much smaller
han that of l~. The reaction velocity is
herefore given by J=fe[HjOi][|-], where l~ is
jraeticaDy equal to the original concentration of
odide ion. The velocity of reaction (a) can be
measured separately by using solutions buffered
a a moderate hydrogen ion concentration suffi-
ient to prevent (b), and the velocity of iodine
^reduction ia found to equal the rate of decom-
>osition of hydrogen peroxide in neutral solution.
The Reaction of Hydrogen Peroxide

with Thiosulphates is also catalysed by iodide
ons. In this case there is an uncatalysed

reaction represented by

;he velocity of which is proportional to
.H2Oj][S2b?=], and independent of [H+]. The
addition of iodide ions causes an increase in
velocity which is proportional to [HsOj|[|-],
nnd independent of both fSBO3

=] and |H + j.
This is explained (Abel, Z. Elektrochem. 1907,
13, 55S) by the reaction scheme:

H2OS+ I- -* H tO+ IO-
IO-+2SaO3

=+2H* -•S<O8=+|

The same reaction is catalysed by molybdic
acid, but in this, case the products are different,
the change being

^ -»2SO«=+2H' + 3 ^ 0 .

The total rate of sulphate production (which
m. st W- disentangled from the tetrathionate
production mentioned above) is given by an
equation of the form

H2O (fast)

being independent of the concentration of
hydrogen peroxide. It is assumed that all the
inolybdate is conviftled immediately by the
hydrogen peroxide into the permolybdate ion
MoO5", a email proportion of which reacts
with the hydrogen ion to give HMoOs~. Iloth
the ton MoO&= and HMoOs~ oxidise the
thiosulphate to sulphate at miasur«Me but
different rates, forming molybdate, which is
immediately reconverted to permolybdate by
the hydrogen peroxide (Abel, ibid. 1912, 18
705 ; Monatsh. 1912, 34, 425, 821).

Catalysis by Metallic Ions is met with in
many reactions, though tho mechanism is
usually a matter of speculation. Many of the
reactions involve oxidation or reduction, ard
in such cases tho catalysing ion is normally one
which can exist in more than one valency state:
for example, it is well known that the decom-
position of a hypochlorite solution to give oxygen
is catalysed by cobalt salts, and it is supposed
that the cobalt is alternately oxidised to the
cobaltic gtate and reduced to the cobaltous state.
Other examples are the d«eomposition of hydro-
gen peroxide, catalysed by chromatc ions
(Spitakky and Koboseff, Z. physikal. Ohem. 1027,
127, 129); the oxidation of iodides by hydrogen



perqxide, catalysed by iron and copper ions,
molybdates and tungetatea (Brode, ibid. 1901,
37, 257); the oxidation of sulphites by oxygen,
catalysed by iron and copper ions (Titoff, ibid.
1903, 46, 641); and the anodic oxidation of
many substances, catalysed by eerie ions. A
special type of behaviour ia met with in some
reactions of this kind, in that when two catalysts
are present simultaneously, their effect ia greater
than the auni of their catalytic effect* when
present singly. This behaviour is often referred
to as promoter action. Examples are the effect
of copper and iron salts in the reaction between
peraulphates and iodides (Price, 'ibid. 1898, 27,
474J, in the reaction between hydrogen peroxide
and iodides (Brode, ibid. 1901, 37, 257), and
in the reaction between sulphites and per-
sulphates (Schilow and Buligin, Chem.-Ztg.
1913, 37, 512); also the effect of trapper and
mercuric salts in the oxidation of various
organic compounds by concentrated sulphuric
acid (Bredig and Brown, 2. physikal. Chem.
1903, 46, 502). It is possible to obtain a general
explanation of this promoter action in terms of
intermediate compounds even without a know-
ledge of the actual intermediate stages in any
particular case (Spitalaky, ibid. 1926, 122, 257).

Catalysis of Organic Reactions by
Metallic Halogenides (notably of aluminium,
iron and boron} constitutes a different claaa of
homogeneous catalysis. There ia of COUTSB
large mass of literature on preparative organic
chemistry which deals with this type of reaction,
but only a few examples of recent work will be
referred to in which evidence has been obtained
of the mechanism of catalysis. The best known
example is the Friedel-lsrafte reaction, in which a
hydrocarbon (usually aromatic) ia alkylated of
aeylated by alkyl- or acyl-hatogenidea in the pre-
sence of aluminium chloride or other halogenides.
It is now generally agreed (c/. Wertyporoch,
Ber. 1931, 64 [B], 1375; Linsteud, Chem. Soc.
Annual Rep. 1937, 34, 251; Nightingale, Chem.
Reviews, 1939, 25, 329) that the first step con-
sists of the addition of the tjuminium chloride
to the organic halogenides to give a complex
which is readily ionised, e.g.

Recent evidence,of this haa been provided bj
exchange experiments using radioactive chlorint
(Fairbrother, J.C.S. 1937, 503). The positive
ion R+ or RCO+ then acts a« the alkylating or
acylating agent, e.g. with benzene :

CH

RC CH

HC CH

CH

he aluminium chloride being regenerated by the
reaction :

AICI4-+H+ ->AICI3+HCI.

Of recent years boron, trijluoride has been in*
creasiiigly used in conjunction with alcohols,
ethers and esters as an. alkylating agent for
nydroearbons. The mechanism assumed ia
similar, i.e. (Price and Ciskowski, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1938, 60, 2499)

where R is an alkyl group, R' cither alkyl, acyl
or hydrogen, and the choice between the
alternatives in the last stage depends on the
nature of the groups. The positive ion then
reacts with the hydrocarbon as above. As in
all mechanisms of this kind, it may be left an
open question whether the ion R+ exists in
the free state, or whether the complex under-
goes ionisation in tfcss sense on the approach of
the hydrocarbon. There is, however, a good
deal of independent evidence of ionisation when
BF3 interacts with organic oxygen compounds
(Meerwein and Pannwitz, J. pr. Chem. 1934,
[ii], 141, 123). Boron trifluoride has also been
found to catalyse another class of reactions,
which are usually effected by means of basic
catalysts, though acid catalysts have also been
used (Hauser and Breslow, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1940, 62, 2385). Among these are the aldol
condensation, sometimes followed by loss of
water, i.e.

R C = O + H,C-C =
(«) "(6)

R-C-CH-C = O -+fi-C-C-C-=O-r-H |(

OH

the Claisen condensation,

C=O+HC-C=O

I

o=c-c-c=o+
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and the Michael condensation,

R-C=C-C-O + HC-C=O
!

I I I
R—C—CH—C=O

_C—C=<

In the basic catalysis of these reactions it is
supposed that the component marked (b) loses
a proton to the basic catalyst, leaving behind n
negatively charged earbonium ion which then
reacts further, just aa in the base-catalysed pro-
totropy of ketones {see p. 25Gc). In catalysis by
BF3, on the other hand, the catalyst is supposed
to add on to the component marked {c), i.e.

O+BF, RC >-> BF-,

,cR++[CO->BF31-

subsequent reaction being due to the ion R+.
In addition to this vide range of reactions, it

has been found that cut-trans isomerisation is
also catalysed by BF3 (Price and Meiater, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 193ft, 61, 1/595). The pro
posed mechanism is

RCH
BF,

RCH

RCH

RCH

L

followed by rotation about the single bond. The
srfme equation is supposed to represent the first
stage in the alkyktion of benzone by olefins
in presence of boron trifluoride.

As already mentioned at the end of section (d),
boron tritiuoride ranks as an acid if we accept
the definition of an acid as an electron-acceptor,
although it is not termed an acid if (as is usual)
this term is restricted to proton-donors. It i»
therefore of interest that liquid hydrogen fluoride
(an acid according to either definition) has been
found to act as a catalyst in many of the above
reactions and rearrangements (c/. Simons,
Archer and Randall, 'ihid. 1039, 61, 1821;
1940, 62, 485). It is known that practically all
organic compounds containing oxygen dissolve
in liquid hydrogen fluoride with the production
of ions (Fredenhagen, Z. anorg. Chem. 1339,
242, 23), and the mechanism of catalysis may be
jnsunied to take place along similar lines. For
example, when benzene is alkylated by an ester
in liquid hydrogen fluoride, the first 8taoe is

2HF+R'COOR-»-R'COOHs
+

and the ion R+ then acts as an alkylating agent
ss before.

(it) NEGATIVE CATALYSIS IN SOLUTION.

Cases of negative catalysis (or inhibition) in
solution are comparatively rare. It is fairly
often found that the addition of small quantities
of a substance may cause a considerable diminu-
tion in the velocity of a reaction, but in most
cases this is due to TZMOVOI of a positive wbtlyat
by a. chemical reaction. For example, in the
esterification of carboxylic acids in alcohol solu-
tions the addition of small quantities of water
decreases the velocity, owing to the re'aetion :

CaHj-OH^ + HjO -* C2H5 OH+OH3+

The effective catalyst is the solvatcd hydrogen
Jon CjH^OHj+.in comparison with which the
hydrated ion OH;(

+ has a very small effect {Gold-
schnridt and Udby, Z. physikal. Chem. 1007,
60, 728; 1910, 70, 627). The effect of the in-
hibitor thus depends on the relation between
its concentration and the concentration of
positive catalyst, and the phenomenon would
not usually be described as genuine negative
catalysis. In some cases the concentration of
the positive catalyst may be extremely small anil
its presence may be fortuitous. For example,
the mutarotation of tetramethylglnoose is
difficult to arrest in most solvents, but does cot
take place in chloroform solution. This is
attributed to the presence of traces of phosgene
as an impurity, which reacts with and removes
traces of catalysing amines, also present as im-
purities (Lowry et alt J.C.S. 1925, 127, 1385,
2883). Similarly, the inhibiting effect of
gelatin on the decomposition of cbioramitie has
been attributed to the formation of a complex
jvith minute amounts of copper ions, which
exert a positive catalytic effect {Bodenstein, Z,
physikftl. Chem. 1928, A, 189, 397).

A different type of negative catalysis is met
with hi a number of oxidation reactions, notably
the oxidation of sulphites to sulphates by oxygen
gas. This reaction has been studied by many
workers over a long period, but most of the
modern work is ^due to Backstrom and his
collaborators (B&ckstr&m, J. Amer. Chem, Soc.
1927, 49. 14M; Biiokstrom and Alyea, ffnd.
1929, 51, 90; Alyea, ibid 1930, 62, 2743;
Alyea and Jeu, ibid. 1933, 55, 575; Backstroui,
Z. physical. Chem. 1934, B, 26, 122). The rate
is independent of the oxygen concentration, but
depends on the hydrogen ion concentration and
is increased by very small concentrations c'
various metallic ions, notably Cu + + The rate
is also greatly increased by illumination by ultra-
violet light, the quantum efficiency of the photo-
chemical reaction being in the neighbourhood of
50.0CO. Both the thermal and photochemical
reactions are greatly inhibited by the addition
of s*aall concentrations of various organic com-
pounds (notably alcohols), and this is true both
in the presence and absence of cuprie'ions. It is
now agreed that the oxidation consists of a
chain reaction, and that the action of the in-
hibitor depends upon the breaking of the
chains and the consequent shortening of their
length. Since the chains in the uninhibited
reaction involve the oxidation of many thou-
sands of sulphite ions (as shown by the ^
quantum efficiency) the destruction of a very
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HiuaU number of intermediates in these chains
can produce a large decrease in reaction veJ< >:

It is assumed that the act of chain breaking
involves the oxidation oi' the alcohol (or other
inhibitor), and it has proved possible to detect
the very small amounts of oxidation products
formed, and to show that the rate at which they
are produced agrees with the shortening in the
chain length of the sulphite oxidation.

There is still some difference of opinion as to
the actual nature of the reaction chain. Most
workers agree that the primary process is the
production of the singly charged ion SOa~~
by loss of an electron from S O 3

- , as suggested
byJHuber (Naturwiss. 1331, 19, 450; Haber and
Franck, yiUungsiber. Preote. Akad. Wiss.
Berlin, 1931, 250). The positive catalytic effect
of cupric ions is then explained by the reaction

» Cu + + +SO a
= ->-Cu+-|-SOa-\

According to Haber the subsequent chain
process is

V
SO3= -, etc.

where the chain can be broken by the oxidation
of the inhibitor by the radical O H . Other
writers prefer a mechanism involving hydrogen
peroxide in piace of the radical OH, while
Backstrom (Z. physikal. Chem. 1934, B, 25, 122}
writes

3 3 5

SOS-+2HS03- -> 2HSO4-+ SO.,-, etc.
the chain breaking being caused by oxidation of
the inhibitor by the ion S O f , considered to
have the structure

/

a
,o

o—o—

Similar behaviour is met wfth in the oxidation
of aldehydes in solution by gaseous oxygen, this
reaction also being a chain reaction promoted by
metallic ions and by ultra-violet light, and
inhibited by alcohols (cf. Backstr6m^(,c). In
tins case, howcer, the position is more com-
plicated, since the amounts of inhibitor oxidised
do not agree with those calculated on the basis
of a simple chain-breaking mechanism. The
literature contains many other examples of
negative catalysis which have not been studied
in detail, but which probably all depend on
breaking of reaction chains. For exampjp, the
no-tailed " activated oxalic acid " {prepared by
the action of potassium permanganate on an
excess of oxalic acid) probably involves free
radicals of long life, and its activity is greatly
reduced by small concentrations of many
oxidisable substances, notably phenols and
certain dye-stuffs in concentrations as low as
10"TN. {Weber, ihid. 1934, B, 26, 3<B).

Biblioyrapky.—E. K. Rideal and EL S. Taylor,
" Catalysis in Theory and Practice," Macmillan,
192t> ; J. N. Brtinsted, " Acid and Basic
t.'utalysis," t k w . Reviews, 1928, 5, :m ; G.-M.

Schwab, II. S. Taylor and R. Spence, " Cata-
lysis," Maemillan, 1937; R. P. Bell, " Acid-
Base Catalysis," Oxford, 1941.

R. P. a.
HOMOGENISERS (i. Vol. IV, 295c).
HOMOGENTISIC ACID,

2:i>DihydroxyphenyIacetic acid, ni.p, (an-
hydrous) 152-154°.

The acid occurs in the urine of individuals
suffering from alkaptonuria, the urine becoming
brown on the addition of alkali in the presence
of oxygen. It also occurs in the blood of
alkaptonuricH. The acid was first isolated and
identified by Wolkow and Bauinann (Z. physiol.
Chem. 18S», 15, 241).

To 100 ml. of urine 5-6 g. lead acetate are
added, boiled, and the pa adjusted to 5-6 by tlm
addition of aqueous ammonia, and the lead salt
allowed to crystallise. After recryatallisation
under similar conditions the salt is decomposed
with hydrogen sulphide. Finally the solution
is concentrated under reduced hydrogen pressure
and saturated with sulphur dioxide, the acid
separating on cooling (G. Medes, A. 1934,
206).

The homogentisic acid found in the urine
probably arises from degradation of tyrosine
and phe ny la) an in e {O. Neubauer, Chem. Zentr.
1909, II, 50; L. Blum, Arch. cxp. Path. Pharm.
1908, 59, 273). Whether its presence is duo to
the failure of the alkaptonuric to destroy the
hoinogentisic acid when formed, or to abnormal
katabolism is not known (O. Gross, Biochem. Z.
1914,, 61, 165; A. J. Wakeman and H. D.
Dakin, J. Biol, Chera. 1911, 9, 139; H. D,
Daitin, ibid. 1911. 9, 151).

According to Blum {I.e.) and K. Fri<-dmaun
(Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path. 1908, 11, 304), in
the conversion of tyrosine into honiogentisio
at id the side chain is first degraded, then a rela-
tive .-hange of position of the side chain and
the hydroxyl group takes place, with a secondary
oxidation concurrently; finally a reduction
occurs,

CHvCH(NH,)COOH

OH
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According to Y. Kotake (Chera. Zentr. 1923, I,
117) the change occurs as follows :

H

I-tyrosine I.

HjCOCOOH

Homogentisic acid may be synthesised by
heating quinol dimethyl ether dissolved in
carbon disulphide with ethyl chloroacetate and
aluminium chloride and subsequent demethyla-
tion with fuming hydriodic acid and red phos-
phorus {Osborne, J. Physic-1. 1903, 29, 14;
Baumann and Frankd. Z. physiol. Chem. 18951
20, 224). Also from the allyl ether of quinol
monobenzoate (G. Hahn and W. Stenner, ibid.
1929,181, 88).

Homogentisic acid passes into the lactone,

H O

m.p. 191°, on heating. The lead salt has m.p.
214-215°, it is soluble in 675 parts of writer at
20°. Ethyl enter, m.p. 119-120°.

Homogentisic acid readily reduces copper and
silver salts; it gives a blue colour with ferric
chluride and on distillation from ferric chloride
solution gives a substance, m.p. 89-90° (C. T.
Momer, ibid. 1921, 117, 67). It yields gentisic
acid (hydroquinone carboxylic acid) on fusion
with potassium hydroxide at 196-198°. With
amines it gives characteristic colours {C. T.
Momer, ibid. 1910, 69', 329,.

Estimation.—The acid may be estimated in
milk ami blood by precipitating the albumin
with 8odiupi tungstate and estimating the acid
in the filtrate colorimetrically with phospho-
tungstic acid (Ii. Lieb and F. Lanyar, ibid.
1931, 203, 135; cf. H. P. Briggs, J. Biol. Chem.
1922, 51, 453, and G. Katsch and E. Metz,
Cbem. Zentr. 1928.1,386).

In urine the homogentisic acid may be esti-
mated iodometrically (H. Lieb and F. Lanyar,
Z. physiol. Chem. 1929, 181, 199; E. Metz,
1'iKhem. Z. 1927, 190, 261). The method
depends on the oxidation of homogentiste acid
to the qtnnone with O-OSAModine in bicarbonate
or borax solution until a blue colour is obtained
witli starch. Providing no other interfering
substances are present to react with the iodine,
the method is quantitative. Addition of & large
amount of sulphuric acid liberates the iodine
which can be titrated with sodium tliiosulphatc,
and where small amounts of homogentisic acid
are present, addition of potassium iodide is
advisable. The amount of thiosulphate in
determining the anjount>of the acid in 10 ml.
urine is about 0-2 ml. too iimall and this cor-
rection must be added to give the true value,
maximal error 0-5 mg, in 10 ml. 0-05iV-8olu-
tioiis are used : 1 ml, thiosulphale is equivalent
to 0-0042016 p. homogentisic acid.

For further details on the identification and
estimation of homogentisic acid, see Abden-
haklen, " Handbuch der biologische Arbcits-
uiethoden," Abt. 4, Tril. 5, i, 551 (1931).

HOMOPHLEINE (». Vol. IV, 336a).
HOMOPILOPIC ACID, a-ethylbutyro-

lactone acetic acid (H. A, D. Jowett, J.C.S.
1901, 80, 1345),

EtCH-—CHCH2COOH
CO-OCH3

Oxidation of isopilocarpine with permanganate
gives homopilopic acid, and pilopic acid,
C7H t0O4, and the former on fusion with potash
yields o-ethyltricarballylic acid. The acid is an
oil, b.p. 235^237°/20 mm. It has been syn-
thesised by lN. A. Preobrashenski, A. It
Poljakowa and W, A. Preobrashenski (Ber.
1935, 68 [BJ, 844), and by 'Dey (J.C.S. 1937,
1057). These authors obtained the raceraic
acid in the solid form, m.p. 100°C. N. A.
Preobrashenski and his colleagues have also
synthesised d-homopilopic acid (Ber, 1935, 68
[B], 850),

HOMORENON (v. Vol. I, 147d).
HOMRA{y. Vol.11, 145a").
HONEWORT, Corn Parsley (Petroaelinum

segelum), American names, Cryplotsenia cana-
densist Sison Amomum, an umbelliferous plant
used as a salad in China and Japan. The leaves
are also cooked and eaten as a vegetable.
Chung and Kipperton (Hawaii Agric. Exp. Sta.
Bull, 1929, No. 60) report the composition of
marketable leaves as : water, 89-53 ; protein,
2-33; fat, 0*23; N-free extract, 437; fibre,
1-45; ash, 2-09%. Among mineral constituents
of the leaves, Ca 0-114, Fe OOlfl and P 0-0(3%
are noteworthy.

(Gf. Murray's "New English Dictionary,"
and Britten and Hollaiid, " Dictionary of Eng-

lish Plant Names," 1886. The plant was
believed to cure a swelling, " hone," in the
cheek.)

A. G. Po.
HON EY. The syrupy excretion of the work-

ing bee (Apis mellifica) derived from nectar col-
lected from flowers. It is deposited in the
honeycomb cells £s a reserve food-stock for the
colony when external supplies are no longer
available. The yellow syrupy fluid consists of
nearly equal proportions of glucose and fructose
with water and small quantities of nitrogenous
matter, .pollen, wax, mineral matter and acids,
and occasionally sucrose and hiannitol. Traces
of alcohol are generally present. Honey also
contaifls invertase, and possibly other enzymes
derived from pollen, and traces of vitamins.

The colour of honey varies considerably with
the source of nectar, heather honey being a rich
golden-yellow and clover honey a pate greenish-
whit<fc In stored honey the colour may change
somewhat during processing or subsequent
storage according to conditions adopted. The
specific gravity of honey is largely controlled by
climatic conditions, values quoted in the litera-
ture varying from 1-10 to 1-45. The p^ value
ranges from 3-8 to 4-3. Honey is usually
Itevorotatory (-91 to —3-0°) although dextro-
rotary samples occur. Heather honey may
uchifajt the property of thixotropy. A physical
examination of such a honey is recorded by
G. W. S. Blair (J. Physical Chem. 1935, 39,
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Analyses of honeys show considerable differ-
ences according to their place of origin. Ex-
cluding obviously abnormal samples the follow-
ing ranges of composition apply to honeys from
all parts of the world :

Water 8-25
Glucose 30-42
Fructose 23-39
Sucrose 0-4
Astf 0-2-2-5

The ratio fructose : glucose.is regarded by
some analysts as sufficiently characteristic to
ser\e as an index of the purity of commercial
honeys. Thus Auerbadh and Bodlander (Z.
Untera. Nahr.-u. Genussm. 1924, 47, 233) state
that the ratio should be 100-119:100 for genuine
honey and may be <90:10O in artificial honeys.
This viejp is not generally upheld and analytical
data from numerous sources throw doubt, on the
validity of this statement. In Italian honeys,
for example, Canneri and Sulnni (Ann. Chiru.
Appl. 1935, 25, 397) find the uitio for a great
many samples to lie in the range 101-113:100
but also record others showing ratios up to
168:100.

The sucrose content of honey also shows con-
siderable variation, and although lc-is than 1%
in most European honeys it may reach much
higher values under certain condition*. A
sample of Hungarian honey examined by Berko
and Kardos (Menog. Kutat. 1937, 10, 177), in a
season when the nectar flow was exceptionally
high, contained mo.re than 10% of sucrose.
Follett-Smith (Div. Repts. Dept. Agrie. Brit.
Guiuna, 1934. 100) reports British Guiana
honey containing 8-67% of sucrose, the total
sugars being 75-8% and the pH 4-23. ]t ia said
that liees fed on large proportions of morose
invert only a portion of it and an abnormally
large amount remains in the honey. Honey
collected in the neighbourhood of Cuban sttgar
fadurics is reported to contain artificially in-
verted sugar. Bees fed exclusively on glucose
produce honey containing that sugar only.
("Certain varieties of Sumatra honey produced
by Apis indir.a consist largely of glucose and
fructose but contain neither sucrose nor dextrin.
" Honey," without comb, made by an^Cthiopia.11
mosquito in tree hollows, is recorded by ViUierB
(Compt. rend. 1878, 88, 292) to contain^ water.
25-5; gfucose and fructose, 32-0; mannitol,
3;0; dextrin, 27-9; ash, 2-5%. The Mexican
honey-ant produces " honey consisting of iin
almost pure solution of fructose; The product
from Polybiu apicipennis frequently includes
lan*e crystals of sucrose. " Eucalyptus Hbney,"
made by an Australian Muck bee, is a thick
syrup having a strong aromatic odour. " Palm
h'Hiey," the concentrated sap of Jubcea specta-
bills, is commonly utilised in Chile and differs
from genuine honey in its high suciose content.
Schmidt-Hebbel and Toledo (L'harm. Zentralk.
I B38, 79, 033) record numerous analyses of this
product, the notaUft figntet in their average
values being, wnter, up to 38%. and ratio
sucrose : ylucoso ifniutosi! not leas than •i (the
corresponding values for Chilean honey are
•20% and 0-1 respectively). American honey-

dew honey occasionally contains /ndezitose in
considerable amounts (Hudson and Sherwood,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1920, 43, 116). This
polysaccharide is also reported in conifer honey
by T. von Fellenberg (Mitt. Lehensm, Hyg.
1937, 28, 139) who describes methods for its
determination.

Both conifer and honey-dew honey frequently
contain dextrins (Hilger, Z. Nahr.-u. Genussm.
1904, 8, 110; Haenle and Scholz, ibid. 1903, 6,
1027). After removal of protein matter by
tannic add, dextrin is separated from honey
by precipitation with ether from acidified
alcohol; it is strongly dextrorotatory, and
probably accounts for the supposedly abnormal
dextrorotation of honey samples, long regarded
as a definite indication of adulteration by
commercial syrups.

Small amounts of organic acids are commonly
found in honey. Formic acid is said to be
added by the bees prior to capping the comb,
and possibly explains the small tendency of
honey to ferment. Recorded formic acid con-
tents of.honey range from 0006 to 001%.
Nelson and Mottem (Ind. Eng. Chcm. 1931, 23,
335), in an examination of very acid honeys,
found "acetic acid (up to 0-04%), citric acid
(0-008%), malic acid (0-05%) and small amounts
of succinic acid.

Honey usually contains traces of nitrogenous
matter which is partly precipitated on dilution
with water. Hungarian honey is said to contain
peptones, globulin and some albumin, but not
protamines, h intones or albiunoses. A con-
siderable proportion of the nitrogen compounds
in honey exists in colloidal forms and, in the case
of American honeys, these show an isoclectric
point in the neighbourhood of pH 4-3 (Lothrop
and Paine, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1931, 23. 32
The colloidal matter contains 8-11% of nitrogen
and is closely related to the colour of the honey.
Dark-coloured honey is of high colloid, content
and removal of the colloid by ultrafiltration or
by r) a rifi cation, with bentonite improves the
colour of the honey and in many case's its
flavour and atnrage properties. Paine, Gertier
and Lothrop record 0-08% of colloids in pale
(clover) and 0-80% in dark buckwheat honey
(Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934, 26, 73). The non-
colloids include a proportion of ammo-acids
which react with glucose and fructose to produce
dark mclaninoid colouring matter (Watanabe,
J. 'Biochem. Japan, 1932, 16, 188). The
darkening of honey on heating or during storage
is attributable to this reaction.

It ia nut clear whether these nitrogenous
colloidal substances are essential constituents of
honey itself or whether they are derived from
pollen which is almost invariably present.
According to Butcher.(Food, 1935,4,169) water-
insoluble matter in honey should consist only
of pollen grains. These may bo separated by
flotation on a 30-50% solution of honey.
Microscopical examination of the pollen is fre-
quently" of value in honey investigations. A
detailed system of microscopical examination
of honey is described by Zander fAngew. Chem.
1935,48. 147).

Knymt'S occurring in honey include invertase,
catalase, amylase and diastase. Neither luetasc,
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proteases nor lipases have been detected.
The invertase, which is destroyed by heat-
ing honey to 60°, eflFects the slow hydrolysis
of sucrose during storage of honey (Kardos,
Z. Unters. Lebensm. 1938, 76, 354). Diastase is.
probably derived from pollen, and the diastatic
activity of honey is often regarded as an index
of its genuineness. Diastase is destroyed by
heating honey to 70° for 1 hour. After 24 hours
at 60° however the enzyme is still active.

Cold-run or " virgin " honey is obtained by
uncapping the comb with a warm knife and
either allowing the syrup to flow out at ordinary
temperature or, more rapidly, by means of a
centrifugal " extractor." Extracted comb may
be replaced in the hive for refilling by the bees,
or warmed and pressed to remove residual
honey. The product thus obtained is usually
inferior in colour to cold-run honey. In the
latter, inversion of sucrose takes place fairly
rapidly during the first 10-12 days of storage
and much more slowly afterwards. The changes
are accelerated by high storage temperature, as
also is the rate at which the colour deepens
(Lynn, Englis and Milum, Food Res., 1930, 1,
255). The latter phenomenon is dependent on
the decrease in stability of fructose with rise in
temperature and the greater tendency to react
with amino-acids to form coloured substances
(V. G. Milum, Amer. Bee J. 1939, 79, 445). In
general, high temperatures of processing merely
facilitate changes which take place slowly at
lower temperatures, and do not introduce new
factors. Freshly-drawn honey can be stored in
darkness without change for some considerable
time, but exposure to light accelerates sugar
crystallisation.

Fermentation of stored honey is uncommon,
and is dependent on the water content and on
storage temperature; it is unlikely to occur at
temperatures below 11° or above 26°. Honeys
of high water, nitrogen, acid and ash contents
are b'able to ferment when stored at 11-18°.
According to Lochhead (Prog. Rept. Dominion
Agric. Bact. Canada, 1934, 12) honey containing
less than 17% of water does not ferment even
after storage for a year. With 20% moisture,
however, fermentation may occur at any time.
Addition of 0-25-0-50% of sodium benzoate
effectively prevents fermentation for a con-
siderable period. The alcoholic beverage, mead,
has been made since very early days by the
controlled fermentation of honey. A supple-
mentary source of nitrogen for the yeast, is
now usually added (Osterwalder, B., 1932, 858).
According to Boussingault (Ann. Chim. 1872,
fiv], 26, 362) the amount of carbon dioxide and
of alcohol produced during fermentation is
greater than would- be expected from the quan-
tity of sugar destroyed. Neither acetic nor
lactic acid is produced during fermentation and
the diastatic activity of the honey remains
unchanged.

Honey is used medicinally as a mild laxative
for children; it also acts as a demulcent, relieving
dryness of the mouth and throat and facilitating
swallowing. For these purposes honey is
purified by farming and straining through wurm
flannel. The product is known as Mel depura-
turn.

Nottbohm (Arch. Bienenkunde, 1928, 8, 32)
gives the following analysis of the ash of honey :

(%ofash.)
K2O. Na2O. CaO. MgO. P2OB.

Blossom
honey 30-50 5-5-100 2-1-80 1-5-21 1-6-12-5

Honey-
dew
honey 52-57 3-2-4-3 0-5-1-3 0-7-2-3 6-6-9-5

Paine, Gertler and Lothrop (I.e.) find that the
separated colloids of honey include 2-9% of
ash material. The ash of the colloids of sumac
honey has the percentage composition:

SiO2.
420 6

CaO.
14-3

K2O.

9-6
MgO.

trace

Spectroscopic examination of honey ash by
Gorbach and Windhaber (Z. Unters. Lebensm.
1939, 77, 337) revealed the presence of Ca, Mg,
Fe, Mn, P, Si, Cu and Ni in all honeys, but the
spectrum region used, 210 m/x to 460 m/x is not
suitable for detecting'the alkali metals Li, Na,
K. Forest honeys frequently contained Ba,
Ag, Pd, V, U, Al, Ir, Co, Zn, As, Sn, Pt, Mo,
and occasionally Ti, Cr, K and Sr. Admixture
of 1% of forest honey with floral honey could
be detected by this means.

The colour of natural honey appears to be
related to the amount and composition of the ash
as well as to its N and colloid contents and to its
diastatic activity (see above). Whether these are
related or independent phenomena is not clear.
Schuctte and Triller (Food Res. 1938, 3, 543)
note a parallelism between colour and S and Cl
contents and also between colour and Na and K
contents {ibid. 1939, 4, 349). Lothrop and
Paine (J.c.) also find that the percentage of
nitrogen and the total ash in American honeys
increases with depth of colour. Buttner (Z.
Unters. Lebensm. 1935, 70, 475; 1938, 76, 351)
records that the S content of floral honeys is
extremely small, that of conifer honey some-
what greater (1-3-^3 mg. [as SO4] per 100 g.)
and that of synthetic honey may be as high as
36mg.perl00g.

The vitamin content (A, Bt C and D) of
honey is very small (Kifer and Munsell, J. Agric.
Res. 1929,-39,355). Griebel (Z. Unters. Lebensm.
1938, 75, 417) reports that "honey mainly
derived from Meniha species contained 1-6-2-8
and that mainly from buckwheat 0-07-0-22 mg.
of vitamin-C per gram.

According to Dingemanse (Acta brev. neerl.
Physiol. Pharmacol. Microbiol. 1938, 8, 55)
certain honeys contain a volatile cratrogeniu
substaflce which may belong to the propylene-
phenol group.

Much of the analyst's interest in honey centres
round the distinction between genuine natural
and adulterated or purely synthetic honeys, the
position being complicated by the fact that hot-
processed honey may have lost certain of the
characteristics of natural honey (enzyme
activity, etc.) and taken on certain of the*
attributes of adulterated honeys. The cus-
tomary adulterants are commercial syrups,
starch sugars, invert sugars, molasses, etc.
Commercially inverted sugars normally contain
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by-products (e.g. furfuraldehyde derivatives)
which give colour reactions with 0-naphthol or
resorcinol. Fiehe's test (Z. Nahr.-u. Genussm.
1908, 16, 75; see also Fiehe and Stegmuller,
Arb. Kais. Gesundh. 1912, 40, 305; J.S.C.I.
1912, 31, 943) is the most popular of this kind.
This is carried out by treating the filtered and
evaporated ether extract of honey with a solu-
tion of resorcinol (1%) in 25% hydrochloric acid.
An orange-to-red colour indicates the presence
of artificially inverted sugar. Genuine honeys
normally give only a faint transient colour, even
after processing at 60-65°. TJie reaction is
more marked if the honey has been autoclaved
113-115° (Moreaux, Ann. Falsif, 1936, 29, 22).
Exceptional cases have been recorded in which
genuine honeys give a positive Fiehe test.
Mathieu (ibid. 1938, 31, 97) considers that
honey should not be regarded as adulterated
unless it gives a more marked test than docs
genuine honey mixed with 2% of sucrose.

More recently the original Fiehe test has been
largely replaced by the phloroglucinol test for
hydroxymethylfurfuraldehyde. The technique
is the same except that phloroglucinol replaces
resorcinol in the acid reagent (Fiehe and
Kordatzki, Z. Untcrs. Lebensm. 1929, 57, 468).
The reagent gives no colour with pine honey, a
temporary coloration with over-heated honey,
and a deep red colour and red-brown precipitate
with adulterated honey.

/?-Naphthol used similarly gives a red-to-
violet coloration with honey containing com-
mercial invert sugar (Litterscheid, J.S.C.I. 1913,
32, 376).

Hydroxymethylfurfuraldehyde may also be
detected and estimated by Weiss' method (Z.
Unters. Lebensm. 1929, 58, 320). An eth^l
acetate extract of the honey is treated with p-
nitrobenzhydrazide in acetic acid. Lemon
yellow crystals of the hydrazone of the aldehyde
are formed, m.p. 206-208° (decomp.), and may
bo dried and weighed. No precipitate is formed
from genuine honey and that from heated
honey is extremely small.

Dextrins present in starch syrups may be
detected in adulterated honey by precipitation
with methyl alcohol from a concentrated
aqueous solution of honey. Alternatively, honey
is dissolved in glacial acetic acid (4-5 g. of honey
in 1 c.e. of acid) and dextrins if present in
appreciable amounts separate from the solution
(Raikov, Z. anal. Chem. 1939, 116, 40)* Fiehe
tests for dextrins in honey, after precipitation of
protein matter with tannic acid, by addition of
hydrochloric acid and alcohol. Pure honey
remains clear under these conditions, whereas
added starch syrup causes a turbidity.

According to Elsdon (Analyst, 1938, 63, 422)
iidded glucose may be detected by the lowered
fieezing-point of a 10% solution of honey.

Adulteration of honey with molasses may be de-
tected by Beckmann's test for raffinose. Sucrose
is readily determined by means of the reducing
power of honey before and after inversion.
Although gross adulteration with sucrose may
thus be shown, the sucrose content of genuine
honey is itself variable over a considerable range
and a limiting value indicative of adulteration
is not easily decided. For similar reasons the

diastatic activity of honey, at one time taken as
a criterion of purity, can no longer'be regarded
as trustworthy (Vansell and Freeborn, J. Econ.
Entom. 1930, 23, 428; Lampitt, Hughes and
Rooke, Analyst, 1930, 55, 666). Schou and
Abildgaard (Dansk Tidsskr. Farm. 1931, 5, 89;
Z. Unters. Lebensm. 1934, 68, 502) distinguish
natural from artificial honey by differences in
the ultra-violet absorption spectra. The curve
for natural honeys rises smoothly from A380 to
220 m/i whereas that of adulterated samples
shows a well-defined maximum at 282*5 m/* due
to the presence of hydroxymethylfurfuraldehyde,
of which invert sugar may contain up to 5%.

According to Gottfried (Z. Unters. Lebensm.
1929, 57, 558) the formol titration of genuine
exceeds that of adulterated honey.

An ammoniaeal solution of silver oxide (Ley's
reagent) on warming with a concentrated solu-
tion of honey in water gives a greenish coloration;
with adulterated samples the liquid becomes
dark brown or black (Utz, Z. angew. Chem. 1907,
20, 993).

A. G. Po.
HONEYSUCKLE PERFUME. There

are a large number of species of Lonicera (Fam.
CaprifoMaceffi), and in Provence the flowers of
L. caprifolium, L. etrusca and L. gigantea are
processed for the natural perfume of honey-
suckle. Ingolen (Parfums France, 1937, 15,
299) obtained 3-3% of a green concrete extract
from the flowers of L. gigantea, by extraction
with light petroleum. From this 2-14% of
essential oil was obtained, which had a*15 0-9012;
optically inactive ; n^ 1-4613°; ester value
145-6. The perfumers sold is practicably entirely
artificial, with a little natural ylang-ylang and
neroli oil. Linatool, geraniol, hydroxycitronellal,
phenylethyl alcohol and similar bodies are used
in its preparation, but it does not in any way
approach the perfume of the flower.

E J P
41 HQNTHIN." Trade name for keratinised

tannin albuminate, used in treating intestinal
catarrh (Von Sztankay, Pharm. Zentralk. 1932,
73, 630).

HOOLAMITE (r. Vol. Ill , 21a).
HOPCALITE (v. Vol. II, 347a; III, 196,

20(/f 21a).
H O P EIT E. Hydrated zinc phosphate,

Zn3(PO4)2,4H2O,

crystallised in the orthorhombic system. The
crystals are remarkable in consisting of an
intimate zonal intergrowth of two modifications
—a-hopeite and /Miopeite—differing in their
optical characters and in the rate at u hieh water
is expelled by heat. Th«y are colourless,
white or brownish; sp.gr. 3-0-3*1; hardness 3£.
For many years hojTeite was known only as a
rare mineral from the zinc mine of A1 ten berg,
or Vieille Montagne, between Liege and Aachen;
but in 1907 it was found finely crystallised and
in coifliderable quantity in a cave uith bono-
breccia and associated with ores of zinc and
lead at Broken Hill in Northern Rhodesia.
In 1916 it was incorrectly described under the
new name hibbenite from the Hudson Bay
zinc mine near Salmo in British Columbia.
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ParaJiopeite, from Broken Hill, Northern
Rhodesia, has the same composition as hopeite,
but the crystals are triclinic with sp.gr. 3-31
(L. J. Spencer, Min. Mag. 1908,15,18).

HOPKINSON PRESSURE BAR TEST
lv. Vol. IV, 549a).

HOPS (v. Vol. IIV 91c).
HORDENINE [p-( j8-dimethylaminoethyl)

phenol],
HOC6H4CH2CH2NMe2,

was discovered by Leger (Compt. rend. 1906,
142, 108) in malt culms. No hordenine has
been detected during the germination of wheat,
peas or lupins {cf. lleilhes, Amer. Chem. Abstr.
1936, 30, 7146) nor is it present in ungerminated
barley (c/. Torquati, Chem. Zentr. 1911,1, 166).
During the process of germination the amount
of hordenine is said to be increasing until the
11th day and then gradually diminishing (Raoul,
Compt. rend. 1937, 205, 450; cf. Torquati, I.e.).
For further-constituents of the malt germs, see
Hashitani (J. Tokyo Chem. Soc. 1919, 40, 647).
Hordenine {Anhaline) occurs also in Anhalonium
species (Spath, Monatsh. 1919, 40, 129; 1921,
42, 263). For extraction of hordenh e from
barley germs, see e.g. Gaebel (Arch. Pharm. 1906,
244,436) or Raoul (Compt. rend. 1934,199,425);
the yield is stated to be 0-13% of the air-dried
malt germs. Hordenine forms colourless ortho-
rhombic prisms, m.p. 117-118°, b.p. 173-174°/11
mm., subliming at 140-150°. The free base is
readily soluble in EtOH, CHCI3 or EtaO,
soluble in H2O (7 in 1,000 parts) and sparingly
so in C6H6, toluene or xyfcne. It is a strong
base, alkaline towards litmus and phenol-
phthalein, and liberates ammonia from its salts.
It also reduces acid solutions of KMnO4 in the
cold, and iodic acid and ammoniacal solutions
of AgNO3 on warming.

The salts are crystalline: hydrochloride, m.p.
176-5-177-5°; hydrobromide, 173-174°; sul-
phate, 209-211°; methiodide, 229-230° (479-
130°, Hashitani, I.e.). Benzoylhordenine, m.p.
47-48° (see Lcger, Compt. rend. 1907, 144, 208).
For colour reactions of hordenine, see Denigos
(Bull. Soc. chim. 1908, |w], 3, 786) and Labat
(J. Pharm. Chim. 1909, [vi], 29, 433).
. By oxidation of O-methylhordenine with
KMnO4 anisic acid was obtained (Gaebel, I.e.,
cf. Leger, Compt. rend. 1906,143,916) and a Hof-
mann degradation of the same substance afforded
trimethylamine and vinylanisole (Lcger, ibid.
1907, 144, 488).

Hordenine was first synthesised by a series of
reactions starting with phenylethyl alcohol
(Barger, J.C.S. 1909, 95, 2193). Since then
numerous other syntheses have been effected
(Rosenmund, Ber. 1910, 43. 306 ; Ehrlich et at.,
Ber. 1012, 45, 2428; Spatli and Sobel, Monatsh.
1920, 41, 77; Kindler et al., Annalen, 1923, 431,
22*; Arch. Pharm. 1927, 265, 394; 1933, 271,
441; Raoul, Compt. rend. 1937, 204, 74;
G.P. 233069, 248385).

Hordenine salts have been employed as a
remedy in cases of typhoid, dysentery, enteritis,
etc. For furtner details of its pharmacology,
see Rietschel, Arch. exp. Path. Pharm. 1937,186,
387. The methylurea derivative of hordenine

shows myotic action (Stedman, Biochem. J.
1926,20,719). o-(/3-Dimethylaminoethyl) phenol
o-hordenine) has been synthesised by Von Braun

and Bayer (Ber. 1924, 57 [B], 193); its physio-
logical action is much weaker than that of
hordenine.

Schl.
HORMONES. The term hormone denotes

a number of physiologically active substances
secreted directly into the blood stream or the
lymphatic system of animals by various organs
named endocrine glands. These internal secre-
tions serve to regulate various functions of the
body, often in a part of the body remote from
their source, and very small amounts of them' in
most cases suffice for the purpose.

The deficiency of a given hormone gives rise to
characteristic symptoms in the animal—the
effect of castration in domestic animals is a
familiar example—and these can usually be
alleviated or cured by the administration of the
pure hormone, or of an extract containing it.
The general principle of the biological assay of
hormone preparations'depends on the production
of such effects. The League of Nations Health.
Organisation (Quart. Bull. Health Organisation,
League of Nations, 1935, 4, 618; 1938, 7, 887)
has established standards for the sex and pitui-
tary hormones, some of which consist of pure
rystalline substances.
Following upon the isolation of the pure

hormones, the chemical constitution of a
number of them has been determined; the
chemistry of the most important hormones is
summarised below.

Hormones of the Pituitary Gland (Hypo-
physis).—The anterior lobe of the pituitary
gland produces a large number of hormones,
and appears to act as a central co-ordinating
mechanism controlling the secretions of other
endocrine glands. The following glands arc
dependent on pituitary control: pancreas (in-
sulin secretion), thyroid, parathyroid, the sex
glands, and adrenal (medulla and cortex); there
are also hormoncs*controlling lactation, carbo-
hydrate metabolism apart from insulin secretion,
etc. An important function of the -pituitary
gland is the control of growth, and acromegaly
and gigantism, and also insufficient growth are
associated? with disturbances ofJth* hypophysis.

Of the above hormones, -those controlling the
sex glands (gonadotropic hormones) have been
particularly widely studied, although their
chemistry has not been elucidated. Two effects
on female animals can be distinguished, one the
ripening of ovarian follicles, the other the for-
mation of corpora lutea; in the male they pro-
duce sjermogenesis and the proliferation of Jhe
interstitial cells. Although Zondek has given
the names " prolan A " and " prolan B " to the
substances responsible for these effects, and
materials, exerting mainly one or other of these
effects, can be prepared, separation is difficult
if not impossible. The beginnings of chemical
study are made possible l>y the fact that preg-
nant women excrete material with high hormone
activity, derived probubly from the pluralta ;
it may be noted that this secretion is utilised in
the widely used method for the diagnosis of
pregnancy in its early stages (Aschheim-Zondek
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test). The active material is obtained from
urine by precipitation with, phosphomolybdic
acid, the precipitate is dissolved in ammonia,
baryta water added and the hormone precipi-
tated from the filtrate by adding alcohol and
ether (G.P. 588047). In U.S.P. 2035642 ; B.P.
406531, acetone saturated with benzoic acid is
added to the hormone solution acid with acetic
acid. The precipitate contains the hormone.
A later method is the adsorption of the active
material on benzoic acid, followed by dialysis
and precipitation with tannic acid or other
reagents (Gurin, Bachman and^ Wilson, J. Biol.
Chem. 1939, 128, 525). Another important
source of gonadotropic hormones is the scrum
of pregnant mares, from which a potent prepara-
tion can be obtained by removal of the inactive
proteins with salicylsulphonic acid, followed by
dialysis and precipitation with acetone (Rinder-
knecht, Noble and Williams, Biochcm. J. 1939,
33, 38f>. The active material is classed as a
mucoprotein and contains a carbohydratc-
polypcptide complex.

fhe secretion of prolars can be influenced by
the administration of the sex hormones proper,
and a delicate balance between them is main-
tained in the body (for an account, see Ammon
and Dirscherl, " Fcrmcnte, Hormone, Vita-
mine," Leipzig, 1938; Berblinger, " Ergebnisse
der Vitamin- und Hormonforschung," I, 191,
Leipzig, 1938).

The posterior lobe of the pituitary gland is
comparatively poor in hormones, which are dis-
tinguished as the pressor (pitressin, vasopressin)
which causes a rise in blood pressure, the oxyiocic
(pitocin) with an effect on the irritability of
uterine muscle, and the melanophoric, which
controls pigmentation in some animals. Thfise
hormones have been tolerably well separated
from one another and characterised as belonging
to the proteins. The same applies to the
anterior lobe hormones; their chemistry is other-
wise obscure.

Thyroid Hormone.—The essential nature of
the thyroid hormone has l#en recognised for a
long time; removal of the gland leads to symp-
toms known as myxocdema, whilst goitre and
cretinism have been traced to thyroid insuffi-
ciency, usually due to an inadequate supply of
iodine in the diet. Hyperfunction 06 the gland,
as seen in GraVes's disease, loads on the other
hand to increase in the metabolic rate accom
panied by tachycardia, exophthatihia and
nervous symptoms.

The gland contains a gelatinous " colloid,"
which is a globulin-like protein (thyroglobulin),
but it contains a comparatively large amount
(0-6%) of iodine; indeed, nearly the whole of
the iodine content of the body is concentrated
in the thyroid gland in a non-ionisable form.

Extraction.—The physiologically active iodine-
containing portion of the thyroglobulin mole-
cule was isolated by hydrolysis of thyroid gland
tissue with sodium hydroxide (Kendall, J. Biol.
Chem. 1919, 39, 125) in the form of the crystal-
line thyroxine, C15HUO4NI4 , m.p. 231-232°,
which has the characteristic physiological
activity of the thyroid hormone. The yield of
thyroxine was greatly improved by Harington
(Biochem, J. 1926, 20, 293), who used stepwisc

hydrolysis with baryta: thyroglobulin (or gland
substance) is boiled for 5 hours with 10%
aqueous baryta, and the filtered solution acidi-
fied ; the acid-insoluble portion is re-hydrolysed
for 18 hours with 40% baryta at 100°. 'The
insoluble barium salts yield thyroxine, obtained
crystalline by acidifying an alkaline alcoholic
solution with acetic acid at the boiling-point.
Harington and Randall (ibid. 1929, 23, 373) have
shown that the acid-soluble portion of the
hydrolysate contains 3:5-diiodotyrosine and
that this and the thyroxine account for the
whole of the iodine content of the gland (cf.
Meyer, " Fortschritte der Chemie Organischcr
Naturstoffe," II, 103, Vienna, 1939).

Reactions.—A few milligrams of thyroxine in
aqueous-alcoholic hydrochloric acid give with
sodium nitrite a yellow colour which deepens to
orange on boiling; addition of ammonia pro-
duces a rose-red colour. This test is character-
istic of compounds containing the 2:6-diiodo-
phenol grouping and is also given by diiodo-
tyrosine; both compounds also -give the nin-
hydrin reaction (v. Vol. I, p. 3246).

Biological Assay.—Estimating the percentage
of the alkaline hydrolysate of thyroid gland
tissues which is insoluble at pH 5 (Harington) or
extractable by butyl alcohol (Leland) is a
reasonably accurate method of chemical assay.
The biological tests depend on measurements of
the increase in metabolism, the diminution of the
liver glycogen content or the accelerating effect
on the development of tadpoles; the Reid-Hunt
test measures the increases in the resistance of
thyroid-treated mice to poisoning by acetonitrile.

Constitution.—TJiyroxine on catalytic reduc-
tion loses its iodine, giving thyronine,

C,5H16O4N.

This has been degraded by fusion with potash to
oxalic acid, ammonia, ^-hydroxybenzoic acid,
quinol, and a phenol which was shown by syn-
thesis to be ^-(p'-hydroxyphenoxy)-toluene.
Thjs, and the degradation of thyronine by ex-
haustive mcthylation and graduated oxidation
show that it must have the structure (I), which
has been confirmed by synthesis (Harington,
Biochem. J. 1926, 20, 300).

Thyroxine itself gives on alkaline fusion pro-
ducts of the pyrogallol type and no p-hydroxy-
benzoic acid, from which it follows that 2 atoms
of iodine must be adjacent to the hydroxyl and
two more must be in the second ring. This, and
the analogy with diiodotyrosine leads to the
formula (II) for thyroxine.

- \ \CH2-CH(NH2).CO2H

\ y ° \ VH2-CH(NH2)-C©2H

II.

This structure is confirmed by the exhaustive
methylation and oxidative degradation of
thyroxine. The synthesis of thyroxine (Haring-
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ton and Barger, ibid. 1927, 21, 169) was carried
out as follows:

MeO

MeO

MeO. CHO

N O , K 3 C ° a

Several

•tagn

Hljipuric

acid

I

eo / \ o - / \cH:C(NHBz)CO4H

O H

I, in
— > •

NH,
II.

TJio penultimate stage involves simultaneous
demethylation, loss of the benzoyl group and
reduction of the double bond.

Thyroxine was resolved (Harington, ibid. 1928,
22, 1429) and the /-(-)form, m.p. 236-236°,
[a|slflI—3-5° proved to be physiologically some-
what more active than the racemie, which is
obtained by the alkaline hydrolysis of thryoid
tissue ; the active form was later obtained from
thyroglobulin by intensive peptic digestion,
followed by tryptic digestion (Harington «nd
Suitor, ibid. 1930, 24, 456). Both it and the
physiologically inactive Z-(+)-diiodotyrosine are
constituent ammo-adds of thyroglobulin (Glut-
ton, Harington and Yuill, ibid. 193fct, 32, 1119)!
in configuration /-( — )-thyroxine ia related
to (-{—}-tyrosine (Canzanelli, Harington and
Randall, ibid. 1934, 28, 68).

The active hormone of the thyroid cannot bo
thyroglobulin, because thyroid preparations are
active when administered by the mouth to
thyroidectomised individuals, and in Harington's
view it is probably a peptide containing both
l-( — )-thyroxine and (-(-(-J-diiudotyrosme.

Clinicaliy, thyroid preparations (dried gland
or synthetic) tliyroxiiui) are used in the tn.it-

myxoedema and other caaes of thyroid
insufficiency and also of ob&ity, owing to their
capacity for increasing the metabolism, par-
ticularly that of proteins.

Parathyroid Hormone.—The parathyroid
fjiund controls the calcium metabolism ef the
iKxly by means uf a n t̂ecial hormone ; removal
uf the gland leads to symptoms known as
tetwty, which can be alleviated by ml in in is (ra-
tion of caluuin and of extracts of the gland
(Collip). The hormone is not dialysablc, it

appears to be akin to insulin, but nothing ifl
known of its cheinistry.

Pancreatic Hormone.—The hormone of the
pancreas is insulin (q.V,).

Secretin.—The mucous membrane of the
small intestine gives on extraction with acids a
preparation -which, when injected into the blood
stream, causes a secretion of pancreatic juice
(Bayliss and Starling, J. Physiol. 1902, 28, 325).
The active compound, secretin, is a complex
polypeptide of unknown constitution (cf, Agren,
J. Physiol. 1938-39, 94, 553; Niemann, Proc.
Nat. Acad. Sci. 1939, 25, 207).

CEstrogenic 'Hormones.—Substances.cap-
able of inducing the phenomena of oestrus (hqat)
in ovariectomised animals have been isolated
from a variety of sources, but principally ovaries,
placenta and pregnancy urine.

Biological Assay.—This is generally carried out
by the vaginal smear method of Allen and Doisy
(j. Amer. Mad. Assoc. 1923, 81, 819).

Isolation.—Pregnancy urine is extracted with
ether, the extract evaporated, the residue die-
solved in methyl alcohol and shaken with light
petroleum. The akaholic solution is diluted
and extracted with ether, the extract again
evaporated and subjected to partition between
00% alcohol and benzene. The alcohol solution
contains mainly cestriol, the benxene solution
cestrone. The crude hormones are subjected to
hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid; their ether
solution is then freed from acids with aodium
carbonate, and extracted with sodium hydroxide.
This removes the hormones, leaving the inactive
pregnanediol in the ether; the hormones are
finally re precipitated with acid and taken up in
ether. LEstrone is distilled in a high vacuum,
whilst cestriol is precipitated from an alcoholic
solution by means of ether {Biitenandt and
Hildebrandt, Z. physiol. Chem. 1981, 199, 243).
A later method (Cohen and Marrian, Biochem. J.
1936, 30, 57; Cohen, Manias and Odeli, ibid.
2250) involves concentration of the urine to
one-eighth and extraction at pa 2-5-30 with
butyl alcohol after saturation with salt; tho
hormones can be extracted with alkalis and
purified, the cestriol being obtained us the sodium
salt of the glycuronide (see below); more usually,
this complex is broken up by acid hydrolysis.

Girard aad Sandulesco (Helv. Ohim. Actft,
1930, 19, 1095) describe the isolation of oestrono
from the crude concentrate, obtained by solvent
extraction of the urine of pregnant mares, with
the aid of (Jirard's reagent T (q.v.). Theketonic
onstituents are isolated in this way and can be

further split up into phenolic (tustrone) and non-
jjhi'uolic compounds by means of alkali.

The ftmt crystalline compound to be isolated
by three groups of workers was a&tronc,1

CigHjjO, (Doisy, Veler and Thayer, Amer.
J. Physiol. 1929,90,329; Butenandt, NaUirwisa.
1929, 17, 879; Diagemaose, de Jongh, Kober
and Laqucur, Dent. nuul. Woch. 1930, 56, 301)
from human pregnancy urine. Later it was
found that u-strone is even more abundant

the mane of pregnant mans, in which it
1 A variety of mimes «*m given to the different

preparations, Bueh «s theclin, Iblliculln. etc., ami Uieto
wm eonie uncertainty abutit theti prorcr rornmrntlon,
tint In the pi-mom tec t tiitBc ltl»tork;il dftuil
oiuittiu.
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is accompanied by several related compounds,
eqailin, equilenin. and {?) hippulin (Girard,
Sanduleseo, Fridenson and Rutgers, Compt.
rend. 1932, 194, 909; 195, 981; Girard, San-
dulesco, Fridenson, Gaudefroy and Rutgers,
ibid. 1932,194, 1020), which can be derived from
cestrone by the loss of 2 or 4 atoms of hydrogen.
Following the observation of Zondek that the
urine of stallions also contains cestrogenio
material (Nature, 1934, 133, -209, 494), pure
cestrone has been isolated from this source
(Deulofou and Ferrari, Z. physiol. Chem. 1934,
226, 192; Hausler, Helv. Chim, Aeta, 1934. 17,
531) and from the urine of normal men (Dinge-
maiiHe, Laqneur and Muhlbock, Nature, 1938,
141, 927}; and the occurrence of oeatrone in
material of purely botanical origin (palm kernel
oil) has been shown by Butenandt and Jacobi
(Z. phyaiol. Chem. 1933, 218, 104).

The alcohol cestriol, C^H^O^ was isolated
from human pregnancy urine by Marrian
(JJ3.0.I. 1930, 49, 237, f>15; Biochem. J. 1930,
24, 435, 1021) and converted into cestrone by
dehydration (Butenandr and Hildebrandt, Z.
phyaiol. Chem. 1931, 199, 243; Marrian and
Haslewood, Biochem. J. 1932, 26, 25). It was
detected in female willow catkins (Skarzvnski,
Nature, 1933.131, 7<i6).

An even more potent oestrogen was isolated
from sow's ovaries (McCorquodale, Thayer and
Doisy, Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. and Med. 1935, 32,
1182; J. Biol. Chem. 1936,115,435) and proved
to be identical with the lower-meltiug or a-form
of oestradiol, the two epimeric forms of which
result from the reduction of the carbonyl group
of cestrone (Schwenk and Hildebrand Natur-
wis9. 1933, 21, 177; Wintersteiner, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1937, 59, 765). The £-dioI, together
with the corresponding alcohol derived from
equilenin, was found to be a constituent of
" 8 follicular hormone " obtained from the urine
of pregnant mares (Wintersteiner et al., J. Amer.
Chem. Soc, 1936. 58. 2052; J. Biol. Chem. 1937,
119, cvij).

Water-soluble ccftnptexe* containing a'strioJ
have been isolated from the placenta and from
pregnancy urine (emmenin or oestriol gly-
euronide) and mares' urine (oeatrone conjugated
with sulphuric acid). Nearly the whole of the
ODStrogenic material of pregnancy urine is
excreted in this combined form, doubtless
because the complexes are less toxic to the
organism; they exhibit only a fraction of the
cestrogenie potency of the hormones themselves
when injected into the blood stream, but are
almost as potent when administered orally.

Properties. — (Estrotte, 3 - hydroxy -17 - keto-
i^s-cestratriene,1 crystallises in 3 • forms :
1 The nomenclature is based on the hydrocarbou

cpstranu

(Adam. Datikill, Dodds, King, Marrian, J'arkes and
Uoseiihelm, Nature, 1033, 132, 205).

m.p. 254° (rhombic metastable), m.p. 256*
{monoclinie metastable) and m.p. 259° (rhombic
stable), and has [a]D +170° (in dioxan). The
acetate has m.p. 126°, the benzoate m.p. 218-219°,
the methyl ether m.p. 168*S-1W°, the oximr,
m.p. 241-242° (eorr.), the aemicarbazove
(+&H2O) m.p. 266-267° (corr.). O;lfxg.ofcestrone*
constitutes one international unit of cestrogenic
activity.

a. - (Sstradid, 3:17 - dihydroxy - ^1:3;a-cestra-
triene. has m.p. 176-178° (corr.), [o]D +81 6 (in
alcohol); the 3 acetate has m.p. IS6-6-1S7-80,
the ll-acetate, m.p. 215-217-5° (corr.) and the
diaeetate m.p, 127°. The physiological activity
of a-csstradiol Is higher than that of o?strone
and is -enhanced by eaterirication (Miescher,
Schok and Tschopp, Biochem. J. IMS, 32, 725).

$-<Estrwliol has m.p. 220-223° (corr.), [a]D

+54° (in dioxan; the diacdate has m.p. 139-
141-5° (corr.).

(Estrial, 3:16:17-trihydroxy-A1:*3-OBstratrieiie>
has m.p. 281° (corr,), [a]D +61° (in alcohol);
the tt iacelale has m.p. 126°, the methyl eth?,r m.p.
162-5-184° (cnrr.).

Equilin, 3-hydroxy-17-ketO- A1:3:*:7-<»strate-
traene'hasm.p. 238-240°, [o]D+308*(indioxan);
the benzoate has m.p. 197-198°, the methyl ether
m.p. 160-5-161-6°.

Bippnlin has m.p. 233° (eorr.), [a]D +128° (in
dioxan).

Equilenin, 3-hydroxy- 17-keto-A1:3;0:':8-aJStra-
pent&ene, has m.p. 258-259° (corr.), [a]D +87°
(in dioxan), and forms an acetate, m.p. 15(5—157°, a
benzoate, m.p. 222^223° (corr.) and a methyl ether,
m.p. 197-198° (corr.).

Colour Beactiont.—The natural oestrogens give
with sulphuric acid an orange colour (.Marrian),
with a fluorescence which is green with restrone
and ojatriol, blue with cnbradiol (.Schwenk and
Hildebrand). Kober modified this test by add-
ing phenol to the aoid, and several colorimetriu
methods of estimation were based on this test
(Cohen and Marrian, ibid, 1934, 28, 1603;
Pincus, Wheeler, Young and Zahl, J. Biol.
Chem. 1936, 116, 253; Ziinmermann, Klin.
Woch. 1938,17, 1103); the most useful of these
is Kober's modified test, using a-naphtliol in
place of phenol (c/. Biochera. J. 1938, 82, 357).

Constitution.—The structure of cestrone was
ascertained us follows: the general type of ring
structure and the presence of two active groups
at opposite end.s of the molecule were deduced
from a crystallo^rnphic study of cestrone and
gestriol by the A'-ray method (Bernal, J.S.C.I.
1932, 51, 259), and by an examination of their
monomolecular lilms (Adam, Danielli, Hasle-
wood and Marrian, Biothom J. 1932, 26,
1233). Marrian and Haslewood (J.S.C.I. 1932,
51, 277) suggested a structure based on that of
the sterols, which was further elaborated to (I)
by Butenandt (Nature, 1932, 130, 238) andwhia
was confirmed by later work. Thus, oastriol (11)
gives on fusion with potash the acid (III)
(Marrian and Haslewood, be.), which is de-
hydrogenated by selenium to the phenanthrol
(IV) and the latter is converted into 1:2-
dimethylphenanthrene (V), identical with a
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synthetic specimen (Butenandt, Weidlioh and
Thompson, lEter. 1933, 66, [B], C01):

.

HO

O H

O H

KOH

CO.H
Se

Zn

Me

Me

V.

1 :'2-diinethyl-7-phenanthrol was syn-
by Haworth and Sheldrkk (J.C.S. 1934,

864). Final proof of the skeleton assigned to
ceatrone and equilenin was afforded by Cook
and Girard (Nature, 1934, 183, 377) and Cohen,
Cook, Hewett and Girard (J.C.S. 1934, 653) by
converting the methyl ethers of these coin-
pounds, after reduction of the ketone group, into
the same methoxy- compound, which was
synthesized: «

The position of the ketone grouping was proved
as

Me

VI.

(Cohen, Cook and Hewett, ibid. 1935, 445). A
similar pinacolic migration occurs whencestradiol
methyl ether is dehydrated: the product on
dehydrogenation. gives a methoxy-compound
analogous to (VI), but with only one methyl
group in position 17-

Equilin has been dehydrogenated to equilenin
with palladium black, showing that the skeleton
and the jyisition of the functional groups are the
same (Dirscherl and Hanusch, Z. physiol. Chem.
1935, S33, 13; 286, 131); aa the absorption
spectrum of cquilin is similar to that of more
cestrone, the additional double bond is not
conjugated with those of the benzene ring and
probably occupies the position 7:8 (Cook and
ftoe, J.S.C.L 1935, 54, 501).

Originof iheGSatrogens.—Following Butenandt,
it is commonly assumed that the a-strogens are
formed in the body by a degradation of choles-
terol involving the removal of the side-chain and
partiul dehydrogenation of the resulting com-
pound. This view receives support from the
definite oestrogunic activity of testosterone and
tjoandrostenedio], which might be expected to
undergo such a dehydrogenation in the body;
it is also in keeping with the occurrence of
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androgenic substances in the ovary and of
cestrogens in the test is, but is nevertheless purely
speculative. The metabolism of steroid hor-
mones generally is discussed by Marker (J.
Araer. Clieni. Soc. 1938, 60, 1725}.

Synthesis of (Estrogens.—A feebly ncstrogenic
compound was prepared by heating the de-
bromination product of dibromonndrosterone,
when a phenolic substance was produced with
loss of methane; - the substance is isoecjuilin,
m.p. 252?, [<»]D +170°, and may perhaps be
identical with hippulin (Inhoffen, Naturwiss.
I9:i7, 25, 125):

The synthesis of equBenin has been an>
nounccd, although full details are not yet avail
able, by Bachmann, Cole and Wilds (J. Amer
Chcm. Soc. 1939, 61, 974), who used the follow
ing route:
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meek ma nn

reaction

Hydrolysis

anddcmethylftttoa

(Resolved with
nicutlioxyacetic add.)

The synthesis of a compound having the
skeleton structure of cquilenin, but lucking the
angular methyl group, has been achieved by
Koebnerand Robinson (J.C.S. 1938, 1994); this
is termed x-nortquiUnin to denote that the
stereo-chemical configuration of the compound is
unknown, An analogous x-ttoraxtrone has also
been prepared by Robinson and Rydon {ibid.
1939, 1394); the compound (VII) was syn-
thesised by the method of Robinson (ibid. 1938,
1390), but it could not be reduced direct to
norastrone, although norequilenin was prepared
in this way. The five-mem bereti ring was there-
fore opened by way of the steps {VIII) and (IX)
and the resulting compound hydrogenated in
several stages. The final product (XI) gave
noroestronc methyl eTher on cyclisatiofl :

v/M e

CO2Me
OH
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H, -CH, -CO,H

Artificial (Estrogens.—Apart from the syn-
thesis of the natural festrogenic compounds, a
vast number of potentially active compounds
have been prepared and tested. The first com-
pound with a measurable activity was I-ketO-
1:2:3:4-tetrahydrophenanthrene (Cook, Dodds
and Hewett, Nature, 1833,181, 56). A series of
dialkyl-dihydroxy-coropounda of the type (XII)
was prepared and the dip ropy 1 compound
(R=C3H7) found, to have an activity com-
parable with that of cestriol; some other
members of the series were also active (Cook,
Dodds, Hewett and Lawson, Proo. Roy. Soc.
1034, B, 114, 272). The phenanthrene skeleton
present in these compounds and in the natural
cestrogen3 is not, however, essential for activity,

ilor ;);/-dilLydroxy<li|jhcnyl (XIII) and pp'-di-

liydroxyKtilbene (XIV) are active.

XII.

HO

XIII.

HO

XIV.

Recently a compound, of tho formula (XV),
with a potency approximately equal to that of
o-cest radiol was found in the by-product of the
demcthylation of anethole (Campbell, Dodds and
Lawaon, Nature, 1938, 141, 78), and an equally
active compound is the corresponding stilbene,
" diothylstilbcestror (XVI) (Dodda, Uolberg,
Lawson and Robinson, Proc. Koy. Soc. 1039, B,
127, 140); this* produces 100% responw in
doses of 00004 mg. when; tested on spayed rats.

XV.

A atereoisomeride, thought to he the cis-con
pound (^r-diethylstilbcestrol), has only one-
tenth the activity of (XVI). The latter la the
most active of, a series of homologuua which have
been prepared and tested; another compound
of comparable potency is 4:4'-dihydroxv-y8-
dipheiiyl-A^-hexadiene, which also has a chain
of 8 carbon atoms.

Diethylstilboestrol can be administered orally
or subcutaneously, and shows all the biological
properties of the natural (estrogens;, it confers
the mating instinct on ovariectomised animals,
sensitizes the rabbit uterus to progesterone, anil
acts on the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland.

The duration of oestrus induced by diethylstilb-
oestrol is brief, but may be prolonged by
ficlnrinistoring it in the form of esters (propion-
atfi), just as is the ease with oestradiol.

Corpus Luteum Hormone (Progesterone).
—Tho corpus tatenm of the mammalian ovary
produces a hormone indispensable to pregnancy.
This causes characteristic changes in tho
mucous membrane of the uterus: the mucous
membrane proliferating as the result of the
action of rcstrogenie hormones is changed into a
secreting membrane, and thus adapted for the
reception of the fertilised ovum ; the hormone
also assists in the maintenance of pregnancy, and
the removal of the corpus luteum during that.
period causes the ejection or absorption of
the developing ovum. Later in pregnancy the
placenta takes over the task of supplying the
hormone. The restrogenic hormones are in some
respects inhibitory of the physiological activity
of progesterone.

Biological Assdty.—Tho assay of the hormone
is based on the changes it produces in the uterus
of a rabbit previously treated with (Estrogens
(Allen and Corner test); the preliminary pro-
liferation of the endninctrium can be induced in
an immature rabbit by administration ofcegtrone
(Clauberg test). An international unit is equal
to 1 TOg. of progesterone.

Extraction.—Sow's ovaries (or corpora lutea)
arc the best source of the hormone. These are
generally extracted with alcohol, the solvent is
removed and the residue taken no in ether;
phospholipoids are precipitated with acetone,
cholesterol and fats arc frozen out from a mpthyl
alcohol solution, acids are removed with sodium
bicarbonate; ceetrone may be eliminated by
partition between light petroleum and alcohol
(Corner and Allen, Amer. J. Physiol. 19ii9, 88.
326; Allen, ibid. 1930, 92, 174; J. Biol. Cheni.
1932, 98, 531 ; Allen and Meyer, Amer. J.
Physio], 1933, 1(W, 55). The final step in the
purification is carried out with oarbonyl re-
agents. The yield is about 50 mg. from 100 kg.
of ovaries.

The pure crystalline hormone, proyesteronet
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was isolated l>y four independent groups of
workers (Butcnandt, Westpbal and Hohlireft
Z. physiol. Chem. 1034. 227, H4: Slottn,
Rusehlg and Fels, Bcr, 1934, 67 [B], 1270;
Allen and Wmterstciner, Science, !!)34, 80,
100; Kartmann and Wctlstcin, Helv. Cliim.
Acta, 1934,17, 878, 13C5}. It is an nn saturated
diketone C2,H3((O!, and occurs in two poly-
morphic varieties, m.p. 128° and 121°, [a]D

+187°; jt is accompanied by the physiologically
inert af/oprcgnanol-20-one.1

Constitution.—The constitution of proges-
terone was at first deduced by analogy and finally
confirmed by syntheses. The first of then
stdRs IVom pregnanediol (I), a physiologically
inactive compound which ia found in pregnancy
urine, and may be produced from progesterone
in the) course of metabolism, it is converted by
partial oxidation into the keto-alcohol (II),
which gises f he uns&turated compound (III) by
bromination and removal of hydrobromic acid;
gentle oxidation then gives progesterone (A*-
pregnene-3:20-dione) (IV) (Butenandt and
s.in,,i,it, Bcr. [934, 67 [BJ, 18M, 19011 i

CHMcOH

CHMeOH

CHMeOH

1 Tlio nomrnditti irt; t« Imsc-ii on tlio
or 17-othyIatKtrortnoo,

mm

IV.

• ] .Another synthesis (Fernholz, ibid. 1934, 67 \
1855; Fernholz and Cliakravarti, ibid. lu
88 [H], SiiS) starts from a vegetable material,
stiginaattirol, the acetate of which is ozonised
after protecting thu nuclear double bond lty
bromination (V); the product is debrominnted
and hydtolysed to 3-hydroiy6wnorchoIflnic acid
(VI). The aide-chain is then shortened by the
action of plienyl magnesium bromide on the
ester and oxidation of the acetate of the product,
the double bond beinii again protected by
bromination (VII). The acetate < VII1J is
hydrolyBed to the. alcohol, which is oxidised to
the ketone and the latter debrominated to pro-
gesterone, the double bond migrating spontane-
ously into the £.*-positiori:

• CH;CH CH-CH

CHMe Et Me,

AcO

CHMeCO.H

AcOl

CMe:CPh2

VII.

COMe

AcO

V(It.
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This process U used for the large-scale pre-
paration of progesterone, which is in great
demand for clinical purposes, but many attempts
have recently been made to devise a synthesis
from readily available starting materials. Thus,
cholestenone has been oxidised with chromic
acid to a mixture of progesterone and androstcne-
dione, although the yields are not stated
(Diraeherl and HumiBch, Z. physiol. Chem. 1938,
252, 4fJ). In the more recent syntheses the
comparatively accessible Cig compounds of the
androstane series are converted into C21 com-
pounds. In one of these (Butenandt and

.lidt-Thome, Ber. 1939, 72 [B], 182) trans-
dehydroandrosterone (IX) (see p. 275a-) is con-
verted into the cyanhydrin, which is dehydrated
and the unsaturated nitrile treated with methyl
magnesium bromide. The product (XII) is
reduced to the compound (XIIJ) without re-
ducing the double bond in ring B. The final
oxidation of the hydroxyl in ring A in achieved
by a modification of the Oppenauer method with
aluminium isopropoxide and eyefohexanone,
which brings about the migration of tho double
bond into ring A at the same time.

The compound (XII) has also been obtained

CN OH

HO

CN COMe

D D

XL XIT.

HO C--CH

v
D

XIII. XIV.

(Goldberg and Aesehbacher, Helv. Chim. Acta,
1939, 22, 1185) by the addition of the elements
of water to the condensation product of tra 6*.
dehydroandrosterone and acetylene (XIV)
(Ruzieka and Hofmann, ibid. 1937, 20, 1280);
the reagent used waa mercury acetamide in
alcohol, the mercury corn pi ox formed being
decomposed with hydrogen sulphide. Other
methods bring about enlargement of the five-
membered ring. Two other syntheses (Bute-
nandt, Schmidt-Thome" and Paul, Ber. 1939, 72
[B], 1112; Miescher and Kfigi, Helv. Chim, Acta,
1939, 22, 184} are chiefly of academic interest.

Progesterone, unlike oestrone, is highly specific
in its action and is completely inactivated by
reduction of the double bond; some derivatives
of testosterone alkylated in the 17-position
possess, however, BOine degree of activity (Klein
and Parkes, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1937, B, 121, 574).

Androgenic Hormones.—Substances with
male hormone activity have been isolated from
vertebrates only, although certain plant extracts
are said to exhibit androgenic activity (Loewe).
Early experiments showed that materials were
formed in the testicles which were indispensable
for the proper functioning of the male genital
organs and the preservation of the secondary sex
characteristics; without them the well-known
phenomena accompanying- castration are ob-
served. Active extracts of teetes were obtained
by F. C. Koch, C, R. Mooro and their collabora-
tors ; the presence of active material in urine
was demonstrated by Loewe and Voss end by
Funk.

Biological Assay,—The increase in growth of a
capon's comb under the influence of androgenic
materials was first utilised as a quantitative test
by Gallagher and Koch (1929) And adopted at

the London Conference for the Standardisation
of Sex Hormones in 1935; a " capon unit " is
equal to lOOjug. of androsterone. Another test
depends on the increase in the size of seminal
vesicles in castrated rodunts (Loewe and Voss,
Horenchevsky); the two tests do not always
give equivalent results (for a detailed account,
see F. C. Koch, " The Male Sex Hormones,"
Physiol. Reviews, 1937,17).

Isolation.—Lipoid-soluble active bodies have
been isolated from testes and human urine, of
men or castrates, and even from the female
organism. It was eventually found that the
activity of extracts of male urine was due to
androeterone (Butenandt, Z. angew. Chem. 1931,
44, &05; 1932, 45, 655; Nature, 1932, 130,
238; Butenandt and Tscherning, Z, physiol.
Chem. I9'U, 229, 167, 185) and that of testes
extracts to testosterone (LaqueUi*, David, Dinge-
manse and Freud." Aeta brev. neerl. 1935, 5,
84 j Z. physiol. Chem, 1935, 233, 281); trans-
dehydroandrosterone, about one-third as active
as androsterone, was isolated from urine by
Buteuandt and Danncnbaum (Z. physiol. Chem,
1934, 229, 192; Butenandt, Dannenbaum,
Hanisch and Kudszus, ibid. 1935, 237, 57) and
it was found that adrenosterone, from adrenal
cortex (p. 2786), possesses androgenic activity.

The method of extraction of androsteroue
from male urine was similar to that employed
for wstrone (p. 268c), except that androsterone
is not phenolic and is therefore found in the
neutral portion of the extract. As a method of
preparation this process has DBMI superseded by
the synthetic method described on p. 215a.

Properties.—Cia-androsterone has m.p. 184-
!*•>• (com), [o],, +94'fl'J (in alcohol), the
acetate m.p. lti4fM65o° (corr.), the oocimt
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m.p. •209-211" (corr.), the aemicarbazonc m.p.
276° (corr.). l(%g. equal 1 International unit.

Trams-testosterone has m.p. 154-5-lu5-5c

(corr.), [a]D +1090 (in-alcohol), the acetate m.p.
140-111° (corr.), the propionale m.p. 121-123°
(corr,), the benzoate m.p. 198-200" (corr.). 15^-
equal 1 International unit.

JVaas-dehydroandrosterone occurs in two
forms, m.p. 140-141* (corr.) and 152-153°
(corr.), [a]D +10-9° (in alcohol), the oxime haa
m.p. 188-189°, tho acetate m.p. 171-172° (corr.).
200fig. equal 1 International unit.

Constitution.—The amount pf androsterone
isolated by Butenandt and Tscherning (ibid.
1984, 229, 167, 185) was barely sufficient to
establish the formula as C1VHMO, and the
correct constitution was put forward by analogy
with that of oestrone. This and the configura-
tion of the compound were established by the
eyiithesjp of androsterone by Ruzicka, Goldberg
and Briingger (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1934,17, 1389)
and Ruzieka, Goldberg, Meyer, Briingger and
Eichenberger (ibid. p. 1305). They oxidised the
acetates of cholestanol, eoprosterol and their epi-
compounds with chromic acid and obtained the
acetates of four stereotuisoeric hydroxyketonea:

Me 9

FT.From cholestanol |i*unndrofllcronc), m.p. 175-17(5°.

MeO

If.

HO'

From epi'choteauool (androsteroue), m.p. 184".

MeO

III.
Me

HO

From coprostt-rol, in.]). 150-151°.

MeO

IV.

HO'
From ffificoprosterol, m.p. 152-113".

i us corrected.)

Of these, (II) 3-ep*hydroxyaetioaHocholane-17-
one proved to be identical with aYidrosterone;
wo- or trans-androsterone (I) showed one-eighth
the activity of androsterone in the capon test
and (III) and (IV) were inactive; the great im-
portance of the stereochemical configuration will
be noted. Androsterone is prepared on the
large scale by the above method.

Oxidation of dibromocholeateryl acetate
(Ruzicka and Wettstein, ibid. 1935, 18, 986;
Butenandt, Dannenbaum, Hanisch and Kudszus,
t.c.; Wallis and Feroholz, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1935, 57, 1379, 1504) and denomination of the
product gives (rarw-dehydroandrosterone (V);
the configuration of the hydroxyl group in this
compound is like that of tsoandrosterone (for
nomenclature, v. Schonheimer and Evans,
J. Biol. Chem. 1936, 114, 567). In accordance
with this configuration, the compound is pre-
cipitated with digitonin, whereas androaterone
is not. Cis-dehydroandrosterone has been pre-
pared, and is biologically more active than the
natural trans-compound.

MeO

HO /Cu
V.

Testosterone, isolated from testes proved to
be different from, these; it was unsaturated
and hence unstable to alkali and perman-
ganate and was much more active than andro-
sterone in the rat test (Laqueur el al., I.e.;
Callow and Deanealy, Lancet, 1935, ii, 77). It
was isolated in minute amount from the testes
of steers {David, Dingemansc, Freud and
Laqueur (Z. physiol. Chem. 1935, 233, 281) and
proved to be an a/J-un saturated kctone,
C18HMO2; on careful oxidation it gave A*6-
androstene-3:17-dione, also obtained by the
oxidation of (TO/M-dehydroandroaterone (David,
Acta brev. m*rl.. Physiol. 1935, 85, 108). It
was then synthesised from the above compound
(Ruzicka anrl Wettstein, Hdv. Chim. Acta,
1935, 18, 1204; Butenandt and Hanisch, Ber.
1935, 68 [B], 1859; Z. physiol. Chem. 1935,
237, 39) l>y reduction to amirostcnediol, the
acetate of which (VI) can be hydrolysed to a
inonoacetate (VII), the acetyl group in ring A
being removed before that in ring D. After
protecting the double bond by bromination the
monoacctate waa oxidised to (VIII) and on re-
moving bromine testosterone acetate (IX) was
obtained;

OAc
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Testosterone when injected in oil solution is
about 7 times more active than andronterone in
the capon test. In the rat test ita activity is
increased by the presence of an acidic material
(Laqueur's "X-S to t f " ) in extracts of teBtes,
probably fatty acids, which have ao effect in the
capon test. Thia increased activity is probably
connected with the rate .of absorption of the
active material. Similarly, the activity of testo-
sterone and androsterone can be enhanced by
esterification with fatty acids up to valeric acid;
testosterone valerate is 10 times more active
than testosterone in the rat test, but not in the
capon test. Testosterone propionate has the
highest activity of any known substance in both
tests. Modern theory inclines to the view that
testosterone is the only natural androgenic com-
pound and that androsterone ia probably a
secondary product derived from it (N. H.
Callow, Biochem. J. 1939, 83, 559; Dorfman,
Cook and Hamilton, J. Biol. Chem. 1939, 130,
285).

A very large number of derivatives of these
fiompoimrffl have been prepared by varying the
groups attached to the carbon atoms 3 and 17 in
androsterone and testosterone. A number of
these compounds have been found to possess
considerable biological activity, which is also
< losely bound up with their stereochemical con-
figr'&tion ; a discussion of them is beyond the
scope of this article, but reference may be made
to a review by Goldberg in " Ergchnisrio der
Vitamin- und Hornionforsehung," Leipzig,
l!t:ts, 1, 391 ; see also Airnnon and Dirscheri,
• Kerroente, Hormone, Vitamine," Leipzig,
LOSS.

A number of androstane derivatives, par-

ticularly unsatu rated compounds, have Bomo
biological activity as female sex hormones and,
on the other hand, nitrogens have a stinrulatinu
effect on certain of the male sexual organs. The
physiological significance of this is uncertain,
but reference may. be made to Korencheveky,
" ErgebnisBo der Vitamin- und Hormon-
forschung," Leipzig. 1938, II , 420, for a dis-
cussion of the subject. 80me male hormone
activity may be derived from the adrenal cortex
[see below) and it is known that tumours of the
adrenal cortex in women may lead to virilisation;
an abnormally high secretion of (mns-dehydro-
androsterone has also been observed in such
coses.

Adrenal Hormones.—The adrenal gland
consists of two parts, the medulla and the cortex.
The former secretes adrenalin [q.v.). The cortex
is essential to life and, in man, atrophy or
destruction of this part of the gland is the cause
of Addison's disease. Removal of the gland ia
rapidly fatal, especially in birds, and gives rise
to the following symptoms : disturbances of the
equilibrium between potassium and sodium in
the blood as well as in the amount of water in
the blood, adynamia (ready onset of muscular
fatigue), difficulty in the assimilation of fats
and in the absorption of carbohydrates. It ia
thought that the last two processes an- con-
nected with phosphorylation (Verzar) and that
this process is controlled by the adrenal hor-
mones. These deficiency symptoms are relieved
by extracts of the adrenal gland, the composition
of which has been intensively studied in recent
years.

Biological Assay,—In th.o survival test (Caft-
laod and Kuizenga) adrenalectomised animals
(rats) are kept alive by injections of the material
to be examined. The dog test (Pfiffner, Swingle
and Vars) similarly measures the amount of
hormone preparation necessary to maintain a
dog in good condition. The muscle fatigue test
(E verse and de Froinery) measures quantita-
tively the diminished resistance to muscle
fatigue in r a t s ; the-Inglo tost is similar, »ho the
swimming ted (Ga&reaBtrom, Waterman and
Laqueur). The glucose teat i3 based on the
absorption of glucose in rats.

Isolation.—The separation of the cortex from
the meduTtfi of the adrenal glanr} ia not practic-
able on a large scale^ and whole glands am used;
the inaetivation of the hormones by heat and
alkali must also be borne in mind.

The glands are extracted with alcohol at room
temperature, the extract is evaporated, the
residue taken up in benzene, then in acetone;
after partition between 70% alcohol ami hexaoe
the alcoholic layer is filtered tlirough " p*r~
mutite " to removo adrenalin (losses are some-
times experienced at this stage), evaporated the
residue taken up in water to pi-ecipitate resins
and again re precipitated from an alcoholic solu-
tion. The yield at this stage is equivalent to
60 g. of dry material from 1,000 kg. of gland
(from some 20.000 head of cattle) and contains
1-2 million dog units (Swingle and Pfiffner,

1931, 96, 153, 164, I80 !

106, 625; Pfi$ua and Vars, ibid. p. 845). An
alternative method (Cartland and Kui
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ibid. 103(1, 116, 57) involves extraction of tbe
glands with acetone, two partitions between 70%
alcohol and petroleum and an extraction with
ethylene dicbloride; the yield of (dry) material
is somewhat less (18 g. from 1,000 kg.) but
the total activity is higher (2-5 million dog
units).

The active material is soluble both in watt*
and in solvents such as ether and benzeue and
tbe further purification of the hormones is baaed
on repeated partition between solvents; this
has been employed by three groups of workers,
namely those of Kendall, Win tors teiner and
Pfiffner, and Reichstein. The 'final isolation of
tke pure compounds is carried out with carbonyl
reagents ; Oirard's reagent has been particularly
valuable in Reichstein's hands. In this way
5 pure active compounds have been isolated,
together with 7 or 8 closely related but inactive
ones; nevertheless, the amorphous, water-
soluble material remaining in the residues
appears to be more active than any of tho
pure compounds hitherto isolated.

Chemically, all the pure compounds found in
the adrenal cortex belong to the sterol group;

those which are saturated belong to the chole-
etane type and are characterised by an oxygen
atom (in addition to one on C»), the position of
which is almost certainly on C11, although this
has not yet been strictly proved. They also
have an oxygenated side-chain of varying length
on C17.

Proper ties and Constitution.—C'ortt costerone,
A^prcgnene-ll^l-diol-S^O-dioiietll.CjjHggO.,
has in.p. 180-182° (corr.), {a]0 +223° (in alcohol)
(Beiehstein, Laqueur, UyJdert, de Fremory and
Spanhoff, Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amster-
dam, 1936, 39,1218 ; Nature, 1937, 139, 26); it
forms an alcoholate, reduces ammoniacal silver
solutions and gives the characteristic spectrum
of an o^-unsat u rated ketone. Oxidation with
chromic acid gives the acid (II) (Heichstein,
Helv. Chim. Acta, 1&37, 20, 953). The hydr-
oxylic nature of the oxygen atom * (originally
pj&ced on Cia) waa recognised by Kendall,
Mason, Hoehn and Mackenzie (Proe. Staff Meet.
Mayo Clinic, 1937, 12, 136), who showed that
the acid (III) was produced by oxidation of
corticoaterone (I) with periodic acid and (III)
could be further oxidised to (II) :

111.

Corticosterone forms a ruonuauetate (IV) which
can be oxidised by chromic acid in the same way,
the product being identical with thê  acetate of
dehydnxMiiiri •twone (below).

•

The position of the side-chain on C17 has been
proved by convei-aion, of corti«jate*one into
aMopregnane (Steiger and Reichatein, Nature,
1938, 141, 202; Helv. Chim. Acta, IMS, 21,
161).

Corticosterone possesses a high degi-ee of cortin
activity, I mg, being equivalent to 60-^00 g. of
a -prarenal gland; its esters are equally active,
but the activity is almost completely destroyed
by the reduction of the double bond.

Dehydrocortkosterone, CaiHasO4, m.p. 174-
181-5°, [o]D +299° (acetate, m.p. 173-180-6°), hu
been isolated by Mason, Myers and Kendall
(J. Biol. Chcm. 1986,114, 613) arid prepared by
Keichatein by the oxidation of cortieosterone
acetate and hydrolysis; it gives the acid (III)
on oxidation with either periodic or chromic acid.
Its biological activity is inferior to that of
corticosterone and it differs from the latter in

not giving the characteristic green fluorescence
with sulphuric acid.

* p l h n 2

m.p. about 207-210°, [a]D +167-2° (Reichstein,
Helv. Chim. Acta, 1937, 20, 1164) has some
activity in the Everae and de Fremery teat,
reduces silver solutions and gives a green
fluorescence with sulphuric acid. On oxidation
with chromic acid it gives adrenostinmc (VI),
whereas lead tetra-acetate# gives the hydroxy-
ketone (VII); the acetate of (V), m.p. 223-225°,
passes on mild oxidation into the acetate of the
compound (VIII) described at the top of the
next page.

A'-Preffnent-l~:2l-diol-3:lh2Q-trione (VllI),
C n ^ ° s . m-P- aboufc 2 0 8 ° . HD +209°, was
first isolated by Wintersteiner and Pfitfner
(J. Biol. Chem. 1935, 111, 585; 193(5,114, Ixxx;
116, 291). It is very similar to the triol (V),
but can be distinguished by its crystalline form
(shining rhombohedra); it has a bitter taBte.
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OH COCH.OH

CrO3

Pb(OAc)4

Oxidation with chromic acid gives adreno-
sterone and with periodic acid the hydroxyacid
{IX):

OH CO,H
\ /

Ita activity is somewhat less than that of (V).
Adrenoslerone, A *-androstene-3:11:17-trione

(VI), C]ttH24O3, was isolated from the portions
of the adrenal extract more soluble in ether and
petroleum by Rcichatein (Helv. Chim. A eta,
1936, 19, 29) and has m.p. 222°, [a]D +262°; it
has no cortin activity but a considerable an^lro-
geRic acitivity (about one-fifth that of andro-
sterone in the capon test) and this provided a
clue to ita structure. It is hydrogenated to a
saturated trikotone, m.p. 178°, which has been
reduced by Clemmensen's method to androstane,
thus fixing the ring structure present in this, and
hence also in the other compounds of the group
which have been correlated with it. A by-
product of the reduction is 17-androstanol,
which fixes the position of the side-chain in these
compounds, whilst the position of one oxygen
atom on C« follows from the fact that the
hydroxylftted compounds of this series are
precipitated by digitonin.

In addition to thejibove compounds, a number
of physiologically inert compounds have been
isolated ; these have proved*useful in elucidating
the chemistry of the whole group, and an account
of them by Reiehstein will be found in " Ergeb-
niase der Vitamin- und Horraonforschung,"
Leipzig, 1938,1, 334. *

A synthetic compound possessing an even
greater biological activity than corticosterone
(5 to 7 times greater in the dog test and about
10 times greater in tue Everse and de Fremery
test) is deoxycortiraaterone or 21-hydroxypro-

OH CO-CHj-OH

X

gesterone, m.p. 141-142" (corr.), [a]D +178°
(Reichstein and Steiger, Nature, 1937,139, 925;
Helv, Chim. Acta, 1937, 20, 1164); it lacks the
characteristic inert hydroxyl group on Clv but
embodies the other features which appear to be
essential for cortin activity, namely a double
bond a/S with respect to the carbonyl group on
C3 (since all the active compounds are in-
activated on reduction) and the terminal
hydroxyl group on Ctt (since progesterone itself
has no cortin activity). The compound was
prepared from the acetate of A'-3-hydroxy
cholenic acid as follows:

CO

AcO

AcO

COCHN,

HO

HO

OAc
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The last compound is brominated to protect the
double bond, oxidised and denominated (c/. the
preparation of progesterone, p. 273c), yielding the
acetate of deoxycorticosterone. This synthesis
is of great importance in view of the clinical
uses of the compound. Deoxycorticosterone has
recently been isolated in minute amount from
the suprarenal gland (Reichstein and Von Euw,
ibid. 1938, 21, 1197).

G. A. R. K.
HORNBLENDE. An important rock-form-

ing mineral belonging to the monoclinic series
of the amphibole group, consisting mainly of
metasilicates of calcium, magnesium and iron.
The name hornblende is sometimes applied to
the group itself, which includes the useful
minerals asbestos (q.v.), nephrite and crocidolite
(q.v.). More usually, however, it is restricted
to the darker-coloured (green, brown, black)
aluminous varieties, the composition of which
is expressed by mixtures in various proportions
of the molecules

Ca4Na2(Mg,Fe)10AlaSi14O44(bH,F)4,
Ca4Naa(Mg,Fe)8AI6Si12O44(OH,F)4,

etc. It forms part of many kinds of igneous
rocks, e.g. hornblende-granite, syenite, basalt,
etc., and crystalline schists, e.g. hornblende-
schist.

L. J. S.
HORNFELS v. HORNSTONE.
HORN LEAD: Lead chloride, PbCI2.
HORN-QUICKSILVER. Calomel,HgaCI2,

occurs native in small quantities.
HORNSILVER. Native silver chloride v.

CEBARGYBITE.
HORNSTONE and HORNFELS, narifes

applied to a variety of* hard and tough, fine-
grained and compact, splintery, siliceous rocks
with a horny appearance, which have generally
been formed by the baking action of igneous
rock-masses on surrounding sedimentary rocks
(sandstones, grits, shales, slates, etc.). They
frequently show a banded structure representing
the original bedding planes, but they do not
break along these directions. The name horn-
stone is more usually applied by mineralogists
to the highly siliceous kinds, and regarded as a
variety of quartz allied to flint, chert, novaculite
and jasper; wnilst the German name hornfels
is applied by petrographers to materials more
of the nature of rocks, e.g. biotite-liornfels,
andalusite-hornfels, tourmaline-hornfels, calc-
silicate-hornfels, etc., the last-named having
been produced by the thermal metaniorphism of
impure siliceous limestones. The Swedish Halle-
flinta (meaning rock-flint) is also very similar in
character; this may in some cases represent an
altered felsitic lava, but in others it does not
differ from hornfels. These materials are used
as hones {Whetstones).

L. J. S.
HORSE-CHESTNUT. The horse-chest-

nut tree, JEsculus hippocastanum, is a native of
Persia and Northern India, and is said to have
been introduced into Europe in the sixteenth
century. The nuts, closely resembling those
of the sweet (edible) chestnut, are the " conkers "
of school boys, but are injurious if eaten owing

to their content of toxic saponin and other bitter
substances. When extracted with boiling water
or preferably with dilute sodium carbonate solu-
tion the nuts leave a harmless residue of value
as a cattle food (Sasaki and Kandatsu, J. Agric.
Chem. Soc. Japan, 1936,12, 675). According to
Dechambre (Compt. rend. Acad. Agric. France
1917, 3, 927) the extracted nuts may be ground
and used in breadmaking.

The bark of the tree contains the glucoside
sescvlin (q.v.) (6-j8-glucosidoxy-7-hydroxycou-
marin, Head and Robertson, J.C.S. 1930, 2435;
Macbeth, ibid. 1931, 1288) with small propor-
tions of the aglucone sesculetin (6:7-dihydroxy-
coumarin, Gattermann and Kobner, Ber. 1899,
32, 288). iEsculin, m.p. 200-202° is extracted
from the bark with boiling water, and the extract
after treatment with lead acetate, and subse-
quently with hydrogen sulphide to remove
excess lead, is concentrated' until crystals are
formed. iEsculin is hydrolysed by mineral
acids or by the enzyme emulsin to glucose and
sesculetin, m.p. 270°.

A second glucoside fraxin is also present in the
bark. Hydrolysis of fraxin, C16H18O10, yields
glucose and fraxetin, C9H5O5OMe, a methoxy-
sesculetta (Koerner and Biginelli, Gazzetta, 1891,
21, ii, 452).

Horse-chestnut leaves contain quercitrin and
the flowers contain quercetin.

Baker and Hulton (Analyst, 1917, 42, 353)
give the composition of the hulled nuts as:
water, 1-85-3-5; ash, 245-2-90; oil, 5-0-7-2;
protein, 7-25-10-8; reducing sugars (as dex-
trose), 1-6-9-1; sucrose, 7-27-17-5; starch
(Lintner), 21*9-47-8; starch (taka-diastase),
15-2-39-0: pentoslns, 4-75-5-44; crude fibre,
2-0-2-6%. In an examination Of the hulls
Hilpert and Kruger (Ber. 1939, 72 [B], 400)
give the following analytical data:

C, 54-5; H, 4-8: methoxyl, 2-2; lignin, 5-2;
pentosans, 5-7%.

The nuts are of value in the manufacture of
n-butyl alcohol and acetone by fermentatign
processes; yields of alcohol may reach 11-12%
of the weight of the nuts (Henley, J.S.C.I. 1919,
38, 281T; Gill, ibid. p. 41 IT). Hirst and
Young (J.C.S. 1939, 951) obtained yields of
10-20% of a starch having [a]^+151° and by
means of the methyl derivative obtained three
fractions of molecular weight 700,000, 650,000
and 430,000. Tho starch molecule probably
corresponds with a chain length of 28 glucose
units.

Belozerski and Dubrovskaja (Biochimia, 1936,
1, 665) isolated from the cotyledons of the
nuts a globulin, Mppocastanin, and a nucleo-
protein. Hydrolysis of tho latter yielded a pro-
tein having a nitrogen-distribution similar to
that of hippocastaniA and a nucleic acid yielding
guanine, adenine, cytosine, thymine and lsevulic
acid but not uracil.

The use of the saponin of horse-chestnut as a
substitute for white soap bark in certain thera-
peutic preparations is suggested by Roberg and
Hoffmann (Dent. Apoth.-Ztg. 1939, 54, 416).

For an examination of the seed oil, see Masson
(Bull. Sci. pharmacol. 1918, 25, 65).

A. G. Po.
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HORSE-FAT. The fat obtained from the
horse is of &> yellowish colour and buttery con-
sistency : as the rendering of horse-fat is not as
a rule so carefully carried out as that of other
edible animal fats, it is liable to be contaminated
with remnants of tissues, to rancidify easily and
to develop an unpleasant odour. On standing,
it separates into a solid and a more unsaturated
liquid portion, the latter being known as " horse
oil" (not to be confused with horse's foot oil,
see below). Both the fat and oil havS weak drying
properties and are, therefore, unsuitable for use
as lubricants. In consequence of the increasing
consumption of horse-meat, the fat has become
a commercial article; it is used by the poorer
classes on the Continent as a substitute for lard,
and is no doubt used, upon occasion, as an
adulterant of more expensive edible fats.

Low grade horse-fats are used in the manu-
facture of soaps and leather-greases. A process
for protecting calcium carbide from the action
of water vapour by a coating of oil from horse
fat was patented by McRae (B.P. 25046/1905).

Horse-fat melts at about 34-39°C., and has an
iodine value varying from 65 to 94 according to
the part of animal from which it is derived:
cf. Amthor and Zink, Z. anal. Chem. 1S92, 31,
381; Kalmann, Chem.-Ztg. 1892, 16, 922; Gill
and Rowe, J. Amcr. Chem. Soc. 1902, 24, 46t>;
Dunlop, Analyst, 1907, 32, 317 (the fat from
the kidney-bed was found to have an iodine
value of 110-6, the highest figure recorded for
any horse-fat); Rosello, Chim. et. Ind., 1929,
Spec. No. (8e Congr. de Chim. ind., Strasbourg
(1928) 520C. (examination of horse oils: the
presence of palinito-dilinoliiys reported).

The higher iodine value, and refractive index
of horse-fat t51-59° Zeiss at 40°, i.e. nD 1-4600-
1-4653) have been used in Germany as an official
means of identifying horse-meat (cf. A. Beythien,
" Laboratoriumsbuch f.d. Nahrungsmittelcherni-
ker," 1931, 13. According to Pritzker and
Jungkunz (Z. Unters. Lebensm. 1932, 63, 30),
ljpwever, the upper limit of 69° for the refractive
index originally given by Konig (" Chem. d.
nienschl. Nahr.-u. Genussin," 1910 (3) 1,420) and
reproduced by Beythien and others is probably
a misprint for 59°, a figure which is consistent
with the iodine value and is also the one given
in " Das Schweizerische Lebensinittelbuch,"
1909 ed.).

Horse-fats contain about 24-33% of saturated
acids, consisting of palmitic acid, with a small
proportion (from 5-13%, on the whole fat) of
stearic acid, oleic acid (50-55%) and linolic acid
(about 10%) (v. Heiduschka and Steinruck, J.
pr. Chem. 1921, [ii], 102, 241; Grossfold, Z.
Unters. Lebensm. 1931, 62, 553; Pritzker and
Jungkunz, I.e.). The presence o£ 1-7% of lino-
Ienic acid in horse-fat was reported by Hei-
duschka and Steinruck (v"Klimont, Meisl and
Mayer, Monatsh. 1914, 85, 1115) and rather
more (about 4-5%) in the abdominal fat from
the wild Western range horse (iodine value 82-7;
Schuette, Garvin and Schwoegler, Jc Biol.
Chem. 1934,107, 635) which appears to be more
unsaturated than the fat of the ordinary
domestic horse.

The identification of liorse-fat luay be of
importance in the examination of meat products

such as sausages, etc. According to Pritzker
and Jungkunz, horse-fat may be differentiated
from lard by the fractional precipitation method
of Kreis and Roth (Z. Unters. Lebensm. 1913,
25, 81), and fractional crystallisation of the acids
from alcohol is suggested by G. Wolff (Chim. et
Ind. 1934, Spec. No. (13e Congr. de Chim. ind.,
Lille, 1933), 885S): detection of it in admixture
with lard or tallow is, however, a very much
more difficult matter. It is stated to be detect-
able by biological methods depending upon the
differentiation of albumins from different sources
(cf. Wittels andWelwart, Seifens.-Ztg. 1910, 37,
1014; Allen, " Commercial Organic Analysis,"
5th ed., Vol. IX, p. 244; "Schweizeriscl.es
Lebensmittelbuch," 1917 ed.), but such methods
would fail if all albuminous matter had been
removed by refining. Paschke (Z. Unters.
Lebensm. 1938,76,476) relies upon the detection
of linolenic acid in mixtures containing horse-
fat, and has described a delicate modification of
the hexabromide test for this purpose. The
identification of horse-fat in lard by means of
its characteristic absorption spectum (max. at
310 m/z) is claimed by Dorta and Reggiani (Z.
Unters. Lebensm. 1939, 77, 449).

Horses1 Crest-Fat (" adeps colli equini") which
is prized in Switzerland as a remedy for baldness
and is obtained from the crest on the back of the
neck, has been studied by Pritzker and Jungkunz
(Pharm. Acta Helv. 1931,6, 201). Its refractive
index (52-5-54-5° Zeiss at 40°, i.e. wD 1-4610-
1-4623) and iodine value (75-84) are similar
to those of horse-fat, but the content of un-
saponifiable matter (0-13-0-19%) is distinctively
lower than that of the body-fat (0-3-0-5%);
the paler colour of the unsaponifiable matter
derived from the crest-fat further serves to
differentiate it from the body-fat. The body-fat
gives orange-red colorations in the Bellier test,
which is negative in the case of the crest-fat.
Some 3-5% of paraffin wax or beeswax appears
to be commonly added to the commercial crest-
fat as a stiffener.

Horse- (Bone-)Merrow Fat, a non-drying fat of
iodine value 77-5-80-5 (Zink, Forschungsber. ii.
Lebensm. 1896, 3, 441), and horse-bone fat,
iodine value 89-6 (v. Schenk, Mitt. Lebensm.
Hyg. 1918, 9, 215), are also obtainable from the
horse. c

Horse's Foot Oil is obtained from horses' feet
by boiling them with water: samples examined
by Lewlfowitsch (" Chemical Technology of Oils,
Fats and Waxes," 6th ed., Vol. 2, p. 495) and
Amthor and Zink had iodine values of 74 and 90
respectively. As a rule the oil is not met with
in commerce under its own name, as the feet are
usually boiled out together with cattle feet and
sheep's feet and the resulting oil is sold in-
discriminately as "neat 's foot oil," or as
" animal oil."

E. L.
HORSE-FLESH-ORE (v. Vol. I I , S2d).
HORSE-RADISH. The fleshy root of

Cochlearta armoracia L., a cruciferous plant
native to eastern Europe. The sliced or grated
root is used as a condiment. Its characteristic
flavour is largely due to the presence of propyl
and wobutyl wothiocyanates. Recorded analyses
show the root to contain (%):
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M

Water 738-76-7
Protean 2-7-3-4
Fat 0-3
N -free extract 16-9-18-3
Fibre 2-B-2-8
Ash 1-5-1-6

lore recently Frieae (Z. Unters. Nahr.-u.
Genussm. 192f>, 49, itH) gives the following
data(%):

Wdter. Adi.
. . . . 72-07 2-11

Inner layer M-86 1-79
Outer layer 7305 2-09

Whole root

The percentage composition of the
by Frieze (I) and by Ktinig (II) is a

ash recorded
as follows:—

r.
II .

Na^O. CiO.

1-34 11-00 9*27
4-0 8-2

MgO.
2(i7
2*0

esO3. AI,O9.
0 0 9 0-21
l-fl —

I.
II.

0 0 9
W
7-54
7-8

SO3.
27 Ott
308

SiO4. Cl.
9-37 0-84

12-7 0-9

According to Noetze) (Pharin. Zcntralk. 1935,36,
221) horse-radish '"juice" contains 1*5(1
of dry matter, 0-3-0-5% of ash and G-22-O-2B%
of mustard oil. The original roots (25-80% of
water) contained 0-12-0-16% of mustard oil.

Peroxidase, present in horse-radish root, pro-
vided tho basis of Buck's early studies of this
ensv me. Elliot and Keilin (Proc. Roy. Soc.
1934, B, 114, 210) record an examination of
horse-radish peroxidase in relation to ita bfematin
content. No relation was apparent between the
proportion of heematin and the activity of tfie
enzyme. All tlie ha1 matin occurs free in t lir-
root as acid hsiuatiu.

Horse-radish is a good source of vitamin-C.
According to Kedrov (Problems of Nutrition,
U.8.S.B. 1934, 3, No. 5, 20) 20 g. of root dailj
suffices to prevent scurvy in man if used as solo
source of the vitamin. *

A. G. Po
HOWLITE(i>.Vol. I,58Grt).

HUCKLEBERRY. The fruit of Gaylus
eacia resinom Torr. and Gray, a native of the
western hemisphere. In the central*states o:
America the name is also given to the swam]
blueberry, V actinium corymbomm. T£e frui
is eaten raw or cooked, and is frequently dric(
or canned.

Tho following percentage composition of thi
true huikl"lk.Try is recorded by Atwater nut
Bryant [U.8. Dept. Agrio. Off, Exp. Sta. Bull
1900, No. 28): •

Water, 81-S); protein, 0-1}; fat,. OH ; N-fre
extract, 10G ; fibre, 16 G; ash, 0-3%.

A. G. Po
H ULSITE. A black, opaque, orthorhombi

(?) mineral originally described us n hydron
borate of ferrous and ferric iron and magnesium
but subsequently found to contain some- tin
(SnO,, 7*07% in a sample with a consiclcrabl
amount of insoluble gangue), the formula beta
gives as

, SnO. 3B3Oa-2H2O.

•

s occurs as small crystals and tabular masses
n a metamorphic limestone, near* the contact
f this rock with granite, at Brooks Mountain,
eward Peninsula, Alaska, and is associated
ith magnetite and tin-ore (A. Knopf and W. T.
challer, Amer. J. Sd. 1908, [iv], 25, 323; 1910,
v|T 29, 543).

L J S
HUME.ROTHERY'SRULE. In general,'

.hen one metal is alloyed with another, the first
ddition of \ metal Y to a solvent metal X
esults in tho formation of a homogeneous alloy
vith the aaino crystal structure as the parent
metal X, and which may bo called a primary
olid, solution of Y in X, These primary solid
olutions are of two kinds, namely, siibstitut-ional
olid solutions in which the solute atoms.replace
hose of the solvent in ita lattice, and interstitial
olid solutions in which the solute atoms occupy
he holes or interstices between those of the
olvent. The extent of these primary solid solu-
ions varies from complete miscihility of the

two metals in the solid state [e.g. copper--nickel,
silver-gold) to a soluhility which i.f too small to
>e measured. When the concentration of

soluto atoms exceeds that of the limit of the
solid solution, a new phase makes its .

pp In Borne systems (e.g. copper-
silver) the new phase is a, solid solution of X in
f, and in such cases the alloys, according to
heir compositions, fall into one of three typos, a
nil nary solid solution of Y in X, a primary solid

solution of X in Y, and a mixture of the two
jriinary solid solutions. In other systems inter-
nediate phases are also formed, and these may
je of fixed or variable composition., It is well
tnown that, in the gBoertd <';tse, the composi-
tions of many of these intermediate phases are
difficult to reconcile with the ordinary valencies
of the elements, and it was first pointed out by
Hume-Rothery l in 192(5 that this is only to be '
expected when a truly metallic compound is
formed. The valency compounds of ordinary
chemistry are the result of tho valency electrons
being bound into stable groups (usually octotal,
and if metallic properties are regarded aB result-
ing from tho presence of free electrons, n. metallic
compound will not bo expected to follow the
usual valency relations. In searching for an
alternative explanation of the compositions of
the intermediate phases in, alloy syatemB, Hume-
Rothery was guided by the Electron Lattice
Theory of Lindemann * which was attracting
attention at the time. This theory has been dis-
carded, but it led to the hypothesis that certain
intermediate phases in alloy systems might be
characterined by definite ratios of valency ekc-
tiona to atoms, and this has been confirmed for
a number of systems. •

The first kind of alloy considered was that of
the a/0 brass type, and Fig. 1 shows the equili-
brium diagram of the system copper-zinc. Here
the primary or a-solid solution of zinc in ro|>per
is followed by a 0-phasc which has a body-
centre<*eubic structure, in contrast with the fara-.
ccntred cubic structure of copper itself Thu
composition of the-jS-phaso is in the region of the
equiatomic composition CuZn, although then

is a wide range of Bolid solubility. The next
phase, denoted y, is in the region of 62 atomic per



cent, zinc, and has a characteristic crystal struc-
ture, and this in its turn is followed by the «-
phase with a close-packed hexagonal structure,
and a composition extending from about 78 to
81 atomic per cent, zinc, i.e. to the zinc-rich, side
of the composition 75 atomic per cent, zinc which
would correspond with the formula CuZn3.

Fig. 2 shows the equilibrium diagram of the
system copper-aluminium, and this clearly haa
a general resemblance to that of the system
copper-zinc. The 0-phase in the system copper-

aluminium haa a body-centred cubic structure,
and ita composition is in the region of Cu3AI.
The equilibrium diagram of the system copper-
tin has some of the same characteristics, and
here the composition of the 0-phase is in the
region of CusSn. It was pointed out by Hume-
Rothery that, if the elements were given their
normal valencies Cu I, Zn 2, Al 3 and Sn 4,
the compositions CuZn, Cu3AI and CusSn all
corresponded with a ratio of 3 valency electrons
to 2 atoms. Other examples were quoted, and

Atomic % Zn
40 50 60

419-4*

he idea was takt.i up by Westgren and his
collaborators,3 As a result of this and later work
it was shown that in a number of alloys of copper,
silver and gold with the elements of the B-sub'
grc ups, and with Be, Mg, Al and Si there was
a general tendency for body-centred cubic st na-
tures to occur at a valency eleetnfii/atom
ratio of 3/2, whilst y-brass structures were
found at an electron/atom ratio of 21/13, and
close-packed hexagonal structures at an elec-
tron/atom ratio of 7/4. These phases may con-
veniently be called electron compounds. The

work of Bradley and Gregory • showed that
terna'ry electron compounds could be prepared,
the type of crystal structure remaining the same
when the prOfwrtions of the atoms were adjusted
so that the electron concentration (i.e. the ratio
of valency electrons to atoms) had the value
characteristic of the structure concerned. This
conception was carried further by the work of
Ekiimn B and others, who showed that the same
principle was followed in some alloys of the B-
sub-group metals with elements of Group VUI.
provided that the latter were assumed to possess
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a zero valency. Thus in the system iron-zinc,
a phase with the y-brasa structure was found to
occur at a composition corresponding to the
formula Fe5Zn21. Here, if the iron is assumed
to possess zero valency, there are 42 valency
electrons.to 26 atoms, nrhich gives the char-
acteristic ratio 21:13 found in Cu6Zn8 and
Cu,AI4.

The above relations were discovered em-
pirically, and clearly suggested that in this class
of alloy the electron concentration was some-

. times the predominant factor in determining the
typo of structure, although in .other cases it
was clear that the effect of electron concentra-

tion was outweighed by other factors. Of these
the most important factor is the relative size
of tho different atoms, and, speaking generally,
electron compounds are only formed in cases
where the atomic diameters of the two elements
do not differ too widely, the limiting difference
being of the order of 25%. In cases where the two
metals differ widely in electrochemical proper-
ties there is a tendency for electron compounds
to disappear, and to be replaced by compounds
which begin to resemble those of a normal
valency type.

In Fig. 1 it will be seen that the a/a-f/} and
a+fljfl phase boundaries have a characteristic

1100

tooo

10 20 30 50

Atomic % AI.
60 70 SO 90

80 90 100

Weight % At.
Fio. 2.

shape showing that the solubility of zinc in
copper diminishes at high temperatures. It has
been shown empirically by Hume-Rothery and
collaborators • that this kind of phase boundary
js controlled largely by the electron concen-
tration, although the effects are modified by the
relative sizes of the atoms in the alloy Bystems
concerned, and these effects have been studied
in detail by Hume-Hothery and Andrews.7

From the empirical point of view, therefore, the
position may be summarised by Baying that
in this class of alloy there are many cases iti
which both the type of structure and the form
of the phase boundaries are determined largely

by the electron concentration, although this
simple principle is often obscured by tho effect
of other factors such as thft relative sizes or
electrochemical characteristics of the atoms
concerned. •

These empirical relations received remarkable
support from tho theoretical work of Mott and
Jonesa on the modern electron theories of
metals, •especially as regards the theories of
lirilluuin zones {Brillouin, " Quantenstatistik,"
Ikrliii, 1931), Jones* was able to show that
for the y-brass structures the electron coneen-
tration was nearly that required to fill the first
Brillouin zone. Although in other caseB the
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explanation was more complicated, the electron
theory clearly supported the view that electron
concentration was sometimes the predominant
factor in determining the type of crystal struc-
ture or the form of phase boundaries, and Jones
even developed a theory of the a/0 brass equili
brium in reasonable agreement with the facts.
The work of Jones suggests that whilst the
electron concentration is often the important
factor, there is no reason why this should corre-
spond with simple whole number ratios of atoms;
In the above description reference has been
made to formulae such as CuZn, Cu3AI, etc.,
in order to illustrate the principle in a simple
way, but it must not be imagined that these
exact ratios have any particular significance, or
that any definite molecular species exist with
these compositions. The important fact is that
in the different systems, phases of the same
structuie tend to occur at roughly the same
electron concentration.

Recent work by Lipson10 has extended the
principle to defect lattices. These are structures
in which variation in composition takes place
not by a process of substitution of one atom for
another, but by one kind of atom dropping out
of the lattice. In such cases it has be3n shown
that characteristic changes occur at compositions
such that the number of electrons per unit cell
remains constant, and this is in agreement with
the expectations of the electron theory. In
normal structures with no defects, a constant
number of electrons per unit cell is equivalent
to a constant number of electrons per atom, or
a constant electron concentration, but in defect
lattices the number of electrons per unit cell is
the fundamental characteristic.
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HUMIC ACID. The term applied from
time to time to various acidic constituents of the
black, spongy, semi-colloidal matter (humus)
present in soils, peat, etc., resulting from the
chemical and microbiological decomposition of
plant and animal residues. Typical samples of
humic acid are prepared by extracting soil or
peat with very dilute alkali (concentrated alkali
causes decomposition) and precipitating the
brownish-black humic acid with dilute mineral
acids. Numerous systems of purificatior or
further fractionation have been adopted by
different investigators. An average analysis of
humic acid is C 61-9, H 4-2, N 3-3, O 30-6%.

Much discussion has centred round the nitro-
gen content of humic acid. Artificial humic
acids, closely resembling the natural product,
may be prepared by heating sugars with mineral
acids. This suggests that the humic acid does
not contain nitrogen as an essential constituent.
The nitrogen invariably present in natural
preparations has been regarded as ammoniacal
nitrogen in ammonium humate. Not all this
nitrogen, however, can be removed by customary
methods for decomposing ammonium salts.

Preparations still more closely resembling
natural humic acid are obtained by heating
sugars with amino-acids under conditions
favouring the production of hydroxymethyl-
furfuraldehyde. The latter substance on ex-
posure to air is shown to be polymerised in the
course of some months, to yield a black sub-
stance, possessing the general properties of
uumic acid.

Attempts to prepare artificial humic acid have
been numerous, but although there is a general
similarity in the nature of the synthetic products,
it cannot be established that any individual
substance has been isolated. Nor can it be
proved that any of the synthetic preparations is
identical with the natural substance. Moreover,
humic acid preparations from aoil or peat vary
considerably in their composition and properties
according to the process of isolation adopted,
and have not yet afforded proof that natural
humic &oid exists as a chemical entity. Many
modern workers favour the view that the
numerous preparations of natural humic acid
consist of varied mixtures of substances similar
in character but not chemically identical.
Indeed Waksman, " Humus," Bailliere, Tindall

and Cox, 1938, suggests that to avoid miscon-
ception the term " humic" acid should be
abandoned altogether.

A. G. Po.
HUMIDITY AND HUMIDITY CON-

TROL. Introduction.—Humidity is a general
term applicable to the water vapour content of
any gas. It is rarely used for gases other than
air, and this restricted meaning is used through-
out this article, but the application of the state-
ments to other gases will be obvious.

There are three general methods of stating
the humidity of air. The most fundamental is
the absolute humidity which is the mass of water
per unit volume of air, and is usually expressed
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in terms of grams per cubic metre or grains
per cubic foot. The absolute humidity at any
temperature can be increased by adding water
until the air becomes saturated, at which point
it is in equilibrium with liquid water at the same
temperature. (It is true that in the absence of
nuclei such as dust particles or ions a super-
saturated state may be obtained, but this is
an unstable condition.) Humidity may also be
quantitatively stated as the vapour pressure of
water present in the air, but this is the least used
of any methods of defining humidity, probably
owing to the difficulty of measuring water
vapour pressure in air by any simple direct
meflnod. Since water vapour obeys Boyle's
law with considerable accuracy, the vapour
pressure is proportional to the absolute humidity.

A much more useful measure is the relative
humidity or percentage saturation, which is
defined aj the active absolute humidity ex-
pressed as a percentage of the maximum or
saturation humidity at the same temperature.
An alternative definition based on vapour pres-
sures can be used and the difference between the
two results is negligible in practice. Relative
humidity is much more important than absolute
humidity because it is closely related to the
equilibrium moisture content of hygroscopic
substances regardless of temperature changes,
and has very direct application to such practical
problems as drying. It should be noted that
since the saturation absolute humidity and the
vapour pressure of water increase with tempera-
ture, the relative humidity of a given quantity
of air can be lowered by heating and raised by
cooling, although no vater is added or taken
from the air.

Although humidity may be stated in these!
three ways it is always possible to relate one
to tho other if the temperature is known.
Tables of saturation absolute humidity and of
vapour pressure at various temperatures are
available and therefore all measurements of
humidity <fean be expressed in the way most
convenient to the purpose in fc&nd.

Measurement of Humidity.-—Absorption
Method.—The most fundamental method of
measuring humidity is by absorption. A known
volume of air is drawn over substances which
completely remote the water (e.g. phosphorus
pentoxide or silica gel). The mass of water
absorbed can then be determined by weighing.
This method is, however, cumbersome and slow
and is little used in practice except for basic
calibration purposes.

Wet and Dry Bulb Hygrometers.—The most
usual method is to make use of the wet and dry
bulb hygrometer, which consists of two meftury-
in-glass thermometers, one of which has its bulb
covered with muslin provided with a wick dip-
piiig into a water reservoir in order to keep it
wet. Water then evaporates off the muslin at
a rate depending on the relative humidity of the
air, and the absorption of latent heat causes this
thermometer to indicate a lower temperature
(the wet bulb temperature) than the other which
gives the dry bulb temperature. The difference
of the readings is known as the bulb difference
and from this the relative humidity is determined
by reference to tables.

It is essential that the muslin and wick should
be clean and be renewed frequently, and that
the water should be pure. It is possible to use
a wet and dry bulb instrument when the cover-
ing of the wet bulb is frozen but care must be
taken when the film of ice is thin. Detailed
instructions for such measurement will be found
in the "Observer's Handbook "issued by the
Meteorological Office in Great Britain, or similar
publications in other countries.

The tables generally used in Great Britain for
this type of hygrometer are " Hygrometrical
Tables adapted to the use of the Dry- and Wet-
Bulb Thermometer," by James Glaisher (4th ed.,
Taylor and Francis, London, 1866). To avoid
the trouble of using tables, nomograms and
various humidity-calculating devices have been
produced and these are often a help in reducing
observations to terms of relative humidity.
The Meteorological Office issues a set of tables
(M.O. 265) for use with wet and dry bulb
thermometers exposed in Stevenson screens
out of doors and these are intended for use in
" light airs," whereas Glaisher's tables refes to
the thermometers in still air. If still air were
realised in practice, the sample of air which the
hygrometer measured might not be the same as
the rest of the space in which the observer was
interested. If moving air be used it is found
by experiment that for the same relative
humidity the bulb difference increases with the
velocity, but fortunately above a speed of 3
metres per sec. this increase is negligible. This
faet forms the basis of two of the best types of
wet and dry bulb hygrometer.

In the sling or whirling psychrometer two
thermometers are fastened to a frame provided
with a handle which enables them to be rotated,
thus causing a stream of air to flow over the
bulbs. This instrument is adopted as the stan-
dard for the measuring of humidity by the U.S.
Weather Bureau, and detailed instructions for
its use will be found in " Psychrometric Tables,"
published by the U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington. Briefly, these may be
stated as follows: The bulb of one thermometer
is covered with a wick and moistened, and tho
instrument whirled rapidly for 15-20 seconds,
stopped and quickly read, the wet bulb having
attention first. The whirling and reading are
repeated until the wet bulb reaches its lowest
temperature. While whirling the psychrometer
the observer should walk to and fro thus obtain-
ing a better average reading.

The other hygrometer employing moving air
is called tho Assmann psychrometer and is
regarded as the best instrument of this type for
standardisation purposes. A constant current
of air is drawn by a fan driveft by clockwork or
by an electric motor gver the bulbs of the two
thermometers, one having the usual wet
muslin cover. The bulbs are surrounded by
highly polished metal shields so that the instrti-
ment is ^unaffected by radiant heat. The tables
for use with it are practically identical with
those of the whirling instrument, but the best
tables are " Aspirations Psychrometer Tafeln "
issued by the Prussian Meteorological Institute.
These tables originally covered tho rango to
40°c. (104°F.), but this range has been extended
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by Awbery and Griffiths (Proc. Physical Soc.
1932, 44, 132) up to 100°c. (212°F.).

It is not necessary to use mercury-in-glass
thermometers, and mercury-in-steel thermo-
meters, electrical resistance thermometers,
thermo-couples or even bi-metallic temperature
indicators are used in cases where the extra cost
can be justified. With the mercury-in-steel
thermometers it is possible to obtain enough
power for a direct reading of relative humidity
by means of a linkage system connecting the
two indicating mechanisms to a pointer (e.g.,
Bateson, J. Sci. Instr. 1932, 9, 94). With these
variations from the usual mercury-in-glass
thermometers records can be obtained and these
are often of great value in industrial applications
of humidity.

Hygroscopic Methods.—Other methods of
measuring humidity depend on the change of
length of hygroscopic substances when in
equilibrium with atmospheres of different
relative humidities. The most commonly used
substances are hair, gold-beaters* skin, animal
or vegetable membranes or textile fibres.
Temperature changes of normal magnitude have
little effect on these materials, and when cleaned
from grease they can therefore be usedMbr indi-
cating and recording instruments calibrated
directly in relative humidity. Unfortunately,
the accuracy of such instruments is not great
owing to lag and to changes of reading after they
have been subjected to high or low humidities.
It has been shown (D.S.I.R. Food Investigation
Special Report No. 8, 1933) that gold-beaters1

skin has the smallest lag and that horsehair
maintains its calibration bqfrter than other sub-
stances. Incases where extreme accuracy is not
necessary such instruments are very useful as
they can be read directly; but they should be
checked at intervals against a standard hygro-
meter.

Dew Point Method.—When air is cooled the
relative humidity increases until the air becomes
saturated. At this point (the dew point) Vater
will be deposited as dew and this forms the basis
of ail accurate method of measurement. In
order to detect the formation of dew a highly
polished silver thimble is used and arrangements
are made for cooling it, for instance, by the
evaporation of ether. The temperature of the
surface when the dew forms is best determined
by means of a thermo-couple attached to the
thimble. This method is not suitable for
general use but forms an excellent. means of
calibrating empirical hygrometers. Full details
of refinements obtaining high accuracy will be
found in D.S.I.R. Food Investigation Special
Report No. 8, 1933.

Other Metkods.*-Ma,ny other ways of mea-
suring humidity have begn proposed from time
to time but the only one which will be men-
tioned here is that based on the different thermal
conductivities of humid and dry air. The
method is therefore identical with ordinary
methods of gas analysis by katharomeRr which
were described originally by Shakespear and
Daynes (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1920, A, 97, 273).
It is a very accurate way of determining small
amounts of water vapour in gases. (For further
details, see H. A. Daynes, " Gas Analysis by

Measurement of Thermal Conductivity," Cam-
bridge University Press, 1933.)

Control of Humidity.—It will be clear from
what has been said that the relative humidity
in any enclosed space can be changed by heating
or cooling the atmosphere, but there is usually a
very severe limitation to what can be done in
this direction and therefore control is effected
by adding or taking water from the air. Air is
saturated at room temperature when it contains
about 1J% water by weight. The weight of
water, therefore, required to change the humidity
by 10%, which, is a normal amount, is only
0*15% of the weight of the air if there is no
leakage of air or condensation of water. *The
amount of water needed is therefore in general
small and in some cases very crude methods can
be used.

Humidification.—To increase the humidity in
a room it is often sufficient to sprinkle water on
the floor with a watering can or to allow steam
to blow into the air from jets. The latter method
usually results, however, in the introduction of
much heat and the humidity in some cases is
lowered when the steam is turned on. A far
better way of introducing water is by means of
specially designed humidifiers which break up
the water into very small drops in which con-
dition it readily evaporates. The absorption
of heat in this process is often a great help in
increasing the relative humidity in factories
where machinery is giving off heat. The water
may either be sprayed into the air, being
atomised by compressed air, or the spraying may
occur in an enclosure, through which air flows,
and in its passage is consequently humidified
and washed. A third type combines the func-
tion of a humidifier and ventilating plant, since
air is humidified at some central point and
distributed to various parts of the room or
building by a trunking system. The relative
advantages of these three types of plant depend
greatly on the local conditions and cannot be
discussed in detail here.

Dehumidificatio*. — Interest in humidities
lower than those normally occurring is generally
the reason for installing a drying process. If it
is allowable to heat the air this is clearly the
easiest way of obtaining the necessary low
humidity and is the general practice in drying
methods. If heajbing is not allowable it is
necessary to absorb the water from the air.
When relatively small volumes of air are to be
handled, fused calcium chloride is a very useful
substance as it is cheap and the solution pro-
duced when water is absorbed is easily carried
away by a drain. It has been found very useful
in d&iumidifying small laboratories and testing
rooms. Sulphuric acid has been considered for
the same purpose but has usually been rejected
because of corrosion difficulties.

It is often preferred to use an adsorbent sub-
stance which can be regenerated. Silica gel,
which is the best known example of this type, is
pure silica manufactured in such a way as to have
a porous structure which makes it capable of
adsorbing up to 40% of its own weight of water
without appearing wet or increasing in volume.
When saturated it is heated and the water is
given off, allowing the substance to be used
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repeatedly (v. Vol. I, p. 1506). In practice it is
arranged that three or four units are available,
one being in use while he others are being
regenerated or cooled. The change-over between
the units can be effected at definite intervals by
automatic means if desirable. A full description
of such plant by Lees will be found in Engineer-
ing* 1932,184, 458. Alumina has been put for-
ward as an alternative to silica gel and is used
in very much the same way (Engineering, 1941,
152, 406)'.

Air-Conditioning Plants. — The plants
which havo been described above are designed
to correct humidity by the direct addition or
removal of water vapour, little regard being paid
to temperature. The object of an air-condition-
ing plant is to deliver at every point in the region
served air which has been washed free from dust,
at the desired temperature and humidity and
with the correct air movement. The basic
principle\>f such plants is that air is saturated
with water at such a temperature that when it is
heated to room temperature it will have the
correct relative humidity. This may be a pro-
cess of humidification or dehumidification
according to circumstances, and air may also
be heated or cooled during the process. The air
is saturated by passing it through a very dense
sgray of water in a large chamber. Baffle plates
remove any water drops and the air then passes
through a heating chamber to give it the correct
temperature. After this a fan delivers it to the
distribution system. Details of the construction
of such plants willxbe found in Moyer and Fittz,
" Air Conditioning," McGraw Hill Book Co., New
York, 1938. The control of these plants may be
effected in many ways. The simplest of them
is to use two thermostats which control ttfe
temperature of the spray-water and of the air
as it leaves the plant.

When air is saturated in the manner described
it is brought to a temperature known as the
" temperature of adiabatic saturation " which,
as pointed out by Carrier (Trans. Amer. Soc.
Mech. Eng. 1911,33,1005), is*he same as the wet
bulb temperature obtained in a ventilated wet
and dry bulb hygrometer. The connection
between the two cannot be explained on a
theoretical basis, but the agreement in most
cases is so close,that the adiabatic saturation
temperature is ojten spoken of as the wet bulb
temperature.

When very low humidities are required with
an air-conditioning plant it is necessary to cool
the spray-water by a refrigerating plant or by
some method such as rapid evaporation in a
vacuum.

Automatic Humidity Controls.—Th6 best
results with a humidifying or dehumidifying
plant can only be obtained with automatic
control. An instrument for this purpose is
essentially a hygrometer, fitted with some device
to start the plant when the humidity departs
from the desired value. The commonest form
of control or " hygrostat" makes use of the
change of length of hairs, textile threads or gold-
beaters' skin. This type usually behaves very
well as it is not subjected to large changes of
humidity if the plant is kept running con-
tinuously. Another type is based on the wet

and dry bulb hygrometer, which, if it works on
a true humidity basis, is complicated because
the readings of two thermometers have to be
subtracted and then corrected for temperature.
This can be avoided by using a wet and dry bulb
thermostat, but a small error in either instrument
may then cause a considerable error in humidity.

The transmission of the indication of the
hygrometer to the plant being controlled can
be carried out electrically or by compressed air.
The electrical method of transmission appears to
be the simplest, but chattering of contacts often
causes trouble with relays and this problem has
to be given special consideration. With the
compressed air method the sensitive element
opens and closes a small leak in a system which
is supplied through a smaller orifice, and conse-
quently the presence or absence of the leak causes
a large change of pressure which is employed
in operating diaphragm valves or dampers.
Space does not allow mention to be made of the
many ingenious applications of these principles
under practical working conditions (see Biblio-
graphy).

Humidity Control in Experimental Work.
—In any research or testing work with hygro-
scopic si^bstances it may be necessary to control
the humidity under which the work is carried
out. If all the necessary operations can be
carried out in an air-tight box it is often very
simple to control the humidity by means of a
large tray of saturated salt solution in the en-
closure. This has a definite vapour pressure
and therefore at a given temperature a fixed
relative humidity. Tables of values will be
found in " International Critical Tables " (Vol. I,
p. 67). Sodium chloride may be specially men-
tioned, since its solubility changes little with
temperature and therefore over a range of
temperature it gives a relative humidity of
approximately 73-75%. Sulphuric acid and
glycerin solutions have been used for a similar
purpose, but as they absorb or lose water their
strength is changed and therefore the humidity
is not constant as in the case of saturated eaft
solutions. Tables relating to sulphuric acid
were given by Wilson (J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 1921,
13, 326).

Where it is impossible to work in a small en-
closure it is necessary to humidify the whole
of the room. As accurate humidity control can
only be effected when the temperature is also
controlled, it is advisable to choose a room the
temperature of which can be maintained con-
stant. It should therefore have few or no
windows and if possible an air-lock at its
entrance. The humidity can be lowered by fans
drawing air through a tower containing calcium
chloride and raised by passing it through a
similar tower containing wet pumice or coke.
The fans can be controlled by any suitable type
of electrical humidity control operating through
relays.

Industrial Importance of Humidity.—
In the Application of scientific principles to in-
dustry, humidity is assuming an ever increasing
importance. This is obvious in connection with
all problems relating to drying processes but
there is also a much wider scope. When in-
dustrial materials are reviewed it is found that
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a very large proportion are hygroscopic in
character. A close investigation of their work-
ing properties shows that weather often has
profound eftccts even in a building where the
temperature is maintained approximately con-
stant. These effects ore therefore due to the
changes of humidity and it is often economically
sound to change the humidity artificially to
ensure the best working conditions.

The behaviour of hygroscopic materials is to
a large extent bound up with the formation of
electrostatic charges. At high humidities the
rate of leakage of these charges is so great that
they are not detectable, but at low humidities
they may become so marked as to exert con-
siderable forces on the material being worked.
Thus, in the textile trades threads and fabrics
under dry conditions are often distorted from
their normal paths through machines and become
attached to any neighbouring earthed conductor
with a resultant breakdown of the working.
Another effect of these electrostatic charges is
that dust or other small particles are often
thrown off into the air causing discomfort and
contamination. This effect is enormously re-
duced by the increase of humidity. Further,
electrification may become so serious lin some
cases that sparks occur and in the presence of
inflammable fibres the risk of fire is very con-
siderable. Hum id ifi cation has been used to
reduco such risks.

Low humidities arc of great value in works
producing cables, transformers and other elec-
trical apparatus in which the insulation must be
kept in a very dry state.

Humidity and Human Comfort.—While the
full consideration of this subject is outside the
scope of this article, it should be noted that
humidity is a largo factor in the comfort con-
ditions of an atmosphere especially in hot
climates, the other factors being temperature
and air movement. In Great Britain this sub-
ject has not therefore received as much attention
as in America. The plants for giving •com-
loriablc conditions in large buildings are usually
of the air-conditioning typo fitted with re-
frigerators. The design of these plants is based
on the results of much research work and excel-
lent results are obtained.

Various instruments have been designed for
measurement i of comfort conditions, the best
known of which is the katathermometer designed
by Sir Leonard Hill. This is essentially an
alcohol thermometer with a large bulb. The
time for the temperature to drop from 100°F. to
95°F. is measured. From this a " cooling
power " is determined and this has been related
by much experimental work to comfort con-
ditions. Another instrument is the eupatheo-
scope which is a black-pajnted copper cylinder
22 in. high by 7J in. in diameter heated to
75°F.,the loss of heat from this being recorded
and scaled iii figures of " equivalent tempera-
ture." For a full description, see D.S.I.R
Building Research Board Technical Paper, 1932,
No. 13 (H.M. Stationery Office).

Bibliography.—The subject matter of this
article is treated in a much fuller way, especially
from tho practical and industrial standpoints,
in M. C. Marsh, "Controlled Humidity in

Industry, C. Griffin, London, 1935. Air-con-
ditioning plants have been largely used in
America and there is now considerable literature
on this subject: see A. M. Green, Jr.,€t Principles
of Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning,"
Wiley, 1936; W. H. Scverns, " Heating, Venti-
lating and Air Conditioning Fundamentals,"
Wiley, 1937; C. A. Fuller, " Air Conditioning,"
Pitman, 1938; R. E. Holmes, "Air Conditioning
in Summer and Winter," McGraw Hill Book
Co., 1938; J. A. Moyer and R. U. Fit-tz, " Air
Conditioning," McGraw Hill Book Co., 1938;
J. R. Allen and J. H. Walker, " Heating and
Air Conditioning," McGraw Hill Book Co., 1939;
W. H. Stangle, " An Air Conditioning Prinw,"
McGraw Hill Book Co., 1940. Reference should
also be made to the u Journal of the Institution
of Heating and Ventilating Engineers," London,
and the " Transactions of the American Associa-
tion of Heating and Ventilating Engineers,"
New York, also to two American periodicals,
" Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning " and
" The Aerologist."

M. C. M.
HUMULENE (P. Vol. II, 92<i, 408</).
HUMULON (v. Vol. II, 92a).
HUNGARIAN TURPENTINE istheoleo-

resin obtained from Pinus pumilio Haenkc.
HUTCH INSONITE.SuIpharscnitcof thal-

lium, lead, silver and copper,

(TI,Ag,Cu)2S-As2S3+ PbSAs2S3,

crystallised in the orthorhombic system, and
one of the few minerals that contain thallium
(18-25%) as an essential constituent. It is
of rare occurrence as minute, red, transparent
crystals in the white, crystalline dolomite of the
Binncnthal in Switzerland.

L. J. S.
HYACINTH or JACINTH. A name

loosely applied to several kinds of gem-stones of
a yellowish-red or red shade, but more usually to
zircon (native zirconium silicate, ZrSiO4).
Other stones of sinilar colour to which the name
is sometimes applied include: ferruginous quartz
from Santiago de Conipostella in the north of
Spain (Conipostella hyacinth); hessonite (v.
GARNET) ; brown iodocrase or vesuvianite from
Vesuvius t yellowish-red spinel from Minos
Novas, Brazil; topaz from Brazil; and reddish-
brown corundum (Oriental hyacinth). The
vaKivOos or hyacinthus of the ancients was, how-
ever, a blue or purple stone, probably corundum
(sapphire), or perhaps amethyst.

L. J. S.
HYACINTH (Artificial). Practically all

hyacLith perfumes are based on two important
synthetics, the natural perfume being rarely
used. These two synthetics are cu-bromo-
styrene, PhCH:CHBr, m.p. 7°, .b p 2>0°
d 1-4220, *„ M>094; and phenylacetaldehyde,'
PhCH2CHO, b.p. 205-207°, d 1050-1085,
n 1-52U5-1-5345. The latter important modern
synthetic perfume is necessary in all the more
delicate perfumes of the hyacinth and narcissus
types, for which bromostyrene is rather coarse ;
but it is very apt to polymerise, and should be
kept in dilute alcoholic solution.

E. J. P.



HYDANTOIN.

H Y J E N I C ACID (C26Hs0Ot?) has been
stated to occur as a glycenue in the secretion of
the anal glandular pouches of the striped hyivna
(CariuH, Annalen, 1864, 129. 168); the acid,
which was stated to melt at 77-78°, probably
consisted of a mixture of homologous fatty acids
with an even number of carbon atoms.

E. L.
HYALOPHANE («. Vol. I,
HYDANTOIN, gly colly lurea,

is foil

,NHCHf

co<
^NH-CO

is found together with allantoin in the leaf buds
of Piuianus oriental** (Linn.) (Schulze and
Barbieri. Ber. 1881, 14, 1834); in beet juice
(p. Lippmann, ibid. 1890. 29, 2052); also in the
pale sprouts growing from beets in moist warm
weather* (Pauly and Sauter, ibid. 1930, 63 [B],
2063). It ia prepared (1) by reducing allantoin
or aUoxanic acid with concentrated hydriodic
acid at 100° (Bayer, Annalen, 1864. 130, 168);
(2) by the action of excess of alcoholic ammonia
on bromoacetylurea at 100° (Baeyor, Ber. 187S,
8, 612); (3) by the condensation of sodium di-
hydroxytartrate and urea in the presence of
hydrochloric acid at 50-60° (Anschiitz, Annalen,
1889, 254, 258); (4) by the condensation of
glyoxal and urea in the presence of hydro-
chloric acid (Siemonsen, ibid. 1904, 333, 109);
(5) from the compound:

HO-CH-NH

HOCH-NH
CO

(which is formed from formaldehyde and urea
in water) by heating with hydrochloric acid
(['auly and Sauter; I.e.); (6) from anuno-
acetouitrile by the action of potassium cyanate
(Biltz and Slotta, J. pr. Chem. 1926. [ii], 113,
233); (7) from ethyl hydantoate by heating at
135° for 7 hours or bv warming with 25% hydro-
chloric acid (Harries and \Tfeiaa, Bor. 1900, 33,
3418), or by heating with alcoholic ammonia at
100° (Harries, Annalen, 1808, 361, 69); the ethyl
hydantoatc is prepared by the condensation of
glycine ethyl ester hydrochlori.de with potassium
cynnate (Harriet and Weiss, l.c.) or by tha inter-
action of glycine ester and sodium ethyl car-
hoiiate (Diela and HeintzeU Ber. 1905,38, 306).
It may be prepared from hippuric acid by con-
verting it into 1 - benzoyl- - - thiohydiintoin
(formerly 3-benzoyl-) (Johnson and Nicolet,
J. Araer. Chem. Soc. 11*11, 13, 1973) and then
desulphurising this compound with an aqueous
Hu'ution of chloroacetic add (Johnso'h and
Bengis, ibid. 1913, 35, 1005}- It it) obtained
from glycine by treatment with potassium
evanate and glacial acetic acid und evaporating
the hydantoic acid so obtained to drynesis with
hydrochloric acid (West, J. Biol. Chem, 1918,
34. 188 ; Wagner and Simons, J. Chem. Edu-
cation, 1936, 13, 265),; and a yield of 90%_ is
obtained by the condensation of glycine with
nitrourea (Sah and Uu, A. 1937, 390).

Hydantoin crystallises in colourless needles,
m.p. 216° (Schulze and Barbieri, Anschiitz, U.c,};
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217-220° (Harries and Weiss, U.); its heat of
combustion at constant volume iti.-f 312-4 kg.-
cal., and heat of formation -f 109 kg.-cal.
{MatignoQ, Ann. Chim. 1893, [vi], 28, 70). Its
dissociation constant A*a is 7-59 x 10"10 (Wood,
Phil. Trans. 1906, 1833); the dielectric co-
efficient -j~=6-4 (<=dielectric constant, c=con-

centration) (Devoto, Gazzetta, 1933, 63, 50). For
the absorption of light by hydantoin, set
Asahina, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1929, 4, 202.
Irradiation with a quartz lamp causes opening of
the ring since no ammonia is evolved but the
amino-N (van Slyke) increases considerably
(Lieben and Cctreuer, Biochem. Z. 1933, 259, 1).
It is sparingly soluble in cold, readily in hot
water, and the solution has a sweetish taste; it
is soluble in 10 parts of boiling acetic acid.
Hydantoin is not attacked by ammonia, hydro-
chloric acid or dilute nitric acid ; when boiled
with baryta water it is converted into the barium
salt of hydantoic at'id, the heat of combustion of
which is 308-9 kg.-cat. and heat of formation
+ 1810 kg.-cal. (Matignon, I.e.), m.p. 179-180°.
Heating with ammonium sulphide at 150-155°
in a scaled tube or boiling for 120 houra with
dilute ammonium sulphide gives glyciue (Hank*
and Weiss, Annalen, 1903, 327, 380; Bovd and
Robson, Biochem. J. 1935, 29, 542). The*action
of reductases from milk, blood, pancreas or liver
extract causes cleavage with liberation of ureu
(Wada, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo. 1934, 10. 17).
Iti its physiological action, hydantoin has a slight
hyperglycffimic effect, counteracting to some
extent the influence of insulin (Isshiki, Folia
Pharmacol. Japan, 1932, 15, No. 1, Breviaria 4).

Hydantoin formft sodium and potassium sails
which are soluble in alcohol with difficulty and
are hydrolysed by water (Bailey, J. Amor. Chem.
Soc. 1906, 28, 392). The silver derivative,
C3HaOgNjAg,Hap, is precipitated by silver
nitrate from an ammoniaoal solution of hydan-
toin (Weiss, Annulcn, 1903, 327,375; ef. Buoyet,
Annalen, 1864, 130, 160).

When equal weights of hydantoin and par£-
bantc acid are heated at 150° for 1$ hours, 1:5
deJi t/dro-5:5 '-dihydaniyl,

CO-NH-CH C = NCO

N H - io O—NH

m.p. 178°. is formed; its sodium salt is yellow
and crystallises from 20% sodium hydroxide
with 4H2O, m.p. about 140°; reduction with
hydriodic acid regenerates hydantoin (Biltz and
Lachraann, J, pr. Chem. 1933, [ii], 136, 217).

Spiro • 5; 5 • dihydan loin,

N>H—CO. y N H — CO

A O—UW XCO—NH

prepared by boiling 5-amino-4-hydro.icy-4T
dihydrouric acid with concentrated h'
chloric acid, it crystallises in stout rhotnbohedra
which slowly blacken and decompose above
400°. It is remarkably stable towards acids,
and is not attacked by alkaline permanganate;
it is converted by hot concentrated aqueous
barium hydroxide into altantoin. It is the
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parent substance of kypocaffeinc (frimelhiff-
spiro~5:!}-dihydanloin) (Biltz and Heyn, Annalen,
1016,413,38).

With 3:5-din]trobenzoic acid in alkaline solu-
tion, hydantoin gives a. purplish-rose colour {also
given by many creatiniiie derivatives) which ciui
be used for coloriraetric determination (Benedict
and Behre, J. Biol. Chem. 1936, 114, 515).

Substituted derivatives of hydantoin are
referred to the ring,

With regard to the isomerisation of hydantoin,
see Hahn and Seikel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1938,
68, 647.

5-Nitrohydantoin,

oc
NH-CH-NO,,

-CO

prepared by the action of nitric acid on hydtin-
toin, forms shining crystals, melting and decom-
posing at 170° (Franchimont and Klobbie, Rec.
trav, ehim. 1888, 7, 12; Harries ant} Weiss,
Annalen, 1903,327, 373).

5-Aminohydantoin hydrochloride, 5-Car-
boxyaminobydantoin (hydroxonic add) (I), ob-
tained by the reduction of potassium allantoxa-
nate (Ponomarev, Annalen, 1870, 226. 228, 461 ;
v. Vol. I, 23tW) when hoiled with acetic an-
hydride yields l:3-di(i<'C-tyl-r>-ji(etvlatninohy-
dantoin (II) which is hydrolysed by boiling with
a methyl alcoholic solution of HCI to give the
hydrochloride of 5-aminohyunntoin, m.p. 218"
222D (III). The free base has not been isolated
(Biltz and Gieslcr, Ber. 1913, 46, 3423; Biltz
and Hanisch, J, pr. Chem. 1928, [ii]. H i , 140):

NH-CH-NH-CO.H

NH CO

I.

,NAcCHNHAc
OC(

II.

,NHCHNH,HCf
OC<

XNHCO

III.

t:3-Diacetylhydantofn, obtained by the
action of acetic aghydride on hydantoin, has
m.p, 104-105°, and yields 1-acetyUtyiaiiioiii,
m.p. 143-144°, when boiled with water, and this
forms a sparingly soluble had salt (Harries and
Weiss, Annalen, 1903, 327, 355; Siemonsen,
I'MB. 1904,888. 101).

1;3-Dlchlorohydanto!n, obtained ip the
form of lustrous crystalline leaves, m.p. 120-
121°, by the action of chlorine on an aqueous
solution of hydantoin, has the characteristic
properties of a chloroimino compound (Harries
and Weiss, i.e.; Siemonsen, i.e.; Biltz and

Behrens, Ber. 1010, 43, 1984). Attempts to
prepare bromine derivatives of hydantoin have
been unsuccessful; by the action of J mol, of
bromine, hydantoin is converted into iaoaltiftiric
arid,

NHCH-N—CH.,
| >CO,

NH-CO CO-NI-K

nave
I. of
<urk

m.p. 258-260°; when a larger proportion of
bromine is employed, parabanic acid (oxalyl-
urea) ia formed, probably from an intermediate
5:5-dibromo-derivative.

Condemsationwith Aldehydes.—Hydantoin con-
denses with formaldehyde (1-3 mol.) in aqueous
solution to form 1 - (or 3-) hydroxymethyl-
hydanioin. m.p. 125-135°; this yields cklaro-
mrlhylkydantnin, CjH5O2N2CI, m.p. 150-157°,
when treated with phosphorus pentaehloride or
concentrated h3'drochloric acid. When hy-
dantoin is warmed with formaldehyde in the
[m'senee of acids, more complex products are
obtained (Behrend nnd Niemeyer, Annalen,
lfHMl,365,38).

Hydantoin condenses with aromatic alde-
hydes in the presence of glacial acetic acid and
sodium acetate or in pyridiae solution in the
presence of piperidine or diethylamine, to form
compounds of the type (I), whieh on reduction,
e.g. with ammonium sulphide in aqueous or
alcoholic solution or with hydrogen sulphide in
pyridine, yield the corresponding 5-aryI-sub-
sntated hydantoin (II),

,NHC:CHR

NHCO
1.

OC
-NH-CH-CH.R

\
NH-CO

JI.

The following compounds have been described:
5-Fitnzalhydantoin, m.p. 220°; Johnson and

Bates (J. Araer. Chem. Soc. 1015, 37, 383) record
two isomeric modifications of henzalhydantoin :
the ordinary form (cis), m.p. 220°, and a trans-
form, m.p. 246", which crystallines in aggregates
of distorted needles (c/. Komatsu, Mem. ColL
Sei. Eng. Kyoto, 1912, S, 13); for the absorption
spectra of the two forms, see Hahn and Evans,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928,60, 806; and Asahina,
Boll. Chen. Soc. Japan, 1930, 5, 354.

5'Aniaalhtfdantoin, m.p. 243"-244t> (decomp.)
yields a browo-dciivative, m.p. 247"; and on
reduction with hydriodic acid forms 6-p-
kydToxybenzylhydan'toin {ii/ra$inekt/dantoin), m.p.
257-258°, from which tyrosine is oDtained by
prolonged boiling with hydriodic acid. The
tyrosinehydantoin, m.p. 275-280°, described by
Blendermann (Bied. Zentr. 1883,209) ia probably
an optically active isomeridc of this compound,
•p-Iiydroxybcnzalhydantoin has m.p. 315° {Boyd
and Robson, Biochem. J. 1035, 29, 542);
piperonalhydantoin, m.p. 245°. For the methyl
ethers and acetoxy-derivatives of 3l:4'-dt-
hydroxybenzalhydnntoin, see Deulofeu and
Mendivclxim, Z. physiol. Chem. Ifl33,219, 233.

6-Cinna malftydantoin,

/NH-CO
OC(

xNHC:CHCH:CHPh
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crystallises from hot glacial acetic acid in cluetere
of canary-yellow needles which melt at 272-273°
to a red oil (deeomp.) (Johnson and Wrenshall,
J. Amor. Oliem. Hoc. 1916, 37, 2133). Ti-FumU
hydantoin has in.p. 232°; for the absorption
spectrum, see Asahina, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan,
1030, 5, 354.

3': 5'' - Dichloro-i'-h ydroxybe n za Ihydantoin,

/NH-CO
OC<

m.p. 300°. 5-'P'Nitrobenzalhydantoin, m.p. 254°
(W ĥeelcr and Hoffman, Amer. Chem. J. 1911,
46, 368). 5-0-Nitrobenzalhydatitoin has m.p.
278-280°; nitration gives l-nitro-5(o-nitro-
benzal)-hydantoin, m.p. 224-226°; bromination
in acetic acid gives the yellow l-bromo-5(o-
nitrobenzal)-hydantoin, m.p. 247-248°; while
chlorinaAion in acetic acid gives l:3-dichloro-5-
(o-nitrobenzal)-hydantoin, m.p. 180-182° (de-
comp.) (Kozak and Mutual, Bull. Acad. Polonaise,
1930, A, 432(.

A Iky I and aryl substituted derivatives,
1 -Jtfethylkydantoin,

NMeCHa

C—CO

may be prepared (1) by fusing sarcosine and
urea (Huppert, Ber. 1S73, 6, 1278; Horbac-
zewski, Monatsh. 1887, 8, 580); (2) by passing
cyanogen chloride through fused sarcosine
(Traubo, Ber. 1882, 15, 2111); (3) by heating
hydrocaffuric add with baryta water (Fischer,
Annalen, 1882, 215, 286); (4) by reducing 3-
methylallantoin with hydriodic acid {Fischer *id
Ach, Ber. 1809, 32, 2748); (5) from methyl-
hydantoic acid by long heating at 100-120*
(Baumann and Hoppe-Seyler, ibid. 1874, 7, 37;
Salkowski, ibid. p. 188); (0) from the urea ob-
tained by the action of potassium cyanate on
mcthylamingacetonitrile hydrochloride by treat-
ment with hydrochloric acid (Biltz and Slotta,
J. pr. Chem. 1926, [ii], 113, 233). It forma
easily soluble prisms, m.p, 156°, from aqueous
alcohol but sublimes in leaflets; the silver
derivative, C^HjOaNjAg, forms difficultly
soluble leaflets which become browx at 100°,
It is considerably oxidised when administered
stibcutaneously to dogs (Gaebler and Kelteh,
J. Biol. Chem. 1926,70,768). When heated with
methylparabanio acid, 1-methy Ihydantoin yields
dimethyI-5:5'-bihydantylidene, m.p. 273° (Biltz
and Lnehmann, I.e.). l-Ethylhydantmn, ob-
tained by heating cquimolecular quantities of
ethylglycine and urea at 120-125" ffieintz,
Annalim, 1865,133, 65) or from N -cyan o methyl -
-N-ethylurea (Biltz and Slotta, I.e.), crystallises
from alcohol and ether in rhombic plates, m.p.
103-104°, sublimes and is very easily soluble in
alcohol and water, less so in ether; with diazo-
methane it gives \-elhyl-1&-mvihylkydanloinr ra.p.
93° (Siemonaen, Annalen, 1904, 333, H3).

3- Alethylht/dantoiHf

,NH— j

slMe-CO

obtained by methylating hydantoin by means of
methyl iodide, potassium hydroxide and methanol
at 100° (Franchimont and Klobbie, Rec. trav.
chira. 1880, 8, 289 ; Siemonsen, I.e.), or with
mothyl sulphate (BHtz and Slotta, I.e.); from
methylurea and glycine (Guareschi, Chem.
Zentr. 1892, I, 140); or by heating j3-methyl-
allantoin with hydriodic acid on the water bath
(Fischer and Ach, Ber. 1899, 32, 2746); it
crystallises in prisms, m.p. 182° and is very
easily soluble in alcohol and boiling water, with
difficulty in ether. The l-nifro-derivutive has
m.p, 168° (Franchimont atnl Klol>bio, I.e.) and
the l-acftyl-derivative forms needles, m.p, 134-
135° (Siemonsen, I.e.).

3-Etkylk-ydantain crystallises in leaflets from *
water, in prisms from alcohol, m.p. 103° (Bailey
and Randolph, Ber. 1908, 41, 2498; Harries
and Weiss, Annalen, 1903, 327, 378); nitration
gives X-nitroS-tthylkydantoin.

1:3- Dimeihylhydanioin is formed by the action
of diazo methane on 1-methylhydantoin; it has
b.p. 174°/34 mm.

1:6- Divielkylhydantoin lias m.p. 161-162°
(Pinner, Ber. 1888, 21, 2320) and yields \-mtthyt-
5 - bromomethyle nehyda nioin,

NMeC:CHBr

—CO

m.p. 143-144°, by the action of bromine (Gabriel,
Annalen, 190S, 348, 50).

l-Phenylhydn/itoin from N-phenylglveins and
urea or from chloracetylurea and aniline crystal-
HMB in needles, m.p. 191°; *r.itn potassium in
alcohol it gives* tho potassium derivative,
CeH7O2NaK, which decompose? at 370 378°,
and is hydrolysed by water; bromination iti
acetic acid leads to substitution in the phtaiy]
group (p-position) (Breustedt, J. pr. Chem. 1902,
[ii], 66, 254), l-PJicnyl-Z-methylhydantom melts
at 185°; \.pMn.yl-Z-ac£tylhydantoin has m.p.
145-146° (Biltz and Slotta, I.e.). l-p-'Joi.yl-
hyd"avinin has m.p. 210° (SCIIADIX:., Her. 187,7,
10,2045; 11,1128); Z-v-Tolylhydanfoin, from
p-toly)urea and glycine, has m.p. 2%° (Quenda,
Chem. Zentr. 1^02, I, 140); 3 - i t y / 5 5
dimethyl hi/ttantoi a,

CO.MeC.H.N
I

CONH

n.<>-

crystallises in thin prismatic plates, m.p. 172°
(Bailey and McPherson, J. Biol. Chem. 1916,11,
2526 ; Ber, 1908, 41, 2497). l-Amsyl-3-
metkylhydanloin has m.p. 194°; l-anisyl-S-acetyl-
hydantoin, m.p. 172°.

Homologuesof hydantoin Sontainingoneor two
substituents in position 5 arc most numerous
and are prepared by the following general
methods; (1) from the eyanhydrin of an alde-
hyde or ketone containing the group

• - C O - C H , -

by the action of urea (Pinner, Ber. 1887, 20,
2351; 1888, 21, 2300; 18R0. 22, 685) or am-
monium carbonate (Buchercr and Stetncr, J. pr.
Chem. 1934, [ii], 140, 291; Wagner and Simons,
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l.e.). Modifications of this method are due to
Herbst and Jfohnson (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932,
54, 2463) who prepared the aminonitrile from
the carbonyl compound by the action of hydro-
cyanic acid and ammonia, converted this to the
ureidonitrile with potassium cyanate and then
cycliaed by warming with 20% hydrochloric
acid. Bergs (G.P. 566094) and also Slotta,
Behnisch and Szyszka (Ber. 1934, 67 [BJ,
1529) heat the carbonyl compound with a
cyanide and ammonium carbonate under
pressure of carbon dioxide. (2) By the action
of dilute hydrochloric acid on the hydantoic acid
obtained by evaporating to dry ness & solution
of an a-amino-acid and potassium cyanate
(Dakin, Amer. Chem. J. 1910, 44, 48). This
reaction is proposed for use in characterising
and isolating amino-acids (Boyd, Biochem. J.
1933, 27, 1838). Alternatively, the amino-acid
may react with urea and baryta water (Lippich,
Ber. 1908, 41, 2953). (3) By reducing the com-
pound obtained by the condensation of hydan-
toin with an aromatic aldehyde (Wheeler and
Hoffmann, I.e.; Boyd and Robson, i.e.) and (i)
from a substituted malondiamide by treatment;
with hypochlorite, the intermediate chloroamide

RR'C(CONH,)CONHCI {e.g. R = n'=Et,

m.p. 135°) cyclising spontaneously in solution at
room temperature (Rinkes, Rec. trav, chim. 1927,
48, 268). 6-Substituted hydantoins can show
optical activity and may be obtained in active
forms by resolution with bases, e.g. brucinc, or
from optically active hydantoic acids or amino-
acids by method (2) above (Sobotka, P.P.
736319; Sobotka, Holzman and Kahn, J.
Amer. Cbem. Soc. 1932, 54, *397).

5'Methythy^nnloin (lactylurea), has m.p. 140°
or 145=" (Heintz, Annalen, 1873,169, 125; Urech,
Ber. 1873, 6, 1113) and on brotnination yields
5- bromomethyUnekyda ntoin,

,NHC:CHBr

V " I

m.p. 241-242° (Gabriel, Annalen, l,c.); 5-rnetkyl-
S -nitrohydan toin,

.NHCMeNO.

\NHCO

m.p. 148" (Franchimont and Klobbie, Rec. trav.
chim. 1888, 7, 13), 5-Ethylkydantoin, m.p. 117-
118°, yields S-brotnoethylidenehydanioin, m.p.
230-236°, on bromination (Gabriel, I.e.); 5-
propylhydantoin has m.p. 136-5°; &-isopropyl
hydantoin, m.p. 146° (Bergs, I.e.); 5-isobutyl-
hydantoin, m.p. 209-210° (Pinner and Lif-
•chutz, Ber. 1887, 23, 2351), 212° (Lippich, ibid.
1908, 41, 2953); IS-isobutylhydantoin, m.p.
212*, [a]g" -68-2° in normal Bodium hydroxide
solution, becoming zero in 30 hours owing to the
abiLty of thq ring carbonyl groups to enolise.
5-Phenylhydanioin, ra.p. 178°; the 5-ocetyl-rle-
rivative has m.p. 145° (Pinner, I.e.); the 5-
frfomo-derivative melts above 200°, and is decom-
posed by hot water yielding 5-hydroxy-5-phenyl-
hydantoin (Gabriel, Annalen, 1906, 350, 118),
1:3- Dimethyl-S-hydroxy-S-phenylhydantoin has

m.p. 115-118° (Biltz and Billow,I.e.). S-Mtlhyl-
5-phenylhydarUoin has m.p. 161-162° (Pinner,
Ber. 1888, 21, 2320).

dl-5- IJenzylhydantoih was prepared by Wheeler
and Hoffman (Amor. Chem. J. 1911, 45, 372)
by heating benzalhy dan toin with phosphorus
and hydriodic acid. It crystallises from alcohol
in lancet-shaped crystals or in prisms, m.p.
194-195°. Dakin and Dudley (J. Biol, Chem.
1914, 17, 35) prepared d- and 1-5-benzylhydan-
toins by hydrolysis of I- and rf-jS-phenyl-a-
ureidopropionic acids,

CBH6CHa-CH(NHCONH£)COaH;

d-5-benzylhydantoin has m.p. 181-183° and [al^
+ 96-4° in 50% alcohol; it racemises completely
on standing in alkaline solution at room tem-
perature ; \-5-benzylhydantoin has m.p. 181-183°;
on prolonged heating with concentrated acid it
racemisea completely. S-ji-NiUobtmylkydantoin
crystallises in pale yellow prisms, m.p. -38—240°
(decomp.); 5-p-aminobemylhydantoin has m.p.
145°; when diazotised and heated it yields
tyroBinehydantoin (JohnBon and Brautlecht,
J. Biol. Chem. 1912, 12, 187). 5-Anisylkydan-
toin has m.p. 188-189°; &-cinnamylh,ydantoinr

.CO—NH
PhCH:CHCH<

XNH—CO

m.p. 171-172° (Pinner and Spilker, Ber. 1889,
22, 685).

ir.!i-liimethylhytiantoin,, formed from acetone
cyanhydrin, has m.p. 175° (Urech, Annalen,
1872, 164, 264; Errera. Gazzetta, 1896, 26, i,
210), the 1-nitro derivative has m.p. 161-162°,
the l-acetyl derivative m.p. 192°; ehlorinntion
in'\;oid aqueous solution gives l:3-dichloro-5:5-
dimethylhydanloin, while the action of diazo-
methane or methyl sulphate gives 3:5:5-(n"-
methylhydantoin. l;3:5:S-Tetramtlkiflhydantoin
obtained by methylation of the l:5:5-com pound,
has m.p. 85°. <il'5-Methyl-5-ethylkydantoin has
m.p. 149°; the optically active specimen pre-
pared by Dakin (frj.) had m.p. 172-173° and
["I'D + 32°, this value remaining constant in
alkaline solution. 5:5-Diethylhydantoin, m.p.
166°; 5:5-dipropylhydantoin, m.p. 199" (Errera,
I.e.; Biltz and Slotta, I.e.; Rinkes, I.e.). 5-
Mdhyl5-phenythydantoin has *ni.p. 197°; 6-
ethyl-5-pkenythydantoin (" nirvanol ") m.p. 197°
and its spdium salt are hypnotics: it is tasteless
but the sodium salt has a bitter taste (Wemecke,
Deut. med. Woch. 1916, 42, 1193; Piotrowski,
Ohem. Zentr. 1916, II, 1182; from Munch,
mod Woch. 63, 1512; and Farbw. vorm.
Meister, Lucius and BrUning, Swiss P. 72561);
it has been resolved by means of brucincin
absolute alcohol; d-5.5-etkylphenylhyd<int<>in, m.p.
237° [a]D +123° (in alcohol), +169° (in alkali) j

r has m.p. 235-237°, [«]„• -121°=
167 (alkali) (Sobotka, Holzman

ana Kahn, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932, 54, 4697).
vrropyt.5:pheTiylkydan(oin, m.p. 170° (Farbw.

Lucius and Briining, Swiss P.
;

™il°}90)*5-methyl-i>-P-pl'enyte.tkylh!/daiitoin
m.p 180 , and 5-ethyI-5-p-phenyMht/lhydttntoin
also nave hypnotic properties. Fur the prepar-
«on of other soporifics of this group, «<
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Chemise-he Fabrik von F. Heyden, G.P. 300508,
310426; .Swisa P. I7446L 5-Methyl-5-be.nzyl-
kydanioin hat m.p. 226°: 5:5-dibenrylkydanhin
ro.p, 305" (decomp.); 5'phenyl'5-benrylhydan-
tain, m.p. 210° (Slotta, Behniseh and Szyszka,
I.e.).

The action of sodium hypochlorite and free
KvpochlorouH acid on 5:5-disubstituted hydan*
toins yields the l:3-d»cA/wo-derivative,

NCI—CRR'

^NCI—CO

Tk • compounds GUI be t:rvst;illiaed from t hloro-
form, but are decomposed by water, alcohol or
hydriodic acid regenerating the original hydan -
toin (Biltz and Behrens, Ber. 1910, 43, 1984).

l:3-Dichloro*!):5-diphenylhydantoin has m.p.
164° (decomp.) and yields \:3-dimethyt-5:5-
diphe.iiylhydantoin when treated with methyl
sulphate.

11ydantoin-i-acetic acid,

NH—CO
")NCH,CO,H

O—CH,

The ethyl eater condenses with anisaldehyde
giving ethyl 5-auisalhydantoin-1 -acetate which
crystallises with 1 raol. of alcohol, m.p. 215-216°.
Digestion of the ester with sodium methoxide
and methyl iodide yields ethyl Z-mztkylhydanUrin-
I-acetate, m.p. 91-92° (Renfrew and Johnson,
J. Amer, Chem. Soc. 1929, 51, 1784). 6-
Btmzylhydantoin-l-acetic acid is a polypeptide

, hydantoin derived from phenylalanineglyeine,
has m.p. 184-185° and crystallises in flat prints
or rhombic plates (Johnson and Bates, ibid.
1916,88, 1087).

Hydantoin-3-acetic acid, obtained by reflux-
ing ureido-bismalonic eater

CO[NH-CH(CO8Et)a]8

with 10% hydrochloric ac?d, has m.p, 196°
(Cerchez, Bull. Soc. chim. 1931. [iv], 49, 52);
amide, m.p. 225-226°; anilide, m.p. 215°;
methylamtde, m.p. 223°, bemylamide, m.p. 209-
210°. A number of esters of hydantoin-3-
acetic acid have^becn described: methyl, m.p.
91°; propyl, m.p. 116°; butyl, m.p. 95"; sec-
butyl, m.p. 142°; iaobutyl, m.p. 124°; hoamyl,
m.p. 104"; cydokexyl, m.p. 184°; pkenyl,
m.p, 205-206°; benzyl, m.p. 142°; choUtteryl,
m.p. 304-300° (Locquin and Cerchez, Compt.
rend. 1929. 188, 177; Cerchez, Bull. Soc. chim.
1931, [iv], 49, 600, 602; Locquin, Cerohv- and
Pol.card, ibid. 595; Policard, ibid. 607).
Hydrolysis of hydantoin -3-acetic acid given
carbonylbisglycine (Wessely and Komra, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1928, 174, 306).

Hydnntoin-5-acelic acid, m.p. 213—214°, U
obtained together with its ureide,

CO-NK
)CHCH,CONHCONH(1

NH—CO/

m.p. 273-274°, by condensation of ethylmaleato

or funoarate with urea in the presence of sodium
and alcohol at 75° (Jensmanowska-Sicnkiewic-
zowa, Rocz. Chem, 1935. 15. 202, 510: Amer.
Chem, Abstr. 1936, 30, 2025). 5-Mefkylliydan-
toin-5 acetic acid has m.p. 214-215°. The ethyl
ester, obtained by the method of Bergs from
acetoacetic ester, has m.p. 138° and gives an
amide, m.p. 252° (decomp.) and hydrazide, m.p.
104-105°; hydrolysis with potassium hydroxide
yields homoaspartic acid, m.p. 233° (decomp.)
(Pfeiffer and Heinrich, J. pr. Chem. 1936, [ii],
146, 105). Hydantoin~5-propionic acid has m.p.
165°; hydanloin-5-f}-bromopr&pi<mic acid, m.p.
228-230°; At-hydantoin-^-propionic acid, m.p,
222-223°; hydantoin-5-fi-chloropropionic acid,
forms rectangular plates; kydanloin-R-acrylic
acid m.p. 256-258° (Dakin, Biochem. J, 1919,
13, 398). For other derivatives of hydantoin
see West, J. Biol. Chem. 1918, 34, 187.

T h io h y dan toi n s.—2-Tkivhydantoin.

sc/
NH—CO

- CH,

was obtained by Klason (Cheni.-Ztg. 1-S90. 14,
Hep. 200). It may be obtained, quantitatively
by hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid of 2-thio-l-
acetylhydantoin or of 2-thio-l-ben7.oyUhydan-
toin (produced respectively by the action of
potassium thitj cyan ate on glycine or on hippnrio
acid in the presence of acetic anhydride).
Optically active derivatives may be obtained
from optically active a-aminoacids by treatment
with acetic anhydride and ammonium thio-
cyanate; if the thiocyanate ia added after an
interval, the thiohytlantoin is racemised (Csonka
and Nicolet, J. Biol. Chem. 1932* 39, 2J3). It
crystalheea in yellow prisms, m.p, 227-228*
(decomp.). It is stable and yields stable
eodium and potassium salts (Johnson and
Nieolet, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1911, 33, 1973;
1913, 35, 780). 5-Methylthiohydantoin is a
catalyst for the decomposition of sodium azide
with iodine (Friedmann, J. pr. Chem. 1936, [ii}(

146, 179). 2-Tkio-Z.p.tolylhydantoin, m.p. 228°,
is converted into 3-p-tolylkydantoin on heating
with an aqueous solution of chloroacetic acid
(Johnson, Ffaw and Hodge, J, Amer, Chem.
Soc. 1912,34, 1045). 2.Thio-5-o-hydro3ybenzyl-
hydantoin, m.p, )07°, is readily desulphurised in
the same way, yielding 5-o-hydroxybenzyl-
hydantoin. 5:5~Dimethyl'3-o-tolyi-2tkiohydan-
Coin, m.p. 195-5% is prepared from o-tolyl
mustard oil and potassium aminotjobutyrate
(Bailey and McPherson, J, Amer. Chem. Soc.
1916, 38, 2525).

2-Thiohydantoin-H-propionic acid has m.p. 165°
(Johnson and Guest, Amer. Chem. J. 1912, 47,
242).

The benzal derivRflves of thiohydantoin are
dyes for wool, silk and cotton, giving yellow,
orange and red tints. 5-Bf.nzal-2-thiohytiayito^n,
microscopic needles, m.p. 259° (Johnson and
NieoleUJ. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1912, 34. 1048;
ef. also Ruhcmnnn and Staplctnn, J.C.S. 1900.
77, :M«); acetyl derivative, m.p. 260°. 5- Vanillal-
2*thiohydanloin, m.p. 24l>'\ tliacetyl derivative,
m.p. 261°; &cinnamal-2-thiohydantcnn, m.p.
260°, aceiyl derivative, m.p. 267°; b-phydrory-
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benzal-2-thiohydantoin, m.p. 305° (Boyd anc
Hubson, Biochem. J. 1935, 29, 542; Namjoah
and Dutt, J. Indian Chem. Soc, 1931, 8, 241,
Johnson and Brautlccht, J. Biol. Chem, 1812,
12, 184); 5.W-A'-di€Ketvxybtnzal)-*-ikioh.ydan-
totn, m.p. 224-225°; 5-{3'-methoxy-i'-acetoxy.
bemal)-2-thiohydanU>in, ra.p. 246-247° (Deulofeu
and Mendivelzua, Z, physiol. Cbem. 1933, 219,
233).

l-Acetyl-2-lhiohytlantoin crystallises from ab-
solute alcohol in beautiful squint tables; it
melts at 175-176° to a clear oil without effer-
vescence, l-AcetyLo-methyl-'2-tkiohydantoin pre-
pared by the action of potassium thiocyanatc on
i-alanine, in the presence of acetic anhydride.
crystallises in stout prisms, m.p. 161-162°, [«'
+ 118-5° and the itf-forai, m.p. 168-109° (Csonka
and Nicolet, i.e.; Johnson and Nicolet, J, Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1911, 83, 1975; 1912, 34, 1041;
1913, 35, 1130; Amer. Chem. J. 1913, 49, 200;
J. Biol. Chem. 1912,11, 98).

2-Thiohydantoin reacts with/ aromatic alde-
hydes and acetic anhydride giving acetyl aryli-
dene derivatives, the acetyl group being situated
on the enolic form of the CO group (Naiujoshi
and Dutt, I.e.).

4-Tkiohydantoin is formed by the condensation
of carbethoxyaminothioacetamide in presence
of alkali

EtOOCNHCHaCS NH8

co
NH—CS

- C H ,

It crystallises from hot water in spear-shaped
twinned crystals and gradually decomposes
above 200°; it hydrolyses with hydrocliloric
acid, yielding hydantoin and hydrogen sulphide
(Johnson and ChemofF, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1912,84,1208).

It A. W.
HYDNOCARPIC ACID {v. Vol. I I . 521&).

JHYDNOCARPUS OIL (v. Vol. U, 5'2ld).
" HYDRALDITE " (v. Vol. V, 320c).
"HYDRAMIN." Trade name for a com-

1 • i nation of p-phenylenediamine and quinol.
The siime name has more recently been applied
to a textile assistant (Krais, Alonatschr. Textal-
Tnd. 1034,49, 138).

HYDRARGILL1TE (v. VoL V, 532a).
" HYDRARGYROL" Trade name for the

mercury salt of phenol-JB-SU!phonic add,

tCeH4(OH)SO3)2Hg,

stated to be a useful non-corroBivo antiseptic.
" Asterol " is its mgre stable addition compound
with ammonium tartratc.

HYDRAST1NE, C21KslOoN. An alkaloid
occurring together with berwrme and eanadine
in.^he root of " Golden Seal," J/yt!raslti cana-
dentis Linn., to the extent of about 1-5%.

Its preparation and physical properties are
described by Diirand, Anicr. .1. Pharm. 1861,
23, 112; Perrins, Pharm. J. 18tJl-18(52, [ii], 3,
G*«; . HiihltL, Amur. J. 8ci. 1802, [ii], 36, 57;
Vower, Pharm. J. 1884-1885, [in]. 15. 297j
tiijkinan, R«». trav. clum. 18BC, 5, 290; Freund

and Will, Ber. 1886, 19, 2797; 1887, 20, 88;
Schmidt and Wilhelm, Arch. Pharm. 1888, 226,
329; and Elsa Schmidt (Amer. J. Pharm. 1919,
91, 270).

Preparation.—Hydrastine niuy be Isolated
from the sulphuric acid mother-liquor from
which the berl>erine salt has crystallised (see
BEKBKKINE), This is largely diluted with water,
and almost neutralised with ammonia. On
evaporation, ammonium sulphate, resin, etc.,
are filtered off, and the hydrastine precipitated
from the cold lilt rate by ammonia. The coloured
precipitate ia dissolved in alcohol (I'err ins,
Power), or ethyl acetate (Schmidt find Wilhelm),
and the colouring matter removed by digeat'on
with animal charcoal; the alkaloid crystalb'ses
from the concentrated solution. Purification of
the hydrastine is effected by repeated crystal-
lisation from alcohol.

Some authors prefer to extract hydrastine
from the root before berberine, thus, According
to JTreuntl and viil], hydraatine is most readily
obtained by percolating finely powdered hy-
draatis root with ether, and crystallising the
ethereal residue from alcohol. Elaa Schmidt
employs a similar method, using oenzene as the
solvent.

Properties.—Colourless, rhombic prisms, m.p.
132°. Insoluble in water, readily soluble in
chloroform or benzene; less readily so in ether
or alcohol; [a]j> in chloroform, —67-8° (Fiemid
and Will); in chloroform, -638° ; in dry
alcohol, -49-8° [• in 50% alcohol, +115° {Cair
and Reynolds, J.C.S. 1910, 97, 13:14). The
ordinary salts of hydrastine are soluble in water,
giving dextrorotatory solutions, but do not
crystallise well (c/. Schmidt and Kerstein, Arch.
Piiarm. 1890, 228, 49). Hydrastine and its
hydrochloride, a hygroscopic powder, were
official in the United Stntcs Pharmacopoeia 1916,
but have been dropped from the United States
Pharmacopoeia 1936; they are chiefly employed
for the arrest of uterine hemorrhage in doses of
i to y grain. Hydrastine ia poisonous in larger
dotes.

Detection and estimation.—The most cha-
racteristic colour reaction of hydrastine is the
production of a fluorescent solution (due to the
formation of hydrastinine) by the addition of
permanganate to an aqueous solution of its
sulphate {cf. Lyons, Pharm. J. 1885-86, [iiil,
16, 880V For other colour refections of hydras-
tine, see Power, ibid. 1885-86, [iii], 16, 1092;
Labat, Bull. Soc. chiin. 1909, fiv], 5, 742, 745.
The assay of hydrastis rhizome prescribed in the
United States Pharmacopeia 1916 consists in
the gravimetric estimation of the ether-soluble
alkal<Jids, which should amount to not less tlian
25%. For other methods of assay, see Gordin
md Presoott, Arch. Pharm. 1899, 237. 439;
1901, 239. 638; van der Haar, Pharm. Week-
dad. 1911,48, 1302.

Constitution.—He oxidation of hydrastine by
aitrfe add yields opianic acid and hydraatinine.

>i H >• O*. N ~r- H O i n ~ r t-j f\ 1 /-* u /"i w
fir l™«(t - t-ll)M10U6"i Wi"i3 l-':( l> '
iittirastint', Upmiili: neltl. Jis'ilrAstiiilin.'.

The determination of its constitution H
bound uj> with, that of these fission-products
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and is due mainly to the researches of Freund
and Rooer. The work, -which has been reviewed
by Freund (Anirnhn, 1892, 271, 311), leads to
the following constitutional formate ;

CH,
Hydras tine.

/CH,
CH,

Hydnistinlne,

The complete synthesis of natural hydrastine
haw not been effected so far. Hope, Pvman,
Remfry, and Robinson (J.C.S. 1931, 236) have
described the synthesis of two optically inactive
stereoisomeridea of hydrastine but they have
not yet been resolved. The mixture of nitro-
hydrastines obtained by the interaction of
hydrastinino with nitromeeonine was reduced to
a mixture of two aminohydrnstines. These
were separated, and the amino-group waste-
plaoed by hydrogen by way of the hydrazino-
hydrastincs, yielding iM-kgdrastine-a, m.p. 137°,
and dl-hydrastine-b, m.p. 150-151°, The former
was also obtained by the racemisation of natural
f-hydrastine by means of aqueous alcohol under
pressure (Marshall, Pyman and Robinson, .I.I1 .S.
L954, 1MB). •

Hydrastinine, C M H 1 3 O 3 N , is prepared by
the oxidation of hydrastine (Kreund and Will,

te. 1887, 20, 88), u4 baa been Byntheaiaed by
ritzsch (Annalen, 1895, 286, 18); Decker

(G.P. 234850, U)10); Roscnraund (*er. dent.
pharm. ties. I 9 j \ 29, 200).

It may also be prepared from bcrberine
(freund, G.P. 24113G, 1910), cot ami tic (Py man
and Remfry, J.C.S. 1912, 101, 1806; see also
Toptschiev. J. Appl. Chcm. U.S.S.R., 1933, 6,
529) or safrole (Kindlcr and Pcschke, Arch.
I'harm. 1932, 270. 353). Like berberine (q.v.),
t li« free brine occurs in two isomeric founts, in
ivciueoiis solution as the quaternary hydroxide
shown above, and in the solid state ;M the
t.irbinolamine,

CH,

(<•/. Uobbie and Tinktcr, J.C.S. Km!. 85, 1005).
It mclte nt tHi-1171 , CTyatallimw from light

petroleum, and i» easily soluble in alcohol or
L-thcr, but sparingly so in water.

thi

CH(OH)NMe

—CH.CH

The hydro^hlorid«, properly hydraatuuniuia
chloride, C n H 1 3 O 3 NCI, like hydrastine and its
hydroeliJoride, is not official in the United States
Pharmacopoeia 1936. It melts and decom-
poses at 210°, and is easily Bolubie in water,
giving a neutral solution showing a blue
fluorescenoe. It gives no turbidity with am-
monia, but sodium hydroxide causes a milky
turbidy which disappears on shaking, and, on
keeping, the solution deposits free hydrastinine.

Canadine, C.0H21O4N, oooun with crude
hydraatine (see above), from which it may be
isolated by fractional crystallisation of the
nitrates, the canadine salt being lean soluble.
Silky needles, m.p. 182-0°, [a]D -298° in chloro-
form (Schmidt, Arch. Pharm. 1894, [iii], 232,
1 !•(()). On oxidation with iodine it is con-
verted inlo bcrberine. By fractional crystal lisa*
tit in of tetra hydro be rberi ne d-broniocamphorsul-
pbonate. Gadatner (ibid. 1901, 239; 648) isolated
a laevorotatory base identical with canadine,
winch is therefore itetrahydroberberine. Jowett
and Pyman have found 1-a-cattad ine metho'
chloride in XanOtox^lum brachyacanthtim (J.C.S.
1313, 103, -2.\YA) (r/. Spath and Julian. Ber. J931,
64 [BJ, 1311; lierseii and Seupert, ibid. 1987,
7O[B3,J121).

F. L. P.
HYDRATION OF IONS.—Prom the

early days of the theory of electrolytic dis-
sociation, it has been recognised that the ions
of salts might be hydrated (or in general
solvated) by attachment to solvent molecules,
but it is only fairly recently that any quantita-
tive results in this field have been obtained.
With the hydrogen ion, the free proton H* is
linked with 1 mol.t>f water to form the hydroxo-
nitmi ii)n H a O \ which is generally called tho
" hydrogen ion." In other solvents sitni]a.r
ions, e.g. (C.H5 'OH)H* are probably formed.
In some other cases also solvent molecules are
thought to !>c attached by co-ordinate links to
the solute ions.

Several methods have been used for tho study
of hydration of ions: •

(1) Absorption spectra.
(2) Conductivity and viscosity measurements.
I'S) Distribution ratios and the solubility of

gAMt iti salt solutions.
(4) Transport measurements.
(5) Application of Stokes's law.
(ti) Knergy changes in solvation of ions,

H. 0. Jones in 1907-15 obtained evidence for
the hydration of ions from absorption spectra
of aqueous solutions of electrolytes. He found
that certain salt solutions have a smaller
capacity for absorbing radiation than pure
water, and concluded that water was combined
with solute ions, and that such water has a
smaller capacity for absorbing radiation than
freo water. NH4CI, N H , N O 3 anil KCI solu-
tions showed little difference from pure wate*r in
this re jec t . If a, salt was dissolved in a mixture
of two HolvimtH, two nliHurjitioh spectra were
fiiiuut, and <m changing the composition of the
solvent, tho absorption spectra changed corrc-
•ponriingly in intensity, ghowtng that the solvent
molecules, were in some wuy combined h
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Kohite iong. If calcium chloride or aluminium
chloride was added to a solution of cobalt
chloride, the effect on the absorption spectrum
was the same as if the solution had been con-
centrated. Hence it was assumed that the
calcium chloride had taken some of the water
molecules, and decreased the amount of " free "
water for dissolving the cobalt chloride {Jones,
Z. Elektrochem. 1914, 20, 552; Camegie Inst.
Pub., No. 60, 1907).

From his conductivity measurements Kohl-
rauseh concluded that the ions were surrounded
by atmospheres of water molecules, and that the
electrolytic resistance was due to friction, which
increased with the size of the ion atmosphere.
In the case of highly hydrated ions the friction
becomes almost the same as that between pure
water molecules. Jones obtained further evi-
dences of Bolvation from conductivity and
viscosity measurements by working with mixed
solvents, auch as glycerin and water con-
taining LiBr, The results were mainly quali-
tative.

Distribution experiments have been used as a
means of determining the degree of hydration of
ions (c/. J. 0. Philip, J.C.S. 1907, 91, 711).
The method depends on the assumption, that if
the ions are combined with water the amount
of " free " water in the solution which is avail-
able for dissolving another substance, is reduced.
The distribution of a substance between a non-
aqueous solvent and a salt solution was studied,
and assuming that the solubility in " free"
water is the same as in pure water, the following
results were obtained for molecular bydration:
NasSO4 . 28-5; HC1, 4-4; NaOH, 20-5;
LiCI, 8. Sugden {ibid. 192\ 174) used acetic
acid distributed between amyl alcohol and salt
solutions, and found that in many cases the
degree of hydration is independent of tempera-
ture. H. A. Taylor (J. Physical Chem. 1925, 29,
995) determined the partition ratio of hydrogen
chloride between benzene and salt solutions and
came to the conclusion that aqueous solutions
behaved like pure water, and that there was no
difference between " free " and combined water.
Theae measurements are primarily concerned
with the activity of the solvent in various salt
solutions and are not necessarily to be inter-
preted as a result of hydration.

A similar method used by Philip (J.C.S. 1907,
91, 711) depended on the difference between the
solubility of a sparingly soluble gas in a salt
solution and pure water. In some eases the
absorption of the gas was found to be practically
independent of the salt concentration, but where
this was not so, hydration was assumed to have
rWurred, and the degree of hydration was cal-
culated from the decrease in absorption.

Hufner (Z. phyiJikal. Chem. 1907, 57, 611)
measured the decrease in solubility of nitrogen
and hydrogen in solutions of organic substances,
e.g. arabinoee, and found that the decrease was
proportional to the weight of substance in the
solution. By this method Philip calculated the
hydration of KCi as 6-11, NaCI as 14-16 and
BaCl, as 26-30.

When determining Hittorf transport numbers
(this Vol., p. 2374) it is assumed that only the
ions more and that the water is not transferred.

However, it was shown by Nernsfc in 1900 tha
the ions carry water with them, and that in
concentrated solutions this effect is quite
appreciable. He added an indifferent substance
such as raffinose to the electrolyte solution and
determined the concentration of the raffinose
in the anolyte before and after electrolysis.
If the electrolyte ions were unhydrated there
would have been no change in the distribution
of the raffinose throughout the solution, but a
definite change round the anode wa» found.
The results were not very conclusive, but with
improved experimental technique later workera
were able to calculate the relative hydration of
the ions. Wash bum (J. Amer. Chem. Soe. 1909,
31, 322), using a similar method to that of Nemst,
determined the water so transferred, and cal-
culated the true transport numbers nT

e and
T£ from the Hittorf values n" and n£. If
A ATjB g.-mol. of water are transferred pen.faraday,
F, to the cathode, and the solution ton tains Ns

equivalents of solute to Nw equivalents of water,
the solute corresponding to ANW of water is
AN N
—•——-. Too little solute by this amount will
be found in the cathode compartment.

< N*

. . {1)

. . (2)

In very dilute solutions n*=
.

TABLE I.—TKCE AND APPARENT CATION TRANS-
« POET NUMBERS AT 25°O. IN 1-25N SOLUTION,

AS DETERMINED BY WASHBURH.

* \ • -

Ax* . .

HCI.

0'820

0844
024

LICI.

0-278

«0304

2-5

N»CI.

O-3O0

0 383

078

KCI.

0-462

0-495
060

C»CI.

0-485

0-491

0-58

Since A A'w is the net transfer of water,

(3)

where ffl and toc are the amounts of water
carried by the union and cation respectively.

• and it is
n.

Hence from (3) «>e='
ne

posaib|e to calculate the relative hydration of
the ions. If it is assumed that the hydrogen'ion
has 1 mol. of water, them the numbers of mole-
cules of water associated with other ions are

Table I shows the remarkable fact that the
cation transport numbers of the alkali metal
chlorides increase with increase of atomic weight,
whereas it would be expected that the mobility
of the unsolvated ions wouJd decrease with rise
oi atomic weight. Bredig in 1804 had suggested
that the metal ions carried with them water
which increased their size and thus slowed them
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down, lithium carrying the moat water and
caesium the le&flt, and this view is in accordance
with the above results.

Remy (Z. physikal. Chem. 1925, 118, 161;
Trans. Faraday Soc. 1927, 23, 381) measured the
amount of water transported when the inter-
mediate liquid was gelatinised, and in later work
a parchment membrane wag used. The change
in volume of the liquids round the electrodes waa
measured by the rise of the meniscus in capillary
tubes. Allowing for electro-end osmosis, and
assuming that the parchment did not affect the
movement of the ions, he calculated the follow-
ing results for hydration. If it in assumed that
one water molecule is associated with the
hydrogen ion, the numbers associated with
other ions arc: K" 5, Na* 8, Lip 14. Cl' 4.

Baborovsk^ (Z. physikal. Chem. 1927, 129,
129; 131, 129) carried out similar experiments
but weighed and analysed the contents of the
anode and cathode compartments. The results
are as follows-:—If one water molecule is as-
sociated with H\ then the numbers associated
with other ions are: U" 14, Na' 8-9, K" 6,
Cl' 4, Br' 2, I' 2 in normal solutions, bnt the
hydration increases markedly in more dilute
solutions.

The results of Washbum, Remy and Baborov-
sky are in fair agreement, and those of Washbum
were confirmed by Taylor and Sawyer {J.C.S.
1929,2095) using urea as the reference substance.

Riesenfeld and Reinhold (Z. physikal. Chem.
1909, 66, 672) stated that the true transport
number is independent of concentration, nil
such changes being due to hydration of ions.

If | p - « , then n*-»f+c4Nu from (1). If

T dn* I

»c is const-ant —-p=JJYwand the slope of the

graph made by plotting v^ against c ia
They combined this equation with the assump-
tion that the water molecules form a shell
round the ion, the volume of which can he cal-
culated from Stokee's law,* which states that

JJI

w=g— where u is the velocity, r the radius of

the spherical ion, F the force moving it, and
T] the .viscosity of the medium. If tho volume
of the ion in negligible compared wi£h that of
the water envelope, the volume of tho latter can
be found. If /,, I,, are the mobilities o£ ions of

radii rv rJt then -±=^ and if Av At are the

numbers of molecules of water attached to the

ions, 'T=\='r*- *n t W 8 w*y t n e foPowing

values were found at infinite dilution, assuming
that the hydrogen ion is unhydrated : OH' 11,
K* 22, Cl 21, Br' 20, I' 20. NO,' 26, Ag* 37,
CIO/ 37, |Cd" 55, | C u " 56, Na* 71, Li* 158.
The values seem unreasonably Urge, and the
modern theory of electrolytes indicates that the
true transport number is not independent of
concentration {Glasstonc, " Electrochemistry of
Solutions," Methuen. 1937, p. 16(i).

Reiny (Z. physikal. Chem. 1915, 89, 529)
assumed that certain largo organic ions are

unhydrated, and from Kopp's atomic volumes
calculated the supposed volume of the un-
hydrated hydrogen ion. By using Stokes's
law, he found that the difference in radius
between the hydrated and unhydrated ion was
usually equal to the diameter of a water mole-
cule. This calculation, however, involves rather
uncertain ionic radii.

Clich in 1926 took into account the volume of
the ion and the compression of solvent molecules
by electrostatic forces (electrostriction of the
solvent).

All calculations based on Stokes's law give
improbably high results, and it is very doubtful
if the simple law holds for spheres of ionic
dimensions.

A new approach has been opened by the study
of energy changes in the solution of gaseous
ions (i.e. unsolvated ions assumed to be in the
gaseous state), W. M. Latimer (J. Amcr. Chem.
Soc. 1926, 48, 1234) calculated the energy of
solution of gaseous ions in water, and obtained
good agreement with the -values which Bom
had found from a simple electrostatic expression
for the energy change in bringing a charged
sphere from a vacuum into a medium of dielectric
constant) D. Latimer found that the entropies
of solution of gaseous ions vary linearly with the
radii, and hence it is apparent that 'the energy
effects on the solution of gaseous ions are
determined by tho size and charge of the ionB.
T. J. Webb {ibid. 1926, 48, 2589) calculated
similarly the energy of solvation and the effect
of electrostriction of the solvent. Fa j arts re-
garded the heat of solution of salts as due to two
effects, (a) the energy required to dissociate the
salt into free gaseous ions, and (b) the heat
evolved when these are dissolved ii* water. Very
high hydration values were obtained by this
method of calculation, e.g. LtCI 187, NaCl 180'5.

More recently Bern a I and Fowler {J. Chem,
Physics, 1933, 1, 515) have derived expressions
for the heat of hydration of ions, and their
method is used as the basis of most of the recent
work in this field. ,

The values of the hydration of ions obtained
by different methods show very poor agreement,
and there is still no unanimity of opinion as to
the exact relationship between tho ions and
solvent molecules.

Physical solvation doubtlessly explains many
cases of hydration. This assumes that there is
an increased concentration of water molecules
in the immediate vicinity of an ion, and that the
water molecules are held by electrostatic forces.
Water is polar, and the molecular dipole orients
itself so that in the case of a cation the negative
or oxygen of the dipolo is attracted to the ion.
In tho case of an anion, the hydrogen of the
water molecule is attracted.*1 There may be an
induced dipole in tbo solvent molecule due to
the field of the ion, and in the case of a small ion
with a large charge, this induced dipole is
large. Under the influence of an electromotive
force the water molecules are dragged along
with the ions. Born stiowed that the dipoles
could be held so strongly by small ions that they
would lose all degrees of freedom.

It is possible to obtain an expression for tho
electrical contribution to the heat of solvation of

•
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iom, and if the force is purely electrostatic, this
urll be the total heat of solvation. The differ-
on co between the heats of solvation in two
solvents should be equivalent to the heat of
transfer of the ion from one solvent to another.
The agreement between experimental results
jinil those calculated on the assumption of
physical solvation is not good. It is generally
considered that when the sequence of ionic
velocities is independent of the solvent, the
solvation is physical.

Solvation can also be considered from the point
of view of Werner's Co-ordination Theory. If
one atom or group supplies both the electrons
necessary to form a bond, the latter is known as
a co-ordinate link, and the capacity of a group
for co-ordination depends on its power of giving
or accepting tlcctrons. Six water molecules can
co-ordinate with a metal ion to form a cation
complex, and examples of such complexes are
\Co[H20)tV

+ (the anion being 2Br', 2CI',
21') or [Cr(H,,O)B]CI2 and similar compounds
with Ni. Zn,"Cd, Fe'1, Fe1", Ca and Al M
nuclei. Copper sulphate pentahydrate has i
mol. of water co-ordinated with the nation
and 1 moL co-ordinated with the anion as shown
below :

HSO O H H-E-—O O
/ \

in:

t
all
...i

o o

It is seen that the anion and cation are bound
together by ro-ordination of an anion water
molwule with two of the cation water molecules.

'ost cation water complexes are known to exist
in solution, but anion complexes are in most
etiaes only definitely known to be present in the
solid state. Sidgwick, " Electronic Theory of
Valency," Oxford University Press, 1927, has
considered aolvation from the electronic point
><T view, and has emphasised the importance of
the donor and acceptor properties of hytlroxylic
solvents in forming co-ordinate links. This js
shown by the itrtiotare of CuSO,,5H.,O, in
which it is seen that the oxygen atom of the
OH group i« capable of giving electrons, whilst
the hydrogen atom can receive an electron.
The solvation of ions increuses the size of the
ion and reduces the likelihood of ion Association,
since the ion centres have to be u mtuin
minimum distance apart for association to take
Jace. It was found that the ions of lithium
Its undergo association in nitromethane,

although the solvent him a large dipole moment
which would induce physical snlvation. It Is

lought that since nitri; methane is a non-
y d y l i c solvent, and can only coordinate

With the cation, salvation is thereby reduced
anil ion association occurs. The velocity of
the lithium ion is :V:ili timi's »n fust in. liquid
ammonia ns in water, whereon the surer, ion
is only 2-1 .*» times m flint li i> probable that
tin' silver itin tends In hitm it complex in
lOnmonfai, reuniting in a reduction of t )u- velocity,
and thut the lithium ion hus a great affinity

for water and undergoes hydration in aqueous
solution, which diminishes the velocity. This
would explain the above observations on their
relative velocities.

The general view now taken is that in & few
cases chemical combination probably occurs
between the ion and solvent molecules, and that
other solvent molecules can be held by electro-
static forces. It is quite possible that in eases
of physical solvation, a Grotthuss effect is
produced in the electrolyte when the solute and
solvent molecules have an atom or group in
common. This implies a constant interchange
of the common group or atom as the ion moves
through the solution under the influence of an
applied electromotive force.

Bibliography. — H. S. Taylor, " Physical
Chemistry," Macmillan, 1930, Vol. I, p. 686;
Glasstone, " Electrochemistry of Solutions,"
Methuen, 1937, p. 45; Annual Reports of the
Chemical Society, 1026, p. 27, and 1930, p. 351.
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HYDHATOPEKTIN [».VoLV, 162o).
HYDRAZINES. The term " hydrazine "

was first applied to the then unknown diamide,
N H J ' N H J , by E. Fischer, but is commonly
understood to include those derivatives in which
the hydrogen atoms are replaced by other
radicals. The reactions of such compounds
divide them sharply into (a) those still containing
an NH, group and (6) those in which at least
one of the hydrogen atoms of each amino group
has been replaced. As all the compounds of
any importance under (b) are hydrnzo-com-
pounds this account includes only those hydra -

zmea containing the grouping pN'NHa em-
bracing hydrazine itself, mono- and unsym.-di-
alkyl, -aryl. -acyl, and aralkyl hydxazines.

Hydrazine, NjH<t was first obtained by
Cu it ins (B«. 1887, 20, 163:!) in the form's
of its hydrate and its salts by hydrolysing tri-
azoacetic acid, (CWN2-CO2H)3. The formation
of liydrjr/.iue from many other organic com-
pounds hns IIIHO bren reported, but it was a
considerable time before simpler preparations
from inorganic materials were elaborated. Thus

8 of hvdru/Jne are formed on exposing
hydrogen to uItfn-violet light, by

mjĵ a spark fliNchurjie through nitrogen-
ammonia mixtures, by the direct oxidation uf
ammonia hy enpric wulfihatc, by air akme
{Ruschig, Her. 1907, 40, 4")88), or in proience of
noble mctalH (Krmiss, Z. phynikal. Chem. lilUtl,
B, 39, 83):

4NH31 O, 2H2O t 2N2H,.

Hydrazino is also formed in small amount by
the reduction \iith sodium amalgam of nitric
oxide potassium sulphite, K3SO,-2NO (Duden,
Ber. l»\n, 27, 3408) prepared by the interaction
ofmtnc nxide and patosdam sulphite (Divers
and Hagtt, J.C.S, 1890, 69. lrtlO).

Hyrlmxinr m moat readfry obtaint'd. howerer,
h> oxidising ammonia with sodium hypodtlorite

• hig, l.r. ; ,f. Mollor, Kong, dausk. Vidensk.
Selfik. 1034; 12, No. Iti) when chloramidc initially
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formed reacts with excess of ammonia. The
yield is remarkably dependent on the presence
of glue or gelatin (see also Joyner, J.C.S. 1923,
123, 1114), an effect which has been attributed
to the influence of the colloid on the viscosity of
the solution (dilution with a mobile solvent
euch as acetone exerts an unfavourable influence)
or alternatively to the adsorbent properties of
the colloid (the action of other strong adsorbents
such as charcoal, colloidal ailietfl acid, etc., is in
some measure com parable with that of glue}.
The base* is conveniently isolated (preparation :
Organic Syntheses, Coll. Vol. I, 1932, 302) as its
sulphate, N 2 H 4 H , S O t , distillation of which
with aqueous alkali yields hydrazine hydrate,
NnA4,HaO (Curtiua and Schnlte, J. pr. Cliem.,
1890, [fit 42, 521}, b.p. 119°. Its dehydration
was achieved by de Brnyn (Bee. trav. chim.
1894, 13, 433; 1895, 14, 83; 189(5, 15, 174;
1899, 18, 207) using barium oxide (bnrimn and
sodium hydroxides, calcium oxide and sodamulc
have since been used) and yields anhydrous
hydrazine as a corrosive liquid, b.p. 113-5°, m.p.
+ 1-4°, fuming strongly in air.

Pure hydrazine and its aqueous solutions are
relatively stable but decompose rapidly in
preaenco of alkali and air to nitrogen and water.
With (stronger oxidising agents, ejj, hypo-
chlorites, reaction is very vigorous with rapid
evolution of nitrogen.

Hydrazine is basic in character and although
the pure compound reducea sulphuric and other
oxygen-contain ing acids, a range of compounds
containing tctra- and hexa-valent sulphur, etc.,
have been described. Hydrazine also fol
metallic derivatives, thti of sodamide
yields sodium hvdr.i/.iue and an explosive zinc
hydrazine has been described. Hydrazine is a
good solvent for many inorganic salts some of
which, however, suffer reduction,

Hydrazine condenses with carbonyl com-
pounds to give azines which are often difficultly
soluble compounds of high melting-point:

2RR'CO+N i !H1 = RR'C:NN:CRR'.

Hvdru/.ine is used only to %* minor extent in
technical practice, e.g. as an antioxidunt (U.S.I'.
1973724) or in the application of azo-dyofl {!•.!'
7(Jfi957) but is a valuable laboratory reagent
as a reducing agent and for the precipitation
of metals. Thin it affords a sensitive micro-
' In mical test for zinc (Kay ind Sirkar, Mikro
them., Kmich Featschr., 1930, 243) n«d may
be used to separate aluminium' and chromium
(Maljarow, Chem. Zentr. 1930, II, 1408); iron
from manganese (Jilek and Vicovsky, Coll.
Czech. Chem. Comm. 1931, 3, 379); and to
precipitate nickel, cobalt and cadmium in^ forms
suitable- for gravimetric estimation (Hay and
Sirkar, J. Indian Chem. Soc. 1930, 7, 251).

Hydra/.ine may be detected by its ability to
reduce gold salts (Curtiua and Scbrader, J. pr.
Chem. 1894, \i\], 50, 318) or by the red acid-
.-<• native coloration given with ferric chloride
alter (txidiwing with alkaline ethyl nitrite to
hydrazoic acid.

Semicarbazide. NH,-CO-NH-NH,, is p«*.

/<) potassium cyanatc (Biltz and Arnd, Annalen,
L905, 339, 250; cf. Bonveanlt and Locqirin,
Bull. Soe. chim. 1905, [iii], 33, 168).'

(2) From nitrourea by reduction either with
zinc duet (Thiele and Heuser, Annalen, l8!>r>.
288, 312) or electrolytically (Organic Syntheses,
Coll. Vol. I, 1932, 472). The last method has
the advantage of yielding the pure compound
directly whilst in the older preparations it was
necessary to convert it into a derivative {e.g.
>f acetone or bonzaldehyde) from which the

semicarbazide was regenerated.
Seroicarbazide forms prisms, in,p. 90°, bui

s usually employed as its more stable salts with
one equivalent of and. It is used as reducing
agent and boili (ilriinetric (Maselli, Gazzetta,
L905, 35. i, 271) and gasometric (Datta, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1914, 36, 1014; 1916, 38,
2737} estimations depend upon this prop*

Semicarbazide readily reacts with earbonyl
pounds to give characteristic semienrba zones:

RR'CO' NHj-NH-CO-NH,
= RR'C:N NH CONHj,-j H2O

This reaction is usually carried out by mixing
cold or warm solutions of a semicarbazide But
[hydrodSoride) and the carbonyl compound in
water, with alcohol if necessary, and buffering
excess acidity with sodium acetate when the
derivative crystallises out. Occasionally, if the
solution is subjected to long heating, the product
contains hydrazine diearbondianiide. The re-
action ia normal for most carbonyl compounds
though abnormal reactions as with chloral are
sometimes encountered :

(I) iiy boiling hydrazine with («) urea
(Uurtjus and Hcidenrcich, Ber. 18i)4, 27, 0% or

CCI3-CHO-f CONHg

;f
NH-NH'CO-NH,

(Klitig, Compfc. rend. l!)09, 148, .%0 ; Bull. Soc.
chim. 1909, [iv], 5, 412), and a^-unsaturated
carbonyl compounds often yield scmicarbazidg-
seniicarbazones of the type (Rupe and Hinter-

. Bar. 1907,40,4764):

NHCONHNH,

Thiosemicarbazide, N H 2 N H - C S ' N H 2 ,
in ..p. 181-1S,')0, w prepared by boiling hydrazine
hydrate with aqueous potassium carbonate and
tliiocyanatc (l'reimd and Schander, Ber. 1896,
29, 2501). Thiosciniearbazones which are
propinrtl similarly to the oxygenated com-
pounds usually have low uiefting-points but are
of value in that thc)( give complex compounds
with salts of heavy metals, particularly mercury
(Ncubcig and Neimann, ibid. 1902, 35, 204U ;
Jensen and Etanflke-HadBftn, Z. anorg. Cb*m.
103U, ^27, 25). Thiosctniearbuzide U a re-
luuvHy nuii-toxiu antioxidant auitublti for
spraying dried frtiit.4 to prevent discoloration
(I1.S.I1. 2088458) and for utobiliaing adn-iialiii^
(U.S.P. 2017144). It exerts a specific iiilliicncu
on the tjuulity of silver electroplating (Egeberg
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and Promisel, Trans. Eleetrochem. Soc. 1938,
i i74, Preprint 13) and acts as an anticorrosion

assistant on iron or iron alloys (F.P. 652598}.
4'Phenylsemicarbazide,

PhHN-CONH-NH,,

m.p. 122", is formed on boiling semicarbazones
with aniline and then hydrolysing and separating
the ketonic constituent (Borache, Ber. 1905, 38,
832), but is best prepared by heating phenylurea
with hydrazine hydrate (Organic Syntheses,
Coll. Vol. I, 1932, .439). Phcnylaemicarbazide
ia occasionally used as a ketone reagent (Braun
and Steindorff, Ber. 1905, 88, 3097; Sah and
Ma. J. Chinese Chem. Soc. 1934, 2, 32) giving
derivatives which form complexes with heavy
metals auch as iron, cadmium, cobalt, etc.
(Smith, J.C.S. 1937, 1354; Jenaen and Rancke-
Madsen, Z. anorg. Chem. 1936, 227, 25); it has
also been incorporated in therapeutic prepara-
tions (Svensk Farm. Tidakr. 1938, 42, No. 15,
Suppl. 1).

Benzhydrazide, o-, m- and pnitrobenz- and
other aryl hydrazides, obtained by heating the
carboxylio amides or esters with hydrazine
hydrate, give well-defined crystalline aldehydic
or ketonic derivatives which are aometi-ies more
conveniently handled than the phenyl hydra-
zones (Curtius et at., J. pr. Chem. 1894, [ii], 50,
275, 295; 1895. 51, [ii], 165, 353). Like other
hydrazides benzhydrazide undergoes chemilu-
minescent oxidation by hypochlorite (Courtot
and Bemanoae, Compt. rend. 1937. 205. 989).
Sah and his co-workera have prepared a large
number of nitrobenzhydnizonea (Sci. Rep. Nat.
Tsing Hua Univ. Ser. A, 1934, 2, 357; Chen,
J. Chinese Chem. Soc. 1995, 3, 251) some of
which seem 6ft be of distinct value, e.g. for the
complete isolation of vanillin (Schorigin and
Smoljaninova, A, 1935, 750; for mi cm chemical
use. tee Griebel and Weiss, Mikrochem. 1927, 5,
146). Aryl acid hydrazides are efficient oxida-
tion-inhibitors (G.P. 504436).

Einhorn (Annalen, 1898, 300, 135; 1901.817,
J90) has shown that hydroxyacyl hydrazones
of the type":

aO—CONHN

OH

are formed particularly easilj by aldehydes but
much leas readily by ketonw and poiess the
property of dissolving in alksli and being pre-
cipitated unchanged by acid.

Semioxamazide, NH,-CO-CONH-NH.
m.p. 220-221°, prepared by boiling hydrazine
with oxaniethane in alcohol, ia recommended as a
reagent for aldehydes, e.g. furfural and cinnama.1-
dehyde (Kerp and Unger, Ber. 1897, 80, 585}

Phenylhydrazine, H,NNHPh, is con-
veniently prepared by reducing benzene di-
azonium salt* with atannous chloride (Hqfitzsch
ibid. 1898, 81, 346), zinc dust (Meyer and Lecco'
ibid. 1883, 16, 2970). alkali aulphite {Fischer
ibid. 1875, .8, 590; Annalen, 1878, 190. 73;
Organic Syntheses, Coll. Vol.- I, 1932, 432) or
eleotrolytically (Fichter and Willi, Helv. Chim.LUTj

elet

Acta, 1934,17, 1416). The manufacture by the
reduction of nitrobenzene using lead oxidea is
the subject of patent claims {G.P. 480598)
and. it is also produced by the very remarkable
action of fluoramine (NH2F) on aniline (F.P.
735020).

Phenylhydrazine haa m.p. 19-6° (Fischer, Ber.
1908, 41, 74), b.p. 243-57760 mm. (corr.), d"
1-0970 (Perkin, J.C.S. 189R, 69, 1209). It ia
very susceptible to oxidation and the hydro-
chloride is usually used for the prepp ration of
phenylhydrazonea. It is weakly basic and forms
mono-acid salta, although easily dissociable salts
with two equivalents of inorganic acids have
been described. The base and many of its
derivatives are toxic.

Phenylhydrazine may be detected by its colour
reactions with sodium hypobromite (Dehn and
Scott, J. Amer, Cfiem, Soc. 1908, 30, 1422), 2:4-
dinitrobenzaldehyde (Sachs and Kemp, Ber.
1902, 35, 1230) or formaldehyde anJ sodium
nitroprusside (Simon, Compt. rend. 1898, 126.
483; Bull. Soc. chim. 1898, [iii], 19, 299). The
ox alate crystallises well and provides a means
of identification (Bamberger and Suzuki, Ber,
1912,45,2752). More conclusive is its character-
isation as a phenylhydrazone (see HYDKAZONES).
It ia estimated by its reducing action on Fehling's
solution (Strache, Monateh. 1891, 12, 525; cf.
Maclean, Biochem. J. 1913, 7, 611) or on arsenic
acid (Causse, Compt. rend. 1897,126, 712; Bull.
Soc. chim. 1898, [Hi], 19, 148).

Phenylhydrazine ia used in the laboratory to
characterise carbonyl compounds as phenyl-
hydrazones and sugars as osazones (mechanism :
Kennerand Knight, Ber. 1936, 69 [B], 341) and
as an analytical reagent, e.g. for molybdenum
(j(ge Schmidt, " Anwendung der Hydrazine iif der
analytisehen Chemie," Stuttgart, 1907. p. 31),
for aluminium in presence of iron (Ishiroaru,
Sci. Rep. Tohoku Imp. Univ. 1936. 1,25,780),
for mercury (Miller, Chem.-Analyst, 1938, 27, 9).
In technical practice phenylhydrazine is the
Bource of pyrazolone mcdieioala (" arUipyrin"
" pyramtdone "), .bactericidal azo-coin pounds
(Jug.P. 13777) and" of some azo dyes such as
Erioehrome Red (U.S.P. 1856413). Attempts
have also been made to put some of its deri-
vatives to therapeutic uses in the treatment of
tuberculosis (review: Sehnitzer, Z. angew.
Chem. 1930, 43, 744). Phenylhydrazine is an
efficient antioxid*nt {B.P. 312774) and an
effectivi softener for natural and synthetic
rubber (B,P. 488701) particularly when pro-
tected by the presence of another antioxidant,
and that it similarly improves eellulosie materials
Buch as those intended for surgical use ie claimed
(.Swis&jP. 183210).

Phenylhydrazinejj-sulphonic acid,

HBN-NH-C«H4-SO9H,

m.p. 286°, is prepared by sulphonating phenyl
hydrazine or reducing diazotiaed sulphanilir
acid. Its reactions are often abnormal as when
it forma addition compounds with aromatic
aldehydes and ketonea let. however, its use in(/ ,

g the corpus luU;um tn.riiu.iir, LSWJSS P.
170618, and its reaction with sugars, B.
340619). It oevertheleas yields

sugars,
pyrazoloi

I
OM
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with aliphatic diketoncs, and the yellow dyeatuff
tartrazine with dihydroxytartaric acid,

NaO3SH4CBHN N:C CO

C,H4SO3Na

i1

(G.P. 34294; Swissa P. 119718); it is also the
source of dipyrazolones (F.P. 44843) and nitro-
colours (H.P, 409512). Phenylhydrazine-jj-aul-
phonic acid bag been applied in the form of
long-chain hydrazones (r..g. of l&uric aldehyde)
as a textile assistant (F.P. 755143). Its possible
therapeutic action on malignant tumours has
been investigated {Boyland, Biochem. J. 1938,
32, 1207).

ji-Brornophenylhydrazine,

H,N-NH-C,H4Br,

m.p. 105-5°, prepared by brominating a phenyl
hydrazone and hydrolysing the product (Hum-
phreys, Bloom and Evans, J.C.S. 1923, 123,
1768) or directly by brominating phcnylhydra-
zine and reducing the resulting bromodiazonlum
bromide (Michaelis, Bor. 1893, 26, 2190) is a
useful reagent for carbonyl compounds and
particularly for sugars (Nouberg, ibid. 1899, 32,
2395; Z. physiol. Chem. 1900, 29, 256; micro-
chemical use, Feigl, Mikrochim. Acta, 1937, 1,
127; Wageaaar, Pharm. Weekblad, 1934, 71,
229).

p-Nitrophenylhydrazine,

H2NNHC6H4NOj,

m.p, 167°, p-Nitraniline is duizotised, tMfe
diazdnium salt reduced by alkali bisulphite and
the resulting aj9-disulphonic acid hydrolysed by
mineral acid (Bamberger and Kraus, Ber. 1890,
29,281; c/. G.P. 62004). The sparing solubility
of p-nitrophenylhydrazunes haH been utilised in
the estimation of aldehydes (Feinberg, J. AIIUT,
Chem. Soc. 1927,49,105), andfef acetone in urine
(Dehio, Z. anal. Chem. 1936, 104. 417); for
chemical use, see Feigl (Mikroehim. Acta, 1937,
1. 127).

2:4-Dinitrophenylhydrazine,

H,N •NH-C,H,(NO,||,

m.p. 198°, is beat obtaiaed by the' interaction of
2:4-dinitro-cliloro- or -bro mo-benzene with
hydrazino in alcoholic solution. It yields an
orange pigment, m.p. 298°, on heating with
acetoacetaniudo in alcohol (G.P. 269065^ and
is a valuable reagent for carbonyl groups (tee
HYDRAZONES) both for qualitative and quantita.
tive purposes, e.g. for estimating furfural and
camphor in galenical preparations (Hampshire
and Page, Quart. J. Pharm. 1934, 7, 558). Its
use according to the original method of Brady
(J.C.S. 1931, 766) sometimes gives rise to hydra-
zones of slightly varying melting-point, a
phenomenon at one time ascribed to stereo-
iaomorism but believed by Campbell (Analyst,
1936, 61, 391) to bo due to aldol condensation
products. This worker re-examined the melting-

points of dinitropheoylhydrarones of approxi-
mately 100 aldehydes and ketonea and recom-
mends their preparation in iropropyl alcohol
using hydrochloric acid.

Methylphenylhydrazine, HaN NMePh,
b.p. I31°/35 mm., is best prepared by reducing
N-nitrosomethylaniline with zinc dust (Fischer,
Annalen, 1886, 236, 198) or e lee truly tically
(Wells, Babcock and France, J. Amer. Chem.
Soe. 1936, 68, 2630). This base is useful for
identifying sugars in particular, the hydcazones
or osazones being crystallised from glycerin
(Wagenaar, Pharm. Weekblad, 1934, 71, 229).
Methylpb.enylhydra.zine heated with dihydroxy-
naphthalenes, yields hydroxynaphtbocarba-
zolep used as intermediates for azo colours
(G.P. 548819).

Diphenylhydrazine, HaN-NPh«, m.p. 44°,
prepared by reducing N-nitrosodipnenylamine
(Fischer, Annalen, 1878, 190, 175; Stahel,
ibid. 1890, 258.243), may be used to characterise
simple aldehydes but is moat valuable aa a re-
agent for reducing sugars with which it gives
beautifully crystaUine hydrazones. Its use as
an antioxidant in gasoline and in petroleum
cracking distillates has been claimed (U.S.P.
1906044, 4793635).

Benzylphenylhydrazine,

HaNNPhCHsPh,

b.p. 216-218°/38 mm., is prepared by the action
of benzyl chloride on phenylhydrazine. When
free from phenylhydrazine it reacts with
sugars to give only hydrazones and not osa-
zones. #

0-Naphthylhydrazine, , 1 0 , ^
m.p. 124-125°, is made by rmlurihg jS-naphthyl
diazonium salts (Fischer, Annalen, 1886, 232,
242) or by the action of hydrazine on j9-naphthol
in a sealed tube fFranzen, Ber. 1906, 38, 260).
This hydrazine forms highly crystalline, very
sparingly soluble hydrazones, particularly with
•qgars. but it tomttarkabk that diffianat pro-
ducts, probably stcreoinomeridca, ara obtaineu
when they are prepared in acetic acid or alcoholic
solution (Hilger and Rothenfusser, Ber. 1902,
86, 1841, 4444). Naphthocarbtizoles may be
obtained technically by heating naphthyl-
hydrazine with hydroxynaphthalene carbojcylic
acids (U.S.P. 1948923).

A number of new chloro- and bromo-nitro-
phenyl hydra zincs and alkyl-aryl-hydrazines have
lii-i'ii prepared by Maaskant (Kec. trav. chini.
1937, 56, 211) by replacing halogen atoms in
halogenonitrobenzenes by hydrazinc, and repre-
sentative hydrazones have also been described.

A. H. C.
( HYDRAZOBENZENE, fhNH NHPh. is
prepared by reducing nitrobenzene in hot
alcoholic solution with zinc dust or iron in
presence of alcohol or solvent naphtha, and also
by electrolysis, M.p. 126-127° (Darmst&dtwr,
G.P. 189312; Chem. Zentr. 1907, II, 2002;
Ismailflfi and Kolpenuki. ibid. 1933, II, 3049).
Decomposes at the melting-point to give aniline
and azobenzene. Hydrochloric acid converts it
int* benzidinc.

HYDRAZOIC ACID (tr. Vol. I, 580a).
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and Promise], Trans. Electrochem. Soc. 1938,
74, Preprint 13) and acts as an antieorrosion
assistant on iron or iron alloys {F.P, 652598).

4-Phenylsemicarbazide,

PhHNCONHNHa,

m.p. 122°, is formed on boiling semi car bazones
with aniline and then hydrolysing and separating
the ketonic constituent (Borsche, Ber. 1905, 38,
832), but is best prepared by heating phenylurea
with hydrazino hydrate (Organic Syntheses,
Coll. Vol. I, 1932, 439). Phenylaemicarbazidc
is occasionally used as a ketone reagent (Braun
and Steindorff, Ber. 1905, 38, 3097; Sah and
Ma, J. Chinese Chem. Soc. 1934, 2, 32) giving
derivatives which form complexes with heavy
metals such a« iron, cadmium, coba.lt, etc.
(Smith, J.C.S. 1937, 1354 j Jensen and Rancke-
Madaen, Z. anorg. Chem. 1936, 227, 25); it has
also been incorporated in therapeutic prepara-
tions (Svensk Farm. Tidskr. 1938, 42, No. 15,
Suppl. 1).

Benzhydrazide, o-, m- and p-nilrobenz- and
other aryl hydrazides, obtained by heating the
carboxytio amides or esters with hydrazine
hydrate, give well-defined crystalline aldehydic
or ketonic derivatives which are aometines more
conveniently handled than the phony] hydra-
zones {Curtius et al., J. pr. Chem. 1894, [ifl, 60,
275,295; 1895, 51, [ii], 165, 353). Like other
hydrazides benzhydrazide undergoes chemilu-
minescent oxidation by hypochlorite {Courtot
and Bernanoae, Compt. rend. 1937, 205, 989).
Sah and his co-workers have prepared a large
number of nitrobenzhydrazones (Sci. Rep. Nat.
Tsing Hua Univ. Ser. A, 1934, 2, 357; Chen,
J. Chinese Chem. Soc. 19J5, 3, 251) some of
which seem A: be of distinct value, e.g. for the
complete isolation of vanillin {Schorigin and
Smoljaninova, A. 1935, 750; for microchemical
use, see Griebel and Weiss, Mikrochem. 1927, 5,
146). Aryl acid hydrazides are efficient oxida-
tion-inhibitors (G.P. 504436).

Einhorn (Annalon, 1898, 800, 135; 1901, 817,
198) has shown that hydroxyaeyl hydrazones
of the type":

O-CONHN =

are formed particularly easily by aldehydes but
much less readily by ketones and possoaa the
property of dissolving in alkali and being pre-
cipitated unchanged by acid.

Semioxamazlde, NH, C O C O N H NH r
m.p. 220-221*, prepared by boiling hydrazine
with oxametbane iii alcohol, is recommended as a
reagent for aldehydes, e.g. f arfural and einnamal-
dehyde (Kerp and Ungcr, Ber. 1897, 80, 585).

Phenylhydrazine, H,NNHPh, is eon-
vehiently prepared by reducing benzene di-
Kzonium saltawith stannoua chloride (Hentzsch,
ibid. 1898. 81, 346), zinc dust (Meyer and Leeco,
ibid. 1883, 16, 2976), alkali sulphite (Fischer,
ibid. 1875. .8, 590; Annalen, 1878, 190. 73;
Organic Syntheses, Coll. Vol.- I, 1932, 432) or
eleetrolytically (Fjchter and Willi, Helv. Chim.

Acta, 1934,17, 1416). The manufacture by the
reduction of nitrobenzene using lead oxides is
the subject of patent claims (G.P. 480598)
and <t is also produced by the very remarkable
action of fluoraiuine (NHaF) on aniline (F.P.
735020).

Phenylhydrazine has m.p. 19-6° (Fischer, Ber.
J908. 41. 74), b.p. 243-5°/760 mm. (corr.), dn

10970 (Perkin, J.C.S. 1896, 69, 1209). It is
very susceptible to oxidation and the hydro-
chloride is usually used for the prepcration of
phenylhydrazones. It is weakly basic and forms
mono-ncid salts, although easily dissociable salts
with two equivalents of inorganic acids have
been described. The base and many of. its
derivatives arc toxic

Phenylhydmzino may be do tec ted by its colour
reactions with sodium hypobromite (Dehn and
Scott, J. Amer. Cnem. Soc. 1908, 80, 1422), 2:4-
dinitrobenzaldehyde (Sadia and Kemp, Ber.
1902, 85, 1230) or formaldehyde ami sodium
nitropruB8ide (Simon, Compt. rend. 1898, 126.
483; Bull. Soc. chim. 1898, [iii], 19, 299). The
oxal&te crystallises well and provides a means
of identification (B&mberger and Suzuki, Ber.
1912,45,2762). More conclusive iBits character-
isation as a phenylhydrazone (see HYDRA ZONES).
It io estimated by its reducing action on Fehling'o
solution (Strache, Monatah. 1891, 12, 525; cf.
Maclean, Biochera. J. 1913, 7, 611) or on arsenic
acid (Causae, Corapt. rend. 1897, 125, 712 ; Bull.
Soc. chim. 1898, [iii], 19, 148).

Phenylhydrazine is used in the laboratory to
characterise carbonyl compounds as phenyl-
hydrazones and sugars as osazones (mechanism :
Kenner and Knight, Ber. 1936, 69 [B]. 341) and
as an analytical reagent, e.g. for molybdenum

e Schmidt, " Anwendnng der Hydrazine iiTdcr
analytischen Chemie," Stuttgart, 1907, p. 31),
for aluminium in presence of iron (Ishiraaru,
Sci, Rep. T6hoku Imp. Univ. 1936, I. 25, 780),
for mercury (Miller, Chem.-Analyst, 1938, 27, 9).
In technical practice phenylhydrazino is the
source of pyrazolone juedicinals (" antipyrin,"
" pyramidoTK "), .bactericidal azo-coin pounds
(Jug.P. 13777) and of some azo dyes such as
Eriochrome Red (U.S.P. 1856413). Attempts
bave also been made to put some of its deri-
vatives to therapeutic uses in the treatment of
tuberculosis (review: Schnitzer, Z. angew.
Chem. 1930, 43, 744). Phenylhydrazine is an
efficient antioxid&nt (B.P. 312774) and an
effective softener for natural and synthetic
rubber (B.P. 488701) particularly when pro-
tected by the presence of another antioxidant,
and that it similarly improves cellulosic materials
such as those intended for surgical use is claimed
(Swiss P. 183210).

Phenylhydrazine-ju-sutphonic acid,

H,N

trials
imed

m.p. 286°, is prepared by eulphonating phenyl
lydrazine or reducing di&zotised sulphanilio
acid. Its reactions are often abnormal as wben
t forms addition compounds with aromatic
ildehydcs and ketones (cf, however, its use in
isolating the corpus luteum hormone, Swiss P.
170618, and its reaction with sugars, B.P.
340619). It nevertheless yields pyr&zolones
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with aliphatic diketones, and the yellow dyestuff
tartrazine with dihydroxytartaric acid,

NaO,CC-N

NaO3SH4C8HN N:C—CO

{G.P. 34294 ; Swiss P. 119718); it is also the
source of dipyrazolones (F.P. 44843) and nitro-
colours (£.P. 409512). Phe ny Ihydrazine-p-sul-
phonic acid has been applied in tho form of
long-chain hydrazones (e.g. of lauric aldehyde)
as a textile assistant (F.P. 758143). Its possible
therapeutic action on malignant tumours has
been investigated (Borland, Biochem, J. 1938,
S2, 1207).

y-Bromophenylhydrazine,

HaNNHC,H4Br,

m.p. 105-5°, prepared by brominating a phenyl
Jiydrazone and hydrolyBing the product (Hum-
phreys, Bloom and Evans, J.C.S. 1923, 123,
1768) or directly by broininiUing phtmylhydrtt.
zine and reducing the resulting bromodiazonium
bromide (Michaelis, Ber. ISM, 28, 21EK>) is a
useful reagent for carbouyl torn pounds and
particularly for sugars (Neuberg, ibid. 1899, 32,
2395; Z. pliysiol, Chera. 1900, 29, 256; micro-
chemical use, Feigl, Mikrochim. Actaf 1937, 1,
127; Wagenaar, Pharm. Weekblad, 1934, 71,
229).

jj-Nitropheny I hydrazine,

H,NNHC,H t-NOj,

m.p. 157°. p-Nitraniline is diazotised, tMb
diazoniuin salt reduced by alkali bisulphite and
the resulting ajS-disulphonic acid hydrolysed by
mineral acid (Barubergcr and Kraus, 13er. 189U,
29, 281; c/. G.P. 62004). The sparing solubility
of f>-nitrophenylhydrazones 1ms been utilised in
the estimation of aldehydes fFeinbwg, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1827,49, 105), and*>f acetone in urine
(Dehio, Z. anal. Chem. 1936, 104. 417); for
chemical use, see Feigl (Mikrochim. Acta, 1937,
i, 127).

2:4-Dinitrophenylhydrazine,

•
m.p, 198°, is best obtained by the' interaction of
2:4-dinitroehloro- or -bromo- benzene with
hydrazine in alcoholic solution. It yields an
orange pigment, m.p. 298°, on heating with
acetoaeetanilido in alcohol (G.P. 2696651 and
is a valuable reagent for carbonyl groups {see
HYJ}RAZONES) both for qualitative"and quantita-
nv purposes, e.g. for estimating furfural and
camphor in galenical preparations (Hampshire
and Page, Quart. J. Pharm. 1934, 7, 558). Its
use according to the original method of Hrady
(J.C.S. 1931, 766) sometimes gives rise to hydra-
zones of slightly varying melting-point, a
phenomenon at one time ascribed to sterco-
isomemm but believed by Campbell (Analyst,
1930, 61, 391) to be due to aldol condensation
products. This worker re-examined the melting-

points of dinitrophenylhydrazones of approxi-
mately 100 aldehydes and ketonea jind recom-
mends their preparation in taopropyl alcohol
using hydrochloric acid.

Methylphenylhydrazine, H2NNMePh,
b.p. 131*735 mm., is best prepared by reducing
N-nitrosomethylaniline with zinc dust (Fischer,
Annalen, 1886, 236, 198) or electrolytically
(Wells, Babcock and France, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1936, 58, 2630). This base is useful for
identifying sugara in particular, the hydcazones
or osazonea being crystallised from glycerin
(Wagenaar, Pharm. Weekblad, 1934, 71, 229),
Methylphenylhydrazine heated with dihydroxy-
naphlhalenes, yields hydroxynaphtbocarba-
zoles used aa intermediates, for azo colours
(G.P. 548819).

Diphenylhydrazine, HaN-NPh., m.p. 44°,
prepared by reducing N •nitroswdipbenylamine
(Fischer, Annalen, 1878, 190. 175; Stahel,
ibid. 1890, 268,243), may be used to characterise
simple aldehydes but is most valuable as a re-
agent for reducing sugars with which it gives
beautifully crystalline hydrazones. Its use as
an antivxidant in gtululiiiu til ill in petroleum
cracking distillates has been claimed (U.S.P.
1906044, *793635).

Benzy I phenyl hydrazine,

HsNNPhCH2Ph,

b.p. 216-218°/38 mm,, is prepared by the action
of benzyl chloride on phenylhydrazine. When
free from pheuylhydrazine it reacts with
sugars to give only hydrazones and not osa*
2ones. .

0-Naphthylhydrazine, NHaNH-CloH,(/9),
m.p, 124-125°, ia made by reducing 0-naphthyl
diazonium salts (Fischer, Annalen, 1886, 232,
242) or by the action of hydrazine on 0-naphthol
in a sealed tube (Franzen, Bcr. 190C, 38, 26(1).
This hydrazinu forms highly crystalline, very
sparingly soluble hydrazones, particularly with
sugars, but it is remarkable thsit different pro-
ducts, probably stercoisomerides, are obtained
when they arc prepared in acetic acid or alcoholic
solution (Hilger and Rothenfusser, Ber. 1902,
35, 1841, 4444). Naphthocarbazoles may be
obtained technically by heating naphthyl-
hydrazinc with hydroxynaphthalene carboxylic
acids (U.S.P. 1948923).

A number of new chloro- and bromo-nitro.
phenylhydrazines agd alkyl-uryl-hydrazines have
been prepared by Maaskant (Rec. trav. chim.
1937, 56, 211) by replacing halogen atoms in
halogenonitrobenzenes by hydrazine, and repre-
sentative hydrazones have also been described.

A. H. C.
, HYDRAZOBENZENE, PhNHNHPh, ia
prcjiiired by miming nitrobenzene in hot
alroholie solution with zinc dust or iron in
presence of alcohol or solvent naphtha, and also
by electrolysis. M.p. 126-127° (Darmstadt*-,
G.P. 189312; Chem. Zentr. 1907, II, 2002;
Ismailslfl and Kolpenski, ibid. 1933, II, 3049).
Decomposes at the melting-point to give anil
and azo benzene. Hydrochloric acid converts it
into benzidine.

HYDRAZOIC ACID («. Vol. I, 680a).
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HYDRAZONES. Compounds obtained by
eliminating water between carbonyl compounds
;ind hydrazine or mono- or unsym.-disubstituted
hyilrnzinos:

RR'COl NH3NR"R'"
-RR'C:NNR"R'"|-HaO

Simple mono-carbonyl compounds react with
hydrazine itself under mild conditions to give
monohydrazones, or azines, R'RC:N-N:CRR',
according to the proportion of base employed.
On the other hand polycarbonyJ compounds
(e.g. benzil) usually afford polyhydrazonea
although 1:3- and I:4-diketones react with
hydrazinc itself to give pyrazoles and pyrazines
respectively and ^-ketoestcrs react smoothly
to give pyrazolones (c/, JPusco and Ju-stoni,
Gazzetta, 1937, 67, 3), sometimes with inter-
mediate formation of true hydrazones which can
be isolated; dihydropyrazolea (pyrazolines) are
often obtained from a/?-unsaturated carbonyl
compounds in addition to unsaturated hydra-
zones (Raiford and Peterson, J. Org. Chom. 1937,
1, 544):

NH—

N

An

tat
tiiu

An important technical application of such
ctuma is the Interaction "J' ethyl acetoiu'e-

te with phenylhydrtizine g-hen the first-formed
phenylhydraxone loses a moleoole of alcohol to
give (I), the N-methyl derivative of which is
the drug " antipyrm,"

CO

M

NPh

NH

I.

The substituted liydrazones of carbohydrates
s readily oxidised by excess of the hydrazinc,
adjacent —CH-OH group being oxidised to

a —CO group which
hydnvzine to form a dihydrazone or osazone :
RCH(OH)CHO->RCH(OH)CH:NNHR'

-•RCOCH:NNHR'

01

RCOCHaOH RC(:NNHR') CHjOH
->-RC(:NNHR')CHO

(B)
(A) or (B) -> RC(:NNHR')CH:N;NHR'

Whilst the mono-hydrazones of sugars are
appreciably soluble in water the osaxonea often
crystallise well from water or very dilute tf^etie
acid, and their characteristic crystalline forms
serve as a ready means of identifying sugars
microscopically (v, infra).

All of these compounds are normally obtained
by interaction of the components ^n cold or
warm alcoholic, aqueous or weakly acid solution.

Constitution.—Whilst hydrazones derived from
liases N RR'-N H2 c;in only have the constitution
NRR'N:CR"R'", a number of alternative
structures have been proposed for the derivatives
of primary hydrazines, NHRNHj, e.g.

JI.

N R ; N C H /

III,

Although there is known to be a close connec:

between hydrazones (II) and azo-com pounds
(111) nil normal hydrazones are believed to be
of form (II). In other eases the problem is not
easily decided. Thus^many compounds which
may be regarded as hydrazones are obtainable
bv the nation of diazonium salts on phenols or
compounds with reactive methylene groups.
Hydrindene-l:3-dione gives a " hydrazone "
which is hydrolyised to niubydrin (l:2:3-triketo-
hydrindene) and jS-ketoesters exhibit similar
reactions, usually with " acid " o r " ketonic "
hydrolysis (Japp and KJingemann, Ber. 1887,
20, 2942, 3284, 3398; Annalen, 1888, 247, 190).
So ethyl cyclo- p^ntanone- and -hexanone-2-
carboxylates yield with phenylhydrazine, dione
monophenylhydrazones or phenylhydrazones of
acyclic keto-acids according to the conditions
(Linstead and Wang, J.C.S. 1937, 808 ; see ateo
Pieckmann, Annalen, 1901, *317. 27 j Lyons,
J. Proc. Roy. So*. New South Wales, 19X2, 66,
516; Mansko and Robinson, J.O.S. 1927,240) j

CHE

H2CH

CO

•CHNrNPh,

XHj-CO

CH, ,L
XH^COjiH

CH, C H ,

aCHN:NPh
COjEt COjEt

Among aromatic compounds the question of
bydrazono or azo structure has given rise to
discussion extending over many years. Zinckc

and Bindewald (Ber. 1884,17, 3026) studied the.
monophenylhydrazono of o-naphthoquinone (IV)
and observed that the name compound is ob-
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tamed from a-naphihol and booamo diazoninm
chloride and might bo thought therefore to
possess structure (V):

:NNHPh

OH

stT -N:N'Ph

Many similar instances among o- andphydroxy-
• azo-com pounds have since been noted. The

evidence in favour of one or the other form in
these instances in conflicting and ranges, for
example, from the formation by <>-hydroxyazo-
compounds of chelate bodies in support of the
azo structure to their unwillingness to form
alkali metal salts as would be anticipated from a
hydrazone structure. The chemical evidence
has been summarised by Auwers (Annalen, 1931,
487, 79; 1933, 505, 283), who concludes on thia
basis that the p-compounds are azo bodies whilst
their o- isomcra behave as o-qu in onoid derivatives.
Kuhn (Naturwiss. 1932, 20, 622) had suggested a
betaine structure, but his Inter spcctroscopic
evidence (Kuhn and Bar, Annalen, 1935, 516,
143) indicates that the two forms are in equili-
brium in solution, one or other form pa-
dominating according to the solvent; this inter-
pretation, however, is not wholly accepted by
Burawoy {ibid. 1936, 521, 298; J.C.S. 193(i, 30).
(For a review of the spectrochemistry of
hydrazones, see Ha mart-Lucas, Bull. 8OC ehiin.
1936, [v], 3, 723).

Hydrazouesof the form SRR':NNR"R"',
whore R, R' are different, are theoretically
capable of existing in two stereocheniical modifi-
cations according to the direction of the N-N
linkage with respect to the double bond and a
large number of ijsoruers of this type a» known
(.see Mcisenheimcr and Thielacher in Freuden-
berg'a " Stereochemie,** 1933, p. 1095); quite
stable ieomers of certain tli- «and tn-nitro-
phenylhydrazones {e.g. of furfural) have been
prepared (Bredereck and Fritzsche, Ber. 1937,
70 [B], 802) and Sempronj (Gazzetta, 1938, 68,
263) starting with l:2-bronionaphthyltnethy]
bromide prepared ethyl a-acetyl-£-{l-bro«o-2
naphthyl) propionate, which on hydrolysis and
treatment with benzene diazonium eliloride gave
t* a isomcra of I -broDio-2-naphthyI-pyruvic ft rid
phenylhydrazone which must be regarded as
stereoisomers as each gives rise to the same
indole by the Fischer reaction :

CHt—C—COjEt

II
PhHN-N

In these instances the configuration is rarely
established with certainty as no general reaction
s known to nfford any distinction such as does
the Beckmann rearrangement in the case of
stereoinomeric oximt!3; isoraeric phenylacyla-
mino hydrazones have been diatinguiahed by the
ability of one isomer to Form cyclic condensatiun
products with aldehydes

Ar—C—CHB—NHR

N—NHPh
R'CHO

Ar—C—CH-—NR
II I
N_NPh—CHR'

(Bosch, Friedenberger and Tischbein, Ber. 1924,
57 (Bj, 1785) and similar arguments have been
advanced with reference to stannic chloride
addition compounds of benziloaazones (Hieber
and Sonuckalb, Annalen, 1927, 456, 80). The
feet that no absorption in the infra-red spectra
of o-hydroxyarylhydrazones can be traced to
bydroxyl groups has suggested that chelation
normally exists. This can be so only, for
example, in wttoyUldehyde plienylhydrazone
(VI), when the configuration of the aryl and
—N H Ph groups about the C = N linkage is trans,

/—\

H-
//

NNHPh

VI.

and ihdeed if experience of azo compounds i$
a guide then this is the normal or more stable
configuration of all hydrazones.

Propertied,—Hydrazoncs are usually well
crystallised compounds, particularly when
derived from arylhydrazines. On warming
with mineral acid they are relatively smoothly
hydrolysed to the parent earbonyl compounds,
but regeneration is more conveniently effected
by "double decant position" using pyruvic
acid :

R,C-.N NHPhH CH3COCO.H
-* RaCO+CHaC(;NNHPh)COaH

(Fischer and Aeh, ibid. 1889, 253, 67). Diffi.
cutties in regeneration, particularly of ketones,
have been recently pverrome by the use of
tertiary ammonium iiecthyilrazides, Girard's
Reagents {q.v.).

Mild catalytic reduction of phony 1 bydrazodbs
by hylrogen in presence of palladium affords
substituted hydrazines whilst more drastic
reduction results in rupture of the N-N bond
with formation of a mixture of amines:

CH3-CH;NNHC,H6

-+CH,CH)NH]1+CBHS-NH(- .
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Oxidation of hydrazonee with iodine, amyl
nitrite or mercuric oxide (Von Peehmunn, Ber.
1893, 26, 1045) yields tetrazanea (hydrotetra-
zonea). In some instances (Curtiua, J. pr, Cbem.
1891, [ii], **, 182, 200, 535), however, the pro-
ducts do not contain 4 atoms of nitrogen but
are true diazo-com pounds (Forster and Zimmerli,
J.C.S. 1910, 97, 2156; Staudinger and Kupfer,
Ber. 1911, 44, 2197), this providing a convenient
method for their preparation. Thus benzo-
phcnonehydrazone and mercuric oxide yield
diphenyldiazometbane, {C aH s)aC N a (Stau-
dinger, Anthes and Pfenninger, ibid. 1916, 49,
1932).

Many hydrazonea lose ammonia when treated
with zinc chloride or often -with hot dilute
mineral acid to yield indolea {q.v.), although
normal regeneration takes place in some in-
stances and cold strong hydrochloric acid will
normally hydrolyse osazones to the diketonea.

The iroino hydrogen atom of phenylhydra-
zones reacts with maleic anhydride with the
formation of substituted maleiamido-acids; in
isolated instances these might be of value as a
further means of characterising the hydrazones
(Parola, Gazzetta, 1935, 66, 624).

Hydrazones may be oxidised by selerioua acid
into diazonium salts which may be detected in
amounts as little as 0-04 y%. by conversion into
azo-colours, the reaction therefore affords a
sensitive test for hydrazones (Feigl, Mikrochim.
Acta. 1937, 1, 127).

Arylhydrazones of aliphatic aldehydes react
with Grignard reagents; the addition com-
pounds may be decomposed to give hydrazines
and so provide a useful source of substituted
bases (Grammaticakis, Compt. rend. 1937, 204,
1262):

R-CH:NNHAr-yRR'CH-N(MgBr)NHAr
-t-RR'-CH-NH-NHAr

This last reaction is similar to the direct addition
of HCN to hvdrazones to form nitrites {cf. "Miller
T.ncl Plothl, Ber. 1892, 25, 2023).

HCN
R,C:N-NHAr * R,C(CN)NH NHAr.

Application,—Hydrazones havo not found
direct extensive industrial application, although
the use, for example, of sulphonated aryl-
hydrazones as a source of sulphonated indolea ia
the subject of patent claims (B.P. 340619). The
derived pyrszoloncs are repreaente'd by isorae
drugs (" untipyrine") and by an important
group of dyestuffs in which tartrazine (t. p. 301a)
may be regarded as a hydrazone (v. HVOKAZINEH,
this Vol., p. 298c). Isatin Yellow (VII), obtained
by the action of«phenylhydraziiie-/>-»ulphonic
acid on isatin (G.P. 4047Jf), and Phenanthrene
Red (VIII) from phenanthraquinone and 1-
napbthylhyilrazine-4-nulphonic acid (G.P. 40745)
are probably true hydrazones.

C:N-NHC,H4SO3N6

CO

NH

VII.

The J)C = N linking in the hydrazones gives

rise to considerable absorption of light of
A=3,5OO-3,7OOA. and it haa been proposed to
utilise this property in more highly substituted
hydrazones BUCQ as (IX) in the construction of
ultra -violet light filters (U.S. P. 2129132).

CHj-CO-C-COjNa

N-NH-C.H,

IX.

In the laboratory hydrazones, usually aryl
compounds, provide a ready means of character-
ising and, in some cases, of estimating carbonyl
compounds. Phenyl hydra zone 9 are commonly
employed, but p-aitro- and p-bromo-phony 1-
hydrazone?, /J-naphthyl-. methyl -phenyl-, and
aaym, diphenyl-hydrazones are aUo used. The
2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazoncs crystalUw well and
aV8 valuable (Brady el aL, Analyst, 1920, 51,
77; J.C.S. 1929, 478; 1931, 75«; Allen, J.
Amor. Chem. Soe. 1930, 52, 2»5fl); owing to the
case with which they are obtained in alcoholic
aiilphiiric acid or hydrochloric acid solution and
their relative insolubility, they can, in some
instances, be isolated quantitatively (Iddlcs and
Jackson, hid. EngJ Chem. [Anal.], 1934, 6, 454).
Instances have been recorded, t.g. the complex
ketones tetracyclone, acecyclone, etc., whore
the commoner hydrazones are unobtainable but
where 2:4-dinttrophenylhydrazones have formed
normally (Joslen, Ber. * 1938. 71 [B], 2230).
Nitroguanyl-hydnjzones (Smith and Shoub,
J. Amej. Chem. Soc. 1937, 59, 2077) and m-tolyl-
(Sah and Tseu/ Sci. Rep. Nat. Tsing Hua Univ.
1936, 3, 403) have also been recommended for
tin* purpose.

Some sugars can lie identified by examining
under the microscope the crystalline formof their
osazoYies (v. supra) with phenyl-, tolyl- and other
hydrazines {see Sah and Tseu, ibid, 409 ; Fischer
and Paulus, Arch. Pharm. 1935, 273, 83).

A. H. C.
HYDRAZOTOLU EN FS, prepared by suit-

able reduction of the corresponding nitrotoluene.
oo'-Hydrazotolucne, ni.j». [58° (Kaasow and
Becker, J. pr. Chem. 1911, [ii], 84, 335; G.P.
297019; U.S.P. 1225052). mm'-Hydrazotoluene
is a yellow oil. pjj'-Hydraxotoluene. ni.p.
134° (Raasow and Rulkc, J. pr. Chem. 1902, [ii],
66, 120, 108).
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HYDRIDES. The hydrides, which include
a number of the commonest inorganic com-
pounds as well as some of those most difficult to
prepare, may be classified as follows :—

(a) Volatile hydrides.
(6) Salt-like hydrides. ̂
(c) Solid hydrides of ill-defined composition,

which are probably interstitial com-
pounds (v. infra).

(d) Certain other hydrides which cannot
ra«dily be included in classes (a)-(c).

(a) Volatile Hydrides.—The most versatile
hydride-forming element is carbon; organic
chemistry may be regarded as the chemistry of
carbon hydrides and their derivatives, which
are, in general, to be assigned to the class
of volatile hydrides. Other elements giving
hydrides of this type are as follows: boron
(Vol. II, 40d); silicon; germanium (Vol. V,
5214); tin (Paneth et al.9 Bcr. 1919, 52 [B],
2020); lead (idem, ibid. 1920, 53 [B], 1693);
nitrogen (v. AMMONIA, HYDRAZINE, AZOIMIDE) ;
phosphorus; arsenic (Vol. I, 472(2); antimony ;
bismuth (Vol. I, 6996); oxygen (v. HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE) ; sulphur, selenium, tellurium, polo-
nium ; fluorine (Vol. V, 21Sd), chlorine (Vol. Ill ,
69a), bromine (Vol. II, 117a), and iodine. It
will be noted that formation of volatile hydrides
is generally characteristic of non-metals, although
a few metallic elements also give hydrides
of this type. The linkings in volatile hydrides
arc usually covalent (v. COORDINATION COM-
POUNDS).

(b) Salt-like Hydrides.—The known salt-
like hydrides (viz. LiH, NaH, KH, RbH,
CsH (Vol. II, 196c), CaH2 (Vol. II, 205d),
SrH2 and BaH2) are white crystalline solids,
generally prepared by heating the metal in
hydrogen; for the preparation and properties
of barium hydride, see Giintz, Compt. rend. 1901,
132, 963; Dafert and Miklauz, Monatsh. 1913,
34, 1685. These hydrides are probably similar
in constitution to salts of the metals, since
(i) the alkali-metal hydrides have crystal lattices
similar to that of sodium chloride; (ii) on
electrolysis of the fused hydrides the metal is
liberated at the cathode and hydrogen at the
anode (Kasarnowsky, Z. anorg. Chem. 1928,170,
311; Peters, ibid. 1923, 131, 140);*(iii) the
hydrides are exothermic and denser (cf. class (c))
than the parent metals (Sieverts and Gotta,
ibid. 1928, 172, 1; Hagen and.Sievertl, 1930,
185, 239, 254; Proskurnin and Kasarnowsky,
ibid. 1928, 170, 301). The salt-like hydrides
react readily with water, affording hydrogen and
the metallic hydroxide, e.g.

NaH+H2O = NaOH+H2.

fc) Interstitial Hydrides.—Certain metals
absorb relatively large quantities of hydrogen
when heated in the gas and give ill-defined
solid " hydrides," the exact composition of
which varies with the conditions of prepara
tion. Typical products of this type may be
represented by the following non-stoichcio-
metric formula*, which merely serve to show the
ratio between the numbers of metal and hydro-
gen atoms in the crystal lattices of the solid
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hydrides: LaH,.7fl, CeH2.69 (given in Vol. II,
508c, as "CeH 3 (?)"), PrHa.8V ZrHr92,
TiH r 7 3 , ThH3.07, VH0.56f TaH0.7fl and
PdH0.e (Hagen and Sieverts, ibid. 1929, 185,
225; Sieverts and Gotta, ibid. 1928, 172, 1;
1930, 187, 155; 1931, 199, 384; Z. Elektro-
chem. 1926, 32, 105; Sieverts and Roell, Z.
anorg. Chem. 1926, 153, 289; Huber, Kirsch-
feld and Sieverts, Ber. 1926, 59 [B], 2891). As
in the case of the salt-like hydrides, heat is
evolved when these substances are formed
from their elements; the interstitial hydrides,
however, are less dense than the parent elements
(Sieverts and Gotta, II.c). This fact supports
the view that the hydrogen atoms are accom-
modated in the interstices of the metal lattice,
which is expanded by the insertion of these
atoms. The interstitial hydrides are powerful
reducing agents, probably because the loosely-
held hydrogen which they contain is in the
atomic condition.

The amount of hydrogen adsorbed by metals
such as iron, cobalt, nickel and platinum is in-
sufficient .to indicate formation of interstitial
hydrides comparable with those cited above, but
the mechanism of the adsorption process is
probably^ similar to that of the formation of
these hydrides (cf. HYDROGEN—Adsorption).

(d) Other Hydrides not Classified Above.
—A copper hydride containing rather less
hydrogen than is indicated by the formula
CuH is precipitated on addition of sodium
hypophosphite solution to a solution of cupric
sulphate at 65°. Copper hydride is a brown
explosive powder when freshly prepared, but
it becomes black and more stable on keeping
(Neunhoeffer and Nerdel, J. pr. Chem. 1935-36,
[ii], 144, 63). It is an endotherjpic compound,
the heat of formation being —5-12 kg.-cal.
(Sieverts and Gotta, Annalen, 1927, 453, 289).
Solid hydrides of nickel, cobalt, iron and
chromium, NiH2, CoH2, FeH2 and CrH,, are
precipitated on passing hydrogen through an
ethereal solution of phenyl magnesium bromide
containing the appropriate anhydrous metaj
chloride in solution or suspension; another iron
hydride prepared by a similar method, FeH6, is
described as a heavy oil (Weichselfelder and
Thiede, ibid. 1926, 447, 64). There is evidence
for the existence of a tungsten compound of a
similar type (idem, ibid.).

Further details relating to hydrides will be
found in articles dealing with the individual
elements. For a general review, see Emeleus
and Anderson, " Modern Aspects of Inorganic
Chemistry," London, 1938.

HYDRINDONE, Indanones. From the
structure of hydrindene (I) it is evident that it is
the parent substance of two cyclic mono-ketones,
two di-ketones and one tri-ketone.

a-Hydmndone (Indan-1-one) (II) has been pre-
pared from /9-phenylpropionyl chloride (25 g.)
in light petroleum (40 g.) by the action of
aluminium chloride (25 g.) with gentle warming
for i £our (Kipping, J.C.S. 1894, 65, 485).
Wcdckind effected the condensation with ferric
chloride in carbon disulphide solution (Annalen,
1902, 323, 255). Other modications of the pre-
paration from 0-phenylpropionyl chloride have

Wanacheidt, ibid. 1910,
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376, 271; Haller and Bauer, Carapt. rend. 1910,
150, 1475; Ingold and Thorpe, J.C.S. 1919,115,
149). It is also formed by dropping acrylyl
chloride (20 g.) dissolved in benzene (34 g.)
into a mixture of aluminium chloride (20 g.)
and carbon disulphide (CO g.) (Moureu, Bull. Soc.
chiin. 1893, [iii], 9, 570; Ann. Chim. 1894, [vii],
2, 199; Kohler, Amer. Chein. J. 1909, 42, 375).
R. A. Pacaud and C. F. H. Allen (" Organic
Syntheses," 1938,18, 47) add hydrogen chloride
to freshly distilled indene, the resulting a-
chloroindene is then oxidised by cbroinie an-
hydride dissolved in diluted acetic acid (1:1) at
35-40°. Aftur dilution and neutralisation with
sodium carbonate, tho hydrindone is recovered
hy steam distillation.

CHa

III.

o-Hydrindone is colourless and crystalline,
m.p. 39-42° (different observers), b.p. 243-245°
(Gabriel and Hausiuann, Ber. 1889, 22, 2018),
d about 11. magnetic rotation (Perkin, J.t'.S.
1894, 65, 489: 1«M>, 69, 1243).

On halogenation, the hydrogen atoms in
position 2 are first replaced, then those in
position 3. The ozime has m.p. 144°; cosine,
m.p. 164-165°; sevuearbazone, m.p. 239° (or
233 ); and •p-niiropfwnylkydrazQne, m.p. 234-
235°. The keto-group ia also capable of re-
acting with active methylene groups, thus
TKorpe and Ingold obtained ethyl indcnyl-3-
eyauoacetate by condensation with ethyl cyano-
acetate in presence of secondary bases (J.C.S.
1919,115, 150).

The carbonyl group activates the methylene
group in position 2 so that 2 tnol. of a-hydrindone
condense to- give an hydro- bis -a-hydrindone
(Kipping, l.c, p, 495); whilst both methylene
groups react with y-nitrpsodimethyl aniline
{Ruhemann, J.C.S. 1910, 97, Z445). With
isatiii chloride, 2:2'-indoxylindan-l-one,

\C:C/ \c,H4

\/ \NH/

is formed (Felix and Friedla'ander, Monutsli. 1910,
31, 60; Kalle and Co., G.P. 227862).

B-Hythindone. (Indan-2-oneJ (III) has been
obtained by distillation of calcium o-phonylene-
diacetate (Schad, Ber. 1893, 26, 222; Be ledikt,
Annalen, 1893, 275, 353), by heating hydrindene
glycol with dilute sulphuric acid (Heusier and
Schieffer, Ber. 1899, 32, 30) and from 2-nitro-
indene which ta reduced to /Nhydrindone oxitne

(zinc dust and acetic acid) and then hydrolysed
by dilute sulphuric acid (Wallaeh and Bewlike,
Annulen, l'.)U4. 336, 3). Moore and Thorpe
obtained the compound by the action of sul-
phuric acid on 2-aminoinderie-3-car-boxylie acid
which reacts as 2-iinino-hydrindene-3-carboxylic,.
acid (J.C.S. 1908, 98, 180; see also Proc. C, S.,
1911,27, 108).

M.p. 58° or 60°; b.p. 220-225°. Oxime, m.p.
155°; nemicarbazone, m.p. 218° (decomp.).

l:l:3:3-Tetrachloro-0-hydrindone results from
the action of bleaching powder on l:l:4:4-tetra-
chloro-2;3-diketotetrahydronaplithalentt (Zirtcke
and Fries, Annalen, 1904, 334, 2.r)iij.

afl-Diketokydrindene (Indaii-l:2-ciione),

/CHa

CO

and not
X O

C9H

Cf. also Fischer and Wanag (ibid. 1931, 489 D7)
The reactivity of the methylene group is' also

exhibited m the reaction with phenyldiatonimn
salts which give triketohydrindetie fl-phenyl-
hydrazone. Uy-Diketohydrindene aho con-
denses with isatin chloride to give 2:2Mndoxyl-
n)duii-l:d-dione, a compound of indigoid type
(1'cbx and Friedlander, Monatsh. 1910, 31, 55).

Derivatives of indan-hZ-dione have been pre-
pared by Bk<_-k, Shaw and T. K. Walker (J.C.S.
1931, 272), iind Walker, Suthers, Boe and Shaw
Ubid., p. 514). Malonyl chloride and several alkyl
substituted malonyl chlorides, R-CH(COCI)a
(R=H, CH3, CaHs, »-C3H7, »-C4HB, i*-C,Hu,

results when wonitroso-a-hydrindone is hydro-
lysed bĵ  hydrochloric acid in presence of
formaldehyde (Perkin, Roberta and Robinson,
J.C.S. 1912,101,232; see earlier papers. Kipping,
ibid, 1894, 65, 492; Gabriel and Stelzuer, Ber.
1896, 29, 2G04. Cf. also Steinkopf and Bes-
saritsch, ibid, 1914, 47, 2931).

ay-Diketokydrindzne (Indan-l:3-dione),

/CO.
c 'H<Co>C H=

Acetic and phthalic esters are condensed by
sodium ethoxide, the resulting diketohydrindene
carboxylic ester hydrolysed and carbon dioxide
eliminated from the resulting acid. M.p. 129-
131° (Gabriel and Neumann, ibid. 1893, 26. 954 ;
GoPonzio and A. Pichetto, Gaazetta, 1923, 53,
20; W. O. Teeters and R. L. Shriner, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1933, 55, 3026).

The methylene group is very reactive and
anhydrodiketohydrindone is produced by elimi-
nation of water between 2 raol. (Wi slit-en us and
Kiitzle, Annalen, 1889, 252, 70). According to
Hantzsch (ibid. 19^, 893, 322), anhydrodiketo
hydrindone is

XH v

f >CO
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n-CaH13 , Ti-C7H13, tJ?o-C3H?, iso-CiHj, wo-
C5H,,} and (C2HB)2C(COCI)5., have been con-
densed with resoreinol dime thy! ether and with
/J-naphthyl methyl ether by aluminium chloride
in nitrobenzene solution. Demethylation occurs
in tho ortho- position to carbonyL and the re-
sulting compounds have the following struc-
tures :

CHR

CO

CHaO CHR

The numerous derivatives prepared in this
way have been studied with respect to their
antiseptic powers, which are selective.

Numerous compounds of the type

,co.
c ' H < c o > C R l

have been synthesised by Freund and Fleischer
(Annalen, 1813, 399, 182; 1913, 402, 51 ; 1915,
409, 268; 1017, 414, 1), Das and Ghoeh {J.
Amer. Cbeni. Soc. 1911*, 41, 1221), Fleischer
(Annalen, 1921, 422, 231, 2t>5, 27:1, 317).

Such disubstituted diketohydrindenes must
necessarily possess a diketonic structure, but
enol ttiutoinerisill is possible in the case of the
parent substance and certain derivatives. Thus
the ami (m.p. 208°) is probably

CO

C:NPh

in the free state, whilst the salts with acids and
bases are probably derived from the forms

CaH,

and

^CH

VNHPh

COH

' ) C H

VrNPh

respectively.

The enolisation of 2-monoacylindan-l:3-
dtones may give compounds of the type

CO.
C,H/ )C:CROH •

(,•'• -lieiber and Hopfer, Ber. 192,0, 53 [BJ, 097).
Triketohydrindene, lndanetrione, C0H4Og-

Hydrate, CBHeO4. When diplithalylcthane is
oxidised with hydrogen peroxide, diphthalyL-
ethylene ("indenigo ") is obtained as the chief
product of the reaction (v. Kaufmann, ibid.
1897, 30, 387). A small amount of a by-
product was isolated, which was supposed to be
tiiketohydrindeno but tbe amount was insufficient
for analysis.

Ruhemann subsequently isolated the triketone
as its colourless hydrate and cxn.min.erl its re-
actions (J.C.8. 1910, 97, 143S, 14-tfi, 2025].
For tlie preparation, use is made of the fact that
both the methylene groups of a-hydrindone
react with p-nitrosodiiuethylanijine. Solutions
of 6 g. of the former and 24 g. of the latter, each
in 50 c.c. alcohol, are mixed, cooled with ice
and a small quantity of alcoholic potash added.
After a day, the black solid is collected and cry-
stallised from a large quantity of methylated
spirit. The product forme green prisms (solu-
tion, bluish-black), m.p. 174°, it U tfiu hydrate of
2:3-bis (j>-dimethylaminoani)o)-a-hydriiidone:

C6H4—C:N-C,H4NMe2

CO CiNCgHjNMe,

By gently warming with diluto sulphuric _
triketohydrindene hydrate ia liberated (ibid.).
On crystallisation from hot water, colourless
prisms are obtained which turn red at 125°,
froth at 139° and decompose at 239-240°.
Ruhemann also prepared the hydrate from 1:8-
diketohydrindene and from /?-hydrindone using
nitroso dime thy laniluio and hydrolysing tho
resulting aniLs (J.C.S. 1911, 99, 790; cf. PfeiSer
and Hesse, J .p r . Chcm. 1W1 [ii], 158, 315),
It is also obtained in 31-35% yiclil from 1:3-
dikelohydnnilone and SeO2 in aqueous dioxan
(W. 0. Teeters and R. L. Shriner, J. Amer.
Cbem. Soc. 1933, 55, 3026).

For the absorption spectrum, sec Purvis,
J.C.S. 1911, 99, 1953. The alkaline solution ia
yellow at first, becoming colourless, at which stage
it contains o-hydroiymandelic acid. The aqueous
solution reduces Fen ling's and aiomoniacal silver
solutions but is itself reduced tft 2-hydroxy-l:3-
diketohydrmdene by sodium amalgam. The
substance is markedly poisonous.

Under the name of ninhydrbif trikctohydrin-
deoa hydrate has found application as arcagent.
ft hud been observed that the COXapOOud gave
a. deep blue coloration with ammo-acids by
means of which mere traces of the hydrolytiu
products of proteins could be recognised (Ruhe-
mann,J.C.S. 1910, 97, 2025 ; 1911, 99, 71)3,1486).
The presence of free amino- and b
was necessary for a positive result.

Comparison of the formulas of alluxan
ninhydrin:

C O ( .

C6H4

>

/C°\

C(OH)3

C(OH)2

suggests that as alloxan reacts with amino-acids
to give an aldehycfe and murexide (Stretker,
Annalen, 18C2, 1 ^ , 3b3), so tho triketohydrm-
deno may act as an oxidising agent on amino-
ncicis giving an aldehyde, carbon dioxide*and
ammojiia, the last of those compounds tli.-n rc>
acting with the M hytirindantin " formed by the
reduction of tho ninhydrin with formation of an
ammonium salt of diketohydrindylidenediketo-
hydrindamine. Uydrindantin wast obtained
by the reduction of ninhydrin with hydrogen
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sulphide and gave the expected reactions ; its
formula and that suggested for the product from
ulnhydrin and ammonia are as follows :

,COX /CO,
C8H4< )C(OH)OCH( V d H *

' \ ,

CO

It was found that not only the a-aniino-aeids
but also acids with an amino-group in j3-, y-, S-,
or e-poBitions respond to the test. Ruhemann
states that both amino- and carboxyl-groups
must be intact BO that the reaction is not given
by phenylglycine or hippuric acid or by the
esters of the ammo-acids. Ruhemann found that
the test was BO delicate that when hydrindantin
is boiled with alcohol, it gradually dissolves to
yield a dark reddish.violet solution. This was
attributed to ammonia present in the air of the
laboratory, and precautions should therefore be
taken (H. Gardner, Lancet, 1930, ii, 525).

Condensation of ninhydrin with proline can
be effected in aqueous solution at pa 7. The
products from proline and hydroxyproline have
been assigned the constitutions (R = H or OH)
(W. Grasamann and K. von Amim, Annalen,
1934, 509, 288).

(Numerous references to the use of ninhydrin
as a reagent will be found in the biochemical
literature.)

Oximes of triketohydrindene :

2-Monoxime, m.p. 200-201° (decomp.). Ob-
taiacd from l:3-dikctohydrindone'and nitfous
actd (W. 0. Teeters and K-. L. Sliriner, J. Amer.
Chem. Hoc. 1933, 55, 302G).

1:3-Dioxime, m.p. 233° (decomp.). By adding
amyl nitrite (10 g.) and HCI (I c.c. 30%) to
2-hydrindone {4-5 g.) in alcohol (15 c.c.) (F.
Heualer and H. tSchiuffer, Ber. 1900, 33, 32).

l:2-Dioxirne, m.p. 168" (decomp.). Frota 2-
oximino-l:3-diketohydrindone, hydroxylamine
hydrocliloride and sodium acetate in alcohol
at 60-70°. (C9H6O3N2)aNi and other de-
rivatives have been prepared (G. Ponzio and
A. Pidictto, Guzzetta, 1923, 53, i, 20).

Jndenone,
. ,CO

Some halogen substituted derivatives have been
made (Zincke, Ber. 1687, 20, 1269; Schlossberg,
ibid. 1900, 33, 2426). ,

T m u

HYDROCERUSSITE. Until recently this
mineral was known only from two localities in
Scotland and Sweden as very thin, scaly criiBts
with pearly lustre on oxidized lead ores. The

Scotch mineral had from its; appearance been
named " plumbonacrite." Analyses of the
very small amount of material had given
different results, and the formula

2PbCO3Pb(OH)s

was based on analyses of the artificially pre-
pared crystalline material (L, Bourgeois, 1888).
Later it was recognised on specimens from the
ancient lead mines in the Mendip Hills in
Somersetshire, the best material having been
preserved in the mineral collection of John
Woodward, which was bequeathed to the
University of Cambridge in 1728. In the
Mendip lead ores the mineral usually occurs as
an intermediate stage in the alteration of
mendipite (2PbO-PbCla) to cerussite (PbCO3).
Crystals are rhombohedral with a tabular or
lenticular (Oat rhombohedral) habit, and are
characterised by a perfect basal cleavage on
which the lustre is markedly pearly. On a
cross fracture the mineral closely resembles
cerussite in appearance, for which it has no
doubt often been mistaken. Cleavage flakes
are optically uniaxial and negative; sp.gr. 0-80,
hardness 3^. Analyses of the Mendip mineral
show the presence of a small amount (0-3%) of
oMoiine, suggesting the presence of a com-
pound 2PbCO3-PbCI2 in isomorphous mixture
with 2PbCO3-Pb(OH)2. Hydrocerussite as
minut* scaly crystals lias also been detected in
Roman lead slags from Laurion in Greece and
from the Mendip Hills (L. J. Spencer, Min. Mag.
1923, 20, 80).

Hydrocerussite is identical in composition
with the white lead (Latin, cerussa) of com-
merce, and the purer flake-white no doubt
owts its scaly form to the lamellar habit and the
perfect basal cleavage of the crystalline material.

L. J. S.

HYDROCHLORIC ACID (v. Vol. I l l , 69).
HYDROCINCHONIC1NE (v. Vol. I l l ,

163c).
HYDROCINCHONIDINE (v. Vol. I l l ,

162a).
HYDROCINCHONINEftr. Vol. I l l , IGSd).
HYDROC INCHON I NONE (v. Vol. I l l ,

LOW).
HYDROCINCHOTOXINE (t. Vol. 11.1,

HYDROCUPRilCINE («. Vol. I l l , 168a).
HYDROCUPREIDINE (v. Vol. I l l , 165c).
HYDROCUPREINE (v. Vol. I l l , 167c).
HYDROCUPREINOTOXINE {v. Vol.

I l l , HiKa).
HYDROCYANIC AC ID (v. Vol. I l l , 492c)
HYDROFLUORIC ACID. Use of in

etching glass (v. Vol. V, 281c)
HYDROFLUOSILICIC ACID [v. Vol. V,

2826).
HYDROGEN.
History.—The existence of a gas, which has

since been shown to be predominantly hydrogen,
was recognised in very early times. Its in-
ilammability was noted by Van Helmont and
by Turquet de Mayerne in the seventeenth
century. It hence became known as " in-
flammable air " and was somewhat naturally
confused with other inflammable gases such as
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hydro carbons, carbon monoxide and hydrogen
sulphide.

» Cavendish (Phil. Trans. 1766, 56, 141) showed
that in the reaction between dilute sulphuric or
hydrochloric acids and iron, zinc or tin the same
gas wis liberated. He confirmed its combusti-
bility, and measured its specific gravity and the
amount of gas evolved relative to the amount
of metal used. During most of the eighteenth
century, however̂  the ideas on the nature of
hydrogm were confused by the phlogiston
theory.

Occurrence.—In the free state hydrogen
occurs widely but in small quantities. To a
viyy slight extent it occurs free in the atmo-
jrphflre (Gautier, Ann. Chiui. Phys. 1901, [vii],
22,5; Liveing and Dewar, ibid. p. 482; Rayleigh,
Phil. Mag. 1902, fvi], 3, 416; Leduc, Compt.
rend. 1902, 135, 860, 1332). According to
Claude {ibid. 1909, 148, 1454) there is less'than
1 part^>f hydrogen in 1 million parts of air.
It occurs in the upper atmosphere but is virtually
absent from certain lay era (Kaplan, Nature,
1935,136, 549; Pederson, Kgl. Danske Vidensk.
Selsk. Math-fysi. Medd.. 1U27, 8, No. 4; Amer.
Chein, Abstr. 1928, 22, 2873). It occurs in
fumarolea in Tuscany and other places. The
gases issuing from the Bait beds of Stassfurt
(Rcichardt, Arch. Pharm. 1860, 103, 347;
Precht, Ber. 1880, 18, 2320) and at Wieliczka
{Rose, Pogg. Ann. 1839, 48, 353) contain hydro-
gen, arid it also occurs in the gases given off by
the oil-wells of Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Ohio and Indiana (Engler, Ber. 1888, 21, 1816;
U.S.A. Geol. Sur. 1909, 2, 297). Hydrogen has
been found occluded in certain meteorites
(Graham, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1867,15, 502; Mallet,
ibid. 1872, 20, 365), and in a large number of
minerals (Ramsay and Travers, Proc. Roy.
Soc. 1897, 60, 442; Tilden, ibid. 1897, 60, 453),
and in clays. It occurs in the gaseous mixtures
evolved from certain volcanoa (Bunsen, Ann.
Chim. Phya. 1853, fin], 38, 259; Deville, Compt.

»rend. 1862, 55, 75).
Spectroscopic observations have shown that

hydrogen completely surrounds the sun, forming
an envelope which has received the name of the
chromosphere. Hydrogen also occurs in certain
stars and nebulae.

In a combined form hydrogen has even a wider
distribution onHhe earth's surface than in the
free state, and occurs muca more abundantly.
In the region comprising the earth's »rust, the
ocean and the atmosphere, hydrogen is the ninth
most plentiful element from the point of view
of weight (0-95%) and the second most plentiful
element from the point of view of the number of
atoms (16-3%) (Clarke, "The Data of Geo-
cnemistry," Washington, 1916, p. 34). The
forms in which combined hydrogen occurs are
well known: water and hydrates, acids, alkalis,
hydrides, hydrocarbons and virtually all organic
compounds.

FOEMATIOS.

(1) Electrolysis.—If a dilute solution of an
acid is electrolysed between electrodes which
are unattacked by hydrogen, there is an evolu-
tion of hydrogen at the cathode as a primary
decomposition product. Under comparable con-

dittons the electrolysis of a salt or alkaline solu-
tion yields hydrogen at the cathode as a
secondary decomposition product'. Thus witb
NazSO4 :

Primary decomposition,

Na3SO4 -> 2Na++SO4=

Secondary decomposition at cathode,

2Na+2H aO->2NaOH + Ha

In dilute solutions of acids and of alkalis the
final products are in both cases H2 and O3, and
the process is referred to as the electrolysis of
water, since the acid or alkali decomposed by
electrolysis is reformed by secondary decom-*
position and only the elements of water are
removed from the reaction medium. The energy
required for evolution of equivalent amounts of
H2 and O2 (apart from over-voltage and the
resistance of the solution) is thus independent of
the electrolyte. The total energy required with
smooth platinum electrodes was determined by
Le Blanc (Z. physikal. Chem. 1891, 8, 299;
1893, 12, 333) as about 1-7 volts for N-solutions,
which is thus the minimum voltage required for
the electrolysis of water. Ideally 1 g.-equivalent
of hydrogen (for that matter of any element) is
liberated by 96,500 coulombs of electricity. In
practice the amounts of hydrogen and oxygen
evolved are not exactly equivalent to each other
or to the amount of current. This is due to the
different solubility of H2 and Oa in water, to
recombination of Ha and Oa in solution, and (if
a sulphuric acid solution is used) to the formation
of persulphuric acid and to other minor causes.

Hydrogen is ako evolved in the electrolysis
of certain solutions where oxjpen is not given
off at the anode, e.g. in the electrolysis of acids
such as HCI whose anion does not undergo
secondary decomposition. Here the products
are Ht and Cls and the decomposition voltage
ia about 1-31 volts for a Absolution.

In the electrolysis of solutions of certain salts
of strong acids and strong bases, e.g. Na£Sp4 ,
Ca(NO3)2, the final decomposition products are
again hydrogen and oxygen. The secondary
decomposition, however, results not in the
re-formation of the neutral salt but of acid
(HaSO4 in the case of Na2SO4) at the anode,
and alkali (NaOH in the case of Na?SO4) at
the cathode. The anions are thus discharged
from an acid solution and the cations from an
alkaline solution* The degree of acidity and
alkalinity are practically the same for all salta
of strong acids and strong bases, and the
decomposition potential is about 2-2 volts for
N -solutions.

In the electrolysis of metal halides, hydrogen
is formed by secondary decomposition at the
cathode, but there îa no corresponding decom-
position resulting in oxygen at the anode. The
decomposition voltage therefore depends upon
the halide. For an Absolution of NaCI"it is
1-98 volts,

(2) Ionic Displacement of Hydrogen
from Water. —The action which certain metals
exhibit of displacing hydrogen from water
depends upon the electropositiveneas of the
metal being greater than that of hydrogen.
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When an electropositive metal is immersed in
a solution of its oun salt it forces eome of its
ions into the solution by virtue of its electrolyti
solution-pressure. This process continues unti
t lie osmotic pressure produced by the addition a
ions equals the electrolytic dissociation pressure
leaving the metal with a negative charge which
for a given strength of solution and at a given
temperature, is dependent upon the electro
positiveness of the metal.

The following are the electroiuetric values for
some of the principal elements, measured against
normal solutions: Frit z Ephraim, " Inorganic
Chemistry," Gurney and Jackson, 1939.

Cs .
Rb .
K .
Na .
Ba .
Ce+H-
Li .
Sr .
Ca .
La .
Th .
Nd .
Mg .
Pr .
Al .
Mn .

Be .
Zn .
Ga .
Cr++
Fe++
In .
Cd .
Tl .

. - 2 - 9 1

. — L'-7 J

. -2-61

. -2-45

. -2-15

. -2-10

. -2-09

. -2-07

. -1-90

. -1-75

. — 1 75

. -1-05

. -1-55
. -1-44
. -1-28
. -1-04
. -0-81
. -0-76
<-0-76
. -o-c
. -0-43
>-0-40

,'V40
. -0-33

Ni
Pb
Sn
H
Sb
Bi

As .
Cu++

Re .
Ag -
Hg' +
Pd .
Pt .
Air1.

-02ft
-0-22
-012
-0-10

000
+01
+0-2
4-0-24
+0-3

. +06

. +0-80
. +0-80
. +0-82
>+0-8G
. +1-5

Te
S
O
I
Br

o;
F

-0-84
-0-55
+0-39
•; • O - ' . - i

+ 1-08
+ 1-3G
+ 1-92

Any of the metals above hydrogen will there-
fore displace it from a solution containing
hydrogen ions. In the case of water where the
number of hydrogen ions is low, the rate; of
evolution is lower than with acids, but it never-
theless does occur very readily in the cold with
the alkali metals, but decreasing in extent on
deaaendins the series. The same considerations
which apply to the liberation of hydrogen from
water also govern its displacement from NH3.

In many cases the hydroxides formed protect
the metaf from further action and any method
of increasing the solubility of the hydroxide,
such as an increase in temperature or the appli-
cation of a mass-action effect, increases the

t of the reaction.
The effect of metallic couples is to decompose

water electrolyticaDy. Metallic Impurities, by
forming couples, h»vo a marked effect on the
apparent readiness of a metal to replace hydrogen
from water (tmd neids).

(3) Displacement of Hydrogen from
Acids.—Hydrogen ions can be displaced as
hydrogen atoms (and tiience as molecules) from
aoid solutions similarly to their displacement
from water. The greater concentration of H ions
in this case, and the usually greater solubility
of the salt compared with the hydroxide, facili-
tate the reaction. In practice it is found that
the ease of displacement of hydrogen seldom

follows the series given above, since this series
refers to normal solutions and the order of the
metals varies with concentration. Traces of
impurities also have a marked effect on the
reaction for reasons which have been mentioned
earlier. The reaction is facilitated by any factor
which increases the number of hydrogen ions
{dilution), decreases viscosity of the acid and
facilitates replacement of the H ions removed
from the sphere of action (increase in tempera-
ture), increases the sphere of action (powdering
of the metal), or removes a protective gaseous
or solid coating from the metal (dilution, etc.).
Will known examples of the inhibition of the
reaction are Fe an cone. H2SO4 and Pb in
H,SO<( in which protective coatings of different
types are formed. On exposure to an oxidising
agent many metals, particularly iron, form a
protective oxide coating, even when the
oxidising agent is itself an acid, e.g. nitric,
chloric, chromic. The passive metal' is then
insoluble even in dilute acids until another
metal is introduced to set up a couple, or until
the coating has been removed by reduction
or other means. The Baits of many weak acids
are readily hydtolysed to an insoluble hydroxide
or to a basic salt, so that weak acids usually
have but little action on metals.

(4) Displacement of Hydrogen from
Alkalis.—Many elements displace hydrogen
from hydroxides, e.g.:

React ants. Products,
Na .
Al .
Zn .
Sn .
B .
Si"-.
P .
Cl .

NaOH
NaOH
NaOH
NaOH
NaOH
NaOH
NaOH
NaOH

Na3AIO3

Na2ZnO2

Na4SnO4

Na3BO3

Na4SiO4

Na3PO4

NaClO.

Hn

H,
H,

H,, PH,
HCI->NaCI

The element concerned forms part of the
anion in the resulting compound and the re-
action is favoured by the metal of the hydroxide
being a strong cation. Thus NaOH is better
than Ca(OH),. Where possible the hydrogen
combines with excess of the element ao that
the method applies principally to metals and
those elements having metallic, nllotropes, e.g.
PH. as wsll as H, is formed with P, and onlv
HCI with Cl. y

(5) Reduction of Water.—The ionic dis-
pkoemefit of H from water has already been
described, but H can also be produced from
water by non-ionic reaction with many metals.
Th'e reaction of water with the metals other
than those at the top of the electrometric series
is prolnbly non-ionic, e.g. in the high tempera-
ture reaction with Fe.

*or the reierenres to the equilibrium coo-
M'M ' „ tS ni111 r a t e s of t h e s e reactions, see.
ucunr, Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic

1 iheoretical Chemistry," 1934, XIII, p. 806.
vnlues given btve aince been motlified (Ciiip.
, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1933, 55, 3131; IU34,



56, 2011; Emmett and Shultz, ibid. 1933, 55,
1370; Shibata, J. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1935, 56,
736; Tschufarov and Averbuch, Acta Phyaico-
chim. U.R.S.S. 1936, 4, 617). When no attempt
is made to discriminate between ionic and non-
ionic reactions, the metals can be divided into
groups according to their action on water—a
concept which played an important part in early
attempts to classify the metals (Thenard,
"TraitS de Chiinio Eltmeiitaire," Paris, 1810;
Renaul t , " Ooura elemental re cleChimie," Paris,
1840).

Grqjip.

L

2.

3.

4.

5.

Metals.

Alkali and alkaline
earth.

Be, Mg. etc., and
rare earths.

tn; Cd, Sn, Fe, NI,
Co, Cr, Os.

Cu, Pb, etc.

Hg, Ag, Au and 'Pt
family except Os.

Condition fordecom-
poatt Ion of water.

Cold.

50-100°C.

Red heat, ea.
550DC.

White heat, at.
l,300DC.

No reaction.

Further data, including equilibria, etc., of
these reactions, have sinue been obtained, e.g.;

Cr, Aoyania and Kanda (J. Chem. Soe,
Japan, 1934,55, 1174). Co, Shibata and Mori
(ibid. 1933, 54, 50; Z. anorg. Chem. 1933, 212,
305). Ni, Skapski and Dabrowski (Z. Elektro.
chem. 1932, 38, 365). Sn, Emmett and Shultz
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1933, 55, 1390); Meyer
and Scheffer (Rec. trav. chim. 1935,54,294). Mn,
Aoyama and Oka (Sci. Rep. T6hoku, 1933, 22,
824; Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1934,28,1915). Me Ala
generally, Guertler (Z. Metallic. 1926, 18, 363);
Kernbaum (Compt. rend. 1911,152,1668); Pour-
baix (Bull. Soc. Beige Ing. Ind. 1934, No. 7-8,
07 pp.). Mo. Chaudron (Compt. rend. 1920,
170, 182). A I, Scak (Atti. R. Accad. Liacei,
1913, fv], 22, i, 43 ; Amar. Chera. Abstr. 1913,
7, 1684). Mg, Piccordi (Gazzetta, 1930. 60,
837j Anier. Chem. Abstr. 1930, 24, 3960);
Knapp {Chem. News, 1912, 105, 253); W,
Chaudron (Compt. rend. 1920,170. 105U). Ca,
Lettermann (Z, physikal, chem. Unterr. 1911,
13. 176). Zn, Bchacheri (Gazzetta, 1932, 62,
839). Cu, Gallo (Annali Clrm. Appl. 1937, 27,
269). .

Water is also decomposed oy non-metallic
elements. The reaction with C is best known.

di

{.it>,i Chemical Reactions, p. 318«, and GAS.
WATER).

SI and 8 act similarly. Se and Te liberate
H2 from HgO, Te more readily than Se {Mon-
tignic, Bull. Soc. chim. 1934, [v], i, 507). S does
not normally liberate H8 in its reaction with
H.O, but at 1,000° Hs begins to appear in the
products (Randall and Bichowsky, J, Amer.

Soc 1918, 40. 882, 308; Lewi* and
Randall, " Thermodynamics," New York,
19U3, p. 047). Similarly, P, under some con-
"itions, yields H8 (Ipatiev and Freitag, Z. anorg.
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Chem. 1933, 215, 388). The halogens do not
lilierate H2 from water.

Besides the elements many compounds react
with water to give H2, e.g.:

CO -i-H^O
CH4+H2O

COj+H,
CO

11cmical Reactions, pp. 3ISA, 319a).
Among liquid-phase reactions in which hydro-

gen is produced are water with nianganous
oxide, uranium oxide, chromous oxide, titanoua
oxide, potassium cobaltocyunide, raolybdenous
chloride, etc. Hydrogen is sometimes evolved
during the hydrolysiB of some ra.rbides (Mn3C)
(». Vol. II, 281c) and Bilicidea (CaSIj) {». Vol. II,
227c).

(6) Decomposition of Hydrides.—Thesalt-
Hko hydrides (NaH, CaHj,, etc.) are readily
hydrolysed by water to yield hydrogen,

Irn.

This reaction could also lie regarded as a decom-
position of water to give Ha.

The volatile hydrides behave in various ways
with water. The halogen hydridea tend to
ionise an acids HCt->H++CI~; a tendency
which appears less strongly with the VI group
hydrides, e.g. H2O, H2S. The V group
hydrides, uuch as NH3, by virtue of the lone
pair of electrons on the central atom, co-
ordinate with an H of HaO and ionise as bases,
HOH + N H 3 ^ H O - + + HNH3. With the IV
group hydrides on the other hand the O of water
tenda to co-ordinate with the central atom, e.g.
Si, resulting in a hydrolysis which yields Hs,
SiH4+2HaO ->S\P|5+4'H2. Similarly with the
higher silanes. C is however unable to expand
its octet and consequently CH± f$ stable to HjO
at ordinary temperatures. In the III group a
similar hydrolysis ocvurs and the boranes yield
H J + H J B O ; , . Kilanc, but not methane, yields
Ha with HCI, SiH^+HCI ->SiH3CI+H r

Thermal decomposition of hydrides is also
possible and includes all types of hydrides, e.g.
NaH, CH4, NH,, H2O, H,.S, HBr. Tfte
more important of these aro dealt with either
under Decomposition of Hydrocarbons (see
below (7)) or Chemical Reactions, p. 319a.

(7) Decomposition of Hydrocarbons and
other Organic Compounds.—Hydrocarbons
readily yield hydrogen at elevated temperatures,
cither through, rupture of the molecule into
smaller fragments jnchiding H8 (cracking) or by
simply splitting off H2 (dehydrogenation). These
reactions are endothcrmic. The development
of catalysis in relation to these reactions has
made great progress in recent years.

In general the reactions obey certain principled
(i) The decomposition tends to favour the

product which involves least rearrange-
ment in the molecule.

(ii) The C—C is more stable than the C—H
link in aromatic compounds, and Ifcss
stable in aliphatic compounds. Thin is
Haber's rule and is of wide but not of
universal application.

(iit) Radicals of low electron-attraction are
formed preferably to those of high
electron - attraction.

I



HYDHQQEN.

See Hurd, " The Pyrolysis of Carbon Com-
pounds," Chem. Cat. Co., 1929, Chap. II ; Ellis,
" The Chemistry of Petroleum Derivatives,"
Vol. I, Chem. Cat. Co., 1934; Vol. II, Rhein-
hold Pub. Corp., 1937, pp. 74-76 ; Egloff, "The
Reactions of Pure Hydrocarbons," Amer.
Chem. Soc. Monograph Series, No. 73, New
York, 1937, p. 167; Egloff, Lcvinson and
Bolimau, " Thermal Reactions of Aromatic
Hydrocarbons," Chicago, 1934; Motovilova,
" Catalytic Dehydration and Dehydrogcnation
of Alcohols," J. Chem. Ind. U.S.S.H., 1935, 12,
1184, 12t)0.

Preparation of Pure Hydrogen.—The
preparation of small amounts of hydrogen raises
completely different problems from those of
industrial production. For the preparation of
hydrogen on a laboratory basis the best sources
of information are Gmelin, " Handbuch der
anorganischen Chemie," Aun*. 8, Verlag Chemie,
Berlin, 1927, System No. 2, p. 18, and Farkas
and Melville, Experimental Methods in Gas
Reactions," Macmillan, New York, 1939.

The standard method is by the action of
acids (dil. HCI or dil, HaSOj) on metals {Mg,
A I, Zn or Fe), preferably Zn + H2SO l (diluted
1 in 8). Further details are given hv Loftier
(Amer. Chem. Abutr. 1927, 21, 1071) and
Edwards (J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 1919, 11, 961).

The electrolysis of acids can yield reasonably
pure hydrogen, e.g. 10% HjSO4, with Pt
electrodes set wide apart to avoid contamination
by Oa, followed by passage of the gas at alight
pressure through alkaline pyrogallol and then
water.

It is more usual, however, to electrolyse
alkaline solutions, e.g. pure baryta (Bilker, J.C.S.
1902, 81, 40».or 30% NaOH with pure Ni
electrodes (Veaes and Labatut, Z. anorg. Chem.
1902, 32, 4o4: Sivkov. Amer. Chem. Abstr.
1935, 29. 53 ; Kink aud Mantell, Trans. Electro-
chem. Soc 1927, 52, 109). The procedure given
by Farkas and Melville, op. cit., involves purifi-
cation by passing over CaCL (to remove,most
<ff the HjjOy, over Pi asbestos or Pd asbestos at
300°C. (to remove Oa), over P aO s and through
a liquid air trap (to effect complete drying).
Sjiwially pure hydrogen is best obtained by al-
lowing the gas to diffuse through a palladium
tube into an evaluated reservoir.

Pure water may be electrolysed at 200 volts
between Cu electrodes to give pure hydrogen
(Saxon, Chem. News, 1931,142, 49).

Hydrogen at pressure can1 be generated in a
portable apparatus, depending on the ferrosilicon
—NaOH reaction (Lefebvre, Chim. et Ind.
1928,20, 231).

Hydrogen for ordinary use is conveniently pur-
chased in cylinder' at about 100 atm. pressure,
>r is generated in"a Kipp*s apparatus. In the

latter case the gas cont&iiu AsH3, PH3, hydro-
carbons, Oj and CO3 and, according to Farkus
and Melville (op. ciL), can he purified by being
I i.isitedaucc'eKsivelythrough50%KOH, saturated
KMnO4 twice over, CaCU over Pt asln-stus ;it
800°C. in a silica, tube, CaCL and PaO6. A

» inore detailed account of individual impurities
•Mid their method of removal is given in Giuelin,
" Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie," Aufl.
i$, 19-7. Pure hydrogen may also be obtained

by evaporation from liquid hydrogen (U.S.P.
2022165).

When drying is effected either by passing the
gas over drying agents or through cooled traps,
the weight of H2O in grams per cubic metre
remaining when the systems are in equilibrium
is:

Cold traps:
°C

2-4x10"*
Drying agents (at 25°C.):

PaO6 <2xlO-»
Mg(CIO<)j, <5xlO"4

M g ( C I O 4 ) 2 , 3 H 2 O . . . . 2 x l O " 3

KOH (fused) 2 x 1 0 -
AI2O3 3xlO"3

H2SO4 3x10-*
C C ^ 2 S l O

Estimation of Hydrogen.—On-passinga
gas containing hydrogen slowly over palladised
asbestos heated to dull redness, hydrogen is
removed completely, leaving paraffins unaffected.
CO, CO2, H2O, benzene, alcohol, HCI or NH3

interfere. Hg destroys the activity of the Pd.
See Lunge and Ambler, " Technical Gas
Analysis," Guruey and Jackson, 1934,

PHYSICAI. PROPERTIES.

Unless otherwise specified, the following data
refer to molecular hydrogen containing the
naturally existing ratio of protium and deuterium
atoms {about 5,000 to I), the molecules being
normal in respect to ortho and para, i.e. 0-7492
ortho and 0-2508 para.

Atomic Weight.—H on the physical scale is
1O081, on the chemical scale thi3 becomes
1-00785; allowance for eH with the abundance
ratio 1:5000 gives 1-00805 for chemical hydrogen,
and 1*0081 has been adopted (Eighth Report of
the Committee on Atomic Weights of tho
International Union of Chemistry, in Baxter,
HflnigBohmid and LeBeau, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1938, 60, 737). A --omplete review on the atomic
weight of hydrogen i,s given by Brescia and
Rosenthal (J. Chem. Educ. 1939, 16, 491).

Pressure/Temperature/Volume Relation-
ships, etc. — {See table on opposite page.)

The figure for 1 atm. 0°0. is taken from
Blanchard and Pickering (U.S. Bureau of
Standards Sci. Paper, No. 529, 192B). The
remainder are from Deming and Shupe (Physical
Rev. 1932, [ii], 40, 848).

The equation of state put forward by Beattie
and Bridgeman (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50,
3133; Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts. Sei. 1928, 63,
229) & applicable over a wide range of temp^ra-
turo and pressure. The equation is

p-[KT(I-e)/V*]x[V+B]-A/V«

Mol. wt. adopted 20154.

Where A=A0[l-(o/V)]
B=B9[l-(£/V)]
< c/VT3

R=0-0820«
V=litres per g.-mol.
jt>=atmiispherea
Te



p.

25
100

1,000

1
25

100
. 1,000

25
100

i,qpo

25
100

1,000

744-7
196-3
3410

910-3
238 6
38-35

1,240
3220
46-75

2,554
65 \1

79-91

4.

2-707
10-27
5911

/-

S0°C.
25-41

107-1
2.252

l=0°C.
008988
2-214
8-447

52-56

25-38
106-4

1,993

(=100°C.
1-625
6-259

43-12

25-31
105-2

1,696

f=500°C.
0-7891
3093

25-22

25-16
102-7

1,312

v \dplT

0-983
0-927
0-524

0-985
0-flSfi
0-586

0988
0949
0-671

0-993
0972
0-814

v \dT/p

09956
0-9R95
0-5592

0-9917
0-0617
0-6026

0-9905
O*0ftl4
0-6676

0-9938
0-9753
0-7987

p — pressure In atmospheres.
« \n\wuc. la oil',,- oentluwlyM pa c.-
d~ density in grams per litre.
/ B=fugaclty in atmospheres.

and for H, A0=01975
a=-000506

Bo=002096
6—004359
c=0-0504 x 104

For the compression of mixtures the com-
pressibility of each actual mixture ia required.
The compressibility of binary mixtures of hydro-
gen is treated in general terms by Kleeiuan (J.
Franklin Inst. 1930, 209, 229). Mixtures suit-
able for ammonia synthesis hare been examined
over a very wide range of temperature and
pressure (Bnrtlett, J. Amcr. 8hem. Soc. 1027,49,
I960; 1028,50,1275; Demingand Shupe, ibid.
1 n:i0, 52, 1382).

Specific Heat. Probably the best values for
the specific heat of hydrogen gaa at I5CC are :

rp (cat. per g.) * 3-40
CP (fill, per g.-mol.) 6-86
d, (cal. per g.) f 2-41
C,(cal. perg.-mol.) 4-87
y 141

The variation of Gp with temperature is
to within 1% of theoretical by the

Cp (cal. per g. mol.)
- 0-88+O-0OO066T+ 0-0000( I0279T*

(Bryant, lnd. Sng. Chem. 1933, 25, 820).
Similarly the variation of Cp is ghrsn l>y

C» (cal. per g. mol.)
^$7+

—~ ( i r ) T = c o e f f l ( ; l e n t of expansion with pressure.—~
'X.fQ} «anoefTlc!entof expaiiBlon with temiieraturc.

v\dTJp

{Kentble and Van Vlctk, Physical Rev. 1923,
[ii], 21, 653). See also Suhuster (Wttnne, 1935,
58, 39); Quna (FeucruiigBtech. 1935, 23, 85);

Chipman and Fontana (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1935. 57, 48); Spencer and Justice (ibid. 1934,
56, 2311); for high temperatures and pressures,
Gelperin and Rips (Khirastroi, 1934, 6, 455) j
for high temperatures, Briickner (2, anal. Chem.
1935, 100, 281) anct David and f a b . (Phil, Mag.
1934, [viij, 18, 307); for high pressures, Godnev
and Sverdlin (Khimstroi, 1934, 8, 8); for low
temperatures and high pressure, Gelperin and
Rips (ibid. 1934, 6, 599); for quantum theory
and specific heat, Van Vleek (Physical Rev.
1926, [u], 28, 980); for CP[CV ratio, Workman
{ibid. 1931, [ii], 37, 1345); and fur total h<»t
content, Lewis and Elbe (J. Amer. Chem. Soc,
1935, 57, 612), De Witt (Chem. Met. Eng. 1935,
42, 333) and Taylor (lnd. Eng. Chem. 1934, 26,
470). See also Partington and Shilling, " The
Specific Heats of Gases," Benn Ltd., 1924.

Thermal Conductivity.—The best value of
fcT at 00°C. is claimed to be 414x 10^' g.-cal.
per cm. pur 1° per sec. There is, however, a
certain amount of variation in reported va*
at 0-0°.

iluea

423-8 x 10-s (Weber, Ann. Phyaik. 1927, [iv],
82, 479.)

406-0 „ (Hereus and *Laby, Phil. Mag.
1927, fvii],8, 106L)

(Kannrfuik and Martin, Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1934, A, 144, 496.)

(Ulsamer, Z. Vet. deut. Ing. 1936,
80, 537.)

(Nothdurft, Ann. Physik. 1937,
X 10'" [v], 28, 137.)

4130

4140

Critical purveys arc given by Ulstiiiier and
also by Trautz and Ztodel (Z. tech. Phys. 1931,
12, 273).



HYDROGEN.

The temperature coefficient is given by
i-£=AT" where A and n are constants. The
value at 295-l°K is 459-0 x ICH and at 593-4°x
ia7080xl0- s .

Mixtures of industrially important gases are
considered by lbbs and Hirst (Proc. Hoy. Soc.
1929, A, 123, 134).

Entropy.—Values in g.-c&L per mol. per
degree:

I iitm.
25 „

100

1,000

-'Mi-.

2001
15-14

it C.

30-648
24-24
21-44
16-U7

1000.

82-843
26-44
23-66
18-97

87-903
31-50
28-74
2413

[Deming^nd Deming, Physical R«v. 1034, [H],
46, 109).

Solubility.—The solubility of H, in water
obeys Henry's law fairly dosely at moderate
temperatures and pressures. 'i'he values at
I atm, pressure in c.e. Ha (0T., 7 (JO mm.) per
c.c. water are:

0-C 10°C. lit) C. D- ' 100°C.
0-02148 0-01956 0-01819 0-01608 O-0I60

(WinHer, Ber. 1891, 24, 89; Landolt-Bornstem,
•• T:ili(l!(.n." 1923, 1, 763).

At higher pressures c.c. Ha (0°C, 700 mm.)
per g. water are :

Pros-
Mirf

(atin.).

i1.".

100
1,000

O'C.

0-3383
2130

18001

lOTJ.

0-4870
1932

16623

20T,

04498
1-785

15-592

0-4067
1-612

1 4 • 11.14

I0O°C.

0-4615
1-805

15-775

(Wiobe and Gaddy, J. Atner. Chem. Soc, 1934,
SB, 76).

For solubility of H, in liquid ammonia, see
Wiebe and Trcmearne, ibid. 1934, 56, 2357;
for H2 and N2 in water at 20°, see Wiebo
and Uaddy, ibid. 1935, 57, 1487; for Ha in
individual hydrocarbons, see Ipatiev and Levin
J. Phys. Chem. U.S.S.R. 1935, 6, 632; for H.,
in other organic solvents, see Frolicli, Tauch,
Hogan and Poor, Ind. Eng, Chein. 1931, 23,
548, and Masted and Jloon, T^ans. Faraday Soc
1030,32. 769.

Dielectric Constant.—At 0"C/l atm. the
dielectric constant is 1 -0002697 (Michels, Sanders
and Si-hipper, Physica, 1935, 2, 753).

Spectrum.—Thj spectrum of hydrogen ex-
libits four prominent lines: Ha 6662A (red),
^ 4861A (greenish-blue),+Hy 4340A (blue) and

H8 4102A (indigo). The hydrogen spectrum is
one of the most complicated of all, and for
further demiU and discussion, see Richardson,
"Molecular Hydrogen nnd Its Spectrum,
Yale University Item, 1934j Bommerfeld.
"Atomic Strnotaw urt Spectaal LUIM,
Dutton & Co. 1935; Ktonig, "Band Spwrtra
Ud Molecular Bteuctow," Ma.-nnlhui Co., 19J0;
Jevona, " liquid Spectra of Piatoinic Mole-

cules," Cambridge University Presa, 1932;
White, " Introduction to Atomic Spectra," New
York, 1934 j Condon and Shortley, "Theory of
Atomic Spectra," Cambridge University Press,
1935; Tolansky, LiFineStructureinLioeSpectra
and Nuclear Spin," Methuen, 1935; Herzberg,
" Atomic Spectra and Atomic Structure," trans-
lated by Spinks, New York, 1935; "Molekiil-
speetren urni Molekiilstructur," Bd. I, Dresden,
1939.

Adsorption.—The development, particularly
over the last two decades, of many catalytic
processes m which hydrogen is employed, has
given considerable impetus to the study of
catalysis and has led, in its turn, to the close
study of the adsorption of hydrogen and other
gases on the various substances used aa catalysts.
The substances which have received most atten-
tion are metals aiic-h as copper and nickel, metal
oxides such aa those of zinc, chromium, man-
ganese, together with such well-know.1! general
adsorbents as charcoal and silica gel. Develop-
ments in this field are summarised in Faraday
Society Discussion, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1919,
14, 173; 1932, 28, 139, by Wansbrough-Jones
(Science Progress, 1932, 26, 398) and Gregg
(" Adsorption of Gases by Solids," Methuen &
Co.. 1984}.

The existence of at least two quite different
types of adsorption has been shown by various
investigators. Ben ton and White (J. Amer,
Chem. Soc. 1930, 52, 2325), in a study of the
adsorption of hydrogen on copper and nickel,
found that adsorption at low temperatures
(below — 190°C) is small but rapid, involving a
small heat of adsorption; above — 19U°C., with a
maximum at — 100°C-, the amounts adsorbed are
gq?:ater, with a high heat of adsorption.

Similar results were obtained by Garner and
Kingman (Nature, 1930, 126, 352) for hydrogen
and carbon monoxide on zinc-chromium oxides;
by Taylor and Williamson (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1931, 53, 2168) for hydrogen on manganese
oxides and manganese-chromium oxides; and
by Taylor and Sicl^man {ibid. 1932, 54, 002) of
hydrogen on zinc oxide.

The concept of activated adsorption was in-
troduced by Taylor {ibid, 1930, 52, 5298; 1931,
53, 678) to differentiate the high temperature,
high-energy type of adsorption from the
" molecular " or " Van der WSals " type which
occurs at lower Ainperatures and with small
energy 'changes. Various other names have
been suggested—" chemicaL" " primary," or
" activated " adsorption as against " physical,"
" secondary." or " molecular " adsorption—but
in general the conception is the same.

" Activated" adsorption proceeds with a
measurable velocity, u if a considerable energy
of activation is required. As shown by Benton
and White, for hydrogen on copper and nickel it
begins around liquid-air temperatures; with zinc
oxide, niangaTious oxide or their mixtures with
chromium oxide, it becomes measurable between
0° and 100°, wliilst with alumina and glass it does
not appear until 400°. With charcoal, tempera-
tures ot 4WHKW' are required (Kingman, Trans.
Famday Soc. 1932, 28, 269). In all cases, the
heat ot adsorption lies within the limits 10-30
kg.-cal. per g.-mol, H, adsorbed.
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" Molecular *' adsorption on metal or oxiiie
surfaces ahowa heats oltidsuipt ion of lower order,
1-2 kg.-c&l. per g.-tnol. These are in close agree-
ment with the values obtained for adsorbents
such as charcoal, silica, etc.

"Activated" and "molecular1 adsorption
overlap to a considerable extent, particularly at
medium temperatures, Adsorption isotherms
being normally compounded of two super-
imposed isotherms corresponding to the two
different types of adsorption.

A close correlation is found between adsorption
of hydrogen on catalysts such as those cited
above and the activities of these catalysts
in hydrogenation reactions. Mixed zinc-
chromium oxides, for example, adsorb con-
siderably greater quantities of hydrogen than
either oxide alone, while the mixed oxides are
well known as more active ratalysts than tliu
separate components for the synthcsi8 of
methanolV Vol. II, 350a, 425c).

From experiments over a wide range of tem-
perature Bentou {ibid. 1932, 28, 202) considers
that three different processes occur, physical
adsorption, activated adsorption and probably
solubility. Ward (ibid. 1932, 28, 3119) is of the
opinion that solution alone is sufficient to
account for all the observed facta.

Palladium " occludes " hydrogen so much
more strongly than any other metal that earlier
researches on the phenomenon were devoted
almost entirely to palladium and in particular
to the precise nature of the substance or sub-
stances formed after occlusion is complete.
Though there is still some uncertainty, consider-
able evidence has been accumulated indicating

I that the adsorbed hydrogen is in the atomic
form. The equation of Sieverts, according to
which adsorption at low pressures is practically
proportional to the square root of the pressure,
is usually explained by the assumption that
hydrogen 1B in the atomic form. Some objec-
tions have been raised to thfe interpretation
(c/. Ward, Proe. Hoy. Soc. 1931, A, 133, 531;
Tamimum, Z. anorg, Chem,, 1930, 188, 39(i).
But the strong effect of occlusion of hydrogen
ou the electronic properties of palladium, such
as electrical resistance, magnetic susceptibility,
colour, photo-electric sensitivity and the thermo-
e.m.f. against alloys of palladium with silver
and gold, all tenQ to the conclusion that the
adsorbed hydrogen is atomic (c/. Coehn and
Specht, Z. Physik, 1930, 62, 1). , •

The fact that, while palladium adsorbs hydro-
gen with ease during electrolysis, adsorption in
ill" gaa phaae depends very considerably on the
previous history of the metal, is now explained
by the assumption that hydrogen can only^nter
the metal lattice as atoms. In electrolysis
hydrogen atoms are produced directly; in
adsorption .from the go3 phase the molecules
must first dissociate on the adsorbing surface,
and according as the surface is more or less
poisoned, so will its catalytic activity in the
reaction H8 -+ 2H be less or greater. Evidence
has been brought forward by Smith and Derge
(Trans. Etectrocbem. Soc. 1934, 66, 25) that
occlusion occurs in the intergranukr fissures,
rather thiin OH the grain faces.

The h< lujiuii h about 9 kg.-cal. per

|.-mol. H, (Gilfespie und Hall, J. Araer. Chera.
Soc 19^0,48. 1207).

Liquid Hydrogen.—The boiling-point of
hydrogen is 20-37°K. (i.e. -252-810C.) at 1 atm.
(Blue and Hicks, J. Amer. Chem. Soc- 1937, 59,
ltil>2). The molecular heat of vaporisation
=21D'7-0>27(T-16-6)i g.-cal. per g.-mol.
(Simon and Lange, Z. Physik. 1923, 15, 312).
TIK1 vapour pressure of liquid hydrogen is given
by

logpHa(mm.): 37-7882(l/T)+I-75logT
+0-0023127T+2-39078

(tiouning, ibid, 1927, 40, 775; Henning and
Otto, Phyaikal. Z. 1936, 37, 633). The molar
heat capacity of liquid hydrogen is 0-33+0-206T
(Simon and Lange, i.e.).

The density of the liquid

=0-084404-223 x 10-flTK-21-83 X 10*-

(Int. Crit. Tables), i.e. 007085 at the boiling-
point, and 0-07709 at the triple point.

Liquefaction of hydrogen is worked on the
Linde principle {see below), and liquid hydrogen
has beun increasingly used recently in research
work. Simple forms of apparatus for its
preparation are described by Ruhetnann (Z.
Physik, 1930, 65, til), Keyes, Gerry and Hir-kri
(J. Amur. Chem. Soc. 1937, 59, 1426) and ALL
berg, Estermann and Lundberg (Rev. Sci. Instr.
1937, 8, 422).

Solid Hydrogen.—The melting-point of
hydrogen is 1413°R. (Henning, Z. Physik, 1927,
40, 775). The triple point is 13-94°K. (Blue and
Hicks, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1937, 59, 1962).
The critical data are: temperature ' 33-25°K.,
pressure 12-80 atm., density 0-3102 g. per c.c.
(Woolsey, ibid. 1937, 59, 1577).

Solid hydrogen has a density of 0-0890
±0-0004 at 4-2c'K. (Megaw and Simon, Nature,
1936,138,242 ; Megaw, Phil. Mag. 1939, [vii], 28,
129); 0-08077 at 11-2°K. and 00763 at 13-3'K.
(Int. Crit. Tables).

Sobd hydrogen is formed by pumping ofjf
liquid hydrogen.

CHEMICAL REACTIONS.

The heats of reaction given refer to kilogram
eal. (15°C.) per g. inol. at 0°C.T 1 atm. pressure ; a
positive sign is given to values of A// and £>F
to represent endotbermic- reactions and a
negative sign to represent exothermic reactions.

Dissociation.—At high temperatures Hadis-
sociates into atoms:

f 1-765 log10T-9-85xl0-"T

-0-266, e.ff.: .

The degree of dissociation at 1 atra. iB :
2-S6xIO-3«&t300°K.
Mi'Jxl0-3at2,O00cK.
0-9469 at 5,000°K.

» 0-9990 at 10,000°K.

(L;mgmuir, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1912, 34, 131U;
1914,36,1708; 1915,37,417; 1916,38.1145;
Ind, Eng. Chem. 1927, IS, 667).

The heat of dissociation is 1O272 according to
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Beutler (Z. physikal. Chem. 1935, B, 29, 315),
%nd 103-680 according to Poole (Proc. Roy. Soc,
1937, A, 163.404). The reaction ia endothermic.

The following free energy equation was pro
viaionally put forward by Lewis and Randall,
" Thermodynamics and the Free JEnergy of
Chemical Substances," McGraw Hill Book Co.,
1923, p. 471.

^=.81,000-3-51 IogT+000045Ta+M7T.
A more recent expression is given by E. N.

Erjemin (Acta Physicochim. U.R.S.S. 1935, 3,
147),

Ajf=102,000-7I85TlogT+0000033Ta

+0-0000000465T8 -2-332T
Halogens.—The affinity of hydrogen for the

halogens decreases on passing from F to I,
indicated by the following data.

Heats of Formation :

HF(g.) AH=—64-45 Von Wartenburg and
Schutza (Z. anorg.
Chem. 1932, 206, 65).

HCl(g.) AH=-2Z0 International Critical
Tables.
Ditto.
Ditto.

HBr(g.) AH--
Hl(g-)

-8-5
+ 60

Equilibrium Constanta.—2HX^ Ha-f-X,.
X=Ct, log A>=(-9586/T)+0-440 log T-2-16

(Wohl and Kadow, Z. physikal. Chem. 1925,
118, 460).

X-Br , log AW-5223/TJ+0-553 log T-2-72
(Nernst, Z. Elektrochem. 1909,15, 691).

X=l Ilog JE"P=(-540-4/T)+0-503 log T-2-35
(Von Falckenstein, Z. physikal. Chem. 1910, 68,
270; 72, 113).

The heats_of activation of the reactions
X+H 2 and r1+X2 are as follows:

Cl+Ha-*HC1+H 60
Br+H3
I H

HBr+H
Hl + H

H+Bra
H l

>HBr+Br
Hl + I . . .

17-7
330
30
10
0

(Morris and Pease, J. Chem. Physics, 1935, 8,
796), and for the reactions X,+ H a :

B r t + H a , . . . . 4 0

(Semenoff, " Chemical
Reactions," Clarendon
p- 140),

. . . • . . 4 0

Kinetics and
Press, Oxford,

Cham
1935,

(Hinshelwood, " Kinetics of Chemical Change
in Gaseous Systems," Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1933, p. 79). •

Hydrogen and fluorine combine explosively
under all conditions, even in the dark at —252°C.
Hydrogen and chlorine*, readily combine {ex-
plosively under some conditions), either light or
heat inducing the reaction. Both the thermal
a.jd photochemical reactions are also known for
hydrogen and bromine (explosive under some
conditions). In the reaction between nydrogen
and iodine, only the thermal reaction has been
observed.

The reaction between hydrogen and chlorine
has received exhaustive study, and has played

a very important role in the development of the
theory of chain reactions. According to Nernst
the reaction proceeds through the absorption of
a quantum of light by the Cl., molecule:

CL+h*
Cl+Ha-
H+CI, -
C l+H a -
etc. '

•CI+CI
HCt+H
HCI+CI
HC1+H

The reaction is provoked by light or heat;
there may be a long induction period, due to the
formation of NCI3 (from nitrogenous im-
purities) and persisting until this inhibitor dis-
appears ; the quantum yield is very hig.̂ . (up
to 10s molecules HCI per quantum of light);
traces of moisture are claimed to be essential.
The relationships of rate with light intensity.,
CI2, H2 and O2 pressures are given by the
formula :

I=intensity of the light.

See Semenoff {op, dt.) and Hinshelwood (op.
cit.). Hj+Fj,, Evring and Kassel (J, Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1933,~55, 2976); Bodenstein and
Jock us ch (Sitzungber. Preues. Akad. Wiss.
Berlin, Phys. Math. Klasse, 1934, 27; Amer.
Chem. Abatr. 1934, 28, 2978). Hj+Clj,
Semenov (J. Phys. Chem. U.S.S-R., 1933, 4. 4);
Gotsky and Gunther (Z. physikal. Chem. 1934,
B, 26, 373); Griffiths and Norrish (Proc. Roy.
Soc. 1934, A, 147, 140). H2+Br s and
H a+I s , Bodenstein (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935,
18, 743).
- Oxygen.—The heat of formation of water
measured at 25° and at a constant pressure of
1 atm. is:

H,(g.)+*O,(g.)
// 6

HfO(l.)
13 k

) f ( )
68-313 kg.-eaJ. (15°) per g.-mol.

(Rossini, Bur. Stand. J. Res. 1931, 6, 1; Proc.
Nat. Acad. Sci. l»'i0,16, 694).

Taking H2O(l.)=HaO(g.),

kg.-cal. (15*) per g.-mol.
Crit. Tables); Ha (g.)+JO2 (g.) = HaO

kg.-cal. (15°) per g.-mol.

(Intern.
fe.>.

The equilibrium for 2 H a O ^ 2 h
given by
log £c=(-24900/T)+l-335 log T-9-65X 10-&T

+ 1-37X 1O-7T2— 6-65 x; lO"11!"3—1-08

is

(Siegel, Z. physikal. Chem. 1914, 87, 659).
Equilibrium constants for the reactions:

Ha=2H
H2O = H

Oa=2O;
8

H2O=
S + O H ;

are given by Zeise (Z. Elektrochem. 1937, 43,
704).

According to Hfiber's view the reaction
proceeds:

H,+ O.->2OH . .
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Hinshelwood proposed the initial formation of
H tO£. Owing to the equilibrium H2O2^2OH,
the views may not bo irreconcilable.

At temperatures below about £>50°C. the rate of
reaction in moderately slow and bears no unusual
relationship to pressure. Above this tempera-
ture, however, the rate of combination of a given
mixture of Ha and O. increases gradually with
pressure exhibiting a regular curve, until a
pressure is reached at which the reaction pro-
ceeds explosively. The explosive reaction occurs
over a certain range of presanre, above which the
alow reaction reappears and proceeds, with in-
crease in pressure, at rates which are a continua-
tion of the interrupted uurve. Finally the rate
reaoEes a value comparable with the rate of the
explosive reaction.

The explosion ia due to the fact that, whereas
normally the reaction proceeds according to
the chain, branching occurs in the explosive
reaction, in particular:

O+Ha

OHfO
OH+H

4.
5.

Thus both products of the first branching (4)
are capable of giving rise to fresh chains.

The probability of the branching reaction
occurring is given by

wh<

8=
25xlOVU/BT

where U ia the energy of activation of reaction
(4) and is equal to about 27-8 (Semenoif, I.e. See
also Kontorova and Nalbandyan, Phyaikal Z.
Sovietunion, 1933,4, 758).

The lower pressure limit of explosion is deter-
mined by the de-activation of the chains at tn%
surface of the vessel; the upper limit by the
de-activation in the gas phase (v. EXPLOSIONS,
GASEOUS). '

At 550°C. the lower explosive limit is a few
mm. pressure, whilst the upper limit iB about
100 mm.

These limits' vary aceording'to many factors.
The lower limit, immediately above the mini-
mum temperature, is" decreased by rise in
temperature, but subsequently remains indepen-
dent of temperatjire. The upper limijj is in
creased regularly Ly increase in temperature.

Riitioa of H2/O2 far removec1 from 2:1 narrow
the explosive ranges. The optimum •» ratio
requires the oxygen to be in slight excess
(Mitschcrlich, Z. anorg. Chem 1916, 88, 145).

Inert gases tend to buffer the ohainB in their
approach to the walls where they would be
de-activated. They thus lower the lower h'mit
and. Jso somewhat lower the upper limit.

A decrease in the size of vessel raises the lower
limit but ia without effect on the upper limit.

The halogens lower both limits and if present
in sufficient quantity prevent the explosion alto-
gether (Hinshelwood and Garstang, Z. physiknl.
Chem., Bodenstcin Festbaud, 1931, 656). Tri-
chloroethylene, tin tetramefchyl, dimethyl sele
nide and telluridi; and ethyl bromide can also be
used to suppress the reaction (Tnnnka and Ntvgai
Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 1929, 5, 80, 418, 422

Hain

The limits of inflammability of Ha are given
in the U.S. Dept. Int. Bulletin 279: .

lower. Upper.
- • 4% 111%

Hjinair. . . 4% 74%

Bibliography.—Hinshelwood, " Kinetics of
Chemical Change," Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1940; Hinshelwood and Williamson, " The
Reaction between Hydrogen and Oxygen,"
Jlarjndon Press, Oxford, 1934; SemenofT,
1 Chemical Kinetics and Chain Reactions,"

Oxford Clarendon Press, 1935.
Sulphur, Selenium.Tetlurium.—Combina-

tion with Ha takes place less readily on passing
from S to Te. The heats of reaction (Inter-
national Critical Tables) are:

(g.); Atf=-5-3 (exothermic)
; A//=-fl5-8 (endother-

mic)
H a+Te -»- HBTe(g.); - A / / = + 3 4 - 6 (endothor-

zuic)
The equilibrium for the reaction

2H,S
is:

I. . . \ 750 830 645 1,065 1,132
pXlO* . 0-89 3-8 24-5 118 280

(Preuner and Schupp, Z, physikal. Chem. 1909,
68, 157).

The heat of activation is about 43 kg.-cal.
The kinetics of the reaction have been studied

hy Cook and Robinson (J.C.S. 1936, 464). 8et
also Jones and Sherman (J. Chem. Physics,
1937, 6, 375).

Nitrogen.—The direct reaction between Hj
and Ng is of immense industrial importance
(t>. AMMONIA, Vol. I, pp. 332-338).

For the reaction 2NH3 v^3Ha-f-N2,

log tfp=(2098-2/T)-2-509 log T-1-006 x 10~*T
+ l-859xl0-'Tl+2*10

(Haber, Z. Elektrochem. 1914, 20, 603). For,
high pressures the values determined by Larson
(J. Amor. Chem. 1924,46,367) are more accurate.

The heat of the reaction is given by the
equation:

JNj(g.)+*/8H((g.)=NH3(g.)+10-95 Kg.-oaL

(Haber, Tamaru and Oeholm, Z. Elektrochem.
1915, 21, 206); for the heat of reaction at higher
temperatures, see Haherand Tamaru (ibid. p. 191).

The heat of activation of the homogeneous
reaction is extremely high and only the hetero-
geneous reaction is important for the formation
of NHj, in which case the heat of activation
depends upon the particular catalyst.

The best catalysts are reduced Fe promoted
by oxides such as AI21>3, in addition to KtO
(Laraon, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1924, 16, 1002).
S and O compounds poison the cats'

The reaction probably proceeds through tne
foliowing^mechanism : (i) Nz is adsorbed on the
catalyst and is activated or even dissociated,
(ii) H, is similarly adsorbed and forms NH with
the N, (iii) NH is reduced by molecular H. to
NH, (Fran ken burger, Z. Elektrochem. 1933,
89, 45, 97, 269).
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S

Since the mechanism is incompletely under-
stood, no kinetic expression is entirely satis-
factory but the arbitrary formula, of Benton
(Ind. Eng. Chem. 1927, 19. 494) agrees with the
experimental data over a. wide range,

X
t

X =volume fraction of NH3 formed.
( =time of passage over catalyst.
]' =total pressure.
/•j =velocity constant of synthesis reaction.

=eonstant depending on catalyst.
=constant depending on temperature.
— partial pressure of NH3.

Phosphorus, etc.—Nascent hydrogen reacts
with the elements to give PH3, AsHj, SbH3

and BiH3 as veil as lower hydrides. The heat
of formation {Kphraim, " Inorganic Chemistry,"
Gumey and Jackfioa, 1939),

PH3, AII=-T 11-6 (exothermic)
AsH3, A / / = + 3C-7 (endotherniir)
SbH3. A / / = + 81-8 (endothermic)

indicate the usual decrense in affinity on passing
down the group.

Carbon .—-Pure carbon does not react rvadily
with Ha, but at hiph temperaturea, especially if
catalysed by Co or N(, reaction occurs to an
appreciable exifiit

C(amorpb)+SH. -+CH,+ 2I-7 kg.-cal.

(.«e Itiley, Phil. Mag. 1924, [vi], 48,120).
Tho equilibrium constant A'=[CH^/[HS]*

may be calculated from H><- data of Pring and
PairBe (J.C.8. liMi'. 101, !)I).

T (° absolute):

823 1,478 1,548 1,573 l,f>48

K:

004 0-00244 0-00147 0-00146 000100

This equiiihriuai is discussed fully by Cordon
and Barnes (J. Physical, Cliem. 1932, 36, 2601).

Carbon Dioxide.—

(a) COa+H,
// + 10

.CO+HuO
(endothermic).

T

hydrogen react under varying conditions of con-
centration, pressure, temperature, catalyst and
purity to give a great variety of products, many
of which are of "the greatest importance. Tho
following are known reactions, though not neces-
sarily representing the reaction mechanism:

(a) CO+H,->C+H.O(g.).
: —31-4 (exothermic). The reverse of

this reaction ia, of course, the basis of
water-gas production (v. GA8, WATEK).

flgV(/)
tiniann and Kohler, 7.. Ele.ktrochem.

1028, 34, 218; also Stheibel, Mouatah.
1931, 58, 183; Kassel, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1934, 56, 1803; set aUo GAS,

WATER).

(//) CO,+ Ha -v HCOOH (see Bredig, Carter
ami EnderJi, MonaUh. 192!), 53 54,
1023).

(t) 2CO+2H2-»-CH4+CO2.
All: -61-8 (exothermic).
&F: -50,9.50+ lS-OTST/

+OO0000031T3-a0-34T (D. F. Smith,
Ind. Eng. Chem. 1927, 19, 801).

Kv: 1/lojj Kj)=(-57,9O3/4J573T)+13S75
(Fischer and Pichler, 1 liennstoflf-Chem.,
1931, 12, 36S; Sehmidt and Neumann,
Z. Elektroehem. 1932, 38, 925; Ghoah,
Chakravarty and Wakshi; Z. anorg.
Chem. 1934,217,277),

(c) C O + H 2 ^ H C H O .
All: -2-0 (exothermic).
Kp: log KP=(1,710/4-573T)-5-431 (New-

ton and Dodge, J. Amer. Chem. ,.Soi\
1033, 56, 4747).
O 2 H C Hz 3 ( g )

A / / : —33-6 (exothermic).
&F : -20,857+ 17-88T/WT-0-01423T2

-64-04T (Smith, I.e.).
Kp: log A'j,=(17,030/4-573T)-91293 logT

+0'00308T+13-412 (Newton and Dodge,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1934, 56, 1287 :
FracosHO, L'Ind. chimica, 1934, 9, 293).

(e) 2CO+4H 2^C 2H 5-OH(g.)+H iO(g.) .
ff - 7 0 8 (exothermic).
F: -55,190+ 24-72T/MT + 0-0145T*

-O-O00OOO37T3-0O'74T (Smith, i.e.),
1 H O

( t )

2^CH4+H2O(g.).
A II: +51-G (endothermic).
AF: -46,850+ 13-26riTlnT-0-00033T*

-0'00000037T«-3I-60T {Smith, I.e.).
Kpi°K 673 703 723 714 7«3
l/-logA";,3-74 3 02 2-5G. 212 1-72-

(Ghosh, Chakravarty and Bakshi, 'A.
anorg. Chem. 1934, 217, 277; see also
Kubelkaand Wenzel, Sletallbtirse, 1931,
21. 1227, 1275, 1372, 1421).

2CO+5H8->C2Ha+2H ! ,O(g.}.
AH -88-1 (exothermic).
AF: - 81,222+ 14-46TtoT+0-018r>.VI -

-0-O00O1207T3+O-7OT (Smith, !.<•,).

The equilibrium relationships given have been
determined experimentally and these are more
accurate than those calculated from the free
energy relationship quoted.

Since nearly all these reactions are exothermic
the product depends not eo much on the tempera-
ture as on the pi^ssure and particularly on the
catalyst. In general, hydrocarbons are formed
over VIII group metal catalysts. The products
range from methane to liquid hydrocarbons as
in the Fischer process (Fischer, Brennatoff-Chcm.
1935,16. 1; Underwood, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1940,
32, ^40). or to solid waxes of high molecular
weight (Pichler, Brennstoff-Chcm. 1938,19,22li).
In most instances the reactions are conducted
at atmospheric pressure. For a discussion of the
mechanism, see Hcrington and Woodward (Trans.
Faraday Soc. 1939, 35, 958); Craxford (ibid.
1939,35,946).

On the other hand, methanol is usually formed
over catalysts such fis Zn, Cr, almost invariably
at high pressures (Smith and Hirst, Ind. Eng.
Chem. 1930, 22, 1037; Z. angew. Chem. 1827,
40. Ifi6; Pier, Oel u. Kohle, 1933, 1, 47). By
mf Iification of tho catalyst, for instance by the
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addition of I, VII or VIII group metals, higher
primary alcohols are also produced (Graves, Ind.
Eng. Chero. 1931,23,1381). For the mechanism
of these reactions, see Frolieh and Cryder (ibid.
1930, 22, 1051). Morgan, Taylor and Kedley
(J.S.C.I. 1928,47, 117T).

» Hydrocarbons.—Reactions of this type in-
cluding both the forward and the reverse re-
actions are very numerous and very important.
The following simple types serve merely as
examples.

(a) CgH.+ Hj-^CjH,.

A// : -21-4 (exothermic).
Kv: 1/Iog A'=—27,798/4-573T+2-01 logT

i -0-471 (Frey and Hiippke, Tnd. Eng.
Chem. 1933. 26, 54).

(* C

(

1
tlit

(c)

a 8 , a 8

A// : = —21-7 (exothermic).
Kp: I/log A"u=-25,920/4'573T4-2-01 log

T+0-047 (Krey and Huppke, I.e.).
ft3HCA / / : =— 21-0 (exothermic).

Kp : log A'p=43,850/4'573T-fl-9194 log T
+2-285 y. 10~sT+8*505 (Sharkowa
1'iost, Chem. Zentf. 1933,1, 726).

the VIII group are frequently,
no means exclusively, used as

Pure

Met n)a of
though by
catalysts). See Egloff, " Reactions of
Hydrocarbons,1 Rheinhold Tub. Corp.,
and Hurd, " The Pyrolysis of Carbon Com-
pounds," Chem. Cat. Co., 1929 (we also this Vol.
HYDROOENATION OF COAL).

Silicon, Boron.—Direct combination,

occurs at very high temperatures, though tho
usual method of formation of eilanes is by the
acid decomposition of magnesium silicide. The
eilanes comprise a series SIH^ to Si^H^.

Boron and hydrogen do not react, even at high
temperatures. The boron hydrides arc formed
by the action of acid on magnesium borido [v.
BORON, Vol. II, 4Qd).

Alkali Metals, etc. —Th^alkali metals, the
alkaline earth metals (excluding Be and Mg),
and many of the rare earth metaia react directly
with hydrogen, particularly with atomic hydro-

gen, to give solid salt-like hydrides, in which the
hydrogen is the anion.

Metal-Hydrogen Alloys.—'The direct re-
action of the above type gradually merges into
another type in which the hydrogen is held in
an atomic state, as an alloy rather than as a
compound. " Copper hydride," for instance, ia
intermediate between the two types, and there
has been much discussion as to whether or not
it is a true hydride. Most m»tala take up some
hydrogen, but particularly the rare earths (some
of which may be regarded as forming salts), Th .
U, V, Nb, t a , Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Pt, Cu,
and especially Pd. The alloys are metallic in
nature; the solubility of Ht ia increased by
pressure, but the effect of temperature depends
on the metal. For further details, see papers by
Sieverts, e.g. Stnhl u. Eisen, 1914, 34, 252; 2.
physikal. Chem. 1907, 60, 139, 151, Ki9, 184;
Z. angew. Chem. 1929, 21, 37; Z. physical,
Chem. \mr,, 17*, 368] 1937, 180. 249; B,
38. 4(i,

The hydrides of the efemeatB are classified by
Paneth "(Jfcr. 1920, 63 fHJ, 1710) into (a) those
in groups I t positions before an inert gas in tho
periodic system and also boron, which form
gaseous hydrides, Bern tho H is normally
linked covalently but, in some instances, e.g.
HCI in solution, it is ionised as a cation, and in
the boron hydrides some of tho hydrogen atoms
are linked by a singlet l>ond. ((*) Compounds
which are like alloys, e.g. hydrogen—palladium.
(c) Field valency compounds, comprising the
compounds with Fe and Ni which are usually
d&aaed under (b). (</) Suit hydrides, e.g. KH
where the H ia negatively ionised.

Metallic Oxide?.—Metallic oxides tend to
be reduced by H» to the mctab The process
occurs readily with oxides of metals low in the
electrometric ftoriea, where the heat of reduction
ia considerable and where the necessary tempera-
ture is low. On ascending the series, however,
the reaction becomes more and more strongly
'•mlotfiermic and the requisite temperature
increasingly higher. »

In tho following list, T (tho minimum tempera-
ture for reduction) refers to reduction to the
metal. Reduction of highly oxidised to leas

T
T.

Electric %park.
1,100°C. 15atm.
2,800°
!,300°

454°
],000" •
1.100°

305°
800°

270°
235°
30O--3100

165°
100°
80°

Without heating.

+83-2 (SrO) (endothermif)
107-7 <fhO s)
7 3 9 { A l O ){ 1 3 )

+ 330 (MnO)
+ *.>(i-5 (ZnO)
+ 31-2 (Cr.O,)
+ 6i> (WO3)
+6-2 (FeO)
+ 7̂ 5 (CdO)
—0-2 (CoO) (exothermic)

(N1.O)
-r>3 (PbO) (exothermic)

(BiO)
-M$ (CuO)
-50-8 (Ag,O)
- M - 3 (Hg.O)
-3H-3 (PdO)
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oxidised oxides occurs at lower temperatures.
These data are collected from Gmelin, " Hand-
buch der anorganishen Chemie," Aufl. 8, System
No. 2. The heats of reduction (A//) are calculated
from International Critical Tables V, and refer to
reduction at 18°, 1 atra., per mol. of H2O formed.

For further data, see references given above for
" Reduction of Water."

ACTIVE HYDROGEN.

Many methods have been given in the litera-
ture for preparing active modifications of
hydrogen, since the original experiments of
Wendt and Landauer (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1920,
42, 930). In these experiments bombardment
with X-rays, high potential electrical discharge,
the corona discharge and the ordinary ozoniser
were used, all with positive results.

Other authors have found the following
methods effective: desorption from platinum or
palladium, or diffusion through a closed pal-
ladium tube heated at temperatures up to 800°C.;
the action of water and heat on metallic hydrides,
of acids on metallic magnesium under certain
conditions; continuous combustion of oxygen
and hydrogen on platinum; electrolyrs; elec-
tronic bombardment in a thermionic tube;
activation by excited mercury atoms (Venka-
taramaiah and co-workers, Chem. News, 1922,
124, 323; J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1923, 45, 261;
Nature, 1923, 112, 57; Anderson, J.C.S. 1922,
121, 1153; Grubb, Nature, 1923, H I , 671;
Stead and Trevelyan, Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1923,
425; Taylor and Marshall, J. Physical Chem.
1925, 29, 1140; Bonhoeffer and co-workers,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1924, 1x3, 199; 1924, 113,
422; Z. Elekt-ochem. 1925, 31, 521).

Of the methods described, some are not above
suspicion. According to Scanavy-Grigoriewa
(Z. anorg. Chem. 1926, 159, 55) positive results
with glowing platinum capillaries are probably
due to adsorption of H2S from the air (cf. also
Paneth and co-workers, Z. EJektrochem. }927,
83, 102;-Copaux, Chim. et. Ind. 1930, 23, 267).

In general, the active hydrogen produced by
these various methods reduces S, Se, Te, P
and Sb to their hydrides. Most of these re-
actions have been studied in some detail by
Bagdasaryam (J. Phys. Chem. U.S.S.R. 1937,
10, 389, 401). Many metallic oxides, e.g. those
of W and Cu, are reduced-to the metal (Bag-
dasaryam, ibid. 1935, 16, 1033). Active hydro-
gen also reduces ethylene, calbon monoxide and
oxygen (forming some formaldehyde with carbon
monoxide), and reacts with nitrogen to form
ammonia. It does not follow, however, that
these reactions are general for active hydrogen
produced by each ,uf the various methods given.

The active hydrogen produced by X-ray or
electronic bombardment, or by electric discharge,
possesses in all cases the properties recorded by
Wendt and Landauer (Z.c), i.e. its activity is
removed by liquid air, and a definite volume
contraction is noticeable on its formation (Stead
and Trevelyan, I.e.; Bonhoeffer and co-workers,
I.e.). According to Hiedemann, however (Z.
physikal. Chem. 1931, 153, 210), the same
properties are characteristic of a mixture of
bilicon hydrides, and all such " active" or

H2S" triatomic" hydrogen may be either
or silicon hydrides—or a mixture of both.

For more comprehensive descriptions of the
reactions of active hydrogen, see Harteck and
Roeder (Z. Elektrochem. 1936, 42, 536—re-
actions in aqueous solution), Bagdasaryam
(Uspekhi Khim. 1936, 5, 39) and particularly
Geib (Ergebn. exakt. Naturwiss. 1936, 15, 39).

Wendt and Landauer (Z.c.) consider the
properties to be those of triatomic hydrogen,
but, although the existence of the ion H3

+ is
probably beyond dispute, there is as yet no
definite evidence of the existence of neutral H3

(Paneth and co-workers, Z.c).
It appears probable that hydrogen activated

by the electric discharge is monatomic, not "tri-
atomic. If a long, wide discharge tube is used
at low pressures, as shown by Wood (Phil.
Mag. 1921, [viij, 42,729), the secondary spectrum,
characteristic of molecular hydrogen, is confined
to the ends of the tube, and the centre of the
tube gives only the Balmer series, characteristic
of atomic hydrogen. If the hydrogen is dry, the
Balmer series is suppressed. Experiments by
Boehm and Bonhoeffer (Lc.) have demonstrated
fairly cbnclusively that this active form is atomic
hydrogen.. The bulb of a thermometer moistened
with a salt solution, and held in the gas stream,
shows a rise in temperature, due to the re-
formation of molecular hydrogen. The for-
mation of HaOo with oxygen, and HCHO with
carbon monoxide, suggest the presence of free
atoms, while the immediate destruction of the
active form by HCI, HBr, etc., is thought to be
due to the reaction H+HCI=H 2 +CI . It has,
been shown, however, that hydrogen exposed to
electronic bombardment will reduce copper oxide
in the cold as soon as the potential applied to the
electrons exceeds 11-4 volts. This is exactly the
first resonance potential of the hydrogen mole-
cule, and it is therefore possible that " excited "
molecules may form a part of" active " hydrogen
(Glockner, Baxter and Dalton, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1927, 49, 58).

One form of "act ive" hydrogen is beyond
doubt atomic. This form, the discovery of which
is due to - Langmuir, is produced by an in-
candescent tungsten filament heated above
1,300°K. in an atmosphere of hydrogen, or by
an electric discharge between tungsten elec-
trodes (Langmuir, ibid. 1912,- 34, 1310; 1914,
36,1708; 1915,37,417; 1916,38,1145; Ind.
Eng. Caem. 1927,19, 667).

The abnormal rate at which heat is conducted
from such a filament at temperatures above
1,700°K. (the heat carried away is proportional
to Tl'» for most gases and for hydrogen up to
1,7OO2K., but increases more rapidly above this
temperature until at 2,600°K. and above, ic is
proportional to T6) led to the conclusion that
strong dissociation of H2 must take place under
such conditions.

Data at higher pressures have demonstrated
conclusively that atomic hydrogen H, and not
H3, is responsible for the abnormal conductivity
effect.

Atomic hydrogen produced by the Langmuir
method reacts rapidly with oxygen at room tem-
peratures and slowly even at liquid-air tempera-
tures. It reduces oxides of tunirstcn, copper,
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iron (FeaO3) and zinc. No atomic hydrogen,
however, passes through a trap cooled in liquid
air, Ethylene is decomposed to form acetylene,
benzene and other hydroearhons being formed
in smaller quantity (Von Wartenberg and
ScbulUe, Z. physikal. Chem. 1929, B, 2, 1 ;
Bonhoeffer and Hartcck, ibid. 1928, 139, (34).
The life of atomic hydrogen is short, the half-
period being about 1 second (Bay and Stciner,
ibid. 1929, B, 2, 146).

T H E STRUCTURE OF HYDROGEN ATOMS AND

MOLECULES.

The hydrogen (protium) atom consists of a
single proton, around which a single electron
revolves in an elliptical orbit. Variation can
occur in the size of the orbit, but only diw-
continuously, i.e. there is a finite number of
possible orbits. The condition prevailing when
the electron is revolving in a given orbit ia a
"stationary state "; no energy changes occur and
the coulomb force between the electrical charges
is balanced by the centrifugal force due to the
inertia of the electron.

The stationary states aaay be numbered 1,
2, 3 . . . n outwards from tbc nucleus, and are
characterised by the fact that in them the elec-
tron bears 1, 2, 3 . . . n quanta of energy,
respectively. Thus the energy of the electron
at the nth orbit, E=nftt\

n is an integer denoting the particular orbit.
h=Planck's constant = ti-554 x 10~" erg-

seconds.
i>=the frequency of rotation.

On transferring from one orbit to another, say
from the first to the second, an energy change
occurs. •

Some of the characteristics of the stationary
states for hydrogen ate:

When M = 1 and »!=2, 3, 4 . . . the resulting
series of spectrum lines constitutes .the Lyman
Series; when «=2 and 7^=3, 4, 6 . . . the
Balmer Series occurs; when n=3 and nt=4, 5,
C . . . the Paschen Series occurs; and when
ft=4 and n l = 5 , B, 7 . . . the Brackett Series
results.

The constant

R=
eft3 = 1-09675x10*

where m=the mass of the electron
e=the charge on the electron

N=the charge on the nucleus
c=the velocity of light.

Owing to the fact that the orbits are elliptic a
the velocity of the electron varies with its poai
tion, and hence the energy varies. TIUB results
in each of the spectrum lines becoming spread
and really consisting of a number of fine
spectrum" lines.

The number of atomic and molecular struc-
tures, accorded the title of " hydrogen " has
greatly increased during recent years. The
nomenclature and symbols of these structures
are as follows:

Let " hydrogen " be represented by

Quantum
Dumber.

1
2
3
4
n

Radius,

1
4
9 i

16
n?

Frequency
of revo-
lution.

1
1/8

1/27
1/64
<nr*

i Work of
removal.

1
1/4
1/9
J/lfi
ft"2

Velocity
ill orbit.

1

, 1/2
1/3
1/4

The work of removal of the electron from the
nth orbit to infinity is thus proportional to n~%,
i.e. •

Eft- - i ,

where R is "a constant.
The energy radiated when the electron jumps

from the nth orbit ia

or

. . .In the position of " w" the prefix " o
(ortho), " p " (para), " e " (equilibrium between
o and p) or " n " (normal in relation to " o "
and " p", t.e. in equilibrium at ordinary
temperatures) given the condition of the mole-
cule in relation to nuclear spin. When omitted,
n may be assumed. The ButJseript in the
position of " x" gives the atomic number.
This is 1 in the case of hydrogen and is frequently
omitted.

The superscript in the position " y " gives the
atomic weight relative to hydrogen (protium),
i.e. \y\ is the hydrogen (protium) atom; JH o/
D is the deterium atom f ^H or T is the isotope
atom of mass 3, tritium; \H is the isotope atom
of mass 4. When omitted it may be assumed
that a mixture is meant with the " natural"
amount of deuterium, i.e. 5,000 \Ht to D, and
negligible amounts of higher isotopes.

The subscript in position x represents the
number of atoms ip the molecule, i.e. H (atom),
Ha (ordinary diatomic molecule), H3 (triatomic
in-". IF-rule, hyzone).

In addition the usual + or — indicates positive
or negative ionisation.

Ortho- and Para-Hydrogen.—In the hy-
drogen atom, both the electron and the proton
which comprises the nucleus have two possible
directions of spin. The electron spioa of any
pair of H atoms may thereforo be parallel or
anti-parallel, and similarly with the protdtis.
Only those atoms with auti-parallel electron-
spins, However, are able to enter into combina-
tion, so there occurs in the hydrogen molecule
two possible spin isomers—those with parallel
nuclear spins (ortho-hydrogen), and those with
itnti parallel nuclear spins (para-hydrogen). The

VI.—21
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existence of these two modifications was ex-
perimentally demonstrated by Bonhoeffer and
Harteek (Naturwisa, 1929, 17, 182).

A further difference between the isomers is
that in the para-molecule only the even rota-
tional levels are occupied, whereas in the ortho-
mclecute it is only the odd levels. Consequently
at extremely low temperatures when all the
molecules tend to pass into the lowest rotational
level (J=0), equilibrium lies entirely on the
Bide of para-. At infinitely high temperature the
equilibrium lies at 3 ortho-: I para-. Equili-
brium is, however, only reached under favour-
able conditions and the mixture occurring at

normal temperatures {which approximates very
closely to 3 ortho-: 1 para-) may be cooled to
low temperature without change in composition.
Distinction may therefore be drawn between this
normal mixture (n-H j) and the equilibrium mix-
ture (e-H2), as well as between the pure o-Ht

and p-H_. The following table taken from
Farkaa ( Orthohydrogen, Parahydrogen and
Heavy Hydrogen," Cambridge University Press,
1935) shows the rotational levels occupied at
different temperatures. The sum of.tho even
.1 numbers and the sum of the odd J numbers
for e-H8 indicate also the equilibrium amounts
of para- and ortho- respectively.

Temp. *K.

60

100

200

300

Hydrogen.

e-Ha

o-Hj,
Tl-Hj

e-H 3

2>-H2

o-Hn

n-HE

e-H,
P-Ha
o-Ha

n-Ht

e-H,
J J - H -

OM\

n - H a

76-88
99-98

24-995

37-36
97-02

—
24-25

18-65
71*82

L-7-95

12-89
61-40

12-85
•

J - l .

2311
—

100-0
7500

81-40
—

99-9.1
74-97

71-67
—

96-78
72-59

65-78
—

87-80
65-84

J=2,

0-01
002
-—-

0005

ME
2-98

—i-

0-74

7-27
2805

—
701

11-78
4700

—
11-75

J-3.

—
—
—

002
—
0-05*
003

2-38
—
3-21
2-41

9 07
—

12-10
9-08

J = 4.

—
—

—

—
—

—

0'03
0 1 3
—

0 03

0-40
1-59

0-40

J = 5.

—

• —

—
—
—

0-002
—

0003
0002

008

010
0-08

Pure para-hydrogen is prepared by con-
verting n-Ha to e-H2 (i.e. p-H8) at liquid-air
temperatures, using active charcoal or Ni-
kieselguhr catalyst (Bonhoeffer and Harteck,
Naturwisa, 1929, 17, 182; Z. physical. Chem.
1929, B, 4 ,113; B, 5,292; Z. Elektrochcm.1929,
35, (521; Taylor and Sherman, Trans. Faraday
Soc. 1932, 28, 247). It is impossible to convert
n-HE into o-Hg, since at no temperature does
the equilibrium lie entirely on the o-Ha side,
and failing a physical method of separation,
pure o-Hfl cannot be prepared. For the heat
of transformation, see Elbe and Simon (Z.
physikal. Chem, 1930, B, 6, 79).

The composition of o-p-H2 mixtures is con-
veniently estimated by thermal conductivities
(Bonhoeffer and Harteck, ibid. 1929, B, 4, 113).

The following properties of p-Ht may be com-
pared with those of n- H t :

Boiling-point °K. • . 20-37 *
Triple point UK. . . 1^-94 *
Vapour pressure mm.—

20-18°K. . . . 708-21
47-18°K. . . . 250-51

- . . 108-7 J

20-261
13-83 +

732-91
261-7 t
103-5 %

• See above under " Physical Properties of Hydro-
gen."

t HonhoeffLT and Hiirti>ck, Z. physlkal. Chem. 1S20,
B, 4,113; fM Parkas {op. etc.).

% Kecsoui, B1JL and Horst, Proc. K. Acnd, Wctensch.
Wrdam, 1931, 34, IS28; see Farkas (op. oil.).

*Heavy Hydrogen—Deuterium (y.w.).
Other Isotopes of Hydrogen.—In the re-

action, jD+fD ~>.»H-t-jH, a hydrogen isotope
of mass 3 is formed (Dee, Nature, 1934, 133,
564).

The possibility of the higher isotope of mass 4
has been discussed, by Fltigge (Z. Physik, 1937,
105, 522).

Triatomic Hydrogen (Hyzone).—One of
the theories explaining the activity of " artive "
hydrogen is that it is triatomic. Actually tho
existeno* of a neutral triatomic molecule H3 is
under considerable doubt (see t.g. Small wood and
L'rey, J. Amer, Cfiem. Soc, 1928, 50, 620). The
ion H^" however is known to exist and was first
observed by J. J. Thomson in canal rays. He
claimed later (Phil. Mag. 1934, [vii],17t 1025) Lhnt
two kinds exist, the one formed by passing the
discharge through ordinary hydrogen is very un-
stabi#, the other, formed by bombarding golid
KOH with electrons and passing a discharge
through the evolved gases, is fairly permanent.
\Vlien_KOD is_U8ed, H4 is also present (as well
as Hj and H3 ).

HYDROGEN BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Further details
on the properties and reactions of hydrogen can
be found in the following sources. Much of the
data given there, however, has been amplified
or corrected by more recent work :

Mellor, " A Comprehensive Treatise on In-
organic and Theoretical Chemistry," Vol. I,
1922.
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Newton Friend, " Textbook of Inorganic
Chemistry," Vol. II, 1924.

Abegg, " Handbuch der anorgauisehen
Chemie/' 1908, Band II, Abt. 1.

Gmelin, " Uandbuch der anorganischen
Chemie," Aufl. 8, 1927, System No. 2.

Pascal, "Traite de Chimie nainerale," Vol. I,
Masson, Paris, 1931.

International Critical Tables 1926-1933.
Tables Annuelles Internationales de Con-

stantea et Donnees Nuineriques.

TECHNICAL PRODUCTION.

General Literature.—From 1918-21 a number
of ibooks were published dealing with the com-
mercial production and usage of hydrogen, and
they form excellent summaries of the state of
development of the various processes up to the
time they were written. These books are there-
fore valuable for early history of the subject,
including patent references, and the following
may be cited:

Martin, " Industrial Gases " (Crosby Lock-
wood & Son), 1918. .

Teed, " The Chemistry and Manufacture of
Hydrogen " (Edward Arnold), 1913.

Greenwood, " Industrial Gases " (Bailliere,
Tindall & Cox), 1920.

H, S. Taylor, " Industrial Hydrogen " (Chemi-
cal Catalogue Co., U.S.A.), 1921.

applied E.M.F. must overcome three opposing
forces : (a) the reversible decomposition voltage
of water, which is 1-23 volta, (6) the'sctua) resist-
ance uf the electrolyte, (c) the Og and H,, over-
voltages at the anode and cathode respectively,
both of which rise with increasing current
density. The aims of commercial cell design
are to reduce (b) and (c) to as low a figure as is
practicable, to keep separate the hydrogen and
oxygen, to avoid corrosion of the electrodes,
and to minimise current leakage, electrolytic
leakage, and repair requirement*. In com-
mercial practice (n); (6) and (c) total 2 to 4 volt.g.
To keep (h) at a minimum, the electrolyte most
commonly used is KOH, sometimes NaOH,
at as high a concentration and temperature as
possible, consistent with avoiding corrosion.
Early type cells (e.g. Sehoop cell) employed
HjSO4," but these are now almost obsolete.
Electrolyte concentration is usually 20% NaOH
or 2Q-2S% KOH, and the operating tempera-
ture up to 70oC. Since the E.M.F. dissipated in
overcoming (ft) and (c) above appears as heat, the
temperature is maintained without additional
heating, and in many cases provision for cooling
must be made. A further method of reducing
(b) is t-i bring anode and cathode as close as
possible, but the limit here is set by the necessity
of keeping oxygen and hydrogen separate.

Electrodes are usually of mild steel, and to
reduce (c) above and at the same time to avoid

For reference on the subject
from the standpoint of ammonia
synthesis, see AMMONIA, Vol. I,
'S3ld, and from the standpoint of
hydrogenation, see Groggins, " Unit
Processes in Organic Chemistry"
(M.Or&w'-Hill Book Co.), 1935,
Chapter VIII, Hydrogenation
(Fenskc), Two general articles cov-
ering the whole field of commercial
hydrogen production are Brownlie,
Ind. Eng. Chem. 1938, 30, 1139,
and Heinrich, Chcm.-Ztg. Ig33, 57,
933-934, 950-952. Apart from the
above, the original references and
the patents quoted must be con-
sulted to obtain more information
on the processes dealt with below. *

The various processes used commercially for
the production of hydrogen may bn classed as
follows: i

(1) Electrolytic Decomposition of Water.
(2) Direct Reduction of Steam by Carbon.
(3) Indirect Reduction of Steam by Carbon,

Using an Intermediary. ,
(4) Reduction of Steam by Hydrocarbons.
(5) Cracking of Hydrocarbons.
(6) Hydrogen Recovery from Commercial

gases (e.ff. Coke-Ovcn Gas) by Partial
Liquefaction.

(7) Production of By-product Hydrogen.

(1) ELECTROLYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF
WATEB.

Before oxygen and hydrogen can be evolved
from the electrodes of an electrolytic cell, the

CUCCTROLVTe

Fio. 1.

corrosion, the anodca and, in many cases the
cathodes also, are nickel plated. In the Levin
or Ekctrolabs cell cobalt plating is used. Other
methods of reducing (c) are special treatment of
electrode surfaces, and decrease of electrode
current density by the provision of subsidiary
electrodes held away from the main electrode by
small metallic studs (e.g. the Bamag Zdannby
battery). *

Two main types of cell have been developed
to ensure the separation of anode ind cathode
gases:

(a) The open or bell type, in which gaseff are
collected in bells placed above the elec
trodes. Asbestos " petticoats " are fixed
round the bottom of the bells to improve
separation (Fig. 1). Examples: Fauser,
Knowles and Uolviboe.

(b] The enclosed or filter press type in which
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the walls of the vessel containing the elec-
trolyte themselves serve as electrodes. In
this case a battery of cells is formed by
vertical electrodes kept apart from one
another by insulating material along their
edges, with diaphragms alternating with
the electrodes for keeping separate the
oxygen and hydrogen. The et'lls are
completely tilled with electrolyte, and on
passing current from one end of the
battery to the other, each electrode acts
as cathode on one side and anode on the
other {Fig. 2). Some of the advantages
of this type are that a single battery may
contain up to 160 cells in seriea, permitting
the use of high voltages without the neces-
sity of copper conductors to connect a
like number of bell-type celia in series.
As the electrolyte is not exposed to the
atmosphere, COt absorption is avoided,
and the floor space required ia BffuaBy
smaller thau with bell-typo cells. The
diaphragms may bo of perforated nickel
sheet (" Fechhranz "), asbestos, or asbestos
with steel wire inlay (M Bamag "). Other

ELECTROLYTE

^--INSULATION.

FIG. 2.

of the filter press typep are
•Oerlikon, Siemens, Hoth (1.6.) and

the National Ettctrolyser. Metallic dia-
phragms are permissible unless the voltage
applied across the cell is so high (i.e. about
4 volts) that the potential difference
between one electrode and the diaphragm
exceeds the decomposition voltage of the
electrolyte. Then the diaphragm itself
will act as an elect rode Jfand impure gases
will be obtained. The principal difficulty

construction of tto filter press type
is to obtain a material suitable for insula-
tion between the electrodes which at the
saims time is not attacked by the elec-
trolyte, and doea not allow electrolyte
leakage.

The Levin or EUctrdabs cell ia of the
enclosed type, but in this ease the elec-
trodes are separate from the walls of the
containing vessel, being electrically in-
sulated at the point where the eUbbtode
.connections pass tjirou^h the electrolyte
'container. The cathode is a central
vertical plate, and there an two anodes,
one on either uide. Tbo anodes are

separated from the cathode by vertical
diaphragms.

Tho electro-chemical efficiency of all com-
mercial electrolysera approaches 100%; the
slight inefficiency is not due to unwanted chemi-
cal reactions, but to the small leakage of current
through the insulation. The water supplied to
the cells must be very pure. Chloride im-
purities are particularly undesirable since they
may lead to corrosion of the anodes. Any sus-
pended iron in the feed water will deposit on tho
cathodes and build across to the diaphragm
causing this to act as a cathode, resulting in
hydrogen impurity in the oxygen.

The purity of the electrolytic gases is normally
Ha 99-5-99-8%, Oa 98-5-99-0%. Decrease of
purity may be due to the causes given above,
or to the rupture of the diaphragms. Where
very high-purity gases are required {e.g. Ha for
ammonia synthesis) they may be obtained by
passing the Ha over a catalyst such as platinised
asbestos or copper, when the oxygen impurity
burns to water and is condensed.

The labour requirement for the electrolytic
process is small, and correctly designed cells
or batteries may be operated 5 years or longer
without need of repair. With open type cells,
carbonation of the electrolyte may necessitate
installation of a causticistng plant; regulation
of the feed water to these cells may also present
difficulty, because with variation of the gas
pressure inside the bells, overflow of electrolyte
may occur. With certain types of cells it is
necessary at intervals to remove deposits of
spongy iron from the cathodes, clean the dia-
phragms and replate the anodes. The principal
operating cost is power, which may vary from
5-C to 6 0 kw.h. per eti. m. of Ha plus £ cu. m. of
O2. Owing to the fall in overvoltage on lower-
ing the current density, the power consumption
per cubic metre of hydrogen of an electrolytic
plant will fall with reduction of output. . Pub-
lished figures may therefore be misleading, and
for a given output the relative merits of different
designs can only bs determined by comparison
of power requirements at similar capital costs.
Alternatively, comparison of capital costs should
be made with plant of similar efficiencies. It
follows also that the economic size of an elec-
trolytic piant will depend oa the cost of power,
because- for a givftn hydrogen output, capital
expended on increasing the number of cells or
batteries will decrease the power requirement.

Pressure electrolysera have been proposed and
developed on a semi-technical scale by Noegyeruth,
NiedtrnUher and others, to operate up to 150
atm. pressure. It is* claimed that tho increase
in pressure reduces the oxygen and hydrojpin
overvoltages, with consequent reduction in
power requirements. Thus it may be said that
the electrical energy fed to the cell appean
partly as compression energy in the gases
evolved, instead of as heat, ClearJy one of tho
major pro Itlt* n is a rising En the design of a pressure
electrolyser will be to avoid any marked differ-

of pressure at the cathode and anode.
The power required to compreae oxygen or
hydrogen is small compared with that used in
the process of electrolysis. Thus in spite of
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al,

advocacy of the use of pressure cells as a method
of storing off-peak electrical power, no large
installations have been reported.

The modern tendency of battery design is to
obtain a greater output for a given capital cost
by increasing the operating current density.
This necessitates increased provision for cool-
ing. In the Bamag Zdanshy battery the elec-
trolyte is circulated by the lifting effect of the
bubbles of gas evolved, and the liquor circuit
includes, coolers and filters. It is claimed that
thie system reduces the oxygen and hydrogen
overvoltages and prevents iron deposits on the
cathodes.

literature.—AHmand and Eilingham," Applied
Electro - chemistry " (Edward Arnold), 1924,
pp. 458-464, discuss the following types:
Schoop, Knowhs, Integral Oxygen, Levin or
ElectrolabB, International Oxygen, Schmidt-Oerli-
kon, Oeeraard or Chnrchill. Taldmenko, Khims-
trol, lOW.eand 7, describes and gives operating
data for the following: Bamog Zdanaky, Fanaer,
Knowles, Pechkranz, Steuxtrd, Kevt, Siri. See

'so H. S. Taylor, " Industrial Hydrogen"

(Chemical Catalogue Co., U.S.A.), t

Zdansky, Chem. Fabrik. 1933. 6, .49, describes
the Bamag Zdansky battery and gives operating
coata. Diamond, Trans. Inst. Min. Met. 1934,
442^i(10, describes electrolytic hydrogen plant
at Trail, B.C., and Knowks, Father, Stuart and
Perhkranz batteries. Noeggerath, Cbem. Met-
ing. 1928, 35, 421, and Heinze, Engineering,
1933, 135, 399. Niedcrreither, G.P. 600683 and
U.S.P. 1983294.

(2) DIRECT REDUCTION or STEAM BY
CABBON.

The commonest industrial reducing agent for
obtaining Ha from steam is. carbon in the form
of coke. In the so-called Water-gas catalytic
process, the reaction takes place in two stages,
the first of which involves reaction of a solid,
and the second is entirely gaseous.

( n ) C + H a O ^ C O + H g ; AH=+31-4 kg.-cal.
per g.-mol. (endothermic).

(b) C 0 + H 2 O ^ C O 2 + H a ; Atf=-10-l kg.-
cal. per g.-mol. (exothermic).
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FIG. 3.—EQUIMBBIUM CUBVB (NEUMANN AND KOHLEB) OF THE WATEB-GAS REACTION.

C O H O C O H

The first reaction is that which takes place in
a standard blue water-gas gsnerator (see GAS,
WATER). The second is carried out at» a tem-
perature of 400-550e'C. over a pelleted catalyst
of iron oxide containing promoters. The equilib-
rium for the so-called water-gas reaction (6)
is stated on p. 318c. Fig. 3 gives the values
of the equilibrium constant over the a usual

rating range of temperatures. The lower
the temperature, the greater the equilibrium
hydrogen content. 'Hence it is usual to carry
out the reaction in two stages, firstly at 500-
nuirC., wlioro the high teni]>crature favours a
rapid approach to equilibrium, and then ut a
lower temperature 40G-5U<)><\, where, because
of the more favourable equilibrium, tho reaction
proceeds further. The resulting plant is as
given in Fig- I. Th« catalyst in bvonght up to

rating temperature by banting air in wutcr-
at the top of ono or both converters. With

adequate boat exchange and insulation the sys-
tem maintains its own temperature, and in
practice som« of the heat of reaction and some
of the unconverted steam are recovered by
beating water with the hot converted gas after
it leaves the final interchanges This hot water
is then used to heat and saturate with water
vapour the unconverted water-gas before it
pauses to the heat exchanger (t>. Vol. V, 496a).
The range of steam : water-gas ratios most
commonly employedwis 3:1 to 1:1 by volutiio.
Tli" higher the strain ratio, the lower the CO
content of the converted gas, which in practice
varies from 5 to 1% CO.

The ^action is usually carried out nt a pressure
of 1-2 atm. absolute, although uuiue plants
operate at higher pressures. The equilibrium is
no more favourable than at lower pressures, but
it is more quickly attained. Tho catalyst is
contained in mild steel vessels and i» supported
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on trays in a manner similar to that used for the
catalyst in the contact method of oxidising SO,.
A number of catalysts have been patented which
improve the equilibrium by absorbing the COS
produced, but no large scale in stall ations
operating o/i this principle are reported. The
original Bodisehe (now the I.G.) units had a
capacity of 25,000 cu. ft. per hour although
very much larger units are now common.

With most of the catalysts employed in-
dustrially, removal of H2S from the inlet water-
gas improves the catalyst activity and lowers
the CO content of the exit gas. The standard
iron-oxide box process is commonly used for
HaS removal, and a recent development baa
been the construction of tower purifiers which
utilise a very active oxide mass and can be
rapidly emptied and refilled. Active carbon

HEAT EXCHANGER

| |HEAT EXCHANGER )

FIG. 4.

can also be employed for oxidising H,S to S
and H2O, and there are a n ember of wet pro-
cesses usually involving gas-scrubbing with iron
oxide suspensions or alkaline solutions (examples
—Ferroz, Tkylox, Koppers, etc.). The solution
is regenerated by aeratiou, and the HeS is
oxidised, liberating a sulphur scum which may
be recovered from the surface of the solution.

To obtain pure liydroger. from the converted
gas, COS is removed usually by water-scrubbing
at pressures from 10-50 atm. The scrubbing
wafer is freed from COj by air-stripping and is
used ajjain. With large plant the enejjgy ex-
pendrd on injecting the water into the scrubbing
tower is frequently [tartly recovered by pass-
ing the water from the rower through a Pelton
wheel or other form of water-motor (Fig. 5).
A» an alternative to water-scrubbing for COS

r&noval, solutions of organic bases may be
used which are regenerated by heating (the
Girbotol and the Alkacid (I.G.) processes).
The requirements for the absorbing solution are
that its volatility should be low to avoid losses,
that the COa capacity of the solution should be
high, and that the COa partial pressure above a
carbonated solution should be low at room tem-
peratures, but to effect easy regeneration should
rise rapidly with increase in temperature. These
processes for COE removal are to be preferred
where the final gas mixture is not required at
pressure {e.g. the Fi&cher-TropacJi process, see
later).

COMPRESSOR.

c

The CO not converted in the conversion stage,
and any CO2 stTll remaining, are removed at still
higher pressures by scrubbing with an ara-
moniacal cuprous salt solution, which is re-
generated for further use by beating. The gas
given off during regeneration consists largely of
CO, and is returned to the inlet of the- CO con-
version unit. Thus all the CO entering the
system is Gnally oxidised to'CO,, and the ratio
of water-gas required to pure hydrogen obtained
is very little above 1:1. The impurity remaining
it) the final gas is nitrogen contained in the
original water-gas. For ammonia synthesis
where a iinal H,:N, ratio of 3:1 is required, pro-
ducer gas is added before the CO conversion
plant or semi-water-gas may be employed.

The moat recent developments have been not
in the CO conversion or purification stages of
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the process, but in the production of the water-
gas. Coal is frequently a cheaper starting
material than coke, and may therefore be pre-
ferred. Processes utilising coal have the
additional advantage that the hydrogen in the
coal ia also usefully recovered. The dis.
advantages are the production of tar and the
presence of hydrocarbons in the water-gas. For
many purposes (e.g. the synthesis of ammonia)
even small amounts of hydrocarbons are a
serious drawback, because they build up in the
synthesis system and must be purged there-
from, resulting in the simultaneous loss of con-
siderable quantities of hydrogen. Thus the aim
of the coal-gasification processes is to destroy
the'tar and hydrocarbons given off as the coal
is heated, by cracking or decomposition with
steam, before they pass to the exit gas. This is
achieved by passage of the hydrocarbons

FUEL

STEAM

VTEAM

Fro. 6.

through a hot zone, which is frequently the
incandescent coke formed after the initial heat-
ing of the coal. For processes Snaking gas for
the Fischer-Troptch process an additional objec-
tive is the production in one stage of a gas con-
taining the required H£:CO ratio of 2:1.

In genera], coal-gasification processes are most
e&tiiy applied to brown coals and lignites,
because these produce very active cokea after
initial heating. The following are typical
examples:*

The Winkler Generator is described under
GAS, WATER {Vol. V, 501). The hydrocarbon
are cracked in the fuel bed itself or in the large
hot gaseoue 7.0110 above the bed, into which
secondary air is introduced. For the final
production of H,, or 3Hj+Na for ammonia
synthesis, an oxygen-enriched air is used. The
oxygen cost is a disadvantage,

The Bubiag Didier Retort (F j . 6).—In this
plant the heat necessary for the gasification of
coal with steam passes to the fu>:l bed through
the walls of a bench of brickwork retorts very
similar to standard gasworks vertical retorts.
Steam is added at the top and bottom of each
retort, and the gas exit is about one-third of the
way from the bottom. Fuel is added at the top,
and thus the tar and hydrocarbons given off in
the upper or coking zone of the retort must pass
through the hot coke ia the centre of the retort
before they pass to the exit main. They ore
thereby cracked or decomposed with steam.
The unreacted coke from the bottom of the
retorta is fed to producers heating the retorts.
An exit gas containing <l-0% methane is
claimed, and the process is suggested as par-
ticularly suitable for Fischer-Tro-psch gas, owing
to the ease of control of the CO:Hs ratio.

The Viag Generator {Vergasungs-Industrie
A.-G.) (Fig. 7).—This ia in effect a twin water-gas
generator fed with coal. On the down run the
gases given off in the coking or upper zone of
the generator pass through the coke bed and
are thereby decomposed- On the up run the
hydrocarbons pass forward with the make gas,
but decomposition is assured by passage down
through the incandescent coke bed of the twin

COKING
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QASIFICATICSM

ZQKIC

MAKE GAS MAKE GAS

FlO. 7.

generator. . Periodically steam is shut off from
each generator in turn and a blast of air
admitted as in standard water-gas practice.
Recuperators are wed to improve tbe heat
efficiency of the process.

The Pintsch-ftillcbrand Generator is also
described under GAS, WATER (Vol. V, 502), but
the principles of operation are shown in Fig. 8.
In this case the hydro car bo*hs are decomposed
firstly in the recuperator (or regenerator) and
then in the fuel bed.

The Lurgi Process.—This process utilises
oxygen for gasification of brown coal at about
10 atm. pressure. A somewhat similar process
has be^n proposed by Fauser. The advantage
claimed for pressure operation is that it enables
the fuel bed to be operated at & lower tempera-
ture. Thus, for example, for Fischer synthesis
a gas of suitable composition may be obtained
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in one stage. As there ia no special attempt to
crack or decompose hydrocarbons, the methane
content of the make gaa is higher than with
other processes, but it is nevertheless suitable
for Fischer synthesis. As with, the Winkier
process the cost of oxygen will be a disadvantage.

Literature. — For general description and
operating costs' of stages of process employing
coke water-gas, see Laupichler, Chem. Met. Eng.
1936, 43, 122. and Gas World, 1930, 105, 71.
Held, Petroleum, 1939, 85, 435, discusses pro-
duction of ammonia-synthesis gas from coal
and describes Pintsch-HillebTand, Didier, Lunji,
Witiiershall-Schmalftldt and Kcrppcrs processes.
Schultea, Gluekauf, 193U, 72, 273, gives cost
estimates for production of Fischer synthesis-gas
by numerous processes, and describes Winkier

jjd Didier processes; see also Giordani, J.
Usines Gaz, 1937, 61, 170, 196, 229. Miiller,
Chemical Engineering Congress, World Power
Conference, 1936, Paper 5E, discusses complete
gasification of coal and describes the Pintsch-
Hillebrand process. For Didier process, see
Szigeth, 'I. Ungar. Ing. u. Arch. Verein, 1934,
37 and 38, and Thau, Brennatoff-Cliem. 1935,
16. 61. Complete gasification with oxygen,
Fauser, lltli International Congress Pure and
Applied Chemistry, Madrid, 1934; Drawe, Gaa-
n. Waaaerfach, 1933, 76, 54l, and Blackburn,
Williams and Miltett, Inst. Gas Engineers, 1936,
Communication No. 141. Van der Werth,
Chem.-Ztg. 1935, 59, 276, reviews Gerpinn
patents covering CO conversion. Tower purifi-
cation process, Lenze and Borchardt, Gao- u.
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Wasserfach, 1333,74, 445. Alkacid process, Bii.hr,
Proc. Amer. Petroleum Inst. 8th Mid-year
Meeting, Sect. I l l , 1938, 19, £7.

-

(3) IKDIKKCT RBDUcnoar OF STEAM WITH

CARBON USING AN INTERMEDIARY.

Tke Iron-SUam Process.—In this process
oxides of iron formatho intermediary in reducing
titi-cim with carbon. The carbon is first eon-
verted into water-gas or^ producer-gas by the
standard process, and the gas is paed at tempera-
tures varying from 550°C. to 760l>C. to reduce
oxides of iron, generally in the form of spathic
ore, because this is porous and nt the saAe time
robust. Silica ia undmrablo in the ore ta
forms a glaze which prevents reaction. T\ic
reducing gas is then abut off and steam is passed
over the oxide mass, resulting in the oxidation of

the mass and the production of hydrogen.
equations can be written :

The

(a) Reduction F e 3 O 4 l C O
F O H

3FeO+CO, or
3FeO+H,O

Steaming 3 F e O + H 2 O ?=* Hj+Fe 3 O 4

(b) Reduction F e O + C O ^ F e + C O - o r
F e O + H a ^ Fe+HaO

Steaming Fe+ HaO ^ FeO+ He

The process is thus a cyclic one, the reduction
stage being flndotben&io and the steaming stage
exothermic. When reduction is by CO, the
final result is the reaction of strum with CO
w in the water-gas catalytic process already

: ibedj in id thus there is a net heat evolution.
Nevertheless the inevitable heat losses from any
industrial plaaj an roeb thut heat must be
contimidtlv Kupplicii to the system, and this is
usually obtained by burning spent water-gas



obtained during the reducing stage, which I
equilibrium considerations still contains a con-
siderable percentage of combustibles. The com-
bustion of producer-gas has been suggested as
an alternative source of heat, and partly burnt
coke-oven gas or even coal dust havo been pro-
posed as alternatives to water-gas for the re-
ducing stage.

Taylor (op. cit.) has shown that from published
data on iron oxide-Ha-CO equilibria, re-
action (o) above will require less water-gas than
(6) to produce the same amount of hydrogen,
although it is clear from the equations that for
a given amount of iron (b) would be expected to
give the greater hydrogen output. Further,
assuming reaction (a) and quite apart from the
gas that it is necessary to burn to maintain tem-
peratures, the equilibria involved necessitate
that at 750°C. the minimum possible ratio of
water-gas consumed to hydrogen produced is
1-0:1. in actual practice this ratio will be 2
to 3:1. A method of overcoming
equilibria considerations proposed by
Rogers is to circulate the spent water-
gas, together with the jtcuni that it
contains, back to the water-gas genera-
tors where it is used in place of steam.
The CO, in the spent gas is reduced to
CO and tho steam to hydrogen. A
purge from this closed circulating
system is necessary to remove CO or
COa produced from coke gasified in
the generator, and also the nitrogen
inevitably introduced. Nevertheless an"
improvement on the ordinary open
cycle is claimed. Other workers suggest
the condensation of steam and removal
of COS from the spont gas before re-
turning it to the retort.

The cycle usually claimed as most
efficient is 20 minutes reducing and 10
minutes steaming, and there is a short
purge after reducing before the hydro-
gen ia turned to the collecting main.
It ia necessary periodically to burn out
deposits of carbon from the4 iron mass,
and if unpurifkd water gas is employed,
of sulphur as well. Carbon results from
tho decomposition of CO thus:
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bench is continuous. Tho bench is heated by
burning producer-gas or spent water-gas.

In the Bamag process the iron mass is heated
indirectly by means of a recuperator (single-
retort process). Water-gas is passed through the
iron mass and the spent gas is burned with air
before it passes to the recuperator. After reduc-
tion, the water-gas is shut off and steam is passed
through the recuperator and through the reduced
mass. There are suitable purge periods, and
air for burning off carbon deposits is admitted
every cycle.

The Messertckmilt Process (Fig. 9) combines
direct heating with the use of a recuperator. Tho
iron mass is contained in an annular space between
two iron cylinders. Water-gas is burned at the
base of the inner cylinder with a quantity of air
very much less than that required for complete
combustion. The hot gas passes up through the
chequer-work, down through the iron mass, and
is finally completely burnt in the outer chequer-
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and is avoided or minimised ^y a high CO2 con-
tent of the water-gas, driving the above ^reaction
from right to left. The same effect may be
obtained by the addition of small amounts of
steam to the inlet water-gas, which will produce
CO, by the "water-gas" reaction. However,
since COg and steam are the products of^reduc-
tidh of the iron mass, this method of preventing
carbon depoaition will slow down the rate of

iction, and its application is therefore limited.
Tho variouB proprietary plants operating the

process differ chiefly in the methods of heating
the iron maa.s. The simplest is the Lane process
in which the iron ore is contained in vertical cost
iron or mild steel retorts arranged in a heating
furnace. A bench of such retorts is usually bid
out in groups of retorts so that one group may
be steaming while one or two groups are re-
ducing. Thus hydrogen production from the

SPENT WATER-GAS

FlO. 9.

work. After 20 minutes reducing, the water-gas
and air are shut off and steam is passed down-
wards through the outer recuperator where it is
superheated, and upwards through the iron
mass, hydrogen »as*ing from the top of the
retort. There is a short purge period.

The crude hydrogen from an iron-steam plant
will contain small quantities of HaS (greater if
the water-gas is unpurified), CO2, CO and N,,
The H,S may be removed by standard methods,
and the CO2 by lime bo3es. Final purities
claimed are 99 5-99*75% (Lane process) and
98&-99-2% {MesacrschmiU).

Both multi- and single-retort processes have.
similar efficiencies (2 or 3 vol. water-gas per 1
vol. of^H,). The costs of retort renewal in the
multi-retort process may bo heavy, and it has
the disadvantage of a largo number of hot
joints. In a single-retort plant the volumes
requiring purging are greater, and gas purities
may bo expected to be less than with a multi-
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retort plant. This is borne out by the figures
quoted above.

This process is not used to anything like the
extent of the Waler-ga-a catalytic, electrolytic or
Linde processes. For the specific production of
hydrogen for fat hardening it appears to have
been replaced by electrolytic hydrogen. There
have been no marked advances in industrial
plant for a number of years.

He LMjenrot Process.—In this process, de-
veloped largely by the I.G., phosphorus is the
intermediary when reducing steam. Thus ele-
mental phosphorus is produced by reduction of
pentoxidc by carbon in the normal manner, and
this reacts with steam thus:

The reaction is carried out in the presence of a
catalyst and improvements in the catalyst have
enabled operating temperatures to be reduced
from 1,OUO°C. to 350-400eC. Apparently the

Hydrocarbon Gas

, Steam

principal technical difficulty in operating this
process is to avoid the production of phosphine
and phosphorous acid, and two stages are
apparently necessary.

The process was originally developed to allow
synthesis of ammonia from the hydrogen ob-
tained. This was to be neutralised with the
phosphoric acid to give ammonium phosphate,
a dual-purpose fertiliser. No large-scale instal-
lations of this process, however, have been
reported.

The Silicol Process.—Here the intermediary
is silicon or ferro-silicon. The silicon reacts with
alkalis according to the following equation :

In practice less than the theoretical quantity
of alkali is required. Where ferro-silicon is
employed, the hydrogen yield only approaches
theoretical when the silicon content is 80-90%.
The process ia exothermic and maintains itself at

Air to 3urner

Gas to Burner

Steam

Inlet

Flue

Steam

. FIG. 10.
\J

operating temperature. Careful control of ad-
mission of ferro-silicon is required to give the
best results and to avoid carry-over of froth
from the reaction vessel.

The process was originally developed during
1914-18 for producing hydrogen in the field or
aboard ship for lighter -than -air craft. For this
purpose the disadvantage of expensive raw
materials waa more than counterbalanced by
the following advantages; a simple plant with
low labour and power requirements, hydrogen
rapidly produced «nd reasonably pure, with
raw materials not excessively heavy or bulky.
The only recent developments appear to be the
generation of hydrogen under pressure by this
process, and the development of a dry reaction
by introducing water in crystalline compounds
a«t for example, gypsum. *.

The Hydrolith 1'roittss.—This was developed
for the same purposes as the Silicol pi"

hydride reacts with water, thus:

CaH(+2H(O-+Ca(OH),

. , . „ . ,

Commercial calcium hydride yields upwards of
34,000 cu. ft. of hydrogen per ton. The reaction
is markedly exothermic. Traces of nitride in
the hydride lead to the production of ammonia
which must be removed by water-scrubbing.
The process is no longer used extensively.

Literature.—For reaction equilibria in the
iron-steam process, see p. 310d, also Taylor,
" Industrial Hydrogen," Chem. Oat. Co. U.S.A.,
1921, p. 25. Recent patents are Rogers, B.P,
249925 and 201124. For the Silicol and Hydro-
lilh processes, see Teed, "Chemistry and Manu-
facture of Hydrogen," Edward Arnold, 1921,
pp. 45, 67; also Jaubert, Compt. *-end. 17th
Congr. Chim. ind. Paris, 1037, 1130. For the
Liljenrol Process, see G.P. 406411, 4093"44,
4S5068; B.P. 324122, 325533.

(4) HKDCCTION OF STEAM BY
HYDROCARBONS.

Gaseous hydrocarbons hero replace coal in
the extended form Q{ tfje water-gas catalytic
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.

process already described. The hydrogen m
the hydrocarbons is usefully recovered, and the
process can be written thus :

CH4+2HBO -

The reaction is usually carried out in two
stages, approximately thus:

(a) C H 4 + H s O ^ C O + 3H a ; fiJT—t-M-ftkg.
cal. perg. mol. (endothermic}.

(b) CO ; - H 2 O ^ C O f i + H a : a / / = - 1 0 1 k g .
cal. per g. mol. (exothermic).

Stage (b) is exactly similar to the second stage
of Vie water-gas catalytic process already
described.

Since the total reaction ie endothermic, the
higher the temperatures the lower the equili-
brium percentage of hydrocarbon. The reaction
is therefore carried out at temperatures above
about 70^0., over a catalyst which may be con-
tained in tubes of special steel which retains
its strength at high temperatures. A typical
composition for thia steel is Cr 24, Ni 20, Mn
0-7, Si 1-0, C 0-22%. Th» tubes are contained
in a brickwork furnace and are externally heated
by combustion of Fuel gas. There is a very ex-
tensive patent literature covering catalysts for
this process. Fe, Ni, Ca promoted with Cr,
V, Ce and K, Mg; or At have all been proposed.

The Standard Oil Company's plant at Bay-
way, N. J., U.S.A., has a capacity of 300,000 cu.
ft. per hr. of hydrogen, and operates on refinery
gases at atmospheric pressures and temperatures
up to 1.000°C. There is less than 1% uncon-
verted hydrocarbons in the exit gas.

Literature.—Ind, Eng. Chem. News Edition,
1932, 10, 205, describes the Bayway plant.
Petroleum Zeitsohrift, 1932, 28, 10 (Standard
I.G.J describes an improved type of apparatus
from which Figs. 10 and 11 are taken.

(5) CRACKING OP HYDROCARBONS.

Previous to the development of steam reduc-
tion by hydrocarbons, there* was considerable
activity in the development of processes for the
production of hydrogen by the cracking of
hydrocarbons thus:

The commercial success of any such process
appears to depend largely on tfye valu» of the
carbon black produced. There is only one large
plant reported as operating on hydrogen obtained
in this manner, that of the Shell Company in
California. The methane-steam process has
now clearly superseded cracking where hydrogen
production is the solo consideration. It should
be noted, however, that there is very consider-
able development now taking placo in the
petroleum industry in the direction of catalytic
dchydrogenation of hydrocarbons. These pro-
mise to yield substantial quantities of fairly
pure by-product hydrogen, and although no
extensive use has yet bora made of this source,
it may become of considerable commercial
importan

During 1914-18 the Carbonian Gesellschaft
developed a proccsB for hydrogen production

from acetylene by decomposing with an electric
spark at 2 atm. pressure. A number of Zep-
pelins were actually filled with gnjf thus pro-
duced, but the process is now no Ionizer uspd.

Lilfrohirr.—The. Plant of the Shell Chomionl
Co.! California, has been described by Rosen-
*ti in. Ohem. Met. Eng. 1931. 38, 030,

(6) RECOVERY FROM COMMERCIAL GASES
BY PARTIAL LIQUEFACTION.

Gases such as coke-oven gas and water-gas
contain considerable quantities of Ha which
may be separated from the remaining consti-
tuents by the physical process of partial lique-
faction. Two main processes were developed

Hydrocarbon Gas

from about 1912 onwards, by George Claude in
France, and by Linde and Bronn in Germany.
The original main difference between these pro-
cesses was the method adopted for obtaining
the neceasary low temperature. Claude used
expansion of a compressed gas through a
specially developed «ngine, which because of
the low temperatures employed was lubricated
with liquid nitrogen. Linde and Bronn uaed
the Joule-Thomson effect by expansion throHgb
a porous plug, in actual practice an expansion
valve. The following is a description of the
Linde process as applied to coke-oven gas, which
is the commonest case found industrially. It is
significant that a number of plants originally
obtaining hydrogen by the partial liquefaction
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of water-gas have changed over to the Badischc
process.

The coke"-oven gaa is first purified from HgS,
usually by passage through iron-oxide boxes in
the standard manner. It is then compressed to
10-12 atm. and .is cooled with anhydrous am-
monia to about —45°C, a suitable cold ex-
changer being provided to economise power.
This preliminary cooling effects the separation
of water, Followed by benzol and relatively high
boiling substances. After warming in the cold-
exchanger of the benzol removal plant, the com-
pressed gas is scrubbed with water to remove
CO2 and acetylene, and finally complete removal
of COa is obtained by scrubbing with caustic
aoda solution. The compressed gas is then
eooled by cold exchange with gases coming from
a colder part of the system, then by anhydrous
ammonia, and by further cold exchange until
ata temperature of— 145PC. a fraction condenses
out which contains practically alt the CaH4 mid
some CH4. The ethylene in this fraction may

ited from the methane by further reetifi-
should it be required for other chemical

3cesses. The temperature of the gaa thus
from C2H4 is further reduced by coJd

exchange, and final coob'ng is by liquid Na at
—193°C. when practically all the methane con-
denses out. In the last stage,of purification the
gas is washed counter-currently at 10 atm.
pressure and —190°C with liquid nitrogen, which

nlvcs out the CO and at the same time
partly evaporates to give the 3H a hNj mix-
ture required for ammonia synthesis. To obtain
the liquid Na, pure compressed Na from an air
fractionation plant iB supplied at about 110 atm.
pressure. This is cooled by anhydrous ammonia
and then by cold exchange to about — 1SO"C.
Fir .illy it is let down through an expansion
valve when cooling by the Joule-Thomson effect
causes liquefaction tit -19.TC. The Na which
evaporates is warmed by cooling the in lot gases
and passes from tho system lot recompreaaioiL
That portion of the licpiid N2 required to scrab
out CO is let down to 10 titm, only and cooled

to — 190°C. with the liquid which has been
Expanded to a lower pressure {Fig. 12).

The very greatest caro is taken to utilise all
available cold and the latent heat of the con-
densed fractions, etc., so that all gases pass
from the system at substantially room tem-
perature. The 3H t+ Na mixture, which is very
pure, leaves at about 10 atm. pressure. Thus
all the energy required for supplying cold to the
system is provided by the evaporation of an-
hydrous ammonia, and the Joule-Thorn son
expansion of compressed cooled Na. It i3 usual
to mix the CaH4, the CH4 and the CO fractions
{the latter containing considerable quantities
of Na), and to return them as a heating gas of
high calorific value to the coke ovens whenco
tho original supply of coke-oven gaa was
obtained.

Plants for the partial liquefaction of coke-oven
gas have also been built by Messer, and are
apparently somewhat similar in opevation to
Untie, plants.

Literature.—Borchardt, Gas- u. Wasscr-fach,
1927, 70, 502, gives description nf Linde process,
analyses of gaa fractions and estimated operating
CO9t8. See also Borchardt, Chem.-Ztg. 1930,
54, 649. For Claude process, U.S.P. 1135355,
11U2455; Clauilc, Z. angew. Chem. 1930, 43,
417. For Messer plant. Van Iterson, Ingenieur
(Holland), 1932, A, 47, 427, also Berthelot,
Genie Civil, 1936, 108, .'573.

(7) PRODUCTION OF BY-PRODUCT HYDROGEN.

In the process of electrolysis of brine to pro-
ducB caustic soda, a, substantial quantity of
hydrogen is obtained as a by-product, and in
many cases this is recovered and utilised.

Iji the Fsrnbach or Weizmann process for the
production of acetone and butyl alcohol by the
fermentation nf matee, a gaa is given off which
contains about 40% H2 and 60% COa. At one
plant in the U.S.A. this gas ia freed from alcohol
vapour by active charcoal, and compressed and
scrubbed with water until the COa content is
26%. The gaa ir then used to Bynthesise
tncthaaoL

The IHag process, which is used fairly ex-
tensively • for the production ̂ of acetone from
alcohol, gives by-product hydrogen by the
following reaction :

->CH3COCH3+CO,-l-4Ha

Literature.—By-product hydrogen from Fern-
proem, Anon., Chem. Met. Eng. 1930, 37,

548. -Uukonyi, Chem.-Ztg. 192fi, 50, 357.
Woodruff, Ind. Eng, Chem. 1927,19, 1147. See
also Vol. V, 44a.

COSTS OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION.

It is difficult to give generalisations on the
relative costs of hydrogen by the processes
already described, because tho cheapest process

iny particular requirement will depend on a
number of circumstances, and each individual
case must bo considered on ita merits. This-is
clear from the fact that the various processes
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already described do actually operate in com-i
mercial competition. If any one process were*
overwhelmingly cheaper under all conditions, it
would supplant all others. Clearly the main
factors affecting the choice of process will be
(a) the raw materials available, (6) the cost of
power, (c) the purpose for which the hydrogen
is to be used, (d) the quantity required. Taking
these factors in turn, the following examples are
illustrative:

(a) Where brown coals or lignite are available
and coke*is expensive, one of the coal-gasifi-
cation processes worked in conjunction with the
Badische process, as described above, is likely
to be favoured. Thus in Germany, the I.G. use
the Yfinkier process extensively, and there are
Didier plants producing Fischer synthesis-gas
(see later). In Hungary the ammonia plant at
Petfurdo has a Didier plant operating on lignite.
Where large quantities of surplus coke-oven gas
are available, e.g. in Belgium and Holland, the
partial liquefaction processes (Claude, Linde or
Messer) are widely employed. At oil wells,
refineries, and coal- or oil-hydrogenation plants
the availability of surplus hydrocarbon gases has
favoured reduction of steam with these gases to
produce all or part of the hydrogen required for
hydrogenation.

(b) Ample and cheap electric power will favour
the electrolytic process. Thus Norway has a
large synthetic ammonia plant operating on
electrolytic hydrogen from hydro-electric power,
and this method was proposed in recent schemes
for harnessing the Aswan Dam in Egypt. How-
ever, to be economically attractive in competition
with the water-gas catalytic or partial liquefaction
processes, the power must be very cheap indeed.
Pollitt has shown that with power at 0*07(2. per
kw.h., electrolytic hydrogen will compete wfth
other processes. The high capital cost of elec-
trolytic and ammonia-synthesis plant precludes
the erection of plant operating only on off-peak
or seasonal power.

(c) For reasons already given, CH4 is objec-
tionable in gases to be used for ammonia syn-
thesis. This consideration will militate against
the use of the coal-garification processes, or
steam reduction with hydrocarbons, except in
cases where the decomposition of CH4 is very
complete. For Fischer synthesis the necessity
for a very low Ctt4 content does not hold, and
thus coal-gasification process^ are frequently
employed. For fat-hydrogenation extreme
purity is essential, hence electrolytic hydrogen
is favoured.

(d) The largest synthetic-ammonia plants
operate on coke by some form of the water-gas
catalytic process. Two factors can explain
this1-! (1) Coke is usually available in larger
quantities than say coke-oven gas. Where the
latter is used, the amount of hydrogen which
can be made is regulated by the output of the
coke ovens, in its turn depending on the market
for coke. Thus an absolutely assured supply of
gas may be difficult to obtain. (2) The water-
gas catalytic process is more easily adapted for
large-scale production than most of the other
processes. A large number of the smaller syn-
thetic-ammonia plants use partial liquefaction of
coke-oven gas to supply hydrogen, but the

major factor in deciding this is probably (a)
above. There is no reason to suppose that this
process is particularly adapted to 'small and
intermediate hydrogen outputs. For very small
outputs such as those required for the hydro-
genation of fats, and where the hydrogen cost
is not a big factor in the total cost of the product,
the electrolytic or iron-steam processes may be
employed in spite of their high operating costs.

One estimate of the relative importance of
the various processes gives the percentages of
the world's total hydrogen production as fol-
lows : Water-gas catalytic and related processes
55%, partial liquefaction 26%, electrolysis 16%,
all other methods 3%.

Literature.—For a comparison of electrolytic
and water-gas catalytic processes, see Pollitt,
Trans. 2nd World Power Conference, Berlin,
1931,2,145. For estimated cost of stages of the
water-gas catalytic process, see Laupichler,
Chem. Met. Eng. 1936,43,122, and Gas World,
1936,105, 71. For cost of electrolytic hydrogen,
Zdansky, Chem. Fabrik. 1933, 49, and of Linde
process, Borchardt, Gas- u. Wasserfach. 1927,23,
1, and Metallborse, 1930, 20, 1856. For cost of
Fischer synthesis gas by a number of processes,
see Schulfes, Gliickauf, 1936, 72, 273.

TECHNICAL USES.
The relative importance of the various com-

mercial uses for hydrogen may be illustrated by
the following figures applying to the U.S.A. for
1938. Of a total consumption of about 25 x 109

cu. ft., approximately 66% went to ammonia
synthesis, 19% to synthetic methanol, 9% to
technical isooct&ne, and 6% to petroleum hydro-
genation. No/ data, are available for Europe,
but the relative orders of importance would
probably be (1) Ammonia production, (2) Motor,
fuel production including hydrogenation, (3)
Synthetic alcohols production, (4) Other uses.

(1) Synthetic Ammonia {see AMMONIA, Vol.
I, 331 d).—The sources of the hydrogen used in
world, production of synthetic ammonia are
approximately as follows: Water-gas catalytic
52-4%; partial liquefaction coke-oven gas
21-1%; electrolysis of water 17-0%; other pro-
cesses 1-5%.

(2) Motor Fuels (see HYDROGENATION OF
COAL).—This represents one of the most recent
developments in the commercial use of hydro-
gen. It includes hydrogenation of bituminous
and brown coals, coal distillation products,
petroleum and petfoleum residues, and hydro-
carbon synthesis by the Fischer-Tropsch process
which may be represented:

nCO+2nH2 ^ (CH2)n+nH aO.

There are a number of Fischer-Tropsch and
brown coal hydrogenation plants in Germany.
In England the I.C.I.-plant at Billingham, Co.
Durham, hydrogendtes bituminous coal and
creosote oil. In Italy there are plants hydro-
genating Albanian crude oil and petroleifm
residues^ In America plants at Baton Rouge
(Louisiana) and Bayway (N.J.) have been used
for hydrogenation of gas oils and for the pro-
duction of special types of lubricants by hydro-
genation. A recent development is the pro-
duction of the high-efficiency aviation fuel iso-
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octane by the hydrogenation of isooctene.
Since in petroleum refineries there are usually
available considerable quantities' of surplus
hydrocarbon gases, these are generally used to
reduce steam for the production of hydrogen.

(3) Synthetic Organic Chemicals (see CATA-
LYSIS, Vol. II, 425c).—The most important pro-
duct in this class is undoubtedly methyl alcohol
or methanol produced by the reaction:

CO+2Ha ^ CH3OH

Recently there has been considerable expansion
in the synthesis of higher alcohols by analogous
processes. Water-gas partly converted with
steam to give the required Ha:CO ratio is the
commonest starting material, but coke-oven gas
partly burnt with air has also been proposed.
The gases remaining after passage through a
methanol converter are then used for the
synthesis of ammonia.

(4) Fat Hardening (see HARDENED OR
HYDROGENATED FATTY OILS).

(5) Lighter-than-Air Craft.—The develop-
ment of the airship has been impeded by a
number of serious accidents and by the per-
fection of the aeroplane. Nevertheless for a
number of specialised purposes lighttr-than-air
craft are still used. For instance, protection of
objectives from attacking aircraft is secured by
a number of balloons moored by cables (the
balloon barrage). The hydrogen is then re-
quired in comparatively small quantities over
widely distributed areas, and the development
of relatively light-alloy steel cylinders has clearly
helped considerably in the solution of this
problem. The Graf Zeppelin Co. used small elec-
trolytic hydrogen plants at its various bases for
replacement of the hydrogen losses.

(6) Heating and Welding.—The intense
heat of the oxygen-hydrogen flame enables it to
be used for autogenous welding and the flame-
cutting of steel plate. For this reason also, it
was once employed for producing an intense
light for cinema lanterns, etc., by heating lime
*o incandescence. The development of the elec-
tric arc and special forms of filament lamp has
completely superseded " limelight," and for
welding, acetylene is generally preferred because
it is easier to generate in small quantities, is
easily stored under pressure in acetone (dis-
solved acetylene) and the oxy-acetylene flame
is hotter (see ACETYLENE, ITS USE IN INDUSTRY,
Vol. I, 111). For some purposes, however, the
carbon in acetylene is objectionable, and for
welding of aluminium on platinum, for the fusion
of quartz to give artificial gems, and for certain
cutting operations the oxy-hydrogen flame is
still employed (see GEMS, ARTIFICIAL).

In welding wittfethe electric arc, hydrogen has
two uses. It can be used to shield the arc, thus
preventing the formation* of oxides or nitrides
of iron, or by passing hydrogen through an arc
formed between two tungsten electrodes, it can
be dissociated to atomic hydrogen. Molecular
hydrogen re-forms 6-10 mm. from the^rc with
evolution of intense heat. An alternating- cur-
rent arc is usually employed, and the tempera-
ture thus obtained is probably above 3,760°C.
The development of covered electrodes for ordi-
nary eloctric-arc welding has prevented any

ijgreat extension of the use of hydrogen for
rshielding welding work from atmospheric attack,
1 but for certain specialised purposes, e.g. the
welding of thin sections, atomic-hydrogen weld-
ing is still fairly extensively employed.

(7) Bright Annealing.—Metallic objects
may be annealed in an atmosphere of nitrogen
or hydrogen or mixtures of these gases, when it
is desired to avoid the formation of an oxide
scale which must otherwise be removed by
" pickling " in the usual manner. This process
is termed " bright annealing" and it may
actually be extended to de-scaling, but in- such
cases the finely divided metal on the surface
of the object treated gives a matt and not a
burnished finish. A good example of bright
annealing is in the production of motor-car lamp
reflectors. The brass pressing is so deep that
it must be done in stages, and bright annealing
is carried out between each stage. When using
hydrogen for the bright annealing of steel parts,
decarburisation of the surface may result. If
this is objectionable it can be prevented by the
introduction of a suitable quantity of hydro-
carbons into the reducing atmosphere.

(8) The Production of Metals.—Hydrogen
is extensively used for the reduction of metallic
oxides, e.g. in the production and working of
tungsten and molybdenum. It can also be used
in the production of metallic magnesium by
reduction of the oxide with carbon. If the CO
and magnesium vapours issuing from the re-
duction furnace are cooled slowly, the reverse
reaction to that taking place in the furnace will
occur, resulting in the production of carbon and
magnesium oxide. This can be prevented by
rapidly chilling the gases issuing from the
fyqrnace w;th a blast of cold hydrogen.

Literature.—Synthesis of alcohols, Natta,
Osterr. Chem.-Ztg. 1937, 40, 162. Atomic
hydrogen welding, Weinman and Langmuir,
Gen. Electric Review, 1926, 29, 160; Miller
and Deglon, Sheet Metal Industries, 1934, 8,
131,189, 252; Guest, Metal Treatment, 1936, 2,
17.

TECHNIQUE AND TRANSPORT.

Hydrogen Attack on Steel.—Compressed
hydrogen can cause fissuring and a severe reduc-
tion of +he tensile strength and impact value of
steel. Under some condition^ this may occur at
relatively low temperatures, e.g. 15O-200°C.
The effect is cfcie mainly to decarburisation, but
in some cases deterioration of the properties of
the steel takes place before decarburisation and
the effect is then due to hydrogen adsorption.
In general nickel-chromium-molybdenum steel
alloys are more resistant to attack than mild
steel, but in all cases careful heat treatment is
required to obtain the best service.

Literature.—Inglis and Andrews, J. Iron and
Steel Inst. 1933, 127, 2, 383. Baukloh and
Guthmann, Z. Metallk. 1936, 28, 34, describes
also the effect of hydrogen on Cu, Ni and A I.

Hydrogen Transport.—During the last few
years the difficulties of transport of all com-
pressed gases, including hydrogen, have been
to some extent reduced by the development of
relatively light cylinders of special alloy steels.
One very convenient form in which hydrogen
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may be transported is as liquid ammonia
Passage of ammonia gas at low pressures ovei
catalysts similar in type to those used for the
ammonia-synthesis reaction and operating at
about 600°C. results in practically complete
(99-5%) decomposition to IM2+3H2. The space
velocity employed is about 500 cubic metres of
gas per hour per cubic metre of catalyst. A
100 lb. cylinder of anhydrous ammonia contains
the equivalent of 3,400 cu. ft. of hydrogen, and
for a large number of purposes, e.g. bright an-
nealing, the presence of 25% nitrogen in the
hydrogen obtained is of no serious consequence.
The apparatus for decomposing the ammonia
is usually termed an " ammonia cracker."
" Cracked " methanol, which is a 2:1 mixture of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, can also be used
for a number of purposes, although the presence
of carbon monoxide limits its applications as
compared with " cracked " ammonia.

Suggestions have been made to transport
hydrogen as a liquid at 1 atm. absolute pressure
in heat-insulated containers. Liquid oxygen is
transported by such methods, but liquid hydro-
gen in comparison has a number of very serious
disadvantages. The temperature is -253°C,
the specific gravity only 0-07, and problems of
transport are complicated by the continuous
evolution of an inflammable gas, due to heat
leaks into the container, and the exothermic
change from ortho- to para-hydrogen which takes
place at low temperatures.

Literature.—Ammonia Crackers, B.P.473696.
H. S. C. and P. H. S.

HYDROGEN ION DETERMINA-
TION. The relative acidity of an aqueous
solution is the most important single factor
determining its properties and reactions. This
" acidity " is measured by the concentration
of hydrogen ions in the solution and, since this
quantity may vary over a very wide range, it is
convenient to express it on a logarithmic scale.
The convention, that is now always followed,
was introduced by Sorensen (1909) who used the
term pR and defined it by thj following expres-
ision :

o r

where [H+] is the hydrogen ion concentration of
the solution. It fc now known that these ions
are hydrated and they wouk1 be written more
correctly as H3O+, but as it is jjtill customary
to represent them as H+ this simpler practice
will be followed.

A perfectly pure sample of water will be
neutral but it still has some electrical conductivity,
indicating that there are charged particlesjions)
in solution. In this case they are hydrogen and
hydroxyl ions, formed by the dissociation of the
water,

indicates that the product of the concentrations
of these two ions is a constant whicji is known
as the ionic product for water. This quantity
has been measured and at 25°C. is equal to

1-42 xlO-14

when concentrations are given in gram ions per
litre. The quantity changes with temperature
and at 22°C. is equal to

101 x 10-"

and at room temperature the following expres-
sion is nearly correct:

and they must be present in equal concentra-
tions. If by any means the hydrogen ion con-
centration is made larger than that of the
hydroxyl the solution is said to be acid while,
if the converse is the case, the solution becomes
more alkaline us the excess of hydroxyl ions
increases. The electrolytic dissociation theory

If the hydroxyl ion concentration is measured on
the logarithmic scale, defining pOi& in a fashion
analogous to pH, one can write

logio[H+]+log10[OH-]=-14 log10 10=-14

or
Hence the acidity or alkalinity of any aqueous
solution can be expressed in terms of either pa

orpon; if the pa is greater than seven the solution
is alkaline and if smaller it is acid. The measure-
ment and control of the above quantities are
important whenever an aqueous solution is used
and it is therefore not surprising that j>H measure-
ments are employed in the most diverse types of
industrial processes, among which are the refining
of sugar, the manufacture of sweets, the tanning
industry, brewing, medicine, bacteriology and
the preparation of pharmaceutical products.

The Hydrogen Electrode is the ultimate standard
to which all determinations of pa are referred.
Finely divided platinum or indium is, able to
act as a catalyst by*means of which hydrogen
gas can be converted reversibly'inta*hydrogen
ions, according to the equation

and when a plate, covered with platinum black,
is lowered into a solution that has hydrogen* gas
above it the above reaction will tend to take
place: The metal plate will take up the free
charge, indicated by 0, until the electric
potential between the plate and the solution has
built up so as to prevent further change. This
potential is a measure of the tendency of the
hydrogen gas to split up into ions and pass into
the given solution, and any practical apparatus
for this measurement can be called a hydrogen

gas is at one atmosphere and the potential of
the electrode is E volts, the following relationship
holds:

where T is the absolute temperature, F.the
Faraday and B the gas constant. Or at 18°C.

E = - 0 0 5 8 logl0[H+], i.e.pa=^

In order to measure the potential between the
platinum plate and the solution the latter must
be connected to the measuring instrument. This#

is done by means of another electrode system
where there ip a solid conductor in contact with
a solution. A second potential difference is
thus involved which must be as constant and
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reproducible as possible in different apparatus.
The calomel half-element is the device that is
normally used, it consists of a layer of pure
mercury connected with the potentiometer by a
platinum wire fused through the bottofli of the
vessel. The mercury is covered with a solution
of normal potassium chloride that has been
saturated with mercuroua chloride, the excess of
which forms a thin layer on the surface of the
metal. Provided that the calomel half-element
has been set up with pure chemicals the E.M.F.
between solution and mercury is+0-2816 volts
at 25°C. with a temperature coefficient of
-0-00024 volts per °C, It is possible to make

tip standard cells in a similar fashion with
solutions that are respectively NjlQ or saturated
with potassium chloride; the E.M.F.'s of these
cells at 26°C. are +0-3341 and 0-2426 volts
respectively and their temperature coefficients
—000070 and -0-00076 volta per °C. (see
Lewis, Brighton and Sebastian, J. Araer. Chem.
Soc. 1917, 39, 2245; Randall and Young, ibid.
1928, 50, 989 j D. A. MacInneS) " The Principles
of Electrochemistry," Reinbold, New York,
1939, p. 247).

Contact between the potassium chloride solu-
tion and that around the hydrogen electrode is
normally made through a 0 -shaped capillary or

Hydrogen
Iniit\

if

H/DRO6EN
ELECTRODE.

"Salt-Bridge"
(Saturated

KCl)

CALOMEL
ELECTRODE

Platinized Platinum
Foil

N-KCl
^/saturated

with Ca/omef

Platinum
Wire

Calomel

Mercury

Saturated
KCl ,

Fin. 1.

quill tubing " salt bridge " that is filled with
either saturated potassium nitrate or saturated
potassium chloride solution. A typical set up
of a'hydrogen elecSrode and calomel nalf-elcment
is shown in fig. 1. The E.3I.F. of the complete
cell is measured with a potentiometer and a
high resistance galvanometer using the usual
P<rjgendorS method; the pH of the solution
around the hydrogen electrode is calculated from

, the following expression;

E.M.F. — E.M.F.
observed calomel electrode

The hydrogen electrode has certain limitations
which restrict its use and may introduce errors.
One Cf the most serious of these is the ease with
which the platinum black adsorbs " poisons "
which prevent it acting efficiently as a catalyst
for the interchange of hydrogen ions-and hydro-
gen gas. Arsenic, hydrogen sulphide, mercury
and certain organic dyes are common materials
producing this trouble, which manifests itself
by abnormal values and by a tendency for the
measured pu to change erratically with time.
A further difficulty is introduced by the possible
interaction of the hydrogen, which ia in an active
condition on the platinum surface, with any
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reducible substance in the surrounding solutior
Strong oxidising agents, salts of easily reduce*
metals, or organic compounds will consequentlj
interfere with the functioning of the electrode
and it should never be used in their presence
The ps of such solutions may be found by one
of the secondary methods : i.e.. by a comparisoi
of the unknown solution with one whoso pa

is known from hydrogen electrode measure
meats.

ColorinMric Methods provide a very simple
and convenient way of effecting this comparison
A suitable indicator is added to the solution ant
the colour compared with the shade that it
assumes in a series of solutions whose pa values
are known. The simplest form of apparatus for
this purpose is shown in fig. 2. It consists of a
block of wood, or other suitable material, e..g.
bakelite, in which six holea are bored so that
test-tube^ can be slipped into them. Slits are
cut in the block through which the colour of the
l^ht that passes through each of the three paira
of tubes in the direction of the arrow can be
compared.

The middle pair of tub^b contain the solution
to be tested with a little of the indicator added
and plain water respectively. Each of the outer

FIG. 2.

pairs of tubes contain respectively the test solu-
tion without indicator and a solution of known
PH containing an equal concentration of indicator.
The tubes of known pn are changed until the
colours observed through the slots match, or if
that is impossible, a slightly lighter colour i^
observed on one side of the test solution and a
darker colour on the other. The p^ of the
solution can then be said to be between those
of the two standards and a visual estimate of its
value can be made. The procedure d&cribed
compensates for any colour in the test solution
unless this is very strong, in which case the
colorimetric method is not applicable.

Provided that the indicator and conditions
are standardised it is possible to replace the
tubes containing the indicator and standard
solutions with coloured glass which is not sub-
jeci to change and deterioration. A number of
convenient types of apparatus, " comparators,"
are now on the market in which a series of glass
discs are suitably mounted—generally in a ring
so that one after the other is compared with the
unknown solution until a match is obtained.

When solutions of known pH have to be made
up it is obviously desirable that their hydrogen
ion concentrations shall be practically unchanged
by the addition of other substances. For
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example, they must change as little as possible
owing to the absorption of alkali from a glass
vessel, or carbon dioxide from the air. Solutions
that have a reserve acidity or alkalinity so
that the hydrogen ion concentration changes
but slightly on dilution and on the addition of
acids and alkalis are called " buffer solutions."
They are generally made by mixing a weak acid
or base with a solution of one of its salts, the
effect of which is illustrated by the following
figures. If I c.c. of normal hydrochloric acid
is added to 100 c.c. of water thepH changes from
7 to 2, i.e. 5 units. A 0-01356 molar potassium
dihydrogen phosphate solution which is also
0-0411 molar with respect to disodium hydrogen
phosphate also has a pH of 7, but when 1 c,c. of
normal acid is added to a corresponding volume
the pH is only reduced to 6-75.

A large number of buffer solutions are avail-
able, most of them covering a range of 2-3 PH
units. Britton and Robinson {J.C.S, 1931.
1456), however, have described a " universal
buffer solution " which works from pa 3'5 to 9.
It is prepared by taking a iV/35 solution of
hydrochloric acid and adding sufficient potas-
sium dihydrogen phosphate, citric acid, boric
acid anC vortmal so that when they are dis-
solved the solution ia iV/35 with respect to the
replaceable hydrogen of each of them. Then if
a; c.c. of pure carbon-dioxide-free NfZ caustic
soda solution is added to each 100 c.c. of the
above solution the pn of the resulting mixture is
given by the expression pa=2-686+O*US53a:,
Provided the chemicals aro pure these figures
should be correct to 0'02 of a unit of pa.

The colorimetric method has many advan-
tages ; it is rapid" in action, uses only simple
apparatus and can be readily adapted to
specialised needs. For example, it can be used
with very small quantities if the liquids to be
compared are contained in capillary tubes.
These advantages should not cause errors to
which the method is subject to be overlooked.
The .indicator uaed has its own acidic properties
and if the solution to be tested is not buffered
its PH may be changed appreciably when the
indicator is added. This effect is called " the
acid error "; and it may be eliminated by flrat
making a rough determination and then buffer-
ng the indicator so that it is approximately
aoelectric with the test solution. This mixture
s then uaed for a more accurate determination

of the pu- Errors may also "be introduced when
certain other materials are present in the solu-
tion ; these are commonly known as " salt" or
' protein errors " and they may become very
urge indeed under unfavourable conditions.
L'hus a 0-01 ^-hydrochloric acid and Q-2&N-
»otas«ium chloride solution has a pH of 2-05,
>ut the value determined with Methyl Violet ia
•91, with Methyl Cfeeen it is 1-82, wh with

fropujoline OO it ia 202, Similarly a dilute
sulphuric acid solution containing egg albumin
gave a p& value of 249 with the hydrogen
•lectrode, but cotorimetrically it was 2*53 using
-lethyl Violet and of the order of 50 using Congo
led. The indicators recommended by the

manufacturers to cover & given pa range are
normally those which give as small a salt and
irotein error aa possible.
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The Quinhydrone Electrode is the most com
mon method of measuring pa by a potentio
metric procedure. The conditions for the use
of the electrode were first worked out by E
Biilmann (Ann, Chim. 1921, [ix], 15, 109; 1921
[ix], 16, 321)* Later the electrode was studiet
in detail by Livingstone, Morgan and P til la
borators (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1931, 63, 464
597 and 2154; idem., ibid. 1932, 54, 910) who
confirmed the earlier work showing that the
electrode is quickly and easily prepared, develops
its potential very quickly, is not affected by
atmospheric pressure and, since it does noi
require a gas to be bubbled through the solution
can be used for work on body fluids containing
carbon dioxide. To set up an electrode it is
only necessary to immerse a bright platinum
plate in the test solution, to which a little quin
hydrone haa been added, and then measure the
E.M.F. between the plate and solution, employ
ing a standard calomel half-element in an
identical fashion to that used for the hydrogen
electrode. It is best to have the platinum plate
on a long length of platinum wire; if this is
impossible and the wire is sealed through glass
which is in contact with the solution great care
must be taken that the seal is a perfect one or
considerable error may be introduced. The
electrode should be cleaned in boiling cleaning
mixture, allowed to cool, washed in a stream of
tap water, then in distilled water and after
rinsing in alcohol allowed to dry. With ordinary
laboratory apparatus satisfactory results are
obtained with an electrode that is 1 cm. square
or larger. The electromotive force E taken up
by the platinum with respect to the solution
will be determined by the fdilowing equation:

C,H4Ol+2H++29?±CtH4<OH)l.

The concentrations of quinone and hydro-
quinone are the same, since they are introduced
as the molecular compound quinhydrone and
the only other variables are the hydrogen, ion
concentration and the tendency of the solution
to give up electrons. Consequently E should be
a function of the hydrogen ion concentration
and it is found that

at20°C. E=0-7044+0-0581Iog10[H
!]

and at 25°C. E=0*6994+0-0591 log10[H+]

For precision work a saturated solution of the
quinbydrone is employed but in works control,
where there is a continuous recording of pH and
costs become important, it is possible to reduce
the concentration to 1 part in 10,000 and still
obtain an accuracy of ±005 pH units (C. C.
Coons, Ind. Eng. Cfiem. [Anal.], 1931, 3, 402).

The chief disadvantage «>f the quinbydronc
electrode is that it is unsuitable for use above
pH 8-5, where the acid character of the hydro-
quirOne begins to manifest itself and hence there
is a tendency for it to react with the solution ;
the atmospheric oxygen also begins to attack
the quinhydrone at about this ptt value.

The errors introduced by salts have been
studied by Biilmann (I.e.) and also by Hovorka
and Dearing (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1935, 67, 446).

The magnitude of the errors to bo anticipated ai
by the following figures:

Salt concenti

NaCI . .
KCI . .
MgSO
{NH4)2SO,

B.
. 0-4
. 2-0
. 10
. 0-5

10
. 20

Error In v-a measured
by the quinhydrone

electrode.

unit of pK.
- 0 0 2
-0-09
+0-02
+00i9
+0-038
+0078

It will be seen that the results for ammonium
sulphate indicate that the error is nearly pro-
portional to the salt concentration. This
relationship was also found with the errors
introduced by other salts. If the concentration
is not large the salt and protein error can bo
neglected for most practical purposes.

The Glass Electrode has in recent years found
increasing use, especially in physiology and bio-
chemistry. Its popularity is due to the pro-
duction of suitable electrodes and measuring
instruments as standard commercial articles.
Earlier work was hampered by the difficulty of
E.M.F. measurements through the high resist-
ance of a glass diaphragm, but this has been
overcome by the use of special glasses that have
a minimum electrical resistance and by the
cheap production of wireless valves that can be
made to work as voltmeters even when the
external resistance is high—a hundred megohms
or more. It must be realised that there is no
satisfactory theoretical relationship between a
gla~<* electrode and a solution of given jt>H, but
that it does serve as an method of comparing a
series of solutions. In practice the electrode is
standardised against a known buffer whose pu

is as near aa possible to that of the unknown
solution.

The most common form of glass electrode is a
thin-walled bulb a "few centimetres in diameter
which contains an acid tolution saturated with
qninhydrone into "which a platinum wire is
dipping. The tube is generally sealed off and
consequently the external lead is connected to
one side o*f the gloss diaphragr' under constant
londitions. This hulb is then dipped into the
test solution and the, circuit completed with a
calomel half element in the usual manner. It is
then found that the E.M.F. of the bulb with
reference to the solution varies with its hydrogen
on concentration in the pH range of 2-8 unite

and can be represented by the familiar type of
"brmuhi in which Eo is the E.M.F, that Ao
rlectrode would take up in a solution that is

normal with respect to hydrogen ions and it is
a constant. '

The most suitable glass available for the c™
atruction of electrodes contains 72% SiO,,
22% NaaO and 6% CaO and is known com-
mercially as Corning 015 glass (we Hughe* J.C.S.
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1928,491; Dole et al., J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930,
52, 29; Trans. Electrochem. Soc. 1937, 72, 129,
Gardiner and Sanders, Ind. Eng. Chem.
[Anal.], 1937, 9, 274).

Even when the glass electrode is properly
made it is necessary to watch for irregularities
that may be introduced by dissolved salts and
organic materials. Considerable work has been
carried out to find the conditions under which
these errors become pronounced. In general it
may be said that the greater the salt concentra-
tion the lower the pE at which the electrode will
function satisfactorily. For example, in the
presence of (MAT-sodium chloride the electrode
is satisfactory up to pE 10*5, but with a normal
solution the errors become serious at above j?H 8*5.
See Gardiner and Sanders (I.e.).

As the temperature is increased the difficulties
in using a glass electrode are greatly increased.
The deviations become very much larger, also
the readings obtained are not consistent and
consequently, unless special precautions are
taken, the glass electrode should not be used
above 30°C. A further difficulty is that the
glass used is of the soft variety and, if the test
solution is unbuffered, sufficient alkali may be
taken from the glass to effect a considerable
change in the pH {see Humphreys, Chem. and
Ind. 1939, 58, 281). In spite of its errors the
glass electrode provides a very convenient
mechanism for investigating the pH of solutions
where other methods are impossible. It is not
affected by oxidising or reducing agents, it does
not introduce salts or other obnoxious materials
into the specimen to be tested and the electrode
does not deteriorate with time; moreover the pn

range 5-7 in which the electrode functions best
is the one which includes most biological fluyls.
Hence it is not surprising that the electrode is
much used especially where speed rather than
extreme accuracy is required.

The Antimony Electrode is sometimes used
when a rough comparison of the pH of similar
solutions is required. It consists of a rod of
antimony covered with a euperficial layer of
oxide by atmospheric oxidation. It is claimed
that greater uniformity is obtained if the metal
is covered with a layer of sulphide (Ball, Schmidt
and Bergstresser, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934, 6,
[Anal.], 60; Bajl, Trans. Electroch&n. Soc.
1937, 72, 235); the general conditions for its
use have not been sufficiently worked out, and
it is not recommended except trhen cheapness
and simplicity are the all important factors.

Bibliography.—Britton, " Hydrogen Ions,"
Chapman and Hall, 1932; Clarke, " The Deter-
mination of Hydrogen Ions," 3rd ed., Williams
and Wilkins, 1928; Jorgensen, " Die Btsiim-
mung der Wasserstoffionen-konzentration und
deren Bedeutung fur Technik und Landwirt-
scbaft," Theodor Steinkopff, Dresden, 1935;
Maclnnes, "The Principles of Electrochemistry,"
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New. York,
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HYDROGEN PEROXIDE. History.—

Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, was discovered in
1818 by Thenard (Ann. Chim. Phys. 1818, [ii],

8, 306; 9, 51, 94, 314, 441) who obtained it by
the action of acids on barium peroxide. Thenard
found that the new substance behaved as
" oxygenated water," and established its formula
as H2O2. He also described many of its cha-
racteristic properties, including'the decomposi-
tion by solid catalystB and by heat, and showed
that as one of the oxygen atoms is only very
loosely bound the compound is a powerful
oxidising agent. At first hydrogen peroxide
was obtained only in dilute aqueous solution, but
it was later found possible to concentrate it by
evaporation under reduced pressure, and in
1904 the firm of E. Merck (G.P. 152173) pro-
duced a concentrated solution free from solid
residue by direct distillation of the solution
resulting from the action of sulphuric acid on
sodium peroxide. The important electro-
chemical method of preparation, based on the
formation of persulphuric acid, was patented
in 1907 (G.P. 217539). Substantially pure
H2O2 was first obtained by Wolffenstein in 1894
(Ber. 1894, 27, 3307), and in 1920 Maass and
Hatcher (J. Amcr. Chem. Soc. 1920, 42, 2548)
starting with a 3% solution prepared pure
hydroge^ peroxide by fractional distillation and
evaporation and finally by crystallisation.

Natural Occurrence.—Extremely minute quan-
ties of H2O2 are said to occur in the atmosphere
and in natural waters. E. Schone (Ber. 1874,
7, 1693; 1878,11, 483, 561, 874, 1028) reported
up to 1 mg. H2O2 per litre in rain water, but
only 0*05 mg. per litre in dew and hoar frost.
The atmosphere was said to contain about
4 x 10"10 g. H2O2 per litre. Schone and others
concluded that it js formed in the atmosphere
by the action of sunlight. Hovisver, much of
the early work on the natural occurrence of
traces of H2O2 is untrustworthy and lacks
modern confirmation.

Similarly, early reports of the occurrence of
H2O2 in animal and vegetable tissues are un-
reliable. However, recent work has established
beyond doubt the presence of H2O2 in various
biological systems. Working with lactic fermen-
tation bacteria (which contain no catalase (q.v.)
—the common enzyme which decomposes H2O2)
Bertho and Gliick (Naturwiss. 1931, 19, 88)
claimed to have made quantitative estimations
of the hydrogen peroxide produced. Tanaka
(Biochem. Z. 1925, 157, 425) identified H2O2 as
a primary product of respiration when Chlorella
was illuminated. # It is generally held that
hydrogen peroxide is an intermediate product
in biological oxidations, although usually so
rapidly decomposed that detectable concentra-
tions are not formed. According to Avery and
Morgan (J. Exp. Med. 1924, 39, 275) appreciable
amounts accumulate in a9broth culture of
Pneumococci or of Staphylococci provided air is
present and catalase, peroxydase and other
enzymes which decompose H2O2 are absent.
Fromageot and Roux (Biochem. Z. 1933, 9&I,
202) found that the fermentation of sugar by
B. bultftricua is inhibited because of the accumu-
lation of H2O2.

Hydrogen peroxide has also been found in the
fermentation of tea (Biochem. J. 1939, 38, 836);
in leaves of sugar cane (So and Nisioeda, Rept.
Govt. Sugar Expt. Sta. Tainan, Formosa, 1939,



No. 6, 62); and in cultures of various bacteria
such as Pneumococci (Johnstonc, J. Path. Bact.
1940,51,59)andhffimolytic Streptococci (Hadley
and Hadley, J. Bact. 1940, 39, 21; Proc. Soc.
Exp. Biol. Med. 1940, 43, 102).

FORMATION,

From the Ekmenls or Water.—Small amounts
of hydrogen peroxide have been detected in the
water formed by the combustion of hydrogen in
oxygen. Traube (Ber. 1883, 18, 1800, 1894)
and Engler (ibid. 1000, 33, 1109) concluded thai
H2O2 is the primary product of combustion:
normally, it is decomposed at the high tempera-
ture, but appreciable quantities can be observed
if the flame is cooled, Lewis and Randall,
"Thermodynamics," 1923, however, calculated
the theoretical amount of HjO,, in the oxy-
hydrogen flame _at 2,000-3,000°k. from the
thermodynamics of the reaction :

2H2O+Oa=2H2O2

and found that the concentration nuist bo
infinitesimal at that temperature, and, hence,
the considerable amounts detected by Traube
must be formed in the cooler parts of the Same,
probably at 500-l,000°C.

Hydrogen peroxide is also formed in the ex-
plosion of hydrogen with excess oxygen ; in a
spark discharge under water; in a silent electric
discharge through a mixture of water vapour
and oxygen; in a Testa discharge in moist air
and in other similar circumstances. Fischer
and-Wolf (Ber. 1911, 44, 2956) succeeded in pre-
paring a solution of hydrogen peroxide con-
tainiDg 86-9%.,H*Os by "passing a silent electric
discharge thror^n a non-explosive mixture of
oxygen and hydrogen (97% H2, 3% O2) at the
temperature of liquid air.

In all these modes of formation, the H2Oj is
protjably derived from short-lived atoiUB, ions
or free radicals {e.g. OH and HO3) by such
reactions ae: <

(For the theory of combustion of hydrogen, see
Hinshelwood and Williamson, " The Reaction
between Oxygen and Hydrogen," Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1934.) Atomic hydrogen has
been used to study the mechanism of formation
of hydrogen peroxide (Taylor and Marshall,
J. Physical Chem. 1925, 29, 842; Bonhoeifer
and Loeb, Z. physikal. Cbem. 1926, 119> 3Bf>,
474). More recently, Rodebush and his col-
laborators (J. Chem. Physics, 1933, 1, 696;
ibid. 1936, 4, 293; J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1937,
59, 1924) anil others have investigated its pro-
duction in an eleetrodeiess discharge in water
vapour.

Hydrogen peroxide is formed in the electro-
lysis of certain dilute aqueous solutions, but in
mo^t cases (e.g. with dilute sulphuric acid) this
is not strictly formation from the elements but
is rnther a secondary product from the decom-
position of per-compounds (see below). How-
ever, dissolved oxygen is reduced to HSO2 by

.(.•nt electrolytic hydrogen at a mercury
cathode (Foerster, " Elektrochemic wassertger
LOsungen," 1922, p. 608). A glassy solid

formed by the action ot atomic
Oxygen at —115° may be the isomer

O -S.O

(Geib and Harteck, Ber. 1032, 65 [BJ, 1551).
Detectable amounts of H,O2 are formed by

irradiating pure water containing dissolved
oxygen with X-rays or o-, £- or y-rays (Fricke,
J. Chem. Physics, 1934, 2, 349, 55C; Nurn-
berger, ibid. 193C, 4, 697). Ultra-violet light
acts similarly in the presence of zinc oxide,
which behaves as a photosensitiser (Baur and
Neuweiler, Helv. Cnim. Acta, 1927, 10, 901);
otherwise very short ultra-violet is needed to
produce any photochemical reaction. Sonic
vibrations of frequency 9,000 (Flosdorf, Cham-
bers and Mahsoff, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936,
58, 10(i9) and ultrasonic waves of frequency
540,000 Hz. (Schultes and Gohr, Angew. Chem.
1838, 49,. 420) are said to produce traces of HaO3
in water saturated with O3.

In Oxidation Reactions.—According to Lenher
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1931, 53, 2420, 3737, 3752)
hydrogen peroxide is a secondary product of the
combustion of hydrocarbons, and it has also
been found in the condensate from flames im-
pinging on ice of hydrogen, alcohol, coal gas,
ether and carbon disulphide (Engler, Ber. 1900,
33, 1109) and methane (Riesenfeld and Gurian,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1928,139, 109).

Hydrogen peroxide is formed in certain so-
called " autoxidation " reactions, including the
slow oxidation of various organic materials such
ixa turpentine in the presence of air and water
(Kingzett, Chem. News. 1878,38,224), and when
finely divided Zn, Mg or Al is shaken with
water containing oxygen, or with dilute acids
in the presence of air (Traube, Ber, 1893, 26,
1471; Fryiing and Tooley, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1930, 58, 826; Miiller and Barchmann, Z.
Elektrochem. 1934, 40, 188). Furman and
Murray (J. Amer. Chera. Soc. 1986, 58, 429)
suggested that tlsp formation of H2O2 when
mercury dissolves in dilute HCI saturated with
oxygen probably occurs by way of HOa pro-
duced from atomic hydrogen and molecular
oxygen at the mercury surface. Similar views
were expressed by Churchill (Trans. Eleetrb-
chem. Soc. 1939, 76, 341) with regard to the
corrosion of Al.

Certain auUxidation reactions in whit-h
hydrogen peroxide is formed have been proposed
for its technical preparation. These include
tho oxidation of antlrraquinone and similar
substances by air or oxygen to cjuinonoid com-
pounds, and of hydrazo- to azo-compounds (*.».
B.P. 489978-9). The formation of hydwjg
peroxide in the enzymic oxidation of amino-
adda in vitro (Bemheim el al, J. JJiol. C'hem.
1936, 114, 657) and in other biological processes
may be analogous. It is also said to be formed
in catalytic dehydrogenations of MeOH and
EtOH (Macrae, Biochem. J. 1933, 27, 1248).

From Peroxide^.—Hydrogen peroxide is pro-
duced in good yield vtbm metallic peroxides of

typea M'EO2, M"Oa are dissolved in dilute
acids m the ooW. The pproxides used are those
of Ba, Na or K; the acids recommended include
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HLSO,, HF, H3PO4, H,SiF9, HNO3. HCI,
tartaric and carbonic, and the method is,
venient if the salt formed is sparingly soluble
The moat common method of preparation in
the laboratory is by the addition of barium
peroxide to the calculated quantity of cold
(ca. 10°C.) dilute H2SO4 (1 vol. acid to 5 vol.

ater):

BaOa+H2SOt=BaS04+H2O!1.

The filtrate, after removal of the precipitated
barium sulphate, is a practically pure solution
of HaOjj of about " 8-volume " strength (8 vol.
of oxygen liberated from 1 vol. of solution by
boiling with a catalyHt}. Carbon dioxide can
be used instead of sulphuric acid:

0

BaOa+CO2+ HaO = BaCOa+ HaOa.

'ombinations of other peroxides and other acids
have be#n recommended (e.g. K2OE with tar-
taric acid), and the usual methods may be
applied to precipitate excesB salts or, alter-
natively, the hydrogen peroxide can be separated
by distillation under reduced pressure.

From Per-Acid$ and dlteir Sails.—Hydrogen
peroxide ia obtained very efficiently by the
hydro!yaia of pennonosulphuric acid {Caro's
acid):

In technical practice persulphuric acid (pre-
pared by electrolysis) is distilled under reduced
pressure, Caro's acid being formed as inter-
mediate :

The hydrogen peroxide formed distils off and
is obtained as a p\ire solution. Persulphates^i ve
hydrogen peroxide when warmed with acids:

KaS,,O8+ HaSO., = K2S ,O7+HSOj
" HJSOB-I- H2O = HaSb4+ H2O2

K1.S2OrhHaO=2KHSO1 (solid).

Concentrated H2O2 can thyefore be produced
by direct distillation from potassium or am-
monium persulphate, provided a small amount
of HjSOfl is present.

Perearbonates similarly give HaO2 by hydro-
lysis, even in the^cold: *

K2CsOa+2H2O=2KHCO3+ H£O.,.

Perphosphates [e.g. potassium perdiphoaphate,
K4PSOS) and numerous other per-coiupounds
may give rise to H2Oa, although in practice
many of them are prepared from it.

See also B.P. 297880, 316919; G.P. 528461,
330111; Lowenstein, Z. Elektroc hem? 1928,
34, 784; Walton and Filson, J. Amcr. Chem.
Soc, 1932, 54, 3228.

TECHNICAL

The Persulphate Process.—The electrolytic
preparation of persulphates (see above), followed
by their hydrolysis, has now become the chief
method in use for the technical manufacture of
hydrogen peroxide. (For a comprehensive ac-
count; and list of patents, see Maehu, " Das Was-
•eretoffperoxyd und die Perverbindungen,"

J. Springer, Vienna, 1937). The process has
developed in three stages :

(1) Originally, persulphuric acid was made by
the electrolysis of sulphuric acid, und hydrogen
peroxide was separated by warming and vacuum
distillation of the solution.

(2) Later, in place of sulphuric acid, am-
monium sulphate dissolved in sulphuric acid
was used as electrolyte, and the resulting am-
monium persulphate was converted to the
sparingly soluble potassium salt by adding
KHSO4. The potassium persulphate which
separated was subjected to vacuum distillation
with sulphuric acid and steam.

(3) More recently, ammonium persulphate
solution has been vacuum-distilled directly with-
out conversion to the potassium salt.

All three are cyclic processes as the residue
from distillation is used again.
. For a discussion of the theoretical principles
which determine the efficiency obtained in the
electrolytic preparation of persulphuric acid and
persulphatea, see Machu, op. cit., Ch. XI;
Esain ei al., Z. Elektroehem. 1927, 33, 107;
1933.39, 891 ; 1935, 41,261; Z. physikal. Chem.
1932, 162, 44; Riesenfeld and Solowjan, ibid.
1931, BoUcnstein-Festband, 405. •

The following general conditions have been
found desirable in practice. The anolyte must
bo very pure owing to the catalytic action of
impurities such as heavy metal ions; it is
necessary to repurify it at intervals by distilling
the sulphuric acid in quartz vessels or by recry-
stallising the sulphate. For the same reason, all
parts of the cell must be freo from injurious im-
purities. For instance, the copper conductors
must be lead-coaftd, or alternatively, lead or
aluminium connections can b^ used. Smooth
platinum is the best material for the anode, and
since only a small surface area is required this
may take the form of a thin strip of platinum
foil on the surface of conducting bars of tantalum
{G.P. 386514) or on aluminium (G.P. 591263)
which has been previously anodically oxidised.

Various methods have been devised to av<jid
the use of a diaphragm to separate the anode
and cathode compartments (e.g. G.P. 195811,
267276, 271642), but more often a thin dia-
phragm of unglazed porcelain, kieselguhr or
synthetic resin is used, and in this case the
cathode can be of lead. It is usually in the
form of a coiled pipe through which cooling

In general, the*efficiency of persulphate for-
mation increases with the anodic current density.
With sulphuric acid as anolyte there is an opti-
mum acid concentration (sp.gr. 1*60-1 -45,
depending on the current density). Replace-
ment of some of the H2SO^by ammonium sul-
phate increases the efficiency considerably and,
in fact, a recent prcbesa uses ammonium bisul-
phate alone. The volume of anolyte between
the anode and diaphragm should be small; one
arrangement (G.P. 567542) employs a thin^film
of liqind flowing rapidly over the electrode at A
temperature of I0-I5°C.

An example of a persulphate unit cell is
shown in figs. 1 and 2, tivken from G.P. 567542.

The anolyte flows into the cell through a glass
tube (6) and then upwards through a narrow
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space between the cylindrical porous pot (3)
and a dose-fitttDg glaas vessel (•*>) and finally
leaves the cell at the over-flow (4). Between (3)
and (5) is tlie anode (12) which consists of a
number of vertical Pt-Ta strips connected at
the top (9). The cathode is a spiral lead pipe (14)
through whirh cold water circulates, eventually
passing into the inner vessel (5) and out at the
top. When a number of cells are worked in
series the catholyte and anolyte are fed into the
first cell (which is highest) and then flow from
cell to cell by gravity. With sulphuric acid as
electrolyte an anodic current density of 0-6-0-8
amp. per sq, cm. is used. If the (mode com-
partment is 5 cm. in diameter, 50 cm. high and
0-2-0-3 cm. thick the capacity is 180-230 c.c.
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FlO. I.—Di-UJKAM OF THE WEISSESSTEINER

PKRSULPHATK CELL (Macliu, op. cit., Fig. 13).

The rate of flow of anolyte is about 3-25 e.c.
per amp, JUT miiitrut% and a current of 80-100
iiriin. is used. This requires fi-6 volta per cell.
Under these conditions jtersulphuric acid of
concentration 2.1-30% is produced from H^SO,
of 8p.gr. 1-285 with a current efficiency of more
tha^i 70%. Using ammonium bisulphate as
electrolyte an efficiency ot 85% can be ordained.

Hydrogen peroxide is prepared from the per-
sulphate solution by hydrolysis and vacuum dis-
tillation. In one method {Fig. 3) (F.P. 733201}
the solutiuu is heated to 50-60°C. and then

ed into an evacuated, heated column (in
atomiaet

some cases with the addition of steam). The
rcid mist passes into a separator whence the
vater and H2Oa vapour are removed and con-

densed while the residual liquid (e.g. ammonium
bisulphate) runs back wo a cooler and pump to
the electrolytic cell. The distillation can be
carried out with an efficiency of about 95%.
The flow diagram of a typieal continuous flow
process is shown in fig. 3.

The energy required to produce 1 kg. of 30%
hydrogen peroxide by any of the three con-

20

FIG. 2.—DETAILS OF THE ASODB COM-
PAKTMENT (Machu, op. eh., Fig. 15),

4-5
if

tinuoyj) persulphate processes is about
kilowatt-hours.

The Barium Peroxidt Process,—This method of
preparing HjOB, although the oldest known, in
still in use to some extent, largely owing to the
fact that the fine white pigment " blanc fixe "
U obtained at the same time. The chief diffi-
culties are that a very pure BaO3 must be used,
and that the H^Oj is obtained only as a dilute
solution. The first difficulty necessitates a long
method of preparation from barytcs; the second
is leas serious now that efficient vacuum distil-
lation is available. The usual method for the
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preparation of pure BaO2 involve* the followirg
steps:

(1) Ground barytea mixed with coke is heatel
in a rotary kiln to give barium sulphide (BaS).

(2) The kiln clinker (BaS) is lixiviated -with
•water, and barium carbonate IB precipitated by
the addition of soda ash.

(3) The barium carbonate is mixed with car-
bon and heated to 1,200° in a furnace to form
barium monoxide (BaO).

(4) This BaO when heated in a stream of
purified air at 540°C. is oxidised to barium per-

oxide, which is the immediate starting-point in
the chemical preparation of hydrogen peroxide.

The barium peroxide is decomposed in the
cold with either dilute sulphuric or phosphoric
acid; more concentrated H2Oa can be made by
use of the latter (15% as against 3-6% with
HjSOJ and the precipitated barium phosphate
is easily filterable and carries down with it
impurities like iron, manganese, etc., leaving a
pure eolation of HBOa of good stability. In
technical practice the decomposition of BaO.
givea a 95% yield. (Phosphoric acid is recovered

Condenser

Vacuum Pump I

3.—DIAGRAM OF PLANT YOB. THB CONTINUOUS DISTILLATION OF HVDROGEH PEROXIDE
FHOM AHMONIDM PEF9ci.paATE SOLUTIOW (Machu, op. cit., Fig. 35).

Fio.

by adding HESO4 to the barium phosphate,
and the precipitated BaSO4 is used as a pig-
ment (" blano fixe "). A convenient way of
removing impurities from the regenerated
phosphoric acid haa been patented . (G.P.
435900).) *

The dilute H-Os obtained in tho BaOj pro-
cess is commonly concentrated to 30—40% by
distillation and rectification. Table I showa,
for example, that the distillate from 14-2%
H2Oa boiling at 3O-8°C./17 mm. contains only
0-58% Hj,O|; hence, the residue becomes more
concentrated. (For examples of rectification
plant, see P.P. 563908, G.P. 525923.)

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.

Solid H.Oj (Stacde), Z. angew. Chem. 1902,
15, 642), large prisms from 95% H8O, cooled

TABLE I.—(Machu, op. cit., Table 14, p. 152.)

Boiling-point
°C.

210
230
25-5
LY.H

28 5
80-8
33-3
35-5
38-2
40-fi

•17 mm. Hg.

Concentration
of residue ID
weight, %.

5-5 *
• 5-7

6-85
8-0
9-8

14-2
19-2
24-5
320
48-8

Concentration of
distillate In
weight, %.

0-21
022
0-23
034
0-4ff
0-58
105
1-3
2-9
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with ether-carbon dioxide. M.p. —0-89°C.
(Cuthberteon et oi., J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928,
50, 1120).

Pure H j O , is a colourless liquid, the physical
properties of which are very sensitive to the
addition of traces of water. Published data are
rather discordant, but the following list gives
probable values. Much of the recent work ia
due to Maass and co-workers (ibid. 1920, 42,
2548, 2569; 1922, 44, 2472; 1924, 46, 2693;
1929, 51, 674 ; 1930, 52, 489).

Density (liq.) d°=l-4649; b.p. 151-4°C./760
mm.; latent heat of vaporisation 11,610 cal-
per g.-mol.; Trouton'a constant 27-3; surface
tension at 18-2°C. 75-94 dynes/cm.; magnetic
susceptibility (diamagnetic) 8-8 x 10~7 e.m.u.;
specific conductivity 2 x 10~6 ohm-1 ; specific
conductivity of 4-5% solution 2-89 X 10~8

•ohm"1; dissociation constant

at 25° 2 - 4 x H h 1 ! ; heat of ionisation 8-6 xlO 3

cal. per g.-mol.; oxidation potential of H aO n

-1-81 ±0 03 volts; reduction potential -0-G6
±0-03 volt; dielectric constant of pure H aO2

93-7, of 20-8% H 3 O 3 113-5; mean coefficient
of expansion —10° to +20°, 0-00107; latent heat
of fusion 74 cal. per g.; specific h ( l i )
0-579, (solid) 0-470; viscosity at

heat (liq.)
18° 0-0130

poises; w^ =1-4139; heat of formation
(H2+Oa=H5,O,(iiq.)) 45,320 cal. per g.-mol.;
heat evolved in decomposition ( H 2 O a = H 2 O + O )
23,450 cal. per g.-mol,; heat of solution in water
460 cal.; vapour pressure is given by the
equation:

(6-05223x48530)

Dipole moment 2-1 D. ; mol. wt, {from v.d.)
34; partition coefficient of H s O a between water
and ether 0043.

Hydrogen peroxide is miscible with water in
all proportions; Table II gives the relation
between the density at 18°, the composition by
weight (g. H a O a in 100 g. solution), the com-
position by volume per cent, and the number of
volumes of oxygen gas evolved when the
solution is decomposed.

Hydrogen peroxide is soluble in alcohol, ether
and quinoline, but not in dry benzene or
petroleum spirit.

The infra-red absorption spectrum of liquid
and gaseous HSOS has been studied by Baly and
Gordon (Trans. Faraday Soc. 1938, 34, 1133).

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES.

The structure of hydrogen peroxide is
H—O—O—H. Tae majority of its reactions
depend on the ease with wfcich one oxygen atom
is given off:

H 3 O 3 -* H 2 O + O (+23,450 cal.)

This leads to both oxidising and reducing
properties. In addition, HSO2 acts as an ex-
tremely weak acid and gives rise to many per-
compounds contaiuing the ---O—O— bridge.
Finally, it forms numerous addition compounds.

Oxidation.—Hydrogen peroxide is a powerful

TABLE II.—(Machu, op. ciL, Table 7, p. 37.)

1

Density, d\>-

0-9986
1-0018
1-0034
1-0050
1-0083
1-0134
1-0151
10187
1-0241
10336
10526
10717
10911
1-1023
M i l l
1 1331

]

1-1561
•1796

1-2031
[-2505
[-2080
•3456
•3936

[•4442

Weight, %.

0
1-0
1-5
2-0
30
4-55
5-0
6 0
7-5

100
150
20-0
25-0
27-2
30-0
350
400
450
50-0
60-0 '
70-0
80-0
90-0

1000

Volume, %.

0
10
1-5
2-0
3-0
4-55
5 1
615
7-7

10-35
15-8
21-45
27-3
300
33-33
39-7
46-25
53 1
63-15
75-05
90-85

107-65
125-4
144-4

Volumes of
oxygen.

0
3-3
5
6-6

10
• 1 5

17
20
25
34
52
70
90

100
.110
132
153
175
208
248
300
355
415
475

oxidising agent. It reacts with sulphites, sul-
phides, thioaulphates, tetrathionates, etc., to
give sulphates. Nitrous aeid is oxidised to
nitric as is a)so hydroxylamine sulphate at 60°.
Aqueous ammonia gives ammonium nitrite and
nitrate, but at -48° in ether thB crystalline com-
poiLid (NH4),jOa-H2O is deposited. Stannoua
salts give stannic, ferrous give ferric, etc. Con-
centrated H2OK oxidises As, Se and Te to
arsenic, selenic and telluric acids, while yellow
phosphorus reacts at 60° to form phosphino
and phosphorous and phosphoric acids.

Hydrogen peroxide reacts with HCI, HBr
and HI, but it is stabilised by HF (Maass and
Hiebert, J. Amer. CheLi. Soc. 1924, 46, 290).
The reaction with HCI is slow, the products
being HOCI, Cl^ and oxygen; HBr reacts
much mq,1^ rapidly.

Al and Mg dissolve slowly'in concentrated
H 2 O, forming hydroxides. Sodium amalgam
reacts j o r e strongly with H2O,j than with
water. Cu, Ag, Hg, Ni and Bi dissolve in
dilute HJJSO,, in the presence of HBOa , but Sn,
Pb, Au, Pt and Sb do not. The decomposition
of HaO» by Hg is a periodic phenomenon
(Okaya, Proc. Phys.-AIath. Soc. Japan, 1919,, 1,
283).

A large number of organic substances are
oxidised by H aOj, the extent of oxidation
depending on conditions such as concentration
and the presence of promoters {see below).
Polyalcohols give aldehydes; oxalic acid is
broken down into C O . and water; tartaric
a. i,l gives dihydroxymaleic acid; sugars form
ozonides; benzene is oxidised to phenol. In
alkaline solution H 2O a oxid^es R C S - N H R ' to
R C O - N H R ' . Alkaloids give new crystall
bases which arc often highly coloured. Indigo
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is slowly decolorised. An unusuaJ reaction
occurs between H2O2 and formaldehyde ir̂
alkaline solution, hydrogen gas being evolved:.

2HCHO+H2O2+2KOH
=2HCOOK+2H2O+H2

The oxidation of organic materials by H2O2 is
catalysed by some substances which themselves
accelerate its decomposition. For instance, in
the presence of ferric salts H2O2 oxidises
alcohol tn acetic acid. Walton and Graham
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 1641) studied
the catalysed oxidation by H2O2 of organic
acids such as succinic, lactic, etc., and also of
ethyfene glycol and glycerol to CO2 and water
with ferric chloride, CuO and CuSO4 as
catalysts. The addition of H2O2 to a]8- un-
saturated ketones (in ether or benzene) to give
the dihydroxyketones is catalysed by OsO4

(Butenandt and Wolz, Ber. 1938, 71 [B], 1483).
The oxidation of dienes by H2O2 is catalysed by
ferric hydroxide.

Organic materials such as paper inflame when
treated with highly concentrated H2O2.

Reduction.—Besides producing oxidation, the
nascent oxygen atom from H2O2 can attach
itself to a similar oxygen atom of other oxidising
agents, and thus apparently cause reduction
with the evolution of oxygen gas. For example,
potassium permanganate is reduced to MnO2

in alkaline solution or to MnSO4 in the presence
ofH 2SO 4:

2KMnO4+5H2O2+3H2SO4

=K2SO4+2MnSO4+8H2O+5O2

Ferricyanides are reduced to ferrocyanides in
alkaline solution, but in acid or neutral solution
the reverse reaction occurs. Silver oxide is
reduced to metallic silver; NaOl gives N a l ;
Ca(OCI)2 gives CaCI2.

Formation of Per-Compounds.—The true per-
compounds contain the —O—O— bridge; a
large number are known to exist, but many are
unstable. Many per-compounds are formed
directly from H2O2 which can be regarded as a
very weak acid. The addition of H2O2 to an
aqueous solution of Nat)H gives sodium per-
oxide, Na2O2. Unstable peroxides of Zn, Mg,
Cd are formed by the action of H2O2 on the
metal hydroxide^; those of Zr, Ce,»Th, Y,
La, Sm are obtained from the oxides. The
addition of ammonia to a t>lution of CaCI2

and H.O2 precipitates CaO2.
Sulphuric acid reacts with H2O3 to give Caro's

acid, permonosulphuric acid, HO-OS0 2 -OH;
similarly acetic acid yields peracetic acid. Per-
monophosphoric acid is not formed in this way
from orthophosphoric acid, but can be made by
the reaction: 2H 2O 2+P 2O 6+H 2O=2H 3PO 5 .
The true percarbonates (K2C2O6, Na2CO4) are
not obtainable directly from H2O2, only the
carbonate perhydrates being formed :{v.i.).
Many per-compounds are strongly coloured;
for example, the addition of H2O2 to solutions
of TiO2 gives the intense yellow of pertitanic
acid (hydrated Ti O3). Perchromates are formed

adding H9O2 to soluble chromates (v.fQ \J\J OV1U V1V VMlVIUUIVVIil V*'*

/ol. Il l , U4a). Salts of Mo, Ce, Va, Nb U
and W also give coloured (mostly yellow) solu-
tions of unstable per-compounds. For example,

uranyl nitrate and H2O2 form UO4*2H«O2.
Pertantalates are white powders (see Emele*us
and Anderson, " Modern Aspects of Inorganic
Chemistry," G. Routledge, London, 1938,
p. 356).

Addition Reactions.—A number of stable com-
pounds can be prepared from H2O2 by simple
addition. H2O2 combines with ammonium sul-
phate, sodium sulphate, borate, phosphate,
acetate and arsenate as " hydrogen peroxide of
crystallisation." It forms crystalline com-
pounds such as Na2O2-2H2O2 with the alkali
and alkaline earth peroxides.

The " sodium perborate " (" Perborax," " Per-
oxydol") of industry is NaBO2H2O2 ,3H2O
and can be made by mixing sodium borate solu-
tion, with hydrogen peroxide in the cold (v.
Vol. II, 51d-52b). When dry, it is completely
stable, while its solutions possess -oxidising
powers like H2O2. It is used extensively in
washing powders and for bleaching. A large
number of sodium carbonate perhydrates such
as 2Na2CO3-3H2O2 and a series

(Na2CO3-H2O)xH2O2

where z=*i, 1, H, 2, 2£ are known. They can
be prepared by adding anhydrous sodium car-
bonate to a suitable amount of H2O2 solution.
The carbonate perhydrates are more stable
(and therefore of greater technical importance)
than the true percarbonates. Many phosphate
perhydrates and silicate perhydrates can be
obtained similarly.

Hydrogen peroxide forms addition compounds
with acetamide, urethane, succinimide, aspara-
gine, pinacol,' stryofenine, erythrose and man-
nose. Addition compounds 'cu H2O2 with
ammonia, ethylamine, propylamine, butylamine
and pyridine have been obtained from ethereal
solution.

Of special interest is the compound

CO(NH2)2H2O2

("Hyperol," " Perhydrite," "Ortizon") whicji
is prepared by cooling a solution of urea dis-
solved in 30% H2O2 to -5° . It is a stable
white powder, soluble in 2£ parts of water. It
provides a convenient form of " solid " H2O2

for pharmaceutical and analytical purposes
(Booer, Chem. and Ind. 1925, 44, 1137).

DECOMPOSITION.

Hydrogen peroxide is thermochemically un-
stable ; its decomposition into water and oxygen
is exothermic to the extent of 23,450 cal. per g.-
mol. However, pure H2O2 and its pure solu-
tions keep well at ordinary temperatures and
decompose only comparatively slowly when
heated, with the exception that the pure liquid
explodes at about l£l°C. Apparently the true
homogeneous decomposition of liquid or vapour
requires a high energy of activation, and even^he
slow reaction of H2O2 vapour in a quartz flask
at 85° occurs heterogeneously on the walls, but
the decomposition is greatly accelerated by the
catalytic action of solid surfaces (particularly
carbon, platinum and manganese dioxide); by
heavy metal ions (notably Fe and Cu, but also
salts and oxides of Pb, Hg, Co, N i and Mn, etc.);
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by natural enzymes; or by irradiation with
ultra-violet light or JT-rays.

Very concentrated HaO2 explodes when
brought into contact with an effective catalyst
such as MnO2.

Catalysis at the surfaces of dispersed solids
has been the subject of many investigations.
The most effective material known is an osmium
sol which still exerts a strong catalytic action
at dilutions as great as 10~9 g. per c.c. Other
metals in colloidal form (particularly Pd, Pt,
Ir, Au and Ag) are also very effective, as are
MnO2, Co2O3, PbO2 and copper peroxide.
High surface area naturally enhances the effect
of a solid (sugar charcoal, for instance, is very
active)* but the nature of the solid is particularly
important. According to Wright and Rideal
(Trans. Faraday Soc. 1928, 24, 530) the velocity
of catalytic decomposition of H2O2 by sugar
charcoal, iron oxide, Mg(OH)2, kaolin, WO8,
glass, CrCI,, ZnO and silica gel is very depen-
dent on traces of acids, alkalis or heavy metals,
and it reaches a maximum at a pE corresponding
to the isoelectric point of the surface. On the
other hand, haemin and the chemically related
iron compounds of the porphyrin group exert
an enormous and virtually specific* catalytic
effect on the decomposition of H2O2. Natural
enzymes possessing the specific property of
destroying hydrogen peroxide occur widely in
animal and vegetable tissues and are known
collectively as " catalases " (q.v.).

The metal-sol catalysts (Pt, Ag, etc.) are very
susceptible to " poisoning " by minute quantities
of sulphides, arsine, HCN, CO, HgCla, phos-
phine, phosphorus, CS2, phenol, strychnine,
iodine, etc., thereby their 'catalytic activity is
largely reduced:, or destroyed (see, for example,
Bredig and Ikeda, Z. physikal. Chem. 1901,
37, 1). The effectiveness of positive catalysts
is also impaired to a greater or less extent by
many capillary-active substances which are
probably preferentially adsorbed on the surface
of J)he solid; among these are alcohols, ketones,
: ric acid, barbituric acid, etc.

Stabilisers.—Solution of HaO2 are slowly
decomposed by alkalis (as, for example, from
soda-glass bottles), and hence their stability is
improved by acids (e.g. 0*1% of H2SO4 or
H3PO4). In addition, a very large number of
substances have been proposed as general
stabilisers; phenacetin and salicylic acid (0-1-
0*5 g. per litre) are suitable for pure H2O2

solutions; other substances claimed include:
pyro- and meta-phosphates of Na, Mg, Ca,
Sn, magnesium and sodium silicates, sodium
benzoate, acetanilide, methyl p-hydroxyben-
zoate (" nipagin"), hexamine, tannin, a-
naphthylamine, numerous alcohols, ketones,
aldehydes, amides, ether, glycerol, pyrogallol,
oxalic acid and many other diverse organic com-
pounds. Sodium and calcium chlorides are
appreciably preservative if used in large amount.
Modern pure preparations of H«O2 scarcely
need stabilising, but in technical use-, as in
bleaching baths, destructive impurities may be
introduced, and a suitable stabiliser may reduce
loss of peroxide.

Storage.—Stabilised H2O2 solutions can be
stored in glass, porcelain or stoneware vessels,

while small quantities of pure 30% H2O2 are
'commonly kept in paraffin wax bottles. There
is some fire danger in the transport of 30% H2Oa

owing to its powerful oxidising action on organic
materials, but it has been found possible to store
large quantities in tanks of treated aluminium
or of certain aluminium and other alloys, pro-
vided suitable stabilisers are added. The
addition of ammonium nitrate or nitric acid
to H2O2 is said to retard the corrosion of
aluminium.

TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS.

Hydrogen peroxide is extensively used as a
bleaching agent, antiseptic and preservative on
account of its powerful oxidising properties.

Bleaching is carried out with warm, mildly
alkaline solutions containing suitable stabilising
agents such as water-glass. Injurious impurities
(e.g. traces of Fe and Cu) must be carefully ex-
cluded from the bleaching bath to avoid waste of
H2O2, and when not in use the bath may be
acidified to improve its stability. For mild
bleaching a concentration of about 0*2% H2O2

is used at 40-45°C, while more powerful action
can be obtained by using stronger solutions and
higher temperatures (e.g. 3% H2O2 at 80°C).
Hydrogen peroxide can be used to bleach
practically any material; among those men-
tioned in the literature are all forms of cotton,
wool, silk, linen (v. Vol. II, 10c, 17a, 18c), furs,
skins, wood, horse hair, parchment, feathers,
hoof, horn, bones, ivory, fats and oils. For
many purposes H2O2 may be replaced by its
stable solid derivates, the carbonate and borate
perhydrates. Sodium perborate may be in-
corporated in soaps and is extensively used in
laundering.

As a Disinfectant and Preservative.—Bacteria
are rapidly destroyed by dilute solutions of
H,O2: Staphylococci and diptheria bacilli are
killed by 1-75% H2O2 within 5 minutes (v.
Vol. IV, 19a). A 3% H2O2 solution has an
antiseptic power equivalent to 1 in 1,000 HgCI2

and has the advantage of being non-poisonous
(although concentrated. H2O2 blisters the skin).
Dilute H2O2 was formerly used as a preservative
for milk, meat, gelatin, glue and cocoa-milk
beverages but its use in food is not now per-
mitted (V FOOD PRESERVATIVES) ; fish has been
packed in ice containing H2O2. Cut flowers are
said to last much longer in very dilute H2O2.
It has also been suggested for disinfecting seeds
and as a leavening agent in place of yeast.

For pharmaceutical purposes the " 10-volume "
and " 20-volume " solutions with sodium pyro-
phosphate or urea as stabiliser are generally
used; and are further diluted a number of times.
The very dilute solution is useful for cleaning or
sterilising new or septic wounds and to stop
bleeding; as an eye lotion, gargle or mouth
wash; for external application in skin diseases;
for burns and scalds, and to whiten the teeth.
The solutions have a somewhat metallic taste.

DETECTION AND ESTIMATION.

Qualitative Identification.—The following are
probably the most sensitive and characteristic
of the numerous tests which are available for
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hydrogen peroxide. (1) The orange-coloured i
pertitanic acid is formed when HgOg is added I
to a solution of TiO2 in sulphuric acid (detects,
1 part H2O2 in 1-8 x 108 parts of water). (2) A
solution of HaO2 is treated with 1 drop of
dilute H2SO4, 2 c.c. of ether, and 1 drop of 1%
potassium dichromate, and shaken, the cha-
racteristic blue colour of perchromic acid is
formed in the ether layer (limit 0-2 mg. in 20 c.c).
(3) The guaiacum test is the most sensitive for
H2O2. The solution to be tested is mixed with
a fresh 1-2% solution of guaiacum resin in 90-
98% alcohol until a slight turbtfity develops;
then one drop of an extract of malt is added, a
blueacolour is produced which serves to detect
1 part of H2O2 in 5 x 107 parts of water. (4) The
solution containing H2O2 is added to a reagent
containing tartaric acid, potassium iodide and
ferrous sulphate; after mixing, 5 or 6 drops of
NaOH solution are added, a violet colour is
formed (detects 1 in 25 xlO6). (5) Several sensi-
tive spot tests are available, such as the bleach-
ing of lead sulphide paper, the formation of
Prussian Blue from a solution containing ferric
chloride and potassium ferricyanide, or the for-
mation of a red or blue gold colloid by reduction
of gold salts. (See also Vol. II, 574a.)

Quantitative Determination.—(1) By titration
with potassium permanganate solution in the
presence of a large excess of sulphuric acid,

2KMnO4+5H2O2+3H2SO4

= K2SO4+2MnSO4+8H2O+5O2

1 c.c. of tf/10 KMnO4=0-001701 g. of H2O2.
This method cannot be used if organic pre-

servatives are present.
(2) The reaction with N/10 iodine and alkali

subsequently acidified gives in effect:

H2O2+2KI+H2SO4=l2+KaSO4+2H20

the liberated iodine being titrated with sodium
thiosulphate using starch at the end-point in
the usual way.

(3) With titanous chloride. On treating H2O2

with a dilute solution of Ti2Q3 in the presence
of acid the deep orange colour of pertitanic acid
develops. This may be lised to estimate H2O2

directly by colorimetry, or alternatively, further
Ti2O3 may be added until the colour is just
bleached; the end-point is sharp.

Ti2O3+3H2O2=2TiO3+3H2O
2TiO3+2Ti2O3=6TiO2

The titanous chloride is standardised in an inert
atmosphere with iron alum; when the Fe'"
colour has practically disappeared a drop of
potassium thiocyanate solution is added and the
titration continued to complete decoloration
(Knecht and Hibbert, Ber. 1905, 38, 3324).
This method of determining H2O2 is particularly
useful whea organic substances are present.

(4) Another method of determining H2O2 is
by measurement of the volume of oxygen
evolved when the solution is decomposed by
catalysts, by hypobromite or by potassium per-
manganate.

(5) Other methods based on potassium lodate,
eerie sulphate, sodium arsenite, or manganic sul-
phate are also applicable.

HYDROGEN SWELLS (v. Vol. V, 291a).
HYDROGENATION has come to be re-

garded as the combination of organic substances
with hydrogen under the influence of a catalyst;
the present article is concerned with the labora-
tory aspects of the subject. Articles on hydro-
genation reactions of special importance in in-
dustry will be found in the appropriate places
in the Dictionary.

Historically the first example of a catalytic
hydrogenation was the production of methyl-
amine by passing a mixture of hydrogen and
hydrogen cyanide over platinum black (Debus,
Annalen, 1863, 128, 200). The development of
this vapour-phase method of hydrogenation is
due mainly to Sabatier and Senderens and their
co-workers (1897-1914). Since 1905 develop-
ment has been mainly along the lines of using
finely divided metals in the liquid phase (Will-
statter, Paal, Skita, Adams, Adkins). This
method of liquid-phase hydrogenation has, for
the most part, ousted the vapour-phase method
in laboratory, and largely in industrial, practice.

GENERAL.

VAPOUR-PHASE HYDROGENATION.

The apparatus in its simplest form consists of
a hard-glass combustion tube, packed with a
suitable catalyst and heated in a furnace (pre-
ferably electric). Hydrogen is passed through
the tube and the substance is most conveniently
introduced by bubbling the hydrogen through
the liquid material heated to a suitable tempera-
ture. Such an apparatus, was used by Sabatier
and Senderens in their classical series of investi-
gations (for summaries, see Ann. Chim. Phys.
1905, [viii], 4, 319; Sabatie/f transl. Reid,
" Catalysis in Organic Chemistry," 1923). The
following are two typical catalysts used in these
experiments:

(1) Pumice, broken up into small piecej, is
boiled with nitric acid, washed with water and
then ^saturated with a concentrated solution of
sufficient nickel nitrate to give a catalyst of tip
desired nickel content. The product is then
evaporated to dryness with good stirring and
finally heated in a nickel dish over a free flame
until the nickel nitrate is completely decomposed.
The product is packed into the hydrogenation
tube and, after sweeping out with hydrogen,
reduced by heating to 300-400° in a stream of
hydrogen. After cooling in hydrogen the tube
is ready for use.

(2) Sixty grams of kieselguhr, purified by boiling
with nitric acid and with water, are made into a
paste with an aqueous solution of nickel nitrate.
An excess of sodium carbonate solution is added
and the mixture is boiled fqr a few minutes.
After washing several times with hot water by
decantation, the precipitate is filtered off, dried
and then reduced as described for the pumice
catalyst.

Such catalysts may be used for the reduction
of ethtfenic linkages (at about 100-150°),
aromatic nuclei (about 200°), carbonyl- and
nitro-groups.

A somewhat analogous but much more con-
venient vertical apparatus has been devised by
Lush (J.S.C.I. 1923, 42, 219T; c/. Pelly, ibid.
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1927, 46, 449T). In this apparatus the catalys
consists of nickel turnings which, before use, are
first coated with an oxide film by anodic oxida-
tion and then reduced in hydrogen. The
apparatus may be used under pressure and has
found application on a semi-technical scale and
in laboratory operations; it is marketed by
Messrs. Technical Research Works, Ltd. The
apparatus is particularly suitable for routine
laboratory hydrogenations on 'a fairly large
scale; it has the advantage of being simple to
operate and requires no expensive catalyst.

LIQUID-PHASE HYDROGENATION.

Apparatus.—The simplest form of apparatus
may easily be assembled from ordinary labora-
tory equipment; it consists of a calibrated
hydrogen-reservoir connected to a hydrogenation
flask which is mounted for mechanical shaking
An arrangement for evacuating the flask is
necessary and it is an advantage to arrange also
for heating. To carry out a hydrogenation the
substance to be hydrogenated, dissolved or sus-
pended in a suitable solvent, is introduced into
the hydrogenation vessel together with the
catalyst. After evacuation, hydrogen is ad-
mitted and the flask is shaken until the required
amount of hydrogen has been taken up; the
flask is then once more evacuated, air is admitted,
the catalyst is filtered off and the product
isolated in an appropriate manner. Many forms
of apparatus of this type have been described in
detail in the literature (Paal and Gerum, Ber.
1908, 41, 813; Willstatter and Hatt, ibid. 1912,
45,1472; Skita and Meyer, ibid. 1912,45, 3594;
Stark, ibid. 1913,46,2335). A similar apparatus
adapted for working at pressures up to 3-5 atm.
has been deso^bed by Adams and Voorhees
/Organic Syntheses, 1928, 8, 10) and compact
modifications are marketed by several firms;
the hydrogen reservoir is a stout metal tank and
the; hydrogen-uptake is followed by the fall
in hydrogen pressure during the reaction. This
type of apparatus is well suited for goneral
laboratory use.

It is frequently necessary, or at any rate
desirable, to carry out hydrogenations at com-
paratively high temperatures and pressures.
Adkins (J. Amer. Ghem. Soc. 1933, 55, 4272)
has designed an apparatus suitable for hydro-
genations at temperatures up to 400° and pres-
sures up'to 300 atm. It consists essentially of
a specially designed autoclave mounted on a
shaker and fitted with an eiectrical heater. A
modification of this apparatus is marketed by
the Burgess-Parr Gompany.

The development of modern micro-methods
has led to the devising of a number of pieces of
apparatus for the*determination of the number
of double bonds in the molecule of a substance
by the hydrogenation ot a few milligrams of
material. Smith (J. Biol. Chem. 1932, 96, 35)
deWsed an apparatus in which the uptake of
hydrogen was measured directly by the diminu-
tion in volume under constant pressrre; an
improvement of this apparatus by Jackson and
Jones (J.C.S. 1936, 895; cf. Jackson, Chem. and
Ind. 1938, 57, 1076) is extensively used to-
day. The other widely used apparatus is that
of Kuhn and Mdller (Angew. Chem. 1934, 47,

145) in which the difference in volume between
,the hydrogen taken up by the substance and
ithat taken up by a control substance is measured.
Adams' platinum oxide catalyst (see below) is the
catalyst generally employed in these experi-
ments, the solvent being, usually, acetic acid,
decalin or methylcycZohexane.

Catalysts.—(1) Platinum Catalysts.—Of the
platinum catalysts in use to-day by far the most
popular is platinum black produced by reduc-
tion, in the hydrogenation vessel, of platinum
oxide prepared by the method of Adams, Voor-
hees and Shriner (Organic Syntheses, 1928,8,92)
This " Adams' catalyst" is prepared by fusinj
chloroplatinic acid with sodium nitrate at 500
550°. After use it may be re-worked by solution
in aqua regia followed by evaporation an<
fusion with sodium nitrate; if extensiveb
poisoned it may be necessary to purify it by con
version into ammonium chloroplatinate (Balde
schweiler and Mikeska, J. Amer. Cliem. Soc
1935, 57, 977) which can then be used directb
for the fusion with sodium nitrate (Bruce
Organic Syntheses, 1937, 17, 98; J. Amei
Chem. Soc. 1936, 58,- 687). Cook and Linsteac
(J.C.S. 1934, 952) recommend the use of potas
sium, instead of sodium, nitrate in the fusioi
and consider that a more active catalyst ii
obtained in this way. Short (J.S.C.I. 1936, 55
14T) describes a special apparatus for carrying
out the fusion. The following simplified pro
cedure has been found to give consistently gooc
results:

One gram of commercial chloroplatinic acic
is dissolved in 3 c.c. of water in a porcelaii
crucible and to the solution is added 10 g. oi
pure sodium nitrate. The mixture is evaporated
todryness over a small flame with stirring
Tlio full heat of the Bunsen flame is then applied
to the crucible and vigorous stirring is con-
tinued until the mass is completely molten and
the initial vigorous decomposition, which ic
accompanied by frothing, has abated. The
flame is then regulated so that the base of the
crucible is at a dull red heat and this temperature
is maintained, without stirring, for 30 minutes.
The cooled product is extracted with hot water,
filtered and the brown oxide washed well with
hot water and dried in a vacuum desiccator.
The yieH is almost theoretical.

Loew (Ber. 1890, 23, 289) prepared platinum
black by the reduction of platinum chloride
with formaldehyde in the presence of sodium
hydroxide. Many modifications of this method
have been described of which the following
(Willstatter and Waldschmidt-Leitz, ibid. 1921,
54 [B], 121) seems to give a very active catalyst:

Eight c.c. of a solution of chloroplatinic acid,
prepared from 2 g. of platinum and containing
gome hydrochloric acid, are mixed with 13 c.c.
of formalin. After cooling to -10°, 42 g. of
50% potassium hydroxide solution are added
dropwise with stirring, the temperature being
kept below 5°. When the addition is complete
the product is stirred at 55-60° for 30 minutes.
The platinum black is then washed by decanta-
tion (best in a cylinder), until the washings are
neutral and free from chloride. It is then filtered
off, care being taken to keep it covered with
water, lightly pressed between filter papers and
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dried in a vacuum desiccator. Access of air to
the catalyst must be avoided.

(2) Palladium Catalysts.—Palladium black,
may be prepared by methods analogous to those
described above for platinum black; thus
Shriner and Adams (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1927,
49, 1093) fuse palladous chloride with sodium
nitrate and Zelinsky and Glinka (Ber. 1911, 44,
2309) reduce palladous chloride with potassium
formate.

Usually, however, palladium is deposited on
an inert carrier. For this purpose charcoal
(Mannich and Thiele, Arch. Phajm. 1915, 253,
183), barium sulphate (Schmidt, Ber. 1919,
52 §B], 409) and alkaline-earth carbonates
(Busch and Stove, ibid. 1916, 49, 1064) have
found extensive application. For the prepara-
tion of palladised charcoal, palladous chloride
is dissolved in warm concentrated hydrochloric
acid; the requisite amount of active charcoal
(previousfy purified by boiling with hydrochloric
acid) is added to the diluted solution and the
whole is stirred or shaken in hydrogen with
the addition of some sodium acetate. The
palladised charcoal may dither be filtered off
and stored in a desiccator or used directly.
Zelinski, Packendorff and Leder-Packendorff
{ibid. 1933, 66 [B], 872; cf. Robinson and
Koebner, J.C.S. 1938, 1996) prepare a selective
catalyst by depositing both platinum and
palladium on active charcoal. -Of the other
carriers strontium carbonate gives an excellent
robust catalyst suitable for general use. For
the preparation of 2% palladised strontium car-
bonate, 30 g. of strontium carbonate are sus-
pended in 500 c.c. of water at 70°. A solution
of 1 g. of palladous chloride in a little warm
concentrated hydrochloric acid is stirred in.
After stirring at 70° for a few minutes fhe
catalyst is filtered off, washed, dried in the
steam-oven and stored; it is reduced, as
required, in the hydrogenation vessel.

(3) Colloidal Platinum and Palladium Catalysts.
—Paal and his co-workers (Ber. 1904, 37, 124;
1905, 38, 1401; 1908, 41, £05) developed a
catalyst which consists of a colloidal solution of
platinum or palladium protected by " sodium
lysalbate," a product of the alkaline hydrolysis
of egg albumen; this catalyst can only be used
in neutral or alkaline solution, since ihe pro-
tective colloid is sensitive to acid.

Skita and his co-workers (ibid. 1909, 42,1627;
1911, 44, 28C2; 1912, 45, 3579,3589) u3e gum
arabic as the protective colloid. A solution of
palladous chloride containing gum arabic is
added to a solution of the substance to be
hydrogenatcd in alcohol or acetic acid. The
c*at#lyst is formed by shaking in hydrogen,
after which the hydrogenation proceeds in the
usual way. Recently these colloidal catalysts
have fallen* into disfavour owing to the greater
robustness of such non-colloidal catalysts as
Adams' platinum oxide and palladised charcoal
or strontium carbonate.

(4) Nickel Catalysts.—-The outstanding nickel
catalyst for hydrogenation in the liquid phase
is Raney nickel, which has no serious rival
among nickel catalysts for this purpose. Raney
(U.S.P. 1628190) prepared his, catalyst by the
action of sodium hydroxide <5n a .nickel-

aluminium alloy of the composition Al2Ni.
This catalyst has been much used by Adkins
and his co-workers in connection with the high-
pressure hydrogenator mentioned above; the
following more active preparation is due to
Covert and Adkins (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932,
54, 4116).

Finely-ground nickel-aluminium alloy (300 g.)
is added over 2-3 hours to 300 g. of sodium
hydroxide in 1,200 c.c. of distilled water in a
4 litre beaker surrounded b/ ice. The mixture
is then heated for 4 hours to 115-120° with
occasional stirring. A further 400 c.c. of 19%
sodium hydroxide solution is then added and
the mixture kept at 115-120° until no more
hydrogen is evolved (about 3 hours). After
dilution to 3 litres the nickel is washed 6 times
with water by decantation and then alternately
by Suspension and by washing on a Buchner
funnel until the filtrate is neutral to litmus.
The nickel (which is pyrophoric when dry) is
then washed 3 times with 95% alcohol and
stored under alcohol in glass-stoppered bottles.
Raney nickel may retain about 17% of
alcohol, which may lead to ester formation in the
hydrogenation of acids, but it may be removed
by storage for some hours under ether or methyl-
cyclohemne (McClellan and Connor, ibid. 1941,63,
484). The outstanding characteristic of Raney
nickel is its activity as compared with other
nickel catalysts. Lieber and Smith (ibid. 1936,
58, 1417) enhance its activity by adding a
small amount of platinum chloride at the com-
mencement of the hydrogenation. Paul and
Hilly (Compt. rend. 1938, 206, 608) prepared an
iron catalyst, said to be specific for tjie semi-
hydrogenation of %cetylenic linkages, by a
similar process with an iron-aluminium alloy;
they have also described a modified process for
the preparation of Raney nickel (Bull. Soc. chim.
1936, [v], 3, 2330).

Adkins has also used a nickel-kieselguhr
catalyst produced by treatment of kieselguhr
with-.nickel nitrate and ammonium carbonate
followed by reduction at 450° (Covert, Connty
and Adkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932,54,1651);
this catalyst is less active than Raney nickel.
Sully (Chem. and Ind. 1939, 58, 282) prepares
an active catalyst by precipitation of nickel car-
bonate from nickel sulphate by means of sodium
catbonate; the precipitate is washed carefully
and reduced in hydrogen. It is claimed that
this catalyst (5%) will hydrogenate croton-
aldehyde to butyl alcohol in 5 hours at 80°'/200
lbs.

(5) Other Catalysts.—Among the many other
catalysts described in the literature the only
one whose action has been generally studied is
" copper chromite" (Connpr, Folkers and
Adkins, ibid. 1931, 53, 2012; 1932, 54, 1138).
In these two papers procedures for the prepara-
tion of a wide range of copper chromite catalysts
are described; the most active are made by
adding ammonia to a mixture of copper nitrite,
bariuminitrate and ammonium dichromate and
igniting the precipitate. Adkins and Connor
(ibid. 1931,53,1091) specially recommend copper
chromite for the hydrogenation of carbonyl
compounds to alcohols, of benzyl alcohols to
hydrocarbons, nitro-groups to amines and for
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the selective hydrogenation of double bonds.
Pyridine nuclei are readily hydrogenated but the
catalyst is inactive towards cyano-groups and
benzene nuclei. It is not so easily poisoned as
nickel and is best used at high pressures.

Faucounau (Bull. Soc. chim. 1937, [v], 4, 58,
63) has prepared active copper and cobalt
catalysts by the action of sodium hydroxide on
Devarda's alloy and the alloy Co2AI5,
respectively.

Solvents.—The' most widely used hydro-
genation solvents are ethyl alcohol, acetic acid,
ethyl acetate, ether, and saturated hydrocarbons
such as n-hexane, decalin and cycZohexane. It is
generally considered that acetic acid is the most
useful solvent from the point of view of rapidity
of hydrogenation (Willstatter and Hatt, Ber.
1912, 45, 1471; Skita and Meyer, ibid. 1912, 45,
3590); it is specially useful for the hydro-
genation of aromatic nuclei (Adams and Marshall,
J. Ainer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 1970). Carothers
and Adams (ibid. 1924, 46, 1675) investigated
the hydrogenation of aldehydes in a variety of
solvents but came to no very definite conclusions.
Maxted and Stone (J.C.S. 1938, 454), working
with crotonic acid and platinum, were unable to
correlate the rate of hydrogenation (corrected
for the vapour pressure of the solvent) with
any other property of the solvent.

Experimental Conditions.—In general, in-
crease of temperature leads to an increase in
the rate of hydrogenation, but this effect is
masked by the lowering of the partial pressure
of hydrogen in the reaction vessel consequent
on the rise in the vapour pressure of the sol-
vent; it is thus necessary to determine the
optimum temperature for'each case experi-
mentally. The^ate of hydrogenation usually
increases with increasing pressure, but here
again no general rule as to the magnitude of the
pressure effect can be given. The effect of
pressure is particularly marked with nickel
catalysts, with which there seems to be an
optimum pressure for many hydrogenatioMB (cf.
Adkins, Cramer and Connor, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1931, 53, 1402). In many cases increase
of pressure has been shown to give rise to the
formation of a different product (Skita, Ber.
1915, 48, 1486; Skita and Ritter, ibid. 1910, 43,
3393). The amount of catalyst used has also
an important effect. Within limits the rate of
hydrogedation increases with an increase in the
amount of catalyst added (cf. Paal and Schwartz,
ibid. 1915, 48, 994; Bourguel, Gredy and Rou-
bach, Bull. Soc. chim. 1931, [iv], 49, 897).
Another factor influencing the rate of hydro-
genation is the vigour of the shaking or stirring.

It frequently happens that a catalytic hydro-
genation comes to a standstill short of com-
pletion ; in such cases the catalyst may often
be re-activated by shaking or stirring with air
or oxygen. In specially difficult cases hydro-
geiwtion may be effected by boiling the sub-
stance with an excess of tetralin in the presence
of palladium black or palladised charcoal, the
tetralin being dehydrogenated to naphthalene
(Kindler and Peschke, Annalen, 1932, 497, 193;
1933, 501, 191).

Poisons and Promoters.—The literature on
catalyst poisons is both large and chaotic. In

general, mercury compounds are regarded as
poisons (Paal and Hartmann, Ber. 1918, 51,
-711); nevertheless the presence of a small
amount of metallic mercury in the hydrogenation
vessel seems to have little adverse effect, at any
rate with palladised charcoal and Adams'
catalyst. Compounds of sulphur (including
vulcanised rubber), arsenic compounds and
hydrogen cyanide are also stated to be poisons
(Hinrichsen and Kempf, ibid. 1912, 45, 2107;
Busch and Stove, ibid. 1916, 49, 1070; Kelber,
ibid. 1916, 49, 1868); for this reason Adams
and Voorhces (Organic Syntheses, 1928, 8, 14)
recommend that rubber tubing and stoppers
used in apparatus for catalytic hydrogenation
should be boiled out with 20% sodium hydroxide
and then with water. However, Truffault, in a
study of poisoning in catalytic hydrogenation
(Bull. Soc. chim. 1935, [v], 2, 244), found vul-
canised rubber to be ineffective as a poison.
Unsaturated substances obtained by dehydration
by means of thionyl chloride are frequently
resistant to hydrogenation owing to the presence
of small amounts of sulphur compounds; treat-
ment with a little ahlminium amalgam in moist
ether frequently brings about the removal of
these impurities (cf. Gaubert, Linstead and
Rydon, J.C.S. 1937, 1977). Partial poisoning
of the catalyst may be of value in increasing its
selectivity; thus a partially poisoned catalyst
is used in the Rosenmund hydrogenation of acid
chlorides to aldehydes (p. 359a). Maxted and
Morrish (ibid. 1940, 252) find that, in the case
of elements such as sulphur, selenium, tellurium
and phosphorus, the catalytic toxicity generally
disappears if the normally poisonous atom is
associated with a completely shared octet of
electrons.

Adams and his co-workers (J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1923,45,1071, 3029; 1924,46,1675; 1925,
47, 1047, 1098, 1147, 3061; 1926, 48, 477)
found that the addition of certain inorganic
salts affected the rate of hydrogenation; iron
salts, especially, markedly increase the rate of
hydrogenation of Idehydes.

Many authors have noted the effect of mineral
acids in small amount in speeding up hydro-
genation (Kindler, Brandt and Gehlhaar,
Annalen, 1934, 511, 209; Kindler and Peschke,
ibid. 1925, 519, 291; Brown, Durand and Mar-
vel, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936, 58,1594), and a
recent jstudy shows that the hydrogenation of
benzene with platinum black is markedly depen-
dent on pHy being fastest in acid, and almost
stopped in alkaline, solution (Foresti, Gazzetta,
1936, 66, 455, 464). Peroxides, such as benzoyl
peroxide and perbenzoic acid, have also been
found to increase the velocity of catalytic
hydrogenations (Thomson, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1934, 56, 2744).

General Considerations.—Owing to the
vastly different characters of the available
catalysts it is not possible to place them in any
definite order of effectiveness. For laboratory
hydrogenation the catalysts in greatest favour
are Adams1 platinum oxide catalyst, palladised
strontium carbonate or charcoal, and Raney
nickel. The most favoured solvents are ethyl
alcohol and acetic acid.

The effect of constitution on ease of hydrogena-
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fcion follows no very general rules, but the hydro-
genation of aromatic nuclei is more difficult
than that of ethyienic and acetylenic linkages
and carbonyl groups. Among ethylenic com-
pounds it has been observed by many workers
that the rate of hydrogenation decreases with
the accumulation of alkyl groups on the un-
eaturated carbon atoms (cf. Vavon et a/., Compt.
rend. 1923, 176, 898; 177, 401, 453; Lebedev,
Kobliansky and Yakubehik, J.C.S. 1925, 127,
417). It has been observed that the cydo-
pentane ring is sometimes opened in hydro-
genations at high temperatures (Zelinski,
Kazanski and Plate, Ber. 1933, (J6 [B], 1415;
1935, 08 [B], 1869; Denisenko, ibid. 1936, 69
[B], 1553, 1668, 2183).

Paal and Schiedewitz. (ibid. 1B27,60 [B], 1221;
1930, 63 [B], 766 ; Paal, Schiedewitz and
Rauscher, ibid, 1931, 64 [B], 1521) state that,
in general, the c is-forms of ethylenic compounds
are more fepidly hydrogenated than the trans;
Weygand, Werner and Lanzeudorf (J. pr. Chem.

'1938, [ii], 151, 231), however, find that this
conclusion is not universally valid. According
to Bourguel and Yvon (Compt. rend. 192fi, 182,
224) the partial hydrogenation of acetylenic
compounds yields cis-ethylonie compounds, A
stereochemical conclusion which ia much more
general ia the now classical Auwers-Skita rule
(Skita, Ber. 1920, 53 [B], 1792; von An were,
Annalen, 1920, 420, 84) which, states that
hydrogenation in neutral or alkaline solution
favours the formation of trans- compounds,
whereas hydrogenation in acid media leads to
eta- com pounds. This rule has proved of great
value in the assignment of configurations to
many products but its interpretation is, in cer-
tain cases, rather doubtful {Ruzicka, Briingger,
Eichenberger and Meyer, Helv. Chim. Acfh,
1934,17, 1407).

Iu a recent review {Chem, Soc. Annual Rep,
1937, 34, 221) Linstead remarks that " Hydro-
genation of unaaturated compounds over
platinum or palladium catalysts is now part ol
standard technique. By the improvement in
the activity of catalyst9 . .' it has become
possible to hydrogenate almost any description
of double bond, the operation being carried out
in the liquid phase or in solution at the ordinary
temperature and at the ordinary or very $ lightly
raised pressure. . "*. . Complete hydrogenation
has thus largely become a m attar of routine, anc
the main developments mitt nqw be ai the
improvement of selectivity." Several example!
of selective hydrogenation will be discussec
later, but certain results may be mentioned

-here. Dupont (Bull, Soc. cbim. 1936, [v], 3
1021,1030) found that Raney nickel was gene/all v
mcrd selective in its action than Adams' catalyst
in the hydrogenation of polyenes with this
catalyst step.wise reduction was the rule as it was
in the case of acetylenes. Similar results were
however, obtained by Bourguel {Bull. Soc. chim
1927, [iv], 41, 1446) with a platinum catalyst
The work of Adkins on high pressure hydro
genation with Raney nickel and copper chromiU
has led to the possibility of achieving remarkably
selective hydrogenation. Thus, since coppe
chromite is inactive to benzene nuclei, whereas
Raney nickel is inert towards eater groups, i t i

)os8ible to hydrogenate one and the same
rom&tic eater to an aromatic alcohol, with
jopper chromite, or to a cyc/ohexane ester, with
laney nickel. A moat remarkable selective
lydrogenation is the reduction of butyl oleate
o the corresponding unsaturafred octadecenol

using a zinc-chromium oxide catalyst (Sauer
and Adkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1937, 59, 1).

SPECIAL.,
The remainder of this article deals, in detail,

with the hydrogenation of various important
classes of compound.

Ethylenic Compounds.—In general carbon-
carbon double bonds are readily hydrogenated
even with comparatively inert catalysts; car-
joxyl groups do not interfere and it is generally
possible, by correctly choosing the experimental
;onditions, to hydrogenate the ethylenic linkage
n an unsaturatcd carbonyl compound without

affecting the carbonyl groups (cf. Skita, Ber.
1908, 41, 2938; Skita and Ritter, ibid. 1910, 43,
J393; Paal, ibid. 1912, 45, 2221; Vavon, Ami.
cbim. 1914, [ix], i, 193). A useful table showing
ihe relative ease of hydrogenation (Adams1

catalyst) cf a wide range of ethylenic com-
pounds is given by Kern, Shriner and Adams
[J. Araer. Chem. Soc. 1925, 47,1147); attention
lias already been drawn to the fact that the rate
of hydrogenation of an ethylenic linkage is
reduced by the accumulation of substituents
cf. Zartman and Adkins, ibid. 1932, 54, 1668);

Lebedev and Flatonov, J.C.S. 1930, 321). Poal
(Ber. 1912, 45, 2221) studied the stepwiae
hydrogenation of a series of dienic compounds;
he concluded that stepwise hydrogenation only
occurred when the double bonds^ere separated
by at least 1 carbon atom, thus:

m
PhCH:CHCH:CHCOMe

+ 2H, PhCHg-CHj-CHj-CHj-COifle

but

PhCH:CHCOCH:CHPh

_ J ^ . PhCH,-CHs-CO-CH:CHPh

Similar phenomena are observed with terpene
derivatives (cf. Waltach, Annalen, 1911,381, 51),
e.g. limonene:

+ H,

If a relatively inactive catalyst is used it is
frequently possible to obtain good yieldB of the
pure mo no-unsaturatcd compound in this way
(e.g, caryophyllene -> dihydrocaryophyllene;
Deuasen, ibid. 1912,388, 156; J. pr. Chem. 1926,
[iij, 114, 83).
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Acetylenic Compounds are usually very
rriidily hydrogenated under mild conditions.
Two-stage hydrogenation:

-I H.> + hU
RC;CR'—-> RCH:CHR' • RCH2 CH,R'

has frequently been observed, especially with
palladium catalysts (cf. Paal et al.r Ber. 1909,
42,3930; 1915,48,1202; Kelber and Schwartz,
ibid. 1012, 45, 1946; Bourguel, Bull. Soc. chim.
1927, [iv~\, 41, 1475}. Platinum catalysts are
not so effective in bringing about this partial
hydrogenation, mixtures of saturated and
ethylenic compounds being produced (Paal and
Schwartz, Ber. 1918, 51, 640; Salkind et al., J.
RUM. Phys. Chem. Soc. 1914, 45, 1875; 1917,
49. 130; Ber. 1933, 66 [BJ, 321; J. Gen. Chem.
U.S.S.R. 1933,3,91; 1936,6,1085; 1937,7, 740,
1235). Raney nickel (Dupont, Bull. Soc. chim.
1936, [v], 3, 1030; Campbell and O'Connor, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1939, 61, 2897) and the'iron
catalyst prepared similarly (Paul and Hilly,
Compt. rend. 1938, 206, 608; Thompson and
Watt, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1940, 62, 2555) are
effective catalysts for the semi-hydrogenation
of acetylenes. U.S.P. 1920242 describes the
partial hydrogenation of vinylacvtylene to
butadiene. Bourguel (Compt. rend. 1925, 180,
1753) finds that the hydrogenation of acetylenic
compounds with colloidal palladium at low
temperatures usually yields the eis-form of the
ethylenie product.

Aromatic Nuclei.—The hydrogenation of
the benzene nucleus is a more difficult process
than that of the ethylenic double-bond; it is
beat brought about with a platinum catalyst
in acetic acid solution (Willstatter and Hatt,
Ber. 1912, 45V 1471; Skita and Meyer, ibid.
1912, 45, 3589)7 Adams and Marshall (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 1972) give a useful table
of the relative rates of hydrogenation of a range
of aromatic compounds with Adams' catalyst
in iicetic acid. Copper chromite is not effective
for the hydrogenation of aromatic nuelej, but
benzene and its homologues are hydrogenated
over Raney nickel at 120-1757100 atm.;.. the
accumulation of phenyl groups renders hydro-
genation more difficult (Adkins, Zartman and
Cramer, ibid. 193), 53, 1425; Zartman and
Adkins, ibid. 1932, 54, 1668). Benzenoid com-
pounds are also fairly readily hydrogenated by
the method of Sabatier and Senderens (Compt.
rend. 1901, 132, 210, 566, 1254); in the ease of
compounds containing several isolated benzene
nuclei it is possible to hydrogenate these succes-
sively (Sabatier and Murat, ibid. 1912, 154,
1390,1771; 155,385; Godchot, ibid. 1908,147,
1057). It is interesting to' note that, whereas
most diphenyl derivatives can be hydrogenated
norfially, certain compounds which are optically
active owing to res t r i c t rotation are very
resistant to hydrogenation (Waldeland, Zartman
and Adkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1933,55,4234).
Wilatatter and King (Ber. 1913, 46, 527), using
platinum black, brought about the hyflrogsna-
tion of styrene in two stages :

PhCH:CH
+ H-

+ PhCrVCH,
+ 3H.

H

Sabatier and Senderens (Compt. rend. 1901,
132, 1257) succeeded in hydrogenating naph-
thalene to tet.rahydronaphthalene (tetralin);
Leroui (ibid. 1904, 139, 672), using more
drastic conditions, converted this into deca-
hydronaphthaleno (decalin). Using a nickel
catalyst at 250°/I20 atm., Ipatiev (Ber. 1907,
40, 1281) brought about the two-stage hydro-
genation of naphthalene:

+ 2H,

Decalin.

Willstatter and his co-workers made a careful
study of the hydrogenation of naphthalene over
platinum black in acetic acid; they were able to
demonstrate the successive formation of the
dihydro-, tetrahydxo- and decahydro-com-
pounds (ibid. 1912, 45, 1471; 1913, 46, 527).
Willstatter and Seitz (ibid. 1924, 57 [B], 683)
showed that the decalin 80 obtained was the
pure ciVcompound, whereas nickel at 160°
yields chiefly trans-decalin. The most important
work on the hydrogenation of naphthalene is
probably that of Schroeter (Annalen, 1922,
426, 1) who worked out a method, using a
nickel catalyst at 200°/12-15 atm., for the
production of tetralin in large quantities. Since
naphthalene ie produced as a by-product in
quantities greatly in excess of requirements, its
hj Irogenation to useful solvents ha3 become of
great technical importance (B.P. 147474,147476,
147580, 147747, 172688, 322445; U.S.P.
1733908,1733909; G.P. 299012,324861, 324862,
324863; cf. B.P. 304403). Musser and Adkins
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1938, 60, 664) find that
naphthalene majj be hydrogenated to tetralin
over Raney nickel at 100°; with copper
chromite a higher temperature (200°) is required,
but the reaction stops completely at the tetralin
stage. Lush (J.S.C.1.1927,46, 454T) finds that,
with a nickel catalyst, valour-phase hydro-
genation of naphthalene yields exclusively
tetralin, while uecalin is produced in liquid-
phase hydrogenation; he suggests that this
is due to a difference in orientation at the cataly-
tic surface in the two phases. On the other
hand, MaiJlard (Compt. rend. 1933, 197, 1422)
Snds that, in the liquid phase, decalin is pro-
duced directly at 20°, whereas tetralin forma an
intermediate product at all temperatures above
90*

Godchot {Ann. Chim. Phys. 1907, [viii], 12,
468; Bull. Soc. chim. 1907, [iv], 1,724) observed
stepwise hydrogenation of anthracene to tctra-
hjdro-, octahydro- and perhydro-anthracenea in
the vapour phase over an active nickel catalyst,
and similar results were obtained by pressure
hydrogenation (Ipatiev, Jakovlev and Rakitin,
Ber. 1908, 41, <mi.i). s.-liroeter (ibid, 1924, 57
[B], 2003) found that anthracene undergoes
hydrogenation with a nickel catalyst at 120-



lo0o/10-20 atm., to the octahydro-compound
in three stages:

S
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+2HS

Fries, Schilling and Littmann (ibid. 1932,65 [BJ.
1494} state that the l:2:3:4-tetrahydro-com-
pound is formed by two simultaneous reactions,
viz. a slow reaction through the 9:10-dihydride
and a fast direct reaction., Further hydrogena-
tion yields perhydroantnraceno, which is ob-
tained in di Be rent stereoisomeric forms accord-
ing to the catalyst and solvent used. Martin and
Hugtsl (Bull. Soa chim. 1933, [iv], 53,1500) have,
however, brought forward evidence in support
of Schroeter's view of the course pf the reaction.
According to Waterman, jLeendertso and
Cranendonk(Rec. trav. chim. 1939,58,83) hydro-
genation of anthracene over a nickel-kieselguhr
catalyst yields first octahydroanthracene and
then a mixture of perhydroanthraeenes.

The earlier results on the hydrogenation • of
phenanthrene (Breteau, Compt. rend. 1905,140,
942 j Schmidt and Metzger, Ber. 1907,40, 42j40;
Ipatiev, Jakovlev and Rakitin, ibid. 1908, 41,
996 \ Schmidt and Fischer, ibid. 1908, 41, 4252;
Padoa and Fabris, Gazzetta, 1909, 39, 333) are
somewhat conflicting. It was shown, however,
by Schroeter (Ber. 1924,57 [B1,2025; Schroeter,
Miiller and Huang, ibid, 1929, 62 [B], 645) that
the reaction took the following course:

The symmetrical octahydride can be prepared
in good yield by tiiia, method (van de Kamp and
Mosettig, J. Amer. Cheni. Soc. 1935; 57, 1107);
recently Durland and Adkins {ibid. 1937,59,135)
working with Raney nickel and copper chromite,
have shown that, by varying the experimental
conditions, considerable amounts of the un-
symmetrical octahydride may be obtained. The
pure 9:I0-dihydride may be prepared in quantity
by selective hydrogenation using a special copper
chromite cataiyst (Burger jknd Mosettig, ibid.
1935, 57, 2731 ; 1936, 68, 1857).

J. von Braun and Irraisch (Ber. 1932, 65 [B],
883) found that chrysene is hydrogenatcd over a
nickel catalyst in three stages ;

These workers were unable to obtain the
perhydro-compound, but SpiLker (Angew.
Chem. 1935, 48, 368) succeeded in preparing this
by using specially pure chrysene in decalin
solution.

Benzene Derivatives.—According to the
conditions, a phenol may be hydrogenated either
to the corresponding cydohexanol or to the

foh

OH

The initial formation of the enolic form of the
cychhexanone postulated in the above scheme
has been substantiated by the work of Grignard
and Mingasson (Compt. rend. 1927, 185, 1552).
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In the vapour-phase hydrogenation of pheno
over nickel, Sabatier and Senderens {ibid. 1903
137, 1027) found that the amount of cyclo
hexanone formed increased with rise of tempera
ture. The mixture formed from phenol by
hydrogen&tion at 180° may be converted into
pure cycfohexanol by rehydrogenation wit!
nickel at 150-170° and into pure cyciohexanon*
by dehydrogenation over copper at 330°
homologues behave similarly (Sabatier ant
Mailhe, ibid. I905/-140, 350;' 1000, 142, 553)
Willstatter and Hatt (Ber. 1912, 45, 1471)
using platinum black in acetic acid, obtained a
mixture of ct/dohexanol and cyciohexanone from
phenol; however, a convenient laboratory
method for the hydrogenation of phenol to
cydohexnnol with Adams' catalyst in acetic acic
has been described (Adams and Voorhccs
J. Amer. Cheni. Soc. 1922, 44, 1404). Brochet
(Compt. rend. 1922, 175, 583; Bull. Soc. chim
1922, [ivj, 31, 1270) studied t ic pressure hydro-
genation of a number of phenols to the corre-
sponding cyclohex&nols over nickel. In recenl
years cyc/ohexanone (q.t.) (" Seztone ") and cyclo-
hexanol (q.v.) (" Sextol "; " Hexalin ") and their
homologues have become technically important
as inexpensive solvents and large quantities are
produced by the hydrogenation of phenol and
the cresola (UJB.P. 1247629, 1643619; G.P.
444665, 473900). The hydrogenation of poly
phenols is not generally very satisfactory
(Sabatier and Sendorens, Ann. Chim. Phys.
1905, [viii], 4, 428; Sabatier and Mailhe, Compt.
rend. 1908, 146, 1193; Ipatiev and Lougovoy,
J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc. 1914, 46, 470; Wie-
land and Wishart, Bur. 1914, 47, 2082; Von
Braun, Haensel and Zobel, ,^nnalen, 1928, 462,
2S3).

a- and /J-NapA'thols on reduction over nickel
«L 130e give 85% and 75% respectively of the
l:2:3:4-tctniln uro-derivative and 15% and 25%
respectively of the 5:6:7:8-tetrahydro-dfcrivative
(Brtichet and Cornubert, Compt, rend. 1921,
172, 1499; Bull. Soc. chim. 1922, [iv], 31,
1280). Schroeter (Annalen, 1922, 426, 83)
obtained large amounts of a-tetralone anil of
tetralin in the hydrogenation of a-naphthol at
200*; at lower temperatures n-tetralone was the

• chief product. With j3-naphthol less de-oxy-
genation was observed (c/. HiickeU ibid. 1927,
451, 109). Complete hydrogenation of tho
naphthols ields a- and 0-deealols (Leroux,
Compt. rend. 1905,141, 953; Ann. Chim. Phys.
1910, JViii], 21, 483; Ipatiiv, Ber. 1907, 40,
1281; G.P. 444665).

Sabatier and Murat (Compt. rend. 1912, 154,
923) wero unable to hydrogenate benzoic acid
with nickel at 170-180" but found that benzoic
esters were readily converted into the cyclo-
hexane derivative^1. Ipatiev and his co-workers
(Ber. 1908, 41, 1001 ; 19S6, 59 [B], 306) were
able to bring about the smooth hydrogenation of
the alkali salts of aromatic acids by using nickel
ondar pressure. This method is to be preferred
when the vapour-phase hydrogenation of the
ester is accompanied by decarboxylatiorf'; thus,

I hyl phthalate yields carbon dioxide and the
esters of phthalie and beuzoic acids, whereas
potassium phthalate gives potassium cych-
nex&ne-l:2-dicarboxylatu in good yield (Ipatiev

and Philipev, ibid. 1908, 41, 1001). Skita and
Meyer (ibid. 1912, 45, 3589) were able to hydro-
genate benzoic acid successfully with colloidal
^alJadium in acetic acid, and Willatatter and
Jaquet (ibid. 1918, 51, 707) studied the hydro-
genation of several aromatic acids with platinum
black in acetic acid; the latter authors noticed
the interesting fact that hydrogenation was
rendered very much more difficult by the
presence of even small traces of the acid
anhydride. The hydrogenation of ethyl ben-
zoate with Adams' catalyst in efch'yl alcohol
has been described by Gray and Marvel (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1925, 47, 2799). The presence of a
hydroxyl group appears to facilitate the hydro-
genation of aromatic acids; thua, Balai, and
Srol (Coll. Czech Chem. Comm. 1929, 1, 685;
cf. Edson, J.S.C.l. 1934, 53, 138T) were able to
hydrogenate hydro xy ben zoic acids under very
mild conditions.

The hydrogenation of aromatic ".mines is
complicated by the formation of by-products.
Thus Sa bit tier and Senderena .(Compt. rend.
1904, 138, 457, 1257) found that, in the vapour-
phase hydrogenation of aniline over nickel, not
only was eyc/ohexylamine formed by the
normal reaction, but the secondary amines
dicyefohexyiamine and cye/ohexylanibne were
also produced, ammonia being eliminated.
The same side-reactions are observed with other
catalysts, e.g. nickel under pressure (Ipatiev,
Ber. 1908, 41,'991), Wills tatter's platinum black
(Willstatter and Hatt, ibid. 1912, 45, 1471).
This type of side-reaction does not occur with
sec- and (erf-aromatic amines (Sabatier and
Senderens, ibid. 1904, 138, 1257; Darzens, ibid.
1909, 149, 1001). Adam's catalyst has been
used successfully in the hydrogenation of
anrjnatie amines (Hiers and Adams, ibid, 1926,
59 [B], 1B2).

HeterocycMc Compounds.—The hydro-
enation of many hetcrocyclic compounds by tho

Sabatier-Senderens technique i« unsatisfactory
owing to ring-fission, but Darzens (Compt. rend.
1909, 149, 1001) successfully hydrogenated
quinoline over nickel at 160-180° to the 1:2:3:4-
tetrahydro-derivative:,

+2H.

Pressure hydrogenation has also been employed
successfully (Von Braun, Petzold and Seemann,
Bor. 1922, 65 [B], 3779; Sadikov and Mik-
hailov, ibid. 1928, 61 [B], 421, 1797; J.O.S.
1928*438); the nature of the product is de"en-
dent on the nature and position of the aubsti-
;uents (Von Braun e(ai., Ber. 1923, 56 [B], 1338,
347). Platinised asbestos appears to be a
perially useful catalyst for the hydrogenation of

pyridine to pipcridinc (Zelinsky and Borisoff,
bid. 1924, 57 [B], 150). The hydrogenation of a
arge number of pyridine and qitinoline deriva-
ives with colloidal palladium was studied by
SkiU and bit co-workers (ibid. 1912, 45,
S312, 3579; 1916, 49, 1597; 1924, 57 [B],
977); gum arabic was used as the protective
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colloid and the presence of acetic acid
advantageous except in the case of pyridine
which was beat hydrogenated in the presence of
hydrochloric acid. Adams' platinum oxide*
catalyst is not effective for the hydrogenation
of free pyridine, but the hydrochloride is readily
hydrogenated in alcoholic solution (Hamilton
and Adama, J. Aroer. Chem, Soc. 1928, 50,
2260). Using colloidal platinum, quinoline has
been hydrogenated to a mixture of stereoisomeric
decahydro-compounds i

+5H,

(Huckel and Stepf, Annalen, 1927, 468, 163;
Lehmstcdt, Ber. 1927, 60 [B], 1370). Recently,
Raney nickel has. been found to be an excellent
catalyst for the hydrogenation of pyridine and
its derivatives (Adkins and Connor, J, Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1931, S3, 1091; Adkins Kuick,
Farlow and Wojcik, ibid. 1934, 56, 2425),. sub-
Btituents in the 2- and 6- 'positions facilitating
the hydrogenation; a special palladised nickel
catalyst has also hoen recommended (Ushakov,
Livshitz and Zhdanova, Bull. Soc. chim. 1935,
[v], 2, 573). M. De Jong and Wibaut (Rec. trov.
chim. 1930, 49, 237) used Adams' catalyst in
acetic acid for the hydrogenatioir of pyrroleB to
pyrrolidinea and observed that substitution
facilitated hydrogenation; a similar observation
has been made with Raney nickel (Signaigo
and Adkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 58,
709; Rainey and Adkina. ibid. 1939, 61, 1104).

The hydrogenation of furfural in the vapour-
phase over nickel is a complicated process, the
following reactions taking place:

CHO

CH3 C

IMHII.

OMe

CH,-OH

CHjMeCH^CHMeOH

(Padoa and Ponti, Atti R. Accad. fdacei, 1906
15, (ii), 610; cf. F.P. 639756). Scheibler^ H.
schtTk and Friese (Ber. 1924, 57, 1443) attempted
to hydrogenate furfural to tetra hydro furfural
in order to protect the aldehyde group they em
ployed the diethylacetal and the diacetate, o
which only the latter gave satisfactory results
Kaufmann and Adams (J. Amer. Chem. Soc
1923, 45, 3029) found that tetrahydrofurfury
alcohol was the main product of the hydrogena
tion of furfural with Adams' catalyst in alcoholi
solution; ferric chloride is a marked promote
for this reaction. Tetrahydrofurfuryl alcoho
is now1 made on a largo scale for use as a solven
fin t]
is nov

U.S.P. 1703697). Wienhaus (Bar. 1913,
927; 1920, 53 [B], 1656) haa successfully
ydrogenated furan rings with a colloidal pal-
adium catalyst. Pyrones may be smoothly
ydrogenated in the nucleus with colloidal
laUadram <>r with nlatinmn lAm-k (Botsoha el dL,
bid. 1915, 48, 682; 1926, 59 [B], 237).

Carbonyl Compounds.—Hydrogenation of
carbooyl compound may yield either an alcohol

or a hydrocarbon:
*

= 0 CHOH

With platinum black, alcohol formation occurs
readily with aromatic aldehydes and with cyclic
tetones; in other caaea the reaction is generally
slower. In those cases in which much hydro-
carbon tends to be formed (e.g. citral, acetone,
acetoacetic ester, acetophenone) the use of
aqueous alcohol as solvent diminishes the yield
of hydrocarbon (Vavon, Compt. rend. 1911,153,
68;- Ann. Chim. 1914, [ix], 1, 148 ; Shriner and
AdamB, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1924, 46, 1683).
Faillebin (Ann. Chim. 1925, [x], 4, 15fl) observed
that the presence of traces of iron or aluminium
in the pUtinum catalyst favoured alcohol for-
mation; a promoter action with these metals
•was observed by Shriner and Adams (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc 1923,45, 2171) and by Carothers and
Adams (ibid. 1925, 47, 1*047}. Sabatier and
Senderens (Compt. rend. 1903, 137, 301; cf.
Amouroux, Bull. Soc. chim, 1910, [iv], 7, 154)
found that aliphatic aldehydes and ketones
were satisfactorily hydrogenated to alcohols in
the vapour-phase over nickel; cyclopan tan ones
generally gave colsiderable amounts of by-
product (cf. Zeliusky, Ber. 191J,*44, 2779, 2781,
2782; Godchot and Taboury, Compt. rend,
1911,152,881; 1913,156,470; Bull. Soc. chim.
1913, [iv], 13, 591) but cyciohexanones were
reduced normally (Sabatier and Senderens,
Ann. Chim. Phys. 1905, [viii], 4, 402; Haller
and Hartine, Compt. rend. 1905, 140. 1298).
Using nickel under pressure, Ipatiev (Ber.
40, 1270) found that aa equilibrium :

RR'CO RRXHOH

was set up, the same mixture of alcohol and
kctone being obtained from either pure com-
ponent. J. von Braun and Kochendorfer (ibid,
1923, 56 [B], 2P72), however, applied the
Schroeter procedure to a number of carbonyl
compounds and achieved smooth formation of
alcohols, except with aliphatic aldehydes, which
yielded varying amounts of bimolecular see-
alcohol (cf. Von Braun and Mo.nzt ibid. 1934,
67 [BJ, 1696). Both Raney nickel and copper
chromite are good catalysts for the hydro-
genation of ketones to alcohols by the Adkins
method (Adkina and Cramer, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1930, 52, 4349; Adkins and Connor, lUtrf.
1931, 53, 1091; Covert and Adkins, ibid. 1932,
54, 4110; Zartman and Adkins, ibid. 1932,54,
1668). DelcpineandHoreau (Compt. rend. 1935
201, 1301; 1936, 202, 995; Bu_l. Soc. chim.
1937, [v], 4, 31) rind that the hydrogenation of
carbonyl compounds with Raney nickel is
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facilitated by the addition of alkali; the effect
is not due to enotiaation since it is observed with
benzophenonc. Zelinsky, Packendorff and
Chochlowa (Ber, 1935, 68 [B], 98) observed the
following curious facile hydrogenntion with
platinised charcoal:

Me Me Me Me

V \ /

OH

In the case of ethylenic ketones hydrogena-
tion frequently takes place in stages. Wallach
(Annalon, 1911,381, 51), using colloidal platinum
or palladium under mild conditions, found that
it was usually possible to hydrogenate the
double bond in an unsaturated aldehyde or
ketone without affecting the carbonyl group.
The hydrogenation of1 earvone is a particularly
interesting example of stepwise hydrogenatibn;
it is possible to obtain any one of three pro-
ducts by stopping the hydrogenation at the
appropriate point: .,

/ \ A

OH

(Vavon, Compt. rend. 1911, 153, 68; 1912, 154'
179f>;" Ann. Chim. 1914, [ixj, 1, 148). Similar
^tepwise hydrogenations were carried out by
Skita (Ber. 1915, *8,1488,1685), who found it was
desirable to modify the conditions in order to
obtain the best yield of auy desired product.

As a general rule carbonyl groups adjacent to
aromatic nuclei are hydrogenated very readily
to methylene. This reaction has been observed
in the vapour-phase over nickel at atmospheric
pressure (Darzens, Compt. rend. 1904, 139, 868;
Darzena and Rost, ifrid. 1908,148, 933; Sabatier
and Murat, ibid. 1912, 156, 3S5) and at Jiigh
pressures (fpatiev, Ber. 1908, 41, 993) and in
solution with, inter alia, colloidal platinum
(Skita, Ber. 1915, 48, I486), palladiaed charcoal
(Harhing Utd Crossley, tT. Amor. Chena. Soc.
1934, 56, loS) and palladtsed barium sulphate
(Rosenmund and Jorda.., Ber. 1925, 58 [B],
160). Many cases are, however, known in
which such earbonyl groups are smoothly
hydrogenated to alcohols (e.g. benzaldehyde
with Adams1 catalyst, FaiUebin, Anr. Chirn.
1925, [x], 4, 467). Many attempts have been
made to obviate the tendency to hydrocarbon
formation; thus the use of certain solvents
tends to minimise hydrocarbon formation ; aro-
matic aldeh3'des yield only the alcoliols in ether,

ethyl acetate or alcohol (Vavon, Compt. rend.
1912, 154, 359} and a similar result is obtained
with aromatic ketones in aqueous alcohol
(Vavon, ibid. 1912, 155, 286). Skita and
Brunner (Ber. 1915, 48, 1(585} sought to avoid
hydrocarbon formation by using the enol acetate
but with little success; Rnsenmund and Jordan
(Ber. 1925, 58 [B], 160) were able to obtain 75%
yields of alcohols from aromatic aldehydes 1 >y
adding quinoline, which acted as a selective
poison for the reaction leading to hydrocarbon
formation.

Alcohols, Ethers and Oxides.—Smirnov
(J. Rura. Phys. Chem. Soc. 1909, 41, 1374)
observed that benzyl alcohol and ltd "there
yielded toluene on hydrogenation by the
Sabatier-Senderens method : •

PhCH.OR PhMc+ROH

whereas other aromatic ethers (e.g. aaisole) are
smoothly hydrogenated to the corresponding
r.i/r/ohexyl ethers (Brunei, Ann. Chim. Phys.
1905, [viii], 6, 205; Sabatier and Senderens,
Bull. Soc. .chirn. 1D05. [iiij, 33, 616). This
reaction is analogous to the facile dc-oxygena-
tion of carbonyl groups which are a- to an aro-
matic nucleus. Benzyl ethers readily undergo
this " hydrogenolysis " with Raney nickel at
100-I50°/150-250 atm, whereas phenyl alky]
ethers and dialkyl ethers are resistant under
these conditions (Van Duzee and Adkina, J,
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1935, 57, 147). Cyclic oxides
are hydrogenated to alcohols :

—CHV +H, — CH-OH
O *

—CH2

with nickel at room temperature (Weill and
Kayser, Bull. Soc. chim. 1936, [v], 3, HI) or by
the Sabatier-Senderens method (Brunei, Aim.
Chim. Phys. 1905, [viii], 6, 237).

Carboxylic Acids and Esters.—Cftrboxyl
and carbetboxyl groups are generally little
affected by ordinary methods of hydrogenation.
In 1931, however, three groups of workers suc-
cessfully converted esters into primary alcohols:

RCOaR' R-CHjOH+R'OH

by hydrogenation at high temperature and
pressure (Adkin& and Folkers, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1931, 53> Ifi95; Schrauth, Sehenck and
Stiokdotn, Ber. 1931. 64 [B], 2051 ; Normann.
Z. angew. Chem. 1931,44, 714). Adkins and his
co-workers have since made an extensive study
of thiflhydrogenolysis; copper ehromite appears
to be., the most useful catalyst and a carbethpxyl
group adjacent to an aromatic ring is usually
reduced to a hydrocarbon since the intermediate
product is a benzyl alcohol (Adkins ind Folkers,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932, 54, 1145; Wojcik
and Adkins, ibid. 1933, 65. 1293, 4939; Adkina,
Wojcik and Covert, ibid. 1933, 55, 1669).
Recently, Palfray and Sabetay (Bull. Soc. chim.
1936, [v], 3, 682} have carried out the same
reaction using nickel at comparatively low
pressures.

The anhydrides of monobasic acids yield mix-
tures of acid, alcohol, aldehyde and ester on
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enation by the Sabatier-Senderens niethoc
(Sabatier and Mailhe, Compt. read. 1907, 145
18} or with palladium black (Mannich anc
Nadelmann, Ber. 1930, 63 [B], 796); the latter
authors state that acetic anhydride is fairly
readily hydrogenated to aeetaldehyde especially
in the presence of hydrochloric acid, and it is
therefore necessary to exercise caution when
using acetic anhydride as a hydrogenation sol-
vent. Dibasic anhydrides, on the'Other hand
are smoothly hydrogenated to lactones.

O,

in the vapour-phase over nickel (Eijkmann,
Chem. Weekblad, 1907, 4, 191; Godchot, BuD
Soc, chim. 1907, [iv], 1, 829) or in solution over
copper chromite or Ranoy nickel (Austin,
Bosquet and Lazier, J. Amer. Chem. Soc 1937,
59, 864); B.P. 290319, however, claims the
hydrogenation of succinic anhydride to pro
pionaldehyde and of phthalic anhydride to
benxaldehyde. ,

Nitrites are hydrogenated by most of the
known lnethoda to the corresponding primary
armne3 i

RCN

but the process is not very satisfactory since, on
further reaction secondary and tertiary amines
are formed with the elimination of ammonia (cf.
amines, p. 304e). By the Sabatier-Sendereus
method the see-amine is the main product with
aliphatic nitriles (Compt. rend. 1905, 140, 482 j
Bull. Soc. chim. 1905, [iii], 33, 371) while
aromatic nitriles undergo almost complete load of
nitrogen, yielding ammonia and tho hydrocar
bon; a special 'procedure is neeessary for the
hydrogenation of aromatic nitrites to amines
(Fn-bault, Compt. rend. 1905, 140, 1036). By
working with a nickel catalyst under reduced
pressure, Grignard and Eseiturrou {ibid. 1925,
180, 1883) were able to arrest the reaction at the
aldimine stage: '

PhCN —1 PhCH:NH

At high pressures-^n the liquid phase a mixture
of primary and secondary .->mine is formed,
production of primary amine being favoured by
high concentration (Von Braun, Blessing and
Zobel, Ber. 1923, 58 [li], 1988). Colloidal
platinum (Paal and Gerum, ibid. 1909, 42, 1553)
and Adams' catalyst alao give rise to mixtures of
amines; the reaction has boon studied in tsome
detail from the mechanistic point of view by
Rupe anil his co-workers (Helv. Chim. Acta,
1922,5,037; 1923,6,865). Tho use as solvent
of acetic acid containing a little hydrochloric
acid is said to increase the proportion of primary
amine (Rosenmund ami 1'fankuch, licr. 1923,
56 [B], 2258) while, by using acetic anhydride as
solvent, Carothera and Jones (J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1925, 47, 3051) obtained the acetyl deriva-
tive of the primary amine as the sole product.
Succinonitrile ts readily reduced to oS-diainino-
butane with a palladium catalyst in alcoholic

solution (Strack and Schwanoburfe Ber. 1934,
67[B],39).

Hydrogenation of a mixture of a nitrile and
an aldehyde or ketone yields the expected sec-
amine,

RR'C:NOH RR'C:NH

Vavon and Ma co-worfeers (Bull. Soc. chim. 1925,
iv], 37, 296 r 1927, [iv], 41, 357, 677; 1928.
iv], 43, 231) found that, when hydrogenated

with platinum black in aqueous alcohol, nwn
oxiines yielded the hydroxylaminea:

RR'C:NOH
+ H,

RR'CHNHOH

Nitro- Compounds.—Aromatic nitro-com-
lounds ui solution with platinum and palladium

salts

eJCI

+ 3H.
RCN + R'R"CO i RCH2NHCHR'R",

(Winann and Adkins, J. Amer. Chem, Soc. 1932,
54 [JJ], 30(>). Tertiary amines may be prepared
similarly by hydrogenating. .,' mixture of nitrile
and sec-a mine,

RCN+R'R"NH %* RCH.NR'R",
- N H ,

(Kindler and Hesse, Arch. Pharm. 1933, 271,
439). Certain quaternary ammonium
undergo fission on hydrogenation, e.g.

{PhCH:CH-CHa.NMea}CI

U PhCH;CH-CH3+{NHMe3}Ct

(Emde, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1932,15, 1330), but
the reaction is by no means general (Einde and
KulU Arch. Pharm. 19.16, 274, 173).

Oxlmes,.—Like nitriles, oximes yield mix-
tures of primary and secondary amines on
hydrogenation by the Sabatier-Senderens pro-
cedure (Maiihe, Compt. rend. 1905, 140, 1691;
141, 113; Maiihe anil Mxupb, Bull. Soc. chim.
1911, [iv], 9, 464), with colloidal palladium (Paal
and Gerum, Ber. 190!), 42. 1553; Gulevich, ibid.
1924, 57 [B], 1645), and with Raney nickel
(Winans end Adkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soo.
1933,65, 2051; Paul, Bull. Soc. chim. 1937, [v],
4, 1121). Many methods for avoiding the
formation of other tian primary ^mine have been
devised; Paul (Lc.) found th*t, using Raney
nickel at 70-85750-60atm,, ketoximes gave onjy
primary amines. Rosenmund and Pf'ankufJi
(Ber. 1923, 56 [B], 2258) hydrogenated oxhno
acetates and obtained only the aeetyl derivative
of the primary amine. Hartung (J, Amer.
Chen;, Soc. 1931,53, 2248}, reducing o-oximino-
ketones in the presence of a palladium catalyct,
avoided sec- and (erf-base formation by adding
hydrochloric acid to the solution, while Schales
Ber. 1935, 68 [B], 1943} avoids the production

of #ec-amine by slowly adding the oxime in
acetic acid solution to the catalyst (Adams*) in
a mixture of acetic and sulphuric acids.

Mignonac (Compt. rend. 1920,170, 936), work-
ing with a nickel catalyst at ordinary tempera-
ture and pressure, succeeded in arresting the
hydrogen a ti on of ketoximes at the ketjmine
itage:
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catalysts av. very readily hydrogenated to
amines.

RNO,
- 2 H B O

RNH,

(Paal and Aaiberger, Ber. 1905, 38P 1406; Paal
and Gerum, ibid. 1907, 40, 2209; Skita and
Meyer, ibid. 1912, 45, 3579; Vavon and Callier,
Bull. Soc. chim. 1927, [iv], 41, 357, 673; Adams,
Cohen and Reos,.'. Amer. Chem. Soe. 1927, 49,
1093). Evidence Lie been advanced pointing
to the following mechanism for the reaction,

RNO
+H

Nord, Ber. 1919, 52 [B], 1705). Paal and Hart-
mann {ibid. 1910, 43, 243) recommend a solution
of sodium pi crate containing colloidal palladium
as an absorbent for hydrogen in gas analysis;
a recent development of the same idea is
the use for this purpose of a suspension of
.dinitroreeorcinol and a nickel catalyst on
kiesclguhr as carrier (Banerjea, Bhatt and
Forster, Analyst, 1939, 64, 77). The Sabatier-
Senderens process ia unsatisfactory, being
usually complicated, by the formation of by-
products (Compt. rend. 1901, 133, 321; 1902,
135, 225). The earlier results on the hydrogena-
tion of non-nuclear nitro-compounds are compli-
cated and variable (Sonn and Schellenberg,
Ber. 1917, 50, 1513; Kohler and Drake,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1923, 45, 1281, 2144), but
Johnson and D«gering {ibid. 1939,61,3194) have
recently reporter', the hydrogenation of aliphatic
ritro-com pounds to amines in good yield with
Raney nickel at 40-5076-110 atm.

Amides resemble nitrilesin yielding mixtures
of primary and secondary amines on hydro-
genation by the Sabatier-Sonderena method
(MailKe, Bull. Soc. chim. 1906, [iii], 35, 614).
Adkins and Wojcik (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1934,
56, 247, 2419) found that copper chromite in
dioxan. at 175-2007100-300 atm. was the most
satisfactory catalyst for the hydrogenation of
amides to tho corresponding primary amines:

+2H,
RCO-NH

Paden and Adkins (J. Amor, Chem. Soc. 1936,
58, 2487) brought about the hydrogenation of
glutariniides to piperidines and of auccinimides
to pyrrolidines:

CH,

It is remarkable that WifhstiLtter and Jaqt
{Ber. 1918, 51, 767) found that, with platinum

• black in acetic acid, only the aromatic ring in
phthiilimidc was attacked:

CO,

NH
+ 3H. \

NH.

Other Nitrogen Com pounds.—The Sa batjer-
Senderens hydcogenation of azobenzene and of
phcnylhydrazine yields aniline (Bull. Soc, chim.
l»06, [iii], 35,' 259). Whitmore and Revukas
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1940. 62, 1(187) have sue
cessfulJy used hydrogenation with Raney nickel
in dioxan or alcohol for the quantitative fission
of azo-dyes. Aldehyde phenylhydrazones are
hydrogenated by the Sabatier-Senderens method
to aniline and a nitrile (which undergoes further
hydrogenation}:

RCH:NNHPh RCN+NH2Ph

while ketone phenylhydrazones yield aniline and
a primary araine:

RR'CtNNHPh • RR'CH-NH2+NHaPh.

Unsubstituted hydrazones behave similarly
(Mailhe, Compt. rend. 1921, 172, 1107; 1922,
174, 465; Bull. Soc. chim. 1921, [iv], 29, 417;
1922, [iv], 31, 340; 1923, [iv], 33, 83). Azines
undergo lisaion to amines on hydrogenation. by
the Sabatier-Senderens method {Mailhe, Compt.
rend. 1920, 170, 1120, 1265; 1921, 172, 692;
Bull. Soc. chim. 1920, [iv], 27, 541; 1921, [iv],
29, 219), but they may readily be hydrogenated
to hydrazines with SkJta's colloidal platinum in
diMte hydrochloric acid,

+2H,
R,C:N-N:CR, > RaCH-NH-NH-CHRa,

(Loehte, Bailey and Noyes, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1921, 43, 2597) or with platinum black in acetic
acid (Taipale, Bt'r. 1923, 56 [B], 954). With
platinum black in acetic acid or alcohol, semi-
carbazones are hydrogenated to semi car bazides,

R \
C : ;JNHCONHa

+ H,

\
C H N H N H C O N H , ,

(Taipale and Smirnoff, ibid, 1923, 56 [B], 1194).
Sctiff's bases are readily hydrogenatcd to,aec-

aminea,

RCH:NR' RCH2NHR',

with nickel in the liquid phase at 170° {Mailhe,
BuU. Soc. chim. 1919, [iv], 25, 331; 1921, [iv],
29, 106). Based on this reaction, Mignonac
(Compt. rend. 1920, 171, 1148 ; 1021, 172, 223 ;
Skita and Keil, Ber. 1928, 61 [B], 1452, 1682;
Kmerson and Walters, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1938,
60, 2023) have developed a method for preparing
amines from aldehydes and kotones hy hyc
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genation in the presence of ammonia or a
primary amine:

RR'COt-NH,R" RR'CH NHR".

In this reaction the amine may be replaced
by a nitro-compound (Emeraon and Uraneck,
ibid. 1941. 63, 749) or an azo-com pound
(Emerson, Reed and Merner, ibid. 1841, 63,
751).

Dehalogenation occurs somewhat readily
under hydrogenating conditions, especially with
aromatic halogen compounds:

+H,
R.Hal v RH.

-H-Hal

As catalysts for this reaction-there have been
used, inter alia, palladised calcium carbonate
(Busch and Stove, Ber. 1916, 49, 1063), nickel
(Kelber, ibid. 1917, 50, 305) and platinum black
(Swarts, Ball. Acad. roy. Belg. 1920, 399; J93U,
22, 122; Vavon and Mathieu, Compt. rend.
1938, 206. 1387); it is generally desirable to
work in the presence of alkali, to absorb the
hydrogen halide formed in the reaction (Ro3en-
mimd and Zetzache, Ber. 1918, 51, 578; Paal
and Miiller-Lobeck, ibid. 1931, 64 [K], 2142).

Kosemund and his co-workera {Hid. 1918, 51,
585, 594; 1921, 54 [BJ, 425, 038, 1092, 2888;
1922, 55 [B], 609, 2357; 1923, 56 £B], 1481)
have worked out an excellent hydrogenation
process for the preparation of aldehydes from
acid chlorides:

+HL
RCOCI > R-CHO

-HCI

The catalyst used is palladised barium
and it is advantageous to add a partial poison
such as quinoline or " sulphurised " quinoline,
in order to prevent further hydrogenation of the
aldehyde. Zetzsche and his oo-workers (Helv.
Chim. Acta, 1926, 9, 173, 177) have made a very
thorough study of the experimental conditions
for this reaction.

Bibliography.—Ellis, "'Hydrogenation of Or-
ganic Substances," 3rd ed., Routledge, London,
1931 ; Green, " Industrial Catalysis," Benn,
London, 1928: Hilditch and Hall, "Catalytic
Processes in Applied Chemistry," Chapman and
Hull, London, 1937; Maxted} "Catalysis and
its Industrial Applications," Churchill, L«ndon,
1933; Sabatier (transl. Reid), "Catalysis in
Organic Chemistry," Library Press, London,

H. N. B.
HYDROGENATION ANALYSIS (De-

structive Hydrogenation). This method was
introduced by H. ter Meulen *• in 1922, and
since that date there have been numerous publi-
cations by ita author and also from Belgian,
French, German and American laboratories.
In outline the method consists in heating the sub-
stance in a current of hydrogen and passing the
mixed gases over a catalyst. Oxygen, nitrogen,
halogens or sulphur respectively are estimated
by absorbing H2O,NHa,HCI,HBr,HI or H2S
from tho gaseous products, in reagents which are
afterwards weighed or titrated,3' 5 The method

is in general inconvenient for the^imultaneous
determination of two or more elements.
Mercury,*' " arsenic,*1 67 cadmium s& and zinc M

have been determined in organic compounds of
these elements by weighing the metallic deposits
obtained by destructive distillation in hydrogen.
This process has not been studied so closely as
the foregoing methods.

Special interest attaches to the direct esti-
mation of oxygen in organic1 analysis (Vol. II,
6226}. The lack of a met'.od as part of tho
routine has even Jed to some erroneous formula-
tions" and has been discussed by J. Lindner.4344

-The method has been adapted to the semi-micro
and the micro scale, the latter especially by
A. Lacourt.*11 A mierotitrat.ion method for
oxygen has been developed independently by
Lacourt and by Lindner and Wirth.37

Estimation of Oxygen, gravimelrkalty {v.
Vol. II, 622*) N,CI,S absent. Since the
oxygen in an organic compound can bo com-
pletely converted to water by heating in an

U of itydrogen, and the water absorbed in a
iIrving agent and weighed, the method out-
wardly resembles an ordinary C,H combustion
and many precautions of the latter operation
may be imitated when oxygen is determined both
on the macro and especially on the micro
scale.1'- ". ». w. «. B3 A]] authors take great
care to purify and dry the hydrogen ; opinions
differ as to whether the soWce is preferably a
cylinder,38- " a Kipp l or a gas-holder.34 A
precision adjusting valve is recommended for
cylinder hydrogen,47 The following three wash
bottles contain respectively acid permanganate,
alkaline permanganate and silver sulphate.
There is some latitude of choice in the selection
of tho next apparatus; regjj/ator and flow
meter,7' l0- a7< 37j Xt w preliminary drying
tube,3* hard glass or quartz tube for eopjJGr
gauze or platinised asbestos, cooling spiral im-
mersed in water,34 bubble counter*' *B| n con-
taining 50% KOH or cone. HjSO4, dfying
tubes, of calcium chloride,32'4S magnesium per-
chlorate** (" Anhydrom ")f '

T magnesium jn'r.
chlorate and P s 6 j ; soda-aebestosS4 {" As-
carilt") and soda-lime in a largo U-tubc, one
arm of which contains anhydrous CaSOd
(" Drieriie " ) ; NaOH pellets followed by
CaSO4.3S The final drying3"is with P2O0. A
Mariotte flask is frequently connected last of
all, aa a regulating aspirator when the weighed
absorption, tubes put on too much back-
pressure.. This attachment may render un-
necessary the Friedrich'e pressure regulator.
The apparatus of Vol. II, 622, Fig. 7, has been
improved- The hydrogen is admitted through a
side tube. Asbestos is not used as a support
for the catalyst or for plugs, ^ilver wool makes
satisfactory plugs,38

The connections for dry hydrogen are pre-
ferably ground gkss, and covered with Kro'nig's
cement,37- * but Hennig4* is content with
Pregl rubber connections.48 Such precautions
are advisable in the micro method but were not
adopted in the earlier macro apparatus of ter
Meulen,4' ° Gauthier" and Lacourt.7 When not
in uae the tube is kept filled with hydrogen
under a slight pressure. Precautions against
hydrogen-air explosions are taken by filling
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the tube with carbon dioxide before admitting
hydrogen. The dry gas should enter the com-
bustion tube through a side tube.60 The boat
containing the substance can then be inserted
into the tube without disturbing the hydrogen
inlet, while the direction of the gas is reversed
by closing the outlet with a ground cap,49* 37» M

meanwhile increasing the flow of gas to exclude
air from the tube.8 Altering the manipulations
affects the blank vrlue of the tube.34

The substance to*?)e analysed is weighed into
a nickel or platinum' boat and mixed with an
excess of reduced nickel, or of activated nickel
if halogens are absent. Even in the original
form of the apparatus designed by ter Meulen 2

the tube contains two catalysts of different
function. That nearest the boat is a decomposi-
tion or cracking catalyst maintained at a
high temperature, 750-1,100°, in different
forms of the apparatus. The second or metha-
nation catalyst, which consists of a preparation
of finely divided reduced nickel, is heated to
about 350°, here CO and CO2 react with H2

to yield CH4 and H2O. With pure nickel the
conversion is not quite complete, some CO2

escapes reduction and must be estimated in the
usual way in a soda-lime tube, and th"e amount
of oxygen it contains added to that calculated
from the gain in weight of the CaCI2 tube. The
factor O2/2H2O is unfavourable compared with
those of combustions for C and H. The rate
of liberation of traces of water from the tube
or catalysts must be ascertained in blank
experiments. In the following summary of the
catalysts used in the determination of oxygen,
the methanation catalyst is in brackets; reduced
nickel is termed nickel: rsbestos (nickel)3;
nickel wire (njckel-asbestos)2; nickel wire
(nickel) M; pumice (nickel-pumice) 8» 45; nickel
wire (nickel+10% thoria) ••7' •• 37; nickel
gauze (nickel+2% thoria) 32' 34; nickel chromite
(nickel chromite) 36» 4 1; platinised pumice
(nicfol+10% thoria) 8»9; platinised quartz
{nickeH-10% thoria)38; extracted or " des-
oxide*" nickel chromite (desoxide nickel chro-
mite).27 Several authors •• 7» 32« a9 state that
asbestos should not be used since it is very
slowly dehydrated.

Halogens interfere, the hydracids formed
reacting with activated nickel 6 and with nickel
chromite forming the equivalent weight of
water which is absorbed in the drying agent and
increases the oxygen figure. Oxygen in com-
pounds containing halogen Js .correctly deter-
mined if the ordinary reduced nickel catalyst
is used in larger quantity than usual and in
two portions, and the small amount of halogen
hydride which still escapes is trapped in silver
sulphate solution. This is contained in one arm
of a U-tube, the other arm being filled with
calcium chloride; a second CaCI2 tube and a
soda-lime tube are also weighed. The halogen
as silver salt is estimated and the oxygen figure
obtained from total H2O and CO2 is corrected
for the oxygen equivalent to the halogen
titrated.3

Nitrogen would interfere since the ammonia
formed would be absorbed in the CaCI2 tube
and weighed as water. The error is avoided by
absorbing the ammonia in standard acid con-

tained in the lower part of a U-tube, of which
the further arm is charged with CaCI2.

3 The
ammonia is titrated, and the total oxygen figure
corrected by subtracting the oxygen equivalent
to the NH8. If pellets of NaOH are used to
absorb water,33 the ammonia escapes un-
weighed. Alternatively nickel chromite if used
as catalyst35 does not form NH3.

Gauthier 8»9 who employed pure pumice for a
cracking catalyst and nickel-pumice for hydro-
genation obtained satisfactory O figures for
i.a. tartaric acid which latter was an unsolved
difficulty to Gopdloe and Frazer.36 They state
that an analysis required about 90 minutes
with a weigh-out of 45-135 mg. For picric acid
90 c.c. H2 per minute were passed, for less
difficult substances 30 c.c. Their catalyst was
prepared from precipitated ammonium nickel
chromate.36

H. ter Meulen9 successfully determined
oxygen in triphenylmethyl peroxide and
cholesterol. The substances were mixed with
activated nickel in the boat and the vapours
crarked by passage over two 5 g. nickel wire
spirals6 before entering the activated nickel
catalyst 4 at 350°. This catalyst is prepared by
mixing thorium nitrate solution with black
nickel oxide in proportions to give 10Ni:lThO2.
The mixture is dried, powdered and reduced in a
current of dry H2 at 350° until ammonia or more
than traces of .water are no longer evolved.6* 64

Russell and Fulton 32 reduced their nickel cata-
lyst containing 2% thoria for 2-3 days, the blank
value of the tube was then 1 mg. H2O per hour.
The cracking catalyst was platinised quartz.
The weigh-out was about 0*2 g. and the time
1 hour. Russell and Mark's,33 and Mark's 36

methods and results were similar.
In court7 used an activated Ni catalyst

heated by an aluminium block 6 bored to hold
the tube. A constant temperature between 350°
and 400° is necessary, since more H2O is evolved
from the catalyst if the temperature is raised.
In Kirner's 34 micro method a quartz tube 65 cm.
long contained as cracking catalyst a 17 cm.
Ni gauze roll, and 14 cm. of IMi-ThO2

catalyst38 reduced foi 7 days at 400°. The
small errors due to inserting the boat, etc., were
determined, but an empirical factor obtained
by analysing a pure substance was preferred.
Substances with low percentages of oxygen,
cholesterol 4-25 (1-14), gave excellent results,
but the O found in sucrose was too low.
Hennig46 worked with 3-5 mg. substance.
For details, see also Hennig and Weygand 46 gas
regulator 47 and absorption tubes.49

Unterzaucher and Burger M (fig. 1) weigh out
3-6 mg. substance which is vaporised in a cur-
rent of dry hydrogen, during the decomposition
100 c.c. passing through the tube in 10 minutes.
The cracking catalyst is platinised quartz at
1,000°, this is followed by nickel gauze and
activated nickel on quartz, at 300°. The absorp-
tion tube contains freshly ignited CaO, which
does not absorb N H8. Seven hours are allowed
for reduction of the catalyst, the tube is then
ready for the blank experiment. The quartz
tube is 66 cm. long and 0-7 cm. internal diameter,
it contains a silver wool plug, the boat, 16 cm.
cracking catalyst, 3 cm. granular CaO, 3 cm.
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nickel spiral, 18 cm. hydrogenation catalyst;
the layers are separated by Ag piugn. Flaschcn-
tr&ger absorption tubes 4" ara used. After a few
analyses the deposits of carbon on the catalyst
must be burnt off in a current of dry " respira-
tion air." Among the results were: nitro-
guanidtne 30-49, 30-75,3089 (30-70) and sucrose
51-18(51-44).

Mif.roiitrivwtric Estimation of Oxygen.—In
1937 there were two independent publications
of microvolumetric methods for this purpose,
by Mile, A. Lacourt *°-il and by Lindner and
Wirth.37 Both depend on the reaction of

water {ljberated as in the earlier processes) with
an Rcyl" chloride, and titration of the HCI
formed. In Laeourt's process the gases emerging
from the tube pass through 1 c.c. of cinnamoyl
chloride'1 (b.p. 130°/12 mm.) contained in a
spiral bubbler ls kept at 65-70° by immersion
in a bath of half-melted sfcearie acid. The HCI
formed is absorbed in slightly alkaline water
and titrated in stages in a U-tube fitted with ci
uiieroburette containing OO.S.V-NaOH. The
blank value should not e?ceed 0001 c.c. per
minute during an hour's run, when the flow
of Ha ia 20 c.c. The time required is about

Hydrogen

a. {?. PiOj-pumlce,
e. Tan.
t,J, ft, Ground glass Joints.

C-7 minutes per mg. of substance. 20 analyses
of eueeinie acid gave 0% between 54-20 and
5440 {54-24).. The catalyst is nickel chromite 36

which gives straightforward results with
C,H,O,N,S compounds. In presence of halogen,
the gases arc passed over a boat containing'Ted-
hot lime which retains the halogen while
liberating the equivalent of H2O, which is
estimated together with the HaO from the
oxygen present.

Lindner and Wirth37 describe a two-stage
process in which the water is-first absorbed in a
layer of lime at 150° while ammonia (if N is
present) passes on ; secondly, the linae is ignited

• ,, i

—- to Mariottc's tiptt/e

FIG. I.—UNTEBZATJCHER AVD Bt-KQEs's AFPAEATUS.38

Fricdrich pressure re«iiliitor.
Copper spiral (G00°C,).

to drive off the water which reaches a specially
designed reaction vessel** containing a-naph-
thyloxychlorophosphine kept at 110S The
HCI liberated is'absorbed pjid titrated as
described in Lacourt's proc*s. For missing
details references are given to Lindner's
book.44 Specimen analyses : sucrose 4-381 rag.,
O 5110% (-0-33), j>-nitraniline, O 23-15%
(-003).

For a different method, see references 54 and
56.

Estimation of Arsenic, Mercury, Cad-
mium and Zinc.—Arsenic in organic compounds
is liberated when the sample is heated in a

U\\
Fio. 2.

current of hydrogen, and is collected and weighed
by means of tho apparatus shown in Fig. I.

A is a transparent quartz tube (45 cm. long)
ground into tho smaller quartz tube B, a is the
porcelain boat containing the substance, be is a
filling of pure asbestos, e is a short roll of plati-
num foil and / a plug of ignited long-fibre
asbestos. A email screen of asbestos card d
(figured on the right of tho tube) prevents the
bulb from being too strongly heated. The red-
hot platinum absorbs any traces of arsenic that
may escape condensation in the bulb, but gives
it up again when heated in air. An estimation

is carried out as follows: a well-glazed porcelain
boat containing 0-05 to 0-1 g, of substance is
placed in the tube through which a current of
pure dry hydrogen is*passed at the rate of two
bubbles per second. After nil the air is dis-
placed, the asbestos he is heated to redness in a
small furnace, while the platinum roll t is heated
by a small Ennsen to dull reduces. The boat a
is heated with the precautions usual in a com-
bustion analysis for C and H. After about half
an hour the deposit of arsenic may be carefully
driven over into the weighed tube B. Any
organic sublimate in B is washed out with light
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petroleum before weighing. Among the arseni-
cals which gave good results by this method
were " Stovarsol " and cacodylic acid.57

Mercury.51—The apparatus is very similar to
that used for arsenic, except that a weighed
U-tube cooled in a water bath acts as the receiver.
If the substance contains any halogen element it
is mixed with sodium sulphide, and the boat is
enclosed in a cylinder of filter paper to protect
the quartz tube.

Cadmium.**—The*, substance is mixed with
calcium carbonate h sulphur or halogens are
present, and the cadmium is distilled over into
a weighed tube.

Zinc 68 compounds when treated in the same
way yield a deposit of metal mixed with oxide,
which is dissolved in nitric acid, the solution
evaporated and the residue ignited and weighed.

Note.—The asbestos layer, which acts as a
decomposition catalyst, is heated by a Fletcher
gas furnace, or electrically. Ter Meulen and
Lacourt however recommend for this purpose
Van den Berg's furnace simply constructed by
boring a diatomite brick with holes for the tube
and for three Bunsen burners.6* 26* 27

Estimation Of Sulphur.1* 4* fl—A quartz
tube 40 cm. long contains a bdkt hold-
ing 20-50 mg. of the sample followed by a
20 cm. layer, of platinised asbestos.1* 3* 4* 6

The air in the tube is displaced by CO? before
admitting a current* of hydrogen which has
passed through acid permanganate, alkaline
permanganate and silver sulphate solutions but
need not be dried. Substances which char,
considerably must be mixed in the boat with
0-5 g. platinum black.60 The absorbent for
the H2S evolved is a 10% solution of zinc sul-
phate to which aij equal volume of 10% sodium
acetate and a drop of acetic acid have been
added. This is contained in a U-tube with one
wide arm. The analysis is finished by adding an
excess of standard iodine and a few c.c. of
dilute" HCI to the cool absorbent and titrating
with N* ?

S2°3 (Vol. II, 666). Gauthier8 used
platinised pumice in a hard glass tube for his
accurate analyses of sulphonal, thiourea, etc.
Alkali sulphonates were heated as usual, allowed
to cool, a little HCI added to the residue in the
boat and the process repeated. Similarly a
second heating with addition of 10 mg. borax
was necessary for metallic organic compounds
(20 mg. taken) and for coal (50 mg»). Sulphates
are mixed with H3BO3 before reduction.61

For' difficult substances, e.g.• thianthrene, ter
Meulen 6* ° replaced the usual catalyst by two
separate spirals of platinum foil; see also
Lacourt.7 In Gel'man's micro method for sul-
phur ll the vapours from 3-5 mg. of the sub-
stance pass with the hydrogen over Pt gauze;
cf. Lacourt.10

Nickel catalysts absorb-S and can not be
used here. Pure asbestos at a high tempera-
ture, instead of Pt-asbestos or Pt-pumice, has
Jbeen^tried.52 The substance may be heated by
an Al block, bored to hold the tube, while the
catalyst is conveniently heated in Van den
Bergrs furnace. Small quantities of sulphur are
estimated colorimetrically.3

Estimation of Halogens.29—A current of
hydrogen saturated with ammonia is passed

over 50 mg. of the sample which is cautiously
heated in an otherwise empty quartz tube heated
to redness beyond the boat. A sublimate of am-
monium halide forms in the 40 cm. cold part of
the tube.30 When decomposition of the sub-
stance is complete (ca. 50 min.) the tube is
washed out with water, the solution acidified
with acetic acid, boiled for a few minutes (to
expel any H2S or HCN present) and the halogen
finally estimated gravimetrically (Br, I) or
volumetrically (Cl). 4*7 In an improved
method 13> 66 the gases pass through a spiral
of nickel foil or wire and finally over a boat
containing BaCO3, both spiral and boat are
heated to redness. The intermediate length
of the tube is not heated. Halogen as barium
and ammonium salt is estimated as usual.
Results differed from those calculated by the
following amounts: hexachloroethane, —0-4%
Cl; dibromoanthracene, +0*1% Br; iodoform,
—0-2% I. Gauthier8 and Lacourt7 were
equally successful.

The micro method for halogens worked out by
Lacourt10* 27 depends on the properties of a
nickel chromite catalyst32* 33* 35 after prolonged
treatment with aqueous and gaseous HCI until
free from oxide. The substance, 2-5 mg., is
heated in a. current of pure H2, the vapoura
pass over 2 boats of the catalyst, for cracking
and for hydrogenation at 450° respectively.
The hydrogen •halide formed is titrated after
being absorbed in water in a U-tube {v. Sulphur)
kept just alkaline to Methyl Red by additions
of 0-02^-alkali from a microburette.23 Among
the results were: carbon tetrachloride, 2-163
mg., found 92-25% Cl (92-22), time 5 minutes.
Pentabromotoluene, 2-751 mg., fo'und 84-62%
Br (84-55), 16 minutes. Iodocamphor, 4-952 mg.,
foi i* 45-67% I (45-65), 12 minutes. A new
tube is in condition when the escaping hydrogen
has no effect on the indicator.27

Estimation of Nitrogen.8* 4* 12—The svb-
stance, 10 mg.,7*10 is mixed with 0-1 g. activated
nickel " and heated by an Al block,6 9 x 4 x 4
cm., bored to hold(,J>he hard glass tube; another
block, 1 2 x 4 x 4 cm., serves to heat the catalyst
(Ni+10% ThO2 on asbestos) to 350°, or to 250°
for hydrazides. A current of purified hydrogen
(i>. " Estimation of Sulphur," supra) carries the
NH3 forced through a little water contained in
the U-tube already described. This water is
kept faintly acid uo Methyl Orange by adding
OliV-HCI from, a microburette 23 (fig. 3).

Wcygand 1B recommends asbestos cardboard
ovens3 for heating the tube, nickel reduced
from the formate in the tube and 0-05N-
HCI for titrating. A cork connection is avoided
by drawing out and bending the outlet end of
the tube. If the sample contains S, Cl, Br or I,
2 cm. of soda-lime is placed before the
catalyst.14* 20 The preparation of the activated
catalyst has been described already (p. 360c).
Several workers have compared Kjeldahl*s
method with ter Meulen's, the latter being
preferable except when a large number of
analyses must be made daily.14*16* 21* 25» 31

Heertjcs 22 analysed 10 mg. samples of tri-
nitro aromatic bodies by mixing 10 mg. with 1 g.
of activated Ni in the boat, improving contact
by adding a few drops of acetone, Similarly
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dilute KO H is added to a mixture of protein
and catalyst.a-1J The accuracy of the method
is about ±0-2%. Gauthier8 rouud 14-66% N
in antipyrine (calc. 14*89). Activated nickel
is essential for difficult substances such as
fleroicftrbazides.

The progress of the analysis is followed and
regulated by means of ter Meulen'a method of
continued titration. When ammonia ceases to
be evolved, the bout is heated by the full tlaine

of, the burner until decomposition has ceased.
Owing to the small volume of absorbent water
in the U-tube, U-015 c.c. of O'OliV-aeid causes a
change in the indicator, corresponding to about
0-002 mg. N. An analysis requires about 10
minutes. Nickel formate, "• 3B oxalate *5 and
oxide usually contain nitrogen ; they are reduced
in the tube while a titration is carried out as for
an analysis until all the nitrogen has been
expelled.

S , S = A-shoperf asbtitos screens above holes for the flames, thus

Fio. 3.—ESTIMATION OF NITBOQEN.

The references may be classified
according to the elements determined :

Oxygen, gravimetric, 2, 3, 4, 10, 27, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 38, 39, 45, 46. Oxygen, volumetric, 27,
37, 40, 41.

Nitrogen, volumetric, 3, 10, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20,
21, 22.24, 25,31.

Sulphur, volumetric, 1, 3, 4/6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 52.
Halogens, volumetric and gravimetric, 3, 13,

14, 29, 30, 55. Halogens, by direct tUration, 27.
Arsenic, 3, 4, 7, 67. Mercury, 3, 4, 7, 57.

Cadmium, 7, 58. Zinc, 58, ,,
Jtevkws of the methods, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 65.

Monographs, 3, 5, Textbook hrtick on nitrogen,
19. Nickel catalyst, 2, 3, 4, 14, lQ.'Nickel-
thoHa catalyst, 6, 7, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38. Nickel
chromite catalyst, 27, 28, 35, 40. 41. Absorption
tubes and Flow meters, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 48, 49,
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HYDROGEN AT ION OF COAL. Coal.
compared with oil, is deficient in disposable
hydrogen, that is, hydrogen surplus to that
required for combination with oxygen, nitrogen
and sulphur. It follows that one essential of a
complete transformation of bituminous coal to
petrol, if such were possible, is to increase the
hydrogen content by about 170%, or in the case
of lignite, by 140%. These figures must, of
course, be modified considerably in cither direc-
tion with the different varieties of bituminous
coals and lignites.

H istorical Survey.—The original conception
of the hydrogenation of coal to give oil was due
to Dr. Friedrich Bergius. His experiments
started before the war (1914-18) and ended with
a small semi-technical plant at Rheinau, near
Mannheim, which was in operation until 1927.
After the war, the I.G. Farbeninduetrie started
work independently and brought to bear on the
problem their knowledge of high pressure
technique and of catalysts. They mode two
important advances—-the discovery of catalysts
immune to sulphur poisoning and the division
of the hydrogenation process into liquid and
vapour phase stages.

Developments in Germany then passed wholly
into their hands and they built the first
commercial hydrogenation plant at Leuna in
1927. This was designed to produce 100,000
tons per year oi' petrol from brown coal,
but at first it was operated mostly on low-
temperature tar" made from brown coal and on
German crude petroleum. Experimental work
was alsq done with bituminous coal. The
applicability of the process til the petroleum
industry was soon rCcognised anda joint company
For its exploitation was formed by the I.G. and
the Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey).

Meanwhile the original Bergius process had
been considered for British conditions, and
tests on British coals were made at Rheinau.
Research work was inaugurated at the Fuel
Research Station of the Department of Scien-
tific and Industrial Research in 1922, and in
1926 an intermediate-scale continuous plant,
on the lines of the latest Bergius development,
was set up. An agreement was entered into
between the British Government and Dr. Bergiue
'or the pooling and mutual discussion of the
results obtained in both laboratories, and an
option on tho patent rights for the British
Empire was secured by the British Bergius
Syndicate
'ompany.

from the International Bergin
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In 1927 Imperial Chemical Industries acquired
• the British Bcrgius Syndicate and started inde-

pendent research on the process- It was
decided that the original Bergius method cu
operation to give a variety of products—petrol,
tar acids, heavy oil and pitch, waa not profitable,
but that it would be attractive if it could be
modified to produce petrol ae the only liquid
product.

•

In 1929 I.C.I, built at Biilingham a pilot plant
to treat 10 tons of coal per day, and this plant
was run until the end of 1931. None of the
practical difficulties which arose were found to
be insuperable, and in 1930 I.C.I, announced
that they could produce a 60% weight yield of
petrol from coal, and gave estimated coats
which showed that commercial development was
possible only with Government assistance.

As the process developed it was realised that
many important patents in the hydrogenation
field weife held by the Standard-LG. group.

. Discussions were opened, as a result of which the
four major operators in the field—the l.U, of
Germany, the Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey),
the Royal-Dutch-Shd! Croup and 1.0,1.
associated themselves through a pooling com-
pany, The International Hydrogenation Patents
Company (I.H.P.), in order to pool their patent
rights and to effect a general exchange of

•

technical information.
In 1931 the I.G. resumed the hydrogenation of

brown coal on a large scale and this now pro-
vides a large part of the output of the hydrogena-
tion plants in Germany. Meanwhile, I.C.L
concentrated their research on the treatment of

I bituminous coal, and by the end of 1932 had
prepared schemes for building a large hydrogena-
tion plant at Biliingham, which was put in
hand in July, 1933, when the Governii*nt
announced their intention to guarantee the
continuance of the preference on fight oils made
from indigenous materials for a period of years.

The plant, with a production capacity of
150,000 tons per year of petrol, was started up
early in 1935, and has be/;n in continuous
operation hydrogenating coal and creosote oil
up to the present time. '

I
Pursuing her policy of home production of

essential materials, Germany has, subsequent
to the erection of the Biilingham plant, con-
structed a number of bituminous coal hydro-
genation units of similar size.J

General Theoretical Consideration*.—All
hydrogenation processes consist essentially in
subjecting coal to the action of hydrogen at a
high temperature and a high pressure.

Three types of reaction are involved. The
first is the transformation of impure, car-
bonaceous material to a product of substantially
hydrocarbon composition, elements other than
carbon and hydrogen being removed by com-

»biun,tion with hydrogen. Oxygen thus forms
water, nitrogen forms ammonia and Bulphur
forms hydrogen sulphide.

The second type is the splitting of the " hydro-
carbon " molecules to saturated anil nns:it united
hydrocarbons of lower molecular weight.

•
The third reaction consists of the saturation

of the unsaturatcd hydrocarbons immediately
they are formed.

For satisfactory control of the hydrogenation
process it is essential that the second reaction
should not be allowed to outpace reactions one
and three. Ottierwise, splitting to hydrocarbon
gas and polymerisation of intermediate unsatu-
rated products to coke takes place, with conse-
quent loss in yield of liquid hydrocarbons.

Because the required severity of splitting
conditions increases as the size of molecule to
be split ia decreased, this' balancing of the
reactions is assisted by d'viding the process
into stages. In the first stage the conditkms
may be such that the reduction reaction tmes
place with maximum efficiency, actnmpanied
by relatively little splitting. This gives rise
mainly to a heavy oil product, the approximate
composition of which is shown in fig. 1. In the
second stage rather more severe splitting con-
ditions are employed, and heavy oil is brokeni
down to give as the main product a middle oil
of final boiling-point of the order of SWC.
This middle oil is sufficiently volatile for it to
bo fairly easily vaporised under the rmiprature

BITUMINOUS COAL CARBON

PRIMARY HEAVY OIL

MIDDLE OIL.

PETROLS - Compoiinon t (pending on V,P. C*u\y
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conditions required for the final stage of sphl-
ting to petrol. This enables the reaction to be
carried out entirely in the vapour phase and in
the presence of a high concentration of active
solid catalyst.

In practice, subdivision of the process into
two stages—liquid phase hydrogenation of coal
to middle oil and vapour phase treatment of
middle oil over solid catalyst—has been found
L> be essential for production of good quality
petrol in economic yield. The use of two liquid
phase stages, although advantageous, is pro-
bably not worth the additional complications,
except in very large plant.

LIQUID PHASE CQAL HYBBOGENATIOH.

(a) Plant.—The preliminary Bergius experj.
ments were carried out in two-litre steel auto,
claves arranged to rotate over a row of^gae
burners The autoclaves were fitted with a
pressure gauge and a thermo-couple pocket,

Tliis type of apparatus utilises the batch
principle. Coal or cual paste is placed in the
autoclave, which is closed and hydrogen
admitted to a pressure of about 100 atm. The
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converter ia then heated to a temperature of
approximately 450°C, the pressure rising to
about 250-atm., and is maintained at this
temperature for about two hours. The appa-
ratus is then cooled, and the gas let down to a
holder for analysis. The liquid product re-
maining in the autoclave ia subjected to analysis
to determine the extent of conversion of the coal
and the character of the oil product.

The apparatus I as been studiously copied by
later investigator^ in order to study the
chemistry of the i. action and the effect of
ciifltiysts.

Tii'/ larger continuous type of apparatus used
by Bergius and later by the Fuel Research

Ion is shown in fig. 2. Coal made into a
with recycle oil from the hydrogenation

reaction is forced into the converter system by
pump (A). From the pump the paste, which is
kept agitated by mechanical stirrers, passes
successively through three converters, C, D and
E, which are surrounded by baths of molten

lead, hydrogen of about 90% purity at the same
time being pumped in at 200 atm. pressure by
means of a four-stage compressor B. - In this
Arrangement the first converter is used mainly
as a heating chamber, being brought to a
temperature, just short of that necessary for
the hydrogenation reaction at 200 atm. The
second and third converters are maintained at
the temperature which previous experiments
have shown to give the best results for the
particular type of coal under treatment. On
completing its course through the converters,
which takes about two hours, the hydrogenated
product and surplus hydrogen are cooled in the
condensers F and are then passed throi'gh a
reducing valve G which lowers their pressure to
60 atm. They are then allowed to separate in
the separator H. From H the gas is taken to a
scrubber I, where, still at a pressure of 60 atm.,
it is scrubbed with oil for recovery of the light
spirit. At intervals of approximately an hour
the liquids remaining in the separator H are

2.—EERQIDS HYDBOQENATION PLANT. MEDIUM SCALE, CONTINUOUS PROCESS.
ONE TON COAL FEJI DAY,

blown down to the atmospheric separator K,
when further gas is given off which is passed to
the gasholder. The liquid product, which con-
sults of a mobile oil, is periodically run off to
storage tanks, either directly or after centri-
fuging.

By 1938 both the I.G. and I.C.I, had inde-
pendently shown that the process could be mo-e
conveniently carried out using a relatively thin
coal paste (50% coal) hydrogenated in a simple
vertical reaction vessel. Because of the exo-
thermic nature of the reaction, it is unnecessary
to heat the conveners externally except in the
case of very small experimental plant, and the
passage of the hydrogen^ bubble* through the
reacting liquid provides sufficient stirring action
to expense with the use of mechanical stirrers.

The arrangement of a small semi-technical
plant based on thw principle is shown Li fig. 3.
Coal paste is injected by means of one of two
hand-operated accumulators. Thia consists of
a steam jacketed steel cylinder in which ia

id a piston. Coal paste is introduced on the

upper side of the piston by means of medium
gaa pressure. The filling line is then closed and
the paste forced from the accumulator by
application of 300 atm. wa^r or gas to the
under side of the piston. From the accumulator
the paste passes to a preheater coil immersed
in a lead batu and, just before entering the
preheater, is joined by a stream of high-pressure
hydrogen. From the preheater the mixed
reactants pass, at a temperature of approxi-
mately 420°C, to a converter consisting of a
vertical chrome steel tube 26' high andc4"
internal diameter. Excessive heat loss from the
converter is guarded against by a scries of
electric windings. The products from the top
of the converter pass to a high-pressure vessel
maintained at about 450°C, where products
•which are liquid under reaction conditions are
separated from those which are vaporised. The
liquid contents of the hot separator are let down
periodically to atmospheric pressure and the
gas and vapours pass through a cooler to a cold
high-pressure separator, which ia again let down
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/^ RECYCLE HEAVY OIL « < \

fr VI

•taJiy. Eirit gas is let down to atmo-
E pressure, and measured with an ordinary

rotary meter.
The heavy oil lot down from the hot separator

is centrifuged in order to remove ash and un-
converted coal, and the filtrate is recycled as
pasting oil. The cold catch-pot product is
allowed to stand and Uquor separated off. It
ia then fractionated into petrol, middle oil and
heavy oil. Part or the whole of the heavy oil

is recycled, depending on whether a single or
two-stage liquid phase process is being employed.
The proportion of heavy oil in the newly formed
products can be varied by control of temperplure
or reaction time in the converters. This control
is illustrated by fig. 4, which shows the effect
of reaption time on the products of coal hydro-
genation. The method of operation with single
stage and with 2-stage liquid-phase hydrogena-
tion is shown in figs. 5 and 6.
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The large scale adaptation of the vertical
converter principle ia shown in Fig. 7. Opera-
tion is the same as in the case of the aemi-
tcchnical unit, except that the converters have
to be cooled by the injection of cold hydrogen,
and that heat exchangera are fitted before the
prehenter by means of which the ingoing feed
is heated by the exit product from the con-
verter.

,{b) Catalysts .-̂ -No catalyst was employed in
the original Bergiui experiments. Later it was
found advantageous* to use a small quantity of

HYOfiOGEN
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In 1929 I.C.I. found that tin was the most
promising catalyst for bituminous-coal lique-
faction. It was first used in the form of grids

tinned iron fixed inside the converters. Later,
ntinuous injection with the coal paste of a,

very small amount of certain organic compounds
of tin was found to be preferable.

This superiority of tin compounds as catalyst
for coal liquefaction was also demonstrated Uy
experiments carried out by the Fuel .Research,
Board and published in the Annual Report for
1932 {see Table I).

Alkalis have a deleterious effect on the coal
liquefaction reaction. A large proportion of the
alkaline constituent* of c« l can be removed by
efficient coal cleaning, which, in any case, ia
obviously beneficial in that it decreases the
amount of material which has to be purged from
the pro«?»n by oentrifuging. ,

Hydrogen chloride can advantageously be
added to the reaction in order to neutralise any
remaining alkali. This introduces corrosion
problems on the exit side of the converter
flystem, but in J933 a process wa» discovered

and patented by I.C.I, for the scrubbing of the
exit vapours from the converter with a suspen-
sion of alkali in oil at a temperature of about
"450°C. This reduces corrosion to a negligible
amount.

(c) Quality of Product (from Bituminous
Coal).—The petrol fraction obtained by dis-
tillation of the crude cold catch-pot product of
liquid phase hydrogenation of coal or heavy oil
can easily be refined by normal petroleum
refinery methods. Refined petrol cut to a

HYDROGEN
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volatility of 40% at JOO°C. has the following
properties:

Specific gravity at 15° . . . 0-740-0745
Initial b.p ^ . 35°C.
90% vol. recover*! a t . . . 158°C.
Final kp 170°C.
Residue . " 1-0%
Loss 1-0%
% distillation+loss at 70°C. . 20%

, 100°C. . 40%
„ „ „ 140°C. . 75%

Reid^Vapour pressure at 100°F. , 9 lba./sq*.- in.
Octane No. C.F.R. motor method 71-73

C.F.R. aviation
method . —

Colour +25 Say bolt
Odour Marketable
Sulphur, % by weight . . . 005
Doctor lest Negative
A.-S.T.M. copper strip corrosion

test Negative
Gum, Pyrex dish without air jet

(mg./lUOmls.) 2-0
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TABLE I.—EFFECT OF CATALYSTS ON THE HYDBOGENATION OF COAL.

1
Catalyst.

Luxmasse
ZnO . .
SnOj. . .
MoOa .
FfuO,
TiO,

T?O '
FeC^O
v2o s . :
Ni<kel%leate
Pb(OH)2

CeO 2 . . ,
SnS . . .
S n S , . . .
SnfOH), .

Percentage
catalyst on

coal charged.

2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
229\
0-21/t
2-5
2-5
2-5
0-1
0-1
0-1
01 •
2-5
0-5
0 1
001
0-0O27
0-0OO67

Product per cunt, of ash-fret dry coal.

Insoluble in
chloroform.

49-2
10-0
10-2
7-7

14-1
27-3
36-9

12-0

18-0
49-8
10-2
Y1--1
10-5
10-5
11-6
t i l
U-0

10-fi
10-ti
15-1
38-3

Soluble hi
chloroform.

27-6
66-1
70-4
71-2
59-2
52-4
58-2

03-7

50-8
24-7
07-0
65-4
B2-3
03-1
61 -8-

Hi70-6
l>3-4
IJ4-1'
58-8
86-5

Water.

•

7 1
5-!t
5 -6^
7-7
7-6
2-0
7-2

6-9

6-2
6B
6-3
70
7-9
6 3
7-8
70
7-9
6-9
7-1
7-2 ,
7<0

Gas.

8-2
7-« m

6-2
9-3
8-8

10-8

6-a

9-4
10-2
8-7
8-8

11-3
—

5-8
6-4
8-5
6-2
8-5

16-fi

The middle oil fraction, which usually haa a
distillation range of 170-320°C, contains about
8% of tar acids, the remainder consisting of
about 95% of aromatic hydrocarbons. "With-
out further treatment the ignition properties
of this oil are not suitable for its use as a Diesel
fuel. It may, however, be saturated to a
naphthenic product by vapour phase treatment
at low temperature over active catalyst. The
product is a reasonably good Diesel oil.

The heavy oil obtained directly from coal is
suitable for use as fuel oil without any further
treatment, *

The products of liquid phase bituminous
coal hydrogenation being mainly aromatic, it
is unlikely that satisfactory lubricating oil
fractiona could be'obtained by direct extraction
or fractional um.

*
LIQUID PHASE HYDBOOENATION OF HEAVY OIL.

When the coal hydrogenation stage is operated
under conditions which give heavy oil in excess
of that required for recycle as pasting oil, the
surplus heavy oil is hydrogenated in a separate
plant which is practically identical with that
used for coal hydrogenation,

Liquid product from the hot separator, instead
of being cooled and let down to atmospheric
pressure, is recycled hot and under pressure to
the inlet of the prcheater. A comparatively
smuJI continuous purge is rimrle from the hot
catch-pot to prevent undue .accumulation of
solids and heavy asphaltic material. In this
way a high concentration of suspended catalyet
can, if desired, be built up in the reaction vessel.

VOL. VL—24

The above method for liquid phase heavy oil
hydrogenation haa been developed to *a con-
siderable extent by the I.G., ..particularly in
connection with the hydrogwation of brown
coal tar. Supported molybdenum compounds
are frequently used aa catalyst.

For the hydrogenation of heavy oiia fren
from asphaltic constituents the method m$y be
modified by the use of fixed catalyst such as is
used for vapour phase hydrogenation.

Temperature and throughout conditions Vi
the heavy oil hydrogenation are controlled so
that middle oil rafher than petrol is the main
product. The middle oil is further processed
in the vapour phase hydrogenation section.

VAPOUB PHASE HYDBOCENATION Off MIDDLE
OIL.

(a) Plant,—In general, the plant used for
vipour phase hydrogenation is very similar
to that used in the liquid phase stage. Middle
oil is injected into the plant by means of a
pump usually working at a pressure of about
250 atm. It is joined by compressed hydrogen
and passes to a preheater where it is completely
vaporised at a temf«raturo of the order of
35O-4O0°C The mixed vapour and hydrogen
passes to a converter, which ia packed with solid
catalyst pellets, and operates at a. reaction
temperature varying between 350° and 550"C,
depending on the nature of the catalyst em-
ployed.

On the large scale the catalyst is arranged in
bed*), between which cold hydrogen can be
admitted in order to give control of the highly
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exothermic reaction. The vapour phase nature
of the reaction allows the hot catch-potto be die
penscd with, and the outgoing products pass to a
cooler after exchanging part of their heat will
the ingoing reactants. After the cooler, eon
densed liquid product is collected in a. high
pressure separator, which is let down periodi
cally. The product, which usually contains
about 60-70% of petrol, is distilled to give
petrol and a residual middle oil fraction, -which
is recycled to the reaction.

Apart from a sim^ le washing of product to
remove hydrogen sulphide and ammonia, petro
from vapour phase operation requires no re
fining treatment.

(b) Catalysts.—A range of catalysts satin
factory for the vapour phase hydrogenation oi
middle oils is known. At one end of the range
these catalysts have a relatively high splitting
and poor saturation activity, aud these give rise
to petrols of higli aromatic content. Such
catalysts require a comparatively high reaction
temperature (about fiOO^C.) and, as a result,
gas-make tends to be fairly high. At the other
end of tbe range are catalysts of very market!
saturation activity, which operate at lower
temperatures (about 400°C.) and give uigh yields
of petrol of low aromatic content.

TABLB II.

,

Constituent.

Butane . . v .
(soParaffins (mainly

single branch)
Aromatics . . .
Unsaturated hydro-

carbons
Naphthenes boiling

above110°C. . .
Straight chain paraf-

f i n s - . . . .

Octane No. un-
leaded (C.F.R.
motor method) .

Octane No. with 4
c.c. T.EX./gallon
{C.F.R. motor
method) . . .

Vajiour phase
(Fercentt

Group

0

5
43

3

18

11

80

86

petrol.
ige vol. total petrol.)

Group

5

28
3

__

25

14

68 88

66-87

Group
III.

5

30
7

28

4

• I

89-9C

An important class of catalyst has recently
been developed with splitting-saturation activity
intermediate between the extremes cited above.
These catalysts, in addition to aiding the usual
splitting and saturation reactions, also encourage
isomerisation of eyefohexanes to substi tuted
cyc&pentane derivatives and give rise to a high
ratio of branched to straight chain paraffin
lumen.

The yield of petrol obtainable from a sub-
stantially hydrocarbon middle oil varies between
80 and 02% by weight, depending on the catalyst
employed.

For a more complete description of the control
of the vapour phase hydrogenation of middle
oils by suitable choice of catalyst, the reader
is referred to papers by M. Pier of I.G. Farben-
Industrie, see particularly Trans. Faraday Soe.,
1939, 36, 967.

(c) Quality of Products.—Table II gives
the composition and properties of petrols cut to
40% volatility at 100°C. obtainable from coal
middle oil by vapour phase hydrogenation over
the three types of catalyst mentioned above.

It will be observed that petrol from catalysts
of Groups II and III , particularly that from
Group III catalyst, has a very good lead suscepti-
bility and that its octane number when leaded
with 4 c.c. per gallon of lead tetraethyl is well
up to the 87 requited by the Air Ministry
specification for aviation fuel. Recycle oil,
particularly from catalysts of Group II, is a
highly saturated naphthenio product free from
phenols and bases, and is a reasonably good
Diesel fuel, having the following properties:

Sp. er. 15/15 0-8360
Flash point 178°]?. (81-2°C.)
Inst. Pet. Tech.:

Initial b,p.°C 217-5
10% at 222-5
30% at 227-0
60% at . . . - . . . 2360
00% at 257-0
Final b.p.°C 2830

98-5%
1-5%

Total distillate . . . .
Residue . . . . .
Ash 0-002%
Asphalt nil
Setting point below —50°F.

ToC 1 acidity equivalent to 13-5 nig. KOH/100
g. oil.

Inorganic alkalinity equivalent to 1-2 mg.
HBSO4/100 g. oil.

Viscosity:
32°F. Admiralty viscometer 5-0 sees.
70°F. Redwoou No. 1 . . 33-5 „

I40°F. „ „ * . . 283 „

Carbon 85-94%
Hydrogen 13-46%
Sulphur. 0-08%
Calorific value . . . . . 10,897 g.-cal.
Ho ore spontaneous ignition

temperature 265°C.

The hydrocarbon gases produced in vapour
phase hydiogcnation of the middle oils are
composed largely of butane and propane, which
can be transported as liquids and used for
ighting, heating or petrol substitutes (u. (JA8.

BOTTLE, Vol. V, 480).

HYDROGEN CERCULMIOH AND POEGE OP

MTROGEN AND HVDBOCABBON GASES.

On the large scale, the exit gas from the cold
i^u-pressure separators of the liquid and vapour

phase hydrogenation stalk is recycled to the
reaction by means of circulators. Circulating
AyclcMgon becomes impure, partly through
accumulation of nitrogen from the makeup
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gas and partly through accumulation of methane,
ethane, .propane and butane formed in the
process. Part of these gases is removed by
solution in the products themselves and VJ
recovered when the cold catch-pot products
are let down to atmospheric pressure. Final
control of the purity of the circulating gas is
obtained by scrubbing it with oil at full process
pressure in a separate plant specially designed
for the purpose.

The col<J separator product and the oil used
for washing circulating gas is usually let down
to atmospheric pressure in a number of stages.
In this way the least soluble of the gases, such
as n$rogen, ethane and methane, are con-
centrated in the purge obtained on letting down
from 250 to say 50 atm. pressure, and can
conveniently be used as gaseous fuel. As the
pressure is further released, richer gas con-
taining increasingly high concentrations of
butane arid propane is evolved.

These rich gases are scrubbed with oil for
recovery of pentane and low boiling petrol
constituents and are the source of pure butane
and propane.

HYDROGEN MANUFACTURE.

Hydrogen for hydrogenation is made from
coke by first converting it to water gas, which is
then treated with steam over a catalyst for
conversion of the CO to CO2. Alternatively
H2 can be made by catalytic reaction of steam
with the by-product hydrocarbon gas from the
hydrogenation process. This latter process
was worked out originally by the I.G. and the
Standard Oil Co., which latter firm produce
thereby all the hydrogen required for their
hydrogenation plant.

The make-up hydrogen for the Billingham
hydrogenation plant is made by combination
of the two processes, and the flow diagram of the
hydrogen production, and treatment of hydro-
genation-plant gases at Billingham is shown
in fig. 7. ^

Efficiency of Process.—The yield of petrol
from bituminous coal ca&uiated on an ash- and
moisture-free basis is of the order of 60% by
weight.

A more important figure is the oveyill coal
consumption. In'^hc case of a plant in which
all the H2 requirement is obtained from the by-
product hydrocarbon gases using, the methane-
steam process, it is estimated that the overall
consumption of raw coal would vary from
3-5-4 tons of coal per ton of petrol, the exact
figure depending on the ash and moisture
content of the coal and its suitability fqr the
process. This corresponds to a thermal effi-
ciency of 40%, which compares favourably
with*25% for generation of electric power and
65% for gasification.

In a plant in which the hydrogen is made via
coke and water gas, the overall raw coal con-
Bumption is approximately 5 tons per ton of
petrol, the higher figure being due to the lower
efficiency of coke ovens followed by water-gas
generators compared with catalytic manu-
facture of hydrogen from hydrocarbon gases.
This is partly compensated for from the financial

point of view by the tar, benzol and gas made as
carbonisation by-products.

THE HYDROGENATION OP COAL TARS.

Considerable research into the possibility of
single stage hydrogenation of crude tars to
petrol and light oils has been carried out by
the Fuel Research Station of tfce Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research at Greenwich,
where a large semi-technical plant has been
operated.

Both liquid and vapour phase reactions occur
in the same converter, which contains fixed solid
catalyst particles. The chief .catalysts investi-
gated have been molybdenum supported on
charcoal or alumina and pelleted molybdenum
sulphide. The disadvantage of the process lies
in the slow deterioration of catalyst caused by
the presence in the feed of asphaltic and high
boiling constituents. Certain of the catalysts
can, however, be revivified by periodic treat-
ment with air, and the rate of deterioration can
be reduced by employment of high pressures of
the order of 400 atm. The deterioration is
greatest with tars produced under high tempera-
ture carbonisation conditions, and is negligible
when distilled tar oils of reasonably low end-
point are used'as feed.

It was concluded that, although the single
stage process may be suitable for certain
selected tars of low asphalt content, division of
the process into separate liquid phase and
vapour phase stages is necessary for treatment of
tars in general. Since 1936, work at Greenwich
has been concentrated on the liquid phasje stage
using fairly high concentrations of dispersed
catalyst. Low temperature, vertical retort and
cannel tars and also shale oil have been studied.

This work is fully described in the Annual
Reports of the Fuel Research Board and in a
number of publications by the Board's investi-
gators.

Tar, and tar oils are being hydrogenated on a
large scale in both Germany and Englanr},
using processes controlled by the I.H.P. Group.
The exact method of operation varies in
different plants, but the process consists essen-
tially of separation of the tar or tar oils into a
middle oil fraction suitable for true vapour phase
hydrogenation and a heavy residue which is
treated under the liquid phase conditions
described for the hydrogenation of heavy oil
from coal.

Vig. 8 illustrates a satisfactory method for the
simultaneous hydrogenation of coal, creosote
oil and low temperature tar which has been
employed by the I.C.I, at Billingham. In
order that solid and heavy aspjialtic constituents
can be purged from the system along with
similar material preseftt in the products of coal
hydrogenation, crude low temperature tar is
fed to the process as coal-pasting oil. Creosote
is distilled to give a middle oil, which is treated
in the .*vapour phase section, and a heavy
residue which joins the feed of coal heavy oil
to the second liquid phase hydrogenation stage.

Petrol yields from tar and tar oils are stated
to be 80-90% by weight, depending on the raw
material used.
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The quality of hydrogenation products from
coal-tar and tar oils depends on the character
of the oil and on the type of cat a ly at employed in
the vapour phase hydrogenation atep. Using
highly aromatic oils, such an creosote and low
temperature tar from bituminous coal, petrol
obtained with a given vapour phase catalyst

HYOFIHH , V.
L I TAR

CREOSOTE DIL

JSTIUHTIllHl

FlQ. 8.

has substantially the Bamo properties as that
produced by coal hydrogenation.
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R. H.
HYDROGENATION MECHANISM.—

The addition of hydrogen to inorganic and
especially organic substances is a process of
considerable technical importance; leading
examples are the transformation of liquid into
solid fats, the production of ammonia and the
Fischor-Tropsch synthesis of hydiocarbons.
Although the addition of hydrogen may be
effected in certain cases at high temperatures
in the absence of a catalyst, or by means of
hydrogen atoms proiuced photo chemically, in
general it is carried out through the agency of a
catalyst. It is these catalytic reactions which
will be discussed here.

i_i..

THEORIES OF CATALYSIS.

The first observation on the effect of metals
in inducing the reaction of hydrogen appears
to be that of H. Davy (Phil. Trans. 1817, 107,
77) who found that a heated platinum spiral
placed in a mixture of coal gas and air con-
tinued to glow. Somewhat later, Erman (Abb.
K. Preuss. Akad. Wiss., 1818-19, 368) showed
th(ul the combination of oxygen and hydrogen
could be induced by platinum at as low a
temperature as 50cC. Faraday discussed the
mode of action of the catalyst and concluded
that it was intimately connected with the forces
exerted by the metal on the gases—a view which
is still held. Manv theories have been proposed
to account for catalytic phenomena. One
explanation is that an* increase in the rate of
reaction is brought about simply by the increase
in concentration caused by condensation on the
surface.. This explanation is inadequate, not
only on account of the extremely high con-
centrations which* would be required, but also
because it fails to account for the highly specific
nature of catalysts and their sensitivity to traces
of poisons. Catalysis cannot be interpreted
simply as the modification of an already existing
reaction inechaniam, but involves the provision
by the catalyst of an entirety new path of
reaction in which the energies required to effect
the steps are less than those required for the
uncatalyscd reaction.

Another explanation which has bc*en put for-
wurd is the intermediate-com pound theory.
According to this, reaction takes place through
the formation of a compound between one
reactant and the catalyst; the other reactant
then attacks this compound to form the finul
products. The failure in muny cases to isolate
these intermediates, together with the some-
what improbable nature of the compounds that
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in certain instances had to be postulated, caused
this theory to fall into disrepute. More recently,
however, it has been revived with a more liberal
interpretation of the nature of the intermediate
compounds. These are now regarded as special
surface compounds, not necessarily having
an existence independent of the surface.
For example, in the adsorption of hydrogen
on nickel a surface nickel-hydride is postu-
lated, in which each hydrogen atom is bound
to a nickel atom, and the remaining valency
forces of the nickel atom are satisfied by its
neighbours in and below the surface.

The most important advance in the theory of
heterogeneous catalysis is due to Langmuir
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1910, 38, 2268) who sug-
gested that reaction occurs in a unimolecular
layer of gas adsorbed on the catalyst. The
concentration or fraction 6 cf the surface covered
by the gas was deduced aa follows. The rate of
evaporation of gas from the surface is propor-
tional to the fraction of the surface covered,
while the rate of condensation Is proportional
to the product of the free surface and the
pressure p of the gas. At equilibrium these
conditions give;

At low surface concentrations, 8 is proportional
to the pressure, while, when the surface is nearly
saturated, 8 ie independent of the pressure.
The same general considerations, with modiii-
cations, hold if there are two gases. Thus, on
this theory, if the rate of the reaction under
examination is proportional to the surface con-
centration of a reactant, then the apparent, order
of reaction, as deduced from the dependence of
the rate of reaction on the pressure in tip gas
phase, will vary between unity, when the gas is
only slightly adsorbed, and zero, when the gas
is strongly adsorbed. In-this way observations
of the order of reactioo provide information as
to the adsorption of the reactants on the
catalyst, and this has been,tthe main method
used in the elucidation of reaction mechanisms
{C. N. Hinslielwood, " Kinetics of Chemical
Change in Gaseous Systems," dareadoa P.,
Oxford, 1940. V. thia vol., pp. 208-217).

The relationship between adsorp^on and
catalytic activity'Ti&s been explored at consider-
able length (G. M. Schwab, ti. by H. S. Taylor
and R. Spence, " Catalysis fronijthe Standpoint
of Chemical Kinetics," Macmillan, 1937,
Chap. 11). The observations of A. F. Benton
and T. A. White {J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 52,
2325) on the adsorption of hydrogen on nickel led
to the concept of" activated adsorption ",j(H. S.
Taylor, ibid. 1931, 53, 578). At low tempera-
tures, adsorption is rapid and does not involve
high energies; the adsorbed molecules are not
dissociated and are held to the surface by Van
der Waals forces. At high temperatures, a
slow adsorption occurs, involving a large energy
of activation; this type of adsorption is known
aa activated adsorption. Taylor regards acti-
vated adsorption as being the formation of
chemical bonds between tthe catalyst and the
adsorbed molecule (chemisorption) and in
general involving the dissociation of the mole-

cule {e.g. K. Morikawa, W. S. Benedict and H. S.
Taylor, ibid. 1636, 58, 1445). He considers that
activated adsorption is intimately related to
catalysis, and in many cases controls the rate
of the catalytic reaction. There is, however,
evidence that the phenomena of activated
adsorption are more complex than is implied by
this view, and may involve, for instance, solu-
tion in the bulk of the eatpiyst. On charcoal
it appears that chemisorption may be a slow
activated process, but, on, the other hand, with
metals it seems to be instantaneous and to
require no energy of activation (J, K. Roberts,
Proc. Roy. Soc. 1935, A, 152, 445). The
strength with which the chemisorbed layer is
held suggests that the picture of catalysis
as a two-dimensional gas reaction is incorrect.
E. K. Rideal {Proc. Camb, Phil. Soc. 1839,
35, 130) is of opinion that the essential
feature of catalysis in the interaction between
an absorbed molecule held by Van der Waals
forces with the chemisorbed layer. This does
not imply that the Langniuir-Hinshelwood
relationships between gas pressure and order
of reaction no longer apply, for these will still
apply to ,the Van der Waals layer and even to
the chemisorbed layer at high temperatures.

Observations of the kinetics of reactions alone
have not proved adequate to unravel the
detailed mechanism, an4 more recently new
techniques have been developed to deal witJi
catalytic reactions. The reconversion of para-
to ortho-hydrogen has been used as an indicator
of the presence on the catalyst of atomic
hydrogen (S. R. Craxford, Trans. Faraday Soc.
1939, 35, 940). Reactions involving hydrogen-
containing molecules can be^ further investi-
gated by means of deuterium (exchange re-
actions) (A. Farkas, L. Farkas and E. K. Rideal,
Proc. Roy. Soc. 1934, A, 146. 630; K. Morikawa,
W. S. Benedict and H. S. Taylor, I.e. and ibid.
1790). Several new lines of investigation, into
the nature of the catalysing surface and the
adsorption of gases on it have been opened up.
Among these may be mentioned the use *of
electron-diffraction to examine the lattice pat-
tern of the surface (O. Beeck, A. E. Smith and
A. Wheeler, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1940, A, 177, 62),
the accommodation coefficient of neon on the
surface as a means of studying the adsorbed
film of gas (J. K. Roberts, ibid. 1932, A, 135,
19:!; 1935, A, 152, 445), the measurement of
contact potentials (D. 0. Eley and E. K.
Rideal, ibid. l»4rj A, 178, 429), and the study
of catalyst poisons i» investigating the question
of the uniformity of the surface (E. B. Maxted
and H. C. Evans, J.C.S. 1938, 2071).

THE OHTHO-PABA "HYDHOIJEN CONVERSION.

Before discussing Actual examples of hydro-
genation mechanism, it will be of interest to
consider the interaction of hydrogen with the
catalyst in the absence of a second type of mole-
cule. Of all catalytic reactions the ortho-para
conversion of hydrogen is the simplest (A.
Farkas, " Orthohydrogen, Parabydrogen and
Heavy Hydrogen," Cambridge University Press,
1335). These two forms of hydrogen differ
only in that the atomic nuclei composing
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the molecules have parallel spins in the one case
and antiparallcl spins in the other case. The
catalytic intereon version of these two modifi
cations c in tnKp-place by two mechanisms. One
of these, the low temperature mechanism, does
not. involve the separation of the atoms in tho
molecule. The catalyst used in this type of
conversion is generally charcoal, and operates
at temperatures below about 150°K. The con-
version is ascribed to the existence of magnetic
dipoks on the charcoal surface. The second
type of ortho-para cOi'.yersion, which in of greater
interest in its bearing-on catalytic hydrogena-
tion, takes place generally on metallic catalysts
and at higher temperatures—room temperature
and above-—though on specially active catalysts
it has been detected at temperatures as low as
77°K. This type of conversion operates through
the dissociation of the molecule into atoms.
Exactly analogous to this latter reaction is the
equilibration of light and heavy hydrogen,
H 2 +D a ^2HD. Tho differences between the
two reactions are small and are those expected
from the greater matm of the heavy hydrogen.
In. the original mechanism proposed for these
reactions (K. 1'*. Bonliooffor and A,. FnrkiiB,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1931, B, 12, 231) the
hydrogen molecules in their adsorption on the
catalyst are dissociated into atoms. These
atoms then recombine and evaporate as mole-
cules, the recombination providing a chance for
each atom to acquire a now partner. In this
way, an equilibrium corresponding to the
temperature of the catalyst is produced.

The, validity of this explanation was brought
into question by the work of J. K. Roberts {Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1935, A, 152, 445) who showed that a
clean tungsten aviace on exposure to hydrogen
is immediately covered with a complete film of
the gas, which is present on the surface aa atoms,
and furthermore that this film shows no
detectable sign of evaporation at room tempera-
ture* The extreme stability of the adsorbed
hydrogen and the high energy required to bring
aliout evaporation militate against the explana-
tion of Bonhoeffer and FarkaH.

According to an alternative explanation sug-
gested by E. K. Rideal (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.
1939, 35, 130), conversion (or equilibration)
takes place through an interchange between an
adsorbed hydrogen atom and a molecule
adsorbed above the atomic layer. In the case
of the reaction H2-|-D3 ^ 2HD the scheme is as
follows:

D
\
D

W W

H

W W

D '•

/
H D •

1 -
W W w

D+HD

This explanation demands a certain fraction of
gaps in the atomic layer; this has been shown

fldst, as the surface is bare to the extent of
8% (J. K. llobcrts, t.c. p. 404). It will be seen

totthat this mechanism leaves the
of hyd rogen on the surface unaltered and
enables the reaction to proceed with much less
Energy than would be required for the evapora-
tion of molecules. An experimental proof of
this mechanism has now been devised (D. D,
Eley and E. K. Hideal, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1941, A,
178, -129). Clean tungsten films, prepared by
evaporation, were found to bring about the
equilibrium H2+D2^±2HD in a few minutes
at 77°K. A clean film was brought in contact.
with deuterium and then thoroughly pumped
out at room temperature. After being cooled
to 77°K. it was exposed to a low pressure of
light hydrogen, when an interchange of^light
and heavy hydrogen was observed in a time
similar to that required ff>r attainment of the
equilibration H 2 + D 2 ^ 2 H D . This can only
have taken place through such a mechanism as
that outlined above. It follows from the
mechanism of these reactions that tiie ortho-
para conversion and the equilibration reaction
can be used to indicate the presence or absence
of atomic hydrogen on a catalyst.

TIIH HvunonKNATJO.v op ETHYLENE.

The catalytic addition of hydrogen to sub-
stances containing an ethylenic double bond is
probably tho most important type of hydro-
gcuation. The simplest of these reactions was
discovered by ?. Sabatier anil Senderens (Compt.
rend. 1897, 124, 1359) who showed that in ttie
presence of nickel, ethylene could be quanti-
tivcly hydroganated to ethane. Later it was
found that a number of other metals, notably
copper, platinum, cobalt and iron, were effective
as catalysts; nickel, however, remains the chief
catalyst in practice. Although the hydro-
geniniou of ethylene has been intensively
studied since J897, the mechanism of the process
is still not completely explained, and it is only
of recent years, through the discovery of
deuterium, that the necessary means for its
elucidation have become available. Earlier
attempts were im.de to find the mechanism by
a study of kinetics and, the application of Lang-
muir'atheory. Pease (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1923,
45, 1196) found that on copper the rate of reac-
tion wa3 proportional to the hydrogen pressure,
but decreased as the ethylene pressure increased.
From this it waf deduced that the hydrogen
was wtjakjy adsorbed, whereas the ethylene was
so strongly adsorbed that it tended to displace
the hydrogen from the surface. Hideal
(J.C.S. 1922, 121, 309), using nickel, found
that at high ethylene concentrations the hydro-
gen displaced the ethylene. Many other in-
vestigations have given similar results, and all
show that the ethylene is very strongly adsorbed
and the hydrogen only weakly adsorbed.
Further progress along this line was not possible.

The Exchange Reaction between Ethy-
lene and Deuterium.—A new approach to the
problem was opened up by tho discovery of
A. Farkas, L. Farkas und E. K. liideal (Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1934, A, 146, 630) that when ethylene
interacted with deuterium on a nickel catalyst,
in addition to the normal hydrogenation,
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there also occurred an exchange reaction
between the deuterium and the light hydrogen
of the ethylene; this may be formulated:

This exchange reaction offered a means ol
investigating the state of the ethylene adsorbed
on the catalyst. Two mechanisms for this
reaction are possible:

(1) Dissociative Meckanism.—In this, it
supposed ihat on adsorption the ethylene mole-
cule is split up into a hydrogen atom and a
CSJH3 fragment, and the deuterium is dissociated
into atoms. Exchange takes place through thi
addition of one of these deuterium atoms to a
C2H3 fragment, and the consequent desorption
of a substituted ethylene molecule.

2. Associative. Median ism.—Assuming this
mechanism (I. Horiuti and M. Polanyi, Trans.
Faraday ̂ Soc. 1934, 30, 11(54) to operate then
ethylene is adsorbed on the catalyst by the
opening of the double bond and attachment of
the molecule to two nickel atoms. A deuterium
atom then adds on to give,a nickel-ethyl radical
which breaks up to reform an adsorbed ethylenw
molecule nnd liberates a. light hydrogen nlotn.

This mechanism can be represented as follows :

CHa—CHD+H

Nl Ni

The balance of the evidence suggests thrff this
second mechanism is the correct one-. The low
temperatures at which exchange between othy-
lene and deuterium occurs are in contrast to the
high temperatures required for exchange with
ethane, which can only proceed through a dis-
sociative mechanism, A direct teat was made
(G. K. T. Conn and G. H* Twigg, Proc. Hoy. Soc.
1939, A, 171, 70) by examining the possibility of
exchange between light ethylcne (C,,H4) and
heavy ethylene (C2D4) in the absence of
hydrogen. On tfoe dissociative mechanism, the
ethylenes should on adsorption be broken
down into C2H3 and C3D3 fragmenjs, and
hydrogen and deuterium atom's; on recom-
bination and evaporation, exchange .should
occur with the formation of compounds of the
type CjH3D, C2H?DS, etc. Analysis, effected
by means of the infra-red absorption apectra of
the ethylenes, showed no exchange.

Further evidence in favour of the associative
mechanism was obtained by examination of the
exchange reactions of the higher olefins (G. H.
Twigg, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1939, 36, 934). On
the dissociative mechanism, ono might expect
that the hydrogen atoms not immediately
attached to the double bond would be no HLOF*
reactive for exchange than those of ethane.
On the associative mechanism, however, aU the
hydrogen atoms ought to be equally reactive.
For example, in the case of propene the

associative mechanism gives the following
picture:

CH3 a—CH—CHa

Ni Ni
+ D

>. CH3—CH—CH,D

- H

Ni

CH—CHaDr>CH3=CH—CHaD

Nl

In this way a deuterium atom can be introduced
into the methyl group. The equivalence of the
hydrogen atoms in a number of substituted
ethylenes has been demonstrated.

In a similar manner the migration of the
double bond, which occurs in higher olefins
when they are brought into contact with a
catalyst in the presence of hydrogen (G. H.
Twigg, Proc. Roy. Soc. 1941, A, 178, 106}, is
more readily explicable if one assumes the as-
sociative mechanism for exchange. For example,
In the Pftie of the isomerisafcion. of l-butono
to 2-butene, the scheme of reaction ia:

CH3—CHS—CH=CHj,
l-Buteup.

CH3-CH2— C H - C H ,

NiNi

—> CH3—CHa—CH—CH3

Ni
- H

CH3—CH—CH -CH,

Ni

—CH3

2-Butane.
A

*JV> doublo bond migration was found in the
absence of hydrogen. Other evidence in favour
of the associative mechanism for exchange was
obtained from a consideration of the energies of
activation of the various reactions.

This proof of the mechanism of exchange
jave the first clue to the process of adsorption
of ethylene on 'thpjCatalyst surface. Before this

discussed more fully, however, there ia the
question of tho adsorption of the hydrogen
;o be considered. On an active hydrogenating
^atalyst, the ortho-para-hydrogen conversion is
cry fast at room temperature. By using para-

hydrogen in the hydrogenalion of ethylene, it '
waa shown that ,$he ethylene completely
>revented the ortho-para conversion, although

rapid hydrogenation occurred. Similarly,
vrhen deuterium was used, the equilibration

HB+ D 3 ^2HD was found T:o be
nhibiuld up to about 140°o. These obtur-
ations confirm that the ethylene is strongly

adsorbed, covering toost of the catalyst surface,
md also show that there is practically no atomic
lydrogen on the surface. The kinetics of the
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exchange and hydrogenation reactions were
studied simultaneously and found to be
identical, the rate of reaction in both cases being
independent of the ethylene pressure and pro-
jwrtional to the first power of the hydrogen or
deuterium pressure (G. H. Twigg and E, K.
llideal, ibid. 1939, A. 171, 56). It had been
expected that since hydrogenation requires two
atoms of hydrogen and exchange only one atom,
tiic rate of exchange would be proportional to
the square root of the hydrogen pressure. Since
it was not so, the stow atep in exchange must
involve the undissocia:_ed molecule.

To explain ah* these results, it was assumed
that the first step in exchange was a reaction
involving a deuterium molecule adsorbed in
the Van der Waals layer above the chemisorbed
ethylcne layer. This can be depicted as:

CH,

Ni Ni

C R ,

Ni Ni

I.

To explain the state of equilibrium of the
hydrogen-deuterium mixture during reaction,
it is necessary to assume another step, faster
than (I):

CH2D

CHS

Ni

-CH2 D

Ni

CH,

Ni
I I .

[n this way a Itiirly complete picture of the
exchange reaction has been obtained. From the
close resemblance in the kinetics of the hydro-
genation and exchange reactions, including the
fact * thai tho energy of activation for both
reactions decreases at high temperatures, it
appears that the state of adsorption of the gases
id the stunu in both reactions. Thnl is. hydro-
genation involves the interaction of an undis-
sociated hydrogen molecule adsorbed by Van
der Waals forces with an ethylene molecule
chemieorbed at two points by opening the
double bond.

Addition of Hydrogen to the Double
Bond and the Acetylenic Triple Bond.—
Since exchange proceeds thi :>ugh the associa-
tive mechanism, there are two ways in vhicn
bydrogenation of ethylene to ethane can be
effected. The lirat involves the separate addition
of two atoms (I. Horiuti and M. Polanyi, I.e.).
The first atom adds on to form the intermediate
nickel-ethyl complex as in the exchange re-
action, but instead of tlrs breaking* down to
re-form an adsorbed ethylene molecule, a second
hydrogen atom may add ?n to it and form
ethane, according to the following scheme :

CH,

CH,—CHS

N, NI

H

Ni Ni

CH3

The alternative mechanism for hydrogenatior*
does not require tho formation of the nickel-
ethyl complex. The hydrogen molecule is-
nresumed to add directly to the adsorbed
etbykuo without preliminary dissociation.

A considerable body of evidence, mostly
indirect however, points to the second hypo-
thesis as the true one. The first piece of evi-
dence in favour of molecular addition was put.
forward by G. Vavon (Bull. Soe. chim. 1927,,
[jv], 41,, 1253) who pointed out that in the-
catalytic hydrogenation of conjugated double-
bonds no 1:4 addition occurred, -whereas if
hydrogenation was effected by nascent hydrogen,
addition of two atoms of hydrogen in the 1:4-
positions was usually found. The main evidence-
for molecular addition, however, rests on the
formation of stereochemical isomers by hydro-
genation. A comprehensive survey of the
literature has been made by A. and L. Farkas
(Trans.FaradaySoc 1937,33,837). Theioauthors
show that the hypothesis of molecular addition
holds not only for ethylenic bonds, but also for
aeetylenie triple bonds. It is assumed that if
the hydrogen molecu'e add* as a whole without
previous dissociation, then addition takes place
in the eia-position. The schemes of reaction
are as follows:

(1) Acetylenic Bonds:

X

I
X H

H. C

\

By,*h'8 mechanism the addition of a molecule
of hydrogen to an acetylenic compound will
produce a m-ethylenic derivative. If on
the. other hand the addition of hydrogen pro-
ceeds atom by atom, then both CM- and trans-
derivatives can be formed, and the product
will be the thermodynamically most stable
mixture of the two; in general, since trans-
compounds are usually the more stable, the
result of atomic addition will be the trans-
derivatire. One point has to be noticed,
however. There is the possibility of a cis-trans-
isonierisation taking place on the catalyst in the
presence of hydrtgen, by the mechanism dis-
cussed* above f̂or double-bond migration and
exchange. This would tend to cause the attain-
ment of the thermodynamic equilibrium. Since
exchange is known to be faster than hydro-
genation at high temperatures, this tis-travs-
isomerisation would be expected to be marked
at high temperatures. Thus, if hydrogenation
is molecular, the products of reaction ought, in
general, to be the ets-ethylenic derivative at
low temperatures, and the (rows-derivative at
high temperatures or when nascent hydrogen
has been used. The observations of A. and L,
Farkas support this. For example, tolane on
catalytic hydrogenation forms the cis-coinpound
i«ostilbcne, whereas with nascent hydrogen it
yields stilbene; phenyjpropiolic acid is hydro-
genated on a catalyst to tjocinnamic acid, but
with nascent hydrogen yields cinnamic acid.
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(2) Elhyhnic Ponds:
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In these diagrams the dotted lines indicate bonds
below the plane of the paper, and the heavy
lines bonds above. From this scheme it is seen
that low temperature catalytic hydrogenfttion
should yield a racemic mixture from a irana-
compound, and n me«o-eompound from a cis-
compound, whereas at high temperatures or
with nascent hydrogen the most stable form
will be produced, which is, in general, the
meao-compound. These predictions were con-
firmed. For example, the catalytic hydro-
genation of cis- and fmnit-dimethylstilbene
yielded the meao- and racemic products respec-
tively. Again, when ortho- and yaro-xylene are
hydrogenated at room temperature, they yield
mainly cis- l:2-dimethylcyeiohexane &nd^cis-
I:4-dimethyleycfohexane respectively; but if the
hydrogenation is carried out at 180°c., the trans-
compounds are produced in both cases (A.
Farkas, ibid. 1939, 85, 90C).

From these observations, therefore, our present
picture of the mechanism of hydrogenation is
obtained. The olefin is adsorbed on the
catalyst by the open ing Df the double bond and
the formation of two nickel-carbon bonds; the
hydrogen is adsorbed on top of this film in the
molecular state. When the hydrogen piolecule
reacts with the Jickel-carbon bond, exchange
results (see I, p. 376«), and wien it reacts with
the carbon-carbon bond, addition takej place
and the saturated compound ia formed.

One feature of hydrogenation which is attll
obscure is the reduction in the energy of activa-
tion which takes place at high temperatures and
which may produce a diminution in the rate of
reaction with increasing temperature. The
most reasonable explanation of this phenomenon
is that it is due to desorption or displacement
of the olefin from the catalyst by hydrogen
(H. zur Strassen, Z. physikal. Chem. 1934,
A, 16S, 81), though this does not agree with the
observation (Twigg and Rideal, Proc. Boy. Soc.
1939, A, 171, 65) that the reaction

is inhibited at temperatures above those at which
the decrease ia energy of activation sets in.

A, and L. Farkos (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1938
60, 22) have suggested that this decrease is due
to an increase with temperature ,in the con-
centration of the dissociated fragments (C,HS in
the case of ethylene), these fragments not being
available for hydroge nation to ethane. If this
is so, the energy of activation for exchange
should show no decrease with increasing tem-
perature. Twigg and RideaI-(/.c.) have, how-
ever, found a decrease for exchange parallel
to that for hydrogenation..

CATALYST STRUJSTURE AND TUB
ClIEMISOHPTIOJf OF OLEFINS.

The lattice spacing of the catalyst and the
fitting of the adsorbed reactants to the catalyst
are of considerable importance in view of the
specificity of catalysts and the marked effect of
traces of promoters in increasing the rate of
reaction. The effect of small alterations of the
interatomic distances on the surface has been
pointed out by A, Sherman and H. Eyring (J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932,64,2661), who calculated
tho energy of activation for the adsorption oi
hydrogen on charcoal at varying carbon-carbon
distances.i They found that with a carbon-
carbon distance of 3-GA. the energy was a
minimum, but that on either side of this distance
the energy required rose rapidly, Tho im-
portance of the way in vhich the reactant is
adsorbed was stressed by A, A, Balandin
(Z. physikal. Chem. 1929, B, 2, 289) who con-
sidered that one catalyst atom could adsorb
two atoms or radicals of the renctant, thereby
causing these atoms or radicals to combine (the
multiplet hypothesis). For example, "certain
oxide catalysts cause the simultaneous dehydra-
tion and dehydrogenation of Jfleohol. Balandin
suggested that when the alcohol wns'adsorbecVas
shown :

CH, ~-CH,

H x OH
a

it was dehydrated to ethylene (the crosses
represent catalyst atoms). But if it was
adsorbed as

CH3CH

H H

the products were^ aeetaldehyde and hydrogen
This concept was extended further to the
dehydrogenation of cyr/cmexane. The reacting
molecules are presumed to be adsorbed on the
hexagonal lattice of. the catalyst (fig. 1).
The catalyst atoms 1, 2 and 3 each hold two
carbon atoms of the cyc/t^exane, while the
atoms 4, 5 and 6 each attract a pair of hydrogen
atoms and cause thern'to combine. Siniilarlv in
hydrogenation the benzene molecule might be
adsorbed in the same manner and the hydrqgen
molecules adsorbed on the atoms 4, 5 and 6
would ihen add across the bonds a—b, etc.

An important contribution to the question of
the effect of the lattice structure of the catalyst
on its activity has been made by 0. Beeck,
A. E. Smi^h and A. Wrheeler (I'roc. Roy, Soc.
1940, A, 177, 62). Those authors prepared

:
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evaporated metal films which had different
crystal planes exposed to the gas phase. The
crystal structure of these films was investigated
by electron diffraction. Two types of nickel
ii'hn could bo prepared, one completely oriented
with the (110) crystal plane parallel to the
surface on which the film was deposited, and
the other with a random orientation. The
activity of thea^ films was measured by the
hydrogonation of ethylene. It was found that
the oriented film was 5 times as active as the
unoricnted film. Th'̂ s the {110} plane, the least
densely packed piano appears to be morB

Fio. 1.

favourable for hydrogenation than either the
(100,) or the (111) plane.

Another approach to this problem has been
made by G. H. Twigg and E, K. Ride&L (Trans.
Faraday Soc'. 1940, 36, 533) who made the
mechanism for exchange the basis of calculations
on the fitting of olefins to the catalyst. When
the olefin is chemisorbed on the catalyst, the
double bond is. opened and attachment takes
place between the two carbon atoms of the
double bond and two nickel atoms. The first
calculation concerned the fitting of the olefin
molecule between the two nickel atoms (fig. 2).

Fro. 2. •

There are two nickel-nickel distances in the
nickel crystal, the distance of closest packing,
2-47A., and the unj't cell side, 3-50A, The latter
waa found to bo' too great to accommodate
the olefin molecule as postulated. In fig. 2 an
adsorbed ethylene molecule is drawn to scale.
The Ni-Ni distance (a) h 247A., the C-C

r distance (c) is 1-52A., equal to the normal single
bond distance, and the Ni-C bond distance (b)
is assumed to be equal to that in nickel carbonyt,
Tho molecule fits very well, the angle 6 being
• listorted slightly from the tetrahedral angle
109° 28' to 105114'. This distortion can be made
leas if the C-C axis is made to lie at a small

angle to the Nl-NI axil. The effect of pro-
motors on catalytic acth ity may be due to
small distortions of the crj stal lattice causing
n more favourable interatoiiue distance. The
interatomic distance appears to be an important
factor in determining the activity of the catalyst.
In the chemisorption of olefins, as described
here, the maximum possible interatomic dis-
stance in tho catalyst appears to be about
2-8A., which may explain why those catalysts
active in hydrogenation have inteiatomic dis-
tances of closest approach between 2*47A. and
2-54A. (Fe, Nj. Co, Cu) and between 2-7*. and
2'8A. (Pt, Pd). In the latter group ihe form
of the crystal lattice is important, 011I7 ithose
metals having a face-centred cubic lattice being
active in hydrogenation.

Another calculation was made on the inter-
action of neighbouring adsorbed molecules. A
plan, drawn to scale, of the nickel surface with
adsorbed olefin molecules is shown *in fig. 3.
Two cases are shown: A, adsorption on the (UI)
plane and B, on the (110) plane. For the
ethylene molecule, tho hydrogen atoms have
been drawn to scale (full circles). There is
slight interaction between neighbouring mole-
cules on the (111) plane, though this is probably
insufficient to prevent them covering the whole
surface. On the (110) plane there is no inter-
action, and thus ethylene can cover the whole
surface. This ia in agreement with the fact that
ethylene inhibits the reaction H8+D,^=i2HD.
The case of the methyl-substituted cthylenes is
different, however. The methyl groups are
drawn to scale (dotted circles, fig. 3). Here the
interaction between neighbouring atoms is
quite considerable even on the (110) plane, and
these molecules should not be capable of covering
the whole Burface. That this is actually so is
shown by tho fact that the equilibration
H2 +D a ^ 2HD still proceeds in the presence
of 2-methylpropene or 2-roethyI.2-butene;
again, in the hydrogenation of butene, the rate
of reaction is not independent of the butene
pressure. In this way confirmation of the
general picture ot the adsorption of olefins has
been obtained. The fitting of the molecule to
the catalyst is probably the cause of selective
hydrogenation in the case of complex molecules
containing more than one double bond.

THE FISCHEH-TKOFSCH SYNTHESIS,

In the field of catalytic hydrogenation, one of
the most important reactions is the Fischer-
Tropsch synthesis of long chain paraffin and
olefin hydrocarbons from carbon monoxide
and hydrogen. The type of catalyst used con-
sists of iron, nickel or cobalt with a suitable
promoter and support. Investigations into the
mechanism of the reaction have been made
with a catalyst which consists of cobalt, thoria
and kieselguhr in the proportions 100; 18:100;
cobalt and thorium carbonate are precipitated
on the kieselguhr and reduced in hydrogen at
375°c. (Report of the Fuel Research Board,
1938, 189), The genera] characteristics of the
reaction are aa follows (F. Fischer, Ber. 1938,
71 [A], 56). When the synthesis gas, 1 part of
carbon monoxide and 2 parts of hydrogen

t of
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passed over the freshly reduced catalyst at
190°c. and atmospheric pressure, methane and
carbon dioxide are formed. After some time
the Fischer synthesis seta in and the product*
are oil and water. The temperature range over
which the oil synthesis occurs is email. Below
175°C. there is no reaction; between 175°c.
and 225°C. oil is produced, and above 225°6.
the main products are methane and carbon di-
oxide. At high pressures, oxygen-containing
substances^re formed as well as the hydrocarbon
oils. Investigations into the mechanism (S. R.
Craxford, Trans. Faraday Soc. J939, 35, 94C)
show that the reaction takes place through the
formation on the catalyst of cobalt carbide.
Evidence lor this ia that a used catalyst, when
decomposed by hydrochloric acid, yielded a
mixture of paraffins and olenns. Measurements
of the electrical conductivity of the catalyst
during synthesis showed that carbide was being
formed in increasing amounts as the synthesis
proceeded. Craxford showed that the forma-

tion of carbide does not occur through the
reaction 2Co+2CO -> COJC+COJ. because
this reaction is slower than either the reduction of
carbide to methane or the Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis; this reaction would thus not allow
carbide to accumulate on the catalyst. The
reaction postulated for carbide formation is the
reduction of a surface carbonyl:

C

Evidence for this ia that the oxygon product of
the synthesis is water and not carbon dioxide.
This water cannot have come from the reaction
CO a4-H f i^CO+H aO as the equilibrium of
this reaction is entirely on the carbon dioxide
side at 200°o.

By using para-hydrogen in the synthesis gas

O l 2 3 4 5

8 SCALE IN A.

Fio. 3.—PLAN OF £HEMISOBBED ETUYLENE AND METUYLETHYLENES ON THE NICKEL
SURFACE.

instead of normal hydrogen, the ortho-para-
hydrogen conversion could bo measured simul-
taneously with the synthesis.' At 200°c. when
synthesis to give oil was taking pjace, no jortho-
para conversion was detectable. Under other
conditions, below 160°c. when no reaction
occurred, or during the ru»ning-in of a catalyst
when tho products were methane, carbon
dioxide and carbide, or at 200oc. with hydrogen
in great excess when only methane was formed,
or at temperatures above 250oc. where the
product is entirely methane, the ortho-para
conversion occurred freely. As has been pointed
out, the occurrence of the ortho-para conversion
may be taken as an indication of the presence
of hydrogen atoms on the catalyst. Hence, it
is concluded that when the Fischer oils are
Ijiing produced there ia little, if any, atomic
hydrogen on the catalyst, whereas the produc-
tion of methane ia associated with the presence
OD the catalyst of atomic hydrogen.

The water-gas reaction

•

exhibits a behaviour parallel to that of the
ortho-para conve.wion. At 200°c. the equili-
brium is almost entirely on the right-hand side,
yet during, the Byntheaia of oil, the oxygen
product is mainly water with only a trace of
carbon dioxide. But under the conditions
where the synthesis yields methane instead ol
oil, the water-gas reaction occurs and carbon
dioxide is formed instead of water. Thus
this reaction is determined by the same con-
ditions as determjre the ortho-para-hydrogen
conversion. •*

ese observations, it is considered that
d h

j , onsidered that
the second step in tho synthesis is the reduction
of the carbide by molecular hydrogen leading to
the production of CHa groups chemiaorbed on
the cobalt. When atomic hydrogen is present
on the catalyst, the CHa groups are hydro-
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genated to methane. In the absence of atomic
hydrogen, the groups link up with each other to
form long'paraffin chains. That this linking-up
process is more probable than a mechanism in-
volving the addition of carbon monoxide to the
end of a chain followed by reduction, is shown
by the fact that cobalt carbide on treatment
with dilute add gives rise to long-chain hydro
carbons.

The mechanism wlicreby the CH ( groups
link up is not completely understood. E. F. G.
Herington (Trans. F-.raday Son. 1941, 87, 3U1)
has calculated that fi.i acetylene molecule "can
be adsorbed on the nickel or cobalt lattice across
the 3-50A. distance by the transformation of the
triple into a double bond. This ia hi contrast
to ethylene which can only be adsorbed across
the shorter 2-47A. distance. It is found that if
acetylene is added to the synthesis gas in the
Fischer-Tropsch reaction, it polymerises in

(a)

1

CH2 CHZ CHZ &f, CH,

Co Co Co Co &>

(& CH-HH, C\

1 / \. 1
Co Co Co

CH.

I
Co Co

CM-CH-CH2 CH

I \ |
Co Co Co Co

CH,-CHrCH-at, CH.

I \~ I
Co Co Co Co Co

Fie. 4.

dependency, and is not incorporated in the
Fischer oil produced. On the contrary, if
ethylene is present in the ingoing gas, it is in-
incorporated into the products. This gives
grounds for thinking that the combination of
the CH2 groups during synthesis occurs
across the short spaces of the cobalt lattice.
From spatial considerations/ it can be seen that
during the linking-up to form a large moleeu'.o,
the individual CHS groups cannot remain
attached to their original catalyst atoms by Van
der Waals forces. Consequently the scheme
of reaction shown in fig, 4 has been proposed.
Thin mechanism finds support in the fact that
the products of the Fisrficr-Trojjsch synthesis
contain a large quantity of olefins with the
double bond in the terminal.position.

CATALYST UNIFOBMITI'. r

The question of the uniformity of catalysts
has not yet been decided satisfactorily, though
it appears that there must be areas of different
activity. The concept of active centres is
largely duo to H. S. Taylor (J. Physical Chem.

1920, 30, 145) who considers these centres to be
atoms or groups of atoms projecting above the
plane of the catalyst and having a high activity
'by virtue of their instability. The evidence for
and against this concept is mostly indirect. In
its favour the fact is quoted that the heat of
adsorption of a gas on the catalyst decreases
with the amount adsorbed (H, S. Taylor,
Z. Elektroohem. 1929, 35, 545), and the fact
that poisons reduce the activity of catalysts
many-fold while the adsorption is only slightly
affected. Arguments from adsorption, however,
may not be entirely conclusive since adsorption
can be composed of several factors, chemi-
sorption, Van der Waals adsorption and solution
in the mass of the catalyst, of which the first
only is concerned in catalysis; varying heats of
adsorption have been explained as due to inter-
action between neighbouring adsorbed atoms or
molecules (K. F. Herafeld, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1929, 51, 2608). More valid'evidence,
however, is derived from eases in which two
simultaneous reactions are possible with the
same catalyst and reactants. When allyl alcohol
vapour is passed over heated copper, it may
either iaomerise to propionaldehyde or be deny-
drogenated to acrolein. F. H, Constable (Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1926, A, 113, 254) showed that the
ratio in which the two reactions occurred was
dependent upon the method of preparation of
the catalyst. Many other examples of this kind
have been found. Against the theory of active
centres is the observation of E. W. R. Stearie
and E. M. Elkin (ibid. 1933, A, 142, 457) that
there was no discontinuity in activit}' at the
melting-point of zinc when this metal was used
as a catalyst in the decomposition of methyl
alcohol between 360° and 440°c. E. B. Maxted
anc:-his co-workers (J.C.S. 1933, 502; 1934, 26,
672 ; 1935. 39:*, 1190) re-investigated the work
of Vavon and Husson {Compt. rend. 1922, 175,
277) on the effect of poisons on the hydrogena-
tion of different organic substances, and found
that the relative reduction in the rate of hydro-
genation was the, same in all cases, even when
the absolute rates differed considerably. Thus
the same parts of the catalyst appear to be
concerned in the different types of hydrogen-
ation. Other evidence of catalytic homogeneity
comes {•vim the fact that the energy of activation
for the hydrogenation of crbtonic acid is the
same on a fresh catalyst and on one of which the
activity has l*een reduced by sintering or by
poisoning. Other experiments using catalyst
poisons point to the uniformity of the surface
(Maxted and Evans, J.C.S. 1937, 1004; 1938,
2071), The comparative toxicities of hydrogen
sulpbjde and various ulkyl thiola and sulptydes
to a. platinum catalyst were measured. It was
found that the toxicrty of the sulphides mi
more than twice that of the thiols, and in both
scries,of compounds the toxicity increased with
the length of the alkyl chain. The ratio of the
toxicitiea of methyl sulphide and hydrogen
sulphide was 9*0:1. If these molecules are pre-
sumed to be anchored to the surface by the
sulphur atom, then by drawing a scale model
of these molecules on the surface, it can be seen
that while the hydrogen sulphide occupies one
phitinuni atom, the methyl sulphide molecule
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can cover nine atoms. Thus, over small areas,
the catalyst is uniform. These experiments
also show two types of .catalyst surface, each
in itself homogeneous. The work of Beeck^
Smith and Wheeler (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1940, A,
177, 62) shows in another way that different
types of surface can be present in the catalyst.
The present position thus appears to be that
while the catalyst may contain different types
of surface, there is no evidence for isolated
centres of high activity such as those postulated
by Taylor/and the surface must be regarded as
made up of areas of relatively uniform activity.

G. H. T.
HYPROLITH. A technical name for cal-

cium hydride, CaH2 (v. Vol. II, 205d, and this
Vol., p. 3306). Hydrolith has commercial im-
portance as a reducing agent in metallurgy, and
for generation of hydrogen by interaction with
water, 1 kg. producing about 1 cu. m. of the gas
at ordinary temperatures and pressures. For
technical applications, see Alexander, Met. &
Alloys, 1937, 8, 263; 1938, 9, 45.

HYDROLYSIS. The term hydrolysis (or
hydrolytic dissociation) is given to a number of
different chemical reactions, all of which consist
in the addition of water to a complex, and the
subsequent resolution of the product into
simpler substances.

Some of the best-known types of hydrolysis
are those of metallic salts, esters, acid chlorides,
amides, etc., or generally acyl derivatives,
complex carbohydrates and glycosides, and
finally, polypeptides and proteins.

I. HYDROLYSIS OF SALTS.

The hydrolysis of a salt by water may be
represented by means of an equation of the type:

KCN+HOH ^ HCN+KOH

The reaction is a balanced one, and may be
regarded as due to the incomplete neutralisation
of the acid and base from which the salt is
derived; in terms of the ionic theory the acid in
question (HCN) does not* yield sufficient
hydrions to combine with the hydroxyl ions of
an equivalent quantity' of the strong base
(KOH). When equivalent quantities of a
strong acid and a strong base are brought to-
gether in aqueous, solution complete neutrali-
sation takes place, and a normal salt with a
neutral reaction towards common indicators is
formed. (Basis of methods of addimetry and
alkalimetry.) In the cases of such salts appreci-
able hydrolysis would not be expected even in
dilute solution. The following are the common
types of salts which are hydrolysed by water:
(l)^salts derived from feeble acids and rtrong
bases;' (2) salts from strong acids and feeble
bases; (3) salts from feeble acids and feeble
bases. Examples of the first type are potassium
cyanide (v.8.) and sodium phosphate,

Na8PO4+HOH

and even

Na2HPO4+NaOH

Na2HPO4+HOH ^ NaH2PO4+NaOH

Solutions of such salts invariably have an
alkaline reaction towards common indicators,
e.g. litmus, phenolphthalein. The water may

be regarded as a feeble acid, which, like any
other feeble acid, liberates a certain amount of
acid from the salt with which it is bibught into
contact. In many cases acid salts are first
formed, e.g. sodium phosphate, sodium carbon-
ate, but free acid and free base may be liberated.
The alkaline reaction of the solution can be
accounted for by the fact that the feeble acid,
or the acid salt formed, is iorised to a slight
extent only, whereas with moderately dilute
solutions the strong base is almost completely
ionised, and thus there jo a great excess of
hydroxyl ions over hydr&ms. Examples of the
second type are ferric chloride and cupric sul-
phate, which are derived respectively from the
feeble bases, ferric hydroxide and cupric hy-
droxide. The aqueous solutions of such salts
invariably give an acid reaction. The hydrolysis
may be represented by means of the equations:

FeCI3+HOH ^ FeCI2OH+HCI

orevenFeCI3+3HOH ^ Fe(OH)3+3HCI

and CuSO4+2H-OH^Cu(OH)2+H8SO4.

With moderately concentrated solutions basic
salts, e.g.\ FeCI2*OH are almost certainly
formed, and it is only in very dilute solution that
the hydrolysis will proceed to the formation of
the metallic hydroxide, and even when this is
formed it is not precipitated, but remains in
solution in the form of a colloid. A group of
salts which belongs to this type is that of the
salts derived from the strong mineral acids, and
feeble organic bases such as aniline, e.g.

CflH6N H3OH.+ HC1
Aniline

hydroxide.

CflH5N H3CI+ H
Aniline

hydrochloride.

Examples of the third type are ferric phos-
phate, aluminium carbonate and sulphide and
aniline acetate. The hydrolysis in the first
case is readily shown by washing finely divided
ferric, phosphate with distilled water, when it
is found that the filtrate is always distinctly
acid, owing to the free phosphoric acid which
has been washed away by the water, and if the
operation is continued nearly pure ferric
hydroxide remains on the filter. In the case
of the two aluminium salts, they are so readily
hydrolysed that when brought into contact
with water they yield the corresponding metallic
hydroxide, and the free acids, carbonic acid and
hvdrogen sulphide?, which escape and thus
destroy the equilibrium.

In the case of salt formation we may regard
the water as capable of acting as either a feeble
base or a feeble acid. When in contact with
equivalents of a strong acid and a feeble base
the water competes with the base for the acid,
and hence neutralisation is not complete, or, in
other words, hydrolysis of the salt occurs and
the feebler the basO the greater the degree of
hydrolysis. The mechanism of salt hydrolysis
according to the ionic theory is as follows: In
aqueous solution the given Bait, e.g. potassium
cyanide, is ionised in the ordinary manner into
K4 and CN- ions, but water itself is ionised to a
slight extent, H2O ^ H++OH-, and as hydro-
gen cyanide is a very feeble acid, and therefore
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ionised to only a very slight extent in aquoou.
solution, there is a. tendency for the H+ ions oi
the water to combino with the CN~ iona from the
cyanide, yielding undissociated HCN; the resuli
is that tho equilibrium H aO ^ H + + O H - is
destroyed and more molecules of "water are
ionised, but thia results in further combination
between H+ and CN~ iona, and by this means an
excesa of O H " r>ver H+ iona is produced, and
thus the alkaline reaction. The changes con
tinue until ultimately equilibrium is established
between the KCN, C.N-, K+r H+, O H - , HCN

and HSO present,
th t i f

degree of hydrolysis,
h d l d bS p g yy

t.c. the traction of the eatt hydrolysed, cannot be
determined by direct titration of the free acid or
free baso present in solution; the addition of
standard add to the solution of potassium
cyanide would immediately destroy the equili-
brium which previously exited, and more salt
would be hydrolysed in order to restore the
equilibrium, and the point of neutrality would
not be reached until add sufficient to decompose
the salt completely had been added. The
methods commonly adopted for determining the
degree of hydrolysis are (aee Farmer, B, A. Report,
1904,240): (1) Determination of the .concentra-
tion of the free acid or free alkali present in the
uolution of the salt by its catalytic effect on the
hydrolysis of an aqueous solution of ethyl acetate
or on the inversion of a solution of cane sugar,
and then determining the amount of pure acid
or alkali required to produce the same effect
(for acid, see Walker, Z. physikal. Chem. 1889,
4, 319; for alkali, see Shields, ibid. 1893, 12,
107; also Bruner, ibid. 1000, 32, 133; Ley,
ibid. 1899, 30, 216; Walker and Aston, J.C.S.
1895, 67, 576). (2) Determination of the elec-
trical conductivity of the solution {Walker, Z.
physikal. Chem. 1S89,4, 333; Brcdig, ibid. 1894,
IS, 313; Lundy, J. Chim. Phya. 1907, 5, 574;
Denham, J.C.S. 1908, 93, 11). The molecular
conductivity of a hydrolysed salt of the type
aniline hydro chloride is made up of two quan-
tities "(«) conductivity due to tho non-hydrolysed
eali; (6) conductivity due to the free acid formed
on hydrolysis—since the free base (aniline) is not
an electrolyte. M=(l—arJitj+ntHcir where M
=molecular conductivity, a:=degree of hy-
drolysis, «j=molecular conductivity of non-
hydrolysed salt and «HCI that of the free add
formed. The various quantities in the equation
with the exception of z can be determined and
then £ calculated. (3) Determination of the
partition coefficient (Farmer, ibid, 1901, 79,
tst>3). In the case of the hydrolysis of anilifle
hydrochloride the concentration of the free base
is determined by shaking the aqueous solution
at a given temperature with a known volume
of benzene, and finding the concentration
of the aniline in the benzene layer. Since
CDfCAq is always constanr(C[i-concentrationof
aniline in benzene and CAq =concentration of
aniline in water) for a givan temperature the
concentration of free aniline in the aqueous layer
can be calculated directly, and thus th« degree
of hydrolysis determined. The assumption ie
made that the salt present docs not affect the
partition coefficient to an appreciable extent.
(4) Observing the change in colour produced
by a solution of the hydrochloride of an organic

base in a solution of Methyl Orange of known
concentration, and a comparison of this change
with that produced by the addition of known
quantities of hydrochloric arid (Veley, ibid.
1908, 93, 652, 2114, 2122; 1909, 95, 758;
Trans. Faraday Soc. 1908, 4, J9).

Tho degree of hydrolysis of a salt may also
be measured with the aid of the hydrogen or
quinhydrone electrode and plotting the pH-log.
(concentration) curve (V. ^upr, Z. anorg. Chem.
15)31; 198, 310; Dupont. Conipt. rend. 1931,
192, 1643; Kolthoff and Kameda, J. Amer.
Chem, Soc. 1931, 53, 832), or with the glass
electrode (Cranston and Brown, J. Roy. Tech.
Coll. 1937, 4, 46; Tnins. Faraday Soc, 193?, 33,
1455; J.C.S. 1940, 578).

The following percentage values have been
obtained with I-O-CHM solutions (v, Cupr and
Viktorin, A. 1931,910).

Zinc sulphate , . , 0-0O23-O-0048
Cadmium sulphate . . 0-0006-tf;0016

Beryllium halides and sulphate are also
hydrolysed (,11. Prytz, Z. anorg. Chem. J929,
180, 35.T; 1931, 197, 103). The hydrolysis is
regarded as of the type

2Be+++H 2 O-»- B e t O + + + 2 H +

as the values of Ko in-the equation:

(where AH represents the hydrogen ion activity)
are practically constant and have the values
Ko x 10 ' : sulphate 1-4, chloride 1-7, bromide 5-9
and iodide 4-4. In many cases rapid hydrolytic
reactions are accompanied by secondary sloiv
reactions in which the products of the primary
hydrolysis coalesce to form products of high
molecular weight and the application of the law
of ""lass action is difficult if not impossible.
The hydrolysis of aalts of weak polybasic acids
leads to iaopoly acids which can exist in a narrow
region of hydiion concentration, whilst the
hydrolysis of salts of weak poly-acid bases is
characterised by tsopoly bases which can exist
in wide regions of hydrion concentration (K. F
Jahr, A. 1938,1, 202).

Most of the methods-give only rough approxi-
mations (cf, Bevertdge, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin.
1909, 29, 648). A few of the results obtained
are as follows:

Glycine hydrochloride
. im<; ,,

Urea ,,

Sodium cyanide

„ acetate
„ carbonate
,, phenatc

Aniline livdrciehloride

Zinc
Vlumiriiiim chloride

ferric chloride "
Lead

p.
g

T .
25
25
25
CO
25

25
25
25
CO
25

100
100
25
40
25

4
19-00

a«'oo90'OO
81-00
1-10

O'OOS
3'] 7
305
2-fiO
1-50
010
6-10

O'M
iirdo
0-50

Hydrolysis of ester
• !

Inversion of sugar
S;i]v HI it) ca t Ion o f

eater

Inversion or sugar
Conductivity
Inversion of B

Conductivity
Inversion of sugar
Conductivity

;nr
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The whole question becomes more compli-
cated when the acid or base formed by hydrolysis
'is unstable and is transformed into isomeric
pseudo-acid or pseudo-base. t

The influence of concentration on hydrolysis
is given by Guldberg and Waage's law of mass

action. According to this p _- = constant,

where C» represents the concentration (molar)
of the non-hydrolysed salt, CA that of the acid
formed by hydrolysis, and CB that of the base.
If originally 1 g,-mol. of salt was dissolved in
v litres of solution and x g.-molfl. were hydrolysed,
then

•• constant, or -—=— = constant.
v x4

It is'obvious that as v increases, i.e. as the
concentration is diminished, x, i.e. the degree
of hydrolysis, must increase in order to keep the
whole expression constant.

The relationships are not quite the same
in the case of a Bait derived from a feebif base
and a feeble acid, e.g. aniline acetate,

C,Hs-NHa-O-CO-CH3+HjO

l-xfx^x

If the reaction is represented as taking place
betweea the ions of the salt and the water,
and the salt is practically completely ionised,
and the base and acid not appreciably, then
CCH'CAD/CU'CB^ constant, where Cc,t=eoncen-
traction of the cation and CAII=concentration
of the anion. But Cc.t= CAH=

.'.C?fl»]t/CvCB=confltant,orf -) / --^constant

where s, a, b are the gram-mols. respectively of
salt, acid and base in v litres of solution. *But
this expression is independent of v, and hence
dilution docs not affect the degree of hydrolysis

Another factor which affects the degree of
hydrolysis is the addition to the solution of
one of the products of hydrolysis, e.g. free acid
or free base. Thus the hydrolysis of aniline
hydrochlorideinaqueoui* solution can be stopped
completely by the addition of hydrochloric acid
or of aniline. This follows again directly from
the equation CS/CA'CJ)=constant. If CA, i.e. the
concentration of the acid, is increased it \s neces-
sary, in order that the whob expression may
remain constant, that either CB should diminish
or Cg increase or both, and the only way in
which this can be effected is by a diminution in
the degree of hydrolysis.

The velocity of salt hydrolysis has been
determined in a few cases, e.g. ferric chloride
(Go-todwin, 2. physikal. Chem. 1896, 2i; 1);
potassium ruthenium chloride, K2RuCls (Lind
and Bliss, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1900,31, 868).

A type of hydrolysis analogous to salt
hydrolysis is that of the chlorides of certain
non-metals, e.y.PCI3+3H2O = 3HCl+P(OH)3.
This reaction proceeds to completion in the
presence of an excess of water, and, as a rule,
the chlorides of non-metals are hydrolysed more
readily than those of metals. Nitrogen tri-
chloride and carbon tetrachloride arc, however,
stable in the presence of water and many

metallic chlorides derived from feebly electro-
positive metals are appreciably hydrolysed, e.g.
TeClj. BiCI3, etc.

II. HYDROLYSIS OI? OSGANIC HALIDES.

A. Alkyl Halides.—A common method for
the formation of alcohols is by the action of
alkalis on alkyl halides, more particularly the
bromides or iodides. With watir alone an equili-
brium is established RX + H2O ^ ROH+HX.
With many aikyl halides secondary reactions
can occur, more particularly when the alkali is
dissolved in aqueous alcoStol, With ethyl halides
and higher homologues there is always the possi-
bility of the elimination of hydrogen halide and
the formation of an olefin. This elimination Ea
favoured when solvents rich in alcohol are used
and moderately high temperature. It is essential
that there should be a hydrogen atom in the
position a- to the halogen. In certain cases
hydrogen halide can be eliminated and a cyclo-
paraffin formed (•». CYCLENES), An accumula-
tion of alkyl groups at the carbon atom to which
the halogen is attached favours the formation of
olefin, and elimination of hydrogen halide can
occur in a solvent like anhydrous formic acid in
the absence of alkali:

Br CH3

,HC \

CHa

CH, * X C H 3

+ HBr {3)

With concentrated ethyl alcoholic solutions of
alkali the halogen is often replaced by the
cthoxyl, —OEt, group, and the reaction is
termed alcoholysis (c/. p. 397A). Equivalent
quantities of different alkalis give different rates
for the hydrolysis of ethyl chloride and follow
the order NaOH>NaaCQ3>CaO>MgO
(Izmailski and Papov, J. Gen. Chem. U.S.S.R.
1938, 8, 695).

Considerable attention has been given to the
mechanism of this type of hydrolysis by Hughes,
Ingold, Shapiro and their co-workers {J.C.8.
1935,255; 1936,225; 1937, 1177, 1183, 1.187,
1192; 1938, 881; ef. also Taylor, ibid. 1W5,
1514; 1937, 1902; 1938, 840, and reply to
Taylor, ibid, 1940, 913, 920, 025, 935).
The reaction between ethyl balides and water,
acids or dilute alkali is one of the second order
{Grant and Hinshelwood, ibid. 1933, 258).

QjH5X+HOH^C,H6OH + H++CI- (2)

whereas with left-butyl halides, CMe3X,
the reaction is one of the first order and can be
represented as taking place in two stages
(Hughes, ibid. 1935, 255):

(a)
(6) ,

The velocity actually, measured by estimating
C! is that of the unimolecular reaction (a), i.e.
the ionisation of thu alkyl halide, as the second
stage, {h}, is very rapid. .i

The bimolecular reaction (2) is characteristic
of most'primary alcohols, but the accumulation
of electron-releasing alkyl groups and still more
of aryl groups at the seat of substitution of an
alkyl halide causes the suppression of the reaction
2) and its replacement by reaction (I) involving
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the ionisation of the alkyl halide. The electron-
repelling carboxylate ion -COjTacts in a similar
manner. The suppression of reaction (2) is
practically complete with tertiary h^h'des, e.g.
iert- butyl compounds, but with secondary
halides, e.g. wopropyl and /J-M-oetyl com-
pounds, the two reactions (1) and (2) occur, and
the coefficients of each reaction have been deter-
mined. In theipase of wopropyl bromide re-
action {1) occurs in aqueous, acid or very faintly
alkaline solutions, but with 0-1N. alkali reaction
(2) runs concurrently, as shown by the fact that
the values of k emulated for a first-order
reaction fall during a iun and the fall becomes
the more marked the greater the initial con-
centration of OH", and calculated for a second
order reaction rise during a run and the rise
becomes less with each increase in OH con-
centration. An increase in alkalinity also in-
duces the elimination of hydrogen bromide and
the formation of propylene.

For the second-order reaction for ethyl and
isopropyl bromides the values of k are roughly
25:1 and in the first-order reaction there is a
marked increase from fdopropyl to terd-butyl.
The addition of water to the alcoholic solvent
strongly accelerates the unimoleeul&r reaction
(1), slightly retards bimolecular substitution (2)
and more strongly retards elimination. A com-
parison of the velocity coefficients of fluorides,
chlorides, bromides- and iodides of the Bame
alkyl radical shows that there is a much greater
difference between fluoride and chloride than
between other pairs, e.g. for (erf-butyl the ratios
are: F:CI = 106, CI:Br=40, Br; l=2*. and
the flame holds good for activation energies. The
velocity coefficients (first order) for /erf-butyl
halides are sonitt 10* times those for the corre-
sponding isopropyl compounds. The proof
tfrit the hydrolysis of the feri-butyl com-
pounds is of the uniroolecular type,

is based on the following considerations:
(a) The rate constant for a given coot pound is the
sJme in water, dilute acid or very dilute alkali.
(b) By using a solvent with an ionising power
towards alkyl halides as great as or greater than
that of water, e.g. anhydrous formic acid, and
adding small amounts of water, the initial
velocity is found to he independent of the con-
centration of the water and the curves (time
—CI" concentration) are all the same in the early
stages, but differ at later stages owing to the
reversibility of the reaction, (c) By determining
rates of both hydrolysis (replacement of CI by
OH) and alcnliolysis (replacement of CI by
OEt) in the case of tert-hutyl chloride it is
found that the maximum rates of the two
reactions have no connection with the com-
position of the product, nhereas if the reaction
were bimolecular the composition of the product
could be calculated frcrai the two rates

, (Oleon and Halford, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1937,
59, 2(544). For general discussion, see Bateman.
Church, Hughes, Ingold and Taher (J.C.S.
1940, 979), ami for hydrolyses in liquid sulphur
dioxide, cf. Bateman, Hughes and lngold (ibid.,
I'll I and 1017).

Olefin is formed with anhydrous formic acid

as solvent, but the formation is rapidly sup-
pressed by the addition of small amounts of
water. In both the unimolecular substitution
reaction (1) and also in elimination reaction (3)
tin.- first product is the cation C(CH3)3

+ which
can then react either:

(1) C(CH3)3++OH-
(2) C { C H ) ( C H

C(CH3)3-OH or
C C H H +

For the compounds wpropyl • bromide and
/J-w-octyl bromide the following values for k
have been obtained for the three reactions:
(I) unimolecu'ar substitution, (2) bimolecular
substitution, (3) elimination.

isoPropyl
(1)

0-908
0-519

<2)
3-56
3-58

Ci)
5-01
4-40

Based on these views of kinetic substitution of
OH for halide, •Cowbray, Hughes lngold,
Mastcrman and Scott (J.C.S. 1937, 1252) have
drawn a number of conclusions relating to the
Waldcn inversion. They conclude that bi-
molecular substitution leads to inversion and
unimolecular leads normally to racemi&ation aa
the cation has a plane of symmetry, but that
inversion can also occur if the life of the cation
is very short. The reactions with silver oxide
or silver salts are similar to unimolecular sub-
stitution. In. each of the series: j3-n-octyl, a-
phenylethyl, a-substituted propionic acids, a-sub-
stituted - a • pheny 1 - and a-su bst itutcd-/3- phe ny 1 -
propionic adds, mono-substituted auccinic acids
the halogenated, hydroxy-, methoxy- and, in
some cases, ami no-compounds which have the
same sign of rotation, e.g. +, have the same
relative configurations, with the single exception
of (J-) a-hydroxypropionic acid which has a con-
fig uiation different from the (+) halogenatcd
acids.

Based on these data conclusions are drawn
with reference to the action of halides of phos-
phorus, thionyl chloride and hydrogen halides
on hydroxy-compounds and the results confirm
the views of Frankland (ibid. 1913, 103, 725)
rather than those of O.ugh (ibid. 1918,113,526).

Olivier (Rec. trav. ohim. 1934, 53, 869, 981),
from a study of the reactions of the three chlorides
CerVQr^CI, C8H6-CHC1? and C8H6-CCI3
and various substituted deri /atives in aqueous
acetone solution., of KOH and H2SO4, shows
tbat the reactions are pseudo-unimolecular and
in no case catalysed by hydrions. The hydrolysis
of the first is catalysed by hydroxyl ione but
that of the second and third is not, hence in
the preparation of benzaldehyde from benzal
chloride the addition of alkali is unnecessary.
The 'effect of substituents in the phenyl group
is such that the more negative the chlorine is
rendered the less pronounced is the effect of
hydroxyl ions. The hydrolysis of CaHs-CH2CI
in water is slower than in aqueous acetone,
probably owing to the higher dielectric constant
of water and hence the more negative character
of the chlorine, see also Hackel, Annulen, 1939,
540, 274; and for effect of mercuric halides on
hydrolysis of alkvl halides in aqueous acetone,
see Read and Taylor, J.C.8. 1939, 1872 ; 1940,
679.
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B. Halogenated Fatty Acids and their
Salts.—Senter (J.CJS. 1907, 91, 460; 1909,
95, 1827; 1912, 101, 2528) has shown that
hydrochloric acifi or neutral salts have little or no
effect on the hydrolysis of the free acids by water
and that within wide limits the rate of hydrolysis
is directly proportional to the concentration of
the acid." At 102° the reaction is of the first
order in dilute solutions, but deviations are met
with in more concentrated solutions. With alkalis
the reaction is of the second order in dilute
solution. The hydrolysis with water is favoured
by the introduction of alkyl groups into the
molecule, whereas such groups retard the
hydrolysis with alkalis.

Dawson and his co-workers (ibid. 1933, 49,
1133 ; 1934, 778; 1936, 1S3, 497) attribute the
catalytic effect of acetate ions on the aqueous
hydrolysis of sodium broruoacetato to the
formation of an acetoxyacetate ion,

and in the absence of acetate ion the bromo-
acetate ion can catalyse by forming bromo-
acetoxyacetate ion, CH9BrCOa-CHa-COa .
The whole process comprises two distinct
reactions:

(1) A reaction of the first order with excess
water:

CH2BrCO2~-f-H-OH^HOCH2COf iH+Br~

(2) A bimolecular reaction occurring in two
stages :

(a) 2CH2BrCOj~
-* CH2Br-CO2CH2COa +Br~

and v=v1+t)a=A1c+fc3c
a /

where vl and vz are the velocities and kx and fca
are the velocity coefficients of reactions [a) and
(6) and c is the concentration of the C H 2 BrCO s
cation.

In the presence of an added catalyst, e.£.
acetate ion, formate ion or fiydroxyl ion, the
reaction can be represent ad as :

where c' is the concentration of the, added
catalyst and ks the corresponding velocity co-
efficient. The most active catalyst is the
hydroxyl ion and the fact thatr.the course of
alkaline hydrolysis can usually be expressed
with close approximation to a simple bimole-
eular reactionjs entirely duo to the large value
of &3 {for OH ) as compared with k± and k2.

Wjth a mixture of free acid and sodium salt
the reaction is more complex:

where [A] represents the concentration of the
bromoacetate cation and [HA] the concentra-
tion of the un-ionised acid. The collisions
between pairs of bromoacetic acid molecules have
no measurable effect. By varying the conditions
of the reaction any one of the four component
reactions can be made the dominant factor in
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the observed rate of change, and under certain
conditions the general velocity equation reduces
to very simple terms. The reaction becomes
more complex when appreciable hydrolysis has
taken place as the gly collate, OHCHj-CO,~,
ions exert an influence and the whole velocity
then becomes

where [G] represents the concentration of the-
glycpllate ions. The reactions between bromo-
acetic acid and hydrions^and collisions between
pairs of bromoacetic acid molecules, glycollic
acid molecules or bromoacetic acid and glycollic
acid molecules have no measurable influence.

The relative values of *, x I0« to kt x 10*
are : 0059, 19-3, 0041, 72, 35, 136. To render
the results comparable all experiments were
made with the same total salt concentration by
the addition of sufficient sodium nitrate or
sodium perchlorate.

The course of alkaline hydrolysis can be repre-
sented by the equation:

and as kB, k0 and kn are all less than 001 kA it
follows that the rate of alkaline hydrolysis is
almost entirely dependent pn fcA, so long as the
concentration^ of OH~ >B not too small. With
very low OH concentrations the whole process
cannot be represented as a simple bimolecular
reaction.

III. HYDROLYSIS OF ACVL DERIVATIVES.

Practically all acyl derivatives are hydrolysed
more readily than the corresponding alkyl com-
pounds; the esters and acid anhydrides mere
readily than the ethers; the aeyl halidos more
readily than the alkyl haltdes; the amides,
imides and anilides more readily than the s&ble
amines.

A. HYDROLYSIS OF ESTERS.—The hydrol^tia
of an ester may be brought about by water alone1,
by solutions of neutral metallic salts, by aqueous
solutions of strong alkalis or acids, by water in
the presence of finely divided solids, such as
charcoal, and also by means of enzymes.

(1) Hydrolysis with Water.—The reaction
witfi water may be represented by an equation
of the type :

^ CH3COOH+CaHBOH
The reaction is the reverse of esterification, and
is hence a balanced bimolecular reaction; in
dilute solutions, however, the mass of the water
may be regarded as remaining constant, and
the reaction becomes practically n on-reversible.
Like esterificatiou the reaction is slow and lends
itself to study as a tfme reaction and also has a
relatively high activation energy E. The corrae
of the reaction can bo followed by estimating
the amount of free acid in the solution after
given intervals of time; this is accomplished by
removing an aliquot part of the solution at the
given time and titrating the free acid by means
of standard alkali solution. In most cases it is

8
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necessary to use a feeble alkali for titration,
e.y. ammonium hydroxide with litmus as in-
dicator, as nearly all estera which are hydrolysed
appreciably - by water are decomposed very
readily by strong alkalis, and it becomes im-
possible to detect the end point of the titration
when sodium or barium hydroxide solutions are
used. Esters derived from comparatively strong
acids, e.g. methyl sulphate, ethyl formate, ethyl
trichloroacetate, 'ethyl pyruvate and ethyl tar-
trate are readily hydrolysed by water at room
temperature. In these cases the velocity of the
reaction does not eo^espond with that of a
simple uni molecular ruction, the values for
k calculated from the first order equation
k=ljl log [aja—x], increase aa t increases, and
the probable reason is that the acid formed
during the hydrolyaia reacts catalytieally on the
reaction (see- under hydrolysis by acids). Hydro-
lysie of natural glyceryl esters by means of
superheated steam is used as a commercial
method for the production of etearic acid for the
manufacture of candles (u. this Vol., p. 4,r>6).

Mechanism of Hydrolysis.—Two different types
of fission of the ester molecule under the in-
fluence of water are possible :

R'—C

R'—C

//

\

0

o

o

o-

- R

-R

"\>
• /

W\

H.

;o(2)

i.e. the fission occurs at the -f-O—R bond or at

thn, O- -R, and all available evidence supports

the former view, which was first suggested by
Ferns and Lapworth (J.C.S. 1912,101, 273).

Alkaline hydrolysis is represented by the
scheme: ,

(a) R'—Cf + OH" ^ R'-C^OH
XOR

f +OR (slow)
\OH

{b) OR" + H-OH -* HOR + OH "{fast)

and acid hydrolysis by the scnemc:

(a) R'—C
0

r—cf ,.R

_* R ' _ ^ = O + R O H (slow)

(6) R'—C+=O+H-OH

_> R'_Cf + H^ (fast)

The two points of attack in the ester are the
O of the OR group, which attracts protons,and
the C of the CO group which attracts hydroxyl

ions. If both function then an ion common to
both acid and alkaline hydrolysis would be
formed:

O—R

The main arguments in favour of Ferns and
Lapwoith's view are: (a) An optically active
ester containing a dissymmetric alkyl group
gives, on hydrolysis—both acid and alkaline—
the pure optimally active alcohol (Holmberg,
lier. 1012, 45. 2997). If the hydrolysis followed
scheme (2) the free alkyl radical would give a
racemic alcohol, (b) When the ester contains an
unstable ttnsaturated alkyl group, hydrolysis
involving the elimination of R would bring about
isomerisation and the alcohol formed would not
correspond with tho ester, e.g. the este^

CH3COOCHMeCH:CHa

yields the alcohol

HOCKMe-CH:CH2

and not the isomer:

CHMe:CHCH2OH

or a mixture- of the two (Ingold and Ingo
J.C.S. 1932, 758). (c) The strongest axgomant
is the fact that when hydrolysis—either acid or
alkulinc—is carried out in the presence of water
rich in heavy oxygen 1BO, the alcohol formed
contains no heavy oxygen and hence the O of
the OR of the alcohol is derived from the ester
and not from the water (Polanyi and Szabo,
Trans. Faraday Soo. 1934, 30, 508; Datta,
Dayxuid Ingold, J.C.S. 1939, 838; Herbert and
Blumcnthal, Nature, 1939, 144, 248).

According to Kirrmann (Bull. Soc, chim. 1934,
[v], 1, 247) the hydrolysis of the four esters:
(1) allyl pyruvate, (2) ethyl pyruvate, (3) ally-
lidene acetate, (4) propylidene acetate, in water
proceeds in two different ways: (o) a uiii-
molecnlar spontaneous reaction (velocity co-
efficient k), (b) a reaction with a velocity pro-
portional to hydrion concentration (propor-
tionality constant b). The values for Jfc and b
for the *bur esters at 25" and expressed in gram-
molecules, litres and hours are: (1) 0-062, 8;
(2) 0025, 10; (3; 0010, 8; (4) 0004, 7. It is
claimed that the results support Ferns and
Lapworth's view of ester fission. In pure water
the rate of hydrolysis of ethyl formate is pro-
portional to hydrion concentration anrt is
retarded by addition of sodium formate. With
ethyl, acetate hydrolysis starts only after several
days and is due to unknown impurities.

Experiments made with water and mixtures
of water and deuterium oxide (Kailan and
Ebeneder, Z. physikal Cheni. 1937, 180, 157;
1938, 182, 397), at 205° and in absence of a
catalyst show that tho DSO retards the hydro-
lysis of methyl, »-propyl and n-butyl acetates
and benzoates, but does not alter the equilibrium,

Kcndal and Harrison (Trans. Faraday Soc.
1928, 24, 588) by an cx;i mi nation of freezing-
point curves of mixtures of water with various
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esters show that compound formation is common
in all the systems examined, and that the
tendency increases with the strength of the acid
radical of the ester, whereas the nature of the
alcohol radical appears to be of little influence ih
this respect.

For discussion on the evidence that hydrolysis
is preceded by the addition of water to the O of
the CO groups, v. Adickea, Chem.-Ztg. 1937, 61,
167.

{2) Acid Hydrolysis.—The hydrolysis of
esters by means of dilute mineral acids is slow
and readily lends itself to study as u time re-
action. The velocity is directly proportional to
the concentration of the mineral acid, i.e.
prob'Ably to that of the hydrions which act as a
catalyst, and the reaction may be represented
by the differential equation

In dilute solution (and most esters are some-
what sparingly soluble in water) CH2O can be
regarded as not changing, and cH

+ is also con-
stant, since the catalyst ie not used up during the
reaction. The process thus becomes a typical
unimolecular reaction, and the velocity constant
con be determined with the aid of the usual
formula &=l/( log [aj(a~at)].

The catalytic activity of the acid is not
entirely due to the hydrions, but also to the
un-ionised acid {</. ESTKRIFICATION). E. Ram-
stedt (J.C.S. 1915,108, ii, 541) givs& the following
formula:

D=fchxCxs+imxC{l— a)

where f=rate of hydrolysis, k\\ and km are
coefficients characteristic of the hydrion and
un-ionised acid respectively, C is the concentra-
tion of the acid, and a n a the degree of ionisa-
•tion. Experiments were made with 0fchy]
acetate using various organic acids as catalysts,
the degree of ionisation of the acids being deter-
mined by measurements of electrical con-
ductivities of the free acids and sodium salts
over a considerable range of dilution.

The concentration of the organic acid at
any given time is obtained by titrating a portion
of the solution with standard barium hydroxide
solution and phenol phthalein (unless the eater
is derived from a strong acid when ammonia
and litmus are used) and subtracting from the
total alkali used the amount, required by the
mineral acid. The following relative values
have been obtained at 25°, wit'j O-ljV-nydro-
chloric acid as catalyst acting upon the methyl,
ethyl and propyl esters of acetic, propionic,
butyric and valeric acids :

it methyl ester: k ethyl ester=0-97
aiH?£ ethyl ester : k propyl ester^l-01

k acetate eater: k propionate ester=l-07
k propipnute ester: k butyrate ester=l*75
k butyrate ester; k valerate ester=2-93.

From these values it is clear that in the hydro-
lysis of an ester R'-COOR by means of a strong
mineral acid the acyl group R'-CO has a much
greater influence than the ulkyl group R on
the velocity of hydrolysis (Heinptiune, Z,
physikal.- Chem. lfcW, 13, 562). Loewenherz
[ibid. I$y4, 15, 389) working at it temperature
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of 40° found that ethyl formate is hydrolysed
much more readily than ethyl acetate {ratio-
20:1); that methyl and ethyl monoehloroace-
tates are hydrolysed at much the same rates,
ratio l-01:l_; that the ratio ethyl acetate:
ethyl uionochloroaeetate=l-7; that ethyl di-
chloroacet&te : ethyl monochloroacetate=l-6;
and that ethyl benzoate is hydrolyeed extremely
slowly.

Palomaa (J.C.S. 1914,106, i, 130) shows that
with eaters which contain an oxygen atom ia the
chain (whether as OH, OR, CO or O) the
velocity of hydrolysis by mineral acids is
reduced to a minimum--'when the oxygen atom
is in the ^-position with respect to the ester
group. On the other hand, a cyano-group
always has a retarding effect on the hydrolysis
of an ester by dilute hydrochloric acid, and the
effect is more pronounced in the a- than in the
j3-position (Amer. J. Sci. 1914, [iv], 37, 514).
Drushel and Dean {ibid. 1912, [iv], 34, 293)
show that in the case of acetic acid the rate of
hydrolysis is increased by the introduction of
the hydroxy-group, but retarded by an alkyloxy-
group. The introduction of hydroxy -groups
into the butyric acid, on the other hand, had ;i
retarding jffect (Dean, ibid. 1914, [iv], 37, 331).
For hydrolysis of halogenated esters, see Drushel,
ibid, 1912, [ivj, 34, 69; for hydroxy- and
alkyloxy- derivatives of propionic acid, ibid.
1913, [iv], 35, 486. As the result of experiments
on the hydrolysis of the ethyl esters of pro-
pionic, acrylic, 7i-butyric, crotonic, /3-phenyl-
propionic and cinnamic acids with dilute hydro-
chloric acid at 20°, Williams and Sudborough
(J.C.S. 1912, 101, 412) show that the rate of
hydrolysis of the ethyl ester of an ajS-unsaturated
compared with the rate for tt\B corresponding
saturated acid is about l;30. ^The difference is
however, not nearly so marked when an alttili
(barium hydroxide) is. used as hydratysing agent.

"Salmi (Ber. 193<J, 72 [B], 1707) claims that
most of the structural effects noted ir> the
catalytic esterification of saturated and
saturated fatty acids are also observed
acid hydrolysis of the esters of these acids ('/.
ESTEKIFICATION).

The effect of oletin linkings in the alkyl
group of an ester, as typified by the formates
and acetates derived from ally], A -butenyl
and a -pentenyl alcohols, is only slight in the
case of acid, but is somewhat more marked in
alkali hydrolysis (Palomaa and Juvala, Ber.
1^28, 61 [B], 1770J.

Dawsonand Lowson (J.C.S. 1928, 2146, 3218),
by the elimination of autbcatalytic effects on the
hydrolysis of ethyl acetate by dilute hydro-
chloric acid and by determining the initial
velocities, proved that, for -concentrations of
the hydrogen chloride between 00002 and
0-2 moh per litre the initial velocity ia pro-
portional to the concentration of the acid. They
claim that at ah* stages the velocity is deter-
mined by the hydrogen ion concentration of
the solution. With concentrations of catalyst
below 0'01 mol. the course of the hydrolysis is
modified by the catalytic action due to the
acetic acid produced. The relative importance
of this autocataly tic effect increases as the con-

un-
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centration of the hydrogen chloride diminishes,
and it is not possible in practice to determine the
initial velocity of-the reaction when the concen-
tration falls below 0-0002 mol. per Utre. By a
careful study in silica vessels, as traces of alkali
have a pronounced effect, it is shown that in
moderately dilute solutions the reaction may be
divided into two stages; in the first of these the
velocity is determined by the joint catalytic
activities of the H+ and OH- ions, and in the
second by the H+ ions only. It would appear
that the speed of the uncatalysed reaction and
the catalytic activity o^the water molecules are
too small to have any appreciable influence on
the course of the reaction. Dilatometric study
of the acid hydrolysis of ethyl orthoformate and
acetal shows that hydrolysis other than by H+
ions is undetectable, and hence such a reaction
is suitable for determination of hydrogen ion
concentrations and for the investigation of the
salt effect. In the case of all other ortho-esters,
and of ketal, water molecules and substances like
m- and ^-nitrophenol, cacodylic and acetic acids
produce catalytic effects in addition to the H+

ions.
For a re*sume* of evidence that catalytic effects

are due to undissociated acid molecules as weU
as to H+ ions, see Bronsted and Wynne-Jones,
Trans. Faraday Soc. 1929, 25, 59. Working
with a mixture of alcohol (42-34%) and water,
Berger (Rec. trav. c'uim. 1924, 43, 163) shows
that the acceleration of the hydrolysis of esters
with H+ ions decreases with the strength of the
acid from which the ester is derived, and with
methyl and ethyl esters of the same acid the
difference in velocity is not constant, but de-
creases with the acidity of ithe ester. Olivier

the ester and hydrion is in equilibrium with the
medium (Bonhoeffer and Keitz, Z. physikal.
Chem. 1937, 179, 135; Wynne-Jones, Chem.
Reviews, 1935,17, 115).

The mutarotation of ^-glucose proceeds more
slowly in D2O than in water.

(3) Alkaline Hydrolysis.—The hydrolysis
of an ester by means of an alkali hydroxide can
be represented by an equation of the type:

RCOOEt + KOH
The reaction is non-reversible, as the .alkali salt
cannot react directly with the alcohol, and as
both ester and alkali are used up as the hydrolysis
proceeds the reaction should be bimolecular.
Hydrolysis by alkalis proceeds more rapidly whan
that by mineral acids (cf. Van Dijken, Rec. trav.
chim. 1895,14,106), and is the common method
used in the laboratory. The ester is boiled for
some time with an excess of sodium (or potas-
sium) hydroxide solution in a reflux aj^paratus.
If the ester is an oil only sparingly soluble in
water, the completion of the reaction is denoted
by the disappearance of the oily layer, unless
the alcohol formed is also insoluble in water.
If, however, the ester itself is soluble in water,
the disappearance of its characteristic odour
indicates complete hydrolysis. In order to
separate the acid and alcohol formed, the mix-
ture is (a) boiled, when the alcohol passes over
together with water, provided the alcohol is a
comparatively simple monohydric one; or (b) ex-
tracted with ether if the alcohol is complex and
is not readily volatile. To obtain the acid the
alkaline solute left after treatment (a) or (b) is
acidified with hydrochloric acid, when the
organic acid is directly precipitated if it is

the hydrolysis
compounds such
trinitrophenetole.

Fof- effect of emulsifiers on hydrolysis, we
Smith, JT.C.S. 1925,127, 2602.

Strong organic acids such as trichloroacetic
and picric, the HSO4~ ion, and aqueous solu-
tions of salts which give rise to hydrions act

C d l h i id

and Berger (ibidi 1927, 46, 609, 861) show that sparingly soluble in water, or can be extracted
hydrogen ion concentration is without effect on with ether if soluble in water,
the hydrolysis of esters of strong acids or of I Ail'alcoholic solution of potassium hydroxide

as picryl acetate, and s-1 is sometimes used for hydrolysing purposes,
especially when the ester is practicaUy insoluble
in water. In the case of esters other than ethyl,
alcoholysis occurs resulting in the formation of
ethyl esters which are then hydrolysed, e.g.
glycol diacetate a .d alcoholic potash give ethyl
acetate and glycol anji finaUy ethyl alcohol,

catalytkally. Concentrated sulphuric acid at I potassium acetate and glycol. Bryant and
15° rapidly hydrolyses ethyl phenylacetate and Smith (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936, 58, 1014)
alkyl salicylates but only slowly ethyl phthalate recommend heating the ester with excess of
and alkyl benzoates. At 80° the benzoates and 2AT-sodiuin hydroxide in 90% methyl alcohol
phthalates are immediately hydrolysed and at at 60-100° in closed vessels,
the same time slowly sulphonated (Senderens, The decomposition of esters by alkali
Compt. rend. 1904,198, 1827**. An ester which hydroxide solutions iB the basis for the usual
is not hydrolysed by heating with strong hydr.- methods for the manufacture of hard and soft
chloric acid or alkali, e.g. ethyl tetraethylsuc- soaps, and hence a common name for the process
cinate, can be hydrolysed by heating to 200° is saponification. The common fats are
with hydrogen chloride and a little aluminium glyceryl esters of monobasic acids of high mole-
chloride, the products being ethyl chloride, cular weight, more especiaUy of palmitic, stepjic
water and the aciu anhydride (Ott, Ber. 1937, and oleic acids, and on saponification yield the
70 [Bl, 2362). trihydric alcohol glycerol and the sodium or

PracticaUy all acid-catalysed reactions, in- potassium salts of the acids, e.g.
eluding the inversion of sucrose and the hydro- c H (n,rn.r H \ , QM*nu
lysi:- of esters, proceed more quickly in heavy ^ " s l " - C ? H / o m ^r H mnN*
Vater, D2O, than in water. This has been -C,H I(OH) i+3C1 THM-COONa
shown to be true of methyl acetate with sul- Anderson and Brown (J. Physical Chem. 1916,
phuric acid (Hornel, Nature, 1935, 135, 909) 20, 195) have studied the velocity of saponifica-
and of ethyl formate and methyl acetate with tion of various fats in different media; they
hydrogen chloride (Butler and Nelson, J.C.S. find that the velocity is practically independent
1938, 957), and in all such cases the complex of | of the molecular weight of the fat but varies



considerably "with the solvent and of the three
uLohols used, namely, methyl, ethyl and amyl,
is greatest in aniyl alcohol.

The sapouification of fat occurs in stages and
if insufficient alkali is used, the product is'1 a
mixture of unaltered f̂at with mono- and di-
glyeerides and free fatty add (cf. Fortini, Chem..
Zt«. 1&12, 36, 1117; MareussonJ Z. angew.
Clu-in. 1913, 26. 173).

Reicher (Annalen, 1885, 228, i>57) was one of
the first to determine the velocity of saponificn-
tion undSr varying conditions. The reaction is
a typical bimolecular one and the velocity co-
efficient can be calculated by* means of the
equation for a second order reaction :

where a and b are the original concentrations,
and a~x and b—x the concentrations at the
time t. The concentration of the alkali at any
given time is determined by titration with
standard acid and the concentration of the eater
calculated from that of the alkali, as with an
ester of the type of ethyl acetate, the disappear-
ance of each gram-molecule of alkali entails the
disappearance of a gram-molecule of ester {cf.
Warder, Amer. Chem. J. 1882,8, 340 ; Ber. 1881,
14, 13U1). The velocity constant k can be cal-
culated by means of the equation

where C, C( and C^ denote respectively the con-
centration of the alkali just after mixing, the
concentration' after time t and the concentration
after complete hydrolysis {24-̂ 18 hours).

Reiohera experiments were carried out at
9'4D, and show that the velocity is pruiAically
the same whether sodium, potassium or calcium
hydroxide is used as saponifying agent. With
strontium or barium hydroxide the velocity
constants are somewhat smaller and .with a
feeble alkali, such as ammonium hydroxide, the
value for k is much less, e.g.

&NiOH: A'aiitOH—200:1.

The addition of methyl alcohol, glycol,
glycerol, dulcitol or mannitol in the alkaline
hydrolysis of ettyl acetate reduces the rate and
for di-, tri- and tetra-hjdric alcohols the
relationship k=k0G^e holds good, wlnre k is
the velocity coefficient in a solution having a
concentration of alcoholic hydroxyl groups
equal to c, k0 is the velocity coefficient in the
aqueous solution and G is a constant (Seli-
vanova and Syrkin, Compt. Tend. acad. sci.
UJK.S.S. 1930, 23, 45).

The results observed with different esters
ehow that the alkyl group R in the ester

R'COOR

influences the rate of hydroly&ia to a greater
extent than it does when mineral acids are
used for hydrolysing; thus the valuta for
k using sodium hydroxide at i)-4° are : methyl
acetate 3-49, ethyl acetate 8*31, propyl acetate
I-!).!, t'tfobutyl acetate 1-62, and isoauiyi acetate
1-64. The influence of the acyl group R'CO
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is also marked, as shown by the following values
for k at 14-4*, using sodium hydroxide and ethyl
esters: acetate 3-2, propionate 2-8, butyrate
1-7, (jobutyrate 1-73, wovaleratfc 0-62, and
benzoate 0-83.

Numerous investigations Jiave shown that
sulistituents introduced into the acyl group of
an add, whether aliphatic or aromatic, have a
marked effect on ihe alkalinf hydrolysis of its
esters. In many cases this is a retarding effect,
e.g. alkyl groups, especially in the a-pomtion
an aliphatic or in the o-position in a benzoie ester,
generally retard hydroJvsis (Hjelt, Bvr. It
29, 1804; Gyr, ibid. 1408, 41, 4308; Kdk«, 'A.
physikal. Chem. 1897, 24, 243). On the other
hand certain substiiuents, e.g. chlorine in atniiu
acid (Sudborough and Feihnan, Froo. (hem.
Soc. 1897,13, 243), a-hydroxyl- En aliphatic acids
(Findlay and Turner, J.C.S. 1905, 87, 747;
Findlay and Hickmans, ibid. 1909, 95, 11)04),
o-halogcn or nitro- in benzoie acid (Kdlas,
I.e.; .Blakey, McCombie and Scarborough,
ibid. I92f>, 2863) increase the rate of alkaline
hydrolysis. A comparison of the alkaline
hydrolysis in 85% nli/uhol c)l the series of esters,
RCOjEt, where R increases from CH3 to
)t-C7Hls|' shows that the velocity coefficient
decreases from CH, to H-C 3 H, and then remains
almost constant. When R consists of a branch-
ing chain the constant falls and when R=CMe3
or CHEtg the hydrolysis is remarkably slow.
The change in velocity corresponds with a change
in E in the Arrhenius equation with the excep-
tion of eaters where the alkyl group branches at
the a-carbon atom. As a rule E varies with the
inductive effect of R. ,

For the ortho efffjpt in the hydrolysis of aromatic
esters, see Kindler (Annalen, IS28, 464, 278).

The generalisation drawn-1>y V*. Meyer (Her.
1895, 28, 12(53; cf. Wegscheider, ibid, 1895^28,
2356), viz. that there is a simple relationship
between the rate of hydrolysis of an ester by
alkalis and its rate of formation by the ct-ialytic
method of esterih'cation, does not hold. In a
given aeries of esters the affinity constants tf.the
acids from which the esters are derived tfnd
the saponnicatjon constants of the esters follow
the same order, but there is no direct proportion-
ality between the two sets of numbers.

Olsson (Z. physikal. Chem. 1928, 133, 233)
concludes that the velocity coefficient is mainly
influenced by the strength of the acid com-
ponent of the ester, but in certain cases steric
influences aflectnthe velocity in the opposite
direction. It may be that the two influences
are manifestations of one fundamental property,
viz. the force of dissociation of the separate
components (<•/. Williams, Gabriel and Andrews,
J. Araer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 1207). Smith
and OlBson (Z. phyaikal. Chem. 1925, 118, 'M) .
point out that when the alkyl acetates are
arranged in th« order of decreasing rates of
hydrolysis by eof'ium hydroxide the series is
identical with the corresponding series fcr the
rates _of ester formation from the alcohols and
acetic anhydride, and Olsson {ibid. 1927,
126, 243), from a study of the rates of hydrolysis
of numerous acetates by the same alkali, iinds
that branching in the alkyl radical, in contra*
distinction to simple lengthening of the carbop
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chain, has a marked retarding effect on the rate.
This conclusion is confirmed by Hol'tzschmidt,
Vorob'ev ard Potanov (J. Gen. Chem. U.S.S.R.
1936, 6, 757), who find that for a given acyl
group the ratio kEtlkMe—0-51, fcpr/Jfc^=0-84 ami
TtBulkPr = 0-93, but for a given alkyloxy-group
and different acyl groups the relationships
are not so simple. The saponification of the
ethyl esters of tbp saturated aliphatic acids has
been studied by Evans, Gordon and Watson
(J.C.S. 1938, 1439) to determine the effects of
increasing R' from Me to n-butyl on P and £
in the Arrhenius equation.

The alkaline hydrolysi^of acetylated hydroxy-
acids, e.g. acetylmandelic and acetylsalicylic
acid, is bimolecular and free from side reactions,
and a comparison of a- and 0-aeetoxyphenyl-
propionic acids shows that the ion of the j9-
compounds is hydrolysed more than twice as
rapidly as the a-ion (La Mer and Greenspan,
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1934, 56, 1492). Also with
unsaturated and phenyl substituted esters there
is no parallelism between the rates of ester
formation and the rates of saponification. The
addition of an organic solvent to a mixture of
methyl acetate, sodium hydroxide solution and
alcohol tends to decrease the rate of hydrolysis
(Caudri, Rec. trav. chim. 1929, 48, 422).

Kindler (Annalen, 1926, 450, 1; 1927, 452,
90) has examined the rate of hydrolysis of ethyl
benzoate by a solution of sodium in 87-83%
aqueous alcohol, and also.of the esters with
Cl, Br, I, NO2, CH3 and NH2 substituents,
and finds that the rate increases in the order
2>-NO2, m-NO2, m-l, p-\9 m-Br, p-Br, ro-CI,
p-C\, w-MeO, p-Ph, p-MeS, m-Me, p-Me,
p-Et, p-MeO, wi-N H2, p-N 4 2 , or, generally, the
reactivity decrecses with the negativity of the
group X in the complex XCeH4-CO2Et. When
siirilar esters are examined, but with -CH2-,
•CH2-CH2- or -CH:CH-, interposed between
the nucleus and the carbethoxy group the sub-
stitufiits have similar effects and follow the
same order, but the effect is most marked in
theotienzoic series, and least in the substituted
ptfenylacetates.

The same author (Ber. 1936, 69 [B], 2792)
attempts to correlate the rate of hydrolysis of
an ester, RCO2Et, with the firmness of the
union between the R and carbethoxy-group.

Olivier and Weber (Rec. trav. chim. 1934, 53,
899), by a comparison of the ratio &OH/&H« •.«•
the ratio of the velocity coefficients for the
alkaline and acid hydrolysis-.of an ester, show
that with different esters from the same alcoh d
the ratio increases with the strength of the acid
from which the ester is derived.

Ingold (J.C.S. 1930, 1032) claims that the
ratio konlkn. is free from all steric factors and
represents only porar effects, and in a series of
communications (Ingold *ind co-workers, ibid.
1930, 1039, 1375; 1931, 2035, 2043, 2170)
the values for this ratio for different series of
este.-s are given, calculated by a method based
on Dawson's equation (ibid. 1926, 2872, 3166;
1927, 213, 1148, 1290)

2pa* -log Kw=log fcOii/*Hl

1 Where pH* is the pH at which the velocity is at a
minimum and Kv is the ionic product of water.

and thus involving the determination of the
hydrolytic stability maxima of carboxylic esters.
The ratio varies from 2 for ethyl acetate to 32
for ethyl chloroacetate, 160 for ethyl aceto-
acetate and 12,000 for ethyl aminoacetate.

The results for the two groups of esters:

X C H 2 C O O C H 2 C H 2 Y

and XCOOCH 2 Y,

where X and Y represent substituents, show
that the ratio increases regularly with the elec-
tron-attracting nature of X, e.g. from H through
Cl, CH3CO to NH3+, but decreases with
the electron-donating value of X, and similar
generalisations hold good for the substitueilt Y.

Three general conclusions are drawn: (1) that
two methyl groups in the same position relatively
to -COO* in R- CO OR' displace ps* by roughly
equal amounts ; (2) that the displacement of pH*
by the introduction of a methyl or gem cjimethyl
group decreases approximately geometrically as
successive carbon atoms are included normally
between the group and the -COO* nucleus;
(3) that the displacement of the minimum
caused by any group in R' bears a nearly
constant ratio to the displacement produced by
the same group in R. It is further concluded
that the same quantitative measure of polarity
may be derived from other chemical reactions.

Conclusions on the relationship between polar
effect and energies of activation (E) in processes
of hydrolysis have been drawn by several investi-
gators. Ingold and Nathan (ibid. 1936, 222)
have examined the alkaline hydrolysis of p-
substituted benzoic esters from the point of
view of the Arrhenius equation &=Be-B/RT in
85% aqueous alcohol at 25° and 50°; B is the
reaction constant which depends primarily
uponr -the frequency of collision of the reacting
molecules (Moelwyn-Hughes, " Physical Che-
mistry," 1940, p. 532); k varies with the
substituent in the following order:

NH2<OMe<Me<H<CI<l<Br<NO2

°ver a 5,000 fold ra*ige and the activation energy
decreases in the order:

NH2>OMe>Me>H>Hal>NO2

and the linear relationship between £ and logfc
corresponds with a constant value of B in the
equation. Timms and Hinshelwood (ibid. 1938,
862), from a study of both acid and alkaline
hydrolysis in iaqueous acetone and aqueous
alcohol, show that the reaction is facilitated by
recession of electrons from the seat of the
reaction. The value of £ is high in acid hydro-
lysis and the effects of substituents arc smaller;
also l\ increases with E in contrast with the cpn-
stant value in alkaline hydrolysis. The effect of
the solvent is apparently the opposite in the two
cases. The effects of the transmission of sub-
stituent influences have been studied by
Newling and Hinshelwood (ibid. 1936,1357) and
Tommila and Hinshelwood (ibid. 1938, 1801).
The esters examined belonged to the scries:

XC f lH4CO2Et, XC f lH4CO2Me,

CH3CO2CH2C6H4X

and CH3CO2C6H4X
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where X is in the m- or p-position. In all cases
of alkaline hydrolysis B remains constant and
changes due to the substituent are measured in
change in £. In acid hydrolysis the change is
similar but less regular. In the former case the
value JE l gives a qualitative measurement of
the influence of the different substituents for a
given series, and the values are fairly constant
for all the series. The changes in E are a
measure of the transmission of the electronic
effect of a given substituent through the given
structured.

The same set of substituents does not produce
equal effects in different reactions, but if JEX is
the change caused by any given substituent in
one reaction and JE 2 that caused by the same
substituent in a second reaction then JE 2=aJE 2

where a is practically constant for all the sub-
stituents. The transmission coefficient for the
influence of the substituent to the reaction centre
is greatest in the case of the alkaline hydrolysis
of benzoic esters and decreases in the order
phenyl acetates (alkaline) (0-71), benzyl acetates
(alkaline) (0-36), benzoic esters (acid) (0-2),
phenyl acetates (acid) and benzyl acetates (acid).
The numbers in brackets give the relative values.

Ingold and his co-workers {ibid. 1931, 2035)
from the values of kH at different temperatures
have calculated the values of A and B in the
equation

log10*H=A-B/T. .

Although the values of k do not fall regularly
but exhibit a maximum with the propionyl
radical, neither A nor B exhibits this anomaly;
both A and B fall as the length of the acyl group
increases from acetyl to pentoyl. A is primarily
a steric function and B a polar function.

The activation energies and velocities of acid
and alkaline hydrolysis of trilaurin, tripe knitin,
tristearin, aa-dipalmitin and a-monopalmitin
in the expanded state in monolayers approxi-
mate to those in homogeneous solution and on
compression to the condensed state the values
of E rise although those of k change only slowly
(Alexander and Rideal, Prc 3. Roy. Soc. 1937,
A, 163, 70).

The activation energies for alkaline saponifi-
cation of substituted aromatic esters can be
correlated with the dipole moments (ft) of the
substituent groups according to the equation
E=EH+flft+6/*2, where a and b are constants
(Nathan and Watson, J.C.S. 1933,1249).

(4) Finely Divided Metals, Metallic
Oxides and Salts as Catalysts.—Esters can
also be hydrolysed by water with finely divided
metals as catalysts, e.g. Neilson (Amer. J.
Physiol. 1903,10, 191) has shown that platinum
Mack accelerates the hydrolysis of ethyA buty-
rate. The reaction is, however, very slow, and
increases with the amount of platinum present.
The maximum effect is obtained at 50°, and the
activity of the catalyst is readily destroyed by
various " poisons." The reaction is reversible as
platinum black can also accelerate the esterifi-
cation of butyric acid in ethyl alcoholic solution.

Sabatier and Maihle (Compt. rend. 1911,152,
1 JE=EU-Ex , where EH is the energy of activation

of the unsubstituted acid and Ex that of the sub-
stituted acid.

494) have shown that titanium dioxide is a good
catalyst for the conversion of acids and alcohols
into esters. The method adopted is to allow
a mixture of molecular quantities of the vapours
of the two compounds to pass over a column of
the dioxide kept at 280-300°. The yield of
ester is much'the same as in Berthelot and
Menschutkin's experiments, but the process is
extremely rapid. The reactior is reversible, and
using equivalent quantities of acid and alcohol
an approximately 70% yield of ester was
obtained in most cases examined. A similar
method may also be used for hydrolysis of
esters. It consists in ullowing a mixture of the
vapour of the ester with an excess of steam to
pass over the titanium dioxide at 280°-300°.

Similar results can be obtained with thorium
oxide as catalyst provided aromatic acids of the
type of benzoic are used (ibid. 1911,152, 358).

Certain neutral metallic salts also act cata-
lytically on the hydrolysis of esters by water
(Kellog, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1909,31, 403, 886).
The salts which have been investigated are
potassium chloride, bromide and iodide. The
catalytic effects are comparatively small when
compared with those of strong acids; the chloride
has the greatest effect and the iodide the least,
and when the concentration of the salt reaches
a certain value the catalytic effect is negative.

Holmes and H. C. Jones (J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1916, 38, 105), working with aqueous solu-
tion of methyl acetate and methyl formate, show
that salts with water of crystallisation have a
greater effect in increasing the velocity of
hydrolysis than anhydrous crystalline salts.
Certain salts sueh- as LUSO4, Nal,, SrBr2,
UBr and Kl produce retarding effects. On
dilution the effect with salts > having water of
crystallisation decreases mo*£ rapidly than with
crystalline anhydrous salts, and this showe-^hat
the decomposition of the esters cannot be due
to the hydrolysis of the salts alone.

(5) Esters of Dibasic Acids.—J. Me;rer (Z.
physrkal. Chem. 1909, 66, 81; 67, 257) by the
study of the hydrolysis of esters of d*Hasic
acids (tartaric, succinic and camphoric) with
hydrochloric acid as catalyst, has proved
that the reaction proceeds in two distinct
stages: (a) normal ester+ water->• acid ester
4- alcohol; (b) acid ester-f water -> acid+ alcohol.
With the ethyl esters of symmetrical dibasic
acids, e.g. tartaric and succinic, the whole
reaction appears to be unimolecular as # the
velocity constant* for the first stage is almost
exactly double that for the second stage, and
the whole is pseudo-unimolecular. This simple
relationship docs not hold good for oxalic acid
or unsaturated acids, e.g. maleic.

In the case of ethyl camphorate, the ester of
an unsymmetrical acid, the/1 two stages proceed
at very different rat*s; the normal ester,

CH2CMe(CO2EtK
I )CMe2,

CH2—CH(CO2EtK
o

is rapidly hydrolysed to the j9-acid ester,

CH2CMe(CO2EtK

C H a - C H ( C O 2 H ) /
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but this latter is fairly stable, and the method ifi
a convenient one for the preparation of the acid
eater. For different esters of the same acid the
influence ofc the alcoholic group on the rate of
hydrolysis is scarcely noticeable, whereas the
constitution of the acyl group has a marked
effect.

Experiments carried out with the same eaters
using alkali hydroxide as hydrolysing agent
show that here also the reaction proceeds
in two distinct stages, but the relationship
between the velocity constants of the two is
not BO simple as whcn^hydrochloric acid is used.

The two stages are: *,

(J) R(CO2Et)a-f-NaOH
-*R(COsNa)CO2Et+EtOH

and
(2) R{CCLNa)COaEt+NaOH

RfCO

and their respective velocity coefficients are
denoted by kx and i a . Ritchie (J.C.S. 1931,3112)
has developed an accurate method for determin-
ing jt,; and ks can be readily determined by em-
ploying the sodium salt of the monoethyl ester,
and using the usual bimolecular formula for cal-
culation, whereas Nielsen (J. Anier. Chem. Soc.
1936, 58, 206) has used a conductivity method.
Addition of ethyl alcohol diminishes very con-
siderably the rate o,f the reaction in aqueous
solution. The ratio decreases in all eu.ses as the
proportion of alcohol in the mixture is increased.

With ethyl oxalate the ratio kjka ia IO4,
with ethyl malonato 100, ethyl succinate 10
and ethyl sebacate 2-8 (Ingold, J.C.S. 1030,
1375; 1931, 2170), and the whole process cannot
be represented as a simple &molccular reaction.
The values have -b?en used for calculating r, the
distance in cm. between the carboxylic groups
<ind r x 10s varies from 2-9 for oxalic to 12-38 for
azelaic. With the esters derived from sym-
metrical dihydric alcohols, e.g. glycol diace-
tate, CjH4(OAcL, although the hydrolysis
proceeds in two distinct stages the velocity
ct-iietants of the two stages bear a simple
relationship to one another, e.g. 2:1, and hence
the whole appears to be a bimolecular reaction.
The same holds good for the hydrolysis of
glyceryl triacetate, where the three distinct
stages proceed at the relative rates 3:2:2.

Measurements of the velocity of hydro-
lysis by potassium hydroxide in mixtures of
alcohol and water show that the velocity co-
efficient is not a continuous function of tbe
composition of the solvent. At 15s the dis-
continuities in the plotted curves correspond
closely with simple molar ratios of alcohol and
water, and at higher temperatures the number
of such discontinuities is small. Similar results
are not met with in other reactions studied
in ulcohol-water mixtures (McCombie, Scar-
borough and Settle, ibid. 1921, 119, 370 ;
192$, 121, 243, 2308). The'values of A, and As
and also the ratio !c1jhi diminish as the per-

'centage of alcohol increases (Ritchie, ibX. 1931,
3112).

(8) Esters of Sulphonic Acids.—Esters of
aulphonic acids, are also hydrolysed by water,
mineral aoids or alkalis, and since most of the

sulphonic acids are very strong acids, their eaters
are hydrolysed quite readily by water alone.
The esters are also converted into the correspond-
ing adds when heated -with alcohol {Krafft and
Boos. Ber. 1898, 26, 2823; Kastle and Murrill,
Atner. Chem.-J. 1895, 17, 290), a reaction in
which an alkyl ether is also formed

This decomposition proceeds slowly at the
ordinary temperature, and is brought about
more readily by methyl than by ethy? alcohol.

Kastle, Murrill and Frazer {ibid. 1897, 19,
6D4-) have sh6wn that 0'liY-solutionB of sul-
phuric and acetic acids have no effect on
the hydrolysis of esters of sulphonic acids by
water. Hydrochloric and hydrobromic acids,
on tho other hand, have an apparent retarding
effect, but this is due to the fact that the halogen
hydracids can react with the ester according to
the equation: *

R-SOj-OH-l-EtCl

RC/
\QR"

+NH.

(2) RC<̂  -yRCjN+R'OH

a reaction which does not affect the total acidity
of the solution. A more detailed investigation
has proved that this second reaction proceeds
more rapidly and to a greater extent than the
hydrolysis of the ester by water. The hydrolysis
of a sulphonic' ester by means of a large excess
of water or alcohol in acetone solution gives
concordant values for k when the equation for
a unimolecular reaction is used. Alkalis are
much more efficient hydrolysing agents than
water for sulphonic esters; this may be due to
the alkali acting independently of the water or
to the alkali catalytieally affecting the hydrolysis
by water. The constants at 25° for methyl
benzenesulphonate, using water and JV-potao-
aium hydroxide solution are in the ratio 1:90
(We^cheider and Furcht, Monatsh. 1902, 23,
l!(0:j). When the neutral ester of a mixed
carboxylic sulphonic acid is hydrolyeed, e.g.
EtO-SOa-C6H4-COtEt, the 8O,-OEt group
is hydrolysed much more readily than the
COsEt group, and an acid ester of the type
HOSOj-CaH^COjEt is formed.

(7) t mi no-ethers can be hydrolysed in two
different ways:

The former reaction is greatly accelerated by
acids«,Hnd the latter by alkalis, Accordin#-to
Stieglitz (Amer. Chem. J. 1908, 39, 29, loo) the
former reaction consists in the hydrolysis of the
complex cation (RCONHJOR^I-f1-), and the
latter in the decomposition of the anion

RC(:N-)OR\

The effect of alkalis is much more pronounced
than that of acids. When water alone ia used it
is the non-ionised uther which is decomposed.

B. HYDROLYSIS OF OTHER ACYL DERIVA-
TIVES.—The chlorides, amides, unilides and
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anhydrides of organic acids can be hydrolysed
in much the same manner aa estersj e.g.

RCO Cl-J-HOH =

JU'

hj

HCI
= RCO-OK+NH2Ph-

Amides.—As a rule the derivatives of ali-
phatic acids are hydrolysed more readily than
those derived from aromatic acids, e.g. ttoetam
more readily than bonzamide. The hydrolysis is
usually effected by boiling with alkali hydroxide,
but the prssence of ortAo-su bstituents in deriva-
tives of beazoic acid retards hydrolysis to an
appreciable extent (V. Meyer, Byr. 18E)4, 27,
2153; Sudborough, J.O.S. 1894, 65, 1030;
1895," 67, 587; 1897, 71, 229; Reed, Amcr.
Chem. J. 1899, 21, 281). When two such
substituents are present the amide cannot be
hydrolysed by boiling with potassium hydroxide
solution, but the hydrolysis may be accomplished
by heati-ig with concentrated hydrochloric or
hydrobromic acid under pressure in sealed tubes.
One of the most convenient methods for con-
verting a diortho* substituted be nz on it rile into
the corresponding acid is to liydrolyse to the
amide RCN+Hi,O = RC0NH2 by heating
at 120-130° with 90% sulphuric acid^ nnd when
cold to replace the amino group by hydroxyl
by the addition of sodium nitrite solution
(Bouveault, Bull. Soe. chim. 1892, [iii] 9, 368;
Sudborough, J.C.S. 1895, 67, 602 .̂

AD a)3-olefin Unking in the acyl group haa a
retarding effect on the hydrolysis of an acid
amide with sulphuric acid or alkali (Yathiraja
and Sudborough, J. Indian Inst. Spi. 1925, 55).

The hydrolysis of aeetamide by hydrochloric
acid has been studied by Acree and Nirdlinger
(Amer. Chem. J. 1907, 38, 489). The amount of
hydrolysis after given intervals of time was
determined by introducing known volucfe) of
the reaction mixture into a Lunge nitrometer
containing sodium hypobromite solution and
measuring the nitrogen evolved. Their results
show that at 05° the reaction ia practically
unimolecular when dilute solutions are used, but
that the values for k tend to increase with the
time, probably owing to.,a slight catalytic effect
of the ammonium chloride formed on hydrolysis.

The mechanism of the reaction is probably
analogous to that of the acid hydrolysis of
esters, the first sNige being the formation of a
cation RCONH2H+ from the amide and
hydrion and the second stage the reactior of tlus
cation with water yielding the organic add and
the ammonium ion.

Croker and Lowe (J.C.S. 1907, 91, 593, 952)
have studied the hydrolysis of the amides of the
simple aliphatic acids with hydrochloric acid,
anS also with sodium hydroxide solution/"using
the electrical conductivity method in order to
determine the amount of amide hydrolysed.
Tin; order of the amides when hydrochloric acid
is used ia formamide, propionamide, ucetamide,
frobutyramide, cupronamide, butyrainide and
valcramide; but with sodium hydroxide the
order ia formamide, acetamide, propionamide,
capronamide, butyrainide, wobutyramide and
valeramide; in both eases formamide ia the amide
most readily hydrolysed, and in every case the
hydrolysis with alkali proceeds more rapidly

than that with hydrochloric acid under similar
conditions.

Most compounds of the type of alkylated
acid amides, e.g. compounds containing the
grouping R'CO N H R, can be hydrolysed.
Thus hippuric acid (ben zoyigJycine),

CeH5CONHCHgCO2H,

is hydrolyeed to benzoic acid and glycine hydro-
ciiluride when boiled with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid. For alkaline hydrolysis of com-
pounds of the type C:CI2{CONHR}2( where
R-C8H5 , CaH4Me; CaH,CI, CTHIfi,
CHaPh, sec Naik, Trivedi and Melita, J, Indian
Chem. Soc. 1938,15, 426.

Nitrites.—The hydrolysis of an aliphatic
nitrile by either acids or alkalis occurs in two
distinct stages, the intermediate product being
the acid amide. The first reaction takes place
much more slowly than the second, and is the
ono actually measured when hydrochloric acid
is used as catalyst (Kiipi, Z. physikal. Chem.
1914, 86, 041; for alkaline hydrolysis cf. ibid.
p. 740).

E. Fischer (Ber. 1898, 31, 3206) has pointed
out that uric aeid and similar cyclic nitrogen
derivatives. are less readily hydrolysed by
dilute alkalis'than their alkylated derivatives,
a.(j. l:3:9-trimethyluric acid. Similarly the
amide and methyl ester of the methyl ether of
salicylic acid are more readily hydrolysed than
the corresponding derivatives of salicylic acid
itself, and in all such cases the compounds most
resistant to the hydrolysing agent are those
which can form metallic salts with the alkalis.

The hydrolysis is analogous to the alkaline
hydrolysis of esters, the comrjjex anion

being the first product and the second stag^the
decomposition of this into ammonia and Lie
anion of the organic acid. When the amide
contains a replaceable hydrogen atom, salt
formation of a different type occurs, and the
characteristic complex anion is not formed.

Lactones and Anhydrides of Dibasic
Acids.—In the hydrolysis of both types of
compounds water is added but no fission
occurs; the first givoup gives the hydroxy-acids
a-id the second the dibasic acids.

The relative rates of hydrolysis of lactones
have been used by Haworth and Nicholson
(J.O.S. 19*}, 1899) to determine whether a
lactone derived from tho sugar acids is a
y or a S-lactone, as the formft is hydrated much
more slowly than thejatter.

For the ketouie and acid hydrolyaes of substi
tuted ethyl acetoastates and their utilisation
in the preparation of substituted acetoncs-»aud
acetic acids, see ACETOACETIO ACID, and for
hydrolysis of aromatic sulphonic acjtls by
mineral auida, whero o- or p-methyl groups
facilitate and o- or p-amino groups retard
hydrolysis, aee Crafts, Bull. Soc. chim. 1907,
[ivj, 1, 917.
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IV. HYDROLYSIS OF GLYCOSIDES, DI - AND
POLY-SACCHAKIDES.

As a rule compounds of the ether type, i.e.
compounds containing two alkyl or substituted
alkyl groups attached to oxygen, are not
readily hydrolysed when boiled with alkali or
acid solutions.

All the carbohydrates of the di- or poly-
saccharide type? take up water when warmed
with dilute mineral acid and are resolved into
monosaccharides. The best known examples
are:

Sucrose (cane.sugar)-fv-ater
-glucose (dextrose)+fructose (laevulose)

Malt sugar+ water=glucose
Lactose (milk sugar)+water=glucose+galactose.

All these reactions can be represented by the
equation:

Ci2H2 2On+H2O-C6H1 2O f l+C6H1 2O6

Starch is also hydrolysed by dilute mineral
acids yielding as final product glucose:

(C6H10O5)M+nH2O=wC6H12O6

The hydrolysis of cane sugar (sucrose) by
means of dilute mineral acid has been examined
in detail; it is usually referred to as the inver-
sion of sucrose, as the optical rotatory power
changes from + to 77 during the reaction. The
investigations ofWilhelmy (Pogg. Ann. 1850,
81, 413, 499) proved that in dilute solution the
amount of sugar inverted is proportional to the
amount present, or, in other words, the reaction
is unimolecular. The method of determining
the concentration of the sucrose at any given
time is based on polarimetiic readings. If the
original rotation ....of the sucrose solution be
+x°, and after complete inversion be — y°, then
the"total change is x°-\-y°. If after an interval
of time / the rotatory power of the solution is
+z°Mthen the fraction of sucrose which has

undergone inversion is - — , and the velocity

constant can be determined by substituting the
values for tt Co, and Ct in the equation

where Co represents the concentration of the
sucrose at the beginning, and can be expressed
by x+y9 Ct represents the concentration at
time U and is equal to x-z. The velocity of
inversion is directly proportional to the con-
centration of the hydrochloric acid, and increases
with rise in temperature (J. Meyer, Z. physikal
Chem. 1908, 62, 59 ; Hudson, J. Amcr. Chem.
Soc. 1908, 30, 1165; Rosanoff, Clark and
Sibley, ibid. 1911, 33, J911).

The dilatometrfo method has been used for
determining the rate o£> hydrolysis of sucrose
with dilute hydrochloric acid and the results
follow the unimolecular formula (Hitchcock
an<*Dougan, J. Physical Chem. 1935, 39, 1177)
and the velocity coefficients agree wi|h those
determined polariraetrically. The total con-
traction per gram-molecule at infinite dilution is
6-92 c.c. at 25° when the products are in
inutarotation equilibrium.

The hydrolysis of other disaccharides, and

of glycosides by dilute mineral acids also
follows Wilhelmy's Law, but the relative rates
are very different; the following values have
been obtained for iV-sulphuric acid at 20°:
iactose 1, maltose 1*27, sucrose 1240 ; also
a-methylglucoside 100, and /J-methylglucoside
179. The hydrolysis of carbohydrates by means
of dilute mineral acids is the basis of certain
commercial methods for the manufacture of
glucose. Large quantities of this carbohydrate
are manufactured by boiling starch (e.g. potato or
maize/ starch) with dilute sulph'aric acid,
removing the acid by precipitating as calcium
sulphate and" evaporating the clear solution
under reduced pressure. Hydrochloric a,cid is
used in U.S.A. and wood cellulose is hydrolysed
by concentrated hydrochloric acid in Germany,
and the resulting glucose fermented for the
production of power alcohol.

All glycosides, including the simple synthetic
alkylglucosides and all the more' complex
natural glycosides (v. GLYCOSIDES), are readily
hydrolysed by dilute acids or alkalis. In these
compounds the alkyloxy- or more complex
radical is attached to the first carbon atom of
the aldose molecule, i.e. the carbon atom of the
group with aldehydic functions in aqueous
solution. The primary product is the corre-
sponding a- or jS-form of the aldose, but as these
rapidly undergo inutarotation in the presence
of acid or alkali the final product is a solution of
the a- and /J-forms in equilibrium. Other
methyl derivatives, e.g. those with OMe in
positions 2, 3, 4 or 6 of a pyranose, are not
readily hydrolysed and behave as ordinary
ethers.

Ultra-violet light can bring about the
hydrolysis of glycosides, also of certain esters
and amides, but not of polypeptides or proteins
(Gui£aume and Tanret, Compt. rend. 1935,
201,1057).

From determinations of the velocity coeffi-
cients for hydrolysis of certain fructo-furano-
sides and -pyranosides at 20-60° Heidt and
Purves (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1938, 60, 1206)
prove that the generalisation log ifc=log a-6/T
holds good, and that log a, b and E (activation
energy) increase when methyl replaces benzyl,
when an a- replaces a 0-isomeride and when a
pyranoside replaces a furanoside.

Neutral Salt Action.—The* investigations of
Ostwald (J. pr. Ghem. 1883, pi], 28, 460), Spohr
(ibid. <.18869 [ii], 33, 265), and Arrhenius (Z.
physikal. Chem. 1889, 4, 234; 1899, 31, 207)
prove that the addition of a substance which is
largely ionised in aqueous solution accelerates
the hydrolysis of esters or of carbohydrates by
aqueous solutions of strong acids. This has
beeifproved by the addition of metallic chlorides
to mixtures in which hydrogen chloride is the
catalyst, the addition of bromides to hydrogen
bromide, and of nitrates to nitric acid. The
majority of chlorides have much the same
effect if readily ionised, whereas a salt such as
mercuric chloride, which is only partly ionised,
has a much feebler action.

Caldwell (Proc. Roy, Soc. 1906, A, 78, 272),
working with weight-normal solutions, shows
that the presence of metallic chlorides increases
the catalytic activity of hydrogen chloride in
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the inversion of cane sugar, and that calcium
chloride has the most pronounced effect.
Similar effects on the activity of nitric acid are
produced by nitrates {Why m per, ibid. 1907, A,
79, 576). Salts also tend to increase the activity
of hydrogen chloride when used as a catalyst
in the hydrolysis of methyl acetate (Armstrong
and Watson, ibid. 1907, A, 79, 579), but their
effect ia not so marked as in the case of the
inversion of sucrose (c/. Armstrong, ibid. 1908,
A, 81, 90; Armstrong and Crothers, ibid. p. 102).
Sentcr (JlCJS. 1907, 91, 462) states that in
equivalent solutions of different salts the effect
is practically independent of the5 nature of the
ealt (c/. Jones, Z. physikal. Chem. 190G, 65,
355, "429). Change of temperature haa but
little effect on neutral Bait action, and it is
concluded that probably the earlier suggestion
of Arrhenius is correct, namely, that the ions
of the neutral salt have some action on the
hydrions-or hydroxyl ions of the catalyst.

Heed (Amer. Chem. J. 1899, 21, 342) states
that neutral salts retard the hydrolysis of acid
amides by alkalis; and Arrhenius (Z. physikal.
Chem. 1887, 1, 110) and Rpohr ((6M*. 1888, 2.
1194) claim that the same effect is produced by
salts on the rate of hydrolysis of esters by alkalis.
For the action of neutral salts on hydrolysis of
chlorbacetic acid, c/. Section IIIB, p. 385a.

V. HYDBOLYSIS BY ENZYMES.

Many of the hydrolytic processes induced by
aqueous solutions of acids or alkalis can also
be brought about by the complex organic
substances found in animal and plant tissues
known as enzymes. For chemical nature of
enzymes, purification, factors influencing enzyme
action and kinetics of enzyme action, see
ENZYMES. ,

The name given to a particular hydrolysing
enzyme usually indicates the substance it is
capable of hydrolysing and in these cases the
termination ase is used. Thus maltase is the
enzyme which hydrolyses maltose, amylase the
enzyme which hydrolyBes starch; but in some
cases older names which were in use before this
scheme was adopted, itre still retained, e.g.
suerase, the enzyme which inverts sucrose (cane
sugar), is still called invcrt&se or even invertin,
the common digestive enzymes are. .termed
trypsin and pepsm. The substance wluch is
decomposed by the enzyme A usually termed
tho substrate. .

The more important types of hydrolysing
enzymes are i

(I) Ester- and fat-splitting enzymes—lipases
and estorases.

(II) Carbohydrate- and glycoside-spnVing
enzymes. Invertase or suerase, maltase,
amylases and tho naturally occurring
glycoside-splitting enzymes, e.g. amyg-
dalin, myrosin, etc.

(Ill) Proteolytic enzymes which hydrolysc pro
teins and polypeptides (for list, see
ENZYMKH).

All three groups are of great interest as they
play an important part in the digestion and
ussimilation of food. Many arc also of value

in industry, e.g. in the malting of barley where
:-he invertase or amylase breaks down the starch
through dextrins and maltose to glucose.

As catalysts they differ in several respects
from the general hydrolytic catalysts, mineral
acids and alkalis:

(1) They are more sensitive to temperature
differences. The activity of all is destroyed at a
temperature below 100° and for each there is
usually an optimum temperature.

(2) They are also sensitive to the acid or
alkaline reaction of the substrate and for each
nzyme very narrow limits of ps give the best

results. >'
(3) They are extremely readily poisoned, but

can withstand antiseptics which kill most micro-
organisms ; strong antiseptics such as form-
aldehyde destroy their activity.

(4) It is not essential that the_ products ob-
tained by the two processes should be identical.
Thus in the case of the inversion of cane sugar
by invertase the products are aglucose and a-
fructose, whereas when mineral acids are used
tho products are equilibrium mixtures of a- and
jS-glucose and a- and /J-fruetoae, as the a-glueose
and the a;fructose undergo immediate mutaro-
tation in the presence of the mineral acid.
Another example of a similar type is met with
in the trisaccharide, raffinose ; when hydrolysod
by acid this yields galactose, fructose and
glucose, the same sugar with raffinase yields
molibiose and fructose, and with emulsin it
yields galactose and sucrose. Similarly natural
products of protein character yield compara-
tively simple amino-acids when hydrolysed with
acids or alkalis, whereas with enzymes, more
complex intermediate products are formed.

(5) Although the processes of hydrolysis by
acids and by enzymes are frequently compared it
should be borne in mind that the rate at wirtth
a given substance is hydrolysed by the two
different types of catalysts is frequently qi
different, e.g. sucrose ia hydrolysed by invt:
much more readily than by a JV-solution
hydrochloric acid; in fact, with a conceat&tad
solution of invertase at 0° the inversion is
practically instantaneous.

(6) An important point of difference between
hydrolysis by means of acids or alkalis and
hydrolysis under the influence of enzymes is
that an}' particular enzyme has a very restricted
use as a catalyst or the action of enzymes is
essentially selective. Thus lipase can hydrolyso
esters and not carbohydrates; maltase can
h^drolyse maltose but not sucrose. That a
slight difference in the configuration of two
jsomeric compounds is sufficient to affect their
reactivities with a particular enzyme is shown in
the case of the two stercoisomeric methyl-
glucosides and of corresponding a- and. /J-
glycosides (both natiral and synthetic). (See
FE it MENTATION and GLYCOSIDES.)

The lipases, e.g. ftum castor oil or blood serum,
hydrolyse glycerides in three distinct stages
characterised by three velocity coefficients and
corresponding with the elimination of the three
acyl groups (Virtanen and Lindeberg, Suoraen
Keni. 193G, 9 B, 2), but do not readily hydrolytte
ethyl estern (Rdihel and Reinmuth, Z. physio).
Chem. 1D3G, 244, 78). Whereas pancreatic
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lipase splits both ethyl esters and glycerides
(Balls and Matlock, J. Biol. Chem. 1938, 123,
678) but,,the former less rapidly. A careful
study (B&mann and Rendelen, Z. physiol.
Chem. 1936, 238, 133; cf. ibid. 1933, 222, 121;
Langenbeck and Baltes, Ber. 1934, 67 [B],
1204) of the splitting of acid esters, dimethyl
esters and methyl ester amides,

Ctf2Me[CH2]wCONH2

of the dibasic acids, malonic to adipic, by pigs'
liver esterase and of the effects of altering H+
concentration and substrate concentration leads
to the conclusion that die enzyme binding power
of the ester group is controlled by the electro-
chemical nature of the adjoining groups. The
carboxyl group inhibits the formation of the
additive compound and can be counteracted or
restricted by increasing the distance between the
CO2Me and CO2H groups, by esterifying the
CO2H group or converting it into CONH2 and
also by reducing the dissociation of the CO2H
group.

Pigs* esterase hydrolyses maleic esters (methyl
to hexyl) more readily than the isomeric
fumarates, oleic somewhat more readily than
elaidic ester but erucic and brassidlc esters at
equal rates (Fabisch, Biochem. Z. 1931,234, 84).

Esterases, e.g. from human liver or pancreas,
pig's kidney or liver, are further characterised by
producing asymmetric hydrolysis with a racemic
ester, e.g. eft-ethyl mandelate or homologues, as
one enantiomorph is hydrolysed more readily
than the other (Ammon and Geisler, Biochem. Z.
1932, 249, 470; cf. Dawson, Platt and Cohen,
Biochem. J. 1926,20, 536). Similarly the rf-form
of the butyrate of pjienylmethylcarbinol,
CHMePh-OH, is hydrolysed more readily than
the /-form (ibid.-332, 247, 113; 249, 446). By
comparing the rates for d-, Z- and (tf-mandelates
the ratio is 130:5-5 and with the ^/-compound
the d inhibits the hydrolysis of the I (Schwab
and others, Z. physiol. Chem. 1933, 215, 121).
Manv experiments have been made on the effect
ofvt«dding compounds of different types; some
Accentuate the difference, others lessen it.

(7) Enzymes can act not merely as hydrolysing
but also as synthesising agents. The process
of hydrolysis is thus, in most cases, a balanced
reaction, but the equilibrium' is mainly in the
direction of analysis and not synthesis. To
obtain appreciable synthesis the amount of
water must be restricted. The synthesising
activity of an enzyme was fmst demonstrated by
Croft Hill (J.C.S. 1898, 73, 634; 1903, 83, 5S8)
in the case of maltose. The greater portion of
the maltose is hydrolysed by the enzyme to
glucose, but a certain proportion of disaccharide
is always present.

A series of alkytyff-glucosides and galactosides
has been synthesised /by Bourquelot using
emulsin, and a-glucosides by an enzyme
extracted from bottom yea*t by means of water
(Arn. Chim. 1913, [viii], 29, 145; 1915, [ix], 3,
287; 1915, [ix], 4, 310; cf, also Bayliss, J.
Physio]. 1913, 46, 236).

Bayliss has synthesised arbutin from quinol
and dextrose by means of emulsin in the
presence of glycerol (J.C.S. 1912, 102, i, 328).
The synthetic action of enzymes in forming

polypeptides and proteins has also been de-
monstrated (Abderhalden, ibid. 1915, 108, i,
725). Both glycogen and starch have been
synthesised from glucose phosphoric acid (Hanes,
Nature, 1940,145,335).

Lipases and esterases also have synthesising
properties; natural fats have been synthesised
by the action of lipases on mixtures of glycerol
and the higher fatty acids in the absence of a
large excess of water. Esterases can give rise to
asymmetric synthesis. The lipolytic enzymes
present in certain seeds are made use of on a
commercial scale for the preparation of fatty
acids from n'atural fats (cf. Welter, Z. angew.
Chem. 1911, 24, 385; Pottevin, Bull. Soc, chim.
1906, [iii], 35, 693). For details of the syn-
thetic functions of enzymes, see FERMENTATION,
ALCOHOLIC.

In some of these balanced actions between
carbohydrates or esters and enzymes it has been
shown that the equilibrium mixture is the same,
whether mineral acid or enzyme is used, e.g.
Visser's experiments using invertase and emul-
sin; in other cases, however, the equilibrium
mixture with the enzyme is quite different from
that obtained when an acid is used, e.g. Dietz's
experiments with lipase and isoamyl n-butyrate
(Z. physiol. Chem. 1907,52, 279).

The effects of numerous compounds on the
hydrolytic activity of enzymes have been
studied and a dilatometric method for studying
ester formation and hydrolysis by esterase from
pigs' pancreas developed (Ammon and Bartscht,
Biochem. Z. 1934, 268, 231).

Glycosidic Enzymes.—The rate of hydrolysis
of phenyl-/M-glucoside by emulsin is not affected
by cations, but anions increase the rate and the
increase varies with the_pH value of the medium.
The chlorate ion can increase it threefold.
Increasing salt concentration increases the rate
until a maximum is reached and the rate then
remains constant (Helferich, Schmitz-Helle-
brecht, Z. physiol. Chem. 1935, 234, 54). The
enzymatic fission of glycosides is less in D2O than
in H2O if the enyzme is almost saturated with
substrate, but if'only a small amount of enzyme
is combined with substrate the rate is more rapid
in D2O than in water (Salzer and Bonhoeffer,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1936,175, 304).

Amylases.—Calcium chloride accelerates enzy-
matic amylolysis at certain-values of pa, and
sodium chloride ns less active (Baumgarten, Bio-
chem( J. 1932, 26, 539). Guanidine and creatine
retard and creatinine accelerates such hydrolysis
(Mystkovski, ibid., p. 910). Carboxylic acids and
amino-compounds retard and various proteins
and amino-acids retard at values of pH below
but activate at values above pH 4*5 (Filipowicz,
ibid.v'1931, 25, 1874). Dilute potassium cya?iidc
or thionone can activate amylase (Borchardt and
Pringsheim, Biochem. Z. 1933,259,134).

Esterases and Lipases.—Glick and King (J.
Biol. Chem. 1931, 94, 497; 1932, 95, 477;
Weber and King, ibid. 1935, 108, 131) find that
w-alcohols have an inhibiting effect on esterase
and that the effect increases as the series is
ascended, but with the isomeric arayl alcohols
there is a decrease in the effect as the steric
hindrance around the OH increases; with
secondary alcohols the effect of the steric factor
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is eclipsed by that of the length of the carbon
chain. The effect of the salts of fatty acids is
small in the case of Jip.ise but with esterase the
effect increases tip to w-laurate and then de-
creases almost to zero for palmitate and stearate*
The effect of the salt of an unsaturated acid is
greater thnn that of the saturated compound
hexyl and octyl alcohols have greater in-
hibiting powers than the corresponding .sodium
soaps and there appears to be a relationship
between their activity and their effects in lower-
ing surfiice^tension. The butyl ether of glyeol,
unlike the ethyl ethers of both glyeol and
[•CHVCHOOHJE, is fairly active against
esterasebutnotlipaae. CN, I, NO3, SH, OH,
Cl, CO, CONHj, NHj, attached to amyl or
phenyl retard hydrolysis with esterase and
benzylresorcinol has the greatest effect. The
above scries is similar to the lyotropic series oi
analogous ions in protein dispersion in aqueoue
solution. -Click and King (ibid. 1932, 97, (575)
find that the hydrolysis of tributyrin by pan
creas lipase is accelerated in the decreasing order
—hexylresorcmol, octyl alcohol, ainyl iodide,
hexyl alcohol, amyi alcohol, phenol, hexoic
acid, cyc/ohcxanol, reaorcinol—and claim to
demonstrate that the activation is due to con-
centration of the activator on the substrate
resulting in a decrease of interfacial tension
between enzyme and substrate. Cf. also Clark
and Archibald (Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 1932,
[iii],26,III,87).

VI. THIOHYDROLYSIS, ALCOHOLYSIS,
ACIDOLYSIS, AMMONOLYSIS.

Several types of reactions are analogous to
hydrolysis and consist in the addition of a
compound other than water, viz. hydrogen
sulphide, alcohol or acid, to an ester or similar
compound and the fission of the compound to
simpler compounds. Some of the commoner of
such reactions are:

(1) Thiohydrolysis.—Esters of thioacetic
acid are thiohydrolysed in liquid hydrogen eul-
pliide into free acid and mercaptan just as
carboxylie esters are hydrolysed by water to acid
and alcohol. The degree.»of hydrolysis increases
with the molecular weight of the ester, and even
at —77° is several times the value for the
hydrolysis of the corresponding carboxylic ester
at room temperature (Ralston and Wilkinson,
J. Ainer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 2160).

(2) Alcoholysis.—Reactions in whi^h al-
cohols play much the samo part as water in
hydrolysis are usually grouped together under
the name alcoholysis. The reaction with methyl
alcohol is termed methaitoiy&is, and that with
ethyl tthanolyaia.

l i e ethanolysis of an acid amide in" the
presence of a mineral acid is analogous to the
hydrolysis of the amide by dilute mineral acids
as shown, by the two equations:

RCONH2+HOH = RCOOH+NH3

RCONH i !-(-HOEt=RCOOEt+NH3

The latter reaction has been studied in detail
by Reed {Ainer. Chem. J. 1909, 41, 483; J.C.S.
1913, 104, 075). The reaction is bimolecular
as the catalyst is gradually neutralised by the

ammonia formed in the reaction, and proceeds
at an easily measurable rate at 50° in the
case of benzamide. A determination of the
ratio of k for p- and wt-nitrobenzamide shows
that this ia 1-16, a value practically identical
with the ratio for the hydrolysis of the two
amides. The ratio of the constants for benzamide
and m-nitro benzamide varies considerably with
the concentration of the hydrogen chloride. The
effect of small amounts of water on the rate
of alcoholysis is alaq[ marked, just as in the case
of the eaterificatiort of an acid, and similarly
oW/io-substituents appear to have inhibiting
effects. The general conclusion drawn is that
the mechanism of aleohoiysis is analogous to that
of hydrolysis, and consists in the formation of
salts between the amide and the mineral acid
and the reaction of the complex cation with the
alcohol. This alcoholysis occurs between thio-
amides and mercaptans (Reed, i.e.).

Another common type of alcoholysis met
with is the conversion of an ester of a given acid
into another ester of the same acid by means of
an alcohol, e.g.:

R-COOEt+MeOH ^ R-COOMe+EtOH

This ehangi does not take place readily except
in the presence of a catalyst, the most efficient
being sodium alkyl oxide (Purdie, J.C.S. 1885,
47, 862; 1887, 51, 027; 1888, 53, 391; Claisen,
Ber. 1887,20, 646), hydrogen chloride (Patterson
and Dickinson, J.C.S. 1901, 79, 280), sodium
hydroxide (Henriques, Z. angew. Chem. 1898,11,
338; Pfannl, Monatsh. 1910, 31, 301; Kom-
nenos, ibid. 1910, 31, 111. 687; 1911, 32, 77;
Kxemann, ibid. 1905, 26, 783; 1908, 29, 23) or
ammonia (Leuchs and Theodorescu, Ber.-1910,
43, 1239). As a nil*) only a small amount of the
catalyst need be used, but vyth the esters of
aromatic acids saturation with hydrogen chloride
is necessary. Bellet (Compt. rend. 1931, iaS,
1020; 1932, 194, 1655) working with sirmll
amounts of sodium hydroxide proved that the
rate of the reaction is reduced as the solution
becomes neutral (due to hydrolysis of esterl but
is increased with rise of temperature; that high' r
alcohols are readily displaced by lower and that
tertiary are displaced more readily than primary.
The reaction appears to be reversible, as it is
possible to transform an ethyl into a methyl
and conversely a methyl into an ethyl eater.
The reaction is not limited to methyl and ethyl
esters, but can be applied to more complex esters,
such aa benzyl and phenyl, and also to glyeeryl
esters (cf. Haller, 'ibid. 1906, 143, 667; 1908,
146, 259; Fanto and Stritar, Monateh. 1908,
29, 299), and is a moat convenient laboratory
method for the conversion of a given ester into
another eater derived from the same acid. The
esters of the great majority, of aliphatic and
iromatic acids react in this manner, but Sud-
boroiigh and Edwards have shown that when the
esters are derived from diorlho-substituted
ijenzoio acids the transformation cannot be
effected by using either sodium alkyl oxide or
saturating with hydrogen chloride and boiling
for some time. Even when several substituents
are present transformation occurs, provided the
ortho- positions are free. This indicates that the
iransformation of esters under the influence vf
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hydrogen chloride is analogous to the esterifica-
tion of an acid by the same catalyst.

This analogy has been further confirmed by
deter mining the rates of alcoholysis of various
esters. These changes cannot be measured by
a simple chemical method as in the case of
esterifi cation or hydrolysis, but use has been
made of the volume changes which occur ami
the results obtained by dilato metric readings
at constant temperature indicate that with an
excess of the alcohol and using hydrogen chloride
as catalyst the reaction

MeOH+RCOaEt->EtOH+RCOaMe

is practically unimolecular. The steric effects
are very similar to those met with in the case
of catalytic esterifi cat ion (Kolhatkar. J.C.S.
1915,107, 921). For further analogies between
esterincation and alcoholysia, cf. Sudborough
and his co-workers (J. Indian Inst. SaL 1914, 1,
107; 1918-20, 2, 121; 1920-21, 3, 1; 1921, 4,
181; 1922,5,1; 1924, 7, 1) and for alcoholysis
of j8-ketonic esters, see Connor and Adkins (J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1932, 54, 3420), and for use
of the Grignard reagent, e.g.

RCOaR'+R"OMgBr
^ RCOaR"+R'OMgBr

Ivanov-and Roustchev (Compt. rend. 1932,195,
467) who show that the heavy R" can replace
the lighter R' in theester and that if R' is sryl
and R" alphyl, R" partially replaces R' but that
the reverse process proceeds to a very slight
extent only. The reaction

CH3COOR+BuOH
-+ CHjCOOBu+ROH

is catalysed morj actively by hydrogen chloride
when R=bornyl, '^ut more actively by potas-
em'* .hydroxide when R=methyl.

Similar transformations can be brought about
in the case of the alkyl ethers of carbouiurn
bases, e.g.

,CH:CH

TCH-OEt

(Decket, J. pr. Chem. 1890, [ii], 45, 182), and of
the oxygen ethers of substituted thiocarbamides,
e.g.

EtOCH.NHCSNHPh
-» MeO-CH, NHCSNHPh

(Johnson and Guest, J. Amen? Chem. Soc. 1910,
32, 1279; ef. Kuntze, Arch. Pharm. 1908, 24or
110). An interesting case of alcoholysis ob-
served by Willst&tter and Stoll (Annalen,
1910, 378, 18) ia the conversion of amorphous
chlorophyll into crystalline chlorophyll by ethyl
alcohol in the pr&ence of an enzyme chloro*
phylUwe, which aecoinp»nies chlorophyll in
plant tissues. The reaction consists in the
replacement of the complex phytyl group by
the timpler ethyl group

of a catalyst can exchange its alkyl group,
ao the same ester in presence of excess of
an acid and a catalyst can exchange its acyl
group :

RCOOR'+R"CO OH
-+ R"COOR' + RCO-OH

(3) Acidolysis.—Just as an ester reacting
with an excess of an alcohol in the presence

This was first studied by Reid, (Amer. Chem. .1.
1011, 45, 479) and subsequently in detail by
Sudborough and Karve (J. Indiaji Inst. Sei.
1922, 5, 1) for the ease of ethyl acetate and
trk'hluroacetic acid where the valuesof k for the
direct and reverse reactions are practically the
same in the absence of a catalyst.

With ethyl acetoacetate and different, acids
the rate ia not a simple function of the strength
of the acid R"COaH. The reaction is catalysed
by H2O and cone. HaSO4, but not by gaseous
HCI (Cherbuliez and Fold, Arch. Sci. phys. nat«
1938, fvj, 20, Suppl.52).

A series of experiments by Sowa (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1938, 60, 654) using as catalyst
BF3,2Ac0H at 100° shows that n-propyl,
?i-butyl and taopropyl eaters of propionic,
beuzoic and salicyjic acids yield the corre-
sponding acetates and that the yields are muck
smaller with t'sopropyl, sec-butyl and tert-
butyl esters. A comparison of the catalysts
HaSO4, 2nCla, BF3 and BHFj(OH)s gives
the percentage yields of n-butyl acetate as 20,
31, 40 and 60 respectively.

(4) Ammonolysis.—This term is sometimes
applied to the reactions in which halogen atoms,
sulphonic groups or alkyloxy-groups are replaced
by NH, by using liquid ammonia or ammonia
under pressure. With esters ammonium
chloride acts as a catalyst and the effect of R in
CHaRCO2Et ia shown to be

C.">CO-NHs>CO2Et>OEt>Ph>H

(Audrioth and Kleinberg, J, Org. Chem. 1938,3,
312). Many compounds are electrolytes in liquid
ammonia (Groggins and Stirton, J. Ind. Eng,
Chem. 1933, 26, 42, 169, 274).

J. J. S.
HVDROMAGNESJTE. Hydratetl basic

carbonate of magnesium,

occurring as small, acicular "or bladed (ortho-
rhombic or monodinic) crystals, but more often
as while, earthy or chalky masses. It is a
mineral of secondary origin, and usually occurs
aa veins in serpentine, from which it has been
derived. It is softer and less heavy (sp.gr,
2-16) than magncsite. When calcined it can
hu used for the same purposes as magncsite. A
large'deposit is quarried at Atlin, in British
Columbia (for analyses, see G. A. Young,
Sum. Rep. Geol. Survey, Canada, 1915); and
there is a considerable quantity available at a
spot 93 miles north of Ashcroft, in the Lillooet
district of British Columbia. Several occur-
rences are known in California. It is also found
with the massive magnesitc of Eubcca in Greece.

L. J. S.
" HYDRONAUUM " (v. Vol. I, 253b).
HYDRON YELLOW G (v. Vol. I, 423b).

'
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" HYDROPYft/N." Trade name for lithium
ace tylsal icy late, which is claimed to be more
soluble than aspirin and to combine the advan-
tages of lithium salts and a specific for rheu-
matism. ,

HYDROQUINENE (». Vol. III. 107c).
HYDROQUINICINE («. Vol. Ill, 166c).
HYDROQUINIDINE (v. Vol. Ill, 164rf).
HYDROQUININE•(». Vol. Ill, 166a).
HYDROQU1NINONE (v. Vol. Ill , 167o).
HYDROQUINONE, QUINOL, l:4-di-

hydroxybenzene. The p-dihydroxy-derivatives
of benzene and its homologues are readily
oxidised to quinones and termed hydroqtiinones :

COH CO

T l i

HC AH H! JH

COH

The oxidation is effected by nitric acid, chlorine-
persulphate and other oxidising agents. A
peculiarity of the reaction ia the formation
of a " half-way stage " in the oxidation. This
highly coloured molecular compound of hydro-
quinune and quinone ia called quinhydrone ; it
finds important applications in potentiometric
and conductometric titrations. It has been sug-
gested that it ia a " zwitterion " between the
benzenoid and quinonoid forma {Sidgwiek,
"Organic Chemistry of Nitrogen," 1937).
Its autoxidation has been studied hf E. Dubrisay
and A, Saint-Maxen (Compt. rend. 1929, 189,
694), A. Samt-JIaxen (ibid. 1930, 191, 212) and
T. W. Evans and W. M. Dclm (J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1930,52,3204).

Hydroquinone occurs naturally, and by
hydrolysis of natural products such as arb^tin.

It is prepared synthetically by oxidation of
phenol with alkaline permanganate (G.P.
81068) or with hydrogen peroxide (G. G. Hender-
son and R. Boyd, J.O.S. 1910, 97, 1666), but in
the laboratory it ia usually prepared from aniline
as follows: 25 g. of sodium die^romate dissolved
in 100 ml. of water are added dropwise to 25 g.
of aniline dissolved in A)0 g. of concentrated
sulphuric acid and 600 ml. of water, keeping
the temperature below 100°C, The mixture at
first becomes green, and towards the cn->. of the
reaction blue-black in colour. After standing
overnight a further 50 g. of sodium dichrnmate
in 200 ml. of water are added to the cooled
solution. Most of the precipitate then dissolves,
giving a turbid mixture containing quinone
is nd quinhydrone iu suspension. Sulphur dioxide
is passed through, the suspended matter filtered
offend the hydroquinone extracted from the
filtrate with ether, which is subsequently
distilled off. The product is purified by dis-
solving in the smallest quantity of hot water,
a little sulphur dioxide passed through, boiled

^

•with charcoal, filtered and allowed to crystallise
(L. Gattermann, " Die Praxis des organischen
Chemikcrs," 12 Auf. 1914, pp. 249, 253).

Hydroquinone may also be prepared by heat-
ing }>-chlorophenol to a high temperature, under
PWMure. with the addition of copper (G.P.
269544), An improved preparation of hydro-

quinone from quinhydrone is given in G.P.
380503; for the electrolytic reduction of quinone
to hydroquinone, SP.Z Seyewetz and Miodon, Bull,
Soc. chim. 1923, [iv], 33, 448.

Hydroquinone is dimorphous, the stable form
crystallising from water, the labile form being
obtained by sublimation, m.p. 170-3°, b.p. 285°;
suhh'mation commences about 10° below-the
melting-point. It is soluble in alcohol, ether
and in hot water. - Ferric chloride oxidises it to
quinone and quinhydrone. In aqueous solution
it gives no precipitate with lead acetate. Its
alkaline solution darkens on exposure to air.
and it reduces Fehling'a solution in the cold and
amraoniacal silver nitrate on warming. When
heated with phthalic anhydride and zinc
chloride it is converted into the colourless hydro-
quinonephthalein (F. Grimm, Ber. 1873, 6,
5%).

Hydroquinone condenses with amylene in the
presence of sulphuric and aeetie acids to give
di-isoamylhydroquinone (W. ICoenigs and 0.
Mai, ibid. 1892,25,2650).

The very valuable property of hydroquinone
of inhibiting oxidation, particularly of alde-
hydeB, has been studied by C. Moureu and C.
DuFrftisse rnd others (Compt. rend. 1924, 179,
1229; Bull. Soe. chim. 1924, [iv], 85, 1664) (see
Vol. V, 306a).

HYDROQUINONE ETHERS. The
methyl and ethyl ethers of hydroquinonc hare
recently found considerable use in perfumery.
The ethyl ether is prepared by heating p-
diazophenetole sulphate with dilute sulphuric
acid, or by boiling hydroquinone with ethyl
iodide and potassium hydroxide under a reihix
condenser. It forms colourless needles melting
at 66° and boiling St 247°. The dimethyl ether
is a modern synthetic havinjr % powerful odour
resembling coumarin, and is "employed in per-
fumes of the new-mown hay type. It forms
colourless crystals melting at 55-56".

E. J. P.
HYDROQU1NOTOXINE (v. Vol. Ill ,

166c).
HYDROX POWDER {v. Vol. IV, S623j>
HYDROXYACETOPHENONES, 0-

flydroxyacttophcnone, HOC,HjCOCH, , Pre-
pared from phenol and acetic acid by heating
with zinc chloride (H. Pauly and K. Lockemann,
Ber. 1915, 48, 30); together with p-hydroxy-
Ketoplii-none by the rearrangement of pheoyl
acetate with aluminium chloride (K. Fries and
W. Pfaffendorff, ibid. 1910, 43, 215); and by
heating diazotised' o-Jiminoacetophenone pre-
pared from o-nitrophenylpropiolic acid (P.
Friedlaender and J. Neudorfer, ibid. 1897, SO,
1080). It is an oil, b.p. ] 06-107°/17 ram., 93-
97o/10 mm. Acctyl derivative, m.p. 89°,

m-Hydroxyacetojihcnone.—Prepared from m-
nitroaeetophenone tli rough the diuzo- com pound
(Biginelli, Gazzctta, "1894, 24, i, 440; E.
Besthorn, K. Bauzhaf and G. Jaeglc, Ber. 1884,
27, 3042), m.p. 9Ce.

p-Hydroxyaceto-pkenone, m.p. 108°.—Prepared
from f -acetylanisolc, by demethylation with
hydrogen bromide (Charon and Zauiauos,
Compt. rmd. 1901, 133, 742).

Hpxac&topkenone., 2:4-dihydroxyaeetopbenone.
—Prepared from resorcin and acetic acid by
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heating with zinc chloride at 145-150° (Nencki
and Sieber, J. pr; Chem. 1881, [ii], 23, 147),
m.p. 142°C. Ferric chloride gives a wine-red
colour with' the aqueous solution.

3:5-Dihydroxyacetophenone.—Obtained by de-
methylation of the dimethyl ether with alu-
minium chloride in chlorobenzene solution
(Mauthner, ibid. 1927, [ii], 115, 274).

2:5-Dihydroxyacetophenone.—May be prepared
by heating 1 part hydroquinone with 1£ parts
acetic acid and 1J parts zinc chloride at 140-145°
(Nencki and Schmid, ibid. 1881, [ii], 23, 546).
Also by the rearrangement of hydroquinone
diacetate (K. W. Rosamund and H. Lohfert,
Ber. 1928, 61 [B], 2605; R. W. Stoughton, R.
Baltzly and A. Bass, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1934,
56, 2007). M.p. 202°. Crystallises from water
in yellow-green crystals.

Oallacetophenone ( 2 : 3 : 4 - trihydroxyaceto-
phenone).—Prepared by condensation of pyro-
gallol with acetic acid using zinc chloride (Nencki
and Sieber, J. pr. Chem. 1881, [ii], 23,151, 538).
Also from acetyl chloride (6-23 parts) arid pyro-
gallol (10 parts) by heating on a water bath
(A. Einhorn and F. Hollandt, Annalen, 1898,
301, 107; E. Fischer, Ber. 1909, 42, 1015).
M.p. 173°. Crystallises from water.;

HYDROXY-ACIDS.—The hydroxy-acids
are derived from the carboxylic acids by replace-
ment of one or more hydrogen atoms in the
hydrocarbon radical of the acid by one or more
hydroxyl groups. The nomenclature is similar
to that of the carboxylic acids (q.v.)9 for
example, lactic acid, CH3-CH(OH)COOH,
may be called " o-hydroxypropionic acid " or
" propan-2-ol-l-oic acid."

Methods of Synthesis.—-The syntheses fall into
three divisions; s (I) introduction of the carboxyl
group into the alcCliol or phenol; (IT) introduc-
tion-of the hydroxyl group into the carboxylic
acid; and (III) the simultaneous introduction of
both hydroxyl and carboxyl group into the
hydr tcarbon molecule.

INTRODUCTION OP THE CARBOXYL GROUP
INTO THE ALCOHOL OR PHENOL.

(i) Glycols, diprimary, primary secondary and
primary tertiary, may be oxidised by dilute
nitric acid or platinum black and air to the
hydroxy-acid, e.g. propylene glycol to glycollic
acid (A. Wurtz, Annalen, 1868, 105, 206; 107,
192).

(ii) By fusing the homologous phenols with
alkalis when the alkyl group attached to tfce
nucleus is oxidised to a carboxyl group. Salicylic
acid is obtained by heating o-cresol with caustic
soda with the addition of copper oxide at 260-
270°, manganese at 250° or iron oxide at 300°
(G.P. 170230; Chem. Zentr. 1906, II, 471).

(iii) Oxidation of phenolic aldehydes with
alkali, e.g. salicylic acid from salicylaldehyde.
The phenolic aldehydes may be prepared by the
method of Tiemann and Reimer {see Gatter-
mann, " Die Praxis des organischen (Chemi-
kers," 12 Aufl., 1914, p. 318, Leipzig). f

(iv) Carbon tetrachloride condenses with
phenols to give a mixture of o- and p-oarboxylic
acids, the p-acid usually predominating, e.g.
p-hydroxybenzoic acid from phenol, carbon

i tetrachloride and caustic potash (K. Reimer and
F. Tiemann, Ber. 1876, 9, 1285; G. Hasse, ibid.
1877, 10, 2186; G.P. 258887, using 40% caustic
potash and copper powder).

(v) By hydrolysis of the hydroxy-cyanide,
e.g. hydracrylic acid, HOCH 2 CH 2 COOH,
may be obtained by treating 0-chloroethyl-
alcohol with potassium cyanide and hydrolysing
the nitrile with caustic soda solution (J. Wis-
licenus, Annalen, 1863, 128, 4; 1873, 167, 346;
see, however, Erlenmeyer, ibid. 1878, 191, 278).

II. INTRODUCTION OP HYDROXYL GROUP

INTO 'THE CARBOXYLIO ACID.

(i) Aldo- acids and keto-acids can be reJuced
with sodium amalgam or with zinc and hydro-
chloric or sulphuric acid, e.g. lactic acid from
pyroracemic acid. Glycollic acid may be
obtained by the reduction of oxalic acid with
zinc (A. H. Church, J.C.S. 1863,16, 302).

(ii) The most important method is by the
replacement of halogen by hydroxyl in halogeno-
carboxylic acids by means of a metal oxide or
hydroxide, e.g. silver oxide or alkali hydroxide.
Water is often sufficient to replace a labile
halogen atom without the use of metal hydroxide,
e-9- glycollic acid from monochloroacetic acid
(G. C. Thomson, Annalen, 1880, 200, 76);
hydracrylic acid from jS-bromopropionic acid
(W. Lessen and E. Kowski, ibid. 1905, 342,
128); y-butyrolactone from y-chlorobutyrio
acid (Henry, Bull. Soc. chim. 1886, [ii], 45, 341).

(iii) Treatment of the amino-acids with
nitrous acid (NaNO2+ HCI), followed by warm-
ing in the case of aromatic amines, replaces the
NH? group by OH, e.g. glycollic acid from
glycine, and salicylic acid from anthranilic acid.

(iv) By treating unsaturated acids with
hydqpbromic acid or with dilute sulphuric acid,
e.g. y-valerolactone from allylacetic acid.

III. SIMULTANEOUS INTRODUCTION OF BOTH
HYDROXYL AND CARBOXYL GROUPS.

(i) Hydrogen cyanide followed by hydro-
chloric acid on aluehydes and ketones as well as
on ethylene oxides gr.es finally an acid with
the hydroxyl group in the a-position to the
carboxyl group in the case of aldehydes and
ketones.

RCOR'+HCN ->RR'C(OH)CN
->RR'C(OH)CO2H

The cyanohydrin first formed is hydrolysed
to the acid by hydrochloric acid. In the pre-
paration of mandelic acid, benzaldehyde bi-
sulphite compound is treated with sodium
cyanide and the raandelonitrile hydrolysed \»Ith
concentrated sulphuric acid (" Organic Syn-
theses," Coll. Vol. I, New York, 1932, p. 329).
Other preparations are those of lactic acid from
acetaldehyde (Simpson and Gautier, Compt.
rend. 1867, 65, 416), and hydracrylic acid from
ethylene oxide (Erlenmeyer, Annalen, 1878.
191,^78).

(ii) By fusion of the arylsulphonic acid with
alkalis, e.g. salicylic acid from o-toluenesul-
phonic acid (Wolkow, Z. Chem. 1870, 326).

(iii) By passing air at 160° through paraffin
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wax (m.p. 52°), mixtures of hydroxy-acids are
produced, e.g.

a i l d

C3SHM(OH)COOH

?. P. Scliorigin and A. P. Kreshkov, Amer.
Chem. Abstr. 1934, 28, 6106; 1935, 29, 2147).

Properties.—The hydroxy-acids are divided
into two classes, the alcoholic acids and the
phenolic acids, having soruo properties in com-
mon, sucluas the replacement of the hydrogen
of the hydroxyl group by metals or alkyl groups,
la the case of alcohols, alkali metal is necessary,
but caustic alkali will replace the more acidic
hydr^en of the phenol. Acid chlorides replace
the hydroxyl hydrogen of the phenol or alcohol
giving the corresponding ester. The carboxyl
group yields the normal ester, amide, nitrile
and salts.

In the .aliphatic scries hydriodic acid reduces
the hydroxy-aeids to the corresponding fatty
acid, e.g. propionic acid from lactic acid. The
aliphatic hydroxy-acids are in general more
soluble in water but less so in ether than the
corresponding fatty acids and are less volatile
and cannot as n. rule bo distilled. On oxidation
or by the application of heat the aliphatic
hydroxy-acids show different properties accord'
ing as they are a-, fl- or y- hydroxy -acids, e.g.
hydracrylic acid, a primary hydroxy-acid,
HOCH2*CHa-COOH, yields semi-nialonic
aldehyde and malonic acid oe primary products.
Secondary hydroxy-acids, e.g. lactic acid,
CH3CH(OH)COOH. yield ketonic acids.
The a-ke tonic acids change to aldehyde and
carbon dioxide, e.g.

'

H3CH(OH)COOH
Lactic acid.

CH3COCOOH
Pyruvlc ncld. *

Aeotaldehyde.

yield ke tones, e.g.Tertiary a-hydroxy -acids
a-hydroxyi'sobutyric acid, ^

{CH3)aC(OH)COOH ->CH3CO-CH3

o-Hydroxy acids on heating lose water and
beeomf cydic double esters—the lactidee, e.tj.

tio acid gives *

CH,—CH— CO »
/

o
\
C

\

o
/

—CH—CH3

lactide.

f, Hydroxy-acids lose water and become un-
gaturated acids, thus hydracrylic acid becomes
acrylic acid.

y- and 8-Hydroxy-acids lose water at the
ordinary temperature and change more or leas
completely intoeimpleoyclicesters—thelactones.

C H ^—C H jt

CO

CHa—O—/
y-Butyrolactone.

OL. VI.—26

This property is shared by BO me phenolic acids
auch as coumaric acid which gives

Coumarin.
The phenolic t acids decompose into

phenol and carbon dioxide when distilled with
soda-lime. The o-acids give a deep violet colour
with ferric chloride, am>are volatile in steam, in
contrast to the m- and y-acids which are not
volatile and give no distinctive colour with
ferric chloride. The m-aeids are the moat
stable and are converted into hydroxyanthra
quinonea when heated with concentrated sul-
phuric acid. Boiling hydrochloric acid decom-
poses the ji-acids into CO£ and phenols.
S. KrishnaandF. (i. Pope (J.C.S. 1922,121, 798)
find that the action of potassium iodide and
iodate on some aromatic hydroxy-acids is to give
the tri-iodophenol, the carboxyl group being
eliminated. Thus salicylic acid and p-hydroxy-
benzoic aiiid both give 2:4;6-tri-iodophenol;
3- or 5-nitrosalicylic acid gives tri-iodonitro-
phenol and 3:5-dinitrosaIicyIic acid gives tri-'
tododinitrophenol. {See CABBOXYLIO ACIDS, 0-
HYDEOXYBUTYiaO AdD &Ad HYDROXYSTEARIC
ACIDS.)

a- ami jS-HYDROXYANTHRAGALLOL
(v. Vol. I, 212d).

HYDROXYANTHRA PURPUR IN (v.
Vol. I, 213a).

0-HYDROXYANTHRAQUINONE (v.
Vol. I, 212d).

HYDROXYANTHRAftUFIN (v. Vol. I,
224c).

0-HYDROXYBUTYR1C ACID,

CH3CH(OH)CH2-COOH.

Prepared by the reduction of aeetoaeet;
with sodium amalgam (J. Wislicenus, Annalt'
18GD, 149, 205); or by the action of potassium
cyanide on a-propylenechlorohydrin and hydro-
lysis of the resulting nitrile (VV. Markownikoff,
ibid, 1870,153, 237). It is a thick ayrup volatile
in steam'and decomposes on heating into water
and crotonic acid. It has been resolved into
its optical enantiomorphs by means of the
quinine salts (A. M^Kenzio, J.C.S. 1902,81,1402).
J-iS-Hydroxybutyric acid occurs in the urine in
considerable quantities in cases of diabetes
mtilitus and is the source of acetone in the urine.
For its detection in urine, see Molhant (Bull.
Soc. chira. Eelg. 1924, 88, 261); Bierry and
Moquet (Compt. rend. 1924, i"78, 816); Engfeldt
(Biochem. Z. 1924, 144, 556; cf. Lublin, ibid.
1924,147, 187, and Goldbtatt, Biochem. J. 1925,
19, 026),

HYDROXYCHRYSAZIN {v. Vol.* I,
2rf).
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL. This valu-

uble synthetic perfume is a somewhat variable
commercial product, in which citronellal hydrate
predominates. It is very liable to polymer (na-
tion and should be stored in full containers in the
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dark. The main constituent has the following
constitution:

Me2C:ChfCHaCH2CHMeCHaCH(OH)2

The best commercial samples have d15'5 about
0-930; optical rotation +8° to +10°;
1-448-1-465.

It is a viscous liquid with a fine lily of the
valley note, and is valuable in muguet, hyacinth,
narcissus, sweet pea and lily of the valley
perfumes.

•n T

HYDROXYEREMOPHILONE (v. Vol.
IV, 324c).

a-HYDROXYETHYLANILINE,

PhNHCH2CH2OH.

Prepared by heating equimolecular quantities
of aniline and ethylene chlorohydrin under pres-
sure at 110° (Knorr, Ber. 1889, 22, 2092), or by
boiling under a reflux aniline (2 mols.) and
ethylene chlorohydrin (1 mol.) with water (G.P.
163043). It has b.p. 286°, 167°/17 mm.;
d° 1-11, is slightly soluble in water, readily so in
alcohol and ether; it yields indoxyl on fusion
with alkali.

HYDROXYFLAVOPURPURIN (v. Vol.
I, 212d).

jS-HYDROXYGLUTAMIC ACID(v.Vo).
I, 318c).

HYDROXYLAMINE, NH2OH. Dis-
covered by W. Lossen (Annalen, Suppl. 1868,
6, 220) in 1865, but only known in the form of
its salts or in aqueous solution until 1891.

It may conveniently be prepared in the
laboratory by the following method: 2 mol. of
commercial sodium nitrite in concentrated
aqueous solution and 1 mol. of sodium car-
boL?w.3 are kept at —2° to —3° with constant
stirring, and sulphur dioxide passed in until
just acid. The solution is warmed gently with a
few diops of sulphuric acid and kept at 90-95°
for 2 flays. It is then neutralised with sodium
ca^AJKate, concentrated by evaporation to
10^-11 times the weight of nitrite taken and
sodium sulphite allowed to crystallise out by
"ooling. Hydroxylamine sulphate left in the
mother liquor may be purified by crystallisation
(E. Divers and T. Haga, J.C.S. 1887, 52, 661;
1896, 70, 1665). For a modification of this
process giving a 70% yield of the pure hydro-
chloride, see Organic Syntheses, 1923, III, 65.

Much work has been done MI the electrolysis
of nitric acid, nitrous acid and other derivatives
to produce hydroxylamine salts (G.P. 133457,
137697; J.S.C.I. 1902, 21, 1458; F.P. 322943;
J.S.C.I. 1903, 22, 425; J. Tafel, Z. anorg. Chem.
1902,31, 289; E. P. Schoch and R. H. Pritchett,
J. Ainer. Chem. "Soc. 1916, 38, 2042). J.
Stscherbakow and D. Lihrna (Z. Elektrochem.
1929,35, 70, 826) and G. Ponzio and A. Pichetto
(Annali Chim. Appl. 1924,14, 250) have studied
the electrolytic reduction of nitric acid to
hydroxylamine.

It may also be prepared by the reduction of
nitric acid with metals under suitable con-
ditions (E. Divers, J.C.S. 1883, 43. 443; 1885,
47, 597). Nitrates, nitrites, nitro-bodies, etc.,
in neutral solution are reduced by finely divided

metals to give hydroxylamine (B. P. 11216/1894;
J.S.C.I. 1895, 14, 595).

Catalytic methods include the reduction of
nitric acid by hydrogen in the presence of
spongy platinum at 115-120° (A. Jouve, Compt.
rend. 1899,128, 435).

To isolate free hydroxylamine, the hydro-
chloride is dissolved in, methyl alcohol and
sodium methoxide in methyl alcohol added.
The sodium chloride is filtered off and the
alcohol removed by distillation under reduced
pressure. Hydroxylamine distils 'at about
70°/60 mm., and about 58°/32 mm. Vaseline
may be addecTto inhibit frothing during distil-
lation, and care should be taken to exclude air
as at 60-70° explosive mixtures may be formed
(C. A. Lobry de Bruyn, Rec. trav. chim. 1891,
10, 100; 1893,11, 18; J. W. Briihl, Ber. 1894,
27, 1347). L. Crismer obtained the anhydrous
substance by passing ammonia through the
complex salt, dihydroxylamine zinc chloride,
ZnCI2,2NH2OH, distilling off first the solvent
ether and then the hydroxylamine (Bull. Soc.
chim. 1891, [iiij, 6, 793). R. Uhlenhuth
(Annalen, 1900, 311, 117) obtained it by dis-
tillation of the phosphate under reduced pres-
sure. O. Baudisch and F. Jenner (Ber. 1916, 49,
1182) added the dry, finely powdered sulphate
to liquid ammonia in a quartz tube, removed
the ammonia and extracted the hydroxylamine
with alcohol. Owing to the danger from explosion
attending the distillation of hydroxylamine,
H. Lecher and J. Hofmann (ibid. 1922, 55 [B],
912) prepared the free base by suspending the
hydrochloride in absolute alcohol, adding a
solution of sodium ethoxide in absolute alcohol,
filtering off the sodium chloride and cooling
the filtrate to -18° when NH2OH crystallised
out.

Hyoroxylamine forms white inodorous scales
or hard needles, sp.gr. about 1-3, m.p. 33°, b.p.
56-57°/22 mm. When kept at ordinary pres-
sures above 15° hydroxylamine darkens; at
higher temperatures explosion is likely to occur.
Readily soluble in water and to a less extent in
ethyl and methyl alcohols, and in boiling ether.
It is decomposed by ^alkali giving nitrogen,
nitrous oxide, nitrous acid and water (S. S.
Kolotoff, J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc. 1891, 28,
3). The aqueous solution is colourless and
odourless and has a strongly alkaline reaction.
In many of its properties hydroxylamine re-
semble:, ammonia but it is less basic. For
example, Zn, Fe, Ni, A I, Cu, are precipitated
from their soluble salts as hydroxides insoluble
in excess, but the alkaline earths are not pre-
cipitated. It acts as a strong reducing agent,
.g. with CuSO4 solution red Cu2O is precipi-

tated, HgCI2 is reduced to Hg2CI2 and Ag, Au,
and Pt are precipitated from their salts. In
alkaline solution it converts ferrous to ferric
hydroxide, whilst in acid solution it reduces
ferric to ferrous salts.

The salts of hydroxylamine are readily soluble
in water and alcohol, crystallise well and are
anhydrous. The three hydrogen atoms of
hydroxylamine are replaceable by sulphonic
acid groups, e.g. jB/Miydroxylamincdisulphonic
acid (SO3H)2NOH (Raschig, Chem.-Ztg. 1888,
12, 219), the alkali salts of which are stable.
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For the ajB/J-trisulphonic acid derivative,
(SO 3H) 2NOSO 3H, and the aj8-disulphonic
acid (or asodisulphonic acid)

SO3HNHOSO3H,

see F. Raschig, Ber. 1923,56 [B], 206.
Hydroxylamine hydrochloride or

(SO3N&)2NOH

reacts with furfuraldehyde at 155-160° under
pressure to give 2:5-dihydroxypyridine (K. Aso,
A. 1939, II, 386). Complex salts analogous to
the amines have been prepared (Goremikin and
Gladishevskaja, A. 1939,1, 533).J

Hydroxylamine and its salts have been used
as photographic developers and for recovering
silver from fixing baths (Lainer, J.S.C.I. 1890,
9, 890); as a substitute for chrysarobin and
pyrogallic acid (Schwarz, Pharm. Ztg. 33, 659).
Manganese brown has been discharged by appli-
cation ox the hydrochloride (Schaeffer, Bull.
Mulhouse, 1883; see also J.S.C.I. 1884, 3, 166).

Hydroxylamine has been reported in the cells
of Chlorella, formed under ordinary conditions
of growth (D. Michlin, A, A938, III, 1062). Its
formation in culture media from the reduction
of nitrates by micro-organisms has been reported
(J. Blom, Biochem. Z. 1928,194, 385). See also
papers by M. Lemoigne, P. Monguillon and R.
Desveaux (Bull. Soc. Chim. biol. 1938, 20, 441)
on hydroxylamine in biological processes.

It "is used for preparing oximes of aldehydes
and ketones. Aldoximes are usually prepared
by adding the aldehyde (1 mol.) to an aqueous
solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride (1
mol.) and sodium carbonate (1J mol.). Aqueous
alcohol is used for water-insoluble aldehydes.
Ketoximes are somewhat more difficult and are
prepared by heating the calculated quantity of
ketone, hydroxylamine hydrochloride** and
sodium acetate in aqueous or alcoholic solution
1-2 hours on a water bath. Also by heating the
ketone dissolved with alcohol, and NH2OH-
HCI,. in a sealed tube for 8-10 hours at 160-
180° (I. Schmidt Houben, " Die Methoden der
organischen Chemie," 3 Aufl:*1930, 584). Cer-
tain oximations may betcarricd out by the use
of sodium hydroxylamine monosulphonate,

HONHSO3Na.

For a laboratory* preparation of this reagent,
see Organic Syntheses, 1930, »X, 23. For the
determination of the aldehyde in oil of citronella
with hydroxylamine hydrochloride, see Vol. Ill,
191c. For the use of hydroxylamine in the
determination of camphor, see Vandoni and
Desseigne, Bull. Soc. chim. 1935, fv]. 2, 1685.

detection and Estimation.—Hydroxylamine
may be detected by its reducing properties on
silver nitrate, and Fehling's solution. By
adding sodium nitroprusside to a neutral solu-
tion and a little caustic soda, a magenta-red
coloration is produced (A. Angeli, Gazzetta,
1893, 23, ii, 102). It yields benzhydroxamic
acid on treatment with sodium acetate and
benzoyl chloride and this gives a violet-red
coloration with ferric chloride (E. Bamberger,
Ber. 1899, 32, 1805). As little as 00001 g. can
be detected colorimetrically by means of p-
broniouitroaobenzene and a-naphthol (J. Blom,

Biochem. Z. 1928, 194, 385). Another sensitive
test depends on the formation of a fugitive
purple coloration on treatment with yellow
ammonium sulphide and excess of ammonia
(W. M. Fischer, Chem.-Ztg. 1923, 47, 401).
An ammoniacal solution of diacetylmonoxime
with hydroxylamine forms dimethylglyoxime
which can be identified by its reaction with
nickel salts. Hydroxylamine gives with resor'
cinol and potassium periodate in solution
buffered to pH 2, a stable cherry-red colour-
reported sensitivity 1 part per million (G. G. Rao
and W. V. B. S. Rao, Analyst, 1938, 63, 718).

It may be estimated* by titration in alkaline
solution with mercury acetamide, which is
reduced to metallic mercury (M. O. Forster,
J.C.S. 1898, 74, 785); by oxidation with vanadic
sulphate, measuring the nitrogen evolved and
titrating the vanadous sulphate with potassium
permanganate (K. A. Hofmann and F. Kuspert,
Ber. 1898, 31, 64); also by adding excess of
standard titanium trichloride and back-titrating
the excess with potassium permanganate
(A. Stahler, ibid. 1904, 37, 4732; ibid. 1909, 42,
2695). Of three methods investigated by
W. C. Brajr, M. E. Simpson and A. A. MacKenzie
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1919, 41, 1363) the two
following methods were found to be accurate:
(1) Reduction to ammonia by excess of titanous
salt in acid solution, and (2) oxidation to nitrous
oxide by excess ferric sulpiiate in sulphuric acid
solution with subsequent titration of the ferrous
salt with permanganate. Also it may be esti-
mated by adding an excess of 0-lATKBrO3

solution and sulphuric acid, and after J-J hour
adding potassium iodide solution and titrating
the liberated ioding with sodium thiosulphate
(A. Kurtenacker and J. Wagner, Z. anorg.
Chem. 1922,120, 261). «**

For the colorimetric determination, w- W.
Pucher and H. A. Day (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1926, 48, 672). The method depends on Bam-
berger's benzhydroxamic acid reaction • with
ferriQ chloride (v. supra). For the determination
of small quantities of the order of 1 mg. \n< oc.,
the hydroxylamine is oxidised by iodine to
nitrous acid which is determined photometrically
by the diazo-method, using sulphanilic acid and
j3-aminonaphthalene in acetic acid. Error
±2-3% for 01-0-2 X 10"« g. in 10 c.c. The
method can be extended to solutions containing
nitrite and nitrate (G. Endres and L. Kauf-
mann, Annalen, 1937,530,184). Hydroxylamine
has also been determined coulometrically (L.
Slebelledy and Z. Somogyi, Z. anal. Chem. 1938,
112, 400).

Ethylhydroxylamines v. ETHYL.
0-Phenylhydroxylamine, NHPhOH.—

This compound may be prepared by the reduction
of nitrobenzene with zinc (Just in ammonium
chloride solution (C. «. Marvel and O. Kamin;
J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1919, 41, 279 ; Organic
Syntheses, 1932, •> Coll. Vol. 1, 435, yield
62-68%). Consistently good yields are obtained
if the^zinc dust is previously treated with
2% mercurous nitrate solution slightly acidified
with nitric acid (Kasanof, Ind. Eng. Chem.
1920, 12, 799). Many other methods have
been recorded for its preparation : oxidation of
aniline with Caro's acid in the presence of ether
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at 0° (E. Bamberger and F. Tschimer, Ber.
1899, 82, 1675) or electrolytieally in acetic
acid solution (Haber, Z, Elektroehem. 1898,
5, 77); by ihe reduction of nitrobenzene with
zinc amalgam in an aqueous-alcoholic solution
of aluminium sulphate (E. Bamberger and M.
Knecht, Ber. I89G, 29, 863) ; or with zinc dust
in the presence of calcium chloride in ether or
alcohol solution' {C. Goldschniidt, ibid. 2307 ;
G.P. 84138; see also Wislicenus, J. pr. Chem.
1890, [ii], 64, 57). The substance is very
poisonous and should not be allowed to come in
contact with the skin {O. Baudisch, Chem.-Ztg.
1911,35,913).

j8-Phenylhydroxylamine forms colourless
needles, m.p. 81-32°; soluble in 10 parts hot
and 50 parts cold water, readily soluble in
alcohol, ether, carbon disulphide and chloro-
form, sparingly soluble in light petroleum.
Ammoniacal silver nitrate and Fehling's solution
are reduced in the cold by /S-phenylhydroxyl-
amine. Mineral acids yield p-aminophenol and
azoxybenzene; alcoholic sulphuric acid gives
azoxybenzene, o- and ^-phenetidine, o- and p-
aminophenol, aniline and other compounds (E.
Baniberger and J. Lagntt, ibid. 1898, 31, 1501).
It dissolves in sulphuric acid with a deep blue
colour. By heating at 100°, azobenzene to-
gethor with aniline, azoxybenzene and other
products are formed. Oxidation with per-
manganate gives first nitroso benzene then nitro-
gen and azoxybenzene (E. Bamberger and F.
Tschirner, Ber. 1899, 32, 342). It dissolves in
sodium hydroxide giving a sodium salt, which
decomposes into nitrobenzene and azoxybenzene
in the presence of air but into azoxybenzene
and aniline if air is exeluded,{E. Bamberger and
F. Brady, ibid. IflOO, 33, 271). With aromatic
aldehydes it yields" phcnylaldoximes of the type

CHR

NPh

(G. Plancher and G. Picetnini, Atti. R. Accad.
Lin Mi; 1905, [v], 1*, ii, 36). The i-A-dinitro-
derivative, (NOjUCarVNH-OH, is made by
the action of an alcoholic solution of hydroxyl-
amine on 2:4-dinitrodiphenyl ether. It has
marked acidic properties and gives intensely
coloured ammonium and aniline salts (W.
Borsche, Ber. 1923, 56 [B], 1944).

Nftroso-/}-phenylhydroxylamine,

CBHS-N(NO)OH,

may be conveniently prepared by the action of
sodium nitrite and dilute sulphuric acid on fl-
phenylhydroxylamine (A. Wohl, ibid. 1894, ST7,
1435; E. Bamberger, ibid. 1553) or by the interac-
tion of hydroxylamine and nitrobenzene in alco-
holic solution in the'presence of sodium ethoxide
(A. Angeli, ibid. 1896, 29,^884). It crystallises
from light petroleum, m.p. 58-59°, and decom-
poses at 75°. Readily soluble in organic sol-

f vent-, sparingly so in water, Alcoholic or
ethereal solutions give a brownish-red coloration
with a few drops of ferric chloride.

The most important derivative is the ammo-
nium salt, cupferron, CgH sN (NO)ON H#( and
is prepared as follows T An ice-cold solution of
25 g, nitrobenzene in 125 o.o., 96% alcohol and

25 c.c. water is saturated with ammonia and then
treated with hydrogen sulphide for 2^-3 hours.
To the resulting pale yellow, pasty mass,
500 o.c. ether are added, the solution shaken
vigorously and filtered. The ether layer is
separated and saturated with ammonia, with-
drawn, cooled in ice and ethyl nitrite vapour
passed in (NaNOa 25 g., HaO 40 c.c,
96% CSH,-OH 33 e.o. and 1:1 HC1 1)0 o.c.).
The solution becomes dark at first, the colour
slowly disappears and crystals of cupferron
separate. It is washed with ether 'and dried
over calcium chloride and ammonium carbonate.
Yield 80% (K H. Slotta and K. R. Jacobi,
Z. anal. Chem. 1930, 80, 97). See also Organic
Syntheses, 1932, Coll. Vol. I, 171.

The mierocrystalline forms of several salts of
nitroso-/9-phenylhydroxylamine have been fount!
to be sufficiently characteristic to be employed in
the identification of the particular metal (Martini,
Mikrochem, 1928, 6. 152). Cupferron has been
used to separate zirconium and uranium
(Angeletti. Gazzetta, 1921, 51, 285).

Cupferron is a brownish-white crystalline
soluble substance and yields well-defined co-
ordination compounds when its ammonium
radical is replaced by many of the metals. It
is most useful in the separation of iron, titanium
and zirconium, since it precipitates these ele-
ments from strongly acid solutions containing
aluminium, chromium, manganese, nickel, co-
balt, zinc, magnesium and the alkaline earths.
The ferric and copper salts may be separated by
dissolving out the latter with ammonium hy-
droxide. The ferric salt ia soluble in chloroform,
ether, acetone, etc., and may be dissolved and
separated from other salts, such as those of lead,
silver or tin, which may have been precipitated
witti it {Baudisch, Chem.-Ztg. 1909, 38, 1298;
191 I,'u5, 913 ; H. Biltz and 0. Hodtke, Z. anorK.
Chem. 1910, 66, 426; J. HamtS and A.
Soukup, ibid. 1910, 68, 52; R. Fresenius, Z.
anal. Chem, 1911, 50, 35). See also CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS and Lundoll and Knowles, Ind, Eng.
Chem. 1920,12, 344, for further applications.

HYDROXYPROLINE {». Vol. I, 3I7c).
HYDROXYQUIN©L, 1:2:4-trihydroxy-

benzene. This substance is obtained by rapidly
heating hydroquinono with 8-10 times its weight
of caustic soda until evolution of hydrogen haB
almost ceased (Barth and Suhreder, Monatsh.
1883, 4, 176); or ~ay dissolving 150 g. quinone in
400-450 g. acetic anhydride and 10 c.c. concen-
trated sulphuric acid, keeping the tempera-
ture at 40^50°, and finally pouring into much
water. The precipitated hydroxyhydroquinonc
triacetate is saponified with a methyl alcoholic
solution of sulphuric acid, neutralised with
anhyurous sodium carbonate, extracted with
ether, filtered and the solvent removed. The
residue is allowed to crystallise in a vacuum
desiccator (Thiele, Ber. 1898, 81, 1248).

It crystallises from ether in microscopic
scales, m.p. 140-5", and distils with partial de-
composition to give quino). Its aqueous solu-
tion darkens rapidly on exposure to the air,
and ferric chloride solution gives a transient
bluiah-grecn coloration, which changes to dark
blue, and then to wine-red on the careful addition
of sodium carbonate solution.
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Hydroxyquinol (2 mol.) when heated with
plithalic anhydride (1 mol.) to 185-190° gives
hydroxyquinol ph thalein,

HO

HO H

(W. SWerstein and M. Dutoit, ibid. 1901, 34,
2637).

Condensation takes place with aldehydes.
Using concentrated sulphuric acid in alcoholic
solution, paraldebyde gives the compound:

HO

(C. Liebermann and S. Lindenbaum, ibid. 1904,
37. 1177, 2731).

For an account of the derivatives, see Bargel-
lini (Gazzetta, 1910, 40, ii. 342; 1911, 41, ii,
612; 1912, 42, ii, 351; Atti. B. Accad. Lincei,
1911, [v], 20, i, 22; ii, 18, 118, 183). The tri-
methyl ether has been used by J. Reigrodski
and J. Tambor (Ber. 1910, 43, 1964) for the
aynthesiB of 2:3-dihydroxyflavone.

HYDROXYSTEARtCACIDS.a-tfjrtfrwy-
stearic AciU,

CH3[CHa] l sCH(OH)COOH. '

Prepared by treating a-bromostoaric acid with
aqueous potash. Separates from a mixture of
benzene and light petroleum as a crystalline
powder, m.p. 91-92° (C. Hell and J. Sadomsky,
Ber. 1891, 24, 2391; H-. R. Le Sueur. J.C.S.
1904, 85, 827). By heating' to 270° it yielda
margaric aldehyde, C?eH3!J'CHO, a lactide,
CsgH^O^, formic acid and carbon dioxide.
(Le Sueur, I.e.)

fl-Hydrozyatearic Acid,

Prepared by treating jS-bromostearic actd with
aqueous potash. Crystallises from chloroform
in white plates, m.p. 89° (Ponzio, Gaszetta, 1905,
35, ii, 570).

y-Hydroxyatearic Acid.—-Exists most com-
mvnly in the form of its lactone, «

,CHa—CH,

which ia prepared by heating oleic acid with
concentrated sulphuric acid at 80-85° for 6 hours,
diluting with water and warming on a water
bath; it haa m.p. 52-53e, and yields the acid,
m.p. 89°, on heating with alkali and finally
acidifying with hydrochloric acid (P. W.
Olutterbuck, J.C.S. 1924, 125, 2330).

C. G. Totnecko and R. Adama (J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1927, 49, 522) by condensing aldehyd
esters of the general formula,

CHO[CH2]rCOOMe

(where ar=7, 8, 9, 10, II) with the Grignard re-
agent, CHs-[CHa],,-MgBr (where y = 8, 7, 6,
5, 4) have obtained the esters of the following
hydroxysfcearie acids, from which the pure acids
are obtained by hydrolysis,

CH3[CHa]j,-MgBr+CHO[CH2VCOOMe

;

M.p., methyl
M.p., acid, eater.

8 or 0-hydroxystcario acid , 74-75° 45-46°
9 or i-hydroxyatearic acid . 81-82° 53-54°

lOorK-hydroxystearicacid . 76-77° 49-50°
11 orA-hydroxystearic acid . 78-79° 50-51°
12or^-hydroxystearicacid . 77-77-5° 52-52*5

i-Hydroxyflteario acid may also be prepared
by the action of sulphuric acid on oleic acid
(Tscherbakow and Saizew, J. pr. Chem. 1898,
[ii], 57, 27). At 100° it yields the anhydride, and
oxidation with chromic acid in acetic acid con-
verts it into sebacic, azelaic and traces of suberic
and a liquid monobasic acid, together with t-
ketostearic acid,

in.p. 76°. On distillation, i-hydroxyste&ric acid
gives A*-elaidic and A^-elaidio acids and ordi-
nary oleic acid (Vesel^ and Majtl, Chem. Listy,
1925, 19, 345; Bull. Soc. chim. 1926, [iv], 39,
230).

K-Hy&roxyaUari(* Acid,

Prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on
uooleio acid, Shukow and Schestakow (J. Russ.
Phys. Chem, Soc. 1903, 35, 1) who give tb* m.p.
as 84-85°. Oxidation with chromic acid gives
sebacic acid, nonylene-at-dicarboxyhV' pcid
(m.p. 124°) and *-ketostearic acid (m.p. 65°).*

\-Bydroxysttaric Acid,

.

CH3[CHJ5CH(OH)[CH,]10COOH.

This acid was obtained (A. Griin and M.
Woldenberg, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1009, 31, 490)
by the reduction of the methyl ester of ricinoleic
acid. •

Sativic Acid, obtained by oxidising linoleic
acid is 8:9:ll:]2-tctrahydroxystearic acid,

CH3[CH2]4CH(OH)CH(OH}CH2CH(OH)
•CH(OH}[CHJ7COOH

and has been shown to ha^e this constitution
(Reinger, Ber. deut. pharm. Ges. 1922, 32, 124)
by progressive elimination of hydroxyl groups,
confirming A. Ecfe«rt (Monatsh. 1917, 38, 1).

Four isomeric (a- )9-, y- and 8-) Bativic-ftcida
have been prepared by B. H. Nicolet and H. L.
Cox (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1922. 44, 144).

Mild treatment of oleic acid with alkaline
permanganate gives fl-hydroxy-i-ketoatearic
acid and 0-keto-(-hydroxysteario acid (Kiog,
J.C.S. 1936, 1788).



HYDROXYSTEARIC ACIDS.

flt-Dihydroxystearic acid Las been prepared
by the oxidation of oleic acid with alkali hypo-
bromite at 10-20° in the presence of salts of Ni,
Co. Fe and Mn (U.S.P. 2033538).

Hydroxvstearic acid from the hydrogen at ion
of castor oil has been used in the form of its salts,
Na, K, Ca, triethanolamine, etc., for the pre-
paration of emulsions and creams (Fiero, J.
Amer. Pharm. Assou. 1939, 28, 598}.

HYDROZINCITE. Hytlrated basic car-
bonate of zinc, ZnCO3-2Zn(OH),j, containing
Zn 60-5"%, of common occurrence as an altera-
tion product of other ores of zinc. It is found
in the upper levels of n-.ost zinc mines as soft,
snow-white encrustations often in stalaetitic,
botryoidat or other forms. Large masses with
an earthy or chalky texture are not uncommon;
sp.gr. 3-0-3-8. Much of the material often
regarded as smithsonite (ZnCO3) is really
hyiirozinctte, as shown by its lower degree of
li an! ness (hardness 2-2J, that of smithsonite
being 5} and the presence of water. Large
quantities have been obtained from the zinc
mines of province Santander in Spain, Bleiberg
in Carinthia, Sardinia, etc. It has been observed
as a mineral of recent formation in the old
galleries of lead-zinc mines in North Walts,
Analysis of material occurring as minute
blatled (monoclinic} crystals at Narlarla,
Western Australia, leads to the formula
SZnCOa^ZnfOHJst (R. T. Prider, Min. Mag.
1911, 26, 60).

L. J. S.
HYDURILIC ACID, CaHgOaN^H

2HaO;
or

•

CO
NHCC

) CHCH(
CONH.

was j)repared(l) by Schlieper (Annalen, 1846,
56, II), who obtained the aeid ammonium salt
together with alloxan by the action of nitric
acid (sp.gr. 1-25) on uric acid. It is also pre-
pare$,(2) in the form of its ammonium salt by
pjolonged boiling of alloxan or alloxanlm with
very dilute sulphuric acid (Finch, ibid. 1864,
J32, 303); (3) by heating crystallised alloxantin
under pressure at 170° when it is converted
quantitatively into hydurilic acid, according to.
the equation

CeHBO8N1+4NH8+[COOHj5!+2CO + 4CO2

or by .similarly decomposing alloxan (Murdoch af;d
Doebner, Bet. 1876, 9, 1102); (4) in the form of
its acid ammonium salt by heating dialurio acid
with glycerol at 150°, formic acid and caTbon
dioxide being formed at the same time (Baeycr,

ilen, 18tS3, W, 14; cf. Biltz and Heyn,
Bar. 1919, 52 [BJ, 1298*; (5) together with
glyciue and carbon dioxide by heating uric acid
with twice its weight of concentrated sulphuric
acid.(Schultzen and Filehne, ibid. 1808, 1, 150),
(W) by oxidutir>ii of barbituric acid in aqueous
solution with potasrtiunt permanganate {Biltz
;nul Heyn, I.e.]: (7) by redueing dibromobar-
bituric acid with hydrogen iodide (Baeyer,
.Annalen, 18o4. 130, 133); and it is also formed
to a small extent (S) by mlueinguUoxantin with

sulphuretted hydrogen (Murdoch and Doebner,
l.c.); (9) by the condensation of ethyl ethane-
tetracarboxylate with urea in the presence of
sodium ethoxide at '30-70°, or (10) by the hydro-
lysis of ethanetetracarbonylguanide

.NH-CO.
<>

CO-NH

bv means of dilute hydrochloric acid at 150°
(Conrad, ibid. 1907, 366, 24; cf. Roeder, Ber.
Z913, 46, 2560): whereas ethyl eiuanetetra-
car boxy late and urea yield only a trace of
hydurilic acid", dithiohyduriiic acid is readily
obtained from the ester and thiocarbajnide;
this compound remains unaltered at 250°, and
can be desulphurised to hydurilic acid by heating
at 100° with concentrated sulphuric acid. Hydu-
rib'c acid is most conveniently purified by precipi-
tating the sparingly soluble copper salt from a
solution of the neutral ammonium aalt, ami
decomposing this with hot hydrochloric acid, in
which the hydurilic acid is only slightly soluble
(Baeyer, Annalen, 1863, 127, 15).

llydurilic acid crystallises from hot water in
small four-sided prisms containing 2H2O, or is
precipitated as a fine crystalline powder con-
taining 1HSO by. the addition of hydrochloric
acid to a hot aqueous solution. It is sparingly
.soluble in alcohol or cold water, more readily
so in hot wtiter; its heat of combustion is
OiiS-S kg.-cal. (Matignon, Ann. Chim. Phyt. 1893,
[vi], 28, 328).

Hydurilic acid bears the same relation to
dialurie and barbituric acids that alloxantin
bears to alloxan and barbituric acid. Its con-
stitution is established by its synthesis from
ethyl ethanetetracarboxylate and urea (v. supra),
anu also by the fact that on hydrolysis with
concentrated hydrochloric acid at 200-230° it is
converted almost quantitatively into carbon
dioxide, ammonia and suceinic acid; barbituric
acid when similarly treated yields carbon
dioxide, ammonia and acetic acid.

Hydurilic acid is not attacked by reducing
agents; it yields %l\ox an and dibro mo barbituric
acid when treated witfi bromine water (Biltz,
Heyn and Hamburger, Ber. 1910, 49, 662).

Fuming nitric acid oxidises it into alloxan,
whilst weaker acid converts it into nitrobarbi-
turic acid (dilituric aeid), tdonitroaobarbituric
acid (violuric acid) and violantin. Ferric chloride
or silver oxide oxidises it to oxyhydurilic acid,
which gives a blood-red coloration with ferric
chloride. Hydurilic acid has marked acidic
properties, and decomposes most metallic
chlorides and acetates, yielding the corre-
sponding hydurilate (for the basicity of the
acid, see Biltz and Hamburger, ibid. "l916,"49,
655). The heat of neutralisation of bydurilie
aeid with 2 mol. potassium hydroxide is 21*8
kg.-cjil.; but on adding a further quantity of
alkali (up to 16 mol,) there is a further evolution
of 4-2 kg.-eal.. thus pointing to the existence of
a tliird very feeble add function. The following
salts have been described : the ammonium
hydrogen salt NH4 C8HSOSNV small netuhetliu.
sparingly soluble, precipitated by kcetio acid
from solutions of the normal ammonium salt
(NH4)3CgH1O6N4, which crystallises in nt



with 1 H,O or in large monocliuic crystals with
O
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Sodium salt Na2C8H4O0N4,4HsO crystallises
in prisms; acid potassium salt KCaH5O6N4
forms sparingly soluble microscopic needles
the normal salt K2C8H4O6N4,3H.jO ia soluble
and crystallises in •'prisms {Matignon), The
calcium salts CafCaH^OoNjJ^.SHjO and

CaCt)H<lOflN.i,3H,O

are crystalline and almost insoluble; the barium
ealt BaCeH4O6N,,H;,O ; the zinc salts

Zr\(CBH6OeN4)a and ZnCaH4O6N4,2HBO

are crystalline; the copper salt

Cu(C8H5O6N4),,8H2O

forma fine yellow needles or prisms, which
become, red on heating with loss of water. The
silver salt is unstable; the ferric salt is a dark
green precipitate, and the formation of a dark
green colour with ferric chloride js a character-
istic reaction of the salts of hydurilic acid; the
ferrous salt is white beco'ming green; the lead
salt is insoluble in acetic acid.

5:5'-Dichlorohydurilic acid,

,NHCOV

CO/ >

ia obtained by the action of potassium chlorate
on an intimate mixture of hydurilie and con-
centrated hydrochloric acids {Baeyer, Annalen,
1863, 127, 26); a quantitative yield is obtained
by chlorinating hydurilic acid in alcohol (Biltz
and Hamburger, l.c). It is a sparingly soluble
powder, soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid
and precipitated therefrom by the addition of
water, in small rhombic crystals containing
2HSO; it is readily decomposed by alkalis
yielding the metallic ebloride. Hydrolysis to
5-chloro barbituric acid and alloxan occurs on
boiling with water. The potassium Bait,
KjCaH20aN4Clj,2HoO, isia sparingly sol u Wo
crystalline powder. 'Jjjie ammonium salt forma
hydrated (2-5H,Oj, coltnirlojw or palo pink
crystals. The anhydrous salt is dark red, in.p.
about 235°, becoming discoloured at 140° (Bocki
Ber. 1923, 56 [BJ, 1222). •

5:5''• Dielhylhydurilic add ja obtained from 5-
cthy 1 barbituric acid by oxidation with potassium
permanganate in sulphuric acid. It crystallised
Mith 1H2O, in,p. above 310°. Concentrated |jf<
potassium hydroxide gradually splits off am-
monia ; heating with concentrated hydrochloric
acid at 210-240° results in hydrolysis to diethyl-
sliceinic acid (Aspelund, J. pr. Chem. IQB'A, |»],
136, 329).

B:5'-Dibenzylhydurilic acid is prepared similarly
to the 5*:5'-diethyl derivative. It crystallises
with 2H2O, ni,p. 315° (decomp.) (Aspefund,
i.e.).

&-Bromo-5'-vwthoxyhi/diirilic acid is formed
on brominating hydurilic acid in presence
of methyl alcohol; it crystallises in Btout,
hexagonal tablets which decompose above
360°; in presence of ethyl alcohol H-bromo-5'-
ethexyhydflritic acid is formed which crystal-

Uses in stout, elongated prisms decomposing
above 360°: these compounds yield S-meth-
oxykydurilic acid and 5-etkoxtjhydurilic acid
on reduction, which lose methyj' and ethyl
alcohol respectively when heated and yield
deAydrofii/durilic acid

C O \
XNH-CC

v ,CONH,
CO,

Biltz, Heyn and Hamburger {ibid. 1916, 49,
662; ibid. 1919, 52 [B], 1298); cf. Baeyer,
(Annalen, 1863, 127, 26), who fuund that
hydurilic acid broke Jown under the action of
bromine water into dibromobarbituric acid and
alloxan.

TetramethylhyduriNc acid (deoxyamalic
flnJ),CuH14O6N,i;

CO
. >CONMe.
)CHCH( >CO

xCONMe/

is obtained by the dry distillation of nmalk
acid (Fischer and Beese, ibid, 1883, 221, 339),
or more conveniently by heating it in a scaled
tube for 3 hours at 180-185° {.Matignon, Compt.
rend. 1893, 116, 642); it has also been obtained
by heating dimethylpseucfouric acid with fused
oxalic acid at 170° {Fischer and Ach, Ber. 1895,
28, 2473). Deoxyamalicjtieid is crystalline, has
in.p. 260°, with decomposition, and can be dis-
tilled1, although with partial decomposition. It
is almost insoluble in hot or cold water; readily
soluble in chloroform or acetic acid; its heat of
combustion is 1321-8 kg.-cal. {Matignon, Ann.
C'him. Phys. 1893, [vi], 28, 327). Its- chemical
properties are similar to those of hydurilic acid;
it reduces ammoniacal nilv^ nitrate solution on
warming, and gives a beautiful green coloration
with ferric chloride; on gentle osid&uYon it
yields a product that gives JI blood-red coloration
with ferric chloride ; but when oxidised by
nitric acid it forms dimethylalloxan.

o:J5''- Dt chloral el rarnethylhydurilic acid may be
obtained by chlorinating tetramethylhydi^ilk-
acid in alcohol; it forms transparent crystals
with rectangular section, m.p. 206e. It is
devoid of acidic properties, Biltz and Harabur-
gcr (Z.c).

5*BrQ?no-5'-meihoxtf> (or tthozy-) Utramethyl-
hydurilic acid is formed on brominating tetra-
metbylhydurilic acid in presence of methyl or
ethyl alcohol. The bromomethoxy-derivative
Forms elongated*rhombic tablets and has m.p.
245-247" (decomp.) and the bromoethoxy-
analogue forms elongated hexagonal tablets,
m.p. 199-200C (decomp.).

5:5'-DibromotetTamethylhydurilic acid is formed
by the action of brocupe on tetramethyl-
liydurilic acid in carbon tetrachloride in complete,
absence of water; A crystallises in snow-white
lancet-shaped leaflets and yields alkyloxy-com-
pounds on treatment with alcohols. It loses
both atoms of bromine on heating at 14*M8G°,
forming tetraimlhyldekydrohyduTilic acid, a highly
reactive compound which melts at 284°.
With boiling methyl alcohol it forms 5-methoxy-
tetramelhylKydurilic acid which crystallines in
stout, four-sided prisms, m.p. 284° (decomp.).
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5-AmitiotelmmethylkyduriUc acid,

C-,,H1SO,N1.H1O.

m,p. 295-3uO° (decomp.) is prepared by acting
upon dehydTottiTamethyUiydwrilic, acid with
aqueous ammonia; it crystallises in silky
rhombic leaflets, It is reduced by hydriodic
acid and phosphonium iodide to \&-dimelhyU
uramil, and on bromination in alcohol yields
fi:5-dibromo-1:3-dimethy 1 barbituric acid.

5-Metktflaminotttramethyihydurilic acid crys-
tallises in rhombic plates.

S-Anilinotetramelhylhydurilic acid has m.p.
160-161° (decomp.) and forms an aniline sa!t
CigHi.OeNj.NHgPh which melts at 134°.

Deoxyamalic acid baa only two acidic func-
tions; the potassium, K,C11HI3O6N4, andthe
sodium, Na3C I2H12O (rl i t salts are sparingly
soluble (Mntignon, I.e.; Fischer and Ach, I.e.),

For the preparation of B-dimethylkgdttrilic
acid and derivatives, see Biltz and Heyn (Ber,
1919, 52 [B], 1298).

M. A. W.
HYGRIC ACID (v. Vol. I l l , 226a).
HYGRINES (v. Vol. I l l , 225rf).
HYODEOXYCHOLIC ACID (v. Vol. I,

6896).
HYPACONITINE (v. Vol. I, I22c).
HY PAPHORIN E (v. Vol. I, 6SU).
HYPERSTHENE. A rock-forming mineral

belonging to the or*horhombic series of the
pyroxene group, and consisting of metasilicate
of magnesium and iron (Mg,Fe)SiO3. With
less iron it passes isomorphously into brcmzt'te
and enstatite (q.v.). It id a common constituent
of basic igneous rocks, especially norite. The
very coarse-grained norite found as boulders on
the coast of Labrador consist of labradorite (».
FELSPAR) and hyp"™»thene, the former showing
brilliant coloured reflections and the latter a
brigin/ coppery sheen. This material is there-
fore sometimes used as an ornamental or precious
stone-. The mineral is opaque, with a dingy,
brownish-black body-colour, and the metallic
reflection is due to the presence of minute
crystalline enclosures arranged parallel to one
plane. Sp.gr, 3-4,

L. J. S.
" HYPNAL." Trade name for a compound

of chloral and antipyrine which possesses the
physiological properties of a mixture of the
reactants.

" HYPNOGEN." A trade name for diethyl-
barbituric acid.

" HYPNONE." Trade name for acotophenone*
a moderately active hypnotic.

HYPOXANTHINE, Harcine, G-Oxypurine

HN—CO N=COH

HC C-NHN or HC CNH

• II > C H • || J|
N - C — N ^ N—C —I
This base was discovered by Scherer (Annalen

/ 1850, 73, 358) in heart muscle and spleen
Strecker (ibid. 1858, 108, 129) isolated & base
from the' muscles of several animals which he
railed sarcine. It was subsequently shown tha
Baxcine was identical with Scherer's hypo
xanthine (tee Salkoweki, Biochem. Z. 1913, 56

> CH

250; Yoahimura, ibid. 1911, 37, 481). Hypo-
xanthine has been isolated from a very large
number of animal and plant tissues. It is,
lowever, easily formed from adenine either post
n.ortem or in processes used for its isolation, and
there is some doubt as to how much of the base
obtained from the tissues represents preformed
jypoxanthine. For the îsolation from various
animal tissues, see also Heymann, Pfliiger's
Archiv. 1872. 6, 184; Salomon, Z. physiol.

hem. 1878, 2, 72; Ber. 1878, 11, 574; Kossel,
;. physiol. Chem. 1881, 5, 152; 188t>, 10, 268;

Schindler, ibid. 1889, 13, 432; Buglia and
Costantino, ibid. 1913, 83, 45; Smorodinzew,
ibid. 1912, 80, 218 j Bass, Arch. exp. fath.
Pharm. 19U, 76, 40; from urine, Strecker, I.e.;
Salomon, Z. physiol. Chem. 1837, 11, 410;
Kriiger and Salomon, ibid. 1898, 24, 385;
1899, 26, 356; and from faeces, Kriiger and
Schittenhetm, ibid. 1902,36,158. Hypoxanthine
has been found in beer yeast {Schiitzenberger,
Chem. Zentr. 1877, 73), in fungi (Wmterstein,
Reuter and Korolew, Landw. Versuchs-Stat.
1913,7&-80,541-562), in hops (Chapman, J.C.S.
1914, 105, 1895), ip potato juice (Schulze,
Landw. Versuchs-Stat. 1882, 28, 111), in sugar
beet (von Lippmann, Ber. 1896, 29, 2645), and
in various plants (Schulze and Bosshard, Z.
physiol. Cheat. 1885, fi, 420). Hypoxanthine
has been isolated from steam-heated soils by
Schreiner and Lathrop (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1912, 34, 1242) and Schreiner and Shorey
(J. Biol. Chem. 1910, 8, 385).

Hypoxanthine is formed in the animal body
during the breakdown of nucleic acids. In man
adenosine (adenine nucleoside) is first deaminised,
forming inosine (hypoxanthine nucleoside) whinh
is then hydrolysed giving hypoxanthine and a
pen'ose (deoxyribose or ribose). In some other

anuals enzymes are available which provide
an alternative path for the formation of hypo-
xanthine. Adenoeine is first hydrolysed giving
ndeniiie (3-attiinopurinc) and pentose, and the
former is then dcaminiaed by the enzyme
adenase giving hypoxanthine. The oxidation
of hypoxanthine hi the body is probably con-
fined to the live/, which contains the necessary
enzyme, xanthine oxidase, for the conversion of
hypoxanthine into xauthine (2:(J-dioxypurine)
and uric acid (2:6:8-trioxypurine). The latter
is cxcreU'd by man and the anthropoid ape but
most other niamcals oxidise it still further to
allantuin. For details and literature, see Jones,
" Nucleic Acids," Longmans, Green & Co., 1920,
or Levene and Bass, " Nucleic Acids " (American
Chemical Society Slonograph 56), 1931.

The structure of hypoxanthine has been con-
firmed by syntheses. Fischer (Ber. 1897, 30,
2226; G.P. 17673/1898) by heating trichloro-
purine with normal aqueous potassium hydroxide
obtained %oxy2:^dichloTopi

HN CO

CtC C - N H .

II >cci

which he reduced to hypoxauthine by the action
of hydrogen iodide. Hvpoxanthine was ob-
tained by oxidation of adenine with nitrous acid



HYSTAZAKIN.

, Z. physiol. Chem. 1886, 10, 258;
Kriiger, ibid. 1894, 18, 445}. It can also be
formed by reduction of uric acid with chloroform
and alkali (Snndwik, ibid. 1897, 23, 476; 1898,
26, 131; 1912, 76, 480). Traube (Annaletij
1904, 331, 64) syiitflesised hypoxanthine by
condensing ethyl cyanacetate and thiocarbamide
in the presence of sodium ethoxide. i-Amino-Q-
ozy-2-thiopyrimidvte (I) is formed and gives an
wonitroao derivative (II) which yields 4: 5-
diaminoS-oxy-2-thiopyrimidine (III) on re-
duction.

HN—CO

rJS-C CH

UNH,

I.

HN—CO

HSC C N H ,

II JL
N-CNH8

III.

HN-^CO

HSC C:NOH

N—C:NH
II.

HN—CO

HSC
CH

IV.
I

y heating the sodium salt of the formy
derivative of this compound to 250°, 6-oxt/-2-
thiopurine (IV) is formed. The Bulphur is
removed from this compound by heating at
100° with 25% nitric acid yielding hypoxanthine.

Hypoxanthine forms small colourless an-
hydrous crystals; an unstable hydrated modifi-
cation has also been observed (Micko, Chem.
Zentr. 1904, II, 914). Hypoxanthine decom-
poses without melting at 150° and dissolves in
about 1,400 parts of cold (19°) or 70 partf^of
boiling water {Fischer, Ber. 1897, 30, 3226).
It has both acidic and basic properties, combin-
ing with one equivalent of acid or with two
equivalents of baae. For dissociation constants,
see Ogaton, J.C.S. 1936, 1713.

Hypoxanthine Hydrochloride,

crystallises in plates or "needles; the woll-crv-
stallised nitrate. C iH4ON4HNO3 ,H IO 'is
readily soluble in water but sparingly soluble
in tbe presence c/ nitric acid. Hypojanihine
picrate, CBH4ON4CaH307^3 ,H i lO, forms
rhombic plates which "dissolve in 450-500, parts
of water at room temperature' {Kriiger and
Salomon, Z. physiol. Chem. 1898, 26, 362).
The pkuspholungstaU forma straw-coloured
plates (Drummond, Biochem. J. 1918, 12, 5).
There are two crystalline auricldorides,

CBH4ON4HCIAuCI3,

m.p. 240-242° {decomp.), from dilute hydro-
chloric acid solution and

CsH4ON4-2HCI-AuCI3>

m.p. 259-262° (decomp,), from hot concen-
trated hydrochloric acid (Hoppe-Seyler and
Schmidt, Z. physiol. Chem. 1928, 175, 304).
The silver salt, CsHjON^Ag^HjO, loses
|HaO at 100°; in the presence of excess of
ammonia the compound crystallises in

with 3HaO and loses 2-5HaO on drying at 120°
for 2 hours (Bruhns, ibid. 1890, 14, 544. 566;
Kriiger and Salomon, ibid. 1898, 24, 386).

Some sparingly soluble derivatives iormed with
salts of metals have been used for the separation
and estimation of the base. There ia a civstal-
line mercurickloride, CSH4ON
and a compound with silver nitrate,

C5H4ON4AgNO3,

which crystallises from nitric acid solution.
One part of hypoxanthine silver nitrate dissolves
in about 4,960 parts of cold nitric acid (sp.gr.
1*1), Hypoxanthine silver picrate,

CsH3ON4Ag'C8H3O7N3 ,

is precipitated from a hypoxanthine solution by
sodium picrate and silver nitrate and forms
microscopic lemon-yellow neadles insoluble in
cold water (Bruhns, ibid, 1890,14, 555).

Hypoxanthine-tf-glucoside crystallises in
long needles, m.p. 245°, and has [a]g> —3i'5° in
A'-sodium hydroxide and +12-92° in N-hydro-
chloric acid (Fischer and Helferich, Ber. 1914,
47, 210).

Bromo(iypoxanthine, CBH3ON4Br,2Hs,O,
is obtained by the action of 1 mol. bromine on
1 mol. hypoxanthine at 120° or by oxidaticn of
bromoadenine with sodium nitrite at 70°; it is
sparingly soluble in cold water. By heating
hypoxanthine with excess of bromine for 6 hours
at 100-150° bromohypoxantkinetetrabrcmide
hydrobromide, CBH3ON4BrBryHBr, is ob-
tained (Kriiger, 2. physiol, Chem. 1894, 18,
449).

Hypoxanthine Urethane,

prepared from hypoxanthi^ and ethylchloro-
carbonate, crystallises in sparingly soluble^' 11M,
m.p. 185-190° (Bruhns and Kossel, ibid. 1892
16, 1).

Hypoxanthine forms a crystalline •»ro?n-
pwnd with adeniw, C6HaON4-CBH5N513H,O
(Bruhnsf Ber. 1890, 23, 225), and througu the
imino group in position 7 forms coloured deriva-
tives with diazobenzehe salts (Burian, ibid. 1904.
37, 690).

Separation and Estimation.—From mixtures of
the purine bases adenine and hypoxanthine can
be separated by means of the sparingly soluble
compounds with silver nitrate. After removal of
silver, adenine is precipitated as the very
sparingly soluble jicrate, and hypoxanthine is
precipitated from the filtrate by addition of
ammoniacal silver nitrate {set Bruhns, ibia
1890, 23, 225; Kossel, Z. physiol. Chem. 1883,'
8.404; Schindler, ibid. 1889, 13, 432; Kruger,
ibid. 1894, 20, 170). Hypoxantbine and
xanthine can be estimated uAlood by oxidation
to uric acid by means pf xanthine oxidaae (Cole-
Ellet and Womack, J. Lab, Clin. Med. 1931, 16,
fi9^)' For microch'unical estimations, see Krebs
and Orstrom, Biochem. J. 1939, 33, fl84-
Reifer, New Zealand J. Sci. Tech, 1940, 21, 171.

W. V, T.
" HYRCOL" Trade name for a preparation

of colloidal mercury (Rosenthaler, Apoth.-Ztz.
1926,41, 578). . t- «

HYSTAZARIN (v. Vol, I, 222c).



t ANTKINITE,—Hydrous uranous oxide
2UOS-7H2O, occurring as velvety crusts o
fine needles ou pitchblende, of which it is a firs
alteration product, in the Kasolo mine, Katanga
Belgian. Congo, and also at Wolaendorf, Bavaria
The orthorhombic crystals are black with a
violet or purple tinge and sub-metallic lustre
Pleochroism is intense—dark viotet to colourless
On exposure to air the mineral is altered to
greenish-yellow uranic oxide, UO3'2HaO, as
becqtKreliie or 8cko€j>i:<s, (A. Schoep, Natunr
wetensch. Tijds. 1926, 7 (for 1925), 97 ; 1927
9, 1 ; Ann. Soe. Geol. Belgique, 1927, 49 (fo
1926), Bull. B1S8, B310; Bull. Soc. beta
Gool. 1931, «, 71; C. Palache, Amer. Min
1934, 19, 313).

L. J. S
IANTHONE, C i eHMO, is a mixture of the

two ketones,

CH8CMe2

b.p. 155-165" and

XH,CMe
HJC(

>CHCH:CHCOCH:CMe

COCH:CMe2
b.p. 160-172°

obtained by the condensation in presence oi
alkali of mesityl oxide with 0- and a-cyclocitra,.
respectively, v. Vol. Ill , 1846. It is obtained
together with ion one when citral and mesity]
oxide are condensed in the presence of alkali
and the product treated-with an acid con-
densing agent* {Durand and Huguenin, G.P.
118288). It is a.-light yellow oil, b.p. 162-
1^715 mm., dM 0-9452, nD ca. 1-5376 (Haarman
and Reiiuer, G.P. 127231). When diluted it has
a characteristic odour of violets and orris root.

13OG AIN E. Tabernanthe Iboga Baill., called
Ibojpv or Aboua, grows in the French Congo;
it has long been known that extracts from this
plant are used as a tonic by the natives.
Dybowaki and Landrin {Compt. rend. 1901,133,
748) succeeded in isolating a crystalline alkaloid,
ibogaine, from Iboga (yield 0-6-1-0%), but it is
not quite clear whether this base is responsible
for the effect of the Iboga preparation. Almost
simultaneously, Hnller and Heckel {Hid. 1901,
183, 850) found the base ibogine in this plant;
ibogine is probably identical with ibogaine.

Ibogaine, CS4Ha)(O2Ng (Dybownki and La!ld-
rin) or C J J H J J O J N J (Hallcr and Heckel) has
probably the formula C^H^ON;, (unpublished),
colourless prisms, m.p. 149-152° (from abs.
EtOH), [a]D -48-5° (in 95% alcohol). The
base is soluble in t tOH, EtjO, CHCi3, acetone

* and C,Hfl, insoluble f'n H,O. The hydro-
chloride and the pi crate (red needles) are
crystalline, other salts hare not been obtained
in crystalline form.

Ibogaine is an indole base, but not a ear-
boline derivative (tee HABMALINE). (unpub-
lished) ; it forms salts with one molecule of a
monobasic acid. For physiological activity,
tee cited articles and Lambert and Heckel,
Compt. rend. 1901, 138, 1236; Rothlin and

Raymond-Hamet, Compt. rend, Soo. Biol. 1934,
116,1340.

Schl.
!CACO or Cocoa Plum. The fruit of

Ckryaobala7iit& icaco L., a native of Florida, the
West Indies and the West Coast of Africa. It
resembles a small plum (8 g.j and is used more
commonly in the making of preserves than as a
dessert fruit. Analytical data recorded by
Chace, Tolman and Munson include:

Total solids, 69; protein, 0-46; acids (as
malic), 013; reducing sugars, 41-5-1; sucrose,
0-36; uh,0-9(%).

The ash of the pulp contains: KaO, 35-15;
CaO, 5-84; MgO, 4-51; PaO6, 309; SO3,
4-77; andCI, 18-82%.

A. G. Po.
ICE COLOURS {Vol. IV, 227ft),
ICELAND MOSS (Cetraria) is the dried

lichen Cetraria islandica Linn.
ICELANDSPAR {v. Vol. I I , 203c).
IC E-S PAR («. Vol. I l l , 4406).
ICHTHAMMOL (" ICHTHYOL"). Ich-

thammol consists chieSy of the ammonium salts
of the sulphonic acids prepared from an oily
substance obtained by the destructive distil-
lation of bituminous schists, together, with
ammonium sulphate and water. These echista
contain the remains of fish and marine animals,
and are found in the Tyrol and on the coasts of
the Adriatic, in Switzerland and parts of Italy.
The Seefeld district between Southern Bavaria
and Tyrol has long been noted for the crude
iehthyol. Ichthyol oils from Kashpir shale have
been reported (E. V. Rakovskii and S. I.
SOEOIOV, J. Appl. Chem. U.S.S.R. 1930, 3, 81).

Ti'o oil usually contains about 10% of su)phur>
As found in pharmacy, ichthyol contains 5-7%
ammonium sulphate, about 50% water, and
about 1% of an empyreumatic oil. The British
Pharmacopoeia lays down standards for the
pharmaceutical product.

H. Scheibler has purified the crude oil (Ber.
1919, 52 [B], 1903), and has isolated 2-n-butyl-
liiojihcn from oil obtained from Achensce, and

3-n-propyl- and 2-iaopropyl-thiophen from
Seefeld oil (H. Scheibler and F. Rettig, ibid.
1926, 69 [B], 1198; Arch. *Pharm. 1920, 258,
70). i

Ichthyol is soluble in water, partly so in alcohol
90%) and in ether. It ia used as a mild anti-

septic in skin diseases and also internally. For
chthyolic medicinal preparations, see Stadnokov
Amer. Chem. Abstr. 1928, 22, 3261). Siblio-

araphy, U.S. Bur. Mines, Inf. Circ. No. 7042,
1918).

ICOSANE (n-Eicosane), CwH4a,

CH3-[CHa] ia-CH3

The hydrocarbon has been obtained in a high
legree of purity from petroleum waxes (C. C.
lut-hler and G. I). Graves, Ind. Eng. Chem.
927, 19, 718). Synthetically, it may be pre-
)ared from n-decyl iodide and sodium (Krafl't,
icr. 188li. 19, 2220), or by reducing eicosyl
odidc with zinc and hydrochloric acid (Levenvene,



West and Van der Scheer, J. Biol. Chem. 1915,
20, 526). Other methods include the reduction
of ethyl-n-heptadecyl ketone with amalgamated
zinc and hydrochloric acid in alcohol (A. Miiller
and W. B. Savilte, J.C.S. 1925, 127, 599)
the reduction of the compound,

with phosphorus and hydriodic acid at 240*C.
(Krafft, Ber. 1832, 15, 1717).

Evidence from X-ray diffraction experiments
indicates two crystalline modifications of the
hydrocarbon (Muller and Savilie, l.c); m.p.
36-4°^ heat of fusion 14,680 cals./mol. (G. 6.
Parks and H. M. Huffman, Ind. Eng. Chem.
1931,2% 1138); b.p. 220730 mm. (H. Prophete,
Compt. rend. 1S26, 183, 609), 205°/15 mm.
(K. Ziegler, F. Derach and H. W oil than, Annalen,
1934, 511, 13), 148°/0-6 mm. {Levene, West and
V>n\ der'Scheer, i.e.); «•* 14178; rf8* 0-7417
(Buchlcr and Graves, I.e.). For thermal data,
see G. S. Parks, H. M. Huffman and S.. B.
Thomas, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 52. 1032.

Eieosyl bromide and l:20(eicosy] dibromide as
an unacparated mixture were probably obtained
by J. von Braun and E. Kamp {Ber. 1937,
70 [B], 973) from the dicyefohexyl ether of
I:2-eicosylgIycol and hydrogen bromide.

" ICtL " COLOURS (v. Vol. IV, 234a).
ID/EIN. The orange-red fruits of the cran-

berry {Vatximum vitia~idcea- L.) are coloured
with an anthocyanin which is closely related to
ehrysanthemin and cyanin {<j.v,), and to which
the name idsein has been given (Wills tatter and
Mallison, Annalen, 1915, 408, 15). The pig-
ment was extracted from the skins of cran-
berries by means of acetic acid, and after pre-
cipitation as the picrate was converted into 'Ihe
chloride {1-6 g. from 107 kg. of skinB). *. M.
and R. Robinson have obtained the same colour-
ing matter from the leaves of the common beech
(Fagu3 sylvalica). An extract of the leaves
(collected at the end of May in Oxford) in 1%
HCI was saturated with NaCI and the antho-
cyanin taken up in iso&myl alcohol. Benzene
was added, and the pigment re-extracted by
means of aqueous HCI. The aqueous solution
was thoroughly extracted with ethyl acetate,
and then the pigment was transferred to w-butyl
alcohol after agciil saturating with NaCI. The
alcoholic solution was mixed w.lh light petroleum
and the pigment taken up in (the miaimum
volume of 1% HCI. A crude solid pigment was
obtained by adding acetic acid and then ether,
and repeating the precipitation in the same
manner. The pierate was prepared, and then
the chloride, by adding ether to a solution of the
picrate in methyl-alcoholic HCI. The chloride
crystallised at onee when 5% ethyl alcoholic
HCt was added to its concentrated solution in
0-5% aqueous HCI. A hydrate o£ idiein chloride,
CzlH2iOuCI,2-5H2O, crystallises from 5%
HCI when alcohol is added to retard separation.
The reddish-brown monoclintc prisms appear
brownish-red to grey-violet under the micro-
scope. The powdered salt is reddish-brown and
melts with foaming at 210°. The salt becomes
anhydrous when kept in a desiccator at the
ordinary temperature. In solubility it differs

markedly from cyanin. It dissolves fat 10 parts
of water at 15° forming a brownish-red solution
which becomes orange-red on dilution ; paetido-
bose formation is observed only at high dilutions.
It is easily soluble in Q-5% HCI, sparingly in 3%
HCI and almost insoluble in 8% HCI. It is
rather more soluble in sulphuric acid; 0-03 g.
dissolve in 100 c.c. of 7% sulphuric acid at 25°.
From this solution characteristic rhombic
plates of the sulphate crystallise on coo) ing .
The chloride is easily soluble in alcohol with H
bluish-red colour. The picrate, a brownish red
powder which under the microscope is seen to
consist of carmine-red *ieedles, dissolves in 30
parts of' boiling water but is very sparingly
soluble in the cold. Idaein differs from cyanin
in that with sodium carbonate or bicarbonaii-

'it gives a stable violet colour which iff changed
to blue only on adding sodium hydroxide. The
blue fades to green and finally to yellow. The
violet colour is'restored when the blue solution
is diluted (hydrolysis of the alkali salt of the
colour -base). Ferric chloride added to the1

alcoholic solution gives a blue colour, and this
becomes violet on diluting. Lead acetate pre-
cipitates a,, blue lead salt from the alcoholic
solution. Alum gives a very stable violet colour
with the aqueous solution, and bismuth nitrate
a reddish-violet colour. The absorption spec-
trum in 7% sulphuric acid consists of a broad
band (green-blue) which'' resembles that of
cyanin but does not extend so far into the blue.
The absorption spectrum in the visible region
and the alkali colour reactions of idiein resemble
those of chrysanthemin very closely, but the
behaviour of the two pigments on distribution
between amyl altjolvol and aqueous acid is quite
distinct. Idrein is lievorotat&nr. Hydrolysis
by means of aqueous HKtT affords cyanidin
chloride (I naol.) and galacfcose (1 molAi-Its
behaviour on distribution between amyl alcohol
and aqueous acid is that of a typical mono-
glucoside. <•

The structure of idfein has been established by
Grove and Robinson (J.C.S. 1931, 2721, "who
Hvrithesised the colouring matter by condensing
2-O-benzoylphloroglucinaldehyde (I) with <u-
tetra-acetyl-j9-galactosidoxy-2:4-diacetoxyaceto-
jjhenone (II) by means of hydrogen chloride,
and obtained an acylated anthocyanin from
which idtein chloride (III) was obtained by
hydrolysis.

OAc

KO OH

CHO
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IDEAL OR PERFECT GAS.—I. The
behaviour of " permanent " gases can be repre-
sented by certain empirical laws.

{i) Boyl t ' s Law.—At constant temperature
the product of the pressure p and the volume V
of a gas is constant, p Inconstant . Table I
shows how closely this law is obeyed in a number
of cases.

TABLE I.

Gns.

Helium1

Hydrogen* .

Nitrogen3

P.

1-00000
601487
8-95584

12-46478

1-000
75-795

164-193
442-27

1089-67

1-0000
190215
37-9527

522158

pv.

100000
1-00228
100397
100559

1-0000
1-0478
1-1078
1-3070
1-7715

1-0000
099274
0-98730
0-98459

1 Kceaom and van Santen, Comm. Leiden, 1933, No-
227b.

1 MlclieJa, Nijhoff and Gerver, Ann. Phystlt. 1932,
12, 562.

3 Hlchels. Woutera and De Boer, Phyaica, 1934, 1,
687.

(ii) Charles ' Law or Gay Lussac 'sLaw.—
This law relates the volume of a gas at constant
pressure to the temperature t of the gas;

t

Combining this with (i) it follows that at con-
stant volume

0 and pa are the volume and the pressure
oMhe gaa when the temperature / is zero. The
value of a clearly depends upon the scale on
which the temperature is measured. If t is

measured on the Centigrade scale -=273-l°O:
a

This value is not constant for real gases, and
Table II shows values of a in a number of casea.
A more useful scale of temperature can be
obtained by setting f-+t\=T. Making this

T T
and 2>(=i>osr« wheresubstitution

T
i= Vo~-

J

Tn=-=273-rjK.
a

measured on the Centigrade scale, T is the
absolute temperature (Kelvin scale).

(iii) Lawa (i) and (ii) abone can be combined
gjjve pV^CT, where C is a constant having

v

the temperature t is

the value C=~ If we take as our standard

of quantity 1 mol. then

where n is the number of molecules in volume V
and VQ the molal volume of the gas at pressure
p0 and temperature Tv.

TABLB I I .

Gas.

Helium4

Krypton5

Xenon9

in. Hg.

0-608
0-750
0-967

0-862
l'OOO

0-862
100

36,916
36,967

37,285
37,395

36(308-6
366079
36C07-3

36899-0

372020

4 Keesom, van der Horst and Taconis, Coinm.
Leiden, 1034, So. 23Od.

8 Heuso and Otto, Fhysikal. Z. 1934, 36, 57.
* Heuso and Otto, ibid. p. 62S.

Heuse and Otto found:—

p
f

and
0-0036609+ 785X 10"7 p
0-0086WKM-6MX '

(iv) Avogadro's Law states that under the
same conditions of pressure and temperature the
molal volume of all permanent ga^ea is the same.

Thus the term ^ - ? in equation (1) is a constant

applicable to all permanent gases and is called
the gas constant, R.

The valve of R can be obtained from a know*
ledge'-W the molal volume under some particular
experimental conditions, e.g. J t

0=273-l°2. p o = l
22*4 X 1

atmosphere, t>0=22-4 litreB, hence fl=—•
279

litre-atm./^C. mol,
Values of R fa Different Units.—R=1987

cals./°o. mol., 8-314xl,07 ergs/°c. mol,, 008205
litre-atm./°c. mol. Gases which obey exactly the
law pV=nRT are known as ideal or perfect gastn.

Exact obedience to this law over a wide range
of temperatures and preesmps is not found in
practice even with gases which are most difficult
to condense. The deviations from the perfect
gas law are rcore marked in the case of gases
which are more easily condensed.

Mixtures of Ideal Gases.—Dalton's Law of
partial pressure states that in a mixture of ideal
gases the total pressure P is the sum of the
partial pressures pi of the constituent gtjes.
P=$pi. The partial pressure p$ of any con-
stituent i is the pressure which would be
exerted by that gas i if it were present alone
with a temperature and volume equal to the
temperature and volume of the mixture.

I I . "THEEMODYHAMICS OF A PBBFBCT GAS.

By definition a perfect gas is one for which
the equation of state is
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The Eriergy E ofa Perfect Qas is a function of
the temperature only.

5 P i

o

But for a perfect gas

and hence [ F?7 I =0.

T{ ==,) =
nRT

The Heat Content II of a Perfect Gas is a func-
tion of the temperature only.

In general we have ( 5-5 ) = —I'l ^ M

But for a perfect gas

and hence ( "~ ] =0.

The above two Iaw3 mean that for a perfect
gas the Joule effect and the Joule-Thomson effect
are zero.

In the Joule experiment a gas is expanded
adiabatically and without, doing any work.
This process is in the case of real gases accom-
panied by a temperature change. Since it is an
adiabatic process and no work is done, the pro
cess occurs at constant energy content and the

P

which is zero for a perfect gas since

In the Joule-Thomson experiment the effect

19 measured by ( -= } =u since no heat exchange

occurs, during the experiment.

/*=[ in

which is zero for a perfect gas, since

See Table III for values of ft for nearly perfect
gases.

TABLE III.—JOCLE-THOMSON EFFECT FOE
NEARLY PERFECT GASES.

it— l -T- ) in °c. per atm.

Helium 7 (pressure 1-200 atm.).
fo. -190 - 1 4 0 - 5 0 0 50 150 300
fi - 0 3 7 - 0-52 -0-50 -0-60 -0-61 -0'62 -0-58

Argon' (pressure 1 atm.).
t'C. -170 -150 - 50 0 50 150 300
fi 301 1-75 0-68 0-42 021 018 0002

T Roebuck and OsterlMrg, Physical Rev. 1933. fil],
43.00.

* Idem., ibid. 1934, [II], 46, 785.

The Heat Capacities Cv and Cp of a fixed
quantity of a perfect gas are dependent only
upon the temperature

/ oci \ of oci \

The Relation, between the Heat Ca-pac'Uits of a
perfect gas

But for a perfect gas

--= ) = 7 l R .

Hence cp—cv=nR for n molecules of
or Oj,—CV=R where Cp and Cv are the molal
heat capacities.

Compressibilities of a Perfect Gas.—
The Isothermal Compressibility x of a perfect gas

The Adiabatic Compressibility *B of a perfect gas

fB—— Fr( F5 J ~7T K

Equation for Adiabalic Chi *ge of a perfect gas

where

If Cp and Cv are independent of temperatu?e
(not necessary in the'case of a perfect gas,
later) the integration of (2) leads to

p« v-y

Valve of y for a perfect gas: y= ~ «•

Ideal Gas—Kip,etic Theory Definition.—
OD the basis of the Kinetic Theory a perfect
gas may be defined as an assembly of atoms or
molecules between which there is no energy of
interaction and in which the volume occupied
by the atoms or molecules is negligible with
respect to the total volume ofuhe assembly.

The first of the abo\e conditions means that,
the whole energy of the assembly is the sum of
the kinetic energies of translation and of the rota-
tional, vibrational and electronic energies ofithe
individual molecules. The second condition
means that the free volume available for the
transtational motion of the molecules is equal
to the total volume of the whole system. For
real gases these conditions are only held over a
certain pressure range and as the pressure on the
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gas is increased deviations from these i
conditions will become more Berious

As defined above, the heat capacity of the ideal
gas ia not necessarily independent of tempera-
ture. Some workers have defined a perfect gas
not only as one obeying the law pV^nRT but

also obeying (~ )) 0.

In terms of the above model this extra eon*
dition limits a perfect gas to an assembly of
systems for which quantised changes in the
internal energy (rotational, vibrational and
electronic) are not allowed. It is, however,
sufficient to define an ideal gas as one obeying
the law p V=nRT and this law can be derived
statistically or kineticaliy on the basis of the
above conditions of an ideal gas.

M. G. E.
IDENTIFICATION OF DYES ON

TEXTILE FIBRES (v. Vol. IV, 147b-
175c).

IDlTOL(t\ Vol. II,29od).
IDOCRASE or VESUVIANITE. A

mineral consisting of a complex silicate of cal-
cium and aluminium, together with iron, mag-
nesium, water, fluorine, boron, etc. F. W.
Clarke's formula is R'4Al2CaTSisOM, where
R'4=Caa, (AIOH)£, H4, etc. Crystals are
tetragonal and usuul>y green or brown in colour;
sp.gr. 3-35-3-45, hardness 6£. The mineral is of
common occurrence in contact-metamorphic
rocks, particularly crystalline limestones. Lus-
trous, brown crystals are common at Monte
Sorama, Vesuvius (hence the name vesuvianite).
Green crystals from Ala in piedmont are cut as
gems at Turing A compact, massive variety,
californite (Kunz, V_aer. J. Sci., 1903, [iv], 16,
31*7* has been found abundantly as blocks and
boulders, measuring up to 6 by 3 feet, at several
places in California (Siskiyou, Butte, Fresco and
Tillage counties), and is used as a gem-stone
and for larger ornamental objects. It is some-
u iiae viansluccnt, takes a high polish, and ranges
from bright green to yeliowish-green and white
in colour, thus closely resembling jade in appear-
ance (D. B. Sterrett, Min. Res. U.S. Geol.
Survey, Annual Reports for 1909 and 1910).

L. J. S.
IDRYLfu. Vol. V, 269c).
" IGLOOiNE.' Triiodoethylphenol. An anti-

septic (Iglodine, Neuxastle-on-Ti/ne).
lGMERALD(i>. Vol. 1^2796; V, 513a).
I G N O T I N E (i>. Vol. 11, 3lJ2c). *
ILEX VOMITORIA, Aiton. The leaves

of tin's tree, growing in the South Eastern States
of America, have been found to contain m>tnble
muounts of caffeine; the percentage obtained
from ten samples i'rom different localities varied
fyom I 05 to 0-40 (F. <*J. Pow^r and V. K.
Chcauut, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. .1919, 41, 1307).
The leaves are used by the Indians under the
natc3 of " Yaupon " as a stimulant.

ILICYL ALCOHOL (v. Vol. I. W><i).
I L L I N I U M . 11. At . no. 0 1 ; a t . wt. 147

(apptox.).
J. A. Harris and K. S. Hopkins by fractionally

crystallising the magnesium double nitrates of
the ceria earths were able to secure a con-

centration of element no. Gl between neody-
miuni and samarium. The amount present was
insufficient to make its detection certain by
X-ray spectra and attempts to identify it by its
absorption bands were complicated by the fact
that neodymium and samarium both exhibit
broad bands capable of masking those due to
no. 61. In separations; of these earths made
through the bromates, terbium and gadolinium
come between no. 61 and neodymium and
samarium respectively. Terbium has but one
absorption band while gadolinium has none.
It thus became possible to observe strong bands
at 5830, 5816 and 4520*,, and two fainter bonds
all attributed to element 61; A'-r&y emission
spectra of the samples showing these bands gave
lines coi*responding with the calculated positions
for La, and LjSf L of no. 01. To the element thus
indicated, the name *' illinium" was given
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1«26, 48, 1585, 1594).
Eolla and Femandes (Gazzetta, 192tJ; 66, 435)
claimed priority for the discovery of clement 01
to which tbey gave the name " florentium." '

Cork, James and Fogg (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.
1926,12, 696), working on similar lines to Harris
and Hopkins, examined the neodymium con-
centrates from large quantities of monazite sand
since such concentrates might be expected to
carry most of the illinium. JT-ray spectra of the
fractions revealed in some of them the L series
of element 61, the seven strongest lines being;
«2=2-289, ffll=2-279, ft=2-078, £,=2-038,
0a= 1-952, y, = 1-799, yz= 1-725. The amount of
illinium oxalate estimated as being present in
the fractions was from 1-1-5%.

Determinations of the basicity of the element
by fractional precipitation with sodium nitrite
places it after neodymium and before yttrium
in lie series Pr, Nd, II, Y, Sm (Hughes and
Hopkins, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1933, 55, 3121).

In spite of all the foregoing work illinium does
not yet figure in international tables of atomic
weights and it is doubtful if the suits have been
obtained sufficiently pure to- establish definitely
the individuality of the element. Indeed,
Jensen (Naturwi&i. 1938, 26, 381) has suggested
reasons for questioning whether element no. 61
can exist as a stable nucleus.

G. R. D.
ILLIPE BUTTER (v. Vol. 1,653c).
ILLfTPE NUTS(t>. Vol. >I, 3ltf, 32a).
ILLIPENE(f.Vol.I,fi53d).
ILUURIC ACID (0. Vol. I l l , 338ft).
ILLURIN BALSAM (». Vol. Ill,338ft).
tLMENITE, or Titaniferous Iron-Ore. A

common mineral with approximately the
formula FeTiO3, but of variable composition.
Analyses show TiO4 22-59, FeO 20-46, Fe,O3
1-53%. In its ihonibohcdral crystalline form
it shows a close agreement with haematite, and
it has consequently, until recently, been regarded
as an isomorphous mixture of ferric oxide and
titanium sesquioxide, the formula being written
us an oxide (Fe,Ti)2O3. The discovery of the
rhombofaedial tilanatea of magnesium and
manganese, geikielitz (MgTiO3) and pyropftanile
(MnTiOa), and the frequent presence of mag-
nesium (and manganese) in ilnu-nite, suggest,
iowev«f, that the mineral in really a titnnate of
ferrous iron, FeTiO3 (S. L. Pen field, Amer. J.
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Sci. 1897, [iv], 4, 108). In the variety picro
ilmenite a considerable amount of iron is replacec
by magnesium, the formula then beinj
(Fe,Mf)TiO3 (T. Crook and B. M. Jones, JMin
Mag. 1906,14, 165).

Ilmenite is black with a sub metallic lustre;
and often a smooth and lustrous conchoida
fracture, sp.gr. 4'5-5 ; hardness 5-6. The massive
mineral somewhat resembles magnetite in
appearance, from which it is readily distinguished
by its feeble magnetic character. It is of con-
stant occurrence as isolated grains in the more
basic igneous rocks (gabbro, diabase, basalt,
etc.); and in certain instances it forms rich
BCgrcgfttiuLiB ill «m!i roi1 Its. Ennrmoun depot)

of ilmenite are found under these conditions at
several places in Norway, Sweden, Canada and
the United States. With the weathering and
breaking down of these igneous rocks, grains of
ilmenite {manaccanitz, from Manaccan in Com
wall) collect in the beds of streams and on the
sea-shore, sometimes forming considerable
deposits of " black iron-sand."

Although large deposits of ilmenite are
available for mining, the mineral has not yet
found any important applications. It has been
used for the preparation of tit&niuin paints and
enamels; and in the future it may bo more
utilised for the manufacture of titanium-steel,
which possesses great ductility and a high limit
of elasticity. (See J. T. Singewald.. The Titani-
ferous Iron Ores of the United States, their
Composition and Economic Value, U.S. Bureau
of Mines, 1913, Bull. 64.)

L. J. S.
ILVAITE, Llevrite or Yenite. Acid

silicate of iron and calcium,

HCaFei'Fe'"SIIO,, -a

crystallised in the orthorhoiubic system. It
contains theoretically FeO 35-2, Fe2O3 19-6%
(Fe 41%), but the" ferrous oxide is partly
replaced by an equivalent amount of manganous
oxide (up to 8 6%). Sp.gr. 3-9-4-1, hardness
5J-6; gelatinises with hydroe'doric acid. The
mineral is found somewhat abundantly as
brilliant black crystals and as compact masses in
the iron mines at Rio Marina and Cape Calamita
in Elba. It is also known from Campiglia Jhml-
tima in Tuscany, .Jlebron in Nassau, British
Columbia, Greenland and Japan,

UJ. 8.
IM IDES (v. Vol. I I , 371a, 375c).
IMINES. The iminee are compounds in

which the oxygen atom of a carbonyl group is
replaced by NH, thus forming aldimines and
ketimines from aldehydes and kc tones respec-
tively. Ketimines are often termed kctin.*idc&
in the literature.

The substituted aldimines arc known as
Schiff'a bases, but the unsubstituled aldi-
mines have been isolated in a few coses only.
Busch (Ber. 1896, 29, 2136) isolated benzaJd-
imino hytlrochloride, C,H6-CH:NH-HCI, by
treating a benzene solution of the compound

,N SN:CHPh

witb hydrogen chloride; also {idem. ibid. 1896,
29,2144) by adding a saturated alcoholic solution
of hydrogen chloride to hydrobenzamide in diy
benzene at 5°C,

A. Hantzsdi and P. Kraft {ibid. 1891, 24,
3517) obtained the ketimine of benzophenone by
converting the ketone to the dichloro-eompound,
and treating this with urethane to obtain .

Ph^N-CO.Et,

which was decomposed by hydrogen chloride
to give the ketimine hydro chloride. To obtain
the base they passed dry ammonia into a
chloroform Rolution oftht hydroehloride, filtered
from the precipitated ammonium chloride and
removed the chloroform in vacua.

Iminoacctoucetic tsUr may be prepared by
the action of ammonia upon acetoacetic ester.
The ketimine is tautomerie with 0-aminoaerylic
acid ester. See K. von Auwers tt al., on ket-
iminc-enamine tautomccism {ibid. 1930, 63 [B],
1072; 1931, 64 [B], 2768).

J. F. Thorpe and his colleagues investigated
reactions of the type

NH

(Thorpe, Baron and llemfry, J.C.S. 1904, 86,
1726).

For a summary of the Thorpe reactions, «e
Linstead, ibid, 1941, 453.

Trichloroacetonitrile, in the presence of
aluminium chloride, condenses with toluene,
mesitylene, tetraline, phenol.) ]:4:5-xylenol,
3:5-dimethyIanisole, thymol 2nd carvacrol to
give the corresponding ketimines {J. Hjjp'wn
and W. Fischer, Ber. 1930, 63 [B], 2465).

G. Jlignonac (Chem. Zentr. 1935, I, 1201)
attempted to prepare the aldiminc by cataj^tic
reduction of the nitrile or oxime and by dehydro-

nation of the amiiie, but was unable torL Jate
the free base; he was more successful in tl.>
preparation of kctiniKics, e.g. phony In aph thy 1-
tetoxime gave phcnylnaphthylketimiue, in.p.

'Substituted ketimines may be prepared from
the ketone and the sodioamine (U.S.I'. 1938890;
Chem. Zentr. 1934, I, 3S01).

" IMOGEN." " Eik-onogen " (p . ) modified by
the introduction of \ second ammo-group; used
as-i photographic developer.

IMOGEN SULPHITE was an Agfa
preparation said to consist of eikoiiogen mixed
with sodium sulphite.

IMPERIALfNE (». Vol. V. 330a)
INCARNATRIN («. Vol.Ill, 207a).
INCONGRUENT, MELTING-POINT. ,

—When two substances A and B form a com-
wund of the genera',type AjrBtf which, however,
s so unstable that it decomposes completely it a
temperature below its melting-point, the phase-
equilibrium diagram for the system is that shown
n the figure; the compound us illustrated in

this case is a 1:2 compound ABS. This diagram
refers to the " condensed " system, i.e. only
solid and liquid phases are considered. A and
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B represent the melting points of the pure
substances A and B respectively, and C repre-
sents the eutectic, the temperature below which
no liquid phase can exiBt. At a temperature E
below its hypothetical melting-point D, the
compound ABa dissociates completely into
liquid and the pure component B, The point E
ia called the incongruent melting-point of ike
compound. It differs from a true melting'
point in that the solid and liquid phases in
equilibrium with one another at this temperature

t
are of different composition. At the point E
the condensed system is invariant, i.e. the
temperature of E ia fixed, since there are two
solid phases, ABS and pure B, and one liquid
phase in equilibrium. Hence if a liquid of
composition F ia cooled, the solid which sepa-
rates first is B, and when the temperature fiills
to E, formation of the solid AB2 begins. The

temperature then reroaina constant at E until
one of the phases (either solid B or the liquiu
phase, depending on whether F is to the left or
the right of D) disappears, yielding either solid
AB3 + liquid or eolid B + solid ABa. This
arrest in the cooling curve it the incongruent
melting-point is very similar to the phenomer. )n
observed at the transition point when a sub-
stance exists in two enantiotropic forms (i.e.
two modifications each of which is stable over a
certain range of temperature and pressure and
which undergo reVirsible transformation of one
into the other under fixed^ conditions of tempera-
ture and pressure). For this reason the point E
is frequently referred to a? a transition point.
The, two caaes can, of course, easily be distin-
guished by an examination of the solid phases.

For m.p.—composition diagrams 01 other
binary mixtures and compounds, see Vol V,
242d, 250c.

G. C. H.
1NDACONITIN E (v. Vol. 1,122d).

INDAMINESand INDOPHENOLS are
coloured compounds containing the ehromo-
phore system (I) where X is either NH or O :

:( i ) = N
\ /

In the specific instance (1), the colour is assumec
to be due to resonance between the molecular
structure aa depicted and alternative structures
involving ring {ii) in a quinonoid system {Bury,
J. Amer. Chem. Soe.'l935, 57, 2115). The dye-
stuffs of this group, usually blue-green to violet
in colour, contain at leaat one basic auxochromie
group in o- OE p-positions in ring (ii) so that
" normal " indophenols {or more precisely
" indoanilines ") (II) and " acid " indophenols
(III) which are wholly phenolic in nature may
be envisaged.

NH,

OH

Historical.—Although an impure indamine
had been obtained as an intermediate in the
preparation of safranine and probably even
easier by oxidation of aniline alone, the first
puro"preparation was achieved by Witt (Ber.
1879, 12, 631; J.C.S. 1809, 75,'356) by the
interaction of the hydrochloride of j>-nitro<io-
dimethylaniline and wt-toluylcncdiamine. The
first representatives of the " acid " indophenob
were obtained by Hirsch (Bcr. 18S0, 13, 1909)
by the condensation of quinone chlorimide with
phenols in concentrated sulphuric acid (c/, also
Mohlau, ibid. 1883, 16, 2845). Owing to their
fugitiveneas towards acids indophenols are of
little value as dyes tuffs, but commercial in-
doplienbl {v. infra) and othe.a of its etnss may
be applied as v.t dyes as they readily yield
leuco-derivatives (substituted diphenylaraines)
and, moreover, yield with indigo a mixture
which simulates in many respects indigo itself—
owing, probably, to chemical association of the
two dyestuffs. This vat blue has now, however,
been largely replaced by synthetic indigo and
sulpkur colours; many of the latter are directly
obtained from indophenols which have thus
assumed some renewed importance. Indo-
phenola are also of value as intermediates in the
dye industry. They also afford a ready source
of diphenylaintne derivatives.

Preparation.—(a) By condensing nitroso-
aminea or nitrosophcnols {quinone oximes) with
aminea or phenols. Thus p-nitrosodimethyl-
aniline affords with dimethylaniline Bind'
schedUfs Green (IV) or with o-naphthol Indo-
phenol Blue (X).
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NMe

NMe,

V.

(b) Indophenols and in da mines are obtained
bv oxidising mixtures of p-diamines orp-amino-
phenola with bases containing a free position
para to the basic group; suitable oxidising
agents are manganese dioxide or lead peroxide
(Nietzki, ibid. 1895, 28, 2969) or potassium chro-
mate or dichromate in neutral or acid solution.
Io this way aniline and p-phenyienediainirie
yield the simplest indamine, Phenyletm Blue
(v.infra).

(e) Many in da mines and indophenols are
obtainable by processes recalling (b) but in
which the oxidation has been effected prior to
condensation. Thus quinonechloroimides and
aromatic bases yield indophenols :

CeHCl3{:O):NCt+CflH5NMea

HCl+NMe/ ^ N

whilst " acid " indophenols are formed when the
second component is a phenol. Dichloroimides
react with phenols to give more complex
phenols in which three nuclei may be regj
as comprising the chromophore:

p-C8H4(:NCl)3+2C6HsOH
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thus the product of the reaction between m-
Utluylenediantine and formaldehyde bisulphite
compound is condensed with p-nitrosophenol
and finally oxidised and the indophenol heated
with sulphur and sodium sulphide to give
Thionol Purple (B.P. 24008, 1906). The readi-
ness with which indophenols are reduced makes
them valuable indicators in the determination of
oxidation.reduction potentials, particularly in
bacteriological and other biological systems (see
L. F. Hewitt, " Oxidation-Reduction Potentials
in Bacteriology and Biochemistry," 2nd ed.,
London, 1933).

The following account includes the more
important commercial"* dyestuffs and inter-
mediates of this type:

Phenol indophenol

* '

Indophenols of these simple types are often
formed as intermediates in the production of
phenazine, oxazinn and thiazine dyest)JFs (c/.
Eichler, Alonatah. 1937, 70. 73)., and others such
as carbazole indophenol (tf. infra) have found
particular application in the minufacttfrs of
sulphur colours.

Properties.—Most indophenols ara blue or
green in colour, their simple salts being soluble
in water. Such solutions have little direct
affinity for vegetable fibres and their limited
direct application is due to thoir ability to take
up two atoms of hydrogen with formation of
leuco-compounds which may be re-oxidised to
the dyestuff. Indophenol itself has been used
in this way in association with indigo. These
dyeings are fugitive to acids as indophenols
readily undergo fission into^-quinoncs and thus
thrir more important application lies in their

ther conversion into sulphur colours. Oc-
ionally it is advantageous to synthesise the

leuco-compound and subsequently oxidiw it;
rOL. VI.—27

HO -N = :O

is of no direct importance but on treatment with
sulphur and sodium sulphide yields a fast flyo
resembling indigo (Fierz-David, " Kunstliche
organische Farbstoffe," J. Springer, Berlin,
1933).

Aniline iildoaniline,

NH N = NHaCI

Ph&nylme Blue,, is prepared by oxidising an
equimolecular mixture of ?)-phenylenedfamine
and anihno hydrochloride with cold aq. potas-
sium dichromate (Nietzki, " Chemie der orga-
niscben farbstoffe,"5th ed., Berlin, 1906, p. 200).
The hydrochloride crystallises in green oeedles
which dissolve in water to a gnenish-blue solu-
tion. In acid solution Jr'̂ enylene Blue is
moderately rapidly hydrolysed to benzoqu^".n.
and possesses therefore little stability. It is
converted by boiling with aniline hydrochloride
solution into Phenosafmnine : „

NH :NH •

NH,

Phenol indo-o-tolui'dine,

produced by direct condensation of o-toluidine
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with p-mtrosopbenol (U.S.P. 727387), is the
source, after fusion with sodium sulphide and
sulphur of the cotton dyeBtuff Thionol Bh<>.

Phenol

^ V- N=/ jj:

is, after sulphonation, converted into an indigo-
like dye by fusion 'with sulphur and sodium
sulphide (G.P. 129024, 129325).

Phenol intfo-4-ethylamino-o-toluidine,

:NHHO

yields on fusion with sulphur a bright purple
dyestuff of value in dyeing and printing cotton
(U.S.P. 829740).

Tetrametkylphenyhne Blue,

NMe :NMe,Cl

Bindtchedter's Green (Bindschedler, Ber. 1880,
13, 208; 1883, 16, 865), is obtained by
condensing p-nitiosodimethylaniline with
diraethylaniline (cf. also Wieland, Und, 1915,
48, 1087). The commercial dyestuff usually
consists of its double salt with zinc chloride.

Toluyfone, Blue.,

NMetCl
(+HaO)

is formed on oxidising p-dimethylaminoaniline
and wt-toluylencdiamine (Witt, Ber. 1871), 12,
8»l^.-fi.P. 15272). The monohydro chloride
crystallises in bronze-coloured crystals.

' N k h i B l

:NMesCt,

prepared commercially by reducing y-nitroso-
dimethylaniline and condensing the resulting
amino-com pound with a-naphthol in warm
caustic alkali, finally oxidising tho leuco-com-
pound at 0° to +2° with sodium hypochlorite
(Witt, J.S.O.I. 18*82, 1, 255; G.P. 15915,
18903, 19231). The free'dye, which separates
as a dark brown powder, is almost invariably
applied as a vat dyestuff (e.g. in cotton printing)
and hence is found on the market as the tin
salt of its leuco-eonipound (Indophwol While).
It ia still more frequently used as a vat mixture
with indigo, but its moat important use lies in
the production of the sulphur colour Thto-
^horindigo.

An ill-defined indamine used for the prepara-
tion of coloured lakes and cheap coloured papers,
etc., is obtained by oxidising l:2-naphthalene-
diamine sulphonic acids (G.P. 224442) which
contain halogen in the 8-position (G.P. 431943}
with ferric salts. These yield particularly
bright shades of green on incorporating yellow
azo-dyesfcuffs.

The indophenol obtained from p-nitroso-
phenol and a-naphtbylamine is the source of
Svldnm Green.

Carbazole indophenol, a

is the dye obtained by condensing ja-nitroso-
phenol with carbazole in concentrated sulphuric
acid a t>30° (G.P. 230119; U.S.P. 919572,
931598, 1465853) or by oxidising carbazole and
p-ammophenol in sulphuric acid with manganese
dioxide.

Carbasole Indophenol forma a dark violet
powder, insoluble in water, and is the source of
sulphur colours (G.P. 218371) such aa Hydro
Blue R (U.S.P. 956348). The corresponding
chloroindophenols derived from chlorocarbazoles
or chioro-p-nitrosophenols are claimed to yield
sulphur colours fastpr to bleaching {G.P.
235364).

The corresponding halogeno- N -ethylcarbazole
indophenol is prepared similarly and converted
Iiy boiling with sulphur and sodium sulphide in
alcohol into Sulpkantkrene Blue G (G.P. 222640,
23536-t)- Similar products from benz- and
na£)htho-carbazolea and nitroso-phenols or
-eres(jjs have also been described (F.P. 818684).

The sulphur colours obtained from the com-
plex indophenol,

= N OH

prepared from ^-nitr^ophenol and diphenyl-
amine at —20°, is the subject of patent claims
(U.S.P- 1777757). More complex compounds of
the type.

(R'O)l0r2.alkyl-NR-arylN=

where B'=H or alkyl and R=alkyl or cych-
alkyl yield greenish-blue sulphur colours (B.P.
467920).

Another typo of indophenol is obtained by
replacing tho hydroxyl group in a 6- or 8-
arylamino-2-hydroxy-3-naphthoio acid by an
indophenol residue, followed by loss of carbon
dioxide and oxidation of the leuco-compound
{B.P. 334700).

In addition to the above well characterised
indophenols more drastic oxidation of aromatic
bases containing a free position p- to the amino-
residue gives rise to still more complex struc-
tures which may be regarded however as con-
taining the indophenot chromophoric nucleus.
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Thus oxidation of aniline with chloric acid in
presence of vanadium salts affords the ocfca-

nuclear Emeraldine (Green and Woodhead,
J.C.S. 1910, 97, 2388

•

Emeraldine is further oxidised by hydrogen peroxide to Nigraniline;

and finally to Pernigraniline,:

In accordance with the proposed quinoneimine
structure {Literature: See Schultz, Farbstoff-
Tabellen, 7th ed,, I, 619) these are unstable
towards acids, and for the stable Aniline Black

a structure Is assumed in which alternate imine
residues have become members of phenaztno
systems;

INDANTHRENE COLOURS (v. Vol. I,
414^27).

INDANTHRONE (r. Vol. I, 411d, 414d).
INDAZtNE (v. Vol. I, 577c).
INDENE, CfiHe

.is a liquid hydrocarbon of growing industrial
importance. It occurs as a constituent o? coal-
tar naphtha, being contained chiefly in the
fraction of b.p. 175-185°, and in derived products
such as coal gas and carburetted water-gas
(Dennstedt and Ahrens, Bejr, 1894, R27, 602)
which may contain as much as 100 g. of indene
in 1,000 cu. ft. (Ward, Jordan and Fulweiler,
Ind. Eng. Chem. 1932, 21. 969, 1236; 1934, 26,
947, 1028). Being produced by pyrolytic de-
composition of carbonaceous material indene is
found less abundantly in low-temperature car-
bonisation distillates (Weissgerber, Brennstoff-
Chem. 1924,5,208; Ber. 1928,81 [Bj,2111),but
on the other hand is formed in considerable
amount by pyrolysing mixtures of acetylene
and hydrogen (R. and W. Meyer, ibid. 1918, 51,
1571} or natural gas (Birch and Hague, Ind.
Eng. Chem. 1934, 26, 1008).

Tin; isolation of indene was first effected by
fractionating higher-boiling portions of coal-tar
light oil (Kramer and Spilker, Ber. 1890, 23,
327G) and converting the enriched mixture into
picrates. On distilling the picrates in steam,
those of naphthalene and coumarone are un-
affected whilst indene picrate is broken down
and indene is recovered from the distillate (cf.
Orlow, Protjanowa and Flegontow, Chem. Zentr.
1937, I, 3435). Although 3 g. of crude indene
were obtained from 10 g. of naphtha the method
is unsatisfactory and even dangerous because of

NH

A. H. C.
the explosive nature of the picrates. One
hydrogen atom of indene i£ however replaceable
by sodium by treating with the metal, preferably
in presence of ammonia or other bases such as
pyridine or aniline (G.P. 209694, 205465), and
Weissgerber has utilised this reaction to isolate
indene by distilling off unreacted material and
then decomposing %ibe indene sodio- com pound
with water (Ber. 1909, 42, 569 ,> cf. Courtot and
Dondelinger, Ann. Chim#^925, [xj, 4, 231).
More recently, processes consisting in frying
indene out of naphtha fractions containing 80%
indene at —25" have formed the subject of
patent claims (U.S.P. 1943078; B.P. 4059*0).

The structure of indene is indicated by its
unsaturated character, e.g. towards &Yumine,
and by the formation of phthalic acid by dJi-
dising with 30% nitric" acid (Kramer and Spilkcr,
i.c-}, and a number of syntheses such as the
following (von BReyer and Perkin, Ber. 1884.17.
125; cf. Kipping and Hall, ibid. 1900, 77, 469)
confirm this structure:
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Indene is also available synthetically from its
derivatives such as e-hydrindone. Raman
spectra indicate (Matsuno and Han, Bull. Chem.
Soc. Japan-, 1936, 11, 321) that indene is a
resonance hybrid of the two structures:

A recent synthesis of the indene nucleus which
is of extended application consists in dehydrating
suitable pinacones, e,g. o-benzyl hydrobenzoins,
with acetyl chloride or phosphorus pentoxide
to yield l:2-diarylindenea. Ordkhoff and Tif-
feneau (Bull. Soc. chiin. 1922, [iv], 31, 253)
formulated thereaction as a simple dehydration
between one of the pinacone hydroxyl groups
and a hydrogen atom attached to one of' the
aromatic residues:

CH* CH

^CPhOH -+ f ^1 \P
HOCHPh -CHPh

Blum-Eergmann on the other hand suggested
(Ber. 1932, 65 [B], 109) the alternative scheme:

on tlit .vidence that the change is not exclusive
to benzyl pinacones but can also take place with
fatty-aromatic pinacones. Thus the product of
dehydiating acetophenone pinacone, although
previem^ly regarded as 9:10-dimethylanthraccne,
wag. identified as 2-phenyl-3-met by Undone :

CMeOH _^

CMePhOH

Î ^V CMeOH

CHPh

CH,

CMeOH

CPh

f^^N—-CMe

CO
CH,

The last was 3ynthesiaed by the classical method:

CH, CH,

'HPh-CO.H

CHa

CHPh

CMeOH

Again, the shnpler a-methylhydrobenssoin is
now known to yield on dehydration not a
hydrocarbon. as formerly supposed,
but 2-phenylindene, Ci5HI2:

/ V - CHOHCHOH

It should be mentioned that the reaction is not
a general one and Blum-Bergmann states that
ethylhydrobenzoin and benzylhydroanisoin and
other aromatic pinacones do not yield indene
derivatives.

The formation of indene derivatives (Zjncke
and co-workers, ibid. 1886, 19, 2500; 1887, 20,
1265, 2894, 3216; 1888, 21, 491, 2381, 2379;
1894, 27, 744; Annalen, 1892, 267, 319; 1894,
283, 341; 1898, 300, 197) by the rearrangement
of naphthalene compounds containing strongly
negative substituents is of some interest, e.g.:

C(OH)2

/ \

Ici

COaH

CHC1

a—C{OH)CO2H

be.
/a

The purified hydrocarbon C ] aH i a from the
coal-tar naphtha, b.p. 200-210°, yielded on
oxidation a mixture of trimcllitic and hemimel-
litic acids indicating the probable presence of
the four possible methylindenei* in the hydro-
carbon mixture (Eoes, Ber. 1902,35, 1762).

Physical Properties.—Indene is a colourless
mobile oil, b.p. 182°, m.p, - 2 ° ; this compara-
tively high molting-point, together with a high
molecular depression (7-28c) make indene a
convenient solvent in cryosco^ic determinations
of molecular weight (Klatt, Z. physikal. Chem.
1934, 171, 454). Indene readily polymerises
not only by chemical reactions (w. infra) but
also by the action of light, heat and high pres-
sure (U.S.P. 1952116). Polymerisation by ex-
posure to sunlight or ultra-violet light {Guntz
and Minguin, Compt. rend. 1911, 1S2, 373;
Ciami'ian and Silbor, Ber. 1913,46, 420; Wegtsr
and Billmann, ibid. 1903, 36, G42) can proceed
in absence of other catalysts but is favoured by
the presence of air. Thermal rearrangements
with polymerisation giving rise to traxene,
chrysene, etc., have also been described.

Chemical Properties.—The following reactions
of indene are important:

(a) Those in which the double bond in the 5-
membcred ring functions as an olefinic
linking.
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(b) Reactions in which the aromatic ring is
substituted.

(c) Reactions of aliphatic character involving
the methylene group.

(a) Indene exhibits many of the properties bf
an olefin. Thus relatively mild reduction {Cook
and Linatead, J.C.S. 1934. 946) affords the more
stable compound indent {hydrindene). Indane
possesses most of the aromatic properties of

devoid indene
itself. Thus indane may be sulphonated to
yield the readily erystaliisable 5-suIphonic acid
(Cook and Linstead, I.e.) and nitrated to a mix-
ture of 4- and 5-nitroindanes which are them-
selves reducible to aromatic bases (Braun,
Arkuszewski and K6hIer,.Bcr. 1918, 51, 291).
More drastic hydrogenation results in reduction
of the aromatic ring to yield perKydro- (or
hydr-) indane (Ipatiew, Chem. Zcntr* 1913, II ,
1975) and finally in presence of ferric oxide on
alumina (Ipatiew and Orlow, Ber. 1929, 62 [B],
593), benzenoid hydrocarbons, ^ a resin and
hydrindene are formed.

The difficulty of forming chrysene from steroid
compounds by dehydrogenation over selenium
or'palladium was solved by Ruzicka and his co-
workers who showed that temperature was the
controlling factor. The same effect was noted
with o- and jS-methylhydrindene which are un-
changed over selenium or palladium at 360Clbut
form naphthalene, slowly at 400°, rea/iily at
450° (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1935, 18, 676; cf. G.P.
596191).

Hydrogen halides and halogens usually form
simple addition products with indene. Whilst
the action of hydrogen fluoride is polymerising
rather than additive, chloroi'ndane is obtained
by tho action of gaseous hydrogen chloride at
0° {Courtot and Dondelinger, Ann. Cbim. 1925,
[x], 4, 345) and less stable bromo- and iodo-
anologues are obtained similarly. A liquid
indene dichloridj (Spilker, Ber. Io93, 26,
1541) and a crystalline dibronnide (Kramer and
Spilker, ibid. 1890, 23, 3279) have btjen de-
scribed ; both are readily converted into
characteristic hydroxyhalides by hydrolysis
(Brown and Howard, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1923,15,
1147).

With nitrous acid indene affords two nitrosites
(Dennstedt and Ahrens, Ber. 1895, 28, 1332).
Addition of two hydroxyl groups to the olefinic
bond may ,be effected with potassium perman-
ganate (Hcusler and Sehieffer, ibid. 1899, 32.
29). A crystalline addition compound with
nitrosyl chloride has been obtained (Perrot,
Compt. rend. 1936, 203, 329).

The double linkage in tho 5-membered ring of
indene imparts to it many of the properties of
cyc/opentadieno and" may also be responsible for
its behaviour on oxidation, resinitication and
subsequent polymerisation.

(b) Aromatic properties of indene and its
derivatives call for little mention beyond that
under (o). Derivatives are rarely if ever
obtained by direct substitution in the aromatic
ring owing to the readiness with which indene
undergoes polymerisation. Derivatives of in-
dene and especially of hydrindene of this type
are purely aromatio in character.

(c) Sodium indene is readily formed by re-
placement of one hydrogen atom of the methy-
leno group by sodium using sodamide (Weiss-
gerber, Ber. 1909, 42, 569). The sodium can be
replaced by alkyl groups yielding 1-alUylindenea
(Marckwald, ibid. ]9fJ0, 33, 1504); these all
exhibit the autoxidatton behaviour of indene
itself, and higher indenes have for this reason
been proposed with driers to replace linseed
oil (G.P. 305515). Indene also condenses with
aromatic aldehydes and kctones in presence of
sodium" alkoxide (Thiele and Merek, Annalen,
1918, 415, 262) to yield compounds of the typo:

CM C-CHR-OH

Somewhat similar is the reaction "with ethyl
oxalate in presence of alkali to yield indene-1-
oxalyl ester (Weissgerber el al,, Ber, 1900, 83,
773; Thiele, ibid, 1900, 33, 851). With oxalyl
chloride, however, a carboxyl group is intro-
duced into the 2-posit ion whOst i-ndene-l-
carboxylic acid is formed by the action of carbon
dioxide on sodium indene (Wislicenus, Ber. 1911,
44, 1440; Annalen, 1924, 436, 16). As with
pyrrole the- roethj^ene group of indene confers
on it the ability to react wityi 5rignard reagents
with the formation of indene-3-magnesium
halides (Courtot, Ann. Chim. 1915, [ ixp$, 7C;
Grignard and Courtot, Compt. rend. 1911, 152,
272).

Indene Derivatives.—A general metMbd for
the ^production of indene derivatives consists
essentially in the dehydration of benzenoid com-
pounds containing the grouping A r C C C O .
Thus benzylacetone and sulphuric acid yield
l-meihylindene:

—CH,

CH

CMeOH

Pelyiiidents.—The, production of resinous
products by the ready polymerisation of indei.e
is of increasing industrial importance. Although
the use of catalysts, e.g. sulphuric acid (Kramer
and Soilker, Ber. 1900, 33, 2260; Wreger, Z.
angew, Chem. 1909,22,345) presents advantages,
Whitby and Katz have shown that however pre-
pared a regular series of polyindenes is obtained
which may be separated by fractional precipi-
tation (J, Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 1160;
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Canad. J. Res. 1930,4,344 ; mechanism of poly-
merisation, Tammann and Pape, Z, anorg.
Chem. 1931, 200, 113). A number of workers
have observed that under specified conditions,
e.g. using dilute aulphurio acid, molecules of
relatively well-defined complexity may pre-
dominate. Thus Weger (I.e.) prepared a tetra-
mer by the action of concentrated sulphuric
acid on a benzene solution of indene (e/. Stobbe
and Farber, Ber. 1924, 57 [B], 1838) whilst
Kramer and Spilker [ibid. 1890, 23, 3278 ; 1900,
33, 2260) and also Marcusson (Chem.-Etg. 1919,
43. 109, 122) obtained higher polymers
[(C9H8)n where n= 11-12 {paraindent), and
metaindenes where w=lG—22 are obtained by the
action of Bulphuric acid on indene in absence of
solvent].

Somewhat similar control may be exercised in
the use of other catalysts of which halogen
hydrides (v. supra) and particularly Friedel-
Crafts catalysts are important examples. Thus
highly polymerised indenes and resins may
result from the action of oxygen and peroxides
(Staudinger and Lautenschlager, Annalen, 1931,
488, 1; Adkins and Houtz, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1931, 53, 1058) and of stannic, antimony and
boron ehloridesj etc. {Staudinger a al., Helv.
Chim. Acta, 1929, 12, 934, 958, 962; Whitby
and Katz, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928, 50, 1166).

Crude polymers resulting from the action of
sulphuric acid on iddene are usually red, but
purified products form colourless compounds the
softening point of which varies quite regularly
with the molecular weight. Each molecular
variety contains one double bond in each mole-
cule (for general accounts, see Risi and Gauvm,
Canad. J. Res. 1935, B, 18, 228; Hugel, Bull.
Assoc. franc. Te-ihn. Petrole, 1937, No. 39, 25).

Di-iwieve, m.p, I!"-58°, contains one olefinic
linkB/Tfi. as it readily yields a dibromide, m.p.
120°, and is oxidised by chromic acid to a-
hydrindone (Stobbe and Fttrber, Ber. 1924, 57
[B], .\838). It contains, however, only one re-
active methylene group (Bergmann and Tau-

e!̂  ,'Cicf. 1932, 65 [B], 463) and is formulated

C 6 H 4 C H CCM4-CHS

It
All f\ jjk t J A LJ

\s n 2—\* w n •—v n ^

Whitby and Katz (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1928,
50, 1160) formulate higher polyindenes similarly
as they behave as unsaturated compounds

C6H4CHa] CHj-C.H,» C.H,CH,r C H,CH

CH.-CH-L-CH—(iH

although Staudinger et at. represent them as
large rings (Helv. Chim. Acta, 1929, 12', 934).
These higher poljjners undergo some depoly-
meriaation on heating and may be hydrogenated
with partial depolymerisation.

Indene polymers and coumarone resins
(v. ¥o\. III, 413c) are finding application in
industry, usually in association with tung oil,
in paints, enamela.'etc. (c/. U.S.P. 1U19666).
They are also used in other combinations as
softeners for rubber (U.S.P. 2095630), adhesives
(G.P. 652007), binders for tiles {Canad. P.
372911), and it has also been proposed to utilise

indene resins with formaldehyde (B.P. 319444),
with pitch-resins from coal-tar {U.S.P. 1355103),
and by condensation with maleic anhydride
(B.P. 376479) and in other ways.

A. H. C.
INDERITE, Hydrated magnesium borate,

2Mg0-3BaO3-1 5 H2O. occurring as small, white
to pinkish, reniform nodules in red day in the
borate deposits, which were discovered in 1934
near the Inder salt lake, 150 km. north of the
Caspian Sea in western Kazakhstan, The aci-
cular, orthorhombic crystals show ielations to
inyoite (2CaO3BaOs-13H2O). (A. M. Bold-
yreva and E'. N. Egorova, Mat. Central Sci.
Investig. Geol. Prospecting Inst. U.S.S.R. 1937.
General ser. No. 2; A. M. Boldyreva, M6m.
Soc. Russe Min. 1937, [ii], 66, 651 ; M. N.
Godlevsky, ibid. 1937, [ii], 66, 315; G. B. Boky,
Bull. Acad. Sci. U.R.S.S. eer. Chim. 1937, 871.)

L. J. S.
INDIAN BUFFALO GRASS (v. Vol. I I ,

482c).
INDIAN FIRE, v. BENGAL LIOHTS.
INDIAN GUM or GHATT1 GUM is a

gummy exudation from the stem of Anogeissus
lalifolia Wall., occurring in vermiform or
rounded tears, coloured pale yellow and of o
vitreous lustre. Soluble in water, forming a
viscous adhesive mucilage.

INDIAN HEMP RESIN {v. Vol. II, 269).
Indian hemp (Cannabia indica, O. saliva) is
official in the Spanish, French, Belgian, Swiss
and U.S. Pharmacopoeias. The drug consists
essentially of the resinous exudatc of flowering
and fruiting tops of Canvalw sativa, an annual
indigenous to 'Central Asia and the Northern
and Western Himalayas. Described according
to origin and mode of preparation by a variety of
na'<!fles {e.g. hashish, marihuana, ckaras, ganja,
6Aanf, etc.) it is one of the commonest drugs of
addiction in Asia, Africa and America. Eaten
or smoked it produces an intoxication com-
mencing with a pleasant lethargy in which there
is distortion of space and time followed often by
horror and depression. The TCBin separated
from the leaves atid known in this form as charas
is an important artio^ of commerce between
Turkestan and India. For reports on C. indica
by the League of Nations Commission on Traffic
in Noxious Drugs, *ee Amer. Chem, Abstr.
1938, Sa, 8073; 1939, 33, 2283. The cultiva-
tion of C. sativa '",nd its use in medicine is regu-
lated ;n the U.S.A. by the Marihuana Tax Act,
1937. In the'fdrm of tincture or extract the
drug has been prescribed as a narcotic and
anodyne, but was removed from the British
Pharmacopoeia in 1932.

In North America the name Indian hemp is
applied not to C. sativa but to Apocynum canna-
binwn, known also as Canadian hemp, which
contains the cardiac glycoeide cymarin (v. Vol.
II, 836A; Vol. Ill, 638a), and accidents have
been caused by the confusion of names. A
comprehensive account of the hemp drugs is
available in the monograph " Marihuana " by
Walton (Lippincott, New York, 1938); short
reviews are given by Adams (Science, 1940, 92,
115), Todd (Nature, 1940, 146, 829) and Mac-
donald (Nature, 1941,147, 167).

Cann&bis resin yields on distillation
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essential oil containing p-cymene with small
amounts of other substances including 1 -methyl-
4-iuopropenylbenzene and a-caryophyllene
(Simonsen and Todd, J.C.S. 1942, 188).
and a high boiling viscous liquid known as
" crude cannabinol " or " red oil " which con-
tains the active principle of the drug. From
this material the following inactive compounds
have been obtained: '

Cannabinol 0tM^O2, m.p. 76-77°, b.p. 140-
150°/10~a mm. (bath temp.), occurs in large
amounts in Indian and Egyptian resin and in
smaller quantity in American resin. Its con-
stitution as e"-hydroxy-2:2:S/-triniethyl-4"-
n-amyl-dibenzopyran (I) has been established
by complete synthesis (Ghosh, Todd and
Wilkinson, J.C.S. 1940, 1121, 1393; Adama,
Baker and Wearn, J. Amer. Cliem. Soc. 1940,
62, 2204). For isolation from Indian resin as
j>-nitrobenzoate, see Work, Bergel and Todd
{Biochem. J. 1939, 83, 123).

Cannabidiol, C21H3{,O2, m.p. 66-67°, b.p.
160-180o/]0-s mm. (bath temp.), has been iso-
lated as 3:5-dinitrobenzoate from American
{Adams, Hunt and Clerk, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1940, 62, J9G) and Egyptfan (Jacob and Todd,
J.C.S. Ifl4t), 649) resin. It is considered to
have structure (II) and can be cyclised to a
mixture of tetrahydroeannabinols yielding
cannabinol on dehydrogenation (Adams tt al.,
J, Amer. Chem. Soc. 1940, 62, 2402, 2506).

Me OH

Isolation of homogeneous active substances
from American resin has been reported by
Haagen-Smit tt al. (Science, 1940, 91, 602)
and by Powell et al. (ibid., 1941, 93, 522), but
these claims await confirmation. The tctra*
hydrocannabinol (III) <0"-hydroxy-2:2:5'-tri-
methyl - 4" - n - amyl - 3':4':5':6' - tetrahydrodi -
benzopyran) obtained aa an intermediate in
the cannabinol synthesis of Ghosh. Todd and
Wilkinson {I.e.) exhibits the characteristic

physiological action of hashish in animals and
in man, as also do the iaomeric tetrahydrocan-
nabinola obtained by cyclising cannabidiol. A
large number of analogues of thes£ substances
have been prepared and examined pharmaco-
logically (Todd et at., J.C.S. 1941, 169, 826:
Adams et al., J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1941, 63,
1971, 1973, 1977). The purified cannabis
resins freed from cannabinol and cannabidiol
have the composition of tetra hydro cannabinol
and may contain a mixture of isomers of varying
activity. For fuller details of recent work thu
numerous publications of Adams et al. (in J.
Amer. Chem. Soc.) and of Todd et al. (in J.C.S.)
since 1940 should be consulted.

INDIAN OR CHINESE INK. This is an
ink in solid form, made by pounding finely
divided lampblack with a solution of glue into a
paste which is then moulded into sticks. An
ink was prepared in China about 2600 B.C, but
according to J a, met el (" L'Encre de Chine, d'apres
dea Documents Chinois," 1S82) this ink was a
vegetable varnish and it was not until about the
third century B.C. that the product as it is
known to-day was introduced. Various sub-
stances hiive been used aa the source of the
lampblack, such as rice straw, pine wood and
haricot beans, but these have been replaced to a
large extent by vegetable oils, especially tung
oil from Aleuritee cordata™ The oil is burned in
small lamps of terra-cotta, chilled by water in a
small depression at the top; these lamps are
placed in a terra-cotta chamber, and the smoke
is collected in inverted terra-cotta cones with
poliahed interior, from which the deposited aoot
is removed from time to time by means of a
feather. A row <Jf bricks supports the cones,
about twenty of which^rre used at a time.
When the ink is made on a larger scale the
terra-cotta condensing vessels are replaced by a
hollow wooden tunnel with a bole bored in the
wall. "

According to Jametel the lampblack from
sesame or tung oil yields a much bett*"- quality
of ink than that derived from pine wood/-» In
Japan also either Lmme or tung oil or pine
wood arc used for making the lampblack, and
this is incorporated with strained ox-hide
glue. Formerly a decoction of Hibiscus muta-
bilis Linn, was uaed as the medium in China,
but lias long been discarded in favour of glue.

At the present time the ink produced by
different Chinese,manufacturers differs mainly
•n the fineness of the lampblack and the tone of
the black.

Ink ia imported into this country from China
in the original boxes each holding 1 lb. Accord-
ing to the size of the sticks, 8, 20 or 40 may go
to the pound, and are spoWn of in the trade as
" eights," " forties," etc. The sticks are moulded •
in various forms, some being in squares, some in
tablets and some octagonal. The best qualities
of sticks are gilt and are stamped with fige im-
pressions such as dragons, lions' heads, etc.,
which'denote qualities well recognised in the
trade, and they are also perfumed. The
octagonal sticks, known an " Mandarin," are of
fine quality, and are distinguished from ordinary
sticks by the finer impression of the characters
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on the sides. The poorest quality is in the form
of small sticks and stamped with white letters.

Examination.—The Chinese test the quality o
ink by rubbing the tablet on a porcelain palette
If the sound produced is faint the ink k con
sidered to be of good quality (Si-mo), whereas *
loud noise indicates an inferior quality (Tsou-mo)
This ia essentially a test for the fineness of the
carbon particles* A Chinese ink of good quality
should yield a uniform suspension when rubbed
with water. The best inks are of a violet shade,
whilst inks of the second quality are black, and
inferior inka have a yellow tint.

A practical teat is to stir 0-1 g. of the powik-rvd
ink in 10 ml. of water and to shake the mixture
from time to time. Jnka of the best quality wil
diffuse rapidly, whereas the cheaper grades wili
hardly colour the water even after several hours'
contact.

The tinctorial value may be ascertained by
applying successive coatings of the suspensions
to equal areas of Whatman paper. The best
inks can be distributed much more smoothly
than those of inferior quality, and an opaque
coating is attained with fewer washes.

Specimens of the four grades of ink examined
by Mitchell, " Inks : Composition jnd Manu-
facture," 4th ed., 1937, p. 37, gave the following
results:

Ink.

a

Water,
%

I. Octagonal
stick .

II. Lion stick,
fine letters

III. L^nstick,
coarse let-
ters .

IV. Cmall Btick,
jcoarse let-

Wrfs . .

Carbon
residue

8-16

7-SO

993

9-40

Nitro-
gen in

resi-
due,
%

53-9

52-53

49-64

57-04

Nitro-
gen in

original
Ink, %.

00 7-74

4-87

7-20

C-84

Ash,
%

4:80

3-69

4-96

4-01

Liquid Indian Inks.—A preparation for the
use of artists is made by grinding up broken
fragments of the Chinese stick-ink with water.
Other preparations are made directly from lamp-
black incorporated with a liquid medium con-
taining a gum to keep the carbon in suspension.
These are of the same typo is the carbon inks
which are still used in the East.

Non-Coagulating Indian Ink.—An ink that is
claimed not to coagulate even at —30° has been
patented by Shinozaki {Japan. P. 110282,1935),
The mixture consists of flue (30 parts) pre-
viously heated for'3 hours at 120°, potassium
iiitrate {60 parts), urea ,[10 parts), urotropine
(10 parts), carbon black (60 parts) and water
(1,000 parts).

C. A. M.
INDIAN MADDER («. Vol. I I , S2$s).
INDIAN YELLOW, PIURI, PURREE

or PIOURY is a pigment used mainly fan
India for colouring wails, doors and lattice-
work, and by artists for water-colour work. It

is, or was, made almost exclusively at Monghyr
(Bengal) from the urine of cows which have been
fed upon mango leaves. On heating the urine,
the colouring matter separates out; this ia
pressed into a ball and dried partly over a char-
coal fire aud finfiliy hi the sun. Internally the
balls are of a brilliant yellow colour, whereas the
outer layers arc either brown or of a dirty-green
colour. The undeeoinp* sed part consists only
of euxanthic acid in the form of a magnesium or
calcium salt; the outer and decomposed portion
contains in addition euxanthone, both free arid
combined. The composition of piuri appears to
be variable ; » fine sample, according to Grixobo
(Annalen, 1889, 254, 272), contained euxanthic
acid, 51-0; silicic acid and alumina. 1-5;
magnesium, 4-2; calcium, 3-4; water and
volatile matter, 390%.

Euxanthic acid ia iaolated by digesting piuri
with dilute hydrochloric acid and treating the
residue with a solution of ammonium carbonate.
Addition of hydrochloric acid to the iiltered
solution causes the separation of crystals of
euxanthic acid. According to Spiegel (Ber.
1882, 15, 1965), euxanthic acid is decomposed
by 2% sulphuric acid at 140° into euxanthone
and the anhydride of glyeuronie acid.

Euxanthone, Pvrrenone, Purrone, C l 3H8O4 ,
was first obtained by Stenhouse (Annalen, 1844,
51, 425) and shortly afterwards by Erdmann
[ibid. 1844, 52, 365) from euxanthic acid. It
forms pale yellow needles or lamina?, m.p. 240°
corr.), which sublime with little decomposition

on gentle heating.
By distillation with zinc duet (Salzmann and

Wichelhaus, Ber. 1877, 10, 1397; Graebe and
Ebrard, ibid, 1882, 15, 1675), euxanthone gives
methylenediphenylene oxide (I) which is con-
vened into xantbone by oxidation, indicating
that ^uxanthone is a dihydroxy xanthone. When
fused with alkali, euxanthone yields euxanthonio
acid (II), hydroquinonc and reaorcinol.

H HO

CO—

Euxaiithono was first synthesised by Graebe
I.e.) by distilling.,a mixture of £-resorcylic acid

and hyriroquinone carboxylic acid; it was shown
ater by von Kostanccki and Nessler {Ber. 1891,
14, 3983) that tho same product is obtained if
n this reaction the /3-resorcylie acid is replaced
jy resorcinol. Of the two constitutional
formula (III and IV) indicated by these syn-

HO

OH

heses, {IV, l:7-dihydroxyjranthone) was shown
o be correct by a study of the methylation of
uxanthone by menus of methyl iodide (Von
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Kostaneeki, aid. 1894, 27, 1992). Only a
monomethyl ether was obtained, indicating
that cuxnnt-hone contains a hydroxyl group

JOH

HO

ndjaeent to the carbonyl group (IV). Final
proof of the correctness of this formula was
afforded by the following fly nth esis ofeuxanthono
by UJImann and Panehaud (Annalen, 1906, 360,
108); condensation of 2-ehloro-6-methoxy-
benzoic acid with the potassium derivative of
hydroquinone monomethyl ether, employing
copper powder as catalyst, yielded 2-(4-methoxy-
phenoxy)-6-methoxybenzoic acid which was
converted by the action of concentrated BUI-
pburic acid into euxanthone dimethyl ether, and
this by treatment with aluminium chloride in the
presence of benzene gave euxanthoge.

Euxanthono forms the fallowing derivative!a :
l-niethyl ether, pale straw-coloured rectangular
plates, m.p. 235° (Robertson and Waters, J.C.S.
1920, 2239), m.p. 240° (Graebe and Aders,
Annalen, 1901, 318, 365}; 7-methyl ether, yellow
plates, m.p. 130-5°; dimethyl ether, colourless
needles, m.p. 149-5° (Graebe and Aders, Lc.);
didhyl ethtr, prisms, m.p. 126° (Graebe and
Ebrard, i.e.); 1-acelyl-, elongated yellow prisms,
m.p. 160* (Robertson and Waters", I.e.); diacelyl-,
pule yellow prisms, m.p. 185° (Salzmann and
VVichelhaua, l.e.) \ dibenzoyU, colourless crystals,
m.p. 221-222° (Zerner, Honatsh. 1910, 31,
797); 4:5-disazobenzene-, red needles, m.p. 249-
250° (decomp.); acetyl-derivative, ochre-yeJow
needles, m.p. 107- 19<)u (Perkin, J.C.S. 1838, 73,
66G).

According to Nierenstein (Ber. 1913, 46, 649),
oxidation ofeuxanthone with chromic acid gives
the quinone:

OH

This consists of dark-red needles soluble in
alkalis with a blue coloration and converted by
reduction into l:4:7-trihydroxyxanthoiie.

£uxanthone possesses only feeble tinctorial
properties; the respective shades obtained with
woollen cloth mordanted with chromium,
aluminium and tin being dull brown-yellow,
pale bright*yellow and very pale bright yellow
(Perkin and Hummel, J.C.S. 1890, 69, 1290).

Euxanlhic Acid exists as a stable hydrate,
C l9H, f lO tmHaO, melting at 156-158° with
partial decomposition. The methyl ester and
ethyl ester melt at 218° and 198°, respectively
(Graebe et al., Ber. 1900, 33, 3360 ; Annalen,
1901,318,345).

Nsnbeig and Neimann (Z. physiol. Chem. 1905,

44, 114) obtained euxanthic acid by the inter*
action of a diacetylbromoglycuronolactone and
the potassium derivative of euxanthone. The
synthesis confirmed the suggestion. of Fischer
and Piloty (Ber. 1891, 24, 521) that this ply-
curonate is structurally analogous to a glycoeide.
Herzig and Stanger {Monatsh. 1U14, 35, 47)
found that the two methyl derivatives obtained
by the action of diazo methane on en x ant hie acid
yielded, by acid hydrolysis, euxanthone 1-methyl
ether, indicating that the glycuronic acid residue
in euxanthio acid is attached at the 7-position.

By the action of methyl iodide and silver oxide
on euxanthic acid, Robertson and Waters (J.C.S.
1931, I70S) obtained methyl O-tetrametkyl-
tuxantltale, (V; R=CH3), colourless needles,
na.p. 168°. Hydrolysis of this eater with hydro-
chloric aeid gave 1-O-inethyleuxanthone and
;i trimethylglycuronic acid wfaieh by oxida-
tion with nitric acid and estenfication of tho
product yielded the methyl ester of 2:3:4-tri-
methylfiaccharolactone. The constitution of tho
latter was confirmed by synthesis from 2-,3;4-
triraethyl glucose. Euxanthic acid, therefore,
has the following structure (R = H):

COOR
V.

The glycosidic linking present in euxantln'c aci
appears to be of the 0-type.

The precursor oi Indian yellow is mangiferin
(euzanthogen) which is present' in the bark and
leaves of Mangifera trfEica Linn, (mango).
Mangiferin is isomeric with enxanthic ^id, to
which it gives rise in the organism (Gorter, Bull.
Jard. bot. Buitenzorg, 1922, [iii], 4, 260; see
Amcr. Chem. Abstr. 1923,17, J472). •

A. G. P. and E. J. C.
INDICATORS. In ' volumetric anajvsis

indicators are substances which are used to
determine end-points in titration work. The
three main types of reaction, namely neutrali-
sation, oxidation and reduction, and precipita-
tion, which predominate in this kind of analysis,
all require suitable indicators in order to deter-
mine the points at which equivalent quantities
of the reacting substances have been brought
together. However, the use of the numerous
organic compounds which are differently coloured
in acid and in alkaline solution serves not only to
determine end-points in acidimetry and alkali-
metry, but also to mark the end-points as within
certain limits of hydrogen, ion concentration.
ThuB indicators for neutralisation are alnf> .
employed colorimetr&ally to determine the five
hydrogen ion concentration as distinct from the
total acidity in liquids : a subject of great im-
portance in biological work. Certain ty^es ot
titratiins are carried out with the aid of external
as distinct from internal indicators for deter-
mining the end-points. As Buch external indi-
cators are really sensitive drop reagents which
are specific teats for the presence or absence of
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particular substances their properties will not
be considered in this article.

Since the year 1913 a series of indicators
depending • upon a totally different principle
from those adverted to above was studied by
Paneth and his collaborators. The fundamental
principle involved in the use of these radioactive
indicators is that isotopes have identical chemi-
cal properties. If an element A has a radio-
active isotope A\ the detection and deter-
mination of A7 by electroscopic methods can be
adapted to the detection and determination of A.
A brief consideration of these indicators is given
at the end of this article.

NEUTRALISATION INDICATORS. (See also
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, Vol. II, pp. 637 et seq.)

From the form and position of the titration
curves (Vol. II, p. 639) it will be evident that for
the titration of a strong acid by a strong base any
indicator with a j>H range extending between the
extreme limits of 3 and 11 units on this scale
will give satisfactory results, if the acid and alkali
are of the order of decinormal concentration.
In consequence of acid hydrolysis, the titration
of a weak base such as ammonia by a strong acid
must be carried out with an indicator having a
pE range within the limits of about 3 and 6 units,
such as Methyl Orange or Methyl Bed. Simi-
larly the occurrence of alkaline hydrolysis when
a weak acid, such as *cetic acid, is neutralised by
a strong base necessitates the employment of an
indicator such as phenolphthalein with a pH
range between 8 and 11. If the acid and alkali
are of considerably lower concentration than
decinormal, further restrictions within these
ranges will become necessary.

The sensitiveness of indicators was first in-
vestigated by Tizarrt (B.A. Report, 1911, p. 268)
who drew attention to a fundamental difference
betwcJii two-colour indicators such as Methyl
Orange and one-colour indicators such as phenol-
phthalein. When a two-colour indicator is
used 'the end-point of a titration should be
independent of the amount of indicator in the
solution if the titration is carried to the half-
way stage, because the titnation is being carried
to a certain fractional change of the indicator.
With the one-colour indicators the case is
different, because the titration is carried or
until there is a certain amount of coloured sub-
stance produced or removed. Similar views,
with shades of difference, were expressed by
N. Bjerrum (" Die Theorie der alkalimetrischen
und azidimetrischen Titrierungen," Ahreps'
Sammlung, XXI, Stuttgart, 1914) who pointed
out that the difference in behaviour between two-
colour and one-colour indicators will hold so
long as there is no great difference in intensity
between the acid,, and alkaline colours. If,
however, this difference is considerable there
will be a tendency for two-colour indicators to
approach one-colour indicators in behaviour. In
this connection it has been pointed out by Noyes
(J. iimer. Chera. Soc. 1910, 32, 815) and by
Bjerrum (op. dt.) that the change interval for
Methyl Orange is not symmetrical on account
of the considerably greater intensity of the red
form. It is therefore better, for experimental
verification of the characteristic behaviour ol

two-colour indicators, to select one of the
sulphonephthalein indicators such as Brom-
cresol Green, which exhibits a striking contrast
between the yellow (acid) and the blue (alkaline)
colour. Bromcresol Green has a pE range
from 3-6 to 5-2, and it has been found that the
quantity of N/50 hydrochloric acid which is

juired to transform this indicator in concentra-
tions extending over t, range of 1/20,000 to
1/100,000 to the half-way colour stage corre-
sponding to a pH

 v&lue of 4*4 is strictly constart.
A suitable one-colour indicator for experiments
of this kind is p-nitrophenol, having a pK range
of 50-7-0 and therefore insensitive to atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide. It has been found that
the quantity of N/50 hydrochloric'acid required
to extinguish theyellow colour of sodium 2>-nitro-
phenolate in solutions of concentration ranging
from 1/5,000 to 1/50,000 is strictly proportional
to the concentration of the indicator in the
solution (Berry, unpublished work).

Reference may be made to Bjerrum's mono-
graph for an elaborate discussion of the theory
of the errors which are involved by the use of
indicators in acidimetry and alkalimetry. If it
is desired to titrate to a given hydrogen ion
concentration it is necessary to consider two
terms which have been known as the indicator
exponent and the titration exponent respectively.
Since the ionisation of a weak acid is regulated
by the law of mass action, it follows that when
an indicator is one-half ionised, the dissociation
constant of the indicator is equal to the con-
centration of the hydrogen ions in the solution
in which the indicator is one-half ionised. The
indicator exponent, pi, is defined as — log K,
K being the dissociation constant, while the
titration exponent, pT, is the value of pn corre-
sponding to the optimum colour. At the half-
way change it is clear that j)T=pI. From what
has been stated above it will be evident that the
titration exponent of a two-colour indicator is
independent of its amount in the solution,
because the titration is carried to only a certain
fractional change. The titration exponent of a
one-colour indicator can however be varied
over a short pE range^by suitable variation of
the quantity of the indicator in the solution.

It has been estimated that with careful work
it should be possible to utrate with a degree of
accuracy corresponding to #>H=pT±0-3, and
by introducing cplorimetric methods the error
may be reduced to ±0-1. For a discussion on
the elimination of the titration error in acidi-
metric and alkalimetric titrations a monograph
by Brennecke may be consulted ("Newer
Methods of Volumetric Chemical Analysis,"
edited by W. Bottger, translated by Oesper,
London, Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1938, [U.k.A.
Printed], p. 3).

The properties of indicators have been dis-
cussed in terms of two different theories, viz. the
ionisation theory largely due to Ostwald and a
theory which correlates change of colour with
change of chemical constitution. The idea that
the colour, in organic compounds, is due to the
presence of certain groupings in the molecule
appears to have originated with Witt (1876).
Groups such as the azo group —N = N—and
the nitro group — NOa which are considered
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.e source of colour are known as chromo-
phores or chromagens, while groups which aug-
ment colour are known as auxochromes. Arm-
strong in 1888 put forward hia well-known
quinonoid theory of colour, a theory which with
minor modifications has survived to the present
time. When a colourless compound becomes
coloured, &.g. when alkali is added to a compound
such as y>-iu'trophenol, tile benzenoid ring is con-
sidered to assume the constitution of a quinonoid
nucleus. Addition of acid reverses the process.
It would appear that the chief ground on which
Armstrong formulated hia theory was that com:
pounds known to have quinonoio reactions are
all strongly coloured.

It is now recognised that neither theory alone
can give as adequate explanation of the action
of indicators, and that the correct way of study-
ing the problem is by regarding indicators not as
true acids or bases which ionise directly (acid
indicators giving rise to hydrogen ions, or more
correctly hydroxonium ions, and onions which
arc differently coloured from the undissociated
molecules, and basic indicators giving rise to
cations of different colour from that of the un-
dissociated molecules and hydroxyl ions} but as
pseudo-acids or pseudo- bases, an important con-
ception due to Hantzsch. Pseudo-acids and
pseudo-bases are compounds, electrically neutral
in themselves, which can undergo iHomeric
changes into true acida and true bases and these
latter compounds at once give rise to their
appropriate ions. It must bo noted that the
colonr9 of the neutral and acidic isomera of
pseudo-acids must be different, and that the
acidic anion must be similar in colour to that
of its undissociated molecule. Similar con-
siderations apply mutatis mutandis to the colours
of the isomers of pseudo-bases, *-• >

Among the numerous compounds havirtj indi-
cator properties the following may be selected as
of particular importance, both on account of
their theoretical interest and their practical
value, namely the nitrophenols, the phthaleins
{including the sulphonephthaleins) and the azo-
compounds. The isomeric changes which are
considered to follow the.,ionic changes of these
classes of compounds will be briefly considered.

The nitrophenols, of which j)-nitrophenol will
be considered as an example, are known to give
rise to two series cf ethors, one derived iVom the
true nitro-compound

OH

which are colourless, the other derived from the
isomeric nitronic acid form

NO,H

and are intensely red in colour. In the cry-
stalline condition p-nitrophenol is colourless
and therefore exists almost entirely as the true
nitro-compound having a benzcnctd nucleus.
In aqueous solution, there is an appreciable
yellow colour, due to the formation of a per-
ceptible quantity of the isomeric acid form
which has a quinonoid ring. This nitronic acid
at once ionises into hydrogen ions and the
coloured anions, the equilibrium being repre-
sented by the equation:

NOaH

The yellow colour of p-nitrophenoj in alkaline
solution is due to the formation of water by
union of the hydrogen ions derived from the
nitronic acid with the hydroxyl tons from the
base, rcsul'ing in the liberation of the strongly
coloured anion. In acid solution these changes
aro reversed, and the colour is discharged in
consequence of the formation of the true nitro-
pbenol. _

The phthaleins, such as pnenolphthalein.

CO

and Phenol Red, phenolsuTphonepbthalein,

so,
,CBH4-OH

-CeH tOH

are acid indicators, the latter series having
pn range of about 1 to 1-5 units numerically
lower than the former. In a series of papers
published between 1916 and 1919, Acree and
his collaborators have brought forward con-
virtung evidence that the earlier theories
relating to the colour changes which phenol*
phthalein undergoes as being due to the open-
ing of the lactone ring and one of the phenol
groups becoming quinonoid aro incomplete.
White and Acree {J. Amer. Cbem. Soc. 1919,
41, 1190) have concluded that the sulphone-
phthaleius and the phthaWns are to be con-
sidered as dibasic acids, the primary salt being
produced from the carboxylic acid resulting
from the opening of the lactone ring and the
secondary salt from one of the phenol groups.
Certain sulphonephthaleina such as Thymol
Blue h»ve a double JJKrange, viz. from 1*2 to 2-8
and from 80 to 90, which affords additional
evidence of the dibasic character of the indicator.
Taking Phenol Red as a typical example oi the
Bulphonephthalein indicators, White and Acres
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represent the changes of constitution due to
neutralisation as follows:

Colourless laclouc.

•C(:C,Hd:O)CtH^OH

O3H
Yellow quirionoitl acid.

SOSK
Yellow quinouoid salt.

(:C8H4:O)CflH40K

SO3K
Intense red quluoneplicuolate snlt.

The replacement of hydrogen atoms by bromine
atoms in the molecule of a sulphonephthalein
causes the colour of the alkali salts to change
from red to blue. (See the Table, Vol. II, p. 640.)

Methyl Orange and Methyl Red are the most
important indicators which belong to the class
of azo-compounds. Tho parent substance,
diinethylammoazobenzene, closely resembles
Methyl Orange in indicator*1 properties. Its pa
range is 2-9-4-0, that of Methyl Orange being
3-0-4-4. The sulphomc acid group in Methyl
Orange1 is inert, the indicator properties being
determined, as in the parent rabetauce, by the
dime^hylammo -group. Hutitzsi-li mid Voigt
(Ber. 1929, 62 [B], 968) consider that tho yellow
alkfrticr form of dinjethylaniinoazobcnzene has
tr - formula C6H8~N = N-C.H4-N{CH3)j.
When it forms a salt wit tan acid HX the pro-
duct formed has a red cation haying a quinonoid
formula, thus:

CaHs-N = N-C6H1NMe2+HX

» 1 * i —

A [though the colour of indicators in solution
is determined primarily by the hydrogen :on
concentration, the presence of other substances,
e.g. alcohol, proteins and neutral aatta, may have
an appreciable influence on the colour. For a
discussion of the effects of alcohol and proteins,
seel. M. KolthonV" Indicators," translated by
N. H. Furnian, New York, 1928, and W. Mans-
field Clark, " The Determination of Hydrogen
Ions," 3rd ed., London, B^illiere, Tindall and
Cox. 1928. As regards neutral salts, their effect
in titration work is as a rule wholly negligible
(see Brennecke, op. cii.).' When, however, indi-
cators are used for the colorimetric deter-
mination of hydrogen ion concentration the
influence of neutral salt action may assume
greater importance. The general effect of

neutral salts is to cause displacement of the
colour of acid indicators towards the alkaline
side and of basic indicators to the acid side. It
appears to be established that neutral salts cause
alteration of the activity coefficients of the
differently coloured forms of indicators. The
influence of salts on chemical equilibria in solu-
tions has been discussed by Brensted (J.C.S.
1921, 119, 574) in terms of the theory of com-
plete ionisation of strong electrolytes and
activity coefficients. Kolthoff (J, Physical
Clieni. 1928, 32, 1820) has made a careful Study
of the salt error of certain indicators in the
colorimetric 'determination of pa, and has
emphasised that indicators differ very con-
siderably in their sensitiveness to neutral salt
action. Tims Methyl Orange and Methyl Red
have very Binall salt errors, whereas indicators
of tho triphenylnaethane series, such as Methyl
Violet and Brilliant Green, have large salt errors.

In 1888 J. J. Thomson (" Applications of
Dynamics to Physics and Chemistry," London,
Macmillan & Co., 1888, p. 234) pointed out
that capillury forces might have marked in-
fluence on chemical equilibria. Attempts to
obtain experimental verification of J. J. Thom-
son's ideas were not very successful until
Freiradlich. {Liversidge Lecture, J.C.S. 1930,
164) directed attention to some experiments due
to Deutsch who found that indicators in solution
near their turning point changed their colours if
the solution was shaken with a non-miscible
liquid Buch as benzene. Thus if Brointhymol
Blue (pH range 0-0-7-6) is placed in a mixture of
tap water and distilled water so that the blue
alkaline colour is well marked; on shaking with
benzene the displacement is in the acid (yellow)
direction, whereas when the layers are separated
tlfc aqueous layer reverts to the blue (alkaline)
colou-. If a triphenylmethane dyestuff such as
Brilliant Green is shaken with JV/4 hydrochloric
acid and benzene the displacement: in in tho
opposite (alkaline) direction. In this acid con-
centration Brilliant Green is yellow, corre-
sponding to a j>B value of 0-7. On shaking with
benzene the coloi/r becomes green, corresponding
to a pH value of 2. fat all experiments of this
kind the changes are strictly reversible.

The indicators in the list (Vol. II, p. 640) are
amply sufficient for all ordinary purposes. For
particular objects other indicators may have
special advantages. Mention may be made
of N»trazine* Yellow (2:4-dinitrobenzeneazo~l-
naphthol.3:6-diaulphonic acid) which was de-
scribed by Wenker (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934,
26, 350) as a very useful indicator for work
close to the region of neutrality. The colour
change is from yellow at pa 00 to blue at 7-2,
with'a violet grey tint between 6-4 and 6-8.
Mixtures of indicators having different absorp-
tion bands or the addition to an indicator
of a dye which transforms the regular colour
change into a different one more easily percept-
ible by the eye as in Hickman and Linstcad's
screened Methyl Orange (J.C.S. 1922,121, 2502)
have been recommended from time to time.
Universal indicators consist of a mixture of
3everal indicators having different colours and
Pa ranges. Clark (op. cit. p. 97) quotes several
mixtures of this kind. Other universal indi-

ral
•
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cators are supplied by chemical manufacturers,
and they should always be used under the con-
ditions recommended by the makers. These
mixtures are useful for making rapid colori-
metric pK measurements, usually to the nearest
unit, over a wide range of acidity. When the
approximate pK value has been obtained with
the aid of a universal indicator, a more accurate
value may be obtained ty'using a single indi-
cator having a short pH range such as one of the
sulphonephthalein series. In making deter-
minations of this kind either a solution of known
pK value may be used for reference (see BUFFER
SOLUTIONS, Vol. II, p. 120) or the colonmetry
may be effected with the aid of a Lovibond
comparator having standard colour discs appro-
priate to the individual indicators, each colour
differing from the next by 0-2 pH unit. It is not
difficult by estimation to obtain results accurate
to 0*1 £>H unit. For the colorimetric determina-
tion of titration curves without buffer mixtures
a paper by G)llespie (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1920,
42, 742) may be consulted. See also Kilpatrick
(Chem. Reviews, 1935,16, 57).

Fluorescent Indicators. The determina-
tion of the acidity of dark coloured liquids,
such as wines and fruit juices, may be
effected by titration with the aid of indicators
which show the end-point of the reaction by
the appearance or disappearance of fluorescence
in the liquid, the analyses being carried out in
ultra-violet light. As more progress in the
study of fluorescence has been made from the
standpoint of physical optics than from the
point of view of the constitution of substances
which exhibit the phenomenon, a few notes on
the subject may be added.

Fluorescent Indicators: An important paper
on fluorescence was published by Stokes (Phjl.
Trans. 1852, 463) who first used the term
fluorescence from fluor spar, as the analogous
term opalescence is derived from the name of
a mineral. Stokes considered that the wave-
length of the light emitted in fluorescence
is always greater than the wave-length of the
exciting light. Doubt has been0 thrown by later
work on this general principle, and in particular
it has been shown by •'Nichols and Merritt
(Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1912,
Publication 152) who used spectrophotometric
methods, that fluorescence can be excited in a
number of substances in solution by light of
greater wave-length than that at the centre of
the fluorescent band. The fluorescent efficiency
of dyes in solution, t.e. the ratio of the secondary
fluorescent radiation emitted by the solutions
to the total energy absorbed has been determined
by Wawilow (Z. Physik. 1924, 22, 266). The
highest value for this efficiency, viz. 0-8, was
obtained for aqueous solutions of fluorescein.
In methyl alcohol the value was 0-74, and in
ethyl alcohol it was 0-66. The influence of
solvents on the intensity of fluorescence has
been repeatedly emphasised by various investi-
gators, e.g. Pringflheim (Trans. Faraday Soc.
1939, 85, 28). In defining fluorescent efficiency
as the ratio of the amount of light emitted in
fluorescence to the amount absorbed, R. W.
Wood (" Physical Optics," 3rd ed., 1936, p. 653)
has drawn attention to an important difference

according as the measurements are made in
terms of energy, or by the number of light
quanta or photons absorbed or emitted.

Shortly after the discovery of fluorescein,
Kriiger (Ber. 1876, 9, 1572) showed that this
compound could be used as an indicator in
acidimetrio titrations. He pointed out that it
could be used in coloured solutions, and that the
indicator was insensitive to carbon dioxide,
which is in agreement with its pH range as
tabulated in a list compiled by Radley and
Grant (" Fluorescence Analysis in Ultra-violet
Light," 3rd ed., London, 1939, p. 312). Of the
numerous other compounds having fluorescent
indicator properties, mention may be made
particularly of quinine, which has a double pa

range from 5*9 to 61 and from 9-5 to 100, of
umbelliferone, first used by Robl (Ber. 1926,
59 [B], 1725), with a pa range of 6-5-7-6, and of
Acridine Orange with a pH range of 8-4-10-4.
Grant (Analyst, 1931, 56, 653) has adapted the
indicator properties of quinine to the deter-
mination of the compound by titrating a known
quantity in N/100 sulphuric acid with AC/100
sodium hydroxide in ultra-violet light. A useful
summary of some of the earlier work on fluores-
cence anafysis will be found in a paper by
Haidinger (Mikrochemie, 1932, 11, 429).

OXIDATION AND REDUCTION INDIOATOBS.

If an inert electrode, such%as a platinum wire,
is immersed in a solution oi a substance in two
different states of oxidation, such as a mixture
of ferrous and ferric ions, the electrode will
acquire a charge the potential of which will
depend upon the experimental conditions. For
any particular reversible system, the value of the
potential is governed by several factors, par-
ticularly the relative proportions1 of the oxidised
and reduced forms and tht^presence or absence
of other ions which are capable of formingvu>m-
plex ions with either the oxidant or the reduc-
tant. In the absence of complications arising
in consequence of the formation of complex fans,
the value of the potential in any particular
system is a function of the logarithm of the ra{ip
of the concentrations, or more strictly of the
activities, of the oxidised and reduced forms.
Since the relation between the value of the
potential and the concentrations of the oxidised
and reduced ions is a logarithmic one, it will be
evident that variations of these proportions will
have a relatively small effect upon the potential.
A considerable effect on the potential of a
ferrous-ferric systeiti may be observed by the
addition of sodium fluoride, because the net
effect of adding this salt is to cause withdrawal
of ferric ions on account of the formation of the
very stable ferrifluoride ions.

Conant (Chem. Reviews, 1927, 3, 1) has
stressed the importance ot the distinction
between reversible and irreversible oxidation-
reduction processes, and has pointed out that the
potential has a deAnite meaning only when
applied to strictly reversible processes. In -dis-
cussing various equations for expressing poten-
tials in terms of the logarithmic ratio of the
concentrations of the ions, Conant (op. cit.) has
pointed out \he advantages of doing this on the
grounds of simplicity, but added that discussion
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in terms of activities ia more exact, particularly
for inorganic ions. As regards organic com-
pounds, dismission of the problem in terms of
concentrations is considered to be sufficiently
accurate, A valuable summary of experimental
work on reversible oxidation and reduction in
organic systems which is of particular relevance
to indicators has been published by Clark
(ibid. 1926, 2, 127). Many organic compounds,
e.g. Methylene Blue, which function as oxidation-
reduction systems are strongly coloured in the
oxidised condition and colourless in the reduced
or Ieuco-condition. In the presence of a solution
•which has more powerful oxidising properties
than the substance, the organic compound will
be transformed almost completely into the
coloured form, whilst with a solution having
more powerful reducing properties the organic
compound will change over into the colourless
form. In short, Methylene Blue has the proper-
ties of an indicator. Clark (op. eit.) has pointed
out that it should be possible to measure reduc-
tion intensities by applying colorimetric methods
with oxidation-reduction indicators, just as
various buffer mixtures are utib'sed in colori-
metric investigations of pu with the aid of acid-
base indicators. •

For the purposes of volumetric analysis it
has been pointed out that the ideal oxida-
tion-reduction indicator should be a substance
having the properties^of an oxidising or reducing
agent which undergoes a striking colour change
at- some definite change of potential corre-
sponding to the end-point in a reaction such as

the oxidation of a ferrous salt in acid solution
with potassium dichromate. The colour change
should be completely reversible at the equi-
valence point of the reaction. It should be
noted that reactions concerned with oxidation
and reduction are frequently of a more complex
character than those involving neutralisation.
In the latter, the reactions are wholly ionic, and
the corresponding colou changes of the indicator
are brought about by ionic reactions accom-
panied by tautomeric changes. The oxidation
of ferrous ions by eerie ions is similar.to neutrali-
sation as the reactions consist wholly in the
transfer of electrons. Other reactions concerned
with oxidation and reduction may involve
irreversible changes, such as the conversion of
the oxalate anion into carbon dioxide when
oxalates are oxidised by permanganate in acid
solution.

Few compounds fulfil the requirements of the
ideal oxidation-reduction indicator. Many sub-
Btances undergo remarkable colour changes
when they ara oxidised, but the changes are
frequently of an irreversible character and on
this account such compounds should be avoided
for volumetric work'.'

Diphmylamine was introduced by Knop (J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1924, 46, 263) as an indi-
cator for the titration of ferrous salts by di-
chromate. The compound is first oxidised
irreversibly to diphenylbenzidine, then reversibly
to diphenoqui'none-4:4'-dianil, with a green men-
quinone as intermediate, possibly according to
the equation:

See Ilehrmann and Micewicz (Ber. 1912, 45,
2644- The colour change takes place at uhout
0-76 voii/on. the hydrogen scale independently of
th« pH of the solution. But the rate at which the
violet colour developB when ferrouB ions are
titrated by dichromate increases with the
acidity. The sharpness of the end-point of this
titration is increased by addition of phosphate
or fluoride ions to the solution so as to produce
the complex ferriphosphate or ferrifluoride ions
and thereby reduce th^ potential of the ferrouB-
ferric system below the valut'for simple ions.

ifoWwm diphenylamine&idphonale is in maiiy
respects preferable to the parent substance.
The colour change takes place at a potential of
about 0-83 volt, and this indicator ia much less
dbbject to interference by other substances than
is diphenylamine. The compound is usually
employed ih a solution OJ 0-3% concentration,
two drops being sufficient for the titration of
25 ml. of a ferrous salt in Nj'JS concentration by
pota-3ium dichromate or eerie sulphate. The
colour change is from green to violeti-and is
sharply reversible. The end-point is not strictly
coincident with the equivalence point, a small
correction being necessary in very exact work.
The correction may however be eliminated if the

+ 2H+2e

oxidising agent is standardised with the indi-
cator under conditions as nearly identical as
possible with tlio^j in which it is to be employed.
Cone and Cady [ibid. 1927, 49, 350) have used
diphenylbenzidine as indicator in the titration
of zinc by potassium ferrocyanide containing a
trace of ferrieyanide. At the end-point the zinc
is precipitated as a double ferrocyanide, so that
the ratio of ferrieyanide to ierrocyanide in the
solution is greatly increased with the result that
the iniiicator is oxidised to the violet colour.

Another aeries of oxidation-reduction indi-
cators belonging to the triphenylmethane series
of compounds was suggested by Knop (Z. anal.
Chem. 1929, 77, Hi), Furman and Wallace
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 52, 2347) found t̂ vo,
viz. tlrioglaucine and Eriogreen, of value in the
titration of ferrous salts by eerie sulphate.

Tri-ortkopkenanthroline-ferrous sulphate, an
oxidation-reduction indicator of a different type
from those previously considered, was introduced
for volumetric work by Walden, Hammett and
Chapman (ibid. 1931, 53, 3908; 1933, 56. 2649).
The compound has a very stable complex cation,
Fe(C1jHeNs),++, having a deep red colour. The
change from the red ferrous complex to a pale
blue ferric one takes place at a potential of 1-14
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volte on the hydrogen Bcale according to the
equation:

Fe(C i aHBNa)3
+ + . ^

The indicator solution is prepared by dissolving
the calculated quantity of orthophenanthroline
hydrate (mol. wt. 198) in a 0-025 molar solution of
ferrous sulphate containing as little free acid as
possible. One drop is sufficient for the titration
of 25 ml. of a NjlO ferrous solution with either
eerie sulphate or potassium dichromate. This
sub&ance is apparently the best oxidation-
reduction indicator which has so far been dis-
covered, as the iron-phenanthroline complexes
are not liable to further oxidation and foreign
substances in solution are without effect upon
them. Further, the addition of complex-forming
ions (fluorides or phosphates) is not necessary
nor is any correction required for this indicator.

For a useful monograph on oxidation-reduc-
tion indicators, see Brennecke [o-p. cit. p. 155.

ADSORPTION INDICATORS.

In 1923 Fajans and his collaborators intro-
duced organic dyest riffs as indicators for the
titration of silver and halidb ions. Most of the
early experiments were carried out with fluo-
rescein and certain halogenated fluoresceins
such as Eosin and Hose Bengal (dichtorotetra-
iodofluorescein) (Fajans and Wolff, Z. anorg.
Chem. 1924, 137, 221). Such compounds under-
go striking colour changes at the erjd-point when
solutions of halides are titrated with silver
nitrate, fluorescein giving satisfactory results
-with chlorides, Eosin with bromides, while Rose
Bengal is particularly useful for iodides. Since
the colour changes with these dyestuffs take
place essentially upon the colloidally dispersed
particles or upon the surface of the precipitate
they are known generally aa adsorption indi-
cators. Dichlor{R)-Fluorescein, having proper-
ties intermediate between those of fluorescein
and Eostn, was recommended by Kolthoff, Lauer
and Sunde (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1929, 51, 3273)
for the. titration of chloride in very dilute solu-
tion. These indicators are generally used only
in neutral solution, but Eosin may be used in
very weakly acid solution;1 Other dyestuffs, Buch
as Phenosafranine, first used by Fajans and
Weir, and tartrazine; Berry and Durrant
(Analyst, 1930, 55, 013), can be used, in the
presence of nitric acid up to about 0-S.Af.

It has been shown that when dilute solutions
of halide and silver ions are brought together,
the hydrosol of the silver halide acquires a posi-
tive charge if silver ions are present in excess,
whereas if halide ions are in excess the hydrosol
becomes negatively charged. If an ionisable
dypetuff ia present in the- solution, compounds
can be formed either with the adsorbed silver
ions and the anions of the dye, or, alternatively,
between the* adsorbed halide ions and the cations
of the dydstuff. The colour changes which take
place with adsorption indicators have been dis-
cussed by Fajans and Hassel (Z. Elektrochem.
1923, 29, 495) in terms of ionic deformation
phenomena on the crystal lattice of the silver
halides. Kolthoff {Chem. Reviews, 1935,16, 87)
is of opinion that the explanations given by
Fajans are not quite accurate and has suggested

an alternative interpretation
change adsorption.

The capacity for adsorption of dyestuffs by
analogous ions increases with diminishing solu-
bility of the resulting silver halide.' The solu-
bilities of the three salts in mols. per litre
are 1-4x10-* for the chloride, 0-725x10"* for
the bromide, and 1-0 x 10~8 for the iodide.
Dyestuffs also vary considerably as regards
capacity for adsorption by a given silver halide.
Thus Erythrosin is much more strongly adsorbed
than Eostn, and Eosin ia more strongly adsorbed
than fluorescein. These differences are of great
importance in the practical application of the
compounds as indicators in volumetric work.
Titration curves will 1M found in K. Fajans'
monograph (" Newer Methods of Volumetric
Chemical Analysis," edited by W. Bottger,
1938, p. 203). Dyestuffa of the fluorescein
series and tartrazine may be used conveniently
in 0-5% concentration, and one or two drops
will be found suitable for the titration of halides
by silver nitrate or vice versa in volumes of 20-̂ 50
ml. of solutions of the order of NIIQ concentra-
tion. Fhenosafranine should however be used
in more dilute solution, about 0-25%. Titra*
tions are byst carried out in stoppered bottles
with frequent shaking and it is desirable to add
a few drops of some suitable electrolyte such as
strontium nitrate solution to facilitate floccu-
lalion of the colloidal silver, halide.

The properties of a few practically useful ad-
sorption indicators for argentometric determina-
tions are summarised in the following Table:

Indicator.

Fluorescein.

Dichlor(R)-
Fluoreseein.

Eosin.

Rose Bengal.

Phenosa-
franine.

Tartrawne.

Titration with
conditions.

+
Cl by Ag in
neutral solu-
tion.

+
Cl by Ag in
very dilute so-
lution.
- , +
Br by Ag in
neutral or very
feebly acid so-
lution.
— +
I by Ag in
neutral or very
newly neutral
solution.
Br or Cl by
+

Ag or vice
versa. Beat ,in
very
HN

dilute
HNO3 solu-
tion.
+ •

Ag in dilute

HNO, solu-

tion by Cl or

BrorSCN.

Colour change.

Lemon -*• pink.
AgCl becomes
pink at t'Ae end-
point..

Yellowish-green
-•pink

Yellowish - red
-• red-violet.

Rose in the so-
lution to violet
on the Agl pre-
cipitate.

Red pi blue on
the surface of
the precipitate.

Dye renvoved
from precipi-
tate. Liquid
becomes rich
lemon colour.
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1'lien osafranine is more susceptible to inter
forence by certain substances in solution than
tuitrazine. In particular, sulphates must be
absent as they prevent the formation of the blue
silver derivative of the compound. Rose
Bengal is useful for the titration of iodide in the

presence of chloride by silver nitrate {Fajans
and Wolff, I.e.; Berry, Analyst, 1936, 61, 310), as
silver iodide absorbs this dyestuff strongly.

Diphenylcarbazide has been used by Wellings
(ibid. 1933, 58, 331) for determining the end
point in the titration of cyanides by silver
nitrate, the colour change from red to violet
being well marked. Adsorption indicators have
been used in other p red/'Station reactions, such
as Alizarin S (sodium alizarinsulphonate) in the
titration of ferrocyanides by lead nitrate in
neutral solution (Burstein, Z. anorg, Chcm. 1927,
164, 219), and Brouiphenol Blue in the titratior
of mercurous salts by potassium bromide and
vice versa (Kolthoff and Larson, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1934, 56, 1881).

RADIOACTIVE INDICATOHS.

Electroscopic methods of detecting and
measuring traces of radioactive substances far
surpass spectroscopic methods-of analysis in
sensitiveness. Thus a quantity of 1G~17 g. of
thorium-C, a radioactive isotope of bismuth,
has been detected, as compared with 3 x 10~M g.
of sodium which has been stated to be the
smallest quantity of that element detectable hi
the flame spectrum. In selecting a radio-element
for use as an indicator it is important to avoid
one w,hich has too short a half-value period, i.e.
the time required for the disintegration of half
the initial quantity of the element. The in-
tensity of radiation depends not upon the total
number of atoms present, but upon the number
of iitoii.j which disintegrate in unit time. The
practical value of radioactive indicators may now
be illustrated by one or two simple examples.

HevSsy and Rona (Z. physikal. Chem. 1915,89,
294>de^inined the solubility of lead chromate
in «'*ter as follows. To a definite amount of a
soluble lead salt a known quantity of the radio-
active isotope thorium-B was added. The
chromate was then prepared and placed in water
to obtain a saturated solution. A definite;
volume was then evaporated to dryness and the
thorium-B on the dish determined electro-
scopically. The weight of lead was thus
obtained" and hence the solubility of lead
chromate. The value obtairTed was 2 x IO~*
moles per litre at room temperature which is in
good agreement with the value obtained by
electrochemical methods. More recent appli-
cations of radioactive indicators to problems in
analytical chetnistryjvill be found in a paper by
Jlosenblum (Chem. Reviews, 1935, 16, 99).

The hydride of bismutlf was discovered by
using thorium-C as indicator and causing
hydrogen to be generated in" an apparatus in
wlik-lriliiB radioactive indicator had been placed.
The gas which escaped was found by l&meth
to have radioactive properties (Ber. 1918, 51,
1704). Having found by radioactive methods
that bismuth hydride was capable of existence,
Paueth and Winternitz {ibid. 1918, 51, 1728)

prepared a weighable quantity of the com-
pound from non-radioactive nfatcrial.

Other examples of the use of these indicators
will be found in Paneth's monograph " Radio-
Elements as Indicators," McGraw-Hill Book
Company Inc., New York, 1928, and in that of
0. Hahn (" Applied Radiochemistry," Cornell
University Press, New York, 1936).

The discovery of artificial radioactivity by
1. Curie and F. Joliot (Compt, rend. 1934, 198,
254) has greatly extended the possibilities of
using radioactive indicators in maixy different
types of investigations. By attacking the atoms
of ordinary elements with a-particles, protons,
deuterons or neutrons, it is possible to prepare
isotopes of these eleitnents with unstable nuclei
and consequently radioactivo properties. The
use of artificial radioactive elements as indi-
cators in chemical investigations appears to have
been first suggested by Groese and Agruss (J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1935, 57, 591) who studied
the exchange of bromine atoms between free
bromine and sodium bromide dissolved in water.
These experiments were carried out by subject-
ing the salt to bombardment with neutrons and
thereby producing a radioactive isotope of
bromine. Much progress has been made in the
study of artificial radioactivity since that time,
and a useful and interesting report on the sub-
ject, which includes a survey of a number of
papers on radioactive indicators, has been
published by Seaborg (Chem, Reviews,. 1940, 27,
199).

A. J . B.
INDIGO, NATURAL AND SYN-

THETIC. Indigo is one of the most impor-
tant, and at the same time the most ancient, of
blue colouring matters. Extensively used for
piguienting and for dyeing both cotton and
woollen materials, it was until the end of the
nineteenth century obtained exclusively from
a variety of plants, most of them growing in
tropical countries. The discovery of the
chemical constitution of the chief colouring
constituent of the natural indigo, called Indi-
jotin, the invention of synthetic methods for
producing indigotin from sub3tances obtainable
from coal tar, and fine ultimate successful
manufacture of synthetic indigo, first accom-
plished in Germany, constitute brilliant chapters
in the hirtory of modern scientific and industrial
chemistry. The triumph of the synthetic article,
lowevcr, spelt disaster for the producers of
natural'lndigo, -rhieh, as an article of commerce,
s now practically dead.

The greatest advances in our knowledge of the
chemistry of the process of manufacture of
ndigo from indigoierous plants, and of the
actor? controlling the success of the operations,

were gained during the last years of the nine-
teenth and the early years of the twentieth
century by the labours of British and Dutch
chemists. But these attempts to put the in-
dustry on a scientific footing came too late to
save it. Far more scientific effort had been put
nto the search for a synthetic process, and the
»attle was quickly won by German dyestuff

manufacturers.
Indigo is insoluble in water, and is, therefore,

useless its a dye without modification. The
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origin of the discovery that indigo could be dis-
solved in a vat of fermenting organic matter is
unknown, but all early dyers must have used
this process. In such a vat the indigo undergoes
reduction and dissolves as " indigo-white ". or
leuco-indigo, which forms a yellow solution in
alkaline liquors. When a piece of cloth is
dipped in the liquor or " vat," it absorbs the
almost colourless indi^o-white, and when it is
subsequently exposed to the air oxidation occurs
MJid the blue dyestuff is formed in the cloth,
l i is so-called fermentation vat is now only used
for special purposes, mainly^ in the East.
Chemical reducing agents are now used, the most
important being sodium " hydrosulphite,"
(Na2S2O4), although others such as zinc dust
and lime (an older process) may be used.
Dyeing with indigo is dealt with more fully
elsewhere (see Vol. IV, 135).

NATURAL INDIGO.
Historical.—Methods for preparing indigo

from the plant are given in ancient 'Sanskrit
records, and, although it appears to have been
known to the Romans only as a pigment, there
is abundant evidence that it was used in ancient
Egypt for dyeing mummy cloths. Knowledge
of the dyestuff is said to have been re-introduced
to Europe from the East by the great traveller
Marco Polo about A.D. 1300, but its use in
Europe was very limited until ..it began to be
imported early in the sixteenth century via the
Cape of Good Hope. The East India Company
is stated to have been exporting large quantities
of indigo by 1615. Its use met with much
opposition from the growers of woad, and laws
prohibiting its use were enacted on the Continent
and in England. It use was legally permitted
in France in 1737 and gradually its merits became
universally recognised. Until near thec&lose of
the nineteenth century, when the manufacture
of synthetic indigotin in Germany was success-
fully accomplished, the cultivation of indigo-
yielding plants and the extraction of the colour-
ing matter was an important industry in tropical
countries.

The most important-sources of indigo for the
European market were India (Bengal), Java
and Guatemala, the,last being of minor im-̂
portance. The quality of the product varied
considerably fro*h time to time and from place
to place. According to Gorgievics, the best
Indian indigo came from Lower Bengal and
Bihar, and the quality deteriorated going from
East to West. It was also grown in the Philip-
pine Islands, China, Japan, Brazil and parts of
Africa.

According to H. E. Armstrong (J. Soc. Arts,
1919, 67, 446), the acreage under indigj culti-
vation in India in 1897, the year in which
synthetic .indigo first appeared on the market,
was 1,088,042; this had fallen to less than
150,000 by 1914. In 1897 India exported
169,543 cwt. of indigo worth £2,910,000, of
which 62,669 cwt. came to the United Kingdom.
Two-fifths of the production came from Northern
Bihar, and, according to Rawson (J.S.C.I. 1899,
18, 467) the industry employed one and a half
million people. The loss of this industry was a
tragedy for India. A revival occurred during
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the war of 1914-18 when supplies of German
indigo were cut off from most parts of the world
and other countries had not yet started the
manufacture. The acreage under- indigo rose
to 316,600 in 1921-2 but thereafter diminished
rapidly. At the present time there is little
demand for natural indigo; in 1933 India is
said to have exported but 417 cwt. of which
20 cwt. came to the United Kingdom. It is
said that natural indigo is still used to some
extent in the Dutch Indies for batik dyeing
(J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 1937, 53, 248).

In 1916-22 a serious attempt was made,
largely inspired by Professor H. E. Armstrong,
to rejuvenate the natural indigo industry in
India by organised research. Many people
considered that by improved methods of culti-
vation, manufacture, organisation and sales-
manship it would be possible to make natural
indigo once again competitive with synthetic
indigotin. An account of the whole experiment
and its abandonment owing to political disturb-
ances and financial stringency is given by W. A.
Davis (Chem. and Ind. 1924, 266-268, 303-307).
Some of the results obtained by Davis and his
collaborators are referred to later in this article.

The Plant and its Cultivation.—The most
important plants yielding indigo belong to the
genus Indigqfera (Fam. Leguminosae); these
have been cultivated in India, China, Egypt,
the Philippines, Caracas &&d Brazil. The follow-
ing species have been cultivated for indigo manu-
facture : Indigofera tinctoria Linn., /. sumatrana
Gaertn. (the Indian plant), /. disperma Linn.,
/. argentea Linn., /. arrecta Hochst (the Natal
plant), I. paucifolia Delile (the Madagascar plant)
and /. secundiflqra Poir. (Guatemala plant).
Less important are /. j>sevdotinctoria R.Br.,
/. angustifolia Linn., *?.' arcuata Willd, /.
caroliniana Walt., /. cinerea Willd, /. Igngerace-
mosa Boiv., /. caerulea Roxb., /. endecaphylla
Jacq., /. glabra Linn., /. hirsuta Linn., /. indica
Lam., I. mexicana Benth. and /. leptqstachya
D.Q. In Japan, China and Russia the plant
usually cultivated has been Polygo'iv'um tine-
torium Ait. belonging to the genus Persi&ria,
and the native West African source of indigo
has been almost entirely Lonchocarpus cyanescens
Benth. The European woad plant, at one time
largely grown in Europe, is Isatis tinctoria.
Other plants which yield indigo are Nerium
tinctorium, Gymnema tingens Spreng, Eupatorimn
lave D.C., Tephrosia tinctoria Pers., Marsdenia
tinctoria R.Br. und certain species of orchids
Juch as Phaius grandiflorus Reichb. and Calanthe
veratrifolia R.Br.

The colour-yielding substance, indican, in
Indigofera species is present almost entirely in
the leaf, and to some extent in the mid-rib or
rachis. According to Rawson (The Cultivation
and Manufacture a$ Indigo in Bengal, J.S C.
1899, 18, 467), the percentage of leaf in a well-
grown plant is about 40, but other workers
record values as high as 60-65%. The indigotin
content of the leaf varies with the season of the
year (thus Rawson found 0-2% on May 28 and
0-76% on August 25), the age of the leaf and its
position on the plant. Although the maximum
amount of colouring matter is present from the
middle to the end of August, by this time much
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leaf has been lost from the plant; manufacture
is, therefore, usually started in the middle of
June. Gaunt, Thomas and Bloxam (J .S.C.I.
1907, 26, 1174) record a sample of air-dried
leaves of /. sumatrana yielding 3-53% of indi-
gotin, against 0*6% from other samples and
1*61% from /. arrecta, and they suggest that
cultivation and selection should increase the
indigotin content of the plant.

Up to the early years of this century the plant
generally cultivated in India was /. sumatrana,
said to be a mixture of several sub-varieties.
Another species, /. arrecta (the Natal plant),
had been developed in Java by the Dutch indigo
research station, and had replaced the /. secundi-
flora formerly grown. This plant was intro-
duced into India, largely by Bernard Coventry
(see Indigo Improvements Syndicate Report,
1901), and according to W. A. Davis {I.e.) for
some years gave phenomenal results. Where
/. sumatrana had given only 5 seers (10 lb.) of
cake indigo per acre, the new plant gave yields
of 20-40 seers in several successive years on
many estates. Such yields enabled indigo
planters to make substantial profits in com-
petition with synthetic indigotin, but by 1915,
owing to a mysterious wilt disease, the yields
had fallen to only 5-7 seers per acre. Davis
was successful in showing that the disease and
consequent failure of the crops was due to
deficiency of the soil ir_" phosphates and organic
matter caused by continuous heavy cropping
without manurial treatment. It was found that
/. arrecta could be grown with great success in
Assam, especially for the production of seed
which could not be produced on the im-
poverished soil of Bihar. For a comparison of
the indigotin content of /. sumatrana and I.
arrecta, see BergtheS 1 Report of the Indigo
Research Station, Sirsiah, 1906, 1907).

According to W. A. Davis (Publications of the
Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, 1920,
No. 7) Jiigh-quality plants rich in indigotin are
obtained when the soil is poor in nitrogen so that
the plant is forced to grow on nitrogen taken' up
front, the air by the nodule bacteria. It seems
probable that the activity C5f these organisms
determines high indigotin content, and that the
production of indican is due to the plant
removing from the nodules nitrogen compounds
which would be prejudicial to their continuous
action. A good supply of soluble phosphates
and of organic matter is necessary. Humus
supplied must not contain nitrogen, and cover
crops such as wheat or mustard which remove*
nitrogen are advantageous.

The Manufacturing Process.-—The pro-
cess of extracting indigo from the plant is a
simple one, and the operations carried out in
India and other plac«i in the twentieth century
a*re said to differ but little, from those of the
ancient Egyptians. There are two major
operations, a steeping of the, plants in water,
during^ which a fermentation takes place,
followed by an aeration of the resulting sohition
in a separate vessel, causing the precipitation
of the indigo. The following description is
given by Davis. The plant is cut in the field in
the early morning, taken to the factory in bullock
carts and loaded into cement-lined vats. [It

has been shown by Watson (J.S.C.I. 1918, 37,
81) that when the plant is air-dried the amount
of indican present diminishes. It has long
been known that the indican rapidly disappears
from the freshly-cut moist leaf.] The vats are
then filled with water, warmed if necessary to
90°F., the plants being kept down and held in
position by cross-beams fastened across the tops
of the vats. The plants 3re left to steep in the
water about 12 hours; after about 4 hours a
bacterial fermentation sets in, the effect o^
which is that the parent substance of the djfe,
the so-called indican, present in the leaves of
the plant, passes into solution. The materials
fermented consist of protein and carbohydrate
exuded from the cut stems, and the gas liberated
consists, in the early stages, of nitrogen and
hydrogen, but in the later stages an increasing
proportion of carbon dioxide is evolved and the
vat liquor becomes slightly acid.

When the fermentation is complete the liquor
has a slightly yellow colour and contains indoxyl
(see p. 464c). From this liquor the dye is ob-
tained by a process known as " beating." The
liquor is run into large vats at a lower level, and
is then thrown up into the air as a fine spray
by means of a large paddle-wheel. The indoxyl
becomes oxidised to indigo; after about 1£ hours
the beating is stopped and the indigo is allowed
to settle out as a fine blue mud. After a good
fermentation the settling is nearly perfect, but
with a bad fermentation it is very incomplete
and 20-30% of the indigo may be lost. After
settling, the supernatant liquor is carefully run
off by special valves and the thick blue mud
remaining is transferred to a boiling tank where
water containing a small amount of dilute sul-
phuric acid is added and the mixture raised to
the hftil by live steam. This treatment prevents
further fermentation and dissolves out brown
impurities (indigo-gluten). The indigo is again
allowed to settle and after the clear liquor has
been run off the residue is transferred to " filter-
ing tables," large frames across which cotton
cloth is stretched, and drained. The residue is
then pressed between cloths in large wooden
boxes, and slabs of indigo^ in. thick are obtained.
The slabs are then cut up by wire cutters into
3 in. cubes which are dried slowly in air to a
•moisture content of 6%, tnis taking 4-6 weeks.
The cubA are finally brushed, polished and
packed for market #n large wooden chests hold-
ing 300 lb.

Water.—In thfe manufacture of indigo, pure
water in large quantities is needed. J. Bridges
Lee, "Indigo Manufacture," Calcutta, 1892,
recommends treating hard water with lime, and
if much organic matter is present, with perman-
ganate.* Alumino-ferric may also be used (Ber£-
theil). Davis (Indigo Publication, 1920, No. 8,
Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa) says that
in Assam at Panchnoi the water available for
steeping gave a poor yield and quality of indigo
because, coming by a small river from nearby
hills, its bacterial character changed rapidly.
The soft river water gave a slow growth of
indican-splitting bacteria, making longer steep-
ing necessary, and this is known to be dis-
advantageous.

Extraction.—As is to be expected, the manu-
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facturing process varies in detail, in different
places and at different times, and a considerable
amount of experimental work on the influence
of various factors is on record. The fermenta-
tion may be complete in 6 hours in very hot
weather, but generally, at a temperature of
90-92°F., 12-15 hours appear to be necessary,
both for /. sumatrana ancj /. arrecta, according
to the indiean content of the plant. The addition
of chemicals such as mercuric chloride, sodium
ancT^wtassium carbonates, lime, carbolic acid,
formaldehyde and sugar does not appear to be
advantageous, but sodium nitrate^ is said to
facilitate the deposition of the indigo in the
oxidising vat. The work of Thomas, Bloxam
and Perkin (J.C.S. 1909, 95, 846) suggests that
the addition of a small quantity of sulphuric or
oxalic acid may be advantageous.

An account of a hot-water process of extrac-
tion is given by Dr. Roxburgh, dated 1797, in
Bancroft's " Philosophy of Permanent Colours,"
London, 1813, who says that a more complete
and certain extraction of the basis of indigo is
effected by subjecting the plant to the action of
water heated to about 15O-1CO°F. A hot-water
method' of extraction was used by the Java
planters using /. arrecta, and Rawson, who
carried out experiments with the method on
/. sumatrana, concluded that it gave a higher-
quality indigo (75-77%) than did the ordinary
method (50-55%), but that the method offered
no practical advantage except in cold weather.
For further details consult Bridges Lee (op. cit.)9

Georgievics, " Der Indigo," Leipzig, 1892, and
C. Rawson (The Cultivation and Manufacture
of Indigo in Bengal, J.S.C.I. 1899, 18, 467;
J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 1899,15, 166)'.

Oxidation.—Much work was also done wit^
the object of improving the oxidation process.
Rawson considered that the oxidation of^the
fermented liquor was improved by air-blowing,
a process patented by Geneste in 1*888, the yield
being 20% better than by wheel beating. It had
long been considered that certain " prccipitants "
facilitated deposition of the indipp during oxida-
tion, their action being probably to cause a more
rapid oxidation. Coventry1, in 1894, patented
the addition of lime in a vat intermediate
between the fermentation and oxidation vats.
This caused the precipitation of calciunft and
magnesium carbonates which carried down im-
purities. The supernatant Iiqu3r was run off
and oxidised in the usual way, acid being added
to prevent contamination of the indigo with
lime. This process gave an increased yield of
indigo of improved quality, not equal to the
Java product, but resembling it in containing a
quanNity of indirubin. Caustic soda, sodium
peroxide and ammonia can also be used, but the
best process of all appears to be to blow ammonia,
steam and air simultaneously into the vat by
means of aii injector. By this process Rawson
claimed an increase of yield varying from 37 to
63-8% over that obtained by the ordinary
oxidation process. It must be added, however,
that Bergtheil (Report of the Indigo Research
Station, Sirsiah, 1906) considered the ammonia
process little, if any, improvement over the
ordinary oxidising process when the latter is
carried out under the best conditions.

Sometimes the indigo settles badly and the
liquor which is run off (the " seeth " water) may
contain as much as 20% of the product. , Rawson
recommended the addition of alkali td promote
sedimentation, and Bergtheil recommended
alumino-ferric. Davis, however, as the result
of later experiments (Agricultural Res. Inst.,
Pusa, Indigo Publication, 1918, No. 3) pre-
ferred Dhak gum which does not precipitate
impurities as alumino-ferric does. When added
5 minutes before the heating is ended, Bhak
gum in certain cases gave an increase of yield
of 70% with /. sumatrana and 35% with the
Java plant.

For the purification of the indigo paste, it
appears at one time to have been the practice
in the East Indies to boil it with water and soda
(Bancroft), but writers such as Roxburgh and
Cosigny recommended the action of dilute sul-
phuric acid. The practice of boiling with the
diluted acid became general, and Rawson con-
sidered that the treatment improved the quality
by 5-10%. After settling, the liquor wa&
decanted arid the indigo again boiled with fresh
water, filtered, pressed and dried. It is said to
be advantage )us to dry the indigo slowly to get
a strong product, because during this slow drying
some impurities gradually decompose with
evolution of ammonia.

As has been stated, indigo^was sold in cubes,
but Briggs devised an apparatus, an illustration
of which appears in Bergtheil's report of 1906,
for drying the indigo to a powder. When syn-
thetic indigo was marketed, the manufacturers
secured an important selling advantage by
offering it as a paste, of constant indigotin
content, which was readily soluble in the dyeing
vat. W. A. Davis, who started his work in
India in 1916, quickly paift attention to this
point, and he claimed to have succeeded in
standardising the preparation of a similar
marketable paste from natural indigo.

Efficiency of Manufacture.—As the atibve
description has indicated, there are several
stages in the manufacturing process where lop?
of indigo may occur. TJhe chief losses are that
due to incomplete extraction of the plant,
believed by Rawson to be about 5%; the loss in
th$ " seeth " water through incomplete precipi-
tation after oxidation, which may be 10-20%,
or much more in unfavourable circumstances;
and the conversion of the extracted indoxyl
into products other than indigotin, for Perkin
and Bloxam consider that from the moment of
its production by hydrolysis of the indiean of
the plant (see later) the indoxyl is undergoing
destructive decomposition. Rawson in hit*
paper on the Cultivation and Manufacture of
Indigo (ll.c), considered that jf his suggestions
were adopted there would be little room for
remunerative alteration Mn the process, whilst
Bergtheil, in 1906, considered that 87% of the
extractable indigotin' was accounted for, and
62-72% of the theoretical yield was obtained
as dry Colouring matter. Bloxam (J.S.C.I.
1906,25,735), however, from the results of careful
analysis of the daily output from the Pem-
barandah factory in 1904, calculated that the
highest efficiency obtained did not reach 50%,
the average was 25% (about 01495% from the
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leaf has been lost from the plant; manufacture
is, therefore, usually started in the middle of
June. Gaunt, Thomas and Bloxam (J.S.C.I.
1907, 26, 1174) record a sample of air-dried
leaves of /. sumatrana yielding 3-53% of indi-
gotin, against 00% from other samples and
1*61% from /. arrecta, and they suggest that
cultivation and selection should increase the
indigotin content of the plant.

Up to the early years of this century the plant
generally cultivated in India was 1. sumatrana,
said to be a mixture of several sub-varieties.
Another species, /. arrecta (the Natal plant),
had been developed in Java by the Dutch indigo
research Btation, and had replaced the I. secundi-
flora formerly grown. This plant was intro-
duced into India, largely by Bernard Coventry
(see Indigo Improvements Syndicate Report,
1901), and according to W. A. Davis (I.e.) for
some years gave phenomenal results. Where
/. sumatrana had given only 5 seers (10 lb.) of
cake indigo per acre, the new plant gave yields
of 20-40 seers in several successive years on
many estates. Such yields enabled indigo
planters to make substantial profits in com-
petition with synthetic indigotin, but by 1915,
owing to a mysterious wilt disease, the yields
had fallen to only 5-7 seers per acre. Davis
was successful in showing that the disease and
consequent failure of the crops was due to
deficiency of the soil LL phosphates and organic
matter caused by continuous heavy cropping
without manurial treatment. It was found that
/. arrecta could be grown with great success in
Assam, especially for the production of seed
which could not be produced on the im-
poverished soil of Bihar. For a comparison of
the indigotin content of /. sumatrana and /.
arrecta, see Bergtheli, 'Report of the Indigo
Research Station, Sirsiah, 1906, 1907).

According to W. A. Davis (Publications of the
Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, 1920,
No. 7) Jugh-quality plants rich in indigotin are
obtained when the soil is poor in nitrogen so that
the plant-!., forced to grow on nitrogen taken' up
fron..-yhe air by the nodule bacteria. It seems
probable that the activity of these organisms
determines high indigotin content, and that the
production of indican is due to the plant
removing from the nodules nitrogen compounds
which would be prejudicial to their continuous
action. A good supply of soluble phosphates
and of organic matter is necessary. Humus
supplied must not contain nitrogen, and cover
crops such as wheat or mustard which removcc
nitrogen are advantageous.

T h e Manufacturing Process.—The pro-
cess of extracting indigo from the plant is a
simple one, and the operations carried out in
India and other places in the twentieth century
tfee said to differ but little from those of the
ancient Egyptians. There are two major
operations, a steeping of the, plants in water,
during^ which a fermentation takes place,
followed by an aeration of the resulting solution
in a separate vessel, causing the precipitation
of the indigo. The following description is
given by Davis. The plant is cut in the field in
the early morning, taken to the factory in bullock
carte and loaded into cement-lined vats. [It

has been shown by Watson (J.S.C.I. 1916, 37,
81) that when the plant is air-dried the amount
of indican present diminishes. It has long
been known that the indican rapidly disappears
from the freshly-cut moist leaf.] The vats are
then filled with water, warmed if necessary to
90°F.t the plants being kept down and held in
position by cross-beams fastened across the tops
of the vats. The plants ure left to steep in the
water about 12 hours; after about 4 hours a
bacterial fermentation sets in, the effect Q£"
which is that the parent substance of the dj/e,
the so-called indican, present in the leaves of
the plant, passes into solution. The materials
fermented consist of protein and carbohydrate
exuded from the cut stems, and the gas liberated
consists, in the early stages, of nitrogen and
hydrogen, but in the later stages an increasing
proportion of carbon dioxide is evolved and the
vat liquor becomes slightly acid.

When the fermentation is complete the liquor
has a slightly yellow colour and contains indoxyl
(see p. 464c). From this liquor the dye is ob-
tained by a process known as ll beating." The
liquor is run into large vats at a lower level, and
is then thrown up into the air as a fine spray
by means of a large paddle-wheel. The indoxyl
becomes oxidised to indigo; after about 1£ hours
the beating is stopped and the indigo is allowed
to settle out as a fine blue mud. After a good
fermentation the settling is nearly perfect, but
with a bad fermentation it is very incomplete
and 20-30% of the indigo may be lost. After
settling, the supernatant liquor is carefully run
off by special valves and the thick blue mud
remaining is transferred to a boiling tank where
water containing a small amount of dilute sul-
phuric acid is added and the mixture raised to
the toil by live steam. This treatment prevents
further fermentation and dissolves out brown
impurities (indigo-gluten). The indigo is again
allowed to settle and after the clear liquor has
been run off the residue is transferred to " filter-
ing tables," large frames across which cotton
cloth is stretched, and drained. The residue is
then pressed between cloths in large wooden
boxes, and slabs of indigo..** in. thick are obtained.
The slabs are then cut up by wire cutters into
3 in. cubes which are dried slowly in air to a
moisture content of 6%, this taking 4-6 weeks.
The cubfci are finally brushei, polished and
packed for market 'n large wooden chests hold-
ing 300 \b.

Water.—In the manufacture of indigo, pure
water in large quantities is needed. J. Bridges
Lee, "Indigo Manufacture," Calcutta, 1892,
recommends treating hard water with lime, and
if much organic matter is present, with perman-
ganate: Alumino-ferric may also be used (Berg-
theil). Davis (Indigo Publication, 1920, No. 8,
Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa), says that
hi Assam at Panchnoi the water available for
steeping gave a poor yield and quality of indigo
because, coming by a small river from nearby
hills, its bacterial character changed rapidly.
The soft river water gave a slow growth of
indican-splitting bacteria, making longer steep-
ing necessary, and this is known to be dis-
advantageous.

Extraction,—As is to be expected, the manu-
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facturing process varies in detail, in different
places and at different times, and a considerable
amount of experimental work on the influence
of various factors is on record. The fermenta-
tion may be complete in 6 hours in very hot
weather, but generally, at a temperature of
90-92°F., 12-15 hours appear to be necessary,
both for /. mmatrana aii^ /. arrecta, according
to the indican content of the plant. The addition
of chemicals such as mercuric chloride, sodium
aniT\vjtassiuin carbonates, lime, carbolic acid,
formaldehyde and sugar does not appear to be
advantageous, but sodium nitratq, is said to
facilitate the deposition of the indigo in the
oxidising vat. The work of Thomas, Bloxam
and Pcrkin (J.C.S. 1909, 95, 846) suggests that
the addition of a small quantity of sulphuric or
oxalic acid may be advantageous.

An account of a hot-water process of extrac-
tion is given by Dr. Roxburgh, dated 1797, in
Bancroft's " Philosophy of Permanent Colours,"
London, 1813, who says that a more complete
and certain extraction of the basis of indigo is
effected by subjecting the plant to the action of
water heated to about 150-1 C0°F. A hot-water
method' of extraction was used by the Java
planters using /. arrecta, and Rawson, who
carried out experiments with the method on
/. sumatrana, concluded that it gave a higher-
quality indigo (75-77%) than did the ordinary
method (50-55%), but that the method offered
no practical advantage except in cold weather.
For further details consult Bridges Lee (op. cit.),
Georgievics, " Der Indigo," Leipzig, 1892, and
C. Rawson (The Cultivation and Manufacture
of Indigo in Bengal, J.S.C.I. 1899, 18, 467;
J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 1899,15, 166)'.

Oxidation.—Much work was also done witj
the object of improving the oxidation process.
Rawson considered that the oxidation of'the
fermented liquor was improved by air-blowing,
a process patented by Geneste in 1888, the yield
being 20% better than by wheel beating. It had
long been considered that certain " prccipitants "
facilitated deposition of the indipp during oxida-
tion, their action being probably to cause a more
rapid oxidation. Coven try, in 1894, patented
the addition of lime in a vat intermediate
between the fermentation and oxidation vats.
This caused the precipitation of calciunfc and
magnesium carbonates which carried down im-
purities. The supernatant liquor was run off
and oxidised in the usual way, acid being au'ded
to prevent contamination of the indigo with
lime. This process gave an increased yield of
indigo of improved quality, not equal to the
Java product, but resembling it in containing a
quantity of indirubin. Caustic soda, sodium
peroxide and ammonia can also be used, but the
best process of all appears to be to blow ammonia,
steam and air simultaneously into the vat by
means of ail injector. By this process Rawson
claimed an increase of yield varying from 37 to
63-8% over that obtained by the ordinary
oxidation process. It must be added, however,
that Bergthcil (Report of the Indigo Research
Station, Sirsiah, 1906) considered the ammonia
process little, if any, improvement over the
ordinary oxidising process when the latter is
carried out under the best conditions.

Sometimes the indigo settles badly and the
liquor which is run off (the " seeth " water) may
contain as much as 20% of the product. , Rawson
recommended the addition of alkali to' promote
sedimentation, and Bergtheil recommended
alumino-ferric. Davis, however, as the result
of later experiments (Agricultural Res. Inst.,
Pusa, Indigo Publication, 1918, No. 3) pre-
ferred Dhak gum which does not precipitate
impurities as alumino-ferric docs. When added
5 minutes before the heating is ended, Dhak
gum in certain cases gave an increase of yield
of 70% with /. eumalrana and 35% with tho
Java plant.

For the purification of the indigo paste, it
appears at one time to have been the practice
in the East Indies to boil it with water and soda
(Bancroft), but writers such as Roxburgh and
Cosigny recommended the action of dilute sul-
phuric acid. The practice of boiling with the
diluted acid became general, and Rawson con-
sidered that the treatment improved the quality
by 5-10%. After settling, the liquor wa&
decanted arid the indigo again boiled with fresh
water, filtered, pressed and dried. It is said to
be advantage JUS to dry the indigo slowly to get
a strong product, because during this slow drying
some impurities gradually decompose with
evolution of ammonia.

As has been stated, indigo^was sold in cubes,
but Briggs devised an apparatus, an illustration
of which appears in Berg theirs report of 1906,
for drying the indigo to a powder. When syn-
thetic indigo was marketed, the manufacturers
secured an important selling advantage by
offering it as a paste, of constant indigotin
content, which was readily soluble in tho dyeing
vat. W. A. Davis, who started his work in
India in 1916, quickly paiti attention to this
point, and he claimed to have succeeds! in
standardising tho preparation of a similar
marketable paste from natural indigo.

Efficiency of Manufacture.—As the alftve
description has indicated, there are several
stages in the manufacturing process where lo£?
of indigo may occur, ^he chief losses are that
due to incomplete extraction of the plant,
believed by Rawson to be about 5%; the loss in
th? " seeth " water through incomplete precipi-
tation after oxidation, which may be 10-20%,
or much more in unfavourable circumstances;
and the conversion of the extracted indoxyl
into products other than indigotin, for Pcrkin
and Bloxam consider that from the moment of
its production by hydrolysis of the indican of
the plant (see later) the indoxyl is undergoing
destructive decomposition. Rawson in his
paper on the Cultivation and Manufacture of
Indigo (M.c), considered that if his suggestions
were adopted there would be little room for
remunerative alteration'in the process, whilst
Bergtheil, in 1906, considered that 87% of the
extractable indigotin'was accounted for, and
62-72% of the theoretical yield was obtained
as dry flouring matter. Bloxam (J.S.C.I.
1906,25,735), however, from the results of careful
analysis of the daily output from the Pern-
barandah factory in 1904, calculated that tho
highest efficiency obtained did not reach 50%,
the average was 25% (about 0-1495% from the
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plant, which should be capable of giving 0-6%
and the lowest figure reached was 12-6%.

When natural indigo was at its zenith, very
many varieties were marketed, but in later
years severe competition with the synthetic
article brought about a large reduction in their
number. From Asia came the indigos of Bengal,
Oudh, Madras, Java, Manila; from Africa
those of Egypt and Senegal; and from America
those of Guatemala, Caracas, Mexico, Brazil
other* varieties from South Africa and the
Antilles. The best varieties were -those o
Bengal, Java and Guatemala, that of Bengal
being most widely usec-. in England. The Java
variety was of high purity and was much used
for the manufacture of " Indigo Extract" (In-
digosulphonic acid; see p. 450a).

A good quality of indigo had a deep violet-
blue colour and acquired a coppery lustre when
rubbed with the finger nail; it was light, porous
and adhered to the tongue. Inferior qualities,
containing much mineral and extractable matter,
were dull and greyish in appearance, heavy
tough and hard, and not bronzed by rubbing
The best qualities contained 70-90% of indigo tin,
average qualities 40-50%, inferior qualities as
low as 20%. A typical good Bengal indigo
contained indigotin, 61-4%; indirubin, 7-2%;
indigo brown, 4-6%; indigo-gluten, 1-5%;
mineral matter 19\«%; water, 5-7%.

CHEMISTRY OF INDIGO EXTRACTION.

Indigo is not present as such in any indigo-
yielding plant. The colour-yielding constituent
of the plants cultivated for indigo is a substance
which was named indican and was proved, after
much research by many workers, to be a gluco
side of indoxyi; a,.substance (see p. 464c) which
by oxidation with air is converted into indigo.
Earty-'workers believed that the dye was present
in the plant as indigo-white, the reduction pro
d«ct into which indigo must be converted for
use "is a dye (Chevreul, Ann. Chim. Phys. 1808,
[i], 66_6; 68, 284; Gerardin and Preisscr,
J. Pharm. Chim. 1840, [i], 26, 344), but Schunck
(Phil. Mag. 1855, [iv], 10,;73; 1858, [iv], 15,117)
isolated the glucoside from Isatis tinctoria
(woad), Polygonum tinctorium and Indigofera
tinctoria (Schunck and Roemer, Ber. 1879, 1ft,
2311). The indican was obtained only as a
syrup which could be hydrolysed in the presence
of air by acids or alkalis or by an enzyme
present in the plant to a sugar, then termed
indiglucin, and indigotin. In absence of air,
however, hydrolysis gave a product which "(lid
not afford indigotin on oxidation. Cold acids
converted the indican into a brown powder, a
complex mixture from which Schunck isolated
six substances caUed indihumin, indifuscin and
indireiin, all soluble in warm sodium hydroxide
solution, and a- and fi-indifulvin and indirubin
insoluble in alkalis. Aqueous solutions of
indican decomposed on Doiling, not giving
indfgotin but indiglucin, indiretin and indi-
humin, brown amorphous substances. Cold
alkalis converted indican into a new glucoside,
indicanin, hydrolysed by acids to give indiglucin
and indirubin.

Lt.-Col. G. S. A. Ranking (J. Asiatic Soc. of
Bengal, 1896, 65, [ii], No. 1) first suggested that

the fermented leaf extract contains a compound
of indoxyi and that indoxylic acid might also
be present; and Marchlewski and Radcliffe
(J.S.C.I. 1898, 17, 430) independently suggested
that indican was the glucoside of indoxyi.
Hazewinkel, director of the Experimental
Station for Indigo, Klaten, Java, then disclosed
the results of work whjich had been kept secret,
which proved the identity of indican and stated
that the sugar was dextrose (Proc. K. Akad.
Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1900, 2, 512). JF'en-
tually indican was isolated in a crystalline
condition by Hoogewerff and ter Meulen {ibid.
1900, 2, 520) from Indigofera leptostachya and
Polygonum tinctorium. Perkin and JThomas
(J.C.S. 1909, 95, 795) isolated the pure, sugar
from indican and proved that it is dextrose.
Perkin and Bloxam (J.C.S. 1907, 91, 1715) also
obtained the crystalline glucoside from /. suma-
trana and /. arrecta as follows:—

Leaves and stems of /. sumatrana (1,000 g.)
were treated with 4 litres of cold acetone during
7 days, with occasional shaking, and the green
extract evaporated to a small bulk. Light
petroleum was adled, causing deposition of a
brown viscous precipitate which was repeatedly
agitated with small quantities of light petroleum.
The product was then treated with water, giving
a pale yellow liquid from which suspended matter
was removed by shaking with ether. The clear
aqueous solution was treated with 10 c.c. of AT/2
sodium carbonate and gradually evaporated in
vacuo, giving eventually a semi-solid mass of
crystals, of which 31-66 g. were obtained from
1,000 g. of leaf.

Pure crystalline indican, spear-shaped needles
from water,"has the formula C14H17O6N,3H2O
and melts at 57-58°. By adding boiling benzene
to its alcoholic solution it is obtained anhydrous,
m.p.' 176-178°; this can be used as a method of
purification.

A modification of the above method is
described by B. A. Amin (Agric. Res. Inst.,
Pusa, Indigo Publication, 1918, No. 5), by which
the fresh leaver are extracted with hot water,
tannins, gums, etc., are precipitated by slaked
lime, the solution iiltered and concentrated.
The indican is then extracted from the con-
centrate with acetone, .the rest of the procedure
being, as in Perkin and Bloxam's method. By
this method pure indican Was obtained for the
first time from I. arrecta in large quantities.
PerkTn and Bloxam had trouble in extracting
indican from this plant, owing to the presence
of kaempferitrin and a colourless sugar-like
compound, CeH12O6, m.p. 186-187°. Amin's
method is quicker and more economical in
solvent than that of Perkin and Bloxam.

Beijerinck (Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amster-
dam, 1901, 3, 102) considers that the glucoside
from woad, which he calls isatan, is not, as
Schunck thought, identical with indican. Woad
contams a specific enzyme, isatase, which does
not attack indican, whilst the indigo enzyme
does not hydrolyse isatan.

Indican can be detected in solution, and its
amount determined, by reaction with isatin,
when indirubin is formed, or by reaction with an
aldehyde such as p-nitrobenzaldehyde, pipcronal
or 2>-hydroxybenzaldehyde, when the corre-
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nding indogcnide is formed (Pcrkin and
Thomas, J.C.S. 1909, 95, 795)- Analytical
methods are described later; for indogcnides,
see under INDOXYL COMPOUNDS (p. 405n).

No means appear yet to have been discovered
for obtaining a quantitative conversion of
indican into indigotin. There would, therefore,
seem to be an inevitable lose at this stage in the
manufacturing process. ">By hydrolysing the
pure glucoside with hydrochloric acid in presence

chloride as oxidising agent Hoogewerf
and %T Meiilcn {l.c.) obtained 91% of the
theoretical yield of indigotin; Gaunt, Thomas
and Bloxam (J.S.C.I. 1907, 26, 1174) using am-
moniuijj persulphate, which had been recom-
mended by Ravaon (Report on the Manufacture
and Cultivation of Indigo, Mozzufferpore, 1004)
obtained only 82%. Perkin and Thomas ((.c.)
obtained a maximum of 93-5% by passing air
through a solution of 0'5g. of indican in 850 c.c.
of water acidified with 15 c.c. of 33% hydro-
chloric acid at 60°C. Using air as oxidant, sul-
phuric add gave a lower yield than hydrochloric
and the filtrate was more darkly coloured.
Some indirubin was always formed in these ex-
periments. Perkin and Bloxam also studied
the action of hot dilute sulphuric acid on pure
indican (cf. Schunck's experiments, above) and
observed the formation of substances resembling
indigo brown; they also noted the formation
of indole.

The synthesis of indican, identical with the
material" of the plant, haa been accomplished by
A- Robertson (J.C.S. 1927, 1937), Methyl 3-
hydroxyindole-2-carboxylate was condensed
with tetra-acetyl-a-glucosidyl bromide to give
methyl 3-O-tetra-acetyl-0-ghicosidoxyindole-2-
carboxylate (I). This was hydrolysed to the
free carboxylic acid which, on heating wJfch
acetic anhydride and sodium acetate firet at
100° then at 160° was simultaneously decarb-
oxylated and acetylated to give l-acetyI-3-O-
tetra-acetyl-/9-gluco8idojcyindole (II); this by
deacetyl&tion- gave indican, which is 3-j3-
;lucosidoxyindole.

0-C,H70(OAc)4

A. K. Macbeth and J. Pryde studied the
methylation of natural indican {ibid. 1922, 121,
1660) and obtained a tetraraethyl derivative.
The sugar residue was then separated by treating
with methyl alcohol containing 1% of hydro-
chloric acid, when a mixture of the two tetra-
methyl-metliylglucosides was obtained, hydro-
lysed by acid to crystalline tetramethylglucose.
Indican therefore appears to be a normal
glucoside.

AND SYNTHETI

The Indigo Enzyme.—The indigo-yielding
plants contain, as has already been mentioned,
an enzyme capable of hydrolysing indican into
indoxyl and dextrose, and this enzyme un-
doubtedly plays an important part in the manu-
facturing process. The enzyme, and its be-
haviour towards pure indican, have been studied
by several workers. C. J. van Lookcren and
P. J. van der Veen (Landw. Versuchs-Stat. 1894,
43, 401) described experiments pointing to the
existence of an enzyme causing the hydrolysis of
indican. Beijerinck (Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch.
Amsterdam, 1900,2, 120,495; 1901, 3,101) pre-
pared it in highly active forma. He extracted
finely divided leaves tfcith cold 96% alcohol,
removed the alcohol and extracted the residue
with more dilute alcohol to remove chlorophyll,
indican, wax, etc., and leave a highly active
white powder. The enzyme is almost insoluble
in water, sparingly in glycerol and more readily
in 10% solutions of sodium and calcium chlorides.
Ammonia destroys the enzyme. He observed
that emulsin also hydrolyses indican, but only
one-twentieth as fast as the indigo enzyme.
Hazowinkel named the latter indimulsin [ibid.
1900, 2, 514; see also papers by Rom burgh,
ibid. 1900, & 344; Bergtheil, J.C.S. 1904, 86.
877 ; ter Meulen, Rec. trav. chim. 1905, 24, 444).

The hydrolysis of pure indican by the enzyme
and the oxidation of the indoxyl solution by air
were studied by Thomas, JSloxam and Perkin
(J.C.S. 1909, 95, 829). The fermentation was
carried out in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen
and the temperature and dilution, both for
fermentation and subsequent oxidation, approxi-
mated to those of factory practice. Employing
2 g, of enzyme to 1 g. of indican, hydrolysis was
complete in 2 hours at 50°. The solution con-
tained only 93% of the theoretical quantity of
indoxyl; 4% was adsorbe* by the enzyme and
the loss of the other 3% was due to " decSy " of
the indoxyl into products not convertible into
indigotin. It was shown that by the addition
of a trace of sulphuric acid to the fermentation
both adsorption and decay of the indo^f I could
be prevented and the yield raised to 99-6%.
But although the hyd.olysis could be made prac-
tically quantitative, oxidation by air at 60°C.
only gave 88% of theory of indigotin, owing
.o secondary changes of the indoxyl. So mo
indirubin is formed, and products of the indigo-
brown type. It was proved that a trace of
ammonia (e/. Rawson's recommendation for
factory manufacture) or lime inhibits the
ee/jondary changes of indoxyl and increases the
yield of indigotin. Too much alkali, however,
favours the formation of indirubin; this is
probably due to production of isatin which
condenses with indoxyl to form indinibin.
Perkin (Proc. Chem. Soc. 1007, 23, 30) showed
that Java, indigos, rich in indirubin, also contain
isatin. The conclusion ia finally drawn that the
best yields are obtained by fermenting under
aeid conditions) and oxidising under feebly
alkaline conditions. A quantitative yield of
indigotih, or of this mixed with indirubin, cannot
be obtained. For manufacturing purposes
Thomas, Bloxam and Perkin (I.e.) recommended
that the addition of a small quantity of sulphuric
acid to the fermentation vut should be studied.
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For the laboratory, however, the most satis-
factory method for preparing indigotin from
plant extract or from pure indican is by simul-
taneous hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid and
oxidation.

Bacterial Fermentation.—There is some
evidence that bacteria play a minor part in the
hydrolysis of indican, and in 1887 Alverez
isolated from an extract of the indigo plant an
organism, Bacillus indigogenus, capable of pro-
ducing fermentation (Compt. rend- 1887, 105,
280).

Beyerinck (I.e. 1900, 2,503) studied the matter
and found that infusions of garden soil had the
same effect, common* gas -producing bacteria
being the active agents. Bergtheil (I.e.) how
ever, found that infusions of the indigo plant
invariably contained large quantities of an
organism capable of producing indigo fermenta-
tion.

CONSWTITEKTS OF NATURAL INDIGO.

Reference has already been made to the
occurrence in varying amount of indirubirt in
natural indigo. Some further account will now
be given of this and other products which
accompany indigotin in the commercial product.

Indirubin.—Indigo was long known to con-
tain a redder constituent of higher solubility
in organic solvents, termed indigo red or
indirubin. This was eventually proved to be
identical with the isomer of iudigotin which is
obtained by condensing indoxyl with isatin thua:
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At one time it was considered that two red
substances might be present in indigo, but the
examination of numerous samples by Pectin
and Bloxam disproved this idea (J.C.S. 1907,91,
279; 1910, 97, 1460). Some varieties of indigo
such as that from Java and that made by the
Coventry process are especially rich in indirubin,
and at least a tra^e is probably present in all
samples of the natural dye. Analyses are given
by Bloxam and Perkin iii the table in the next
column.

H can be regarded as established that the
indirubin arises during manufacture from the
oxidation of some indoxyl to isatin, "and the
condensation of the latter with more indoxyl.
Thia side reaction is favoured when the air-
oxidation of the leaf extract is carried out under
add or alkaline conditions. Bloxam and

Indigo sample.

Java Indigo. New
process with hot
water

do. •
do.

Java Indigo. New
process with cold
water

do. . . .
do.

Java Indigo. Old
process without
chemicals

do. . . .
Coventry Process

Indigo

Total
colouring
matter.

%

) 75-20
73«0
62-91

72-88
7102
58-30

74-96
69-54

61-76

Indtfcottit.

%

67-67
63-86
57-35

69-23
66-35
55-61

72-89
68-26

56-63

ln.lt-
nibin.

%

7-43
9-51
frfil

306
4-04

• 215

1-74
0-99

5-23

Pcrkin have obtained from pure indican a sample
of indigotin containing as much as 25-£3% of
indirubin.

The presence of indirubin in natural indigo
probably is responsible in part for the difference
in dyeing properties between natural and syn-
thetic indigo; it has sometimes been claimed
that natural indigo gives a more attractive
" bloomy " shade. Indirubin can he reduced
with sodium hydrosulphite solution to a pale
yellow vat which dyes wool and silk but has
little affinity for cotton. Indirubin is, however,
much less readily reduced than indigotin and it
is said that, in practice, the indirubin settles
if.iattacked to the bottom of the indigo vat
(MaHhewa, J.S.C.I. 1902, 21, 222). Perkin has
shown, moreover, that the indirubin vat under-
goes further reduction to an equimolecular mix-
ture of indoxyl and its isomer, oxindole; the
indoxyl becomes oxidised to indigotin, but the
oxindole is a wasted product (Proc. Chem. Soc.
1909,25,127). '

Indirubin crystallises in brown needles with a
metallic Iu3tre, syblimee more readily and is
less readily oxidisable tihan indigotin.

Indigo Brown.—All indigos contain an im-
portant impurity called ir.Vligo brown, which
was isolated a r l examined by both Chevreul
and iBerzelius. Perkin and Bloxam examined
with care the brown impurity in Bengal indigo
{J.C.S. 1907,91,279). After digeating the indigo
with boiling dilute hydrochloric acid to remove
gluten, they extracted it with boiling pyridine.
The pyridine extract contained, besides a Jittle
indLubin, three substances, (a) the main con-
stituent, Ci8H13O3Na{?), insoluble in alcohol
and acetic acid; (6) C4,Hj20sN., (?), soluble in
acetic acid ; and (c) ClflH ltOtl4t (?). soluble in
alcohol.

These substances are brown amorphous
powders, readily reduced by zinc dust in alkaline
solution giving pale brown liquids. When
heated with 50% caustic potash solution they
give some anthranilic acid, indicating that they
are derived from indoxyl. It wits stated earlier
that Schunck had obtained from his indican,
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among other substances, indihumin which he
thought might be the same as indigo brown.
Perkin and JtJloxam by boiling pure indican with
dilute sulphuric acid obtained a brown substance
having a similar elementary composition tcthe
above main constituent of indigo brown. Thus,
although nothing is known of its constitution, it
may be concluded that the indigo brown ia
derived from indoxyl Uuring the manufacture of
indigo. Analyses of indigo made by Perkin and

^^oxam gave the following contents of indigo
brawn: Java indigo, new hot-water process,

•6-4%; new cold-water process, 5-2%; ordinary
process, 4-15%; Coventry process indigo, 8-7%;
Bengal indigo, 9-6%; all these were from /.
arrecla; Bengal indigo from I. sumairana con-
tained 140%. Indigo brown seems to have
little influence on the dyeing process; its
presence in large amount can be taken to indicate
inefficient manufacture.

I ndigo-G I u t en.—The gluten may be obtained
from indigo by extracting with dilute acid,
neutralising with chalk, evaporating to dryness
and extracting the gluten with alcohol. Orchard-
son, Wood and Bloxain (J.S.C.I. 1907, 26, 4)
describe it as a horny mass, or light bLsi uit-
coloured powder, which evolves ammonia when
heated. The quantity present may be large;
Perkin and Bloxam found that crude Bengal
indigo (62% indigotin) lost 21-5% of its weight
by acid extraction. Whether-the gluten playa
any part in dyeing has not been scientifically
investigated.

Indigo Yellow.—A yellow substance in
natural indigo was first reported by Bolley and
Oinsoz (Jahresber. 18G0, 637) who isolated from
Bengal indigo, by sublimation, a yellow crystal-
line compound, soluble in alkali, subliming at
130°. Rawson also detected in Java iiAiigo a
similar compound having the properties of a
mordant dye (J.S.C.I. 1899, 18, 251). Pcrkin
concluded that this substance is the trihydroxy-
flavano), ka«nipferol,

HO OH

for it was shown that the leaves of /. arrecla,
from which Java indigo is prepare-l, contain
sometimes as much as 4% of kaempferitrin, the
rhamno»ide of kaempferol. This substance i-i
not hydrolysed by the indigo enzyme, but the
presence of kaerapferol in the Java indigo may

^result from the use of sulphuric acid in the
manufacturing process, the acid hydroiysing the
kaempferitrin. Since the Bengal plant does not
contain kaempferitrin, Perkin suggests that the
indigc examined by Bolley and Crinsoz was not
of Bengal origin.

Seeth Water.—An investigation of the pro-
duct obtained by evaporating the " seetli"
water, the liquor from which the indigo precipi-
tate settles out at the conclusion of the oxidation
process, was carried out by A. G. Perkin {J.C.S.
1910, 109, 210). The only definite substance
isolated was a little succinic acid; the main

product was an amorphous substance resembling
indigo brown, and there was also obtained a
protein-like substance, about 20% of the whole,
containing 8-22% of nitrogen. The " seeth "
water has some value aa a fertiliser.

THE ANALYSIS OF IMDIQO.

A variety of methods have been proposed for
the analysis of indigo and the literature is
voluminous. The object to be achieved is
generally the determination of the amount of
indigotin present in the commercial indigo, a
problem of no small difficulty in presence of such
impurities as have been indicated above. There
also come into question methods of determining
the quantity of indican present in the plant, and
the quantity of indigotin which the plant might
be expected to yieli).

Many of the methods which have been pro-
posed for the analysis of the manufactured indigo
are only of historical interest. Such are methods
of extracting impurities with volatile solvents;
methods of extracting indigotin with solvents
sucb as aniline, phenol, nitrobenzene; or with
acetic and sulphuric acid, although this has been
used as a method of purification (Mohiau and
Zimmermann, Z. Farb.-u. TextU-chem. 1903,
2, 189); sublimation of the indigotin; extrac-
tion of the indigo by various reducing agents.
Methods which may sometimes be of practical
use are determinations ty dye trials (Grossmann,
J. Soc, Dyers and Col. 1897,13, 124) and colon-
metric methods. The methods of most practical
importance, however, are those by which the
indigo is sulphonatcd and the indigo tinsu I phonic
acid is titrated with an oxidising or a reducing
agent.

Oxidising agents which have been proposed
for the titration are <$l£rine water (Berzelius),
chloride of lime (Chevreul), potassium chlorate
and hydrochloric acid (Bolley, Dinglers Polytech.
J. 1851, 119, 114), potassium dichromate and
hydrochloric acid (Schlumberger, J. nr. Chem.
1*42, [i], 26, 217), dichromate and oxalic acid,
potassium ferricyanido (tJUgren, A^alen, 1865,
136, 96), potassium permanganate "(Mohr,
Dinglers Polytecfc J. 1854, 132, 363) and, in
more modern times, eerie sulphate (private com- •
munication). The reducing agents which have
been recommended for the titration are sodium
hydrosulphite (Mfiller'a method, c/. Bernthsen
and Drews, Ber. 1880, 13, 2283) and titanous
chloride (Knecht, J. Soc. Dyera and Col. 1904,
20,97; 1905,. ,21, 292). Of these methods the
one to which most attention has been given is
the oxidation process using potassium per-
manganate.

The Permanganate Method.—To eliminate
the errors duo to the oxidising action of per-
manganate on subst&nc'Js other than indigotin,
Rawson devised two methods. The first de-
pended on precipitating the indigotinsulphonic
acid with salt, leaving impurities in solution
(ibid. 1885, i, 74, 201 ; Knecht, Rawson and
Loewenthal, " A Manual of Dyeing," 8th ed.,
C. Griffin, London, 1925, Vol. II, p. 815); the
second depended on adding barium chloride,
when the precipitated barium sulphate carried
down suspended impurities. The results were
identical by both methods (J.S.C.I. 1899, 18,
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251). The process, using the salting out tech-
nique, is carried out aa follows : finely powdered
indigo, 0-5 g., is mixed with its own weight of
ground glass*- and sulpbonated in a porcelain
crucible using 20 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric
acid at 70° for | -1 hour; the product is diluted
with water to 500 e.c. and the liquid filtered to
remove insoluble impurities. 50 c.c. of this
solution are mixed with 50 c.c. of water and 32 g.
of common salt, and, after standing for I hour
the precipitated sodium indigotinsulphonate is
collected and freed from soluble impurities by
washing with 50 c.c. of salt solution (d 1-2), The
precipitate is dissolved in hot water, 1 c.c. of
sulphuric acid added, diluted to 300 e.«. and
titrated with Nj5Q potassium permanganate
solution. The liquid gradually takes a greenish
tint, the final disappearance of which constitutes
the end of the titration. Each c.c- of Nj50
permanganate is equivalent to 0*0015 g. of
indigotin. This figure was later corrected to
0'00147.

The analysis of indigo, particularly by the
permanganate method, was examined critically
by Bloxam (J.CS. 1905, 87, 974; JJS.CJ. 1906.
25. 735), Bergtheil and Briggs (ibid.. 1906, 25,
729), Orchardson, Wood and Bloxam {ibid. 1907,
26, 4) and Gaunt, Thomas and Bloxam (ibid.
1907, 26, 1174).

Bloxam considered that all methods of
removing impurities f&Zed when the indigotin
was sulphonated only to the disulphonic acid,
but found that if the sulphonation was carried
to the ieirasulpkonic acid, this could be precipi-
tated in a pure form by potassium acetate. The
experiments were made at first with indigo
purified by sublimation from tl̂ p Badische Com-
pany's synthetic " B.A.S.F. rein " material.
The process iB carried o.*?t thus: 1 g. of indigo
mixed with 2-3 g, of powdered glass, free from
iron, is sulphonated with 5 c-c. of fuming acid
(25% SO3) for 0-5 hour, in a water oven, and the
solution,diluted to 500 c.c. with water; 100 c.c.
of this solution are treated with 100 c.c. ôf
potassium acetate solution {450 g. per litre),
which ' causes precipitation. The mixture is
warmed and then cooled in ice water when the
tetrasulphonate separates completely in crystal-
line form. It is filtered on a Gooch crucible,
and washed free from the brown supernatant
liquor with a solution of 90 g. of potassium
acetate and 5 c.c, of acetic acid in 600 c.c. of
water. The product is dissolved in 200 e.c. of
water, and 20 c.c. of this solutionare diluted with
80 c.c. of water, and after addition of 0'5 c.c. <
of sulphuric acid, titrated with permanganate
(1/1000). The factor ^ven is 1 0.0. of 1/1000
permanganate=000222 g, of indigotin; Raw-
son's figure of 1 c.c. JV/50=0-00147 when cal-
culated to 1/1000 permanganate ia rather higher,
namely 000237. It was sho^n that pure indigo
when mixed with indigo brown and indigo-gluten
gave accurate results by this method. Further,
Perkin end Bloxam (J.CS. 1010, 97, 1473) have
analysed natural indigo by this method, deter-
mining the indigotintetrasulphonic acid after
isolation and re-solution, by titration both with
permanganate and titanous chloride, and they
obtained results by both methods identical
within the limits of experimental error with

those obtained by a method involving an initia
extraction of indirubin by pyridine (see below).

Reduction Methods. — The reduction
methods of determining indigotin depend on the
fact that both hydrosulphite (Na2S2O4) and
titanous chloride reduce indigotinsulphonic acids
quantitatively to the leueo-compounds. Both of
these reducing agents are unstable on exposure
to air, and special precautions have to be taken
to protect the standard solutions from oxidation.
Titanous chloride is the less unstable of the tw<\'-"
moreover the technique of its nse is now^o
well known that it is to be preferred. Knecht
(I.e. 21, 292) found that when the reduction of
the indigotinsulphonic acid by titanous chloride
took place in presence of mineral acid the end
point was indefinite, but sharp results were
obtained when the titration was carried out in
presence of a tartrate, namely Rochelle salt.
Bloxam, however, preferred to use sodium tar-
trate as it is more Boluble than Rochelle salt.
The method used by Knecht is to sulphonate 1 g.
of indigo with 5 c.c. of 100% sulphuric acid at
90° for 1 hour, dilute to 300 c.c, treat with 12 g.
of chalk, cool and make, up to 500 c.c.; 50 c.c. of
this solution are mixed with 25 c.c. of 2-0%
solution of Rochelle salt and titrated whilst
boiling with titanous chloride. Bloxam sulpho-
natea 1 g. of indigo -with 20 c.c. of 100% Hj,SO4;
the product is diluted to 500 c.c. and 26 c.c.
of this, requiring 4 g. of sodium tartrate, are
titrated with titanous chloride solution contain-
ing 1 c.c. of cone, hydrochloric acid in 50 c.c.

Jones and Spaans (J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 191fi, 8,
1001) have suggested titrating sulphonated
indigotin with sodium formal dehydesulphoxy-
late.

Unlike the above reduction processes, the
oxidation of indigotinsulphonic acid by per-
manganate is not quantitative in the sense of
consuming Btoicheiometrically related quantities
of the reagent. Standard empirical conditions
must be observed to obtain quantitative results
for analysis. Whereas complete oxidation to
^satinsulphonic acid would require 0-4824 g. of
potassium permanganate per gram of indigotin,
actually only 0-45 g. is-needed to decolorise
the indigotinsulphonic acid. Perkin and Bloxam
(J.CS. 1910, 97, 1462) consider that two ex-
planations are possible, either that the oxidation
to the isa'tin stage proceeds iri* two steps, an
intermediate compound, possibly the sulphonic
acid of (*) being formed; or that two products
are formed by 'two separate reactions, one

CO O CO

CH^VVNM
J" c caH4

SNH NH
I.

being possibly a dehydroindigotinaulpbonic
acid. These, however, are speculations. Later
work by Heinisch (Farber-Ztg. 1918, 29, 183,
194) showed that when sulphonaied indigotin
was titrated with permanganate at the very
high dilution of 1 part of indigotin in 20,000 of
water, the permanganate used corresponded
with 9 atoms of oxygen to 5 mol. of indigotin,
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instead of the 2:1 ratio required for isatin
formation.

ANALYSES OF INDIGOS RICH IN INDTKUBIN.

Indirubin and its sulphonic acid are less
readily attacked by both oxidising and reducing
agents than indigotin and its sulphonic acid;
consequently when the mixed sulphonic acids
are being titrated with permanganate, titanous
chloride or hydrosulphite, the indigotinsul-
phoi*.'?, acid is to some extent preferentially
attacked. It has been claimed by Rawson that
an approximate estimate of the indirubin
present may be obtained from the colour change
towardeathe end of the permanganate titration;
and Knecht makes the same claim for the
titanous chloride process. Other workers, in-
cluding Bloxam and Perkin, and Koppeschaar
(Z. anal. Ghem. 1899, 38, 1) do not agree.
Generally, for indigos rich in indirubin, it is
preferable to extract the latter with a solvent
before sulphonating.

For the extraction of indirubin, ether was
used by Rawson, glacial acetic acid by Koppes-
chaar and acetone by Gardner and Denton
(J. Soc.'Dyers and Col. 1901,17, 170). Bloxam
and Perkin re-examined the question and con-
cluded that the solvent power observed of
ether and acetone for indirubin was in reality
due to their alcohol content. Acetic acid was
fairly satisfactory, but pyridine wao better and
they devised a method based on its use (for
details, see J.C.S. 1910, 97, 1460). The in-
dirubin extracted by the pyridine contained
some indigotin. It was sulphonated, after it
had been freed from indigo brown, and the
indirubin and indigotin contents were deter-
mined by comparison in a Duboscq colorimetê r
with mixtures of standard solutions of sulphonic
acids of pure indirubin and indigotin. "The
residual indigotin, after extraction with pyridine,
was freed from indigo-gluten and determined,
for example, by the tetrasulphonate method.

Determination of Indican in the Leaves
of Indigo Plants.—Considerable research was
devoted to devising a means for estimating the
indican content of plants, this being among
the data necessary for determining the efficiency
of the manufacturing process. Rawson devised
a process consisting in extracting the Jeaves
(20 g.) for 2 minutes with boiling water (260 c.c.)
and simultaneously hydrolysin^ the extracted
indican with hydrochloric acid and,oxidising to
indigotin with ammonium persulphate. This
process was later improved to give a higher yield
of indigotin by Bergtheil and Briggs (J.S.C.I.
1906, 25, 734) and by Orchardson, Wood and
Bloxam (ibid. 1907, 26, 4).

A better method was later devised, based on
the reaction of indoxyl with isatin to give
indirubin. O/chardson, Wood and Bloxam (I.e.)
proceed as follows: to 250 c.c. of plant extract,
from 5 g. of leaf, is added 0-1 g. of isatin and the
mixture is boiled in a flask for 5 minutes, to
expel air, whilst carbon dioxide is passed
through. By means of a tap funnel 20 c.c. of
hydrochloric acid are added and the liquid is
kept boiling for 30 minutes. The precipitated
indirubin is filtered, washed with hot 1% sodium
hydroxide and then with acetic acid. 4ned an<J

weighed. The indirubin obtained is practically
pure (98-5%) and the weight can be taken for
calculating the indican content of the sample;
or for greater accuracy it can be sulphonated and
titrated with titanous chloride. This method
gives quantitative figures with pure indican, and
higher figures both with pure indican (15%) and
with leaf extract (25%) than the persulphate
process, probably because persulphate has an
oxidising action on indigotin.

ANALYSIS OF SYNTHETIC INDIGO.

Synthetic indigo can, of course, be determined
by sulphonation and ^tration with perman-
ganate as described for natural indigo, and with
the synthetic product the difficulties due to the
presence of so many impurities do.not arise.
W. Thomson (J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 1921, 37,
166) gives directions for the use of the per-
manganate method for the analysis of 20%
indigo paste. Ceric sulphate has found appli-
cation in an industrial laboratory for the
determination of indigo, after sulphonating.
As with permanganate, the method is empirical,
and comparative titrations are carried out on a
sample of puie standard indigo and the sample
to be tested. The sample of indigo to be
analysed is first extracted with hot hydrochloric
acid (2-5 g. of indigo, 100 c.c. of water and 30 c.c.
concentrated acid at water-bath temperature)
for 10 minutes, filtered, wasted and the loss in
weight determined. About 1 g. of the dried,
extracted indigo is sulphonated in a test tube
with 12-0 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid
(d 1-84) for 1 hour at 75°, and the mixture
poured into 500* c.c. of water. After adding
washings, the whole i" made up to I litre, filtered,
and 50-0 c.c. of the solution, diluted with 300 c.c.
of water are titrated, in a T> in. porcelain basin,
the ceric sulphate being run in at the rate of
about 6-0 c.c. per minute until the greenish
colour disappears. The end point is observed
best by running in 3 or 4 drops of ceric sulphate
solution and stirring slowly, a streaky^ effect
showing that indigotin is still present.

The ceric sulphate solution used for the titra-
tion is prepared by dissolving by warming 20 g.
of technical ceric sulphate in a mixture of 41 c.c.
of, concentrated sulphuric acid and 400 c.c. of
distilled water. The solution is cooled to room
temperature, filtered through glass wool and
made up to 1 litre with distilled water. The
strength should be adjusted so that 50 c.c. of
sulphonated indigo'solution (about 0-05 g. of
indi&otin) is equivalent to 45 c.c. of the ceric
sulphate solution.

An electrometric method for determining
indigotin, especially in reduced indigo prepara-
tions, has been described by Strafford and
Stubbings (J.S.C.I. 1938, 57, 242). It consists
in adding a known amount of hydrosulphite to
reduce the indigo present, and following the
electrical potential wiiilst titrating with Fehling's
solution. The potential curve gives the amcant
of hydrosulphite and of leucoindigotin present,
and from the former the amount of indigotin
reduced by the added hydrosulphite can be cal-
culated. For details the original must be
consulted.

A colorimetric method for determining the
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indigo content of a vat is described by J.
Lotichius (J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 1939, 55, 87;
1940, 56, 433). A known amount of the vat is
oxidised '"by hydrogen peroxide in presence of
sodium protoalbinate which prevents precipi-
tation of the indigo so that a blue sol ia obtained.
Thia, alter suitable dilution, is compared colori-
metrieaUy with a sol of known indigo content or
with a dyeatuff solution of similar shade, such as
Sinus Blue E, which has been standardised
against a known indigo sol,

SYNTHETIC INDIGOTIN.
Pure indigotin ie a a did substance which can

be crystallised from a number of solvents,
especially from phthaliu anhydride, from which
it separates in beautiful blue prisms, which
when rubbed have a coppery sheen. It is in-
soluble in water, acids and alkalis and cold
alcohol; slightly soluble in hot alcohol and
acetone, more readily in chloroform and glacial
acetic acid, readily in boiling aniline, nitro-
benzene and phenol. It can be volatilised giving
u. violet vapour, its density corresponding with
the formula CteH1DNaOa. Its absorption spec-
trum shows a maximum at A59(WA. in xylune,
and AGO 15A. in tetralin.

Chemical Structure and Early Synthetic
Methods.—The chemical structure of indigotin
was elucidated by.the German chemist Adolf
von Baeyer, after he had devoted many years
to the study of the dyestuff and compounds
related to it. He devised, in, the course of his
work, several methods by which indigotin could
bo prepared artificially, but it was not his
fortune to discover a process which was suitable
for manufacture; this problem was solved by
others.

Baeyer has hiniseti disclosed the motives which
inspired his work on indigo in a paper which tells
the story of his researches down to 1880 (Ber.
1900, S3, Sonderbeft, LI). In 1826 Unvcrdorben
had obtained aniline by dry distillation of
indigc.-and later, in 1841, Fritzache had obtained
s ' thranilic acid, which was later to be of such
importance for indigo Manufacture. Thus the
benzenoid character of indigotin waa fully
established, and in 1841 Erdnmnn, and in-
dependently Laurent (1842), had obtained isaAin
by oxidation of indigo. Baeyer decided to in-
vestigate isatin, especially the problem of
reducing it back to indigotin. This work led to
the discovery of dioxindqle (I), oxindole (II)
and eventually of indole (III), which waa

obtained by Baeyer and Emmerling by fusing
o-nitrocinnainic acid with potash and iron filings
(ibid. 1869, 2, 680).

The following year the same chemists obtained
some indigo by heating isatin with phosphorus
trichloride and acetyl chloride in presence of &
little phosphorus at 75-80° (ibid. 1870, 3, 514).
Baeyer returned to ^the consideration of this
reaction 8 years later. By then be had con-
cluded that iaatin had the formula (IV), and

C(OH) C-Cl

he realised that, to convert isatin into indigo,
he must attack the carbon atom which is
attached to the nitrogen atom. He, therefore,
now used phosphorus pentachloride and ob-
tained an intermediate substance, to which he
assigned formula ('/). This was readily reduced
by a variety of agents, including ammonium
sulphide, to indigotin. For about 8 years after
1870 Baeyer left the indigo field to Kekule, who
was trying to synthesiae iaatin without success.
About 1878 Baeyer took up the subject again.
He succeeded in nitrating phenylacetic acid to
ibe o-uitro-derivativc, and on reduction this
readily gave oxindole by ring-closure. To make
the indigotin synthesis complete it was now
necessary to convert oxindole into isatin. This
was done through nitroso-oxindole (VI) and
amino-oxindolo (VII), the latter giving isatin

on oxidation (i'6»d.-4878, 11, 584, 1228). An
independent synthesis of isatin from o-nitro-
benzoyl chloride throggh o-nitrobenzoyl cyanide
and o-nitrobenzoylformic acid was accomplished
by CTaisen and Shadwell $&& 1879, 12, 350).
When the nitre-group of this acid is reduced the
resulting o-aminobenzoylformic acid undergoes
ring-closure, thus confirming the suggestion
made by Kekule (Aid. 1869, 2, 748) that isatin
is the inner anhydride or lactam of this acid.

So far no synthesis of indigotin having aDy
technical importance had been discovered, but
wKen Baeyer turned his attention to o-nitro-
cinnamic acid the outlook changed; from thia
time (1880) onwards, all discoveries having the
slightest chance of being workable WFW patented,
and the Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik took
an .active intorest in the search for an indigo
synthesis.

A vast amount of time and trouble was ex-
pended in trying to devise a satisfactory syn-
thesis from o-iiitro-aubstituted acids, ketoncs,
i-u•., of the benzene series. The methods all
broke down, however^ on account of low yield
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or of difficulty in getting the requisite o-nitro-
compound. Generally o-ni trobenzaldehyde waa
needed as a starting material, a substance
notoriously difficult to get. BaeyerV first
success was obtained by converting o-nitro-
cinnamic acid through its dibromide (I) into o-
nitropropiotic acid (II), which with mSd reducing
agents gave indigotin (ibid. 1880, 13, 2254):

CHBrCHBrCO^H

CiC-CO^H

NO,

Indigotin.

This process was patented (G.P. 11857), and
was sold to the Badisehp, Co. and the HBelist
FarWerke jointly.

Another method devised was that involving
addition of hypochlorous acid to o-nitro-
cinnamic acid to give (III), followed by removal
of HC! to form o-nitrophenyl-jS-hydroxyacrylic
acid (IV), which on heating gave, indigotin {Ber,
1880, 13, 2262):

^ . yCH(OH)CHCI

COaH

III.

C(OH):CH

CO Indigotin.

\ NO,
IV.

Another synthesis of great theoretical interest
was from o-nitrophenylacetylene, obtained by
heating o-nitrophenyipropiolic acid in water.
The copper coir pound of the acetylene when
mildly oxidised with ferricymide gave dinitro-
diphenyldiacetylene (V), converted by,fuming

sulphuric ooM into an isoinenc compound,
di-isatogen (VI) which by reduction gives

indigotin {ibid. 1882,15, 50). Baeyer's synthesis
of indoxyl (which see) and thence of indigotin
by oxidation follows similar lines,

0-Nitrobenzaldebyde was condensed by Baeyer
and Drewsen with acetone to form /3-hydroxy-/?-

-nitrophenylethyl methyl ketone,
^ v ,CH(OH)CH,-COCHS

which is converted into indigotin by simple
treatment with alkaji {ibid. 1882, 15, 2856);
instead of acetone, other substances such as
pyruvic acid could be used.

Of all the above processes, only two achieved
transitory practical application. o-Nitrophenyl-
propiolic acid was sold, as its sodium Bait, by
the Badisehe Co., to be made up into a printing
mixture immediately before use* with ti thickener,
a xanthate as a reducing agent and borax as a
mild alkali. Its use was restricted owing to its
high cost and the objectionable odour of the
xanthate. Kalle and Co. marketed the bisul-
phite convjound of Baeyer and Drewson'e ketone
as " Indigo Sail," also for calico printing, but it
had a restricted use.

Structure of Indigo.—As a result of his
work, extending over about IH yeara, Baeyer
in a masterly paper (t&irffl883,16, 2188) formu-
lated his views on the structure of isatin,
indoxyi, the indogenides and finally of indigotin.
The formulae which he advanced have stood the
test Of time and have been the foundation on
which a vast chapter of chemistry has been built
up (flee INDIOOIP, DYE-STUFFS). The matter is
referred to again, however^ u.ider structure and
colour (gee p. 447a). •

The arguments leading to this fo<ynula fo
indigotin were briefly:

(1) Indigotin contains two imino groups.
(2) The carbon atom next to the benzjne ring

must carry an oxygen atom.
(3) The formation of indigotin friJm dimtro-

diphenyldiacetylene proves the prOence
of the chain C s H 4 CCCCC a H, .

Indigotin must be closely related to indirubin;
the two are isomeric, and since indirubin must
be the 0-indogenide of isatm, indigotin must be
the a-indogenide. The formulae with con-
ventional numbering are given below ;

CO

nit
is

-nd

for
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Btieycr pointed out clearly in this paper that
both isntin and indoxyi are capable of reacting
in two forms, owing to the lability of a hydrogen
atom. He. 'gave to the compounds and their
pseudo-forms tho following formulae:

CO CO

C(OH) CO

NH
i/i-lsatiu.

COH

CH

NH
Jndoxyl.

NH
^-indoxyi.

An explanation of the formation of indigotin
from Baeyer and Drcwson's o-nitrobenzalde-
hyde-acetone condensation product lias been

. inced by T. Tauuscscu and A. Georgeacu
{Hull. Soc. ciiim. 1932, [iv], 51, 23+). They sup-
pose that the ketol (1) passes with loss of water
into the o-nitroso-compound (II) which, in

CH(GH)CH3COCHa

C-COCHa

/

presence of alkali cyclises to (III), 2 mol. of
•which by hydrolysis give acet'.c acid and 1 mol.
of indigotin.

The first claim to hate Hyntheaised indigo was
made by Emmerling and Engler {Ber. 1870, 8,
885), who obtained a very email quantity by
heating o-oitroacetophenone with zinc and soda-
ljme. Much doubt' was thrown upon their
claim as for .a long, time ,the experiment could
not be repeated successfully, but it was even-
tually admitted that a traoi of indigo can he
thus obtained. Later it was shown that c-amino-
acetophenone, and especially o-amino-iw(-chloro-
((•romo-)acetophenone uan thus be converted
into indigo. It has recently been shown by
P. Kuggli and H. Rek-bwein {Helv. Chim. Acta,
1937, 20, 013) that while the free amine gives a
very low yield of indigotin a much improved

yield, as high as 73%, can be obtained
acetylating the amino group and heating the
0-acetamino-a>-bromoacetophenone with alkali
in an air current.

The ketols obtained by condensing o-nitro-
benzaldehyde with acetophenone and its sub-
stitution products also gjva imligotin with alkali.
I. Tanaseacu and A, Bauiu (Bull. Soc. chim.
1937, [v], 4, Hi73) ha\re shown that negative
substituents in the benzene ring of the aceto-
phenone favour indigotin formation, and
particular the compound from acetophenoie-4-
carboxylic acid,

CH(OH)CHaCO

\ N O ,

passes quantitatively into indigotin by simple
dissolution in alkali.

MANUFACTURE OP SYNTHETIC INDIGO.

The discoveries underlying modern manu-
iacturiijg methods for indigo were made
by K. Heumann, of the Zurich Polytechnic (Ber.
1890, 23, 343), who in 1890 observed that both
phcnylglycine and phenylglycine-o-carboxylic
acid are transformed into indoxyl by fusion with
cau3tic potash. The processes were patented
(G.P. 54620, 56273, and numerous additions) and
were utmiucd bytbfi tvuii'-ciic Aiiilin- mi'l Soda-
Fabrik. The yield from phenylglycine was very
small; that from the phenylglycine-o-carboxylic
acid was better, and it was on this process that
attention was concentrated. As has been shown
by ('published experimental results, yields of
indigo/«s high as 80% of theory c&n be obtained
by fusing phenyMycine-o-carboxylic acid with
12-10 mol. proportions of caustic potash at 260°
for 10 minutes and oxidising the in doxy 1 formed
(M. Phillips, J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 1921," 13, 759).
Caustic «oda gives lower yields than caustic
potash. The reactions involved are the fol-
lowing :

Tliis process was the one utilised by the Jiudiscm
Co. in the tirst auceesuful manufacture of eyn
thetic indigotin, which was launched on to tli

ische
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,..ket in 1807. There were many difficulties,
however, to be overcome before the project
became a succeaa, and the Badische Co. alone is
said to have expended £1,000,000 in research
and experiment before manufacture^ succeeded.
Phenylglyrine-o-carboxyhc acid, which was to be
the atarttng-point of the synthesis, had to be
manufactured from anthranilic acid and chloro-
acetie acid. In view ot the enormous quantities
of anthranilic acid that would be required, its
11, -nitration from o-nitrotoluene was not feasible.
ForUinatelV, another process was available,
namely, tho application of the well-known Hof-
mann reaction to phthalimido. Sodium phtlial-
imidt is treated at a low temperature with sodium
hypochlorite when the following reaction occurs:

CO
/ \

\ /
CO
Sodium phtlialimldc.

XO.Na
NaCI+CO2

Sodium antliranilnte.

The phthahmide for this process is readily
obtained by the action of ammonia on phthalic
acid or anhydride- Fortunately,.at about this
tame there was discovered a cheap and facile
process for obtaining phthalic anhydride by the
oxidation of naphthalene with sulphuric acid in
presence of mercuric sulphate. Thus it was
possible to found the synthetic indigo industry
at once on a cheap, abundant raw material,
naphthalene. At the same time the success of
tho enterprise must turn on the economical
utilisation of all materials and the roccvery of
by-products. The manufacture of phthalic
anhydride used up vast quantities of sulphuric
arid which were converted into sulphur dioxide.
This large production of sulphur dioxide- was
re-oxidised to sulphuric add by the " contact"
process, a process for the manufacture of sul-
phuric acid which mid ubtcdly VBB Stimulated
by the development of indigo manufacture. The
ultimate success of t̂ ie first synthetic indigo
manufacture is attributed to the courage, in-
ventive genius -fcnd. perseverance of Rudolf
Kniotsch of the Badische Co.-;-

The next important discovery bea-ing on
indigo manufacture came from a source outside
the dyeetoff firms. The Deutsche Gold- und
Silber-Sehcidcanstalt in Frankfurt a/M. w««
manufacturers of aodaniide, for sodium cyanide,
arjd one of their chemists, J. Pfleger, discovered
that the conversion of phenylglycine into fJidoxyl
in the alkali melt goes much more smoothly, in
fact practically quantitatively, when sodamide
is used instead of sodium hydroxide. This dis-
covery immediately put the manufacture of
indigo in a now light, since aniline now became
a competitor of anthranilic acid as starting
material. It is true that the Pfleger process was
also applicable to phanyklycjne-o-ottboxylic
acid, but any improvement duo to such ft modifi-
cation could hardly off-set the lower price of
.uiilinu compared with anthranilic acid. The

process was acquired by the firm of Bleister,
Lucius and Briining, who at about the same
time discovered an important new method
of manufacturing phenylglycine without using
chloracctic acid. They applied some earlier
work of Bender and of Miller and Ploch) on
anhydroformaldehyde-anih'ne, and showed that
phenylglycine-nitrile could be readily and
quantitatively obtained from aniline, formalde-
hyde and sodium cyanide (G.P. 151538, 1901):

C6H5NH2+CHaO+NaCN
C H N H

Subsequent hydrolysis of the nitrile gives the
glycine.

These two discoveries paved the way for what
is now, probably, the only practically worked
process for indigo manufacture; in brief, the
preparation of phenylglycine from aniline,
formaldehyde and sodium cyanide; fusion dT
the sodium phonyIglycinate with mixed can
potash and soda in presence of sodamide; and
oxidation of the indoxyl by means of air. Water
is formed during the • eyclisation and it is the
function of the sodamide in the fusion to counter-
act the destructive effect of this water at the
high temperature used:

/NHCH3CO1!Na

NH

C-ONa

and 1 mol. proportion of sodamide should suffice
for thiB purpose. # •

Details of the above fusion and oxidation
processes are given by Fierz-David, " Kunstliche
organisebe Farbstoffe," Berlin, 1928, pp. 441-
443, and by P. Henesey (J. Soc. Dyers and Col.
193fJ, 54, 105). The two descriptions differ in
detail, from which one can infer thLt the pro-
cesses employed differ in different factor^ It
can be gathered from the descriptions that the
phenylglycine may be used as a mixture of
sodium and potassium salts; that tho mixed
alkali used is about 4 Hints the weight of the
phenylglycine, and may contain KOH:NaOH
in the ratio 2:1. The sodamide may, according
to Fierz-David, be made in situ, in the fusion pot
by passing dry ammonia into the vessel contain-
ing a mixture of caustic soda and potash at 350",
and adding sodium whilst the mass is allowed
to cool. The glycine salt is added at a tempera-
ture of about 190°. According to Henesey the
fusion is finished at 220° in an inert atmosphere,
and is complete in 5J houJS; Fierz-David gives
a fusion temperature ofl 190-210° and a total
duration of 2\ hours. Henesey claims that the
best yield is obta:ned using 2 mol. of sodamide
per mol. of phenylglycine. At the end of the
f i t h i d i h d

p y g y
fusiorijthe mass is discharged into ice and water,
thus keeping the temperature below 50°, and ia •
air-blown to oxidise the indoxyl to indigotin.
According to Henesey the concentration of
tndoxyj at this stage should be about 4% and
of alkali about 0% (these figures should represent
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the proportions of glycine to alkali used in the
fusion, which Henesey does not give) and the
temperature should not exceed 70°. The preci-
pitated indigo tin is filtered in a press, washed
with water, Hmn washed in. a vat with dilute
acid to remove alkali, finally filter-pressed und
washed again. It is then ready for standardising.

An important part of the process is the
recovery of the alkali by concentration of tiie
dilute solution obtained after the filtration of
the indigotin. The yield of inctigotin is given
by Henesey as about (32-6% on the phenyl-
glycine. There are, however, recoveries which
bring the yield much higher. During the fusion,
some 8% of the glycine is i,ydrolysed to methyl-
aniline and aniline, which are recovered; and
during the oxidation some antbranilic aeid is
forrm-d. which is also recovered. AnothtT by-
product formed is small amount is flavindhie
(o,uindolJnc-4-earboxy]ie acid), formed by inter-
action of ieatin (or the corresponding acid) and
indoxyl, thus:

COCO.H

N H ,

NH

Ficrx-David claims '.hat the over-all yield of
indigotin by the process is about !X)% of theory.

Only biief reference can be made to two other
processes which have been used for the manu-
facture of indigo. The Badische Co. is said to
have manufactured large quantities of indigo
between '"12 and 11)14 by alkaline fusion of
jSJ-hy^oxyethylimtline, obtained from aniline
and ethylene ehlorohydrin (feee Fierz-David, op.
cit. 443-44). The fusion follows much the same
course* as that of phenylglycine, except that a
mixture of caustic alkali and quicklime ia uaed:

CHjOH
fi-HydroxyctliylanlUuc.

+ 2H,

and the formation of indoxyl is accompanied
by that of hydrogen.

Another synthesis is that of T. Sandiueyer
(Z. Farb-u. TextU-chcm., 1903, 2, 129), which,
although it failed to be applied for the

synthesis of indigotin itself, yet served as the
cheapest process for isatin and its substitution
products. Unlike the other technical syntheses
it arrives at indigotin through an isatin deriva-
tive. The synthesis starts with thiocarbanilide,
obtained quantitatively from aniline and carbon
disulphide. This is treated simultaneously with
lead oxide and hydrocyanic acid, when it is
converted quantitatively into " hydrocyano-
earbodiphenylimide" {fyanodiphenylforinanri-
dine):

.if

NHPh _ H S + HCN
Sf/ * NC—C'̂ \ NHPh

The last compound when treated with yellow
ammonium sulphide is transformed by addition
of HjS into a thioamide which is converted by
concentrated sulphuric acid into isattn-2-anil,
m.p. 126°,

The anil is readily hydrolysed by boiling
dilute acid to isatin and aniline. It can be con-
verted into indigotin by reduction with ara-
moniuir sulphide in alcoholic solution; or it
cati be converted by means of sodium hydro-
sulphide into a-thioi&itin which, when treated in
aqueous suspension with sodium carbonate
decomposes into indigotin and sulphur;

acKH

CO

NH
2-thio:iatln.

CO

N H

CO

1, 4-2S

N H

(For a full description, see H. E. Fierz-David and
L. Bldigey, " Grundlegende Operationen der
Farbenchcmie," 4th ed., 1938.) Sandmeyer's
process, which gives an over-all yield of 80%
of theory, was used for manufacture for a time
by J. R. Geigy & Co. of Switzerland. One of
its drawbacks wae its exteiiBive use of sul-
phuretted hydrogen, a dangerous industrial
poison.

In 1914 the manufacture of synthetic indigo
was confined to two firms in Germany, the
Batlische Co. and Mcister, Lucius und Briintng;
uud one in Switzerland, the Society of Chemical
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Industry in Basle, The firm of Master, Lucius
und Briining had started to build a factory, ttnd
nearly completed it, at Ellesmere Port in
Cheshire, when war broke out in 1914. This
factory was opened for indigo manufacture by
Messrs. Levinstein Limited, and eventiuillv
became absorbed into the British Dywtuffa
Corporation and then into Imperial Chemical
Industries Limited. .1

After the war of 1914-18 manufacture was
successfully taken up in the United States,
Francuj Jtalyduid Japan. Russia was reported
to have started a factory in the Ukraine in li)3(i,
but by 1939 this attempt waB said U* have been
unsuccessful. It may be that the saturation
point haft been reached. Already in 1920 Fiera-
David estimated the output at 10,000,000 kg.,
about 10,000 tons, of 100% indigotin per annum.
It seems probable, too, that for snme of its uses
indigo has been, and is being, displaced by newly
discovered dyestuffs.

THE STBUCTPBE AND COLOUB OF INDIGO.

Although Baeyer's formula for indigotin is in a
general way satisfactory, ar>,d no responsible
chemist doubts that the component atoms of the
molecule are combined as the formula shows,
many chemists have felt that it docs not satis-
factorily account for the behaviour and pro-
perties of the substance. There are three
principal facts which the formula, a? ordinarily
written, does not account for:

(1) As an ethylenio compound of the form

indigo should exist in two isomeric forms.
cia and trans; only one form is known.

(2) The two keto- and two imino-groupa^are
comparatively indifferent towards the
usual reagents which attack such groups.

(3) On existing theories of colour the intense

I
colour of indigotin is scarcely to be

expected from the structure ascribed to
the compound.

It seems probable that all these facts are to be
ascribed to a common cause, and that a satis-
factory formula should account for them all.
It muat be remembered that a satisfactory
theory must not only account for the colour of
indigotin but also for that of thioindigo and, all
the other types of indigoid dyes.

The question whether indigotin itself has the
trans or cis structure may not be answerable
from chemical evidence. When indigotin is
condensed with 2 mol. proportions of phenyl-
acety? chloride, the derivative (I) ia fornrd
which must be derived from trans indigotin.

CO CO

ft 4 C ~=L==: C C^r i j4

N N

II.

This substance has a red colour and, according
toPosnerfBer. J!)2(i, 69 (lij, 1700) its absorption
Bpeetrom is of the same type as that of indigotin,
as is that of the corresponding derivative from
indigotin and ethyl raalonate. On the other
hand the oxaiyl derivative (11), which can be
obtained from indigo tin and oxalyl chloride in
pyridine at room temperature (Van Alpben,
ibid. 19'Sii, 72 [Bj, 52<i), must be a cis-indigotin
derivative. This compound is yellow, but iî
dianil is red-violet and the cliethoxyoxalylindi^o
(III) is also red-violet {Van Alplirn, Rec, trav.

CO

N

Et2OCOC

CO

==C CflHj

N

COCO2Et

III.

chini. 1939, 68, 378). Th? crystal form
indigotin is said to indicate a trans structure
(A. Keis and W. Schneider, Z. Krist. 1928, 68,
547).

The chromophore of indigotin may bo regarded
as the grouping

O ' O

which is the grouping characteristic of all indi-
goid compounds. The auxochrome is to be
regarded as the NH or CeH4NH group. .• It
is to be noted that the chromophore is th^aame
as that present (in a double farm), in Denzo-
quinonc

/ C = C \
c c=o

I I
Since the group N H is a stronger auxochrome

t liiiii S. indigotin (blue) has a deeper colour than
O

c



LhioindigO (red). It. Robinson (J. Sue. Dyers
and Col. 1921, 37. 77} pointed out that the
blue colours of indigotin and of Indauthrenc
Blue are probably due to the same cause, the
interplay of partial valency forces between the
CO and NH groups. Forces of this kind woulc
stabilise indigotin in a traits form and no cis
form could exist. A Bimilnr idea was put for
ward by tScholl and Madelung independently
(sec Madelung and Willielmi, Ber. 1024, 57 [BJ,
234).

In recent times the theory has been advanced
that hydrogen can act as a co-ordinating ele
meiit; it might play such a r6Ie in Indigotin, and
this would account for the suppression of keto
and imino-propertics; but such co-ordination
can have little to do with the colour of indigotin,
for the N-alkyl ar<l other derivatives of indi-
gotin which have no imi no -hydrogen are also
deeply coloured, as are also thioindigos, etc.
Maddung (I.e.) favours a formula in which partial
valency is active between the O of the kcto
group and the N of the imino group thus:

=c

NH

NH

At the eame time he shows that the oxygen
of the keto-group may be displaced by the :NH,
:NPh and :NOH groups {by indirect methods),
the resulting compounds all being spectro-
scopically similar to indigotin.

Posner (I.e.) discussed the different formula
which had been proposed, and suggested a new
one, in which the residual valency of the keto-
grotip interacts with the far benzene iin& as

indicated in (I). Van Alphen, on the other hand,

considers that the properties of indigStin can
only be tin counted for by Ihe simultaneous
existence of a number of " resonance hybrids "
of which (II) may be one (Rec. trav. cui'Ji. 1938,
57. 911).

The following Table (Posner) shows the effect
of substitution in the NH group on the position
and intensity of the principal absorption band
of indigotin. It is to be noted that all substitu-
tion lowers the intensity very considerably, even
when the effect is bathochroruic- Thioindigo,
however, has the same intensity as indigotin.

Substance.

Indigotin
N N '-dic-liiyliruligotin .
N N '-dibcn/oylindigotin
NN'-diacetylindigotin .
7:7'-dimethylindigotin .
N - benzoyl - 7:7' - di -

mcthylindigotin .
Indigotin phenylacetic

ester
Indigotin malonic ester
*Jhi

urn max.

591
652

545
004

575

555
550
540

Relative
Intensity.

l l H l

031
0-31
0-35
0-54

0-31

0-31
0-31
100

The writer is of opinion that, in the considera-
tion which has been given to the colour of iric.it-
joid dyes, insufficient attention has been paid
a the indirubip and i>dndigo scries. In imli-
;otin the auxochromic effect of the NH group

at a maximum; indirubin is much redder
than indigotin, and wriudigo has lost all blue-
ness.

Iudirublii, viulot red.

C.H€ C,H4

C

CO CO
isolndlgo, browulsh red.

The effect on the colour of indigotin of substitu-
ion in the benzene ring is comparatively simple,
iubstitution generally has a bathochromic
Efect, i.e. moving the absorption bands towards
ongcr wave-lengths, except in positions 6 and 6"
for numbering, dee p. 443d) where the effect ia
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hypaoehromic. These remarks apply particularly
when the aubatituent is methyl-, chloro-, bromo-
or alkoxy- (ace Forminek, Z. ungew. Chem. 1928,
41, 1133). Although indigos containing many
other substituents in different poaitiona have
been described, no exact comparisons of their
absorption spectra have been published.

Leucoindigo ; Indigo White.—Amongst
the numerous reduction products of indigotin
which are known, only one is of technical im-
pnrtance, indigo white or leucoindigo. Thia
fedu >tion product is formed by the addition of
two hydrogen atoma to the two ketonic oxygen
atoms of indigotin, the process being analogous
to the reduction of a quinone to the corre-
sponding hydroquinone:

COH COH

NH NH
Indigo white.

Indtgo white and the cor; esponding reduction
products of other indigoitl dyes have the
valuable properties that they form alkali salts
which are soluble in water; that in this form
they have affinity for textile fibres; and that
they are readily re-oxidised, generally by air,
into the dyes from which they have been
derived. Indigoid dye3 are all applied to
textiles in the form of their leuco- compounds.
In practice the most important reducing agent
for dyeing is sodium hydrosulphite, Na£S2O4.
For printing purposes, especially for discharge
printing, sodium or zinc sulphoxylate, stabilised
by combination with formaldehyde, is generally

, used. Before the introduction of these sub-
stances r glucose in presence of alkali ha 1 been
much used in printing with indigo. In the
fermentation vat, whick is now little used in
Europe for dyeing but still persists in the East,
indigo is reduced to indigo white by products of
the fermentation of carbohydrates by bacteria
and yeasts. A very smooth reduction of in-
digotin to indigo white is effected by hydrogen
in presence of nickel suspended in aqueous alkali.
This process is said to have been employed
technically for the manufacture of indigo white.
Another reaction 'of technical interest by which
leucoiudigo may be produced is that between
mdoxyl and indigotin in presence of^alkali,
whereby both arc converted into the leuco-
compound:

J3y this reaction it is possible to convert the
indoxyl melt from phenylglycine directly into
leucoindigo (Imperial Chemical Industries, B.P.
417862). J

Indigo white can be obtained crystalline by
acidifying a hot solution obtained by reducing
indigo with zinc and aqueous caustic soda and
cooling. Leucoindigo ia marketed both as a
concentrated solution containing eoda or NH3
and in the solid form. It is more stable when
isolated by acid precipitation than in presence
of alkali. Numerous processes have been
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patented for improving pastes and other pre-
parations of leueoindigo by addition of such
substances as calcium chloride, molasses and
other forms of sugar, glycerol, ete.,r and many
devices for preparing stable dry powders have
been protected by patents. Leucoindigo behaves
as a dibasic acid and its acid units are much
more soluble than the neutral salts, a fact which
can be utilised in the preparation of concentrated
solutions. The magnesium salt is sparingly
soluble.

Leucoindigo can be both acylated with acid
cliloridea and alkylated or benzylated with
appropriate reagents. The last property is
utilised technically inr'the process of discharge
printing. A quaternary ammonium compound,
obtained by combining, for instance, dimethyl-
aniline with benzyl chloride and sulphonating
(marketed as " Leucotrope W ") is used to assist
the removal of reduced indigo, by forming a
water-soluble bonzyl derivative; in this way a
white discharge can be obtained in printing.

Indigosol.—A very important step forward
in the technique of dyeing with indigotin was
made in 1922, when M. Bader and C. Sunder of
the Swiss firm of Durand and Huguenin in-
vented a product now marketed as Indigosol
0 or DH." Indigosol, which has the structure
shown, is the sodium salt of the disulphuric

COSD3Na

NH N H

cater of leucoindigo. The sulphuric ester is
formed by the action of chiorosnI phonic acid or
sulphur trioxide on leucSindigo in pyridine or
other tertiary base such as dimetl.yhnriiine
(B.P. 18G057). The advantage of indigosol is
that it has tho properties of an acid dyestuff
and can be dyed on to wool from an acia bath ;
wheii dyeing wool from an indigo vat «reat care
must bo taken not to damage the wool b;* the
action of alkali. It i i said that dyeings of better
fastness to rubbing are obtained with indigosol
than by vat dyeing, owing to better penetration
of the soluble dye in the fabric. The colour is
developed on the cloth dyed with indigosol by
treatment with an oxidising agent such as sodium
nitrite or bichromate and dilute sulphuric acid.
Indigosol also finds important application in
calico printing. Processes for dyeing and print-
ing with Indigosol are described in a series of
patents (B.P. 202630; 202632; 203681;
218649; 220964; aee also M. Bader, Chim. et
fed. 1924, Special No., 449; F. Peterhauser,
J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 192& 42, 152; 1927. 43,
251). Besides indigotin itself, many other in-
digoid dyeatuffs are marketed as indigosola. A
careful tstudy of indigosols has been published
recently by P, Ruggli and M. Stiiuhle (Helv.
Cliim. Aeta, 1940, 23, 689). *

An ullnrnative process for preparing the sul-
phuric esters of leueo-deri vati ves of vat dyea was
discovered independently by Morton. Sundour
Fabrics, later Scottish Dyea Limited, who
treated the dyestuff itself with sulphur trioxido
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and a metal such as copper in the presence of
pyridine (B.P. 245587; 248802; 251491;
258626). This process is particularly suitable
for vat dysa of the anthraquinone series (r.
ANTHBAqDINONB DVESTtTFFS, Vol. I, 420a).

Other methods of obtaining soluble derivatives
of indigo have since been proposed, particularly
for use in printing. The Society o£ Chemical
Industry in Basle have condensed, leuco-indigo
with chloroacetic ami jS-chloropropionic acids;
the products are for use in printing, being
oxidised by such agents as ferric chloride
(B.P. 291768/1927). The J.G. Farbenindustrie
patented the condensation of leuco-indigo (B.P,
330579) or of indigo itstif (B.P. 324119/1928)
with m-chiorosulphonylbenzoic acid. The pro-
ducts were claimed for use in printing (B.P.
337846). Unlike the indigosols, the indigo con-
densation product is hydrolysed by alkalis to
the dye.

Indigo Derivatives as Dyestuffs.—Many
indigo derivatives, substituted indigos which are
still vat dyestuffs, are dealt with in the article
INDIUOID DITESTUFFS. There are, however, a
few other derivatives of indigotin of different
character, which may be mentioned here.

Indigo Carmine, Indigo Extract.—It was
discovered as early as 1740, by Barth, that indigo
could be converted by sulphuric acid into a
water-soluble dyestuff. The product so obtained
was known'as " Indig' Extract " and was used
as an acid dye for wool.

A similar product is manufactured from syn-
thetic indigo by converting it into the disul-
phonic acid. As a dyestuff it has poor tight-
fastness and its use has declined. As a foodstuff
colour its use is permitted in the U.S.A. and in
Australia. The disulphonic acid of commerce
(disodium suit) is the, 5*5'-derivative (Vorlander
and Schubart, Ber. 1901, 34, 1860); further
aulphonation gives the 5:5':7-tri- and 5:5':7:7'-
tctra-sulphonic acids (E. Grandmougin, Compt.
reno*. 1JJ21,173, 586).

Indigo Yellow 3G Ciba.—In 1910 it was dis-
covered tL^t when indigo is treated with beilzoyl
chlo.'ie under certain conditions {see below) a
valuable yellow vat-dyestiiiF uus formed {B.P.
29308/1910) which appeared on the market as
" Indigo Yellow 3'? Ciba." This discovery was
made by Engi and Frohlich, Engi being a
chemist of the Society of Chemical industry in
Basle who was responsible for many important
discoveries in tbe indigoid field. Engi pro-
visionally regarded the new dyestuff as a simple
derivative of indigo having the formula {.*)
(Z. augew. Chem. 1914. 27, 145), but doubt was
thrown on this conception and in 1926 T. Posner
and R. Hofuieister (Ber. 192ti, 59 IB], 1827), on

CO

Jaccount of the intense colour of its vat and
stability to oxidising agents, considered that it
had lost its indigoid character and become con-
verted into an anthraquinonn derivative (II).

N

Posncr'a formula.

II.

Later the question was re-investigated by E.
Hope and collaborators in England (J.C.S. 1932,
2783; 1933, 1000) and by H. de Dieebach and
collaborators in Switzerland (Hclv, Chim. Acta,
1933, 16, 148; 1934, 17, 113; 1936, 19, 1213;
1937, 20, 132; 1940, 23, 469). The problem in-
volves four complex compounds obtained by the
action of benzoyl chloride on indigotin.

(1) The firBt is the so-called Dessoulavy com-
pound, obtained by acting on indigotin with
excess of boiliug benzoyl chloride until the blue
colour disappears, and adding alcohol or ben-
zene ; it forms colourless crystals, m.p. 238°.
It is also obtained from NN'-dibenzoylindigotin
and benzoyl chloride and contains chlorine.

(2) The so-called Hockst Yellow B, which can
be obtained by simple hydrolysis of the
Dessoulavy compound, Cl being replaced by O H.
It is isomeric with dibenzoylindigotin and is
sometiiiies obtained as a by-product in the
preparation of Indigo Yellow 3G-

(3) Indigo Yellow 30, obtained by heating
indigotin with excess of benzoyl chloride in
nitrobenzene in presence of copper powder at
150-160°. H. de Diesbach showed that the
nitrobenzene acts as an oxidising agent and that
oxygen or air increases the yield.

(4) Hdchst Yellow U, which is formed when
Hochst Yellow R is healed with concentrated
sulphuric acid on the water bath. Both Hope
and de Diesbach rejected Posner's formula, for
Indigo Yellow 3G and put forward alternative
proposals. de.Diesbach'3 formulas for two of
these compounds are given below:
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Eochst Yellow K. '

Indigd (or Ciba) Yellow 3G ia brominated to
give a dibromo-derivative, " Ciba Yellow 0,"
said by Engi to1 be a still faster vat-dye. The
latter was reduced in alcoholic alkali by such
reducing agents as hydrosulphite to give a redder
vat-dye of uncertain constitution, U-Ciba Yellow
5R."

When indigotin ia condensed with 2 mol. pro-
portions of phenylacetyl chloride it gives a
brilliant red compound, " Ciba Lake Red Bt" dis-
covered, by Engi in 1911, which is used for the
manufacture of pigments of high fastness to
light.

Commercial Forms of Synthetic Indigo.—
Synthetic indigo is marketed in Great Britain
by Imperial Chemical Industries in the following
forms which correspond closely to those of Conti-
nental manufacturers; " Indigo LL powder"
and " Indigo LL 20% paste "; " Indigo Grains
60%," a solid form of the Ieuco-compound;
" Indigo LL Vat I," a ready-prepared leuco-
eolutiort for wool dyeing; and Indigo LL Vat
II," a Ieuco-solution for cotton dyeing.

Literature.—Besides the references given in the
iJext above, information is obtainable from* the
following sources: History of the Indigo hyn-
thesis, A. von Baeyer, Ber. 1900,33, Sonderheft,
LI; H. E. Fierz-David, "Kuhstliche Organiscbe
Farbstoffe," Berlin, 1926, pp. 428 et stq.\ J.
Martinet, " Matieres Colorantes; VIndigo et sea
DeriveV' Paris, 1926; Beilstein; Handbuch der
organiflehen Cheinie, 4th ei\., 1936, 24, 417.

E H H
INDIGOID DYESTUFFS. The indigoid

dyestuffs comprise a lai'ge class of colouring
matters which are closely related to indigjtin in
then- chemical constitution and are dyed by
similar methods, involving reduction to a soUiblo
leuco-compound, application to t&o material
to be dyed and subsequent re-oxidation thereon
to the colouring matter. These dyestulTa have
been discovered and developed almost entirely
since 1900. Several factors contributed to their
rapki1 development after this date. The «rst
was the chemical knowledge gained during the
intensive study of indigo itself which culminated
in its successful manufacture by the Badische
Co. in 1897. When the problem of indigo was
solved, the knowledge acquired was turned to
the production and study of numbers of its
derivatives and congeners. A second factor was
the improvement and simplification of the old,
uncertain and difficult indigo vat-dyeing process
through the researches of the dyestuff manu-
facturers, particularly the introduction of stable

brniB of the reducing agent, sodium hydrosul-
ihite (Na2S,,O4). The way was thus prepared
or introducing now vat-dyes to the dyers. A
;hird factor was the discovery by Frie^lilndcr in
L9t)f) of thioindigo, a red dyestuff, which, with
ts derivatives, immediately extended the range

of shades obtainable with vat dyes. During the
decade following this discovery there was intense
activity in developing this field of dyestuffs,
many new dyes being marketed by Kalle and
Co. of Biebrich, who first manufactured " Tkio-
ndipo Red " ia 1906; by Mcistcr, Lucius and

Briining of Hochat; and by the Society of
Chemical Industry of Basle. The manufacture
of these dyestuffs is generally more difficult than
that of indigo itself and they are not produced
on so large a scale as indigo. Nevertheless their
properties, their brilliance of shade and all-round
fastness are so attractive that they can sell at a
price which is about five or six times that of
indigo. Although first introduced for dyeing
wool, which they leave in a much softer con-
dition after dyeing than do those dyes needing
a chroming treatment to render them fast, they
are now lately used also in calico printing, and
provide a rapge of shades including brill inn t
oranges, scarlets and blues, besides browns and
greys.

A satisfactory definition of indigoid dyes is
not easily given in a few words. In the. broadeat
sense, the class includes alWiyes of the general
formula

A—CO CO—A'

V
where the bonded pairs A ajitf B and A' and B'
respectively link the chromophoro

—OC—C=C—CO—

I I
to two,-<five or six me inhered, unsaturate^d cyclic
systems. By reduction of the two keto groups
the system assumes the, form

A-C-OH OHC—A'

V
representing the "Jeuco-" compound, which
is soluble in alkali and has dyeing properties.
The molecule of the original dyestuff consists of
two distinct cyclic systems, which may be alike
or unlike, joined by the ethyleuic double boud.
Obviously the number of types of compound
coming under the above definition is very large;
and when it is remembered that substituent
groups of all kinds can be introduced in every'
possible way it can ,be seen that thousands of
different dyestuffs are possible.

The 7th edition of Schultz' Farbstofttab*lI -u
(1931) gives the constitution of 54 different
commercial indigoid dyeatuffa; there are in
addition many of undisclosed constitution on tho
market, and hundreds are described in the
patent literature.

I
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Indigoid dyestuffs are named from the rinq
systems from which the two portions of the
molecule joined by the ethylene linking arc
derived. :.The following are the formulae and
names of indigos which may be regarded as the
parents of some dyestuffs of technical import-
ance ; others follow the same lines :

2:2'-Bis-indolei&digo (indigotin).

CO

s s
2:2'-Bis-tKionaphtlienindigo(thioindlgo).

^:3'-lll3-lndoleIndigo(lndirubln).

NH &
2>1 ndole-2 '-t li lona ph t he n I n di go.

CO

\_v
2-Thlonaphrnen-accnaj*hthenc!ridlffo.

Note that three structural iaoniers are possible
when the two components uf the indigo molecule
are alike, and four when they are unlike. Thus
bis-indoleindigo has three iBomcrs, indigotin
(2:2'). indimbin {2:30 and tAundigo (3:3')- The
2:2'-compouniIa are the deepest coloured and
moat important; the 3;3'-compound8 are usually
of Uttle or no value as dyestuffa.

Symmetrical Bis-indoleindigos.—Indigo-
tin has been dealt with fully in the article
INDIGO, NATURAL and SYNTHETIC. Indirubin
is of no technical importance. The halogcnated
indigotins, however, supply very valuable com-
mercial dyestuffe, especially those containing
bromine. The purple of the ancients, obtained
from species of mollusc, Alurex brandaris and
Murex trunculus, was shown by Friedlander to
be 6:6'-dibromoindigotin. It has never been
manufactured synthetically. Bromination in
the (i:{>'-positions gives a product redder than
indigutin, but halogenation in the 5- or 7-positiona
makes the ihade a slightly greener blue, and
brighter; halogenation in the 4:4'-positions is
said to impart a much greener shade.

The commercial halogenatcd indigotins are
manufactured by direct halogenation. " Indigo
Ciba B " is a mixture of mono- and di-bromo-
indigotins (5- and 5:5'-). which may be obtained
by the action of bromine on dry indigo, or on a
suspension of indigo in acetic acid, in sulphuric
acid, etc. More highly brominated products are
obtained by hrominating in nitrobenzene solu-
tion (a process discovered by Engi), or under
other conditions in which water is excluded.
The most important of the products so obtained
is 5:7:5':7'-tetrabromoindigotin, marketed as
" Duritidone Blue 4BC" (Imperial Chemical
Industries), " Ciba Blue IB " (Society of Chemi-
cal Industry, Basle), " Indigo MLBjiB," etc.
The importance of these dyestuffs lies in the much
greater affinity of the vat for all fibres than that
of indigo itself.

Higher brominated indigotins, up to penta-
and hexabromo-, can be obtained by the action
of bromine on indigotin, or on lower brominated
indigotins, in concentrated or in fuming sul-
phuric acid. " Ciba Blue 0 " ia pentabromo-
i n d i i

Halogens also have tho power of converting
indigotin into denydroindigotin by dehydro-
genation, and, since dehydroindigotin is more
readily halogen ate d than indigotin itself, the
process can be continued to give highly halo*

CO

genated, products. Thus by the action of
chlorine on indigo in acetic acid in presence of
anhydrous sodium acetate at 30°, tetracbloro-
dchydroindigotin can bo obtained. This with
sodium bisulphite gives a compound which is
hydrolysed by acid to tetrachloroindigotin and
sodium hydrogen sulphate.

Other halogenated indigotins on the market
are " Brilliant Indigo BASF IB " (5:7:5':7'-tetra-
chloro-), BASFfZB {5:5'-dichloro-7:7'-dibromo-),
BASFfG (4:5:4':5'-tetrachloro-) and BASFjiQ
(4:4'-dichloro-fi:5'-dibromoiudigolit]).

The sole derivative of indirubin which has
been marketed, as far as is known, is " Ciba
Heliotrope B " (S.C.I.), probably a tetmbromo-
indirubin.
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Two homoiogues of indigotin are known to
have been marketed, the 7:7'- and 3:5'-dimethyl-
indtgotins, respectively " Metkylindigo B and
R" These may be obtained from o- and p-
tolylglycine by the Heuaiaun synthesis, or per-t
haps from the respective niLrotolualdehydes and*
acetone by the Baeyer synthesis {v. INDIGO,
SYNTHETIC, this Vol., p. 443c).

Nitro-derivatives of indjgotin can be obtained
by direct nitration if care be taken to exclude

•<.T; and also by other synthetic methods,
e.g. reduction of rutroisatin chloride with
hydrogen iodide. By reduction in the vat they
give leuco-derivatives of aminoindi^otin, which
can ulso be obtained by direct synthesis, e.g.
from iftninophenyiglycine. Only one iimmo-
derivativc has been used technically, " Ciba
Brown R" which is 5:7;5':7'-tetrabromo-6:6'-
diaminoindigotin. For recent work on the
nitration of indigotin, see J. van Alphon, Rec.
trav. chim. I93S, 57, 837.

Many other substituted indigotins containing
other groups such as hydroxyl, alko.vyl, carboxyl,
cyano-, mcrcapto-, etc., have been described in
the scientific and patent literature, but none of
the bis-^ndoleindigoa of this kind are of technical
interest. Four symmetrical indigos derived
from naphthalene are possible and all are known.
One of them, bis-jS-naphthindoleindigo is of
some importance, since when brominated it
gives) a very bright green vat dye, used in print-

NH

ing and marketed as " Ciba Green 0" and
" Helindone Green G,"

Asymmetrical Bis-indoleindigos.—Substi-
tuted indigotins in which the two sides of the
molecule are different are obtained by condensing
an indoxyl with an isatin-2-chibride or isatin-
2-anil. The isatin s them "elves condense with
indoxyla to give dyes of the indirubin type,
(since the 3-kuto-group of the isatin atone is
active. If isatin-2-aniI (or isatin chloride) is
used, however, condensation gives an indigotin
derivative. Isatin-2-anil is obtained by the
method of Sandmeyei described under INDIGO,
SYHTHBCTO {thin Vol., p, 446A). Another general
method for producing isatins, also due to Sand-
meyer (Ih-lv, Chim. Acta. 191U, 2, 234) K an
follows. An aromatic amine, such as aniline, is
boiled with a solution of hydroxylamine sulphate
and -.-Moral hydrate whereby ox imin (meet an.tide
(I) is formed, which when merely dissolved in
concentrated .sulphuric acid is converted into
isut in-3-inline (II) and this yields isatin on heat-

COCH:NOH

ing and diluting the solution. In this way
Sandmcyer prepared many substituted isatins
from the corresponding substituted anilines.

Thioindigo and Derivatives.—The dis-
covery that a coloured compound of similar
structure to indigotin could be obtained in
which sulphur atoms were substituted for the
imino-groups of the latter, was made by P.
Friedlander (Ber. 1906, 39,1060). The resulting
dyeetuff is bright red, is readily vatted, and in
the form of its leuco-compound has good
affinity for textile fibres.

The methods of synthesis of thioindigo and its
congeners are closely parallel to some of those
employed for indigotin. vThe following is a brief
description of a few of these methods.

Phenylthioglycollie acid itself (I) can be
cyclised to thioiitdoxyl (3-hydroxythionaphthen

III.

(Ill)), but in practice, o- car boxy phenylthio-
glycollic acid (II) is used. Anthranilic acid is
converted through its diazo-compound by the
standard method irfto thiosali^ylic acid, this
is condensed with chloroaccti; acid to give (II),
which is known technical^ as 0 Acid^ The
cyclisation proceeds more readily with these
compounds than with the phenylglycines, and
(II) is readily converted into thioindoxyl by
baking,with caustic soda in a vacuum at about
205°. Thioindoxyl is more eUble than^.idoxyl,
.and although it can be oxidised to thioindig<
means of air, 'in practkfc a more rapid oxidation
process is employed. Technically, the oxidation
is accomplished by boiling a caustic soda solution
OA* thioindoxyl with sulphur, or even by the
action of molten sulphur on the thioindoxyl.

Thioindoxyl is a crystalline substance, m.p.
71°, very similar in odour and general properties
to a-naphthol.

T4ie o-ammolhiopheriiiU achieved importance
as starting materials for the manufacture of
tluoindigoid dyes; a new and convenient method
of preparing them was discovered by H. Hcrz,
of L. Cassella & Co., in 1914. The method con-
sists in a reaction between *i aromatic amine
and sulphur chloride, S2CL; a compound of
the type

, N

is formed, which can be decomposed by alkali
to give the e-MnmothiopheooL If the i
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tion of the atnine is free, chlorine substitution
occurs fn thia position during the reaction with
sulphur chloride. The o - am inothio phenol is
condensed with chloroacetic acid to form the
o-aminophenylthioglycollic acid, which is con-
verted by thc'diazo reaction into o-cyanophenyl-
thioglycollic acid, whence the o-carboxy-
compound can be obtained. The route to the
thioindigo is then as before. This method can
be employed for obtaining a beautiful pink dye-
etuff from o-toluidine, and an orange from
jy-phenetidine {see B.P. 17417, 18292/1914;
G,P.. 360690, 307344, 367345, 370854),

O'&minothjophenols can also be obtained by
a method discovered by A. W. Hofmann (Ber.
1887, 20, 1790), by fusing 2-mcrcapU>benz-
thiazoles with caustic alkali. This process has
been applied by Du Pont de Nemours & Co. of
America for preparing the orange thioiudigoid
dye from j>-phenetidine. The base is converted
into b'-etboxy-2-niercaptobenzthiazole by heat-
ing with carbon disulphide and sulphur in an
autoclave at 200°, and the mercapto- com pound
on fusion with caustic soda at 180-185° is con-
verted into 2-amiTio-5-etho3tythiophenol (B.P.

CS.+S

EtO EtO

NaOH

EtO SH

423869). The route to th*> thioindigoid dye is
then as de.smljd above.

Two other method of obtaining symmetrical
tliifiiir'igoid dyes niiiy ffe mentioned. When ti
salt of thioaalicylic acid reacts with fl-dichloro-
qfchylene in j)resence of alkali, acetylene-bis-
thio alicylic acid is formed,

A cety tc nc- uts-tWosaUcy He a eld.

This is converted into thioindigo by treat-
ment with a condensing agent such as sulphuric
or chlorosulphonic acid (E. Munch, Z, angew,

08,21.2009; G.P.*205324).
K. Dzicwofiaki el al. {Bull. Acad. Poloir.'.isc,

1030, A, 198) discovered that a- and j8-naphthyl
methyl ketone can be converted into 1:2-
napbfchthioindi«otin (1) and the 2:l-isomer (II)
respectively by heating with sulphur at 230-
260°:

i

II.

The brown dyestuff (I) can also be prepared
cycliBing ^rnaphthylthioglyt^ollic acid, and is
commercial importance. AcetophenonC does
not give Thipindigo Bed in appreciable amount
by this process (see T. W. Jezierski, ROCK.
Chem. U>:u, 14, 216).

Properties of Thioindigo.—Pure thioindigo
is a solid substance which ceysUtilises from
organic solvents in reddish-brown crystals
having a metallic lustre. It sublimes without
melting when heated. Its solutions in chloro-
form, carbon disulphidc anil tulueno show a
magnificent reddish-yellow fluorescence but in
alooholic solutions only at the temperature of
liquid air. It dissolves with a bluish-green colour
in concentrated sulj. huric acid with formation of a
sulphate, and is sulphonated by fuming sulphuric
acid at 30-40°. Many methyl -subatitu ted thio-
indigOB are known, including 4:5:7:4':5';7'- and
4;6:7:4';6';7'-hexamethyl derivatives.

Thioindigo is more readily reduced to the
leu co-compound than indigo, and, unlike the
latter, is reduced by sodium sulphide and even
by sulphur dioxide. The leuco-compound i«
less readily oxidised and, therefore, more stable
in air than leucoindigo. It can be isolated as
pole yellow crystals, sparingly soluble in water;
or as the sodium or magnesium salt. Thioindigo
ijj also more stable to both oxidising agents and
concentrated alkalis than indigo.

The effect on shade of substitution in the
thioindigo molecule is similar to that in indigo tin.
Methyl, halogen or alkoxyl in the 5- and 7-
positions have a bathochromio elTect, changing
the shade from red towards violet; in the 6-
positions the effect is hypsochromic, giving pink
to orange shades. Tliiuincligos cover a greater
range of shades fiian indigos. Thioindigos
derived from naphthalene are of many possible
types; they may be symmetrical or asym-
metriral. It is interesting that dyes of the linear
type (I) are bluish-green in'colour, whilst those
of angular type, such as (II), are brown. Com-

CO CO
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pounds of tlie hybrid type, half of (I) and half
of {II), are dark blue. Similarly, the linear sym-
metrical dye from anthracene is green, the
angular dyoe brown. The linear dye from
authraquinone is said to be grey-blue, the
angular brownish-grey. '

The following are some of the commercial sym-
metrically substituted thioindigoid dyes : " Ciba
Bordeaux" (5r5'-dibromo-); "Ciba lied B "
(G:6'-dicbtoro-); " Durlndon*. Pink FF " (O:t>'-di-

•>chloro-4:4'-dimethyl-); " Durivdone Orange J{ "
((i:fi'-di€th^xy-); " Helindone Jied 3.B " (6:5'-
dich?oro-7:7'-dimcthyl-); " Helindone Fast Scar-
let R" (5:5'-dibromo-6:6'-dietkoxy-); " ln-
danthrene Crey QB " (7:7'-diiunino-); " Helhi-
don&t Orey Bll " (5:5'-dichloro-7:7'-dianiino-):
" Helindone Orange D " (5:.V-dibromo-li:ii'-
diamino-2:2'i>i9thio]iaphthenindigo).

The Ciba dyes are manufactured by the
Society of Chemical Industry, in Basle ; Durin-
done dyes by Imperial Chemical Industries
Limited ; and Helindone and lndanthrene I)yes
by I.G. .Farbenindustrie A.-G. The' last firm
reserves the name " Indanthrene " for dyes of
the highest fastness, and •several indigoid dyes
come into this category? Most of the dyes
quoted are made by more than one firm, al-
though only one name is given here.

Thionaphthenquinone$ (Thioisatins).—
Corresponding with iaatins in the indolc series
are the thionaphthenquinoncs or thioisatins in
the thionaphthen series. Thionaphthenquinone
(II) can be obtained by bromiuating thioindoxyl
to the 2:2-djbroruotbioiinloxyl (I) and hydrolys-
ing. It forms intense yeilow prisms, m.p. 121°.

With aniline the dibromo- (or dichloro-) com-
pound gives the 2-anil of the quinone.

When thioiButin condenses with, for example,
a thioindoxyl, it reacts in the 3-postition, just as
isatin does, giving a dyestuff of indirubin type.
Thus Friedl&nder (Moyiatsh. 1908, 29, 373) con-
densed thioisatin with thioindoxyl to form
" tliioiiKlimbiii."' *

Wlien, hofrever, a 2-anil or 2-chloride of fchio-
iaatin is1 used for condensation, a dye of true
indigoid type ja obtained. There are uncon-
firmed statements in patents, however, that
tfakriaatm it-self will condense in the 2-poaition,
e.g. with accnaphthonone (eee G.P. 220244,
Society of Chemical Industry in Baale), or with
oxindole (G.P. 241327, Kalle & Co.), and the
mutter is, therefore, in an undeejdetl

Anils of She tliionaphthenqui nones can also be
obtained by the action of aromatic nitroso-com-
pounds on thioindoxyl. From y-nitroaodi-
methylaniline and thioindoxyl, the »-dime thy 1-
aininoatul (below) is readily obtained, and fre-
quently figures in the patent literature

us an

inter mediate for the preparation of indigoid
dyes of many kinds (we B.F. 17498/1908,
B.A.S.I'.; also Pnmmerer, Ber. 1'JIO, 43, 1370).

Thioisatins, especially naphththioisatins, are
also obtained by condensing a thionaphthol with
oxalyl chloride (B.P. 214864, Society of Chemi-
cal Industry in Basle), thus :

K-COCI],

+ 2HCI

There do not appear to be any tommerciiil
examples of asymmetric thioindigoid dyes, al-
though during the last 20 years a great many
have been patent*! by German and Swiss firms.

Selenoindigos.—Dyeetuffp similar to the
thioindigoid dyes anb 'the thiophcnindole-
indigos are known in which .selenium#.present
in place of sulphur. I'hcnylselenoglycollic-o-
carboxylic acid iB cyclised by acetic anlr
(not by caustic alkuli) to 3-hydroxjfselen
napLthen, m.p. 76-77°, which is stable in air.
In alkaline solution it reddens in air and is
readily oxidised by potassium ferrieyaiffde to
selenoindigo. This is reddish-violet in colour,
sublimes without decomposition at 270° giving
a violet vapour, and can be vatted and dyed
like thioindigo. Asymmetric indigoid dyes can
be prepared from 3-hydroxy.selenonaphtficn, or
from selenonajihthcmjuinoiiL (a stable, red com-
pound, m.p. 10^-103°).

Indigoid DyeJ of Mixed Types.—Just as
Aatinanilide will react with an indoxyl to give
u.'i indigoid dye, so it will react with a thio-
intloxyl to give a mixed indolethionaplittu-n-
indigo, and conversely a thioisatinanilide will
react with an indoxyl. More generally, the 2-
chlorides and 2-anilidea c^both isatin and thioj
isutin will react w»th compounds containing
reactive methylene groups, and by this reaction
many new indigiJid dyes are obtained. Such
dyes can also be obtained by the interaction of
cyclic* 1:2-diketones with indoxyU and thio-
in doxy la.

2-Iadole-2'-thionaphthen indigo is a violet dye
of no interest because of its lack of fastness, but
its 5:5'-dibromo-derivative is " (Jifn Violet 3if,"
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and a tribromo-derivative is " Ciba Violet B"
It should be noted that the shade is intermediate

between those of indigotin and thioindigotin.
By oaadetufcig thioindoxyl with isatin a

scarlet dyestuff (I), an analogue of indirubin, is
obtained.

One of the most important dyes of this mixed
series is obtained by condensing tliioindoxyl
with acenaphtlienequinone, it has the formula

and is marketed ae " Ciba Scarlet G " and
" Durindone Scarlet 7 ." A uibro mo-derivative
is " Ciba Scarlet &."

Another type of indigoid dye is obtained by
condensing isatin-2-chloride or -2-aniJide with
a-n&phthol or a-anthrol. P. Friedlander first
discovered tha.t indigoid dyestuffa could be
obtained in this way (Ber. 1908, 41, 772).
With a-nr^bthol two products are obtained in
abov*1 equal amounts, (I) and (II), but only {1)
has the true indigoid structure. Dyes of type

= O

(II) are designated fadoiiateau, this* p
being named 2-indole-1 '-naphthalene-indolig-
none, F. Bayer & Qo. condensed bromoisatin-
ct-chloride, and alao brominated jS-naphthisatms,

with o-naphtliol and a-hydroxyanthracene in
thia way (G.P. 237199), and Meister, Lucius und
Bruiting, using a-hydroxyoxanthrone instead of
a-hydroxy anthracene, obtained a dyestuff of
presumably the following structure :

OH

11 Hdindone Blue SON " is said to be a dye of
this formula, whilst the above Bayer patent is
said to cover " Alizarin Indigo ZR " and " G."

Mention may also be made of orie or two dyes
which fall into the indigoid class although con-
taining neither an indolo nor a thionaphthen
residue. By oxidation of 4-methoxy-a-naphthol
by ferric chloride, F. Russig (J. pr. Chem. 1U00,
fii], 62, 53) obtained a blue dyestuff, having the
formula (1), which can be dyed like indigo from a

OMe OMe
L

PhN—CO OC—NPh

CM M C
U.

= r

vat. The I.G. Farbenind. A.-G. have patented
a process of dyeing fur in fast blue shades by
oxidising 4-methoxy-a-naphthol on the fur to
this dyestuff (B.K 4070t>6). Another dye of
iudigoid- type, Pyrazoh >3ltie (II) was discovered
by Knorr (Annalen, 1887, 238, 171) who showed
its similarity to indigo.

Scission of Indigoid Dyes.—Many indigoid
dyes can be split by heating wi'th alkali into two
components the iJcntification of "which eatab-
liishes t'le constitution of the dye.

Tlio bia-indolcindigos give by this treatment
I nml. of a 3-liydroxyindolc-2-aldehyde and
1 moL of an anthranilic acid derivative, A thio-
n;i[ilithen-indoleindigo gives the 3-hydroxythio-
naphthen-2-aldBhydB and anthramlk ncid thus i
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2-Naphthalene-2'-indoleindigo gives 1-naphthol-
2-aldehyde. Thioindigo is more resistant than
indigo to alkali fusion. With alcoholic caustic
potash it breaks up giving thioindoxyl, thio-
naphthenquinone and the thioindogenide of 3-
hydroxythionaphthen-2-aldehyde. Some of the*
substituted thioindigos cannot be split in this
way, the reaction being far from general.

Solubilised Indigoid pyes—Indigosols . -
Indigoid dyes can be converted into sulphate
e&ers of their leuco-compounds by the processes
devised by Jtader and Sunder and by Scottish
Dyes, Ltd., respectively, in the same way as
indigotin itself {see Indigosols imder INDIGO,
SYNTHETIC, this Vol., p. 449c). Different dyes-
give esters of different stability, but many are
stable enough to be used commercially, and they
are sold under the generic names of " Indigosols "
(/.<?.) and " Soledons " (LCI.) both of which
ranges include solubilised indigoid and anthra-
quinone vat dyes. For the description of these
dyes and their application, see F. Peterhauser
(J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 1927, 43, 251), M. Bader
(Chem.-Ztg. 1937, 61, 741, 763) and W. Christ
(J. Soc. Dyers and Col. 1938, 54, 93). The use
of these solubilised forms ttf vat dyes is con-
tinually extending. Whittaker and Wilcock,
(" Dyeing with Coal Tar Dyes," 3rd ed., London,
1939, p. 172) state that it is their practice to
make ever-increasing use of the Soledons and
Indigosols in dyeing both viscose and cotton in
the skein form on the roller type of skein-dyeing
machine. Christ gives a list of 28 Indigosol
dyes of which 21 appear to be indigoids, the
remainder being solubilised anthraquinone vat
dyes. The Indigosols from indigoid dyes* are
colourless or only faintly coloured, whilst those
from anthraquinone vat-dyes are deeply coloured.

Bibliography.—J. Martinet, " Matieres Co]p
rantes. Les Indigoides," Paris, J.-B. Bailliere
et Fils, 1934. H. E. Fierz-David, " Kiinstliche
organische Farbstoffe," Berlin, 1926. Colour
Index, edited by F. M. Rowe, 1924. Reports of
Applied Chemistry, published by the Society of
Chemical Industry, articles on Intermediates and
Colouring Matters. For Germpyi patents, Fried-
lander, " Fortschritte der Teerfarbenfabrikation,
1877-1935," Theil. 1-22. '

E. H. R.
INDIUM. At. no* 49; At. wt. 114-76.

Indium belongs to, the aluminium group, of the
elements and was discovered by Reich and
Richter in 1863'during the spertroscopic examina-
tion of some crude zinc chloride fcom a Freiberg
zinc blende (J. pr. Chem. 1863, [i], 89, 441;
90, 172; 1864, li], 92, 480). The name indium
was chosen because of the prominence of the two
indigo-blue lines in its spectrum. Although
occurring only in small quantities it is, like many
rare metals, widely distributed in nature and is
found in numerous zinc blendes, pegmatites,
siderites ana in some tungsten, manganese and
tin ores (Hartley and Ramage, J.C.S. 1897, 71,
533; Brewer and Baker, J.C.S. 1936, 1286;
Romeyn, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1933, 55, 3899).

Extraction of indium is inevitably a tedious
process which at some stage or other includes
repeated or fractional electrolytic deposition of
the metal. Separations from other metals are
also based on: (a) the solubility of indium sul-

phide in 2-3N. hydrochloric or sulphuric acid
and its insolubility in 0-5-0-8N. acid; (b) preci-
pitation of indium sponge by means of zinc;
(c) the insolubility of basic indium sulphite;
(d) precipitation from alcohol of tha complex
between anhydrous indium chloride and pyri-
dine; (e) sublimation of indium tribromide;
(/) precipitation of indium hydroxide with
ammonia in the presence of ammonium salts.
The most difficult impurity to remove is iron,
although small amounts of it may be separated
by extracting as ferric thiocyanate with ether
(Reich and Richter, I.e.; Lawrence and West-
brook, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1938, 30, 611; Thiel,
Z. anorg. Chem. 1904, 39, 119; 40, 290; Bayer,
Annalen, 1871, 158, 372; Mathers, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1907, 29, 485; Dennis and Geer,
ibid. 1904, 26,437; U.S.P. 1855455, 1886825,
2052387).

Physical Properties.—Indium is a silvery-
white, readily malleable metal, ductile and
softer than lead. It can be obtained crystalline,
the X-radiogram indicating a face-centred
tetragonal structure with 4 atoms per unit
cell whose dimensions are a0=4-583 (4-588)A.,
co=4-936 (4-946)A., a:c=1:1077 (1078) (Zintl
and Neumayr, Z. Elektrochem. 1933, 39, 81;
Dwyer and Mellor, J. Proc. Roy. Soc. New South
Wales, 1932, 66, 234; Frevel and Ott, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1935, 57, 228); the atomic radius is
1-569A. (Goldschmidt, Z. physikal Chem. 1928,
133, 408), and the calculated density 7-308
(Z. and N.).

Two isotopes are known with masses 113 and
115, the relative abundances being 4-5 and 95-5%.
For radioactive isotopes, see Lawson and Cork
(Physical Rev. 1937, [u], 52, 531).

Indium has a comparatively low m.p. (155°c.)
and high b.p. (1450°c); rf" is* 7-31. Polished
surfaces of the metal pocsess a high reflecting
power making it suitable for mirrogs and
reflectors.

Other physical properties are:

Compressibility (megabair1 x 10fl)=2-55 between
100 and 500 megabars pressure.

Hardness=1-0 Brinell. Tensile strength (99^1%
metal)=15,980 lb. pir sq. in.

Average specific heat between 0° and 154° is given
by Cp=0-0569+0-000013(<-18) g.-cal. per g.

Specific resistance (ohm-cm, x 10fl)=9 at 20° and
29 at 155°. The mean teiriperature coefficient
between 0° and 100° is 490-4 x 10-5. Indium
becomes superconducting at low temperatures.

Spectra.—Indium* compounds colour the Bun-
scit flame a bluish-red while the flame, arc and
spark spectra show two brilliant indigo-blue
lines of wave-lengths 4101-8 and 4 5 1 1 3 A .
respectively. Other prominent lines in the arc
spectrum, are 2710-25, 3039-36 and 325606A.
Lines due to singly and doubly ionised indium
have also been mapptti (Paschen, Ann. Physik.
1938, [v], 32, 148).

For the X-ray spectrum, see Blake and Duane
(Physical Rev. 1917, [ii], 10, 697), Vatesek
(ibid. 1&29, [ii], 34, 1231) and Siegbahn (Jahrb.
Radioaktiv. 1916, 13, 296).

Chemical Properties.—Indium reacts as a tri-,
di- and mono-valent element, this being also the
order of stability of its compounds so that only
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those of the trivalent series are stable in aqueous
solution. The metal is unaffected by air at
ordinary temperatures and is not attacked by
boiling water or alkalis. Heated to redness in
air or oxygen it burns with a blue flame producing
the trioxide; sulphur, selenium and tellurium
also combine with the heated metal, incan-
descence occurring in each case (Thiel and
Koelsch, Z. anorg. Chem. 1910,66,315). Halogens
react readily on warming. Indium is slowly
soluble in cold and more readily so in hot dilute
mineral acids; the attack of concentrated acids
is more vigorous.

ALLOYS.

Numerous alloys containing indium have been
produced largely with the desire to secure dental
alloys, to impart corrosion-resistance to metals
like silver and copper or to obtain fusible alloys.
Indium amalgamates with mercury, and dental
amalgam bases containing up to 50% indium
have been patented (U.S.P. 1959668).

The silver-indium system has been closely
studied, but the hope that such alloys might
possess tarnish-resistance has not been fulfilled.
Over 40% of indium is necessary to provide a
completely tarnish-proof product a c i such alloys
are too hard and brittle to be of practical im-
portance. Better results are claimed by plating
the metal on to silver, but difficulties have been
experienced through dull coatings and inability
to secure a good polish. The addition of small
amounts of indium to the precious metals
improves their colour, hardness and strength.
Some of the many alloys which have been made
with copper possess precipitation- and heat-
hardening properties (Weibke et al., Z. anorg.
Chem. 1934, 220, 273; 1937, 231, 197).

Indium has been recommended as a con-
stituent of bearing-n: tals, in order to increase
the res^tance to attack by organic acids derived
from vegetable lubricating oils (B.P. 283862).
Low-melting alloys are obtained by adding
indiu*n to Wood's metal, the reduction in the
melting-point of the latter being propoitional
to the concentration of the rare metal, reaching a
maximum with 18% indium, this alloy melting
at 46-9°c.

Alloys have also been produced with mag-
nesium, zinc, cadmium, gallium and lead as wejl
as with the alkali metals.

SALTS.

Indium Trifluoride, I nF3.—Obtained as a
white powder by heating ammonium indifluoride,
(NH4)3 lnF e , or indium sesquioxide in a stream
of fluorine; it melts at 1170° and has d\54-30.
It is very sparingly soluble in hot and cold
water, yielding a slightly acid solution; in dilute
acids it dissolves readily (Hannebohn and Klemm,
Z. anorg. Chem. 1936, 229, 337).

Evaporation of a solution of the sesquioxide
in hydrofluoric acid apparently gives either a
tri- or ennea-hydrated fluoride according, pre-
sumably, to the temperature of crystallisa-
tion. The trihydratc when treated witfii liquid
ammonia yields the triammine lnF3,3IMH3

(Thiel, Z. anorg. Chem. 1904, 40, 280; Klemm
and Kilian, ibid. 1939, 241, 93; Chabrie and
Pouchonnet, Compt. rend. 11)05, 140, 90).

Indium Chlorides.—The anhydrous tri-
chloride lnCI3 may be formed by the usual
methods purification being by distillation in a
current of carbon dioxide. So obtained it
appears as white, deliquescent, lustrous plates,
d25 3*46, m.p. 586°. It volatilises readily above
600°, but at about 1100° dissociation to a lower
chloride becomes evident. The chloride is
slightly hydrolysed ire aqueous solution, crystal-
lisation from solution being difficult; evapora-
tion of the solution at elevated temperatures is
said to yield an insoluble oxychloride. Jndium
oxychloride, InOCI, has been made by Thiel as a
sparingly soluble white powder by passing a
mixture of oxygen and chlorine over the di-
chloride.

Indium trichloride readily forms double com-
pounds with alkali chlorides ^ of the types
K3[lnCI6], Rb2[lnCI5 ,H2O]; the caesium com-
pound, Cs3[lnCl6], which readily separates as
octahedra, has been recommended for use in a
microchemical test for indium.

Ammoniates containing 7, 5, 3, 2 and 1 mole-
cule of ammonia per molecule of the trichloride
are known, while. with pyridine in alcoholic
solution there is produced a white cryotaUine
precipitate of the complex lnClb,3C5H5N.
Double salts have been obtained with many
other organic bases (Ekcley and Potratz, J.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936,58, 907). •
' Indium Qichloride is formed as a yellow
liquid, solidifying to white crystals on cooling,
by heating indium, indium trichloride or
indium sesquioxide in a current of dry hydrogen
and hydrogen chloride: m.p. 235°, b.p. ~ 570°,
d4 3*64. It is probably associated in the solid
state, but between 500° and .700° it exists as
undissociated simple molecules. In contact with
water it decomposes into indium and indium
trichloride. Aiken et al. (Trans. Faraday Soc.
1936, 32, 1617) state that the action is one of
disproportionate into I n CI + I n C13 followed
by the reaction lnCI-> ln+lnCI 3 . These
authors regard the dichloride as being derived
from the hypothetical " indichloric acid"
HlnCI4, the decomposition in water being
represented thus:

ln+[lnCI4]-=ln++ln+*M-4CI-

Reduction of the dichloride or trichloride by
heating with the metal leads to jthe formation
of indium monoSdoride, InCI, which is a dark-
red so'iid, d2

4
5 4-18, melting to a blood-red liquid.

AH indicated above it is decomposed by water,
yielding indium and indium trichloride (de Bois-
baudran, Compt. rend. 1885, 100, 701; Thiel,
I.e.; Ber. 1904, 37, 175; Nilson and Pettersson,
Z. physikal. Chem. 1888, 2, 657; Klemm and
co-workers, Z. anorg. Chem. 1927,163, 225, 235,
240; 1934,219,42; Robert and Wehrli, Helv.
Phys. Acta, 1935, 8, 322).

Indium Bromides.—The three bromides cor-
responding to the above chlorides have been
prepared and resemble them in properties. The
lower bromides are less easily decomposed by
water, so that although the dibromido is readily
converted into the tri- and mono-salts heating
is necessary to change the latter into the metal
a.nd tribromkie, Double compounds are formed
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between the tribromide and alkali or ammonium
bromides, while ammoniates containing 15, 7, 5
and 3 molecules of ammonia are known.

Indium Iodides.—Indium di-iodide has not
definitely been isolated, but the tri- and mono-
valent derivatives have been made. The mo.\o-
iodide is stable to hot water but dissolves in
dilute acids with evolution of hydrogen (Thiel,
l.c.; Z. anorg. Chem. .1910, 66, 288; Klemm
et aL9 I.e.).

Indium Sesquioxide, ln2O3.—Ignition of
the hydroxide, carbonate, nitrate or sulphite at
comparatively low temperatures yields a pale
yellow amorphous oxide which, according to
Renz (Ber. 1903, 36, 1847), is converted into
yellow, trigonal crystals, isomorphous with those
of ferric oxide, on heating at high temperatures
in air. The two modifications differ considerably
in their solubility- in dilute acids, the crystalline
form being so resistant that it can be separated
from the amorphous variety by boiling with
dilute sulphuric acid. Heated above 850° and
without free access of air the sesquioxide begins
tq decompose slowly and then appears white,
owing to a thin superficial film of the lower oxide
ln2O. According to Thi& and Luckmann (Z.
anorg. Chem. 1928,172, 353) the purest form of
oxide is obtained by heating the hydroxide at
850° to constant weight and then heating in air
at 1000° for half an hour. So prepared, its
density is said to be C-75±001, but Klemm and

.Von Vogel {ibid. 1934, 219, 45) give it as 704
while other values up to 7*18 have also been
reported.

Indium Hydroxide, In (OH)3.—White, col-
loidal precipitate produced when solutions of
indium salts are treated in the cold with aqueous
ammonia, alkalis or hydroxylamine; heating
the mixture or precipitating from hot solutions
yields a dense, granular precipitate. The freshly
deposited amorphous form is slightly sdluble in
excess of ammonia and readily 8(5 in excess of
alkali hydroxide; reprecipitation occurs on
boiling or adding ammonium salts. Both the
colloidal and granular forms show the same
.X-ray diffraction pattern ar/i are the hydrous
trihydrate or hydroxide (Weiser and Milligan,
J. Physical Chem. 1936, 40, 1; J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 1937, 59, 1670).

In addition to its* basic properties, indium,
hydroxide also possesses weakly acid Junctions;
the product obtained by careful drying at about
150°, which has the composition InO(OH), may
be regarded as metaindic arid, HlnO2. A
magnesium mctaindate, Mg(lnO2)2,3H2O, was
obtained by Renfc (Ber. 1901, 34, 2763) by
boiling a solution of indium and magnesium
chlorides; the white powder so produced is
Lisoluble in water but dissolves in dilute*acids.

Lower Oxides of Indium.—Winkler stated
that on heating the sesquioxide in hydrogen at
300° a Jriack oxide, ln3O4, was formed, while
the preparation of intermediate oxides, ln7O9,
ln4O6, etc., was also claimed. Thiel and Luck-
mann (I.e.) found, however, that there was no
interaction at 300°, but that at 500° a bluish-
black material was formed consisting of crude
ln2O. This substance could be purified by
subliming in a high vacuum at a temperature
of 650-700°, and in thin transparent films bad a

yellow colour although thicker layers formed a
black, brittle ajid fairly hard mass of density
6-34 (Thiel and Luckmann) or 6-99 (Klemm and
Von Vogel). This oxide is stable to cold water
but dissolves in hydrochloric acid with evolution
of hydrogen. Heated in air it glows suddenly
and is converted into ln,O«; it does not melt
below 1000°.

The residue left after subliming the ln2O is a
dirty-white powder the composition of which
agrees with the formula InO, but it has not
been obtained sufficiently pure for its identity as
an oxide of bivalent indium to be established.

Indium Sesquisulphide, In2S3.—Prepared
by heating the metal with excess sulphur, by
passing hydrogen s'ulphide over the heated
oxide or by precipitation with alkali or hydrogen
sulphide from neutral or faintly acid solutions
of indium salts; in the last method it is neces-
sary to remove excess of sulphur by heating the
product in an indifferent gas. According to the
method of preparation it is yellow to brown in
colour. It is appreciably volatile at 850°, but
some decomposition takes place as the sublimate
contains free sulphur and a brownish-black
substance, presumably ln2S. Heated in a
sealed tube the sesquisulphide melts at 1050°,
the melt solidifying on cooling to a black mass,
density 4-89, which is red when finely divided.
The sulphide dissolves in concentrated acids
and is converted to the oxide on roasting in air.*
Double salts, KlnS2 aifd NalnSs,H2O f have
been made.

Lower Sulphides of Indium.—ln2S is
formed by subliming in vacuo the orude slate-
grey material obtained by heating indium with
a slight excess of the theoretical amount of
sulphur at 450° i? carbon dioxide. It is yellow
in thin layers but thicker films are black with a
metallic lustre; m.p. C93°,>/ 5-951 (5-87).

Sublimation in vacuo at 850° of ttoB product
made by heating molecular proportions of
indium and sulphur yields only ln2S and S.
The slate-grey colour of the crude Material
differs from that of the reddish-bro^9, soft mass
formed by passing hydrogen sulphide over the
heated metal and which Thiel and Koelsch (Z.
anorg. Chem. 1910, 66, 314) stated was InS.
Klemm and Von Vogel (l.c.) give 5-18 as the
density of this sulphide (Meyer, Annalen, 1869,
150,137; Thiel, l.c.; Thiel and Luckmann, I.e.).

Indium Sulphite.—A basic sulphite,

ln2(SO3)3 , ln2O3 ,8H2O,

is obtained as a crystalline powder on boiling a
Solution of an indium salt with sodium bisulphite.

Indium Sulphate, In2(SO4)3.—Concentra-
tion of a solution of the metal or hydroxide in a
large excess of sulphuric acid yields diamond-
shaped crystals of an acid indium sulphate,
ln2(SO4)3,H2SO4,7H2d: The salt is stable
under ordinary conditions but evolves sulphuric
acid above 250° leaving a residue of the an-
hydrous normal Sulphate. Slow evaporation of
an aqueous solution of this residue leadf to the
sepaAtion of small prismatic crystals of
ln2(SO4)3,9H2O. Addition of alcohol to the
aqueous solution precipitates a basic salt,
ln2O(SO4)2,6H2O (Seward, J. Am«r. Chem,
Soc 1933,55,2740).
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A number of double sulphates have been
prepared, including the ammonium, rubidium
and caesium alums, M2SO<,lns(SO4)3,24H3O
(M==NH^, Rb or Cfi). These crystallise in the
usual regulaf octahedra and have low melting
points, that of the rubidium salt being 42° and
of the ammonium aiuro 36° (37-38°). Solutions
of the alums react acid and deposit basic sul-
phates or indium hydroxide on heating.

The soHinm and potassium alums have not
been made, but double sulphates of the type
Na2SO4,ln;!(SOi)3,8H2O are known, as are
also the corresponding thallous n,nd ammonium
compounds. The ammonium double salt is the
stable modification above,, the melting-point of
the ammonium indium alum in the system
(NH^)2SO4-ln2(S04)3-H2O. The melting-
point of the alum is also the transition point.
Double salts with certain organic baRes have
been made (Reich and Richter, I.e.; Meyer,
I.e.; Nilson and Pettersson, Compt. rend. 1880,
91, 232; Chabrie" and Eengade, ibid. 1900, 131,
1300; 1901,132,472; Roessier, J. pr. Chem.
1873, [ii]f 7, 14; Soret, Arch. Sci. phys. nat.
1885, [iiij, 13, 5; 1888, [iii], 20, 520; 'Hnttnx
and De Vries, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1936, 58,
212fi; Ekelpy and Potratz, ibid., p. 907).

Selenium and Tellurium Compounds of
Indium.—A complete range of tri-, di- and

^mono-valent selcnides and telluridee has been
obtained by synthesis, while the sesquiselenide
ln2Se3 is also formed as a brown precipitate
on passing hydrogen selenide into a solution of
indium acetate (Thiel and Koelach, I.e.; Klemm
and Von Vogel. I.e.).

Hydrated selenites and selenatcs have been
prepared, and the formation from the selenate
of a caesium selenium alum, •

Cs2SeO<, lns(fieO4)ai24HaO,

has been»..ported although this compound is said
to crystallise in tetragonal pyramids (Mather
and fiehluederberg, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1908,
30, 2

Indium Nitride, InN.—Raid to be formed on
heating ammonium indium fluoride at 600°.
X-ray analysis indicates that it has an hexagonal,
wurtzite lattice, the calculated density being
6-91 (Juza and Hahn, Z. anorg. Chem. 1338, 239,
282; Angew. Chem. 1938, 51, 189).

Indium Nitrate.—A solution of indium
nitrate produced by dissolving the metal,
oxide, hydroxide or carbonate in nitric acid

posits crystals on concentration with greater
difficulty the more nearly neutral is the solu-
tion. In the presence of nitric ficid the hydrate
ln(NO3)3,41HjO separates fairly readily as
colourless, deliquescent necdleB readily soluble
iti WSter; tin's salt loses two-thirds of its water
of crystallisation when heated at 100°. Attempts
at complete dehydration, using higher tempera-
tures, result in Borne decomposition of the nitrate
(Winkler, J. pr. Chem. I8B7, fi], 102, 292). A
white double nitrate has been obtained with
ammonium nitrate (Dennis and Geer, J. Amer.
Cii.Mi. Boe. 190*. 26. 437). ';

Indium Carbonate.—Addition of alkali ear-
bonnte to aqueous solutions of indium salts
precipitates u white compound, insoluble in

38 of precipitant but soluble in ammonium

carbonate solution. This precipitate is stated
to be indium carbonate but the substance has
not received careful study (Winkler, J. pr. Chera.
1807, [i], 102, 273).

OBOANIC COMPOUNDS OF INDIUM.

Indium Trimethyl, In(CH-)3.—Obtained
when indium, mercury dimethyl and a little
mercuric chloride are treated together in dry
COS at 100° for 8 days. Excess mercury
dimethyl is distilled off and the residue purified
by sublimation. The indium trimetjiyl forms
colourless acicular crystals, m.p. 89-89i5°, which
are easily decomposed by water, air or oxygen.
Cryoacopic measurements in benzene indicate
molecular association to [ln(CHs)]4 altluugh
it is monomeric in the vapour state {Dennis
a al., J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 193-}, 56, 1047;
Laubengayer and Gilliam, ibid. 1941, 63, 477).

Indium Triphenyl, ln(Ph)3.-—Formed by
heating indium and mercury diphenyl at 130°
in a scaled tube, extracting the mass with
chloroform, filtering and concentrating until
colourless needles are obtained. Schumb and
Crane (ibid, 1938, 60, 300), carrying out the
operations in an atmosphere of COa, found ^heir
product melted at 291° but Gilnian and Jones
(ibid. 1940, 62, 2353) using nitrogen give 208°
as the melting-point and, moreover, they show
that indium triphenyl is slowly decomposed by
COg. It also reacts with water, oxygen and a
number of organic compounds. Successive
addition of bromine leads to the formation of
diphcnylindiura bromide, pheny I indium di-
brornide and indium tribromide; similar
reactions occur with iodine. The halogen
derivatives are buff-coloured powders. Di-
phcnylindium chloride and pheny]indium oxide
hav? also been reported (Goddard in Vol. XI of
Friend's " Text-book oflnorganic Chemistry ").

Indiurn Acetylacetone, ln(C5H7O2)3.—
Obtained by heating indium hydroxide with
alcoholic acetylacetutic and concentrating the
solution. It is dimorphous, one forin being
isomorphous with ^-gallium and scandium
acetylacetones and the other with ferric acetyl-
acetone. It can be sublimed at 140°under 10 mm.
pressure; the melting-point is 183° (Chabrie
and Eengadc, Compt. rend. 1900, 131, 1300).

Numerous salts of organic acids have been
made of vhich indium t.irtrate.js said to possess
preventive and curative properties against
certain forms of experimental trypuiKisomiasis
(Meyer, 'I.e.; Ekelcy and Johnson, J, Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1935. 57, 773; Levaditi el al.,
i'<.mpt. rend, 1932,194, 325).

G. R. D.
INDOCYANINES (Vol. I, Slid; Vol. Ill ,

519c). .
INDO1NE BLUE (Vol. I, 576c).
INDOLE (as perfume). This body, a

parent of the indigo group of compounds, is a,
liquid of powerful and disagreeable odour,
but in minute quantities acts, like civet and
ekatole, as & strong fixer of perfumes, and the
odour disappears on dilution. Por its determina-
tion in essential oils, aee Parry's " Chemistry of
Essential Oils," Vol. 11, p. 292.

K. J.
INDOLENINE YELLOW (Vol. Ui , 519</}.
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& D-I N DOLES. Compounds containing
meinbered pyrrole ring fused to a benzene ring.
Two structures are thus possible, inclole and

CH

,CHa

e, (l)Jand (116) respectively; the second
possibility ia not encountered among simple
compounds and even tho ieomeric pseudo-
traindole system (IIo) is unstable in its simple
representatives.

The indole group is of considerable importance
in natural economy—-indigo, tryptophan and
skatole are naturally occurring indolea—and ia
beccming increasingly important in technical
practice.

General Syntheses.—(I) Tho plienylhydra zones
of carbonyl compounds containing tho grouping
—CO—CHB— are treated with condensing
agents such as zinc chloride, copper chloride or
acid:

CH2—

• "CH

NH
and the elimination of ammonia may in some
cases be effected catalytically (Arbusow, Saize
and Rasumow, Ber. 193.1), 68 [B], 1792). Tho
reaction is thought to involve (1) the trans-
formation of the hydra^one into an unsaturated
hydrazine; (2) the benzidine-type rearrange
ment of the resulting hydrazine; (3) ring for-
mation by elimination of ammonium ^salt from
the product (Robinson and Robinson, J.C.S.
1916, 113, 630; 1924, 125, «27; cf. CampU.ll
and Cooper, iiW.*I935, 1208),,althoufc1h many
other mechanisms had been proposed earlier:

CH

CH

The reaction cannot bo applied to the forma-
tion of indole itself, but the phenylhydrazone of
ii ifoneairords2-methyhndolein moderate yield.
Generally the carbonyl component may be
aldehydic or ketonic, even a-ketoacids reacting
n this way; a variety of substituted aryl
hydrazmes and secondary hydrazinen have been
employed, the reaction usually proceeding still
more readily with the latter. When the ketonic
ompound ia a, cyclic- kctone tho final product is
;rinuclear ; thus tho phcnylhydrazone of cyclo-
:iexanone yields 1:2:3:4 - tetrahydrocarbazolc
|I1I). For recent applications of the synthesis,

see Julian and Pikl (Proc. Indiana Acad. Sci.
8e, 45,145}; Moggridge and Plant (J.C.S. 1937,

1125); Hughes and Lyons (Proc, Roy. Soc.
New South Wales, 1937-38, 71, 475).

(2) Manv; synthetic reactions depend upon
the internal reaction of an aromatic a mine with
a reactive or tho —C-C-X group. Thus reduc-
tion of o-nitrophenylacetonitrile, o-nitrophenyl-
acetaldehyde (Stephens, J.C.S. 1923, 127,
1874 ; Weerman, Annale*. 1013, 401, 12) results
in ring-closure. Indole is also formed by ring

/CHj-CN

NOa 4

^CHjCHO

NO,

• NH,

closure of o-amino-oi-chlorostyrene or o-aceta-
minostyrene di bromide (Lipp, Ber. 1884, 17,
1072; Taylor and Hobson, J.C.S. 1936, 181):

V J

O ^aCHBr-CH.Br ^

MM."NH-COMe

(3) The calcium salt (Mauthner anc>Suida,
MoDsjtah. 1889, 10, 252), or. better the alkali
salts of pheuylglyrino, afford indole on fusion,"
liiTturably ia presence of reductiiK agents (G.P.
152083).

(4) The reaction of aromatic bases with
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a-halogenated ketones is of general application
(Bischler, Ber. 1892, 25, 2860):

2C f iHsNH i+CX—CO

A similar reaction ia the production of indole by
reducing o:tLi-dinitrostyrene with iron, zinc dust
or aluminium amalgam (Van der Lee, Rec. trav.
chim. 1925, 44, 1089). A recent method con-
sists in nitrating phenylethyl chloride, reducing
the o-nitro-compound with hydrosulphite and
finally treating the amine with hexamethylene-
tetramine {Russ. P. 48309).

Properties.—Indoles are feebly basic, in nature
and participate in most of the reactions of
pyrroles although they are less sensitive than
the simpler compounds. Thus they form alkali
metal compounds (Weissberger, Ber. 1910, 43,
3521) and can be poly nerised in contact with
acids, tri-indoles being well characterised pro-
ducts (for constitution, see Schmitz-Dumont
et ol., ibid. 1630, 68 [B], 323 j 1933, 66 [B], 71;
1935, 68 [BJ, 240; 3. pr. Chem. 1931, [ii], 131,
146; 132, 39; 1934, [ii], 139, 167; Annalen,
1933, 504, 1; 1934, 514, 267).̂

Towards strong .substituting reagents indoles
usually react abnormally, but with weaker
reagents substitution occurs in the 3-position
when that is free. Thus iodination or chlorina-
tion (using sulphury! chloride; Pauly and
Gundtrmann, Ber. 1908, 41, 4007; Mazzara and
Borgo, (iazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 564, 566) affords.
3-halogenoiIdoIes and alkyl nitrites or nitrates
yield " nitroso- or 3-uitro-derivatives (Angeli
and Marchetti, Atti. II. Accati. Lincei, 1907, [v],
16,1, 381; Angelico and Velardi, ibid. 1904, [v],
13, I, 242). 1-Acetyl- and l:3-diacetyl-indoles
are obtainable by direct acetylation (Zatti and
Ferratini, Ber. 1890, 23, 1359). Indoles undergo
typical pyrrole reactions with chloroform and
alkali to yield 3-formyl-indoles and, by inter-
mediate rearrangement, 3-chloroquinolines:

CH CH-CHC!,'"

NH . N

CHCHO

< CH -

N

(Kllinger. Wd. 190 ,̂ 39, 2520).
Indoles containing a free 3-pouition react with

diazonium salts and also with Grignard com-

pounds, and from the products of the latter
reaction 3-substituted indoles can be obtained.
Aldehydes of the indole series are readily
prepared by the action of methylformylanilide
on indoles in the presence of a condensing agent
(I.G. Farbenind. A.-G., F.P. 773255), 1933).

Indoles are readily hydrogenated first to 2:3-
dihydroindoles (G.P. 623693), then to perhydro-
indoles and finally on d.^stic hydrogenation ±he
5-membered ring suffers fission with production
of o-alkylanilinea; this fission is less readily
effected when the pyrrole ring is highly alfcy-Jatcd
(see Von Braun and Bayer, Ber. 1925, 58 [B],
387). ' "

Jndole forms 2-5% of the oil extracted by fat
from picked jasmine flowers, and 100 g. df the
flowers liberate es much as 5-6 nig. of indole
in a confined space (CerigheUi, £k>mpt. rend.
1924, 179, 1193); it has also been detected
in several other plant products, e.g. in M longoza "
oil (Madagascar) (Trabaud and Sabetay, Perf.
and Essent. Oil Rec. 1938, 29, 142; see also
GiJdemeister and Hoffmann, "JJie Aetherischeu
Oele," 3rd ed., Vol. I, p. 677). Indole is also
found in coal tar (Weissgerber, Ber. 1910, 43,
3520), and together with akatole is a constant
product of biological degradation of protein
by pancreatic or bacterial digestion (literature:
EUingerin Abderhalden, "Handb.d. biol. Arboits-
methoden," Abt. I, Teil 7, 1923, p. 779) ancl is
therefore frequently found in products of animal
origin, e.g. normal perspiration contains 0^003-
005% of indole (Labhardt, Zentr. Gynak. 1924,
48, 2626) and sewage and sludge may contain
0-25 parts per billion and 0-8 p.p.m. respectively
[Rudolfs and Ingols, Sewage Works J. 1938,
10, 653). As tryptophan (v. infra) is also a
constant constituent of protein it is not sur-
prising that it is also degraded by bacterial
action ty indole. With some strains of bacteria
'" indole negative ") degradation only proceeds
as far as indole-3-acetic acid and the positive
Ehrlich reaction is only observed if indole
positive " bacilli are employed (literature:
Mckel in Abderhalden, Biochem. Hand-
lexikon," Bd. XII, 1930, p. 234).

In addition to methods indicated above, indole
may be obtained by extraction from coal tar
[G.P. 223304, 454696) but jje usually prepared by

sing phenylglycine o-carboxylic acid with
caustic a^ah" at 280-290° (G*». 85071) or at
250° under reduwd pressure (G.P. 152548,
260327],(.

Indole forms leaflets, ni.p. 62°, b.p. 253-254°,
which are volatile in steam. In addition to
chemical transformations indicated above, indole
may be directly oxidised to indoxyl by activated
oxygen and eventually to indigo (G.P. 1306291.

In vtnr of the occurrence of indole in body
luids a large number of qualitative tests for it
have been proposed (literature: Hoppe-geyler
and Thierfelder, " Handb. d. phvsic\- und
mtholog.-chem. Analyse," 9th ed,, 19*24, pp. 307,
t3£S; Oppenheimer, "Handb. d. Biochem. d.

Menschen u. Tiere," 1924, Vol. I, p. 255;
Abderbalden, "Handb, d, biol. Arbdtsmetho-
den," Abt. I. Teil 4, 1923, p. 831; Tail 7,
). 783). Tosatti (Biochim. Terap. Bperim. 1935,
KB, 286) Btates that the Ehrlich- reaction with
>-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde, which Happold
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and Hoyle (Biochem. J. 1934, 28, 1171) have
used in the colorimetric assay of indole, sur-
passes all other known reactions and will detect
1 part in 5,000,000.

Pure indole may be titrated with iodine
(Pauly and Gundermann, Ber. 1908, 41, 4007)'
but there would seem to be no methods for its
exact determination in mixtures. Larger quan-
tities are estimated approximately aa the picrate
(Hesse, Ber. 1899, 32, 2612); smaller amounts,
e.0. in bacterial cultures, are distilled in steam
and es^matod colorimetrit-ally by the nitrite
method {Moraczewski, Z. physiol. Chem. 1908,55,
45), by naphth&quinonesulphonic acid (Herter
and Foster, J. Biol. Chem. 1906, 1, 257;
BergeiuV ibid. 1917, 32, 17), or by Ehrlich's
reagent (p-dimethyiaminobenzaldchyde) (Fellers
and Clough, J. Bact. 1925,10, 105).

Indole has little direct application but is
used in compounding artificial perfumes ((!.]'.
139822, 139869). Its presence in jasmine is
said to be the prime reason for adding jasmine
to tea, and indeed its detection in aromatic teas
has been claimed aa an indication of quality
(Wang, Ni and Chen, J. Chem. Eng. China, 1937,
4, 218),

2- Mel kylijidole

CHa

NH

ia obtained from acetone phonylhydrazone (0.1?.
238138; Fischer, " Anleitung zur Darst. org.
Praparate," 1922, p. 68), or from aniline and
chloroacetone (G.P, 40889). It forms needles,
in.p. 59°, b.p. 272°. Like tndole it is suitable for
use as a perfume base (G.P. 139869), for the pi&-
duction of azo colours (G.P. 141354, K-i>674,
163141) and of medicinal areenicals by direct
reaction with arsenic acid (G.P. 240793}.

3-Afcthylindole, akatole,

CH

which accompanies indolu jn nature? may
be separated by its non-reactivity towards
l:2-naphthaquinone-4-suIphonic acid (fferter
and Foster, J. Biol. Chem. 19(16, 2, 267). Skatolo
forms leaflets, m.p. 95°, b.p. 265°. It gives a
purple or violet-red coloration with vanillin in
concentrated hydrochloric acid (Blu men thai,
Biochem. Z. 1909, 19, 527) which unlike that
given by tryptophan is extracted by tohiene
(KrauH, J. Biol. Chem. 1925. 63, 167) thus
allowing a quantitative separation.

Hydroxjvderivatives of indole having hydroxyl
groups in the pyrrole ring are of significance in
that they arc intermediates in almost all syn-
theses of indigo (t. IKDOXYI. COMPOUNDS).

Isatin, 2:3-diketoindoline, behaves in many
reactions as the laetam of isatinic acid, in
which form it exists in alkaline solution; its
formation by reducing 2-nitrophenyl-propiolic,
-glyoxylic and -pyruvic acids (Reinsert, Ber.

1904, 37, 1038) is then readily understood. It is
obtained aa sodium isatinate by allowing limited

COaH

access of air during the fusion of phcnylglycme
with alkali (G.P. 105102) or preferably by the
action of hot sulphuric acid on oxiuiino-
acetanilide {Sandmeyer, Hclv. Ciiiin. Aota, 191B,
2, 234; G.P. 320647 ; Organic Syntheses, Coll.
Vol. I, 321) or iaatiq-2-anil (G.P. 113979).
Isatin forms orange-red prisms, m.p. 200-201 .
In addition to its direct interest in connection
with indigo, isatin has also been used in
the production of tluoindigoid colours (G.P.
182260; Bezdzik and Friedlaender, Monatsh.
1908, 29, 376; cf. the colour reaction with
thiophen in concentrated sulphuric acid with
formation of indophenin) and other (e.g. halo-
genated) indigos.

Qramine, donaxine (q.v.),

NH #

is an alkaloids directly derived from indole.
Bufotmine.—Of higher indolea bufotenine with

a hydroxy] group in the aromatic ring is interest-
ing as occurring in the secretion of the akin of
toads (Wieland, Konz and Mittasch, Annalen,
1934, 513, 1; Jens-m and Chen, Ber. 1932, 65
[B], 1310). It was synthesifved'by reducing 5-
methoxy-3-cyanomethylirJHole, methylating the
resulting base and deme thy luting the" pftenolic
methoxyl with aluminium chloride :

NH
ilufotenln?

(r/. Hoshino and Shimodaira, Bull. Chem. Soc.
Japan. 1936, 11, 22?; Annalen, 1935, 520,

0-Indolyl-<l'(icetic acid. •

iCHt-CO^H

NH
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This acid has m.p. 1(54°, and is obtained by
boiling the phenylhydrazone of 0-formylpro
pionie phenylhydrazide with dilute alcoholic
sulphuric acid and hydroiysing the product
(EUinger.'Ber. 1904, 37, 1806). It has for long
been known to occur in normal and pathological
urine, in the products of putrefaction of albumin,
etc., and was for some time thought to bo the
ehromogen in urine giving rise to " ururosein,"
the red pigment formed in presence of nitrous
acid (EUinger and Flamand, Z. physiol. Chem.
1909, 62, 285; c/. Ewins et aL, Biochem. J.
1913, 7, 24; Homer, J. Biol. Chem. 1915,
22, 353). A number of micro-organisms grown
under controlled cond;*,ions were observed to
elaborate a factor which influences cell elonga-
tion in the Avena coleoptile. This compound,
heteroauxin was isolated by KogI and his co-
workers (Z. physiol. Chem. 1934. 228, 113) and
shown to be identical with indolyl-3-acetic acid
from urine (ibid., p. 104). v. AUXIN and GROWTH
PROMOTERS.

A number of 5:7-di-iodoindole-3-acetic, -pro-
pionic acids and other iodinated indole and
oxindole acids have been prepared by the Fischer
hydrazone method and used as X-ray contrast
media for therapeutic purposes \G.V. 425041,
459361, 436518; U.S.P. 1656239; Swiss P.
122243).

Tryptophan

NH

a constant constituent of protein, e.g. com-
prises 6-11% of the protein of human milk (Boc-
cadoro, Pediatria, S9£J,30,257; see Abderhnlden,
" Biochem. Handlexikon, Bd. XII, p. 693). • Its
isolation by hydroiysing lactalburain with baryta
is described by Waterman (J. biol. Chem. 1923,
86, 75), and it is conveniently synthesiaed by
causing indole to react with ethyl magnesium
iodide iifanisole; the indole magnesium iodide
is .den converted into itidole-3-aldehyde by
formic ester and thence through 3-indolylidene-
hydantoin and tu-hydantylskatole (Majima and
Kotake, Ber. 1922, 55, 3859) to tryptophan:

CHO

H=C

S
NH CO

3-In duly lid un hydantoin.

CO

'NH

CO

NH

NH CO
w-IIydantylskatole.

-> Tryptophane.

Racemic tryptophan has m.p. 289° and is slowly
deaminated by acids with the formation of
hum in-like materials,

Hypaphorine. is the betaine of tryptophan.
(v. Vol. I, 6S6rf),

A. H. C.
INDOXYL COMPOUNDS. Indozyl is a

nitrogenous organic compound of both industrial
and biological importance j industrial, because
it is* an intermediate product in the technical
synthesis of indigo; biological, becauso it occurs
as a glucoside, indkan, in indigo-yielding plants
(see INDIGO, NATU&AL), and also as a sulphuric
ester in human urine.

Chemically, indoxyl is 3-hydroxyjndole, and
is related to indole as o-naphthol is to ruphtha-
lene. Indoxyl is a tautomeric substance, in that it
behaves chemically as if it hadbUh structures (I)
and (II). The stable form is the phenolic form (I)

I.
Indux yl.

NH
Labile form".

II.

the isomeric oxindole is stable in the
keto1 ic form (III).

The plant glucoaide indican has been fully
discussed under INDIOO, NATURAL. The first
observation that human urine deposited a blue
colouring matter under certain conditions is
attributed by Thudichum (" A Treatise on the
Pathology of LVine," London, 1877) to Janus
Plancus, 1767. The &lue colouring matter was
identified as indigo by Heller and Kletzinaki,
and Baumann (Pflugc-a Archiv, 13, 291) with
Brieger (Z. phyaiol. Chem. 1879, 3, part 4)
isolated the ehromogen froin urine and showed
it to be the potOtssium salt of indoxyl sulphuric
acid, decomposed by dilute acids into indoxyl
and sulphuric acid (Baumann and Ticmann, Ber,
1880,13.415).

Indoxyl was first synthestsed by Baeyer (Ber.
1881, 14, 1741) from ethyl o-nitrophenylpro-
piolate, which with concentrated Htiljiburic acid
undergoes rearrangement to ethyl isatogenate.

/ C O - C C O j E t

The latter by reduction yields ethyl indoxyUte,
hydrolysod by caustic soda to sodium
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,te (IV); with dilute acids this loses
carbon dioxide to give indoxyl,

COH

. NC

NH

IV.

Alkali iudoxylates are also formed by alkali
fusion "of phenylglycine-o-carboxylic acid; and
phenylglycine itself forms indoxyl when fused
with caustic alkali and sodamjde (see INDIGO,
SYNTIJETIC). Many other syntheses are now
known, for which textbooks should be consulted.

Indoxyl crystallises in bright yellow prisms,
ra.p. 85°. It was obtained crystalline for the
first time by Vorlander and Drescher (ibid.
1902, 35, 1702) by decomposing indoxylic acid
with warm water iu an atmosphere of coal
gas. It is soluble in water with a green fluores-
cence, which is destroyed by acids and strong
alkalis. It forms alkali salts which can be
isolated in presence of excels of alkali. It can
be distilled with slight tleeo in position in steam,
and has a fecal odour. It is very unstable,
being oxidised in air, especially in presence of
alkali, to indigotin, and it reunifies in presence
of acids.

Indoxyl and indoxylic add react with alde-
hydes and ketones to form indogenidea of the
general formula (I):

C0H4

CO

NH

I.

CO

C.H / '

NH

lntJirubin.

CO

C8H4

A special case of tin's reaction is the formation
of indirubin (II) from indoxyl and isatin.
Asymmetric indigoid dyes can be obtained
similarly using a-anilidea of Matins or thio-
naphthenquinonc3 (see IKDIOOID DYES-TUFFS).
Indoxyl also couples with diazo compounds, like
a phenol, to give azo compounds (J. Martini* and
0. Dornier, Compt. rend. 1920,170, 502). These
may be regarded as phenylhydrazine derivatives
of isatir\ Benzeneazoindoxyl forms orange
prisms, m.p. 240°. H-Methi/Undozyl has m.p,
57°. N-Accttjliitdoxyl, m.p. KHio.

Indoxylic Acid is obtained as a white crystal-
line powder, m.p. 122-123°, by adding a solu-
tion of the sodium salt to ice-cold dilute sul-
phuric acid. It decomposes on melting with
evolution of carbon dioxide. The N-acetyl
derivative has m.p. 17fi° (deco'mp,).
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Indozylsulph uric

COSO3H
/

NH

occurs, as stated above, in human urine, as its
potassium salt, which is referred to in the
literature as " urinary indican," The free acid
ia unstable but the potassium salt forms glisten-
ing leaflets from alcohol, in which it is sparingly
soluble. Dogs fed on indole excrete the sub-
stance to a considerable extent in the urine.
The indole is transformed into indoxyl in the
liver, Houssay, Deutofen and llazzocco (Compt.
rend. Soc, Biol. 1935, 119, 875). Indoxyl may
originate in the intestine, be stored in the blood
and excreted by the kidneys (Houasay, Maz-
zocco and Potick, ibid. 1934,117,1235,1237). A
method for the detection and colorimetric deter-
mination of urinary indican is given by A. Jolles
(Monatsh.' 1915, 36, 457), depending on the
oxidation of indoxyl with ferric chloride in
fuming hydrochloric acid in presence of thymol,
when a violet colouring matter is formed which
can be extracted with chloroform and determined
quantitatively by colorimetric comparison of the
chloroform solution with a standard. Jolles
considers that the violefc colouring matter.is
4-eyniol-2"indoleindolignone (I), An improve-

CO CH;C-Prfl

CCH, C:C CO

Nrf
I.

CMe:CH

incut on Jolles' method has been described by
H. Sharlit (J. Biol. Chem. 1933, 99, 537), who
uses potassium persulphate as oxidising^agent
(which prevents pigment formation with sSatolo)
and extracts the colouring matter Witt ethyl
tdohloroacetate. The indican is detertuned
colorimetrically by Viewing the solution so
obtained through a green filter, and comparing
with a 1-5% solution of CoSO4,7HaO which
Has been standardised aguin.st a known amount
of indican. A determination can be made on
10 c.c. of urine, and leas than 0-0025 ing. of
indican can be detected. Jolles' method has
also been examined by C. 0, Guillaumin (Bull.
Swc. Chim. biol. 1935, 17, 403) and T. Kuraon
(Z. pbyaiol. Chem. 19:)5, 231, 205) has faacxibed
a violet compound of fndozy] with ninhydrin
which can be used for the colorimetrio deter-
niination of urinary indican.

Indoxykulphuric acid c*i be prepared syn-
thetically by the action of potassium pyro-"
sulphate on potassium indoxyl {Baeyer, Bef.
1S81, 14, 1745), a«d by the action of chloro-
sulphonic acid on N-acetylindoxyl in p^dina
(A. Jolles and E. tichwen'k, Bioc'hem. Z. 1914,
69,347}. .

E. H. R.
INDUCTIVE EFFECT—The m^nifuuuee

of the electronic theory of valency as a basis for
the development of an electronic theory of
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organic chemical reactions is that it limits, by
tho principle requiring the prpsorvflHoti flf
stable electron groups, the forms of electron dis-
placement which it is permissible to assume in
the interpretation of intramolecular clecti-ii-nl
interaction. Two methods have been suggested
by which electron duplets may undergo dis-
placement with the preservation ol" the atomic
octets and without alteration of the original
arrangement of atomic nuclei. The first method
is characterised by the circumstance that the
displaced electrons remain bound in their
original atomic octets; displacements of this
type were postulated in 1923 by G. N. Lewis,1

who showed how the electrostatic dissymmetry,
arising from the unequal electron attraction of
two different atoms linked together, could be
propagated along a molecule by a mechanism
analogous to electrostatic induction. This mode
of electron displacement was considered to apfly
to a permanent molecular condition, therefore
producing a permanent polarisation of the
normal molecule: it has been called the ht-
ditctive effect." It is commonly represented by
the use of arrow-headed bond signs indicating
the direction towards which the electrons are
concentrated:

Complementary to this mode of electron dis-
placement is that which is characterised by the
substitution of one electron duplet for another
in the same atomic octet. This source of
polarisation of the normal molecule is called the
vie&omeric effect.3 The two effects form the
main pillars of the theory of the polarisation of
normal molecules, which hat1 direct application
in the interpretation of the physical properties
{dipole moment, iSagr'.etie susceptibility, re-
fractivitv, nuclear and electronic spectra) of
organic molecules, and the thermodynamics
{heats and equilibria) of organic reactions. The
same theory requires only to be supplemented by
a closely analogous theory of polarisation accom-
panying activation in order to deal with the
kineii)(:s (activation heats and rates) of organic
reactions.

In the theory of the polarisation of normal
molecules, and, in particular, in that part of the
theory which deals with the inductive effect,
electron repulsion and attraction are regarded
as relative phenomena: by convention the
standard of reference is hydrogen. A group X
would be described as repelling electrons if in
X—CR3 the electron densities in tho residue
CRS are greater than in H—CRa. Similarly Y
is said to be electron-attracting if in Y—CR3
the electron densities in CR. are reduced by
«omparison with H—CR3. Electron repulsions
are conventionally 'distinguished by positive
signs and attractions by negative signs, so that
the inductive effects illustrated may be repre-
sented briefly by the .symbols +1 and - I :

CR3X-*CR3

(-t-I-effect.)
H—CR3 1
(Standard.) (-I-effect.)

It is inherent in the idea of intramolecular
electrical interaction that the inductive effect
exerted by groups must be influenced to some

extent by molecular environment, and although
this offact is usually insufficient to change the
qualitative behaviour of a substituent, it is
convenient when commencing the task of classi-
fying ittoniH and groups to set up the problem
in a form in which the disturbance mentioned is
minimal. Thia will be true if the groups con-
sidered are imagined to be singly present as
substituents in a parar*n framework:

A major distinction must be drawn bctwei-r
charged and neutral groups. Anionic groups,

e.g. O -*, S -+•, as a whole are expected to repel
electrons in comparison with neutral groups
considered as a whole; and similarly cationic

groups, e.g. RaN •«-, R»S «-, as a class should
attract electrons relatively to neutral groups
as a class. The reason is that in anionic
centres the atomic nuclei are over-compensated,
and in cationic centres they are under-com-
pensated, by the electrons of their own octets.
Groups consisting of, or containing, forma]

+ - + - + -
dipolar ions, e.g. -*• NOa, ->-SOR, -*NC,
should attract electrons relatively to neutral
groups, since the former are invariably joined
through their cationic centres to the remainder
of the molecule. The electron-attracting effect
of such a forma] dipole should obviously be less
than that of the corresponding free positive pole.
It should be emphasised that these are general
relationships, and that they take no account of
the individual variations which may lead to
occasional overlapping between the various
series.

Individual distinctions depending on chemical
type become apparent on considering a series of
neutral groups. In the series -CH3, -NHj, -OH.
•F,, the total nuclear and electronic charges are
the same, but the distributed (protonic) port inn
of the1'nuclear charge in 'CH3 becomes pro-
gressively centralised in -NHjt -OH, *F, which
therefore attract electrons from an attached
atom successively more strongly in comparison
with the methyl group (the polarity of alkyl
groups is conside .-ed below). Again an atomic
field is expected to suffer more loss through
internal electronic deformation in larger than
in smaller atoms, and thus inductive electron
attraction should diminish along the series -F,
•Cl, Etc 'I . A regular connection between the
inductive effect and position in the periodic table
of the elements is indicated in this reasoning,
and if R is a non-polar or feebly polar group
<H, Alkyl), then all groups such ad -NRa, -OR,
•SR, -Hat. :NR, :O, :.N, should attract electrons
relatively to the methyl group. The extent of
the attraction should increase with the number
of thfl periodic group and decrease witth In-
creasing number of the period; it should also be
greater in multiply-linked atoms than in the
corresponding singly-linked atoms.

it can be deduced from the premises stated
that the polarity of all alkyl groups is zero.
Thia conclusion is, however, a, formal one,
directly connected with the choice of the paraffin
framework as a means of standardising the effect
of molecular environment. A more significant
conclusion conrrxnyij: alkyl groups is that, unlike
the groups already considered (the intrinsic
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polarity of which renders their classification at
least qualitatively insensitive to the dioturbance
of molecular environment), alkyl groups will
essentially exert those polar effects which are
impressed upon them by the other groups presant
in the molecule. In this connection the im-
portant property of alkyl groups is that they
are much more polariflable than hydrogen, and
thus -CH3, although ft has no polarity in
CHa—CHa, becomes an electron-repelling group
in CH3 -+ CO;H, and, in particular, it becomes
so ii'hen * comparison is made between

H dp
CH 3-+CO aH and H—CO2H. Since the
majority of substituents commonly encountered
in organic molecules are attractors of electrons,
alkyl groups generally function as weak electron-
repelling gro(jps. They do this also in hydro-
carbon structures such as toluene, though the
cause in this case is more appropriately classified
with the mcsoineric effect.

The conclusions reached in the preceding
discussion are assembled for convenience in a
table, in which the " greater than " sign, >, is
used to indicate inequality.of magnitude of the
inductive effect: *

Electron Repulsion. (+1):—

•NR>-6; •O>-8>*8e; Alkyl groups.

Electron Attraction (—I):— t

•ORj>-NR3; •NR3>-PRa>-AsRa>'SbRs;

OR2>SR2>-SeRj>TeRa;

6•NR,> NOj; • 8 6 I R > - S 6 R ;

+ - + -
•SO1R>-SOS; •
+ + •

•NR3>NR,: OR a >OR; -8RS>-SR;

• F > O R > N R 2 i F>CI>-.Br>-l;

:O>:NR; : N > - C R ;

:O>-OR; ;N>:NR>NR a
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INDULINE SCARLET {Vol. I, 575d).
iNDULINES. (Colour Index NOB? 859-

863.) Dale and Caro in 1863 and Coupier in
1867 observed that on heating ami no azo benzene
hydroch!t>ride with aniline and its hydrochloride
dark blue colouring matters were formed to
which the name IndttHnes was given ; these are
in soluble in water but dissolve in alcohol
(Spirit-solnbh Jndulines), whilst the free bases
are soluble in oils and fats. Sulphonation yields
water-soluble acid dyes known under a large
variety of names such as Fast Blue, Solid Blue,
Cotton Blue, etc.

!
i

j

)

• I

The first induline was prepared empirically
by Dale and Caro (iJ.P. 3307. ISM) by heati
iuiilme hydrochloride with sodium nitriU1, but
it was soon appreciated that amiripazobenzene
was an intermediate product and tlmt by vary-
ing the conditions of formation different products
could be obtained. The initial product is the
so-called Azophenine (dianiliiiocjuinone dianil)
which forms dark red crystals melting at 240°C,
and on further heating yields successively In-
duline B, 3B and n'naBy 6B. On heating the
spirit-soluble indutines first formed with aromatic
bases other blue dyes of greater value are formed ;
thus with jj-phenylenediamine the water-soluble
ParaphenyUne Blue *is formed and with p-
toluylenediamine water-soluble Tolu.yle.ne Blue
is obtained.

Such water-soluble indulines may also be
prepared by a modification of the induline melt
by allowing ami noazo benzene, aniline and
aniline hydrochloride to react together in
concentrated aqueous solution, or by heating
azobenzene with aniline hydro chloride, p-
phenyl^ncdiamine and a little ammonium
chloride,. Indulines are also formed as by-
products in,other processes such as the oxidation
of crude aniline in the magenta melt.

Alternative methods of preparation arc («) from
phenols or quinones ami amino&zo-compounds,
(b) from hydroxyazo-compounds and aniline,
(c) from azobenzene an* aniline hydrochloride
at 200-230°C, id) by the action of p-diaminea
upon azo dyes derived from naphthylencdi-
umines, (e) by melting aminoazobenzene or pre-
formed indulines with benzidine hydrochloride
to produce substantive cotton dyes.

By the addition of nitrobenzene or nitro-
phenois to the melt greyish-IJue Nigroainea
produced ; following tijtf suggestion of Caro the
name Induline is now reserved for those colour-
ing matters produced from amines anaazo-com-
pounds whilst the name Nigrosine is reserved
for those produced from nitrobenzene or
Ditrapheojols.

On a large scale the dyes are prepared by
heating the required base dissolved iuQ-niline
together with anilirftr hydrochloride (the " In-
dutinc melt "), the apparatus required consisting *
essentially of an enamelled still with oil heating,
and provided with a suitable stirrcr and con-
denser. Some details of the process may be
found in Ficrz-David, " Kuustlichc Organiwcho
Farbstoffe " (1926), pp. 333~334,

The uses of the spirit-soluble indulines are
•ainly confined to the preparation of s-pirit
lacquers and varnishes whilst the free bases
are used for colouring candles, waxes, etc. For
textile purposes some use is made of the in-
dulines for cotton printing, the colour dissolved
in acetin being known as 4fce(in., fiftta, Printing
Slue, etc., and in ^()ite of the coin petition 01
newer and faster dyes the indulinea still retain
some measure of importance since the dyeings
on silk and cotton on a tannin mordijpt aro
fairly^ast.

The constitution of the dyes formed in the •
induline melt remained long in doubt, but the
researches of 0. Fischer and Hepp (Annalcn,
1893,272,306; 189f>,286, 187) and in particular
the classical investigations of F. Kehrmnnn and
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his pupils (<•/. Kehrniann and Klopfenstein, Ber.
1923, 56 [Bj, 2394} have now solved the problem.

The essential components of the melt have
been Bhown.to consist of various anilinophcnyl-
ph en osafra nines:

Anilinopiienyl-'pkenosafranine, C30H24N6Ct,

PhHN

PhHN

XN

UJJ--
Ph Cl

Indullue It.

AniUnodiphtnyl-j)he.noaafranine

Indulge 6B.

It is of course difficult* to carry out the melt
in such a manner as to obtain homogeneous
products and the commercial dyestuffs are
therefore mixtures of the above substances in
varying' proportions.

The pro>:f of tho accepted constitutional
formula has been given by Kehrmann (Helv.
Chira.'Acta, 1924, 7. 471;. 1925, 8, 661; Her.
1923, 56 [B], 2394), who by boiling 3-chloro-7-
&nilino-6-phenyl-ap0safranine (from dianilino-o-
quinone and 2-amiiio-5-chlorodiphenylanii!i'-
hydrochloride) with aniline obtained 7-aniIiuo-
3:6-diphenyl-phenosafranine, which is identical
with Induline 3H,

-I-HCI

Cl

Ph Cl
3-ctrloro-7-aiiHlno-<S-pliet]yl-fljwsttrrsiiiiie.

PhNH-
Ii i i l i i l i in- a i l .

Using dianiliao-o-quuioue and aym-dianUinc*
Mi-phenylenediamine the product is 2-amino-7-
anilino-3:ti-diphenyl-phenosafranine which on
heating with aniline and aniline hydrochloride
yields Iuduh'ne 6B:

PhHN J:O

H 8 N / \ N H 2

PhHNl JNHPh

PhHN

PhHN NHPh

2-aralno-7-aniUiLO-3:6-dlplienyl-pheno3afranlne.

PhNH,,-HCI
Induline OB.

Indutinc UB in also formed on heating In-
duline 3B with aniline, aniline hydrochloride and
mercuric oxide.

The water-soluble dyes such as Faraphenylene
Blue probably have atnino-groups attached to
the side nuclei:

H-CeH4-NHe

HPh

which would account for tlicir solubility and
i d basicity,

F. A, M.
(Vol. IV, 46fi6).

INFUSORIAL EARTH (Vol. I l l , 570a).
INHIBITORS, ANTIOXIDANTS. Al-

though isolated examples of the effect of small
amounts of compounds in retarding the onset
of atmospheric oxidation had been known for
over a hundred years, tlf is subject did not attain
scientific or technical significance until 1917-18
with tho work of Moureu and Dufraisae on the
cause and prevention of'the polymerisation of
acrolein. They showed that tSe polymerisation
was due to chemical reaction with the oxygen
of the air and that both oxidation and poly-
merisatJ'on couU be markedly delayed by traces
of compounds termed by them " antioxygenea "
which were themselves sensitive to atmospheric
oxidation {Moureu and Dufraisse, Compt. rend.
1922, 174, 258).

It bM now been fully established that aiit-
oxidisable substances of the moat diverse type,
both inorganic and organic, can be protected
by a small amount of a reactive extraneous sub-
stance. These protective substances do not
belong to any one cluss, but include elements
such as iodine, salts such as sulphides and sul-
phites, derivatives of the non-metals and metal-
loids, and a wide variety of organic compounds,
particularly phenols and aromatic amines
(Aloureu and Dufraisse, Chem. Rev, 1926, 3.
113}. Indeed, Dufraisse goes so far as to say
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that every chemically reactive substance should
be capable, under suitable experimental con-
ditions, of functioning as an antioxidant.

The technique used by the French workers in
their researches was simple, and is still the basis
of most methods of detecting antioxidant action.
The autoxidisable substance is confined in an
atmosphere of air or oxygen under suitable
experimental conditions? and the rate of oxygen
absorption measured manometrically in the
presence and absence of the compounds being
tested as ahtioxidants.

Antioxidant action is an example of negative
catalysis, the antioxidant not only prolonging
the Induction period before oxidation becomes
noticeable and rapid, but also reducing the
steady oxidation rate which is attained in some
oxidising systems. Even minute amounts of
the catalyst may be effective, 1 part in a million
of hydroquinone being sufficient to improve the
stability of benzaldehyde to air.

Although antioxidants have been used to
protect inorganic compounds such as sodium
sulphite, their chief industrial outlet is in the
preservation of organic compounds. Their first
technical use was for the protection of vul-
canised rubber, and this is still their biggest
field. They are also used in petrol (v. IN-
HIBITORS, GUM), mineral oils such as transformer
and lubricating oils, fatty oils and waxes,
aldehydes, etc. Anti-knocks for*fuels function
by an antioxidant mechanism, and the growing
realisation of the significance of antioxidants
in biological phenomena may be mentioned.

In practice, antioxidants are used at con-
centrations varying from 0-001% (petrol, alde-
hydes, etc.) to 1-2% (rubber) by weight on the
autoxidisable substance. Technical antioxidants
are usually organic compounds, the most widely
used being aromatic compounds with* a free
phenolic group or a basic nitrogen atom. Among
the phenols may be mentioned /J-naphthol,
catechol, hydroquinone and pyrogallol. Bases
include N-phenyl-a- and' 0-naphthylamine (Du
Pont, B.P. 276968); N N'-diphenyl-p-phenylene-
diamine (Goodyear, B.P. 305195); condensa-
tion products of aniLne with acetone and
of a-naphthylamine with acetaldehyde, and
substituted amines such as pp'-dimethoxydi-^
phenylamine andp-benzylaminophenol.

It has been stated above that antioxiaants are
reactive substances which art themselves sensi-
tive to oxygen. Ah antioxidant for one* system
may act as a pro-oxidant for another system,
and even a change in concentration may change
an antioxidant into a pro-oxidant. The first
explanation of their action was the antagonistic
o: ide theory put forward by Moureu and
Dnfraisse in 1923 (Compt. rend. 1923,17ft 624).
On this theory, the first reaction is the formation
of an unstable peroxide of the autoxidisable
substance; this reacts with the antioxidant to
give two unstable oxides, which decompose to
regenerate the original substance, the antioxidant
and molecular oxygen.

A+O2->A[O2]
A[O2]+B-*A[O]+B[O]
A[O]+B[O]-*A+B+Og
A is autoxidisable substance.
B is antioxidant.

This theory is not now generally accepted.
The present view is that autoxidation proceeds
by a chain mechanism, the unstable peroxide
first formed initiating reaction chajns through-
out the autoxidisable substance. The antioxidant
functions by reacting with the unstable peroxide
to give deactivated products, thus breaking the
chain-propagating mechanism (see, for example,
Christiansen, Trans. Faraday Soc. 1928, 24,
714). Each time a chain is broken, an anti-
oxidant molecule is destroyed. This mechanism
has been shown to hold for the autoxidation of
substances as varied as benzaldehyde (Back-
strom and Beatty, J. Physical Chem. 1931, 85,
2530) and rubber (Morgan and Naunton, Proc.
Rubber Tech. Conf., London, 1938, p. 599).

R. F. G.
INHIBITORS, GUM. The term "gum-

inhibitors*' has been applied to numerous
organic compounds' that have the power of pre-
venting the formation of resinous or gum-like
material in motor spirits during storage. Gum l

formation in motor spirits is a liquid-phase oxi-
dation process and gum-inhibitors are a special
class of antioxidants (v. INHIBITORS, ANTI-
OXIDANTS) •»

Attention was drawn to the formation of gum
in motor spirits as a result of the development,
since about 1910, of the cracking process for the
conversion of gas oil and other high-boiling
fractions of petroleum Into motor spirit. The
petrol produced, particularly by vapour-phase
cracking processes, was found to be highly
unstable, readily formed gum, and darkened in
colour on storage. Its use in internal-combus-
tion engines caused the choking of jets, and the
formation of reshjous deposits in the induction
manifold and inlet-valve pockets, and on the inlet-
valve stems, causing tlytm to stick in the guides
with consequent loss of engine power ajid erratic
running. These objectionable properties were
considered to be due to the high proportion of
unsaturated hydrocarbons (olefins) present in
this*type of petrol. 'Although these disadvant-
ages could be largely overcome *" by drastic
refining treatment with sulphuric acid C2 other
reagents, this was costly owing to the consider-
able losses of material, as well as the expense for
plant, labour and reagents.

The subsequent demand for motor fuels of
increasing anti-knock value further emphasised
the importance of this problem, since it was
found that the highly unstable petrols produced
by vapour-phase^cracking processes had a high
Jnti-knock value, but this was reduced to a
considerable extent by the refining treatment
necessary to render them sufficiently stable.

A somewhat similar position arose in connec-
tion with the increasing use of benzole as an
anti-knock blending agent in petrols after the
1914-18 war. The*rude benzole produced at
coke ovens and gas works contains up to 10% or
more of unsaturated hydrocarbons, and unless
these constituents are removed almosfc com-
pletely, the benzole is liable to cause troubles
due to gum when used in engines.

Attention was first drawn to an alternative
1 The terms " gum "and " resin " have been used

In this article synonymously and in a purely degcriptiva
sense.
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and much more satisfactory method of treat-
ment for fuels of this type by the publication in
1030 of the investigations on gum formation
of the Research Committee of The National
Benzole Association (Great Britain). These
investigations showed (1) that engine troubles
due to the use of unstable fuels are caused
almost entirely by non-volatile gum already
present in the fuel at the time of use (Rept. of
of Research Committee, Nat. Benzole Assoc.
1926, p. 97; V. Voorhees and J. 0. Eisinger,
J. Soc. Automotive Eng. 1929, 24, 584; E. B.
Hunn, H. G. M. Fischer and A. J. Blackwood,
ibid. 1930,26,31; S. P. Marley and W. A. Gruse,
Ind. Eng. Chcm. 1932, 24; 1298), and (2) that
the deterioration and gumming of the fuel prior
to its use in an engine can be prevented by the
addition of very small quantities of certain sub-
stances, such as phenols and aromatic amines.
These conclusions were supported by large-scale
storage tests and fleet trials (Repts. of Research
Committee, Nat. Benzole Assoc. 1927-30;
W. H. Hoffert and G. Claxton, Fuel, 1930, 9,
359, 440, 476).

The use of such substances enabled the drastic
refining treatment hitherto found necessary to be
considerably reduced or almost entirely elimi-
nated, thus not only effecting considerable
economics in the expense of reagents, etc., but
also avoiding the destruction of material having
valuable anti-knock properties. These advant-
ages have led to the wide use of gum-inhibitors
in connection with the production of cracked
petrols, benzoles and other motor fuels con-
taining unsaturated hydrocarbons.

General Nature of the Gumming Process.
—When motor fuels containing unsaturated
hydrocarbons ar» stored, the non-volatile
material, known as gun? is produced at a rate
depending both on the nature of the fuel and the
conditions of storage. There is often a pre-
liminary period when the rate of gum formation
is small, followed by the production of gum at
an increasing rate. At first the gum remains
dissolved in the fuel, but when the saturation
limtt, "vhich varies considerably with different
fuels, has been reached, the gnm separates out.

The gumming process is accompanied by a
marked fall in the anti-knock properties of the
fuel. E. W. J. Mardles and H. Moss (J. Inst.
Petroleum Tech. 1929, 15, 657; see also J. C.
Morrell, C. D. Lowry, C. G. Dryer and G. Egloff,
Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934, 26, 497) have attributed
this to (1) fouling of the interior of the engine,
(2) the presence of peroxides (see below) whic>
are strong knock-inducers, and (3) the partial
removal of hydrocarbons of high anti-knock
value. Gum formation is also often associated
with an increase in colour, although this is by
no means a definite indication of gumming.
Thus, extensive gum form?tion occurs in some
motor fuels without any noticeable deterioration
of colour, whereas with othe* fuels increase in
colour occurs with practically no increase in
gum content (B. T. Brooks, ibid. 192fi, 18,
1198; Rept. of Research Committee, Nat.
Benzole Assoc. 1926, p. 41).

It has now been definitely established that
gum formation does not occur in the absence of
air, and it is generally agreed that it is primarily

an air-oxidation process, i.e. the polymerisation
reactions giving rise to the formation of gum are
initiated by oxidation.

As early as 1918, B. T. Brooks and I. Hum-
phrey (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1918, 40, 822)
suggested that the diolefins rather than the
mono-olefins were the chief cause of gum for-
mation. B. T. Brooks, " The Non-Benzenoid
Hydrocarbons," New York, 1922, p. 427, also
drew a parallel between the oxidation of pinene
and of unsaturated petroleum oils, and advanced
the view that the first step in the production of
gum from cracked petrols is the formation of
peroxides of the diolefins, which break up with
the formation of aldehydes, ketones, water and
carbon dioxide, and yield organic acids on further
oxidation. The pale yellow fluid gum formed
from cracked petrols on exposure to air consists
mainly of organic peroxides, aldehydes and
ketones, whilst the resin that remains after
prolonged evaporation consists largely of resin
acids. N. A. C. Smith and M. B. Cooke (U.S.
Bur. Mines Rept. Invest. 1922, No. 2394)
similarly concluded that (1) gums are caused by
oxidation, but have io relationship to the un-
saturation as determined by sulphuric acid
absorption, and (2) gums are polymerised
aldehydes formed by olefin oxidation.

That diolefins which readily form peroxides are
mainly, although not entirely, responsible, has
been confirmed by D. T. Flood, J. W. Hladky
and G. Edgar (Oil Gas J. 1930, 29, No. 18,
40; Ind. Eng. Chem. 1933, 25, 1234) and by
H. A. Cassar (ibid. 1931, 23, 1132; see also P. N.
Kogerman, Trans. Second World Power Conf.
(Berlin), 1930, 8, 33), who have compared the
relative stabilities of various pure unsaturated
hydrocarbons, and by S. M. Martin, Jr., W. A.
Gruae and A. Lowry (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1933, 25,
381) w'o^found that when diolefins were re-
moved from cracked petrols by maleic anhydride,
by sulphuric acid or by partial hydrogenation,
gum was no longer formed.

The connection between peroxides and gum
formation has since been emphasised by L. G.
Story, R. W. Provine and H. T. Bennett (ibid.
1929, 21, 1079). J. A. C. Yule and C. P. Wilson
ibid. 1931, 23, 1254), E. W. J. Mardles and H.

Moss (Z.c), G. Egloff an4 his co-workers (ibid.
1934, 26, 497, 655, 885; 1936, 28, 465), and
other investigators. Peroxide^ can be detected
at a very early st^ge of oxidation at which no
aldehyd3 or acjd and practically no gum is to
be found. The rate of formation of peroxides
accelerates with time. Gum is formed in con-
siderable amounts as soon as much peroxide is
present, and before the formation of any
appreciable amounts of aldehydes or acids, whifh
appeal" therefore to be secondary reaction pro-
ducts. According to Yule and Wilson there is a
relation between the gum content and "per-
oxide number " of cracked petrols.

Although the general character of the gumming
process is now well established and there is strong
evidence that the first step is the formation of
organic peroxides, the mechanism of the further
reactions finally leading to the formation of gum
is still obscure. Since the general nature of the
process is one of oxidation, it is to be expected
that under normal storage-conditions gumming
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will depend on the accessibility of air to the fuel.
It is also influenced by a number of other factors,
such as temperature, actinic light, material of
the containing vessel, and the presence of sub-
stances which may either promote or retard tke
reactions involved.

Action of Gum-Inhibitors.—Any peroxides
and gum already present in a raw motor spirit
are removed during fractional distillation, which
13 usually an essential feature of any refining
process. Thereafter, formation of peroxide and
gum may * recommence immediately or, as
already stated, there may be a short delay or
"induction period" before gumming com-
mencgs* The effect of adding an inhibitor is to
cause a very prolonged induction period before
oxidation commences, apparently by preventing
the initial formation of peroxides as postulated
by C. Moureu and C. Dufraisse (Chem. Rev.
1926, 3, 113) for antioxidants in general.
During this period the further reactions leading
to the formation of gums, to darkening in colour
and to fall in anti-knock value are suppressed. A
very wide range of organic compounds has been
found to be capable of prolonging the induction
period, some being much more effective than
others. The most efficient are those containing
a phenolic group, and the property appears to be
possessed to the greatest degree by substances
that are themselves readily oxidised.

Gum-inhibitors do not prevent gum for-
mation indefinitely, they only delay the com-
mencement of the process. However, since
efficient gum-inhibitors in suitable concentrations,
which may vary from one-thousandth to a few
hundredths of 1%, are capable of prolonging the
induction period under normal storage-conditions
for many months, or years, this is not of any
practical consequence.

Gum Tests.—In connection with thetstudy
and application of inhibitors, it is necessary to
consider the tests available for determining the
quantity of gum in a fuel at any particular time,
i.e. the so-called preformed or existent gum, and
those used for determining the tendency of a
fuel to form gum on further storage, i.e. the
so-called potential gum. Clearly, the relative
tendency of fuels to form gum can be determined
by storing them for a9definite period and then
determining the existent gum. Such storage
tests, however, ta&e too long to be of practical
use, and it has been found necessary to devise
much more rapid laboratory tests,.

(i) Determination of Existent Gum.—Numerous
tests have been suggested for this purpose, all
of them involving evaporation of the fuel under
defined conditions and measurement of the non-
vo'atile residue. The chief difficulty has been
to prevent further oxidation and gumming of
the fuel during evaporation. Clearly, the
method of * evaporation that gives the lowest
result will approximate most closely to the true
gum content of the fuel.

The earliest tests consisted of merely allowing
the fuel to evaporate from a glass or copper
dish heated on a boiling-water bath (100°C).
Sometimes the gum obtained in this way was
subsequently " dried " by further heating at a
higher temperature. It was found, however,
that further gumming occurred during the tests,

particularly with fuels containing high-boiling
constituents. Moreover, with certain fuels the
copper apparently catalysed the formation of
gum (see below). N. A. C. Smith ^nd M. B.
Cooke (U.S. Bur. Mines Rept. Invest. 1922,
No. 2394; M. B. Cooke, ibid. 1925, No. 2686)
proposed a steam-bath method and porcelain
dishes to eliminate these effects. Attempts were
also made to simulate engine-manifold conditions
by subjecting the fuel to flash evaporation (W. S.
Norris and F. B. Thole, J. Inst. Petroleum Tech.
1929, 15, 681), or passing the vaporised air-fuel
mixture over a hot plate (E. B. Hunn, H. G. M.
Fischer and A. J. Blackwood, J. Soc. Auto-
motive Eng. 1930, 26V 31). Methods involving
vacuum distillation were also tried (W. Little-
john,#W. H. Thomas and H. B. Thompson, J.
Inst. Petroleum Tech. 1930, 16, 684; and O. C.
Bridgeman and E. W. Aldrich, J. Soc. Auto-
motive Eng. 1931, 28, 191). All these methods
have now been superseded by " air-jet tests."
These have been developed from a procedure
originally proposed by Hunn, Fischer and
Blackwqpd, which consisted in allowing a stream
of air to impinge on the surface of the fuel
during evaporation on 'a water bath. Under
these conditions the fuel evaporates much more
rapidly and further oxidation is almost entirely
eliminated, no perceptible differences being
observed when the air is replaced by nitrogen or
carbon dioxide. Various* modifications of the
original method, in which higher temperatures
are employed and the air is preheated, have been
suggested (M. J. Mulligan, W. G. Lovell and
T. A. Boyd, Ind. Eng. Chem. [Anal.], 1932, 4,
351). A conventional air-jet test has now been
adopted tentatively as a standard by the Insti-
tute of Petroleum in Great Britain (" Standard
Methods of Testing lj?trdleum and its pro-
ducts," 1935, p. 206) and a more daborate
method employing a hot air-jet, by the American
Society for Testing Materials in the U.S.A
(" A.S.T.M. Standards on Petroleum Products
and Lubricants," 1939, p. 150).

(ii) Determination of Potential? Oum. —
Numerous tests have similarly been devicid for
determining potential gum. Practically all of
them, although differing in the conditions used,
depend on. the same principle, viz., intensifying

\he conditions of oxidation. In some of the
tests, the gum formed during a definite period of
oxidation is measured, in others the length of the
induction period, as indicated by oxygen
absorption.

ffhe earliest test, which was first developed as
a test for corrosion, involved evaporating the
fuel from a polished copper dish. The copper
was considered to catalyse the formation of
gum. Subsequently, further work cast con-
siderable doubt on the signfficance of the results,
sihce they were ofte% at variance with those of
engine and storage tests (Rept. of Research
Committee, Nat. Benzole Assoc. 1926, pp. 41 et
seq.; V. Voorhees and J. 0. Eisinger, i Soc.
Automotive Eng. 1929, 24, 584; and E. B.
Hunn, H. G. M. Fischer and A. J. Blackwood,

A test which has been standardised inter-
nationally for benzoles (W. H. Hoffert and G.
Claxton, Gas J. 1932, 200, 494; Nat. Benzole
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Aasoc. " Standard Specifications for Benzole
and Allied Products," J938, p. 109) consists in
bubbling oxygen through the fuel whilst it is
bcated at lO0°C. in a flask with reflux condenser,
the gum formed during a definite period being
finally determined. This test, however, is un-
suitable for highly volatile fuels owing to loss of
fuel in the oxygen stream. For petrols, a better
procedure, and one which ia particularly suitable
for the study of inhibitors, is that originally
proposed by V. Voorhees and J. 0. Eisinge'r
(J. Soc. Automotive Eng. 1929, 24, 584) and
recommended by T. H. Rogers, J. L. Bussies
and P. T. Ward (Ind. Eng. Chem 1933, 25, 397).
It consists of heating the fuel with oxygen in a
flask in a Bteam bath {fig. 1) and observing the

rate at which oxygen is absorbed, by means
of a manometer connected to the flask. In this
way the induction period is measured or, if
desired, the gum content of the fuel may also
be determined after a definite period of oxida-
tion. Numerous tests have also been devised
in which the fuel is heated under pressure with
oxygen in a metal bomb (E. B. Hunn, H. G. M.
Fischer and A. J. Llackwood, I.e.; E. W.
Aldrich and N. P. Robie, J. Soc. Automotive
Eng. 1932, SO, 198; 0. C. Bridgeman, Oil Gas J.
1932, 31, No. 3, 55; G. Egloff, J. C. MorreL\ C. I).
Lowry and C, G. Dryer, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1932,
24, 1375; J. W. Ramsay, ibid. 1932, 24, 539;
B. P. Ward, Oil Gas J. 1932, 81, No. 1?, 16;
C. Winning and R. M. Thomas, Ind. Eng. Chem.

PUJBBLH ClJSt

ATTACHED TO
P L A T E J

• FLASK CAP*CITY(IC;0CC, I
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26, SU j W. H. Tho.uas, Proc. World
'etroleura Congr. 1933,2,122), the size of bom'j,

material, quantity of fuel and technique, how-
ever, varying considerably.

The standard test adopted tentatively by the
Institute of Petroleum in Great Britain consists
in heating the fuel \\lth air in a flask immersed
in a steam bath for a definite time, and subse-
quently determining the existent gum ('* Stan-
dard Methods for Testing Petroleum and its
Prodi.-jU," 1035, p. 208). The A.S.T.M. him'
standardised tentatively a metal bomb test, in
which the induction period is measured, aa in
tho Voorhees and Eiaingcr test, by a recording
manometer {" A.S.T.M. Standards on Petroleum
Products and Lubricants," Committee D.2,1939,

153).

Correlation of these tests with actual storage
tests has proved extremely difficult, and only
a rough relationship has been established {VV. H.
Hoffert and G. Claxton, l.c.; T. H. Rogers, J. L.
Bussies and P. T. Ward, l.c.; C. G. Dryer, JvC.
Morrb'J, G. Egloff and C. D. Lowry, Ind. Eng.
Chem., 1935, 27, 15; " A.S.T.M. Standards on
Petroleum Products and Lubricants," Com-
mittee D.2, 1939, p. 9). Hence it is advisable
to check any conclusions drawn from them by
iintiial fltorngo touts. Moreover, owing to the
fact that it is impossible to cover in a single test
the many storage conditions used in practice, it
is desirable to allow a high factor of safety with
regard to the stability requirements of motor
fuels.

A further limitation with regard to potential
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tests has been pointed out by E. W. J.
Mardles (Proc. World Petroleum Congr. 1933,
2, 67, 116). At the high temperature used
(100°C.) the rdntive efficiencies of inhibitors
may differ considerably from their relatife
efficiencies under normal storage-conditions. A
substance may even exhibit practically no in-
hibiting effect under the conditions of a potential
gum teat, although quite Effective at atmospheric
temperatures. An example of this is afforded
by hydroquinone, which has little or no in-
hibiting effect under the conditions of a bomb
test (G. Egloff, J. C. Morrcil, C. p. Lowiy and
C. G. Dryer, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1932, 24, 1375),
but ia»cjuite effective under normal storage-con-
ditions. For this reason Mardlep prefers in-
cubation teste.jon samples of the fuel at 35aC.
to oxidation testa at 100°C. However, most of
the substances that give rise to these anomalies
have only feeble inhibiting power, and no
examples appear to have been reported in which
the converse occurs, the substance having a much
lower inhibiting effect than that indicated by
potential gum teats.
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Effect of Concentration of Inhibitor.—
As already mentioned, the efjpct of adding an
inhibitor to a motor fuel containing u maturated
hydrocarbons is-to cause an induction period
before gum is formed on storage or under the
conditions of potential gum tests. Typical
results are shown yi figs, 2 and 3. ,

With an efficient inhibitor in low concentra-
tion in a moderately unstable Tuel, the increase
in the induction period, aa indicated by oxygen
absorption, is directly proportional to the con-
centration of inhibitor. Typical results due to
T. H. Rogers and V. Voorhees (ibid. 1933, 25,
520) are given in fig. 4. With very unstable
fuels, however, or when high concentrates of
inhibitors of low efficiency are used, considerable
deviations from this simple relationship arc
found (Du Pont de Nemours & Co., " Gasoline
Antioxidanta," Tech. Bull. No. 4). Thus, when
the induction period ia plotted against the in-
hibitor concentration, i curve is obtained which
may become horizontal. In other words, further
addition of inhibitor gives no increase in in-
duction beyond this point, and it may bo entirely
impossible to obtain a satisfactory induction
period.

If the induction period is measured with respect

to gum, it is often found tha t a small amount of
gum is formed during the induction period,
either from the fuel itself or from the inhibitor,
by secondary reactions. Moreover, tiie inhibitor
may be non-volatile, thus increasing the residue
left on evaporation (W, H. Hoifert and G.

I T ,
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Claxton, J.S.C.I. ,1933, 52, 25T). Hence the
problem of determining the amount ofinhibitor
to use in practice resolves itself into either (1)
a potential gum test to determine the fianlity
of inhibitor that will give a required induction
period, e.g. 400 minutes by the VoTlrhees and
Kisinger test, which is claimed to be equivalent

I
V
i *

t

* FIG. 4.
I

to a storage life of about 1 year under tempi •
climatic conditions, or (2) determination of the
concentration of inhibitor that will reduce to,
t.g. 10 mg. per 100 ml., the quantity of gum
formed during a definite time of oxidation in
a potential gum test. When either of
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methods is applied, it is found that the con-
centration of inhibitor required varies con-
siderably according to the particular substance
used, and rlso according to the character of the
fuel to which it is added.

Relation of Chemical Composition and
Inhibiting Power.—Data concerning the re-
lative inhibiting efficiencies of various organic
compounds have been published by G. Egloff,
J. C. Morrell, C. D. Lowry and C. G. Dryer
(I.e.; Proc. World Petroleum Congr. 1933, 2,
50; see also G. Egloff. W. F. Faragher and J. C.
Morrell, Refiner, 1930,9, No. 1,80), T. H. Rogers
and V. Voorhees (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1933, 25,520;
Oil Gas J. 1933, 32, N6\ 11, 13; Proc. World
Petroleum Congr. 1933, 2, 63) and other investi-
gators. The method usually adopted has been
to compare the increase in the induction period,
determined with respect to oxygen absorption,
when the same concentration of the various
compounds has been added to different portions
of the same fuel. Unfortunately, the actual
concentrations of the added substances, the
types of fuel and the conditions of oxidation
used by different investigators have varied con-
siderably. Moreover, owing to the jact that the
relationship between concentration and the
induction period may not be linear, it is not
always safe to reduce the results to the same
concentration of the added substance.

Some observers ha to merely compared the
quantities of gum obtained with a single con-
centration of the various substances after a fixed
time of oxidation. Since the relative quantities
of gum will differ considerably, depending on
whether this time is longer or shorter than the
induction period, such results give little or no
indication of relative inhibiting power.

Further difficulties Kve arisen owing to the
instability of the base fuels and to differences in
the stability of distillates from the same stock
of raw material, since T. H. Rogers and V.
VoorVes (Oil Gas J. 1933, 32, No. 11, 13) have
shown that the relative effectiveness of in-
hibitors depends to a certain extent on the
initial stability of the fuel used. Thus it is not
surprising that widely different relative effi-
ciencies have been reported, and that there is
disagreement as to whether certain substances^
have any inhibiting effect. However, certain
conclusions can be drawn as to the types of com-
pounds that are most effective, and a number of
generalisations have been brought to light with
regard to the effects of the introduction of sub-
stituent groups into different classes of orgaific
compounds. The effect of substitution is im-
portant not only because it indicates the direction
in which improvement in inhibiting efficiency
may be made, but also because it influences the

solubility relationships of inhibitors with regard
to motor fuels and watery which are important
under practical conditions (see below).

There is general agreement that phenols and
aminc phenols are by far the most effective
classes of organic compounds. Certain aromatic
amines have high inhibiting efficiencies. On the
other hand, aliphatic alcohols and aliphatic
amines have little or no inhibiting effect.

(i) Phenols.—Data on phenolic compounds are
given in table I—A. It will be noted that

phenol has only moderate inhibiting action under
the conditions used. The inhibiting property
of the hydroxyl group, however, is intensified
by the introduction of alkyl groups into the
ortho- or para-positions, whereas these have
little or no effect when introduced into the meta-
position. Thus, the ortho- and para-cresols are
considerably more effective than phenol, whilst
meta-cresol has only aixmt the same efficiency.
Two alkyl groups are considerably more effec-
tive than a single group. Again they are most
effective when they are in the orth6- and para-
positions to tfre hydroxyl group. This superiority
of an ortho- or para-substituted compound over
the meta-compound has also been encountered
in a number of other series. On the other hand,
the substitution of the hydrogen in the hydroxyl
group by an alkyl group, e.g. anisole and phene-
tole, causes entire loss of inhibiting properties.

When additional hydroxyl groups are intro-
duced into a phenol, the inhibiting action is
increased. As with alkyl radicals, a hydroxyl
group in the ortho- or para-position is much
more effective than one in the meta-position.
Catechol, for example, has powerful inhibiting
properties, whereas resorcinol is only slightly
more effective than phenol. Again, pyrogallol
is one of the most powerful inhibitors known,
whereas phloroglucinol, in which the hydroxyl
groups are in the meta-position to one another,
is far less effective.

The ethers of poly phenols have no inhibiting
effect, but the presence of both an ether group
and a hydroxyl group in the same molecule, e.g.
eugenol and guaiacol, confers moderate in-
hibiting properties.

Among hydroxynaphthalene compounds, a-
naphthol is very effective, whilst the j3-compound
is much less so. This difference may be com-
pared- with the effects of ortho- and meta-
substitution in the phenols. 1:5-Dihydroxy-
naphthalene is a powerful inhibitor.

In general the introduction of a nitro-group
into a phenol decreases inhibiting efficiency, as
illustrated by th£ fact that nitrophenol is less
effective than phenol. The introduction of a
nitroso group, however, increases the effect,
p-nitrosophenol being a highly effective inhibitor,

(ii) Amines.—As a claps, the aromatic amines
are not^so effective as the phenols or amino-
phenols (table I—B). Aniline and the tolui-
dines have onlyTeeble inhibiting action. The
diamiifes and,secondary amines, however, are
considerably more powerful. a-Naphthylamine
has moderate inhibiting properties, but the 0-
compound is much less effective, a relationship
similar to that exhibited by the naphthols.

(iii) Aminophenol8.—An amino-group in Miy
position in a compound containing a phenolic
hydroxyl group increases inhibiting power, the
effect again being usually most marked when the
amino-group is in the ortho- or paia-position
(table I—C). The replacement of one of the
amino-hydrogens also results in a considerable
increase in inhibiting efficiency, but when both
hydrogens of the amino-group are replaced, as
in p-benzalaminophenol, the activity falls off
considerably. This substitution in the amino
group has also been used to increase the
solubility of aminophenols in motor fuels,
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TABLE I.—INCREASE IN INDUCTION PERIOD (MIN.) CAUSED BY ADDITION OF 0 0 1 % o»
VABIOUS SUBSTANCES.

Reference.

Test

Fin'!.

A—AROMATIC HYDHOXY-COM FOUNDS

AfanoRydroxtf-
Phenol
o-Cresol
wi-Cresol
p-CresoJ
Trioresol (tech,)
Butylphenol (o- and p-) . . . . .
ferf-Butylphenol (o- and p-) .
Butylcresol
4-Hydroxy-l:3-di!nethylbcjizenc
SJ-Hydroxy-ljH-dimetliylbtiiizeiie
6-Hydroxy-l:3-dijjiethyIbonzene
4-Hydroxy<l:2-di methyl benzene
2-Hydroxy-l:4-diineth.ylbenzene
o-Benzylphenol
jj-Benzylphenol
p-Pheny I phenol
p-cyeiotlexylph
3-Methyl-4- benzyl phenol
4-Methyl-2-benzylphenol
Thymol
Carvacrol
2-Hydroxydiplit'nyl
3-Hydroxydijihenyl
^j-Nitroso phenol ^

Pohjhytlroxy-
Catcchol
Kesorcinol
Orcinol
H y d r o q u i u o n e . . . . 0 . . .
4-Butylrcsorcinol
4-Hexylresorcinol
4-Heplylre8orcinol
Toluhydroquinoue •
Pyrogallol . . a #.
Phloroglufinol
3-MethyJcatcchol . . . * . . . .
Butylcatcchol . " .•
Benzylcntwhol (mixed isomers) .
4:4'-I>ihydroxydiijhenyl

Mono- and di-hydmxycyclk-
tt-Naphthol
^-'Naphthol
l:;>-lJihydroxynapht)lalene . . . . .
1 ;4 - Dihydroxyanthraquinone
l ; 5 - D i h x d r o x y a n t i i i
Nitroao-jS-naphthol

Wood tar phenols

(G. Egloff, J. C.
Jliirrell, C. D.

Lowry and C. U,
Dryer ')•

D.O.P. Bomb
test.

Pennsylvania
cracked putrol

(induction period
45 mlDutca).

30"
&0
SO

165
90

150
165

375
375

210
240

255
135
15
90

2,356
105
105>
40

315
345
255

1 2 5

2,140
45

2,205
285

1,680

90

(T. U. Rogers and
V. Voorhees V

Voorhce3 and
Eistnger test.

Cracked petrol
(induction period
varied and given

In brackets).

3 (55)
9 (55)

9 (55)

40 (230)

95 (335)
< I 0 (230)

690 (907

75 (55)

170 ?230)

975 (90)

500 (335)

15 (55)
190 (135)

no (ii5)

(W. H.-Hoffert.
G. C'liixton and

E. G.Huncock').*

Voortiees and
test.

Benzole
(induction period

0 minutes).

20
100

ISO
20

30
30

30
11'

<20
<20

2,050

6,800

3,400
3,000
1,550

500

710

1,250
<20
<20

230

1 Ind Eng. Chcm. llKiU, 24, ia"5 ; Proc. World Petroleum Congr. 1B33, 2, 50.

I
» Ind. Eng. CheiiL. 1033,25, 5iiO ; Oil Gas J. 1933, 32, No. 11,13 ; Proc. World PeUokum ConKr, 1»33, Z, 63.
* Int. (Jonf. Benzole Producprs, 1030, nod unpublished resultB.
* RcHUlta at 001% of added substance calculated asmi mlng linear relationship between Induction period and

concentration.
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T A B L E I . — I N C R E A S E IN INDUCTION P E R I O D ( M I N . ) CAUSED BY ADDITION OF 0 - 0 1 % OF

VARIOUS SOBSTANCJES—continued.

Reference.
(tt.'Egloff, jr. C.
Morrell, C. D.

Lowry antl C, G.
Dryer •).

Test. U.O.P. Uomb
test.

(T, H. Rogers an
V. Voorhera*).*

VoocbbiH and
Kisingcr test.

(W. H. HofTert.,
O. C lax Ion and

E. G. Hancock s ) .

Voorhees and
£1 singer test.

Fuel.

Pennsylvania
cracked petrol

(induction potto
45 minutest).

B—AROMATIC AMINES

Mono-amines
Aniline
o-Toluidine
7n-Toluidine

Xylidine
Di methy la n iline
Ethyl-o-toluidine .
o-Nitro-aniline
Diphenylamine
4-Aminodiphcnyl .

Polyaimnea
o-Phenylenediamine .
«t-Phenylenediamine .
jj-PhenylenedianYltie .
tN-ToIuyleuediamine .
p-Aminodimetliylaniline .
JJ - A m in od ie thy lanilin e
pp'- Diaminodiphenylarnine
lie n zi dine
o-ToIidine . . . . ,..
2:4 - Diam ino i i pli eny 1 a m i n e
Dibutylbenzidine .* .
p-A^ninodiphenylaminc .

p lifh jla mixes
J l

) p y
Ethyf-a-naphthylamine

• nyl-a-naphthylamine
Phenyl-jU-naphthylamitae

G—AMIKOFHEMOLS

O'Aminophenol
m-Aminophenol
jp-Aaiirioplienol
2:4-Diaminophenol
2-Amino-5-hydroxyto]uenef1 .
2-Amino-4-nitrophenol
^-Methylaminopbenol
j)-Ben2ylaminophenol ("B.A.P.")
p-Phenylamino]>henol
p-Benzaiaininoplieno!
Cinnanaal-j'-arninophenol ,
l-Hydroxy-2:6-dimethy>4-aminobenzene.
jj-DibenzylaminophenoI(di " B . A . P " ) .
4.Amino-4'-hydroxydiphei.yl .
4-Amino-)3-naphthol

s

0
15
J5
15
0
0
0
0

60
0

405
1-Jl.J

915

]!(.-)

590
330
900
150
7/5

835

tin
30

121)
U75
150

1,275,
285 '

2,295

1,740
1,215

Cracked petrol
(Induction period
varied and given

in brackets).

Benzole
(Induction period

0 minutes).

2 (55)

'JO (55)

50 (55)
385 (55)

6 (55)

135 (90)

17 (.IS)

<20

SID

2,250

450 (55)

"430 (55)
800 (90)'

1,745 (55)
1,100 (120)

860 (120)
200 (80)
150 (80)

350 (135)

2,800

< 7,720
1,820

100

1 Ind. Eng. Cham. 1932, 2*, 1878; Proc. World Petroleum Coiigr. 1933, 2, CO.
* Ind. KtiL.'. Chcin. 1033,25, G20 ; Oil Gos J, 10:«, 32, Ko. 11, 13; Proc. World Petroleum Congr. 1033, 2, (13.
* int. Cow. Benzole Producers, 1930, and anpnbnahed results.

Btolt t 001 % l* d d d b ll i li
, , pnbnad

nt 001 % ol* added substance calculated assuming linear relationship between induction period and
coucc filiation.
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TABLE L—INCREASE IS INDUCTION PERIOD (MIN.) CAUSED BV ADDITION or 0-01% OF

VARIOUS SCBSTANOES—continued.

Eefercnce.
{«, Egloff, J. C.
Ttforrell, G, B.

Lowry and C. G,
Dryer v).

(T. H. Ilogcis ant!
V. Voorhecs *).•

(W. H. Hoffcrt,
(i, (Unxton and

B. G. Hancock3).*

Test. U.O.P. Bomb
test.

VoorhecB and
Els In per test.

Voorhees and
Eislnger test.

Fuel.

Pennsylvania
cracked petrol

(induction period
45 minutes).

Cranked petrol
(induction period
varied and given

In brackets).

Benzole
(Induction period

0 m i l l 111<-»).

5—MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUNDS

Anthracene
Phtrsanthrenci
Urea
Furfuramidc
Aldol-a-naphthylamino .
Phenylhydrazine . . . .
Benzalphcnylhydrazine .
Cmnatnal phenylhydrazine .
Hydrazobenzenc •
•pp'- lyamin ohy drazobe n zenV
jj-Aiuinoazobenzene . . . .
Diazoam i n obenzene
•p-1) ydroxyazobenzene .
Thiourca
j)-Thiocresol (0-05%) . . .
o-Thiodplienylami ne
Nicotine
Brucine
8-Hy dro xy quin oli ne
^-Hydroxyphenylmorpholine .
Tirbutylaniine

0
0

195
G

0 (125)
0 (126)
2-5 (60)

40 (90)
40 (55)
0 (55)
0 (90)

no (30)
2 (56)

420 (90)
0 (90) 100

20

10
0

1.395
(J

0
5
0

150
0
0

(90)
(60)
(90t

(13$
(00)
(80)

—
< 2 0

z——
120

1,240
120

, 2,03.

1 Ind. Eng. Chem. 1032, 24,1375 ; Proc. World Petroleum Congr. 103a, 2. 50. *
2 Ind. Eng. Chem. 1933,25, 520; Oil Gas J. 1*33, 82i No. 11,13; Proc. World Petroleum Congr.
* Int. Conf. Benzole Producers, 1836, and unpublished results.
• Results at 0-01% of added substance calculated assuming linear relationship between Induction period and

concentration.

jj-benzylaniinophcnol being one of the beat
nhibitors so far discovered.

(iv) Compounds of Other Types.—Table I—D
gives the results for a miscellaneous group of
compounds, some of them of interest owing to
patent claims for inhibiting properties. Aromatic
nitro-com pounds Save only slight fectton.
Chloro-compounds are ineffective, but the intro-
duction of a chlorine atom into an inhibitor
molecule makes little change in its "effectiveness,
1:2-Naphthaquinone possesses inhibiting effect,
but l:4-naphthaquinone and other quinonea and
ketones havo little or no effect. Of a number of
m'trfffen compounds, mostly cyclic, studied by
Eglort', only phenyihydrazino and 8-hydrSxy-
quinotirte had inhibiting properties. Of the sul-
phur compounds thiodiphcnylaminc Bhowed
marked inhibiting power. The thiocresols,
however, were ine(furtive. The alkaloids havo
been reported as antioxidants, but Rogers and
Voorhees found that they had no effect. Of
the hydrazincs and hydrazobonzenes, only <li-
aminohydrazobenzene was effective. Certain
dyes, e.g. indophenol, are quito effective (C. D.
Lowry, G. Egfoff, J. C. Morn-11 ami 0. G. Dryer,
Imi. Eog. Cbom. 1935, 27, 413; C. L. Gutzeit

and Standard Oil Development Co., B. 1»: 385066;
C. Winning, L. E. Sargent and J. F. I>-(dley
and Standard Oil development Co., B.P.
383511).

Hydrocarbon Standard for Evaluating
Inhibitors.—Since the publication of the data
on relative inhibiting efficiencies, given above,
a method of overcoming difficulties caused by
changes in the base fuel has been proposed by
(J. G." Dryer, 0. D*£owiy, G. Egloff ami J. 0,
M(*rell (Ind. Eng. Chem. 1935, 27, 315), who
have described a standardised method of rating
the efficiencies in terms of c^cfohexene, as a
primary standard. The efficiency of an in-
hibitor is expressed as a " cyc\okexene number,1'
i.e. the number of minutes by which the induc-
tion period of e;i/cZohejfene 13 increased by the '
addition of 0^002% of the inhibitor. It may bo*
calculated from tssta on reference petrols
(secondary standards), the relationship of which
to cyclohjjxene has been determined by standardi-
sation with a-naphtho]. Inhibitors with a low
solubility in the standard petrols may bo dis-
solved first in an organic solvent, e.g. betuena or
hcxane, that does not affect the imiuntion
period.
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Correlation of Inhibiting Action and
Oxidation-Reduction Potential C* D.
Lowry, G. Egloff, J. C. Morrell and C. G. Dryer
(ibid. 1933, 25, 804) have drawn attention to the
fact that the " critical oxidation potentials " of
inhibiting substances can be correlated with
their value as inhibitors, as determined by an
accelerated oxidation test. The term " critical
oxidation potential " introduced by L. F. Fieser
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 52, 5204), is the
potential at which the rate of oxidation of the
reductant of an oxidation-reduction system
becomes so small as to be jiiBt detectable.

The correlation is Bhown in table II for
& number of aromatt'c hydroxy -compounds
selected to cover a wide potential range anc
tested in equimolecular concentrations in a
cracked petroL It will be noted that as the

TABLE II.—COMPOUNDS CONTAINING
HYDBOXYL GKOUPS

(0-OOOOS g.-mol. per 100 g. petrol.)

Pennsylvania cracked
li alone

o-Nitrophennl
wt-Nft.roiihcnol
Phenol . .

I
o-Cresol
p-Cresol
2-Hydroxy-1 :i-dtmethyl-

benzene . . . .
-Hydroxy-3:2-d!methyl-

bcnjene . . . .
Hydroxydipbeiiyl . .

i-Naphthoi . . . .

baaene
4-Hydroxy-l :3-dimct.hyl-

benzene.

a-N»)ilit|[i'l

Cwtochol
t:S-

Hydro<jnlnonc
Pyro(;;t||()l

Critical
oxidation
potential
(volts).1

1-433
1-433
1-147
1-086
1-080
HMO

Hr;s

1-038 (Cftlc.)

1-036 (Calc.)

1-030
1017
0-895 (Cnlc.)

0-895
0-799
0-797
0-742

0478
0-831

Induction
period

(minute).

45

n
60
40
t:>

120
165
1B0

150
150
255

255

255
75

1,320
1,800

1,380
ISfi

1,440

1 Data from Fiescr (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 5H,
5204) except calculated values.

potential decreases, the induction period leng-
thens, shows a sharp peak between 0-800 and
0*700 volt, and drops slightly at Btill lo~,-er
potentials. The variations in induction period
with changes in structure, to which attention
has already been drawn, are paralleled by similar
relationships between oxidation potential and
structure. Thus tlie eupcriorit}' in inhibiting
effect of ortho- or para-substituted compounds
bver their meta-isomers—shown by catechol
nvt-r resorcinol or in the cifsols and xylenols—-
is accompanied by corresponding differences in
oxidation potentials. Similarly, the suneriority
of a- over /3-naphthnl is related to the lower
potential of the former compound.

It will be noted that two of the compounds,
phloroglucitiol and hydroquinone, have shorter
induction periods than would be expected from

their oxidation potentials. The weak inhibiting
action of the former compound ia possibly due
to its existence in the ketonic form (C. Moureu
and C. Dtifraissc, Compt. rend. 1922. 174, 258),
whilst attention has already been drawn to the
anomalous behaviour of hydroquinone in ac-
celerated oxidation tests, this compound being a
highly effective inhibitor at normal temperatures.

A similar relation rbetween inhibiting action
and critical oxidation potential was found wi'h
the amines. However, this relationship repre-
sents a, general trend, rather than an .".bsolute
index of inhibiting value.

Colour btab)Iity.—Certain inhibitors,
already mentioned, give rise to colour formatic
in motor fuels, particularly when exposed
light. This colour formation, which usually
increases with the concentration of the inhibitor,
is probably due to " parasitic" reactions
whereby the inliibitor is gradually destroyed
during the induction period. It has been found
that certain substances termed " secondary
stabilisers" exert a protective or colour-
stabilising action on gum-inhibitors. The ali-
phatic amines, particularly the butyl- and amyl-
amines appear to be the most effective (L. V.

\
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Sorg, Ind, Eng. Chem. 1935, 27, 156), and have
t>een used for preventing colour formation in
certain types of cracked petrol stabilised with
d-naphthol or " B.A.PJ"1 (H. W. Steininger, ibid.
1034, 26, 1039). Th" optimum amount varies
from 0-002 to 0004% by wt. regardless of the
original cnlour of the petrol, larger quantities
giving no additional improvement. The effect
of sul\,tituent groups on tLe amines as colour
stabilisers is shc;vn in fig. S.

According to J. B. Rather and L. C. Beard
;Oil Gas J. 1U36, 34, No. 52, 209) the following
inhibitors have been used for preserving the
colour of cracked distillates and keronenes:
thiocarbanilide, hydroquinone, resorcino], cate-
chol, pyrojialiol, phloroglucinol, l:2:4.trihydr-
oxytxsnzene, butylpyrogallol, alkyl-substituted
jolyhydroxybenzenes, ethanolamines, urea and
thiourea. Many of these compounds possess the
additional property of deeoloriskg cracked
3etrola and kerosenes that have gone off colour
on storage. The usual procedure is to agitate
:he off-colour oil with a solution of the reagent
n alcohol at the rate of 1 lb. of reagent to

2,000-15,000 gallons of oil, according to the
nitial colour.

Requirements for Gum-Inhibitors.—The
various properties that have been stated to
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govern the suitability or otherwise of a sub-
stance aa a gum-inhibitor for motor fuels may
be summarised as follows (P. G. Somerville and
W. H. HofTert, B.P. 289347, 1928; VV. H.
Hofltrt and G. Claxton. Proa World betroleum
Congr. 1933, 2, 69; T. H. Rogers and V.
Voorheea, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1933, 25, 620; Oil
Gas J. 1933, 32, No. 11, 13 ; C. G. Dryer, J. C.
Morrell and G. Egloff, ibid. 1937, 35, No. 45.
US, 110):

(1) It should possess a high efficiency for per-
form fng its primary purpose—the stabili-
sation of the fuel. .,

(2) It should he soluble in the fuel at atmo-
#sphcrie temperatures to an appreciably
greater extent than that required for
effective stabilisation.

(3) The quantity required, or its volatility,
must be such that little or no residue ia
left when the fuel is evaporated.

(I) It should be more soluble in the fuel than
.in water, so that it is not removed by any
water the fuel may come into contact
with during storage and distribution.

(5) It should not of Itae&canse discoloration
'of the fuel and should inhibit discolora-
tion in both light and durk storage.

((j) It must not affect adversely the normal
combustion of the fuel or lead to ob-
noxious combustion products.

(7) It should not cause the fuel to have any
corrosive properties.

(8) It should not be unduly volatile nor
possess any offensive odour, and should
not be detrimental to the health of
operators aod workmen handling it.

(9) It must be available in adequate com-
mercial quantities at a reasonable cost.

Owing to the fact that motor fuels are often
stored in contact with water, the solubiftty of
inhibitors in water is an important factor. "The
differences in the ease with which certain in-
hibitors nre removed by water ia shown in
table HI, which gives the decrease in the in-
duction period caused by shaking benzole
containing 0'01% by wt. of various inhibitors
with water (W. H. HofTert, G. Claxton and E. G.
Hancock, unpublished Itept. Int. Conf. Benzole
Producers, 1936), "

* III. .

Inhibitor.

N - Ben xyl-p^ii ill no plie nol

I
CatechoJ
N-Dlbfrnssyl-jJ-aniiiioplicii
1:5-Dihydroxy naphtha IPHC
JI- Hytiroxy h l h

oline
a-Naphthol
WootMur (I

1
1 - Hydroxy • E:ft-dimethyl-

benzene
a-Crcsol

Induction period,
ua per 00>.
inhibitor.

Before
trashing

with

2,80(1
2,050
1,620
1,250

1,240
730
260

150
100

After

with i vol.
water.

2,600
CO

1,500
Mfl

210
730
lill)

ISO

n

Owing to these stringent requirements, only a
relatively few compounds have been nsed
commercially.

For cracked petrols, catechol was one of the
first to be tried, but was found to be* too easily
removed by water. a-Naphthol was more satis-
factory in this respect, but tended to cause
discoloration. Both these inhibitors were re-
placed by mono- and p-dibenzylaminophenol
(Antioxidants Ltd. and Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana), B.P. 350438) and certain wood-tar
acids (Universal Oil Products Co., C. D. Lowry
and C. G. Dryer. B.P. 410115; see also U.O.P.
Booklet No. 224,1938). woPropylmonomethyl-,
monobutyl- and monp- wo butyl-derivatives of
y-aminophenol have also been used recently
(Kodrfk. Ltd., B.P. 503310, 503401). For
benzoles and coal spirits, cresol (P. G. Somerville
and W. H. Hoffert, B.P. 289347) has been used
in Great Britain, a« well as both cresol and
cateehol, whilst p-benzylaminophenol haa been
used in the U.S.A.

The following particulars with regard to
p-beiv/ylnTiiinopncnol (" B.A J*."), one of the
best inhibitors so far developed, are of interest.
It is produced commercially as an odourless,
light-brown powder, melting between 84* and
90°C The quantities normally required for
stabilising motor fuels vary from 0*0005 to
0-006%. It is of high purity and less than 20%
is insoluble in petrol or benzole. At 25°C. its
solubility in anhydrous methanol is about 60%,
mid in 95% ethyl alcohol about 65%. It is
soluble in water to about 006% at 25°C, whilst
its solubility in petrola at this temperature "varies
from 0-1 to 0-5%, depending upon the nature of
the petrol. It has a higher solubility in aromatic-
type spirits and dftsolvea in qiotor benzole at
25DC. to the extent of ah^ut 1-35%. Hence its
distribution coefficient between motor fuels and
water ranges from 1 -7 to 22-5. Provideffit is not
used in excessive quantity, it does not discolour
motor fuels in the absence of alkali, and generally
impr(vvea their colour stability.

The comparative effectiveness of*1 B.A.P."
ami a wood-tar distillate are illustrated t/ the
following results (taMfc IV), (V. Voorhees, Proc,
World Petroleum Congr. 1933, 2, 63).

I

TABLE

f Low Stubitity Petrol

"Bji.p."o-ooi%; ; • •
" i l . ^ - P . " 0-0023%. . .
Wood-tur distillate 0 0025%

0 0 1 %
r, .. O-0&%

ModtmU Stability Pttrol
U n s t a b l l l a c d . . . .

,', ' 00025%' '. \
Wood-tar dlstilliite 0005%

IV.

Induction
period

(minutes).

•
US
285

120
225
Wu

275
BSD
B3Q
450

K:it ii> o f
ILUIoUElt.S Of

Inhibitor
r«ialrad to

3VB too
minutes

induction
period.

]
\ 21:1

J •

\ 10:1
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Correlation of Inhibiting Action and
Oxidation-Reduction Potential. — C. D.
Lowry, G. Efcloff, J. C, Morrdl and C. G. Dryer
(ibid, 1933, 25, B04) have drawn attention to the
fact that the " critical oxidation potentials " of
inhibiting substances can be correlated with
their value as inhibitors, as determined by an
accelerated oxidation teat. The term " critical
oxidation potential " introduced by L. F. Fieser
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 62, 5204), ia the
potential at which the rate .of oxidation of the
reductant of an oxidation-reduction system
becomes BO small as to be just detectable.

The correlation is shown in table II for
a number of aromat'-c hydroxy-compounds

to cover a wide potential range andselected
tested in cquimolecular concentrations" in a
cracked petrol. It will be noted that as tlte

TABLE II.—COMPOUNDS CONTAINING
HYDROXYL GROUPS

(0-00005 g.-mol. per 100 g. petrol.)

Pennsylvania cracked
gasoline alone .

p-Nttrophennl
0-Nitraphenol . . •
m-Nltrophenol
Phenol
jn-Cresol
o-Cresol
p-Cresot
2-Hydroxy-1: 4-d [mcthy 1-

benicnc . . . .
4-Hydroxy-l:2-dimet,hyl-

benzrne . « . .
Jj-Uydroxydiphenyl .• ,
0-Nnplit.tml . . . .•
2- Hydro^y-l :3-dimetliyi-

benzene . . . .
<-Hydroxy-l:3-dlmetliyl-

b
Phlorc-tfuHnol
a-Nfipfithol
Cateehol «> .
t:5-DJhyt}roxynftpht)ia-

Hydroquinonc
Pyrogallol

Critical
oxidation
potential*"
(volts).1

1-433
1-433
M47
1-089
1-080
I • < ! • ! < !

1-038

1038 (Culc.)

1-ofo (Cntc.)

1017

0895 (Catc.J
0-805
0-790
0-707
D-74S

tt-073
fftei
o-oon

Induction
period

(minute).

45
45
00
60
TO
ti

I2U
105

160

150
150
255

255

255
75

i ,890

1,380
135

1,440

1 Data from Flcser (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1930, 6a,
5204) except calculated values.

potential decreases, the induction period leng-
thens, shows a sharp peak 'between 0-800 and
0-700 volt, and drops slightly at. still lofra
potentials. The variations in induction period
with changes in structure, to which attention
has already been drawn, are paralleled by similar
relationships between oxidation potential and
structure. Thus tke superiority in inhibiting
effect of ortho- or para-substituted compounds
over their meta-isomera—shown by catechol
over resorcinol or in the crnsols and xylenols—
is accompanied by corresponding differences in
oxidation potentials. Similarly, the superiority
trf a- over /9-naphthol is related to the lower
potential of the former compound.

It will be noted that two of the compounds,
phloroglucinol and hydroquinone, have shorter
induction periods than would be expected from

their oxidation potentials. The weak inhibiting
action of the former compound is possibly due
to it« existence in the kctonic form (C. Moureu
and C. Dufraisse, Compt. rend. 1922, 174, 258),
whilst attention has already been drawn to the
anomalous behaviour of hydroquinone in ac-
celerated oxidation tests, this compound being a
highly effective inhibitor at normal temperatures.

A similar relation .between inhibiting action
and critical oxidation potential was fouud wi/.b
the amines. However, this relationship repre-
sents a general trend, rather thar. an absolute
index of inhibiting value.

Colour Stability.—Certain inhibitors, as
already mentioned, give rise to colour formation
in motor fuels, particularly when exposed to
light. This colour formation,^ which usually
increases with the concentration'of the inhibitor,
is probably due to " parasitic" reactions
whereby the inhibitor is gradually destroyed
during the induction period. It has been found
that certain substances termed " secondary
stabilisers" exert a protective or colour-
stabilising action on gum-inhibitors. The ali-
phatic amines, particularly the butyl- and amyi-
atnines appear to be the most effective1 (L. V.

\
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Sorg, Ind. Eng. Chcm. 1935, 27, 156), and have
been used for preventing colour formation in
certain types of cracked petrol stabilised with
o-naphthol or "'/3.4./V' (H. M. Steininger, Aid.
1934, 26, 1039). The optimum amount varies
from 0-002 to 0-004% by wt. regardless of the
original colour of the petrol, larger quantities
giving no additional improvement. The effect
of BuK,tituent groups on tLe amines as colour
stabilisers is shofvn in fig. 5.

Aceording to J, B. Rather and L. C. Beard
(Oil Gas J. l'i»36, 34, No. 52, 209) the following
inhibitors have been used for preserving the
colour of cracked distillates and kerosenes:
thiocarbanilide, hydroquinone, resorcinol, cate-
chol, pyrogallol, phloroglucino], l:2:4.trib,ydr.
oxyUnzene, butylpyrogallol, alky 1-substituted
oolyhydroxybenzenes, ethaaolamines, urea and
thiourea. JIany of these compounds possess the
additional property of decolorising cracked
petrols and kerosenes that have gone off colour
>n storage. The usual procedure is to agitate
ihe off-colour oil -with a solution of the reagent
n alcohol at the rate of 1 lb. of reagent to

2,000-15,000 gallons of oil, according to the
nitial colour.

Requirements for Gum-Inhibitors.—The
various properties that have been etated to
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govern the suitability or otherwise of a sub-
stance as a gum-inhibitor for motor fuels may
be BiimnwiBed ns follows (P. O, Somerville and
W. H. HofTert, B.P. 280347. 1920; W. H.
Hoflfert and G. Cla.xton, Proc. World Petroleum
Oongr. 1933, 2, fi!?; T. H. Rogers and V.
Voorhees, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1933. 25, 520; Oil
Gas J. 1933, 32. No. 11, IS; C. G. Dryer, J. C.
Morrell and G. Egloff, ibid. 1037, 36, No. 45,
U8, 110):

(1) It should possess a high efficiency for per-
(formifng its primary purpose—the stabili-
sation of the fuel. ,

(2) It should be soluble in the fuel at atmo-
spheric temperatures to an appreciably
greater extent than that required for

;) effective stabilisation.
{3) The quantity required, or its volatility,

must be sueh that little or no residue is
left when tho fuel is evaporated.

(4) It should be more soluble in the fuel than
. in water, so that it is not removed by any
water tiie fuel may eome into contact
with during storage and distribution.

(5) It should not of itself* cause discoloration
\pf the fuel and (should inhibit discolora-
tion in both light and dark storage,

(0) It must not affect adversely the normal
combustion of the fuel or lend to ob-
noxious combustion products.

{7) It should not cause the fuel to have any
corrosive properties.

(8) It should not be unduly volatile nor
possess any offensive odour, and should
not be detrimental to the health of
operators and workmen handling it.

(9) It must be available in adequate com-
mercial quantities at a reasonable cos£.

Owing to the fact that motor fuels are often
stored in contact with water, the solubility of
inhibitors in wate is an important factor. The
differences in the ease with which certain in-
hibitors are removed by water is shown in
table III , which gives the decrease in the in-
duction period caused by shaking benzole
containing 0-01% by wt. of various inhibitors
with water (W. H. Hoffert, G. Claxton and E. G.
Hancock, unpublished liepL Int. C'onf. Benzole
Producers, 1936), *

HI.

Inhibitor.

N-Ittmzyl-p-amlnciphcnol .
Catechol .
N - D i l i e i L z y l - p - a m l n n i i l i - t i " I
1:5-Dihydroxynaphthatene
y-HydroxyphfMiylniorph-

olinc
a-Nanhtliol
Wwd-tftr dlstiJlHtc . . .
1 - Hydroxy - 2:« - duncttiyl-

benzene
0-CrCBOl

Induction t
minutus per 0-01% of

Inhibitor.

Beforo
washing

with
water.

2,800

,
1,820
1,250
],240

780
2Q0

150
HHI

After
I

with i vol.
Wilt IT.

2,000
60

1,500
520

210
730
150

150

uo

p
Oil Co.
wood-tar

Owing to these stringent requirements, only a
relatively few compounds have been used
commercially.

For cracked petrols, catechol was one of the
first to be tried, but was found to be1 too easily
removed by water. o-Naphthol was more satis-
factory in this respect, but tended to cause
discoloration. Both these inhibitors were re-
placed by mono- and jj-dibenzy
(Antioxidanta Ltd. and Standard
(Indiana), B.P. 350438) and certain
acids (Universal Oil Products Co., C. D. Lowry
and C. G. Dryer, B.P. 410115; see also U.O.P.
Booklet No. 2'24, l(t3S). isoPropy 1monomethyl-,
nionobutyl- and moi>p~M0 butyl-derivative* of
75-amjnophenol have also been used recently
(Kodrfk, Ltd., B.P. 503316, 503401). For
benzoles and coal spirits, cresol (P. G. Somerville
and W. H. Hoffert, B.P, 289347) has been used
in Great Britain, as well as both cresol and
catechol, whilst p- ben 7.yJ ami no phenol has been
used in the U.S.A.

The following particulars with regard to
jB-benzylaminophenol (" B.A.P"), one of the
best inhibitors so far developed, are of interest.
It is producpd commercially aa an odourless,
light-brown powder, melting between 84° and
90°C. Tho quantities normally required for
stabilising motor fuels vary from 0-0O05 to
0-00fl%. It is of high purity" ivnd less than 20%
is insoluble in petrol or kenzole. At 25CC. its
solubility in anhydrous mcthanol is about 60%,
and in 05% ethyl alcohol about 65%. It is
soluble in water to about 00G% at 25°C., whilst
its solubility in petrols at this temperature varies
from 0-1 to 0-5%, depending upon the nature of
the petrol. It has a higher solubility in aromatic-
type spirits and dissolves in mntor benzole at
25PC. to the extent of a jput 1-35%. Hence its
distribution coefficient between motor fuels and
water ranges from 1-7 to 22-5. Provideffit is not
used in excessive quantitj', it does not discolour
motor fuels ii\ the absence of alkali, and generally
improves their colour stability.

The comparative effectiveness of ** S.A.P."
and a wood-tar distillate are ilhtstrated by the
following results (tabffl IV), (V. Voorhees, Proc.
World Petroleum Congr. 1933, 2, (J3).

* TABLE IV.

•
s Fuel.

Low Stability f'rtrol
t r i a t a b l l l s o d . . . .
"BJL.P." 0001 % , . * .
"HAP." 00025%. . .
Wood-tar distillate 00025%

,. 001%
„ 005%

Moderate Stubilitu I'tteol
Unstnblllscd . . . .
11 tfj.r." 0-001% . . .

0-0025% . .
Wood-tat distillate 0 005%

Induction
period

(minutes).

•
115
285
000
Vhi

000

875
080
990
tGQ

Ratio of
amounts n(

inhibitor
required to

give 400
mlnntct

induction
period.

V -o i +1

J *

> JD:1
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Influences of Material of Containing
Vessel and Suppression of Metal Cata-
lysts.—Metals and metallic compounds have
long been recognised as oxidation catalysts. In
paints ana varnishes, for example, oxides and
soaps of inctjils, particularly those possessing
multiple valence states, are used as driers
{W. M. MscKay and H. Ingle, J.S.C.I. 1916,
35, 454; 1917, 36, 317; set also DKYINO OILS,
Vol. IV, p. 916). The autoxidation by metallic
catalysts of unsaturated hydrocarbons (It.
Willstiitter and E. Sonnenfekl, Ber. 1913, 46,
2952; 11. Criegee, Annalen. 1930, 481, 263),
of petroleum hydrocarbons (C. E. Wagner and
•). Hvman, J. Amer. Chfm. Soc. 1930, 52, 4345;
1931, 53, 3019} and of phenols (W. Treibs,
Brennstoff-Chem. 1933, 14, 81) has als. been
studied. Hence some effect of the material of
the containing vessel on gum formation is to be
expected.

W. H. Hoffert and G. Claxton {Repts. Re-
search Committee, Nat. Benzole Assoc. 1927,
p. 128; 1928, p. G3; 1929, p. 58) have shown
that, compared with glass, copper containers
reduce the quantity of gum formed from
benzoles when phenols are abflent (fig. 6),
but increase gum formation in their presence.
Iron and tin also appeared to reduce gum
formation in the absence of inhibitors. Similar
results were obtained when these metals were
introduced into the fiVikin the N.B.A.1 oxidation
test, or when gumming was promoted by the
action of ultra-violet light. E. \V. J. oUardlea
and A, Mosa (J. Inst. Petroleum Tech. 1929, 15,
637) have confirmed that copper and other
metals can have an inhibiting effect on gum
formation from cracked petrols during in-
cubation teats at 35CC. Oî gano-metallic com-
pounds have also been patented as inhibitors
for preventing the oxioation of lubricating and
transfoiuicr oils (H. L. Callendar, R. O. Kin^
and K. W. J. Mardks, B.P. 295230, 1927;
4V. Helmore and E. W. J. Mardles, B.P. 398222,
1932 ;""E. A. Evans and C. C. Wakefield^ B.1J.

National Den zoic Association.

2C7174, 1925). These results indicate that the
effect of metals on the gumming of motor fuels
depends on whether certain constituents other
than hydrocarbons are present. Metals have a
deleterious effect on inhibited motor fuels,
causing a decrease in induction period both on
storage and during potential gum testa. The
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FIG. C.

decrease of induction period of inhibited benzoles
caused by introducing strips of various metab
((i-5 sq. in.) into the Haak in the Voorhees and
Eisin^er potential gum test is shown in table V
(W. H. Hoffert, G. Cla.xton and E. G. Hancock,
unpublished Kept. Int. Conf. Benzole Producers,
1036).

Copper and rusty steel considerably reduced
tin.' length of the induction period with most of

TABLE V

Inhibitor.

PyrogaHo]
'•'B.A.P."
Catediol
di-llIi.A,P:' . . . .
2>- Hydroxyphcnyliiiorpli

oline * .
I •"•-Uihydroxynaphtlmlcnc
^-l'henylencdiamine . '.'
a-K'aphtho]
Wond-tar distillate . .
1 Hydroxy-2:(j-dimethy!-

benzene

6,800
2,800
2,050
1,820

1,260
1,240

810
710
200

ICO
100

Copper.

1,380
780
41(1

800

350
280
220
ISO

i 00

90

50

Induction period {minute per 0-01%).

Ziuc.

2,840
2,120,

—

1,320
— .
OtiO
_—
3C0

[CO

Tin. ,

1,430
1,230

—

MM
—
590
580
280

120
80

Al.

1,770
1,840

—

10,00
,—
690
Tin
—

m i

Clwin
steel.

1,170
1,320
1,180

—

1,000

570
3UQ
120

90
50

Susty
HIT].

so
350
120
47U

560
260

7U
S70

70

190
B0

Hust.

900
100
—

1,300
.—.
400
910

90

170
100
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aluminium had
only a minor effect. In general, monohydric
phenols were less affected than polyhydric
phenols and amines. The effect of rust is im-
portant, because most inhibited motor fuels are
stored in mild steel or wrought-iron vessels
Hydrated ferric hydroxide appeared to be the
reactive component. In the teats with copper
and Bteel, copper and irop could be detected in
"olution in the benzole at the end of the induc-
tion period. The metal probably reacts with
the inhibitoir, thus reducing the quantity avail-
able. Similar results were obtained when
samples of inhibited benzoles wore incubated
at 35°C. in containers of different metals and
the time to form 10 mg. of gum per 100 ml. of
benaole was determined-

TLiae tests,* carried out under much more
drastic conditions than normal, indicate the
direction in which the various metals, etc.
affect inhibited motor fuels, rather than the
extent, since experience has shown that under
normal storage conditions—lower temperatures
and larger ratio of volume to surface area—the
effect of the material of the containing vcsae]
is mush loss than indicated by laboratory-scale
tests.

It has been claimed that certain compounds
are capable of suppressing the effect of metal
catalysts. According to Hariseatische Miihlen-
werke A.-O. (B.P. 409353, 1932) jphosphatidcB
of animal or vegetable origin, e.g. lecithin,
stabilise petrols in the presence of cobalt oleate,
which normally acts as an accelerator. Petrols
which have been treated with copper salts for
removal of mercaptans are liable to contain
traces of copper, the catalytic effect of -which is
not counteracted by some of the usual inhibitors.
According to F. B. Downing, R. G. Clarkson d
C. J. Pederson (Oil Gas 3. 1939, 38, No. 11, 97)
the catalytic effect of the copper can be counter-
acted by the addition of certain organic com-
pounds (metal de activators), e.p. disalicylidene
ethylenediamine, which ate effective in con-
centrations as low as 5 parts per million.

The greater difficulty experienced in applying
inhibitors successfully to blended motor-fuels
containing alcohols, such -aa are used in many
continental countries (R. Weller, Oel u. Kohle,
1934, 2, 527; Benzol-Verband, ibid. 1937, 13,
935) is admittedly due to the greater tendency
of such blends to become contaminated with
metallic catalysts (W. H. Hoffert and G. Chiton,
14me. Congr. Ohim. ind. Paris, 1984).

Preliminary Treatment of the Fuel.—
Although the direct addition of gum-inhibitors
to some freshly-produced crude fuels stabilises
them effectively, some mild preliminary treat-
ment is usually necessary in order to obtain the
best results. Moreover, treatment may be
required for removing sulphur compounds,
coloured «and colour-forming, or malodorous
constituents, etc.

Many crude fuels already contain phenolic
and other compounds with inhibiting properties
(W. H. Hoffert and G. Claxton, J.S.C.I. 1933,
52, 2BT; E. Vellinger and G. Radulesco, Compt.
rend. 1933, 197, 417; Ann. Off. nat. Comi>. Jiq.
1934, 9, 499; F. Sager, J. Inst. Petroleum Tech.
1934, 20, 1044 j E, Field, F. H. Dempster and
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G. E. Tilson, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1940, 32, 489).
These so-railed "natural inhibitors," however,
are usually far ICSB effective than commercial
inhibitors, and moreover, they may be present
in excessive quantities and possess' other dis-
advantages indicated above. Accelerating im-
purities, which are often present, are definitely
objectionable, since the direct addition of
inhibitors to such Fuels may produce little effect
or even increase gum formation. An example
of- the effect of accelerating impurities is given
in fig. 7, showing the separate effects of in-
creasing concentrations of cresol or thiophenol in
a crude benzole, as well as the effect of adding
increasing amounts o£ cresol to the benzole
when it already contained a definite amount of
thiopfcenol (0015%) (W. H. Hoffert and
G. Claxton, Proc. World Petroleum Congr.
1933, 2, 69; see dho C. D. Lowry, C. G. Dryer,
C. Wirth and R. E. Sutherland, Ind. Eng. Chem.
1938, 30, 1275). Hence both inhibiting and
accelerating impurities should be removed from

Fra. 7.

the fuel aa completely as possible during the
prelijainary treatment.

(i) Cracked Petrols.—The following methods
of treatment before addition of inhi bi tor ac 3 uaed
(C. D. Lowry, C. G* Dryer, J. C. Morrell and
G. Egloff, OU Gas J. 1934, 33, No. 12, 8; W. B.
Ross and L. M. Henderson, ibid. 1939, 37, No.
45, 107; W. W. Scteumann, ibid. 1939, 38,
No. 25, 41):

(1) Production of cracked petrol directly
from cracteng unit, and sweetening, i.e.

9 removal of mercaptans.
(2) Light acid-treatment of raw stock followed

by redistilling and Bweetening.
(3) Splitting raw stock into a light and a heavy

fraction, acid treating and redistilling
the heavy fraction*and sweetening the
combined redistilled heavy and lighfr
fractions.

(4) Clay-treatin§;the raw etock to polymerise
only the most unstable constituents and
sweetening {M. R. Mandelbaum, *Proc.

*World Petroleum Congr. 1933, 2, 21).

When a preliminary vapour-phase clay treat*
ment is given, it is possible to run the clay much
onger, giving a greatly increased yieJd. The
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clay treatment removes colour, and polymeri-
sation and removal of certain of the more active
gum-forming constituents usually reduce con-
siderably the quantity of inhibitor required
(N. M. Stcfcninger, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1934, 26,
1039).

(ii) Benzoles and Coal Spirits.—For these types
of spirit, the preliminary treatment may consist
of one of the following (W. H. Hoffert and G.
Claxton, J.S.C.I. 1933, 52, 25T; Proc. World
Petroleum Congr. 1933, 2, 69):

(1) Treatment with (a) caustic soda for re-
moval of phenols and (6) dilute sulphuric
acid (10-15%) for removal of pyridine
bases, etc., and redistilling.

(2) Treatment with 75-80% acid, for removal
of colour and colour-forming compounds,
and redistilling.

(3) Treatment with fuller's earth, clay or other
adsorbent (V. Voorhees, Oil Gas J. 1935,
34, No. 30, 36).

When the sulphur content of the crude
material is high, additional treatment for the
removal of sulphur may be required. Carbon
disulphide can be removed with negligible loss
by (1) fractionation (Barbet column ,̂ (2) chemi-
cal processes {e.g. methanol-soda or ammonium
poly sulphide processes). When high amounts
of thiophen, sulphides or disulphides are present,
treatment with stronger acid may be necessary.

Effect of Peroxide Formation on In-
hibitors.—Experience has shown that for
maximum effectiveness, an inhibitor should be
added to a fuel as soon after its preliminary
treatment and redistillation as possible. If an
unstable fuel is exposed to air without the
addition of inhibitor, an inh^itor subsequently
added is less effective. Some unstable fuels
decrease in their respoili-e to inhibitors in a few
days or cc/en hours.

The first indication of the deterioration of a
motor fuel is the formation of peroxides, their
concentration having a direct relationship to the
effectiveness of an inhibitor (J. A. C. Yule and
C. P. Wilson, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1931, 23, 1254).
The deleterious effects of peroxides can be offset
to some extent by increasing the amount of
inhibitor. It is also possible to remove peroxides
from some fuels and thus improve their "-in-
hibitor response" (C. G. Dryer, C. D. Lowry,
J. C. Morrell and G. Egloff, ibid. 1934, 26, 885).
If the fuel is kept longer, however, intermediate
polymerised products or even gum may be
actually formed, and it becomes impossible to
stabilise the fuel effectively.

Precautions and Methods of Adding Gum-
Inhibitors (Du Pont Tech. Bull. No. 4, 1934).—
Gum-inhibitors are of three physical types:
(a) liquids, which are readily niiscible with
motor spirits; (6) solids, which may be in the
form of powder or granuLs; and (c) solutions
of solids in inexpensive solvents, such as
anhydrous methanol, cresylie 'acid, etc.

In w/iew of the small quantity of inhibitor
required (0001-005%), care must be taken to
obtain thorough solution and uniform distri-
bution throughout the fuel.

In general, and regardless of whether the
quantity of fuel to be treated is large or small,

experience has shown that the most satisfactory
results are obtained by batch addition, that is
adding a definite quantity of inhibitor to a given
quantity of fuel followed by agitation or circu-
lation of the contents of the storage tank. This
is*true whether or not the method of adding the
inhibitor is of a proportioning type {see below).

Liquids.—Any system that is suitable for
blending misciblc liquids may be used. For
example, the inhibitor may be added directly
to the fuel in a storage tank, and the contents
are then agitated or circulated by pumping out
at the bottom and into the top or into a second
tank. Alternatively, the liquid inhibitor may
be run from a stock tank by means of a propor-
tioning pump or other device into a stream of the
fuel immediately after distillation, as it is
delivered to a storage tank. '

Solids.—For small batches of fuel, the solid
inhibitor may be introduced directly into the
storage tank of freshly-prepared fuel. Small
portions of the total quantity required are added
at a time, and the contents of the tank are
thoroughly agitated by circulation or other
means between each such addition. For larger
batches, the inhibitor can be added on tin suc-
tion side of the circulating pump, either in the
form of a slurry with the fuel, or by means of a
suitable mechanical feeding device, to a stream
of fuel as it is pumped to storage. For these
methods, the quantity of solid added should be
well below the maximum that will dissolve in the
fuel. In the second method, the pipe line to the
storage tank should be sufficiently long to pro-
vide an opportunity for the inhibitor to dissolve
in the fuel before reaching the storage tank. It
is desirable to avoid solid inhibitor being carried
into the tank, as it is difficult to agitate the con-
tests sufficiently to pick it up again from the
bottom.

The best method of dissolving the solid in-
hibitor in a fuel, when production is large enough
to permit of more or less continuous operation,
is to by-pass a stream of the fuel from a cir-
culating pump upwards through a small tank
containing the inhibitor and rccirculating the
fuel until all the inhibitor is in solution. A suit-
able apparatus is shown in fig. 8.

Solutions of Solids in Liquids.—These may be
treated as already described for miscible liquids.
Greater.difficulty may be experienced, however,
when using solutions owing to the fact that they
contain materials that are sparingly soluble in
the fuel. Wh^n such solutions are introduced
into the fuel, precipitation of the inhibitor may
occur initially, followed by re-solution in the
fuel, and it is essential therefore that the solu-
tion be added uniformly and accompanied by
rapid agitation. The best method is to inject
the solution into the main fuel stream at a high
pressure by means of a proportioning device
with a small orifice.

The only other precaution necessary is to
avoid leaving any residual alkali in the fuel to
which the inhibitor is to be added, because,
particularly with phenolic and aminophenolic
inhibitors, it is apt to promote discoloration.
This is probably due to the fact that the alkali
catalyses the oxidation of the inhibitor, with the
production of coloured secondary oxidation
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products. Hence before milling inhibitors, all
traces of alkali should be removed from the- fuel
by thorough washing with .water or dilute acid.
Similarly, when fuels are stored over water, the

latter may be sufficiently alkaline to came dis-
coloration. In such eases it has been found
beneficial to add to the water about 0-1% by wt.
of sodium bisulphite or aluminium sulphate.

_ FUNNEL
TO ADD

ANTIOXIDANT

ICO GALLON
SOLUTION

TANK

* DELIVERY Pfee
TO TOP of

STORAGE TANK

J

SUCTION PIPE
FROM BOTTOM OF

STORAGE TANK

CIRCULATING
POMP

FIG. 8.

Patents.—The following incomplete list of
British patents, relating to the use of inhibitors
for stabilising motor spirits against gum and
colour formation, is indicative of the wide
variety of compounds that have been protected.
For a survey of the U.S. patent literature, up to
February, 19.17, see J. H. Byers {Nat. Petroleum
News, 1937, 29, No. 11,157; No. 15, 58). U»to

the end of 1938, about ISO patents relating to
gum and colour stabilisers for cracked petrols,
benzoles, etc., bad been issued in the U.S.A. Very
few of the substances claimed, however, have
been used commercially, and many of them
appear to have little effect on the usual types
of fuels and under ordinary conditions of
storage. *

Patent
No,

289347

312774

318521

319362-3

350438

354533

.183511

385060. *

388KL'I.

394511
398219

Date.

27.10.26

30.4.28

4.0.28
*

21.9.28

5.3.30

28.7.30

24.4.31

21.11.30

9.fi.;il

2«. 10.31
7.3.32

Patentee.

P. G. Somerville and W. H? Hof-

Standard Oil Co.

W. K. I*wis (Standard Oil De-
velopment Co.). *

H. G. M. Fischer and 0. E, Gust at-
son (Standard Oil Development

Co.).*
Standard Oil Co.

>
J. Hyman and G. W. Aycrs.

('. Willing, L. E.Sargent and J. F.
Dudley (Standard Oil Develop-
ment Co.).

C. L. Gutzeit (Standard Oil De-
velopment Co.).

VV. 8. Calcott Mid H. \V. Walker
(E. 1. L>u Pont de Nemours and
Co.). •

E. Ay res (Gull Refining Co.).
F. B. Downing ami H. W. Walker

(E. 1. Du Pont de Nemours and
Co.).

Iijhibitor covered.

Phenols and aromatic amines.

Phenol,aromatic aminc, urea or

Aromatic amines, phenols and
nit.m-i ompfjunds, e.g. pyro-
gallol.

a-Naphtho], a-naphthylamine, etc.

Substituted aminophenol, e.g.
j)-benzylaminopheiiol.

Catechol ami NH3 or organic sub-
stituted ammonia.

Inhibitor and a coloured inhibitor,
e.g. Jndophgnol Blue.

Dyes s*eh as indophenols, oxa-.
zines, etc.

jec-Afj-lamine, e.g. NHPh s .
•

Oxidation product of o-naphlhol.
Amine salts of phenols.



Patent
No.

399733
404033

406195

406668

408229

40S353
410U5

417653

420371
423938

424582

430335

432121

444026

444585

444394
459722

459923

462593"
467056

470072

477745

501844

503316

503401

Date.

26.10.31
8.7.32

18.7.33

8.9,31

29.8,32

28.10.81
/18.12.31\
\ 11.3.32/

30.3.33

26.5.32
10.8.33

24.8.32

7.12.32

20.1.33

24.1.34

21.9.33

26.9.34
12.7.35

I8.7.S5 ,,

8.8.34
6.9.35

/ 5.2.36 \
\ 7.10.36/

25,4.36

17.8.36

3.4.37

17.8.36

< •
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Patentee.

E. Ayres (Gulf Refining Co.).
W. S. Calcott and H. W. Walker

(E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and
Co.).

A. H. Stevens (Texaco Develop-
ment Corpn.).

E. Ayrea (Gulf Refining Co.).

F. B. Thole and W. H. Thomas
(AngkvPersian Oil Co,, Ltd.).

Hanseatiache Miihlenwerke A.-G.
C. D. Lowry and C. G. Dryer (Uni-

versal Oil Products Co.).
E. W. J. Mardles and W. Helmore.

J. W. Orelup.
E. W. J. Mardles and W. Holmore.

£, I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Wingfoot Oorpn.

E, I. Du Font de Nemours and Co.

E. V. Bereslavsky.

E. I. Du Pont de Nemoura and Co.

Universal Oil Products Co.
Universal Oil Products Co.

Universal Oil Products Co."'

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Wingfoot Corpn.

I.G. Farbenind. A.-G.

IV. V. Nieuwe Octrooi Mij.

Kodak, Ltd.

Kodak, Ltd. i

Kodak, Ltd.

•

•
Biblio<j,(iphy.—A. W. Nash and D. A. Howes, leum," 1938

" The Principles of Motor Fuel Preparation and
Application " 1935, Vol. ][I, p. 163 (Chap. XIII):
The Formation, Estimation and Significance of
Gum in Motor Fuels; " The Science of Petro-

Mnrdles on

Inhibitor covered.

Peri • m o n o -oxyn aph thalene.
NN' - diarvlguanidine salt of a

higher fatty acid.

C-alkylat*d polyhydric phenols.

Mixed inhibitors, e.g. a-naphthol
andNHPh..

Polyhydric phenol dissolved in
cresol.

Animal or vegetable phosphabides.
Hardwood tar.

Aminu-com pounds, e.g. methanes,
glyeine with or without a
phenol.

Dinaphthylene oxide or perylene.
Derivatives of hydrazines or

amines.
p-Hydroxyphenylaminoaceto-

p-Methylamino-p'-aminodiphonyl
ether, etc.

Dihydroxynaphthalenea, e.g.
1;5-C10H((OH),

Pine oil treated with pyrogaHol.

H O - R - N ^ a XO,
v f+ |_f f* LJ j*

^ w n o"—w n *-̂
R=arylene nucleus.

Lignite tar fraction.
Alkali -soluble fraction from tar,

preferably L. T. tar.
Inhibition of one fraction of fuel

only.
jj-Cyc/ohexylaminophenol.
flec-Naphfchylamine, e.g. phonyl-

or tolyl-a- or /9-naphthyIaminc,
at least partly hydrogenated.

OrgjiN compound and a phenol.

Inhibitor after doctor treatment,
alkali being removed by
NaHSO.or AI3(SO4)3.

80-85% N -atkyl-p-aminophenol
and 20-15% ' N:N'-dh»lkyl-p-
pLanylenediamine.

Compounds of "type
RCHjNHR'OH,

where R=alkyl and R'=phenyl-
ene with or without mibsti-
tuents.

Products from polyhydric phono's
containing at least two OH
groups in o- or p-positions, and
primary or «ec-alkyl-primary
amine containing at Last 4 C
atoms.

, Vol. IV, p. 3033. Article by E. W. J.
Oxid&ntR and Antioxidants in the

Petroleum Industry; K. C. Bailey, "Retarda-
tion of Chemical Reactions," 1937 (Chap. XIV).

W. H. H.



INITIATORY EXPLOSIVES (v. Vol. IV,
335a).

INK. The word " ink " comes to us through
the Latin zncauslum, the name given to the
pigment used for colouring baked tiles, and it is
significant of this origin that the Ancient
Egyptians wrote in carbon ink on potsherds
which were afterwards baked (Fr. encre; Ital.
htchiostro; tier. TinUi). From this primary
meaning the connotation of the word " ink "
has been extended to include fluids that arc
employed foj producing characters in writing or
printing upon any material.

Writing Inks.—The earliest kind of writing
ink was Indian or Chinese ink (q.v.), a solid
prepamtion consisting of lampblack and glue.
Liquid preparations containing carbon in
suspension or colloidal form were afterwards
introduced and were in use all over the world.
In the West, carbon inks were gradually replaced
by iron-gall inks; in this country the change
occurred about the eighth or ninth century
A.D. In the East, carbon inks are still in use,
although in the principal cities, such as Cairo,
they nave practically disappeared. Lucas
(Ajiiilvst, 1922, 47, 9) has published analyses of
modern Egyptian carbon inks.

Iron-Gall Inks.—As first made, about the
eighth century A.D., these consisted of an in-
fusion of crushed galls or other form of tannin,
mixed with a solution of copperas and sufficient
gum arabic to keep the resulting colloidal iron
tannate in suspension. Although spent tan-
bark, sumach and other sources of tannin are
sometimes used in the manufacture of ink, galls
have been found to be the most suitable raw
material for the purpose.

Aleppo or nut galls contain from about 60-80%
of gallotannin, with amounts of gallic acid vafr-
ing with the conditions of storage. Chinese
galls usually contain about 60% of tannin (tome-
times as much as 75%). Myrobalans (used for
copying inks) contains 40-50% of tannin. For
analyses of different kinds of galls and other
tannin-producing materials, tet Mitchell (ibid.
1923, 48, 2). Experiments rmde by Mitchell
(I.e.) point to the conclusion that the pyrogallic
group is the tinctogenii agent in both gallo-
tannin and gallic acid; he has also shown (ibid.
1903, 28, 146; 1920, 49! 126) that the groupings
(three hydroxyl groups in juxtaposition found
by ScbJuttig and Neumann J" Die Eisengal-
lustinten," Dresdei^ 1890, p. 10) to form iron
inks will also yield inks in whirfi ammonium
vanadate or osmium tetroxide replaces the iron
salt.

The tinctogenic value of galls or other sources
of tannin thus depends upon the combined
amount of gallotannin and gallic acid. Fo$ this
reason determinations of tannin by the standard
gelatin method used by leather manufacturers
do not afford a true criterion of the value of the
product for ink-making. It is necessary also to
take into consideration the gallic acid present,
determined, e.g. by Mitchell's colorimetric
method (Analyst, 1923, 48, 2), in which the
reagent consists of a solution of 1 g. of ferrous
sulphate and 0-5 g. of sodium potassium tartrate
in 100 ml. of water. The standard «olution for
tfee comparison consists of a, solution of pure

pyrogaliol or gallic acid, and the total tinctogenic
value of the substance under examination is
expressed in terms of either pyrogaliol or gallic
acid. The tannin in the original solution is then
precipitated with quinine hydrochloride and a
colorimetric comparison is made with the fil-
trato; the difference between this result and that
originally found gives the amount of gallic acjd.

The old literature gives very divergent
formulae for the relative amounts of galls and
copperas to be ustd to obtain a permanent ink.
Thus, Caneparius (" De Atramentis," 1660)
prescribed 3 parts of galls to 1 of the iron salt,
and Lewis {" Commercium Fbilosophico-tech-
nicum." 1763, p. 377) agreed with this. Other
proportions recommended were 4:1 (Eisler,
17701.5:1 (Reid, 1827), 1-5:1 (Brande), 2-4:1
(Urey, etc. All these proportions were obtained
empirically with galls which probably con-
tained very different proportions of tannin, and
by methods in which different amounts of tannin
were dissolved. But after allowance has been
made for these factors, the balance of opinion
is in favour of a proportion of about 3 parts of
galls to 1 part of ferrous Bulphate (c/. Mitchell,
"Inks," 4th ed ,̂ C. Griffin &, Co., London,
1937, p. 127/.

This conclusion is supported by the experi-
ments of Sctluttig and Neumann (op. cit., p. 44)
and of Mitchell (Analyst, 1920, 45, 255) on the
composition of th<j insoluble iron tannato formed
on exposing a solution containing gallotannin
and ferrous sulphate to the air. The deposits
yielded from 7-8 to 8-6% of ferric oxide (=5-5-
6-6% of iron). The formula that agrees best
with fi-5-6-6% of iron is that suggested by
Schiff (Annalen, 1875,175, 176):

Fe,

Fe / (C H H,O, ) B

In Mitchell's experiments the ratio between
the agnounts of iron and gallotannin in tlft spon-
taneously dried deposits was 1:16. Chis corre-
sponds with a ratio of 1:3-22 between the^rrous
sulphate and gallotantiin.1 Since, however, the
amount of tannin varies with the substance
employed, the table given on the next page will
afford a guide to the approximate proportions
of different tannin materials to be used with
1 part of ferrous sulphate.

A typical recipe for the manufacture of iron-
gall ink of the old-type is as follows : galls 120,
cqpperas 80, gum arabic 80, water 2,400,
phenol 6 parts.

The crushed galls are repeatedly extracted
with water and the extracts are united and then
mixed with the other ingredients. After mixing,
the ink is allowed to iimtuie in vats for severa
months. •

Iron Salts for Inks.—Ferrous sulphate
(copperas) has long been used as the most suitable
salt for ink-making, but ferric chloride is used for
gallic acid inks, and ferric sulphate chloride,
FeSOjfcl,6H8O (patented by Rohm and Haas

1 For a discussion of the composition of the Iron
tannaU'B formed when iron-gall ink dries on paiter,
Mitchell, " Into," 4t|i e<J., p, Griffin & Co.. ~
1937.
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Tannin material.

Commercial gaUotannic acid
Aleppo gulls
Chinese galls (best) .
Japanese galls . . . .
Acorn gulls (Knoppem)
English oak-apple galls.
Chestnut wood' . . . .
Chestnut wood extract L .
Sumach
Valonia
Divi-disTi
Myrobalana

Contain-
ing imre
eiillot.an-

jiiii p e r
cent.

(circa).

86
62
75
02
30
2(i

9
2U
22
30
40
30

Parts by
weight

required.

3-8
50
4-3
50

110
12-5
360
160
U-5
no
8-0

110

A.-G., Chem.-Ztg., 1921, 46, 842) is employed to
a limited extent. The advantages claimed for it
are that it is not hygroscopic or deliquescent;
that unlike ordinary ferric salts it does not act
on aniline dyes, and, unlike ferroun salts, docs
not throw down a deposit when oxalic arid is
used as the acid to render the ink stable.

Commercial copperas, as used for ink making,
varies in colour from bluish-green or whitish-
green to a bright grass green. On exposure to
the air it grit dually absorbs oxygen and becomes
coated with a white layer which soon changes to
yellowish-brown, owing to the formation of basic
ferric sulphate. In this condition it ifl technically
known as rusty and is usually regarded as of
more value by ink manufacturers, probably
because it accelerates the preliminary darkening
of the ink in the vats. **

The a- Want of iron in commercial copperas
varies considerably. Fourteen samples examined
by Mitchell {op. tit., p. 121) contained from
11H4 Ao 25-92% of iron, and practical tests
showed t l r t an ink prepared from copperas with
18'#% of iron contained too tittle iron when the
calculation had been ba<«ed upon the use of
copperas containing the theoretical 20%.

Commercial copperas is almost invariably
acid. Thus five samples showed an acidity (in
terras of >*.-alkali solution) ranging from 0-11 to
0-37 ml. per gram. It is obvious that this acidity
increases the amount of strong acid in the final
ink and accounts for the acidity of inks to which
DO mineral acid has been added.

Blue-Black Inks.—The use of indigo to
improve the •otour of ink was mentioned by
Eifller in !77u (" Das Eislerisehe Dintefaas,"
HelnisUdt, 1770, p. 28) and waa used by
Stephens in this country in 183f». In 1856
Leonhardi of Dresden patented an ink contain-
Hg tmtigo and madder solution, and these inks
were therefore termed " alizarine " inks, even
after the madder had been discarded as super-
fluous. The new principle introduced was that
of retarded oxidation. Whilst in the old type

i on-gall ink colour was given to the ink by
partial oxidation in the vat, in " alizarine " inks
a colouring matter is introduced to give a
temporary colouring matter to the writing pend-

ing the formation of the insoluble violet-black
iron tannate upon the paper. As mentioned
above, indigo was at first the principal colouring
matter used, but has now been partly or com-
pletel; replaced by aniline dyestuffs, especially
Soluble Blue. Gum, which was a constituent
of the older type of ink, in not used in the rnore
fluid modern blue-black inks.

The British Specification (H.M. Stationery
Office) 1934, specifics for a Record 1 Slue- Black
Ink, that it must be a gallo-tannate ink contain-
ing not less than 0-5% nor more than 0-0% of
iron, and that the ratio of iron to tannin sub-
stances shall be such as will ensure the highest
degree of permanence in written characters.

A blue-black ink for general service and
fountain pens must contain not less than 0-25%
of iron. Like the record ink, >'t must y:->ld a
good blue-black colour after being blotted and
give a deep black ui'ter 14 days. Both types of
ink must remain clear and without appreciable
deposit when evaporated to a fourth of the
volume by exposure to the atmosphere. The
acidity must be»the least possible having regard
to satisfactory performance of the inks.

Gallic Acid In if.—The advantage of gallic
acids inks over ordinary iron-gall inks is' that,
being already oxidised, they remain clear in the
bottle. Hence they do not require the addition
of acid to stabilise thorn, and so have little, if
any, corrosive action upon steel pens. On (he
other hand, owing to the limited solubility of
gallic acid (about 0-9% at IS'C.). these acid-free
inks lack " body," and do not penetrate the
paper so readily as the normal blue-black inks,
which often contain more than 0-1% of free acid.

Originally gallic acid inks were prepared by
liydrulysiug Chinese galls to convert the gallo-
tannin into gallic acid, but these were essentially
mixed gallotuiinin and gallic acid inks, and gallic
ai'iil is> now more generally used, Ferric chloride
is used instead of copperas, and about 3% of an
aniline dye and 0-1% of phenol are added.

Copying Inks.—These are concentrated iron-
gall (blue-black) inks to which un ingredient,
such as glycerin ior dextrin, has been added to
retard atmospheric oxidation of the ink upon tho
paper. Speaking generally, iron-gall copying
inks should contain about 30-40% less water
than inks o$ the same formula intended for
ordinar- writing purposes. The British Specifi-
cation (H.M. Stationery Office) for blue-black
copying inks requires the sa-.nple to contain not
less than 0(i% of iron and to dry without sticki-
ness and give a good clear copy 48 hours after
writing. The ink must produce a good blue-
black colour after being blotted and give a deep
black after 14 days. Other requirements are the
same as for ordinary blue-black inks {supra) *

Logwood Inks.—Inks in which part of the
galls is replaced by logwood chips or logwood
extracts were at one time extcnshjely used,
especially on the Continent, but have'now to a
large extent been displaced by cheap blue-black
and aniline inks.

Chrome logwood inks (Dingli-rs I'olytech. J.
1850, 151, 80) are also practically Absolete, at
all events in this country, although still used in
Germany. Walther (Chem.-Ztg. 1921, 45, 432)
gives the following formula for a cheap ink of this
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type: Logwood extract 24, hydrochloric acid
(20° Be.) 15, potassium dichromate 3,
phenol 1, water 1,000 parts.

Ink from Ammonium Ammonoxyferri-
gallate.—Sflberaann and Ozorovitz (Chem.
Zentr. 1908, II, 102-1} found that gallic aStd
reacts with ferric chloride to produce a chloro-
ferrigidlic acid,

r HOtC(HO)C}lS ^FeCI
and tlidt tlfis acid, when treated with ammonia,
forms ammonium

i

Xhis compound in a 7 or 8% solution can b̂e
used as a writing ink. The writing is violet-
black nt iirdt, but becomes black in a few hours,
and is sufficiently oxidised in 30 minutes not to
be removable by water. According to Ziinmer-
manii, Weber and Kimberly (J. Hes. Nat. Bur.
Stand. U.S.A. 1935, 14, '405) a solution of
ammonium ainmonoxyfeAigalhite (20 g, per
litre)*forins an ink that flows well and leaves no
sediment after exposure to iho air fur a month.
It 19 rccoimm'mlcci ofl a satisfactory record ink,

Lignone Sulphonate Inks.—The lignonc
sulphonates in the waste liimor from the manu-
facture of cellulose pulp by the sulphite process
combine with iron salts to form black compounds
which resemble iron tannatcs and dry on paper
as insoluble black pigments. Hence, black and
blue-black inks can be made from these waste
liquors, and during the last few years Bud) inks
have become commercial products. Whilst they
have many excellent qualities, the experiwee
of many years will be necessary to prove that
these inks will be as permanent as properly
made iron-gall inks,

Coloured Writing Inks.—Formerly these
inks consisted of suspensions or solutions of
pigments, such a.s verdigris, and natural colour-
ing matters such as cochincaj. They arc now
almost exclusively made from aniline dyestuBs.
The following are coloured writing inks of the
old type:

Red Ink was fornidrly prepared from lirazil
wood or extract ofJSrazil wood, with the#.ddition
of alum or stannous chloride, e,</.

1I) Brazil wood *80, tin-aalt 10, gum 20 parts ;
boiled with 3,500 parts of water and evaporated
duwn until the required depth of colour ia
attained.

(2) Extract of Brazil wood 15, alum 3, tin-
salt 2, tartaric acid 2, water 120 parts.

Cochineal or carmine inks are prepared by
boib'ng cochineal in water, precipitating the
carmine with alum and tin salt and dissolving
this in the requisite amount of strong am-
monia. Another method is to dissolve 2 parts
of ammonium carbonate in ^00 parts of water
and macerate ibr 'i-4 hours with 40 parts of
cochineal and 2 party of uluiw.

Most of tho red inks now used arc solutions
of magenta or eosin in water, together with u
little gum. Glycerin also its added if the ink
js to be used for copying.

Blue Ink.—In the older typo of blue ink
Prussian blue was the colouring matter com-
monly employed. The pigment was placed in
an earthen vessel and either strong hydrochloric
ncid, nitric acid or sulphuric acid was added to
it. After the mixture had remained 2 or 3 days,
much water was added, and after settling, tho
supernatant liquor was drawn olf from tliB sedi-
ment. The sediment was well washed until the
wash licjuor was free from iron and free acid,
after which it was dried and mixed with oxalic
acid in the proportion of 8 parts of Prussian
blue to 1 part of acid. The pigment was dis-
solved in sufficient water to bring it to the
required intensity.

An excellent blue "tnk can be made by dis-
solvĵ ig 10 parts of indigo-car mine and 5 parts
of gum in 50-100 parts of water. Solutions of
blue aniline dyes may be used, but are easily
effaced by bleaching agents and some fade on
exposure to light.

Typical modern coloured writing inks consist
of solutions of the following dyestuffg ;

Blue.—Soluble Prussian Blue (0-5%), sodium
indigo sulphonate (O'l^,), Uethylene Blue
(0-5%), Bavarian Blue DSK (1-2%).

Green.—Acid Green (I'-%), Malachite Green
(0-2%).

Red.—Macarate S (0-5%), Fuchsin V (0-2%),
Eosin A (1-5%).

Violet.—Methyl Violet<0-3%).
Brown.—Alizarin (2-5%) and ammonia solu-

tion (!%). Dries brown.

For table of systematic, tests for these and other
coloured inks, see Lunge, " Technical Methods of
Analysis," li)14, iii, 1,529, and Mitchell {<>[>. t.Lt.).

State of Massachusetts Official Ink.—
This is a standard ink for comparative tests, and
contains the follow ing^ng re dients : Dry gallo-
tannin, 234; gallic acid crystals, 7-5b; .ferrous
sulphate, 30; gum arable, 25; dilute hydro-
chloric acid, 25; phenol, 1, in 1,000 parts of
water. Thin formula; is based on that given by
Si'hluttig and Neumann {op, cit,). o

" League of Nations " Ink.—At a meeting
of the National Ke^.arch Council at ftttawa,
September, 1932, a Report by the League of
Nations on the Permanence of Papere was

accepted ; thid Report included recommenda-
tions as to the requirements of a permanent ink.
These comprised the following, inter alia :

(1) The ink must be thin and Ho wing, and keep
in a non-stoppered^ bottle.

(2) It must dry.quickly and must not be
sftcky, even immediately after drying.

(3) It must not be acid enough to attack pen
or paper, or show any tendency to spread over
the paper.

(4) It must contain sufficient iron and tannin,
SQ that when dry it will turn black, will not fad«
in light, and will resftt water and alcohol.

" Art. 4tt.—Ink for documents shall be black, -
free from aniline *or corrosive materials, and
resistant to light and decolorising substarfbes.

11 Ortiy tho ferro-gallic inks are accepted as
'normal,' and they must comply with Die
following conditions:—

" (1) Be clear, fluid, not acid enough to attack
the pen, nor have a tendency to spread on tliu
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paper; have, a lasting colour, and produce a
writing which dries quickly without stickiness

" (2) Contain not less than 5 g. of iron per litre
" (3) Be completely indelible in 15 days.
" (4) Proiuce a dark colour and be as resistant

to light, air, water and alcohol as an ink com-
posed of 23*4 g. of tannin, 7*7 g. of crystallised
gallic acid, 30 g. of iron sulphate, 10 g. of gum
arabic, 2-5 g. of concentrated hydrochloric acid
and 1 g. of carbolio add, made up to 1 litre
The inks are tested according to the regulations
of the Bureau of Control and Standards."

It may be pointed out that some of these
requirements are contradictory. An ink con-
taining 0-25% of cone, aqueous hydrochloric
acid will attack .pens, and «tn acid-free ink (which
will not corrode pens) will not comply wî h the
requirements for tannin and gallic acid.

Prussian Regulations for Official Tests
of Ink.—According to the Prussian regulations
of May 22, 1912, inks are classified into (1)
" documentary," and (2) " writing inks," the
latter being subdivided into (a) iron-gall inks,
and (6) logwood and dyestuff inks. (1) A
" documentary ink " is defined as an iron-gall
ink which gives dark writing after 8 days'
exposure to light and air. It murfc contain at
least 27 g. anhydrous gallotannic and gallic
acids, and 4 g. iron (calculated as the metal)
per litre. On the other hand, the amount of
iron must not exceed 6 g. so that the ratio
of gallotannic plus gailio acid to iron must lie
within the limits 4-5:1 and 6-75:1. The ink
must not alter for at least 14 days in'the ink-pot,
and must flow readily from the pen. The writing
done with it must not be sticky immediately
after dryingj and after -8 days it must remain
deep blaok when washed with water and with
alcohol (85 and 50%). (2) Iron-gall " writing
inks " must contain at Lost 18 g. gallotannic and
gallic acif s, and at least 2-6, and not more than
4 g. iron per litre (ratio 4-5:1 and 6-75:1). In
other respects they must comply with the
requirtments of " documentary inks." Inks of
Group (6) fyre not officially tested.

For.the American standards for iron writing,
duplicating and cancelling inks, their composi-
tion, manufacture and methods of testing, see
U.S.A. Bureau of Standards, 1920, Circular
No. 95 (for Abstract, see Analyst, 1921, 46, 61).

Examination of Writing Inks.—Acidity.—
A rapid method of determining corrosive acids
in ink has been devised by Mitchell {ibid. 1921,
46, 131). 10 m). of the ink are repeatedly
distilled with excess of sodium acetate and the
acetic acid in the distillates is titrated wich
standard alkali.

Another method of determining both the
added mineral or oxalic acid and the weak
organic acids is to bleach the pigments in the
ink with boiling hydrogen peroxide and titrate
the liquid with N.-alkal" (phenolphthalein as
indicator). The alkalinity of the glass bottles
used for ink may sometiihes neutralise the
acidify of the ink and cause deposits to form
(Mitchell, op. cit.t 184,224).

Ash.—Iron-gall inks differ considerably in the
readiness with which the carbon can be burned
off. Cautious addition of a few crystals of
ammonium nitrate facilitates the ignition.

Typical English inks have been found to yield
from 0-42 to 2-52% of mineral matter.

Iron.—The ash is dissolved in dilute hydro-
chloric acid, and the iron is oxidised with
hydrogen peroxide and precipitated with am-
ntonia. Or the volumetric method prescribed
in the Prussian Official Tests may be used: the
ash from 10 ml. of ink is dissolved in 1-2 ml.
of hydrochloric acid (sp.gr. 1-124), the solution
is evaporated to dryiiess with 1 to 2 ml. of
chlorine water, the residue is treated with 0-5 ml.
of hydrochloric acid to dissolve basic iron salts,
and the solution is cooled and diluted with,20 ml.
of water. About 1 g. of potassium iodide is added,
and the iodine liberated at 55° is titrated with
N./10 thiosulphate solution, the solution*being
cooled before the starch indicator is added.

Mitchell (Analyst, 1908, 38, 81) analysed a
large number of English writing-inks and tound
that, although the composition of any one manu-
facturer's ink remained fairly constant over long
periods, there were marked differences between
the inks of different manufacturers. The total
solid matter ranged from 1-89 to 7-94%, the ash
from0-2 to 2-52% and theironfromO-18 to 1-09%.

Gallotannin and Gallic Acid.—A mixture of
10 ml. of the ink with 10 ml. of concentrated
hydrochloric acid is shaken with successive por-
tions of 50 ml. of ethyl acetate until the aqueous
layer gives no reaction for gallotannin or gallic
acid after treatment with sodium carbonate
and addition1 of ferric chloride and ferrous sul-
phate. A special form of shaking apparatus,
devised by Rothe, is suitable for the extraction.
The ethyl acetate extract is shaken several
iA with semi-saturated potassium chloride

solution (10 ml. each time) to remove iron salts,
and then evaporated in vacuo; the residue is
taken up with a little water, transferred to a
weighed crucible and dried at 105-110°, or
preferably in vacuo at about 60°, until constant
jn weight. In the Prussian Regulations the
residue is regarded as gallotannin and gallic
acid when 0-1 g. thereof absorbs in the presence
of 2 g. of sodium bicarbonate at least 0-5 g. of
iodine. If less iodine is absorbed the ink is not
up to official requirements. In determining the
iodine absorption about 0-1 g. of the residue is
mixed in a stoppered flask with 2 g. of sodium
bicarbonate and 25-50 ml. of a standard solution
of iodine (about 50 g. per litre), and the flask
is closed and allowed to stand overnight, after
which the unabBorbed ibdiae is titrated with
standard thiosulphate.

A more accurate determination of gallotannin
and gallic acid may be made by Mitchell's
colorimetric method (Analyst, 1923, 48, 1).

Gums and Dextrin.—\Q ml. -of the ink are
treated with 20 ml. of 95% alcohol, and the
precipitate is collected on a counterpoised filter,
dried and weighed.

Glycerin.—The total solids of the ink are
treated with 96% alcohol and the alcoholic
extract is evaporated and tested for glycerin,
e.g. fumes of acrolein on heating with potassium
bisulphate (v. Vol. V, 302c).

Phenol and Salicylic Add.—The residue from
he ink is mixed with Band and extracted with

ether. On evaporating the ethereal extract
phenol may be recognised by its odour and by
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giving a precipitate with bromine water.
Salicylic acid ia detected by the violet colour
obtained with ferric chloride (». Vol. II, 6706).

Dyestuffa—The ink is slightly acidified with
hydrochloric acid and boiled for 15 minutes
with a thread of wool or cotton. The threads
are thoroughly washed with hot water, and if
they have been dyed they are boiled in sodium
carbonate solution or acidified water, and the
dyestuffe are again fixed %n cotton or wool and
identified by systematic testa for dyes (e/. Vol. IV,
156-172).

Indigo Carmine in- fixed upon wool and re-
dissolved by an alkaline bath., In alkaline
solution it remains bright blue after addition of
sulphuric acid, but is changed to green by
hydrochloric acid.

Te ying the Waiting,—Pieces of standard paper
are stretched in a frame inclined at an angle of
45°, and a definite amount of ink made to flow
down them from a pipette fixed in & special
position with regard to the paper. At the same
time a parallel test is made upon the same
paper with Schluttig and Neumann's standard
iron-gall ink containing 23*4 g. gallotannic acid,
7*7 g. crystalline gallic acid, 30 g. ferrous ani-
mate ' 10 g. gum arabie, 2'5 g. hydrochloric

id, and I g. phenol per litre. This ink is
allowed to stand for at least 4 days at 10-15°,
and decanted from any deposit. For comparison
in the test it is coloured with a suitable dyestuff
to match the ink under examination. The paper
with the colour Btripes of tho two inks upon it
is exposed to the air for 8 days in diffused day-
light, and is then cut horizontally into strips
which are immersed in water, 50% alcohol
and 80% alcohol respectively. No perceptible
bleaching of the ink should take place (Hinrich-
sen, Chem.-Ztg, 1913, 37, 265; Mitchell, <>/>. rjt.,
p. 207). •

Age of Ink in Writing.—The change«n the
colour of ink on paper proceeds rapidly at first,
then very slowly, and is usually complete in the
course of a few months. If the colour of tbe
writing changes in tho course of a. few days, the
ink is comparatively recent (set Mitchell, op.cit.,
p. 207).

Another test depends upon the fact that as
the ink becomes oxidised it in gradually con-
verted into a res in oil* tan n ate, which retains
the ilyestuff. Thî s if a dilute acid is applied to
writing a few months old the ink will run,
whereas if the ink* is some y£ars old it will be
hardly affected by the reagent. • *

Mezger, Rail and Heess (Chem.-Ztg. 1931, 65,
481) have devised a method based on the
gradual diffusion of the salts in tho ink-writing
into the adjacent paper. Their "chloride
pictures " and " sulphate pictures " enable a
judgment to be formed of the relative age of the
ink. Tha precautions to be observed in drawing
conclusions "from the " pictures " have been diB-
cussed by Heeas (Arch. Kriminol. 1935, 96, 13;
also Mitchell, op. cit., p. 213)*

It is probable that in oxidised ink the iron
exists as the first in the series of tarmatea,

described by Wittstein (Jahreaber. 1848, 28,
221) and by Schiff {Annalen. 1875, 175, 176).
(See also Silbermann and Ozorovitz, I.e.)- As
the oxidation proceeds the successive precipi-
tates contain more iron, and eventually approxi-
mate in composition to

S \C1 4HBO,

\ C M H 8 O 9

obtained by Pclouze by prolonged exposure of
a solution of ferric sulphate and gallotannic
acid to air (Mitchell, Analyst, 1920, 45, 247).

Ink Powders.—Owing to their convenience
for u ê by travellers, ink powders and tablets
are being increasingly used. Some, when dis-
solved, approximate in composition to gallo-
tannate inks, whilst others consist of aniline-
dyestuffs.,

A violet logwood-ink powder described by
Dietcrich (" Pharmazeuti aches Manual," 10th
ed., 1900, p. 646) consists of logwood extract 100,
aluminium sulphate 40, potassium oxalnte 00,
potassium bisutphatc 20, potassium chroroate,
4, salicylic acid 1-5 parts.

Aniline Ink Powders.—Viedtin 1875recom-
mended the use of Nigrosine, which was to be
dissolved in SO parts of water.

Dieterich (op. cit.) gives the following formula
for ink powders of differ^t colours ;

Black Ink Pomder.-—Aniline Green D 9-0
Ponceau 2R 80, Phenol Blue I part.

Red Ink Powder.—Ponceau Red 2R,
Green Ink Powder.—Aniline Green.
Violet Ink Powder.—Phenol BIuo l-S,

Ponceau 211*2 parts.
Violet Copying-Ink Powder*—Methyl Violet

20, sugar 10, oxalic acid 2 parts.

The British Specifications (H.M. Stationery
Office) for Blue-Black Ink Powder, require the
ink made up from the powder to contain not
less tfmn 0-2f>% of iron, and the ratio of Iron salt
to tannin substances to be such as w\ll ensure a
satisfactory degree of permanence. ILe ink
must produce a goo*d blue-black colour after
being blotted, and give a deep black after 14
jJays.

Gold and Silver Inks are prepared from
gold and silver, or from cheaper substitutes such
as bronze powder and Dutch leaf. The leaf
metal, mixed with honey, is carefully ground
down to the fincstf possible condition; it is then

washed and dried. A suitable medium
preparation consists of 1 part of pure gum Arabic
and 1 part of soluble potash glagg in 4 parts of
<liHtilled water. As a rule, 1 part of the powder
is sufficient for 3 or 4 parts of the medium.

^Imitation silver ink is Hfest made by rubbing
up nluminium foil ortpowder with gum.

Sympathetic or Secret Inks.—These pre-
parations are deviled to traco words or figures
which are invisible when written but become
visiblei when subjected to heat or appropriate
chemical reagents. Examples: a weak infusion •
of galta is colourless ou paj>er, but becomes black
when moistened with a solution of copperas;
and if a weak solution of copperas be used, tbe
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writing will be invisible, until the paper is mois
tened with a weak solution of galls. Equal
parts of copper sulphate and sal ammoniac
dissolved in water form a colourless ink, the
writing of which turns yellow on the application
of heat. Weak solutions of silver nitrate or of
auric chloride when exposed to the sunlight
become dark brown and purple respectively.
Solutions of cobalt chloride or nitrate give
tracings which become green or blue when
heated and disappear again as the paper cools.

Ink for India-rubber Stamps.—The follow-
ing preparation produces ink adapted for this
purpose. It does not easily dry upon the pad,
and is readily taken up by the paper: Aniline
colour in solid form vblue, red, etc.) 16,
boiling distilled water 80, glycerin 7 ,Darts.
The colour is dissolved in the water, and the
other ingredients are added whilst agitating.
The " carbon papers" used for giving two
or more copies of written or typed matter
are coated on one side with a mixture of, for
example, yellow wax and tallow containing a
suitable pigment such as lampblack or Prussian
blue, or some aniline colour.

Indelible or Safety Inks.—Compositions
passing under these names consist of finely
divided carbonaceous substances, such as Indian
ink or lampblack, held in suspension in a
glutinous or resinous liquor. They are devised
so as to resist the action of strong acid or
alkaline solutions. Ah ink having these proper-
tics may be made of Indian ink rubbed into
ordinary writing ink.

A suspension of lampblack in sodium silicate
solution makes an excellent safety ink, but has
the disadvantage that it must be kept in air-
tight bottles.

Vanadium ink is prepared very simply by
adding a small proport^n of ammonium vana-
date to altered decoction of galls. It is a deep
black ink, which flows freely from the pen and
isrfiot easily removed without destruction of the
paper.-L

Copyingr Ink or Indelible Pencil's (v.
Vol. Ill, 339).

Hektograph Inks areoused to give a large
number of copies, and must therefore contain
a concentrated colouring matter. The original is
written on ordinary paper with the ink and is
laid face-down on a sheet of a composition of
glue and glycerin (about 1:5) until the ink
has been absorbed into the surface of the
composition. By applying sheets of paper with
slight pressure, 60 to 100 copies can then be
obtained. °

A typical ink contains: a water-soluble blue
dye 10, glycerin 10, water 50-100 parts.

Dyes not easily soluble in water or glycerin
are first dissolved in alcohol and then mixed
with the other ingredients. Thus a red hekto-
graph ink may contain: nfagenta 20, alcohol 20,
acetic acid 5, gum 20, water 40 parts; or magenta
10, alcohol 10, glycerin 10, lAter 50 parts.

Ticitet-Writer's Ink is made of good black
ink, with liquid gum added to produce sf gloss.

Ink for Writing on Glass is a solution of
gum arabic in strong hydrofluoric acid coloured
with some matter which can withstand the action
of the acid: cudbear is used for this purpose.

For Enamelled Cards ordinary printing ink
(mainly a mixture of lampblack and oil) is mixed
with a few drops of equal parts of copal varnish
and mastic varnish.

Lithographic Ink ought to conform to the
fallowing requirements. It should be flowing
on the pen, not spreading on the stone; capable
of forming delicate tracings, and very black to
show its delineations. The most essential
quality of the ink is to sink well into the stone
so as to reproduce the most delicate outlines of
the drawing and to afford a great many impres-
sions. It must therefore be able to resist the
acid with which the stone is moistened in the
preparation, without letting any of its greasy
matter escape.

Lithographic ink may be prepared as follows:
mastic (in tears) 8 oz., shellac -12 oz., Venice
turpentine 1 oz.; melt together; add wax I lb.,
tallow C oz.; when dissolved, add a further
0 oz. of hard tallow soap in shavings; and
when the whole is perfectly incorporated, add
4 oz. of lampblack; lastly, mix well, put .in
moulds, and when cold cut it into square pieces.

Another recipe is as follows: melt together
wax 18, soap 1% shellac 14, resin 6,
tallow 10 parts. Then stir in 2 parts of india-
rubber dissolved in 5 parts of oil of turpentine,
and 0 parts of lampblack. Heat the whole
until the smell of turpentine has nearly dis-
appeared and then cast into sticks.

Autography is the operation by which a
writing or a drawing is transferred from paper
to stone. For autographic ink: mix white wax
8 oz. and white soap 2-3 oz.; melt and add
lampblack 1 oz.; mix well, heat strongly, and
add shellac 2 oz.; again heat strongly and stir
well. On the mixture cooling pour it out as
before. With this ink lines may be drawn of the
firest and fullest class, without danger of
spreading; and the copy may be kept for years
before being transferred. These inks are rubbed
down with a little water in the same way as
Indian ink.

Printing Ink.—Ink prepared for use with
type, copper-plat ?s, etc., consists of a medium
and pigment. The chief properties required in
a good printing ink arc :

(1) A perfectly uniform syrupy consistence.
(2) Must be easily transferred from the ink-

rollers tp the type, and from the type to the
paper.

(3) Must not smudge types, and must be
easily washed off them wjth printer's lye.

(4) The ink must not dry so quickly as to
set on types or rollers, but must not dry so
sluwly on the paper as to hinder folding, etc., of
sheets.

(5)gWhen dry, the ink must not " set off " from
the paper on to anything with which it comes in
contact.

(G) The printed characters should.not show
a greasy margin.

(7) The ink shoind not have a strong odour.
The ink which most nearly fulfils all these

requirements is composed of the finest quality
of lampblack incorporated with a pure linseed
oil varnish. (For methods of examining lamp-
blacks and carbon blacks, see Neal and Perrott,
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Mines
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Bull. No. 192,1922, 72; also British Standards,
Nos. 284, 286, 287, 288.) The demand for cheap
inks for the printing of newspapers and cheap
books has been met by using cheaper qualities of
lampblack and substituting for the varnish
various mixtures of oils and resins with soap,
which may or may not contain a proportion of
linseed oil.

The linseed-oil varnish used for good ink was
iprmerly prepared by heftting linseed oil in a
boiler until the vapour evolved could be ignited.
A light was Jhen applied and the whole allowed
to bun> for about half an hour, until a trial
showed that the oil was of the right consistence.
The practice of burning the oil gave a dark-
coloumd product and has now been discontinued.

The present practice is to heat the oil to about
38(>-^)0o, takiig every precaution to avoid its
ignition. The boiler is provided with a closely
fitting lid, or, better, with a cover of wire-gauze,
which extinguishes a flame while allowing the
vapours to escape.

Provision is made for lifting the boiler from
the fire or withdrawing the fire from the boiler,
or, in some apparatus, for running off the oil
into a cold vessel. A gutter round the furnace
above'the fire-door prevents any chance of the
oil reaching the fire, even should it boil over the
top of the pot. In some modern plant the oil is
heated by means of superheated steam. A
varnish so prepared is insoluble in water or
alcohol, but mingles readily with fresh oil and
unites with mucilages into a mass diffusible in
water in an emulsoid form. The oil loses from
one-tenth to one-eighth of its weight by boiling
into the thick varnish.

Letterpress ink of average quality may be
made by reheating a varnish produced as
described above and adding for each gallon^of
the original oil 4 lb. of rosin and 1 lb. of brown
soap in slices. This is then mixed with the
requisite quantity of pigment—for lampblack
rather less than one-third of its weight—and the
whole is thoroughly ground and incorporated
in a suitable machine, usually between rollers
of polished granite or steel, <#s in Lehmann's
apparatus. The presence of soap in the ink
causes it to " lift " well, i.e. to be completely
transferred from the type to the paper. The
following recipes are typical of inks of a cheaper
class:

Linseed Oil and Rosin Vthich.—Rosin 50,
boiled linseedoil 100, rosin soap 10*partly
boiled oil 6 parts by weigh?.

Rosin Oil Vehicle.—Rosin oil 50, rosin 50,
boiled linseed oil 50, rosin soap 5, thin
boiled linseed oil 6 parts.

QJieap Mineral Oil Vehicle.—Rosin is dis-
solved in about an equal weight of fcated
mineral oil (petroleum of sp.gr. 0-880-
0-920s Wass, F.P. 322298, 1902).

Composition Vehicles.—Venice turpentine 5,
castor oil 15, white wa,x 1 kg. These arc
mixed at 100° (Knccht); then 9 kg. of
thick turpentine, 10 kg. of soft soap and
4 kg. of " oleine," mixed hot, are added
(Rosl).

The lampblack used is of various qualities
according to the price of the ink, The propor-

tion should be just sufficient to give a full black
impression; it is less with the better qualities
of lampblack. The ink for rotary machines
contains about 28% of lampblack, that for high-
speed newspaper-printing about 24%, that for
book printing about 21%, and that for illustra-
tion work about 19% with 2% of Prussian blue
and 1% of indigo.

Other inks consist of 25 parts of paraffin oil,
45 parts of fine colophony and 15 parts of lamp-
black. The amount of colophony is reduced in
soft inks for high-speed work.

It has been proposed to use oxides of iron or
manganese as black pigments for printing ink
(see e.g. Fireman, U.S.P. 802928, 1905). Paper
printed with such ink could be bleached and
subsequently made into white paper. This could
not be done with the lampblack inks now used.

It is said that so extremely thin is the layer
of ink on small type that 1 lb. wt. even of cheap
newspaper ink will cover no less than 7,000 sq. ft.
of type matter.

Coloured Printing-inks.—These inks are
made from the varnishes above described by the
addition of dry colours, taking great care that
the colours are thoroughly well ground and
assimilated \Jith the varnish, since lumps of any
kind not only clog the type but alter the tint.
Some tints which are exceedingly light will
require an admixture of white powder to give
the necessary body to the ink.

The following pigments9 arc eligible for incor-
poration in printing inks:

White.—Heavy spar (barium sulphate), zinc
white and titanium white.

lied.—Orange lead, vermilion, burnt sienna,
Venetian red, Indian red, lake vermilion,
orange mineftil, rose pin£ and rose lead.

Jfelloiv.—Yellow ochre, gamboge and lead
chromate.

Blue.—Cobalt blue, Prussian blue, intiigo, Ant-
werp blue, Chinese blue, French ultrar-
mine and German ultramarine.

Gre/>n.—Usually mixtures of yellow aifd blue,
but sometimes chrome green, cobalt green,
emerald green or tcrre verte.

Purple.—A mixture of those used for red and
blue.

Deep Brown.—Burnt umber with a little
scarlet lake.

Pule Brown.—Burnt sienna; a rich shade ie
obtained by using a little scarlet lake.

Lilac.—Cobalt blue with a little carmine
added.

J>ale Lilac.—Carmine with a little cobalt blue.
Amber.—Pale chrome with a little carmine.
Pink.—Carmine or crimson lake.

Shades and Tints.—X bright red is best ob-
tained from pale vermilion with a little carmine
a^ded; dark vermilion w\icn mixed with the
varnish produces a d«ll colour. Orange lead and
vermilion ground together also produce a very,
bright tint, and 6ne that is more permanent
than an entire vermilion colour. Chcapw sub-
stitute* are orange mineral and rose pink, and
red lead. Lead chromate affords the brightest
colour. For dull yellow yellow ochre is used.
Indigo is excessively dark and requires a good
deal of trouble to lighten it. It makes a fine
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showy colour when brightness is not required.
Prussian blue is useful, but it dries very quickly,
hence the roller must be frequently cleaned.
The objection to Prussian, Antwerp and Chinese
blues is tl|at they are hard to grind and likely
to turn greenish with the varnish when used thin.
For green any of the yellows and blues may be
mixed: The varnish itself having a yellow tinge
will produce a decidedly greenish tint with a
small quantity of Antwerp blue. Emerald
green is made by mixing pale chrome with a little
Chinese blue, and then adding the mixture to
the varnish until the tint is satisfactory.

In using painter's colours it is advisable to
avoid the heavy ones as much as possible. Some
colours require less oil uv;he varnish than others.

A bronze of changeable hue may be given to
inks with the following mixture (Southward):
gum shellac 1£ lb. is dissolved in 1 gallon of 95%
alcohol or Cologne spirits for 24 hours and 14 oz.
Aniline Bed then added. After standing for a
few hours the mixture will be ready for use.
When added to good blue, black or other dark
ink, it imparts a rich hue. The quantity must
be carefully apportioned.

Reflex Blue Lakes.—The pigment known
as " Reflex Blue " is prepared fiom the car-
bonium dye, Alkali Blue, by precipitation from
an aqueous solution with hydrochloric or. sul-
phuric acid in presence of lead acetate. The
moist precipitate is incorporated with a litho-
graphic varnish, ana* after standing for the
water to separate, the lake is ground into ink.
These lakes get their names from the bronze
effect obtained when they are mixed with litho-
graphic varnish.

Monastral Fast Blue BS.—An insoluble
blue dyestuff pigment of a.new type has been
introduced unde^ this name (see R. P. Linstead
et. al, J.C.S. 1934, 10^5-1039). It is insoluble
in wate**. oils, alcohol and many organic sol-
vents. The same pigment is made in Germany
and sold under the name of Heliogen Blue B
(Chem^Ztg. 1936, 60, 375). It can be used in
admixture, ^ with yellow pigments to produce
greens brighter than the ordinary Brunswick
greens?' Unlike cobalt blue, it is relatively
opaque to infra-red rays" (Mitchell and Ward,
Analyst, 1936, 61, 754).

Rotagravure Inks.—The principle of th«
" rotagravure " process is the reverse of that
used in half-tone work, the printing surface
being an intaglio composed of minute rectangular
cells of varying depth. These cells, numbering
about 40,000 to the sq. in., "are filled with the
ink, the excess of which is removed by means
of a steel blade or " doctor," so that films of
graduated depth are left in the cells on the
cylinder of the rotary press. When the web of
paper is pressed against the mouths of the cells

.the ink is lifted from them and transferred to
the surface of the paper, and the density of the
deposited pigment corresponds with the amount
of ink in the respective cells;' The ink required
for t ie process differs in its properties from
ordinary printing ink. It must be capable of
being removed completely from the cells, must
be fairly transparent, and must not yield
deposits. These requirements are met by using
special media containing balanced proportions

of fixed and volatile ingredients, and by the use
of pigments which are thoroughly ground.
Special mills are required for grinding the
mixture of pigment and medium, and the ink
is passed through a hair sieve before being used
in the printing machine.

Rotagravure inks made with an oil basis
require thinning with benzine or carbon tetra-
chloride, whilst those with a water basis have
the drawbacks thatschey smudge readily and
are not waterproof. A waterproof ink prepared
by Albert (Penrose's Annual, 1932) is free
from these drawbacks; the medium consists of
water and water-soluble organic pigments
incorporated with a solution of rosin soap.

An asphalt ink particularly suitable for "Titaglio
printing has been patented by Winship (B.P.
334370, 1929). The asphaltic 4>ase (e.? from
gilsonite q.v.) is diluted with a petroleum solvent
and an oily resin; the emulsion is stabilised
with glue and finally incorporated with water
and a suitable pigment.

Patent Inks for Cheques.—Numerous
printing inks for cheques have been made with
the object of revealing any attempt to remove
writing from the surface of the paper. One of
the best known of these inks is that of Hehner
and Dupre (B.P. 375, 1881). The preparation
used for printing the note consists of a sulphide
(insoluble in water, but acted on by dilute acids,
e.g. zinc sulphide), with lead carbonate or other
salt of a heavy metal. The mixture is made
into a paste with glycerin, treacle and gum
arabic, and can be used for printing invisible
characters on the cheque, or added to the
coloured paste used for printing the ground-
work. Dark stains are immediately produced
when acid, alkali or a cyanide solution is
applied to the cheque.

In the ink patented by Waterlow & Sons and
Cliffolti (B.P. 292393, 1927) a substance
fluorescing in ultra-violet light, but the fluores-
cence of which is destroyed by ink-erasing
agents, is claimed. In a later patent (B.P.
417488) claim is made for the use of water-
insoluble substances for this purpose.

Examination of Printing Inks.—The be-
haviour of a printing ink in practice is of much
more importance than its composition. For
methods of analysis, see luttle and Smith, J. Ind.
Eng. C^em. 1914, 6, 659. Specifications for the
tests to be applied to inks used in the U.S.
Government Printing Office have been pub-
lished. These include tests for the following
properties: (1) non-separation of oil from pig-
ment; (2) cleanliness of transfer; (3) hardness;
(4) drying properties; (5) offset or smudging;
(6) colour; (7) quantity required for an average
5,000 printed pages.

Arsenic in Printing Ink.—As a result of
the detection of arsenic in the printing on
wrappers used for bread (Elsdon, Anrlyst, 1924,
49, 336), Barry {ibid. 1927, 52, 217) suggested
limits for the proportions of arsenic to be per-
mitted in the pigments used in printing inks, and
classified these pigments into three groups:

(I) those to be used unconditionally, con-

KASS? I?8* than l part of wenic in
50,000 pf pigment j
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(II) containing between 1 in 20,000 and 1 in
50,000, to be used in conjunction with
those in Class I;

(III) those containing more than 1 part in
20,000, which are to be rejected.

These suggestions were adversely criticised
by Morrell and Smyth (ibid. 1927, 52, 339) as
too stringent in view of the amount of arsenic
tfrat would be present in die final ink.

Bronzing.—The production of printed matter
having the colour and lustre of gold or silver, is
carried Wt by printing with a varnish which
remains u tacky " for a time, and then dusting
over the whole surface with bronze powder or
alumiifium powder or similar substances. The
powder adheres only to the varnish and thus
prodiTOS the dJsired effect.

Such a varnish may be produced by melting
into a good linseed oil varnish sufficient bees-
wax to give it the consistence of lard or tallow.
{See lire's Diet, of Arts, Manufactures, etc.;
Cooley's "Cyclop, of Practical Receipts";
Lehner's "Ink Manufacture"; Southward's
" Practical Printing "; Noble's " Principles and
Practice of Colour Printing rt; L. E. AndeV ", Oil
Colours and Printer's Inks "; Mitchell's " Inks:
Composition and Manufacture"; Seymour's
" Modern Printing Inks.")

Marking Inks.—Natural marking inks, such
as Chose prepared from the juice of the Coriaria
thymifolia (the ink-plant of New Granada) and
the juice of the Indian marking nut (Semecarpus
anacardium), are not only used locally, but also
form the basis of commercial preparations. The
juice of Rhua toxicodendron (" the poison ivy ")
and that of Rhus venencUa ("the poison
sumach ") are also employed in the manufacture
of black varnish and of marking inks.

Chemical Marking-Inks.—The inks of this
type most commonly used are those containing
a silver salt the reduction of which within the
fibres of the fabric leaves an insoluble black pig-
ment. In the earliest inks of this type the linen
had first to be treated with a pounce (e.g. sodium
carbonate in gum mucilage) add then dried, but
these have been completely superseded by inks
in which the reduction is effected by heat.

Redwood's marking ink, which is still the
prptotype of certain modern marking inks, was
prepared by adding a solution of 31 'parts of
silver nitrate in water to an aqueous solution of
50 parts of sodiun* carbonate, collecting and
washing the precipitated silver carbonate, tri-
turating it with tartaric acid, and adding suffi-
cient ammonia to dissolve the silver tartrate.
The ink was then completed by the addition
of 15 parts pf archil extract, 16 parts of white
sugar and 50 parts of gum arabic.

An analysis by Mitchell of a British silver
marking ink of this type gave the following
results: twater (containing 4-87% of am-
monia), 76-93; total solio>, 23-07; mineral
matter, 12-30; silver, 9-98; platinum, 0-26;
tartaric acid, 6-83; gum, 3-94%. The ink con-
tained archil as a temporary pigment.

Various modifications of silver marking-inks
have been published, and the addition of
certain other metals to the ink has been claimed
in different patents.

Aniline Marking- Inks.—Two types of these
marking inks are sold. In the older type there
are two solutions which are kept separate until
just before use. These are to a large extent
similar to Jacobsen's aniline ink (Ditglers Poly-
tech. J.'1867,183, 78) :

(a) Copper Solution.—Copper chloride, 8-52 g.;
sodium chlorate, 1065 g.; ammonium chloride,
5-35 g.; water, 60 ml.

(b) Aniline Solution.—Aniline hydrochloride
20 g., dissolved in 30 ml. of water and. mixed
with 20 g. of a solution of gum arabic (1:2) and
10 g. of glycerin.

For use, 1 part of (a) is mixed with 4 parts
of (b). The writing, which is green at first,
gradually blackens as aniline black forms within
the fibres of the fabric. Steaming accelerates
the blackening, but dry heat tends to make the
marked place brittle. Finally the marked place
is washed with soap and water which renders the
ink a deep blue-black.

As this process is relatively tedious, there has
been an increasing demand, especially by
laundries, for one-solution writing and stamping
inks which do not necessitate preliminary mix-
ing, and produce markings which do not require
to be steamed or washed.

In some of these inks the aniline salt and
oxidising agent are so balanced that oxidation
does not take place within the bottle. Several
inks made on this principle were patented by
Grawitz (F.P. 276397, 1898). One of them
contains: (a) aniline oil, 110 ml.; hydro-
chloric acid (20 Be*.),. 100 ml.; water, 100 ml.:
(6) potassium ferrocyanide, 150 g. in 300 ml. of
boiling water. The two solutions are mixed,
cooled and added to a solution of 60 g. sodium
chlorate in 400 ml* water.

In some of these inks the stage of retarded
oxidation has not been ftached, for after keeping
fluid for months they may suddenly gelatinise in
the bottle.

Other one-solution inks contain an aniline
blacl̂  dyestuff dissolved in aniline oil or«n mix-
tures of aniline and its homologues** The exact
composition and methods of preparing these inks
are carefully guardedtas trade secrets.

Examination of Marking Inks.—The com-
position of a marking ink is of subsidiary im-

portance to its behaviour in practical tests.
The main requirements of a good marking ink
are: (1) it must not injure the fibres of the
fabric; (2) it must flow smoothly from a pen,
but not " run " v4ien applied to linen; (3) the
marking must darken'rapidly when treated with
a moderately hot iron or otherwise; (4) the
marking must not fade when repeatedly washed
with soap and water, and must resist the action
of acids, alkalis and bleaching agents; (5) the
ink must be stable in the bqf.tle and not gelatinise
OP form deposits if the cork is not replaced fos
some time.

Marking Ink Pencils.—The earliest type of
pencil devised for marking linen consisted of a
silver salt incorporated with a suitable? basic
material and a provisional colouring matter
(Dunn, B.P. 2316, 1858). In other pencils
(Hickisson, B.P. 9149, 1884) one end had a
marking point composed of a mixture of silver
nitrate fused with gum and potassium nitrates
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whilst the other end was a mordant (e.g. borax
wax and pyrogallol) wliieR was applied to the
writing to fix it.

Aniline dyestuffs soluble in oil are claimed by
Hlefciuon ^BJP. 5316, 1893) as the colouring
matter in marking-ink pencils. For this purpose
they are incorporated with a suitable medium
such as gum tragacanth, kaolin and borax.
Some of the aniline marking-ink pencils now sold
produce characters that are very fugitive.

Organic pigments are now to be obtained
rivalling the most permanent mineral pigments
in fastness. Thus Indanthrene Blue G, after
exposure to the air for 18 months was found to
bo as permanent, though not quite so brilliant,
as cobalt blue.

INOSINASE (w. VoL IV, 316a).
IN OS 1 TO L.—-Several po ly hydro Ky-cyclo*

hexanes occur naturally, and of these the
inositolfl are the best known. They are hexa-
liydroxycyc/ohexanea (hexitols). Nine stereo-
isomers of this formula are possible, according
to the positions of the hydroxyl groups on each

HO

H O OH

HO

Muusitol.

H

-C—H
H O

H

H

H y
i

H

HO
J-Maunosc.

carbon atom, relative to each other and to the
planB of the ring. For convenience, the above
structure of (-inositol is expressed by the

1 4 5
symbols ^ •• , indicating that the hydroiyl

groups attached to carbon atoms 1 4, and 5 tie
above the plane of the ring, and those attached
to carbon atoms 2, 3 and ti lie below the plane.
Using this shorthand the theoretically possible

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4-5
afereoisomers arc: 0 6 '

{"1 2 3 4 1 2 3 5 1 2 4 5 1 2 3 1 3 5 2 3 ( 1
1! 3 6

1 4 5
' 4 5 C' 2 4 0' 1 4 5

*\ ". Other variations will be found upon
Z o "
examination to be identical with one of these
structures. In particular, it should be noticed
that in one case only is the mirror image non-

coincident ;

wit,

1 4 S
1 4

- and theso two are therefore optical

boincrides. The other isomers are inactive.
Of these nine possible structures, four only

liave been isolated. These are d- and /-inositol,
or i-inositol, and seyllitol. All occur

naturally, either fret? or combined. All hav,e
closely similar chemical properties. They are
white crystalline solids, readily soluble in water,
sparingly soluble in alcohol. Like th» sugars
they have a nweet taste, and in fact are isomerio
with the hexoaes, having the molecular formula
C0

H i2°B *"rom t n e "formula! of J-nw-nnose
and J-inositol given above, the transformation
of a hexose to an mositol would- appear tp be a
simple aldol change, but such a reaction has not
yet been carried out in vitro. A reaction of this
type is, however, postulated in a. series of
changes recorded by Micheel, Ruhkopf and
Suckfiill (Ber. 1935, 68 [B], 1523).

d-lnositol (matezodambose).—M.p. 247-248°,
[a]D -j-65° {in water), occurs as the monomethyl
ether in Pinua Umburtiana. DemcthyLttion
with hydriodic acid yields d-inositol. Its'chemi-
cal properties are typical of other inosttols.
Thus, it forms hexa-acetyl and hexahgoxoyl
derivatives. It reduces ammoniacal "silver
nitrate but not Fchling's solution, and doe3 not
mutarotate.* The monomethyl ether, pinitol,
found in P. lamhertiana, occurs also in senna
leaves and in Madagascar rubber latex and has
m.p. 188°, Mo +65*- The structures of d-
and J-inositol are discussed immediately below.

Mnositol.—M.p. 247U
T [a]D -65°, occurs as a

monomethyl ether, qucbrachito], in quebracho
bark and in rubber latex. Demcthylation with
hfdriodic acid yields J-inositol (Tanret, Compt.
rend.* 188!), 109, 908). Qtiebrachitol is a white
crystalline solid, m.p. 190°, [a]D -80°.

The structural formula? of d- and f-inositol are
readily assigned, since of tho nine possible
stereoisomers two only are optically active and
enantiomorphs. -One of these is shown above
(/-indsitol); the other is its mirror image.
These structures are1 in agreement with the
isolation of both mucic acid,

OH" OHH

HO OC—C-

OH

H

-C C—

H

COOH
|

H OH

and <t-saccbartc acid,

KOOC

H H OH H

- C C C C—COOH

OH OH H OH

;

on oxidation of i-inositol with jir-rmanganate
(Posternak, Helv.Thim. Acta, 1930, 19, 1007).
The configurations assigned are not absolute
but are dependent upon the convention used in
the sugar aeries.

Racemic, rii-lnositol.—ftLp. 283°, can be
formed by mixing equal weights of d- and /-
inositol, and occurs naturally in mistletoe berriea
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and "in blackberries. It ia, of course, inactive
(Tanret, Compt. rend. 1907, 145, 1196}.

I- Inositol {mQBoinositol, dambose, nueite) is the
isomer most commonly found in nature. It
occurs in muscle, heart, lunga find liver and
many other human and animal organs. ITi
plants it ia also widespread, especially in leaves
(asparagus, oak, ash, walnut, etc.), frequently
esterified with phosphoric acid (e.g. phytin).
The large-scale isolation from the steep-waters
from the preparation of corn starch has been
described by, Hoglart and Bar tow (Ind. Eng.
Chem. 3939", 31, 749). A monomethyl ether,
borneaiiol (m.p. 199°) is found in Bccneo rubber;
a dimethyl ether, dambonitol (m.p. 195°) has
been isolated from Gaboon rubber. An icomerk
monomethyl ether, sequoyite, has been isolated
from redwood fSherrurd anrl Kurth, J. Anier.
Chem. Soc. 1929,51, 3139).

t-Inositol is a white crystalline solid, m.p.
225°, optically inactive and non-reducing. The
following derivatives have been described :
the /texa-a«.(ii(e, m.p. 212°, the wonobronw-
inositol penta-acetate, m.p. 240°, iHbTOMoinositul
tetra-acetate, m.p. 140° or 235°, nnd the inoaitotdi-
bromofydrin, m.p. 210° (Miilier, J.C.S. 1907, 91,
1780; see also Griffin and Nelson, .1. AIIHT.
Chem. Soe. 1915, 37, 1555); the hexapropionaU,
m.p. J00°, the hexa-n-bulyrate, m.p. 81°, the
kexa-mobidyrate, m.p. 181°, the hexa-n-valera(e,
m.p. fi3°, the hexa-iacrvalerate, m.p, 147°, and the
kczw-3:5-dinUrobenzoate, m.p. 86" fHogfan and
Bartow, I.e.). On oxidation with nitric acid
(d 1-4) it yield* the ketone inosose (penta-
hydroxycyctohextwone), m.p. 198-200° (Vostcr-
nak, Helv. Cliim. Aeta, HI3U, 19, 1833).

The allocation of a structural formula to
t-inositol is difficult. Since it is optically in-

2 3 0 1 4 5
active, the structures and . _ (see ab<fce)

1 4 O L . • ! >

may he ruled out; in fact, they bclon^*to </-
and (-inositol. Seven possibilities remain, and
these'are reviewed by Posternak (Comfit, rend.
19:29, 188, 121)0). The following considerations
enable a formula to be suggested:

(a) A tctraphosphnte of fcfnosjtol with a
negative rotation lias becjj prepared. This fact
excludes structure 1 2 3 4 - 5 °. (b) An in-
adive monophosphate is known (AncWsott,
J. Biol. Chem. ]<J15, 20, 480, 405). ?tiis ex-

eludes structure *—-r—. (cf The action of

fuming nitric acid on mono- and di-phosphates
of t-inositol gives both raccmie and inactive
tartaric aeida. These could not be obtained

froiV the structure -;. (d) Oxidation with

alkaline permanganate at 0° gives among other
products, allomucie acid,

COOH

H

Of the remaining structures, this acid cftn only

be obtained from * 2 ^ 4 5.

The structure of Mnositol would therefore
appear to be :

HO H

This configuration is supported by more recent
work'fty Postemak (Arch. Sci. phys, nat. 1941,
[v], 23, Suppl. 44). Acetoixtcter suboxydana
oxidises i-inositol tn give a keto group at Ca,
and on further oxidation (KMnO r Na,CO 3 )
df-sacclumc acid is formed, establishing the
structure of the ketone. The latter oil i :tt,ih tic
reduction (H4-PtO a) yields i-inoaitol quantita-
tively. If sodium amalgam is used for the
reduction, acyllitol is also formed (see belvir).

Mnositol ias been found to promote the
growth of bacteria and other organisms, includ-
ing yeast. In this connection it ha.s been cull^il
11 bios I." A review of these accet > th
factors has been given by Eosor and Saund
(Bact. Revs. 193K, 2, 9N) [v. QBOWTH-PBO-
MOTDto SUBSTANCES, this VoL, ]). 138).

A hexaphosphtite of i-inositul, pin/tic, acid,
occurs as an alkali salt (phytin) in pUnts arxl
plant seeds («ee Posternak, Compt rend. 1919,
169, 139; Helv. Chim. Acta, 1921, 4, 150;
Anderson, J. Biol. Chem. 1915, 20, 490).

Scyllitol (cocositol, querciniiol), m.p. 3-19°,
is a fourth siereoisonie^ of the inositol group.
It has been found in organs of the dog-fish
(Scyllium canicula) and in the cocoaffut palm
[Cocoa species) and in Acanthus vulgarUf C'orntu
jlorida, etc. Recent work by Poatemak [lx.
1941)* indicates that scyllitol ditlers* from
t-inositol only in the configuration aiffuml Ca.

The preparation of other isoincrs liar been
reported from the aclion of acids on t-inositol
(Muller, J.C.S. 1912,101, 2393) and by reduction
of the ketone iiio.«ô fl (Posteniak, fietv. ('him.
Xetft, 1930, 19, 1333). Little ia known of these
products.

An A'-ray examination of I- and i-inositol and
of quebrachitul has been made (Patterson and
WI lite, Z. Krist. 19X1, 78, 70 ; White, ibid, 80, 1).

iSfor the detection of inositols, Scherer's re-
action is used (Annalcn, 1852,81, 375). Evapora-
tion with nitric acid and then with ammoniacal
calcium chloride yields a rose-red coloration if
0-0005 g. of inositol is present. The estimation of
inositols in the presence of yhicose, using periodic
acid, is described by I^leury and July (J. IJharm.'

,. 1937, 26, 341, 897). D. W. Woolley (.I'.
Biol. Chem. 1941, 140, 453) determines i-
inositol by its growth-promoting pBfect.apon
y< :ist {\f('jut rat ions.

PEKTITOLS.

Owing to their close relationship to tlx-
inositols (hesitob), the pentahydroxyc^c/o-
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hexanes (pentitols) may be mentioned here.
Of the sixteen possible sterepisomers of thia
formula, two only are known, both optically
active. They are named d- and l-qutrriial, but
they are aot enantiomorphous. This nomen-
clature is therefore unfortunate, since enantio-
morrihs may well be found.

d-Quercitol, C8H1SOS, m.p. 234°, [a]D +24°
(in water), is found in acorns and to a email
extent in the leaveB and bark of the oak. It

-has also been isolated from the leaves of
Cha&maervpshumilis Linn., the European member
of the palm family (H. MiiUer, J.C.S. 1907r 91,
1766). The presence of five hydroxyl groups is
shown by the formation of a penta-acetate and
pentanitrate. It is reduced by hydriodic acid
to a mixture of aromatic derivatives, including
benzene, phenol, pyrogallol and quinone, and
also to hexane.

The structure of d-quercitol has been the sub-
ject of communications by Karrer (Helv. Chim.
Acta, 1926, 9, 116), Kiliani and Scheibler (Ber.
1889,22, 517 ; 1931,64 [B], 2473) and Posternak
(Helv. Chim. Acta, 1932,15,948). The isolation
of mucic acid from the products of oxidation by
nitric acid (Kiliani) agrees with structures ex-

2 5 6 2 5 6
pressed by the arrangements •r-j't „ T-» or

1 4 3 4
their mirror images, ,;-- ^ » v 5 ("«« above for

2 u U 2 O D

explanation of the LJtation). Posternak (1.0.)
oxidised tf-quercitol with alkaline permanganate
at 0° and isolated metasaccharonic acid (yield
19%) from among the products. This acid he
identified by degradation of the corresponding
aldono-lactone (metasaccharin) to d-2-deoxyxy-
lose (Levene and Mori, J. Biol. Chem. 1929, 83,
803).

OH H HH

HOOC-C-

Hi
-C C

i H

C—COOH

OH
Metasai'chiironic add.

H

I
H

i
HO/t |\OH

I/OH HO\|
c c
I \ H H /I
H\| |/H

C C

H L
(J-Quercitol.

The structure of d-quercitol follows, but it is,
of course, dependent upon the convention wb,ich
allocates the configuration of d-gluco»e. It may
be noted that d-quercitol is a deoxy-rf-inositol.

/-Quercitoi.m.p. 174°, [ojB -74° (in water),
occult in the leaves of Oymnema sylvettre. It is
not the cnantiomorph of tZ-quercitol >and Us
structure ifl not known.

G. T. Y.
INSECT WAX (Chinese Wax, Chinese In-

ect Wax) is the secretion of an insect. Coccus

ceriferw Fabr. (0. pela Westwood), which infests
the bark and twigs of the " evergreen tree,"
Ligustrum luciduvi Ait. growing in Western
China. It should not be confused with the so-
called " China wax," the Chinese variety of
oriental beeswax, v. GHEDDA WAX.

E. L.
INSECTICIDE EMULSIONS (i>. Vol.IV,

INSULARINE. Insularino has been iso-
lated together with a second base from the root
of Cissampelos irwutt&ria Makino (Fam. Meni-
spermaceae) by Kondo and Yano {J. Phutm. Soc,
Japan, 1927,47, 107). C. ochiaiana Yamamoto
also contains insularine (Kondo and Tomita,
Arch. Pharm. 1936, 274, 76).

Itisvlarine, Ca,Hj8N;.O6, [a]^ +27-95°, m.p.
160°, ia amorphous and easily soluble in Et2O
(thus weparated from accompanying base). It
contains three methoxyl and two N-methyl
groups, the three remaining oxygen atoms occur
probably in ether linkages. The Hofmann
degradation of the methiodide yields an o-
meihine, m.p. 115°, to]" +110-6°, and a B-methint,
m.p. 185°, Further degradation yields a N-free
compound, m.p. 208° and [a]J?+ 73-37°, needles
from ether.

The constitution of insularine is still unknown ;
for absorption spectrum, see Ochiai, J. Pharra.
Soc. Japan, 1929, 49, 425.

Insularine belongs to the group of the bisco*
claurine alkaloids {v. Vol. I l l , 230c) which con-
tain 2 mol, of substituted t*enzyltetrahydroi«o-
quinolines joined together by one or several
oxygen^bridges. To the same chemical group
belong dauricine {q.v.), oxyacantJiine {v. Vol. I,
683c), berbamine, telrandrine, ph&nlhine, etc. For
survey on this group, see Kondo and Tomita(l.c).

IN3ULIN, THE ANTID1ABETIC
HORMONE. Insulin is a protein hormone
from pancreas and b an important factor in the
metabolism of carbohydrate in the body.
When injected into the normal (curve II) or
diabetic (curve I^nimal it produces a temporary
decrease in blood sugar.

It ia used for the amelioration of the symptoms
of diabetes indlitus, the causa of which may be a
failure of the pancreas ta supply enough insulin
for the_ needs of the body. Symptoms of this
disease include hunger, thirst, polyuria and
muscular weakness. The Mood sugar is high,
and glucose, often accompanied by acetoacetic
acid, acetone and jS-hydroxybutyric acid, is
excreted in the urine.

Removal of the pancreas was shown by von
Mering and Minkowski (Arch. exp. Path.
Pharju. 1890, 26, 371) to cause diabetic symp-
toms. The occurrence of diabetes when the
main gland was removed was prevented by
grafting a portion of the pancreas on to the
abdomen. They postulated that diabetts mellitus
IB caused by the'absence from the body of a
principle essential for carbohydrate metabolism.
In mammalian pancreas there co-exist .zymo-
genous tissue, supplying an exocrine secretion
which passes through the pancreatic duct into
the duodenum, and a number of microscopic
islets, first described by Longerbans, whose cells
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are the source of the endocrine secretion of
insulin into the blood stream. These islets are
frequently in anatomical continuity -with the
zymogenoua tissue. Until 1921 many unsuc-
cessful attempts were made to obtain pancreas
extracts which would be active by oral R<1 mini-
stration or by injection to diabetics. These
failures may have been due to the destruction
of insulin by the proteoytie enzymes of pan-
CTeatic juice which are present in aqueous
extracts of the whole gland. On this assumption
Banting and»Best (J. Lab. clin. Med. 1921-22, 7,
251, 464) ligated the ducts in dogs, thus bring-
ing about the degeneration of the* zymogenous
tissue. The doga were then killed and their
pancre&B ground with sand and Ringer's solution.

3 4
Hours

The extract was heated and t'ne liquid filtered
and when injected into^ depanereutised doga
produced a rapid decrease in glycsemia or
glycosuria. Banting ajjd Best also succeeded
in preparing active extracts from fcetal calves'
pancreas at a stags before the fifth mdnth of
gestation when theaendocrine (insulin secretion
is already active iWiilo the exocrine enzyme
accretion has not yet been formed. In certain
fishes (TeUoslei) the islet tissue occurs apftrt
from the zymogenous tissue and Macleod
(J- Metab. Research, 1922, 2, 149) prepared
active extracts from this tissue.

Tho use of aqueous alcohol by Collip (J. Uiol.
Chem. 1923, 55, xl-xli) and aqueous acid nlcohol
by Doiay, Ssmogyt and Shaffer (ibid. 1923, 55,
xxxi), madft possible a, commercially practicable
process for the production of vistilin from whole
ox-pancreas. Salting out.and iaoelectrio preci-
pitation of the insulin protein to the partial
exclusion of other proteins provide methods of
purifying it. Moloney and Kindlay (J. Chem.
Physics, 1924, 28, 402) adsorbed insulin on char-
coal and then digested the charcoal with bensofa
acid in 60% alcohol. The more easily adsorbed
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benzoic acid replaced the insulin, which was
recovered by evaporating the alcohol and ex-
tracting the aqueous insulin solution with ether
to remove excess benzoic acid.

Dudley (Biochem. J, 1923, 17, 3Y6) purified
crude insulin by precipitating the active material
from aqueous solution by picric acid and subse-
quently regenerating the hydrochloride from the
picrate by alcoholic hydrochloric acid.

PREPARATION.

A typical method of preparing insulin is that
employed by the Toronto workers, Scott and
Parker (Trana.l Roy. Son. Canada, 1032, [iii],
S6 ,V ,3U) i :

100 1b. of fresh ox pancreas freed from excess
fat a*l connective tissue are cooled to 4Do. as
soon (is possible after slaughter. The g Ian da are
minced and dropped into 25 gallons 95% alcohol
(ethyl, denatured with 10% methyl alcohol),
5 gallons water and 1,200 ml. cone. HCI. The
mixture is agitated for 1 hour and then allowed
to stand overnight. The liquid is then drawn off
by centrifuging and the residue re-extracted
with an amount of 80% alcohol equal in volume
to tho liquid removed during the centrifugation.
The combined extracts are adjusted to pw 8
with ammonia, filtered and tho filtrate rc-
:uidified by adding 140 ml. of cone. HjjSO^ to
each 50 gatlons of solution 300 gallons of such
acidified filtrate are evaporated to about 40
gallons in a vacuum still at a vapour temperature
not exceeding 2-~S. After distillation, the con-
centrate, at pu 2, is quickly heated to SO0 and
filtered to remove the coagulated lipoid. After
filtering and cooling to 30" the active material
is then salted out by the addition of sodium
chloride to n concentration of 25%. The crude.
protein from fiffO 11). pancreas is then dissolved
in 30 litres of water and reprecipitated by
sodium chloride at a concentration of 1.1%. The
precipitate, weighing about 150 g., is readily
dissolved in 5 litres water containing 10 ml. of
S.-HG1. Tricresol to 0p3% concentratSon is
ridded to four such combined lots eff solution,
the reaction is adjusted to pH 5 by ffdding
5s.-NaOH and the mtsture is kept at 2e for one
week. The active precipitate which separates
is removed utd dissolved in 7 litres of distilled
#ater containing sufficient HSSO4 to make the
reaction pH 2. To this liquid 4 vol. of absolute
alcohol are added slowly with stirring. After
standing at room temperature for 2 days, the
precipitate is separated and rejected, and to

. , 6-5 litres of liquor are added 3-5 litres of
absolute alcohol and 10 litres of ether. Tho
precipitated insulin, alter standing with the
solution at room temperature for 2 days, is
removed, dissolved in 8 litres of distilled water
and the solution .uljlisted to^pH 5. The resulting
aciive precipitate is amoved and dissolved in '
16 litres of distilled water containing enough'
HCI to make the reaction of tho solution pj, 2-8. *
This solution is sterilised by means of aijeitz
filter agd the potency assayed. The yield of
insulin is about 2,000 units per kg. pancreas, •
but varien according to the quality of pancreas
employed.

1 A more recent inotliod 1B deMirlbad by Roman*.
Scott and Usher in Intl. Eng, Chem. 1040, 32, 9U8.
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Kiaber and .Scott (J. Biol. Chem. 1984, 106,
305) found that the inmilin

with in'Tv:istng ago vi

• i

21,100 24,900

<!-<U00
I.7OQ-2.0OO

Crystalline Insulin.—AM (Prwc, Nat
Acad. H<i. 1026, 12. 182) fintt described eryslal-
lino iuiwlin which he obtained in tho form of
microflcopic rhomuobedra by djaolving
in weak iicetic add and moating r o n t A m g
imparities by precipitation with brudn<
adding ai,/6 pyridine to Uu dear solution there

rwM produced on standing a predpitate
lorphoug insulin. Haringi

' '™- J- l»-9. 23, 384) descriU-
preparing insulin ery-

»UU by the u» of 8(lponin and pndpfttting

,i t 'fhrWCd v a r i a t i ™ ^cording to ibe
mttlrnd OM) f n , m 20 to 27 in ten t iona l unite

lmulin aafc. su.h as hydrochloride, sulphate,
picrate have not been crystallised but are
readily obtained <w aawrphooa i».wdcrs. • Scott
[ibid. IBM, 28. 1592) found tnat the cry-
nateia z.inc and thnt t ra<* of ^ o{

cadmium, nickel «nd cobalt facilitate
ttion and showed, moreover, that

1 insulin -f low ash content could
not be mdueed to eryiulliw without the
addition of trace* of the« metajg. H<-elaborated
a method of crystalliwition l>v adding insulin to a

.J ImlTcr UK M% acetone and a
salt of sbio, the insulin concentration in the mix-
turc Iwing ftbfjut 0 -1%; adjustment of the

/iJt 0 Atahed invariably in pro-
Juction of crystals or (.'ryxLals and amorphuuit
.'haultn (in the latter ca.se the crystals can be

'separated from the amorphous by gontlt < <•ntri-

Si-ott (Trans. Uoy. Soc. Canada, I9S2, lijjl
* ^ )-™> Receded in obtaining two i b m s of

cryatallme insulin, a wadae-ahaped form from
«<lueonB acetone acetate buffer at »„ fi-2 and
the more uaual rhombohedra from the same
procedure at pH 0. The erj-atals were idenUeS

to

forms' a

A d J«^ment of the aqueous

found to Jmw.
buff!

of tJ ie

H 1 a i i d

solubility in M./30
«rf<WK»4%. The

t M d i J J ' ^ " W e in all
h i h concentrations

P « i t witil Ion o f
insulin dissolvea readily
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and with diftirulty in alkali.
Insulin is voluble in phenol, crcMol, I'ormamide,
strong aqueous solutions til uuiidt's. anhydrous
liquid ammonia and aqueous aw torn* and alcohol
below 80%. It id insoluble in pyridine, ukoh'J,
acetone, other, chloroform, ethyl acetate, xyhnc,
benzene, toluene, propyl, butyl and a my I
alcohols, petroleum and most other anhydrous
organic solvents. High tewpcratures in aqueous

ition cause inaetivation and it is more un-
stable in alkaline than in acid solution. Heating
to 100' ;n th<?dry state has liti« Accord-
ing to Krogh and Hemi: a. J.

18, 22, 1231) the half-life jicriod of insulin at
Pa •* a^ various temperatures is :

Tempera! yv.

20°
10*
0°

6
2

10
66

377

month*

M

H

*»

Insulin docs not dialyfic rtadily through col-
lodion membranes.

In solution, insulin is lievo-rotatory, the
degree of rotation depending on the reaction of
the medium, thus:

lam.

I2n. HCI
16>\ noetic
1'SH. ammonia

-tin
strength. la].

•

-40°
- I S 6 to -30°

-04°

has a characteristic absorption band
lying between i\">*xi and 2,900*. which haa l>con

ibed to the cvKtit* and tyrosino content,
• L-viok't light of vnrimts wave-lengthR in the

{ ••nee of oxygen ii. insulin. (Vow-

[Nfttore, 193S, 135, 501) by X-ray photo.
graphs of single insulin cryatala shoved that they
bad simple rhomboh«lrnl rells with a=44-3A.
and a=ll ,5°. Their density was found to bo
1-306. The crystal unit cell contains t mol. of
insulin only, and each moloculo is surrounded by
ei^ht others, one each at 80A. above and below
along the trigonal axis and six at 44A. nlong tho
edges of th? Wimitivo rlmmliohedron. Insulin

RnOMBOHBOBAI. IS3UUN

is adsorbed from water by fuller's earth, ehar-
U kaolin, bentoic acid, Balloylte add

aluminium hydroxide. •
Chemical.—I*oefcctric or crystalline iu.>uli!i

can be converted into the hydrochloride <ir stil-
phatc by dissolving in dilute hydrochloric or
sulphurte acid and adding ij} vol. of acetone,
when the salt aspaiatea |i i Sooculenl white
precipitate. Crystailine insulin exhibits tin.-.
usual properties of a protein giving the hiuret,
.Milion, Pauly, ninhydrin and xontheproteic
reai-tifins. It does not contain phonthoms,
however, and the tests for tryptophuu and carbo-
hydrate arc negative. On heating, the crystals

turn brown at IMS" and mdt with decomposition
at ^33°. Apart from its tone oil insolubility in
aqueoui lolutiqp from pn 4-5-ti, insulin muy be

[piteted from solution by all the urns)
in precipitanta j*uch as picric, tannic, •

Havianic, tungstic, Erictiloraacotic, pliosplin-*
tttngstic and liein^cke's acids, heavy metal
hydroxides, etc. It may be salted out of acid
solution^ completely by half saturation with
neutral salts such as sodium chloride or am- ,
monium sulphate, and in this respect more
closqly resembles a globulin than an ovulbumin.
Attention has recently been directed t<j the
precipitation of insulin in neutral solution by
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basic substances such as histones, protamines or
their degradation products, and by spermine and
guanidine derivatives in attempts to produce
complexes having more prolonged hypoglycsemic
action.

The nitrogen and sulphur contents of crystal-
line insulin are variously given as 14-4-15-4%
and 3-15-3*44% respectively. Miller and di
Vigneaud (J. Biol. Chem. 1937, 118, 101) ac
counted for 95% of the sulphur as present in
cystine when the hormone was hydrolysed by a
mixture of formic and hydrochloric acids, while
previously with ordinary hydrochloric acid
hydrolysis it had been possible thus to identify
only three-fourths of the»total sulphur. Sullivan
and Hess (ibid. 1939, 130, 745) showed that
recrystallisation of insulin from an amnftmium
acetate-pyridine buffer, while leaving the total
sulphur content of the compound unchanged,
affects a part of the cystine components in such
a way as to lead to losses of sulphur in volatile
form during hydrochloric but not hydrochloric-
formic acid hydrolysis. Insulin recrystallised
from a phosphate buffer showed no such evi-
dence, of labile cystine. No difference could be
detected in the physiological assay value of the
two products. Scott and Fisher (Biochem. J.
1935,29,1048) found 0-52% of zinc in crystalline
insulin, corresponding to 3 atoms of zinc per mol.,
assuming a molecular weight of about 37,000.
Cohn et ah (J. AmerfChem. Soc. 1941, 63, 17)
have used radioactive zinc to prepare insulin
crystals so that analysis of zinc content could
be carried out with reasonable accuracy on 0-2 g.
After repeated equilibrations with conductivity
water at reactions between pa 5 and 6-4, which
would be expected to remove occluded zinc
salts, a zinc content of about 0-3% corresponding
to 2 zinc atoms per mob was obtained even from
crystals containing initially 0-6% zinc. Sahyun
(J. Biol. Chem. 1941, 138, 487) has, however,
described a crystalline insulin with a zinc content
ofonlvO-15%.

When insulin is heated in N./10 HCI at 100°,
a flocculent inactive precipitate forms which is
solublf in dilute alkali at ©H 11 and then regains
its solubility in acid and also 80% of its activity.

Inactivation of insulin is brought about by
HCHO, strong acids and alkalis, dilute HNO2,
N./2 NH4OH, N./10 NaOH, acetic anhydride;
0-75N. HCI in 75% EtOH, cysteine, glutathione,
thioglycollic and thiolactic acids, l2> H2O2,
Na2SO3, K3Fe(CN)8, H.S, H2S2, diazo-
me'thane, Na and Mg amalgams, Mel, leuco-
Methylene Blue, hydrocyanic acid, ketae,
ascorbic acid and quinol. These reagents may
bring about inactivation by either : (1) re-
duction of the disulphide groups; (2) esterifi-
cation or acetylation of the amino-, imino- or
phenolic hydroxy-groups; (3) hydrolysis of
peptide bonds; or (4) destruction of ammo-
groups, e.g. by HNO2. Reduction by specfic
reagents of —S—S— groups, as in cystine and
gluta/'hione, irreversibly inactivates the hormone
and in proportion as SH groups are get free,
although the degree of inactivation increases
much more rapidly than that of reduction. The
reduced insulin has also lost the characteristic
heat-precipitation reaction. Insulin may be
acetylated with acetic anhydride in the cold

(Freudenberg et aL9 Z. physiol. Chem. 1928,175,
1; 1932, 213, 241), producing an inactive sub-
stance which may regain a large part of its
activity on hydrolysis with dilute alkali. More
recently, Stern and White (J. Biol. Chem. 1937-
38,122, 371) have shown that the interaction of
ketene and insulin produces acetylation of the
amino-groups only, with no inactivation if the
time of contact is short;. After this, the phenolic
hydroxy-groups are acetylated with loss rff
activity. Carre* al. (ibid. 1929, 23, 1010) found
that insub'n became inactive when. al]pwed to
stand in acidified alcohol for several hours and
was partially reactivated by dilute alkali. In-
activation also occurs with other solvents such
as acetone in the presence of hydrochloric acid
so that the process may be due to a reversible
intramolecular rearrangement (Scott andftsher,
ibid. 1935, 29, 1050) rather than to esterifi-
cation. Hydrolysis of peptide bonds by acids
or alkalies leads to irreversible inactivation
accompanied by a decrease in cystine or amino-
nitrogen content or both. Reversible inacti-
vation is generally produced by reactions in-
volving a blocking of the amino- or phenolic
groups. The hypoglycaemic activity of insulin is
thus apparently associated with certain dithio-,
phenolic and probably amino-groups which are,
however, found in most proteins. The activity
is either a property of the molecule as a whole
or is due to»some labile unit which has hitherto
escaped detection.

ENZYME ACTION.

Irreversible inactivation is produced by pepsin,
trypsin and papain, but Hot by trypsin-free
erepsin, non-activated kinase-free trypsin, amino-

riypeptidases, dipeptidase, protaminases or
rboxypolypeptidases. Any proteolytic or other

degradation with a view to obtaining a smaller
molecule with the same physiological actions
has always resulted in less activity.

Harington and Neuberger (ibid. 1936, 30,809),
from results of electrometric titrations in aqueous
and 80% alcohoj solutions, deduce that insulin
has an acid-binding capacity of 43 ±2 groups
per mol. and a base-binding capacity of 60-70
groups per mol.

Insulin has been found to have a molecular
weight of 35,000 and 37,000 by ultra-centrifugal
and Jr-ray measurements respectively with a
spherical molectfie of the o^albumin type.

The followjng table, b/ du Vigneaud (Cold
Spring Harbor Monographs, 1938, Proteins,
p. 279) of the distribution of aminoacids and
other constituents is based on Bergman's theory
of the presence of 288 mol. of aminoacid in the
Svedberg unit of molecular weight 35,100.

Winch (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1937, A, 160, 59;
161, 505) in her cyclol theory suggested that the
arrangement of these 288 residues in a closed
cage molecule in the form of a truncated tetra-
hedron may be the appropriate structure for
globular-type proteins like insulin, pepsin and
egg albumin of molecular weight 35,000.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION.

Insulin when injected lowers the blood sugar
and, if the dose is large, may cause hypogly-
caemic coma, convulsions and death. Intra-
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Aminoacid.

Lysine
Arginine
Histidino
Tyrosine . . . . * ?
Cyatine
Ghitamic acid
Leuci.Je
Phenylalanine
Proline

Total accounted for .
Theoretical

Per cent, aminoacid
residue.

Found, Calculated.

1-98
2-88
710

11-00
10-70
26-30
25-90

1-0?
100?
85-86?

2-2
2-06
7-0

11-2
10-8
26-4
23-2

83-16
100-00

Molecules aminoacid
residue.

Found. Calculated.

5-4
6-5

18-2
23>ti
366
71-6
80-4

242-3

6
6

18
24
36
72
72

234

Molecules
calculated as

2>n x 3n

2 1 x 3 t

2 ' x S 1

2 l x 3 8

23x3»
2 1 x3*

2sx3*

Constituent.
Per cent. Molecules or groups.

Found. Calculated. Found. Calculated.

Molecules
calculated as

2m x 3°.

Zinc
Amide ami no . . . .
Sulphur '.

0-52
1-55
3-2

0-56
1-64
3-28

2-8
34
35

3
36
36

venous injection produces the quickest response,
and then subcutaneous, with iiitrathecal and
subarachnoid the slowest. Although depression
of blood sugar continues for several hours after
intravenous injection, yet only 10% of the
insulin remains in the blood after 50 minutes.
For small doses in rabbits (^-£ U. per kg. body
weight) the ratio dose/fall in blood sugar is
logarithmic. Mice show little response at 18"
but go into convulsions at 30°. The speed of
action of insulin is dependent on the metabtjic

* rate of the animal itself. Frogs react very slowly
to doses of insulin. Insulin produces*hypo-
glyuEDmia but no convulsions in the fowl. In
man symptoms include hunger, fatigue, mental
distress and delirium, and in eats salivation.
Decreases in sugar of lymph and cerebrospinal
fluid are also recorded. Insulin secretion occurs
early in fcetal life. Injection of insulin causes
increases in acidity and chloride content of
gastric juice in normal humans. Briggs et al.
(J. Biol. Chem. 1923, 58T 721) showed that insulin
caused a decreases in concentration oft blood-
phosphorus and •potassium Jn animals, and
Kay and Robison ^Biochem. J. 1924, 18.11.19)
conclude that insulin brings abotft synthesis of
esters of phosphoric acid in the corpuscles from
the blood-glucose and inorganic phosphate. The
blood of depancreatiaed animals contains 10-20
tinv s as much acetaldehyde as normals and in-
jectkun of insulin restore it to normal. Insulin
counteracts adrenaline hyperglyeseraia and
simultaneous injections of insulin and adrenaline
may produce no change in blood sugar.
Bilaterally adrenalectomised .animals are hyper-
ecnaitivo to insulin. Burn {J. Physiol. 1923, 57,
318) found that pituitrih reduced adrenaline
hyperglycaemia, but found an unexpected
antagonism to insulin action by pituitrin. Burn
and Marks (ibid. 1925, 60, 131) found that
thyroidectomy greatly increased the sensitivity

of animals to insulin. Insulin injection pro-
vokes a fall in body temperature. Houssay
(New England J. Med. ^936, 214, 961} found
that diabetic symptoms following pancreatec-
tomy were considerably ameliorated by hypo-
physectomy performed either befpre or*after the
removal of the pancreas. Young (Lancet, 1937,
ii, 372) has found that injection of an anterior
pituitary diabetogenic extract into dogs produces
a condition simulating human diabetes, and
further (Marks and Young, itM. 1940, i, 493),
that a " pancreotropiff" extract prepared in
another way from the same gland produced on
injection an increase in the insulin content of rat
pancreas. The exact r61e of insulin in carbo-
hydrate metabolism is still obscure thjmgh a
specific in vitro effect has been described by
Krebs et al. (Bioehem. J. 1938, 32, 913) where
the oxidation of citjic acid by pigeorrbreas
muscle is eatalytically increased by insulin.

ADMINISTRATION OK INSDLIN.
'

Insulin is usually administered in solution as
the hydrocblorido by subcutaneous injection.
Intravenous or .pther parenteral injections,
however, produce a blood-Bugar-lowering effect.
Tne requirements vary widely in different cases
of diabetes and normally range from 5 to 100
units per person administered daily in 2-3
injections. Attempts made to obtain insulin
preparations which could be given by mouth or
arinunctions have not proved successful. Sinc^
insulin is destroyed \fy proteolytic enzymea, oral
administration must be designed to protect it
against the digestiv% action of pepsin and trypsiu.
In general large amounts of insulin mixrtt with
alkali.*oil-, saponin- or try pain-in hi biting sub-
stances have some slight effect when given "
orally, but this method of administration remains
uncertain. Ointments of insulin and lannlino
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have little effect on an intact skin, whereas a
recently abraded skin allows appreciable absorp-
tion to take place. Insulin may be applied to
the mucous surface of nose and mouth with
slight action. Administration by the oral route,
by inunction or by endonasal application re-
quires large amounts of insulin and does not
permit accurate quantitative dosage.

Attempts have been made to prolong the
action of insulin by retarding its absorption
when injected (1) as an oil suspension or emul-
sion, (2) with a vasoconstrictor substance, and
(3) as an insulin compound sparingly soluble in
body fluids. Tho last has proved very success-
ful. Hagedorn et al. (J. Amcr. Med. Assoc. 1930,
106, 177) showed that insulin may be combined
with some basic group so that the compound
may have its isoclcctric point or zone of in-
solubility nearer to the reaction of tissue fluids
than that of insulin itself. Kyrin, histories,
globins and protamincs were tried but only the
compounds of insulin and protamincs were found
to have sufficiently low solubilities at pu 7.
In particular the compound of insulin with the
pro tarn i no derived from rainbow trout, Salmo
irideus, was found to have the very low solu-
bility of 10~5 in water at pH 7-3. 'The amount
of protamine combining with insulin is about
1:10. Injections of the insulin-protamine sus-
pension have a considerably prolonged action
when compared with insulin hydrochloride.
Scott and Fisher (J. Vharm. Exp. Ther. 1936,
58, 78) further showed that when a small amount
of zinc (1 mg. per 500 units of insulin) is added
to an insulin solution prior to the addition of
protamine, the hypoglyc&mic action of the
resulting suspension is even more prolonged
than that of protamine-in^ulin without zinc.
This protamine-iiinc-insulin suspension is now
frequently administerecWin preference to insulin
hydrochlgride, since one single daily injection
of the suspension each morning may control
glyciemia and glycosuria where 2 or 3 injections
of hydfochloride were previously required.

Parkes jyid Young (J. Endocrinol, 1939, 1,
108) have reported that the implantation of
pellets* of solid crystalline insulin has a pro-
longed action. Insulin has recently been used
with success in tho " shock" treatment of
catatonic stupor and schizophrenia in which
a coma-producing dose is given (I)ussik and:
Sakel, Z. ges. Neural, u. Psychiat. 1936, 155,
351).

STANDARDISATION.

Despite what is known of the chemical native
of insulin no chemical property or properties can
bo used as a true criterion of potency. Even its
crystalline form is not necessarily a criterion of
homogeneity, since crystals have been obtained
of potency 70% of the standard. In 1935 tjhe
League of Nations Health ^Organisation adopted
as standard a sample of insulin recrystallised
10 times under tho supervisson of Dr. Scott at
Torooto. To this pure insulin there has been
attributed after numerous biological frsts in
different laboratories the value 22 units per mg.
All insulin is assayed in terms of this standard
which has been distributed to various centres
throughout the world. All the methods of

assay are, therefore, biological. In the rabbit
test the animals arc divided into two groups,
one injected with the standard and the other
with the unknown. Some days later the test
is repeated with the same animals-but with the
groups reversed. The reductions of blood sugar
in the rabbits injected with the standard insulin
are then compared with the reductions produced
by the sample of unknown potency. In the
mouse test, carried ofit in a thermostat at 38°,,
the number of mice sent into convulsions by a
certain dose of the solution to be tested is com-
pared with the number convulsed? by varying
doses of the standard solution. The assay of a
suspension of protaminc-zinc-insulin made from
a previously standardised insulin solution#by the
addition of zinc and protamine is carried out on
rabbits against cither a standaroVprotamin/j-zinc
insulin-suspension or against an ordinary
standard insulin hydrochloride solution, tho
shape of the prolonged-action curve falling within
certain prescribed limits.

T. F. I).
INTERATOMIC DISTANCES.— The

distances between the atoms in a molecule may
be determined by too entirely different methods,
generally known as (a) the spectroscopic method,
and (b) the diffraction method. Each of these
general methods may be subdivided. The first
of the spectroscopic methods is based on the
evaluation of the moments of inertia of the
molecule from the fine structure in the molecular
spectrum due to the rotation of the molecule;
the second is based on an empirical relation
between the interatomic distance (or bond) in
question and its associated force constant, the
latter being deduced from the vibrational fre-
quencies in the spectrum. In this article these
two spectroscopic methods will be denoted by
the respective symbols Sj and S2. The first of
the diffraction methods is based on the theory of
the diffraction of X-rays by a crystal lattice;
the second is based on the theory of the dif-
fraction of electrons by a gas. It is possible also
to obtain interatomic distances by the diffrac-
tion of X-rays i? gases and the diffraction of
electrons by crystals, but the accuracy in each
case is very low and these methods need not be
considered. The two diffraction methods will
be denoted by Dx and PE according as -X-rays
or electrons arc being diffracted.

The Sj method is applicable when the in-
dividual rotation*' lines of tbe spectrum can be
resolvtd, and ,'s by far the 'most accurate of all
the four methods, the error being generally less
than 0 0 0 1 A . Unfortunately this method has
not a wide range of applicability, for the rotation
lines become more difficult to resolve as the size
of the molecule increases, since the spactigs
between them depend on reciprocals of the
moments of inertia of the molecule. Moreover it
is obviously not possible to determine all the
interatomic distances and angles in a complex
molecule from a knowledge of the three moments
of inertia. This last difficulty may be overcome
to some extent by using different isotopic forms
of the same molecule and by making assumptions
regarding certain of the interatomic distances
and interbond angles well established from other
molecules.
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The S» method is only applied when the
rotational structure of the spectrum is smeared
nut, either because the moments of inertia of
tho molecule are very Urge (around 100x10-*°
g.-cm.*) or because the molecules are not in the
gaseous state. By using only the vibrational
structure of the spectrum it is possible in many
cases to deduce the values of the force constants
which characterise the resistance of the various
bonds in the molecule to stretching. Denoting
the force constant of a bond by ke then the
restoring force brought into play when the bond
is stretched by an amount x from its equilibrium
value is lctx, and it has been found that ke can
be related to the equilibrium bond distance, rt,
by various empirical loptiuliu. The constants
in these formula depend on the positions of the
two atoms in the periodic table and are Seter-
mined from molecules investigated by the St
method. The formulas can then be applied to
more complex molecules to estimate interatomic
distances with an error varying between 001
and 005A. Although this method does not at
present possess the accuracy of the other apectro-
scopio method, it has a potentially muck wider
field of application.

The Dx method depends on th£ fact that a
crystal acts towards a beam of X-r&yn as a three-
dimensional reflection grating and that the
resulting diffraction pattern can be computed
from the relative positions of the atoms in the
lattice and a knowledge of their scattering
powers. It is not possible to compute the posi-
tions of the atoms in the lattice directly from the
X-ruy pattern although recent developments
have made it possible to locate the heavier
atoms in a structure. The probable errors in this
method lie between 0-01 and 0-05A. except in
cases where the interatomic 'distance is deter-
mined directly by the ere of the unit cell (e.j.
diamond) r̂han it may be reliable to 0 001A.

Thff I>E method suffers from the same dis-
advantages as the Dx method, in that the inter-
atomic distances cannot be deduced directly from
the dill ruction pattern of the electrons 'after
passing through the vapour of the compound.
The patterns to be expected, from various models
of the molecule can be computed and by trial and
error a model is. arrived at which gives the cor-
rect diffraction pattern. The accuracy of this,
method is much the same as that of the X-ray
method, an average figure for the error being
003A. It should be added that both the
diffraction methods are practically useless in
locating hydrogen atoms.

In the preceding chart have been collected
most of the interatomic distances for atoms in
the first two periods for which reliable values are
now available. Below each distance' is given
the molecule in which this particular distance
was found, and bulotv that a symbol (defined
above) indicating the method employed in the
determination. In parentheses below each
atom ia given the Pauling-Hug~ins eovaient radius
for tha*, atom. According to Pauling (L. Paul-
ing " The Nature of the Chemical flond,"

' 1st ed., Cornell University Press, 1939, p. 153)
any single bond interatomic distance can be pre-
dicted by taking the sum of the relevant eovaient
radii; for a double bond this sum should be re-

duced by the factor 0-87, and for a triple bond,
by the factor 0-78. Interatomic distances which
lie between single and double bond, or double
and triple bond distances are then taken to indi-
cate the existence of two or more resonating
structures for the molecule. Thus the C—C dis-
tance in benzene is I-39A., compared with a
single bond distance of 1*54A. and a double bond
distance of 1 -33A., indicating that resonance exists
in benzene. However^the Pauling-Huggins radii
are not reliable enough to be applied generally
in this way and modifications have recently been
suggested by Schomaker and Stevensonto take
account of tbe electronegativity of the atoms.

The distances given in the chart were com-
piled from the following sources, which fhould
bo consulted for further details, and for inter-
atomic distances between the heavier ajwme:

Spectroacapic.—G. Herzberg, "Molecular Spec-
tra, of Diatomic Molecules," Prentice-Hall,
1939; Articles on SpectroBcopy by G. B. B. M.
Sutherland (Chem. Soc. Annual Rep. for 1936
and 1938); Papers by Herzberg, Douglas and
others on Ba, BH, BC!3 and Ps (Canad. J,
Rea. 1940 and 1941); N. H. Davidson, J. A. C.
Hugill, H. A, Skinnlir and L. E. Sutton (Trans.
Faraday Soc. 1940, 36, 1212) for Al—Al and
Al—C distances.

Electron Diffraction.—Review article by L. R.
Maxwejl (J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 1940, 30, 375);
V. Schomakor and D. P. Stevenson, on some
revised value's of the eovaient radii (J. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 1941, 63, 37).

X-ray and Oeneral.—L. Pauling, " The
Mature of the Chemical Bond," Cornell Uni-
versity Press, 1939; R. B. Corey, on interatomic
distances in proteins (Chem. Reviews, 1940, 26,
227). G.B.B.M.S.

^NTERFACIAL ANGLES. The contact
angle 8 (fig. 1) between a liquid and a .solid
surface is defined as the angle, measured in the
liquid, at which the liquid rests in contact with

V

tbe solid. By resolving tho surface tensions
parallel to the solid surface, it is Been that

ysA=ysL+yLA °os 8 . , . \
r.

. .»tf ysL> YM> heing the solid-air, solid-liquid,
and liquid-air tensions. If (1) is combined
with the well-known equation of Dupre, which
gives a necessary relation between the surface
tensions and WSL, the " work of adhesion "
between soh'd and liquid, or the work required
per square centimetre to separate solid from
liquid, against the adhesive forces between the™
we have
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We also have what is now usually known as
Young's equation (3), discovered by Thomas
Young in 1805,

H'flL=nA(l+co8 6) . . . (3)

This equation shows what are the essentiSl
forces which determine the magnitude of
the contact angle. If the work of adhesion,
WSLI equals (or exceeds) 2yI>A, which is the
••ork required to break a*column of the liquid
of 1 sq. cm. cross-section, or the " work of
cohesion " of the liquid, the contact angle 0
must bo zero. The angle will be 90° if the ad-
hesion of the liquid to the solid is just half that
of the liquid for itself; and if the adhesion
betwetn liquid and solid could be diminished
to zero, the contact angle would become 180°;
this frinot, however, possible.

The term " wetting," of a solid by a liquid,
which has always been recognised as intimately
connected with the contact angle, is now usually
defined as follows: if the contact angle is zero,
the wetting is complete or perfect; if the con
tact angle is finite, wetting is incomplete or
imperfect. More loosely, surfaces are some
times said to be unwettable*, or to repel water,
if the contact angle is large, greater than
90°; there is always, however, some degree of
adhesion between any solid and any liquid in
contact with it. If wetting is perfect, the liquid
spreads easily in a film over the whole surface;
if wetting is imperfect, the liquid gathers itself
into separate drops and for a given quantity of
liquid the area of contact of the drops with the
solid is smaller the greater the contact angle
and the poorer the wetting.

Contact angles much greater than 90° are
rare; paraffin wax and water form an angle 6f
about 105°, which is about the largest contact
angle ever found between an organic substance
and water. This large angle is due to tike ad-
hesion between water and the hydrocarbon
groups forming the surface of the wax being
rather small, while the surface tension of water
is unusually large, and consequently the adhesion
of the water to the wax is very much less than
the cohesion of the watei;. Liquid metals form
a very high contact angle with glass or silica;
mercury ordinarily rests at about 140°, though
the angle depends a gdbd deal on the condition
of the glass, and iroy occasionally become acute
if the glass be carefully bakeg out under high
vacuum. These high angles are due to the
exceptionally high surface tension and cohesion
of metals; their surface tension is usually
several hundred dynes per cm., and may exceed
1.000 dynes per cm., so that the cohesion of
medals is much higher than their adhesion to
almost all surfaces, except to other clean mptals.

Contact angles are extremely sensitive to the
state of the solid surface. It is possible, by
depositing a layer of oleic acid on clean glass,
which is perfectly wetted by water, to reduce
the adhesion so much that' the contact angle
rises to about 90°, and the^urface is thus changed
from a strongly hydrophilic to a hydrophobic
surface. Sometimes small amounts of water, or
other liquid, can soak into a surface which forms
a large contact angle and considerably reduce
the angle.

Most solids and liquids show a phenomenon
called hysteresis of the contact angle, which
may have any value between two extremes; a
liquid advancing over a solid generally gives a
larger angle than the same liquid receding from
a previously wetted part of the same surface.
Hysteresis, i.e. the difference between the
advancing and the receding angles of contact,
is often very large with water, amounting some-
times to 60° or more, the liquid being able to
rest on the solid at any angle between the two
extremes of the advancing and the receding
angle. Ablctt (Phil. Mag. 1923, [vi], 46, 244)
found that the amount of hysteresis depends
on the speed of the advancing or receding
motion,- but usually >the angle at which ad-
vancing motion first begins is considerably
greater than that at which the liquid can be
induced to start receding from a wetted surface.
The appearance is as if the edge of the liquid
tended to adhere to the solid surface. While
hysteresis is greatest with water, most liquids
show it to some extent; some writers claim that
its amount can be substantially reduced if the
solid surface is very thoroughly cleaned. Its
practical importance is considerable, but there
is not yet universal agreement as to its cause,
which may indeed vary in different cases. Very
small amounts of grease might account for the
hysteresis with water and such hydrophilic
surfaces as glass and some minerals, the grease
being displaced after the*water covers the sur-
face ; alternatively some of the liquid may soak
into, or be adsorbed on to, the solid, increasing
its attraction for the liquid after wetting.
Langmuir has suggested that the molecules of a
very thin film of grease may actually be over-
turned by contact ^vith the water so that their
hydrophilic terminal groups arc outwards, and
the attraction for we*er is increased. After
drying, the molecules are supposed to^ revert to
their normal position, with the hydrophilic
terminal groups downwards, and thus the attrac-
tion for water decreases because the surface con-
sists* of hydrocarbon groups. Wljatever the
precise cause of hysteresis, it is clear that it is
the result of a variation in the amount of
adhesion of the surface for the liquid, according
to whether or not it is being wetted by the liquid.

% Methods of measuring contact angles are
numerous. If the solid can be obtained in the
form of a flat plate, or even a wire or a straight
fibre, a good method is to fix the solid in a holder
which can be sef̂  at any angle to the liquid
surface, and to dip it into the liquid and adjust
th% angle until the surface of the liquid remains
accurately horizontal right up to the point of
contact with the solid. Then the angle between
the liquid surface and the solid is the contact
angle. It is necessary to provide means of
raising and lowering the ft>lid in the water, to
find the advancing %nd the receding angles;*
also, if the angle with clean water is required*
means must be provided of cleaning the liquid'
surface, since the surface of water is veryneasily
contaminated by grease, with lowering of the
surface tension and of the contact angle. Other
methods depend on observing the direction of a
ray of light reflected from the liquid and the solid
surface very near to the line of contact between
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them. These methods are accurate to a very
few degrees, which is usually sufficient, since the
contact angle of a solid surface generally varies
by this amount in different parts. Direct obser-
vation under the microscope of the angle at
which solid?and liquid surfaces meet is sometimes
possible, and reasonably accurate; or a mag-
nified image may be projected on a screen
and the angle measured with a protractor.
Another method is to measure the height to
which the liquid rises in a capillary tube of
known radius; if the surface tension of the
liquid is known, the contact angle between
the liquid and the tube can be calculated from
the formula

7 = ^ _

'gr(D-d)'

h is the height of rise, r the radius of the tube,
D the density of the liquid and d that of the air.
Alternatively the pressure required just to pre-
vent the liquid from entering a capillary tube
may be measured. This is the foundation of
Bartell and Osterhof's method for finding the
contact angle of a substance available only in
powder form; a highly compressed plug is made
of the powder, liquid is put in contact with the
powder at one side and the pressure required to
balance its tendency to penetrate into the plug
is measured. A difficulty in this method is the
determination of the " radius " of the capillary
tube equivalent to the plug of powder; but at
present it is almost the only method available
for a quantitative determination of the contact
angle of a fine powder against a liquid.

The practical importance of contact angles
and wetting is very widespread. Sometimes the
best possible wetting is desirable, sometimes
the least possible The precise conditions to be
attained vary slightly c according to whether
good spreading of the liquid over a large area of
solid? or good penetration of the liquid into the
pores of a porous solid or heap of powder is
required; conversely, the prevention of spread-
ing of a liquid over a solid surface, or hindering
its penetration into pores, are not exactly similar
problems.

Good spreading over the largest possible area
of solid surface is required for all insecticide and
disinfectant sprays and dips, so that a smalj.
quantity of liquid shall cover the largest possible
area of the plant, animal or other surface to be
treated. The windows of gas-masks, goggles
or other transparent windows where there is a
warm, moist atmosphere on one side and a colder
one on the other, mist up or " dim " aftei<ra

time, often so badly that it becomes impossible
to see through them, unless the moisture can be
condensed in a continuous thin film instead of
in separate droplets. In many types of chemical
plant, such as gas absorption towers or fil,m
evaporators, where a rapid interchange of a
Substance between vapour and liquid is required,
the liquid is made to trickle-over a large area
of BoUd surface so as to expose the largest
possible area and the smallest possible thtakness
to the vapour. Unless the liquid spreads per-
fectly, wetting the solid everywhere, the area
will be reduced and the thickness increased, so
that exchange of gas between liquid and vapour,

or evaporation, is slower than it should be; very
serious loss of efficiency may result if wetting is
poor. In cases where the maximum spreading
is required, the contact angle must have a mini-
mum value; unless the receding angle is zero,
the liquid will not remain spread even if
mechanically forced to cover the whole surface;
and for the liquid to spread itself without the
expenditure of much energy and careful control
of the direction at wlftch the liquid impinges OF>
the solid, the advancing angle also must be zero,
a condition which is more difficult to attain.

Few surfaces give a zero contact angle with
water for long, since minute traces of grease
produce a finite angle even on such surfaces as
glass, which do wet completely if absolutely
clean. There are now many wetting agents
available, water-soluble substances which- often
enormously improve the wetting. They operate
either by diminishing the surface tension of the
b'quid, or by increasing its adhesion for the solid,
sometimes in both ways. Inspection of equa-
tion (3) shows that cos 0 is increased and there-
fore 6 is diminished, either by increasing JFSL or
by decreasing yLA. Most wetting agents have
the general constitution RX, R being a hydro-
carbon group of considerable size, generally a
long aliphatic chain, but sometimes an aromatic
or alicyclic group. X is a strongly water-
attracting group, and the variety of such end
groups is now very great, the COON a group
of soap being one of these. Alkyl sodium sul-
phates ROSO 3Na, many other sulphates or
sulphonates, and amides variously substituted
and generally sulphonated are common wetting
agents. Some very successful modern wetting
agents are polyphenols substituted with one or
more alkyl chains and sulphonated. Other wet-
ting agents are un-ionised substances such as
poTyglycero] esters or polyethylene oxides.

The'decrease of surface tension is mainly due
to the hydrocarbon part of the molecules; all
substances containing long hydrocarbon chains
tend to be adsorbed at the surface and to form
a layer in which they usually lie flat in the sur-
face ; this reducrs the field of attractive force
at the surface, and consequently the surface
tension. One hydrocarbon chain containing
over six carbon atoms in a soluble compound
can usually, at a sufficieni concentration, reduce
the surface tension of watpr to between 20
and 30 dynes per cm. instead of 73 for clean
water, and very low concentrations of sub-
stance* with twelve or more carbon atoms in an
aliphatic chain achieve a similar decrease in
surface tension. The great majority of wetting
agents are powerful depressants of surface
tension.

Whether the wetting agent actually increases
the adhesion of the water to the solid depends
on the constitution of the solid surface and on
the end-group X of the molecule of Ike wettin*
agent; any increase in such adhesion will
improve the. wetttig. An interesting, though
not particularly important, phenomenon is
shown by the salts of some quaternary bases
with long aliphatic chains, such as cetyltri-
methylammomum or cetylpyridinium hydroxide.
In extremely dilute solution these lone-chain
cations are adsorbed on glass (which has a
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negative electric charge when immersed in
water) with their hydrophilic end-groups in-
wards and their hydrocarbon chains outwards;
and the effect of washing clean glass with, these
dilute solutions is to reduce the adhesion an/l
produce a contact angle of some magnitude,
causing a greasy appearance on a previously
clean surface. Increase in concentration reduces
_the surface tension so far fchat the contact angle
again falls to zero. In general, it can be said
that if a soluble substance contains groups which
tend to^combino with the material of the solid
surface, or to dissolve it, wetting will be assisted
as a result of increasing the adffesion of the
liquid for the solid; but at present our know-
ledge *of the adsorption of molecules at solid-
liquid surfaces is much less complete than that
of the^tructur? of films at air-water surfaces.

Good wetting of metals by oils is desirable in
lubrication. There is usually little difficulty in
obtaining a low or a zero contact angle between
ordinary oils and metals, but it is often useful
deliberately to increase the adhesion between
them by adding fatty acids, the end groups of
which attract and sometimes combine with the
surface of the metal. This helps to prevent the
layer of molecules in the liquid next to the solid
from being easily rubbed off, and thus improves
" boundary " lubrication, or lubrication under
conditions such that the film of lubricant is
reduced to molecular thickness. Glycerides
(animal or vegetable oils) are better boundary
lubricants than mineral oils, because they adhere
more closely to the solid.

Perfect wetting of a metal by molten solder is
essential for successful soldering or brazing.
Molten solders will, not spread on greasy or
oxidised surfaces, but spread excellently on
clean surfaces; hence the surface must nraiPbe
thoroughly cleaned, and also protected by a
suitable flux against surface oxidation during
heating.

Good penetration of a liquid into the pores of
a porous solid also requires good wetting, but
here the quantity y u m s 6, usually termed the
"adhesion tension" should li* a maximum not

q y yu
adhesion tension," should

merely the contact ang*e a
i l di S d i

a maximum, not
minimum, as fory g

simple spreading. Spreading on a smooth solid
surface will not take.place unless the contact
angle is zero, but penetration into a capillary ' f284re).
space will occur to some extent if ihe %dhe»ion
tension, yj,A cos 6, js positive, «.e. if the advanc-
ing contact angle is* less than 90°,, Two import-
ant cases in industry are the " wctting-out" of
textiles by water, a necessary preliminary to
scouring, bleaching or dyeing operations, and
the laying of dust by water, especially in mines.
Tfee cloth may be difficult to wet from natural
causes, or because of the size used in weaving;
coal dust and many stone dusts fire also quite
difficult) to* wet. Wetting agenta are useful in
both thosfc cases, indeed often almost essential.

Gqod dispersion of a solidiin a liquid requires
good wettirtg. Hero it» is necessary for the
adhesion between the liquid and solid to be
sufficient for the liquid to spread over the whole
solid surface, and the larger this adhesion,
probably even in excess of that required to riva
zero contact angle, the less chance there will be

the solid particleB adhering to each other andypr
ESI

settling out in lumps or hard masses which
not be redistributed evenly through the

liquid merely by stirring. Poor wetting of the
pigment by the oil is a frequent cause of defects
in paints. Here, suitable wetting agents have
to act by increasing the adhesion of the solid to
the liquid; the surface tension of paint media is
usually not high.

There are some processes in which wetting
must bo reduced to the minimum possible
amount, as in tho flotation of minerals Iv.
FLOTATION PKOCESS, Vol. V, 2ft3t/), and the
showerproofing of textiles (>;. FINISHING TEXTILE
FABRICS, Vol. V, ]ff:W-H)8a).

It has been suggested that condensers in
steam engines could beVnade much more efficient
if tlrj steam could be condensed in the form of
separate drops covering a small fraction only
of the condensing surface. This is because the
principal resistance to rapid conduction of heat
seems to he the liquid film which is stagnant up
to a smnll thickness on the condensing surface;
if inndciisBtion could be made to occur BO that
this film did not form, a much increased rate of
heat conduction and therefore of condensation
could theoretically be achieved. Nagle, Drew
<t <il, (Trans. Amcr. Inst. Ohem. Eng. 1933-:i4,
30. 217; 1933, 31, 593) have obtained some suc-
cess in this field, but ns yet the difficulties
attendant on large-scale utilisation do not seem
to be overcome, #

The contact angle formed by the interface
between two liquids, and a solid, is also of
practical importance.. It may be finite) or zero
in one liquid and lftO° in the other. In the latter
case, a powdered solid will tend to pass wholly
into the liquid in which the angle is zero and
preferential wettmg by thisa liquid may bo
said to be perfect. If the contact angle is finite,
the powder wilt tend to remain at tho surface
between the liquids, just as a powdfer with a
finite air-liquid-solid contact angle can float
at the air-liquid surface. Powders thus retained

J lat a Jiquid-liquid surface hy surface
bili l f h

helpy p
to stabilise emulsions of the two liquids, since
tho powder naturally hinders the coo/raction
of the surface, whir"* ar com panics breaking of
the emulsion by coalescence of the drops [v.
EMULSIONS AST> EMULSIFICATION, Vol. IV,

The action of soap and other similar deter-
gents in removing grease is largely duo to their

<b) DETERQ&IT SOLUTION

WATER

2.

effect in changing the contact
th f b h

> GREASE

madegg g
the surface between the grease and the wai
Microscopic observation (Adam, J. So* Dyers
and Col. 1937, 53, 124) has shown that, in water*

-' on wool fnrms a thin film with practically
zero contact angle in the grease (fig. 2, a). In
dilute cetyl sodium milphotn solution, n very
ffidt detergent for wool, the angle changes
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to 180° in the grease and zero in the water, anc
thus the grease becomes detached (Fig. 2, b
on very slight mechanical agitation.

The displacement of one liquid, such as oil, b)
another liquid such as water, from a porous san
is analogous to the penetration of a single liquid
into a dry porous solid. It will occur if the
(advancing) contact angle of the surface between
the liquids is acute in that liquid which advances
and displaces the other; for the most rapid dis-
placement the adhesion tension of the water fo,
the solid must exceed that of the oil by the
largest possible amount. This property
probably of great importance in underground oil
deposits.

Contact angles between two liquids and air,
no solid being present, are important fr" the
spreading of oils on water, which is used on a
large scale in the control of malarial mosquitoes
The angle here is that in the oil, between its
upper and lower surfaces, where they meet the
water surface. To ensure spreading this con
tact angle must be zero; for this it is necessary
that

ywAt yoA» are the surface tensions of the water
and the oil, and yow the interfacial tension
between the oil and the water. It can easily
be shown that (4) is equivalent to the condition
that the work of adhe '̂on of the oil to the water
must exceed the work of cohesion of the oil for
itself; the difference should preferably be as
large as possible, to provide a margin of spread-
ing power and give the greatest chance of spread-
ing on a slightly contaminated surface. The
difference ywA—yoA—yow is often called the
" spreading coefficient "; if should be at least
16 dynes per cm. and preferably more. Pure
mineral oils do not spread, and have a negative
spreading* coefficient; the sign can be reversed
mainly by increasing the adhesion between oil
and water, with quite small amounts of oil-
soluble {.ubstances containing hydrophilic groups;
amon'g the-uost powerful of these are sulphonic
acid gFj>ups. The oxidation products of un
saturated oils, formed by • -he action of air and
light, also assist spreading. Most commercial
oils have a positive spreading-coefficient. Initial
high spreading-powcr is not, however, the only
requirement, for the films of oil, once spread,
are usually unstable and tend to break up into
films of molecular thickness, probably one mole-
cule thick and too thin to affoct the larva?, the
remainder of the oil collecting into small drqps
which form a finite contact angle and do not
spread. The phenomena of break-up of spread
oil films are complex and not yet fully under-
stood (c/. D.R.P. Murray, Bull. Entomol. Res.
1938, 29, 11; 1939, W, 211).
•- For further information, and references to
original papers, see Harvey, "Wetting and
Detergency," Chemical Publishing Co., New
York, 1937; and Adam, "The Physics and
Chemistry of Surfaces," 3rd ed., Oxford. 1941,
pp. 178-215, 413-414.

N. K. A.
INUKAYA OIL (Inugaya or Bebe oil) is

prepared by steaming and pressing the seed-
kternels (which contain about 67% of the oil) of

the Japanese evergreen inukaya tree, Cephalo-
taxus drupacea Sieb. and Zucc. (Fam. Taxaceae).

The cold-expressed oil prepared in the labora-
tory by Tsujimoto (J. Coll. Eng. Tokyo, 1908,
4, 85; Chem. Rev. 1908, 5, 168) was pale-yellow
in colour with a faint, resinous odour, and had
the following properties: d\\ 0-925 ;• ?£° 1-4760;
f.p. below -15°C; saponification value 188-5;
iodine value (Wijs) 130-3.

Commercial inukaya oil resembles Kaya oil
with which it has been occasionally confused
in the literature, but has inferior diving proper-
ties; it is used for similar purposes, viz. as a
burning oil and for the manufacture of oiled
paper, varnishes, etc., but cannot be employed as
an edible oil, on account of the resinous odour
which is present in even the cold-drawn product.

lL\ L. ancf L. I.
INULASE (v. Vol. IV, 3146).
INULIN(v.Vol.II,303a).
INULO-COAGULASE (v. Vol. Ill , 31a).
INVAR, a 36% nickel steel.
IN VERT AS E (Sucrase, Saccharase) is an

enzyme which hydrolyses sucrose (cane-sugar)
to rf-glucose (1 moljand d-fructose (1 moJ.). It
occurs in the small intestine of mammals, in the
tissues of certain animals and plants and in
numerous moulds and fungi. One of the best
sources is yeast, invertase being present in all
species except Saccharomyces oclosporus, S. cap-
sularis and S. membran&faciens Hans. Active
preparations may readily be obtained by allow-
ing the yeast to hydrolyse at 37° in the presence
of a little toluene, when liquefaction occurs.
Alcohol is added to the aqueous extract and the
precipitate extracted with water (O'Sullivan and
Tompson, J.C.S. 1890, 57, 834; Euler et al.t
Z.«5>hysiol. Chem. 1910, 69, 152; 1911, 73, 335).
Willstatter and Rackc (Annalcn, 1921, 425,
53) carried out the autohydrolysis in a neutral,
instead of acidic, medium. Various methods
of purification have been used. Hudson
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1908, 30, 1564) removed
soluble proteins and gums by the addition of
lead acetate; excess of lead was removed by
potassium oxalate aiyl the latter by dialysis.
Finally the enzyme was precipijtated by alcohol
and dissolved in water. More recently, adsorp-
tion on kaolin or aluminium hydroxide has
been used for purification (L.utz and Nelson,
J. Biol. Chem. 19?4,107, 169; Kosaki, A. 1938,
III, 6fi5). Weidenhagen (X\ 1936, 1555) used
trontium hydroxide, Richtmcyer and Hudson

zinc sulphide and Adams and Hudson bentonite
as adsorbents. In the last two cases the extract
was adjusted to pH 4-5, and the elution carried
out at pn 61 (J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1938,60, 9$3).
IVills&iitter has investigated the adsorption of
nvertase by aluminium hydroxide and by kaolin,
inding it most efficient in dilute solution or in
the presence of 10% acetic acid (& physiol.
Chem. 1922, 123, ,181; with Schneider, 1924,
133, 193). Invertase may be kept for several
cars without losing activity.
The activity of these preparations may be

measured by observing the rate at which sucrose
hydrolysed under standard conditions. In

their classical researches, O'Sullivan and Tomp-
on determined the time in minutes required by
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50 mg. of the enzyme to reduce to zero the rota-
tion of 25 c.c. of solution containing 16%' of
sucrose at the optimum pB, at 15-5°. Willstatter
and Racke (I.e.; Willstatter and Kuhn, Ber.
1923, 56 [B], 509) adopted a similar procedure.
On this basis, brewer's yeast requires 150-4(%)
minutes. Purified specimens can now be pre-
pared with a time value of 0-1-0-2 minutes.
Sumner and Howell (J. Biol. Chem. 1935,108,
"31) use the dinitrosalicylic acid method for the
estimation of reducing sugars formed. Sufficient
invertase is,used to obtain about 10 mg. of
invert s&gar by the hydrolysis of 6 c.c. of 5-4%
sucrose in 5 minutes, at 20° and p$ 4*5. Under
these conditions the velocity of hydrolysis is
great,*and the assay is therefore rapid. The
reaction is stopped by the addition of 5 c.c.
N.-NffOH, and the invert sugar determined
colorimetrically with dinitrosalicylic acid.

There has been considerable divergence of
views as to the chemical character of invertase,
but it appears that both protein and carbo-
hydrate reactions can be obtained (c/. Euler and
Josephson, Ber. 1925, 57 [B], 859; Willstatter
and Schneider, Z. physiol. Chem. 1924,133,193).
The fprmer authors detected tryptophan in
their preparations, and this was confirmed by
ultra-violet absorption spectrum measurements
(Albers and Meyer, I.e., 1924, 228,122; see also
Lutz and Nelson, I.e.; Tauber, "Enzyme
Chemistry," J. Wiley & Sons, 1937, p. 127).
Ultra-filtration experiments upon invertase
isolated from the intestinal juices of dogs
indicate that it is just retained by a membrane
of porosity 10 nip. (Grabar, Compt. rend. Soc.
Biol. 1935,118,455).

The activity of invertase is maximum at
55-60° (cf. 35-40° for maltase), but it is destroyed
at 65-70° (see Chaudun, Bull. Soc. Chim. bpl.

1936, 18, 1467). Below 0°, the velocity of
inversion decreases only slowly (Kertesz, Z.
physiol. Chem. 1933, 216, 229). The kinetics of
the process are discussed by Nelson (Chem.
Rev. 1933,12,1) and by Weidenhagen (Ergebn.
Enzymforsch. 1932, 1, 168). T. A. White has
examined the kinetics in the light of the theory
that sucrose and water are adsorbed by the
enzyme before reaction, the adsorbed products
inhibiting the hydrolysis (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.
1933, 55, 556). The thermal changes have been
measured by K6saki (A. 1937, III, 180; 1938,
III, 695).

The optimum pH for yeast invertaso is 4-5
(Michaelis and Davidsohn, Biochem. Z. 1911,
35,386), whereas maltise (also present in yeast)
is inactive at this jpH. Even minute amounts
of alkali may inhibit the action, and care is
necessary to buffer the pH during quantitative
work. The retarding effect of CN' and of
pectin is ascribed to the increased jpH (Manchester,
J. Biol. Chem. 1939, 130, 439). The action of
basic and acidic dyes is discussed by Quastel and
Yatcs (Enzymologia, 1936,1, 60).

Invertase will hydrolyse fructofuranosides
other than sucrose. The trisaccharides raffinose
and gentianose and the tetrasaccharido stachyose
are also attacked by yeast invertaso (Kuhn
and Munch, Z. physiol. Chem. 1925, 150, 220;
1927, 163, 1). Weidenhagen has shown that
large amounts of the enzyme will hydrolyse the
polysaccharides irisin ana inulin to fructose (A.
1933, 1080). The activity with regard to these
substrates varies considerably according to the
source of the invertase (e.g. from Aspergillus
oryzx, Penicillium glaucum).

The chemistry of invertase has been reviewed
by J. M. Nelson (Cliem. Rev. 1933,12,1).

G. T. Y.
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A-Acid, I. la
ot-Acid, I. la
Abaca fibre, I. l a ; V. 164d
Abaku nuts, I. 655a
Abalak, I. la
Abalone, I. la
"Abalvn,"I.lb
Abasin, I. lb
Abassi cotton, I. lb
Abderhalden reaction, 1.16
"Abdocain," I. 16, 309a; II.

34b
Abel heat test, III. 363d; IV.

243d, 547a
, Gutmann's modifi-

cation, IV. 547c
11 Abelite," 1.16
Abelmoschus moschatus, I. 304a;

IV, 591a
Abies spp., I. lc, 4596 ; II, 237c
Abietenes, I. lc, d
Abietene, sulphonated, a?) wet-

ting agent, I. Id
Abietenol, I. 2a
Abietic acid and derivatives, I.

2a; II. 2616; III. 295c
, detection ana detn., I. 36
, methyl esters, I. la
, salts, I. 2c

" Abisol," I. 3c
11 Abracol,"1. 3d
Abralin, I. 4d
Abranin, I. Id
" Abrasit," I. 3d
Abifesives, I. 3d
— boron carbide and boron

silicide, I. 4a ; II. 44c, 50d
"i4&ras*o/,"J.4c; IV. 30a
Abraum-salts, II. 390a
Abrin, I. 4d
Abrine, I. 4d
" Abrodiir I- 4c
Abroma augusta-, I. 4c
Abrotine, I. 4c
Abrus precatonus, I. 4c
Absinth, 1.4d
—, essential oil, I. 5c
Absinthin or absintbiin, I. 5d
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Absinthol, I. 6a
" Absorbite," 1. 66
Absorptiometer, spectro-

scopic, III. 305d
Absorption (see also Washers),

I. 66
—, counter-current, in towers,

I. 7d
— spectra in analysis, II, 709a
Abutic acid, I. l l a
Abutilon indicum, A. avicemm,

1.116 ; V. 164c
Abyssinian Gold, 1.116
Acacatechin, 1.116 ; II. 434a
isoAcacaUfchin, II. 435c
Acacetin, 1.116
Acacia\rabica> A. 8pp., I. lie,

5856
Acacia bark, I. l i e
— catechu, I. l i e
Acacia cavena, I. l la
— dealbata (see also Acacia

bark), I. l i e
— farnesiana, I. l i e ; IV. 394c
— Senegal, I. l id ; VI, 155d
Acaciin, 1.126
Acacipetalin, VI. 856

]ou, cashew nut, I. 126,

Acalypha indica, 1.126
Acalyfthine, 1.126
•Acanthite, I. 458c
11 Acardite," IV, 14d
Acaroid resins, % 126
Accelerators, 1.126
Acceptor, 1.12c
" Acedicoin," 1.12c
" AcedicSne," 1.12c
" Acedronoles," 1.12c
Acenaphthene, 1.12c
Acenaphthenol, I. 13a

! " I 1 4

A. 80C-

, 4
Aceridin, 1.14a
Aceritol, 1.14a
Act? saccharinum or

ckarum, 1.14a
Acertannin, 1.14a ; VI, 856
Acetal, amino-, I. 35d
—, chlorotriethylphosphino-, I.

36a
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Acetaldehyde, 1.14a, 20d
— and amines, condensation

products from, I. 296
—, chain photolysis, I. 30a
—, chloro-, from acetylene, I.

— cyanohydrin, I. 216
—, dichloro-, I. 21c
— disulphonic acid, I. 84a
" Acetaldehyde - ethyl ace-

tate/' I. 356
Acetaldehyde from acetylene,

1.16a
, bv-products in pro-

duction of, I. 196
— — alcohol, I. 15a ; II. 427d

Aspergillus %iger, V. 516
yeast, II. 996

— in caffeol, II. 1986
production of aldol, butyl

alcohol, crotonaldehyde
and ethyl acetate, I. 266,
28a

—, luminescent polymerisation,
III. 236

—, monochloro-, I. 21c
—, oxidation products, I. 23c,

24a, 256
—, prepn., II. 427d
—, reduction to alcohol, II,

426d
— synthetic resins, I. 29a
—, — rubber from, I. 306
—, tribromo-, II. 106a
—, trichloro-, I. 21c; III. 34d
—i unclassified reactions, I.

29d
Acetal, mono- and di-chloro-,

an£ bromo-, I. 35c, d
—, monoiodo-, I. 35d
—» nitro-, I. 35d
Acetals, I. 32a; IV. 382d
»—, aromatic, I. 37a
—, cyclic, I. 33c
—, hydrolysis, VI, 2{>8a
—, methenal, of aromatic gly-

cols, I. 37a
—, mixed, I. 33c
Acetal sulphide, I. 36a
—, trichloro-, I. 35c
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Acetamide, I. 59d
Acetanilide, I. 38d
—, p-bromo-, I. 39a
—, N-chloro-, I. 39a
—, p-chloro-, I. 39a
—, o- and p-n'tro-, I. 39a
Acetannin I 396
" Acetarsol," I. 39c, 489c
" Acetarsone," I. 39c, 489c
Acetate, iron, mordant, II.

53d
— rayon, see Cellulose acetate ;

Fibres artificial or rayon.
Acetates, acetic acid, qualita-

tive reactions, I. 536 ; II.
569d; V. 297a

Acetate silk dyes, I. 39c, 205c ;
IV. 1276, 2346

Aceteugenol, 1.436 ; IV. 396d
Acet-tsoeugenol, I. 43c; IV.

399d
Acetic acid, 1.43c

, acetamino-, VI. 73a
, amino-, VI. 7Id
as preservative, IV. 28a

, chlorobromo-, VI. 176a
, chloro-, from acetylene,

1.916
-• , density of aqueous solu-

tions, I. 52
, detn., I. 536
, diazo-, ethyl ester, III.

599a
, dibromo-, VI, 175a"
, dichloro-, VI, 175a
, dichloromonobronlo-, VI,

1766
, di-iodo-, VI. 176c
, esters, I. 566
, fluorodibromo-, ethyl

ester, VI. 176d
formation from methyl

alcohol, II. 350c
from acetylene, I. 506,

80(2
carbon monoxide, I.

51a
— ethylidene diacetate, I.

516
formaldehyde, I. 51a
methane, I. 50a*

u methyl alcohol, I. 50d
-•» - formate, I. 51a

, hydroxy-, V. 73c
in caffeoJ, II. 1986

, monobromo-, VI. 175d
, monochloro-, VI. 174c
, —, acid chloride, VI.

175a
, monochlorodibromo-, VI.

1766
, monoiodo-, VI. 1766
, prepn., II. 310(2, 425c,

427(2
, qualitative reactions, see

Acetates.
— —, salts, I. 54a

, solidification point of
aqueous solutions,'!. 51c, d
, triazo-, VI. 298(2

- , tribromo-, VI. 176a
,trichloro-, I. 65a ; VI.

1756
, — diethylaminoethyl

deriv., VI. 175c
— —, —, in toxicology, VI.

1756
, trifluoro-, VI. 176(2
, tri-i o-f VI. 176c

— anhyd' e, I. 576

INDEX

Acetic anhydride, analysis, I.
596
, detection in acetic acid,

1.53(2
— esters, synthetic production,

I. 51a, 84c
Acetin or acetine, 1.606
— as plasticiser, II. 448c
Acetoacetanilide, I. 616
Acetoacetic acid, I. 616

, detection in acetic acid,
I. 53d

2:4 - dinitrophenylhydra -
zone, I. 616

— esters, I. 61d
Acetobacter suboxydans, V. 330 J;

VI. 495c
Acetobetaine, I. 686a
" Acetocaustint" I. 65a
Acetochloroamide, I. 60a
Acetocitric acid, III. 1866
Acetoin, I. 140c
Acetol, I. 65a
— acetate, I. 65c
41 Acetol," I. 65c
Acetol, Baudisch test for, I.

65c
—, ethyl ether, I. 656
—, hydroxyacetone, I. 65a
Acetoxnorpbine, VI. 205d
— hydrochloride, I. 65c
Acetonaphthone, I. 65d
Acetone, I. 65d
—, acetonyl-, I. 70a
—, bromination, II. 3206
—, bromo-, I. 69d
—, —, in chemical warfare, III.

10c, d.
—, chloro-, I. 696

chloroform ('4 Chloretone "),
1.70c, 371c; III. 36c

—, chloro-, in chemical warfare,
III. 10c, l l a

—, compounds with sugars, II.
289d

— -cyanohydrin, I. 68(7
—, detn., I. 68a ; IV. 4)326
—, — in vapours, II. 681d
Acetonedicarboxylic acid, I.

70a, 70d ; III. 185d
Acetone ethylacetal, I. 36d
— from acetylene, I. 816

horse-chestnuts, VI. 279d
— -glycerol, VI. 66a, 70c
—, halogenation, VI. 2506
—, halogen-substituted derivs.,

I. 696, c, d
—, hydroxy-, I. 65a
— in dopes for film manu-

facture, II. 448c
urine, detection, T. 67c

—, iodo-, prepn., III. l id
— methylacetal, I. 36d
— oil, I. 70d
— phenylhydrazone, I. 696
— phosphate, dihydroxy-, re-

actions in muscle,. VI. 76d
— production by bacterial fer-

mentation, II. 169d, 4296,
471d; V. 45a

—, pseudoq/cJocitralidene, I.
70a

— recovery, III. 362c ; V. 123d
—, reduction to isopropyl al-

cohfMI. 426d
— semicarbazone, I. 69a
—, solvent in lacquers, II. 469d
—, specifications, II. 4726
Acetonitrile from acetylene, I.

846

Acetonylacetones, metallic,
co-ordination, III. 329a,
3356

Acetophenone, I. 71a
—, m-, o- and p-amino-, I. 71c
— ammonia, I. 716
—, benzal-, or benzylidene-, I.

71d, 196a
—, p-bromo-, I. 7 Id
—, chloro-, in chemical warfare,

i l l . 9a
—, —, prepn., III. l l a
—, diethylacetal, I. 716
— in castor, II. 419d
—,• m-nitro-, I. 71c
— phenylhydrazone, I. 716
— oxime, I. 716
Acetophenones, hydrory-, VI.

Acetophenone, 2:4:6:-trinitro-,
I. 71c

jS-Acetopropionic acid, I. 71d
Acetopurpurine 8 B, I. 736
11 Acetopyrlne," I. 736
11 Acetosal," I. 517d
" Acetoxane," 1;736
Acetoxizne, I. 69a
" Acetozone," I. 736 ; IV. 28a
Aretylacetone, rare earth

derivs., II. 515d
" Acetyladalin," 1.16
Acetyl-benzoyl peroxide, IV.

Acetylcarbinol, I. 65a
Acetylcellulose {see also Fibres

artificial or rayon), II.
464d

Acetyl chloride, trichloro, I.
105c

Acetylene, I. 736
— as illuminant, I. 116c
—, bromo-derivs., I. 82d, 83a, 6
—, calcium carbide for manu-

facture of, II. 2196
—, carbon tetra chloride from,

II. 354d
—, carcinogenic compounds

from, II. 378c
—, chlorine derivs., I. 96c
—, detection, I. 96a ; II, 681c
—, detn.,gasometric, I. 96a; II.

677d, 681c
— dichloride, IV. 76
—, dichloro-, I. 96d
— -divinyl, I. 886
— from calcium carbide, I. 1076

ethane, I. 76d
ethyl^ne, I. 7Ca
methane, I. 76a

— generators, I. 109c
—, heavy, I. 79c
—, industrial uses, I. 106c
—, iodo-derivs., I. 83c
—, metallic derivs. {see also Car-

bides ; individual metals),
I. 82a

—, methyl, see Allylene.
— -phenol condensation pro-

ducts, I. 85a
—, polymerisation reactions, I.

856
Acetylenes, mono- and di-

substituted, I. 117c
—, Sv/dio-compounds, reaction

with carDon dioxide, II.
363c

—i , ethyl carbon-
ate, II. 303d

Acetylene, structure, I. 79c
— tetrabromide, IV. 357d



Acetylene welding, I. 112(2
Acetyl-H-acid, I. 119(2; IV.

207c
Acetylidene, dibromo-, II. 320c
Acetylidine tetrabromide, IV.

357(2
Acetylmethylcarbinol in

bread, II. 80c
Acetyl peroxide, antiseptic,

IV. 28a
— —, prepn. II. 373a
— radical, detn., II. 625c
Acetylsalicylic acid, I. 119(2,

, calcium salt, I. 370a,
517(2

Acheson .graphite, 1.119(2
" AchibroMn," 1.119(2
Achillea millefolium, 1.119(2
11 AchiodU," 1.120a
Achras sapota, 1.120a
Achroodextrin n and TII, III.

569a, 6
Acid Alizarine azo dyes, 1.120a

dyes, I. 404a
— anhydrides, I. 57a ; II. 370c,

d, 376c
base catalysis, VI. 2556

pairs, conjugate or corre-
sponding, VI, 2486

— Chrome dyes, I. 120a
— constants, VI. 248(2
—, definition, VI. 247a, 249a
— dyes, IV, 126a*
— Fuchsine, 1.120a
Acidixnetry and alkalimetry, II.

637c
Acid-mordant dyes, IV. 127(2

1286
— number of porphyrins, III.
— of Bayer's patents, I. 658c
o-Acid of Glaus and Volz, I. 658
Acid of Schultz, I. 658c
"!Acufo/,"I.1206, 6866
Acidolysis, IV, 349(2; VI,

397a
Acids and bases, theory, VI.

247a
—, mineral, solvent action, II,

5496
—, organic, detn., potentio-

metric, II. 708a
—, —, — with eerie sulphate,

II. 510c
—, strength, VI. 248c
" Acidulin," I- 120c
Acid wool dyes, I. 2G5c
11 Acitrin," 1.120(2
Acker electrolytic eel?., III. 576
Acocanthera schimperi, 1.12Oe2
"Acoine," I. 120d, 369c; VI.

144a
Aconic acid, 1.120(2
Aconjne, I. 121(2
pseuoVAcbnine, I. 123a
Aconitic acid, 1.120(2
Aconitine and aconite alkaloids,

1.120(2
pseudoAcomtfke, I. 1236
Aconitumnapellus, I. 120(2

I 120rf
,

123a, 533c
11 Acopyrin," I. 736
Acorin, I. 1246
Acorn oil, 1.124a
Acorus calamus, and essential

oil, 1.1246; II. 201a
Acraldehyde, 1.136a
Acridan-nitrile, I. 1276

INDEX

Acridine, 1.124c, 565a
— and acridinium, diamino

derivs., I. 134(2
— -5-carboxylamide, I. 1276
— -5-carboxylic acid, I. 1276
—, 5-chloro-, f. 1296
—, 5-cyano-, I. 1276
—, 2:6-diamino, I. 135a
—, 2:8-diamino-5 - o - carboxy -

phenyl-, I. 125(2
—, 2:8-diamino, compound of

arsonic acid, I. 134(2
— drugs, I. 133d
—, 3-ethoxy-5:8-diamino, I.

,134a
— Grignard compounds, 1.1276
— hydro chloride, 2-amino-3-

methyl-8-dimethyl-, I.
1326 \

—, 5-hydroxy-N-oxide, I. 129a
— -N-oxide, I, 129a
—, 5:10-peroxide, I. 129a
— salts, I. 1276
Acridinium, quaternary salts,

I. 126c
5-Acridol, I. 128(2
Acridone, I. 128c, 135(2
— -3-arsonic acid, I. 1296
—, l-bromo-4-nitro-, I, 1296
—, 5-chloro-2:6-dinitro-, I. 13Eta
—, l-chloro-4-nitro-, I. 1296
— colours, I. 4176
—, 2:8-diamino-, I. 1256
—, 2:8-dihydroxy-, I. 1296
—^dimethoxy-, I. 1296
Acridones derived from an-

thraquinone, I. 396a
Acridone-3-stibonic acid, I.

1296
2-sulphonic acid, I. 1256

Acriflavine (see also Flavine),
I. 134a, 6,135(2; IV. 306

Acrinyl thiocyanate and iso-
thiocyan%te, 1.136a

Acrolein, 1.136a ; III. 10(2
Acrolennethylacetal, I. 36a
Acrolein resins, I. 136(2
11 Aerolite," I. 136d
Acrose, a-, and /?-, 1.136(2
Acrylic acid, 1.137a ,
Actsea racemosa, 1.137a
" Acterol," 1.1376
Actinine, II. 392a
Actinioerythrin, I. 1376 ; II.

401c
Actinium, 1.1376
Actinolite, I. 499b
Actinox* I. 138c
Actinozoa spp., coral from, III.

360c .
Activators, V. 263(2
"Activin " (see also •• Aktivin "),

1.140a
Activity, chemical (see also

Catalysis, homogeneous),
II. 5376

" Actol," U1406
11 Acton," 1.1406
Actor, I. 12c
Acyl azides, I. 5826
— cyanides, prepn., II. 3766
— halides, prepn., II. 3706,

Acyloins, 1.1406
Acyl peroxides, prepn.,il. 373a
" Adalin," 1.141a
Adamite, I. 4a ; 141a
" Adamon," 1.141a
Adansonia digitata, 1.1416
Adenase, IV, 315a
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Adenine, I. 1416; II. 107a;
VI, 153a

9 - Adenine - methyl - thio -
pentoside, VI. 85c

" Adenos," I. 142a
Adenosine, 1.142a*; VI. 85c
— desamidase, IV. 315a
Adenylic acid, I. 142a; II.

2876; IV, 3116
Adenylpyrophosphate, V. 186

creatine reaction, VI. 786
— in lactic acid formation, V.

34(2 ; VI. 77a, 78a
muscle extract, VI, 75c

Adeps colli equini, VI. 280c
Adhesiyes, 1.1426
—, casein in, II. 4146
AdipJb acid, 1.143c
Adipic anhydride, I. 144a
Adipocellulose, II. 467a
Adipocere, 1.144c ; II. 25(2
Adipodialdehyde, I. 144a
Adipyl dichloride, I. 144a
Adlumidine, I. 1456
Adlumine, 1.145a
Admiralty gun-metal, I. 1456
— white-metal, I. 1456
" Adnephrin," I. 147(2
11 Adnic," I. 1456
Adonidoside (see also Adonis

vernalis), II. 3876; VI.
85c

Adonis vernalis, I. 1456 ; VI.
85c

Adonitol, 1.145c ; 11.2966
AdoniveVnoside, II. 3876 ; VI.

85c
Adrenaline, 1.145c
— in toad poisons, II. 388a
— substitutes, I., 147c
11 Adrenamine," I. 147(2
Adrenosterone, VI. 2786
"•darono/." 1.147(2
Adsorbents,' commercial, I.

l&a ; II, 315c ; III. 270(2;
IV. 246d

11 Adsorbit," 1.147(2
Adsorption, 1.147(2; III. 2826
—.activated, II. 540a; VI.

2146, 314(2, 3736,377c, 3806
— in catalysis (se$ also Cata-

lysis ; Catalysis, hetero-
geneous), II. 422d»

—, '^molecular," VI. 315a
" Adurol," 1.1556
Adynerin, II. 386c
JEgirine, I. 4506
Mgle marmelos, 1.155c, 585(2
" Aeral," I, 253a
Aerated and mineral waters, I.

155c
" Aeroftoat 15, 25 and 31," V.

265d
11 Aeron," 1.160a, 277a
Aerosols, 1.160a
11 Aerosols," V. 267(2
-ffirugo, I. 1606 ; III. 336
-ffischynite, 1.1606 ; 11.5126
iEscigenm, 1.160c
JEscvn, I. 160c ; VI. 85c
JEsculetin, I. 160c
—*methoxy-, III. 117(2
JEsculinic acid, HI. 276
iEsculic acid, III. 276
jEsculin, I. 160c; III. 27a.

413a; VI. 270c
JEsculus hippocastanum, I.

238(2; VI. 2796
JEsculus spp., I. 238r2; VI.

886, 2706
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11 JEthocaine" or Ethocaine,
I. 16,160(2, 369a ; 11.346

"JEthone," 1.160(2
JEthusa cynapium, I. 160(2;

III. 32*d
iEtiocholanic acid, from digit-

oxigenin, II. 3826
JEtioaZ/ocholanic acid, from

uzarigenin, II. 3826
JEtiocholanone, relation to

cholesterol, III. 906
JEtioporphyrin, III. 83a ; VI.

162a
—, relation to blood pigments,

II. 20c
"Aetox," V. 395a*
Aframomum amaniense, 1.160(2
— mala, 1.161a
— melegueta, 1.161a
African marigold, 1.161a
11 Afridol," 1.1626
Afterdamp, II. 323<f, 344c
Afwillite, 1.1626 ; II. 150c
Agalite, 1.1626
Agalmatolite, 1.162c
Agar-agar, 1.162d, 1996

gel, III. 290(2
—, reactions, 1.1636
Agarobilla, see Algarobilla.
Agate, 1.163c ; II. 517c
Agate-aznygdales, I. 163d
Agathic acid, 1.164(2
"Agathin," 1.165a
Agave, 1.165a
Agave spp. and fibres, 1.165a ;

V. 166a, 1686
Agavose, I. 165a
Ageing, 1.1656
Agfacolor film, II. 446(2
Agfa Ultra Colour film, II. 453a
Aglycone, VI. 82c
Agxnatine, 1.171c ; VI. 1441
Agmatine in ergot, IV, 3314
Agnolin. See Lanolin.'
Agnosterol, III. 92(2
Agon, IV, 347(2
" Agonol," I. 171(2
Agropyron repens, 1.171(2
Agrostis pasture, VI. 132c
11 Agurin," T. lltd
" Aguttan," 1.171(2
AhouaiL, II. 380c
11 Aich metal," 1.171(2
Ailanthus silk, A. glandulosa,

1.171(2
Air-conditioning plants, VI.

287a
drying plant, IV, 78a

, silica gel, IV, 79a
—, liquid, fractionation, II. 4246
11 Airoform," 1.171(2
11 Airogen," I. VIU
" Airoir I. 171rf, 700(2
A.I. Rounkol explosive, IV.
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Ajacine, 1.172a ; III. 556(2
Ajaconin, III. 556(2
Ajowan oil, 1.172a
uAkardit," 1.172a
Akariton fnt, IV. 86(2
Akrochordite, 1.172a
" Aktivin " (see also " Aciivin "),

I. i726
11 Aktoprotein," 1.1726
" Akund," V. 1606
Alabandite, 1.1726
Alabaster, I. 1726 ; II.

VI. 159c
Alacreatine, I. 4166

Alaite, 1.172(2
Alaznosite, 1.172(2
Alanine, 1.172(2
—, acyl derivs., I. 1746
jB-Alanine, 1.175a; II. 392c
r-Alanine anhydride, I. 174a
Alanine salts, I. 173(2
Alanol, IV. 328c
Alantolactcme. alantolic acid,

I. 1756
Alant root, 1.1756
cycioAlanylalanine, I. 174a
Alban or Albane, 1.175c ; VI.

158(2
" Albany slip," VI. 9(2
" Albargin," 1.175c
Alba-saponin, VI. 896
Albaspidin, 1.175c ; V. 181c
Albertite, 1.175c
41 Albertols," 1.175(2
Albite, 1.175(2, 264(2; V. 1(2
" Albocarbon," 1.175(2
Alboleersin, V. 56(2
Album grcecum, 1.175(2
Albumin, blood serum, II. 19c
Albuminoid ratio, IV. 6016
Albuminoids in plant analysis,

IV. 593(2
Albumin, oxidation, II. 2786
-, phenol from, II. 303(2

Albumins, rice, II. 4936
"Alclad,"!. 253a, 2756
Alcohol (see also Ethyl alcohol),

1.175d
—, absolute, prepn., I. 103c,

1766, 1786
—, —, tests, I. 180(2
Alcoholase, I. 206
Alcohol denaturants, I. 183c
—, detn., II. 683a
—, mochyl, I. 692(2
Alcoholometer, Tralles', I.

188c
Alcoholometry, 1.1856
Alcohols, fatty, from fats, II.

4276
—, —, prepn. by catalytic

hydrogenation, VI. 183c
— for motor fuels, 1.192a
— from .carbon monoxide (see

also Fischer-Tropsch syn-
thesis), II. 3506, c, 425c

petroleum, 1.192c
—, oxidation to acids, II. 362a
Alcohol standards, I. 179c
Alcoholysis, IV. 349(2; VI.

397a
Alcornin or alcornol, "*. 193c
Aldehyde-ammonia, I. 22a

resins, I. 21a, 29a
Aldehydes, 1.193c
—, action in bread, II. 82a
—, compoiTids with sugars, II.

289(2
— from carbon monoxide, II.

3506'
—, luminescent oxHation, III.

23c
—, oxidation, II. 362a
—, prepn., II. 373c
Aldehydines, 1.197(2, 316a
Aldehydrol, I. 21a
Alder bark, 1.197(2
— Buckthorn bark, 1.198a
Aldol, I. 266,198a
Aldolase, V. 25(2, 26c
Aldol condensation, I. 266,

195(2,198a; 11.1236
, boron fluoride catalyst.

VI. 259d

Aldoses, detection, II. 293c
" Aldrcy," I. 253a, 277a
"i4Zdur," 1.1986
11 Aldmair I. 253a
Ale, II. 104(2
Alan's (a-) acid, V. 329(2
" Aletodin," I. 517(2
11 Aleudrin," 1.1986
Aleurites spp.91.1986; IV. 82a,

83c
Aieurone grains, 1.198c
Alexandrite, III. 119a
" Alexandrite, synthetical," V.

512(2
" Alexipon," 1.199a
Alfa, 1.199a
Alfalfa, 1.199a
— meal, IV, 5966
Alformant lamp, IV, 276
Alga, 1.199a T
—, products from (see also

Iodine), I. 162(2, 199a;
II. 403c; 111.360c

Algaroba, I. 2016
Algarobilla, I. 2016 ; IV. 276(2
Algaroth, Powder of, I. 2016,

448a
Algarrobin, I. 2016
Algin, I. 199(2, 200a, 201(2
Alginase, I. 201(2
Alginic acid, 1.200a, 201(2; II.

298a
, salts, I. 202a

Alginoid iron, I. 203a
"i4fe«ro/!,"I.203a
Algodonite, I. 203a ; IV. 556
Algol colours, I. 232c, 416a,

418(2, 420a
— vat dyes (see also Vat dyes),

I. 206a
Alipite, V. 430a
Alite, II. 1416
11 Alival," I. 2036
Alizarin (see also Anthracene ;

Anthraquinone; Chay roc t;
Madder), I. 2036

— and allied dyes (see also An-
thraquinone ; Anthraqui-
none dyes ; Dyeing; Vat
dyes), I. 2036, 212d, 402(2

—, 3-amino-, I. 228c
—, 4-amino-, I. 2066, 2286
— Astrol, I.206a
— — B , I. 405(2

BG, I. 231c
— Bordeaux, see Quinalizarin.
— Brilliant Cyanine GG, 1.228(2
—, 3-broiao-, I. 220c
— Cardinal, I. 2286, 3936
— Celesta, I. 230(2
—, 3-chloro-, I. 220c
— colours, Acid, 1.120a, 404a
— Cyanine, I. 2056

, G, R, I. 228c, 2276
, WHS, I. 2306, 391d

— Cyclamen R, I. 2326
— Delphinol, I. 230c
— diethyl ether, I. 220c
— dimethyl ether, I. 220c

3:5- and -3:8-disulphonic
acids, I. 230a

3:6- and -3:7-disulphonic
acids, I. 3906

— dyeing, Turkey-red oils in,

— dyes, diagram, I. 206
— Emeraldol G, I. 230r7, 3936
— from madder, V. 416c
— Garnet, I. 206a, 2286
— GD, I. 225a



Alizarin Geranol B, I.
2336, 407a

— G, GD, I. 224d, 225a
— Gl, I. 224d
— glycosides, I. 2336
— Hexacyanin, I. 213a, 227c,

392a
— in chay root, II. 523d
—, 3-iodo-, I. 220c
— Irisol, I. 206a, 231a
— — R, I. 4056
— manufacture, I. 216d, 402c

, Perkin's process, I. 218a
— a-methyl ethqr in chay root,

II. 5234
— 0-methyl ether, I. 2206

3-monosulphonic acid, I.
3906 _

—, a- or 4-nitro-, I. 228a
—, 0- or 3-nitro-, I. 2066, 228a
— Pentatyanin, I. J2276
*- Powder W, I. 229d
— production, I. 216d
—, properties and detection, I.

219a, 6
quinoline, I. 2066

— RG, SDG, VG, I. 224d
— Rubinol, I. 206a

G, R, I. 232a, 406d
— Saphirol, I. 2056, 393d, 394c*

A, I. 230d
B, SE, I. 206a, 4036, 405a

— SDG, VG, I. 224d
3-sulphonic acid, I. 2066

— Uranol B, I. 4076
R, I. 231c, 4076

— VG, I.224d
— Viridine, I. 232a

, FF (By), I. 404c
Alkalbir, III. 549a
Alkali-beryl* I* 684c

cellulose, viscose process, V.
117d

"Alkali, dense" or "light,"
. for glassmaking, V. 560d

Alkali metals,detn.,electrolytic,
II. 699d
, rare, qualitative re-

actions, II. 556c, 5636
Alkalis, detn. in clays, III.

203c
—, —, — rocks, II. 585c
Alkaloid borates, II. 50c
Alkaloids (in general), I. 233c •
—, classification, I. 236c
—, detn., I. 236a
—, tests for, I. 235a
Alkaloid V., VI. 200d
Alkanet, I. 236d
Alkanna, Alkannin • or Al-

keuna, see Alkanet.
Alkarsin, II. 188c
" Alkasal" " Alkasol," I. 238c
"42fauf7."I.238c
"Alkyd" resins, I. 238c; II.

460a; VI. 64a
Alkylacetylenes, I. 117d
Alkylacridines, I. 127c
Alkyladipic acids, I. 1446
Alkylbenzenes, bromination,

II. 320c
jff-Alkyl-J ^-butadienes, I."

Alkylnaphthalenes, I. 466d
Allanite (see also Orthite), I.

238c; II. 5126
Allantoin, d-, dl- and 1-, 1.238c
Allantoinases, I. 239d, 240a
Allantoin, detn. in urine, 1.240a

from uric

INDEX

AJlamtoin, prepn.
acid, I. 2396

Allemontite, I. 439(2
Allenes, I. 2406 ; II. 1566
Allen-Moore electrolytic cell,

III. 53c
Alligator peatf, I. 5606
" AUionalr see " Allonal."
Alliumin, V. 429a
Allium sativum, A.% spp., V.

429a
— schoenoprasum, III. 34c
Allobarbitone, III. 573a
Allocholesterol, III. 91r
" Allochrysine," I. 241(2

>1196
AUocryptopine, I. 241(2

528a
Allodelphite, I. 241(2
Allolactose, I. 242a
Allomerisation of chloro-

VI.

II.

phyll, III. 84(2
" AllonaL" I. 242a, 623a
Allophane, III. 196a
AUophanic acid, santalyl ester,

I. 242a
" Allosan," I. 242a
Allose, I. 242a ; II. 286a
Allotropy, I. 242a
Alloxan, I. 243(2
—, alkyl derivs., I. 2456
— aniline sulphite, I. 245(2

aryl derivs., I. 245c
colour reactions, I. 244(2
condensation with aromatic
^ amines, I. 247a

diamines, I. 246c
hydroxylamine, I.

246a
—, ketones, I. 247(2
— dimethylaniline sulphite, I.

245(2
— hydrazones, I. 2466
Alloxanic acid, I. 244(2, 2486
Alloxan, pottesium, I. 2456
AUoxantin, I. 2486, 249(2
—, absorption spectrum, I.

248(2
Alloxazine, I. 246(2
—, free radical from, I. 246(2
Alloys, see Alloys, light; Amal-

gam ; Hume - Rothery's
1 rule; and individual

metals.
—, analysis, spectroscopic (see

also Assaying; individual
metals), II. 692a

—, electrodeposition, IV. 2706
—, lightTl. 250a, 275(2
»—, plated, I. 253a
Allyl radical and compounds,

I. 256a
— acetate, I. 256a
Allylacetic acid, I.^56a
Allylacetone, I. 2566
Allylacetylene, I. 2066
Allyl alcohol, I. 2566
Allylaminas. I. 2576
Allylaniline, I. 257c
Allylbenzene, 3-\nethoxy-4-

hydroxy-, IV, 394c
Allyl bromide, I. 257(2
— chloride, I. 257a*
— cyanamide, I. 258a
— cyanide, I. 2586
Allylene, I. 119a ; II. 2816
Allyl ether, I. 2586
— ethyl ether, I. 258c
Allylguaiacol, IV. 3956
Allyl iodide, I. 258c
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Allylxnalonic acid, I. 258(2
Allyl mercaptan, I. 258(2
— mustard oil, I. 258(2
— nitrite, I. 258(2
— phenylthiourea, I. 259a
— polysulphides in. garlic, V.

429a
— pyrrole, I. 259a
— sulphate, I. 259a
— sulphide, I. 259a
— wothiocyanate, I. 258o*; III.

10(2
— thiourea, I. 2596
— tribromide, I. 2£9c
" Almalec," I. 277a
Almandin«. I. 259c ; V. 429c

Al

11 Almasilium," I. 277a
Almond, I. 259c
—, essential oil, I. 260(2
— oil (fatty), I. 260a
Almonds, sweet, enzyme from,

IV, 2836
Alniresinol, I. 198a
Alnulin, I. 197(7
" Alocol," I. 2616
Aloe-exnodin, I. 2616
— fibres, I. 2616
— resins, I. 261(2
Aloes, bitter, I. 2616
—, wood, I. 262c
Aloinose, I. 454a
Aloins, I. 261 a*, 262a*
" Aloxite," I. 4a, 262(2
— glass-grinding stone, V. 598(2
Alpaca, I. 262(2
11 i4toojc.il I. 2516, 262(2, 277c

dyes, I. 262d
f"I.262d; IV. 28c

"I . 262*2; IV. 29(2
111. 262(2; IV. 28c

oil, A. malaccensis,

Alquifou, alquifoux, I. 263a ;
« V . 415c ,

" Alsil" IV, 248c
" Also*" I. 263a
Alstonia bark, I. 269a
Alstonia spp.f alkaloids, I. 203a
Alstonidine, nlslonine, I. 263c
Alstonite, I. 263d, 0136, 638a
11 AHai," I. 263d r

Althma officinalis, If 263(2
— rosea, I. 264a m
Alth«in, althein, I. 264a; VI.

85(2
Altrose, I. 2646 ; II. 286a
Aludel, i: 2646
11 Aludur," I. 277a
Alum, ammonium, I. 296c
" AlumatoW I. 264c
Alum, burnt, I. 295(2
"Alum cake," I. 2896
Alum, chrome, or chromium,

III. 100(2
Alumian, I. 290(2
" Alumilite" protection of

metals, III. 392c
Alumina (see also Corundum;

Gems* artificial), I. 281a
—, calcined or hydrated, for

glass making, V. 561c
—, catalytic action on methaiu,

11.349(2
"Alumina hydrate," I.2W2
Alumina production, I. 265(2

II. 326a
--white, 1.200(2
Aluminates, I. 2846
Alumine hydratde dcs Beaux,

I. 656c
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Aluminite, I. 264c, 289a
Aliirypniiirry J# 264c
— acetate, I.' 292c
— acetylacetone, I. 293a
—, action on phenol, II. 306d
— alkyl halides, I. 2936
— alkyls, I*293a
— alloys (see also Alloys, light),

I.250a,275d
— and chromium, analytical

separation, VI. 2996
— as trace element, I. 504d, II.

4966
— borates, I. 291d
— borides, I. 291c ; II. 366
— borocarbide, I. 292a
— borotartrate, II. 30c
— brasses, bronzes, etc., I. 276d
— bromate, I. 288a ' '
— bromide, I. 287d
— carbide, I. 291d; II. 281c

, formation, II. 360a
— carbonate, I. 292a
— carbonyl, I. 292a

cerium alloy, II. 507d
—, chemical properties, I. 273a
— chlorate, I. 287c
— chloride, I. 286a*
— chloro-formate, I. 292c
— chlorosulphate, I. 291a
— citrate, I. 293a

containing minerals, for
glassmaking, V. 561c

—, corrosion by inorganic sub-
stances, I. 273d, 274a

—, organic substances, I.
274c

— —, prevention, I. 275a
— cyanamide, I. 2926
— cyanide, I. 292a
—, detection and detn., I. 2796
—, — by micro-methods, I.

279d
—, detn., assay, I. 521d *
—, —, colorimetric, I. 279c; II.

669d
—, —, gravimetric, I. 2796; II.

—, — in clay, III. 202c
—, food, II. 650d; V.

292b
—,—, voluuetric, 1.2796; II.

6506
— ditbionate, I. 291a
—, drop reaction, II. 579c
—, electrodeposition, IV. 270a
—, electroplating on, I. 278d
— ethoxide, I. 28c, 2936
— fluoride, I. 285d
— foil, I. 2786
— formate, I. 292c
— gluconate in tanning-, U.

2976
—, higher oxides, I. 283c
—, hydrogen compounds, 1.280c
— hydroxide, I. 283c

gels and sols, I. 283d
, mineral form, II. 25c

— hypochlorite, I. 287c
T7-, industrial uses, I.' 2786
— iodate, I. 288c
— iodide, I. 288a
— methoxide catalyst, II. 3!>0d
— nitrate, I. 2856

-acetate, I. 285c, 293a
— nitride, I. 284d
— nitrite, I. 2856
— oleate, I. 293c
—, organic compounds, I. 292c
— oxalate, I. 2936

Aluminium oxide, I. 281a;
IV. 175a

— paint, I. 278c
— palmitate, I. 293c ; V. 195c
— perchlorate, I. 287c
—, physical properties, I. 271d
—, polishing, I. 878d
— powder, I. 278c
— production, carbon elec-

trodes, I. 268d
:, electrolytic, I. 265a, 269c
, reduction furnaces, I.

269c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

548a, 552a, 568a ; IV. 173d
—, , rare metals present,

II. 555a, 556d
— selenate, L 2916
— selenide, I. 291a
— selen&e, I. 291a
— selenocyanate, I. 292c
— silicate, in building materials,

II. 1336
— silicates, I. 2916
— stearate, I. 293d
— subchlorides, I. 286d
— subfluorides, I. 285d
— suboxides, I. 281a
— sulphate, I. 288d

acetate, I. 292d
•̂ - sulphide, I. 288c
— sulphite, I. 288d
— tartrate, I. 293d
— tellurate and telluride, I.

2916
— tellurite, I. 2916
— thiocyanate, I. 2926
— triwobutoxide, II. 170c
— triphenyl, I. 2936
— vessels in MeOH synthesis,

II. 3506
Alumino-ferric, I. 289c
Aluxninon, I. 280a, 296d
Alum, iron, I. 293d

meal, I. 2956r,
—, mineral, I. 264c, 294a
11 Alumnasol," T. 29ffi
" Alumnol," I. 296d ; IV. 30a
Alum, potash, or potassium,

I. 294a
— rock* (see also Alunite),

294a
Alums, I. 293d >
Alum—shale, I. 297a
—, soda, or sodium, I. 296a

stone (see also Alunite), I.
297d

" Alundum,' 1/2976, 6576; III.
399c

Alunite, I. 264c, 294a, 297d ,
Alunogen, I. 289a, ,298c ; IV.

591d
Alva, 1.199a
" Alvar," Z 90c, 94d
Alvite, VI. 169a
" 4 / V

I.

ypV298
Amadou, I. 298d
Amalgam, I. 298d»
Amalic acid, I. 249c
Amandin; I. 300d
Amanil dyes, I. 300d
Amanita muscaria I. 300d
Amaranth, I. 300d
Amarillite, I. 300d
Amarine, VI. 99a
—, luminescent oxidation, III.

24a
" Amatin," I. 301a
Amatol, I. 301a
Amatoxol, I. 301d

Amazonite, amazon-stone, I.
301c

Ambaline, I. 301c
Ambari, V. 164c
Ambatoarinite, I. 3706
Amber, I. 301d
" Amber," I. 303a
Amber, artificial, I. 302c, 614d
—, essential oil, I, 303a
Ambergris, I. 3036
Amberite, I. 303d
Ambler gas analysis appara-

tus, II. 677a
Axnblyeonite, I. 303d
Ambrein, I. 304a
Ambrette, I. 304a
— -musk, I. 3046
Ambrettolide, I. 304a
" Ambrine," I. 3046
Ambrite, I. 3046
"Ambroid," I. 302b <
Ambrosia artemisifolia, I. 3046
" Ameisine," I. 3046
Ameliaroside, VI. 93c
" Amenyl," I. 304c
"American Alloy," I, 253a,

277c
American ashes, I. 304c
" Ameroid," I. 304c
Amethyst (dye), I. 305c, 576c
— (quartz), I. 304c '
—, oriental, III. 398d
Amianthus or amiantos, I.

304c, 499c
Amide powder, I. 304c
Amides, prepn., II. 371a, 375c
—, reduction, II. 374d
Amidine dyes, I. 304d
Amidines, I. 304d
Amidogene, IV. 463a
" Amidol," I. 305a
" Amidopyrine," I. 305a
Amidoxyl benzoate, I. 3056
Amines, I. 3056
—, aromatic, potentiometric

detn., II. 707a ••
—, catalytic prepn., II. 428d
—, formation, II. 3776
—, physical properties, I. 310,

311
—, primary, detn., II. 6276
—, reactions, I. 312a
Aminoacetic acid, VI. 71d
— acids, benzyl esters, VI.

Amino-acids, I. 316d
T-, acyl derivs., I. 319d

, esters, I. 319a
oi rice proteins, II. 493c

, reagent for, I. 3246
, baits, I. 319a
, synthesis, II. 369d

Aminochrysene, dyes from,
III. 118d

11 Aminoform," I. 326a
Aminoformic acid, II. 2786
Aminolysis, I. 322a ; IV. 340d
Aminopeptidase, IV. 325a
" Aminophyllin," I. 326a
Ammines, I. 284rf, 3£6a ; III.

327d, 334a
Aznmodendrine, I. 3266
Ammolin, II. 29d
Arunonal, I. 3266
Ammon. carbonit, XV. 554d
Ammonia, I. 326d
—, absorption in sulphuric acid,

—, aqueous solution, I. 328c
330a
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Ammoniacal liquor distilla-
tion, I. 344(2
, phenol from, II. 303d

Ammonia, catalytic oxida-
tion, II. 424b

—, cracked, for hydrogen sup-
ply, I. 330d ; VI. 335a

— crackers, VI. 335a
Ammoniacum I. 356c
Ammonia, detn., gravimetric,

^ II. 598c
-, — in gases, II. 681d
—, , micro-method, II.

6816
—, —, vohimetric, II. 645a
— from blast-furnace gas, peat

and shale, I. 342a
coal-, lignite- or pro-

ducer-gas, I. 338d
— in fire extinguishers, II. 356c
—, liquid, as solvent, I. 3316
— production, I. 331c, 3356
—, qualitative reactions, II.

553(2, 572c
— recovery as liquor or sul-

phate, I. 349a, 350a
, direct and semi-direci

processes, I. 3406; III.
2626 ; V. 461a

from coke-oven gas, III.
265a
, indirect process, I. 3406 ;

V. 459a, 461a
, Lymn or Power Gas

Corpn. system, V. 3756
, Mond system, V. 374c

soda process, II. 326a
— synthesis, I. 331c, 3356

, American processes, I.
338a
, catalysts," I. 333d
, direct, I. 332a ; II. 423d
,-hydrogen production for,

(see also Hydrogen produc-
tion), I. 334c ; VI. 333d

-t , theoretical basis, II. 534c
—, technical, as liquor and

anhydrous liquid, I. 350c
Ammoniated superphosphate,

I. 353r2
Ammonite, IV. 554a
Ammonium bicarbonate, I.

351(2
— borate, occurrence, II. 3f 6
— calcium ferrocyanide, III.

470d
— carbamate, I. 351c; H. 2786
— carbonate, I. 351c
— chloride, I. 351(2 •

, vapour density of dry,i
IV. 806

-- chromate, III. 111c
— cyanate, III. 507a
— dichromate, III. 111c
— ferrocyanide, III. 470c
— ferrous ferrocyanide, III.

£7
— nitrate, I. 352c, 354a; IV.

464a
— N -.nitrosophenylhydroxyl

amine reagent, II. 5836
— persulphate in flour, II. 81c2
— phosphate, I. 3f>2d

, mono-, V. 223a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

553(2, 572c
- salts, I. 331a, 350(Z

in candle wicks, II. 205a
— - sulphamate, flameproof ing

with, V. 108c

Ammonium sulphate from
coke-oven gas, III. 2686

gas liquor, I. 347c
gypsum, I. 351a

, production, I. 342a, 350d;
IL4246

— thiocyanafce, III. 508d ; VI.
143a

Ammonolysis, VI. 397a
Aznmonpulver, I. 357a
Ammophos, I. 353d
Aznolonin, VI. 85d
Amosite, I. 5006
Ampangabeite, I. 3576
Axnpelopsin, I. 3576; III.

"Amphetamine," IV. 318a
Amphibole-asbestos, I. 499c
11 Amphotropin," I. 357d
Amydricaine hydyochloride,

I. 298c, 369a
i, II. 442c; IV.

Axnygdalin, I. 259c, 2606,

tiobiose in, II. 2996
csoAmygdalin, VI. 85d

bphenin," I. 358a
isaAmylacetal, I. 36a
Amyl acetate, in film dopes,

11.4486
in lacquers, II. 469a

, production, II. 47Id
, specifications, II. 4726

isoAmylacetic acid, VI. 2056
isgAmylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester, I. 64c
Amyl alcohol as stabiliser, IV.

521c
production {see also Fusel

oil), I. 1786, 360a; II.
471d

— alcohols, I. 3586
n-Amylamine, I. 3616
isoAmylaxrtne in ergot, IV.

331d
Amylari, a- and j9-, I. 363a
Amyl and amyl compounds, I.

358a
Amylarine, I. 363c
Amylase (see also »Diastase ;

Brewing), I. 363c; II.
302c; IV. 31 Id, 3136; VI.
3956, 396d '

—, a- and fl-, in brewing, II. 88a
— in millet, II. 4866

rice, II. 4956
Amyl bromide,!:. 3616
isoAznVlcupreine, III. 161c
Amylenes, I. 30Id, 3646
Axnylenpl, I. 362d
Amyl esters, I. 361, 362d
— ether, I. 362a
— fluorides, I. 36Sto
(soAmylformal, I. 346
csoAmylhydrocupieine, III.

isoAmylh$drocupreinae hydro-
chloridium, IV. 392c

Amylobacter pectihovorum, V.
159c

Amylodextrins, II. 88a, 298d;
III. 567d, 568a

11 Amyloform," I. 365a
Amylokinase, II. 88a,
Amylopectin, I. 365a
— in rice, II. 494c
Amylopsin, I. 6906
Amylose, I. 365a
Amylosynthease, II. 495c

2-n-Axnylquinoline, 4-meth-
oxy-, III. 462d, 463a

i soAznyltrimethyl - ammon -
iuzn hydroxide, I. 363c

Amyrilene in cacao butter, II.
185d

Axnyrins, a- and* £-, I. 365c;
IV. 275c

" Amytal? I. 365d, 3686, 623a
Anabasine, I. 365d
" Anacardic acid," I. 366a
Anacardium nut, A. occiden-

tals I. 126, 365d
" Ansesthesine or " Anesthesine,"

I. 3666, 3696, 371c
Anaesthetic acetylene, I. 367c
— chloroform, I. 367c; III.

796
— i9Chloryl%" IV. 359a
— divinyl ether, I. 368a
— ether, I. 3676; IV. 386d,

388a
— ethers, comparison of, IV.

353c
— ethyl chloride, I. 3676
— ethylene, I. 367d ; VI. 373a
— nitrous oxide, I. 367a
Anaesthetics, I. 3666
—, explosion risks with, I. 368a;

IV. 388a, 427c
—, local, I. 368c
Anagyrine, Anagyris foetida,

I. 369(2
" AnahaBmin " VI 204d
"i4nateen,"I.f369d
Analgeune, I. 369d
" Anahitos," I. 370a
Analysis, absorption spectra

in, II. 709a
—, azeotropes in, II. 7ila
—, chemical (see also Assaying),

II. 5416
—, chromatographic, II. 628a ;

IV. 174$
—, combustion, of carbon corn-

founds, II. 615a
—, —, micro-metbf d, II. 630c
—, drop reactions, II. 579c
—, electrochemical, conduc-

tivity methods, II. 6926
—, —, inner electrolysis in, II.

699c
—, —, micro-method^ II. 699c
—,^lectrodeposition methods,

II. 695c
—, electro-, Hildebrand's

method, II. 699d
—, gas, II. 674d, 687d
—, gravimetric, II. 582c
—, —, with cupferron, II. 5836
—, —, — oxine, II. 5836
•—, —, — quinaldinic acid, II.

583c
—, hydrogenation, macro- and

micro-, VI. 3596
—, micro-, detn. of organic

radicals, II. 633d
—, — gas, II. 680d
—t — gravimetric methods, II.

6296
—,*—volumetric methods,,II.

633d
-*- of carbon compounds, tests

for elements, II. 615a
dyes. IV. 174c, 194d,

—, polarographic, II. 7106
—, potentiometric, II. 702d
—, proximate, of carbon com-

pounds, II. 023
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Analysis, qualitative (see also
Borax beads; Cobalt nitrate
reactions; Flame colora-
tions ; Microcosmic salt
beads; "Silica skeleton
test"),! ' . 645(2

—, —, dry tests, II. 547a, 5486
—, —, groups I and II, II.

551a, c
—, —, group in (phosphates

absent), II. 552a
—, —, (phosphates pre-

sent), II. 552a, 6
—, —, — iv. II. 5526
—, —, — v. II. 553a
—,—,— VI. II. 554a.
—> —i open tube method, II.

5476
—, —, rare metals absent, II.

550c
—, —, present, II. 554a,

556d
—, —, solvent action of mineral

acid, II. 5496
—, quantitative, II. 582c
—, reactions of organic acids,

II. 560a
—, rare earth metals, II.

568c
—, special reactions, II. 565a*
—, spectrum, see Spectrum

analysis.
—, "spot" tests, see Drop

reactions.
—, titration, conductivity

method, II. 693d
—, ultimate, of carbon com-

pounds, II. 615a
-—, volumetric, II. 634a*
—, —, calibration of vessels,

II. 635c
—, —, detn. of combined acids,

II. 6466
—, —, free %cid in salt/,

II. 6466
—, —, iodine, tniosiuphatfe and

arseiiitOTnethods, II. 6486
—, —, of acids, II. 645a
—, —, — alkaline substances,

I I .6^a
—, —, standard solutions, II.

641c 3

—, —, wif h eerie sulphate, II.

—, —, — dienwrnate, l l . 6476
—, —, — permanganate, II.

646c
—, -—, — silver nitrate, II.

649c
—, —, — stannous chloride, II.

—, —, — titanous cnloride, lit
649a; IV. 239a

Anamitta paniculata {see also
Coccuhw indicu8)r I. 370a

Anamirtin, I. 370a
Ananas aativus, 1.458a*
Anataso, 1.370a
"Anayodin," I. 370a
Ancylite, 1.370a

.Anlalusite, T. 264d, 3706
Ardeer's lotion, IV. 29e
Andosine, 1.370c
Andesito, I. 370c
Andiroba oil, II. 2776
Andorite, I. 370(2
Andradite, V. 4296
Andropogon oils (sec also

Citronella), III. 183d
Androsin, I. 370(2; VI. Sod

INDEX

Andi'ostan-3-ol-17-one, I.
370<Z

A 4:*-Androsten-3-one-17-ol,
I. 371a

Androsterone, cut - andro-
sterone, I. H7(\dt VI. 274(2

Anemolic acid, I. 3716
Aneznonin, anemoninic acid,

I. 3716
"Anesin" or "Aneson," see

Acetone-chloroform.
"Anesthesine" or " Amesthe-

sine," I. 3666, 3696, 371c
" Anestile," IV. 359a
Anethole, I. 371c
Anethum graoeolem, I. 371-3;

IV. 4c
Aneurin, I. 371c, 5836; VI.

138(2
Angel electrolytic cell, III. 68a
Angelica, essential oil, I. 371c
Angeline, I. 371(2
Anglesite, I. 371(2
" Anghpyrin," I. 517d
Angostura or Angustura bark

(see also Cusparia bark), III.
4626

Ankosturin and angosturine,
III. 463a, c .

Angular leaf spot, V. 139a
Anhaline, I. 371(2; VI. 266a
Anhydrides, acid, prepn., II.

3706
Anhydrite, I. 372a ; II. 1296,

130a
—, conversion into ammonium

sulphate, II. 4246
"Anhydrite, insoluble" and

••soluble," II. 130a
AnV>y^r^?flgflfr*inon3flrn''̂ fl) II.

395(2
Anhjdroarasdlic acid, II. 69(2
Anhydrocapsanthinone, II.

273a
Annydrogitalin, H. 3846
Anhydrone, III. 68(2
Anhydro-osazones, n. 2936
Anhydroperxnonosulphuric

acid, II. 393(2
Anilic acids, preparation, II.

3716'
Anilides, preparation, II. 3716
Aniline, I. 372c

Blue, -Brown, -Bed, -Scar-
let, I. 376(2

— from phenol, II. 307a
— nitrite, III. 581a
—, o- and p-nitro-, I. 39a
—i pyrolysis, II. 278c '
—, tetranitro-, IV, 487(2
0-Anilinobutaldehydr ethyl-

acetal, I. 366 '
Anilinobutv^lideneaniline, I.

Animal oil, II. 29c ; VI. 1356,
280(2 *

— —, Dippel's oil, II. 29c
Ankne' or Animi, sce^Elemi.
Animin, II. 29(2
Anion acids/VI. 247a
Anisaldehyde, I. 376(2
Aniseed, I. 376(2
Anise oil, I. 377a
Anisic acid, I. 377a
Anisidine, o-, m-t and p-, I.

3776
Anisole, I. 377(2
-, 8-trinitro-, IV. 484a

Ankerite, I. 378a ; IV. 53(2
" Annaline," VI. 100c

Annatoo, I. 378a
Annealing, I. 379a
—, bright, VI. 334c
Annivite, IV. 590d
Anode efficiency, IV. 201c
Anodic oxidation of metals.

III. 3926; IV. 271(2
Anodising, IV. 271(2
Anodynine, see Antipyrine.

"Aral," VI. 225(2
11 Anon,** I. 380(2
Anorthite, I. 264(2; II. 228c ;

Anserine, I. 380(2 ; II. 392a
Antalgine {see also Agathin),

I. 381a
Anthanthrone, I. 426a
Antheznene, anthemol, I. 381a
Anthemis nobilis, essential oil,

I. 381a; fl. 520a
Antheraxanthin, I. 381a ; II.

399(2
Anthocyanidins, I. 3816
Anthocyanins, I. 3186; II.

1206, 1836, 2346
—, sugar in, II. 2996
Anthocyans, I. 3816
Anthophyllite, I. 499c
Anthorine, 0-anthorine, 1.124a
Anthracene, I. 382a
—, additive compounds, I. 385c
—, detn., I. 386(2
— from anthraquinone, I. 3886
—, halogenation, I. 3866
—, hydrogenation, 1. 386c ; VI.

352(2
— oil, I. 1266; III. 2086, 211c

, in wood preservation, II.
308(2

—, oxidation, II. 428a
Anthrachroxne dyes, I. 387c
Anthrachrysazin, see Antbra-

chrysone.
Anthrachrysone or anthra-

chrysazin, I. 213a, 226c*,
405a

2:6-disulphonate, I. 392(2
Anthracite, V. 344a
Anthraflavic acid, see Anthra-

flavin.
c'soAnthraflavic acid, I. 212(2

"Anthraflavin, I. 206a, 212(2,
,223a, 402c

fsoAnthraflavin, I. 206a, 212(2,
2236

Anthriflavin, l:5-dinitro-, I.
392c .

— -3:7-disiiiphonic acid, I. 3906,
— 392(2
tsoAnthrotlavin, l:3:6:8-tetra-

nitro-, I. 392(2
— -3:6-disulphonic acid, I. 3906,

392(2
Anthraflavone G, I, 4\8d
Anthrahichsone, I. 431c
Anthragallol, I. 212rf, "2236,

402c
Anthragailolamide, I. 223(2
Anthragallol, a? and jff-hy-

droxy-, I. 2l2d, 226a
—, dihydroxy-, I. 212(2, 2276
— 1:2- and l:3-dimethyl ether*.

I. 223(2 ; II. 524a
—, 4-nitro-, I. 302(2
Anthrahydroquinone, l:2-di-

hydroxy-, I. 219(2
Anthrahydroquinones, I.

215a
Anthralan colours, I. 407(2



Anthranol, 1.215a, 3886,430a;
II. 410(7

—, dihydroxy-, III. 127a*
—, l:2-dihydroxy-, I. 219d
Anthrapinacone, I. 4326
Artf.lTpap^i'rpii'p^Ti f I, 206a,

2l2d, 225a
Anthrapurpurinaxnide, I.

225c
Anthrapurpurin, hydroxy-, I.

* 213a *
Anthraquinol, I. 3886, 430a*
Anthraquinone, I. 206c, 207a,

387<2, 565A
—, acylanflno-, vat dyes, 1.205c
—, acyl derivs., I. 396d
—, alkyl derivs., I. 395c
—, alkyfcxy derivs., I. 2116
—, 1- and 2-amino-, I. 206a,

211c, 394c, 4126
—, l-airimo-2:3-dmyd*oxy-, I.

223d
—, l-amino-2:4-dinitro-, I. 392a
—, 2-amino-3-nitro-, I. 392a
—, 6 - amino - 1 : 2 : 5 : 8 - tetra-

hydroxy-, I. 228c
—, aroyl derivs., I. 396d
—, aryl derivs., I. 395c
—, 2-chloro-, I. 2086, 2100,

402*
—, chloro-derivs., I. 397d
—, l-chloro-4-hydroxy-, I. 402c
<r-, l-chloro-4-nitro-, I. 3926
— colours, brilliancy, I. 429c
— derivs., replacement actions,

I. 211a
—, N : If - dibenzoyl -1:5 - di-

amino-, I. 232d
—, dichloro-, I. 211a, 402c
—, 2:4 - dichloro - 1 - amino -, I.

207d
—, l:5-dichloro-4:8-dinitro-, I.

3926
—, l:8-dichloro-4:5-dinitro-, I.
. 3926
—, l:8-dichloro-4-nitro-,I. 3926
—, dichloro-, disulphonic acids,

I. 390d
—, —, monosulphonic acids, I.

390(2
—, l:2-dihydroxy- (see also Ali-

zarin ; Alizarin and allied.
dyes), I. 397d, 402c; Il.%

523d
—, l:3-dihydroxy-, I. 220c
—, l:3-dihydroxy-4-amino-, I.

2246
—, l:4-dihyaroxy-, L 220d
—, l:5-dihydroxy-, I. 221d
—, l:6-dihydroxy-,
—, l:7-dihydroxy-t
—, l:8-dihydroxy-, anthranol,

III. 120c
—-, 2:3-dihydroxy-, I. 222c
—, 2:6-dihydroxy-, I. 223a
—, l:f>-dinitro-, I. 206a, c;

210d, 391a
—, l:8-dinitro-, I. 210d, 391a
—, 2:7-dinitro-, complex with

chrysene} III. 118c
— disulpho&ic acids, I. 208d,

209c, 210c n

2:6-disulphonic acid, l:i>-
dihydroxy-4:8-diamin«>, I.
206d

3:7-disulpnonic acid, 1:2:4:5:
6:8-hexahydroxy-, I. 206d

. . . dyes (see also Alizarin and
allied dyes ; Dyeing ; Vat
dyes), I. 402d

INDEX

Anthraquinone from phthalic
anhydride and benzene, I.
401d

—, 1:2:3:5:6:7 - hexahydroxy -,
I. 227c

—, 1:2:4:5:6:8 - hexahydroxy -,
I. 227c

—, 1:2:4:5:7:8 - hexahydroxy -,
I. 227c

—, 1-hydroxy-, I. 216a
—, 2-hydroxy-, I. 2166, 402c ;

II. 524c
—, l-hvdroxy-4-benzoylamino-,

I. 206d
—, 1 - hydroxymethyl - 1:8 - di-

• hydroxy-, I. 2616
—, leuco-l:4-diamino-, I. 4096
—, 1-nitro-, I. 206c, 210d
—, 1-nitro-, 5-and-8-sulphonic

acids, I. 391d ,>
—. 3 - nitro - 1:2:4:5:7:8 - hexa -

hydroxy-, I. 2286
—, nuclear syntheses, I. 400d
—, l:2:3:5:7-pentahydroxy-, I.

2276
—, 1:2:4:5:8-pentahydroxy-, I.

I. 2276
—, phenoxy-derivs., I. 2116
—, production, II. 428a
Anthraquinones, acylamino-,

Anthraquinone, 1 - salicyl -
amino-, I. 233a

Anthraquinones, amino-, I.
205c, 211c, 394c, 4146

—.» —, halogenation, I. 3976
—, diamino-, I. 212a, 3926,
* 395a
—, dihydroxy-, I. 220c, 221 d,

222, 223, 397d
—, hydroxy-, I. 2036, 212d,

397d
—, —, constitution, I. 215c
—, —, lakes from, and proper-

ties, I. 315d, 216a
—, —, reduction, I. 215a
Anthra<}uinone-1- (or -a-) sul-

phonic acid, I. 2096
2- (or -]3-) sulphonic acid, I.
210a

— sulphonic acids, I.>208d
—, 1:4:5:8-tetra-amino-, I. 2126
—, J2-tetrahydro-, I. 2086
—, 1:2:3:4 - tetraliydroxy -, I.

—, 1:2:5:6 - tetrahydroxy -, I.
2266

—, 1:2:5:8 - tetrahydroxy -, I.
22*6

—, 1:3:5:7 - tetrahydroxy -, I.
22ft

—, 1:4:5:8 - tetrahydroxy -, I.
227a

thioglycollic Jcid dyes, I.

l:4:6-trichloro-,»I. 402c
2:3:6-trichloro-, I. 402c
l:2:3-trihydroxy-, I. 223c
l:2:4-trihydroxy-, I. 223d
l:2:5-trihydroxy-, I. 224c
l:2:6-trihydroxy-, I. 224c
l:2:7-trihydroxy-f I. 225a
l:2:8-trihydroxy-, I. 225d
l:3:8-trihydroxy-f

225d
l:4:6-trihydroxy-,
225d

l:4:8-trihydroxy-,
hi i

212d,

212d,

212d, yy,
Anthraquino - quinolines,

390d
I.

521

Anthrarobin, I. 219d, 433a;
III. 117d

Anthra Rubine R, I. 415c
Anthrarufin, I. 221d
— as intermediate, I. 405a
—, diacetyl-, I. 222a
—, 4:8-diamino-, K 205c, 212c
—, 4:8-dinitro-, I. 212d, 392c

2:6 - disulphonic acid, I.
3906, 392d

—, hydroxy-, I. 206a, 212d,

—, synthesis and prepn. I.
212d, 221d

—, 2:4:6:8-tetranitro-, I. 392c
2:4:6:8-tetrasulphonic acid,
I. 3906

Anthrixnides, I. 4116
Anttirone, I. 206c, 215a, 3886
—, 1-chloro-, I. 432d
—, derivs., I. 432d
— prepn., I. 430a
Anti-agers for rubber, I. 29d
Antiarigenin, II. 387c
Antiarin, a- and 0-, I. 433a;

II. 387c ; VI. 86a
Antiarose, II. 387c
Anti-catalysts, see also Cata-

lyst poisons.
in drying oil, IV. 92a

prepn. of bornyl
chloride, II. 2516

Anti-chlor, I. 4336
Anticoagulants, blood, II.

" Anticgl," I. 4336
" Anticorodal" I. 253a, 277a
Anti-corrosion, III. 385c
Anti-dimming materials in

respirators, III. 18d
" Antidin," I. 4336
" Antifebrin,'* I. 38d, 4336
Anti-flash compounds, IV.
» 521d

" Antiformiri," I. 4336
Antiifouling paints, III. 383c
Anti-friction metal, I. 446a
Anti-froths, V. 2&a
" Antifungin," I. 4336
Antigen of blood, II. 226
Antihypo, I. 4336
Anti-knock addition to petrol,

I. 674a; IV. 417d, 449a
— i»— agents, metal'carbonyls

as, II. 358d
" Antileprol," I. 433c
" Antileutin," 1.433c
Antixnonials, aliphatic, I. 434a
—, alkyl, dihalides, I. 4346
—, aromatic, I. 435c
—, cyclic, I. 437c
m—, detn. of antimony in, II.

—, organic, I. 433c
Antixnonine, I. 439c
Antiznonious oxide, I. 448a

pigment, I. 449c
Antimonite, I. 439c, d
Antimony, I. 439c
— blende, I. 439d
— Woorn, I. 439d
—,>Butterof, I. 447d
•*- cacodyl, I. 434c
— chloride as chlorine, carrier,

II. 3536 # .
chromium alloy, III. 104^

— cinnabar, I. 447c ; II. 233d
— crocus, I. 4476
"Antimony, crude," I. 442a,

4466
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Antimony, d eta., assay, 1.522a
, —, ccdorimetric, II. 670e
, —, electrodeposition method,

II. 700a
—, gravimetric, II. 6006

in enamelled ware, V.

—, iodimetric, II, 651c
—, potentiometric, II. 707a
drop reaction, II. 579a"
glance, I. 439<£

Antimonyl compounds, I. 438a"
Antimony, luminescent re-

action. III. 23d
— m&rdant, 1. 448c
—, nickeliferous grey, I. 430<£
— ore, I. 446i
— oxide as catalyst, II. 350d

, complexes witli cateJttol,
II. 431a

— — for glassmaking, V. 560a
— oxychloride, I. 448a
— pentachloride, chlorination

catalyst, II. 428d
— pentaftuoride, I. 448c
— peutasulphide, I. 447a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

Sold, 573d
—, , rare metals present,

II. 554rf, 556d
— saffron, I. 447ft
— salt or salts, I. 448b, d
— sesquisulphide, I. 44G!»
~ tetroxide, I. 4486
— trichloride, I. 447d

, reaction with carotene,
II. 304c*

— trifluoride, I. 448c
— trioxide, I. 448a
— trisulphtde, I. 44(16
" Antinonin." I. 448 ; IV. 30c
" Antinosin," I. 448rf
Anti-oxidants (see also In-

hibitors, gum), VI. 468a1 •
— - —, addition lo benzole

motor fuel, I. 674b C
for 4rying oils and

rwbber, i l . 427c; IV. 02a
in food, II. 427c ; V.

300a
" Antiperhdyin," " Aniiperioa-

tin.,'1 I. 4*3a
« Antipyrin " I. 36fid, 449«; VI.

300rf\~3026
Antipyrine, 4-duYiethy;amino-,

t. 305a
Antirrhinin, T. 449«
Antiseptics {sec also Disinfec-

tants; Food preservatives).
—, acridine, I. 133d
—. benzole acid, IV. 28c ; V.

300c
—, butyric ncid, IV. 286
—, camphor, IV. 30(1
—, carbon tetrachloride. IV. 30rf
-—, cinnamic acid, IV. 21>a
—, creosol, IV, 2»c
—, creosote, III. 420a, 422a ;

IV. 29d
—..cresols, IV. 2»l>
—, cresylic acid, III, 427r/ '
—..essential oils, IV. 3(M
—,'balogenated tiromatic corrr-

p nfs. IV. HOe
—, hops, II. S)2a
—t hydrocarbem. IV. 'A0r

. lanolin, ill . l)2r
—, lyaol, III. 427d
—, nitro'compoundis, aronmlic,

IV. Sfic

INDEX

Antiseptics, perborates in, II.
52a

—, petroleum, IV. 30c
" Antitussin," L 449^
Antivenenes, antivenom sera,

II. 2id
" Antodyne," I. 449f
"Antox," I. 449c
Aomai, II. 4»5d
Apallagin, I. 449c
ApaUte, 1.449c; II. 204a, 224c
— for superphosphate manu-

facture, V. 6Se
— in bone, II. 27c
Aphis sinenaix, V. i2tic
Aphthitalite, I. 4506 *
Aphylline, 1.305a"
Apigenin, II. 520i> ; V. 514!»;

VI. 171c
Apigeniiv4in, 5-gIucosidyl-, V.

52y£
A.P.I. gravity scale, T. 450c
Apiin, I. 450c ; II. 28Sd j V.

5146
— in celery, II. 4416
—, methoxy-, VI. 92a
Apionic acid, I. 450a"
Apiose, I. 450c ; II. 2SHd
Apis spp., V. 5306 ; VI. 262d,

2636
Apium pclroselinum, I. 450d
Aplite, VI. 120(1
ctsApocamphorio acid, II. 346
Apocaxnitine, I. 450(/ ; II.

3»le
Apocholic acid, compound

with camphor, II. 240d
Apocinchene, III. 141a
Apocinchonidine, III. 153c
Apocinchonine, III. 157a
Apocyclene, II. 240c
" Apolysin," I. 450'/
Apomorphine methyl bromide,

II. 118rf ; IV. 401d
" Aponal," I. 450'/-,
Apophosphorylase. V. 35c
ApophyUite, II. 227c«
Apoqiunamine. Ill , 169a
Apoqtiinene, III. 141a, I78a
Apocxuinidine, 111. L49e, 171A
Apoquinine, III. UOc, 17H/J
Aporeine, I. 450''
Aporphin© itlkaloicls (sec atxo

isoQuinoIme alkaloids), III.
40(16

Aposafranines, I. "i7rtc, 575c
Aposafranone, I. 67lo
11 Apothesine," ,. 3(i!la, 451n
Apozymase, III, 250c '
Apple, I. 451a
— jack, I. 452/;
— -pulp, I. 4526 ; III, 124d '
Apples, cider. III. I22a
Apricot. I. £J2>!
" ApyronS' I. 4536
"Aquadag,'*-I. Hfirf; H. 3106;

UI238I.238a
Aquamarine, I. G869
Aqua rcfjiti. solvent in analysis,

1-453/- -,* II. 540rf
Aquaresin CM., I. 453c
Aquilit, I, 13««
Araban. II. 287a, 462«j VI.

ICfid
Arabic acid, I. 12<t ; VI. 1566
Arabin.'I. 12a
Arabinogalacturonic aciil, II.

208a
Arabinose, I. 453< ; K. 2826
Arabitol. I. 454«

/-Arabonic acid, I. 453<Z
Arachidic acid, I. 4546, 456a

, crude, I. 4566
Aracbidonic acid, III. 247i
Aracbin, I. 454c
Arachis hypog&a, I. 454c ; VI.

138a, 201c
Aracbis oil, I. 454c
"Arachlor." IV. l l a
Arachnoidiscus BhTenbergii, I.

46Se46Se
Aragonite, I. 456a1; II. 203t,

2206
Aralia tpp., I. 457 ; VI. 86a
Araligenin, I. 4137a
Aralin, VI. 8t5«
Aramayoite, I. 4576
Arandisite, I, 4"i76
" Arappo," I. (>53rf
Arariba rubra, I. 4G66 ; VI.

188a •
Araroba, I. 4576 ; III. 1166
Ararobinol, III. 116c, 1176
Arbotrine, I. 457c
Arbutin, 1. 457c ; VI. 8fi»
—, monobenzoyl, II. 4436
Arbutus itva itrsi, 1. 457c
Arcaine, I. 457c
Arcanite, I. 4506
Airoa noai (mollusc), I. 457c
Archangelica ajficinalis. I, 371c
" Archtbromin," I. 457̂ /
Archil substitute, IV. 207a
" Archiodin," I. 457(/
Arctic sperm oil, II, 53(Z
Arctostaphylos uva-urni,I. BO06;

IV. 3336
Ardennite, I. 457rf
Areca catechu, I. 458a
Arecaidine, I. 458a
Arecaine, I. 458a
Areca nut, I. 458a
Arecolidine, I. 458b
Arecoline, I. 458a
Arenobufotoxiu, II. 3886
Areometer, Cartier's, I, 188c
Argal or Argol, I. 461 <l
Arganine, I. -i."s/j
Argan oil, I. 458/i
" Argentamine," I. 458c; IV.

2Ba
Argentine, T. 458c
Argentite, I. 458r : V
Arghan fibre, I, 458r/
Arginase, I. 458(/, 161c
Arginine, dl- mid /-, I. 4596,

4816
—, occurrence, II. 182d ; III.

IB36 r-
•" Argoferment," I. 461c
Argoflav*n. L 134a
Argol ox arKiil, I. 461r/
Argon, I. 461'/
—, detn., II. 08Id
" Argonin," I. 465*/; IV. 2(ia
"Argulan," 1. 465rf
Argyrescin, III. 27c
Argyrin, III. 27c
Argyrodite, I. 466a
"Argyrol" 1.466.; IV. 2fla
" Arkeol," I. 466«
" Arhoin," I. 466«
Aribine, I. 4666 : VI. 188o
Aricine, III. 128a, 151c
Aristinic acid, I. 466f>
" Aristochin," 1. 4666;

1716
"Aristot," I.466/>
Aristolochic acid, I. 4666
Aristolochine, I. 466^

VI. 200a
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" Aristoquinine," see " Aristo-
chin."

Armagnac, II. 63b
Armstrong's cjuinonoid theory

of colour, III. 308(2
Arnica flowers and root, 1.4666
Arnica montana, I. 4666
Arnicin, I. 466c
Arnisterol, I. 466c
Aroznadendrene, aromaden-
* drone, I. 466c
Arrack, I. 4674
" Arrhenal," I. 4826 ; IV. 24c
Arrhenius equation, constants

of, V>I. 229a
of the collision number,

IV. 3496 ; VI. 227c, 229a
TJ heat of activation,

II. 531(2
Arrow poisons, III. 4596
Arrov/root, I. 468a ; II. 418c
" Arsacetin," 1.468c, 487a ; IV.

24a*
" Arsamin," I. 468c, 4864
" Arsaminal," I. 468c
p-Arsanilic acid, I. 486c

, acetyl-, sodium salt, I.
468c, 487a

Arsanthrene, I. 494c
Arsenate, dibarium, I. 644a
—, lead, I. 478<2
Arsenates, detn., potentio-

metric, II. 706a
—, qualitative reactions, I.

478c; II. 5736
Arsenic, I. 468c
Arsenical antimony, I. 439(2
Arsenic, alloys, I. 4726
Arsenical pyrites, I. 469a
Arsenicals, aliphatic, I. 481c
—, aromatic, I. 485a
—, aryl-alkyl-, I. 484a
—, asymmetric, optical resolu-

tion, I. 484c
—, detn. of As in, II. 622c, 652a
Arsenical soot, I. 474c
Arsenicals, organic, 1.479o*
—, —, in therapeutics, I. 4866
—, volatile, from mould

growths, I. 483c
Arsenic as trace element, 1.505a
—, Butter of, I. 479c
— carbide, II. 281a
—, caustic oil of, I. 479c
— chloride, I. 479c

as chlorine carrier, II.
3536

— compounds, I. 472(2
in warfare. 111. 10c

—, cyclic derivs., L 4
—, detection, I. 47Co
—, detn., assay, I.
—, —, electrodeposition method,

II. 7006
—, —, gravimetric, II. 599c
—, — in arsenicals, II. 652a ;

* VI. 361(2
—, carbon compounds, II.

622c, 652a ; VI. 36 Id
_f food, II. 292<2
—. —, —thydrogenation analy-

sis, VI. 361d
—, —, micro-method, II. 6336

-, —, potentiometric, 15. 706a
-, —, volumetric, II. 65Id

— disulphide, I. 479a
— glass, I. 475c
— in hops, II. 02e

rice, II. 496c
—, native, I. 469a

Arsenic oxide, I. 4786
— pentasulphide, I. 479c
— pentoxide, I. 4786
—, qualitative reactions, II.

551(2, 5736
—, , rare metals present,

II. 554(5, 556(2
—, removal from hydrochloric

acid, III. 766
— sulphides, I. 479a
— trichloride, production, I.

479c; III. 10(2
— trihydride, I. 472(2
— tri-iodide, I. 479(2
— trioxide, I. 473a
-r-trisulphide, I. 4796
—, white, vitreous, I. 475c
Arsenillo, I. 533c
Arsenious anhydride, I. 473a
— oxide for glassrpaking, V.

558c, 560a
Arsenites, qualitative re-

actions (see also Arsenic),
II. 5736

Arseniuretted hydrogen, I.
472(2

Arsenobenzene, 3:3'-diamino-
4:4'-dihydroxy-, I. 4916

Arsenobenzenes, I. 491a
" Arsenobillon," I. 4916
Arsenoklasite, I. 496c
Arsenolite, I. 469a, 476a
Arsenopyrite, see Mispickel.
Arseno-stibinobenzenes, I.

Arsine, I. 472(2
—, chlorovinyldichloro-, III.

l la
—, detection (see also Arsenic,

detection), II. 5736, 682a
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 682a
Arsinic acid, dimethyl-, II.

1886
Artabptrine, I. 496(2
Artemisia tepp., I. 4c, 5a, 6a;

V. 263c
Arten&sin, 1.497a
11 Arterenol," I. 147(2, 497a
Artichoke, I. 497a
—, Chinese, I. 497a
—, globe, I* 497a >
—, Japanese, I. 497a
—, Jerusalem, I. 497a
Artificial silk,'see Acetate silk

dyes ; Cellulose ; Dyeing ;
Dyes, azo; Fibres, arti-
ficial, or rayon.

— transmutation, I. 5426
Artilil dyes, I. 42a
Artocarpus integrifolia, A.

srp., I. 497(2 : II. 85(2
Arum maculatum, I. 497(2
Aryane, III. 286
Arylacetylenesf I. 117(2
Arylacridines, I. 127c
Aryladipic acids' I. 1446
Arylamines, reaction with car-

boil monoxide. II. 350(2
Arylguanidines, VI; 144(2,147a
Arylstibonic acids, I. 436a
Asafcetida, I. 497(2
11 Asaprol," I. 4c ; IV. 30a
Asaraldehyde. I. 498(2
11 Asarcoloy," II. 192(2
Asarone, I. 498(2; y. 4046
Asaronic acid, I. 498(2
Asarum arifolium, A. canadense,

1.498(2; IV. 397(2, 400a
— 8pp., eugenyl methyl ether

from, IV. 394(2

499(2;

Asbarg, I. 499a
" Asbestic," I. 500(2
Asbestine, I. 4996
Asbestos, I. 499c
"Asbestos, blue," I.

III. 429(2
Asbestos in plastics, II. 4156,

4796
—, serpentine, I. 499c
—, varieties, I. 499(2
Asbolan, asbolite, III. 2146
Ascaridole, I. 501a ; III. 24(2
11 Ascarite," II. 6826
Ascharite, II. 356
Asclepias cotton, A. spp.f I.

/-Ascorbic acid (see also Vita-
min C), I. 501c ; IV. 3116

Asfcosterol, IV. 325c
Asduana, II. 1056
" AseptoU" I. 503c
Asb, I. 503c
Ashbury metal, I. 445(2
" Asipkil," see Asyphil.
Asmanit, I. 511c
Asparaginase, I. 511c
Asparagine, 1.511(2,514(2

Asparagus, I. 514c
stone, I. 449(2

Aspartase (in B. coli), I. 514(2
Aspartic acid, I. 514(2
Aspergillus, asparaginase in, I.

511c
(see also Fermenta-
mould), II. 846 ; IV.

II.

— oryzat, IV. 315(2
— spp. in fermentations, see

Fermentation, mould.
Asperula essence, III. 412(2
Asperula spp., I. 516a ; V. 415c
Asperulin, I. 516c

•Asperuloside, V. 416(2
Asphalt and bitumen, I. 516(2
Asphodel, Asphodelus spp., I.

517(2
Aspidin, aspidinol, V. 1816r

182a
Aspidium filix mas, A. spinu-

losum,V.lS0d,lWa
Aspirators, I. «12a; VI. 359(2
"Aspirin," I. 119a*. 517(2
"^Aspirin soluble," ¥. 517(2
"Aspirin" trade names, I.

517(2
Aspirophen, I. 518a
" Asposal" I. 517(2
" Aspriodinet" I. 518a
Assaying (see also Analysis,

chemical; individual
metals), I. 518a

Assay sampling, I. 5186
— ton, III. la
Assistants, chemical, in dye-

A s t
ing, IV. 129(2

acin, 1.1532a
Aster chinensis, I. 532(2; II.

2?46
Asteric acid, I. 5326 .
^sterin, I. 532(2; II. ?346;

III. 115(2
'Astrakanite, II. 196
Astraline, I. 533a
Astralit, I. 533a
Astralite, I. 533a
Astraphloxine, III. 519c
" Astrolin," I. 533a
Astrophyllite, I. 4506
11 Asyphil" I. 5336, 547c
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Atacamite, I. 533c; III. 341c,
3566

11 Atebrin." I. 134a ; III. 1376
Atelestite, I. 533c
Atisine, I. 123d
Atis root, I. 533c
Atlantone, I. 633c
Atmosphere, I. 534a
" Atocin," I. 539c
Atomic data for the elements,

1.5396
— number, see Atomic data;

Atomic structure.
— structure, I. 541a
" Atonin," I. 517a*
11 Atophan " (see also Cincho-

phen), I. 539c, 547a
"Atoquinol," I.W7a
"Atoxyl," I. 468c, 4806, 48b(2,

—, acetyl-, I. 468c, 487a
Atractylic acid, VI. 86a
Atractylis gummifcra, VI. 86a
Atractylol, IV. 393a
Atranorin, I. 547a
Atrolactinic acid, I. 547a
Atropa belladona, I. 6636
Atropamine, I. 5476
Atropine, VI. 203d
Atropurol from Euonymus,

IV. 400c
Atroscine, see Hyoscine.
Attacus atlas, A, spp., I. 171(2,

V. 86a
Attalea cohune, A, funifera,

III. 257(2 ; V. 168a
Attar of roses, I. 5476
" Atyrosyl," I. 547c
Aubepine, I. 376(2
Aucuba japonica, I. 547c
Aucubigenin, I. 547c
Aucubin, I. 547c
Augelite, I. 547rf
Augite, I. 652a ; II. 137c ; III.

573a; VI. 126a
syenite building stone, II.
137137©

Auld and Pickle extractor, IV.
580(2

Auracin G, 1.1314
Auramine' l , n, in, G and O,

I. 547rf, 54$a, 549c
—, antiseptic, I. 548a*
—, N-phen^i, I. 5496
Auraznines, N-alkyl, I. 5496
liurantia or Hexyl, I. 549c;

IV. 14(2, 489a
Aurantin, V. 56(2
Aurate, barium, VI. 1166
—, potassium, VI. 116a
—, — disulphato-, VI. 117a
Aureolin, III. 2196
Auric acid, VI. 116a

, hydronitrato-, VI. 1176
— Chloride, diammino-, VI.

116(2
, dipyridinodichloro-, VI.

1136
11 Auric chloride, phcny]," VI.
, 121(2
Auric compounds, see al*o

^nder Gold compounds.
— oxide, sesquiammino-, VI. -

116c r

— sulphide, VI. 1166
Auriferous telluride, VI. 102a
Aurine, I. 549a*
—, hexahydroxy-, IV. 401c
—, 3:5:3':5':3":5" - hexameth-

oxy-, IV. 40ia

Auripigmentum, I. 4796
Aurisulphide, sodium (see also

under Gold compounds), VI.
116c

"i4uro6zn,"I.549a*
" Aurocantan," I. 549(2
"Aurochin," I. 5498
Aurocyanid.es in gold extrac-

tion, III. 486a; VI. 1046,
115a

Aurofusarin, V. 56
Auroglaucin, V. 54c
Aurophosphin G, 4G, 1.132a*
Aurosxnirid, I. 549(2
Aurosoauric halides, doubts

concerning, VI. 115a, lie1*
Aurosoauric oxide, VI. 1166
Aurothiosulphate, sodium,

VI. 117d
—, —, structure, VI. 118a
Aurous acetylide, II. 2806;

VI. 1186
— acid, hydrobromo-, VI. 113(2
— bromide, VI. 113c

, diammino-, VI. 113(2
— chloride, and derivs., VI.

113e2
, b i sd ie thylenethiocar-

bamido-, VI. 1146
r carbonyl, VI. 121(2
*-, dimethyldithiolethylene-,
VI. 1146

— compounds, see also under
Gold compounds.

— iodide, VI. 114a*
— oxide, non-existent, VI. 115(*
Aurum, VI. JOlc
— mosalcum or musivum, I.

549(2
Auryl compounds, see also

under Gold compounds.
— hydrosulphate, VI. 117a
— hydroxide, VI. 116a
A u s s i e electrolytic cell, III.

52l>, 67(2
Austenite, I. 550a
Austinite, I. 550a
Austracaxnphene (d - cam-

phene), I. 237c, 550a
Australian wattle, I. l i e
Australite^I. 533a
Autan, I. 550a
Autoclaves, I. 5506
Autolysis, I. 5b6c
" Autoxidation " reactions in

• hydrogen peroxide, VI.
340c

Autunite or Calco-uranite, I.
558a; II. 393a

Auxixnones, V. 636, 74(2
Auxin, I. 5586
Auxochromes, III. 3086
Avanturine or Aventurine, I.

559c
Auena saliva, VI. 866
— unit, I. 5536
Avenein, VI. 866
Aventurine glass or felaze, I.

559(2; VI. 12a
— quartz, I. 5o9d
Averrhoa carambola, II. 275(2
"Avertin," I. 3686,559(2
Avignon berries, I. 560a ; VI.

Awobana, I. 560c
Awobanin, III. 554c
Axin, I. 560(2
Axinite, I. 264(2, 560(2
Axite, IV. 518a
Ayahasco, II. 182a
Azabenzanthrone, I. 4286
Azacyanines, III. 530a
Azadirachta indica, I. 561a
Azafran or azafranillo, I. 561a
Azafrin, I. 561a ; II. 4016
Azafrinal-i and - n methyl

esters, II. 395(2
Azafrin, relation to carotene,

II. 395(2
Azanthraquinone, I. 428c
Azelaic acid, I. 561c
Azelaone, I. 502a
Azeotropes (see also Distilla-

tion, laboratory), I. 178c
—, definition, IV. 516
— in analysis, II. 711a
—, varieties of, IV. 516
Azeotropic mixtures with alco-

hols, I. 1006
Azides, cyanuric and metallic,

I. 562a
—, derivs. and detn., I. 5806
—, velocity of decomposition,

. V I . 223a
Azidine dyes, see Diamine

dyes.
Aziminobenzenes, I. 315(2

1.563(2;Azimin

— grains,,J. 559(2
11 AvionaW I. 253a, 277a
Avocado oil, I. 560a
— pear, I. 5606
Avogadrite, I. 560c ; V. 606
Avogadro's law, VJ. 41*2

HI. 580c,
naphthalenes, 1:2-, 1:8-, and
2:3-, III. 5936

Azine dyes, I. 568a, 5786
Azines, I. 563(2; 11.315(2; VI.

2996
—, quinonoid formulae, I. 571a
Azo-acid-wool dyes, tables,

IV. 208-210
, constitution, IV.

2036
Azobexizene, I. 579c
Azocarmine B, I. 573(2
Azo-coznpounds, detn., II.

6276, 707a
, prepn., IV. 193a

Azodicarbaxnidine, VI. 149c
Azo-dyes , IV. 190a
-*• , treatment with form-

aldehyde, IV. 2266
1 metallic salts, II.

141c, 209c, 224a, 226a
— awd components, identi-

fication, IV. 1476, 173a,
195a, 239a

, applications, IV. 126(2,
199c

— - —, chrome - printing:, IV.
226(2

— , components and uses,
tables, IV. 200-236

, coupling by special
methods, IV. 2386

developed on the fibre,

— - —» diazotisingf nd coupling
reactions, IV. 195a

, direct cotton, IV. 215c
—• —, affinity of, IV.

2Q4c *

— • 7 ^ . • f r o m r a c i d » I v -
ZZ30

— for acetate rayon, IV.
2346

179a,

2346
cotton printing, IV.



Azo-dyes for leather, IV. 215a
silk, IV. 214d
viscose rayon,IV. 234c
wool, IV. 203a

, J-acid coupling com-
ponent, IV. 222c

, manufacture and plant,
IV. 236d, 238c

, metal complexes in, IV.
141d, 211c, 214c, 224a

•* , mordant, IV. 210J
, properties, IV. 193d
, various uses, IV. 2366

Azoic basest constitution, IV.
— coupling components, IV.

228, 229
— dyt*, IV. 126a", 2276

, nitrosamines for printing,
IV-233a

— printing mixtures, IV. 231a*
Azoixnide, I. 580a •
Azoimides, aromatic, III. 586c
—, —, preparation from dia-

zonium salts, III. 586c
Azo-lake dyes, IV. 234c
Azomethane, III. 600a
Azo-mordant-wool dyes,

mono-, IV. 212a
Azoniam bases, I. 564a
" Azophenylene," I. 565a
" Azophor " stable diazo-com-

pounds, IV. 231c
Azo-pigment dyes, IV. 234c
Azorubin, II. 390a
Azote, I. 582c
Azotobacter and trace elements,

I. 507d, 510c
Azotoluene, o-amino-, I. 556a
Azotoxneter, 1.582c; II. 618a,

6316
Azoxybenzene, I. 582c
Azulene, I. 5d, 119d, 583a
Azurin, I. 583c
Azurite, I. 583d; II. 25c; III.

26c, 341c, 355d

B-Acid, I. 5836
Babassu fat, in chocolate, IIJ.

886
— oil, III. 243d
Babbitt metal, I. 585a
Bablah, I. 585a
Babul gum, I. 585a
Bacilli, Bacillus, sec B.
B. aceti, I. 43c ; IV. 378a
B. anthracis, V. 3956
B. coli, cytochrome, III. 544c
B. curvus, I. 43c
B. kutzingianum, I. 43c
B. mesentericus on bread, II. 846
B. oxydans, I. 43c
B. siasteurianum, I. 43c
B. xylinoides, I. 43c
B. xylinus, Brown's, I. 43c, 456
Backman chambers in bleach-

ing poWder production, III.

Baco fat, I. 655a „
Bacteria, Bacterium, see also B,
Bacteria, chemical actiJn, see

Fermentation, bacterial.
—, chemiluminescent, III. 23d
—, lactic, in butter, II. 160a
Bactericides, see Antiseptics;

Disinfectants; Food pre-
servatives.
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Bacterium iumefaciens, V. 426d
Baddeleyite, I. 5856; II. 67c
Badische acid, I. la, 585d
Badouin test, for sesame* oil, II.

1676
Bael fruit, J. 585d
Baeuxnlerite, I. 585d
Bagasse, I. 585d ; II. 497c
Baicalin, I. 585d ; VI. 866
Bajri, II. 482d
Bakankosine, I. 586a
" Bakelite " (see also Formalde-

phenol resin), I. 586a ; II.
308c

Bakerite, I. 586a
iBakhar, I. 586a
Baking powders, I. 5866
Balazn fat, II. 326
Balance, I. 587a
Balata, VI. 157a <'
Balbiano's acid, II. 248a
Balbul bark, I. l ie
Baldwin's phosphorus, II. 222c
Baljet reaction of cardiac

glycosides, II. 383d
Ballas, III. 547d
Ball-diorite, IV. 86
Ballistic pendulum, IV. 548c
Ballistite, I. 614c ; IV. 5186
Balm of Gilead, I. 614d ,
Balsam (see also Balm), 1.614d
—, copaiba, III. 3376
—, Gurjun, and its oil, III. 337c;

VI. 156c
—, Illurin, III. 3386
—, Mecca, I. 614d
Balsamo bianco, I. 616d
Balsamodedron spp. gum resin,

I. 658c
Balsam, Peru, and B., Tolu,

I. 6166, 617c ; III. 180a
Balsams, I. 614d
—, xanthorrhoea, I. 6186
Baltimore oil, III. 24c
Bambara-i or bambooi-fat, I.

6546
Bamboo, I. 618d
Bambuk-butter, I. 6546
Banana, I. 618d
— fibre, I. la, 618d
Bandrowski's base, VI. 171d
Banisteria caapi, II. 182a ; VI.

186a
Banisterine - harmine, II.

182a; VI. 1866
Baobab tree, Adansonia digi-

tata, I. 14,}6
Baplpin, baphinitin, baphini-

tone, I. 6506, c
Baptigenin, 0-baptigenin, I.

61Gc ; V. 259d ; VI. 866
Baptin, I. 619c
Baptisia tinctoria, 1.619a ; VI.

866
Baptisin, 0-baptisin, I. 619c ;

V.259d; VI.>866
Baptitcndne, III. 542c
" BaratolFl. 619c ; IV. 4646
Barbaloin, tsgbarbaloin, I.

262a, c
Barbatic acid, I. 619d
Barbatolic acid, I. 619d
Barberry, I. 619d
" Barbital," I. 623a
Barbituric acid, I. GfiOc

"*• —, acyl derivs., I. 624a
—, 1 - dibromopropyl-5:5-di-

ethyl-, IV. 7c
, 1:5 - dimethyl - 5 - cyclo •

hexenyl-, IV. 4156
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Barbituric acid, di- and tri-
imino-, I. 620c

from urea, II. 352d
, halogen derivs., I. 624c
, hydroxy-, I. 625a
, N-substityted derivs., I.

621a
, 5-nitro-, I. 627a
, polysubstituted derivs.,

I. 622a
salts, I. 620d

— acids, alkyl and aryl, I. 621a
, amino-derivs., I. 628c
, condensation with alde-

hydes and ketones, I. 629d
, diazo compounds,

I. 6306
—,j—, G-substituted derivs., I.

621a
, detection and detn., I.

6236
, 5:5 - disubstituted, I.

621d
, ether-like derivs., I. 623d
, feonitroso-, I. 626c
, substituted, pharmaco-

logical properties, I. 623a
, trade names, I. 623a

, thio-, I. 622c
isoBarbituric acid, I. 630d
Barilla or bariUor, 1.630d ; II.

419c
Barlte, I. 651a
Barium, I. 631a
— alloys, I. 632a
— alaminates, I. 284c, 644d
— amalgam, I. 632a
— amide, I. 638d
— ammonium, I. 638d
— arsenates, I. 644a
— as trace element, I. 505a
— azide, I. 563a, 580d, 639a

,— bromide, I. 636d
f— carbide,J. 637*
— carbonate (see also Wither-

fite), I. 638a
for gkssnuJring, V. 5616
in brick-making, II. 126a

— carbonyl, II. 357c
— chlorate, I. 636c
— chloride, I. 635a'
— chlorite, I. 6466
— chromate, I. 642fc ; III. l l ld
-* cyanide, III. 49Id
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 5896
—, —, volumetric, II. 6536, lOOtt
— dichromate, I. 642c; III.

l l ld
— dimetaphosphate, I. 6436
— dithionate, I. 642a
—, drop reaction, II. 579d
— ferrocyanide, III. 4706
— fluoride, I. 637c
— hexametaphosphate, I. 6436
— hydrosulphide, I. 640d
— hydroxide, I. 634a
— in Brazil nuts, II. 67c
— iodate, I. 6376
— iodide, I. 637a
— ions, action on prothrorabin,

II. 23c
— manganate, I. 642d
— manganite, I. 643a
— monometaphosph#te, 1.6436
— monosulphide, I. 640a
— nitrate, I. 6396

explosives, IV. 4646
— nitrite, I. 6396
— orthophosphates, I. 6436
— ortho-thioarsenate, I. 6446
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Barium oxide, I. 6326
— oxybromides, I. 636d
— oxychloride, I. 6366
— oxyiodide, I. 6376
— -parisite, III. 364a
— pentasulphide, I. 641a .
— perchlorate, I. 636c
— periodate, I. 6376
— permanganate, I. 642d
— pernitride, II. 222a
— peroxide, I. 633a

hydrate, I. 635a
— phosphide, I. 643a
— platlnocyanide, III. 487d
— potassium ferrocyanide, III.

470c-
— pyrophosphate, I. 644a
— pyrosulphate, I. 642a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

553c, 5676
—, , rare metals present,

II. 555(2, 556d
— selenate, I. 6426
— selenide, I. 6426
— selenite, I. 6426
— silicates, I. 644c
— silicides, I. 6446
— sodium sulphate, I. 642a
— subchloride, I. 635a
— suboxide, I. 6326
— sulphate (see also Baryte), I.

6416
, acid, I. 641c
for glassmaking, V. 5616
in paints, II. 3a

, mineral, I. 651a ; II. 26d
— , phosphorescent, II. 26d
— sulphite, I. 6416
— sulphydrate, I. 640c, d
— tetrasulphide, I. 641a
— tetroxide, I. 634a
— thiocarbonate, I. 6416
— thiosulphate, I. 6426
— titanate, I. 645a
— trimetaphosphate, II. 6436
—-trisulphide, I. 641a
Barker electrolytic cell, III.

67d
" Barkite," I. 645a
Barley, 1.4456; IV. 596a*
—, pearl, I. 6456
Barm, II. 78dJ'
Barrels, gWe-lined, for turpen-

tine, I. 250a
"Barreswil's solution, I. 6484
Sarwood, I. 6506 ; II. 260c ;

IV. 126c
Barylite, I. 650d, 6856
Baryta, I. 631a, 6326
— in respirators, III. 20c
Baryte or barytes, I. 6316,

6416, 651a
Barytes in plastics, II. 4766
Barytocalcite, I. 631d
Baryto-celestite, I. 6316
Basalt, I. 651d
Basanite, I. 652a
Basanti, II. 439d
Base, definition, VI. 24SJ, 249a

exchange reactions, VI.
2186, 219a

Bas~s, strength, VI. 248(2
Basil, essential oil, I. 652c
Basle electrolytic cell, III. 546
41 Basogrelit," III. 63d
Bajsia fats, I. 652d
— Mahwa or Mowrah flowers, I.

6556
Bassia spp., I. 653a, 6556 ; II.

168d
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Bassia tallow, I. 653a
Bassisterol, I. 653d
Bassorin, VI. 1566
Basswood oil, I. 655c
Bast, II. 4616
Bastnasite, I. 6554
Batatas, B. edulsis, I. 655d
Bat-guano, V. 64a
Bath brick, I. 656c
— stone, V. 329a
Bauxite, I. 264c, 656c
— for alumina production, I.

265d
—, refining agent for oil, I. 6576
Bavenite, I. 658a
Bay, essential oil, I. 6586
Bayer acid, I. 658c
Bayerite, I. 2846
Bdellium, I. 658c
Beam dyesng, IV. 130c
Bean, I. 658d
— oil {see also Soya bean oil), I.

660a
—, ordeal, II. 198d
Beans, adsuki or adzuki, I.

1556, 658d
—, broad, I. 658d
—, French, I. 659a
—, gram. I. 659a
—,ujack, I. 659a
—, kidney, I. 659a
—, Lima, I. 659a
—, locust, I. 658d
—, Mung, I. 659c
—, " Shell," I. 659a
—, " Snap," I. 659a
—, soja, soy, soya, I. 659c
—, velvet, I. 659c
Bearberry leaves, I. 6606
Bearing metal, I. 446a
Bebeeruie, d-, I- and r-, 1.660c;

II. 182a
/-Bebeerine in curare, III. 459d
Bebe oil, VI. 5106
Beckelite, I. 661a
Beckerite, I. 302c
Beckmann's freezing - point

method, III. 442a
Becquerelite, I. 6616
Bedeguar, V. 426c
Beech-nut oil, I. 661c
Beech tar, I. 6616 .
Beer analysis, Plato factor in,

II. 104a
Beeswax in candles, II. 2636

chocolate, tests for, II.
187a

Beet, I. 661c
"Bed/e" plastics, I. 6626
Beetling textiles, II. 461c ; V.

1883
Beet slices as feeding stuff, IV.

596c
— " tops," IV. 596d
Begass, I. 585d
Behenic acia, I. 662d

in rice, II. 4946 ,
Behenolic acid, oxidation, II.

676
Beidellite, I. 663a, III. 196a
Belite, II. 1416
Belladonna, belladonnine, I.

6636
—, physiological effect, II. 198d
"Bellite^l. 6636 ; IV. 465c
Bell jar (Aussig) cell, III. 526
— metal, I. 6636
Beluga leaf, II. 102a
Bengal kino, II. 157d
— lights, I. """""

Benitoite, I. 663c
Ben oil, I. 663c
Bentonite, I. 663d ; III. 106a ;

IV. 247a
" Benzacetin," I. 664a
Benzaconine, I. 12 Id
Benzal chloride, I. 664a
Benzaldehyde, I. 664a
—, compounds with sugars, II.

290a
— e^hylacetal, I. 376
— from benzal chloride, 1.1946,

6646
toluene, II. 428a

— in cherry-laurel oil, III.
26a

sugar separations, II.
293c

—, p-nitro-, II. 293c
—, substitution derivs. I. 655d
Benzal diacetate, I. 38d
R i l i acid, I . 196a
Benzamine, IV. 3896
— bydrochloride, I. 667a
Benzanthracene, carcinogenic

action, II. 378d
Benzanthrone, I. 206a, 3886,

409d
I,

413d
m-Benzdioxyanthraquinone,

I. 212d, 222a
"Benzedrine," IV. 318a
Benzene and homologues, I.

667a
, detection, I. 675a

2 - azo - 4 - nitrophenol, p -
bromo-, III. 597a
azo - phenyl - 2 - naphthyl -
amine, I. 5666

— -p-bisdiazonium chloride, III.
581d

—, bromo-, carcinogenic com-
pounds from, II. 378c .

—, carbon disulphide in, II.
3386

chloro-derivs., I. 677c
—, in fumigants, II. 344a
—, — phenol prepn., II.
3056

—, — warfare, III. 10c
—, prepn., III. 11a
detection in air, I. 6756; II.
C32a

—, detn., colorimetric, I. 6756;
II. §77d

—, — in air, II. 677d, 682a
Benzenedfe zoazninoazoben-

zene, III. 596a
feenzenediczonium, III. 590c

o-carboxylate, III. 593a
— chloride, III. 5816
— hydroxide, III. 590c
— nitrate, III. 5816
— sulphate, III. 5816
— p-sulphonate, III. 592d
Benzenediazo-oxide, potass-

ium, labile and stable, III.
597c

Benzenediazosulphonates,
57/Ti- and anti~, 111. 598d

Brnzene, o-dibromo-, conver-
sion into catechol, II. 430c

— dicarboxylic acids, phos-
phors, II. 2246

—, o-dichloro-, catechol from,
II. 4306

—, o-dihydroxy-, II. 429c
—, dinitro-derivs., I. 677a .
—, —, for explosives, IV. 4656
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Benzene from phenol, II. 306(2
—, hexa-amino-, I. 316d
—. hexachloro-, II. 3216
—, hexahydroxy-, VI. 2256
— hydrocarbons from acety-

lenes, I. 86c
— in petroleum, I. 466(2
—, nitro-, for explosives, IV.

4656
—, —, in fumigants, II. 344a
—9 —, prepn., I. 675c
—, oxidation, II. 428a
—, penta-amino, I. 316c
Benzenes, tetra-amino-, I. 316c
—, triaminV, I. 316c
Benzene sulphonhydrazide,

luminescence, III. 23(2
— -tolu'gie mixtures, separa-

tion by distillation, IV.

—, trinicro-derivs!, I. 677c
—, —, explosive, IV. 465(2
—, trinitrotriazido-, IV. 543a
— vapour, detection and detn.,

I. 6756 ; II. 682a
— -water mixtures, distillation,

IV. 37a
Benzhydrazide, VI. 300a
—, o- and p-chloro-, I. 1976 •.
—, luminescence, III. 23(2
—, p-nitro-, and wi-nitro-, I.

197a, b
" Benzidam," I. 372c
Benzidine, I. 678(2; IV. l ie
-,3:3'-dichloro-, IV. 12c
—, 3:3'-dimethoxy-, IV. 12d*

2:2'-disulphonic acid, IV.
12c

— -3:3'-disulphonic acid, IV.
12c

—, 3-ethoxy-, IV. 12(2
—, 3-nitro-, IV. 12c
— rearrangement, IV. l ie
— sulphonc disulphonic acid,

IV. 12(2
3-sulphonic acid, IV. 12c

Benzil, I. 678(2
Benzilic acid, II. 3G36

change, II. 3636
Benziminazoles, I. 315c
Benzine bone grease, VI. 23(2
11 Benzinoform," I. 678(2
Benzoates, qualitative re-

actions, II. 5706 »
" Benzocaine," I. 3666, 678(2
Benzoflavine, 1.1326
Benzoglyoxalines, I. 315c
Benzoic acid, I. 67&2

, p - amino -, j8 - diethyl -
aminoethyl estw, hydro-
chloride, I. lc *
, — -, ethyl ester, I. 3666
derivs. in food, detection,

V. 3016
, esters, I. 680c
v p-hydroxy-, oxidation,
II. 439a

in butter, II. 168a
food, detection and

detn., V. 300(2
o - iotloxy -, ammonium

salt, I. 305a
production, II. 428a

f qualitative reactions, II.
5706
, salts, I. 680c

— acids, hydroxy-, from phenol,
II. 307a

— acid, substitution derivs., I.
680(2

, 3:4:5-trihydroxy-,
V. 417a

— anhydride, I. 681c
Benzoin, I. 140(2, 1966, 6826
— oleum, I. 667a
—, Palembang, Penang, Siam,

and Sumatra, I. 615a
Benzole as motor fuel, I. 674a
Benzol or benzole {see also Ben-

zene), I. 667a
— recovery by active charcoal,

III. 270(2
— refining by silica gel, III.

267d
Benzols from coke-oven gas,

1 III. 266a
Benzol specification, II. 4726
Benzonaphthol, I. 6826
Benzophenone, I. 682c
—, 2:3:4-trihydroxy-,"l. 207a
Benzo-y-pyrone, III. 115c
Benzoquinone, pigments from,

II. 2806
" Benzosalin," I. 682c
11 Benzosol," I. 682c ; VI. 140c
Benzotriazoles, I. 315(2
Benzotrichloride, I. 682c
Benzoyl chloride, I. 682a
— peroxide, II. 373a

in flour, II. 81a
Benzpyrene, carcinogenic

activity, II. 379a
Benzyl acetate, I. 682c
Benzylamine in vulcanisation,

II. 343c
Bdnzylaniline, I. 3086
Benzyl benzoate, I. 682c

in lacquers, II. 479a
— bromide, prepn., III. 10a*
— butyl phthalate in lacquers,

II. 472c
— cellulose in plastics, II. 477d*

lacquers, II. 478c
— chloride, prepn., III. 10a*
— cyanide, oromo-, in Warfare,

III; $a, lOd
Benzyldiazo-oxide, potass-

ium, III. 6006
Benzyl esters, I. 682c
Benzylzsoeugenol, IV. 399cZ
Benzylguaiacol, VI.' 141 c
Benzyhdeneacetone, I. 196a,

682c ,
Benzylideneacetophenone, II.

518c
Benzylideneaniline, I. 3086
Benzylidene cl>Voride, I. 664a
Benzy\ iodide, prepn., III. lOd
Benzylphenylhydrazine, VI.

301c
I^enzyliAienylhydrazones of

sugars, II. 293a
Berbamine, VI. 4f)0c
Berberine, I. 6io3, 682(2
Berberis vulgaris, B. spp., I.

619d, 620d, 682a
Berberry I. 619(2
Bergamot, essential oil, 1.683(2
Bergapten, I. 684/t, 6; V. 171a
Bergblau, II. 25c
Berger process (Aluminium),

I. 2C8c
Bergmann and Junk test, IV.

515c
Bergmehl, III. 579a
BerT-beri, 1. 6836
Berl's extractor, IV. 589c
Berthierite. I. 439(2
Bertraxn-Walbauxn, reagent,

II. 237c, 255a

Bertrandite, I. 6846
Beryl, I. 261(2, 684c ; VI. 13c
—, artificial, V. 513a
Beryllium acetate, basic and

normal, VI. 206
— acetylide, VI. Wd
— alloys, VI. 156
— aluminate, III. 119a
— -aluminium 'group, qualita-

tive separation, II. 557c
— and hydrogen, VI. 15c
— arsenate, VI. 19c
— bromide, VI. 176
— bronze, III., 3536
— carbide, II. 218c ; VI. 19(2
— carbonate, VI. 20a
— chloride, VI. 16c
—, cbetn., gravimetric, II. 5876
—, —, volumetric, II. 653c
—, drop reaction, II. 580a
—, electrolytic, prepn., VI. 14(2
—, emission spectrum, VI. 14(2
— fluoride, VI. 16a
— hydroxide, VI. 15(2
— iodide, and ammines, VI.

176, c
— nitrate, VI. 19a
— nitride, VI. 18(2
— organometallic compounds.

VI. 20(2
— oxide, VI. 15c

, mineral, II. 106c
— perchlorate, VI. 176
— periodate, VI. 17c
— phosphates, VI. 196
— phosphide, VI. 196
—, qualitative reactions, II.

5556, 556(2, 566a1

— selenate, VI. 18d
— selenide, VI. 18c
— selenite, VI. 18c
— sulphate and derivs., VI. 18a
— sulphide, VI. 17c
— sulphite, VI. 17c
—, tellurium compounds, VI.

18(2
Beryllofluorides.^I. 166
Beryllonite, I. 6856 ; VI. 13c
Berzelianite, 1. 685c
Berzeliite, 1. 685c ,
41 Betacaine," 1. 667a ; II. 346
Betafite, 1. 685c ; II. 19c
" Betaform," I. 685(2 »
Be&ine hydrochloride, 1.1206
— in cabbage, II. 182(2

ergot, IV. 331(2
Betaines, I. 685(2
Beta maritima, I. 661c
Betanidin, I. 6876
Betanin, I. 381(2, 687c
Beta vulgaris, I. 661c, 6876
Betel leaves, I. 687c
— nut, I. 458a
Betitol, 1. 687c
"£rto/,"I.687c; IV. 29d
Betonicine, I. 686c
Bettendorff s test, I. 471(2
Betterton process, II. 2046
Betula sflp., fatty oil, I. 655c
Betulin, I. 687c
af/oBetulin, I. 687(2
Betulol, I. 687c
Beiulolic acid, I. 088a
"Bexoidt"n. 480a
Bezetta, 1. 688a
Bezoar, I. 688a
— stones, oriental, IV. 270(2
Bhang, 1. 6886
Bicarbonates, qualitative re-

actions, II. 569c



Bicarburetted hydrogen, IV.
3726

Bicheroux glass rolling pro-
cess, V. 593c

" Bichromate " or " bi-
chrome." III. 110c

Bickford's safety fuse, IV.
456c

Bicuculline, I. 1456
Bicuhyba fat, I. 6886
Bieber's reagent, I. 260c
Bigitalinum crystallisatum, II.

384c
Bignonia chica, B. lecoma, I.

6886; II.275c
Biguanide, VI. 143d
Bikhaconitine, 1.1236
Bilberry, I. 688c
Bile, I. 689a
— acids, I. 6896

, relation to cholesterol,
HI. 896

— mucin, I. 690a
— pigments, I. 690d
— salts, I. 689c
Bilicyanin, I. 200c
Biliposol, I. 692a
Bilirubic acid, I. 6916, d
neoBilirubic acid, I. 6916, d
Bilirubin, I. 200c, 689a, 690(2,

691a
Bilival, I. 692a
Biliverdin, I. 689a, 690(2
BiUiter-Leykam electrolytic

cell, III. 53a
Bilobal, V. 536a
Bios {see also Growth-promot-

ing-factor), I. 692a; VI.
138(2

— in brewing yeast, II. 98c
" Bios I " II. 98c ; VI. 495c
Biotin, VI. 139a
Birch-bark oil, I. 6926

tar oil, I. 692c
—, white, oil, I. 692c
Birdlime, I. 692c
11 BirmabriiU." I. 253a, 277c
11 Birmasil," I. 253a, 277c
11 Birmidium" I. 277a
Birotation of glucose, II. 285c
Bisabolene, a-, ft- and y-, I.

693a
— in carrot seed oil, II. 4046
— trihydrochloride, I. f 93c ;

IV. 591c
Bisabolol, I. 6936
Bisacridonyl, I. 1306
" Bisciniodr I. 693d
"Biscoclaurine alkaloids," II,

4816; III. 230c; VI. 496c
Biscuit (ceramics), VI. 2c

i i
aromatic and mixed ali-
phatic-aromatic-, III. 596(2

Bisdiazoniuzn salts, III. 58Id
" Bismair I. 700d
" Bismarsen," I. 694a
Bismite, I. 694a
Bismoclite, I. 694a a
11 Bismo-cymol," I. 694r,
" Bismogenol," I. 694a
"Afrmai4"I6Ma4
Bismuth, I. 6946
— alloys with cadmium, lead,

and tin, I. 698a
•»- barley, I. 694d
— carbonate, basic, I. 699d
— chloride, basic, as cosmetic,

II. 3a
— chromate, HI. 113c

INDEX

Bismuth chrysoDhanate. i.
701a

—, detn., assay, I. 522c
—, —, colorimetric, II. 6706
—, —, electrodeposition method,

II. 7006
—, —, gravimetric, II. 600d
— dibromohydroxynaphthoate,

basic, I. 701a
—, drop reaction, II. 580a
— extraction by wet methods,

I. 6966
— from argentiferous lead, I.

695d
flue dust, I. 695c

— gallate, basic, I. 700d ; HI.
558d

hydroxyiodogallate, I.
700a

glance, I. 703a
— hydride, I. 6996 ; VI. 305a
— hydroxide, I. 694a, 699c
— in anode slimes, I. 695c

candle wicks, II. 265a
Bismuthine dihalides, I. 701c
Bismuthines, arylhalogen-, I.

701c
—, trialkyl-, I. 7016
—, triaryl-, I. 7016
Bismuthinite, I. 703a
Bismuth in metals and alloys,

effect of, I. 698d
— iodide, I. 7006
— lactate, I. 700c
— liquation, I. 694d
— j8-naphtholate, I. 701a
— nitrate, I. 699d

, compounds with sugars,
I. 702d

ochre, I. 694a
Bismuthoidol "Robin," I.

7036
Bismuth, organo-compounds,

1.701
— oxide in catalyst for HN03

production, II. 424c
— oxychloride, 1.70(J<?
— oxyiodogallate, I. 171d
—, pharmaceutical quality, I.

696c
—, phosphorescence in calcium

sulphide, II. 230a
—, properties and uses, I. 6976
—, purification of metallic, I.

696c
— pyrogallate, I. 701a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

5516, 573c
—, , rare metals' present,

II. 554d, 556d
— salicylate, I. 700c .
— smelting, I. 695a
— sodium gluconate, I. 692a
— sulphite7l. 7006
— tribromophenolate, I. 701a
— wire in'physics, I. 698a
Bismuthyl salts of

acids, I. 702c '•
Bismutite, 1.7036

organic

" Bismutose," I. 7036
Bismutotantalite, I. 7036
11 Bisocol," I. 7036
"Bistovol," I. 489c
Bistre, I. 703c
" Bis-trypailavin," I. 130d
Bisulphite pulp, II. 401c .
Bitter apple, III. 294a
Bittern, I. 703c
Bitter-sweet, 1.703c
—wood, 1.703c

Bitumen, I. 516d
— emulsions, IV. 3026
Bituminous coatings, III. 3()5d
Bixa orellana, I. 378a
Bixa seed, I. 378a
Bixin, I. 3786 ; II. 4016
— dialdehyde, II. 3996
—, similarity to nyctanthin, II.

440a
Black, Acetylene, I. 86dt 96c ;

0 II. 312d
—, Acid Alizarin, SE, I. 207a
—, Alizarin Cyanine, G, I.

2286, 393a
,'F, SRA, I. 207a
, P, I. 2296, 397a
, S, I. 206d

—, Aniline, I. 376c, 579c ; II.
509c ; IV. 127c '

Blackarm, V. 139a
Black ash, II. la ••

band iron-stone, II. 519d
Blackberries, II. la
Blackboy gum, I. 618a
Black, Brilliant Alizarin, 1.206d
—, Brunswick, II. 30a, 1196
—, Caledon, 2BM, NB, I. 424c
—, — Direct, AC, I. 424c
-7-, Carbon, I. 77a ; II. 3126
—, —, specification, IT. 4736
-—Catechu, I. lie
— chalk, II. 16
—, Cibanone, B, I. 423c
— cores, in ceramics, III. 1986
— diamond, II. 356d
—, Dispersed Diazo, AS, I. 41a
—, eupittone, IV. 401c
— flux, II. 16
—, Gas, II. 3126
— grease, II. lc
— haw, II. lc
— hellebore, II. lc, 3876 ; VI.

200a
—, Indanthrene Direct, G, RB

and RR, I. 424c
Blacking, II: Id
Black, Ionamine, AS., I. 406
—, Ivory, II. 311d
— -jack, II. 2d, 19a
—, Lamp, III. 423c
— lead, II. 2d, 3096, d, 313d
— liquor, I. 55a ; II. 2d
—, Paradone Direct, I. 424c
—*—, (H.), I. 424c
— powder, II. 2d
Blacks, Acid, IV. 2086, 2106
—, Ar throne, I. 424c
Blackstrap, II. 2d
Black, Tnermatomic, II. 3126
— -tin, H. 419c
Blanc d-̂ fard, I. 700a

perle, see White, Pearl.
— d'Espagne, I. 700a
— fixe, I. 642a, 651d ; II. 3a

in plastics, II. 4766
— process, I. 268c
" Blanc rule," II. 374a
" Blankit" (sodium dithionite),

II. 3a
Blanquette, Il.da
Blast-furnace ges, II. 345a;

V.3706
— furnaces, action of carbon

1 monoxide in, II. 351a ; V.
3766

11 Blastine," IV. 464d
Blasting gelatine, II. 3a ; IV.

241d
Bleaching, II. 3c ; V. 183c
— agents, perborates in, II. 52a



hing earths, IV. 2486

III.

— of flour, II. 816
silk, II. 186

— powder, II. 6a, 19a 4
30a*, 60a

Bleach liquor, III. 626
" Blenal." II. 19a
Blende, II. 19a
Bleu celeste, II. 25a ; III. 219a
— d'azur, II. 19a ; III. 219c
-^de saxe, II. 19a ; III. 219c
Blind coal, II. 19a
Blister steel, II. 19a
Bloedite, II. J$6
Blomstraadine, II. 196
Blomstrandite, I. 685c; II.

19c
Blood {$ee also Hsemin), II. 19c
—, action of carbon monoxide

on, II. 3516 ; VI. 166a
— antuttfegulants) II. 246
— cements, I. 143a
— coagulation, II. 22c
—, defibrination, II. 246
—, dried, fertiliser, V. 666
— glycolysis and clotting, II.

meal, II. 21d*
Bloodstone, II. 25a
Blood r.ugar in diabetes, VI.

496d496d
—, test for carbon monoxide,

II. 682a*
Bloom, II. 25a
— of varnish films, IV. 83a
Blower, laboratory, I. 61 Id
11 Blow " in water gas manu-

facture, V. 489c
Blown oils, II. 25a ; IV. 90a*
Blue, Acetylene, Pure and Sky,

1.96c
—, Acid Alizarin, I. 206a
—, — Alizarin, BB, I. 2306
—, , GR, I. .2056, 2306,

393a, 405a
-i-. Alizanthrene Navy, I. 424(Z
—,' Alizarin, I. 205a, 206a, 228(2,

413d
—, —, ABS, I. 229a
—, — Brilliant Pure, R, I. 2326
—, — Direct, I. 231c
—, , A, B, I. 4076, 4066
—, — Indigo, I. 2056
—, , S, I. 2296
—, — Marine, RG., I. 2326
—. —, OCS, RBN, I. 207a
—, — Pure, B, I. 231d\ TO7c
—, —, RR, I. 397a
__ __ sky, I. 206a, ikld
—, , B, I. 405(2
—, Alkali, I. 2336
—, Anthracene, I. 2056, 213a,

227c
_ - , - - , SWX, WR, I. 206a,

2306, 391d, 392a
—, Anthraquinone, SR, I. 232a,

6? 397(2, 405c
—, Antwerp, I. 449c ; II. 25c
— ashes, II. 25c
—, Azure, I.^583c; II. 256;

III. 218s
—, Basle, I. 576a
—, Berlin, II. 25c
— billy, III. 349(2
— Black, Alizarin, I. 206a

— Alizarin, B, 3B, I. 404o\
231a*
, Alizurol, I. 231(2

_, Blackley,II. 2rf
—, Bremen, II. 25c
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i, Bronze, II. 25c; III. 4736
—, Caledon, brands, I. 414(2
—, —Brilliant, 3G, RN, I.

415a, 429c
—, —Dark, BM, G, 2R, I.

424c, 425c
—, Capri, 11.2716
—, Carbazole, II. 2796
—, Celestine, II. 442c
—, Cerulean, II. 25a
—, Chinese, II. 25c ; III. 33a
—, Cibanohe, G, 3G, RA, I.

423c, 424(2
—, cobalt, I. 583c; II. 25a;

III. 218c
—,• Cyanine, III. 514c
—, Durindone, 4BC, VI. 452c
—. Egyptian, IV. 257c
—, Erweco Alizarin Acid, R,

1.230(2 u
—, Eserine, II. 199c
—, Fluorescent, V. 272(2
—, Gallamine, I. 5696
—, Gas, III. 4736
— Green, Celliton, B, I. 42(2

, Indanthrene, FtfB, I.
423c

Bluegroiind rock, III. 575c
Blue gum tree, II. 256
—, Hydron, II. 2806
—, —, R, VI. 418c
—, Indanthrene, BCS, RK,

I. 415a, 6
—, —, 5G, R, I. 400(2, 4156:

394(2, 566(2
—, —, 3GT and R, I. 400c
—, Indoine. I. 576c
—, Janus, G, I. 5706
— John, II. 256, 215a; V.

283a, 2S4a
—, King's, II. 256 ; II. 218c
— lead, II. 256
—, LeitchVlil. 514c
—, Leyden, II. 256
—, Lime, II.J25c, 86a
—, Manganese, II. 25c
—, Marii'fe, I. 227c
—, Matt, III. 218(2
—, Methylene, adsorption by

rice protein, II. 502(2
—, Mineral, III. 4736 •
—, Monastral, and Chrome Yel-

' low, III. 112(2
—,— Fast, BS,# I. v; III.

333a; VI. 4296
—, Monthier's, III. 472(2, 4736
—, Mountain, 11,25c ; III. 26c
—. a-Naphthol, VI. 4186
—, Neiftrai, I. 575(2
—, New, III. 219a
—, Nich'dson's, I. 2336
-*•, Novazol Acid, I. 578a
—, Paris, II. 25c ; III. 4736, c
—, Pinachrome, l i t . 516c
—, Prussian, II. 25c; III. 472c, d
—, —, in Brunswick Green, II.

119c
—, —, in 'celluloid, II. 4446
—, —, insoluble, III. 472(2
—, —, soluble, III. 472c
—, Quinaldine, III. 516c
—, Quinizarin, I. 231c
—, Quinoline, III. 515a
—, Rimnan's III. 219a
Blues, Acid, 1.120a
Blue, Saxon, II. 25c
Blues, Brilliant, I. 415a
—, Ionamine, I. 205c
—, — Pure, R, G, I. 40c
Blue. Soluble, II. 25o

529

Blue, Solway, I. 230c
—, —, B, I. 4036, 405a
—, —, R, I. 4066
—, — Sky, B, I. 405(2
—, —, Ultra, B, I. 407fr
Blues, Polar, I. 57,8a
—, Soledon, I. 4296
Blue, Steel, III. 4736
— stone, II. 25a
Blues, Wool Fast, I. 577(2
Blue, Thenard's, I. 583c; II.

25a; III. 218c
—, Thionol, VI. 418a
—, Toluylene, I. 569a; VI.

467c
—, Turnbull's, III. 471(2, 473a
—, —, insoluble, III. 473a
—, Ultramarine, in lacquers, II.

4736
— Verditer, II. 25c
— vitriol, III. 3576
—, Williamson's, III. 4736
Blushing of collodion, II. 468e2
Blutmehl, II. 21(2
Blutwurst, II. 21c
Boart, or bort, T. 3(2 ; II. 309tf ;

III. 574(2
Bobbinite, IV. 463a, 553c
Bobbin spinning, V. 1176,120a*,

121a
Bodenite, II. 512a
Boehxnite, Bohmite, I. 2846,

II. 25c ; VI. 1016
Boer manna, II. 482(2
Bog-butter, II. 25(2
Bog-irjn-ore, n. 26a

for purifying coal
gas, V. 461(2

— manganese, II. 26a
14 Bohnalite," I. 253a
Bonn-Schmidt reaction. I.

2056, 213c
11 Boiled Keenc's " piaster, II.

* 131a „
Boiled oils, IV. 91a
Boiling pt., detn., micro-

method, II. 6?>6
Boldin, II. 266
Boldine, II. 266
Boldoglucin, II. 266
Boldo leaves, II. 266
Bole, Bohemian, II. 266
—, mineral, II. 206 *
Botognan stone, II. 26c
" Bolognian phosphorus," I.

610c
Boloretin, II. 26<2
Bombicesterol, II. 26(2
Bomboimes, bonbonnes, III.

75c
Bombycetin, V. 876
Bombycin, V. 876
Bombyx mori, II. 26(2; IV.

123(2; V. 86a
— spp., V. 88a
" Bonderising" protection of

metals, III. 393a
Bone, II. 26(2
— ash, U. 286; V. 67a
— black, I. 152(2 ; II. 286, 3Mc
— eW, II. 311c
— earth, II. 286
-^ fat, II. 286 ; VI. 236

, extraction, II. 38c ; VI.
236

— fats in candles, II. 263(2
— oil, II. 28a, 29c

, fatty, II. 29c
Bones, dissolved, fertiliser, V.

P6d, 736
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Bones, fertiliser, V. 6<$(2
—, vitriolised, V. 736
Bone-Wneeler apparatus, II.

676c
Bonne chauffe, II. 63(2
Bononian stone, II. 26c
Booster (explosive), IV. 485a
Boothite, III. 3576
Boracic acid (see also Boric

acid ; Boron), II. 356, 46(2
— or boric acid preservative,

V. 303a
Boracite, II. 306, 356, 48(2
Boraginss, VI. 1916
" Boral" II. 30c
Boramide, II. 43c
Boranes, II. 40(2
Borate, copper, II. 48c c
—, hexamethylenetetramine,

II. 53c
—, magnesium chloro-, II. 48(2
—, manganese, II. 48(2
Borates, ammonium, II. 486
—, barium, II. 486
—, calcium, II. 48c
—, detection, see Boric acid ;

'Boron.
—, lead, II. 48c
—, metallic, II. 47d
—, potassium, II. 48(2
—, sodium, II. 48(2
Borax, II. 48(2
— and boric acid, industrial

uses, II. 50(2
— beads, II. 5486
— for glassmaking, V. 559(2,

561a
— in cements and plaster, II.

131(2
—, mineral, II. 30c
Borax usta, II. 49(2
Bordeaux, Algol, 3B, I. 4206
—, Alizarin, I. 206a, 213a, 2266
—, — Brilliant, R, I. 212(2, 224c
" Bordeaux " dyes, I. 226c
Bordeaux, Indanthrene, B

extra, £ 420a, 4206
— mixture, II. 30(2
Boric acid (see also Boron), II.

.356, ,46(2
, antiseptic properties, II.

47c ; V. 303a, 3066
, ca^lyst for acetic acid

production, II. 350(2 F

in anthraquinone re-
actions, I. 205c, 213c
, complex compounds, II.

47(2
, detection and detn., V.

303c
in butter, II. 167(2

food, detection anEi
detn., V. 303c

grape juice, VI. 129a
industry! II. 51a

"Boric acid phosphors," II.
46(2

Boric anhydride, I. 50c; II.
46a

—•oxide, II. 46a 6
—•— for glassmaking, V. 559(2
Btride, chromium, III. 1106
Borides, metallic, II. 446
—, rare:ad.rth, II. 44c
Borimide, II. 43c
Eorneo - camphor or d -

borneol, II. 30(2
— Illipe nuts, II. 31(2
Borneol, amino-, II. 2456
<— and fcoborneol, II. 30(2

INDEX

Borneol and isoborneol, techn^
cal oxidation to camphor,

.11.2566
— carboxylic acid, II. 243a
—, dehydration, II. 238d, 427(2
— from bornyl • chloride, II.

252d
— in camphor oil, II. 2496

castor, II. 419(/
—, occurrence, I. lc ; III. 183c
— oil, II. 256a
Borneols from camphor, II.

2426
Borneol, synthetic, II. 240(Z
isoBorneol, II. 30(2, 237c, 256a
—, synthetic camphor from,*II.

2566
Borneo tallow, II. 31c

in cacao butter, II. 187c
Chocolate, III. 886

Bornesitol, II. 32c
Bornite, II. 32c, 517(2 III.

341c
Bornyl acetate, occurrence, I.

lc
, oxidation, II. 31c

Bornylamine, conversion into
camphene, II. 238(2

—, formation, II. 243(2
n^oBoraylamine, formation,

II. 243(2
isoBornylaniline, II. 258c
Bornyl a-bromisovalerate, II.

119a
— chloride and isoboroyl

chloride, II. 32(2, 250c
, conversion into cam-

phene, II. 33c, 237c, 252c
from pinene, II. 336, 250c

, hydrolysis, II. 252(2
, isomerisation, II. 254a

— dibromodihydrocinnamate,
I. 141a

Bornylene, II. 33c
apoBornylene, IE 34a, 240c
d-Bornylene - 3 - carboxylic

acid, azide, IV. 3l8c
3-hydroxamic acid, IV. 318(2

Bornylene nitrosite, II. 33c
Bornyl isovaleroylgly collate,

II. 346
" Bornyval" and " Bornyval,

New," I t 346
neoBornyval, II. 346
Boroacetic acid in esterifica-

tion of pinene, II. 258a
" Borocaines,'\ I. 3696 ; II. 346
Borocalcite, II. 356
" Borocarbon," II. 346
" Borocarbone." I. 4a
Boroethyl, IV. 356(2 r-
Boro-glycerine, II. 34c
Boron (see also Boric acid), II.

34c
— arsenate, II. 46c
— as trace element, I. 505a;

II. 35a
Boronatrocalcite, II. 356
Boron carbides, I. 4a; II. 44c,

281a "
11 Boron, crystalline," II. 366
Boron, detection, II. 526,167(2,

547(2, 567c2, 581(2; V. 303c
—, detn. II. 526, 6456, 653(2;

V.303c
—, —, gravimetric, II. 591(2
—, drop reactions, II. 526, dt

581(2
— hydrides, II. 40(2
— hydronitride, II. 436

Boron hydrosulphide, It. 456
— isotopes, II. 37c
— monoxide, II. 45c
— nitride, formation, II. 38a

, phosphorescent, II. 43a
, prepn., II. 43a

— oxides, II. 456
— phosphate, II. 46c
—, radioactive, II. 37(2
— silicides, I. 4a ; II. 456
— Ouboxides, II. 456
— sulphide, II. 456
— tribromide, II. 44a
— trichloride, IL 43d
— trifluoride, II. 43fc

as alkylating agent, VI.
259c

— tri-iodide, II. 44a '
— trioxide, II. 46a
Borosalicylate, ethyj, II. 53c
—, sodium, II. 53c
" Borovertin," II. 53c
11 Borsalyl," II. 53c ; IV. 29a
Bort, I. 3(2; II. 309(2; III.

574(2, 5786
11 Boryl," II. 53c
" Bosa," II. 53c, 488c
Bosch, II. 53c
"• Bostonite," II. 53c
Boswellinic acid, II. 33c
Botany Bay gum, I. 618a
Botryolite, II. 229(2
Bottle gas, V. 4806

automobile fuel, V. 481c
, cal. val., V. 481a
, liquefied, as solvent, V.

481c
— -nose oil, II. 53(2
Bouchardat's reagent, I. 235c
Bouillon noir, II. 53(2
Boulangerite, I. 439(2; II. 53(2
Boumonite, I. 439(2 ; II. 53(2 ;

III. 311c
B.O.V., II. 119«
Bovey coal, II. 53(2
Bowl metal; I. 4426
Brabender farinograph, II. 786
Braga, II. 53(2
Braggite, II. 54a
Bragite, II. 512c
Brain lipoid, II. 54a
Bran, II. 54a ; IV. 591
Brandevinr II. 62(2
Brandy, II. 62(2
Brandywine, II. 62(2
Branntwein, II. 62(2
Brass? II. 66(2
—, electrcgleposition, IV. 2706
Brassica nigra, B. campestris

> 11.24; IV. 334c
Brassidfc acid, II. 66d

, di-iodo-, esters, II. 676
Brassylic acid, II. 67a
Braunite, II. 676
Brazilein, II. 68tf, 73a
isoBrazilein, II. 736
tsoBrazileinbromohydrin, II.

isoBrazileinchlorohydrin, II.
736 '

isoBrazilein 8alt.ll. 73a
Braziletto, II. 67c
Srazilic acid, II. 69(2
Brazilin, II. 686
Brazilinic acid, II. 70a
Brazilin, occurrence, II. 1956'
Brazilite, I. 5856 ; II. 67c
Brazil lump, II. 102a
— nut oil, II. 67c
— nuts, If. 67c



Brazilone, ankydrotrim ethyl-,
II. 71ft

—, deoxytiimethyl-, II. 716
—, triacetyl-, II. 7I«
Brazilwood, II. 67'/
— extract, B. liquor, II, 746
Bread, II. 74c
— fruit, II. 85a1

Breezes, II, 86 «
Brein, IV. 275c
Breithauptite. I. 430d '
" Brentamines," azoic bases, IV.

2316
"BrentholsV i'V. 133a, 134o,

228ft, 231a
Brewing (see, also Alcohol ;

Aiuylase ; Fermentation,
alcoholic), II. S6a

Brewster, definition, V. 54ftc
Brewstrxite, I. (&lb
B.R.I., I. 4906
Brick oil, III. 423c
Bricks and clay products, II.

123c
—, sand-lime, II. 148a1

Bridelia bark, B. monlttua, II.,
105b

Bright annealing, VI. 334e
Brightness factor, III. 2W7o *
BriUouin zones, VI. 283d
Brimstone, II. 105«t
Brine evaporation in open

pans,IV. 411c
Briquettes, V. 3U06
Britannia Metal, I. HHd ; II.

105d
British thermal unit, V. 133d
Broadfield plant in phosphate

production, V. 72c
Broccoli. II. 182(*
Brochantite {see also Patina),

II. 106a; III. :!'
Brodie's reagent, II, 'SiiQd
Bronner's acid, II. 118(i ; IV.
• 206d
Bronsted relation, VI. 2i>2ei
Broggerite. II. 106a
Bromal, II. 106<t
Bromal ammonia, It, 1066
Bromal dlacetate, IJ. 1066
— filycolatc, II. 1006
Bromargyrite. IT. I07o\ 481c*
Bromates, detn., gravimetric,

i i . cmt» 9

—, —, volumetric, II, 6106,
6674 .

—, qualitative relictions, II.
577a l

Bromazide, I. 5816 ,
Brombutol, II. 106%,
BromearnalHte, II. 390a
Bromelia. II. 106/>; V. 328c
Bromellite, 1. 885a ; H. 106<
" Brometone," II. 1066, 171a1

Bromic acid, II. ]\~d
-\ Beta, and qnalitativ
actions, see under Brom-
ates ; Bromine.

Bromides,(Letectionaml d
sec under Bromine ; Halo-

—, qualitative reactions, IT.
Tula |

" Bromidine," IV. 226
Bromine, II. 106r
— as chlorine carrier, II. 3536
— chloride, II. lied
— compounds, II. 31 Sc

, detection and dctn., see also
wide: halogen.

*Jromine, detection of gaseous,
r II. 682a
—, detn., gravimetric, II. (JOflrf
—, — in hydrogenatiou analysis,

VI. 3026
—, —, volumetric, II. 6534,657c
—, drop reaction, II. 581d
— lluoride, II. lltd
•—, oxidation of aldehydes by,

II. 302ft
— oxide, II. 116c
— penta.fluorid«s, II. 117a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

76rf
" Bromine sail," 11.
Bromine trifluoride, II, \\i\d
" Brominol," 11.118a
" Brominoteum." II. 118n
" Bromipin," II. 118«
Bromite, II. 107d, ll&b
Brornobehenate, II. 1186
Bromoform, 11. llgii
—, chloro-, II. 1186
Bromoil photographic prints,

III. I l ia
" Bromophin." II. 118c; IV.

401/01
" Bromopin," II. 118a
Bromoprene, I. HM ; II. 155d
Bromostyrol, II. 118rf
Brornsulphthalein, II. 118(/
" Bromural," 11. llSd
Bromyrite, II. 118ft
Bronze, Cobalt, 111. 21U6
— powders, II. 118d
Bronzite, IV. 31 la
Brookite, I. 370a ; II. 119fl
Broom corn, II. 482c
Brosimum galactodendron. II.

119
Brouillis.II. G3d
Broussonetia papyri/era, II.

119a
" Brovatot." Jl. 119« ; I\r. 380ft
Brown acii£ II. 119a
—, Alizyin, I. 228o
—, Anthraceme, I. 212d
•—, —, KF, sec Anihragallol.
— berries, II. 119a
—, Bismarck, I. 238a ; IV.

200a, 226a
—, Cacao, II. 188a
— , Caledon, B, I»422P; II. 1104
—, Caledonian, II. 119a
— Cappagh, II. 119a
—, Catechu, II. 433c
—, Cibanone, Ik, I. 428e ; II.

Ilfl
—, Cobalt, III, 21ttc
— G.R3.B., I. 416J; II. UOi
. , IliitJhett's, III. 471a

—, Imlanthrene, BH and (Ml.
I. 4216, d .

—, Indigo, VI. 437a, 438rf
—- irou-ore, VI. lOUt
—, Leather, I. 1336
— oil, IIJ. 245a1

— ore, II. 516d
red antimony Balphide, I.
44fto
par, IV. J3J

—. Vandyke, II. 119a. 418^
Brucine, II. 1196
—, nitro-deriv., II. 188c
—aOcounsnce, II. IX&i
Brucite. II. 1196
Brugeres powder, IV. IKSft
Brunner's salt, IJ. 119^
Brushite, II. 119c
Brussels sprouts, II. 119c, 1826

Bryogonin, II.
Bryoidin, II. 119c ; IV. 275ft
Bryon. a- and J9-, II. HUd
Bryonin, 11. lljirf
Bryonol, II. llitrf
Bryony root, II. J^9c
B.Tn'.TJ. of British theruiA

unit. V. 331c, 433(i
Bucco. JI. 119rf
Buohu, IL 119(/
— camplim-, 11. !L'U' ; IV. Bd
—, essential oil, II. 120a
Buckthorn. II. 120'
Buckwheat, 11. 120<-
Bufagin, J I. 1206, 388c
Buffer solutions, II. 120& ; VI.

337c
" Bvtfler solution, universal,"

II. VISa i VI. 337c
Buff stone, III. 32c
Buiotalien. II. 3886
Buiotalin, 11. ::sKa
Buiotenidin, 11. 388a
Buiotenine. II. 387d ; VI. 4«
Bufothionin, II. 38S
Bufotoxin, 11. 3S8a
Bugloss, Languedoo, I. 236d
Buhr stone, Lift; 11. 150rf
Building materials, JI. 123&

• stone, II. 137^
Bulbocapnine, 11. 150c
Bultfonteinite. U. 150'
Bung-hole boiled oil. IV. Ulft
Buntkupfererz, II. 32d
Bupleurol, II. 150c
Burgundy pitch, II. 2«lo
Burkheiser'B process, I. 341fc
Burmite, I. 3fj2c
Burning bush, I \
— in cement manufacture, II.

133(/
Burratone, I. 46 ; II. ISOd
JJurrs, wool, removal.U. 14b
Bush .salt, 11. 150(/
Busvite, 11. 150'̂
Butadiene, II. 15Q</
—, 2-acetoxy-, I. &&b

—, S-formyl-Ja^-, I. 806
ay-Butadiene Irom acetylene,

I. S56
K-butylene*II. 177ft
cateclio], II. 13/ic

Butadienes and poJyoledna, II.

—, bronio-, I. 8fid ; II. 1546
—, cbloro-, and dichtoro-, I.

89a ; II. 1546
—, conjugated. JI, 151a
—, non-conjugated, 11. 1566
Butaldehyde, bromo-, nrepn.,

ii. ieed
isoButaldehyde, bromo-, II.

170d
Butaldehyde, ^-chloro-, ethyl

acetal, I. Sub
— dibutyl acetal, mono- and

dichloro-, II. 1706
—, jS-etfloxy-, ethyl acefal, I.

36ft
—, 8-b.ydroxy-, J. S66, 198»

futaldehydes, IJ. 156t/ •
utaldehyde, $Jy-1ridiloro-,

II. 157b ; III. 354
—, ehloco-, II. 170c
Butane, II. 173« : V. 4806 •
cyc/oButane. JI. t

n-Butane. ct-aiiiinO'S-guamdo-,
I. 171c
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Butane as fuel, II. 1576
refrigerant, II. 1736

—, a-bromo, II. 171c
—, a-chloro, II. 172a
—, diamino, II. 178c
—, dibromo- II. 171d, 177d
— in carburetted water gas

manufacture, V. 4726
—, nitrohydroxy-, II. 171c
Butanes, II. 173a
—, dihydroxy-, II. 178a"
—, nitro-, II. 1746
Butanol, see n-Butyl alcohol.
2-Butanone or methyl ethyl

ketone, I. 71a ; II. 4726
Buteafrondosa, II. 157a*; VI. 86c
Butein, II. 746, 1586
—, tetra-acetyl-, II. 1586
— trimethyl ether, II. 73d
" Butesin," II. 1596
Butin, II. 158a
11 Butolan," II. 1596
" Butoxyl," II. 1596
Butrin, VI. 86c
Butter, II. 1596
—, colouring matters, II. 167c
—, diacetyl in, V. 306a
— fat, composition, II. 1616
—, formation from milk fat,

II. 160d
—, mineral, II. 168d
— nuts, II. 168d
— substitutes, IV. 2536
—, vegetable, II. 159c, 1684;

III. 242a
— vitamins, II. 163d '
Buttgenbachite, II. 1684
Button lac, II. 169a
Butyl, II. 169a
n-Butylacetal, I. 36a
isoButylacetal, I. 36a
Butyl acetate in lacquers, II.

471d
specification, II. 4726

isoButylacetic acid, II. 2716
isoBu£ylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester, I/04c
n-Butyl alcohol, I. 27d; II.

169a
isoButyl .alcohol, /3-chloro-, II.

sec-Butyl alcohol, 1-chloro-, II.
1776 ...

isoButyl alcohol from cai"jon
monoxide and methanol,
II. 350d

n-Butyl alcohol from croton-
aldehyde, I. 26c, 21 d

Butyl alcohol from horse-
chestnuts, VI. 279d

in lacquers, II. 1696, 471d
production, I. 27d ; II.'

1696, 426d, 4296, 471d;
V. 456

— alcohols, II. 169a
— alcohol, specification, II.

4726
fert.-Butyl alcohol, tribromo-,

II. 1066
— t—t aaa-trichloro-, I. 70c,

371c; III. 36c
Butylamines, II. 175c
n-Butyl p-aminobenzoate, II.

isoButyl p-aminobenzoate, III.
535d

n-Butyl bromide, II. 171c
isoButyl bromide, II. 170d
n-Butyl butyrate, II. 179c
rsoButyl teobutyrate, II. 170d

INDEX

isoButylcarbinol, I. 358c
sec.-Butylcarbinol, I. 359a
ferf.-Butylcarbinol,-I. 3596
" Butyl carbitol," II. 1796
" Butyl cellosolve," II. 1796
Butyl chloral, II. *576; III. 35d

hydrate, II. 1796; III.
35a*

— chloride, II. 172a
(so-Butyl a-chlorowobutyrate,

Butyl compounds, n-, wo- sec-
and tert.-, see also Butyl.

Butylcresol, II. 1744
Butyl cyanate, II. 172c
— cyanide, II. 172d
— derivs. of aryl nitro-com-

pounds, II. 174c
— diselenide, II. 1756
isoButyl bisulphide, II. 1756
isoButylene bromide, II. 171c
0-Butylene, bromo-, II. 177c
Butylene bromohydrin, II.

178c
— diamines, II. 178c
— dibromide, II. 177d
isoButylene dicyanide, II. 1786
Butylene di-iodide, II. 179a
isoButylene dinitrite, II. 179a
A-Butylene from butyl alcohol,

II. 169d
Butylene glycolchlorohydrin,

II. 1786
1:3-Butylene glycol ether ace-

tate, II. 1596
Butylene glycols, II. 178d
— oxide, II. 1796
isoButylene oxide, IV. 320c

, chloro-, IV. 320c
Butylenes, II. 176d
Butyl esters, II. 170a
isoButyl ether, ajS-dichloroiso-

butyl-, II. 170c
Butyl ethers, II. 174d
isoButylformal, 1? 346
Butyl iodide, II. 173c 4
— mercaptans, II. 174a
—, metallic derivs., II. 173c
— nitrates, II. 1746
— nitrites. II. 1746
— oleate in lacquers, II. 472d
— phthalate in lacquers, II.

4686 «,
— stearate in lacquers, II. 479a
— sulphides, II. 175a
— sulphone, II. I75a
— tartrate in lrcquers, II. 4706
— telluride, II. 1756 „
— toothiocyanates, II. 1756
m-tert.-Butyltoluene, II. 174c
—, trinitro-, II. 174c
Butylxylene, II. Hid
"J3iz<I/n,"I.,369a; 11.1796
Butyraxnide, II. 180c
isoButyraxnide, II. 1816
Butyrates in carrot seed oil,

II. 4046
isoButyric acid, II. l&Od, 362a
Butyric acid, d-amino-, I. 317a
isoButyric acid, a-bromo-, II.

Butyric acid, fl- and y-bromo-.
II. 180c

isoButyric acid, a-chloro-, II.
18U

Butyric acid, 0- and y-chloro-,
II. 180c
, jS-hydroxy-, VI. 401d
in butter fat, II. 162c

— acids, n- and iso-t II. 179c

Butyric aldehyde, trichloro-,
11.1576; III. 35d

— anhydride, II. 180c
isoButyric anhydride, II. 1816
— esters, II. 1816
y-Butyrobetaine, I. 687a
Butyroin, I. 140c
y-Butyrolactone, II. 181d
Butyrolactone-y - carboxylic

acid, VI. 396
BuCyrone, II. 181d

pinacone, II. 181d
y - Butyrotrimethylbetaine

from carnitiae, II. 3916
Butyryl chloride, II. 1806
isoButyryl chloride, II. 181a
Buxine, II. lSld
Buxus sempervirens, alkaloids,

II. 182a
Byssocblaxnic acid, Y* 5Qb

Byssochlamys' fulva in fermen-
tations, V. 51c

Byssus, II. 182c
Bytownite, I. 652a ; V. 3a

" Caapi," II. 182a ; VI. 186a
Caapi alkaloids, II. 182a ~
Gabalonga de Tabasco, II.

182a
Cabbage, II. 182a
—, acids, II. 182d
Cacao butter or cocoa butter,

II. 168d, 183d ; III. 2336
, acids, II. 185c
.adulteration, II. 1856,

187a
or cacao fat, German

regulations, II. 184a
— germ fat, II. 1866
—, " liquid nib," II. 1846
— mass, II. 1846
Cacaorin, II. 188a
Cacao shell, IV. 597a

fat, II. 1866
— tree, II. 183d ; III. 230d
Cachalot oil, II. 1886
Cachou de Laval, II. 1886
Cacodyl and its derivs., I. 480d
^acodyl carbide, I. 4816 ; II.

11 Cucodyliacol" or " Cacodylia-
golt" II. 1886

Cacodylic acid, I. 4816; II.

Cacodyl cxide, I. 480a; II.
188c

Cacotneliae, II. 188c, 5816
Cacouati; III. 230d
Cadalene, II. 188c, 100a, 6
Cadaverine, II. 188c
— in ergot, IV. 33 Id
Cadechol, II. 188c
Cade oil, II. 188c
Cadet's "fuming liquid," I.
„ 479d; II.18fc
Gadinene, I. 5c ; II. 188c
—, dehydrogenatibn, II. 188c,

190a
-.- dihydrochloride, III. 337c
— from copaene, II. 190a
—, in camphor oil, II. 249c
isoGadinene, II. 190a
Cadinol, II. 1906
Gadmia, II. 2016
Cadmium, II. 190r
— chloride, II. 193d
— cyanide, II. 194d



Cadmium, detn., by hydro-
genation,VI. 361d

—, —, electrodeposition method,
II. 700c

—, —, gravimetric, II. 6906
—, — in hydrogenation analysis,

VI. 362a
—, —, spectroscopic, II. 692a
—, —, volumetric, II. 654a
—, drop reactions, II. 580a
—s, electrodeposition, IV. 288c
— hydroxide, II. 193d
— iodide, II. 194a
— lithopone, II. 194d
— monoxiile, l l . 193c
— nitrate, II. 194d
— peroxide, Il> 193d
— phosphate, polymerising

ag&t, II. 429a
— pigments, II. 1946
—, qualitative reactions, II.

551d, 567c
—, , rare metals present,

II. 5556, 556d
--salicylate, II. 194d
— suboxide, II. 193d
— sulphate, II. 194c
— sulphide, II. 194a

, mineral, II. 190d
Cadxnopone, II. 1946Cadmo
CaUne,, III. 219a
Caeruleoellagic acid, II. 194d
Casruleum, III. 219a
Cxruleum montanum, I. 583d
Cwsalpinia brevifolia, tanning

extract, I. 2016
— eoriaria, divi-divi, IV. 52d
— sappan, II. 1956
— spp., ellagic acid sources, IV.

, tannins from, IV. 276d
Cesium, II. 1956
— as trace element, I. 505c
— -beryl, I. 684c
— chloride, II. 196c
»—, detn., gravimetric, II. 585a
— hydride, II. 196c
— hydroxide, II. 1966
— monoxide, II. 196c
— peroxide, II. 196c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

547c, 554a, 556d, 5666
— sulphate, II. 196c
Caffearine, II. 196d
Caffeic acid, II. 196d
Caffeine and the alkaloids of

tea, coffee and cocoa, II.
197a; III. 2546

Caffeol, II. 1986
Cafleone, II. 1986
Caffetannic acid, MI. 1986;

III. 79d, 254d
Calraecit, IV. 4636
Cail-Cedra, II. 1986
— -cedrin, II. 1986
Cairngorm, II. 198c
Cai&^on disease, see " Divers'

bends."
Cajuput, essential oil, II. 198c
Cajuputol, tee 1:8-Cineole and

Cineol*
Cal, II. 198d
Calabar bean, II. 198d
Calabarine, II. 2006
Calafatite, I. 298a
Calamene, II. 200d
Calamenene, II. 201a
Calamenol, II. 201a
Calaxneon, II. 201a
Calameonic acid, II. 201a

*32alamin4
T-,.electri

INDEX

VI. 202a
. electric, II. 2016

— in pharmacy, II. 2016
—- minerals, II. 201a
Calamus, acorus, I. 1246
—, essential oil, I. 1246
Calandra grttoaria, C. spp., V.

392d, 395c
Galandria of vacuum pans, IV.

4066
Calaverite, II. 201c ; VI. 102a
" Calcibronat," II. 201c
11 Calcidine," II. 201c
Calcijferol, II. 201c ; III. 2496
" Calcinoir II. 2036
"Qalciocoramine" II. 2036
Calcite, II. 2036, 220a, 518a
Calcium, II. 203d
— acetylide - acetylene - am -

monia, II. 215d
— alloys, II. 2056
— aluminate, II. 2286
— amide, II. 2226
— ammonium, II. 222a

ferrocyanide, III. 470d
— arsenate, II. 2266
— azide, II. 222a
— borate, II. 229d
— boride, II. 229c
— bromide, II. 214c

-urethane, double salt, II.
235a

— camphorate, camphorone
from, II. 260c

— carbide, II. 215d, 280d
—7 —, acetylene production

from, I. 1076
in bread analysis, II. 82c

, storage, I. 1096
— carbonate, II. 2036, 220a,

518a
, decomposition, II. 2206,

324c, 537c
for glassmaking, V. 560a
in cajamel prepn., II.

2766
— carbttiyl, II. 357c
— chlorate, II. 2146
— chloroarsenate, II. 227a
— chlorosilicate, II. 228a
— chromate, II. 234a; III.

1036, Hid
— citrate, III. 186a, 190a
— compounds fct glassmaking,

V. 560a
— cyanamide, II. 219c ; III.

505c; V. 65c
formation II. 216a

— cyahide, III. 4926
— deficiency, treatment, II.

297Z>
*-, detn., gravimetric, II. 588c
—, — in clay, III. 203a
—, —, volumetric* II. 654c
— dioxide, II. 2126
— disulphide, II. 290c
—, drop reaction, II. 5806
— ferrocfanide, III. 468a, 470c
— fluoride, II. 215a
— gluconate, II.' 201c, 234a,

2976
— hydride, II. 205d, 685d
— hydrogen carbonate, II. 220d
— hydrosulphide, II. 230c
— hydroxide, II. 211d
— fcydroxy - sulphydrate, II.

2316
— hypochlorite, III. 636
— hypophosphite, II. 223c
— imide, II. 2226

Calcium in cabbage, II. 183a
— in plants, I. 505c
— iodate, II. 2036, 214d
— iodide, II. 201c, 214d
— mercuride, II. 205a
— metaphosphate, II. 226a
— monosulphide, 21. 229d, 271a
— nitrate, II. 222c
— nitride, II. 204d, 221d
— nitrite, II. 2226
— oxalate in wort, II. 96a
— oxide, II. 2066

, reaction with CO and
steam, II. 3496

— oxychloride, II. 214a
-— oxysulphide, II. 230d
— pentasulphide, II. 230c
— perchlorate, II. 214c
— ptriodate, II. 215a
— pernitride, II. 222a
— persulphate, II. 233d
— phosphate, II. 119c, 204a,

, acid, in flour, II. 81c
, complex with casein, II.

4116
in bone ash, II. 286

flour, II. 79c
— phosphato-chlorides, II. 226a
— phosphide, II. 2236
— phosphite, II. 223c

, acid, II. 223c
— potassium chromate, II.

234a
ferrocyanide, III. 470d

II. 233c
>hate, ft. 225d

qualitative reactions, II.
553d, 567a

—, , rare metals present,
II. 555d, 556d

—, role in blood clotting, II. 23c
— saccharate, IT. 212a
H Calciwn-Sandoz," II. 234a
Calcium seibnide, II. 232a
— silicate, electrolysis, II. 227a
— silicates, II. 227c
— silicide, II. 227*
— silicoborate, II. 229d
— silicophosphate, II. 2266
— silicotitanate, II. ft29d
— silver iodide, y. 214d
— sodium sulphate, II. 233c
—julphate (see als<0Gypsum),

II. 2326
hemihydrate, II. 130d

— sulphate in ammonium sul-
phate production, II. 4246
, — masonry, II. 128c
, mineral, II. 204a
plasters and cements, II.

1296
— sulphite, II. 232a
— sulphocarbonate, II. 231d
— tetroxide, II. 212c
— thiocyanate, II. 2036
— thiosulphate, II. 233d
— titanate, II. 229d
— zirconate, II. 429c
Calco-flranite, I. 558a; II.

393a
Calc-spar (see also Calcite): i l .

2036 *
Calculations, chemical, III. la
Caldariomycin, V. 5ftc
" Caledon " dyes, I. 4246
Calendering textiles, V. 188h
Calendula offirinalis, II. 234a
Gallon, II. 2346
Caffatur wood, II. 2346
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Caliche, II. 2346
Calico printing, IV. 178a*

, casein in, II. 4146
, direct styles, IV. 179a
, dyed styles, IV. 181c
with aniline black, IV

179c ft c
azoic dyes, IV. 182a
" Rapidazol" dyes, IV

IV 183c
" Rapidogen " dyes,

IV. 183a
Californite, II. 2346
" Calines," caulocaline, phyllo-

caline, rliizocaline, VI. 138c
Calisaya, II. 2346
Callaite, I. 264a*
Callistephin, II. 2346
Callistephus chinensis, I. 532a*
Callitris glauca, VI. 1426
— intralropica, VI. 1426
Callitropic acid, II. 234a"
Calluna vulgaris, II. 234a*; IV.

3336 ; VI. 190a
Callutannic acid, II. 234(Z
Calmatambetin, II. 235a
Calmatambin, II. 235a
11 Calmonal," II. 235a
11 Cal-nitro," I. 352a*
Calomel, detn., II. 602(2
— half-element, VI. 33Ga
" CalomeloU" II. 235a
Caloncoba glauca, C. spp., II.

Calophyllum inophyllum, II.
235a

Calophyllum oil, II. 2356
, fatty acids, II. 2356

Calorific values, gross and net,
V. 331d

of fuels, V. 331c
Calotropis ttpp., V. 1696
Calotype, II. 2356
Calumba alkaloids, II. 2356
41 Calvadost" III. lss7c •
Calycanthine, isocaly cant 'line,

Calycanthus spp., II. 236c
Caxnbe wood, II. 260c
Gamboge, III. 237a ; V. 427c
Cambrite; IV. 553c, 554c
Camelina sativ\ II. 2376
Cameline oil, II. 237a
Camellia japonica, VI. 86c ,
Camellia-saponin, VI. 86c'
Campeachy wood, II. 2376
d - Gamphane - 3 - carboxylic

acid, IV. 318c
Gamphane, a-dichloro-, II.

2396
isoCamphane formation, II.

2426
Gamphene, II. 237c, 252c
—, w-broino-, II. 2386
—, w-chloro-, II. 2396
— from borneol, II. 31c

bornyl chloride, II. 2526
pinene, II. 2586

— glycol, II. 239a
•—hydrate, II. 238c
— Jiydrochloride, n. 230c
—,,(o-nitro-, II. 239c
—, —, oxidation, II. 240a
—, oxidation to camphor, II.

238a, 257a
—, source of borneol, II. 316
Gamphenic acid, II. 238a
Gamphenilol, II. 240c
Camphenilone, II. 237(7, 240a
— formation, II. 2576

INDEX

Camphenilyl chloride, II. 240fl
—, methyl, xanthate, distilla[l

tion of, II. 34a
Gamphenylic acid, II. 2386
— nitrite, II. 239c
Camphochol, II. 240c
Gamphol, II. 240M
a-Gampholenaldehyde, II

Gampholene formation, II
243d

a-Campholenic acid, dihydro-
11.^446

Gampholic acid, II. 244a
isoCampholic acid, II. 244a
a-Campholide, II. 2426, 247(Z
j8-Campholide, II. 247d
a-Campholytic acid, II. 248c
Caxnphonenic acid, II. 249a
Camphor. II. 240<Z
0-Camph6r, IV. 318c
Camphor, acetyl-, II. 243c—, amino-, II. 2456
Camphoranil, II. 258c

Camphor, artificial," II. 32a*,
250c

Camphor, benzoyl-, II. 243c
carboxylic acid, II. 243a

—, chloro-, II. 2446
—, compound with apocholic

* acid, II. 240c
—, deoxycholic acid, II.

188c
—, dehydration, II. 404c
— derivs., numbering, II. 243c
—, detn., II. 259d ; IV. 533c
oc-Gamphorene in camphor oil,

II. 249c
Camphor, essential oil, II. 2496
— from borneols, II. 31c, 2506
— glycol, II. 246d
—, halogen derivs., II. 2446
—, hydroxy-, II. 245d
Camphoric acid, II. 241a, 247c
—, —, j8-bromo-, 1§. 2486

formation, II. 33c, 34a
, hydroxy-, II. 2376

apoCamphoric acid, II. 239a,
241c
, carboxy-, II. 239a

as-apoCamphoric acid, II. 346
isoGamphoric acid, II. 247c
Camphoric anhydride, a-

bromo-, PI. 2486
, a-chloro-, II. 2486

Camphorimide, II. 248a
Camphor in celluloid, II. 249c,

260a, 443*P
—, iodo-, II. 244a*
11 Camphor, Ngai," II. 30a*
Camphor, nitro-, II. $45a
—, pseudonitro-, II. 24oa
—, isonitroso-, II. 246c
Gamphorosn, II. 260c
Gamphoronic acid, II. 2416,

2426, 2/ 8a
JsoCamphoronic acid, II. 2426
Camphorquinone, K. 246c
—, reduction, II. 245d
Gamphorsuiphonic acids, II.

Camphor, synthetic, II. 249c
" Camphortar," IV. 31a
Gamphylic acid, II. 248c
Camwood, II. 260c
Canada balsam and resin II.

261a
in flexible collodium, II.

468c
— pitch, II. 2616

" Canada Snake-root," I. 498(2
Canadine, II. 2616; VI.

295c
Ganadolic acid, II. 2616
Canadolinic acid, II. 261a
Gananga, essential oil, II. 2616
Ganarin, II. 2616
Canarium spp., IV. 275a, 276a
Canavalia ensiformis, I. 659a
Canavanine, I. 3186
Cancer, experimental produc-

t i o n , II. 3786
Candelilla wax, II. 261c
Candle making, VI. 222c
Candlenut, II. 2626, '
— oil, I. 198c ; II. 2626
Candles, II. 263/z
—, dyes for colouring, II. 268d
—, tallow, acrolein from burn-

ing, II. 263c
Candle wick?- borax/pickling,

II. 50a*, 265a
Canella alba, II. 269c
Canella bark, II. 269c
" Canellin," II. 269c
Ganfieldite, I. 466a ; V. 520c
Cannabinol, II. 269a"

innabinolactone, II. 269a*
Cannabis iridica resin, II. 269c ;

• VI. 422c . A
— sativa, I. la ; IV. 86a, 2516 ;

V. 162c ; VI. 203a, 422c
protein, IV. 2516

Canna edulis, I. 4686
Cannel coal and coke, V. 437c
Canning and bottling, V. 2906
Gannizzarite, II. 270a
" ' iro's reaction, II. 270alanni!

Gannonite, IV. 530a
Gannon-spar, II. 203c
Cans, corrosion and protection,

V. 290c
Gantharides, II. 2706
Gantharidic acid, II. 2706
Cantharidin, II. 2706

containing insects, II. 271a*
rsoCantharidin, II. 271a
Cantharis vesicatoria II. 2706
Canthiwn glabriflorum, II. 235a
Canton's phosphorus, II. 230a
Canvas roofing, V. 195d
Caoutchouc, see Rubber.

ip compositions, IV. 543c
Gape ruby," V. 429c

Capric acid, I. 199c ; II. 2716;
IV. 278c

Caprine, II. 2716
Caproic acids, II. 2716

, a-aifino-, III. 317a
d/r-Caproic acid, II. 271c
isoCaprojt acid, II. 21 Id
Gaproic acids, II. 2716
" Caprokol," II. 271d
Gapryl or octyl, II. 271(2
Caprylic acid, I. 199c
Capsaicin, II. 271a*, 274c
Gapsanthin, II. 2726, 3996
Gapsanthinone, II. 273a
Capsanthol, II. 273c
Gapsanthylal, II- 2736
Capsicine, II. 2756
Capsicum, II. 2736
-- resin, II. 2756
Caprf.cum spp., II. 271d\ 2726,

2756
Capsorubin, II. 2726, 3996,

401a
Gapsularigenin, II. 275c
Gapsulari- , II. 275c
Capsylaldehyde, II. Z73a



Caput moriuum, II. 275c ; III.
278c

Carajura, I. 381d; II. 275c;
III. 286

Carajuretin, II. 275c
Carajurin, II. 275c ; III. 28c
—, dibromo-, III. 28d
Garaiurone, II. 275(2; III. 28c,

29c
Garambola, II. 275d
Caramel, II. 276a
Caramelan, II. 276c
Caramel, detn., II. 277a
Garamelen, II. 276c
CarazneliQ acid, II. 276c
Garaznelin, II. 276c
Carana, II. Zfifb
Garane, II. 388d
Carap£*oil, II. 2776
Caratol, in carrot seed oil, II.

404& ,%
Caraway, II. 277c
—, essential oil, II. 278a
— oil, carveol in, II. 404d

, carvone in, II. 4066
11 Carbacaine," II. 2806
Carbamic acid, II. 2786
Carbamide, acetyl a-bromo-cc-

ethylbutyryl-, I. \c
Carbaznino-acids, I. 320a* '
CarBaminoylcholine, III. 94a
Carba process of CO8 pro-

duction, II. 3276
11 Carbasone," 1.487a ; II. 2786
Carbazide, II. 2786, 303c
Carbazines, I. 133d
Carbazoimide, II. 2786, 323a
Carbazole, II. 278c
—, N-acetyl-, II. 2796

1-carboxylic acid, II. 279c
—-, 3:6-diamino-, II. 2806

3-diazonium hydrochloride,
JII. 595a

— dyes, I. 420a"
— from brucine and strychnine,

II. 278d
coal tar, II. 278d

— in anthracene, detection, I.
3876

— indophenol, II. 280a
—, N-nitroso-, II. 279c
—, pigments from, II. 2806
Carbazolene, II. 279a
Carbazones, I. 133d
Garbazyl ketones, II. 280(2
Garbene, I. 87a
11 Carbest," II. 6826
Carbides (see also Acetylene,

metallic derivs;), II. 2806
" Carbitol" II. 282a \
Carbocampheniloife, IP. 2386
:i Carbocite process/* V. 3656
Carbocyanines, 2:2-, 2:4-, and

4:4'-, III.-516c
—, indo-, indothia-, indoxa-

and oxathia-, III. 523d
—, LSisymmetrical, III. 5236
" Carbofrax," II. 361a
Carbohydrase, definition, II.

282a
Garbohydoases, functions, IV.

3146
Carbohydrates, II. 282a
" Carbohydrates, digestible,"

IV. 599a"
Carbohydrates in feeding

stuffs, IV. 592d, 603a
rice, II. 4946
starch, II. 482a
cabbage, II. 183a

INDEX

/Carbohydrates in carrots, II.
T 403rf
h Carbohydrates, soluble,"

IV. 599d
Carbohydrazide, II. 303c
Carbolic acid, or phenol, II.

303c; 151. 207d, 212c
, liquid, III. 4266

Carbolineuxn, II. 308d; III.
421d

Carbon, II. 308d
" Carbon," I. 3d
Carbon, activated, I. 140a
Carbonado, I. 3d; II. 309a*,

356(2; III. 575a
" Garbonalpha," II. 313a
11 Carbonate," abrasive, I. 3d ;

II. 356d ; III. 575a
Carbonate, detn., gravimetric,

II. 594c
"Carbonate of balytes," I.

•651a
Carbonates, behaviour with

indicators, II. 6406
— of sugars, II. 2916
—, qualitative reactions, II.

Carbon bromide, II. 320c
carbon oxides equilibrium,
V. 368a

— chlorosulphides, from O32,
II. 353c

chromium alloy, III. 104d*
— compounds, II. 3206

, combustion analysis, II.
615c, micro, II. 630a
, qualitative tests, II. 615a

—, detection, II. 568d
— dibromide, II. 320c
— dioxide, II. 323c

as fertiliser, II. 3266
atmosphere for food

storage, II. 3266 ; V. 293d
, detn., gasometric, II.

677c, gravimetric, II. 6826,
and volumetric, II. 642d,
645J, 682a

, physical, methods, II.
6826

fumigation, II. 361c ; V.
394d
, liquid, II. 326c, 328a
, reaction with Grignard

reagents, 11/. 3636
, solid, II. 326c, 388c ; IV.

56a
— disulphide, II. 3286

, detection* II. 569a, 682d
, *etn., II. 682d
, — in fumigated food, V.

396c
• fimiigation, II. 344a ; V.

3966
, luminescent oxidation,

III. 236
,'prepn. from, hydrocar-

bons, II. 337d
, reaction with chlorine,

II. 353a
< recovery, II\ 3386

, removal from benzole, I.
674d
, specification, II. 344a
vapour, absorption in oil,

— fluorides, II. 3236
— fluorochlorides, II. 356a
Carbonic anhydrase, II. 356d
Carbonisation, see also Coal

carbonisation.
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Carbonisation, high tempera-
ture, V. 3676

—, low temperature, V. 364d
— of wool, II. 146 ; IV. 123c
Carbonite, II. 357a
11 Carbonite," IV. 463d
Carbon monosulphide, II. 3226
— monoxide, II. 3446

, action on metals, II. 357a
and methanol, acetic acid

from, II. 425c
, blood test, II. 682d ; VI.

166a
, detection, II. 569a, 6826 ;

III. 216
, detn., gasometric, II. 678c

-; , high pressure reduction,
II. 425c
*, reaction with hydrogen,
VI. 378d

— oxysulphide, detection and
detn., II. 683a
, prepn., II. 338a

" Carbon papers," VI. 490a
Carbon process in photo-

graphy, III. 110a
Carbons, decolorising, II. 311d,

320a
Carbon subnitride, II. 321c
— suboxide, II. 351d

, reacts as malonic an-
hydride, II. 352c

— subsulphide, II. 323c
— sulphidoselenide, II. 3236
— tetrabromide, formation, II.

356a
, ?repn., II. 3206
, presence in bromine, II.

1186
— tetrachloride, I. 105c; II.

353a
fire extinguisher, V. 209c
in fumigants, II. 344a

-,# warfare, III. 10c
, prepnv, III. 11a

— trirafluoride, II. 3236, 356a
— €elraiodide, II. 321c
— tribromide, II. 320c
Carbonyl-J-acid, IV. 222d
— azide, II. 2786, 323a
— bromide, II. 323a ,
— chloride, see also Phosgene.

, carboa tetrachloride
from, II. 354d _

— —,^prepn., II. 321c, 354d,

, properties, II. 321c
— compounds, detection and

detn. as hydrazones, II.
626c; VI. 304c

— cyanide, II. 3226
" Carbonyling " of nickel, II.

351a
Carbonyl nitride, II. 2786
— selenide, II. 3236
Carbonyls, metal, II. 351a,

357a
Carbonyl sulphide, II. 322c
Carbo oven, II. 311c
Carboxfeffin, II. 358d
" Carborundum " abrasive, I.-3d,

4a
T- flours, II. 359d
— occurrence, II. 280c
— production, II. 3104 358d
"Car&oscrin,"II.3616
" Carboxide," II. 361c ; V. 396d
" Carboarfde gas," IV. 3806
Garboxylase in yeast, II. 99d ;

V. 106
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Carooxyl group, detn., II.
6254

Garboxylic acids, II. 361c
Carboxypeptidase, IV. Slid,

Carbromal or carbromalum, I.
141a

Carbro process in photo-
graphy, III. I l ia

Garburetted water gas, II.
345a; V. 469c, 4906

. , composition and cal.
val., V. 472c

, " gas oil," V. 4726
, waste heat boiler, V.

471a
Carcinogenic hydrocarbons,

II. 3786
Garclazite or carclazyte,' II.

3806
Cardamoms, II. 3806
—, essential oil. II. 381a
Cardboard, casein adhesive in,

II. 4146
Cardiac isoaglycones, II. 3826
— glycosides, II. 381a
" CardiozoU" II. 388c
Cardol, I. 366a ; II. 388c
Cardox blasting process, IV.

562c
— cartridges, II. 388c
J3-Carene, II. 388c
J4-Carene, II. 3896
Carius halogen detn., II. 6206

, micro - method, II.
632a

— sulphur detn., II. 62Vc
, micro - method, II.

632c
Garlic acid, V. 526
Carlosic acid, V. 526
Carminamide, m, 229(2

II. 390a
>

Carmine, a- and fl-bromo-, III.
227a, 6

Carixunic acid, II. 390a p III.
2fl6a\ 22j9(2

Carxiioisine,1 II. 390a
Garnallite, II. 1096,195c, 212(7,

390a
Garuaubt. wax in candles, II.

264c
Carnaubic acid, II. &J06
Carnaub>: alcohol, II. 390/;
Carnegine, II. 390c
Garnelian, II. 5176
Gariiine, II. 390a"
Canutes, II. 391a
Carnitine, I. 687a ; II. 391a
Carxiose, II. 391a
Carnosine, II. 392a
Carnotite, II. 392(2
Garob tree, II. 3936
— gum, VI. 156c
Carol, II. 393d
Carolic acid, V. 526
Carolinic acid, V. 526
Caione, II. 3936
Caronic acids, ci$- and trans-,

II. 3896, 393(2
Caro's acid, II. 393c?; (71.

' 341a, 3456
Carotene, II. 393(2, 398(2 ; III.

184(2
—, a- and 8-,II. 397a, 394c

-, detn., colorimetric, II. 3946
— in flour and wheat, II. 81c,

505c
--. occurrence in plants, II.

183a, 2726, 404a

INDEX

Carotene, sources, II. 394a. .
j3-Carotene, jS-carotene aldj

hyde, structure, II. 3966
—, conversion into vitamin A,

II. 394(2
—, dihydroxy-, II. 3956
y-Carotene, II. 3976
isoCarotene, II. 394(2, 397(2
pseuc2o-a-Carotene, II. 397(2.
Garotenoids, II. 151a, 397<2
—, animal, II. 401c
—, bacterial, II. 401(2
—, biosynthesis, II. 4O1<2
—, chromatographic separation,

11.3986
—- in butter, II. 1636
—t physiological importance,

II. 402a
—, plant, structure, II. 398a,

399a.
Garotenone, II. 3956
0-Carotenone, II. 3996
— aldehyde, II. 3956
—, oxidation, II. 3956
Caroubin, I. 660a; II. 3936,

403a
Caroubinose, II. 3936,403a
Carpaine, II. 403a
—, nitroso-, II. 4036
Carpamic acid, II. 4036
11 Varpkenol," II. 1596
Carpiline, II. 403c
Garpotroche oil, II. 403c, 5236
Carragheen, I. 1996 ; II. 403c
—, detn., II. 403(2
Carragheenin, II. 403(2
Carrot, II. 403<2
Carthamidin, II. 4046
Carthamin, II. 4046
Carthamus tinctorius, IV. 866
11 Cartox." V. 395(2
Carurn carvi, II. 277c ; IV. lc
— petroselinum, I. 450c
Carvacrol, p-amino-, I. 32tia
—, chloro-, II. 404"
— from camphor, II. 242c?

carvenone, II. 4C4(2
— in camphor oil, II. 249c
—, reduction to carvomenthol,

II. 405c
Carvaaept, II. 404c
d-Carvene in caraway oil, II.

278a
Carvenene, K. 404c
Caivenol, II. 404(2
Carvenone, II. 404c; IV. 96
— from camphor, II. 242(2
—, reduction fo carvomenthol,

II. 4056
Carveol, II. 404(2
— from carvone, II. 4076
— in caraway oil, II. 2786
—, reduction to carvomenthols,

II. 405cr,
Carvestrene, II. $05a
— from canone, II. 393c
Garviolacin, V. 55c
Carviolin, V. 55c
Carvomenthol, II. 405a
—, formation, II. 405a, 4076
—, oxidation, II. 406a
Carvomenthone, II. 405(2
— from carvone, II. 4076

carvotanacetone, II. 408c
Carvomenthylamines, II.

406h
Carvone, II. 4066 ; IV. lr, 5a
—, hydroxy-, II. 4086
— in caraway oil, II. 278a
—, reduction, II. 404(2,40oc, 4076

Carvotanacetone, II. 408a,
4086

—, reduction, II. 405c
Carylamine, II. 393c
Caryophyllene in Canella alba,

II. 209c
Caryophyllenes, II. 408(2; III.

Caryophyllenic acid, II. 4096
Caryota urms, V. 1686
Casale process, I. 336(2
Calca bark, IV. 335(2
Cascalotte, VI. 1536
Cascara sagrada, II. 410c

substitute, I. 198a
Cascarilla, essential oil, II.

411a
Cascarillic acid, II. 411a
Gascarol, II. 410(2
Case-hardening with sodium

cyanide, 711. 4856'
Casein, II. 411a
—, adhesives, I. 142(2
—, as photographic film, II.

448a
— fibres, II. 416a ; IV. 125c ;

V. 115c
— in curd, II. 163a
Caseinogen, II. 411a
Casein plastics, II. 41<}c
— wool, II. 416a
Cashew nut, 1.126,365(2

shell oil, I. 366a
Casimiroedine, II. 417(2
Casimiroine, II. 417(2
Casimiroitine, II. 418a
Cassaidine, IV. 336a
Gassaine, IV. 336a
Cassava, II. 418c
Cassel earth, II. 4186
Cassia, II. 4186 ; III. 182a
Cassia angustifolia, III. 556c
Cassia, essential oil, II. 4186
Cassia occidentalis, III. 2576
Cassia oil, cinnamaldehyde in,

III. 180a
Cassia tora, II. 419a
Gassie oil, I. l ie
Gassiterite, II. 4196
Castagnitol, III. 27c
Castelagenin, II. 419a
Gastelin, II. 419c

'Castilloa elastica, III. 546a
Casjner electrolytic cell, III.

55a
Castor oil, II. 420a

in dopes for film manu-
facture, II. 4486

laSquers, II. 468a
n , specification, II. 472c
— or cast^reum, II. 419(2
11 Catadyn " process, IV. 24(2
Gatalase, II. 422c ; IV. 3156 ;

VI. 1686, 346a
—, constitution, VI. 168c
— in bread ' rope,1 IL 846

malting, II. 89a
rice, II. 495(2

—, mol. wt., VI. 1686
—, prepn., VI. 1686
" Catalin," II. 422a
" Catalpo," II. 422(2
Catalysis (see also Catalyst(s);

JChain reactions; Esterifica-
tion, catalytic; Reactions,
heterogeneous; and cata-
lysed processes, as Hydro-
gen ation), II. 422(2

—, acid, relation to conduc-
tivity, VI. 242a
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Catalysis, active centres in,
II. 540c

—, activity coefficients in, VI.
244a, 246a

—, adsorption in, II. 539c ; VI.
215a, 314c

— and dissociation theory, VI.
241(2

— by metallic halides, VI. 259a
ions, VI. 258(2

-̂ r, catalytic constant in, ,,VI.
241a

—, definition, VI. 255c
—, dual theory, VI. 249c
—, general acid-base. VI. 2496
—, homogeneous (see also Cata-

lysis), VI.<240c
—i hydrogen ion in, VI. 253c
—, hydroxyl ion in, VI. 253c
—, inhibition (see also Catalyst

poisons), VI:»260c
— in industrial chemistry, II.

422(2
inert solvents, VI. 2516
non-aqueous solvents, VI.

2446, 251a, 2556
—, mass action in, II. 539c
—, negative, see Catalysis, in-

hibition ; Catalyst poisons.
— of pinene isomerisation, it.

—, primary salt effect in, VI.
2466

—, reaction velocity in homo-
geneous, VI. 241a

—, secondary salt effect in, VI.
2446

—, spontaneous reaction in, VI.
251a

—, statistical effect in, VI. 253a
electrolytes in, VI.

—, theories, VI. 372c
—, water molecule in, VI. 253c
Gatalyst(s), see also Anti-

oxidants ; Auxin; Cata-
lysis ; Enzymes; Hor-
mones ; Hydrolysis; and
under catalysed processes.

Catalyst poisons (see also Anti-
catalysts ; Catalysis, in-
hibition ; Catalysts, nickel,
poisons), I. 334a ; II. 423c,1

540c ; VI. 211c, 218a, 360c,
336a*

Catalysts, prepn., see Hydro-
genation ; H. analysis ;
H. of coal.

—, promoter actions, IV. 346a,
355c

— structure, VI. 377o
—, typical, VI. 212(2
— uniformity, VI. 3806
Catalysts, action on water gas,

II. 3496
—, dehydrating, IV. 350c
—, • ^foraminate," VI. 181(2
—, massive and colloidal, VI.

216c
—, nickel, poisons. VI. 180c,

1816
— of oil hydrogenation, II.

427a ; VI. 1786 *
Catalytic esterification,' IV.

33
oxidation of aldehydes, VI.

2616
sulphites, VI. 260(2

— power and acid-base strength,
VI. 252(2

ttaphoresis, III. 283c
tapleiite, II. 429c
techin, II. 433d, 435c

" Catechin C," II. 435c
o7-Catechin, I. 116
Catechol, II. 429c
— and acyl dnd aryl derivs. in

pharmacy, II. 431a, 4326
— as bactericide, II. 431a
Catecholcitraconein, II. 4336
Catechol esters, II. 4316

, rearrangement, II. 432a
Catecholitaconein, II. 4336
Catecholphthalein, II. 4336
Catechol, rare earth derivs.,

. II. 515(2
Catechols, alkyl, as disinfec-

tants, II. 4326
Catechol sulphonic acids, II.

432a* F „
— tannin in heather, II. 235a
Catechu, II. 4336 ; IV. 1266
Catechutannic acid, II. 4386
Catellagic acid, II. 439a
Catenarin, V. 55a
Catha edulis, I. 116 ; IV. 3176
Catharometer, V. 390(2
Cathartin, II. 439a
Cathartogenic acid, II. 439a
Cathidine, I. 116 ; II. 4396
Cathine, I. 116 ; II. 4396 ; IV.

3176
Cathinine, I. 116; 11.4396
Cathode efficiency, IV. 261c
Cathodic protection of metals,

. III. 392c
Cation acids, VI. 2476
Cat's-eye, oriental, III. 119a
Cauliflower, II. 1826
Caulophylline, II. 4396
Cly Cay fat, Cay-cay fat, II.

4396; IV. 4a
Cayenne pepper, II. 2736
C.C. (earthenware), VI. 8(2
C.E. (€xplodive), IV. 485a
Cedar camphor, II. 439c, 441a
Cedarite, I. 302c
" Cedar, Moulmein," II. 439(2
Cedar nut oil, IV. 86a
Cedarwood, essential oil, II.

439c
Cedra-Cedrat, II. 439c
Cedrat oil, III. 190(2
Cedrela toona, II."439(2
Cedrene, II. 439c, 440c, 441a
Cedrenol, II. 439c
Cedriret, II. 440(2
Cedrol, II. 439?, 441a
—, dehydration, II. 440c
pseudoCedrol, II. 439c, 441a
Cedrox?*, II. 440c
Cedrus atlantica, I. 533c
Ceiba pentandra, V. 108c
Celadonite, VI. JSQa
" Celanese," I. 39c
" Celastoid," II. 481a
" Celatene," I. 416, 205c
"Celcotjnv. 231a
Celery cabbage, II. 1826
—, celeriac, II. 4416
—, essential oil, II. 441c, 442a
— seeds, II. 441(2
Celestine or celestite, II. 4426
Celite, II. 1416, 2286
11 Cellastine," II. 480a*
CeUiamine (celliamin), II.

442c; VI. 2006
" Celliton dyes," I. 41a
Celliton Rubine B, I. 416
CeUobiase, II, 442c

Cellobiose, II. 2986,442c
—, relation to cellulose, II. 457a
— units in cellulose, II. 301c
Cellodextrins, II. 442(2
Cellohexose, II. 302a, 4424
" Cellomold," II. 480a
"Cellophane," II. 442d\ 4526, .
"Cellosolve," II. 443a; IV.

378c
Cellotetrose, II. 2»9a, 302a,

442(2
Cellotriose, II. 299a, II. 302a,

442(2
Cellotropin, II. 4436
Cellulase, II. 4436
Celluloid, II. 4436
—, camphor in, II. 249c, 260a
— plastics, II. 446a
— production, II. 4646
Cellulose (see also Cellulose

fibres), II. 282a, 456(2
— acetate, chain length, II.

3010*
in photographic films, II.

447a
production, II. 4476,

464a*; V. 1214
rayon dyes (see also Ace-

tate silk dyes ; Dyeing ;
Azo-dyes), I. 205c

spinning, V. 1236
" ripening"1 V. 123a

— acetates, acetone-soluble, II.
464(2; V. 1226
, chloroform-soluble, II.

46f2
—, bleaching, II. 3c
—, bran, II. 59a .
—, cotton, properties, II. 46
—, cuprammonium, II. 4636

III. 355a; V. 113a, 116a
— dispersions, II. 459a*
—, esparto, xylan in, II. 303c
-"-esters in photographic film,

II. 447a, 448a
— edter solutions, II. 467a*; III.

3956
— ethers in photographic films,

II. 448a
— fibres (see also Fibres, arti-

cial, or rayon J Fibres,
cotton; Fibres, vegetable),
II. 4656

— j - i n dyeing, set Dyeing;
Azo-dyes.

— finishes, butanol in, II. l69c
—, formula, II. 301c, 457c
—, hydration, II. 459c
—, hydrolysis, II. 4436
— in feeding stuffs, IV. 593a
— lacquers, II. 467(2; III. 3956
*— nitrate, see also Celluloid ;

Celluloid plastics; Cellu-
lose ; Cellulose lacquers;
Explosives; Fibres, arti-
ficial, or rayon.
: for films, II. 447a

— nitrates, IV. 501c
— nitrate silk, V. 114(2
—, nitration, II. 443c
—f nitro-, see Cellulose nitrate.
— nitroacetate, films, II. 4*7(2
*- plastics, II. 4746
— polymerisation, V. 129a
—, regenerated, azo dyes for.

IV. 234a
—, viscosity of cuprammonium,

II. 4636
— xanthate or xanthogenate,

II. 442(2, 4656 ; V. 118a
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Celtis occidentalis, IV. 278(2
Celtium, II. 4806
Cement (see also Portland ce-

ment), II. 1296, 135c
—, aluminous, II. 1466
—, casein, II. 4146
—.celluloid, *I. 445(2
—, cold process slag, II. 145a
—, lime, natural, II. 133(2
Gementite, II. 280(2, 480c
Cement, magnesium oxy-

chloride, II. 135c
(Cements, chalk in, II. 518c
Centaurea, II. 480c
Centaury, II. 480c
111 Centralites," stabilisers, II.

480c; IV. 521a
—, detn., IV. 5336
(Centrifugal pot for rayofi, V.

117a, 120d
Cephaeline, II. 480(2; IV. 281a
Cephalanthin, II. 481a
'Cephalin, see Kephalin.
•Cepharanthine, II. 481a
Ceradia, II. 4816
Cerafica, V. 171a
•" Ceralumin." I. 253a
Ceramium rubrum, I. 2006
Cerargyrite, II. 4816
<Cerasm, II. 481(2
Ceratonia gum, C. siliqua,

I. 2016, 658(2 ; VI. 156c
Cerberetin, II. 481(2
Cerberin, II. 387c, 481(2
Cereals, II. 481(2
Cerebron, II. 506c ; VI 93c
Gerebrose, II. 506c
Cerebrosides, II. 506c
Gererite, II. 512a
Geresin, II. 264c, 506(2
Gerfluorite, II. 506(2
Ceria, II. 510a
Geric carbide, II. 509(2
— chloride, organic compounds,

11.5106 '
— hydroxide, II. 5106
—• nitrate, H, 510(2
— oxide, II. 510a

, catalyst for oxidation of
carbon monoxide, II. 347a,
351(2 '

— selenate, II 510c
— sulphate in analysis, II. 5106,

647(2 ; ;VI. 441c
Cerin, II. 507a
Gerine, II. 512a
Gerinstein, II. 5126
Gerite, II. 507a, 5116, 5126
Cerium (see also under Ceric,

Cerous), II. 507a
— azide, II. 5096
—, detn.,potentiometric, 1.7076'
—, —, volumetric, II. 6556
— hydride, II. 508c
— in photography, II. 511a
— metals and earths, II. 5116
— nitride, II. 5096
— peroxide, II. 510d
— phosphate, mineral, VI. 120a

*—, qualitative reactions, II.
,5556, 5626, 568c

—, separation from rare earths,
II. 507(2, 568(2

— silicate, II. 507a
— silicide,' II. 507c
Cerosig, II. 5166
Cerosifine, II. 5166
Gerotene, II. 5166
Gerotic acid, II. 516c

in arachis oil, I. 456a

II

INDEX

Gerotic acid in beeswax, II. 507/
brussels sprouts, II

119c
in rice, II. 4946

Cerotin, II. 516c
Cerous acetylacetonate,

509(2
— bromate, II. 508(2
— carbonate, II. 509c
— chloride, II. 508(2
— cobalticyanide, II. 509c
— dimethylphosphate, II. 509(2
— fluoride, II. 508(2
— halides, II. 508(2
— hydroxide, II. 509a
— iodate, II. 508(2
— nitrate, II. 5096
— oxalate, II. 509c
— phenoxide, II. 509c
— sulphate, II. 5096
— sulphide, II. 509a

Lte, II. 509c
, I. 6616
11.516(2

Cervantite, I. 440a
Ceryl alcohol, II. 119c, 390c,

516c
— cerotate, II. 516c
" Cetiacol," II. 516(2
Cltine, II. 516(2
Cetoleic acid, III. 2476
11 Cetosalol," II. 516(2
Cetyl alcohol, II. 517a
— (2-glucoside, VI. 86c
Getylmalonic acid, II. 517a
Cetyl palmitate, II. 516(2
Cevadilline, II. 517a
Cevadine, II. 517a
Ceylon oil, III. 239c
Ceyssatite, III. 579(2
C function of combustion, V.

246c
Chabazite, I. 150(2
Chailletia toxicaria, II. 517a
Chain reactions, W. 533c ; IV.

83a, 418a ; VI. 260(2
Ghairamidine. II. 517a • III

128a, 151(2
III.517a;

128a, 151(2
Chalcanthite, II. 517a; III.

341c, 3576
Ghalcedonite, II. 5176
Chalcedony, II. 25a, 517a
Chalcocite, II. 517c ; III. 341c,

355a
Chalcopyritev II. 32(2, 517c;

Ghalcosine {see also 'Jhalco-
cite), II. 517c

Ghalcostibite, II. 518f
Chalcotrichite, II. 518a

459a
Chalk, II. 220a, 518a
— fertiliser, V. 74a
—, French, *I. 518c
Chalkone group, II. 518c
Chalmersite, III. 45£a

III.

Ghalybite, II. 519c
Chamazulerie, I. 119(2, 381a;

sulphuric
II. 520a

Chamber process
acid, II. 4236

Chamoising process, III. 5516
Chamomile, essential oil, I,

119(2; 381a; II. 520a '
— flowers, II. 520a
nhflmomillol, II. 5206
Chamosite, II. 5206
Chamotte, JJ, 5206

Ghampacol , VI. 142c
f!T JJ§ 520c
Ch'an su, II. 3886
Chapman's formula for ex-

plosion wave velocity, IV.
438c

Charcoal, II. 309a, 310c, 311c
—, activation, II. 333c
—, active, II. 315c
—, —, from bran, II. 62(2
—, Adsorption of carbon disvl-

phide on, II. 3406
—, animal, II. 311c
—, catalysis by, II. 428(2
— for gunpowder, VT. 455(2
— in respirators, II. 196
—, Meiler, II. 3Mk2
—, peat, V. 360a
—, retentivity, II. SISa'
—, Urbain, II. 317a
—, wood, II. riOc ; V; 359(2
Chard, II. 520c
Chardonnet process, II. 474(2;

V. 113a
Charles's law, VI. 412a
Chartreuse, II. 520c
Chasing, V. 188c
Chasmantherin, II. 2356
Ghatterton's compound, VI.
* 1596 -

Ghaulmoogra (Chaulmugra),
oil group, II. 5216

Chaulznoogric acid, II. 5216,

Ghavibetol, I. 687c
Chavicin, II. 523c
Chay-aver, see Ghay root.
Chayote, II. 524(2
Ghay root, II. 523c
Chebulinic acid, VI. 86(2
Cheddaring of cheese, II. 527a
— of rennet, II. 413a
Cheddites, II. 525a ; IV. 4656
Cheesa sticks, II. 525(2
Cheese, II. 525(2
11 Cheese," cider pomace, III.

124<2
Cheese ripening, II. 526(2; V.

59(2
Cheiranthin, II. 387(2,527(2
Cheiranthus cheiri, I. 4996 ;

II. 527c
rinine, II. 527(2
rolin, II. 527c

«,, V. 330a
Ghelate groups, III. 328c
Chelervthrine, II. 528(2
Ghelidonine, II. 527(2, 5286
Chelidoniufh majus, alkaloids,

11.527(2
, bertierine from, I. 6206

Chellak, II. 529(2
Chellol, II. 529(2
— -glucoside, II. 529(2 ; VI. 86(2
Chemawinite, I. 302c
Chemical n,ffinity, II. 530a
"Chemical thermometer" V.

241c
Chemical warfare, III. 76

defence, III 18a
Chemick in cotton bleaching,

II. 3(2
Chemicking, II. 6a
— phnt, II. 8a
flhftnr^yjiiimiriAgftATiftfl I I I . 22(2

Chemiacpption in ammonia
synthesis, VI. 207(2

— in catalysis, II. 422(2; VI.
3786,-&0c

— on charcoal, VI. 2146
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Ghenodeoxycholic acid, I.
6806

Chenopodium ambrosioides, I.
501a; III.24c

Chenopodiuxn, essential oil,
III. 24c

Cherixnoya, III. 24d
Cherry, III. 25a
— kernel oil, III. 25c

Laurel, essential oil, III.
26a

leaves, III. 26a
•• Cherry pie," VI. 1916
Chert, III. 26a
Chessylite* I. 583d ; II. 25c ;

III. 26c
Chesting, V. l$8c
Chestnut, III. 26(2
— extract, III. 276
Chevreul's salt, and solution,

IV. $636
Chian turpentine, III. 286
Chia seed oil, IV. 866
Chiastolite, I. 3706
Chicago acid, IV. 217a
Chick pea, III. 296
Chicle, I. 120a ; III. 306
Chicory, III. 306, 256a
Chile saltpetre, II. 2346 ; III.

31c ^ '
" Chili nitre " for glassmaking,

V. 560c
Chillies, II. 2736
11 Chilling " of collodion, II.

468(2
China clay, III. 195d

in plastics, II. 4766
— grass, III- 316
Chinapheiiin, III. 33a
China-stone, III. 326

, mild purple, III. 32c
— wood oil, I. 1986 ; III. 33a ;

IV. 82c
, hydrogenation, VI.

1856
.» ^-, prepn. for varnishes,

IV. 896
" Chineonal," III- 33a
Chinese cabbage, II. 1826
— vegetable tallow, III. 33a
11 Chiniofon," III. 33<7
" Chinoform," III. 33d
" Chinosol" III. 33d
" Chinotropin," III. 33d
Chinovin, sugars, II. 287c
Chinovose, II. 287c ; IV. 321a
Chinquapins, III. 26d,%
Chiolite, I. 264c, 2866; III.

33d *
Chios turpentine resin, III. 34a,
Chirata, B.P., Chiratfy, III. 34a
Chiretta, III. 34a
Chitenine, III. 34a
Chitin, III. 34a ; IV. 3146 ; VI.

21c
Chitinase, III. 346 ; IV. 3146
ChitJbiose, III. 346
Chitodextrin, III. 346
Chitosamine, III. 34c
Chitotriose,JII. 346
Chives, III* 34c
Chloanthite, I. 469a ; III. 34d,

2146 *
Chloral, III. 34d
Chloralamide, III. 35c, 36a
Chloral hydrate, I. 1956
Chloralose, III. 35c
Chloramin, chloramine-1, I.

140«; TTT.36a
Chloranil, III. 366

gyrite, II. 481c
Ltes, III. 666

-*-, detn., gravimetric, II. 609d
—, qualitative reactions, II.

576d
Chlorazene, III. 366
" Chlorbutol,"!. 70c, 371c ; III.

36c
Chlorene, I. 86a ; III. 366
"CWorefonef"I.70c,371c; III.

36c
Ghlorhydric ether, IV. 3586
Chloride, bromide and iodide,

qualitative separation (see
also Halogens), II. 565a

— of lime (see also Bleaching
powder; Disinfectants),
III. 60a

Chlorides, qualitative re-
actions, II. 5766

Chlorination, Deatfon's re-
action in, II. 354c

Chlorin-e, III. 826
Chlorine {see also Halides;

• Halogens), III. 36c
— as trace element, I. 505d
—, bromine and iodine, sepn.

and detn., II. 608a, 659c
—, detection of gaseous, II.

5766, 683a
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 60ud
—, — in hydrogenation analysis,

VI. 3626
—, — of gaseous, II. 683a
—, —, volumetric, II. 657c
—,ethoxide, IV. 363d
— in flour, II. 81a

warfare, III. 9a
—, reaction with carbon disul-

phide, II. 353a
—, monoxide, II. 350d
Chlorisol, III. 776
Chlorite and hypochlorite,

detn., volumetric, II. 609d
—, mineral,,JII. 5716
Ghlorites, qualitative re-

actijns, II. 576c
Chloroazide, I. 5816
" Chlorocalcite," I. 585d
Chlorocruorin, III. 776 ; VI.

168c
— in worms, II. 20a
Chloroform, III. 776
—, anaesthetic, I/«367c
Chloroformaldoxime, V. 3836
Chloroform, chemiluminescent

reaction with hydrogen,
III. 236

ChlorUgenic acid, II. 190d,
1986; III. 79c, 254d

Chlorogjenine, I. 263c
Ghlorophycese, pigments, I. 200d
Chlorophyll, III. 80a
ChlorophyUase, {11. 81c, 85a ;

VI. 3986
Chlorophyll derive in mineral

oils, VI. 165a
Chloroptyllides, III. 81c
isoChlorophyllin-a, III. 826
Chlorophyll, Mollsch test, III.

84d
—, relation to blood pigments,

II. 20c
Chloropicrin, III. l la, 856
— fumigation, V. 3976̂
— %i warfare, III. 86,10c, 136
Chloroprene, history, I. 746,

87c
— production, I. 89a ; II. 155d
— polymer, II. 153d; IV. 93c

Chloroquinol, III. 86a
Chlororubine in chay root,

II. 523d
Chlorosis of rice, II. 502a
Chlorosulphonic acid in war-

'fare, III. l la
,- prepn., II. ?66a

11 Chloroxyl," III. 85a
rlonine, III. 85a

:," III. 86a •
Ltzapotl," II. 417d

Chocolate, IJI. 86a
— fats, III. 886
Chocolite, V. 430a
Choke-damp (after-damp), II.

323d, 344c
Cholam, II. 482c
Cholanic acid, III. 906

,> tetrahydroxy-, I. 690a
a//oCholanic acid, II. 383a
Cholanthrene, carcinogenic

activity, II. 380a
Cholelyse, III. 88d
Cholestandione, III. 90c
pseutfoCholestane, III. 91c
Cholestanedione, III. 89d

90c
Cholestanol, III. 896
Cholestanonediol, III. 89d
Cholestanonol, III. 80d, 00c
Cholestantriol, III. 89d
Cholestene, III. 916
Cholestenone, III. 89d, 90a
Cholesterilene sulphonic acid,.

II. 203a
Cholesterol, I. 690a ; II. 201d ;

112 88d
— deficit in pellagra, II. 4886
— derivs., altered nomencla-

ture, III. 91c
— in raw wool, II. 12c
—, ring structure, II. 906
—, structure of side chain, III.
.» 90a

a/ZoCholesterol, III. 91c
('soCftolesterol, III. 92c
— in raw wool, II. \2c
Cholesterophan, ill. 92d
Cholic acid, I. 6896

, dehydrogenation, III. 90d
in cancers, II. 380a

Choline, acetyl-. III. 93c
—, —, bromide, I. 736
—,-—, chloride, I.C36
—, *- , hydrolysis, II. 2006
—, —, in ergot, IV. 331d
— and related substances, III.

92d
— -esterase, III. 93d, 946

, inhibition of, II. 2006
— in cabbage, II. 182d

9 Didamnus albus, III. 602c
Gholum, II. 482c
Chondodendrine (chondro-

dendrine), III. 94d
Chondodrine (chondrodrine),

III.94d
Chondrin, III. 94c ; V. 509d;

VI. 25d
Chondrd&endron tomentosum,

• III. 459d
Chondroitin, III. 94d
fjhondrosamine, III. 94d '
Chondrus crispus, I. 1996 ; II.

403c
Chopin extensimeter, II. 786
Chopping nut, II. 198d
" Chorogi," I. 497a
Chromammonium com-

pounds, III. 1146
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Chromanone, 3-homoveratryl-
7-methoxy-, II. 71d

Ghroxnate, detn., see Chromium,
detn.

Ghroxnates and dichromates,
III. 1106

, qualitative reactions,
II. 564c, 575c, 5806; IV.
1736

—, production, III. 103a
Chromatographic analysis, II.

628a
of carotenoids, II. 3086 ;

III. 80d
dyeings, IV. 174c

Chrome alum, III. lOOd
— aznmonit explosive, IV. 554(2

iron-ore, III. 94a*
— spinel, I. 264c
— steel, III. 105c
Chromic acid, III. lOld

, detn. and reactions, see
under Chromates; Chro-
mium.
, electrolysis, III. 976
, electrolytic regeneration

from chromium salts, II.
256(2

— anhydride, see Chromic acid.
— hydroxide, III. 1086
— salts, see under Chromium.
Chroming, definition, IV. 128c
Chromite, III. 94d, 966
Chromium {see also under

Chrome ; Chromic ; Chrom-
ous ; Chromyl), III. 96a

—, active and passive, i l l . 98c
— alloys, III. 103d

aluminium alloys, III. 103d
— and aluminium, analytical

separation, VI. 2996
— as trace element, I. 505d
— azide, III. 109d
— borides, II. 44c ; III. 1106
— carbide, II. 28ia ; III. 104d

carbon alloys, III. 10̂  i
— carbonyls. II. 3576 ; III. 99d
— chlorate,*III. 101c
— chloride and Grignard re-

agent, II. 357c ; III. 99d
Its hydrates, III. 108c

— chromate, III. lOld
— -cobalt alloys, III. 104c, 217a

coppelUlloys, III. 104c
—, detn., assay, I. 522d

n— by electrodeposition or
electrolysis, II. 701a

—, colorimetric, II. 670d
—, gravimetric, II. 605a
— in chrome steel, II. 655d
—, potentiometric, II. 70da
—, volumetric, II. 655c
—, —, Mn present, II. 662c

— dioxide, III. lOld
—, drop reaction. II. 5806 ; III.

96c
—, electrodeposition, IV. 2676
— fluoride, III. 109c
— hydride, III. 99d

iron alloys, III. 1056
—lakes in dyeing, IV. 1416
—'-molybdenum alloy, III.

"104d
— -nickel alloy, III. 1046
— nitrate, III. 110a
— nitride, III. 109c
-^ oxalates, III. 1156
-- oxide, III. 1066
— phosphate, III. 100a

platinum alloy, III. 104a

INDEX

Chromium y qualitative re-
actions {see also Chro-
mates), II. 552a, 5756

—, , rare metals present,
II. 554a, 5564

— silicofluoride, III. 109c
— steel, see Chroine steel.
— sulphate and its hydrates,

III. 1006
— -zinc alloy, III. 103d

oxide catalyst in methanol
production, II. 350a, 425c

paraffin produc-
tion, II. 3506

Chromofonn, III. 115c
Chromogen, III. 308c
Chroznone, III. 115c
Chromophores, III. 3086
C&romosphere, VI. 3096
Chromotrope, III. 115d
Chromotropic acid, III. 115d ;

IV. 205d
Chromous bromide, III. 1096
— chloride, III. 107d
— iodide, l i t . 1096
— oxide, III. 1066
Chromyl chloride or chromyl

dichloride, III. 102c, 109a
Chrysaniline, I. 131a, 133a
Chrysanthemin, III. 115d;
* IV. 260a

Chrysarobin, III. 1166
—, triacetyl-, IV. 402a
Chrysatropic acid, III. 117d
Chrysazin, I. 212d, 2226
—, diamino-, I. 205c

2:7-disulphonic acid and Na
salt, I. 3906, 392d

—, hydroxy-, I. 212d, 225d
Chrysazins, dihydroxy-, I.

227a
2:4:5:7-tetranitK>-,

2286
2:4:5:7-tetrasulphonic acid,
1.3906

Chrysene, III. 118a
Chrysin, III. 118d ; *fl. 976
Chrysoberyl, I. 264c, 685a;

III. 119a ; VI. 13c
ChrysocoUa, III. 1196, 341c,

355d
Chrysoeriol, IV. 333d, 3346
Chrysogen, 1.384d, 385a ; III.

Chrysogenin, V. 54d
Chrysolite, III. 119d
Chrysonaphthazine, I. 568a
Chrysophaniv acid, I. 433a;

III. 116c "
in Cascftra sagrada, II.

410d
Chrysophanol, III. 116c
Chrysoprase, II. 517c
Chrysoqruitfone, III. 118d
Chrysoule, I. 499d

^azine, I. 568a
III. 119d
ite, III. 120d*

" Churi butter," I. 654a
Chymase,-m. 120a
Chyme, I. 6906
Ghymotrypsin, III. 120a; IV.

311d
Ciba electrolytic cell, II. 546,

" Cibacei " dyes, I. 42a
11 Cibanone » dyes, III. 1206
Cichorigenin, III. 1206
Cichoriui, III. 1206
Cichorin, III. 413a

Cichoriwn endiva, IV. 308a
— intybus, III. 306
Cicutoxin, III. 1206
Cider, III. 120c
—, blackening, III. 1276
— sickness, III. 127a
C.I.E., colorimetric standards,

III. 299c, 301a
" Cignolin," I. 433a ; III. 117c,

120c, 127d
Cimicifuga racemosa, 1.137a *
" Lincaine," III. 127d
Cinchamidine, III. 128a, 152a,

1626
Cinchene, III. i38f>, 158c
Cincholoipon, III. 1406, 164c
AomoCincholoipon, synthesis,

III. 144c
— ester, N-benzoyl-, III. 146a
Cincholoincmic acid. III. 138a,

1406, 141 u, 159d
Cinchomeronic acid, III. 127d
Cinchona alkaloids, III. 127d

, extraction and estima-
tion, III. 130a, 1316
, structural formulae, III.

137c
, totaquina detn., B.P.

method, III. 1326
, , Committee method,

III. 133a
— bark, analyses and methods,

III. 129a, 1316
, history, HI. 127d

variety, II. 2346
" Cinchona febrifuge," III.

169a
dnchonamine, III. 128a, 152a
Cinchona, Senegal, II. 1986
Cinchonhvdrina. <x- and 5*

III. 157c
Cinchonicine, see Cincho-

toxine.
oc — tso-0 — Cinchonicino, III.

156c
Cinchonidino, acetyl -t III.

1536
Cinchonidine and quinine tar-

trates, polarimetry, III.
133c

—, derivs. and salts, III. 1526
—, reaction with mineral acids,

III. 150a
—, separation from quinine,

III. 1316
j9- or y-Cinchonidine, III. 153c
apoCirchonidine, III. 153c
isoCinchonidine, HI. 153c
Cinchonigine, III. 156d
Cinchonilene, III. 1566
Cinchoninal, III. 140a, 158d
Cinchonine, III. 128a, 1546
—, acotyl-, III. 155d
—, benzoyl-, III. 155d
—, reaction with mineral acids,

III. 150a
—, structural formula, III! 142a
a//pCinchonine, III. 157a
a-isoCinchonine, III. 1566
£-f soCinchoniner III. 156c
8-Cinchonine, III 157c
pseudoCinchonine, III. 157a
CJinchoninic acid, III. 138a,

"141c, 159a
" Cinchonino," III. 127d, 1726
Cinchoninone, III. 1386,158a,

1626
Cinchophen (see also " Ato-

vhan"), I. 539c; HI.



Cinchotenidine, III. 139d,
1546

— from cinchonidine, III. 152d
Ginchotenine, III. 139d, 159a
Cinchoticine, III. 163c
Ginchotine, III. 162d
-Cinchotinetoxine, III. 163c
Cinchotoxine, III. 128a, 142d,

157d
a-Ginenic acid, III. 179c
Creole from cajuputol, '{I.

198c
Gineole in cardamoms, II. 381a

essential oils, II. 2496,
269c; J m. 1796, 198(2

— from Eucalyptus spp., II.
256; IV. 3806

1:4-Cin3ole, III. 179a
1:8-Cineole, III. 1796
Cineolic acid, III. 1796
Cinnabaf?, III. lV9d
—, Austrian, I. 550a
Ginnamaldehyde, III. 180a
— in cassia oil, II. 418d

cinnamon, III. 1836
Cinnamein, I. 616c
Cinnamic acid, I. 196a; III.

180c
, detection in butter, IT.

167d
food, V. 3016

, detn., III. 181a
, 3:4-dihydroxy-, II. 196d
in condensation re-

actions, III. 181c
, o-nitro-, III. 181d
» polymerisation, photo-

effect, JII. 1816
, prepn., II. 364a*

a//oCinnamic acid, III. 1816
Cinnamic acids, cis-, and

trans-, III. 1816
— alcohol, III. 181a*
Cinnamomum camphora, II.
, 240d ; IV. 46

—- casKia, I. 11(2
— spp., eugenol from, IV. 3fl4c

, — methyl ether from,
IV. 394d

Cinnamon, III. 182a
— bark, essential oil, III. 183a
—, cinnamaldehyde in, III. 180a-,
— leaf, essential oil, III. 1836
— -stone, III. 183c >
Cinnamyl alcohol, III. 180c,

181(2
— esters, III. 181d"
Ginobufagin, II. 3&?a
Cinobufotoxin, II. 3886
Cinogenic acid, III.,1796
"Cisalfa," V. 113d >
" Citobaryum," III. 183c
Gitraconic anhydride, III.

185d
Gitral in citron oil, III. 191a
—, reduction, II. 426d
Gitrals, III. 183c
o/c/oCitrals, III. 1846
Citraptene in citron oil, III.

191a
Citrates, qualitative reactions,

II. 5706 ,
Citraurin, II. 4016 ; III. 184d
Citric acid, III. 185a

, qualitative reactions, II.
5706

Gitrinin, V. 54<2
Citromycetin, V. 53d
Citron, III. 190c
— (cedrat) oil, III. 190d

INDEX

Catronella, essential oil, III.
j 191a

Citronellal, III. 1846,191c
—, hydroxy-, VI. 401d
Citronellic acid in citronella

oil, III. 1916
Gitronellol, i l l . 1846,1926
— in camphor oil, II. 2496
— production, II. 426d
Citronellyl esters, III. 1936
Citronin, VI. 86d
Citrulline, I. 318b ; III. 193b
Citrullus colocynthis, III. 294a
Citrus, VI. 90a
— aurantium, I. 683 ; III. 184d
— decumana, VI. 926, 129a
Citrus juice, III. 186d
Civet, II. 174d ; III. 193c
Civetone, III. 1946
Claisen condensation with

boron trifluoride catalyst,
VI. 259d

— reaction, II. 365d
Clarain, V. 351a
Claret, Caledon, B, I. 4276
Glaricepsin, IV. 331d
Glarifoil, III. 1946
Glarit, III. 1946
Claude synthetic ammonia pro-

cess, I. 337c
Glaudetite, I. 469a, 4766
Glaus and Volz, o-acid of, I.

658c
Glausnizer and Wollney ex-

tractor, IV. 581d
Clausthalite, III. 1946
Claviceps purpurea, IV. 326d
Glavicepsin, III. 1946; IV.

331d
Clay, III. 1946
—, blue, diamond-bearing, II.

3096
—, chemical analysis, III. 2006

grog bricks, II. 360d
— -iron-stonvi, II. 519d
dayite, III. 196a; 2046
Clay products in building, II.

123c
— -slate, VI. 126c
Cleansing in brewing, II. 100c
Clematine I. 577a •
Gleveite, II. 106a; III. 204c
Cleveland slag, II. 145a
Cleve's acids, 111.204c
Cliftonite, II. 315a ; III. 574c
Climbing film evaporator, IV.

4106
Cloudp, particle sizes in, IV. 95a
Glove, III. 204c
Glovene, clovenic acid, II. 410c
isoGlovrae, II. 410c
(love oil, IV. 894c

, caryophyllene in, II.
408d lf

Clover, HI. 205c
—, crimson, glycoside in, VI.

9 0 6 fc

— flowers; III. 206a
— meal, IV. 5966 ,
Gloves, essential oil, III. 2076
dupanodonic acid, IV. 856

, reduction, VI. 225a
Clupeine, I. 459c ; III. 207c
Cnicin, II. 480c
Coacervation, III. 294a
Coiigels, III. 291a
Coagulation of blood, II. 22c

hydrophilic sols, III. 2866
hydrophobic sols, III.

.2856

541

Goal, Admiralty steam, V. 3436
— analysis, rapid methods, I.

531c
— ash, V. 350a

, composition, V. 449c
—, benzene extraction, V. 354a
—, bKnd, II. 19a *
—, bright, V. 350d
— briquettes, V. 3606
—, caking index, V. 3476, f.-n.
—, cannel, V. 3476, 437c
— carbonisation {see also Car

bonisation ; Coal, destruc
tive distillation of ; Coke
manufacture ; Fuel; Gas,
coal; Gas, water), V. 351c
, chemical changes in, V.

4496
>?, continuous, in vertical
retorts, V. 443d
, high temperature equili-

bria, V. 451d
, high temperature pro-

ducts, V. 4526
in coke ovens, III. 260d ;

V. 446c
inclined retorts, V.

443a
, intermittent, in vertical

retorts, V. 4436
, producer gas heating in,

V. 439d
, primary decomposition

in, V. 449c
retorts, horizontal, V.

, secondary decomposition
in, V. 451a

to active charcoal, II.
316a

—, chemical composition, V.
335c, 3496

— classification, V. 340r
—, composition and constitu-

tion, V. 3496, 350a
—, clltical temperature, V. 352c
—, decomposition ̂ oint, V. 352c

products, nitrogen in, V.
353a

, sulphur in, V. 3536
—, destructive distillation of

{see also Ctfel carbonisa-
tion ; Coke manufacture ;

-•Fuel; Gas, coaif, II. 344d
—, dull, V. 350d 4

dust explosions, IV. 1086
—, efficient combustion, V.

359a
—, extraction with solvents, V

353c
—, extrinsic mineral matter in,

V. 349d
— -fields, British, V. 3446

of Germany and Poland,
V. 347c

of U.S.A., V. 347d
— flotation, V. 268a
— formation, V. 333c, 3356
— gas, lee Gas, coal.
—, easification, V. 351c, 3ft7c,

*472d
—, geographical distribution* V.
* 333d, 3446

—, hydrogenation, 1\ 425d ;
VI. 364c, 371c
, Bergius plant for liquid

phase, VI. 365d
catalysts, VI. 368a

, vapour phase treatment
of middle oil, VI. 365d
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Coal, intrinsic mineral matter
in, V. 3494

11 Coalite " process, V. 365c
, oils from, III. 423d ; V.

3654
Coal, liquid fuels from, V. 378a
—, " mineral charcoal " in, V.

3504
" Coal, mother of," V. 3504
Coal, nitrogen content, I. 339a ;

V. 350c
—, occluded gas in, V. 349c
—, occurrence, V. 333

oil mixtures as fuel, V. 364a
—, " oil point," V. 3514
—, parrot or cannel, V. 3476,

437c
—, pulverised, V. 361a ,
—, —, in Diesel engines, V.

3636
Coals, anthracitic, V. 340a
—, bituminous and semi-

bituminous, V. 340a
—, brown, V. 338c
—, classifications, V. 340c, 437c
Coal, spontaneous ignition, V.

357d
Goals, steam, V. 437c
—, sub-bituminous, V. 338c
Coal storage and self-ignition,

V. 3574
— substance, degradation, V.

355c
, thermal decomposition,

V. 351c
Goal tar, III. 207c, 2626, 2646

, analysis, III. 214a
benzole for motor spirit,

III. 212c
, inhibiting gum for-

mation in, III. 212c, 2674
, carcinogenic action, II.

3786
, constituenta, III. 207c,

«208a
, Dillamore tower, V. 447
distillation, III. 209a
fractions, anthracene oil,

III. 211b
, benzole, III. 2116
, carbolic oil, III. 2116
, creosote oil, III. 2114
9 ljjiht oil, III. 2116
, middle oil, III. 2116

— , naphthalene, III. 2124
, phenols, III. 2124
, pitch, III. 2124
, resinoids, III. 2124

in road construction, III.
213a

output from low tem-
Lture carbonisation, V.1

in gas manufacture,
V. 453a
, pipe still, III. 210c,

211a
pitch, III. 2086, 212a

, pot still, III. 20SJ
—<tars, hydrogenation, I.O.I.

- plant, VI. 3714
— ylmins, V. 353a
—, valuation, V. 357a
Coating, compositions, emul-

sions for, IV. 3024
C<sbalt, III. 2146
— alloys, III. 104c, 216c
— aluminate, II. 256
Cobaltammine salts, III.

2216, 330a-3356

Cobalt ammonium phosphat/
III. 2196 7

— antimonides, III. 2204
— arsenate, hydrated, III. 2146
— arsenides, III. 220c
— as trace element, I. 5054
—, black earthy, III. 2146
— bloom, I. 469a; III. 2146,

222c; IV. 335c
— carbide, II. 281c
— carbonyls, II. 357a ; III.

2204
— catalyst in cracking pro-

cesses, III. 2174
— complexes with catechol, II.

431a
—, detn., assay, I. 523a
—, —, colorimetric, II. 671a

,electrodeposition method,
II. 7004

—, —, gravimetric, II. 612a
—, —, volumetric, II. 656a
— driers, III. 222a
—, drop reaction, II. 5806
—, electrodeposition, III. 2174;

IV. 2664
— extraction, III. 214c 216a
— -glance, III. 2146, 222c
— hydroxides, III. 218a
Cobaltic oxide, III. 218a
Cobalt in enamels, III. 220c
Cobaltite, I. 469a; III. 2146,

Cobalt " linoleate," III. 2226
— matte, III. 2144
— nitrate, dry reactions, II.

548a
— nitrides, III. 2204
Cobalto-cobaltic oxide Co,O4,

III. 218a
Cobalt ores, III. 214c
Cobaltosic oxide, III. 218a
Cobaltous oxide, III. 218a
Cobalt oxide catalyst for oxi-

dation of carbon monoxide,
II. 347a

in motor fuei produc-
tion from water gas, II. 4254

production of ole-
fins, II. 3504

in ceramics, III. 220a
glassmaking, II. 558c,

561c, 565a
— pigments, HI. 218c
—, properties, III. 216a
— pyrites, III. 2146
—, qualitative reactions, II.

548c, 5524, 553a. 5?8a
—, , rare metals present, II.

554a, 5564
— resinate, prepn., Hi 222a
— salts, III. 2216
— sUicides, JJI. 2204
— smelting, i l l . 2144
— speiss, i y . 2144, 2194
— sulpharsenide, III. 2146,222c
— sulphates, III. 221c
— sulphides, III. 220c
— stannate, ,11. 25a
— " tungate," III. 222a
Cobb's process, I. 341a
" Coblac," II. 480a
Cocaine and alkaloids of Ery-

throxylum species, I. 369a ;
III.'2224, 224a

—, y- and 8-isatropyl-, III. 2224
— borate, II. 50c
—, cinnamoyl-, III. 2224, 224c
— group, physiological action.

III. 2266 '

Cocaines, constitution, III.
225a

—, syntheses, III. 2256
Coca leaves, analyses, III. 2234

, export, III. 223a
, extraction, III. 2236-

Cocamine, isococamine, III.
224c

Co-carboxylase, V. 18c
Cocceric acid and coccerinic

; acid, III. 2306
Coccerin, III. 2306
Cocceryl alcohol, III. 2306
a-Coccinic acic?, III. 2286
Coccinin, coccinoni, III. 2284
Cocculin, I. 370a
Cocculus indicusl C. spp., 1.370a;

III. 230c, 4606 ; IV. 524
Coccus cacti, III. 226c
Cochenillic acid, III. 2286
Cochin China wax, I v. 4a
Cochlearia armoracia, VI. 96a,

2804
" Cochin oil," III. 2396
Cochineal, III. 226c ; IV. 1266
—, dyeing properties, III. 230a.
— fat and wax, III. 2306
— indicator, II. 6394
Cocinic acid, III. 230c
Coclaurine, III. 230c
Cocoa (cacao), III. 2304
— albuminoids, III. 2354
— alkaloids, II. 197a
— Brown, III. 236a
— butter, II. 159c. 1834 ; III.

2336
, adulteration analysis,

III. 234a
— fermentation, III. 231c, 232a
—, mineral matter in, III.

236c
Cocoanut, see Coconut.
Cocoa plum, VI. 410c
— Red, III. 236a
—, roasted nib, III. 233c
— shell, III. 236c
Cocoas, soluble, III. 2324
Cocoa starch, III. 236a
— tannin, III. 236a
Coconut, III. 237a
— butter, II. 159c
— oil as adulterant in cacao

butter, II. 187a
r- group, III. 238a

in chocolate, III. 88c
press cake, III. 2406

— oils,"analyses, III. 240a
— oiF, wa^from, III. 2404
— olein, III. 2426
'— paringSLoil, III. 241a
11 CoconCt poonac," III. 2396
Coconut stearin, III. 242a

as adulterant in cacao
butter, II. 187a "

in candles, II. 2646
Cocositol, III. 2446 ; VI,4054
Cocos nucifera, C. spp., III.

237a, 238c, 2446
Codamine, III. 2446
Co-dehydrogena*se, I and n,

V.154, 10a x

Codeine, III. 244c
—, acetyl-, 1.12c
— methylbromide, IV. 3926
Codeinone, dihydroxy-, hydro-

chloride, IV. 4006
" Codeonal," 111. 244c
Cod-liver oil, HI. 244c

as feeding stuff, IV.
5976
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God-liver oil, emulsification,
II. 403c

— oil, see Cod-liver oil.
GoBlestine, III. 250c
Coelin-blau, II. 25a
Co-enzyme factor, V. 346
Go-enzymes, III. 250c; V.

156 ; VI. 756
of alcoholic fermenta-

tion, V. 156 ; VI. 74a
Cearulein, I. 229c
— B and S, I. 229d*
Ccsruleum, II. 25a
Ccsrulignone, II. 440a*
Coffea aralica, C. paniculata,

III. 2516, c
Coffee, III. 2516
—, adulteration, III. 255c
—, alkaloids, II. 197a
— bean oil and wax, III. 257c
—, decaffeinised, 311. 257a
—, detection of chicory in, III.

256a
— substitutes, III. 2576
Coffey still, I. 176d
Cognac, II. 636
41 Cognac oil," II. 636
Cogon grass, II. 497c
11 Cogwheel-ore," II. 53d
Cohenite, II. 280c, 480c
Gohosh, Black, 1.137a
Cohune nut, III. 257(2

oil, III. 243d
Coir, III. 239a, 258a ; V. 1584
Coke manufacture and the

recovery of by-products
(see also Carbonisation;
Coal carbonisation ; Fuel;
Gas, coal; Gas, water),
III. 258c

— oven gas utilisation, I. 335a;
III. 268d

— ovens and by-product re-
covery, III. 258c

—, semi-, V. 364d, 367a
—, vertical retort, dense, V.

443c, 4466
Cola-catechin, II. 438d
Golamine, III. 94a
Golburn and Libbey-Owens

window-glass drawing ma-
chine, V. 5936

Colchicelne, III. 277c
Colchicinic acid, III. 278c>
Golchicuxn and colchicine, III.

2766
—, LiliacecB spp. containing,

III. 276c .,
—i physiological action, III.

2786 ,
Colcothar (see also Chput mor-

tuum), III. 278c
Colemanite, borax manufac-

ture from, II. 40a, 46a*, 496
—, boron mineral, II. 30c, 356,

48c; III.278c
Collagen, II. 276; V. 5046;

VI. 216
11 Collargoir III. 278d, 288a
Collectors (flotation process),

V. 263c?, 267a
Collidine from acetylene aD(l

ammonia, I. 84c
Collidines, III. 278d; IV. 378a
Collin, III. 278d
" CoWron," III. 278d
Collision number in a gas, VI.

2276
the liquid phase, VI.

ftollodion, II. 4466, 4686
— J-, coating on photographic

1 film, II. 450a
— cotton (see also Nitrocellu-

lose), II. 467d ; IV. 5166
—, flexible, II. 261a
— lacquers, it. 468d
Collodium, see Collodion.
Colloidal fuel, V. 364a
— particles, size and shape, I.

160a; III. 288a", 289a
Colloid dispersion by solubility

reduction, III. 281a
solvent change, III.

281a
— dispersions, III. 279a*
— equivalent, III. 284d
— formation by chemical re-

action, III. 2816
simultaneous conden-

sation, III. 2816
— mills, III. 280a*; IV. 298a
— stability, III. 284d
Colloids, III. 278d
—, casemate, II. 414c
—, electrical properties, III.

2836
—, gold numbers, III. 2876
—, hydrophilic, III. 279d, 2866,

291d
, autoprolection, III. 292d
, effect on solubility, cry-

stallisation and chemical
reaction, III. 292d

—, hydrophobic, III. 279(7,
• 2846,2856

—, lyophilic, III. 279d
—, lyophobic, III. 279d
—, mechanical dispersion, III.

280(2; IV. 298a
—, osmotic pressure, III. 288a
—, peptisation, III. 281a
—, prepn., III. 280d
—, purification by dialysis, III.

281c <>
Collqphanite, III. 294a
" Collor&n," II. 480a
" Colloresin DK," IV. 178c

in calico printing, IV.
180d

Colocynth (colocyntfiis), III.
294a

Cologne earth, III. 456a
Colophony, I. 2a ; III. 2946
"CohranBT1 III. 295d
Colorimeters and colour com-

parators, III. 295d
—, Autenrieth - Kdnigsberger,

111.3046
—, Donaldson, III. 2986
—, Dub^scq, III. 303d
—, Eastman, III. 3036
—, Guild, III. 297d
—, Lovibond, III*3026
—, Nutting, III. 301c
—, Ostwald, III. 3CJlc
—, Patterson, III. 303d
—, Prestflll. 301c
—, Pulfrich or Stupho, III.

304d
—•, Richter, III. 208d
—, Schreiner, III. 303d
—, Van den Bergh-Grotepass,

111.304c l

—, Wright, III. 298d n
Coibrimetric analysis, II. 6696
Colorimetry, photoelectric

cells in, III. 300c, 305c
—, trichromatic coefficients,

III. 296d*

Colour and chemical constitu-
tion, III. 3066

— -quality, III. 296d
Columbamine, II. 2356
Columbin, II. 2356
Goluxnbite, III. 309c
Coluinbium (niobium), III.

309d
Combustion, effect of water

vapour, V. 237a
—, photo - sensitisation, IV.

4186
—, pre-flame, IV. 4176
—, slow, IV. 417c
—, —, of simpler hydrocarbons

IV. 418c, 4196
Gomenic acid, V. 48c
Comfrey, III. 313c
ComtTielina communis, I. 560c;

III. 554c
Commiphora spp. gum resin, I.

658c
Composition exploding, IV.

485a
11 Compound " (lard), IV. 2536
Compound cakes and meals,

IV. 595d
" Compral," III. 313c
Conarachin, I. 454c
Conchairamidine, III. 128a,

160a
Conchairamine, III. 128a»

1606
Concrete, II. 147a
Concusconine, III. 128a, 100c
Condensation, types of, III.

321a
Condensers, III. 313d
— for metal vapours, III. 320a
—, history, III. 313d
—, jet, large-scale, III. 319c
—, laboratory, double surface,

III. 316d
-^, — types, JE1I. 316a
—, reflux, III. 3186, 3216
—, stfrface, large - scale, III.

319a
—, theory, III. 32Uc
Gondurango, condurangin,

III. 321c
Gonduransterin, HIT 32Id
Conduritol, III. 621c
Condurrite, IV.
Condy's fluid,
Gonessidine, III. 322c, ^
Gonessixnine, isoconessimine,

III. 322a, 6, d, 323a
Cones sine, III. 321d
apoConessine, 111. 324a
Conglutin, III. 3246
Conhydrine, III. 3246, d, 3256,
?>seudoConhydrine, III. 325a,

326a
Coniceines, III. 324d, 325c
Goniferin, III. 3246
Coniine, d- and 1-, III. 325a
Coniinum purum, III. 324d
Gonixnine, III. 322d, 3236
Goniuzm alkaloids, III. 324c
Conium maculalum, III. 324?
Cohkurchine, 111. 3236
Gonnellite, III. 3266
-2-, relation to buttgenbachite,

II. 168d
Conquinamine, III. 128a, 160c
Conquinine, III. 1696
Conrady method of weighing,

I. 613c
Constantan, HI. 326c
" Constructs," I. 277a
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Contact angles, V. 264a ; VI,
506a*

Continuous phase, III. 2796
" Contramine," III. 326c
Convallamarin, II. 387a ; III.

326c
Convallaria \najalis, glycosides

II. 387a; III. 326c
ConvaUarin, II. 387a; III.

326c
Convallatoxigenin, II. 3876
Convallatoxin, II. 3876
Convergence temperature, III.

4436
Convicine, III. 326c ; VI. 86d
Convolaxnine, III. 327a
Convolvicine, III. 3276
Convolvidine, III. 3276
Convolvine, III. 327a
Convolvulin, III. 326c; VI.

87a
Convolvulus batatas, I. 655(2
— orizabcnsis, VI. 90c
— pseudocantabricus, alkaloids

of, III. 326d
.Conyrine, III. 325c
Cooking fats, IV. 253a
Cook's alloy, III. 327c
Cool flames, IV. 422c
Cooperite, minerals and alloy,

II. 327c
Cooppal's powder, IV. 519a
Co - ordination compounds,

III. 327c
in chemical analysis,

III. 335a
, isomorphism, III.

334d
, mordant dyes, III.

3356
, octahedral struc-

ture, III. 3306
, planar structure,

III. 332a
, polynuclear, III.

3336
, tetrahedral struc-

ture, III: 331a
covalency, III. 3346;

IV. 2736
, electronic interpreta-

tion, III. .333d
in physiology, chloro-

phyll,*!. 336d
, hsemin, III. 336c

— " , hsmocyanine, III.
336c

— •- , turacin, III. 336a*
number, 3,5,7, III. 333d

, 4, 6, III. 330a
,8 , III. 333c

of hydrogen, supposed,
IV. 274c

. — —— manifold associating
groups, III. 3286
—, stereochemical demon-
stration, III. 330a

Copaene, III. 337a
Copaiba, III. 3376 .
—..essential oil, III. 3386
Copaifera spp. products, îls

and resins, III. 337-340
Copaivic acid, III. 337d
Copal, I/I. 338d
—, Accra, 1.12c
Copalin, III. 340d
Copal, New Zealand, III. 340a
Copals in order of hardness,

III. 340c
Co-pigments, III. 340d

INDEX

Copper, III. 341c
— acetoarsenite, I. 478a
— acetylides, I. 82a ; II. 28U ;

— -aluminium, equilibrium dia-
gram, VI. 282a

— ammonium lactate, absorp-
tion of carbon monoxide
by, II. 3516

— and its alloys, uses, III. 353a
—, antimonial, I. 439d
—, antimony as. impurity in,

III.352d
—, — with arsenic as impurities

in, III. 352c
—, arsenic as impurity in, III.

351d
—, — and arsenic as impurities

in, III. 352a
— arsenides, III. 355c
— as chlorine carrier, II. 3546

trace element, I. 506a
—, bismuth as impurity in, III.

3526
—, black oxide, III. 3546
—, blast-furnace smelting, III.

344c
— carbonate, mineral, III. 26c
— catalyst in oxidation of sul-

phites, VI. 260d
Tiemann-Reimer re-

action, II. 364c
chromium alloy, III. 104a

— compounds, see also Cupric
and cuprous compounds.

— cyanide, III. 485d
—, detn., assay, I. 523a
—, — by electrodeposition, II.

700d
—, colorimetric, II. 6716
—, gravimetric, II. 5866
—, —, micro, II. 633c
— in food, V. 292d
—, potentiometric, II. 7076
—, spectroscop'.c, II. 692a
—, volumetric, II. 656c

. drop reactions, II/o80c
— electrodeposition and plat-

ing, IV. 2626
— extraction, dry methods, III.

342
, wet methods, III. 3496

—, formation of carbonyls
catalysed by, II. 3576

glance, II. 517c
, artificial, III. 355a
, ore, II. 517c ; III. 341c

— hydroxide as pigment, II. 25c
— in Refonnatsky reaction. II.

3666
rice, II. 4966 ,.

—, iron as impurity in, III. 3526
— matte, crude copper from,

III. 3465
-— monoxide, III. 3546
—, native, Til. 341c
— number of cellulose, see Cot-

ton, copper number.
—, occurrence, III. 341c
— ore, azure, I. 583d

, peacock, II. 517c
, pitchy, III. 1196

— oxide catalyst for olefln pro-
duction, II. 350d

r- hydrogen produc-
tion from water gas,•*II.
3496

in respirators, III. 196
, oxidation of carbon mon-

oxide by, II. 347a, 351c

Copper oxides, III. 353c
— oxychloride as pigment, II.

1196
—, oxygen as impurity in, III.

351d
— peroxide, III. 353d
—, phosphorus as impurity in,

III. 352d
— -pyrites, II. 517c ; III. 341c
—, pyritic smelting, III. 345a
—. .qualitative dry reactions, i l .

' 547c, 548a
—, — reactions, II. 551c, 5666
—, , rare metals present,

II. 554c, 556d <
—, red oxide, III. 353d
— refining, III/3486, d

.electrolytic, III 348d ;
. IV. 2646

—, reverberatory-furnace smelt-
ing, III. 545c

— salts, ammoniacal, for ab-
sorption of carbon mon-
oxide, II. 3496

as disinfectants, IV. 24d
pigments, II. 86a

— silicate, artificial, UU1196
, mineral, III. 355c

— silicide, III. 355c
— smelting, Bessemer process,

III. 347c
for matte, III. 342d

— suboxide, III. 353d
— sulphantimonite, II. 53d
— sulpharsenate, IV. 307d
— sulphate (see also Copper

vitriol), III. 3576; VI. 298a
, agricultural, III. 357c,

3586
as algicide, I. 2016

fungicide, II. 30d
, basic, mineral, II. 106a
in respirators, III. 20c
, native, II. 517a

— -tin alloys, IV. 270d
— uroporphyrin, VI. 164c
— vessels in methanol syn-

thesis, II. 3506
— vitriol {see also Cupric sul-

phate), II. 517a ; III. 341c
zinc, equilibrium diagram,
VI. 281d

Copra, copra oil, III. 2376,
.239c, 243a

Coprolites for superphosphate
manufacture, III. 359a;
V.-39a

Copromesobiliviolin, I. 692a
Copronigrin, I. 692a
•Coproporphyrin, VI. 162a
Coprosma-spp., III. 3596
Coprostanol, III. 896
Coprostanone, III, 91c
Coprostenone, III. 91c
Coprosterol, III. 896, 91c
Coptisine, III. 3596
Coptis japonica, III. 3596
Coracan, II. 488d
Coral, III. 360c
Coral-ore, III. 130a
Coralydine, I. 35a
"Coramine " (Ciba), III. 3616
Corchorus spp., V. 1636
Corkeau detonant, III. 3166
Cordials, III. 3616
Cordite, III. 361d ; IV. 5186
—, analysis, III. 363c
— R.D.B., III. 364a
Cordylite, III. 364a
Cordopsine pour cuir, I. 1336
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Coriander, III. 3646
—, essential oil, III. 364'/
Coriandrol, III. 3U4</
Coriandrum sativum, 111- 3646

• Cori ester, V. SGc ; VI. 77d
, catalysis by magnesium

ions, VI. T!tl
Corindite, i l l . 365(f
Corinth UK, L 420a
Corioflavines, I. 13Sd
Ccriphosphin O and BG, I.

1326
Cork, III. 3656
— dust in plastics, II. 476a
— in caseinjglues, II. 4156
Corning lamp-bulb machine, V,

58S« i
Cornish stone, HI, 326
Corn oil, II. 482a

4 — parsley, VI. 262c
Comuite* III. 111*6
CoroTiilla ecorpioides, C. varia,

111. 366e
CoroniUin, II. 387d ; 111. 366c
Corozo. 111.366c
Corrosion, agtnt in preven-

tion, VI. 300a
— fatigue, III. 379d*

- of immersed metals, III.
375a,

and electrode po-
tential, III. 3756, 386a,
396c

— metals, III. 366c
, anodic oxidation

against, I. 2546 ; III. 3926
• —•, atmospheric, III. 308a

, bituminous coatings
for prevention, III. 395d

— — — by carbon tetra-
chloride, II. 355d

— — sea water, III. 381a
soils, III. 3846

, cementation processes
for prevention. III. 397a

-* '—, differential aeration
principle, III. 370a

•— —• —, effect of oxygen sup-
ply on, III. 3786

, electrochemical con-
trol, III. 387a1

, electrode posited coat-
ings for prevention, I I I . '
3876

, grease coatings and
slushing compounds for
prevention, III. 394*[

—, hot-dipping for pre-
vention, III. 3di-b

in refrigerating sys-
tems, III. 387d *%

the open air, III.

:

372d
, inhibitors for prevent-

tion, III. 386a
, lacquers and varnishes

ft!r prevention, II. 407ri;
III. 39id

, metal-cladding for
prevention. III. 8966

, —coatings for pre-
vention, III. 396a

, — -spray processed
lor prevention, III. SWVi

—, paint and allied coat-
ings for prevention, III.
3936

, pro ted Ion by control
of external factors, III.
385c
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Corrosion .if metals, protec-
tion uf ships' hulls against,
III. 382a

-, protective measures,
III. 385c

, " rolled-on coatings "
for prevention, III. 3966

, season-cracking in, III.
380a1

, terne plate for pre-
vention, III. B96d

— , testing protective
metallic coatings, III. 308a

resistant alloys, aluminium
bronzes, III. 390a

— e , magnesium, I.
250a, 254a ; III. 3906

brass, III. 389a1

bronze, III. 300a
copper-rich. III.

iron-rich, 111.388!)
nickel-rich, III. 389a

Corrosive sublimate, III. 3986
Coraite, IV. 86
Corticinic acid, III. 366b
Corticosterone, Yi. 2776, c
Cortin activity, VI. 277b, 278c
" Corubin." I. 46 ; III. 390c
Corundum, abrasive, I. 4a;

II. 359a ; III. 3906
—, artificial, III. 39flc ; V. 512d
—, —, for gems, III. 3996
—, mineral, I. 28.4c ; III. 3986
Corybulbine and isocorlbul-

, bine, III. 401c
Corycavamine, III. 402c
Corycavidine, III. 402c
Corycavine, III. 402b
pseudoCorycavine, III. 402cZ
Corydaldine formation, II.

236a; III. 4016
Corydaline, III. iWd
Corydalis spp.t alkaloids, III.

399;/ o
Corydalis luherosa, VI. la
CorydintS and isocorydine, III.

403a,6
Corylin, V. 180c
Cory/us q», , V. 1806 ; VT. 189d
Corynanthine, III. 403a1

Corypalmine, II. 2366 ; III.
U2b

Corytuberine, III. 403a
Costenes, a- and fi-, III. 403'?
Costol, III. 403'/
Costus, essential oil, III. 404a
Cotarnins, III. 404a
Goto bJrk, III. 404a
Cotoin, III. 104«
—i 4i-i Jjydro-, methylhydro-,

* methylproto-, and proto-,
III. 4ul«

Cotton (see also* Bleaching;
Cellulose; Dyeing; Ex-
plosives), V.135a

—, acetylated to resist sub-
stantive dyes, V. 1916

— anthracnose, V. 139a
— ash, composition, V. 142if
— bleaching, II. 3c
• , hypochlorite, II, 3a, 5a,

10a
, peroxide, II. lOo

— blowing room, V. I Mr/
— rerding, V, 1466
— cellulose (sec also Cotton), 11

\b, 4626 i V. I
, nhiiin length, tl. 301tZ,

. r

Cotton cloth, see under Bleach-
ing ; Finishing textile
fabrics; Fabrics,

— combing and drawing, V.
149a

—, copper number, II. 463a ;
IY. 507c ; V. M3a

—, Devil's, I. 4c
— fibres, V. 135a
— flowers, III. 405a
—• ginning and pressing, V.

143d
— grey* composition, II. 3d
— growing, diseases, pests,

yield, V. 138a
— lint hairs, V. 139c
— opening and cleaning, V.

144c
—, properties of non-cellulosB

constituents, II. 4c
—, proteins, V. 1426
— quality, tests, V. 1406

rayon cloth, effect of alkali-
boil, V.184a

— tovings, V. 140d
—, scouring and chemicking,

continuous systems, IJ. §d
Cottonseed cake, I. 455a ; III .

—, colouring matter, III. 4076
— oil, III. 408d

, analytical limits, III,
41 Qd

— —, hardening, II. 42<M ; VI.
183c
, hydrogenated, III. 410c ;

VI/1S3C
Cotton singles, V. 151c
— sliver, V. 149a
— spinning, V. 144a, 150a
— thread, V. 151c
— warp beam, V. 152rf
— wax, V. 141d
-» weft, V. 152a
—, white Egyptian, I. 1c
— wife, V. 138d
— yarn preparation, V. 1516
— yarns, count, VrL&ia
Couch grass, 1.171tf; I11.41id
Couepia grandijlora, IV. 84a,

258a •»
C o u e p i c acid, IV»25Sa
o-Coumaraldehyde methyl

^ethcr in cauaafiS*, II. 41s-'
Coumaran, HI. 411rf
Coumarin, 1U. 412a •
-— glyeosides, III. 412'/
•— in outis oiL II. Htfrf
Coumarone, 111.413a
— resins, 111. 4136
Coupling component^. III.
. 5836; IV. 11
Court, plasb ' £086
Covalency. ! I!. . V.

So
Covellineoi co'-i ! ll.lMlc,

8656, 413e/
Cowben- L4d
Cow i>r:k III. 413(i

i i w . l l . 119a *
"Cvtpyrio," I. $17d
Co .'ynwse, II. 99d; III.

, feOi ; V. 156; VI. 78c *
, constitution, V, 17a

-, cnzymic reduction, V.

- - —, function, V. 32(1
— properties, V. 176
— - —, reduction by hyposul-

phite, V. 16c
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14 Crab's eye," I. 4c
Crabwood oil, II. 2776
Cracklings, VI. 135a
Cranberry, III. 414b
—, American, VI. 02d
Crataegus spp.t VI. 1806

(pottery), VI. 126
ig of linen, II. l id

Cream of Tartar, III. 415a
Grease-resistant cloth, Y.

101c
resisting effects. V. 108c

Creatine, III. 415a
— and creatinine, VI. 144c
—, colour reaction, III. 4166
—, detn., III. 4166
—, hoinologues, III. 4166
— phosphoric acid in muscle

extract, VI. 756
Creatinine, III. 416d
—, detection, III. 417a*
—, detn., Folin's method, III.

4186
Crenilabrine, I. 450c
Creoline, III. 419a
Creosol, III. 419a
" Creosotal," III. 419a
Creosote, III. 4196
— as benzole wash-oil, III. 422d
—, blast-furnace, III. 424a
— brick oil, III. 423c
—, coal-tar, III. 4206
—, , specifications, III.

421c
—, Diesel oil, III. 423d
— disinfectants and sheep dips,

III. 422a, 424a
— for preserving timber, III.

421a
— fuel oil for furnaces, III.

422a
• internal combus-

tion engines, III. 4226,
423a*

— greases, III. 42.>6
— m flotation processes, III.

4236
—, low temperature tar, III.

423c
— oils, hydrogenation, II. 4266;

III. <'23a
— timber-preserving oil, specifi-

cation, III. 423d
—, water-^j* tar, III. 424o
—, wood-tar, III. 410c
—, .pharmaceutical, HI.

420a
Cresatin, III. 4246
Cresogol, IV. 257c
Cresol compounds in per-

fumery, III. 425d
— disinfectants, III. 425c ,
— in cascarilla oil, II. 411a
m-Cresol in cresylic acid, III.

4276
—, 2:4:6-trinitro-, III. 428a
Cresols, III. 4246, 427a, 6
— from coal, II. 301a
Cresolsulphonate, nitro-, ex-

plosives, IV. 483d4

Crtsotic acid, III. 425d •
Gresotinic acid (Kresotin-

's&ure), III. 425d
Gresyl ether, HI. 426rr
Cresylic* acid, II. 301a; HI.

4266
-*—, recovery, II. 3046

, specifications, analysis,
III. 42rtr, d

Cresylite, III. 425c, 428a

INDEX

o-Cresyl phosphate, III. 425c
Grin vegetal, I. 161a ; V. 168/1
" Crisalbine," HI. 428a
Crismer test of butter, II.

16(id
Cristobalite, III. 4286
Crith, III. 428c
Croceic acid, I. 658c
Crocein acid, I. 658c: III.

428c; IV. 206d
Grocetin, II. 398d, 4016
— and crocin, III. 428c
—, identity with nyctanthin,

II. 440a
Crocidolite, I. 400c ; III. 429d
Crocin, III. 428c
a-Crocin, gentiobiosc in, II.

2006
Crocoite or Crocoisite, II. 006 ;

III. 430a
Crocus Of Antimony, I. 4476
Crocus sp]i., III. 428c ; VI. 03d
Cronstedtite, III. 4306
Crookesite, III. 4306
Crops, III. 4306
—, grass, III. 4316
—, legumes', III. 432c
—, root, HI. 432a
Crossater paposus, I. 5326

, asteric acid in, I. 5326
Crotine, III. 4346
Crotonalbumin, III. 4346
Grotonaldehyde, I. 26c, 27a
— ethylacetal, I. 366
—, formation, II. 4236
—, reduction, II. 426d
Crotonbetaine, I. 450d; II.

301d
Grotonchloral hydrate, II.

1706
Crotonglobulin, III. 4346
Crotonitrile, I. 2586
Groton " Naturgiftetoff," III.

434c
Croton oil, III. 4?M
" Grotonoleic acid," III. 434d
Grotonoside, III. 434S
Croton resin, III. 434c
Croton tiglium, HI. 434a
Crotonylene, I. 110c
Grotophorbolone, III. 434d,

foot-note
Crotyl alcohol, conversion into

butadiene, II. 1546
Crowberry, III. 435r
Crucibles, III. 435c
—, alumina, III. 430a
—, carbonaceous, HI. 4376
—, " Carborundum," IK. 4306
—, clay, III. 43(id
—, Colorado, I. 520c
—, Cornish, III. 437a
—, French, HI. 4376
—, graphite, III. 437c
—, Hessian, III. 4376
—, lime, II*. 430d
—, London, III. 437a
—, magnesia, III. 43C<J
—, silica, III. 4376
—, white fluxing pots, III. 437a
Crude fibre in feeding stuffs,

IV. 503a, 602c
Crushed steel, I. 3d
" Cryogenine," III. 4406
Cryolite, artificial, 1. 2866
— in opal glass, V. 561c
—, mineral, 111. 4406
—, ore. I. 261c
Cryolithionite, I. 2866; III.

441a

Cryoscopy, III. 4416
—, Beckmann, III. 442a
—, micro-Hast, HI. 443c
—, precision methods, III. 4446
—, values of K, III. 441c
Gryptal, III. 445c
Cryptolite, II. 5126
Cryptopine, III. 445c
a//oCryptopine, a- and j8-, II.

528a, 529a
Cryptopyrrole, I. 60Id
— Wboxylic acid, I. 601d
Cryptotaenene, HI. 445c
Cryptotaenia ipponica, III.

445d
Gryptoxanthin, see Krypto-

xanthin. u
Crystal growth, III. 446a, 4546

, velocity, HI. 45*6
Crystallisation, III. 445d
— by cooling* III. 44Ci
Crystalliser, cooling, III. 4486
—, —, Howard, III. 451a
—, —, pan or tank, III. 4486
-—, —, Passburg, III. 440a
—, —, Swenson-Walker, III.

450a
—, —, Wulff-Bock, III. 4506
—. evaporator. III. 451c
—| —, Borske Salt-verier, III.

4526
—, —, Jeremiassen or Oslo, III.

452d
—, —, pan or tank, III. 451c
—, —, salting, III. 451d
—, vacuum, III. 4536
—, —, rocker type, III. 453d
Crystallisers, crystallisation

in, III. 4536
Crystallizing plants, III. 448a
Crystalloids, III. 270a
Crystalloluxninescence, III.

22d, 23d
Crystals of marketable sizes,

III. 448a
11 Crystolon," I. 4a ; II. 3616
Gubanite, III. 455a
Gubebol, HI. 4556
Gubebs, essential oil, II. 188d

HI. 455c
Cuckoo-pint, 1.497d
Cucumber. III. 455c

-Cucumis sa turns, 111. 455c
Cudbear, HI. 456a
Cullen earth, III. 456a
Gullet, V. 573d
Cullinftn diamond, III. 578a
Culmorin. V. 56d
Gumar resin in lacquers, II.

( 4726
pseudoCujriiene, I. 466d; III.

457a
Cuznenes, III. 456a
Cumidine or 4-uopropylani-

line, III. 457d
o-Cumidine, III. 457d
jKeudoCumidine or 2:4:5-tri-

methylaniiine, III. 458a
Cumidines, III. 457d
Guzninol in camphor oil, II. 240c
Cummin or cumin III. 4586
— oil,III.458d
Caipferron, analytical reagent,

21. 5836; III. 3356,459a
—, prepn., VI. 4046
Cupramxnonia silk, see Cu-

prammonium rayon.
Cuprammonium rayon, II.

4636; III. 35£a; V. 113a,
116a



Cupranamoniuixi silk, see
Cuprammonium rayon.

" Cuprase," III. 459a
Guprea bark, III. 160(2
0-isoGupreidine, III. 17O<2
fcupreine, III. 128a, 160a*
isoCupreine, a- and /?-, III.

1765, d
Guprene, I. 80a, 87a
— in respirators, III. 19a*
" Cupretenine," III. 1786
Cupri-adeptol, III. 459a
Cupric bromide, III. 357a
— chloride, 111.̂ 56(2
— compounds, see also Copper

compounds.
— ferrocyanide,«tll. 470a"
— fluoricfc, III. 3576
— hydroxide, III. 354c
— nitrate. III. 358a*
— nitrite,*III. 358®
— oxide, III. 3546
— phosphate, III. 359a
— phosphide, III. 355c
— salts, III. 356(2

, qualitative reactions, II.
55V, 566d
, , rare metals present,
II. 554(2, 556(2

— sulphate {see also Copper
sulphate; Copper vitriol),
III. 3576 ; VI. 298a
.native, II. 517a; III.

341c
— sulphide, III. 3556
Cuprite, II. 518a; III. 341c,

459a
Guprodescloizite, III. 5606
" Cuprol," III. 459a
Gupron, II. 005d; III. 4596
Cuprosilicon, III. 355c
Cuprous acetylide, II. 280(2
— bromide, III. 356c
— chloride, III. 356a

- compounds, III. 356a
— cyanide, III. 356(2
— ferrocyanide, III. 4716
— fluoride, III. 336c
— hydroxide, III. 354a
— iodide, Hi: 356c
— lactate, ammoniacal, absor-

bent of carbon monoxide,
II. 3456

— oxide, III. 353(2
, native, II. 518a

— phosphide, III. 3556
— salts, III. 356a

, ammoniacal, absorption
of carbon monoxide in, II.
3456
, qualitative reactions, II.

566c
— sulphate, III. 356(2
— sulphide, III. 355a
-, , native, III. 517(2
— sulphite, III. 3:36(2
— thiocyanate, III. 356(2
Cuprum lazureum, I. 583(2
Curacit-soda, III. 4596
Curare, III. 4596
—, calabash** gourd, III. 460a
—, para, III. Wd
_, pot, III. 4606
— tubo-, i l l . 459rf
Gurarine, III. 400a
Gurcas oil, III. 460c
Gurcine, III. 4616
Gurcinoleic acid, III. 401a
Curcubita pepo, *. -1596
Curcuma aromaticay III. 4616

INDEX

C ircumenes, III. 4616
C.lrcumin and Curcuma spp.,

t in . 461c pp '
Curd, II. 160(2
Curine, III. 459(2
Curite, III. 461c ; VI. 155a
Currant, black, red and white,

111.461c
Currying, III. 5516
Curtius degradation of azides,

I. 308(2 ; II. 375a
Cuscamidine, III. 1286, 161c
Cuscamine, III. 1286, 161c
Gusco bark, III. 161c
Guscohygrine, III. 226a
CuSconidine, III. 1286, 161(2
Cusconine, III. 128a, 161(2
Cuspareine, III. 462(2
Gusparia bark, cusparine, gali-

pine and minor alkaloids,
III. 4626

Gusso, III. 463c
Cutch, I. l ie ; II. 4336
Gutocellulose, II. 467a
Gutting oils, IV. 303(2
Cyamelide, III. 506(2
Cyanamide and its detn., III.

505a, 511a
Gyananthrene, I. 424a
Gyananthrol, I. 2326
— R (B, 1900), I. 406a
Cyanase, IV. 282(2
Gyanate, detn., volumetric, II.

654c ; III. 5116
Cyanates, prepn., III. 5066,

507a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

5696 ; III. 5106
Cyanenin, III. 5146
Cyanhydrins, I. 1956
Cyanic acid, III. 506(2
11 Cyanicides," VI. 104(2
Cyanidation or cyanide pro-

cess of gold extraction, see
Gold extraction, cyanide

5 III. 463c
—, alkali, analysis, III. 5106
—, —, from ammonia and

nlkali carbonates, III. 479a
—, —, , alkali mtetals and

carbon, III. 479(2
—, —, — ferrocyamdes, III.

478c
—, —, — hydrocyanic acid,

III. 480/2
—, —, — nitrogen, alkali metals

ancLcarbon, Til. 483c
—, —, and alkali metal

carbonates, III. 481(2
—. —, -^thiocyanates, III.

480c
—, alkaline earth, from carbides

and nitrogen, Al. 487(2
—, , — carbonates, car-

bon and nitrogefl, III. 490a
—, , -— cyanamide and

carbon1, III. 488c
—t , — hydrocyanic acid,

III. 4916
isoCyanides, alkyl, I. 309a;

IV 359d *
Cyanides, complex iron, III.

46.~ia
—, detn., potentiometfic, II.

^06
—, —, volumetric, II. 654(2 ;

III. 5106
—, drop reaction, II. 582a
—, heavy metal, III. 485(2

547

Cyanides, history, III. 463c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

56D6, 582a, 683c ; 111. 509c
Cyanide solutions from noble

metal extraction, analysis,
I. 531(2

Cyanidin, I. 381c; 'III. 5126
— chloride, colour base and

pseudo-base, III. 512c, d
— glucosides, III. 115(2, 512/;
— pigments, flowers containing,

III. 5126, 513(2
—, reduction to a7-epicatechin,

II. 437c
—, relation to callistephin, II.

234(2
peri'Cyanilic acid, V. 380c
Cyanin, I. 3816 ; 111.513(2
CyanAie dyes, III. 514c
— quaternary bases, III. 523a
Cyanines, 2:1'- and 4:1'-, III.

520(2
—, 2:2'-, 2:4'- and 4:4'-, III. 515a
apoCyanines, III. 529a
isoCyanines, III. 515a
neoCyanines, III. 529c
0-Cyanines, III. 515a, 516c
Cyanines, definition, III. 530(2
—, indotricarbo-, III. 5276
—, nomenclature, III. 530(2
—, oxacarbo-, oxa-2'-, and oxa-

4-, III. 5206
—, selena-1'-, III. 520d
— substituted in the chain, III.

524c
—, thia-i'-, III. 520(2
— thiathiazolo-, thiazolocarbo-,

thiazolo-, thiazolo-1'-, thia-
zolo-2'-, and thiazolo-4'-,
III. 5216

— thiazolinocarbo, thiazolino-
2'-, and thiazolino-4'-, III.
621a*

Granite, I. 2Q4(2, 3706
Qyanoacetic ester, condensa-

t*m with aldehydes, II.
366a

Gyanoaurate, potassium, III.
480a, VI. 115(2

Cyanocamphor, II. 241c
Cyanocarvomenthonfe, II. 408c
Cyano-compounds, synthesis,

II. 361(7, 369c
Cyamogen, 411. 50Si/-
— bromide, and chloride, III.

116, 504c *
in warfare, III. 10c

—, detection of gaseous, II.
569a, 683c

—, detn. of gaseous, II. 683c ;
III. 504a

Cyanoguanidine, III. 602(2
Cyanomaclurin, I. 407c/; III.

5316
Cyanophoric glycosides {see

also Amygdalin; Emulsin),
III. 5316

Cyanuric acid and ethyl ester,
111.^06(2; IV. 360(2

(SoCyanuric acid and ctliyl
•ester, V. 385(2; IV. 361oT

Cyanuric triazide, I. 563c f
Ciclamen europmnn, III. 531c ;

VI. 87a
Cyclamin, III. 531c, Sole
Cyclamiretin, III. 531c
apoCyclene, III. 531c
Cyclenes (cyclic olefins), III.

532a
—, mono-olefinic, III. 532a
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Cyclic dienes, conjugated, III.
5346

— polyenes, conjugated, III.
534b

" Cycloform," I. 3696; III.
5354

Gyclonite, 14II. 535(2
cyclo Paraffins in petroleum,

III. 5376
>, III. 533c

I. 459c
E," III. 537(2

see Cider.
>,III.537<2
ite, 111.537(2

Cymarin, II. 3856 ; III. 538a
a/ioCymarin, II. 381c, 385(2
Cymarin, enzymic isomerisa-

tion, III. 381c.
Cymarose, II. 3006; SSld;

III. 5386
Cymbopogon martini, V. 517a,

5186, 536a
Cymene, dihydroxy-, II. 404c
— in essential oils, II. 411a;

III. 24(2, 1836
p-Cymene from camphor, II.

242c
cedrene, II. 4406

Cyxnenes, III. 5386
Cyznols, III. 5386
Cyxnophane, III. 119a
Cynips galloe tinciorioe, V. 425a
Cynodontin, V. 55a
Cynthiaxanthin, II. 401(2; III.

539*
Cyperene, cyperol and

cyperone, III. 120a, 539c
Cypress camphor, II. 441a
Cyprian vitriol (see also Cop-

per vitriol), III. 3576, 539e2
Cyrtolite, III. 539<2
Cystamine, I. 326a
11 Cystazol," III. 540a
Cysteic acid, III. 5416
Cysteine, III. 540c, 541a
—•and cystine, detn., III. 541c
Cystine, III. 540a
Cystogen, I. 326a
" Cystopurin," III. 5426
Cytase, Si. 87(2 ; III. 5426
Cytidine, Vfc 87a
Cytisine. T. 619c; III. 542c,

544av*""
Cytisolidine, III. 543a
Cytisoline, III. 543a
Cytochrome, III. 544a; IV.

3116; VI. 165a
Cytosine, III. 545c
Cytromycetin, V. 53rf

8-Acid (delta acid), III. 5576
Daemonorops propinquus, IV.

55a\
Dahla> co-pigmentation in. III

3416
Drill's acids, III. 5456
Daidzein, V. 259c
Dgidzin, V. 259c ; VI. 876, 88c
Dalton's law of partial pres-

sures, IV. 35a, 4S6
Damascenine, XII* 5456
I?ambonitol, HI. 546a
Dambose, VI. 495a
Dammar in lacquers, II. 469(2
— resin, III. 546«
Danaite, III. 547a

INDEX

Danalite, III. 547a
Dandelion, III. 547a I
Daniella thurifera, IIJ. 3386
Dant in coal, V. 350o*
Daphnandra spp. and alkaloids,

III. 5476
Daphnandrine, III. 5476
Daphne spp., III. 547a*
Daphnetin and daphnetinic

acid, III. 547(2
Daphnin, III. 413a, 547(7, 5486
Daphnoline, III. 547c
Darak, II. 498c
D'Arcet's alloy, I. 698c
" Darco." I. 153a
Dari, II. 482c
Darwinite, III. 548c ; IV. 556
Date, III. 548c
Datile, III. 549a
Datisca ^annabina, I. 499a;

III. 549a
Datiscetin and datiscin, III.

549a, c
Datiscin, rutinose in, II. 300c
Datolite, II. 229(2; III. 549(2
Datura stramonium and datu-

rine, III. 550a
Daucol, II. 4046
Daucusin, II. 4046
Pauerhefe, V. 15a
Dauricine, III. 550a
Dautriche test of explosives,

IV. 550(2 -
" Davitamon," III. 5506
Dawsonite, I. 264(2
Deacon chambers in bleaching

powder production, III.

— process, II. 428c ; III. 416,
486

Dead dipping of brasswork, III.
5506

Deadly nightshade, I. 6636
Dead oil from shale, III. 550c
Debye-Huckel -limiting law,

VI. 246a
Decacyclene, III. 55ttc
Decaethylene glycol, IV. 3796
Decahydronaphthalene, see

Decalin.
Decahydroretene carboxylic

acid, dinitro-, I. 36
Decalin (decaline), II. 426(2;

VI. 352c
Decalols, a- and jff-, VI. 3546
Decamethylene dicarboxylic

acid, III.. 550(2
Deccan grass,' II. 482(2
Decenylenic acid, II. 272c
Dechenite, III. 551a
11 Decholin," III. 551r
n-Decoic acid, II. 2716
Decyl acetate, III. 5516
— alcohol, 111. 5516
— aldehyde, III. 5516
De-emulsification, IV. 3006
DefLbrination of blood, II. 246
Deficiency diseases; see Ash;

Calcium gluconate; Ferti-
liser, borax, remedial.

" Degalol," III. 5516
De*gras, III. 5&16, 551 d, foot-

note ; VI. 135c
Dlgrasbildner, d^gras-former,

III- 5526
Deguelin, III. 559c
Degumxning benzol with silica

RCI, III. 267(7
— silk, II. 176 ; IV. 143(7
Dehuxnidification, VI. 286(2

Dehydracetic acid, I. 63(2
Dehydrase, III. 553a
Dehydrating agents in organic

prepns., IV. 3506
Dehydration (see also Drying),

IV. 58a
—, azeotropic distillation

method (see also Distilla-
tion, laboratory), I. 103c,
178c

-—.* catalytic, II. 428a
trans - Dehydroandrosterone,

VI. 275a
Dehydrocarveole, dehydrocar-

vone, II. 2786
7-Dehydrocholesterol, II.

203a
Dehydrocinchonine, III. 139c
Deny drocorticoster one, VI.

2776
Dehydrocor/daline;>III. 401a
Dehydrodieugenol, IV. 3966
Dehydrodi-tsoeugenol, IV.

399c

VI. 289d" " Y an y#>

Dehydrogenases, III. 553a;
IV. 3156

— in muscle extract, VI. 78c
Dehydroindigotin, VT. 452(2
Dehydronorcaryophyllenic

acid, II. 409(2
Dehydronorcholene, carcino-

genic compound from, II.
379(2

Dehydroquinine, III. 139c
7-Dehydrositosterol, II. 203a
Dehydrothio-m-xylidine, III.

553c
Dehydrotriacetonamine, I.

68(2
Dekaborane, II. 40(2
Dekol, III. 553(2
" DekrysiV III. 553(2
Delatynite, I. 302(2
Delcosine, III. 557a
Delphin, III. 553(2
Delphinidin, I. 381c; III.

5534, 554c
—, relation to callistephin, II.

234(7
Delphinin (glucosidc), III.

555c
Detphinine (alkaloid), II.

556c, 557a
Delphinium consolida, III.

5G5c, d
— spp., ajkaloids, III. 556c
— zalil, D. spp., dyeing proper-

ties, J. 499^ ; 111.555(2
Delphinoidine, III. 5576
Delphisine, III. 557a
Delphocurarine, III. 556c
Delsoline, III. 557a
Delta acid (S-acid), III. 5576
Delustring processes, V- 202a
Demantoid, V. 429c
Demargarinated oil, III. 41 Od
Denaturants, III. 557a
Dendrites, I. 164a
Denier count of rayon, IV.

125a ; V. 112(2, foot-note.
Densimeter, III. 558c
Dentifrices, perborates in, II.

52a
Deodorants, perborates in, II.

52a
De-oiling processes for emul-

sions, IV. 3006
Deoxyadenosine, VI. 87c
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Deoxyalizarin, I. 219c
Deoxyamalic acid, VI. 407p
Deoxycbolic acid, I. 6896

, carcinogenic compound
from,. II. 379d

compound with camphor,
II. 188c

Deoxycorticosterone, VI. 278b
Deoxycytidine, VI. 87c
Deoxygoianosine, VI. 87c
Deoxysantalin, I. 650c
Deoxyisosantalin, II. 260d>
—, acetyl-, II. 260d

VI. 87c
itos>, III. ?58d

Depressants (flotation pro-
cess), V. 263cZ, 266a

" Dericinoeir ft. 4226
" DermXol," I. 700d ; III. 558d
" Dermogene," III. 559a
" Dermoli" I. 701a ; III. 117d,

559a
Derris and D. resin, III. 559a, c
" Desalgint" III. 560a
Desdoizite, III. 5606
Desiccation, see Drying.
" Desichtol," III. 5606
Desoxycinchonidine, III.

147d, 153d
Desoxycinchonine, III. 147B,

15Sb
Pft SOX y h y *^ T*v*fa q*h rvn i H i TJ ft (

III. 162d
Desoxyhydrocinchonine, III.

164a
Desoxyhydroquinidine, III.

165c, 1676
Desoxyquinidine, III. 172a
Desoxyquinine, III. 177d
" Despyrin," III. 5606
Dessoulavy compound, VI.

450c .
Destearinated oil, III. 410d
Desyl chloride, I. 140d
Detergents, II. 427c ; VI. 509d
i— from petroleum, III. 560c
—, perborates in, II. 52a
Detonating fuze, III. 3616
Detonation {see also Ex-

plosions, gaseous), IV. 454c
— by " influence," sensitivity

of explosives to, IV. 550a
— in gaseous explosions, IV)

434c, 436a
— of electrolytic gas, effect of

diluents, IV. 439d*
explosives, velocity, IV.

550c *
1 Spin in, m 436a"

— pressures and velocities in
gaseous explosions, IV.
440a

—, sensitivity of explosives to,
IV. 5496

— velocity, Dautriche detn., IV.
550d

Detcnators, IV. 535c, 544c
—, lead plate and nail tests, IV.

545a
Detonit, Wetter, B, IV. 556a
" Dettoir III. 560c
Deuterium (heavy hydrogen),

III. 560(2 i
^- as indicator in biology* III.

5606
— compounds, III. 565a
—, detn., III. 566a
—, deuterium hydride and*

hydrogen, properties com-
pared, III. 563a

Deuterium, heterogeneous in-
terchange reactions, III.
5666

•*-, homogeneous interchange
reactions, III. 565d

—, interchange reactions, III.
565a-

— oxide (heavy water), III.
561a

and water, properties
compared, III. 5646
, electrolytic concentration,

III. 561d
, reactions in, III. 563c

—, separation from hydrogen,
III. 5626

—, spectroscopic data, III. 566c
, VI. 162d,

— in synthesis of heemin, II.
20c

Deutsche Leg., 2L5,1. 277c
Devarda's alloy, II. 598<T, 664a;

III. 5676
Developer O, IV. 149c
Devil liquor, I. 348c
Devil's cotton, I. 4c
" Devils Dung," I. 498a
Dewaxing of oils by trichloro-

ethylene, I. 103c
Dextran, III. 567c
Dextrin formation. II. 442d
Dextrins, II. 2826 ; III. 567c
—, limit-, I and n, III. 5686
" Dextrins, stable," III. 569c
" Dextroform," III. 571a
Dextrose (glucose, d-glucose),

II. 2826, 284a, 289a
—, relation, to cellulose, II.

457a
Dhak, II. 157(2
Dhurrin, II. 483d ; III. 571a
Diabase, II. 3146 ; III. 571a
Diabetes mellitustVI. 144a,496(2
" piabetin,"ll\. 5716
Diacetaxniae, I. 606
Diacetiq, I. 606
— as plasticiser, II. 448c
Diacetonamine, I. 68(2
Diacetone alcohol, I. 66a*

, catalysed decomposition,
VI. 2526

in film dopes, II. 448c
lacquers* II. 4706

, specification, II. 4726
cyanohydrin, I. 68a*

Diacetyl, I. 196 ; III. 5716
Diacetyldioxix*e {see also Di-

mathylglyoxime), IV. 5(2
Diacetyl in butter, II. 163c;

V. 306a
-i food, II. 80c, 1986
Diacetylenes, III. 5716
Diacridines, I. 1306
5:5-Diacridyl, I. 1306
Diacridyl dimetltfmitrate, I.

130c
" Dial," 1. 623a; III. 573a
Diallage, III. 573a
Diallyl, II. 156(2 -
Diallylaniline, I. 257c
Diallylbarbituric acid, 5:5-di-

bromo-, I. 623a
5:5-Diallylbarbituric acid, I.

623a
Dialuric acid and Arivs., I.

625a
tsoDialuric acid and derivs..

I. 626a, 6
Diamine dyes, IV. 2196

Diaznines, aliphatic, I. 314c
—, aromatic, I. 315c
Diamond, IL 309a ; III. 573a
— as abrasive, I. 3d ; III. 5786
" Diamonds, Marmorosch,"

and " Matura," V. 514a
Diaznorphine hydrochloride,

o-Dianisidine, III. 578c ; IV.
12d

Dianthracene, I. 384d
Dianthranol, I. 4326
Dianthranyl, I. 4326
—, 2:2-dihydroxy-, I. 2156
l&'-Diantbraquinonylamine,

1.2066 *
Diantbraquinonyls, I. 41 Id
Dianthrimides, I. 420a
Dianthrone, I. 4326
Diapborase, V. 33a, 346
" Diarsenol," III. 578d
" Diaspirin," III. 578d
Diaspore, I. 264c; II. 25c;

III. 579a: VI. 1016
Diasporite, III. 579a
Diastase {see also Amylase;

Brewing), II. 766, 298d
Diatoznaceous earth, dia-

tomite, III. 579a; IV.
2396

1:4-Diazine, I. 5646, d
Diazoacetate, ethyl, III. 599a
Diazoacetic ester, catalytic

decomposition, VI. 251c
Diazoacetone, III. 6006
Diazoamines, aliphatic - aro-

mtlbic, III. 596c
—, aromatic, III. 595d
Diazoaminobenzene, III. 595d

•compounds,III.
580c

III.
596d

JJiazoamino-p-toluene, III.
596c

Diazp-anbydrides, III. 597d
anthranilic acid, III. 593a

Diazobenzene, && also under
Diazo-compounds; Diazo-
nium compounds,

— hydrate or hydroxide, III.
590c

Diazobenzeneixnide, I. 581c
DiazobenzenesuKbbnic acid,

%392d; III. 592J
Diazocaznpbor, II. 2456
Diazo-components, III. 5836,

5876 ; IV. 159d
compounds {see also under
Diazobenzene; Diazo-
nium), III. 5806; IV. 191d

— , anti- and e?yn-, III. 591a
, aliphatic, III. 598d
, cyclic, III, 592d
, light-sensitive, II. 452c;

III. 58»d
, metallic derivs., III.

597a, 6006
, prepn., TI. 429a
fstable, solid or paste,

III. 5896 ; IV. 231c
, stabilised, in

grnphy, III. 588d
, stereochemistry, 111.

591a
coupling process, IV. 198d

Diazocyanides, III. 580r, 59f d,
598a

Diazodinitropbenol, III. 600c
Diazoetbane, III. 000a
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Diazo-group, miscellaneous
substitutions, III. 5864

, reduction, III. 584d
— - —, replacement by hydro-

gen, II. 584d
, sulphur or sul-

phur-containing radicals,
III. 586a

, the cyanate or
cyanide radical or by halo-
gen, II. 429a ; III. 585a

, nitro- or
nitroso-radical, ITI. 580k

— -hydrates, III. 5806
Diazohydroxides, III. 5806
Diazoic acids, aromatic, III.

597a*
p-Diazoimides, III. 594c
Diazoixnines, cyclic, III. 5936
— from o-, p- and peri-

diamines, III. 580c, 5936
p-Diazoizninobenzene and

derivs., III. 594c
Diazomethane, III. 5996
Diazomethanedisulphonic

acid, III. 6006
Diazoniuzn arylsulphinates,

III. 581c
— aurichlorides, III. 5816
— azides, III. 5816
— borofluorides, III. 58lc
— carbonates, III. 5816
— chromates, III. 5816
— compounds, sec also under

Diazobenzene; Diazo-com-
pounds.
, aromatic, cons'.itution,

III. 5906
, reactions, III. 5836, 587a
, coloured, III. 591c
, coupling, III. 5876
, electrolytic prepn., III.

583a
from hydrazines, IN.

583a
, interchange of groups in,

III. 588a '
— —, interral, III. 502a*

, non-aromatic, III. 591 d
, taooxazole series, II.

5926
-, pyrazole series, III. 592a

— ferricyankfes, III. 5816
— fluorid^TTII. 5816
— nitrites', III. 581&
— r?itroprussides, III. 5816
— perchlorates, III. 5816
— phosphomolybdates, III.

581c
— phosphotungatates, III. 581c
— picrates, TIL 5816
— platinichlorides, III. 5816
— plumbichlorides, III. 582c
— salts, III. 5806, 58?c
— starmichlorides, III. 5816
— sulphonates, III. 5924
— thioacetates, III. 581c
— thiosulphates, III. 5816
— tungstates, III. 581c
— zincichlorides, III. £31c
Diazo-oxides, III. 5806 ,.
_~ —, aromatic, III. 594a
— • —, binuclear, III. 597a
2-Diazophenol, 4:6-dinitro-,

ITI.ISOOc
Diazo-0-semicarbazines, III.

' 596d
DiazoBulphides, III. 580c
Diazosulphonates. III. 580c
—, syn- and anti-, III. 508c

INDEX

Diazosulphonic acids, see
Diazonium sulphonates. -
, potassium salts syn- a. d

anti-, III. 598d
Diazotates, syn- and anti-, III.

5806, 591c
Diazotisation, UI. 580c
—, special methods, IV. 237c
—, velocity, III. 582c
Diazotising agents, III. 582c
" Diazotype " photographic

paper, III. 590a
Diazouracil, reaction with

sucrose, II. 3006
Dibarbiturylalkylaxnines, I.

2496
Dibenzanthracene, carcino-

genic action, II. 378d
Dibenzanthrones, I. 414a,

424a
ispDibeKzanthrone, I. 414a
Dibenzanthrone vat dyes, I.

206a
oo'-Dibenzil, III. 600(2
Dibenzopyrenequinones, I.

4266

Diborane, II. 40(2
Diborate, sodium, see Borax.
" Dibromin," I. 623a ; III. 600d
Dibromoethane, see Ethylene

dibromide.
Di-zsobutaldehyde, II. 1576
Di-isobutylacetoacetic acid,

ethyl ester, I. 64d
Dibutylaxnines, II. 1766
y-Di-n-butylaminopropyl p-

aminobenzoate, II. 1796'
Diisobutylnitrosamine, II.

176c
N.N'-Diisobutyloxamide, II.

175d
Dibutyl phthalate, specifica-

tion, II. 472c
Dibutyraldine, II. 157a
Dibutyryl peroxide, II. 180a
Dicarbazyls, II.*279a
Dicarbocyanines, s^and as-,

III. 526a M

Dicarboxylic acids, 111. 600d
a-Dicarvelone, II. 4076
Dicentra spp., III. 6016 ; VI. la
Dicentrine, III. 6016
Dichloramine T, III. 366,601<Z
2:5-Dichloroaniline, III. 601 d
Dichloroethylene, I. 104a
aa'-Dichlorohydrin, VI. 67(2
Dichlorohydrin in lacquers.

II. 478d „
Dichroite, III. 602a
Dichromates, reactions and

detn., see Chromates;
Chromium.

Dichromated gelatin, see Gela-
tin, bicfcromated.

Dicinchonicine, III. 161a*
Dicinchonjne, III. 128a, 1614
Diapocincnonine, III. 162a
Dicitroxielloxide, I1J. 191a
" Di-citurin," III. 602a
Dickite, III. 196a, 602a
Diconquinine, III. 1286, 162a
Dicresylin in la«quers, II. 478d
Dicrotyl, II. 156rf
Diwocrotyl, II. 156d
Dictamnine, III. 6026
Dietaniliolactone, III. 602c
Dicyaiiine, III. 517d
0-Dicyanines, III. 516d
Dicyanodiamide, III. 602(Z
Dicyxnene, III. 539a

" Didiair III. 603c
Didymiuxn in cerite, II. 507a
Dieckxnann reaction, II. 366d
Diels-Alder reaction, II. 152(2
Dielectric constant, II. 7096
Diene reaction of fatty oils, IV.

826
— synthesis, I. 208a
" Dtenol," IV. 87a
Diesel oil, III. 423d
— fuel production, II. 425d,
D^athylacetic acid, II. 271c
Diethylaniline, III. 603d
Diethylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester, I. ted
Diethylamine, IV. 355a
—, )9j8'-diamino-, IV. 376d
— from acetylene, I. 84c
Diethyl-m-aminophtfiol, III.

603d
Diethylcarbinol, I. »59d
Diethyl carbonate in lacquers,

II. 4706
— catechol ether, II. 4316
Diethylchloroamine, IV. 3556
Diethyl compounds, see also

under Ether; Ethyl.
— cyanurate, IV. 361a*
— isocyanurate, IV. 3616
Diethylcyanuric acid, IV. 361a
Diethylisocyanuric ficid, IV.

Diethyldiphenylurea, II. 480c
Diethylene bromohydrin, IV.

379a
— chlorohydrin, IV. 378d
Diethylenediaznine, IV. 376c
Diethylene dinitrate, IV. 379a
— dioxide, IV. 380c
— disulphide, IV. 380d
— glycol, IV. 378d

monoethyl ether, II. 282a
"Diethylene triamine," IV.

376d
Diethyl ether, flfl'-dihydroxy-,

IV. 378d
as-Diethylhydrazine, IV. 3626
s-Diethylhydrazine, IV. 362c

ithylhydroxylamine, ocff-
and BB-. IV. 363a

hydrazine, IV.

Diethylmethylacetic acid, VI.

pi^hylnitroamiiie, IV. 3556
'sonitroamine, IV.

3r
miTifi. IV.

Diethyl orthophosphate,
366c

— peroxide, IV. 3666
' hite, IV. 367a

h h i

IV.

phite, IV. 367a
Iphosphoric acid, IV.

Diethyl phthalate, specifica-
tion, II. 472c *

hosphate, IV. 366d

, iV. 367^
Diethyl selenate, IV. 367c
—• selenite, IV. 367d
*i Diethylstilboastrol," VI.

-2726
Dietnyl sulphate, IV. 368d
— sulphide, IV. 3.70a

, )3]3-dichloro-, in gns war-
fare, III. 8c, 116
, — prepn., detection and

detn., IV. 371a
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Diethyl sulphine oxide, IV.
3706

— sulphite. IV. 3096
Dietzeite. III. 604a
Di-isoeugenol, IV. 399c
Difference figure of m.p. of

f&tsand fatty adds, II. 185i»
Diffraction method of deter-

mining interatomic dis-
tances, VI. 502c

Diffusion, IU. 604b
—, anomalous. III. O076 *
— butteries, IV. 5006
— coelliciwits in mol. wt. detn.,

III. 6<tfd
— of gases through metals, III.

0056 ; VIV(334(*
liquids and aolutes, III.

60tib
— — solids, III. 607c
Diffusitbty, tliucyial, V. 5156
Difiavone, V. 2586
Diflavonol, V. 262a
Digalacturonic acid in

pectin, II. 298a
m-Digallic acid, IV. l a ; V.

42W
p-Digfcllic »cid, IV. 1«
Digerraane, V. ii'22a
Digesters, VI. 24a '
Digilanides A, 1J and C, II.

385a
Digiuin. II. 3s i«
Digitalin, II. 384d
Digitaline cristalisle (Digi-

toxiu), II. 384«
Digitalis gtycoeides. If. 383(2
Digitalis purpurea, JJ. spp., II.

381b, 38SC! VI. 88u\ U7a
Digitaloee, II. 288rf, SSlrf; IV.

la
Digitogenin, VI. 87d
Digitonin, II. 384a; VI. 87c
— test for sterols in butter, II.

106d
Oigitoxigenin, II. 382a, 38-16
Digitoxin, U. 38-la
Digitoxose, lI.2S86,381e,3316;

IV. It
Diglyceriu, VI. We
Diglyceryl ether, VI. 70c
Digoxigenin, II. 382a
Digoxin, II. 385a >
Diheptyl ace to acetic ucid,

ethyl eater, I. did
Dihydroacridine. 1. I25d
Dihydroanthi-anol, I.Jj32a
Diiiy dr obrazil iuic acid, II.

70a '
Dihydrocarveol, II. 405c, 4076.

IV. 16
—, reduction, II. 40»c
rtfioDihydrocarveol. IV, 2a

.Dihydrocarvone, IV. 2«
Dihy-lrocarvylaraine. IV. Ic
Dihydrocedrene, II. iiOd
Dih>drocholest©rol, III. 8U6
Dihydrocinchonidine, III.

1026
Dihydrocinchonine, III. 162(2
—, oc-chioror, III. 155d
DUiydrocinchotoxine, III.

163c •
Dihydrocitronellal, III. AQld
Dihydrocodeinone, iivdroxy-,

tydrochloride, IV. 382b
Dihydroconessine, III. 824a
Dihydrodianthrone, I. 1326
Dihydroeremophilone, hy-

droxy, IV. 324*

Dihydroergosterol, 22:23-, II.
203a

Lj)ihydroeserethole, II. 109a"
jbihydroeucarveol. IV, 391c
Dihydroeucarvone, IV. SOld
Dihydroeugenol, IV. 3!>06
DihydroflavOne, II, 51l)a
Dihydroguaiol, VI. 1426
Dihydrohexaborane, I. Add
Dihydrohumulene, ami no-, II.

409a
Dihydroionone, III. I!)2«
Dihydropscudoionone, III.

L02a
a^-Dibydroionone, IV. 5S>la
Dihydromorphinone hydro-

chloride, IV.
Dihydropentaborane, II. tOrf
Dihydrositosterol in bran, II.

006
rice, II. 493d >

Dihydro-a-terpineol, IV. 3a
Dihydrotetraborane, II.
Dihydrothujaketone, IV. 3266
2:6-Di-iodophenol, VI. 207c
"Dika bread," IV. la
p-Diketocamphane, II. 242c,

2476
— reduction, II, 240a
2/3-Diketohydrindene, VI.

ay-Diketohydrindene, VI.

Diketopiperazines, I. 3216;
VI. 73a

Dilatometer, IV. 46
"^itaudid," IV. 4c
" pUeclo." IV. 4c
Dilituric add, I. 027a

, methyl-, and dimethyl-,
1. <)27(/, 028a

Dill, IV. 4c
— oil, I, 371c ; IV. 5«

, earvone in, II. 40U6
" DimedoD^" I. 181a ; IV. 5a ;

V. 2
Dimethyl (stcatao Ethane), IV.

3636
Dimethylacetoacetie acid,

ethyl ester, I. fllrf
3:4 - D'imetliylacetophenone

from camphor, II. 2-i'ld
3:7-Dimethylacridine, 2:8-

diamlno-, h/drochloridef I.
131c

Dimethylacridine, dihydroxy-,
I. 12">a

2:8 - pime'Aylaoridinium
cMoride (prollavine), I.

Dimettrylacridinium nitrate,
• lunTioe '̂.'ence, III. 2'dtl
as-Diinethylallene, I. 21 Mr
5-Dimethylaller^, I. 240c
Dimethyl - m - aminocresol,

Capri Blue frc*n, II. 2716
Dimethyl aniline, IV. 56
—, p-nitveo-, II. 2716
Dlmethylanthraquinones,

*.2-, 1:3-, 1*4-, and 2:3-.
syntheses, I. '102c

3:3J-Dimethylbenzidine, IV.
I2d

Dimethylbenzylcarbinol, IV.

DiiViethylbutadiene, T I. 155a
xfl-Dimethylbutyric acid, II.

271d
Dime thy Idiacetonamino, I.

50a

551

NN'-Dimethyldiacridyliura
salts, I. 180c

5:5 - Dimethyldihydroresor-
cinol, Ken " Dhunlon."

Dimethyldiketopiperazine, I.
174 a

3:3' T Dimethyldiphenylme -
thane, 1:4'- dimethyldi-

5nmino-, IV.
Dimethyldiphenylurea,

ISOd
Dimethylethylacetic acid, II.

27ll

II.

1:2 - Dimethyl - 4 - ethylben-
zene from cnmiihor, II.

s-Dimethylethylene, II. 177e
-Dim ethyl ethyl en e, II. 1776
i t h l h

as

Din^ethylPthytenediamine,
II. 1/86

s-Dimethylethylene oxide, II,
17!»6

Dimethylglyoxime, IV, 5rf
— renpent for nickel, II. 5786,

(112c, 6726 ; IV . 66
other metals, IV. 6fc

5:5-Dimethylhydantoin, VI.
2l>2c

Dimethylhydroquinone, IV.
6d

1:3-Dimethylindole, ."-hy-
(Iro-sy-, II. ]:

Dimethyl kctone, I. 65'?
Dimethylmethoxyphenol, T\'.

7a
Dimethylparabanic acid, III.
3:7 - Dimethyl - 5 - phenyl -

acridine hydrochlonde,
2:8-diamino, I. 1^26

Dimethylpbenylpyrazolone
mercury snlphaminate, I.
105J

xa-Dimethylpropiontc acid.
II. 2713

Dimethyl stibin© hromide nnd
chloride. I, 434d

— cyanide, I. 434R
— oxide, I, i3id
Dimethylstibinic acid, I. 43-W
Dimethyl succinonitrile, II.

1786 #

— sulphate in chemical wnr-
fare, p i . 10m J
, prepn., III. l lr

Dim ethyl triazene, III. ~&<id
Diznethylxanthine, 1:3- and

3:7-, II. IWd, C
" Dimol." IV. 7a
Dinaphthazines, I. 567c
Dinitroanthratruinones, I.

391a
Dinitrobenzenes, T. 678a,

877a
Dinitrochlorohydrin, IV. 7a,

Dinitroglycerin, I V.
Dinitroglycol, IV. 37firf, 489d
" Diocaine," IV. Ih
Dioctyfacetoacetate, ethyl, I.'

» K.ln
" Dioform," IV. 76
.I' Diogen," IV. 7r
" Diogenal," IV. 7^
Diolefines from acetylene,

86b
" Dionin" IV. 7c •
Diopside, III. fi73a; IV. 7-
Dioptase, 111. 341c, 35.W; iV.

It
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Diorite, II. 314fr; III. 571a;
IV. Id

Dioscorine, IV. 86
Diosmetin. IV. 8c
Diosmin, IV. 8c ; VI. 876
Diosphenol, II. 120c ; IV. 8c
—, formation, II. 404d
Dioxan, IV. 380c
— in lacquers, II. 478d
Dioxine, IV. 10a
Dioxorea spp.t IV. 10a
Dioxyconessine, III. 324a
Dipentene by-product, II.

250c
— from carene, II. 388d
—, occurrence, III. 183c
—, nitroso-, II. 4076
Dipeptidase in brewing, II.

88c ,
11 Diphenat." IV. 10a
Diphenanthrazine, I. 505d
Diphenazine, I. 564d, 565d,

567a
Diphenols from phenol, II.

305a, 307a
Diphenyl, IV. 10a
Diphenylamine, IV. 13a
—, p-am\no-, IV. 14d
— arsenious chloride, III. l ie
— as stabiliser, IV. 520c
— chloroarsine, in warfare, III.

0a
—, colour reactions, IV. 146
-—, detn., IV. 533a
—, 2:4-dinitro-4'-hydroxy-, IV.

76
— from phenol, II. 307^
— hexanitro- (s-hexanitro-), I.

549c ; IV. lid, 489a
—, 1- and 4-nitro-, IV. 14c
—, pyrolysis, II. 278c
— sulphonic acid, Ba salt,

indicator, VI. 4306
D phenyl, amino-derivs., IV.

l ie
—, 2-amino, pyrolysis, II, 278c
— as heat transfer agent,

7l . 3056*'
bisdiazonium chloride, III.
582a

Diphenylchloroarsine, II.
256; 111,1 lc

— in warfare/lll. 8c, l ie
DiphenylfT-noarBine in

chemical warfare, III. (rd
—, irepn., III. l ie
Diphenyl, 2:2'-diamino-. car-

bazole from, II. 278c
—, diaminohydroxy-, IV. 10a
Diphenyldixnethylolid group,

Diphenylenexnethane, IV.
156

Diphenyl ether from phenol,
II. 305a

Diphenylhydrazine, VI. 301c
Diphenyl, hydroxy-, froir

phenol, II. 3056
Diphenylmethane, IV. 156

as

—, 4:4/-dimethyldiamiift - 3:3' -
* dimethyl-, IV. 5d

Diphenylxnethanediniethyl -
- dihydrazine, II. 203c ,

Diphenylmethane perfume, V
619^

Diphenylxnethylolid, penta-
hydroxy-, IV. 277d

Diphenyl, octahydroxy-, II.
195a

Diphenyl oxide, IV. 16c

INDEX

Diphenyl oxide, as heat trans-
fer agent, II. 3056
, perfume, V. 519a i

— phthalate in lacquers, I-.
472c

Diphenylpolyenes, II. 3986
Diphenyls, chloto-, as heat

transfer agents, IV. 10c, l la
Diphenylstibine chloride, I.

433c
Diphenyl sulphide, hexanitro-

IV. 484c
Diphenylsulphone, hexanitro-,

as-Diphenylurea, 1.172a ;t» IV.
14(2

Diphosgene in chemical war-
fare, III. 86

1:3-Diphosphoglyeerie acid,
VI. 78a

" Diplosa*," IV. 16c
Dippel's oil, I. 327d ; II. 29c
" Dipropsesin," IV. 16d
Di-isopropenyl, II. 155c
Dipropylacetal, IV. 382d
Dipropylacetoacetic acid,

ethyl ester, I. Qld
Dipropyl ketone, II. 181(2
Dipterocarpus spp., VI. 156c
Dipy, III. 328c
Biquinicine, III. 162a.
Diquinine carbonate, 1.4666
Disaccharides {see also Gly-

cosides), II. 2986
Disacryl, I. 1306
" Disaloir IV. 16d
Disazo-acid-wool dyes, IV. 208a
— " benzidine" dyes, IV. 216d
— dyes from stilbene, IV. 221a
— mordant azo-wool dyes, IV.

213a
Discharge styles in textile

printing, IV. 184d
Discrasite, I. 4466 ; IV. 164
Disinfectant action of metals,

IV. 24d W

bromidine, IV. 22b
Burnett's fluid-, IV. 24a
" Campkortar," IV. 30a
11 Catadyn," IV. 24a*
chloralum, IV. 246
chloride of lime {see also
Bleaching powder), IV. 20c

" Chloros* IV. 20a*
" De-Chlor," IV. 216
11 Electrozone," IV. 216
" Oxychloride," IV. 20d

, pinol, IV. ?la
Disinfectants {see ate Anti-

ft preserva-SSftkl
acids, IV. 236
alcohols, IV. 266
aluminium chloride, IV. 246
arsenic compounds, IV. 24c
black, iy . 33d
boric acid, IV. 20a
bromine, IV. 206,#226
carbolic acid, II. 308c ; IV.
296, 32a;

carbon dioxide, IV. 23a
— disulphider IV. 20a
Chick-Martin test, IV. 32c
chlorinated phenol, IV. 34a
chlorine, IV. 206

, — pfeboxide, IV. 226
chromic acid, IV. 24r
coal-tar, IV. 206

, cyanogen, IV. 236
fluorine, IV. 22d

Disinfectants, formalin {see also
Formaldehyde), II. 297e,
3066; IV. 26c; V. 297c,
3226

—, halogen, IV. 20a
- -, hydrocyanic acid, IV. 236
—, hydrogen peroxide, IV. 19a ;

—, hypochlorites, IV. 206
—, hypochlorous acid, IV. 21 d
—, iodine, IV. 22c
—"lime, IV. 24a
—, manganates, IV. 246
—, mercury compounds, IV.

25c
—, nitric acid, IV. 196
—, nitro-aromatfc compounds,

IV. 30c
—, nitrogen oxides, IV? 196
—, ozone, IV. 18c
—, paraformyj para*ormalde-

hyde, IV. 26d
—, permanganates, IV. 246
—, persulphates, IV. 20a
—, phenol, see Disinfectants,

carbolic acid.
—,Bideal- Walker test, IV. -

—.silvernitrate, IV. 26a
-"-, sodium hydrogen sulphate,

IV. 20a
—, substituted diphenyl com-

pounds, IV. 34a
—, sulphur, IV. 196
—, sulphuric acid, IV. 19d
—, testing, IV. 31c
—, white, IV. 33d
Disinfection, mechanism, IV.

17a
11 D&pargen," IV. 34a
Disperse phase, III. 2796

rule, HI. 2926 .
Dispersing agents, II. 391a,

427c; Till. 280d
Dispersion of cellulose, II.

4596 '
" Dispersol," I. iOd
Dissociation, electrolytic, II.

536c
— of molecules, II. 531c, 537c
" Dissociations " in acid-base

reactions, VI. 248c
'" Dissolving SaU B," IV. 180c
Distempers, II. 4156; IV.

—, borax in, II. 50d
—, casein in, II. 4146
Distibonic acids, I. 4376
Distillation, IV. 346
— and relative volatility, IV.

43c t
—, binary mixtures, IV. 4 Id,

506
—, Coffey still for spirit, 1.176d
—, flash, IV. 346
—, fractional, IV. 396, 486
—, laboratory, IV. 346 '.
— of acetone-chloroform mix-

tures, IV. 40c
alcohol-water mixtures,

IV. 396
azeotropes, IV'. 38c, 40a, d,

46c
«• — under reduced pres-
sure, IV. 416

benzene-toluene mixtures,
IV. 436, 49d

water mixtures, IV.
37a

binary mixtures, IV. 41d



Distillation of completely
miscible liquids, IV. 39d

conjugate solutions, IV.
37c

ether-water mixtures, IV.
36a, 46d

liquid oxygen - nitrogen
mixtures, IV. 42c

partly miscible liquids,
IV. 38c

-Tr, partial, IV. 50a
— with partial condensation,

IV. 49c, 51a
Distribution number of antho-

cyaniR{>, HI. 3416
Distyrenes, IV. 51c
" Disulphamin? IV. 526
Dita bark, I. 263a
Ditaine1,1. 2636
Ditamine, I. 263a
Di-n-te4radecy\ ketone, II.

183a
1:3-Ditetrazolyltriazene, VI.

149d
1:4-Dithian, IV. 380d
Dithian methiodide, IV. 371c
Dithiol for tin detn., II. 673a ;

If. 526
Dithionic acid, detn., volu-

metric, II. 6676
Diufortan, see Diuretin.
44 Diuretin," IV. 52c
"Divers' bends," helium in

treatment, VI. 199c
Diversine, IV. 52c
Divi-divi, IV. 52d, 276d
Divinyl, II. 1546
— acetylene, I. 87c
s-Divinylethylene glycol, II.

1566
Dixanthogens, V. 2676
Diav* fat, I. 655a
D.N.T. (dinitrotoluene), IV.

466c, 4686
Dobby, V. 1566
>Docimasy, IV. 53a
Dodder oil, II. 237a
Dodecylene, II. 177d
Doelterite, I. 656d
Doffer web, V. 147c
Dog-tooth spar, II. 203c
Dolerite, III. 571a; IV. 53a
Dolomite, II. 204a ; IV. 536
—, decomposition, II. 324c
— for glassmaking, V. 560c
— -rock, IV. 54a

spar, IV. 53c ,
Dolomitisation, III. 361a; IV.

546 '
Domesticine, IV. 55a
isoDoxnesticine, 17,, 55a
Domestine, IV. 55a
Domeykite, IV. 556
Donaxine, VI. 125c, 463c
Donnan's membrane - equili-

bria, III. 288c
" equilibria (Z-3:4-dihydr-

yphenylalanine), 1.317d;sssr
Dop brandy-II. 63c
Dorema anyoioniacum, I. 356c
Doremol, IV. 55c
Doremone, IV. 55c
" Dormigene," IV. 55c
" Dormiol," IV. 55d
Dorr agitator and thickener,

IV. 572a, c
— bowl classifier, VI. 103d
"Doryl," III. 94a
Doss, IV. 55d

INDEX

Dossetin, IV. 55d
.Double layer of colloid par-
1 tides, III. 284a
Doubling and twisting, V. 151a
Doubly-refracting-spar, II.

" Doucil," VI. 144c
Douglas powder, IV. 5566
Dowznetal, I. 255d
Downs electrolytic cell, III.

57d
Dracaenic acid, IV. 56a
Draconic acid, IV. 56a
Dracorubin, IV. 56a
Dracyl, IV. 55d
•JDrafl,"II. 95c

Dragendorff's reagent, I. 235c
Dragon's Blood, IV. 55d
Drawing of candles, II. 265c
DrecnseTs extractor, IV. 577c
Driers, IV. 916
—, cerium in, II. 511a
— for gases, IV. 79d
"Dri/co/a\"IV.56a
Drop gum, IV. 56a
— reactions (see also under

elements and radicals), II.
579c
, bibliography, II. 582c

— reagents, VI. 425d
Drosera whiiiakeri, IV. 566
Droserone, IV. 56c
—, hydroxy-, IV. 56c
Druggist's bark (cinchona),

i n . 128d
Etrumine, IV. 56d
Dry cleaning, IV. 57a ; IV. 68a

, carbon tetrachloride in,
II. 356a ; IV. 576

solvents, tests, IV. 57d
with trichloroethylene, I.

103ft; IV. 576
Dryer, revolving plate, IV. 69c
—, — rabble, IV. 69c
Dryers, ag:tator, IV. 736

—', compartment, IV. 62a
—, double shell rotary, IV. 66c
—, drum, IV. 74c
— for materials in lengths, IV.

70d
Dryer, single cylinder paper,

IV. 726
—, — shell rota,>y, IV. 66a
Dryers, rotary, IV. 65c
—, spray, IV. 75d
—i tumbler, IV. 68a
—, tunnel, IV. «2a
—, tufoo, IV. 72d
—, vacuum, IV. 62c
—, vertical, IV. 686
Dryer, vacuum band, IV. 78a
—, — pan, IV. 73c
Dry gases, reactivity, IV. 806
" Dry toe " (see also "Drikold"),

II. 324ri, 326<Z»
Drying (see also Dehydration)

— apparatus in ^analysis, II.

— by drainage and settlement,

evaporation, IV. 60d
pressure, IV. 59a

—, intensive, IV. 79c%
—oof fatty oils, reactions in, IV.

926
— oils, see Oils, drying.
— on tentering machines, IV.

72a

553

Dry liquids, boiling points, IV.
81a

Dryophantin, V. 426a; VI.

Dry substances, melting points*,
IV. 816
«-, retarded combustion, IV.
806
, vapour densities, IV. 80d

Duchn, II. 488a
44 Dudu-Dudu," II. 5236
Dufaycolor film, II. 453a
Duff producer, V. 369d
14 Dulcin," IV. 93a
Dulcitol, II. 2856, 296d; IV.

93a
Dulse, I. 1996
Dumasin, IV. 936
Dui<nortierite, I. 370c
Dumoulin's liquid glue, V.

506a
Dung salt or dunging salt, I.

?78d; IV. 936
Duodecyl alcohol, IV. 936
— aldehyde, IV. 93c
11 Duotal," IV. 93c ; VI. 141a
Du Pont powder, IV. 518a
Duprene, definition, IV. 93c
—, history, I. 746, 87c ; IV. 876
—, prepn., I. 896 ; II. 153d
Durain, V. 351a
Duralumin, I. 251d, 277a
Durangite, I. 264d
" Durangus." IV. 93d
44 Duranol" dyes, I. 416, 205c
Durene, III. 5396
tsoDurene, I. 66d ; III. 5396
Durenol, IV. 93d
11 JDurez," IV. 93d
" Durite," IV. 93d
44 Durocaine." I. 369d ; IV. 93d
44 Duron," IV. 93d
Duroprene, see Duprene.
Durrha.II. 482c
Durum wheat, II. 76c'
Dutit, adsorptive properties, IV.

95d
— clouds, stability, IV. 97a
—, electrical ignition, IV. 96d
—, — properties, IV. 96a
— explosions, I. 1608 ; IV. 94a,

97a, 1016
, precautions against, IV.

1036,*118d J
— respirators, IV. 106d

by filtration*, IV

various methods, IV.
98c

Dusts, ignition temperatures,
IV. 100a

—, industrial, 1.160a; IV. 94a
—, particle sizes in, I. 160a;

IV. 944, 98a
—>physiological effects, IV.

105d
44 Duxite," IV. 1206
Duyk, IV. 21d
Dyeing, IV. 120c
— cellulose acetate and viscose

rayon mixtures, IV. l{5a
rayon, IV. 138d m

*— cotton, after-treatment, IV.
1316

and viscose rayon, IV.
1456 .

with basic dyes, IV. I32a
direct dyes, IV. 131a
substantive dyes, IV.

131a
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Dyeing cuprammonium rayons,
J rsT.-1386

— fur, IV. 146a
— machines, IV. 130a
— rayon (see also Acetate silk

dyes), IV. 1376
, scouring and cr6pin/j in,

IV. 137c
Dyeings, after-treatment by

diazotising and coupling,
IV. 131a*

—, detection of metals (mor-
dants) in, IV. 173a

Dyeing silk, degumming, IV.

with azoic dyes, IV. 143c
Dyeings, mixed, separation by

adsorption, IV. 174a
—. —, chromatogra^hic

analysis, IV. 174c
Dyeing, spray, IV. 1466
Dyeings, spectroscopic analysis,

—, stripping, IV. 145c
Dyeing, theory, IV. 1406
— union goods, jy . 144a*
— viscose rayons, IV. 1386
— with Aniline Black, IV. 137a

azoic dyes, IV. 132d
Indigosol, IV. 1366
mordant dyes, IV. 136a"
Soledon dyes, IV. 1366
vat dyes, IV. 135a

— wool and viscose rayon mix-
tures, IV. 145a
, carbonising before, IV.

139c c

, chlorinating before, IV.
1396
. fermentation vats in, IV.

1436
, Goodall's process, IV.

140c
, hydrosulphite vat in, IVc

143a
, scouring in, IV. 1396
.with acjji dyes, IV. 139d

mordant dyes, IV.
1416

azoic dyes, IV. 143c
cLrome dyes, IV. 1416
Indigcsol dyes, IV.

1436
mC-aint dyes, IV. If la
Soledon dyes, IV. 1436

' '-: — vat dyes, IV. 142c
Dye printing, IV. 175c
Dyer's Broom, IV. 189a
— bugloss, I. 236d
Dyes, acid-mordant, identifi-

cation, IV. 1556
—, alizarin, see under Alizarin.
—, amido, I. 305a
—, anthraquinone, see Anthra-

quinone dyes.
—, anti-halation, in photo-

graphic films, II. 451c
—, azo-, see Azo-dyes.
—, azoic, on cellulosic^ fibres,

identification, IV. 1»76
—, —, — wool and silk, identifi-

cation, IV. 1566
—, basic, IV. 127a
—, mordant, identification,

IV. fold
—. —, on cellulosic fibres, iden-

tification, IV. 156c
—, bottoming, IV. 156a
—, detection, in caramel, II.

2776

INDEX

Dyes, direct cotton, com-
ponents and performance*
IV. 215c, 224c

—, —• —, dyeing with (see also
Azo-dyes), IV. 127a

—, " Dispersol," I. 41a
— in casein plasticS, II. 416d

plastics, II. 416d, 4706

—, luminescent oxidation, IN.
23c

— " Monolite," IV. 236a
— " Monosol," IV. 236a
— mordant, co-ordination com-

pounds, III. 3356
—, —, in dyeing operations,

— on cellulose acetate rayon.
identification, IV. 172c

fibres, identification, IV.
1476 *

wool and silk, identifi-
cation, IV. 155a

, identification,
TV. 194d

—, pigment, IV. 236a
— produced by oxidation, IV.

127c
—, substantive, on cellulosic

fibres, identification, IV.
c 156c

—, — ,— wool and silk, identi-
fication, IV. 155c

—, sulphonated, I. 429a ; VI.
1494

—, sulphur, on cellulosic fibres,
identification, IV. 157a

—, synthetic, in world trade, I.
204d, 403c ; VI. 447a

—, topping, IV. 156a
Dyestuffs, see Dyes; Dyeing.
Dyes, vat, on cellulosic fibres,

identification, IV. 157c
—, —, — wool and silk, identi-

fication, IV. lfiW
—, — solubilised, I. 428d
" Dymal," IV. 239a
Dynamite (see also Nitro-

glycerin), IV. 239a
— cartridges, manufacture, IV.

230c *
—, effect of heat, IV. 240a
— explosions, heat and tem-

perature, 5V. 240c
—, explosive power, IV. 2406
—, frozen, IV. 240d
—, gelatine, IV. 24 lr, 243a
—, kieselguhr, IV. 2396
—, low- or non-freezing, IV,

-- , properties, IV. 239*
•Dynamites, ammonia, IV. 24U
—, ammonia-gelatine, IV. 2426
Dynamite, sensitivity, IV. 240a

^ k

Dynamite, stability, IV. 240c
-, " straight," IV. 24fia
—, sympathetic detonation, IV.

240c
— testing, IV. 243d
—, velocity of detonation, IV.

2406
Dynobel, IV. 554c
Dysanatyte, IV. 245a
Dyscrasite, IV. 245a
Dysodile, IV. 2456
Dysprosium, II. 511c; IV.
— acetate, IV, 246c

Dys] acetylacetone,iproi
IV. 246c

— bromate, IV. 246c
— bromide, IV. 246a
—• carbonate, IV. 246c
— chloride, IV. 246a
— chromate, IV. 2466
— cyanoplatinite, IV. 246c
— ethyl sulphate, IV. 2466
— formate, IV. 246c
— hydroxide, IV. 246a
— iSdide, IV. 246a
— nitrate, IV. 2466
— oxalate, IV. 246c
— oxide, IV. 24Sd
— oxychloride, IV. 246a
— phosphate, IV. 2466
— selenate, IV. 2466
— sulphate, IV. 246a
— sulphide, IV. 246a

Earlandite, IV. 2466
Earth almond, III. 119d
Earthenware, common, VI. Sd
Earth, infusorial, kiesdguhr,

III. 579a; IV. 2396
E&rth-nuts, I. 454c
Earths, active, IV. 246c/
—, —, in oil refining, contact

distillation process, IV.
249d

—, —, — , — processes,
IV. 249c

—, —, , pulp contact
process, IV. 249d

—, —, , regeneration,
IV. 250a

—, adsorbent, activation, IV.
248c

—, rare, II. 507a\ 5116
—, —, as catalysts, II. 3506
—, —, detn., gravimetric, II.

5946
—, —, qualitative reactions, II.

554a, 550d, 5606, 5626,
568c, 5856

—, —, separations, II. 514o\
«• 5946
—, —, silicates, II . 150d
Earth-wax, II. 506d
Eau de Javel, Eau de Javelle,

IIIv36d,64c; IV.20d,250c
Labarraque, III. 36d, 64d;

IV. 20*
; Luce, IV. 250c

Vie^II. 62d
Ebonite, IV. 250c
Ebulliometer, IV. 250c
Ebullioscope, IV. 250c
Eccaine, IV. 250o*
Ecgonine, d- and !-, III. 224<Z,

225a
—, benzoyl-, III. 224d
Echinenone, II. 401d
Echinopsine, IV. ,251a
Echitamidine, I. 2/)3c
Echitamine, I. 263a
Eohuiin, II. 387c
Eckam, IV. 250d
Edogite, III. 575<Z
E. G. Powder, IV. 518a
Ecru silk, II. 18d
Edestin, IV. 2516
Edingtonite, IV. 253c
11 Edinoir IV. 253c
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Edulcoration, IV. 253c
Edwarsite, II. 5126
Efflorescence, IV. 253d
— of masonry, II. 1286
Egg fruit, IV. 257a
—, hen's, IV. 253d
" =•-"'-» IV. 257c

V. 266c
Ehrlich 418 and 914, I. 4916,

492a
Eicosoic acid, I. 4546
" Eikonogen," IV. 257d
Eiloart's extractor, IV. 589a
Einstein's equation for vis-

cosity of sols, III. 290c
Eka-boron, II. 51 Id
Eka-silicon,(JV. 520c
Ekkain, IV. 250d
Eksax/talal, IV. 257d
" Ektogan," IV. 258a
Elseis quineensjp, III. 238c,

243a
ElsBomargaric acid, IV. 258a
ElsBoptene, IV. 258a
Elaeostearic acid, a- and B-, IV.

258a
jff-Elseostearin, oxidation, IV.

<J2b
Elaidic acid, IV. 258d; VI.

l&4c
derivs., IV. 2596

Elaidin reaction, IV. 258d
" Elarson," IV. 259c
Elastins, VI. 216
Elaterin, IV. 259c
Elaterium, IV. 259c
Elderberry, IV. 259d
Elecampane, 1.1756
" Electrargol," IV. 260c
Electrical endosmose, III. 283d
Electrodeposition [see also

under Analysis), IV. 260c
Electrodeposits, testing, IV.

270d
Electrodes, carbon, manu-

facture, I. 268(2; II.
313c

Electrodispersion, III. 281a
Electrogalvanising iron, IV.

267d
Electro-kinetic potential, III.

283d
Electrolysis, Faraday's lawJ,

IV. 261a
Electrolytic extraction of

metals, IV. 260d
Electron compounds yi alloys,

VI. 2826
— concentrations ikl alloys, VI.

2836
Electronic theory In inorganic

chemistry, IV. 272c
organic chemistry, IV.

274d
Electron, positive, I. 542d
Electrons, I. 541a
Electro-osmosis, III. 283d
Electroplating, IV. 260c
—, boron in, II. 51a
— with cadmium, II. 193a
Electrovajency, III. 334a ; IV.

272c
" Elektron," I. 255d
Elexnene, and tetrahydroele-

mene, IV. 276a
Elemi, IV. 275a
Elemicin, IV. 275d
Elemi in lacquers, II. 469d
Elemol, and tetrahydroelemol,

IV. 276a

i Eleusinin, II. 488d
| Eliasite, VI. 154d
jEliquation, IV. 276d
1Elixir vitas, II. 520c
Ellagic acid, II. 195a, 439a;

TV. 15a, 276d
Elm-seed oil, IV. .278c
" Eloxyl " protection of metals,

III. 392c
Elutriation, IV. 278d
Emaninzn, I. 1376
" Embarint" IV. 278d
Embden ester, V. 22a, 366
Embden's scheme of lactic acid

formation in muscle, VI.
» 766

Embelia ribes, IV. 279a
Embelic acid or embelin, IV.

279a
Embolite, II. 107d, 481c, 516d;

IV. 279a ->
Embossing, V. 189a
Emerald, I. 6856 ; IV. 279a
" Emerald, Brazilian," V. 513d
Emerald, chromium in, III.

966
— -copper, III. 355d ; IV. 7d
Emeraldine, VI. 419c
" Emerald, lithia," V. 513d
" Emerald, Oriental," III.

398d; V. 513d
" Emerald, Uralian," V. 513d
~ I. 4a ; III. 398d : IV.

— paper, T. 46
gmetamine, IV. 280d
Emetine, IV. 280d
— bismuthous iodide, IV. 282a
—, occurrence, II. 480d
Emicymarin, VI. 87d
Emmenin, VI. 2696
Eminens' acid, IV. 483d
Emrnensite, IV. 483d
Eniodin, III. 116c
Emodinarthranol, II. 120c
Emodin, ai-hydroxy-, V. 55c
— in b-Ackthorn, II. 120c

cascara sagrada, II. 410d
Empire powder, IV. 518a
" Empirin," I. 517d ; IV. 282c
Empressite, IV. 282<?
11 Emulgator 757," IV. 286c
Emulsiflcation, IV. 284a
Emulsifying agents, II. 427c ;

, complex nitrogen derivs.
as, IV. 286c

from pol/hydric alcohols,
I*. 286c
, mixed, IV. 286d
, patents summarised, IV.

287-290
, solid, IV. 286d
, Turkey-rei* oils in, II.

421d
Emulsin, II. 299tf, 442c; IV.

cellobiose, II.
282d

—, action on
442d

Emulsions, IV. 4i84a ; VI. 509d
aged, IV. 2926
biological* IV. 301a
casein in, II. 4146
chromatic, IV. 293c
concentration of* disperse
phase in, IV. 2906

cosmetic, IV. 303c
creaming, IV. 291a
determination of type, IV.
291c

Emulsions for leather, IV.
302d

—, homogenisers for, IV. 295c
—, oil in water, IV. 284a
—, optical properties, IV. 2936
—, pharmaceutical, IV. 303c
—, .phase inversion, IV. 293d
—, photographic, II. 4506
—, prepn., III. 292d; IV. 294c
—, size-frequency analysis, IV.

2916
—, stability, IV. 2926
—, Stoke's law for, IV. 291a
—, viscosity, IV. 292c
—, water in oil, IV. 294a
En, III. 329c
Enamel, boron in, II. 51a
Enamelling furnaces, IV. 306d
—,<jron suitable for, IV. 304c
Enamels (see also Glass), IV.

303d, 307a ; VI. 12d
—, fritting and milling, IV.

306a
—, under-glaze colours, VI. 13a
Enantiotropic, definition, line

1,1. 242c
Enargite, III. 341c ; IV. 307d
Endive, IV. 308a
Endocamphene, II. 238a
Endoiminotriazoles, VI. 150a
Enfleurage, 11. 1806
English powder, I. 2016
~ " , VI. l la

DS, II. 5176
, V. 27c ; VI. 77a

Ensilage, IV. 3086
— losses, IV. 310c
Enstatite, IV. 311a
Enterokinase, IV. 311a
Enzyme action, conditions in-

fluencing, IV. 312c
— activators and inhibitors,

IV. 312d
*— reaction kinetics, IV. 313c
Enzymes (see also Fermcnta-

otion, alcoholic; F., bac-
terial ; F., mould), 1. 3C3r ;
II. 99d; If. 311a; VI.
395a

—, amylolytic, in cotton bleach-
ing, II. 56

—, dehydrogen^es, IV. 3156
—, glycosidic, VI. 396c
— *n bryr îy rodfc, A. llflc

degumming of silk, II.
186

industry, IV. 3156
— of yeast, II. 99d
—, oxidising, IV. 3156
—, proteoclastic, in dough, II.

766
—-, purification, IV. 313a
—, syntheses effected by,

48d, 57d ; VI. 3966
Eosin, IV. 316a, 6

Methylene Blue stain
starches, II. 502d

Ephedine, IV. 3176
Ephedzaspp., IV. 316c
Ephedrine, IV. 316c
<A Cphedrine and related bases

IV. 316c
P Ephetonal," IV. 317c
" Ephetonin," IV. 317c
Epiborneol and epi-fsoborneol,

IV. 318a
Epicamphor, IV. 318c
—, hydroxy-, II. 31c, 24 5d
—, isonitroso-, II. 247a
11 Epioarin," IV. 319a

V.

for
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icatecbin, II. 4356
techin, I. 116

, II. 295c
Epichitose, II. 295c
Epicblorohydrins, a- and fl-,

IV. 319a, 3206
Epicholestanol, III. 896 c
Epicinchonidine, III. 153d
Epicinchonine, III. 158a
Epicoprostanol, III. 896
Epididymite, IV. 3946
Epidiorite, IV. 320c
Epidosite, IV. 3204
Epidote, IV. 320c
— -schist, IV. 320d

II. 287c
VI. 206d

alcohol, VI. 71c
Til.

III.

IV.

II. •

162c
drocincbonine,

63d
Epibydroquinidine, III. 1656
Epibydroquinine, III. 166d
Epimerism of sugars, II. 2896
Epinepnrina (U.S.P.), I. 145c
Epinepbrine, I. 145c, Uld
"Epinine," I. 147d ; IV. 321a
Epiosine, IV. 321a
Epipnase of carotenoids, II.

398d
Epipnasic esters, 1.1376, foot-

note.
Epiquinidine, III. 128a, 171d
Epiqrednine, III. 128a, 1776
li Epirenan" I. Uld
Epirhamnose, II. 287c;

321a
" EponiU" I. 153a
Epsomite, IV. 3216
Epsom salts, IV. 3216
Equilenin, VI. 269a, c
-—, synthesis, VI. 271a
Equilibrium, chemical,

533c ; IV. 338c
— cdnstant, II. 533c ; IV.
— ester of fermentation, V. 22a
Equilin, VI. 269a, c
Erbia, IV. 322c
Erbium, IV. 3216
— acetateflV. 323d
— boride, IV. ?23d
— bromate. IV. 323a
— bromideWr. 322db
— carbonate, IV. 323c
— c&orate, IV. 322d
— hydroxide, IV. 322c
— iodate and iodide, IV. 323a
— nitrate and nitride, IV. 323c
— oxide, IV. 322c
— oxychloride, IV. 322d
— perchlorate, IV. 322d
— periodate, IV. 323a
— phosphates, IV. 323c
— platinocyanide, IV. 323d
— selenates, selenides and

selenites, IV. 3236
— sulphate, IV. 323a
— sulphide, IV. 323a
— trichloride, IV. 32?d '
— trifluoride, IV. 322d
Erdjp, V. 586
Erectbidis oil, IV. 323d
Eremite., II. 5126
Eremopbilone, IV. 324a
—Hhydroxy-, IV. 324a
Erepsin, IV. 325a
— in cabbage, II. 182d
Ergine, IV. 328a
Ergobasine, IV. 330d

Ergochrysin, IV. 332d
Ergoclavine, IV. 321 d
Ergocristine, IV. 327c, 328d,f

3306 •
Ergocristinine, IV. 327c, 328d,

3306
Ergoflavin,. IV. 332d
Ergoline, IV. 3296
Ergometrine, IV. 327c, 328c,

d, 330c
Ergometrinine, IV. 327c,

328c, 330c
Ergonovine, IV. 330d
Ergosine, IV. 327c, 328c, d,

330c
Ergosinine, IV. 327c, 328c, d,

330c
Ergostanes, a- and allo-, IV.

326a
Ergosterol, IV. 325c
— from moulds, V. 57a
— in ergot, IV. 331c

rice, II. 4946
—, irradiation, II. 201c
Ergostetrine, IV. 330d
Ergotamine, IV. 327d, -328d,

3306
Ergotaminine, IV. 327c, 328d,

3306
Ergot, assay, IV. 330d
—, detection, in flour and bread,

IV. 332d
Ergothioneine, IV. 3326
Ergotinine, IV. 3276, 328a,

330a
Ergotocine, IV. 330d
Ergot of rye, ergota, IV. 326d
Ergotoxine, IV. 327c, 3286, c,

3296, d
Ergot, sugar in, II. 300c
Eticacem spp., I. 457c; II.

234d ; VI. 936, 190a
11 Ericin." IV. 3336
Ericolin, IV. 3336
Erigeron canadensis- IV. 333c
Erigerbn oil, IV. 333c
11 Erinoid," IV. 333d
Eriococcus coriaceus, IV. 333d
Eriodictyol, IV. 333d
Eriodictyon glutinosum, IV.

333d c
Eriodonol, IV. 333d
Eriodyctionon, IV. 333d
Erioglaucine,:lV. 334d
Erubescite, II. 32d ; III. 341c
Ifrucic acid, II. 66d ; IV. 334c

derivs. and salts, IV.
3356 c

in cameline oil, II.G2376
, oxidation, II. 676

— anhydride, IV. 3356
Erucin, IV. 3356
11 Ervasin," IV. 335c
Erythrene, K. 1546
Erythric acid, I. 243d
Erythrin, IV. 335c
Erytbrite, I. 469a ; III. 2146 ;

Erythritol, I. 501c ; II. 2966
— formins, V. 3276
— from moulds, II. 2966; V. 51c
—, reaction with hydrogen

iodide, II. 173d
Erytbroapocyanine, III. 529a
Erythrorytes of blood, II. I9d
Erythroglauciu, V. 54d
Erythrophleine, II. 3816
Erythrophlceic acid, IV. 336a
Erythrophlceum spp., alkaloids,

Erytbroquin reaction, III.
136c

Erytbro-resinotannol, I. 6186
Erythrosin, IV. 316c, 3366
Erytbroxyantbraquinone, 1.

206a, 212d, 216a
2:4-disulphonic acid, I. 3906
2-monosulphonic acid, I.
3906

Erythroxylum coca, E. spp., III.
222d

yme, IV. 3376
'Mt," I. 153a

Eseramine, II. 200a
Esere1 nut, II. lO8d ,
Eseretbole, II. 199d
Eseridine, II. 2006
Eserine, II. 198d
Eseroline, II. 1996
Eeop test, IV. 5506
Esparto, 1.190o
— cellulose, xylan in, II. 303c
— paper, II. 462a
" Essence of pearl," V. 605d
Essigsprit, I. 446
Esterases, IV. 314a, 347d;

VI. 3956, 396d
" Ester gum," I. 3a "

in lacquers, II. 469a,

Esteriiication, IV. 3376, 347a
— by enzymes, IV. 347d
—, catalytic (see also Catalysis),

II. 4286 ; IV. 337c, 338d ;
VI. 222c, 257d

—, —, constitutional relation-
ships, IV. 340c

—, —, effect of structure of
alcohols, IV. 343d

—, —, practical applications,
IV. 343c, 372a

—, —, with aliphatic acids, con-
stitutional effects, IV. 340d

—, —, — aromatic acids, con-
stitutional effects, IV. 342a

—, —, — dibasic acids, con-
stitutional effects, IV. 341c

—, —, — ketonic acids, con-
stitutional effects, IV. 34 Id

—, direct, IV. 3446
—, —, velocity constant, IV.

3456
—, effect of neutral solvents,

JV. 340a
—, water, IV. 339d
— of dibasic acids, IV. 3466

su?phonic acids, IV. 347d
—, steric hindrance, IV. 340d
—, theories, IV. 348a
_-, vapour phase, IV. 3406,347c
—, velocity* constant, IV. 337c,

339c, 3436, 3496
Esters of polyhydric alcohols

as emulsifying agents, IV.
286c

—, prepn., II. 372a ; IV. 8d7a
—, reaction with alcohols, VI.

397c
—, reduction, II. 374c
—, sulphonic, as plasticisers,

II. 448c
"tEston," IV. 349d
" Estoral," IV. 349d
Estrichgips, II. 1306, 131a;

IV. 349d
Eta acid, c-acid, IV. 349d
Etain de glace, I. 691
Etard's reaction, I. 1916
Etching solutions, V. 600d
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" Etelen " I.G., IV. 350a
Ethane, IV. 3036
—, 2-bromo-l-iodo-, IV. 373d
—, chloropenta bromo-, II. S20d
—, detn., {see Methnne, detn.),

II. 681a
—, s-dibromo-, IV. 373c
—, dibromotetrafluoro-, II.

3236
—, s-dichloro-, I. 19c; IV. 374a
••-, oca - dichloro" - aftfl/J - Icira -

bromo-, II. 321 a *
1:2-Ethanediol, IV. 3776
l:l-Ethanediol diclhyl ether,

1 3 4 "'
1:2-Ethanedithiol, 'V. 3816
Ethane, hexaVromo-, II. 320c
—, hexachloro-, I. 97(2, 105a ;

Ilf 173c, 323c, 354a
—, hexafluoro-, 11. 3236 ; IV.

36Jfc
—, pentabromo-, IV. 358a
—, pentachloro-, I. 97rf, 100</,

104(2 ; IV. 359c
Ethanes, an- and s-t.etra'..kloro-,

I. 98a ; IV. 3->:A
—, triehloro-, I. 98a j IV.

W30c
Ethanesulphonic acid, IV.

STQd
Ethane, tetrabromo-, IV. 357c
—, s-tetrachloro-, I. 97(2, 98a
—, tetrachlorodibromo-, II.

321a
Ethanethiol, IV. 3G9c
Ethane, (ribromo-, IV. 357c
—, aafl-tribromo-a/jp-trirhloro-,

if. 321a
—, aaj8-trichloro-, I. 98a
Ethanol, see Alcoliol; Ethyl

alcohol.
Ethenyl trichloride, IV. 359c
Ether {see also Anaesthetic

ether ; Ethers), IV. 384a
Etherates, IV. 385a
Ether, autoxidntion, IV. 3876
—, detn., II. 683a
— explosions, prevention, IV.

388a
—, luminescent oxidation, III.

236
— manufacture, IV. 385c
— peroxides, IV. 351, 388a
Ethers, IV. 350a ,
—, action of heat and light, IV.

352a
—, addition compounds, IV.

351(2
—» polyhydric, as emulsifying

agents, IV. 280c
" Ethobrome," I. 5&*2

. Ethocaine (see also " JEQio-
cainc"), 11.346

Ethoxide, 0-hydroxy-, sodium,
IV. 377a*

Ethyl, IV. 353c
Ethylacetal, I. 34c
Ethyl acetate, I. 28a, 61a : IV.

383d
, jS-bremo-, IV. 373c
, cafrilytic production, II.

535(2
, formation, II. 4236
from Penicillium Migila-

tum, V. 516
,/J-hydroxy-, IV. 373a
production, ]. 56(7

9 specification, 11. 4726
— acetonrotate, I. 62a

, a-broino-, I. 63c

Ethyl acetoacetiite, aoc-di-
bromo-, I. 63c

— semicarbazone, I. 63r/
alcohol {see also Alcohol), II.

426d
, /J-amino-, III. 94a
, 0-bro'mo-, IV. 3736
, 0-chloro-, IV. 3756
, detn., in vapours, II. 683a
from moulds, V. 51a

, 0-nitro-, IV. 379a"
, specifiaitions, II. 4726
, PPfl in'.i-omo-, I. 559(2

— -, vapour pressure, I. 180a
viscosity, I. 1806

Sfcnylallone, I. 240c
Ethylamine, IV. 353c
— from acetylene, I. 81(2
—, tri-0-hydroxy-, I. 307a
Ethyl ammonium selenite, IV.

367(2 «•'
Ethyl isoamylmalonylurea, I.

IV. 383c
—, a-hydroxy-, VI. 402a
Ethyl anthranilate, IV. 383d
— cjiiiiuoiiite, IV. 356c
— arsenatc, IV. 356c
— arsenite, IV. 356c
— benzoate, I. 680(2; IV. 383(7
— borate, IV. 356c
— boride, IV. 356(7
— borosalicylatc, II. 53c
— bromide, IV. 356(2
a - Ethyl - a - bromobutyryl -

carbamide, I. 141a
Ethyl butyrate, II. 181c ; IV.

383(2
— isobutyrate, II. 181c
Ethylbutyric acid, a- and &-,

II. 271c, d
oc-Ethylbutyrolactone acetic

acid, VI. 262c
Ethylcarbazole in chemical

warfai >, III. 10c •
—, production, III. 11(2
Ethyl aarbimide, IV. 359(2
— carbonate, II. 322a; IV.

358a
— carbylamine, IV. 360c
— cerotaie, II. 516*5
Ethylchloramine, IV. 354(2
Ethyl chloride, IV. 3586
— chlorocarbohbte, II. 322a
— cinnamate, III. 181c; IV.

384a
— compounds, see also under

Diethyl arfd Ethane.
Ethyfcupreine, HI. 1616
Ethyl isocyanate, IV. 359(2
— cyanide, IV. 360a

»— tsocyanide, IV. 360c
— Cyanine T, III. 5156
— cyanurate, IXk 360(2
— isocyanurate, IV. 361a
— diazoacetate, HI. 599a

, reaction with camphene,
II. «38a

Ethyldibromoamine, IV. 354(2
Ethyldibromoarsine produc-

tion, III. 11(2
EthyldichlUramine, IV. 354(2
Ethyldichloroarsine produc-

tion, III. 11(2
Ethyldi-iodoamine, IV. 9TAd
Ethyldi-iodostibine, I. 433(2
Ethyldimethylcarbinol, II.

359(2
Ethyl diselenide, IV. 367c
— disulphide, IV. 370c

Ethyl ditelluride, IV. 372a
Ethylene, IV. 3726
1:2-Ethylene acetals, I. ,jla
Ethylene bromohydrin, IV.

3736
— bromoiodide, IV. 373(2
—, bromotrichloM)-, II. 320(2
— chlorohydrin, IV. 3756
— chlorobromide, IV. 375c
— chloroiodide, IV. 375(2
—, chlorotribromo-, II. 320(2
— irocyannt 2, IV. oT5(2
— cyanide, IV. 376a
— cyanohydrin, IV. 375(7
—, detn., II. 683«
— diacetAte, IV. 3736
Ethylenediaznine, IV. 376a
— reagent for dyes, IV. 149c,

v 157(2
Ethylene dibromide, IV. 373c

, bromo-, IV. 357c
, prepn., II. 1106

— dichloride, IV. 374a
, as insecticide, II. 356(2

—, as-dichloro-, IV. 374c
—, s-dichloro-, 1.104a ; IV. 7b,

374c
—, cis- and -Jra?is-dichloro-, I.

87rf, 976
—, aa-dichloro-fid-dibromo-. II.

320(2
Ethylenediethylamine, IV.

376c
Ethylene-05-diethyldiamine,

IV. 376c
— dirtbhyl sulphide, IV. 381c
— di-iodidc, IV. 3TOc
— dimethyl sulphide, 1V.-381C
Ethylenedinitraznine, IV.

489c
Ethylene dinitrate, IV. 379(2
— dithiocarbonate, IV. 381c
—, dithiocyano-, IV. 381 d
•—, exchange reaction with deu-

terium,' VI. 374d
— from acetylene, I. 79c
— glycol {see also Glycol), I.

19c; IV. 37*6
dinitrate, IV. 489(2
monoacetatc, IV. 373a

, mono- and d'i-formin, V.
326a

n-butyl ether, II. 1796
mcfloethef^I. 443a

in lacquers, II. 470a
—, hydrogenation, VI. 3Vkc
Ethyleneunine, IV. 379c
Ethylene mercaptan, IV. 3816
— monoacetate, IV. 3736
—, monochloro-, IV. 374c
—, nitro-, IV. 379c
— oxide, IV. 379(2

as fumigant, II. 301c ;
V. 3956
, bromo-, IV. 3806
, chloro-, IV. 3806
, detn., II. 6836

—, oxido-, a/?-dicarboxyl
from Monilia, V. 51(2

— ozonide, IV. 3806
-»-, perchlor- {see also rf,

tetrachloro-), I. 976,' 996,
1046

— production, II. 4286
— selenocyanate, IV. 380(2
— sulphide, IV. 381c
—, tetrabromo-, II. 320c
—, tetrachloro- {sec also Ethyl-

ene, perchlor-), I. 1046;
IV. 3756
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Ethylene,tetrafluoro-, II. 3236
—, ietraiodo-, II. 2816
— thiocarbamide hydrochloride,

IV. 381d
—, trichlor-, see Ethylene, tri-

chloro-.
—. trichloro-, ant i neuralgic, III.

86a
—, —, as solvent, I. 1026 ; II.

3566
—, —, prepn., I. 99c ; II. 428d
—, —, properties, 1.97d ; 1006 ;

IV. 374d
— trithiocarbonate, IV. 381c
Ethyl ester number, III. 235a
— esters as perfumes, IV. 383(2
— ether (see also Ether), IV.

384a
, detn., in vapours, II.

683a
, a/J-dichloro-, I. 21c
M'-dichloro-, IV. 389a

f ethyl aj8-dichloro, I. 21c
production, II. 4286

— ethylene, II. 177a
— ethylsulphonate, IV. 371a
— ferrocyanide, IV. 3616
— fluoride, IV. 3616
Ethylformal, I. 346
Ethyl formate, IV. 361c

fl-chloro-, IV. 375c
: , aa-dichloro-, IV. 362a
Ethylglyoxaline, 4-j3-amino-,

IV. 331d
Ethylhydrazine, IV. 362a
— sulphonate, potassium. IV.

3626
Ethylhydrocuprein, III. 137a,

1616, 167c
Ethyl hydrogen peroxide, IV.

3666
Ethylhydroxylamine, a- and

% IV. 362d
Ethyl hypochlorite, IV. 363d
— hyponitrite, IV. 5>646
Ethykdene acetamide, *V.

381d
— alkvl ethers1/IV. 382d
— biuret, IV. 382a
— bromoiodide, IV. 3826
— chlorobr mide, IV. 382c
— chloroiodide, -IV. 382c
— chlorosulphonic acid, IV.

383c "TV
— diacetate, I. 37d, 91d ; IV.

d
— dibromide, IV. 3826
— dibutyrate, I. 37d
— dichloride, IV. 382c
— diethyl ether, I. 34c
— di-iodide, IV. 383a
— dipropionate, I. 37d
— dipropyl ether, IV. 382d
••- disulphonic acid, IV. 383c
— ethoxyacetate, IV. 3836
— ethylene oxide, IV. 3836
— ethyl propyl ether, IV. 382d
— glycol, I. 21a

hvdroxysulphonic acijl, IV.
3836

Ethylideneixnine, IV. 383a
Ethyiidene methyl propyl

ether, IV. 382d
r sulphonic acids, IV. 3836
N-Ethyliriilole, I. 84c
Ethyl iodide, IV. 3646
—-s-lodoacetate in warfare, HI.

8c
, prepa., III. 1 Id

— lactate in lacquers, II. 4706

INDEX

Ethyl laurate, IV. 384a
— mercaptan, IV. 369c
— metaphosphate, IV. 366d
— methyldiphenylurea, II. 480t
Ethylxnorphine hydrochloride,

IV. 7c
Ethyl nitrate, IV. 3B4d
— nitrate, B-iodo-, IV. 3656
— nitrite, IV. 3656
Ethylnitroamine, IV. 354d
Ethyl nitrogen chloride, IV.

354d
— nonylate, IV. 384a
— orthocarbonate, IV. 358a
— orthophosphate, mono-, IV.

366c
Ethylpelargonic acid, VI. 2046
Ethyl pentasulphide, IV. 370d
p-Ethylphenol in castor, II.

419d
Ethyl phenyiacetate, IV. 384a
— phosphates, IV. 366c
— phosphite, mono-, IV. 367a
— phosphites, IV. 366d
Ethylphosphoric acid, mono-,

Ethylphosphorous acid, IV.

Ethylpiperazine,j9-amino-, IV.
377a

Ethylpropylacetic acid, VI.

Ethylcsopropylacetic acid, VI.
205c

N-Ethyl4r"T>a^iTift from ace-
tylene, I. 84c

inuclidone oxime, III.

Ethyl salicylate, IV. 384a
— selenides, IV. 367c
Ethylseleninic acid, IV. 3676
Ethyl selenium compounds,

IV. 3676
— selenomercaptan, IV. 3676
— sulphate, di-0-bi_;>mo-, IV.

— sulphates, mono- and Ji-, IV.
368a

— sulphide, IV. 370a
Ethylsulphinic acid, IV. 370c
Ethyl sulphite, 0-chloro-, IV.

369c
, mono-, IV. 3696

EthylsulphoniO acid, IV. 370d
Ethyl sulphoxide, IV. 3706
Ethylsulphuric acid, IV. 368a

, a- and fl-bromo-, IV.
368d '
, chloride, IV. 368c

Ethyl sulphydrate, IV. 369c
— telluride, IV. 372a
r- tetrasulphide, IV. 370d
— thiocarbimide, IV. 371d
— wothiocyanr̂ ke, IV. 371d
— titanate, IV. 372a
— trisulphidc, IV. 370d
" Etoscol," III. 558d
Etu, III. 3336
" EubornvU" IV. 3896
" a-Eucame," IV. 3896
11 P-Eueainet"I. 369a, 667a; IV.

— borate, II. 346
Eucairite, IV. 389d
EucalyptoJ, see 1:8 Cineole, and

under Cineole.
Eucalyptus globulus, antimalarial

properties, IV. 31a
, glolmlol from, II. 256 ;

Eucalyptus macrorhyncha, IV.
391a

— spp., disinfectant, IV. 31a
.essential oils, II. 256;

IV.389d
Eucarvone, IV. 3916
— from d-carvone, II. 408a
" Eucatropine." IV. 401a
Eucazulene, I. 119d
Euchrysin 3R, I. 132a
Euclase, I. 685a ; IV. 392a ,

TI. 13c
" Eucodal," IV. 3926
" Eucodeine," IV.,3926
11 Eucol," II. 431d ; TV. 3926
Eucryptite, IV. 3926
"Eucupin," III* 1686; IV.

392c
Eudalene, IV. 276a, 325a,

392c, 393a
Eudesxnin, IV * 392c
Eudesxnol, IV. 393a
Eudialyte, IV. 394a
Eudidymite, IV. 3946
11 Eudrenine," IV. 3946
" Eugallol." IV. 3946
Eugenia aromatica, cloves from,

III. 204c
— Caryophyllata, eugenol from,

' III. 2076 ; IV. 394c f
Eugenol, IV. 394c
isoEugenol, cis- and trans-,

IV. 397d, 398c
Eugenol, bromo-derivs., IV.

396d
z'soEugenol, bromo-derivs., IV.

400a
Eugenol from clove oil, IV.

395a
isoEugenol from eugenol, IV.

397d
Eugenolglucoside, IV. 397c
Eugenol in essential oils {see

also Eugenia spp.), II. 249c,
269c, 411a ; HI. 183c

— a-naphthylurethane, IV. 397c
—, 5-nitro-, IV. 396c
isoEugenol, 5-nitro-, IV. 400a
Eugenol perfumes, IV. 4006
— phenyluretlmne, IV. 397c
isoEugenol, IV. 397d
—, acyl derivs., IV. 399c
-^, cis- and frans-isomers, IV.

— phenylurethanes, cis- and
trans-, IV. 399a

— s-trini4ffobenzene compound,
IV. 3094

—, vanillin trom, IV. 399a
Fugenyl acetate, I. 436; IV.

396d «
isoEugenyl acetate, cis- and

trans-, IV. 399d
Eugenyl alcohol, IV. 397c
tsoEugenyl benzoate, cis- and

trans-, IV. 399d
Eugenyl carbonate, IV. 3976
t soEugenyl carbonate, IV. 400a
Eugenyl chlorocarbonate, IV.

3976
— methvl ether, IV. 394d,

^ 397a
(5o£ugenyl methyl ether, IV.

3T/-7d, 400a
Eugenylphosphoric acid, IV.

Eugenyi sulphate, potassium,
IV. 3076

Euglenarhodone, II. 400d,
401a



" Eukodal," IV. 3926,4006
" Eulatin." IV. 4006
Euler and Diels' synthesis, I.

. 401c
Euonymin, II. 387d ; IV. 400c
Euonymite, see Dulcitol.
Euonymol, IV. 400c
Euonymus, E. atropurpureus,

IV. 400c
Euonysterol, IV. 400c
Bupad, IV. 21rf, 400c
Eupatheoscope, VI. 2886 f>

Euphorbia resinifera, E. spp.t
IV. 400c ; IV. 56d, 2776

Euphorbioacift, eupliorbol and
euphorbone, IV. 400d

Euphorbium,>lV. 400c
E h t i d , V. 4096

»IV£ u p / * a ,
Euphyllin," I. 326a; IV. 401a

Eupittofee, eupitfcmic acid, IV.
401a

11 Eupnine vernade," IV. 401(2
" Euporphin," II. 118c; IV.

401d
" Euquinine," IV. 401(2
" Euresol," IV. 401d
EurhcJdines, I. 563d, 568a
Eurhodols, I. 563d, 568a, 569c
•<£urofcn,"IV.402a£urofcn,IV.402a
Europic carbonate, IV. 4046
— chloride, IV. 403d
— hydroxide, IV. 404a
— iodate, IV. 404a
— nitrate, IV. 4046
— nitrite, IV. 404c
— oxide, IV. 403d
— phosphate, IV. 4046
— platinocyanide, IV. 4046
— sulphate, IV. 4046
Europium, II. 511c; IV. 402a
—, organic salts, IV. 404c
—, triple nitrite, IV. 404c
Europous carbonate, IV. 404d
—, chloride, iodide and sul-

'• phate, IV. 404c
" EiZcopol," IV. 405a
Eusol, IV. 21d, 400c
11 Eustenin," IV. 405a
Euterpene, IV. 3»2a
Euxantbic acid, IV. 405a VI.

87d
Euxanthone, VI. 424c >
Euxenite, II. 19c; IV. 321c,

405a; VI. 169a
Evaporation, IV. 405a
— from a supersurface layer,

III. 605a
— in analysis, II. 5*3a

high vacuum, IV. 414a *
multiple effectVJV. 406d
steam boilers, IV. 405d

— of acid liquors, IV. 413c
delicate liquors, IV. 414a

—, rate, III. 451c
—, solar, of brine, IV. 411c
—, special cases, IV. 414d
—, spray, IV. 414c
— under reduced pressure, IV.

406a -
Evaporator, salting type, IV.

412a
Evaporators, film, IV. 4096
—, Kteam heated, IV. 4000
Evaporator with forced cir-

culation, IV. 412c
Everitt's salt, III. 471c
Everaic acid, IV. 4156
" Evipan, evipan sodium," I.

368c, 623a; IV. 4156

INDEX

Evodia melia'folia, I. 6206 ; IV.
4156

Cvodiamine, isoevodiamine,
1 IV. 415c, d
Evodia rntoBcarpa, alkaloids,

Evodine, IV! 415c
Evonymin, II. 387d ; IV. 400c
" - ' in," IV. 4164
11 Exaltolider IV. 416d
" Exalton," IV. 416d
" Exaltone," III. 6016
Excoecarin, excoecarone, VI.

1366
Exhaustive methylation, I.

•J 311d
" Exolon," I. 4a ; IV. 417a
Expansion coefficients, mea-

surement, IV. 4c
Explosif P, IV. 464d
Explosions, gaseous* (see also

Detonation), IV. 417a
—, —, at high initial pressures,

IV. 4476
—, —, auto-ignition in, IV.

436a
—, —, detn. of dissociation

constants, IV. 444d
—, —, heat capacities, IV.

444d
—, —, effect of pressure 6n

limits, IV. 428a
—, —, excitation lag in, IV.

4456
—, —, heat losses in, IV. 441c
—r, —, ignition pressures and

knock-ratings, IV. 449d
—, —, nitrogen-activation in,

IV. 446a
—i —t peroxides in, IV. 449,

452a
—, —, pressures developed in,

IV. 4406
—, —, pressure-time data, IV.

U2b .
—, —, radiations from, IV.

441*
—, —, shock waves in, IV.

435a, 439a
—, —, stages in, IV. 4356, 440d
—, —, time-lags and, pressures,

IV. 4516
11 Explosion wave,11 IV. 4346,

438a
Explosive D, IV. 483c
— O3, IV. 545c
— power tests, IV. 547d
Explosives, Hj>525a; IV. 453d
—, brfctont, IV. 55.r>tf, 561a
—, coal mine, IV. 552d
—, =-, effect of sheathing,
• IV?501a
—, , flame from, IV. 552c,

558a
—, , safe use, IV. 558a
—, .substitutes for, IV.

562c
—, i testing galleries, IV.

557a
—, fldme from, IV. 521tf, 558a
— in firedamp, effect of solid

particles;* IV. 559a
1 ignition by pressure

wave from, IV. 559d
—, initiatory, IV. 535a
—1»—, as delonnnts, rv. 5506
—, liquid air, IV. 54/V/
—, — oxygen, TV. 54i>d
—, moisture tc*t.-. IV. 546c
—, mortar test, IV. 5486

559

Explosives, nitrobenzene, IV.
465a

—, nitrocellulose (see also Nitro-
cellulose), II. 4646; IV.
501c

—, nitrohydrocarbon, IV. 465a
—, permitted, see Permitted ex-

plosives.
—, secondary flame from, IV.

559a
—, sensitiveness to heat, IV.

552a
—, Sprengel, IV. 5456
—, stability tests, IV. 487c,

547a
—, testing, IV. 546c
Extensixneter, Chopin, II. 786
Extraction apparatus, indus-

trial, IV. 562d
, laboratory types, IV.

5756
— batteries, IV. 564c
—, counter-current, in labora-

tory models, IV. 590c
— grease, VI. 135a
— in diffusion batteries, IV.

5666
micro - apparatus, IV.

583d
percolators, IV. 5756,

5776
—, large-scale apparatus, IV.

5836
— of fine material, IV. 571c

liquids, IV. 574c
, injection method, IV.

58*d, 588c
, perpluviation method,

IV. 584d, 585c
with immiscible sol-

vents, IV. 584a
solids, classifier for, IV.

509d
•- tanks, IV. 562a
— with continuous infusion,

tf V. 570c
distillation of the solvent,

IV. 572d
intermittent infusion, IV.

580d
non-aqueous solvents, IV.

576a
— without corks or joints, IV.

, 578a ,
Ey&man's formula, V. 5466

Fabiatrin, I. 160c ; III. 413a
Fabrics, see also Finishing

textile fabrics.
—, belt stretching process, V.

187d
—, breaking, conditioning or

dampening, V. 187c
—, calendering, V. 188a
—, drying stiffened, V. 187a
•—, finishing pastes for, V. 189a
—, fireprooflng, V. 210c
— t woollen, milling, raising,

shearing V. 206a
.1—, —, pressing, raising, steam-

ing, tenterinpf, V. 206c
—, —, scouring, V. 2if4d
—, —, setting and shrinking

processes, V. 205c
Factice, Fnctis, IV. 590a
Factor Z in fermentation, V.

116
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Factory bark (cinchona), III.
128(2

Fahlerz. IV. 590a
Fahlore, IV. 590«
Faktis, IV. 590«
Famatinite, III. 341c; IV.

308a
Fanal colours, IV. 591a
11 Faraday's gold," III. 279a",

289c ; VI. 1096
Faraday's laws of electrolysis,

IV. 261a; VI. 237d
Farinograph, Brabender, II.

Famesal, IV. 591a
Farnesene IV. 591c
Farnesenic acid, IV. 591a
Farnesol, II. 2616 ; IV. 591a
14 Fast Bases (I.G.)," IV. 2316
Fat, Balam, II. 326
—, detn., in chocolate, III. SGd
— in feeding stuffs, IV. 592d,

601a*
— liquoring, III. 5516; IV.
•— production by moulds, V.

Mb
Fats and oils, edible, IV. 2516

-, Dikn, IV. 3c/
—, pffcci on concrete, II. 1-186
—, emulsion in digestion, IV.

301a
Tat, Sengkawang-, II. 31c
Fats, hardened or liydrogenated

(see also Hydrogenation),
II. 426d; VI. 1776

Fat, Shorea, II. 31c, d
Fats, hydrolysis, VI. 41a
—, saponification, VI. 40d, 388d
Fat, soentiii, II. 326, foot-note
—, " Teglam," II. 32c
—, Tengkawang-, II. 31c
Fauser process, I. 337a
Favas, I. 585c ; III. 575c
Favershaxn Powder, IV. 553c
Fayalite, IV. 591d
Fayence, IV. 591d
F.D.A. test <A disinfectants, IV.

32o*
Feather-alum, I. 289a; IV.

591^
Feathering of candles, II.

266a* '
Feather-c-c,IV. 591d
Feculose, IV. 592a
Fee&ng meat and bone meal,

IV. 597c
meal, IV. 597c

— stuffs, IV. 592a
, analysis, IV. 592a, 601d*
, ash constituents, 1.503c;

IV. 593c, 597<Z 603c
, energy equivalents, IV.

600a
, manurial value, IV. 598a
, mineral accessories, IV.

, mineral constituents in,
I. 503c; II. 183c; IV.
593c, 597a*, 603c

Felling's solution, I. 648d* ,
Feigl's test, I. 471c
Feldmann still, I. 3456
Feldspar, see Felspar.
Fold's pfbeess, I. 340o*
Felite, II. 1416
FeOlic acid, I. 690a
Felsite, III. 32a*
Felspar, I. 264d, 291c; II.

137c ; VI. la ; VI. 126a

INDEX

Felting of wool, V. 206a
" Femergin," IV. 3306
Fenchane, V. 4a .
cyc/oFenchene, II. 254c ; V. 3 ,
Fenchenes, V. 46
Fenchol, V. 6a
isoFenchol, V. 66<
Fenchone, V. Bd
—, separation from camphor,

II. 2586
tsoFenchone, V. 7c
Fenchyl alcohol, V. 6a
isoFenchyl alcohol, II. 2566;

V. 6c
Fenchyl chloride from pinene,

II. 250c
Fenchylene, see Fenchenes.
isoFenchyl esters, II. 255a*
Fennel, V. 8a
—, essential oil, V. 86
" Feran,"'l. 218d
Ferberite, V. 8c
Ferganite, II. 3936
Fergusonite, II. 512c ; V. 8c ;

VI. 169a
Fermenlactyl, V. $d
Fermentable substances, V.

96
Fermentation, acetic, I. 44a;

V. 46rr.
-=•"•, acetone production, II. 169c,

471a*; V. 45a
—, alcoholic (see also Alcohol;

Brewing; Fermentation,
bacterial; Fermentation,
mould ; Glycolysis ; YeasJ0,
V. Sd

—, —, bacterial, V. 45c
—, —, co-enzymes, V. 156
—, —, Mg and Mn ions in, V.

18c
—, auto-, of yeast, glycogen

formation, V. 13a
—, bacterial (see also under

Fermentation ̂ alcoholic), I.
176c; II. 4296 ; V. 41a

—, —, effects of conditions, V.
45c

—, —, hydrogen production, II.
169c; V. 44a; VI. 332d

—, —, of glycerol, V. 44a*
—, butyl alcohol, II. 169c, 47 Id
—, butyric, II. 179c ; V. 45a
— by dry yeast and yeast juice

{see also Yeast, dried), V.
15a

yeast, equations, V. 276
—, carbon dii xide from, II.

324c
—, coli-typhosus group, V. 426
—, enzymic equilibrium of

hexose diphosphate, V. 2Qb
—, glycerol production, V. 23d ;

VI. 416 c
—, heat, V. 116
—, hexosephosphates, V. 206
—, hydrolysis of phosphoric

esters, V. 22c
—, lactic, bacterial, V. 41c
—, —-, of cabbage, II. 183c
—, Monilia, V. 51d
—, mould (see also Fermenta-

tion, alcoholic; Fermenta-
tion, bacterial), V: 486

—, —, citric acid production,
III.'188a; V. 496

—, —, oxalic acid production,
V. 49a

— of hexosediphosphoric ester,
V. 216

Fermentation of hexosemono-
pho&phate, V. 30d

panary, II. 756
phosphoric esters in (see also
Fermentation, alcoholic;
Glycolysis), II. 295d

phosphorylated inter -
mediate compounds, V. 246

. propionic, bacterial, V. 41a*
—, pyruvic acid theory, V. 236
—, rate of, by yeast, V. 10c, l ie
—/reactions of yeast in, V. 39d
—, succinic acid, bacteria], V.

43a
—, yeast, redistribution of

phosphorus, V. 40d
—, yeasts in, II. 97a
Ferment, yellow respiratory,

IV. 311d
Femambuco wood, II. 68a
FernandinitA, V. 60a
Feronia gum, V. 60a
Ferric and Ferrous compounds,

see also Iron.
Ferric-alumina, I; 290a
— chloride, chlorination by, II.

428d
— ferricyanide, III. 476c
Ferricyanides, detn., volu-

1 metric, II. 654a*, 655a
— from ferrocyanides, III. 465a
—, prepn. by chemical oxida-

tion, III. 465a
—, electrolytic oxidation,

III. 475c, d
—, qualitative reactions, II.

569c
Ferrite, V. 60a
Ferritungstite, V. 606
Ferro-alloys, manufacture, II.

217c
Ferroaadnite, I. 560a*
Ferrobrucite, II. 1196
" ̂ errochlore," IV. 21d
Ferrochrome, III. 105a*
Ferrocyanides, analysis, III

5116
detn., II. 655a, 707c
prepn., III. 465a
— from coal gas, III. 466c

cyanides, III. 469c
nitrogenous organic

matter, III. 4666
. spent oxide, III. 467d

thiocyanates, III.
469c

— fey dry process, III. 467c
wet process, III. 4686

qualitative reactions, II.
^ 569c
Ferrosilicon, manufacture, II.

217c
Ferrotungsten, V. 60b
Ferrous ammonium ferro-

cyanide, III. 471c
— hydroxide, action, on carbon

tetrachloride, II. 355*»
— manganese tungstate, II.

198d
— phosphate, II. 256
— potassium ferroovanide, III*

471c
Ferruccite, V. 60b
Fer7Ananite, V. 60c
Fertiliser analysis, preparation

of samples, V. 85c
—, ammonium nitrate, V. 65c
—, — sulphate, V. 65a
—, borax, remedial, I. 505a

II. 35a ; V. 74a



Fertiliser, carbon dioxide as,
I I . 3266

—» gypsum, V. 73(2
—*• a hoof and horn, V. 666
—, leather waste, V. 66c
—, lime, V. 74a
—, marl, V. 74a
—, nitrate of soda, V. 656
Fertilisers, meatmeal, V. 66c
—, mixed OP compound, V. 736
-* or manures, V. 61a 9
—, potassium salts, V. 74a
—, relative value, V. 746
Fertiliser, saltpetre, V. 656
—, superphosphate, V. 67d, 69(2
Ferulic acid, isoferulic acid, V.

60c, 61a >
Fervanite, V. 61a
" Fesemco " slate, IV. 117c
Festbitumen, V. 3546
Fettbol,*II. 20c *
Fiberloid, II. 4436, 480a
Fibre, African, I. 161a; V.

1686
—, caroa, V. 1686
—, detn., IV. 593a, 602c
—, flax (sec also Flax), V. 1596
—, —', scutching, V. 160a*
—, hemp {see also Abaca fibre,),

V. 462c
—, indigestible, IV. 593a, 602c
—, kitul, V. 1686
—, Mexican, V. 1686
—, Palmyra, V. 1686
—, pineapple, I. 458c/; V. 1686
—, pita, V. 1686
Fibres, alginate, I. 202a ; V.

1246
—, animal, silk, V. 86a
—, artificial, or rayon, V. 112a

, electrical spinning, V.
1286

—, bast or soft, V. 158rt, 1596
—, casein, V. 115c
~. cellulose, see Cellulose ; Dye-

ing ; Fibres, artificial, or
rayon.

—, cotton, V. 135a
— from seeds and fruits, V. 158(2
—, gelatin, V. 115(2
—, glass, V. 114c, 5946
—, leaf or hard, V. 158(2
—, nylon, V. 126a
—, protein, V. 1156
—, superpolyamide, V. 1256
—, superpolymer, V. 1256
—, synthetic, V. 1136, i24d
—, vegetable, V. 15^c
—, vinyl acetate and chloride,

V. 1266
—, wool and related**Aiimal, V.

96a
Fibrin in blood, II. 19d, 22c
Fibrinogen in blood serum,

II. 19a\ 22c
Fibroin, II. 176 ; V. 866, 90a
Fibrolite, I. 3706 ; V. 169c
" Fibrolysin," V. 169c
Fichtelite, V. 169c
Pick's law *bt diffusion, III.

606c, 007c
Ficocerylic acid {see also Fw

wax), V. 170c
Ficusin, see Fig.
Ficus spp., see Fig ; Fig wax.
Fig, V. 170c
— wax, V. 171a
Filament electric lumps, V.

171c
— lamp design, V. 172a

VOL. VI.—36

INDEX

Filaments, carbon, V. Hid,
1796

-, —, flashing, V. 179d
- for thermionic valves, V.

179d
~, lamp, coiling, V. 176d
—, oxide-coated cathode, V.

180a
—, tungsten, V. 1716, 178a,

179a
—, —, " offsetting," V. 178c

, thoriated, V. 179d
Filbert, V. 1806
Filicic acid, V. 181c
Filicin, V. 181c
Ffiicinic acid butanone, V.

181c
Filicitannic acid, V. 181a
Filitannic acid, V. 181a
Filite, Italian, IV. 539a
Filix mas, V. 180d *
Fillers in magnesium oxy-

chloride cement, II. 136c
plastics, II. 4766

Filling fabrics, V. 187a
Filxnarone, V. 182a
FilxncoJor, II. 453a
Film manufacture, dopes for,

II. 448a
—, photographic, II. 446a
Filosine, II. 403c
Filter paper, V. 1826
" FiltroL" IV. 248c '
Finings, II. 102a; V. 505a;

VI. 246
Finishing cotton cloth by

ethenfying agents, V. 193a
with synthetic resins,

V. 191c
staple fibre cloths, V. 184a

— crepe fabrics, V. 202d
— effects, " permanent," V.

190d
— fabrics with cellulose ethers,

V. 192c >
— rayon cloths, plant and pro-

cessts, V. 199c
Finishings, cotton, classified,

V. 190a
Finishing textile fabrics (see

also Bleaching),* V. 183a ;
VI. 509c

— woollen and worsted fabrics,
V. 205a

— yarns, V. 1836
Finnemanite, V. 207c
Fire-clay, V. 2?7c

44?d,' 552d, 559d
, helium in, V. 349d

— extiration and prevention,
1 V. 2086 *

— extinguishers, carbon tetra-
chloride in, IA 356a
, chemical, V. 2106

- , foam, V. 208*2
— -hose cloth, V. 195d
Fireprooied timber, tests, V.

217c
Fireproof ers and glowproofers,

V. 213c
FireprdDflns; of fabrics, V.

— -damp, II. 343d, 344c ; IV.

timber, V. 215c
Fireproof paints, V. 126a
Fire-retarding chemicals, V.

220c
— -tube test, V. 219a
Firs, silver, I. 16
Fischer's salt, III. 2196
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Fischer - Tropsch synthesis,
II. 4256; V. 3786; VI.
333(2, 378(2

Fisetin V. 226(2
—, degradation, II; 696
Fish fermentation, V. 59c

liver oils, composition, III.
247a, 250a

— manure, III. 246a
— meal, IV. 5976 ; V. 80(2
— oil lubricants, V. 235c
— oils, IV. 856 ; V. 226d, 2306

, hydrogenated, edible, V.
234c
, refining, V. 232(2
, vitamins A and D from,

V. 234a
Fiske's extractor, IV. 586c
Flagstone, V. 235(2
Flame, V. 2366
— colorations, II. 547c, 689a

penetration test, V. 2196
Flameproof cotton and rayon

fabrics, V. 198a
Flame propagation in closed

tubes, IV. 433a
gaseous explosions, IV.

426(2
, velocity and compression

waves, IV. 430a, 433a
Flames, gas, calorific value, V.

2466
—, cool, IV. 422c, 424c, 429a
—, gaseous products from, IV.

4176; V. 244(2
—, radiation from, V. 241(2,243c
Flame temperatures, V. 240a
— types, V. 238a
—, uniform movement, IV.

430d
— velocity, influence of con-

ditions on uniform, IV.
432a
, .tube" diameter on

uniform, IV. 431(2, 432a
FlaAuniyore V bis, IV. 556a
Flash lights, v. 2?la
— reducing agents, IV. 521(2
Flavaniline, I. 39a ; V. 2526
Flavanone or dihydroflavone,

II. 519a; V. 25216
Flavanones, relation to chal-

kones, II. 519a
FL<vanth*«ne, iT&id, 399(2
Flavanthrone, I. 205c, 206a,

412rf, 419(2 ; V. 2536 •
Flavaspidic acid, V. 181c
Flavellagic acid, II. 195a ; V.

181c
Flavenol, V. 253d
Flaveosin, I. 133c
"Flavianic acid," III. 417(2,

foot-note; V. 253(2
Flavin enzyme, V. 33a
—, vegetable dycstuff, V. 253(2
Flavinduline, V. 254a
— O, I. 5706, 5726
Flavine or acriflavine, I. 1346,

135(2; IV. 306
Flavogallol, V. 2546
Flavogallone, V. 2516
Flavogallonic acid, V. 25^6
Flavoglaucin, V. 54c
Flavoline, V. 255a .
Flavone, V. 255a, 2576
—, l:3-dihydroxy-, III. J
—, 5:7-dihydroxy-4'-methoxy-,

I. 116, 126
— in bran, II. 61a

cacao red, II. 1886
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Flavone occurrence, II. 44.0a
Flavones, relation to chal-

kones, II. 518(2
isoFlavone, V. 258c
Flavonol, V. 260a, 261a
Flavophosphine, I. 1336
Flavopurpurin, I. 206a,'212(2,

—, 3-nitro-, I. 2286
Flavorhodin, V. 2626
Flavourings, butyric esters in,

II. 1816
Flavoxanthin (see also Carote-

noids), II. 398(2, 399(2 ; V.
262c

Flax, II. 4166 ; V. 1506
—, composition and dimensions,

V. 161f
—, cottonisation, V. 1016 <*
— fibre, a-cellulose content, V.

1626
— pectins, V. 161a"
—, roughing, hackling and pre-

paring, V. 161a
— shives and tow yarn, V. 160(2
— wax, V. 262c
Fleches d'amour, VI. 101a
Fleitmann's test, I. 4706
Flemingia congesta, V. 262(2
F l i i 6

g
Flemingin
Flint, II. 517c ; V. 262(2
—, building, II. 138a
Flocculation values, III. 285c
Flocons in silk, II. 18a
11 Floral hydrometers," III.

2216
Florencite, V. 263c
Flores cince, V. 263c
Floribundine, floripavine, flori-

pavidinc, V. 263c
11 FloricinoeU" II. 4226
Florida earth, IV. 2476
Floridean starch, I., 200a*
Floriditol, I. 200<Z
Fteridose, noridoside, I. 200c ;

VI. 88a
" Flosal," I.fiQSa
Flos-ferri, I. 456(2
" Flotagen." V. 267a
Flotation process, V. 263d ; VI.

509c
reagents*,1 V. 266a, 269a

Flour, coe^p^ition, II. 74(2
Flower of n-on, I. 456(2
Flu^vil, fluavile, V. 269c ; VI.

loSd
Fluellite, I. 264c, 286a
Fluid heat transmission, IV.

415a
Fluoboric acid, II. 46c
Fluocerite, V. 269c
Fluocollophanite, III. 294a
Fluoramine, phenylhydrazine

from, VI. 300c
Fluoranthene, V. 269c
Fluoranthenequinone, V. 270a
Fluoreue, V. 270c
— formation, II. 195a, 439a
Fluorenone, V. 272a
Fluorescein, V. 272c
Fluorides, detection and detn.

-in food, V. 298c
—, detn., colorimetric, II. 673o
—, —,' gravimetric, II. 607c,

656d
—<j—, volumetric, II. 656a*
—, drop reaction, II. 582a
— in butter, II. 167a*
—, qualitative reactions, II.

INDEX

Fluorine, V. 273a
— compounds, antiseptic an I

physiological propertie" >,
IV. 22(2; V. 282a

—, detn., spectrosnopic, II. 692a
—, free, in fluorspar, II. 2156
—, halogen compounds, V. 277a
—, oxides and oxyacids, V. 277c
—, reactions, II. 356a; V.

275(2, 278a
Fluorite, V. 283a
Fluoroborate, sodium, II. 50c
Fluorocyclene, V. 282(2
Fluoroforzn, V. 283a
Fluorosulphonic acid, V. 2 /96
Fluor-spar, fluor or fluorite,

II. 256, 215a ; V. 283a
Fluosilicates, V. 282c
Flux, V. 3846
Fly agaric, I. 300(2
Foaming, prevention, V. 2SSd
Foams, III. 279c ; V. 285a
—, accelerated liquid/gas re-

actions in, V. 288d
—, interface conditions in, V.

285(2
—, stability, V. 286a
—, technical uses, V. 288a
Fobbing, II. 95(2
Faeniculum vulaare, F. capil-

laceum, V. 6(2, 86
Foenugreek, V. 289c
"Fogging" of metals, III.

3706^
Folinarin, II. 3866; VI. 80a,

92c
Food bottling and canning, V.

2906
—, dyes in, detection, V. 3006
—, gas storage, V. 2936
—, metallic contamination in,

V. 2926
— preservation, V. 2906
— preservatives, T. 296a

, legal and medical aspects,
V. 306c X

, regulations, V. 3086, 609,
foot-note

Foods, foreign substances in,
V. 308c

Food storage, control and effect
of carboiLdioxide, II. 3266 ;
V. 293(2
, effect of humidity, V.

293c
Fool's parsley, I. 160(2; III.
11 Foraminate," VI. 181(2
Foraminifera spp.t coral from,

III. 3606
11 Forgeniriy" V. 3106
Forging alloys, 1. 2526
Formaldehyde (see also Dis-

infectants, formalin; Food
preservatives), V. 3106

—, aqueous, V. 317a
— as antiseptic, IV. 26c ; V.

3226 j

preservative, V. 297c
—, compound, wijth bromal, II.

1066
casein plastics, II. 414a, 416c

—, detection and, detn., V.
297^321(2

— from carbon monoxide, II.
350(2; V. 3166

hydrocarbons, V. 3166
methanol, catalysts and

process, V. 3106, 3"l3a

Formaldehyde monomer,
gaseous and liquid, V. 317a

phenol resin (set also " Bake-
lite"), II. 422(2; V. 321 r:

— polymers, V. 318(2
— production, II. 427c
—, reactions, V. 320a
Formalin, see Disinfectants;

Formaldehyde.
Formals, I. 34a
Fo^mamide, V. 322c
Formaxnidine, V. 322(2
" Formamine," I. 326a
" Formamol," VI. 200(2
" Forman," V. 322'
Formanilide, V. 323a
— from carbon" monoxide, II.

350(2
Formates, detn., V. 305(2
— from carbon monoxide, II.

—, qualitative reactions, I. 53c;
II. 569d ; V. 305(2, 324c

Formic acid, see also Formates.
as antiseptic, IV. 27d

, detection in acetic acid,,
I. 53c
, esters and salts, V. 324a*
from mould fermenta-

tion, V. 50c
in food, detection and

detn., V. 305(2
, prepn. and properties, V.

— dehydrogenase, V. 446
— hydrogenlyase, V. 446
" Formicin," V. 326a
" Formidin," V. 326a
11 Forming I. 326a
Formins, V. 326a
11 Formal " (see also Formalde-

hyde), IV. 26c
Formolites, V. 327c
Formoznonetin, V. 259c
Formoprene, I. 896
Formosanine, V. 327a*
" Formosul," IV. 148c, 149c
Formosul G, reagent for dyes,

IV. 148c, 149c
11 Fornitrair V. 327(2
Forsterite, V. 328a
11 Fortoin," V. 328a
11 Fouadin," I. 439a ; II. 432(2
" Fmrneau 189, 270 and 417,"

I. 4896, d
Fouling of ships' hulls, protec-

tion against, III. 3836
Fowler's -,olution, V. 328a
Foxberry, V. 328a
Fragariarjn, fragarin, V. 3286
Fragarol, II. 1066 ; V. 328c
Franckeite, III. 538a; 'V.

Francolite, I. 449(2
Frangula, V. 328(2
— -emodin, II. 410(2; V. 328(2
Frangularoside, I. 197d
Frangulin, I. 197d, 198a; V.

328(2; VI. 88a
Franguloside, \1. 88a
Frankincense, V.'£28(2
Eranklinite, V. 328(2
" FmnkoniU" IV. 248c
Fraietin, V. 329a ; VI. 279c
Fraxin, III. 413a; VI. 88a,

279c
Fraxinellone, III. 602c
Fraxinus excelsior, V. 329a;

VI. 88a
Fraxitannic acid, V. 329a



Freestone, V. 329a
Freezing mixtures, explosion

risk, V. 329d
— .or cooling mixtures, V. 3296
Frelbergite, IV. 500c
Freznontite, I. 303d
French berries, I. 560a
" French chalk," I. 162c
French polish, V. 329(2
— Poudre B, IV. 518c
11 Fresol," III. 420a
" Freundlich sorption isto-

therm," II. 540a; III.
282d

Freund's ac^i, T. 329d
Friar's Balsam, IV. 28d
Frick process jjpv carbon di-

oxide production, II. 327a
Friction? sensitiveness of ex-

plosives to, IV. 551(Z
Friedel-Orafts reaction, II.

363d; VI. 2596
Friedrich's extractor, IV. 5876
Fritillaria, alkaloids, V. 330a
Fritillaria spp., V. 330a
Fritillarine, fritilline, V. 3306
Fritimine, V. 3306
Frit kifh, VI. 66
Frits and glazes, VI. 2c
Fritting, VI. 5a*
Fronde's reagent, III. 321c
Frothers (flotation process), V.

263d, 266c
Froth-flotation process, V.

263d
Fructolysis, VI. 74a
Fructose (see also Ltevulose),

II. 2826, 286a
— in inulin, II. 303a
Fructosidase, IV. 3136
Fruhling's extractor, IV. 581d
Fruits, dried, spraying, VI.

299d
— storage, effect of ethylene,

V. 2056
'\Fuadin," see " Fouadin."
Fuchsia, I. 576c
Fuchsine, adsorption by rice

protein, II. 502d
Fuchsisenecionine, V. 330c
Fuchsite, chromium in, III. 966
Fucin, I. 200a
Fucitol, V. 330c
—, trityl, V. 330d
Fucoidin, I. 200a
Fucosan, I. 190c, 200a
Fucose, II. 287c
Fucosol,V.330d .
Fucosterol, I. 199c, 200c
Fucoxanthin {see aUo Carote-

noids), I. 201a ; M. 398a ;

Fucus vesiculosus I. 1996, 201d*;
V. 330d

Fuel (see also under Carbonisa-
tion ; Coal carbonisation;
Fuel, gaseous; Motor fuel),
V. 331a

11 Fuel, colloidal," V. 364a
Fuel, gaseous9 (see also Bottle

gas ; HUel), II. 1576
—, liquid, from coal, V. 3786 .
" Fullpulver -02," IV. 467a
Fuel oil, III. 423d; V. &

370a
— oils, production, II. 425d
—, pulverised, V. 361a
Fuels from coal, V. 360c
—, sraseous, cal. val., V. 332c
—, liquid, cal. val., V. 332c

Fukugenetin, woFukugenetin,
V. 381a

F-ikugetin, V. 380a
F >kugi, V. 380a
Fuller's earth (see also Adsorp-

tion ; Montmorillonite), IV.
247a; V.*381c
, Japanese, VI. 182a

Fulminates, IV. 535d; V. 3846
Fulzninic acid, V. 382d
Fulzninuric acid, Ehrenberg's,

isoFulminuric acid, V. 386a
Fulzninuric acids, a- and B-,

V. 385a, 386c
Fulvenes, III. 5346, c
Fulvic acid, V. 53d
Fuznaric acid from mould fer-

mentation, V. 506
— and maleic acids, V. 387a

, identifying tests,
V. 388a

Fumarine (see also Protopine),

Fumes, particle size, IV. 056
Fumigant toxicity, time-con-

centration curves, V. 3916
Fumigatin, V. 54a
Fumigation, chloropicrin,* V.

3976
— against vermin and pests, V.

—, bactericidal action, V. 3946
—, carbon dioxide, II. 361c ;

V. 394d
—„—disulphide, II. 342c,

344a; V. 3966
—-, — tetrachloride, II. 344a;

V. 396d
—, chlorobenzene in, II. 344a
—, coal tar naphtha, V. 397d
—, o- and p-dichlorobenzene,

V. 397a
—, ethyl and methyl formates,

V. 397d <>
—, ethylene dichloride, V. 396d
—, — oxfide, II. 361c ; V. 3956
—, hydrocyanic acid, III. 4646 ;

V. 392d
—, hydrogen sulphide, V. 397d
—, methyl bromide, X. 397a
—, nitrobenzene, II. 344a
—, pentachlorethane, V. 396d
—, phosphine, V. 597d
—, potassium thiocarbonate in,

II. 344a
—, pyridine, II. 344a
—, sulphur dioxiHe, V. 395a
—, tetrlchloroethylene, I. 99c
—, toxicity detn. of reagents,

V.3J96
-S trichloroethylene, I. 103d;

V. 397a
—, —mixtures, V»396d
—, warning gas in, V. 3946
Fungicides, furfural, V. 4016
-"copper, II. 30d; III. 355d,

—, xanthates as, I}. 343d
Fungi containing ergosterol,

IV. 325c
Fungistorol iA ergot, IV. 331c
Funiculosin, V. 55c
2-Furaldehyde, see Furfur-

aldehyde.
Fui*n, V. 398a
— derivs., nomenclature, V. 4006
—, 2-hydroxymethyl-, -5-car-

boxylic acid, V. 52a
—, ethyl-, V. 4006
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Furanose sugars, II. 282d
Furan, reactions, V. 399c
Furfural or furfuraldehyde, V.

400c
Furfuraldehyde ethylacetal, I.

36c
— from bran, II. 6Sd
Furfural from cellulose, II.

462c
oats, II. 489c

— synthetic resins, V. 4106
Furfuran, V. 398c
Furfurine, V. 402c
Furfurol from pentoses (see

also Furfural), II. 2876
Furfuryl alcohol, V. 4006, 401d

, in caffeol, II. 1986
Furil, V. 402a
— a-cUoxime, prepn. and use

as Ni reagent, II. 612c ; V.
402c

Furine, V. 402c
Furnaces, assay, I. 510d
Furoic acid, see Furfural.
Furoin, V. 402a
Furunculin, V. 402d
Furyl alcohol, see Furfural.
Furze, VI. 125a
Fusain, V. 351a
Fusanols, V. 402d
Fusarium spp., alcoholic fer-

mentation, V. 51a
Fusel oil (see also Amyl alcohol),

I. 1786, 360a ; V. 403a
, detn. of EtOH and H.O

in, V. 408a
, effect of yeast species on

composition, V. 407c
in lacquers, II. 469a

, potato and corn, V. 406a
, removal from spirits, V.

407a
, separation of alcohols in,

V. 407d
, synthetic (see also Ace-

tone ; Butyl alcohol), II.
471d ; V. 4076

Fusible metals, I.%98a
Fustic, IV. 1266
Fustin, VI. 886
Fuze powder, IV. 459b
—, safety, IV. 45^6

G-Acid, IV. 209d
y-Acid, IV. 209d
Gabbro, V. 4086
Gabriel reaction, II. 376a
Gadoleic acid, III. 2476

nisoGadoleic acid in chaul-
moogra oil, II. 522d

Gadolinia, V. 4116
Gadolinite, II. 5126; IV.

245c, 321c; V. 4096
Gadolinium, II. 511c; V. 409c

lacetone, V. 412d
enite, V. 4126

— car Donate, V. 412c
—,•complex cyanides, V. 4l2d
— dimethyl phosphate, V. 4l2c
-*-formate,V.412c *
— halides, V. 411c
— nitrate, V. 4126
—, organic salts, V. 412c
— orthophosphate, V. 4126
— oxalate, V. 412c
— oxide and hydroxide, V. 4116
— platinocyanide, V. 412d
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Gadolinium potassium chro-
mates, V. 4126

— salts, fractional separations,
V. 410a

of halogen oxy-acids, V.
4114

— selenate,<V. 412a
— sulphate, V. 41 Id
— sulphide, V. 412a
— sulphite, V. 412a
Gadus spp., III. 244c
Gaertnera vaginata, III. 2576
Gahnite, V. 413a
Gahnospinel, V. 413a
Gaize, II. 1466
" €-Galactan," VI. 2016
Galactan - sulphuric acid

ester, blood anticoagulant,
II. 23(2

rf-Galactin, V. 510c
Galactocarolose, V. 58a
Galactogen, II. 302(2
Galactose, II. 2826, 286a, 506c
—, 2-amino-, III. 94d
fl-Galactosidase, II. 2996
Galactoside, VI. 82c
Galacturonic acid, II. 297d
Galafatite, V. 4136
/-Galaheptose, II. 286(2
" Galalith,"Y. 4136
Galam-butter, I. 6546
Galanga root, V. 4136
Galangin, V. 413(2
Galaxite, V. 4146
Galbanum, V. 4146
— oil, II. 188d

, presence of caamol in,
II. 1906

Galbaresinic acid, V. 414c
Galega ofilcinalis, V. 414(2 ; VI.

886
Galegine, V. 414(2
Galena, 1J. 256 ; V. 415a
Galiosin, V. 416a
Galipea ofllcinalis; III. 4626
Gtiipine, III. 462(2
Galipoidint?, III. 462d, 463a
Galipoline; III. 462(2, 463a
Galipot, V. 415c
Galium and IT. spp., I. 516(2;

Galla B.P., V- 425a
Gallacetophenone, V. 417a;

VI. frVJ
Gallic acid, IV. 2776 ; V.'417a
— *£-, detection and detn., III.

558(2; V. 418a
, dyes from, V. 418a
fermentation, V. 59a

, oxidation, V. 417c
, qualitative reactions, II.

570c
, salts, V. 418c

Gallisin, II. 299a
Gallium, V. 418c
— acetate, V. 422c
— acetylacetone, V. 422a
— alloys, V. 419c
— " alums," V. 421(2
— chlorate, V. 420a*
—'' crystal structure, V. 41 €6
—,,,detn., gravimetric, II. 592(2
— *— volumetric, II. 6576
— dibromide, V. 420(2
— dichloride, V. 4206
-r di-iodide, V. 420d
— ferrocyanide, V. 422c
— halides, V. 419(2
— hydroxide, V. 4216
— iodate, V. 420(2

INDEX

Gallium monochloride, V. 420c
— monoxide, V. 421a
— nitrate, V. 422a
— nitride, V. 422a
—, organic salts, V. 422c
— oxyiodate, V. 420(2
— perchlorate, V. 420d
— phosphates, V. 4226
— phosphide, V. 4226
—, properties and spectra, V.

419a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

555c, 560(2, 568a
— selenate, V. 422a
— sesquioxide, V. 421a
— silicotungstate, V. 422c
— suboxide, V. 4216
— sulphates, V. 421(2
— sulphides, V. 421c
— thermometers, V. 419(2
— trialkjl and triaryl, V. 422a
— tribromide, V. 420c
— trichloride, V. 420a
— trifiuoride, V. 419a*
— tri-iodide, V. 420(2
Gallocatechin, II. 438c
Gallocyanine, I. 5696
Galloflavin, V. 4236
—, structure, V. 424c
(SoGalloflavin, V. 4236
—, trimethyl-, V. 423c
" Gattogen," ("gallol ") V. 418c
Gallotannic acid, V. 424(2
Galls, V. 424(2
—, Aleppo, Turkey or Levant,

V. 4256
—, bacterial plant, V. 426c
—, crown-, V. 426(2
—, plant, caused by chemicals,

V. 427a
—, —, cedar-apple rust fungi,

V.427a
—, —, insects producing, V.

425a
Gallus domesticusflV. 253(2
Galuteolin, V. 4276: VI. 886
Galvanised iron, III* 307c ; V.

4276
, electro-, IV. 267a

" Galvene," III. 77a
Gamabufogenin, II. 3886
Gamabufotoxin, II. 3886
Gambier or Gambier catechu,

II. 4336 •
—, cube, II. 4336
Gambine H, IV. 10a
Gamboge, II. 188c, 237a ; V.

427c >
Gambufogenin, II. 3846
Gambufotoxin, II. 3886
Gamma acid, IV. 209d
u Gandkaki," I. 409a
Gangue modifiers, V. 265(2,

266a *.
Ganister, V. 427(2
11 GanisteJ, bastard," V. 428a
Garancine, II. 74c, 524(2
Garbage fats, V. 423a
•—, reduction processes, V. 4286
Gamma spp., I. 6546; II. 237a:

IV. 566 ; V. 380a, 427c
Garcinin, garcirtol, V. 380a
" Gardenal* I. 623a
Gardenia grandiflora, G. ipp.,

Gardenic acid, V. 428(2
Gardenin, V. 428(2
Gardeniol, V. 428(2
Garlic, V. 429a
— oil, I. 2596 ; V. 4296

Garnet, 1. 4c ; V. 4296
paper, V. 429<2

Garnierite, V. 429(2
Gas, air, V. 430a
— analysis, II. 674(2
— —, density method, II. 686c

, fractional condensation,
II. 685(2
, physical methods, II.

685(2
, Raman spectra, II. 687c

— — , refractivity method, II.
6876
, spectroscopic, absorption

spectra, II'. 6#7c
, —, emission spectra, II,

6876
, thermal conductivity

method, II. 686(2
, viscosity method, II.

687a
—, blast-furnace, II. 345a ; V.

3766
—, Blau, II. 36

bleaching of wool, II. 16c
—, blue cross, II. 256 ; III. l ie,

— , shell, III. 9c
—, — water, II. 345a ; V. 4896
—, bottle, V. 4806 ,
— burners, characteristics, V.

246(2
—, carburetted water, II. 345a
Gas, coal (see also Carboni-

sation ; Coal carbonisa-
tion), V. 430(2

—, —, ammonia recovery from,
indirect process, V. 459a,
461a

—, —, and by-products, yields,
V. 468(2

—, —, benzole extraction from,
in oil-washers, V. 464c

—, —, , with activated
carbon, III. 279(2 ; V. 465c

—, —, , — silica gel, Hi.
270(2

—, —, calorimetry, recording
apparatus, V. 476(2

—, —, combustion, " Ott num-
ber," V. 479c

—, —, — tests, V. 4796
' —» —, composition, V. 453a,

j 469a
—, —, condensation of hot, V.

4536
—, —^detection of hydrogen

sulphide in, V. 478c
— —, detn. of constituents,

II. 67M 681c ; V. 47'8d
—, —, -.-" — total sulphur, V.

4786
—-, —, drying, V. 467(2
—, —, from retorts and ovens,

comparison, V. 453a
—, —, , hot treatment, V.

446(2
—, —, generation of hydrogen

sulphide in gas holders, V.
468c •>

—, —, gum formation in, V.
468a

—, —, history, V. 430(2
— , * - , holders, V. 473d
—, —, iron carbonyl in, II. 3576
—, —, legislation, V. 433a
—, —, manufacture, disposal of

effluents, V. 461c
—i —, —, exhausters in, V.

4576



Gas, coal, manufacture, waste
heat boilers in, V. 441b

—, —, purification from cyajno-
<%een compounds, V. 466d

—, —, hydrogen sul -
phide, V. 461c, 467a

—. —, naphthalene, V.
454d, 464a

—, —, organic sulphur
compounds, V. 465a1

—,>—, purifiers, V. 461c
—, —, retort connections and

mains, V. 447a, 4536
—. —, — setting, operation, V.

440a" >
—, —, tar fog extraction, V.

458c o
—, —, valuation, " hydrocar-

bon enrichment value," V.
469a

Gas coal?bituminous, V. 4376
, brown coal or lignite, V.

4376
, cannel, V. 437c
classification, V. 342,

437d
valuation, V. 437d

— defence, see Chemical war-
fare defence.

G3ses, adsorption by charcoal,
I. 148c, 150a ; II. 3176

—, inert, detection and detn.,
II. 5796, 681a*

—, toxic, respirators for, III. 186
—, war, bibliography, III. 176
—, —, blistering, lachryma-

tory, lethal, irritant and
prickling, see Chemical war-
fare.

—, —, tear, see Gases, war,
lachrymatory.

—, —, vesicant, see Gases, war,
blistering.

Gas, liquefied hydrocarbon, II.
36; V. 4806

—- liquor and its distillation, I.
342(2, 344d

— mantles, V. 431c, 481a*
, artificial silk, V. 483d
, cause of luminosity, V.

488a
, "lighting fluid," V. 484d
, ramie, V. 4836
, self-lighting, V. 487d *
, spiderless, V. 487d

Welsbach, V. 4826
— masks, III. 186
—, natural, " stripping," V.

480c
—, oil, gaseous fuels ivpm, II. 36
Gasoline recovery, II.T319C
Gasparcolor photography, II.

446a
Gas, perfect,' definition, VI.

412a, 413d
—, poison, see Gas warfare.
—, prickling, III. 7d
—, producer-, see Producer-gas.
—, suction, see Suction gas.
Gastrolobium -calycinum, III.

537d
Gas warfare, i l l . 76

defence, III. 18a
—, warning, V. 480d
—, water (see also Carburetted

water gas ; Coke manu-
facture ; Fuel; Gas, coal),

. II. 345a ; V. 489a
—t —9 air-steam ratio in pro-

ducing, V. 497a

INDEX

Gas, water, automatic valves
for, V. 4916, 494c

— . —, blue, II. 345a
— J —, carburetted, see Car-

buretted water gas.
—, —, continuous production,

V. 5016 J

—, —. equilibrium, V. 368c,
495d ; VI. 209c, 318c, 325c

—» —» generator, V. 490c
—, —, —, reaction in, V. 495c ;

VI. 325c
—, —, history, V. 489a
—> —» operation cycle, V. 497d
—i —I — of plant, V. 491d
—, *—, plant and process, I.

334c ; II. 345a ; V. 489a ;
VI. 325c

—, —, production of hydrogen
from, I. 334c; II. 423d;
V. 502d ; VI. 325c*

—, —, reactions in producing,
V. 495c

— works products, analysis,
III. 511d

Gattermann reaction, II. 370a;
III. 585d

Gauging of cements, II. 136d
" Gauging plaster," II. 132d
Gaultheria procumbens, G. spp..

V. 503c ; VI. 92a
Gaultherin, I. 6926 ; V. 503c ;

VI. 92a
Gaultherioside, V. 503c ; VI.

886
Gauss electrolytic cell, III. 54d
Gay Lussac's law, VI. 4126
Gease, IV. 3146, 394d
Geddic acid, VI. 1566
Gedrite, I. 302d
Gegenions, III. 284a, 285d
Gehlenite, II. 146d, 228c
Geijerene, V. 503c
Gein (geoside), IV. 394d; VI.

88c
—, vicianose in, II. 3006
Geissosptomine, V. 503d
Geissospermum vellosii, alkaloid

V.5036
Gelatin (see also Glue and glue

testing), V. 5046
—, amino-acids, contents, V.

5066
— analysis, V. 506k
— as protective colloid, III.

287a
-S bichromated, II. 452d, V.

—, bond! V. 5056
—, detn. in paper, V. 506c
— dynamites, IV. 241c
—>, fluid, I. 293d ; V. 269r
— gels, III. 291a ; V. 5076
—, gold number, I2K. 287c
—, hydrolysis and quality, V.

506d »
— in photographic film, II. 448a
Gelatinising agents for smoke-

less, powders, iy . 523c
Gelatin, isoelectric point and

properties, V. 505c
—, photograpMc, V. 508c
—, physical tests, V. 508c
Gelatins A and B, V. 505d
—, hide and skin, V. 5046
GeliXin solutions, pH, V. 5066,

5096
, viscosity, V. 508a

—, sulphur dioxide in, detn., V.
3056, 509c
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Gelatin, uses, II. 286
Gelation hysteresis, III. 2916
" Gelignite," IV. 242a
Gelose, V. 510c
Gels and gelation, III. 291a ;

V. 5076
Gelsemic acid and gelsemicine,

V. 510c
Gelseznidine and gelseminine,

V. 510c
Gelsemine, V. 510c
Gelsexniuxn, alkaloids, V. 510c
Gelsemoidine, V. 510d
" Gelva," I. 90c, 94d
Gems, artificial, V. 511c, 605d
Gemsbok beans, V. 514c
Gems, doublet and triplet, V.

513d
—, irritation and counterfeit,

V. 5136
Geneserine, II. 199d
Geneva, V. 5326
Genins, II. 3816
Genista tinctbria, IV. 189a ; VI.

88c
Genistein, genistin, IV. 189a,

d ; V. 259d ; VI. 88c
Genkwanin, V. 5146
Genthite, V. 430a
Gentiagenin, V. 5156
Gentiamarin, V. 5156
Gentian, V. 515a
Gentiana lutea, G. spp.t III.

554c ; V. 515a, 516a
Gentianin, III. 554c ; V. 516a
Gentianose, II. 2826,301a ; V.

5153
Genticaulin, primeverose in,

II. 3006
Gentiin, V. 5156
Gentiobiase, II. 442c
Gentiobiose, I. 357d; II.

2986, 2996, 442c ; V. 516a
Gdntiopicrin. V. 5156
Gentisein, V. 5166
Gentfeic acid, V. 53a; VI.
' 262a .
Gentisia, V. 515d,$166
Genkwanin, V. 5146
GeocoTonium, I. 539a
Geodin, V. 586
Geoffroyine, V.
" Geoform," VI. 1
Geojide (goin), V
Geosol, IV. 394d ; VI. 140d
" Geosote," antiseptic, IV. 236
Geranial, III. l.83d
Geranic acid, III. 184a; V.

5176
Geraniol, V. 517a
Geraniolene, V. 518d
<Geraniol in per/umes, V. 5186
—, occurrence, II. 249c ; III.

183c, 191a
—, reduction, II. 426d
cz/c/oGeraniols, V. 517c
Geranium (artificial), V. 519a
—, essential oil, V. 519a
— oil, Indian, V. 519c

, Turkish, V. 517a, 519c
Geitmyl esters and Me ethfcr.

V. 518c
-• -glucoside, VI. 88c
11 German alloy," I. 253a
Germanam, V. 525c
Gerxnanates, thio-, and esters,

V. 5256 *
Germane, mono-, chlorine

• derivs., V. 522c
-- , triphenyl-, V. 526c
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Germanic acids, ortho- and
meta-, V. 524c

— nitride,- ethyl-, V. 5266
— oxide and allotropes, V. 524a

, ethyl-, V. 5266
— sulphate, V. 5256
— sulphide, V. 525a
Germanide, sodium triphenyl-,

V. 526c
Germanite, V. 519c
Germanium, V. 520c
— alfcyls, V. 525d
— alloys, V. 5216
— aryl derivs., V. 5266
— bisacetylacetone dichloride,

V. 527c
— bromide, ethylwopropyl-

phenyl-, V. 5276
, triethyl-, V. 526a -

—, detn., II. 5956
— di- and tetra-halides, V.

522d, 5236
— dibromLde, diethyl-, V. 526a

, diphenyl-, V. 526d
— dihydride, V. 522a
— diphenyl, V. 5276
— fluorides, V. 5226
— hydrides, mono-, di-, and

tri-germane, V. 521d
— imides, V. 525c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

555a, 558a, 571a
— tetrahydride, V. 521d
— tetraphenyl, V. 5266
— tri-iodide, ethyl-, V. 5266
Germanochloroiorm V. 522c
Germanol, triphenyl-,'V. 526d
Germanomethane, V. 52 Id
Germanopropane, octa-

phenyl-, V. 527a
Germanous oxide, V. 523d
— sulphide, V. 525a
German silver, V. 519c
Germerine, VI. 200d
Gersdorffite, I. 469a ; V. 529c
Gesnerin, V. 529c?
Getah wax,, V. 171a
Geum urbanum, gein from, IV.

394d
Geyserite, V. 5306
Gheddfr, V. 5306
Ghee, II. 16°c ; V. 5306
" Ghee, vegetable," V. 531d

Giant ion, III. 284c
GiDb's adsorption isotherm,

III. 2826 ; IV. 284d
Gibbs electrolytic cell, III. 53a
Gibbsite, I. 2846 ; V. 532a
Gilsonite, V. 532a
Gin, V. 5326
—, adulteration, V. 533a
Gingelly oil, see Sesame oil.
Ginger, V. 5336
—, adulteration, V. 5356
— beer, I. 1586
—, essential oil, V. 535d
Gingergrass, essential oil, V.

1, V. 533(2
_•, wild," I
oil, see Sesame oil.
V. 536a

g and ginkgol, V. 536a
Ginning, cotton, II. 4616
Girard's reagents, V. 5366
GirofW, I. 577a
Gitalin, II. 384a
Gitonm; II. 384a ; VI. 88(2
Gitoxigenin, II. 382a

INDEX

Gitoxin, II. 384a ; VI. 88d
Gladstone and Dale's formula,

V. 5466
Glaserite, I. 4506
Glaser method, V. 78c
Glass, I. 559d ; V. 536d
—, absorption and transmission

of light by, V. 546d, 547d
air surfaces, reflection at,
loss of light by, V. 5516

— ampoules, B.P. test, V. 539d
annealing kilns and lehrs,
V. 596a, 597

—, — range, V. 595c
— beads, V. 605c
—, best crystal, V. 564c
—, birefringence under stress,

V. 5956
—, black, V. 564d

blowing machine, Owen's,

—, borosilicate, II. 51a
— building-bricks, V. 595a
—, chemical, V. 564c
—, cohesion temperature, V.

541d
—, coloured, V. 558a

by colloidal Au, Cu or Se,
V. 558a

:—, colouring, with chromium,
V. 561d

—, -—, — cobalt, V. 561c ; 565a
—, —f _ copper, V. 561d, 564d
—, —, — manganese, V. 561d,

565a
—-, —, — nickel, V. 562a
—, —, — selenium, V. 562a,

564d
—, —, — uranium, V. 561d,

565a
—, compound, V. 596c
—, compressibility, V. 5546
— constituents, properties of

silica and its compounds,
V.577

—, copper films on, V. 603d
—, decolorising, chemical and

physical methods, V. 574a
—, decoration, bevelling, V.

600c
—, —, c-wing, V. 599d

' V. 600a
V. 6006

\ 281c, 600c
sandblasting, V. 6016

—, —, sculpture, V. 600c
—, definition. V. 537d
—, devitrification, V. 575a
—, dielectric constant;"V. 553a
—, — loss in, V. 553a
—, — strength, V. 5586
—, dispersion and refraction,

V. 544a, 546a
— -drawing machine, Ford's V

594a (

! Fourcault's and
Pittsburgh, V. 591c

—, durability, powiier test, V.
539a

—, —, testa for, V. 539c
—, elastic after-working effect

—, — properties, V. 5536
—, electrical conductivity, V.

55$6
—, enamelling, V. 605a
Glasses, coloured, infra-red

transmission, V. 5496
—, —, visual transmission, V.

549a, 5506

Glasses, lead-containing, V.
556c

—, lime-soda, common, V. 556a
—, organic safety, V. 609d .
—, safety, laminated, V. 6U96
—, solarisation effect on ultra-

violet-transmission, V.5516
—, ultra-violet transmission, V.

551c
Glass, evaporated metal films

on, V. 6046
— furnace, Cornelius, V. 571c
— grinding and polishing

machines, V. 596(7, 598,
599 ' v>

—, hardening, V. 5966, 608(2
—, heat-resist;~ig, V. 5576
—, impact strength, V. 5556
—, iridescent, V. 604c
—, lampworking, V. 557a
— lustres, V. 604c
Glassxnaking, blowing and

pressing machines, V. 582c
—, pot furnaces for, V. 567a
—, " Pyrobor " in, V. 559(2
—, rasorite in, V. 559(2
—, raw materials for, V. 558c'
—, refractory materials in, V.

565c
—, silica for, V. 558c .
—, tank furnaces for, V. 567(2
Glass manufacture, batches in,

V. 562
— melting furnaces, electric, V.

570(2
process, V. 5736

, cullet in, V. 573d
, moisture effect, V.

574a
, progress of reaction,

V. 5726
, stages in, V. 5736
.volatilisation in, V.

572a
" Glass of antimony," I. 4436,

4476
Glass, opal, production, V.

5586, 561c, 564(2
—, optical, V. 606c
—, — properties, V. 546a
— painting, V. 6056
—, plate and window, V. 5566
—, Poisson's ratio, V. 5546
—J powdered abrasive, I. 4c
—, properties, V. 538a
—, red, copper ruby, V. 564(2
—i —V gold ruby, V. 564(2
—, refractive index, V. 544a,

546a
—, reinforced, V. 6086
—, safeby, V. 6086
—, silvering, V. 603a
—, " softening point," V. 542a
—, specific heat, V. 543d
—i — volume or density, V.

5426 •
—, spectral transmission, effect

of temperature on, V. 547,
548

—, sprayed metul films on, V.
6046

»—, sputtered films on, V. 6046
—t staining, V. 60-ld

strain, annealing, V. 5956

V. 596a6

—, strength, effect of conditions
on, V. 554c, 555a

—, stress-optical properties, V.
546c



Glass, surface tension, V. 5426
—, thermal after-working effect

in, V. 554c
-^, — conductivity, V. 545a
-S*— endurance, V. 545a
—, — expansion, V. 543a
11 Glass, Thermolux," V. 595a
Glass thread add wool manu-

facture, V. 5946
— toughened, V. 5966, 6086
—i tube machine, Danner's V.

589 >
— tubing manufacture, V. 5816
—, viscosity, V. 541a
—, visual transmission, V. 5506
Glassware, chemical, general

scientific and heat-resist-
ing, V. 55ott

—, illuiainating, V. 5566
— manufacture, V. 578c
—, meltisig off and cracking off

machines, V. 6026
—, pressed, V. 5566
Glass, Young's modulus, V.

553c
Glauberite, II. 233c
Glaucanic acid, V. 566
Glautientrine, VI. 1(2
Glaucic acid, V. 566
eiaucidine, VI. lc
Glaucine, VI. la
Glaucobilin, I. 691c
Glauconic acid, V. 566
Glauconite, VI. Id
Glaze, crystalline, VI. -lib
—, dry, VI. 2(2
—, granite, VI. 9a
—,*jet, and Majolica, VI. 8c
—, red, VI. 12a
—, Rouge Flambe, VI. 12a
—, salt, VI. 3d
Glazes and frits, VI. 2c
—, craquele\ VI. l id
—, decorative, l la
—, lead, VI. Sa
*—, lendless, VI. 9c
—, slip, VI. 9(2
Glessite, I. 302(2
Gliadin, II. 85a, 505a
— : glutenin ratio, II. 84c, 5056
— in flour, II. lid, 84c, 85a

gluten, II. 84c, 504c, 505a
Gliadins, rice, II. 4936
Glimxnerton, III. 196c
" Globlak," II. 480a
Globin, sepn. from hsmatin,

VI. 1646 %
Globulin in blood serum, II.

19(2
Globulins, VI. 136
Globulol, VI. 136
Glonoine oil, IV. 491(2
Gloriosine, III. 276c
Gloriosol, VI. 93c
Glucal, II. 294c
tsoGlucal, II. 294c
jS-Giticase, II. 442c ; IV. 282(2
Glucinum, see Beryllium.
Glucocheirolin, VI. 88<Z, 946
Glucochloral, III. 35c
Glucoeryijhrose, II. 298c
Glucogallin, VI. 89a
Glucolysis, VI. 74a
Gluconasturtiin, VI. 89r>
Gluconic acid, II. 2856, 297a;

IV. 316a
a*-Gluconic acid from mould

fermentation, V. 49c
Gluconolactone, II. 2836
Glucosaznine in chitin, III. 346

INDEX

Glucosans, II. 2956
Glucose (dextrose), II. 2826,

284a, 289a
- V- -azo dyes of catechol, II.

• 4336
Glucoseen-1:2, II. 295a
— -5:6, II. 294d
Glucose, mutarotation, VI.

250a
—, oxidation by eerie salts, II.

510d
—, relation to cellulose, II. 457a
—-, structure, II. 2856
— units in polysaccharides, II.

301(2
GJucosidase, IV. 3136, 3146
Glucoside, definition, VI. 826
Glucosides, see Glycosides.
i9-Glucosido-gallic acid, VI.

890
Glucotropaeolin, VI, 89a
Glucovanillin, VI. 866
Glucoxylose, II. 2986, 300c
Glucuronic acid, II. 297(2; VI.

21a
Glue, adhesive strength, I.

142c; VI. 286
— and glue testing (see also

Gelatin), VI. 21a
—, bone, manufacture, VI. 23a
—, casein, II. 4146
—, fish, VI. 25a
—, foam detn., VI. 296
—, jelly strength, VI. 26(2
—-, liquid, Dumoulin's, V. 506a
—, melting point, VI. 27(2
—, reaction, pH value, VI. 29c
Glues, hide and skin, manu-

facture, VI. 21(2
Glue size, VI. 256
—, sulphur dioxide content, VI.

29(2
— tensile strength measure-

ment, VI. 28(2
— .vegetable, III. 570(2
—, viseosity*test, VI. 27c
—, water absorption test, VI.

29a
Gluside, IV. 28(2
"Gluside," antiseptic action,

IV. 28(2
Glutaconic acid, 'cis- and

trans-, VI. 306
Glutamic acid, ,VI. 31(2, 33a,

35(2, 366
as food, VI. 33c

, , j8-hydroxy-, I. 318c ; VI.
36(2
,*- , detn., VI. 37a

Glutaxnine, VI. 376
aW&'oGlutaxnine, VI. 38c
Qlutaiinxiic acid, VI. 31(2
y - Glutamyl - cysteinyl -

glycine, III.A541a
Glutanic acid, vf. 39a
Glutaric acid, VI. 39a

, alkyl derivs., VI. 39(2
1 oc-amino-, VI. 31(2
, methyl derivs., VI. 39(2
f prepn., II. 866a

— acids, halogeno-, VI. 39c
, a-hydrpxy-, VI. 39a

— acid, 1-trihydroxy-, I. 454a
Glutarmonoaldehyde, VI. 34a
Glutathione, III. 541a; IV.

, 3116
Glutelin, II. 85(2
— in malting, II. 88(2
Gluten, II. 84c
—, detn., II. 84c, 506a
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Glutenin, II. 856. 505a
Gluten in baking, II. lid, lie,

84c, 504c
Glutenin in flour, II. lid, 84c,

856, 505a
gluten, II. 84c

Gluten, wheat, II. 5046
Glut&nides, VI. b8d
Glutin (seealso Gelatin), III. 94c
" Glutinosa," II. 489(2
" Glutolin," II. 480a
Glyceraldehyde, VI. 566
— ethylacetal, I. 36c
Glycerates, VI. 56c
Glyceric acid, VI. 406
Glycerides (see also Butter;

Fats ; Oils ; and individual
glycerides), VI. 64c

—, mixed and simple, VI. 4O<2
—, iftono- and di-, preparation,

VI. 65c
—, optical isomers, VI. 65a
—, polymerisation of un-

saturated, IV. 894
—, tri-, m.p. tables, VI. 66, 67,

68
—, —, double and triple melt-

ing points, VI. 66c, 676
Glycerin (see also Glycerolj

-Glyceryl), VI. 40c
—, analysis, detn. of glycols, VI.

63a
—, arsenic-free, VI. 466
— as preservative, V. 302c
Glycerinates, VI. 56(2
Glycerin, candle crude, VI. 45(2
— cenrents and lutes, VI. 64c
—, C.P. or chemically pure, VI.

47a, 48a
—, crude, VI. 426
—, — distillation, VI. 426, 466
—, — Twitchell, VI. 426, 46a
—, detection and detn., V.

302(2; VI. 57a
—, detn., a?etin process, VI.

57c, 606
—, '•*-, copper process, VI. 57c
—, —, dichromat? process, VI.

576, 61c
—, —, micro-Zeisel, II. 684a
—, dynamite, VI. 47a, 48a
Glycerine, see Glycerin.
Glycerin evaporators, IV.

406a ; VI. <tfc #
—^fermentation, H>. 4296 ; V.

24(2,516; VI. 416, 464
11 Glycerin foots," VI. 70c
Glycerin, industrial uses (see

also "Alkyd" resins; Ex-
plosives ; Food preserva-
tives; Ink), II. 4496

— production, II. 4296; VI.
416

—, " refined," VI. 45(2
—, saponification crude, VI.

426, 45a
Glycerins, crude, analysis,

by International Standard
methods, VI. 58(2

—, distilled, VI. 47a
Gfycerin, soap lye and sanoni-

fication crude, specifica-
tions, VI. 62c s

—, or soap crude, VI. 426, d
— solutions, freezgig-points,

VI. 646
— stills, VI. 476
—, synthetic, from propylene,

VI. 41(2
—, trinitro-, IV. 491<f
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Glycerol, see also Glycerides;
Glycerin; Glyceryl.

— as solvent, VI. 55d
—. b.p. and vapour pressure of

solutions, VI. 53b
— formins, V. 3266

, alkyl-, V. 327a
— for nitroglycerin, IV. 4j)ld
— from mould fermentation, V.

516
—, nitric acid esters {see also

Nitroglycerin), IV. 491a
—, properties, VI. 48c
—, refractive index of solutions,

VI. 51, 52
—, sp.gr. and wt.-% VI. 49, 50
—, sulphuric acid esters, VI.

69a
—, viscosities of solutions, VI.

54,55
Glycerophosphoric acid for-

mation by yeast {see also
Fermentation, alcoholic),
II. 99d

a - Glycerophosphoric acid
formation in muscle, VI. 76c

Glyceroxides, see Glycerates.
Glycerylacetal, I. 36c
Glyceryl arsenite, VI. 69a
— borate, VI. 696
— ether of guaiacol, VI. 140d
— ether, a/M«opropylidene, VI.

70c
— ethers, diethyl and ditolyl,

VI. 70c
— formate, a- and jS-, V. 326c
— mono-, di-, and tri-ililoro-

hydrins, VI. 67d
— a- and A-monophosphoric

acid, VI. 69c
— phosphoric esters, VI. 696
— phthalate, see " Alkyd"

resins ; " Glyptal " resins.
— tri-a-eteostearate, IV. 258a,
— trinitrate, see Nitroglycerin.
GlycictLc acid, VI. 71a
— estets, VI. 716
Glycidol or gVcide, VI. 71c
Glycine, VI. 71d
— anhydride, VI. 73a
— esters, VI. 72d
Glycine hispida, I. 659c
Glycines, aromatic, VI. 72d
Glycine, t*sts>r, VI. 73c
11 Glycobrom;' Vl. 13C
Glycopholic acid, I. 689c
Glycocoll, VI. 71d
Glycocollaminocarboxylic

acid esters, VI. 73a
Glycocollate, heptanolmer-

curic, VI. 73a
< Glycocoll, oxidation, II. 2786

Glycocyamine, VI. 73c
Glycogen, I. 16; II. 282a,

— from yeast, V. 13a
Glycogenase, V. 14c
Glycogen breakdown in muscle

extract, VI. 77c
/rlycol (see also under Ethy-

Jiene), IV. 3776
— aoetal, IV. 3836
— carbonate, IV. 378a
— chlorohydrin, IV. 3756
— ethers, JV. 3786
GlycoUic acid, V. 73c
Glyool, manufacture for ex-

plosives, IV. 490a
— monoethyl ether, IV. 378c
— oxalate;IV.378a

INDEX

gem-Glycols, dialkyl ethers,
I. 33d

Glycol vinyl ether, I. 91c
Glycolysis {see also FermenU -

tion, alcoholic), I. 557c;
VI. 73d

—, activators and inhibitors,
. VI. 816, 82a

—, aerobic, VI. 80c
—, anaerobic, of tissues in vitro,

VI. 80a
—, blood, VI. 746
—, —, and clotting, II. 22d
—, co-zymase in, VI. 78c
—, effect of lack of oxygen and

glucose, VI. 81c r

—, fluoride, VI. 81d
—, glyceraldehyde, VI.

82a
—, iodoacetiq acid, VI.

81c r,
—, K and Ca ions, VI. 816
—, phloridzin, VI. 81d
— in brain, VI. 796

muscle, VI. 74d
tumours, VI. 806

—, methylglyoxal in, VI. 78d
— of sugars, VI. 82a
—, pyruvic acid in, VI. 816
" Gtycosal," VI. 826
Glycosides, VI. 826
—, biological significance, VI.

85a
—, cyanophoric {see also Amyg-

dalin; Emulsin), III. 5316
—, disaccharides in, VI. 83a
—, enzymic synthesis, IV. 313d;

VI. 84b
—, hydrolysis by enzymes {see

also Enzymes), VI. 84c
—, natural, carbohydrates of,

VI. 82d
—, nitrile, VI. 83d
—, phenolic, VI. 836
—, purine and pyr,imidine, VI.

83c
—, purpurea, A and B* JI. 384a
—f v-pyran derivs., VI. 836
—, steroid, VI. 83c
—, sulphur compounds, VI. 83d
—, synthesis, VI. 83d
Glycoxide, sodium, IV. 377d
S-Glycuronic acid, I. 12a
Glycyl ethyl tester glucoside,

VI. 736 .
Glycylglyceride, a-mono, VI.

Glycyxnerin, ?J. *401d; VI.

Glycyphyllin, VI. 89a
Glycyrrhetic acid, VI. 986
Glycyrrhetin, VI. 986 "
Glycyrrhiza glabra {Radix liqui-

ritiai), VI,, 916
Glycyrrhizic acid, detn., VI.

98c r
Glyoxal, I. 806, 99c, 565c ; VI.

Glyoxalase, VI. 78d
Glyoxaline, VI. 98d

5-alanine, VI. 231c
Glyoxal sulphate/1. 99/;
— trimeride, VI. 98c
Glyoxime, VI. 98d
Glyoxylic acid, VI. 99c

, condensation with ur-a,
VI. 1006
, detection, VI. 100c

Glyphenarsine, I. 4876 ; VI.
lOOd

"Gtyptal" resins, I.
II. 469a; VI. 64a

in lacquers, II. 472d
I.

III.

Gneiss, II. 314c ; VI. 1266
Gnoscopine, VI. lOOd
Goa powder, I. 4576; III.

1166; VI. lOOd
Goethite, II. 25d ; III. 366d ;

VI. lOOd
Gold, VI. 101c
—Alloys, VI. 109c
—.amalgams, VI. 110a
— carbide, II. 2806, 2816
—, colloidal, II. ,419c;

2876 ; VI. 1096
— compounds (see also Auric,

Aurosoauric, Aurous,
Auryl compoundb), VI.
llpd
r-, inorganic, containing
complex- organic radicals,
VI. 118d
, organic, VI. 1196

—, co-ordination compounds,
VI. I l ia

copper alloys, VI. 109c
—, co-valency, VI. Ilia,' 1216
— cyanides, III. 486a; VI.

' 115a
detn., assay, I. 524c
—, electrodeposition, II.
701a

—, gravimetric, II. 587a
—, volumetric, II. 6576
diethylmonobromo-, and
derivs., VI. 119c, 120a

—, electrodeposition, IV. 265a
Golden sulphide of antimony,

I. 447a
-- wattle, I . l ie
Gold extraction, " all-sliming "

methods, VI. 1056
, amalgamation, VI. 102c
by flotation, VI. 107a

, crushing by stamps, VI.'
103a
, cyanide process, III.

4866 ; VI. 102c, 104a, 115a
, filtration of slime, VI.

105d
from cyanide solutions,

'. VI. 106a
r — ores, VI. 1026
S gravel washing, VI. 1026
, gravity concentration,

VI. ,102c, 103d
, Merrill - Crowe process,

VI. 100c
7i , ore crushing, VI. 102c,

1036 r, '
, separation of pulp, VI.

105a
1 slime treatment, VI. 105c
, Taverner process, VI. 106c
, tube mills, VI. 1036 -

—, Faraday's {see also Wold,
colloidal), VI. 1026

— films from diethylmono-
bromogold, Vk 119d

— flux, I. 559c *,
—, fulminating, VI. 116c
— imido-compounds, complex,

U . 118c
iron alloys, VI. 110a

— lace, VI. 1106
— leaf, VI. 1106, HOd
—, legal standards, VI. 110c
—, Mannheim, VI. 122a
— monobromo-, VI. 113c



Sold, monochloro-, VI. 113(2
—, —, ammino-, VI. 114a
-, —, dibenzylsulphido-, VI.
-vll4a

— monocyanide, VI. 1156
—, monocyano-, diethyl, VI.

121a
—, monoiodo-, VI. 114(2
-, —, diethyl, VI. 1206
-, —, triethylphosphino-, VI.

3 114(2
—, —, trimethylarsino-, VI.

114d
-, mosaic, VI. 122a

— number, ^II.'2876
— ore, classifiers of ground, VI.

103c o

, Dorr bowl classifier, VI.

— ores, VI. 101(2
oxides* VI. 115d

* - parting by sulphuric acid,
VI. 107(2, 109d

—, placer deposits, VI. 102a
— powders, II. 118(2
—, precipitation, VI. 106a
—, properties, III. 2876 ; VI.

1096
—, purple, II. 419c ; V. 513c ;
-» VI.,1226
—, pyndinotrichloro-, VI. 113a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

566(2
—, , rare metals present,

II. 554(2, 556(2
— refining, VI. 107c

by electrolytic deposi-
tion, VI. 108a
, chlorine process, VI. 108(2
, Moebius process, VI. 108a
, silver recovery from, VI.

108a
, sulphuric acid process,

VI. 1O7«2
, Wohlwill process, VI.

1086
— salts, VI. 117a
— -silver alloys, VI. 107(2, 109c2
— smelting, VI. 107c
— solders, VI. 1106
— sols, blue and red {see also

Gold, colloidal), II. 289c
— sulphides, VI. 1166
— sulphites, complex, VI. 117c
—, sulpho-telluride ores, treat-

ment with cyanide, VI.
106(2

— telluride, II. 201c
11 Gold therapy," VI? 117(f, 118(2
Goldthioglucose, VI. 119a ,,
Gold toning of silver prints, VI.

117d
Gold tribromide (tribromo-

gold) VI. 1116
— trichloride, co-ordination

compounds, VI. 113a
— tnhydroxide, VI. 115(2
—, uses, VI. 1106
— wares," VI. 1106

, colouring, VI. 110c
" Gomenol,£VI. 123a
" Gommaline," I. 143c
" Gond babul," I. 585a, 6
Gondang wax, V. 1716 ? VI.

1236
Goniometer, V. 1236
Gooseberry, VI. 124(2
Gorlic acid, II. 5236
Gorli (gorleyj seed oil, II. 5236
Gorse, VI. 125a

INDEX

" Gosio gas," I. 479(2, 483c
Goslarite, VI. 1256
Gossypetin, I. 161c ; III. 4056
(\ossypitone, III. 405(2

itrin, III. 4066; VI.

Gossypitrone, III. 406c
Gossypium spp., V. 1366
Gossypol, apogossypol, III.

4076, 4086, 410a ; IV. 2526
Goulard's extract, lotion and

water, I. 55c ; VI. 125c
" Grahams salt," VI. 125c
Grains of Paradise, I. 161a
Gramine, VI. 125c, 463c
Granite, V. 4a; VI. 126a
— -aplite, III. 32(2
11 Granite, black," V. 409a; VI.

127c
Granite building stone, II. 137c
—, graphic, VI. 1266 J
—, Mendip, Petit, II. 137<2;

VI. 127c
— -pegmatite, III. 32(2
Granitite, VI. 126a
Granulobader pectinovorum, V.

159c
Grape, VI. 127<2
— - fruit, VI. 129a

, essential oil, VI. 1306
, pectin content, VI. 12Sc,

1306
— " honey," VI. 128c
— juice, methyl anthranilate in,

VI. 128c
-r, —, preservation, VI. 128c
— -seed oil, IV. 86c ; VI. 130c

types, VI. 131d
Grapes, ripening, VI. 1286
Graphic granite, VI. 1266
Graphite (see also Black lead),

II. 309a, 313(2
Graphitic acid, II. 309(2 ; VI.

132a
Graphititep> II. 310a
44 Grappiers," II. 1356
Grass-* ekes , rapid drying,

IV. 596a
— -cloths, III. 326
—, Deccan, II. 482(2
— ensilage, VI. 133(2

, driers for, VI.'134a
Grasses , III. 433a ; VI. 134c
Grass, Indian buffalo, II. 482(2
Grassing of linen, II. l i e
Grass land, VI. 132c
> , intensive manuring and

grazing, VH 133c
, lime deficiency, VI. 132(2

— —, phosphate deficiency, VI.

Uraupen, I. 694(2
Grau-spiessglanzerz, I. 4466
" Gravocaine," I. ?69c
Grease, animal, VI. 1356
—, black, VI. 135&
—, brown, VI. 134(2, 135c
— coatirtgs and slushing com-

pounds, III. 394(2
—, carriers', VI. 1356
—, extraction, VI. 135a
—, fuller's, VI. 135c
—, garbage, house or kitchen,

V. 428a ; VI. 134(2
— (lard-) oil, VI. 135a
—jmelted stuff, VI. 134(2
— oleine, distilled, VI. 135c
—, packers', VI. 134(2
—, packing-house, VI.
—i recovered, VJ, 135c
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Greases, VI. 134c
—, skin, VI. 1356
—, stuffing, VI. 1356
Grease, stearins, VI. 135a
—, tankage, VI. 135a
—, whale, VI. 1356
—, white, VI. 1344
—, wool, VI. 135c
—, — fat, VI. 135c
—, yellow, VI. 134d
—, Yorkshire, VI. 135c
" Greasy stone," I. 162c
Green, Acid Alizarin B, BG, I.

3936, 393c, 230c
—, Aldehyde, 1.193c
Greenalite, VI. 135(2
Green, Alizarin, I. 2056, 229a,

397a
—, — Brilliant, G, SE, I.

232a
—i Cyanine, I. 232a
—, — Cyanine i, I. 2056, 231a,

• 404d
—, — Direct, G, I. 406c
—, Alsace, I. 263a
—, Anthraquinone, GX, I. 406a
—, Azine, GB, I. 572(2, 576a
—, Baryta-, I. 642(2
—, Bindschedler's, VI. 418a
—, Brilliant, II. 1056
—, Brunswick, II. 1196 ; III.

112(2, 3566
—, Caledon, 2B, BP, RC, I.

4156, 424c, 4156
—, Caledon Jade, I. 205c
—, , G, 2G, 4G, X, I.425o\

425a, 429(2
—, Cassel, I. 642(2; V. 297(2
—, Casselmann's, II. 4186
—, Chrome, III. 1076, 112(2
—, Chromium, III. 107a
—, Ciba, G, VI. 4536
—, Cibanone, B, I. 424a
,-, Cobalt, III. 219a, c

— -earth, Vi 136a
— ebony, VI. 1366
—, Emerald, I . . 478a ; III.

1076; IV.2T»c
—, Guignet's, III. 1076; IV.

—, Indanthrene BriPjant, FFB,
I. 425a

Greenland spar' III. 4406
Green, MalachMe. • cryst., I.

r 425d^ *
—, Manganese, I. 642(2
Greenockite, II. 190(2; VI.

136(2
Green, Pannetier's, III. 1076;

IV. 279c
—-, Paris, I. 478a
—, Prussian, III. 473a
—, Rinmann's, III. 219a
Greens, Acid, 1.120a
Greensand in base-exchange

reactions, VI. 2186
Green, Scheele's, I. 469a, 477(2
—, Schweinfurt(h), I. 54(2,469a,

478a; IV. 279c
—, Sofcdon Jade, I. 4296
—* stone, IV. 8a, 536
—, Turquoise, III. 2196
• - , Ultramarine, III. 1076*
— Verdigris, I. 54(2
—, Zinc, III. 113(2
Grege, V. 94a
Grenz-dextrins, III. 5686'
Grey cloth and grey yarn, II.

3(2; V. 151(2 *
—f Jn^antbrene, K, I. 420a, c
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Grey, Methylene, I. 5696
Greystone, II. 133c
Griesheim electrolytic cell,

III. 50(2
Grignard compounds, lumines-

cent oxidation, III. 23c
— reagent, YI. 137a

, action on carbon dioxide,
II. 363b
, ethyl carbonate,

II. 3636
, metal chlorides, II.

357c.
, secondary reactants, VI.

1376
Grinding, limits of fine, IV.

08a
Griseofulvin, V. 58c
Gri-shi-bu-ichi, VI. 137c
Grisou naphthalite-roche, IV.

474(2
— tetrylite couche, IV. 4876
Grisoutine couche and roche,

IV. 5536
Grit, I. 46
—, building, II. 137(2
Grog, II. 5206 ; III. 199a* ; V.

Grossular, V. 4296
Grotthus-Draper law, VI.

137(2
Ground-nut, I. 454c; VI.

138a
oil, I. 454c

Growan, III. 32c
Growth factor or growth-pro-

moting substances {see also
Auxin; Heteroauxin), I.
5586 ; II. 98c'; V. 426o*;
VI. 1386, 404a, 495c

" Guaicamphol," VI. 1426
Guaiacetin, VI. 139a
" Guaiachinol," VI. 1426
Guaiacol, II. 4316 ; VI. 1396
— acetate, II. 4314 ; IV. 3926
—antiseptic properties, IV. 29c
—, azo-derivs., VI. 141a*
~— cacodylatc, II. 1886
— carboxylic acid, VI. 1416
—, .conversion into catechol, II.

4306
—, detection and detn., VI.

139a* r

— in pharmacy, VI., 139a*
urine, VI. 1400

.—-swlol, VI. 140a*
' — sulphonic acid, alkali salts,

VI. 140c
—, thio-, VI. 141(2
Guaiacwn officinale, G. sanctum,

VI. 142a
Guaiacuxn resin, VI. 142a
Guaiacyl acetate, VI. 141c
— benzoate, VI. 140c
— carbonate, VI. 141a
— chloroacetate, VI. 141c
— cinnamate, VI. 140(2
— diethylaminoacetate, VI.

140a*
— ethoxyacetete, VI. Ula
— glvceryl ether, VI. 140(2 ,
— phosphate, VI. 141<2
— Llicylate, VI. 140a*
— succinate, VI. 140(2
— thymy. carbonate, VI. 1416
— valerate, VI. 140(2
— xanthate, thio-, VI. 141c2
" Guaiaform," VI. 141a
" GuaiakinoU" VI. 1426
" Guaiamar." VI. 140(2, 1426

INDEX

.Guaiaretic acid, VI. 142a
11 Guaiasanol," VI. 140(2
Guaiazulene, I. 119(2
Guaiene, VI. 142c
Guaiol, VI. 1426
— dihydroxy-oxide, VI. 142c
Guaiyl acetate, Vd. 142c
Guanamines, VI. 1476
Guanase, IV. 315a
Guanchi, I. 4c
11 Guanicaine," I. 120a"
Guanidine, VI. 142c
—, acetyl-, VI. 145d
—, alkyl and aryl derivs., VI.

146a
—, allylmalonyl-, VI. 146a
—, amino-, VI. 148d
—, —, condensation products,

VI. 150a
—, —, detn., VI. 1496
—, bromov, VI. 1476
—, chloro-, VI. 1476
— compounds with sugars, VI.

143c2
—, a-cyano-, VI. 147c
—, detection, VI. 1446, 1466
—, detn., colorimetric, VI. 143c,

1446
—, —, gravimetric, VI. 144c
—,diamino-,VI. 1506
-S formyl-, VI. 145(2
— from ammonium thio-

cyanate, VI. 143a
—, nitro-, VI. 147c
—, nitroamino-, VI. 148c
—, nitro-, colour reactions, VI.

148a
—, nitroso-, VI. 148a
—, —, colour reactions, VI.

1486
—, prepn., VI. 142(2
—, properties, VI. 1436
— salts, VI. 1466
Guanidines, separation from

creatine and creatinine, VI.
144c

Guanidine, Suffivan's^test, VI.
1440

—, toxic properties, VI. 144a
—, triamino-, VI. 1506
Guanidinp-glycylglycine, VI.

146a
a-Guanidinopropionic acid,

III. 4166.
Guanine, VI. 150c, 152a
—, acyl derivs., VI. 152c
—, azo-derivs., VI. 152c
—, bromo-, VL. 152(2
—, deoxy-, VI. 152a*
—, detection and detn., VI.

153a
mononucleotide, Vi*. 153a 4

—, physiologicaleffects, VI. 151c2
— salts, VI. J52a
Guano, V. 63c
—, bat, V. *46
—, fish, V. 646
—, meat, V. 66c
—, Peruvian, V. 63c
—, phosphatic, V. 80(2
Guanosin deamidase, IV. 315a
Guanosine, IV. .°22c ; VI. 896
Guanyl azide, VI. 149(2
Guanylic acid, VI. 153a
Guanylnitrosoaminoguanyl-

tetracene, IV. 542(2 .
Guara, VI. 1536
Guarana, VI. 1536
—, caffein content, VI. 153c
—, tbeobromine in, II. 197$

Guareschi reaction, II. 369a
" Guatannin," VI. 154a
Guava, VI. 154a
— seed oil, VI. 1546
Gudmundite, VI. 154(2
" Guejarite," II. 518a
11 Guhr," IV. 2396
Guinea grains, I. 161a
Gulaznan dagat, VI. 154(2
Guldberg and Waage's law,

see Mass action, law.
Gulose, II. 286a
Gum, acacia, 1.11(2; VI. 155c2
— Accroides, I. 126
— arabic, I. 1M; VI. 155(2

, composition,"VT. 1556
" Gum, Bengal," I. 5856
Gum Benjamin, I. 615a
— benzoin, I. 615a
—, Botany Bay, I. 618a
—, British, I. 143c ; 1*1. 570(2
—, Butea, II.' 157e2
—, Cadie, II. 188c ; V. 427c
—, carob, VI. 156c
—, decamalee or dekamalee, V.

428(2
—, Dhak, III. 571a ; VI. 435c -
— formation in benzole (< *ee also

Gum inhibitors), I. 674a
— gedda,VI. 1566
—, ghatti, VI. 156a, 422c
—, Indian, VI. 422c
— inhibitors, I. 674a; VI. 469c

.addition to fuels) VI.
4826

and oxidation potentials,
VI. 478a
, colour stability, VI. 478c
, hydrocarbon standard,

VI. 477(2
, natural, VI. 481c
, pretreatment of fuel, VI.

4816
— in motor fuel, testa for, VI.

4716
—, Kauri, II. 469(2; III. 340a
—, locust, VI. 156c
Gumming process, VI. 4706
Gummite, VI. 154(2
—, thoro-, VI. 155a
—, yttro-, VI. 155a
Gum, potential, detn., VI. 471(2
.Gums, VI. 155a
—-, constitution, VI. 1556
—/identification, VI. 156c
—, tragacanth, VI. 155c, 156a
—, vanish, VI. 155a
—, vegetable, I. 143c
—, viscosity, VI. 155c
.Gunari, II. 439(2
Guncottpi* (see also Nitrocellu-

lose)', IV. 501c, 512a
—, Abel's nitration process, IV.

508(2
—, behaviour on heating and

ignition, IV. 513a
—, boiling and pulping, IV. 510c
—, continuous nitration pro-

cess, IV. 5106 •
—, dispersions, II,. 459(2
—, explosive properties, IV.

5136
-' - manufacture, purification

' and tests of cotton for, IV.
5066

—, moulded, IV. 511(2
—, nitration by American pro-

cess, IV. 5106
—, dipping, IV. 5096
—, displacement, IV. 509(2
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Guncotton, nitration in centri-
fuges, IV. 509c

—, testing and analysis, IV.
• 5146
—-, washing, IV. 611a"
Gunlha, I. 4c
Gunpowder, iy. 455a
-—, analysis, IV. 462a
—, breaking down and press-

ing, IV. 457c
-*-, brown or cocoa, IV. 459a
—.density, IV. 4606, 4626*
— explosions, gases and pres-

sures in, IV. 4606
—, granulating or corning, IV.

457a*
—, grinding end incorporating,

IV. 457a
—, hygrometric test, IV. 462c
—, pebble and prismatic, IV.

45&d* )
—, sodium nitrate mixtures,

IV. 4636
—, storing, finishing and blend-

ing, IV. 4586
—, sulphurless, IV. 463a
Guri-ginja, I. 4c
Gurjunenes, VI. 156a*
" Gutta," II. 119a

^utta> K., VI. 1596
—, para, VI. 1596
— percha, VI. 157

, analyses, VI. 158c
from Palaquium spp., VI.

1576
Payena spp., VI. 1576

golf balls, VI. 1596
in submarine cables, VI.

159a
substitutes, VI. 1596

Gutzeit's test, I. 4706
Guvacine, I. 458a, 6
Guvacoline, I. 4586
Guyacan, VI. 159c
Gynergen, IV. 3306
Gynocardia oil, II. 5226
Gynocardin, VI. 896
Gynolactose, I. 242a
" Gynoval," VI. 159c
Gypsogenin, VI. 89c
Gypsophila-saponin, VI. 896
Gypsum, II. 240a ; VI. 159c
—, French, VI. 160a »
— in cellulose plastics, IL,474d>

—, — polishing tin-plate, VI.

—, mineral, II. 1296
—, —, origin, VI. 160a
— plasters, II. 1296
—, properties, II. 2
Gyrolite, II. 227c
Gyrophora spp.t VI. 160c
Gyrophoric acid, VI. 160c

Haas-Oettel electrolytic cell,
III. 65<Z

Haber-Bodch process, I. 335(2
Hackbe^y-seed oil, VI. 218d
Hackling of linen, II. l la
Ham, VI. 165c
" Hxmarogen," VI. 16061

Haematic acid, I. 6916; III.
836

HsBmatin, VI. 161a, d
—, acid, VI. 161d
—! alkaline, VI. 161a"
—, detection and detn., VI. 1656

Haematin, detn., spectroscopic,
VI. 164c, 1656

—, histo- and myo-, III. 544a
Haematinic acid, VI. 1626
Haematin in catalase, II. 422c

haemoglobin, II. 206
—, occurrence, VI. 165a
—, reactions, VI. 164c
—, reduced, VI. 165c
H i absorption spec-

trum, VI. 1656
Haematite, II. 25a ; VI. 1606

22a; VI.
— in carnallite, II. 390a
Haunatogen, II.

1606
-»- in ana3mia therapy, II. 22a
Haematoporphyrin, II. 20c,

21a; VI. 1616
— hydrobromide, dibromo-, VI.

1616
Hasmin, II. 20c ; TO. 161a
—, blood test, VI. 1616
—, synthesis, VI. 163a
Haunochroxnogen, VI. 1646,

d, 1656
— compounds of cytochrome,

III. 5446
HaBinocyanin, II. 20a
Haemoglobin, II. 20a; VI.

1646, 164c, 165c
carbon monoxide com-
pound, II. 21c, 346a ; VI.
166a, 1676

—, constitution, II. 206 ;
165c

r- in diet, II. 626
invertebrate blood,

165c
—, kinetics, VI. 167a
—, muscular, VI. 166d
--> oxidation, VI. 164d, 1676
—, oxygenation, VI. 164d, 165c,

d, 166c
Haemoglobins, absorption

spectrum, VI. 166a
11 Hsemolt

n
m VI. 1606

" Haemopyrrole," II. 20c; III.'
836 ; VI. 162a

Hainia, VI. 169d
Hafnium. II. 4806, 511c ;

VI.

VI.

Haldane apparatus, II. 677a
Half value period, VI. 172a",

3

VI.
169a

— acetylacetone,.VI. 170c
— boride, VI. l'7dc
— carbide, II. 281a* ; VI. 170c
— chlorides, VI. 170a
—, detn., see Zirconium, II. 597c
— dioxide, VDl 169a*
— ioftide, VI. 1706
— nitrate, VI. 1706
— oxTibromide, VI. 170a
— oxyfluoride, VI. 170a
— phosphates, VI. 17p6
—, qualitative (reactions, II.

554a, 5566, a*, 671d
—, separation frJm zirconium,

VI. 169a
— sulphate, VI. 1706
— tetrafluoride. VI. 169d
Hamyl chloride, VI. 170a
— phosphate, VI. 1706
Haglwnd process, I. 2686
Haidingerite, II. 2266
Hair dyeing, VI. 171c
— dyes (human), VI. 170c
-vsalt, I. 289a
11 Halarsoir I. 4896

Halazone," IV. 20c
Halberg-Beth dry gas»clean-

ing, V. 377

oil, vitamins,

Bromides;
Fluorides;

173a
Halibut-liver

III. 250a
Halides, see also

Chlorides;
Iodides.

—, detn., electrolytic, II. 700a
—, —, potentiometric, II. 7066
Haliotis rvfescens, H. giganteus,

I. 16, 201c
Halite, VI. 1736
Hall process, I. 268c
HaUoysite, III. 196a; VI.

1746
Halogen, catalytic addition or

substitution, II. 428c
—, .detection in carbon com-

' pounds, II. 6156
—, detn. by hydrogenation, VI.

3616
—, —, Carius method, II. 6206
—, —, Grote and Krekeler's

method, II. 621c
—, —, micro-methods, II. 632a
—,—, Piria and SchifTs

method, II. 621a
—, —, Stepanov's method, II.

621c
—, —, volumetric, II. 657c
Halogeno-acetic acids, VI.

174c
— -aromatic compounds as

antiseptics, IV. 30c
Halogens, see also Bromine;

Chlorine; Fluorine; Iodine.
—, detn., gravimetric, in mix-

tures, II. 608a, 609a
—, —, volumetric, in mixtures,

II. 659c
—, qualitative separation

Cl, Brand I, II. 565a
Halotrichite, I. 289a;

591d;VI.176d
Hrfoxiline, IV. 4636
"Halozone" disinfectant,

20c
Halphen-Hicka test for rosin,

III. 295a
— test for cottonseed oil, II.

1676; 111.411c
Halva, I. 109a'
Halvorsan preset, I. 268c
Jlamaxrielin, VI. 177a
Hamamelis and H. USD.. V.

of

IV.

IV.

417a; VI. 89c,
VI. 80c,

1776
Hamaxnelose, II. 288<2

I. 685a; VI. 13c
Hamlinite, V. 263c
Harden and Young ester, V. 22d
Hardened fatty oils, see also

Hydrogenated fatty oils.
, food values, VI. 185d

Hardening oils, methods, VI.
177a"

" Hard lead," I. 445<Z
" Hard purple " china-sto^,
. III. 32c
Hard surfacing with" oxy-

acetylene, I. 1166 '>
Hargreaves-Bird cell, III. 536
Hargreaves-Robi*son pro-'

cess, II. 428c
Harmala alkaloids (see* also

.Nribine), VI. 186a
Harmaline, VI. 186a
Harmalol, VI. 180a
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Harman, I. 4666 ; VI. 186a
Harmine, VI. 186a
Harznotoxne, I. 6316
Hartshorn oil, II. 29c
Hashab, I. l id
Hashish, II. 269c
Hatchettolite, I. 685c
Hatschek's viscosity formula,

IV. 292a*
Hausmannite, VI. 1896
Hawkite, IV. 556(2
Hawk's eye, III. 430a
Hawthorn, H. perfume, VI.

189b
Hazelnut oil, VI. 189<2
Heather, VI. 190a
Heat of activation, II. 531(2

solution of salts, VI. 297c
transfer processes, III. 321a

Heavy alloy, VI. 1906 -
— hydrogen, see Deuterium.

spar, I. 641b, 651a
— water, see Deuterium oxide.
Heberlein finishing, V. 191a
Heckling of textiles. II. 461c
Hedenbergite, III. 573a
Hederin, VI. 89c
Hedge-mustard seed oil, VI.

1906
" Hedonal." VI. 190(2
Hedyotine, VI. 1904
" Hegonon," VI. 191a
Heide's, C. von der, extractor,

IV. 587(2
Helenien, II. 3984, 400c ; VI.

191a
Helenin, I. 1756
Helianthic acid, VI. 191a
Helianthus spp., I. 497a; III.

4066
Helicin, VI. 90a
11 Helicon," I. 517(2
Helicorubin, VI. 168c
" Helindone " colours, I. 232c
Heliodor, I. 6856 '
" Helio " dyes and pigments,

IV. 236a, 6
Heliotrope, II. 25a, 517c
—, Alizarin, BB, I. 2326
—, Brilliant, 2B, I. 577a
— perfume, VI. 1916
—, Tannin, I. 5^7a
Heliotropin, Vl. 1916
Helium, III, ,2ttc ; VJ. 191c,
— -I and -n, VI. 197(2
,- andiradioactivity, VI. 199a
—, balloon filling, VI. 199c
—, chemical properties, VI.

198(2
—, critical constants, VI. 197c
—, detection and detn., VI.

1996
—, detn. (see Argon, detn.), II.

681(2
— from springs, VI. 193a
— gas thermometer, VI. 199(2
— in minerals, VI. 1946

natural gas, VI. 193c
—, laboratory prepn., VI. 194(2
— •, liquefaction, VI. 197c
—. occurrence in cosmos, \7.

V92c
—, —<— the earth's atmosphere,

VI. 192(2
—, Volcanic and hot-

spring gases, VI. 192<2
—, physical properties, VI. 196a
— production, VI. 195c
—, respiratory mixture, VI.

199c

INDEX

Helium-H, thermal conduc-
tivity, VI. 1986

—, uses, VI. 199c
" Hella " bush light, V. 486(2
Hellandite, VI. 199(2
Hellebore, see also Helleborus.
—, American, VI. 200(2
—, green, VI. 2006
—, white, VI. 200c
HeUeborein, helleborin, II. lc,

3876, c
Helleborus niger, H. viridis, H.

spp. (see also Hellebore),
II. lc, 3876 ; VI. 2006

Hellebrin, II. 3876, c
Hellhoffite, IV. 545(2 '
Helxnholtz double layer, III.

284a
Helxninthosporin, V. 55a
Helmintkosporium spp.,1 pig-

ments," V. 54(2, 55(2
11 Helmitol," VI. 200(2
Helvite, III. 547a
Hematine Crystals, IV. 1266
Hematite {see also Hematite),

VI. 1606
Hexnellithenol, VI. 201a
Hemicelluloses, II. 59a, 463a;

VI. 201a
— from straw and wood, VI.

' 2016
Hemihydrate from gypsum,

II. 130a
Hemixnellitene, hemimelli-

trine, III. 457a
Hemimorphite, II. 2016, 516 ;

VI. 137a, 201(2
Hemipinic acid, II. 236a ; VI.

202a
m-Hemipinic acid, II. 696;

VI. 202c
isdHexnipinic acid, VI. 202(2
" Hemisine " (see also Adrena-

line), I. 147(2
Hemlock [ConiumY III. 324a
— alkaloids, III. 324c
—, lesser (jEthusa), I. 1̂ 0(2
— spruce resin, II. 2616 ; VI.

202(2
" Hemostatin," I. 147(2
Hemp, I. . la; II. 269c; V.

162c, 1686
—, Ambari, Deccan or Mesta,

V. 164c *
—.Canadian, III. 5386; VI.

422(2
—, colonisation, V. 162d
— hurds, V. 162£J
—, Manila {see also Abaca Iibre),

I. la ; V. 164(2
—, —, specification, V. 1.656
.,-, Mauritius, V. 168a
—, Mesta, V. 104c
—, New Zealard, V. 1656
—, perennial Indian, I. 4c
— resin, Indian, VI. 422c
—, Rozelle, III. 4076
Hemps, bowstring, V. 'i686
Hempseed oil, IV. 86a; VI.

203a
in paints, VI, 203c

—, Sunn, II. 4616;' V. 1636
Henbane, VI. 203c
Hendecenoic acid, VI. 204c
Hendecoif. acids, VI. 204a
Henequen fibre, I. 165a;

166a
Henna, VI. 1716,204c
— -reng, VI. 1716
Henry's law, 1.6c; IV. 386,486

Hentriacontane, I. 200c ; II.
119c, 262a

n-Hentriacontane in cab-
bage, II. 182(2

Heparin, anticoagulant, ±1.
23c; VI. 205a

Hepar sice, VI. 204(2
Heptaethylene glycol, IV. 3796
Heptaldehyde, II. 422a; VI.

n-Heptane, I. 1(2
—, luminescent oxidation, III.

236
cyc/oHeptatriene, III. 5356
n-Heptoic acid,'VI«-205a
isoHeptoic acid, VI. 2056
Heptoic acids, V*. 205a
Heptylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester, I. 64c
Heptyl alcohol, VI. 205(2
n-Heptylsucc*nic acid, VI.

Herapathite, III. 172c
— in cellophane, II. 443a
" Heratol," I. 75a
Herbacetin, herbacitriri, III.

407a
Hercynite, IV. 279(2
Herderite, I. 685a
" Hermite fluid " disinfectant,

IV. 20(2, 216
" Heroin," I. 65(2; VI. 205d
Herring oil, V. 228(2
" Hertofan," II. 264c
Herzenbergite, VI. 206a
Herzynine, VI. 2376
Hesperidint VI. 90a
Hesperitinic acid, V. 61a
Hessite, VI. 206a
Hessonite, [II. 183c ; V. 429c
Hetero-auxin (see also Growth

factor), I. 5586
Heteroazeotropic mixtures,

IV. 516
Heterogeneous reactions, see

Reactions, heterogeneous.
lucosidase, II. 442c

pj.wwint.hine, and syn-
thesis, VI. 2066

Heterozeotropy, IV. 51c
44 Hetocresol," VI. 224(2
Hevea brasiliensis, I. 206 ; IV.

M 86c ; VI. 91a
Hewettite, VI. 224(2
Hexaborane, II. 4O<2
Hexacyanogen, VI. 224(2
n - Hexr.decane dicarboxylic

acid, VJ. 225(2
Jtt«-Hexadiene, II. 156(2; III.

• 573a
cyc/oHexadiene, III. 5356
Hexahydrite, IV. 3216
Hexahydrobenzene, VI. 225c
Hexahydrocarbazole, II. 279a
Hexahydrofarnesol, IV. 5916
Hexahydrophenol, VI. 225*2
Hexaldehyde, VI. 2256
" Hexalin," I. 147(2; VI. 225(2,

354a
" Hexamecoll," VI. 2256
Hexamethylcarbyl&rnine

. ferro-salts, III. 4756
Hexamethylene, VI. 225c
Hexainethylenetetramine, I.

195a ; V. 3206
— antiseptic, IV. 27(2
— borate, II. 536

camphorate, I. 357(2
— compound with bromal, II.

1066



Hexamethylenetetramine,
detection, V. 2986

— in casein paints, II. 4156
•cs: respirators, III. 186
—^ phosgene absorbent, II. 322a
—, preservative, V. 297d
—, trade names. I. 326a
Hexamethylenetetraminetri-

guaiacol, VI. 141c
Hexamethylenetriperoxide-
n diamine, IV. 5436
" Hexamine," I. 326a
—, antiseptic, IV. 27d
cyc/oHexane, VI. 225c
cyc/oHexa^ol,'II. 308d; VI.

—, dehydrogenation, II. 427(2
cyc/oHexanols, prepn., II.

4245d; VI. 353d
" Hexanon," I. 380d
ct/c/oHeutanone m lacquers, II.

472a
ci/c/oHexanones, prepn., II.

426d; VI. 353d
cj/c/oHexanone, trade names,

I. 380d
Hexatriene, II. 151a
cycZoMexene, I. 4676; III.

533a
.2exitc(Ls, VI. 404a
" Hexogen," III. 535d
Hexoic acids, II. 2716
Hexokinase, V. 24c, 35c; VI.

77d
" Hexophan," VI. 2266
Hexose, breakdown by yeast,

II. 996
Hexosediphosphate, fermen-

tation in presence of
adenylic acid, V. 39a

—, arsenate, V.
396

— in fermentation and in
muscle extract, see Fer-
mentation, alcoholic; Gly-
colysis.

Hexose phosphate, II. 295d
Hexosephosphoric esters, V.

216
Hexuronic acid, I. 502a
q/c/oHexyl acetate in lacquers,

II. 472a
n-Hexyl alcohol, VI. 2266
Hexyl butyrate, occurrence, II. <

179c
Hexylformal, I. 346
cyc/oHexylformal, I. 946
cyc/oHexylc(/c/ohexene, III.

533c ^
Hexyl iodide from elucoses, IT)

2856 9

11 Hexyl" or Aurantia, I. 549r;
IV. 14d, 489a

Hexylresorcinol, II. 27Id
Hibbenite, VI. 265d
Hibtfcus spp., III. 4076; V.

164c; VI. 906
Hiddenite, VI. 2266
" Hiduminium," I. 2536, 277a
Hieratite, W 606
Highgate^esin, III. 34 Od
High temperature carbonisa-

lion, V. 3076, 450, 451
Hiirogane, VI. 2306 *
Hilgardite, VI. 230c
Hink's test for coconut fat, II.

167a
Hippocastanin, III. 276 ; VI.

279d
Hippulin, VI. 269a, c

INDEX

., VI. 90a
. III. 554c; VI.

230c
Ltin, III. 554c ; VI. 231a

Cirudin, II. 24c
Hispidogenin, II. 385d
Hi

pg
Histamine,'IV. 331d
Histidine, VI. 231c
d-Histidine, VI. 234c
a7-Histidine, VI. 2346
Histidine and B. coli, VI. 235c
— and ultra violet therapy, VI.

—, derivs., VI. 2376
—, detection and detn., VI.

» 233c
— from carnosine, II! 392c
— in cabbage, II. 182d
—, photochemistry, VI. 234d
—, prfepn., VI. 2326
— salts, VI. 2366
—, synthesis, VI. 2336
/-Histidine, properties, VI.

234d
Histine, VI. 233a
Histones, VI. 231d
Histozyme, IV. 315a
Hittorf transport number, VI.

237d, 2966
Hiviscin, VI. 906
H.M.T.D., IV. 5436
Hochofen cement, II. 1456
Hofmann degradation, II. 375a
Hofmeister or lyotropic series,

III. 286d
Hofsass burner, V. 247a
Holarrhena spp., alkaloids, III.

321d, 322c, 323d
Holarrhenine, III. 322c, 323a, d
Holarrhimine, III. 3226,323a,d
Holarrhine, III. 322c, 323a, d
Hollandite, VI. 2396
Hollands, V. 5326
Hollyhock, I. 264a
Holmes st VI, I. 346c
Holmia, II. 51 Id ; VI. 2406
Holmiilm, II. 511c ; VI. 239d
-— chloride, VI. 2406
— sesquioxide, VI. 2406
— sulphate octahydrate, VI.

2406
" Holocaine," 1.304d, 369c ; VI.

2406
" Holoklastit," IV. 464a
11 Homatropine," VI. 240c
Homberg's phosphorus, II.

2136 '
A-Hoxnobetanle from carni-

tme, II. 391c
Hoxnocaxnphenilone, II. 2386
Homor^mphoric acid, II. 241c
Homocaronic acid, II. 3896 o
Homocaryophyllenic acid, II.

4096
Homocatechol, VI. 240c
Homochelidonind, II. 527d
" Homocol," III. 5156
Homoeftodictyol, IV. 333d
Homoeuonystewl, IV. 400c
Homogenisers, IV. 295c
Homogentisic acid, VI. 261c

Lwlonc* VI. 262a
Hoxnophleine, IV. 336a
Homopilopic acid, VI. 262c
Homopyrocatechol VVI. 240c
HJmoquinine, III. 160d
Homorenon, I. 147d
Hoxnoterpenylic acid from

carene, II. 380d
Homovanillin, IV. 396a
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Homozeotropic mixtures, IV.
516

Homra cement, II. 145d
Honewort, VI. 262c
Honey, VI. 262d
—, ash, VI. 204c
—, buckwheat, conifer, and

honey-dew, VI. 263c, d
—, detection of adulteration,

VI. 264d
11 Honey," Ethiopian mosquito,

VI. 2636
Honey, Eucalyptus, VI. 2636
14 Honey, palm," VI. 2636
Honey, preservation with

sodium benzoate, VI. 2646
Honeysuckle perfume, natural

and artificial, VI. 265c
Ho^ey, " virgin," VI. 264a
—, vitftmin content, VI. 264d
11 Honthin," VI. 265d
" Hoolamite" in respirators,

III. 21a
"Hopcalite," II. 347a, 351c,

682c; III. 106, 20d
Hopea spp., III. 5466
Hopeite, VI. 265d
Hopkinson pressure bar test,

IV. 549a
Hop oil, caryophyllene in, II.

408d
Hops, II. 01c
— as preservatives, V. 2976
Hordein, I. 647d
— in malting, II. 88d
Hordenine, VI. 2Q6a
— sails, VI. 2666
Hordeum spp., I. 6456
Hormone, antidiabetic, VI.

496d
—, corpus luteum, VI. 272c
—, pancreatic, VI. 268c
—, parathyroid, VI. 2686
*- , pitocin, VI. 2676
—, pitressin, VI. 267a
Ho#mones, V. 636 ; VI. 266c
—, adrenal, VI. 276c
—, androgenic, VI. 2746
—, —, biological assay, VI. 2746
—, gonadotropic, VI. 266d
—, melanophoric, VI. 2676
-—, cestrogenic, JTI. 268c
—, oxytocic, VL 267a

i t i t UlWVl# p y gW
—, plant, VI. 1386
—, pressor, VI. 267a
Hormone, thyroid, VI. 2676
—, vasopressin, VI. 267a
—, wound, VI. 138d
Hornblende, II. 137c; VI.

279a
asbestos, I. 499c

— -basalt, 1. 652a
Hornfels, see Hornstone.
Horn-quicksilver, VI. 279a
Hornsilver, II. 4816 ; VI. 2796
Hornstone, I. 46 ; VI. 2796
Horse-bone fat, VI. 280d

chastnut, VI. 2796
— --^saponin, VI. 279d
—• -chestnuts, acetone and (utyl

fermentation, VI. 279^
it butyl alcohol from, VI.

279d
— -fat, VI. 280a

flesh-ore, II. 32d
meat, identification test,
VI. 2806

" Horse oil," VI. 280a
Horse-radish, VI. 280d
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Horses' crest-fat, VI. 280c
Horse's foot oil, VI. 280(2
Howlite, I. 586a
Huantajayite, VI. 173d
Huckleberry, VI. 2816
Huile surfine de Gambia, 1.455c
Hulsite, VI. 2816
Hume-Rothery's rule, VI.

281c, 2826
Humic acid, YI. 284c
Humidification, VI. 286c
Humidity and humidity con-

trol, VI. 284(2
— control, automatic, VI. 2876

, detn. of water vapour,
II. 685d
, experimental, VI. 287c

—, detn., VI. 2856, 286a
—, industrial importance, - VI.

287d
—, relative, VI. 285a
Humulene, humulon, II. 92a,

408(2
—, nitroso-, II. 409a
Hutchinsonite, VI. 388c
" Hver-salt," VI. 176(2
Hyacinth, VI. 288(2
— perfume, artificial, VI. 288(2

icinthin, artificial, II. 118(2
acid, VI. 289a

Hyalophane, I. 6316
Hydantoin, VI. 289a
— -5-acetic acid, VI. 2936
—, 5-amino-, hydrochloride, VI.

290a
—, condensation with - alde-

hydes, VI. 290c
—, l:3-diacetyl-, VI. 2906
—, l:3-dichloro-, VI. 2906
—, homologues, VI. 291d
—, 5-nitro-, VI. 290a
—, physiological action, VI.

289c
Hydantoins, I. 32Q6
Hydnocarpic acid, II. 5216

s-in chaulmoogra oi l /II .
5216

Hydnocarpud oil, II. 521(2
Hydracetyl-acetone, I. 30c
11 Hydraldite," V. 320c
" Hydrant*." VI. 2946
Hydrar^Ute, I. 264c, 2846;

" Hydrargyfc^VI. 2Mb
VI. 2946

VI. 2956
Hydrastis alkaloids, II. 2616
Hydrastis canadensis, I. 6206,

682(2 ; VI. 2946 '
Hydration, catalytic, II.,428a
Hydra to-kanten-8 and -y, 1.

163a r

Hydratopektin, V. 162a
Hydraulic main in gas manu-

facture, V. 447(2
Hydrazides, luminescent oxi-

dation, III. 23(2
—, preparation, II. 371c
Hydrazine, VI. 298(2
-^, compounds, with chromium,

XII. 109d
—, detection, II. 5726; V.

2996
—, detn., volumetric, II. 663(2
—, 2:4- and 3:5-dinitrobenzoyI-,

„[. 197a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

5726
Hydrazinbs, VI. 298c
Hydrazobenzene, VI. 301(2

INDEX

Hydrazoic acid (see also Azo-
imides), prepn. and derivs.,
I. 580a
, qualitative reactions, IV

5726
Hydrazones, VI. 302a, 304c
—, relation to azo 'compounds,

VI. 302c
— of sugars, II. 2926 •
—, oxidation, VI. 304a
Hydrazotoluenes, VI. 304a*
Hydrides, VI. 305a
—, interstitial, VI. 3056
—, salt-like, VI. 305a
—, unclassified, VI. 305c
—, volatile, VI. 305a
Hydrindone, a- and #-, VI.

305c, 3066
Hydroabietic acid, I. 3a
Hydroacridines, I. 1286T
Hydroben^aznide, I. 195a;

VI. 99a
Hydrobromic acid, II. 117a,

428(2
Hydrocarbons, aromatic, in

petroleum, I. 466c
—, dehydrogenation, to lamp-

black, II. 313a
— in candelilla wax, II. 262a
—,— photographic dopes, II.

4486

—, paraffin, detn., II. 6846
—, reaction with phenyl iso-

cyanate, II. 364a
—, synthesis from water gas,

II. 3506, 425c
—, unsaturated, detn. by gas

analysis, II. 677c
Hydrocellulose, chain length,

II. 302a
—, in photography, II. 447c
Hydrocerussite, VI. 3086
Hydrochloric acid, II. 428(2 ;

III. 09a
" Hydrochloric acCi number,"

VI. 164a
Hydrochloric acid, solvent in

analysis, II. 5496
— ether, IV. 3586
Hydrocinchene, III. 1046
Hydrocindhonicine, III. 163c
Hydrocinchonidine, III. 128a,

1536, 1626
—, hydroxy-. III. 153c
—, iodo-, III. 1536
Hydrocinchonine, III. 128a,

148a, 162(2, 164a
—, bromo-, III. ^560 „
--, a-hydroxy-, III. 157a1'
—', iodo-, III. 156a
Hydrocinchoninone, I?I. 163d
Ilydrocinchotoxine, IIL 163c(

—, N-benzoyl-f oxidation, III.
146a o

Hydrocinnaxnic acid, III. 1816
Hydrocinnainoin, III. 180c •
Hydrocupreicine, III, 168a
Hydrocupreidine, l 6 . 137(2,

165c
— formation, III. l4Ha

— formation, III. 149a
Hydrocupreinotozine, i n .

lliod '
Hydrocyanic acid (see also

Cyanides), III. 402c, 500a,
501(2
, detection and detn. of

gaseous, II. 683c; III. 501a

Hydrocyanic acid from amyg-
dalin, I. 357(2; IV. 282c

plant glycosides (see
also Amygdalin), II. 237**,
418c, 483(2; III. 40i>'6,
5316; VI. 83(2

in fumigation, III. 5026 ;
V. 392(2

warfare, III. 106
, physical properties, III.

501a
•- from ammonia and acety-
lene, III. 496c

carbon mon-
oxide, III. ' r

ethylene, III.
496(2

hydrocarbons,
III. 4966

methane, III.
497a

ferrocyanides. III. 492c
formamide, III. 495a
nitrogen and hydro-

carbons, III. 4986
schlempe, III. 493a
thiocyanates, IIJ. 492d

, toxic action and anti-
_ dotes, III. 500c

Hydroergotinine, seer Ergo-
toxine.

Hydroeugenol, aminochloro-,
IV. 396c

Hydroferrocyanic acid (see
also Ferrocyanides), III.
4716

Hydrofluoric acid, see also
Fluorides ; Fluorine ; Hy-
drogen fluoride.
, aqueous, V. 280c
, solvent in analysis, II.

549(2
Hydrofluosilicic acid, V. 2826
Hydrogen, VI. 308c
— absorbents in gas analysis,

VI. 358a
—, active, VI. 320a
—, adsorption, VI. 314c
— and metallic oxides, VI. 319(2,

334c
— arsenide, I. 472c2
Uydrogenated fats, nickel in,

VI? 185c
— fatty oils (see also Hardened

fatty oils), VI. 1776
, reduction of un-

satufated esters, VI. 1776
, Schmidt's process, VI.

177c '
— - oils, properties, VI. 183c

, testrfor, VI. 1856
Hydrogenation, VI. 347c
—, •• Adams' catalyst," VI.

348c
— analysis, destructive, VI.

3596
— as dehalogenation process,

VI. 359a
—, Bedford and Williams1 pro-

cess, VI. 178c, V79a
—,'Birkeland and Fevik's pro-

... cess, VI. 179c
—, Bplton and Lush's process,

VI. 1826, 1836, 1856
—, Bolton's process, VI. 180a
—, Calvert's process, VI. 1796
— catalysts, poisons, VI. 3506

, prepn., VI. 1806
,•—, Lane's process, VI.

1806



Hydrogenation, catalytic, VI.
' 177d

—, —, of hydrocarbon oils, VI.

—,**—, theories of, VI. 372c
—, colloidal platinum and pal-

ladium catalysts, VI. 3496
—, continuous processes, VI.

182a
—-, " copper chromite " cata-

rf lysts,VI.349d
—, Dewar and Liebmann s ap-

paratus, VI. 179a
—, Ellis' method, VI. 179a
—, Erdman-')'s processes, VI.

178c
itti conditions, VI.

, Lane's apparatus, VI. 1796
, liquid-phase apparatus, VI.

348P
, Maxted and Ridsdale's ap-

paratus, VI. 179(2
, McElroy's process, VI. 179c
mechanism, VI. 372c

, Mellersh-Jackson's appara-
tus, VI. 179d

, micro-methods, VI. 3486
. Moore's method of sub-
•* division, VI. 1796
, nickel catalysts, VI. 3496
, Normann's process, VI. 178a
of acetylenic compounds, VI.

352a
amides, VI. 3586
aromatic acids and

amines, VI. 3546
nuclei, VI. 352a

azo-compounds, VI. 358c
benzene derivs., VI. 353d
carbonyl compounds, VI.

355c
coal tars, VI. 371c
cotton-seed oil, VI. 184a
double and triple bonds,

VI. 3766
ethylenic compounds, VI.

351c
fatty oils, VI. 1776
furfural, VI. 3556
heterocydic compounds,

VI. 354d ^
oleic acid, electrolytic

methods, VI. 177c
vapour, VI. 178a

phenol, VI. 353d
pyridine, VI. 3543
quinoline, VI. {$54d

, palladium catalysts, VI.
349a 9 *

, platinum catalysts, VI. 348c
, pressure, VI. 3486
processes, VI. 177d

, Raney nickel catalyst, VI.
3496

, Puben's apparatus, VI. 180a
, Sabatier and Senderens'

process, VI. 177d
, Schwoerer's apparatus, VI.

1786 /
,selecth*, VI. 350c, 351a,

356c
, solvents in, VI. 350a ^
, Testrup's process, VI. 178d
, " T.R.W. interchange pro-

cess," VI. 182c
, vapour-phase, VI. 178a, 347c
, Walker's process, VI. 1796
, Wilbuschewitsch's process,

VI. 178d

INDEX

bacterial produc-
tion, V. 44a

— bromide, see Hydrobromic
acid.

—, catalytic production, II.
425a

— chloride, see Hydrochloric
acid.

— cyanide, see Cyanides ; Hy-
drocyanic acid.

—, detection, II. 6836
—, detn., II. 678d, 6836 ; VI.

312c
— electrode, VI. 335c
— fluoride (see also Hydro-

• fluoric acid), V.278d
, liquid, as catalyst, VI.

— for balloons, VI. 334a
catalytic processes, VI.

182c
— from acids, VI. 3106

alkalis, VI. 310c
cracked ammonia, VI.

335a
ethyl alcohol, Hiag pro-

cess, VI. 332d
hydrides, VI. 3056, 311c,

3306
hydrocarbons and organic

compounds, VI. 31 Id
methane, II. 349c
reduction of steam, VI.

310d, 325c
— interchange reactions with

• deuterium, III. 563c
— ion, VI. 295d, 297c

, catalysis by, VI. 253c
concentration, catalytic

measurement, VI. 2516
, stability test for ex-

plosives, IV. 534d
, detn., VI. 335a
, —, " acid error," VI.

337d
, —, antimony electrode,

VI. B396
, —, " Buffer solutions,"

VI. 337c
. —, colorimetric " com-

parators," VI. 3376
, —, — methods, VI. 337a
,—, glass electrode, VI.

338c
, —, " protein error,*' VI.

337d
elec-

trade,
,—, " salt error," VI. 337d
, its nature, VI. 2476

—, litrejtfeight, VI. 313a
— manufacture, VI. 371a '
Hydrogenolysis of aromatic

oxygen in opposition, VI.

Hydrogen, ortho-£ara conver-
sion, VI. 373d

— overpfltential, III. 3766
— peroxide, VI. 3396

as bleaching agent, VI.
346c

»disinfectant and pre-
servative, IV. 19a; V.
304a; VI. 346d

—.—, " autbxidation V re-
actions, VI. 340c

catalysts, poisons for, VI.
340a
, catalytic decomposition

at surfaces, VI. 346a
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Hydrogen peroxide, catalytic
decomposition by catalase,
II. 422c
, colloidal Pt, II.

5396
, hasmin, VI.

346a
, iodide ions, VI.

2586
, detection, II. 574a ; VI.

346d
, detn., II. 664d; V. 304c ;

VI. 346d
,—, p o t e n t i o m e t r i e

method, II. 707c
, formation and prepn.,

VI. 340a, 3416
from anthraquinone, VI.

340d
in'biological material, VI.

339d
cotton bleaching, II.

lOd
food, detection and

detn., V. 304c
, luminescent decomposi-

tion, III. 23c
, prepn., barium peroxide

process, VI. 342d
, persulphate process,

, properties, VI. 3436
, reaction with formalde-

hyde, VI. 345a
, thiosulphates, VI.

258c
— perslilphide, II. 230d
Hydrogen, physical properties,

III. 563a ; VI. 312c
— production and purification,

I. 334c
by electrolysis, I. 335a ;

VI. 3096, 3236
• fermentation, V. 44a

, Fernbach - Weiz -
mann's process, II. 169c;
VI. 332d

ionic displacement, VI.
309d

partial liquefaction, I.
335a ; VI. 331c •
, closed electrolytic cells

for, Electrolabs or Levin,
National EleTJt̂ flyser, Roth
(I.G.), Schmidt-Oerlikon,
Siemens, VI. 3246 *

f costs of commercial, VI.
332d
, cracking of hydrocar-

bons, VI. 3316
, electrolytic cells for,

Bamag Zdansky, Fauser,
Holmboe, Enowles,
Schoop, VI. 323c .

from coke-oven gas, I.
335a

water gas (see also
Ammonia synthesis; Cata-
lysis in industrial chem-
istry; Gas, water), I. 334c f
II. 349a; VI. 325c, 37 Jc
, Hydrolith process, VI.

311c, 3306; VI. 381a*
, iron - steam ^processes,

Bamag, Lane, Messer -
schmitt, VI. 3286
, Liljenrot process, vl.

311c, 330a
, methane-steam reaction,

II. 4256 ; VI. 330d
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Hydrogen production, pressure
electrolysers for, Nieder-
reither, Noeggerath, VI.
324d
, purilication of water gas,

I. 334d ; VI. 326a
, Silicoi process, VI. 330d
, water gas generators (see

also Gas, water), Bubiag
Pidier, Lurgi, Pintsch-
Hillebrand, Viag, Winkler,
VI. 3276, 328a

—, pure, prepn., VI. 312a
—, reactions, VI. 315a*
—, reaction with carbon, VI.

318a
—, dioxide, VI. 3186
—, monoxide, II. 349c,

425c; VI. 3186, 333d.
—, , alcohols from,

II. 425c ; VI. 334a
__, chlorine, VI. 3166
—, halogens, VI. 316a
—, hydrocarbons, VI.

310a
—, metals (see also Hy-

drides), VI. 3196, c, 334(2
—, nitrogen, I. 332a; II.

423d; VI. 317d
—, oxygen (see also Ex-

plosions, gaseous), VI.316d
— spectra, VI. 321c
— sulphide, carbon disulphide

from, II. 337c
, detection, II. 5746, 683d
, detn., II. 666c, 683d
in carbon disulphide, II.

338c
warfare, III.' 10c

, oxidation, II. 424d
, reaction with carbon

suboxide, II. 352d
, carvone, II. 406d
, removal from town ga*f

II. 319d ; V. 461c
swells," V. 2£la

welding, atomic, VI.

:amine, IV. 281a
jses," VI. 248c
::s, VI. 381a, 386a

— by enzymes (see also Amy-
lase; Enzymes; Fermenta-
tion; Vljttoside*), VI. ?95a

Hydrolysis constant," VI.
&L8

Hydrolysis, effects in titra-
tions, II. 6386

" Hydrolysis " of ammonium
acetate, VI. 2486

chloride, VI. 2476
Hydrolysis of esters, VI. 241d,

, acid and alkaline, VI.
385d, 388c >

ethyl acetate, catalytic,
VI. 244a

glycosides, VI. 394a
organic halides, VI. 383c
salts, VI. 3816 :

_ J L SUgaisf II. 530d; ~TI.
394a,c

Hydromagnesite, VI. 398d -
Hydrometer, Beck's, I. 188c
—, Clarkl's, I. 18&
—, Sikes\ I. 187d
HVdronalium, I. 2536, 277c
Hydrophilic colloids, III. 279d
HydropbDbic colloids, III.

279d

INDEX
11 Hydropyrin," I. 4536
Hydroquinene, III. 167c
Hydroquinicine, III.
Hydroquinidine, III.

U56, 104d
—, chloro-, III. 170c
—, iodo-, III. 170c
Hydroquinine, III. 128a, 135a,

106a
—, chloro-, III. 175a
—, iodo-, III. 1756
— synthesis, III. 144a
Hydroquininone, III. 167a
Hydroquinone and its ethers,

VI. 399a, c
—, detn., potentiometric, II.

707c
— dimethyl ether, IV. 6d

notoxine, III. 166e
—, synthesis, III. 145a
"Hydros&lphite cone, special,"

Hydrosulphite, detn., volu-
metric, II. 666a

Hydrosulphites, see also
Hyposulphites.

Hydroxamic acids, prepn., II.
371c

Hydroxonic acid, VI. 290a
Hydroxonium ion, VI. 247c
41 Hydrox powder,11 IV. 562c
Hydroxy-acids (see also Car-

boxylic acids; Hydroxy-
butyric acids; Hydroxy-
stearic acids), VI. 400a

— - —, alcoholic and phenolic,
VI. 400a, 401a

Hydroxylamine, VI. 402a
—, detection and detn., VI.

4036
—, detn., volumetric, II. 663a*
—, nitro-, oxidising agent, II.

3626
—, nitroso-0-, III. 3356

ualitative rt ictions, II.

— sulphonic acids, Vf f 402d
Hydroxyl group, detn., II. 624c
— ion, catalysis by, VI. 253c

concentration, catalytic
measurement, VI. 2516
, nature, VI. 248a

Hydrozincite, VI. 406a
Hydurilic acfd, VI. 406a
Hygric acid, III. 226a
Hygrine, III. 225d
Hygrometers, wet and dr\

bulb, VI. 2856
Hyodeoxycholic acid, i. 6896
Hyoscine, VI. 203d
Hyoscyamine, VI. 20?d

yHyoscyamus niger, VI. 203c
Hypaconitine, I. 1226
Hypaphorinj, I. 686d; VI.

464c
Hypericin.W. 55d
11 Hyperol." VI. 345d
Hypersthene, IV. 3ila; VI.

408a
" Hypnal," VI. 4086
" Hypnogen," VI. 4086
" Hypnone," I. 7ia ; VI. 4086
Hypo (see also Thiosulphates),

Hypobrrmous acid, II. 117c
Hypochlorite, detn., poteitvio-

metric, II. 707c
—, —, volumetric, II. 609d,

6576
— in cotton bleaching, II. 6a

Hypochlorites, qualitative re-
actions, II. 576c

Hypochlorous acid, addition
to olefins, II. 152a ,

Hypophasic pigments, II. S98d
Hypophosphites, qualitative

reactions.. II. 573a
Hypophosphorous acid, detn.,

II. 665c
Hypophysis, VI. 266d
Hyposulphite, detn., gravi-

metric, II. 6036
Hyposulphites (hydrosul-

phites) Qualitative re-
actions, II. 57 \b

Hyposulphurous (dithionous)
acid, detn. volumetric, II.

Hypoxanthine, II. 198a ; VI.
4086

—, detn., VI 409d
—, occurrence, II. 197a, 390d
—, synthesis, VI. 408d
Hypoxonitine I 122d
11 Hyraldite," V. 320c
" Hyrgol." VI. 409d
Hystazarin, I. 2l2d, 222c, 402c
—, l:4-dinitro-, I. 392c
— methyl ether in chay root,

1 II. 524c
—, 1-nitro-, I. 392c
" Hysterol." VI. 159c
Hyzone, VI. 32Id, 322d

Ianthinite, I. 6616 ; V. 410a
Ianthone, VI. 410a
Ibogaine, VI. 4106
Icaco, VI. 410c
Ice colours (azoic dyes), IV.

133c, 193a, 2276
Iceland moss, VI. 410c
— spar, II. 203c

, fusion, II. 2206
Ice-spar, III. 4406
Ichthammol, VI. 410c
" Ichthyol." VI. 410c
Iconogen (" eikonogen") test

for potassium, II. 553d
Icosane, VI. 410c
" Icyl " colours, IV. 234a
Idadn, VI. 411a
—, relation to cyanidin, III.

116a
Ideal &us, and definition, VI.

412a, 413d
Ideose, II. 285d
rf-Iditol, IT. 296d
Idocrastf, IV. 279d ; VI. 414a
Idryl, V. 269c
" Modine" VI. 4146
" Igmerald," IV. 2796 ; V. 513a
Ignition, see also Inflamma-

bility \ Tnfla.Tnmfl.hlft mix-
ture.

— by electric sparks, IV. 426c
— limits and pressures, IV.

417d, 422d, 4'27d ; V. 237a
— phenomena, IV."4176

point diagram, IV. 426a
— temperatures, detn., IV.

419d, 421d
, influence of time-lag, IV.
420a

of combustibles, IV. 425d
gases, IV. 4206; V.

237d
liquid fuels, IV. 4216



Ignotine, II. 302c
Itex vomitoria, VI. 4146
nicyl alcohol, I. 602d
r i i n i u m , II .511o; VI. 4146
Illipe butter, I. 653a, 653c ; II.

168d
Ill ipene, I. 653d
Illipe nuts, II. 3i'rf, 32a
Illipi xpp., I. 653a, c, 654a, 655b
Illipe tallow in cacao butter,

« I I . 187c
in chocolate, HI. 88b *

Illuric acid,, III . 3386
nmen i t e , I. OUGd ; II. 303b ;

VI. 414</
Hvaite, VI. 4156
Imides , II. 371(f, 375c
8 - Iminazolyl - a - a m i n o p r o -

pioAic acid, VI. 231c
Iminea, VI. 4156
Iminochftorides, reduction, II.

3746 '
Imino-g roups , detn,, II. 627<Z
" Imogen," VI. 415d
— sulphite, VI.415tf
Imperia l ine , V. 330a
Improvers in flour, II. 816
Incariftitrin, I I I . 207a; VI.

906
ijLucLCOxvLne, I. 123a
Indaconitine, I. I22d
Indamines , I. 573a ; VI. 416c
Indanones, VI. 305d
Indanthrene, I. 400c, lilt/.

414c
- colours, I. 414-427

In dan thrones , I. 205c, 206a,
411d, Hid

Indazine, I. 577c
Indene and derivs., VI. 419a,

42 Id
Inderi te , VI. 422c
Indian berry, I. 370a; I I I .

228c
— buffalo grass, II. 482d
" Indian butter tree," I. C54a
Indian (ire, I. 6636
— liquorice, I. 4c
Indican, VI. 006, 434c, 4306-
-, '1 election, VI. 43«ri

Indicanin. VI. 4306
Indican, synthesis, VI. 137a
—, urinary, VI. Wi.V
Indicator exponent, VI. 426c
Indicators , II.ii37d: VI. 337d,

425d
—, adsorption, I I . 050a., 658« ;

VI. 431a
—, external, VI. ili."..l
—, fluorescent, VI, 4206
— in volumetric aiWysis, II.

637d
—, neutralisation, VI. 426a
—, oxidation-reduction, VI.

420c
—, radioactive, VI. 432a
i—, surface colour changes, VI.

Indifulvin, a- and 0-, VI. 4306
Indifuscin, VI. 4S66
Indigo, IV.-126e
—, Alizarin, G, I. 233a
—, analysis, VI. 439c
— Carmine, IV. 120c ; VIMBQa

copper (covellifce), [II . 341c,
3556, 413d

— cultivation, VI. 433c
—, 4:5-, and 4':5'-diphthaloyl-,

I. 4126
— enzyme, VI. 437c

VOL. VI— 37

Indigo extract, IV. 129c ; VI.
450a

—, extraction, VI. 430a
I\digofera spp., VI. 906; VI.

* 433c
Indigo-gluten, VI. 434d, 439a
Indigoid dyes, VI. 4516
— —, identification, IV. 151rf,

156a ; VI. 45Brf
Indigo, leuco-, sec Indigo

White.
— manufacture, VI. 4346
—, natural, VI. 432c, 133a
— mot, wild, I. 61»c
Indigosol, IV. 1366, 1436 ; VI.

V -1111

— O, IV. 129c
Indigo, structure and colour,

VI. 447a
—, sjTi'ihetic, VI. 432e
—, •—, manufacture, 3TI. 444c
—, 5:7:5':7'-tetrabromo-, VI.

152
Indigotins, halogenated, VI.

-152c
Indigotin, synthetic, VI. 442a
Indigo, use of Cassia tora with,

TI. 4106
— White, IV. 135a, 142d, 179a\

1856 ; VI. 449a
Indihumin, VI. 4366 '
Indimuls in , VI. 437c
Indiret in, VI. 436b
Indirubin, VI. 4366, 438o,

452a, 4056
Ind ium, VI. 4576
— acetylacetone, VI. 460d
— alloys, VI. 458a
— chlorides, Vr. 458c
—, detu., II. 5936, 600a
— oxides, VI. 450a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

555b, 560rf, 568b
— sulphate, VI. 459d
— fcrfmetfayl ,VI. 4606
— triphenyl, VI. 460c
Indocar^ocyanines and indo-

2'-carl>ocyanines, I. 577rf ;
I I I . 510c

Indocyanines, I. 577d ; I I I .
S190

Indole as perfume, VI. 460(/
—, detection and deta., VI.

— from biological material, VI.

•» tryptophan, VI. 462rf
— in civet, I I I . 104i
—, pre^n., VI. i&2d
Indoles, VI. 461«
Indolignones, VI. 456b
^rIndolyI-3-acotic acid, VI.

Indophenol, Cojbazqje, VI.
418c

Indophenols. VI. <V16c
— as indicators, VI. 417c
—, propesties, VI. 4176
Indothia- , indoxa-, oxaoxa-

Z * J - , oxathia- and oxalhia-
zdlp-cyanities. III . G22d

Indotric,arbc«yanines, I I I .
5276

Indoxyl and I. compounds, VI.
464c

IniV»xylsulphuric ntid, VI.
4G5

Induction period, IV.
in heterogeneous re-

actions, VI. 223b
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iductive effect, VI, 465d
Inductor , I. 12c
Indulines, I. 579b ; VI. 4676
Indur i te , IV. 405b
Inflammabil i ty of gaseous

mixtures and dust (seo also
Iqnition), VI. -J27d

Inf lammable mixture, defini-
tion, IV. 427<i

Infusorial earth, III . 579ri
Ingra in dyes, IV. 192rf, 225b
Inhibi tors , gum, VI. 469c
—, oxidation, VI. 468d
—, pickling. I I I . 77a
Ink, VI. 4§5«
—, Chinese, II. 312b ; I I I . 32b ;

VI. 423c
—, copying, VI. 486a"
— for records, VI. 487a, d
—, holograph, VI. 400*
—, indelible, VI. 400a
—, Indian, I I I . 326 ; VI. 423c •
—, lithographic, VI. 490c
—, marking, VI. 493a
— powders, aniline, VI, 480c
—, printing, VI. 490ri
—, —, arsenic in, VI. 492d
—, —, examination, VI. 492d
—, rotagravure, VI. 4926
—, secret, III, 221b ; VI. 480rf
—, writing, examination, VI.

4886
Inctsinase, IV. 315a
Inosine in carnine, I I . 3wU
Inosinic acid, VI. 90c
Inosite, see Inositol.
Inositc* (see also Auxin), VI.

138d, 494a
—, detection and detn., VI,

495d
— in celery, I I . 4416

yeast, II. 98c
—, mono- and di-methyl ether,

, II. 32c; I I I . 546a
mesolnositoli VI. 138d, 495a
Insecticide, calcium arsenate,

fl. 220ti
—, carbon tetrakAloride (set

also Fumigation), I I . 356a
—, catechol II. 432b
— emulsioni-, IV. 30Ij
—, trichloroethylene, I. 103d
Insolubles, treaftnent, in anal-

ysis, II. 5oO<* 5586
—.^jseudo-'t treaftnent in

analysis, II. 550a •»
Insular ine , VI. 496c
Insulin. VI. 496(/

administration, VI. 50Id
enzyme action on, VI.
5(X)c

molecular weight, VI. 500d
physiological action, VI.
500d

reactiona, VI. AWU>
standardisation, VI. 5026
zinc in, VI. 500a

In te ra tomic distances, VI.
502c

Interfwcial angles, V, 264 ft i
, VI. 506d

Intermicel lar liquid, I I I . 284a
Jtaukaya (inugaj-a) oil, VI.5106
fciulase, IV. 3146
Inulin, II. 2826, 28Hc,303a
Inulo-coagulase, III . 31a
" Invar," VI. BlOc
Inversion of enne sugar, acid

catalysis, II. 530d j VI.
241(1
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Invertase (see also Enzymes;
Fermentation), II. 766,
299(2 ; VI. 395a, 510c

—, activity detn., VI. 511a
— from moulds, VI. 511c
Iodazide, I. 5816
Iodate, detn., gravimetric, II.

6106
Iodates, qualitative reactions,

II. 5776
Iodembolite, II. 481c
Iodide, detn., potentiometric,

II. 707c
Iodides, qualitative reactions,

II. 5776
Iodine, see also Halides; Halo-

gens.
— as chlorine carrier, II. 3536
— bromide, II. 117a
—, compound with casein, II.

414c
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 606(2
—, — in hydrogenation analysis,

VI. 3626
—» —t potentiometric, II. 707c
—, —, volumetric, II. 657c
— pentoxide in respirators, III.

21a
reagent for carbon mon-

oxide, II. 351c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

5776
" Iodised " salt, I. 506(2
Iodoforxn as disinfectant, IV.

Iodyrite, II. 481c, 516(2
Ionamines, I. 39(2
Ionic mobilities, definition, VI.

238a
— strength, definition, VI. 246a
pseudolonone, a- and 0-, III.

184(2
Ions, hydration, VI. 295c
—; solvated, VI. 295c, 297(2 i.
Ipecacuanha, IV*. 280(2
—alkaloids, see Cephaqjine ;

Emetine.
—, cephaeliire and emetine

from (see also Emetine),
II. 480(2

Ipecami^e, IV. 281a
Ipomcea spp., J. 655(2; VI. 966
" Ipral," I. 623a

966 ,
"'Irganapftthol." IV. 231a

\ 259(2 ; VI. 90c
Iridium, detn., I. 5266; II.

614(2
—, —, micro-method, II. 633c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

654(2, 556(2, 579a
Iridosmine, I. 549rf
Irigenin, V. 259(2
Irish moss, Irish pearl moss, I.

1996; 11.403c
— salt firkin butter, II. 161a
Irisin, II. 3036
Iris spp., VI. 90c, 96(2
Iron acetate, mordant, II. 53(2,

55a
-—and manganese, analyt:cal

- separation, VI. 2996
<- steel assay, I. 526(2

— as chlorine carrier, II. 3536
— -beideMite, I. 6636
— boride, II. 446
— carbide, II. 280c, 480c
— carbonate, II. 519c
— carbonyl, II. 357a

hydride, II. 358a

INDEX

iron carbonyl in gases and
synthetic methanol, II.
3576

town gas, II. 3516 n
— catalysts in prepn. of higher

alcohols, II. 3506
chromium alloy, III. 1056

— cyanides, complex, constitu-
tion, III. 471d\ 473(2, 477c

—, detn., colorimetric, II. 671c
—, —, electrodeposition method,

II. 7016
—, —, gravimetric, II. 0116
—, — in clay, III. 202a
—i —t potentiometric, II. 707c
— earth, blue-, II. 256
—, electrodeposition, IV. 267a
— -glance, VI. 160(2
— in peroxidase, II. 422c

plants, I. 506(2 ; II. 183a,
441d| 487a, 4966

—. liquid, I. 55a
ore, kidney, VI. 160(2

, micaceous, VI. 160(2
— oxide, catalyst, action on

watpr gas, II. 349a, 425a
, catalyst in ammonia pro-

duction, II. 424a
, nitric acid manu-

facture, II. 424c
in lacquers, II. 4736

-—, passive, III. 377a
— phosphide, II. 225(2
—, qualitative reactions, II.

552a, 577(2
—, , rare metals present,

II. 555a, 556(2
— salts as disinfectants, IV. 246

, detn., volumetric, II.
6606

—, specular, or specularite, VI.
160(2'

— spinel, I. 264c
Irritants in warfare, III. 7c
Irvingia butter, W- 4a
" Isarit," IV. 248c
Isatan, isatase, VI. 4P6<2
Isatin, VI. 4636
—, colour reaction with thio-

phen, VI. 463c
Isatis tintforia, VI. 906
— - - if V. 510a

1, I. 162(2
Indian, II. 102a

— finings in beer, II. 102a
—, Japanese, I. 162(2
" Isocaine," I. 3C9a
" Isocol," III. 5156
Isodisperse sols, III. 239a
Isoelectric point, III. 2856
cis-Jrans-Isomerisatipn cata-

lysed by boron tnfluorifo,

Isoprene, oarcinogenic com-
pounds from, II. 378c

— from acrtylene, I. 85a
— in synthesis of 2-methyl-

anthraquinone, L 2086
—, polymerides, II. 153c
—, prepn., I. 89(2 ; II. lo4c
Isotetrandine, II. 481a
Isotopes, see also individual

elements.
—, table, I. 539(i
Isotopic. equilibria and separa-

tions, VI. 220a
— exchange, VI. 2576
11 Istizin " I. 2226
Itaconic acid, III. 185(2

from fermentation, V. 50(2

" Itrol " antiseptic, IV. 26a
Ivory, vegetable, III. 366c
Iztactzapotl, II. 417(2

Jaborandi, VI. 99c
Jacarandin, VI. 1366, c
Jacinth, VI. 288(2
Jack fruit, I. 497(2
J^cquard loom, V. 157a
Jacqu* test, IV. 5?4c
Jacupirangite, I. 5856
Jaffe test for curiatinine, III.

418a
Jaggery, III. MSd
Jalapin, VI. 90c
Jalap resin, III. 326c
Jamesonite, I. 439(2
Janus colou-s, IV. 2136, 226c
Japaconitine, I. 1226
Japonic acid, II. 4386
Jargonelle pear essence, I.

361c
Jasmine perfumes, synthetic...

II. 422a
Jateorrhizine, II. 2356
Jatropha curcas, III. 460c
uatrorrhizine, II. 2356
Jaune Brillant, II. 194a
Javanine, III. 1286, 168c
Javelle water, III. 40(2
Jawar, II. 482c
Jecoleic acid, III. 2476
Jellygraph, VI. 26a
Jequirity, I. 4c
Jeremejeffite, I. 264(2
Jersey-stone, III. 32(2
Jervine, pseudoJeTvine, VI.

200c
Jerwitz extractor, IV. 582(2
Jesaconitine, I. 123a
Jesterin, II. 120c
Jesuit's nut, III. 26(2
Jigs, IV. 1306
Jorgensen's method, V. 76a
Juglone, VI. 1716
Juniper tar oil, II. 188c
Juniperus spp., II. 30(2; III.

6016
Jute, II. 4616 ; V. 1636
—, Bimlipatam, V. 164c
—,uChina, V. 164c
— hemicellulose and li'gnin, V

1646

Kaempferide, III. 556c; V.
4136

Kaempferin, III. 556c; VI. 90(2
KaBmpferitrin, III. 556c ; VI.

90d, 4396
Kampferol, HI. 556a;, VI.

90(2, 4396
— rhamnoside, III. 556c
Kaffir corn, II. 482c
Kaffirin in millets II. 4846
" Kahweol," III. 2*7(2
Kaijo, V. 94a
Kainit, kainite, II. 1096 V.

;746
Kajoo, I. 365(2
Kakodyl, I. 480a
Kalanite, I. 703(2
Kale, II. 1826 ; III. 432(2
Kaliborate, II. 356
Kalinite, I. 264c ; IV. 591(2



Kalioalunite, I. 298a
Kalkstickstofi, V. dad
" Kalmopyrin," I. 370a
J^answe (Kansive) Oil, I. 655a

tv Kanya Tmtter, II. 168rf
Kaolin {see also Cla y). 111. 1' "
Kaolinite, I. 264tf ; III. 19li»
Kapok, kapok on, V. 108c; III.

411, foot-note
KarasTi-uri seed oil, IV. 86d
Karite butter, I. 6516
" Karitene," I. 053d >
Karystian stone, I. 50C6
Karystiolite, I. 5006
Kast brisarco test, IV, 540c
Kataxtols, IV. 132a
Katathermometer, VI. 2886
Kath. II. 433c
Katharometer, VI. 2866
Katio oil, I. 655a
Katsutfbushi, V 59c
Kavatol oil, II. 5B2d
Kayene, a- and jS-, I. 160d
K.C.U. or kilogram-centigrade

unit, V. 331c
Keeving in cider, III. 125c
Kekin, kukui or kektina oil, II .

ft2
" Kelene," IV. 359a

t
c«AU«rfKiliani reaction, W.
Kellner electrolytic cell, III.

55d
— -Solvay electrolytic cell, III.

566
Kelp, I. 199a
Kelvin temperature scale, VI.

4126
Kemps in wool, V. 08a
Kentallenite, V. 4096
Kephalin, brain, and tnroin-

bokinaae, II. 23d
—, colamine from, III. 94a
Kephalins from brain and» soya bean, II. 54a ; VI, 70a
Keracyanin, I. 44tta; III.

25c ; VI. OOtf
" Keramyl " disinfectant, IV.

23a
Kerasin, II. 506c ; VI. 90ot
Keratin, II. 12c
—, a- and /3-, V. 1026
" Keratin " in plasters, II. 139;

• Keratins, IV. 123a ; VI. 216
1 Kermes by the dry way," I.

J

Kermesite, I. 43Wd,
Kermes, kennesic acid, III.

2206 •
— mineral, I. 446c ,
Kerner test for 3ir,chonidine,

III. 133d
Kernite, II. 40a, 49a
K$su, II. 157d
Kesuda, II. 157a*
Keten acetate, I. 36d
— from ucetaldehyde, I. 25a
jj-Ketobornyl chloride, II. 2526
Ketocampb-or, II. 246c
fl-Ke to esters, alkyiation, II.

867iL
tola, 1. 30c

•Ties, II. 373*;
—, compounds with sugars, II.

290a
— from carbon monoxide, II.

3506
—, halogenat ion, VI. 2576
—, oxidation, II. 3026
— , prototropy, VI. 256c

Ketopinic acid, II. 88c
Ketoses from aldoses, Jl. 293ti
Keweenawite, IV. 55c
ihakan fat, III. 244t>
ilnaki, IiidanUirene, 2G, I.
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— shades, IV. 127c
" Kharsiuan." I. 4916
" Kharsulphan." I. 492a
Kier boil in cotton bleaching,

11. 3rf, 6d; V. 184a
Kiers, II. 66
Kieselcunr,IIT.579a; IV.23D6
Kieserite. IV. ^2 J
Killas, VI. 126c
Kilns, Hofman, zfg-zaK, II.

124c
KiiiiberHte, III. 67M
" Kineurine," i l l . 174a
King«xtractov iV. 582c
Kino, Bengal, I . 15Jrf
Kirschner value of butter, II.

L66a
Kirschwasser, III. 25a
Kish, II. 315a
Kitul, V. 16S6
Kjeldalkl - Gunning •"'Lrogen

detn., II. 636
Kjeldahl nitrogen detn., II.

61»6 j IV. flO2a
, micro - method, II.

631c
Kliachite, I. 65flo*
" Klimaktane," IV. 52c
Knight packet sampler, I. ulQa
Knochenol, II. 29d
Knock in petrol-air engines, IV.

443c, 44 ••, 440a
Knorr extractor, IV. 57'
KocheUte, II. 512c
Kochite, I. 2(Ud
Kodachrome, Kodacolor pro-

cesses, II, 44(W, 453o
Konigswasser, L 4536
" Kogasin "%i. and ir., V. 378c
Koh-i-noor, III. 578a
Kohl, HI- 170a"

rabi II. 1826
Koji, V. 596
Kojic acid from Aspergill-."

oryzte, V. 51d
Kokaro, II. 2646 '
Kokusagine, III. 602rf
Kola nuts, thecfcromine in, II.

197c •
Kolatein, II. 438d

i Kolbe reaction, II. 3646
" Kolchugalurrin." I. 2536
Roller grate, V, 3716
Koniak powder, glucomannnn

In. II, 302[f
»" Korcseal " plastic, I. ftld n

Koumine, kouminicine, koumi-
iiidino and Jiouuiinine, V.
511a

Kounidine. V. 51^6
Kousso, III. 183c
Kou-wfn, V. 5116
Kxabaooil, II. ,12Irf
Kraft puper, II. '462a
Kraut reagent, I. 235c
Krebs,electrolytic cell, III. 516
Krois t«st for almond oil, I.

2«
rancidity, II. 1686

"•Kronetyne" (T.P.K), 1. 203d
Kryptocyanine, 111. ,rjl7c
Krypton, detn., spectroscopic,

II. 692a
Kryptopyrrole, III. 836

Kryptoxanthin, II. 2726,39Bc;
I I I184 i

1 ryetallin," I. 372c
K.S.Seewasser(K.S.S.)alloy,

I 251c, 2756,277c
I -line, IV. S2d
Kunstlab, IV. 315c

lerblende, IV. MM
Kipfernicke1. I. 469a
Xunfe. lecherz, J1I. L196
Kupfer-smaragd, IV, 7d

.upramite, in rcsiiiiMiMis, III.
20a

K . len ine , I I I . 323c
K u r c h i - rk , alkaloids, I I I .

321 it. Alia
Kurc.'-iicine,). nrchine, III. 323c
:" >matne, ill. 1 lOw

L oil, IV. 46
Kutfch, I. lie
Kyanite, I. /• Id, 3706
" Kyanol
Kvnoch smokeless powder, IV.

5196

Labradoiite. I. «52a ; V. 3a
L.iccase, IV. 3156
Lachrymators in warfare, III.

7c
Lacquers, nee al»o Acaroid

resins; Cellulose lacquers ;
Dammar resin.

—, cellulose, 11.4674
—, cofcl, I!. 409c '
—, greening, II. 473t>
—, nitrocellulose, II. J016
Lactacidogen, V. 24c; VI. 75a
Lactalbumin, II. 412c
Lactase. 11. 2906 ; IV. 2*
Lactic field fermentation, V.

# 50d
— — formsiion in muscle ex-

tract, V. 34K
— — in brain, VI. 706

food, 4eteclion and
detn., V. 300a

muscle extract, V. 3Ic,
Bid; VI. lid, ]

— bacteria in brewing, II. S7a
—butter? 11. 160a

Lactobacitlus acifoyjilus, i
LSctofla^iii, I. iflK ; 11. 2S76 ;

VI. 91a
Lactose. 11. 2826, 2086, 209a "
neoLactose, II. 2iMb
Lactulose, II. 2W.)b
Laderellite, II. 356, 486
LsBvoglucosan, II. 2fl&6
LsBvulic acid and dcrivs. (see

alxo Lai'vuliuic aoid), I. lid
Laevulinic or lavnlic add, IK

2 8
Laevulose. sec also Fructose.
— in cabbage, cereals, II. I83a,

487B
Lake, definition, IV. 1286
— d}*w, III. 335c, 33C« ; IV-
- 284c

Lakes in plastics, II, 476£>
,Lallemantia oil, IV. S0c#
Lama kuanaco, I. 262d
Laminarin, I. lU9c<>
Lampblack, II. 312a; VI.

423c •
Langmuir'6ei|\L;>tt'.ii, VI. 373a
— isutherin, II. 540a; VI.

208c, 209i, 217a
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11 Lanital,11 II. 416a ; IV. 125c ;

V. 113d
Lanolin, III. 92c
Lanosterol, III. 92d
Lanthanum in cerite, II. 507a,

511c
— nitrate in ash detns., II. 83a
Lanthocerite, II. 507a
Lap, V. 1456
" Lapis," German and Swiss,

V. 514c
Lapis-lazuli, I. 291c ; V. 514c
Lappaconitine, I. 123c
Lard oil, VI. 135a
— substitutes, IV. 2536
11 Largin " antiseptic, IV. 26a
Larkspur, alkaloids, III. 556c
Larocaine, I. 369a
Lasne method, V. 79a
Lassaigne's test for nitrtigen,

II. 615a
Laterisation, of granitic rocks,

III. 194d
Laterite, I. 656c
—, building stone, II. 138a
Latex, uses, for textiles, V. 194d
Latifolia fat, I. 653a
Laughing gas, I. 367a
Laurasin, III. 26a
Laurent acid, IV. 206d
Laurin in Cay Cay fat, II. 439c
Laurite, III. 327c
Laurocerasi folia (B.P.), III.

26a
isoLaurolene, II. 248d
Laurolenic acid, lauronolic

acid, II. 249a
^/-Lauronolic acid, II. 249a
isoLauronolic acid, II. 2486
Laurvikite, V. 409a
" LautaW1 I. 2536, 277a
Lautarite, III. 604a
11 Lawsone," VI. 1716, 204d
Lawsonia alba, I. 236d; VI,

204c
Lazmlite, I. 583d
Lazurite, I. 264d, 583d
Leaching, IV«562d
Lead acetylide, II. 281c
— as trace element, I. 5076
— block t(£t, IV. 547d
— burning, oxy-acetylene, I.

116c ••>
— carbonat?. I*T. 516d
— chromate^III. 96rf, Hid

,*nineral, III. 430a
— cyanate, III. 507c
—, detn., assay, I. 5276

— by electrodeposition, II.
7016; IV. 268d

—, colorimetric, II. 67Id
—. gravimetric, II. 5966
— in food,II. 292c; V. 292c

water supplies, II. 292c
—, potentiometric, II. 707d
—, volumetric, II. 6616

, drop reaction, II. 580c
— nitrate explosives, IV. 464c
— oxychloride, II. 4186
r- poisoning in ceram? in-

dustries, VI. 6c
—, Qualitative reactions, 11.

5-51a, 571c
—, . rare metals present,

II. 5546, 556d
—, red, and litharge for glass-

making, V. 5616
— stearate in candles, II. 264d
—, sugar of, I. 556
— sulphanumonite, II. 53d

INDEX

Lead tetraisobutyl, II. 173c
— tetraethyl, IV. 417d

, detn., II. 684a
tin alloys, electrodeposition,

Leaf beet, II. 520c
Leather, artificial,^. 195c
—, casein in finishing, II. 4146
— cloths, V. 1956
— degreasing by trichloro-

ethylene, I. 103a
— finishing, castor oil in, II.

422a
Leaven, II. 796
Lebedev extract, V. 14a
Leblanc process, III. 69d
Lebleliji, III. 296
Le Ghatelier-Braun equili-

brium, II. 534d, 538a ; VI.
2296

Lecithide in rice, II. 499a
Lecithin, VI. 70a
Lecithinase, IV. 3146
Lecithin in foods, II. 186a,

499a; III. 87c
Ledger (cinchona) bark, III.

1286
Ledouxite, IV. 55c
Legal reaction, of cardiac gly-

cosides, II. 383d
Legumes, III. 432c
Lemon Chrome, III. 1126
— grass oiljcitral in, III. 183d
— juice, III. 186d
Lena Batu, III. 191a
Lepargylic acid, I. 561c
Lepidine, III. 1596
Lepidocrocite, II. 25d; VI.

1016
Lepidolite, II. 195c
Lettocine, HI. 323d
Leucauramine, I. 548c
Leucine, carbamic acid from,

II. 2786
oWsoLeucine, Meucine, I. 317c
Leucite, I. 264d, 6#2a

nepheline-tephrite, L, 4c
Leucoalizarin, I. 219d
Leucoaposafranine, I. 574d
Leucocytes, of blood, II. 19d
Leuco-indigoid dyes, VI. 451d
Leucopyri»e, I. 469a
Leucoquinizarin, I. 2216
Leucosin, II. §05a
11 Leunaphos," I. 353d
" Leimasalpeter," 1. 352d
Levan, II. 3036
Libethenite, IIJ. 359a
Lichenase, II. 87d
Lichenin, acetolysis, II. 442d
Lichtenberg's alloy, I. 698d
Lichtenecker's formula,V. 5466.
^ichtnussbaum, II. 262c
Liesegang's rings, III. 293c
Lievrite, VI. *156
Ligninsulphjonate, calcium, II.

461d
Lignites, V. 338c 4

Lignocellulose, II. 467a
Lignoceric aud, I. 456a </ II.

3906
Liliwn tigrinum, 1^3816
Lily of the valley, glycosides.

II. 387a ; III. 326c
Lima wood, II. 68a
Lime and limestone for

making, V. 5606
—, basic carbonates from, II.

221c
—, Blue Lias, II. 133d, 210d

Lime boil, II. od ; V. 183d
—, Chaux de Teil, II. 2106
— deficiency in grass land, VI.

132d
—, free, detn., II. 654c
— (fruit) juice, III. 186d
—, ground, II. 1356
— in building materials, II.

133a
casein paints, II. 415c

—, milk of, II. 212a
— production and uses, II. 2066
—, reaction with carbon mon-

oxide and steam, II. 3496
Limes, " fat " and// poor," II.

210d
—, grey, II. 133c
Lime, slaking, for building, II.

1346
Limes, magnesian, II. 135c;

IV. 54a
Limestone as building stone,

II. 137c
— for glassmaking, V. 560c
Lixnonene, autoxidation, II.

404d
—, degradation to isoprene, II.

15id
—, nitroso-, II. 407a
Lpionite, II. 26a
Linalol, see Linalool.
Linalool in coriander oil, III.

364d
— in essential oils, I. 684a ; II.

249c, 2616; III. 1836, c,
364d

—, prepn., V. 517d
Linamarin, VI. 91a
Linarin, VI. 916
Linen, bleaching, II. Ha
LinxuBite, III. 2146, 222c
Linoleates in boiled oil, II. 256
Linoleic acid, I. 199c

glycerides (see also Drying
oils), II. 163a, 263a, 4216,
4946; VI. 68d

Linolenic acid glycerides, see
Drying oils.
, occurrence, II. 2376,263a

Linolic acid, see Linoleic acid.
Linoplastic, II. 475d
Linotype metal, I. 445c
Tinoxyn, II. 25a
Linseed cattle-cake, I. 455a;

IV. 594c
— oil, bleached, IV. 88a

" ljreak," IV. 87c
, relining, IV. 87c
, stanu oil, IV. 88c

•j , substitutes, IV. 81d, 876
, sulnhdrised, IV. 90c
, theory of drying process,

IV. 926
Linters, III. 409c; IV. 5066 ;

V. 116c, 135d
Liparite, III. 32d
Lipase in castor oil seeds, II.

4206
malting, II. 89a
rice, II. 495d[

Lipases, IV. 3136;, VI. 3956,
396d

Lipochroxne: lipoid ratio, II.
ZUa

Lipcchromes, II. 397d
Lipowitz's alloy, I. 698c
Liqualion, IV. 276d
Liqueurs, III. 3616
"Liquid carbolic acid," III.

4266
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Liquiritin, VI. 916
Liquor cresolis saponatm, IV.

296
— jplumbi subacetatis, I. 55c
" Lissolamine," IV. 145d
Lister's salt, IV. 25d
" Lithiopyrin," J. 4536
Lithium carbonyl, II. 357c
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 583c
— in ferganite, II. 3936
— occurrence in plants, I. 507c
—, qualitative reactions, * II.

547c,«556c, 563d, 565(2
Lithocholic acid, I. 6896
Litho oils, W. 88c ; VI. 491a
Lithopone, I. 640d
— in moulding powders, II.

4796
Lithotnamniumt coral from, III.

Litmus? II. 640tj
Little's " soluble phenylc," IV.

29d
Liver esterase, inhibition, II.

200c
— extract, VI. 204d

oU, Suketodara, III. 244c
Liveun, IV. 255d

r.T/licteria, V. 328c
" Locron" V. 226o
Lollingite, I. 469a
"La-Ex" ("Loex") alloy, I.

2536, 277c
Logwood, II. 2376 ; IV. 126a
Lohmaim's esters, V. 24d
Loiponic acid, III. 141c, 160a
Longifolia fat, I. 6536, foot-

note
Lonicera spp., VI. 265c
Loonzein, II. 4906
Lophine, VI. 99a
—, luminescent oxidation, III.

24a
11 Lopion," VI. 1196
Loranskite, II. 512c
" Lords and Ladies," I. 497d
Lorentz and Lorenz formula,

V. 5466
11 Lorol," IV. 2866
Loturine, VI. 188a
Lotus arabicus, VI. 916
Lotusin, VI. 916 .
Lowe's test, of phenol, II!

304c, 3086
Low-temperature carbonisa-

tion, V. 364d, 450a
11 Low wines," V. 532£
L.O.X., IV. 516a
Lubanol, I. 615d
Lubricants, carcinogenic, II?

—, castor oil in, II. 420c
—, refining, II. 308d
Lubrication, boundary, VI.

509a
Luorne, 1.199a
— meal, IV. 5966
Luciculine, I. 124a
Lucidusculine, I. 123d
Luciferase, fuciferin, III. 24a
Lukrabo t>i\ II. 521d
Lulu-butter, I. 6546
Lumbang, candle-nut ojl, I.

198c T N.2626; IV. 83d
Lumbricus, haemoglobin, VI.

165c
Lumen, definition, V. 17Id,

foot-note
Lumiflavin, relation to vitamin

Ba, II. 2876

" LuminaU" I. 623a
Lumisterol, II. 202a; IV.

326(2
iupeol, I. 653d
Lupinus spp., I. 4596 ; VI. 896
Lupulon, II. 92a
Lupus metatlorum, I. 4466
Lusitanicoside, VI. 91c
Lussatite, II. 5176
Lutecia, II. 4806
Lutecite, II. 5176
Lutecium metals, II. 511c
Luteic acid, V. 58a ; VI. 91c
Lutein, I. 201a; II. 2726,

398a; III. 184d
Luteoleersin, V. 56d
Luteolin, IV. 189a
Luteolinidin, V. 253a
Luteose, V. 58a
LutidSae from acetylene, I.

84c
Luxullianite, VI. 1276
Luzonite, IV. 308a
Lycaconitine, I. 123d
Lycine, I. 686a
Lycopenal, II. 3996
Lycopene, II. 398a
Lycoperdin, lycoperdon, VI.

91c
Lycophyll, II. 399d
Lycoxanthin, II. 399c
Lyddite, II. 308d ; IV. 476d
Lydian-stone, I. 46
Lymn washer, V. 495
Lymph, physiology, II. 21a
Isynite, I. 277c
Lyophilic colloids, III. 279d
Lyophobic colloids, III. 279d
Lyotropic series, III. 286d
Lysergic acid. IV. 328a
Lysine in cabbage, II. 1824
11 Lysol" III. 427d ; IV. 296,

33d
Lysolecithin, II. 499a
Lysozyme,*IV. 2556
11 Lytophan," VI. 2266

M

11 Macarite," IV. 46te, 465d
Machilol, IV. 393a
Machilus kusahoi, machilol

from, IV. 303a
Maclagen's test for cocaine,

III. 2246
'Macoubeine, IIL 460c
Madara oils, III. 216c
Madder, I. 2036 ; IV. 126c
—, Indian, II. 523c
Madhwn spp., I. 653a, c, 654a
Magenta, Acid, I. 120a
" Magnalium," I. 2536, 277c
Magnesia, causttc, II. 1366
—, dead-burnt, II. 1366
— for glassmaking, V. 560c
— in calcium carbide manu-

facture, II. 217a
Magnesian limestone, II. 135c ;

IV. 51a
Magnesite, decomposition, II.

32te32te
Magnesium acetate in flour

analysis, II. 83a
— action on prothrembin, II.

23c
— alloys, I. 2556
— and its alloys, protection,

III. 393a
— as trace element, I. 507c

boride, II. 41a,
446

— carbide, II. 2816
— chloride in carnallite, II.

390a
— chloroborate,* II. 306, 48d
— compounds in building

materials, II. 1286, 133a
— cyanide, III. 4926

detn., colorimetric, II. 671d
—, gravimetric, II. 588a
— in clay, III. 2036
—, spectroscopic, II. 692a
—, volumetric, II. 661d
drop reaction, II. 580d

— hydrosilicate, adsorbent, IV.
2486

— hydroxide, mineral, II. 1196
— ifjns, catalytic effect in muscle

extract, VI. 77d
— oxide, action on water gas,

II. 3496
— oxychloride cement, II. 135c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

554a, 567a
—, , rare metals present,

II. 556c, 563a
— uranyl acetate, II. 5846
Magneson test for Mg, II.

556c
Magnetite, II. 3936 •
11 Magnuminium" I. 255d
Maguey fibre, V. 167d
Maha pengiri grass, citronella

oil from, III. 191a
Mahua butter, I. 653a
Ma Huang, IV. 316c
Maitrank, III. 412d
Maiuri dry ice process, II. 3276
Maiwein, III. 412d
Maize, II. 481d
—, detn. in wheat, II. 482a
— oil, II. 482c
*— starch, fermentation, II. 47 Id
Maja 8quiyiado, astacin from, I.

)532c
Malachite, III. 26ct 341c, 355d
Maladie de la tourne, III. 127a
Malates, qualitative reactions,

II. 570a
Male fern, V. 180d
Maleic acid, V«387a
—"anhydride, addition to dienes,

II. lf«d
, prepn., II. 428a
, reactions, V. 3886

Maleyl chloride, V. 3876
Malic acid from mould fermen-

tation, V. 50c
, prepn., II. 428a

Malinowskite, IV. 5!)0d
Malladrite, V. 606
Maloloic acid, I. 4516
Malonhydroxamic acid, II.

. 352d
Malonic acid formation, II.

352d
— amide, II. 352d
— anhydride, sek Carbon sul̂ v

oxide. „ V

IV&lonyl chloride, II. 352dt
Malonylurea, I'. 620c
Malt, see Amylase ; Barley ;

Brewing.
— extract {see also Amylase), I.

6456
Maltase, action on maltose, II.

299a
—- in dough, II. 766
Malting, II. 876
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Maltodextrin and maltodex-
trin-oc and -fl, III. 568(2,
509a ,

«• Maltodextrin " from cone,
starch solutions, III. 5696

y-Maltodextrin, III. 569a
Maltose, II. .2826, 2986
— units in starch, II. 301c
Malvidin, III. 554c
— monoglucoside, I. 357c
Malvin, III. 554c ; VI. Old
Mameli's extractor, IV 588c
Manamyrin, IV. 2756
Mancona bark, IV. 335(2
Mandelic acid, antiseptic, IV.

296
Mandelonitrile, I. 357o*
— -/?-glucoside, I. 357(2
Mandioc starch, II. 418c
Manelresene, IV. 2756
Manganaxinite, I. 560(2
Manganbrucite, II. 1196
Manganese aluminate, V. 4146
— and iron, analytical separa-

tion, VI. 2996
— borate in boiled oil, II. 266
— boride, II. 446
— carbide, II. 281c

deficiency disease, II. 507c
detn., assay, I. 527(2
—, colorimetric, II. 672a
—, electrodeposition, II.
701c

—, gravimetric, II. 6106
— in clay, III. 202(2

water supply, V. 292(2
l t i II. k

a e
, , volumetric,

— in rice, II. 4966
Wheat, II. 505c

— oxide, action on carbon mon-
oxide, II. 350d

,111.214c
in respirators, III. 196

—, oxides, mineral, II. 119a
— peroxide, oxidation of car-

nbon monoxide by, II. 3^ 7a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

548a, 552(0, 577c
—, , rare metals present,

II. 555(2, 556(2
—, — sepc rations, II. 553c
—, trace elemept, II. 505c, 507c
Manganite, III. 579a
Manganocv2,i£abite III. 309c
" " l-wurzel, I. 661c

d, I. 661c
iviaiula, II. 4616
- elemi, IV. 275a

Mannan, II. 403a : VI. 201a
Mannanase, IV. 3146
Mannan in carob fruits, II.

3936
Mannans, II. S02d
Manninotriose, II. 3016
Mannite in cabbage. II. 183a
rf-Mannite, II. 269c
Mannitol, II. 296c
—, formation, II. 2856
— from moulds, V. 51c
—, hexanitro-, IV. 500(2 '
— ift celery, II. 4416

: ergot, IV. 331(2
Mannobiose from mannans »

II. 302(2
Mannocarolose, V. 58a
d-Mannoketoheptose,

'286(2
Mannose, II. 2826, 403a
— in carob fruits, II. 3936
Mannoside, VI. 82c

II.

INDEX

Mannuronic acid, II. 297(2
" Manucol," V. 124(2
Manure, farmyard, V. 616
—, fish, V. 616
—, seaweed, V. 616
Manures (see also Fertilisers),

V. 61a * '
—, relative value, V. 746
11 Mapharsen," I. 4896
Maraschino, III. 2~.a
Marble, building, II. 137c,
Marc, II. 63c
Marcasite, III. 327c
Margarite, IV. 279(2
Margosa bark, M. oil, I. 561a
Marine glue, VI. 216
— soaps, III. 2426
Marinobufagin, II. 388c
Marinobufotoxin, II. 388c
Markasol, I. 700(2
Marmelo&in, I. 155c
Mauoon, Alizarin, I. 228c, 3936
Marotti oil, II. 5236
Marsh mallow, I. 263(2
Marsh's test, I. 470c
Marua, II. 482(2
Marver, V. 578(2
Mash in brewing, II. 94(2
Mass action law, II. 533c,

5366 ; IV. 3386 ; VI. 3S3a
Mastic in lacquers, II. 469d
Matezodambose, VI. 494c
Matosano, II. 417(2
Matte, cobalt, III. 2Ud
—, copper, III. 342c
Matteucinol, V. 253a
11 Mauve," I. 577c
Mauveine, I. 564c, 5706, 5776
" Maxochlor," III. 64c
Mayer's reagent, I. 235(2
Mayonnaise, IV. 3036
Mead, VI. 2646
Meadow saffron seeds, col-

chicine from, III. 2766
Meal, bone, IV. 59*6
—, —, as feeding stuff, IV.

597c
—, fish, IV. 5976
—, meat, IV. 5076
—, — and bone, IV. 5976
Mecocyanin, VI. 91(2
Medicago app.t I. 199a; III.

205c
"Medinal," I.'«23a
Mee oil, I. 653c
Megass, I. 585(2
Me&er oven, II. 310c
Meker burner,'/. 250c
Mekocyanin, relation to'cyani-

din, III. 116a
Melaconite, III. 341c, 3546
.Melamine, III. 6036 (l

Melanchroite, chromium in,
III. 966 r.

Mel depuratum, VI. 2646
Melezitose,11. 2826, 301c
Melia azadirachta, I. 561a; V.

516a
Melibiase, II, 209c
Melibiose, II. 2986, 299c
Melilite, I. 652a
Melilotic acid, IK. 412c
Melilotin, III. 412(2 ; VI. Old
Melilotoside, VI. 91(2
Melinite, IV. 476(2
Melissyl alcohol in rice, '?I.

4946
— cerotate, in rice, II. 4946
Mellein, V. 53a
MelUte, I. 264(2

Mellitic acid, II. 310c
Melting-point, incongruent{

Mendozito. I.
Mengite, II. 5126
Menhaden oil, V. 2276
Menthadiene, II. 405a
— in chenopodium, III. 24(2
Menthol, prepn., II. 426(2
Mercaptan, II. 684a
Mercaptans, formation ii

«*\vood-pulping, II. 462a
Mercerisation methods and

plant, V. 1436, 184a
Mercerising and,, parchmen-

tising, V. 1916
— cotton cloth and yarn, IV.

122(2,130(2 fV. 184a
rayon fabrics, V. i.86a

—, effect on fibre structure, II.
460c }

— in viscose " manufacture II.
342(2, 4656

Mercuration of cinchona al-
kaloids, III. 1356

Mercuretol, I. 1626
Mercuri-acetaldehyde, tri-

chloro-, I. 16c
Mercuric compounds, see also

- Mercury. ~" '
— cyanide, III. 487a
— oxide, oxidation of aldehydes

by, II. 3626
— salts, qualitative reactions,

II. 567(2
Mercurius vitae I. 448a
Mercurochroxne, IV. 316c
11 Mecurophen " antiseptic, IV.

25(2
Mercurous compounds, see also

Mercury.
— chloride, II. 235a
— salts, qualitative reactions,

TI. 567(2
Mercury carbide, II. 2816
— compounds, see also Mercuric

and Mercurous compounds.
—, dctn., assay, I. 528a
—, — by hydrogenation, VI.

361(2
—, —, electrodeposition, II.

701(2
t<-9 -S gravimetric, II. 590(2
—, •%- in gases, II. 684a
—f hydrogenation analy-

sis, VI. 362a
—, —, potentiometric method,

II. 707(2
—, —, volumetric, II. 662c
/—, drop reaction, II. 580d
—, electroddposition, IV. 270a
— fulminate, action of metals

on, IV. 540a
, Ghandelon's process, IV.

536c
, Chevalier's process,, IV.

5366
, detn. of carbon and

nitrogen, IV. 5426
, oxalaie, IV. 542a
, total ai.d free mcr-

„ cury, IV. 541c, 542a
— -—. effect of conditions, IV.

&8ri, 539(2
, explosive properties, IV.

5406, 5426
, fulminate value, IV. 541c
, properties .and density,

manufacture, IV. 5376
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Mercury fulminate, physio-
logical effects, IV. 541c

1 .tests, IV. 541c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

. 551a, 567d
—, , rare metala present,

II. 554d, 550d
— salts, reactioi? with iron car-

bonyl, II. 3586
— sulphide. III. 170c
Meriodin, I. 380rf
Meroquinene, III. 1406, lVt.
Merrill - Crow© process, VI.

Mesabite, VI. 1016
MesaconitLie, 1. 121c, 122c, d
Mesidine. I. 5736 ; HI. 458a
Mesitylene, I.*60d, 400d ; HI.

453c
Mesityl oxide, I. 66d
MesobiJjrubin, mesobili-

rubiiiogen, I.JQSla, d
Mesocystine, 111. 5426
Mesomeric effect, VI. 4006
Mesomerism, VI. 251a, 257a,

466a
Mesoporphyrin, III. 83a ; VI.

1«26
—. synthesis, II. 20d

4t Vesofcm," IV. 3330 .
MesoxJUylcarbamide, I. 243d
Me tab one acid, II. 17</

formation, II. 47«
Metabutaldehyde, II. 157a
Metachloral, III. 356
Metacinnabarite, III. 180a
Metacristobalite, III. 428c
" Meta " fuel, I. 266_
Metafulminuric acid, V. 385d
Metahewettite, VI. 22id
Metal argentum, I. 445rf
— chlorides, reduction, II. 860c

•
— cleaning by trichloroethy-

lene, 102c
Metaldehyde, I. 216, 2fla
Metal-hydrogen alloys, VI.

310c
Metals, detn.,aetalso Assaying.
—i —i colorimetric, II. 6096
—, —•, electrodeposition, II.

005c
—, —, gravimetric, II. 583c
—, —, potentiometric, II.
—, —, spectroscopie, II. 0»06
—. —, volumetric, II. 0506"
—, drop reactions, II. 579c
—, micro-detn., II. 0336
Metal-spraying, oxV-acety-

lene, I. 1163 »
Metals, qualitative reactions.

II. 55la, 56.".
—, , rare metals present,

II. 551./, 556rf
" Metursenobitbn," I. 4»2«
Met ..somatic change. III. 367a
Metastable equilibrium, III.

I Via
Meteorites, III. 570d
Methaemoglobin, VI. 10 lh,

1076
Methallyl chloride fumigation,

V. W?u
Methane, chlorinatton, II.

353a, d
—, chlorotribromo-, II. 3Wul
—, detn., in air, II. 884a
—, dichlorodinrotno-, II. 320d
—, dichlorodinitro-, I. I (MM
—, ditluorodibromo-, II. 3216
—, di-iod,oiluoro-, II. 323e

Methane from carbon d oxide,
II. 325a*
carbon monoxide, II. 349c
phenol, II. 306tf

-%-, iododifluoro-, II. 328c
—, nitro-, prepn., II. 3736
—, reaction • with steam, II.

4256
—, tetrabromo-, II. 3206
—, tetivichloro-, II. 353a
—, tetralodo-, II. 321c
—, tetranitro-, from acetylene,

I. 84a
—, tribromo-, II, 1186
—, tribromofluoro-, II. 3216
—d trichloro-, III. 776
—, trichloronitro-, III. 856
Methanol, see also Methyl

alcohol.
—, deiji., II. 6846
Methenal of phenvlglycol, I.

37a
Methine bases, II. 481a, b
Metbionine, III. 540a
Methone, IV. 5a
Methoxy-butaldebyde, I. 37a
Methoxycatechol, mono-, VI.

13H6
Methoxychelidonine, II. 627d
Methoxyl group, detn., II. 024d
6-Methoxylepidine, III. 178c
Methoxy - 5 - methylfurfura-

bominulin, II. 3036
Methylacetal, I. 34c
N-Methylacetanilide, IV.

410rf
Methyl acetate, I. 51a; II.

4486
Methylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester, I. 046
" Methyl acetone," II. 471c
• -, specification, II, 4726
Methylacridan - acridinium

methocblpride, I. 130d
Methylacridine chloral,

I27d 1
I .

10-Me thy 1 acridinium,1 2:8-di-
juiiio-, antiseptics, I. 133ci

N-Methylacridone, I. 1276
Metbylal, I. 34a
Methyl alcohol, acetic acid

from, II. 360c •
, carbon tetrachloride

from, II. 354/;
(roin carbon monoxide,

II. 350a
iu ethyl alcohol, detec-

tion, I. 184rf; V. 302ft
— —,«— Him cSntinR, It. 4406

, oxidation, II. 427c
production, II.

, 42S», 420c
— —, reaction with carbon1^

monoxide, II. 860e
— —, specidcatioli, II. 4726
— —, synthetic ^[sce also

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis),
II. 425c ; VI. 334a

Methylallene, I. 240c
1 -Metbylamino- 4- o-sulpho-

oc - tolyl - aminoanthra-
quinone.I. 2Wd

Methyldniline, I. 3066
" Methylanol," VI. 226a
2-Methylanthraquinone, I,

. 208o, 4026
4 -Methylanthraquinone, 1-

('bUird-, I. 402c
M ethyl an thraquinone, di-

hydroxy-, i l l , 110c

>2-MethyIanthraqiainoiie, 1:5-
ditiiyo-, I. 301a

—, l:8-dinitro-, I. 391a
—, 1-nitro-, I. 301a
Methylanthraquinone, tri-

hydroxy-, HI. I18c
4-Meihylapigrenin. I. 126
MeUJylapoquimcfine, III.

171a
Methylated spirit, I. 182d

, Industrial (Pyridinised),
I. 1836; III. 557c
, mineralised, I. 1836
, power, I. 183a, 6

Metbylation, exhaustive, I.,

slid
Methyl bromide fire extin-

guisher, V. 20Pd
fumigation, V. 397a

/3-M<rthylcapronic acid, VI.
205c

Methylcarbinol, acetyl-, in
butter V. 306c

N-Methyl carnosine in muscle,
II. 302n

Methyl cellosolve in lacquers,
II. 47Sd

Methylcellulose in calico
pmnting, IV. 180c

Methyl chloride formation, II.
354a

— chloroform ate, dichloro-, III.
lib
, monochloro-, prepn,, III.

17a
, prepn., III. l id
,drichloro-, In warfare,

III. 106
— —, —, prepn., III. 176
2 - Methyl - 4 - chloro - 5 -

isopropyl phenol, II. 404c
Methyl chloroHiitphonate in

chemical warfare, III. 10c
, prepn., III. 17a

Methylcholanthrene from
cholic acid, II. 380a

Me'iSiylcinchonine, If I. M2rf
MethylciimamaViehyde in

raisin oil, II. 418(7
Methyl cinnamatc, III. 181c
N - Methyl - d - coniine, 111.

3256 ^ ^
Z-coniine, I l k 3256

Methylcytisine.
M«hyl er»up, ([
Methyldiazo-oxide,

Blmn, III. 0W)6 •
Metbyldibromoarsiae, prepn.,

III. 17a
Metbyldichloroarsiiie,i)repn.,

III. 17a
Methylecgonine, benzoyl-, III.

222d
—, cinnamoyl-, III. 222d
—, a-truxilloyl-, III. 222d
—, /J-truxilloyl-, III. 222</
Methyleneaniline, I. 3086
Methylenecamphor, hydroxy-,

11.2436
Methylene chloride formation,

if 354a ' ^
—•citric acid, III. 1866
— diacetate, I, 37d ^
5:3' - Methylenedicarbazole.

II. 271*6 ,
Methyl el her, dichloro-. III. 116
Methylethylacetoacetic acid,

ethyl faster, I. fiid
Methylethylacetonitrile, II,

173

II ,4306
#., II. 0256
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Methylethylbenzene, III .̂

as-Methylethylethylene, I.

Methyl ethyl ketone, I. 71a
, bromo-, in warfare,

III. 10c.
in film manufacture,

II. 448c
, specification, II. 4726

ketoxime, II. 1766
Methylethyl maleinimlde, I.

6916 ; III. 836
Methyl-eugenol in citronella

oil, III. 1916
Methyliormal, II. 34a
Methyl formate in photo-

graphic dopes, II. 448c
Methylfurfural, hydroxy-, in

caramel, II. 277a
__, _, test for, VI. 2656
Methylglucosides, a- and /?-,

VI. 82c
Methylglycocyamidine, III.

416(2
Methylguanidine, VI. 146a
Methylguanidinoacetic acid,

III. 415a
1-Methylguanine, VI. 1526
11 Methylhexalin," VI. 226a
Methylcyc/ohexanol, VI. 226a
Methylcyc/ohexanone in lac-

quers, II. 472a
Methylct/c/ohexyl acetate in

lacquers, II. 472a
Methyl hexyl ketone, II. 422a
Methylhydantoins, 3- and 5-,

VI. 291a
Methylhydrastimide hydro-

chloride, I. 304c
5-Methyliminazole, VI. 235(2
3-Methylindole, VI. 4636
Methyl ketopinate, reduction

II. 2466
iphthyl ketone, I. 65(2

/loses, II. 287c
Methylo-sugars, II. 291c
Methyl (so-oKazolone, I. 63(2
y-Methyl-Jj?S-pentadiene, I.

306
Methyl -cycZopentenophenan-

threne frem cardiac agly-
cones, 11.3826

ciifc-bufagirf, II. 38f 2
Metbvlphenylhydrazine, I.

&J3c ; VI. 301c
Methylpropylacetic acid, II.

Methylisopropylacetic acid,

Methylpropylacetoacetic
acid, ethyl ester, I. 64(2

p-Methylr sopropylbenzene,
III. 538c

Methyl-n-propylcarbinol, I.
3596

Methyltsopropylcarbinol, I.
359c

JVIethyl 1 sopropylpropionic

Met'tiylpyridines, I. 84c
1 - Methylquinoline, 2 - keto -

L:2-dihydroxy-, III. 462cf
463a

2 - Methylquinoline, 3
hydroxy-, I. 60c

Methyl salicylate, I. 6926 ; II.
308(2

Methylsalicylic acid, V. 53a

INDEX

Methylstibine dihalides, I.
434(2

Methylsulphpnic acid, mono-
iodo-, sodium salt, I. 4c

a-Methylvaleric acid, II. 21?c
y-Methylvaleric acid, II. 2716
Methyl vinyl ketone, I. 88c, 936
— Violet in stability test for

explosives, IV. 534a
Metmyoglobin, VI. 166a*
" Metramine," I. 326a
Mettegang method, IV. 550c
11 Mg-7," I. 2536
Mianin, I. 140a
Micas, I. 291c ; II. 137c
Micelle, III. 281a
— of cellulose, II. 4576
Michael condensation, II. 367c

id,
with boron trifiuoride

catalyst, VI. 260a ,-
MicrantMne, III. 547c
Microanaiysis, detn. of C, H

and N, II. 630c
—, Cl, Br, I and S, II.

632a
—, quantitative, II. 6296
Microbalance, McBain, III.

6056, foot-note
Microbalances, I. 607c; II.

629rf
Microcosmic salt beads, II.

5486
Micro gas analysis, II. 680(7
—-Kjeldahl nitrogen detn., II.

631c
Micronite, V. 351c
Microspectroscope, Zeiss, \ I .

1656
Micro-Zeisel method, II. 633d
Middle components, IV. 195(2
Milch den, V. 72c
Milfoil, I. 119d
Milk, IV. 3016
—, citric acid in, III. 1906
— fat, see Butter.
— -tree.il. 119a
Millepores, coral fromf/rIII. 360c
Millet, II. 482c
Millstones, I. 46
Mineral and aerated waters, I.

155c
Minerals, co-ordination form-

ulas, III. 336a
Mineral wafers, detn. of

metallic impurities in, I.
1596

"MineralX,"I. 6616
Minioluteic acid, V. 52(2
Minofer, I. 446a n

Minyak Nyatoh, II. 32c
Miotine, II. 200d
11 Mischmetal," II. 5106

SVEiso, V. 59c
Mispickel, I. 469a
Mists, particle size, IV. 956
Mitscherlicji pulp, II. 461(2
Mixed acid for nitroglycerin,

IV. 492(2
M.N.T. (mononitrotoluene),

explosive; IV. 4666 <
Mocha-stone, I. 164a
Mochyl alcohol, J. 692(2
Moddite, IV. 510%
Moebius process, VI. 108a
Moellon and moSllon dlgras,

III. T516, 551(2, foot-note
Mohair, IV. 124c
Mohawkite, IV. 55c
Mohri, I. 123a
Mohua butter, I-. 653a

Moissanite, II. 280c
Mol concentration, III. 1(2,;

IV. 37d, foot-note
Molecular depression of freez-

ing point, III. 441c
— weight detn., micro-method,

II. 6346
Mol fraction, IV. 37(2, foot-note
Molisch test for chlorophyll,

III. 84(2
Mol (molal) percentage, 171*

„ 2a ; IV. 37(2, footnote
Molybdama, II. 314a
Molybdenum carbide, II. 281a
— carbonyl, II *357a

cliromium alloy, III. 104(2
detn. assay, I. 5286
—, colorimei/ric, II. 672a
—, electrodepositiov j II.
701(2

—, gravimetric, II; 6056
— in ste£, I, 5286
—, volumetric, II. 663a
— with cupron, II. 605(2

— oxide cracking catalyst, II.
4266

— pentachloride as chlorine'
carrier, II. 3536

—, production, II. 511a
—.-, qualitative reactions,

554a, 556(2, 575c
—, trace effect on Azoiobacter,

I. 507(2
Monardaein, VI. 92a
Monascoflavin, V. 56
Monascorubin, V. 56
Monazite, II. 508c, 5126; V.

483a
Mond power gas, V. 376a
— producer, V. 3706
Monel metal, I. 278a
Monish suction machine for

glassware, V. 587c
Monite, III. 294a
Monkey-nuts, see Ground nut
Monobel, IV. 553c
Monogermane, V. 521(2
Monotropin, V. 503c
—, primeverose in, II. 3006
Monotropitin, VI. 92a
Monotropitoside, VI. 92a
"Montanin " disinfectant, IV.
M. 23a
Montan wax in candles, II.

'264c
Mont Cenis process, I. 3376
Montebrasite, I. 303(2
Montmbrillonite, III. 196a;

V. 38U
Moonstone, V. 3a
Moore ,vtfcbe in bleaching

powder production, III.
62a

Moor-stone, III. 32c
Mordant, iron acetate, II. 53(2
Mordants, IV. 129(2
—, cerium in, II. 5116
—, chromium in, III. 100(2
—, detection in dyeings, IV.

173a
— for cotton, IV. lS2a
—, Turkey-red oils in', II. 421(2
Morgan gas machine, V. 370(2

'&l\d
Morganite, I. 684c, 6856
Morui. I. 497(2
Morinda spp. VI. 92a
Morindin, VI. 92a
Moringa spp., I. 663c
Moroxite, I. 449(2
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Morphine, diacetyl-, hydro-
3 chloride, I. 65d ; VI. 205d
Morphium, I. 233c
Morrhuic acid, III. 250c
Mctrtar test, IV. 5486
Mosaic gold, I. 549d
Mother-of-pearl, I. 457a
Moti, II. 496a •
Motor fuel (see also Anti-

knock entries ; Benzene;
Explosions, gaseous ; Fuel;
Inhibitors, gum), II.,lf)La

— fuels from hydrogenation of
coal, VI. 333d

Mottramite. III. 5606
Mou-ieou, i l l . 336
11 Mould creams," IV. 303d
Mould fermentation in food

prJpn., V. 596
— growth on arsenical paper,

poî pning due to, I. 483c
^Moulding of candles, II. 265c
Mould products of unknown

constitution, V. 56
Moulds, chlorine compounds

from, V. 586
—,' fats and lipins from, V. 576
—, nitrogen compounds from,

V. 58a*
-} polysaccharides from, V.

57J
Mould spp., citric fermenta-

tions with, V. 496
, oxalic fermentations

with, V. 496
11 Mould starch," V. 57d
11 Mountain-cork," I. 499d
" Mountain-leather," I. 499d
" Mountain-wood," I. 499a*
Movement, Brownian, III.

280c
Movrin or mowrin, I. 654a
Mowha butter, I. 653a
11 Mowilith H " and " JV," I. 90c
Mowrah butter, I. 653a
— flowers, I. 6556
Mowrin, I. 654a
Mucic acid, II. 298a
Mucins, VI. 21c, 26a
Mucor mucedo on bread, II. 846
— spp. in fermentations, see

Fermentations, mould.
Muller's solution, I. 6496-
Mule spinning, V. 150c
Mullite, III. 197a
Multiflorin, III. 556c
Multiple effect evaporation,

IV. 406d
Multiply fabrics, V? 1996
Munjistin, V. 4166
Muntenite, I. 302& ,
Muramontite, II. 5126
Murexan, I. 628c
Murexide, I. 2496 ; II. 1976
Muriatic acid, III. 696
Murlins, I. 1996
Muiromontite, II. 512a
Murumuru fat, III. 886, 244a
Muscarine, III. 93d
Muscone, IV. 417a
Muscovite) IV. 279d
Musk, II? 182a
—, artificial, II. 174c
— Baur, II. 174c
—, cabardine, II. 182a
— mallow, I. 304a
Muspratt process, III. 67a
Mustard gas, see Diethyl sul-

phide, flfl-dichloro-.
— seed, oil of black, II. 2d

Mutarotation of glucose, VI.
250a

Mutase, V. 4296
Mycoderma aeeti, III. 231a*
Hycodextran, V. 57d
Mycogalactan, V. 58a
Mycophenoiic acid, V. 53c
Mylabris spp.t II. 2706

"" ' win," VI. 1196
I. 123d

Myoglobin, VI. 166d
— as oxygen carrier, VI. 167c
—, kinetics of oxygenation, VI.

167a
Myokynine, I. 6876
" Myosalvarsan," I. 492a
Myosin in maize, II. 48 Id
Myrbane oil, I. 6766
Myrcene in hop oil, II. 92a
0-Myacene, II. 153c
Myricitrin, VI. 926#
Myricyl alcohol in rice, II. 493d
— compounds in candelilla

wax, II. 262a
Myristic acid, I. 199c

in rice, II. 4946
Myristica spp,t fats from, IV. 3d
Myristin in Cay Cay fat, II.

439c .
Myrobalans, IV. 276d
Myrosin, IV. 3146
Myrticolorin, IV. 391a; VI.

926
Myrtillin, VI. 926
Myxoxanthin, II. 400d
Myxoxanthophyll, II. 401a

N

Naadsteenen, III. 573c
Nacrite, III. 196a
Nagyagite, VI. 102a
Nail-head spar, II. 203c
Namara potato, I. 497a
Nandinine/IV. 55a
Nankin. I. 1336
11 Naphfazole." IV. 231a
11 Naphtazols," IV. 133a, 134a
Naphthacene, III. 119c
Naphthacridines, I. 129d
Naphthacridone, I! 1306
Naphthacyanole, III. 516c
Naphtha in lacquers, II. 472a
" Naphthalase," I. 567rf>
Naphthalene-, antiseptic, IV.

30c
bisdiazoniwpi salts, III. 582a

—, carcinogenic compounds
from, II. 378c

—, coal tar, III. 209a, 212c
QC- andJS-Naphthalene derivs^

see 1- and 2-Naphthalene.
Naphthalene -1^- diazonium-

5-sulphonaie, III. 592d
— -l^-dicarboxylSs acid, I. 13a
—, dihydroxy-, see Naphthalene-

d i l
—, dinitro-, for explosives, IV.

2 '.3-Naphthalenediol, anti-
septic, IV. 30a

2:7-Naphthalenediol, 1-nitro-
so-, IV. 10a

Naphthalene - 3:6 - disul -
phonic acid, 1:7 - dihydr-
oxy-, I. la

, l:8-dihydroxy-, III.
115d

— from phenol, II. 300d

/Naphthalene, hydrogenation,
VI. 352c

— in petroleum, I. 466d
—, l-methyl-7-isopropyl-, IV.

302c
—, mononitro-, for explosives,

IV. 474c
—, oxidation, II.' 428a ; VI.

445a
—, 2-isopropyl-, IV. 393c
— recovery from coal- and

coke-oven-gas, III. 2656;
V. 464a

Naphthalenes, nitro-, IV. 474c
Naphthalene, tetranitro-, for

explosives, IV. 4756
—, trinitro-, for explosives, IV.

475a
Naphthalic acid, I. 13a
" Naphthanil," IV. 231a
Naphthaphenazine, I. 565d,

567a
Naphthaquinone, 2-hydroxy-

and 5-hydroxy-, in hair
dyes, VI. 1716

—, —, detn., VI. 1716
Naphthastyril, I. 426a
Naphthenes, formation, II.

173a
— in petroleum, III. 5376
Naphthindone BB, I. 576c
Naphthite, IV. 475a
2-Naphthol, antiseptic, IV.

2U6
Naphthol AS, see "Naphtol

AS."
8-Naphthol-3:6-disu^phonic

acid, 1-acetamino-, 1.119d
2-Naphthol-3:6-disulphonic

acid, 1-amino-, sodium salt,
IV. 7c

— in butter, test for, II. 167d
candles, II. 264c

£—, reaction with Millon'a re-
f agent, H. 307c
Naphthols, 1- and 2-, hydro-

^genation, VI. 3546
2-Naphthol-8-Piilphonic acid

I. 658c ; III. 428c
Naphthophenanthridine, al-

kaloids, II. 5296
l-Naphthylamine-4:6-disul-

phonic aci€, III. 5456
— -4:7-disulphcanic 9 acid, III.

5456 »
2 - Naphthylamine - 5*r sul -

phonic acid, III. 5456
2 - Naphthylamine - 6 - sul -

phonic acid. II. 118d
2 - Naphthylamine - 8 - sul -

phonic acid, J. la, 585d
2 - Naphthyl benzoate, in

candles, II. 264c
— wobutyl ether, II. 106c
Naphthylene - 1:8 - diazo -

inline, III. 5936
— -diazoimineti, 1:2- and 2:3-,

III. 5936
2-Naphthyl ethyl ether, II.

1*66
2_- Naphthylhydrazine,*
^ 1976 ; VI. 301d
1-Naphthyl salicylate, L>262d

*" Naphtol AS," IV. 133a, 134a,
227c

Napoleonite, IV. 86
d/-Narcotine, VI. lOOd
— mcthiodide dihydrate, VI.

lOOd
Narcylen, I. 706,
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Naringerin, VI. 130a
Naringin, VI. 026, 13i0a
Nasturtium officinale, VI. 89a
Nasunin, III. 554c
Nataloin, I. 262c
Natramblygonite, I. 303d
Natroalunite, I. 298a
Naturgiftsttff, III. 434c
Naturlab, IV. 315c
" Nautisan," I. 70d
Neat's foot oil, II. 28a*, foot-

note ; VI. 280d
Neb-neb, I. lie, 585a-
Nectandra puchury major, iso-

eugenol from, IV. 397a*
Neem bark, I. 561a ; V. 516a
Negretein, III. 554c
" Nekals." IV. 2866

Nelson Bohnalite," I. 277c
Nelson electrolytic cell,'III.

54c
Nemalite, II. 1106
"Nembutal," (see also Barbi-

turic acid), I. 368b, 623a
" Neoantimosan," I. 439a
" Neoarsphenamine," I. 492a
Neocyanine, HI. 524c
Neodymium, II. 511c
Neoerbium, IV. 3216
" Neokharsivan," I. 492a
" Neomerpins," IV. 2866
" Neonair I. 623a
Neonite, IV. 5196
Neopelline, I. 122c
" Neosalvarsan," I. 4806, 4»2a
11 Neostam," I. 439c
Neosterol, IV. 325c
" Neostibosan," I. 436c
" Neothesin." I. 369a
Neou oil, IV. 86<Z
Nepheline, I. 4506, 652a
— -syenite, I. 4506 ; II. 429c
Nephelite, I. 264(2
Nephrops norvegicus, I. 532c
Nepouite, V. 430a ••
Nertd, III. 183d
Neriifolin, II. 386c
Nerol, II. 201^ ; V. 517c, 518a
Nerolidol, I. 693c
" Nerotin Bromelia" and

"Nerolin Yara Yara," V.

" Nerolin / / , " II. 1066
" Nervocidine," JV. 336a
Nervon, II. 106c ; VI. 92c '•
Nessler's reagent, II. 572c
IJeuberg ester, V. 22a
Neurine, III. 94a
Neurodin, I. 736
" Neutralisations," VI. 248c
" New Fortex," IV. 4876
Ngai-camphor, II. 30d
N'gart oil, IV. 86c
Niccolite, I. 469a
Nickel, action on methane,

II. 349d
and steam, II. 4256

— arsenide, III. 34d
— as trace element, I. 510a
-r- carbide, II. 281c
— catfxmyl, II. 351a, 357a ,
— -ckromium alloy, III. 1046
—, complexes with catechol,

II. 431a
—, detn. asuay, I. 528c
—, —, colorimetric, II. 6726
—, -», electrodeposition method,

II. 701d
—, —, gravimetric, II. 612f ;

V. 402<f

INDEX

Nickel, detn., volumetric, II.
6636

—, drop reaction, II. 581a
—, electrodeposition, IV. 265c
— glance, I. 469a (
— in oxidation of sulphur com-

pounds, II. 425a
— phosphide, formation, II.

357d
—, qualitative reactions, II.

553a, 578a
—9 , rare metals present,

II. 5554, 556d
— silver, II. 105d
— sulpharsenide, V. 529c
— uranyl acetate test for

sodium, II. 554c
Nicol's prism, substitute, II.

443a
Nicotine, antiseptic, IVr316
Nigella sp^ III. 545d
Nigrosine, I. 5696, 579c ; VI.

467d
Nikeline, I. 469a
Ninhydrin, I. 3246 ; VI. 307c,

308a
Niobates, qualitative reactions,

II. 555d, 556a*, 573d
Niobic acid, III. 312a
Niobite, III. 309c, 3106
Niobium (columbium), III.

309d .
— and tantalum, separation,

II. 602a
— arsenide, III. 3136
— boride, III. 3136
— bromide, chloro-, III. 312d
— carbide, II. 218d ; III. 3136
— chloride, chloro-, III. 312d
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 602a
— dioxide, III. 312a
— hydroxide, chloro-, III. 312tf
— monoxide, III. 31 Id
— nitride, III. 313a
— oxybromide, III. ,313a
— oxychloride, III.'"313a
— oxyfluoride, III. 312c
— oxysulphide, III. 313c
— pentabromide, III. 313a
— pentachloride, III. 312c
— pentafluoride, III. 312c
— pentoxide, III. 312a
— phosphide, III. 3136
—, prepn. from its oxide, II.

5Ma
—, qualitative reactions, II.

555d, 5586, 573d
— sesquioxide, JJI. 312a
— sulphide, III. 3136
— trichloride, III. 312c
" Nipagin," VI. 3466
Niquidine, III. 14bd, VAa
lliquine, III. 149d, 176a
isoNiquine, 1(1. 1766
" Nirvanine," i. 3696
Nisinic acid,,III. 2476
Nitraxnide, catalytic decom-

position, VI. 249c,loob
Nitrate, detn., colorimetric, II.

673c
—, —, gravimetric, II. 598c ;

V.327d
—, —, Schlosing gasometric, II.

688d
—, —, volumetric, II. 664a ;

IV. 5156
— of soda fertiliser, V. 656 "
Nitrates and nitrites, detn., II.

«87d, 688d; IV. 515a; V.
2996; VI. 1506

Nitrates, detection and detn.,
V. 327d

—, drop reaction, II. 582a
—, qualitative reactions, II

572c
Nitrator-separator for nitro-

glycerin, IV. 494c
Nitric acid, catalytic produc-

tion, II. 4246
, detn., see Nitrates.
for nitroglycerin, IV. 498c

— »T-, solvent in analysis, II.
5496
, use in flour analysis, II.

83a
— ester explosives, IV. 489c
— ether, IV. 364d
— oxide, detn., xl. 6846
Nitriles, II. 371d, 3776 *
- - , hydrolysis, II. 362d
—, unsaturated, preparation,

II. 3656 '
isoNitriles, I. 309a
Nitrite, detn. (see also Nitrate,

detn.).
—, —, potentiometric method,

II.707d
—, —, volumetric, II. 664 ;
Nitrites, qualitative reactions,

II. 572d CM*
N i t r o - a m i n o explosives, IV.

485a
Ni troce l lu lose , analysis by

nitrometer, I I . 687d ; IV.
515a

— dopes {see also Celluloid;
Cellulose lacquers ; Cellu-
lose plastics ; Fibres, arti-
ficial, or rayon), II. 4646

— explosives, IV. 501-^535
—, gelatinisation, II . 252c, 259d
— history, IV. 501c ; V. 114d
— in celluloid, II. 4436
' photographic films, II .

— lacquers, II. 467d
nitroglycerin powders, IV.
519a

— plastics, II. 4746
— powders, IV. 517c, 524d

, cutting and pressing pro-
cess, IV. 525d

-«. , drying, IV. 5266
j-, progressive burning, IV.

, solvents for gelatinising,
IV. 023c
.treatment of deteriorated,

IV. 527*
—, production, II. 443c, 447a,
' 463d ;, LV. 502c

— silk, see Rayon.
—, soluble, see Collodion cotton.
— stabilisers, IV. 520a
— stability tests, see Stability

tests.
—.theory of nitration, IV.

502d
Nitrochalk, I. 352d ; V. 65c
Nitro - compounds, detn.,

with titanium chloride, II.
627a,708a

Nftrocotton, see Nitrocelluose.
Nitrof'explosives, classes, IV.

465a, 475c, 484c, 485a,
489a1, 501c, 517c

—, stability tests, see Stability
tests.

Nitrofonn from acetylene, I.
84a



Nitrogen, detn. by hydrogena-
tion, VI. 362d

—, gasometric, II. 6846
— in Ca cyanamide, V. 84c
-* carbon compounds,
II. 617d, 6316

feeding stuffs, IV. 601d
fertiliser!, II. 6196;

V. 83d
—, hydrogenation analy-

_- — — nitrates, II. 664a ; '¥.
84d .

—, —, Kjeldahl's method, II.
6196 ; IV-6§2a ; V. 846

—, —, micro-Dumas method,
II. 6316 .
, — -KjeldShl method, IL

631 #
— dioxide, detn., II. 684c
— -free extract, IV. 59H-
-*-, luminescent, III. 23c
— pentoxide, decomposition,

II. 531c
— peroxide in flour bleaching,

II. 816
, reaction with calcium

pHbsphate, II. 2256
— —, lime, II. 222d
— ifrodnction and purification,

— trichloride in flour bleaching,
II. 81a

Nitroglycerin {see also Blast-
ing gelatine; Dynamite),
IV. 491c, 496d

—, continuous manufacture, IV.
4966

,—, detection, IV. 499c
'—, detn., IV. 532d
—, effect of cooling or heating,

IV. 4U7a, c
—, explosive properties, IV.

498c
— manufacture, IV. 491d
' 1 recovery of acids, IV.

495d
—• —-, treatment of waste wash

water, IV. 495c
—. physiological effects, IV.

—i properties, IV. 496d
, recovery, from waste acids ^

IV. 495d
—, solubility, IV. 497*?
—, stability, IV. 4976
—, testing, IV. 499d

t —, volatility, IV. 496d
Nitroglycol, IV. 483d
Nitro-groups, detn., IT. 627a
" NitroHm," II. 2103 ;, V. 65d
Nitrolit, IV. 484a
Nitromannitol, IV. 500d
Nitrometer, I. 582c
—, Lunge's, II. 687d
" Njtron," VI. 150a
Nitroprusside, sodium, III.

477a
Nitroprussides, qualitative re-

actions, 51. 569c
" Nitrosaniines " for diazo

coupling, IV. 231c
Nitro-silk {see also Nitrocellu-

lose), II. 4646 ; V. lild*
Nitrosocarbonyls, II. 3586
Nitroso R-salt, reagent for

cobalt, II. 552d
Nitrostarch, IV. 516d
Nitro-sulphur compounds as

explosives, IV. 484c

INDEX

Nitrous fumes, analysis, TI.
6846

— oxide, detn., II. 684c
Niirum seri lactis, II. 299A
Njktua tallow, II. 32c
Nobelit, IV. 556a
Nobel's blasting oil, IV. 491d
" Noctal," I. 623a
Nodakenin, VI. 92c
Nogueira de Iguape, II. 262c
Nohlite, II. 512c
Nomograms, III. 3c, 5a
n-Nonacosane, occurrence, II.

119c, 183a
15 - Nonacosanol, 15 - non -

tacosanone, occurrence, II.
119c

Non-metals, drop reactions,
II. 581d

Nontrc*iite, I. 6036 ; III. 196a
Nopal, Nopalea cocpncllifera,

III. 226c
Nopaleries, III. 226c
Norbixin from lycopene, II.

4016
Norcamphor, methylation of,

II. 2406
Norcantharidin, II. 270d
Norcaryophyllenic acid, II.

4096
Norcassaidine, IV. 336a
Norconessine, III. 323c
Norisoephedrine, II. 4396
S-Norisoephedrine (cathine),

I. 116
x-Norequilenin, VI. 271c
Nbreupittone, IV. 401c
Norharxnan, VI. 186a
Nor-m-hexnipinic acid, II.

236a
11 Narit," 1.153a ; II. 31fld
Norite, III. 327c

.Norsabite, IV. 556d
" Norwegian gabbro," V. 409a
" Nosophen"!. 448d
Noumeite, V. 429d
Noumg<ui fat, I. 655a
Novaine, II. 301a
" Novarsenobenzene," I. 492a
" Novarsenobillon," I. 492a
Novit, IV. 489c
" Novocaine," 1.16,309a; II. 346
Nucite, VI. 495a
Nuclease, IV. 3M6
Nucleation in supersaturated

solutions, III. 446d
Nucleic acid, oryza-, II. 499a
— acids, VI., 9%?
Nuclei* in condensation of

vapours, IV. 97c, 986
Nuclein in rice, II. 499a
lyucleo&des, II. 2876
Nullipores, coral from, III. 360c
" NumaL" I. 623a
" Nupercaine," I.*69c
" Nupyrin," I. 517^
Nut butters, II. 168d
Nutmegofoutter, II. 168d
Nut oil, III. 33a
Nutritive ratio, lV. 6016
Nuts, oil, aoura, III. 2386

—, liabasiu, III. 243d
—, burity, III. 2386
—, cohune, III. 243d
—. gru-gru, III. 2386
—, inaja, III. 238J
—,jauary, III. 2386
—, kokerite, III. 2386

—, —, mocaya, III. 2386
—, —, murity, III. 2386
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tfuts, oil, murumuru, III. 244a
—, —, palm-kernel, III. 243a
—, —, Paraguay, III. 2386
—, —, piririma, III. 2386
---, —, tucum, III. 2386
Nyctanthin, II. 439d
Nylon, IV. 125d, 120a: V.

1126, 1136, 126b

O-Acid, VI. 452d
Oak-apples, V. 4266
Oakley quarry powder, IV.

4876
Oats, II. 4896
Obermiiller test, IV. 547d
Oblitine, II. 3916
Ocemene, II. 155d
Ochroite, II. 5126
Ocimene, II. 153c
Ocimum spp., eugenol from, I.

652c; IV. 394c
J^'Octadiene, II. 156<Z
Octaethylene glycol, IV. 3796
Octahedrite, I. 370a
Octahydroeugenol, IV. 396c
tsoOctane aviation fuel, VI.

333d
C£/c/oOctatetraene, III. 5356
ae^-Octatrien-y-ine, I. 886
Octylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester, I. 64c
sec.-Octyl alcohol^ prepn., II.

42za
Octyl butyrate, occurrence, II.

179c
Octylformal, I. 346
scc.-Octylhydrocupreine, III.

1686
Odorin, I. 29d
(Elbitumen, V. 354a
T ! h i r i \ r i in cognac

pil, II. 4
(Enanthol, VI. 205a
(Enanthylic acid*VI. 205a
(Enin, III. 554c ; VI. 92c
(Estradiol, VI. 269a
a-(Estradiol, VI. 261c
j8-CEstradiol, VL 269c
(Estriol, VI. 267c, 269a,
—^lycuro^ide, tIAQQb
(Estrogens, artificial, VI. 272a
—, colour reactions, VI. 2<39<2
—, origin, VI. 270<£
—, synthesis, VI. 271a
(Estrone, VI. 268c, d
—, properties, VI. 2696
Oil, animal, II. 29<2
11 Oil, atomised," V. 379c
Oil, boiled or kettle-boiled, I.

266; IV. 91a
Oilcakes, fertiliser, V. 666
Oilcloth, American, V. 195a
— manufacture, V. 195a
"Oildag." I. 119d; II. 3106

ILI. 288a
Oiled silk, V. 105d
OH emulsions, edible, IV. 9036
— hydrosols, IV. 284a
«- in feeding stuffs, IV. 392d,

601d
— point, V. 351d
— process in photography, IIL

Ilia
— pulp, I. 293c
— rearing, see Eartlfa, active.
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Oils, boiled, " bung-hole/* III
266; IV. 916 -

—, decolorizing, IV. 247c, 2496
—, desulphurisation, II. 4266
—. drying, IV. 81c
—, —, non-drying and semi-

drying, IV. 81d
—, —, refined, for paints, IV.

87c
_, synthetic, I. 906; II.
4226 ; IV. Sid, 876

—, effect on concrete, II. 1486
—, hardened or hydrogenated

(see also Hydrogenation),
II. 426a* ; VI. 1776

*— in casein paints, II. 415c
Oilskins, V. 195(2
Oils, sulphurised {see also

Factis), IV. 90c, 590a
Oilstones, I. 46
Oiticica oil, IV. 84a
Okenite, I. 227c
Olanin, II. 29d*
Oleandrigenin, II. 386c
Oleandrin, II. 3866 ; VI. 02c
Oleandrose, II. 386c
Oleanolic acid as aglucone in

calendula saponin, II. 2346
Oleates, metallic, parasiticidal,

IV. 28c
Olefiant gas (ethylene), I. 79c;

IV. 3726
Olefln oxides, glycol ethers

from, II. 443a
Oleflns, alkylation of car-

bazole with, II. 280a
— from carbon monoxide, II.

350d
shale oil, II. 36

—, oxidation. II. 373a
—, poly-, II. 151a; III. 533c
Oleic acid, III. 2476

, antiseptic action, IV. 286
glycerides (see also Drying

oils; Olein), VI. 686
in bone fat, II. 296 J

isoOleic acid, detn., VI. 1&6
, formation, VI. 184c
, in candles, II. 264a

Olein, enzymatic synthesis, II.
420c .

— in Cay Cay fat, II. 430c
01. Elliott., III. 4356
Oleum anelH, \ 371c
— animate t.lnpyreuri&iticum,:ll.

&d&d
— calcis, II. 213a
— Dippelii, II. 20d
Oleyl alcohol in wool scouring

baths, II. 16a
Olibanum (see also Frankin-

cense), II. 53c ; V. 328d
Oligoclase, V. Id
Oligodynamic action, IV. 24d
Oligosaccharides, II. 3016
—, optical rotation, II. 3026
Olive, Caledon, II, I. 422c ; II.

1196
—, Cibanone, B, I. 42 ia
w - oil in wool scouring' baths,

,IT. 16a
Olfeine, I. 500b ; III. 119a*
— -bisalt, I. 652a
Onegite, VI. 101a
O'Neill pfass-blowing machine,

V. 583
— Luction machine for glass-

ware, V. 586
Ononin, V. 250c ; VI. 92a*
Onyx, I. 104a

INDEX

Oospora spp., V. 57a
Oosporin, V. 56
Opacifiers in candles, II. 264c
" Ophorite," IV. 464d
Optochin, III. 1666, 1686 (
Orange, Acid, IV. 205a
—, Acridine, and* Orange Acri-

dine R, I. 131d, 132c
—, Algol, I. 206a
—, Alizarin, I. 205a, 206a, 228a
—, — G, I. 2286, 393a
—, Cadmium, II. 194d
—, Caledon Gold, 3G, I. 422c
—, —, 4R, RRT, I. 419a
— Chrome, III. 1126, 113a
—, Cibanone, R, 6R, I. 483c,

417a
11 Orange crystals," I. 65(2
Orange, Indanlhrene, F3R,

RRK and 6RTK, I. 418a,
416aV414c, 420a

—, — Brilliant, GK, GR and
RK, I. 426a, 427a*, 429c,
426a

—, —Golden, GN, I. 396c,
4180*

—, Ionamine, CB, I. 40c
—, New Acridine, R, I. 132a
—, Pharma Acridine, R, RRR,

I. 132a
-*-, pigments from the, III. 184(2
—, Rhodulin, N, NO, I. 132a
—, Soledon Brilliant, 4R, 1.4296
Orbitolites marginalia, coral from,

III. 3606
Or bleu, VI. 110a
11 Orcas," I, 136<2
Orcinol, colour reaction with

pentoses, II. 2876
Ores, flotation process, V. 263d
Organdie finishing, V. 191a
Organophosphors, II. 224a
Organosols, III. 279(2
Organzine silk, IV. 124a ; V.

94a
Orgris, VI. 110a
Orixine, III. 602a*
Orizabin, VI. 90c
Ornithine from citrulline, III.

1936
Ornithite, II. 224c
Orobancldn, VI. 92(2
Oroboside, VI. 92(2
" Orphol," I. 701a
Orpfcnent, I. 468c, 4796
Orsat apparatus, II. 676a
Orthite, 1.238c ; II. 512a, 6 .
Orthoboric ac?d, II. 46(2
Orthochrome % III. 5/56
Orthoclase, I. 26 id
" Orthoform " (new and old), I.
. 3696 «
%t Ortizon," VI. 345o*
Orujo, II. 3436
Oryzanin, II. GOd
— in rice, Ik 4926
Osmium, detn., II. 613a
—, —, gravimetric, II« 6136
—, —, volumetric, II. 664a*
—, qualitative reactions, II.

5510*, 556(7, 578a*
Osmotic pressure, equation for,

III. 288a
of starch solutions, II.

3026,
Osones. il. 293c
Ossein, II. 27a ; V. 5056 ; VI.

23a, 25a
Osteolite, II. 224c
Ostwald dilution law, II. 530c

Osyritrin, VI. 92d*. 95a
Otavite, VI. 136a*
Otto of roses, I. 5476
Ouabain, II. 386a ; VI. 92(2
Oubagenin, II. 386c
Oure're' fat, I. 655a
Ovalbumin, prepn., IV. 2546
Ovomucin, pfrepn., IV. 254(2
Ovomucoid, IV. 254a"
Oxacarbocyanines, oxa - 2' -

and oxa-4/-cyanines, HI.
* 5206

Oxalates, qualitative reactions,
II. 569a"

Oxalic acid, activated, VI. 2616
from cellulose, II. 467(2
in carambola, II. 276a

Oxalyl chloride, reaction with
tetralin, II. 364a •

Oxanthrones, I. 215a, 3886,
430(2

pxazine, I/o65a
isoOxazolediazonium salts,

III. 5926
Oxazolo-cyanines, III. 521(2
Oxidase in rice, II. 495(2
Oxidases, IV. 3156
Oxidation-reduction analysis.

II. 706c
-J potentials, VI. 417c ̂ -
Oxide films on metals, i l l . 3686
— scale on hot metals, III. 369a
Oxidoetbylene - a/J - dicar -

boxylic acid, V. 51(2
Oxixnes, prepn., VI. 403a
p i i t h l i i ^

III. 164c
Oximinovinylquinuclidine,

III. 1596
Oxindole, VI. 464(2
Oxine, II. 5836 ; III. 3356
—, reagent (see also Quinoline,

8-hydroxy-), II. 5836 ; III.
3356

—, —, metallic compounds, II.
5836; III. 3356

Oxland and Hocking's calciner,
I. 473d

Oxonitine, I. I21d
Oxoniuzn ion, VI. 247c
Oxo-reaction of chlorophvll,

111.84c
Oxyacanthine, I. 682d, 683c ;

VI. 496c
Oxy-acetylene cutting, 1.115c
2 - Oxy - 6 - aminodihydro -

pyrimidine, m. 545c
Oxyapatite, II. 225c
Oxy-a-caitotene, II. 3996
Oxycellulose, II. 302a
Oxycheh'd^nine, II. 527d*
Oxycoccicyanin, VI. 02d
Oxycoccin, III. 414<2
Oxydases, II. 60d ; IV. 3156
Oxygen, detn., colorimetric, II.

685(2
—, —, gasometric, II.

684(2
((78a,

—, —, hydrogenation analysis,
11.6226; VIr359c

—, free, detection,* II. 574a,
678a, 681a, 685a

-1', qualitative reactions, II.
[/74a'

OxybaBxnoglobin, VI. 104d,
165c, 166a

—-, detn., VI. 166c
—, oxygen capacity, VI. 166c
—, physiology, II. 216
11 Oxylene " (ireproofing, V. 216d



" Oxyliquit," IV. 540a
NrOxymethyl carbazole, II.

2796
-Oxymuriatic acid, III. 36c
Oxyneurine, I. 686a
6-Oxypurine, VI. 4086
41 Ozalide " photographic paper,

III. 589d ••
Ozokerite, II. 506(2
— in candles, II. 264c
Ozone, detection, II. 574a, 685a
—, detn., II. 685a .)
Ozonides, of olefins, II. 152c

Pachwai, I. 586ftt
Pack ncAchines in dyeing, IV.

130a
Paddy o*Padi, II. 489a*
Jfadi tengkawang.il. 31(2
Pseonia off., P. albiflora, VI.

92d; 1.511(2
Paeonin, VI. 92(2
Paeonol, I. 618c
Pagodite, I. 162c
Paint,* see also Cellulose lac-

quers ; China wood oil ;
->Driers ; Drying oils ; Lii>

seeaoil; Pigments.
—, casein in, II. 4146
— emulsions, IV. 303a
Paints, candlenut oil in, II.

263a
—, carbon in, II. 313a
—, fish oils in, IV: 856
•— for protecting metals, III.

3936
Palaquium fat, II. 32c
— nut oils, II. 32a
Palas-k^pplu, II. 157(2
Palembang benzoin, I. 6156
Palitantin, V. 53a
Palladium, detn., electro-

deposition, II. 702a
'—» —i gravimetric, II. 6146
—i —, volumetric, II. 665a
—, clectrodeposition, IV. 270a
— hydride, VI. 305c, 315a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

554(2, 550(2, 578(2
Palladous salts, reduction by

carbon monoxide, II. 25_16
Palxnarosa oil, V. 517a
Palmatine, I. 124a ; II. 2356
—, tetrahydro-, III. 4J
Palmatisine, I. 124a
Palmiacol, II. 516(2
Palmine, III. 242a
Palxnitate, I. 5496 '
Palmitic acid in bone fat, II.

296
candles, II. 263c
cascarilla and celery

ails, II. 441a, 441(2
: — rice, II. 4946

Palmitone in cabbage, II.
182(2

Palm kernel oil, III. 343a
olein. HI. 243c
stearm, III. 2436

— oil in candles, II. 263d
chocolate, III. 88^

— seed oils, Pcdnue spp., III.
238a

— wine, I. 467(2
Palygorskite group, I. 499c
Panabase, IV. 590c
Panclastites, IV. 545(2

INDEX

Pandermite, II. 356, 40(2, 48c ;
III. 278c

—, borax manufacture from,
II. 46(2

PAnicol, II. 4856
Paniculatine, I. 124a
Pantal, I. 2586, 277c
11 Panthesine." I. 369a
11 Pantocaine," I. 369a
Pantothenic acid, II. 98c ; VI.

138(2
Papain, IV. 315a
— protease, II. 88a
Papaver somniferum, P. spp., I.

450(2; IV. 85(2; V. 91(2,
i263c

— spp,, anthocyanins in, 1.381(2
Papayotin, III. 568a
Paper dryer, IV. 72a
— manufacture, casein in, II.

4146
— mulberry, II. 119a
—, rice, II. 496(2

spar, II. 203c
Papilionacea, alkaloids, III.

542c
Paprika, II. 2736
— assay, piperine standard, II.

275a
Parabanic acid, I. 244(2
Parabutaldenyde, II. 157a •»
Parat'xobutaldehyde, II. 1576
Paracasein, II. 525(2
Parachloralose, III. 35(2
Parafactis, IV. 590a
Paraffin in cacao butter, II.

^ 187a
Paraffins from shale oil, II. 36
—, higher, detn., II. 6846
Paraffin wax emulsions, V.

197a
in candles, II. 263c

Faraformaldehyde, V. 318(2
Paraglyoxal, VI. 98c
ParahaBinatin, VI. 1646, d
Parahilgardite, VI. 230c
Parahopeite, VI. 266a
Paraldehyde, I. 216,25c, 195(2,

3686
—, reaction, with caramel, II.

277a
Paraldol, I. 266, 161A
Paralinolic acid in chaul-

moogra oil, II. 522(2
Paranaphthalene, I. 382<_>
Paranephrin, I. 147(2
Jparanthracene (dianthracene)

I. 384(2 ,
ParchFaentising in cotton

finishing, V. 191a
Parchuolite, I. 264c
P^ricin*?, HI. 128a, 168c
Parigenin (sarsapogenin), VI.

95c*
Parillin, VI. 95c
Parinaric acid, IV^86(2
Parisite, IV. 279a
Parison,<V. 578(2
" Parkerising" metals, III.

392(2
Parkesine, II. 4436
Particles, liquid, vapour pres-

sure, IV. 97c
Pasque flower, I. 3716
Paste (gem), V. 5136
Pasteur effect, I. 5£ftc; VI.

80c
, inhibition, VI. 81a

Pasteurisation of beer, II.
102(2
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1/asteur reaction ot cinchona
alkaloids, III. 156c

Patent stills, I. 1786
Patina, III. 3366, 3516, 366(2,

373a. 302a
—, artificial, III. 3366, 392c
—, protective, HI. 392a
Patronite, V. 60a r

Pauli exclusion principle, I.
545a

Paullitannic acid, VI. 153(2
Pavy's solution, I. 649a*
Payta bark, III. 1286
Paytamine, III. 1286
Paytine, III. 1286
" P.C. fibre," V. 1266
Peach wood, II. 68a
Pea-nuts, see Ground-nut.
Pearl-spar, IV. 53c
Peat,*V. 3376
—, gasified, V. 338a
Pebble powder, IV. 458(2
Pe'chiney process, III. 67a
Pectase, IV. 3146
Pectenine, II. 390c
Pectenoxanthin, II. 401(2
Pectic acid from flax, V. 162a
Pectinase, IV. 3146
Pectin from pectocellulose, II.

4676
pomace, III. 127(2

— in gentian root, V. 515(2
— of grape fruit peel, VI. 1306
—, uronic acid in, II. 298a
Pectocellulose, II. 467a
Pedersen process, I. 2686
Peeling (pottery), VI. 126
Peganum harmcUa, alkaloids, VI.

186a
Pegmatite, VI. 1266
Peunine, V. 3306
Peiminine, V. 3306
Pei Mu, V. 330a
P^largonidin, I. 381c; II.

234c; VI. 93a
Pelargonin, VI. 93a
Pelargonium spp., V. 519a ; VI.

88c
Pelosine, I. 660c
Penang benzoin, I. 6156
— isinglass, II. 102a »
Pencil-ore, VI. 160(2
Pencils, copyirife-ink or in-

delible. III. 9594
Peflbil-stoAe, I. lGftc
Penicillic acid from PenuAlium

spp., V. 52rf
Penicilliopsin, V. 55c
Penicillium spp. {see also Fer-

mentation, mould), II. 846;
VI. 91c

and arsenic compounds,
I. 483(2

Penrhyn powder, anti-frost,
IV. 5566

Pentaborane, II. 40(2
Pentacarbocyanines, III. 528a
Pentacyanides, III. 4766
eye/oPentadecanone, IV. 417a
ci/c/oPAitadiene, III. 5346
— from phenol, II. 306(2
Pentaerythritol, IV. 499d
jr- tetranitrate, IV. 499(2, 54)0(2
Pentaethylene glycol, IV.

3796
Pentamethylene diamine, II.

188r
— tetrazole, II. 388c
Pentamethyloglucose, II.

291(2
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Pentane, amyl derivs. froiL,
II. 471d

isoPentane, chlorination, II.
154(2

—, dichloro-, II. 154(2
11 Pentasol," I. 361a
Pentaxanthin, II. 401(2
" Pentenal?' I. 623a '
Penthrit , IV. 499(2
Pentitols , VI. 495(2
" Pentobarbital," I. 623a
Pentosan, bran, II. 56a
— in cabbage, II. 1836
Pentosans, II. 287a, 303c
— in celery, II. 4416

cellulose material, II. 462c
Pentryl, IV. 4886
Pepper, red, II. 2736
Pepsin, IV. 311(2, 315a
Peptides, synthesis, I. 3.22a
Peptisation, III. 281a
Peracetic acid, I. 24a, 50a;

II. 373a
Peracids, detn., volumetric,

II. 665a
—, oxidation of aldehydes by,

II. 3626
—, prepn., II. 373a; VI. 3456
Perammon, IV. 464(2
Perbenzoic acid, II. 373a
Perborate bleaching of silk,

II. 18c
—, detn., volumetric, II. 665a
Perborates, II. 51c ; VI. 345c
—, qualitative reactions, II.

568a
Perborax, II. 51(2; V3. 345c
"Percaine," I. 369c
Percarbonate, detn., volu-

metric, II. 665a
Perchlorate, detn., volumetric,

II. 6576
— explosives, IV. 464c
Perchlorates, detn., gravi-

metric, II. 6M)a
—, production, III. 686
—, qualitative reaction^ II.

576(2 -
Perchloric acid in analysis,

precautions necessary, II.
557a; 563d

Perchloroethyl formate, IV.
362a

" Perchloron." III. 636
Perchronfcc acid, III . 114b
Per-compounds , II. 373a;

VI. 3456
Percuss ion caps, IV. 543c
—, sensitiveness of explosives

to, IV. 551a
Perdisulphate (persulphate),

detn., volumetric, II. 665a
Pereirine, V. 504a
Pereiro bark, V. 503(2
Perfect ga-, definition, Vi.

412a, 413(2
Perfumery, use of butyric

esters in, II. 1816
" Perhydrite," VI. 345(2
Pericol, III. 5156 o
Per ilia oil, IV. 846
P l l l V 846
Peinodates, detn., gravimetric,

II. 610d r

—, —, volumetric, II. 6576
—, qualitative reactions, II.

u 5776
Periplocin II. 386(2; VI. 93a
Periplocyinarin, II. 386a;

VI. S3a

INDEX

_ _ II. 382a, 386(2
Peristaltin-Ciba," II. 410(2

Peristerite, V. 3a
Perkin reaction, II. 364c ; III.

180(2 <
Permanganate, detn., poten-

tiometric, Us 7086
— in respirators, III. 19c

volumetric analysis, II.
646c, 6606,-662a

Permanganates , qualitative
reactions, II. 577c

Permitted explosives, IV.
553c, 5566, 5586
, sheathed, IV. 556(2, 561(2

Permonosulphuric acid... VI.
341a

11 Permutite," II. 2296; VI. 276(2
Pernambuco wood, II. 68a
Perniobic acid, III. 3^26
" Pernoc'on." I. 3686, 623a
Perovskite, II. 229(2; IV.

245a
Peroxidase, IV. 3156; VI.

168a
—, compound with hydrogen

peroxide, VI. 168a
—.detection, V. 304c; VI.

1426
— in rice, II. 495(2
-Peroxide bleaching of cotton,

silk, wool, II. 10c, 18c, 17a ;
V. 204a

rayon, V. 204a
—, detn., volumetric, II. 664(2
Peroxides , acyl, prepn., II.

373a
" Peroxydol," VI. 345c
Perpluviation extraction, IV.

584(2, 585c
Perry, I. 466 ; III. 120c
Perseitol, II. 296(2
Perseulose, II. 286(2
Persulphate, detn., volumetric,

II. 665a
— in flour, II. 81a
— production, VI. 341c
Persulphates, qualitative re-

actions, II. 574(2
Persulphocyf. nogen, II. 2616
Pertite, explosive, IV. 476(2
Peruresinotannol, I. 616c
Peruviol, I. 616c
Perylene, 1.̂ 426(2
Pet&lite, II. 195c
Petaloxanthin, II. 399(2
Petermann solution, V. 81a ,
Petit gr. it, H. 137(2
" Petroklastit,'7" IV. 464 c
Petroleum, acids from oxida-

tion, 1.120/;
— and shale oil, V. SToa
—, .aromatic hydrocarbons in,

I. 466c
—, cracked, hydration of ole-

fins from, II. 4286, 471(2
—, hydrogenation, II. 425(2
— in cassia oil, test f^r, IJ. 419a
—, origin, II. 280c
— sulphonic acids, IV. 2366
Petunin, III. 554(2; VI. 93a
Pe-tun-tse , 111.32(2
Petunzite, III. 32(2
Petzite, VI. 102a, ?06a
P. and P .H. Helm* t, III. 186
PhsentL&ne, P.-methine base,

VI. 496c ; II. 4816
Phasophorbides, III. 81(2
PhKojjhytin, III. 81(2
Phagocytes of blood, II. 20a

" Phanodorn," 1. 623a
Pharbitinic acid, VI. 936
Pharmacolite, II. 2266
Phaseolin, III. 414a
Phaseolunatin, VI. 91a
Phase test for chlorophyll, III.

84(2
pu, definition^, II. 6386
Pheasants eye, I. 1456
Phellandrene, I. 5c
— in essential oils, II. P56,

, 2496 ; III. 1836, c
Phellonic acid, III. 366a
Phenacyl esters, I i . 3786

, p-brom-D-, II. 378a
Phenakite, I. 6&>a ; VI. 13c
Phenan, III. 328c

568a
Phenanthraph

567(2
azines, I.

phos -Phenanthx kcniinone
phor, II. 2246

—, reaction with o-diamines,
I, 567(2

Phenanthrene, detection in
anthracene, I. 387c

Phenarsazdnes, I. 494<*
" Phenaspetin," I. 518a
Phenazine, see Quinoxali*^.
" Phenazone," I. 449a*
" Phenazopyrine," I. 736
Phenegol, IV. 257c
Phenetole, p-amino-, I. 307c
" Phenobarbital," I. 623a
" Phenorain," VI. 2406
Phenol (see also Carbolic acid),

Ii . 303(2
Phenol, o-bromo-, conversion

into catechol, II. 4306
—, bromo-derivs., II. 307a
—, o-chloro-, in catechol prepn.,

II. 4306
—, detection -and detn., II.

3076, 570c, 7086
—, dinitro-, II. 306<2 ; IV. 475<2
Phenoldisulphonic acid, cate-

chol from, 11.4306
Phenol-formaldehyde resins,

II. 422(2
— from acetylene, I. 83d
— in castor, II. 419(2
—, iodo-, II. 307a
" Phenol, liquefied," II. 305(2
PLenolphthalein, prepn., II.

3076
—, tetcaiodo-, sodium salt, I.

448(2
Phenol frroduction from coal,

II. 303(2
—, purification w:th aromatic

sulphonic acids, II. 304(2
—, reaction with Millon's re-

agent, II. 307c
—, recovery, II. 319(2
— resins, II. 308(2
Phenols , carboxylic acids'from,

II. '6(Hb
—, chloro-, prepn., II. 307a
—, luminescent oxidation, III.

23c
—, nitro-, IV. 475c
"—, —, explosives, IV. 475c
— , 7 - , formation, II. 306(2
Phenolsulphonic acids,

307a
—, synthetic, II. 304(2
P h f l f t h h

II.

p ,
disodium sulphonate, II.
118(2
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Phenol, trinitro-, see.Picric acid.
Phenonaphthacridine, o- and

0-, L 129c
— carboxylic acid, I. 129c
Phenonaphthacridines, I.

129a
Phenonaphthacridones, I.

I29d
Phenonaphthazine, I. 564a*
Phenosafranine, I. r>71c, 5736
Phenoxyacetic acid, 2-car-

boxy-5-methoxy-, II. 6«Jc
Phenylacridine, 2-nmiin>-«-

dinietiiyliiitiino - 5 -V - di -
metliylami-io-, I. 1336, c

—, 2:8 - dim'ethyldiamino-, I.
133c'

/J-Phenylacryxlc acid, III. 180c
Pheny^alanine, 3:4-dihydroxy-,

I. 3I7rf; V. 876
Phenyl**-sonic acid, I. 4856
— —f 3 - acetylaifcido - 4 - hy -

droxy-, I. 3flc, 489c
— —, p-amino-, I. 486c

, P-carbamino-, 1. 487a
— acids, diamino-, I, 4886

, hydroxyamino-, L 4896
1-Fh*nylbenztriazole, II.

278c
TTienylisobornylamino, II. 256c
— camylaniine chloride pro-

duction, III. 17a
— eerot&te, II. 510c
Phenyl chromone, 2- and 3-,

V. 255n,c
Phenylcinchoninic acid (see

ofaoCiiicliophen), III. 178rf
Phenylcoumarin, hydroxy-,

III. 181c
Phenyl iaocyanate, reaction

with hydrocarbons, II.
SIM a

Phenyldiazomethane, III.
600a

o-Phenylenediamine, I. 565c
"' - Phen y 1 ene d iam ine, IV,

l»7c
P-Phenylenediamine as hair

dye, VI. 171c
— dermatitis, VI. 1726
— in prepn. of safranine3, I.

573a
Phenylene-o-diazoimine, \\h

5936
o-Phenylenediazosulphitte,

III. 593c
o-Phenyleneureas, 1^3166
a-Phenylethyl acetate, V. 428rf
• -alcohol, V. 428d »
Phenylethylene, a-bromo-,1^

jS-Phenylglucosidase, IV.
283a

Fhenylglycine unilide, I. 1016
— from i richlorethylene,L 101a

Fhonylglyoxalic add, I. 7 li-
ce-pnenylguanidine, VI. I46d
1-Fhenylhydantoin, VI.2()le
Phenylhydrazine, VI. 3006
-—, p-bromo-, VI. 301o
—, p-chlortiy, I. 1976
—, detectTon and detn., VI.

300c *
—. 8»4-dinitro-, I. lflTo ,•> \ I .

3016
—, iodo-, I I . 2036
—,p-nitro-, VI. 301a
—, reaction with carbon sub-

oxide, I I . 352d
jj-sulphonic add, VI. 800dj

Phenylliydrazones, I. 105c
— or sugars, II, 2W2d
—, reaction with inaleic an-

hydride, VI. 304 o
-%-, reduction, VT, 303d
Phenylhydrindone, III. 181c
Phenylhydiroxylainine, p -

nitro-, III. 5976
/HPhenylhydroxylamine, VI.

4O3rf
—, nitroso-, VI. 4046
Phenyl - J8 - raethylamino -

ethanol, /-a-;i:l-tiiliydr-
oxy-, I. 115c

Phenylmethylnitramine, tri-
I nitro-, IV. 485a

1 - Phenyl - 3 - methyl - 5 -
pyrazolone, 1. 63d

Phenylnitraminoethyl n i -
Iis1<?, a-fainitro-, IV. 4886

Phenylosazone, VI#(»8c
Phenylosazones, 2:4 - di -

Lrorno-, II, 2036
Phenyl-peri-acid, coupled

witliH-add, IV. 2046
p-Phenylphenacyl esters, II.

Phenyl plkosphates (see also
Tripheny) phosphate), II.
8076

Phenylpropiolaldehyde ethyl-
acetal, I. 3Cc

^-Phenylpropionic acid, fi-
broma-, III, 181c

Phenylpropyl (H'etate in cassia
oil, II. llrtrf

if- PhenylquSnoliiie - 4 - car-
boxylic acid, III. 856

Phenyl salicylate, II. 3076
• , acetyl-p-amino-, II. 510rf
4-Phenylsemicarbazide I.

197(i j VI. 300ii
Phenylstibine chloride, mono-

and di-, I. <T33c
Phenylureau di - p - curhpro -

poxy-, iV. I6rf
Phoron,IV. 347rf
" Fhilanising " cotton, V.

Philothion, V. 23c
Phlobaphen, II. H
Phloionic acid, 111.̂ 3606
Phloionolic acid. III. 3606
Phloraspin, V.<J81(i
Phloridzin, I. 1516 ; VI>936
Phloroglucinol from pheno],
, II. S07a
Phloxins, IV. 316c
PhocF»cholic acid, a- and fi-,

I, oan/j, nwut
Phcenicin. V. 546
Phceniiite, i>ha?nicochroite.

111. »06
Phorbol. III. 43Jrf
Phormium, 11. 4616
Phormium tenax, >i. 1656
Phorone, I. OHd
Phosger^ation of dyeatofl mix-

tures, IV. 222«
Phoiwene (sec hlso Carhr.nvi

chloride), II. 321c
—, detection* and detn., II.

322a, 083a
— in warfare, III. (*a
—, inaction ii it 11 hydrocarbons,

, II. SOIa
, propn., II. 3504, 428rf; III.

17a
Phosphagen or phoapho-

creatint, III. 41"i6

jiPhosphatase, II. 290a ; IV.
314b

—, bone, II. 27rf
— in malting, II. 89a
Phosphate, African, V. fi!l6
—, " available," detn., Ameri-

can method, V. 81a
—, Bfelgian and Simme, V. 086
—, Christmas Island, V. O'.ic
— coating of iron, 111. 3f)2d
— deficiency in grass land, VI.

133a
—, detn., see also Phosphoric

acid, detn.
—, —, colorimetric, II. 874a
—, —, gravimetric, II. 598(1
—, —, micro-methods, II. 033a
—t —, potentiometric II. 706c
—, —, volumetric, II. 065a
—, tlfop reaction, II, 5826
—, Florida, V. 0fl6
— in Hour, EL 79e, 81a
—, Pacific, V. Gttc
—, precipitated, fertiliser, V. 67c
—, reverted, detn. in super-

phosphate, V. 80rf
—, Bhesania, V. fl7d
Phosphates, Caribbean, V. 68d
—, ground mineral, V. U£W
— in casein ]i;i in!s, II. il6c
—, mineral, detn. of Mg and Al

in, V. 786
—, organic, in fire extinguishers,

II. 356c
Phosphate, South Carolina, V.

686
Phosphates, qualitative re-

actions, II. 552a, 555(7,
557c, 572d

Phosphate, total, detn. in
fertilisers, V, 7»d

Phosphatic rocks for super-
phosphate manufacture, V.

PhosphatuVs of cabbage, II.
(tea

PhJsphatides, VL OOrf, 706
— in cacao butter II. 186a
— — flour, II, 78a
Phosphine, detection, II. 0856
— fumigation, V. '.i'.il<I
Phosphines, Brilliant, I. 132c
—, Patent, L 10So
—, Pharmn, I, V*-'',
PSosphiUs, qualitative re-

actions, II. 573a •
Fhosphoamino-lipids, Vlf

Phosphocreatine, VL 7;"6
Phosphoesterases of bran,

1 J . <•><>•<

Phosphoeh .-aldehyde ;i nd
acetaldehyde, oxido-reduo
tion, V. 33rf

— transformation in muscle,
VI. 76J

Phosphoglyceric acitl, for?'i:i-
tion by yeast, 11. 99d

— acids in muscle or yeast, V.

Phosphoglycerol, V. 25«w
— and pyruvic acid, oxido-

reduction, V. S4fe #
'Pho^phoglyceromutase, VI.

77a x %
phohexomutase, V. :•,<«!

PI ospholipins, VI. ( •
Piiosphomolyli'.'" acid, •

lyst for . acid )•'
I I . 85Od "
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Phosphoprotein in mamma
lian milk, II. 411?-

Phosphopyruvic acid, V. 276 ;
VI. 77a

Phosphor-bronze, III. 3556
copper, III. 3556

Phosphorescence, III. 23a
— of calcium nitrate, II. 222c

sulphide, II. 230a
Phosphoric acid catalyst for

acetic acid prepn., II. 350(2
, citrate-soluble, V. 81a
, , detn., V. 82c
, dehydrating catalyst, II.

, detn., see also Phosphate,
detn.
, —, citric - oxalic - Mg

method, V. 77a
, — in mineral phosphates,

V. 75c
, —, Jorgensen method, V.

76a
, — of citrate-soluble, V.

81a, 82a
, total, in basic slag,

VI. 81(2
, , — fertiliser, VI.

79(2
, —, rapid method with

magnesium, V. 78a
,—, St. Gobain (San-

fourche) method, V. 766
, removal in analysis, II.

5526
— esters of fermentation and

muscle extract, si; Fer-
mentation, alcoholic; Gly-
colysis.

II. 295(2
risers, II. 448c, 472c

for glassmaking, V.
560a

Phosphorites for supej
phate manufacture,

Phosphorous acid, qualitative
reactions, II. 573a
, detn. volumetric, II. 665c

Phosphors, boric acid, II. 46(2
Phosphorus carbide, II. 281a
— chloride as chlorine carrier,

II. 3530
—, detn., assay, I. 531c
—. — in carbon compounds, II.

622c " •
—f —-m— iron and steel, II.

599a, 6656
—, —, micro-method, II. 033a
—, — in calcium carbide, II.

216(2
— elemental, detection,

572d, 6856
—, —, detn., volumetric,

665c
— in casein, II. 4126

stainless steel, detn.,
5996

—, luminescence, III. 236
—, organic, in rice, II. 498(2
Phosphorylation by, co -
* .aymase, V. 386

inorganic phosphate, V.
36a

the adenylic acid system,
V. 31*

yeast preparations, V. 37(2
— -*n alcoholic fermentation, V.

II.

II.

II.

35d
lactic acid formation, V.

34(2 '

Phosphorylation in living
yeast, V. 40c

Phosphotriose dehydrogenase,
V. 33a

—, phosphoglyceric acid a. d
jlycerol from, V.

"Phosphuret of baryta," I.
643a

Photographic film, II. 446a
— paper, " diazotype," III.

, "ozalide" or " ozalid,"
III. 589(2

Photo-sensitization of com-
bustion, IV. 4186

Photosynthesis of carote-
noids, II. 402a

Phototropy of calcium sul-
phide, II. 230a *

Phrenosin, II. 506c ; VI. 93c
Phthalhydrazide, 3-amino-,

luminescence, III. 23(2
Phthalic acid esters, as plasti-

cisers, II. 448c, 472c
— anhydride production, II.

428a
Phthaliznide, alkyl derivs., I.

309a
Phthalocyanines, co-ordina-
ls tion formulae, III. 332(2

" Phulwa," I. 654a
Phulwara butter, I. 654a
Phycocyan, I. 2006, 692a
Phycocyanobilin, I. 200c
Phycoerythrin, I. 2006, 692a
Phycoerythrobilin, I. 200c
Phycophain, I. 190c, 200a
PhyUanthin, VI. 93c
PhylloaBtioporphyrin, III

82(2
Phyllocaline, VI. 138c
Phylloerythrin, III. 846
Phylloporphyrin, III. 82(2
—, relation to blond pigments,

II. 20c
Phyllopyrrole, III. 8$>
Physalien, II. 398(2
Physcion, V. 54(2
Physical determinations, micro-

methods, II. 6346
Physic nub oil, III. 460c
Physostigmine, II. 198(2
tsoPhysostigxnine, II. 2006
Phy&ostigmol, II. 199c
Physovenine, II. 200a
Phytase, II. 766 ; IV. 3146
Phytin, I. 198(f.; VI. 495c
— in maize, II. 4826

rice, II. 499a
Phytol, II. 402a
Phytosterolin, VI. 93c
Phytosterol in rice, II. 493d
— of candelilla wax, II. 262a
Phytosterols, bran, II. 606
Phytostero^, test of butter, II.

166d
Phytyl alcohol frorf chloro-

phyll, III. 81c
Piassava, V.' 168a
Piazothiole, I. 3166
Picein, VI. 93c
Piceoside, VI. 93c
Pickeringite, IV. 591(2
Picklette, III. 77a
Pickling-of metals, III. 77a,
Picoline from acetylene, I. 81c
Picrates, metallic, IV. 482c
Picric acid antiseptic, IV. 30c

explosives, IV. 480c, 483a

Picric acid from phenol, II.
306(2

manufacture, IV. 476(2
by interdilution pro-

cess, IV. 4786
NaNOa process,

IV. 479c
, continuous process,

IV. 478c
— from chlorobenzene,

IV. 479(2
, precautions in, IV.

482a
, properties of, IV. 480c
reagent -lor alkaloids, I.

2356
, specifications, IV. 4826
, testing, ]rV. 4826

— Powder, IV. 4836
Picrinit, IV. 476(2
Picrocrocin, VI. 93(2
Picrolonic arid, I. 235c
Picryl chloride, luminescent

reaction, III. 23c
— sulphide explosive, IV. 484c
Piedmontite, IV. 320(2
11 Pierre-a-coton," I. 500a
Pigment dyes, IV. 236a
Pigments for textiles, IV. 127c
-» in butter, II. 167c - <»'-

casein paints, II. 415c
magnesia cements, II.

136(2
—, Lithol, IV. 2366
—, Monolite, IV. 2306
—, Monosol, IV. 2366
—, permanent, IV. 2366
—, polyene, II. 397(2
" Pi-ieou," III. 336
Pilbarite, VI. 155a
Pilchard oil, V. 228c
Pilolite, I. 499c
Pknelite, V. 430a
Pimento ojficinalis, eugenol

from, IV. 394c, 395a
Pimento, II. 2736
Pinachrome, III. 5156
Pinacone, I. 67a
Pinacyanol, III. 516c
Pinaflavol, III. 530(2
Pinaverdol, III. 5156
Pinene, borneol from, II. 316,
— 257c
—, dibromonitroso-, IV. 2c
—, nydrochloride, II. 32(2, 250c
/-a-Pinene in cajuput oil, II.

198g
/-Pinene in Canada balsam,

II. 26sa
Pinene in essential oils, 1.5c; II.

2496., 4646; III. 1836, C
— peroxide, II. 251d
—, storage, II. 250a
—, synthetic camphor from, II.

2426, 249c
Pine oil, borneol in, II. 2596

, bomyl acetate in,' II.'
2596

in cotton bleaching, II. 6a
Pinite, I. 162c ,
Pinitol, VI. 494c
Pink, Algol, R, I. L06a, 232(2,

4166
—, tenzo Fast, 2BL, IV. 222a
—, Indanthrene, FBBL, I. 418a
—, Naphthalene, I. 575(2
Pinnoite, II. 356
Pinocyanol, III. 514(2, 516c
Pintsch-Hillebrand genera-

tor, V. 502c
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Pinus ausiralis ; P. marUima ;
P. palustris, I. 550a; V.
415c; V. 6a

— picea; P. pumilio; P.
*sabiniana; VI. 03d; VI.

288c ; I. Id
— spp., turpentine and rosin

from, III. 2§46
Pioury, Piuri, Purree, VI.

4246 •
Piperazine, I. 314c ; IV. 376c
Piperidine, I. 315a
— from acetylene, I. 84d
Piperitone, IV. 96
— in camphor oil, II. 249c
—, reduction, II. 426d
Piperylene, II, 1526, 154c
Pisang tlour, 1* 618d
Pisolite, I. 456d
Pistacite, IV. 320d
11 Pita,'bl. 2616
Pitayo, III. 128dO
Pitchblende, II. 106a; VI.

154a*
Pittacal, IV. 401a
Pityrol, II. 60d
11 Pi-yu," III. 336
11 Pla+idol A," I. 361a
Plancheite, IV. Id

rI&ntdin fibre, I: la
Plant analysis, ash detn., I.

503c; III. 430<Z
, crude fibre in, III. 430c
, — protein in, III. 430c
, dry matter in, III. 430c
, ether-soluble substance

in, III. 430c
Plant, chemical, resistant

materials for, IV. 1306
11 Plasmoquin," III. 1376
" Plastacele," II. 4806
Plaster, boiled Keene's, II.

— of Paris, II. 1306, 132a ; VI.
160a

, catalysts of set, II.
131c

Piasters, calcium sulphate, II.
1296

Plaster-stone, VI. 160a
Plasticisers {see also Camphor;

Celluloid; Cellulose plas-
tics), II. 308d, 4726; IV*
523d

Plastic magnesia, II. 1366°
Plastics, see also Celluloid ;

Cellulose plastics-* Resins,
synthetic.

—, bituminous, I. 7d3c
—, carbon in, II. 313a
—, casein, II. 4146* „
—, castor oil in, II. 422a
—, nitrocellulose, II. 4046
" Ptastolin II," I. 361a
Platinum catalyst, sec Cata-

^lysis; Catalyst; Hydro-
genation; Reactions, hetero-
geneous.

chromium alloy, III. 101a
detn., Ho G13a, 6146
—, assay, I. 528c
—, electrodeposition, II.
702a

—, gravimetric, II. QJib
—, micro-method, II. 633c
—, volumetric, II. 665d

—'electrodeposition, IV. 270a
— in contact process, II. 423c

nitric acid manufacture,
II. 424c

VOL. VI.—38

Platinum metals, separation
and detn., II. 013a, 614a

—, qualitative reactions, II.
534d,556d,5796

I&eochroism of bromine, II.
107d

Plumbago,41. 3096, d, 313d
Plumbous acetylide, II. 281c
Plumosite, IV. 591d
Plusinglanz, I. 466a
Podolite, I. 449d
Polar and non-polar links, III.

334a
Polar DynobeJ, IV. 556d
Polarisation, molecular, VI.

*> 4666
Polarographic analysis, II.

7106
11 Polaroid." V. 596a
Polar* Samsonite No. 3, IV.

556
— Saxonite, IV. 5563
Polenske value of butter, II.

165d
cacao butter, II. 1856

Polierschiefer, III. 579c
Pollucite, II. 195c
Pollux, II. 195c
Polyalkylguanidines, VI.

Polyanthrimides, I. 419d
Polychloroprene, a- and /x-,

1. 896
Polycrase, II. 19c, 512c
Polyenes, geometric isomerism,

m II. 151c
Polygalritol, II. 296c
Polyglycerol, VI. 70c
Polymerisation, see also in-

dividual aldehydes.
—, catalytic, II. 42!)a
—, metal carbonyls as catalysts

in, II. 358d
— of acetylene, I. 856

olefins, II. 1536
unsaturated glycerides,

l V ^ d
Polyolefins (conjugated), II.

151a
— (non-conjugated) II. 1566
Polyoxyxnethylene, a-, B-, y-

and €-, V. 319a '
— compounds, II. 158d
Polypeptidase^ IV. 315a, 325a
Polyporus spp., IV. 282c i
Polyprenes, U. 154a

d Poly sacchar ides (see also
Cellulose), JI. 301c

—, chain length, II. 301d, 458a
Polystichin, V. 182a
Polythionic acids, detn., volu-
, mdric, II. 0076
Polyuronic acid, II. 298a
11 Polyzime," V. &9c
Polyzoa, coral from, III. 300r
Pomace, II. 452c* III. 12id
Pomegranate seed oil, IV. 86d
" PomeAo," VI. 1296
Pomeranz-Fritsch synthesis,

HI. looC
Pomilio electrolytic cell, III.

CAq
Pontianak Illipd nuts, II. 3Id
— substitute, II. 119a
Poppy seed oil, IV. 85d
P*pulin, VI. 93d *
Populnin, VI. 94a
Porphin, III. 82c ; VI. 164a
Porphyrine, I. 263c
Porphyrin in cataluse, II. 422c

iPorphyrins,- II. 206; III.
82d* VI. 161c

—, identification, VI. 164a
—, metallic derivs., VI. 164a
—, synthesis, VI. 163a
Porphyrite, III. 32d
Portland blast-furnace cement,

tt, 145a >
— cement (see also Cement), II.

140d
, Eisen-, II. 1456
, setting, II. 2296

— stone, V. 3296
Positron, I. 542d
Potash, detn. in fertilisers, V.

826
— felspar for glassmaking, V.

Potassium antimony 1 tar-
4rate, I. 4186

— argentocyanide, III. 487c
— barium ferrocyanide, III.

470c
— bromate in flour, II. 81d
— calcium ferrocyanide, III.

470d
— carbide, II. 280d
— carbonate for glassmaking,

V. 561a
— carbonyl, II. 35Ir
— carbonylferrocyanide, III.

4706
— chloride in carnallite, II.

390a
— chromate, III. 1106
— cobaltiniliite, IJI. 2196
— cyi*ate, III. 5076
— cyanide, III. 4846
—, detn. as KC1O4, II. 584d;

V. 82c
—, —, cobaltinitritemethod, V.

83a
—, — in clay, III. 203c
j—, —, volumetric, II. 665d
—, — with PtC^, II. 584c ; V.

82d
— inchromate, III. 110c
—, drop reaction^II. 581a
— ferricyanide, III. 476a
— ferrocyanide, III. 474d
— ferrous ferrocyanide, III.

471c .
— fluoborate (rthtive), I. 560c
— hydrogen taiirat?, 1.461d
—iiypobOrate, Il.^Sd
— hypochlorite, III. Qicm
— metasilicate in respirators}

III. 20c
— nitrate for gunpowder, IV.

4556
— perceric carbonate, II. 510d
" Potassium perferricyanide,"

III. 477c
Potassium, qualitative re-

actions, II. 554c, 566a
—, , rare metals present,

II. 556c, 564a
— salts as accelerators in

• cements, II. 13ld
«ln bush salt, II. 150d

— thiocarbonate in fumigants,
II. 3Ha

. — thiocyanate, III. 509a*
- vanadate in carnotite, II.

392d
Potato, Namara, I. 497a
Potentiometric titration^ II.

702d, 704d, 7056
, precipitation, II. 705d

Pot stills, I. 1786 *
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Potstone, building, II. 138a
11 Potters' ore," V. 415a"
Potter's stone, VI. 1(506
Pottery, colouring (see also

Glazes and frits), U. 194b ;
III. 220a

Poudre B, .manufacture.; IV.
518a, 5266

Poudres Designolle, IV. 4766,
483a

Pouring of candles, II. 265c
Pousse, III. 127a
Powder of Algaroth, I. 446b,

448a
Powders, particle size, IV. 98a
Pozzolanas, Pozzolanic ce-

ments, II. 145c
" Pragmolin," I. 73b
Praseodymium, II. 511c,
— in eerie oxide, II. 510au

Pratensol, III. 206c
Pratol, III. 206a
11 Prayer Beads," I. 4c
Precipitation in analysis, II.

543b
Precipitin of blood, II. 22b
af/oPregnane, VI. 277b
Prehnite, VI. 136d
g?rehnitene, III. 539a
Premier jus, IV. 253b
Preservation, food, V. 290b
Preservatives, food, V. 296a
— in butter (see also Pood pre-

servatives), II. 1674
—, natural occurrence, V. 306b
— of stone, II. 139d
Pressure effect on compressi-

bility and thermal ex-
pansion of liquids, VI. 227a

Priceite, II. 48c ; III. 278c
Prill, I. 525b
Primeverase, IV. 314b
Primeverin, II. 300b; VI.

94a r
P^imeverose, II. 298b
Priming (explosive), IV. 485a
Primula offlcinaiis ; P. spp., VI.

91a*, 94a, 230c
—.spp. enzymes, V. 416d

, flavone from, V. 257b
Prixnulavflrin, II. 300b; VI.

94a
Primulin, antkocyanin, III.

554c • '
Primuline, aye, IV. 225b
Printers' iron liquor, I. 55a
Printing, cylinder, IV. 176a
—, roller, IV. 176a
— rollers, hand-engraved, IV.

176a
— textiles, see Textile printing.
Priorite, II. 19c
Prismatic powder, IV. 458d
Procaine, I. lb, 369a; II.

34b
Procellose, II. 442d
Producer-gas, II. 345a; V.

367c
, ammonia recovery, V.

373d
- blowers, V. 373a v

-, cleaning and cooling, V.
£73fl, 374d, 377a

grates and plant, V. 369b
in a'amonia production,

II. 424a
Producers, gas-, revolving, V.

370d
Proflavine, antiseptic, 1.134a;

IV. 306

INDEX

Progesterone, VI. 272c, 273a,
274b

Progressive burning powders,
IV. 527a

Prolamines, rice, II. 493b
Prolan A, Prolan B, VI. 266a*
Proline, I. 686c '
Prome'thee, IV. 545c
11 Prominal," I. 623a
Promoter action, VI. 259a,

355c
Promoters (flotation process),

V. 263d
Proof spirit, sp.gr. and defini-

tion, I. 186a, 187a
Propaesine, I. 369b
Propane, heptachloro-, II. 321b
cydoPropane, anesthetic, I.

367d
Propenal, I. 136a
cycloPro-p+ne, III. 533a
Propene acid, I. 137a

ay- dicarboxylic acid, VI. 30b
p-Propenylanisole, I. 371c
Propenylbenzene, 3-methoxy-

4-hydroxy-, IV. 397d
Propiolaldehyde ethylacetal,

I. 36b
Propiolic acid from acetylene,

I. 85a
Propionates, qualitative re-

action, II. 569d
Propionic acid, a-amino-, I.

172d
, jS-amino-, I. 175a
, a-amino-fl-thiol-, II.T.

• 541a
f B - disulphido - a - amino,

III. 540a
Propionitrile, IV. 360a
" ProponaU" I. 623a
Propulsive strength test, IV.

244c
Propylacetal, I. 36a
Propylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester, I. 64c
isoPropylacetoacetic - acid,

ethyl ester, I. 64c
csoPropyl alcohol production,

II. 426d
4-Propylaniline, III. 458a
Propylbenzene, n- and iso-t

carbinol, II. 169b
III. 161b

Lpreine, III. 161c
romo-, I. 257d
258a

— from acetylene, I. Sid
carbon suboxide, II. 352d

— oxide, y-chloro-, IV. 319b
y?oPropylethylene, I. 364d
n-Propylformal, I. 34b
isoPropylfornal, I. 31b
isoPropylhydrocupreine hy-

dro chloride, III. 127a*
2-n-Propylpiperidine, III.

325c
Proscillaridi? A, II. 387a;

VI. 94b
Prosol, II. 485b
Prostigmine, II. 200d
Protalnulin, I. 197d
Protaminase, IV. 315a
41 ProtargoL" antiseptic, IV. 26a
Protease, II. 495d ; IV. 313i
Protection of metals against

corrosion, III. 366c, 385c
, paint and allied coat-

ings for, III. 393b

11 Protective alkali," VI. 104d
Protective colloids, III. 287a'
— films on metals, III. 373c,

379b, 392a
"Protectyl" antiseptic, IV. 25d
Proteinase, II. 88c
Froteinases, IV. 315a
Protein, Bence-Jones, and bone

disease, II. 28a
—, casein, II. 4126
— in catalase, II. 422c
Proteins in feeding stuffs, IV.

592a, 601d
—, molecular weight, IN. 290b
—, rice, II. 493iJ
Prothrombin in blood, II. 22c
Protoactiniun^ I. 139c
Protocatechuic acid, action of

arsenic acid on, II. *39a '
from brazilin, II. 68d

buti£, II. 158i*
Protocurarine, III. 460b
Frotocuridine and proto-

curine, III. 460b
ProtonsBmin, VI. 161d
—, synthesis, VI. 163a
Protol process, V. 24b
Protoparaffin, II. 506d
Protopine, II. 527d ; V. 388d
Protoporphyrin, VI. If Id r

—, relation to haemin, VI. 161d
Protoquinamicine, III. 168d
Prototropic changes, VI. 256c
Protoveratrine, VI. 200d
Provitamin D, II. 201d
Prulaurasin, I. 358a; VI.

94b
Prunase, IV. 283a
Prunasin, I. 358a ; VI. 94b
Prunetin, IV. 189b ; V. 259d
Prunetol or genis.tein, V. 259d
Prunetrin, IV. 189b ; V. 259d
Prunicyanin, I. 449a; VI. 90d
Prunus amygdalis var. amara,

var. dulcis, I. 259c, 260a
— «pp., I. 452d ; III. 556c ; VI.

86b, 94b, 95a, d
Przibramite, VI. 101a
Pseudaconitine, I. 123a
Pseudo-acids, VI. 256a
— -bases, VI. 256a
Pseudochalcedonite, II. 517b
I seudocorycavine, III. 402c
Psicaine, I. 369a ; III. 225d
Psittacinite, III. 560b
Psoralene, V. 171a
Psychot: ine, IV. 281a
— o-methyl ether, IV. 281a
Psychrometer, Assmann, VI.

285d .
—, sling, Vt. 285d
—, whirling, VI. 285d
Ptychotis oil. I. 172a
Puberulic acid, V. 56
Pucherite, I. 694a
Pulas, II. 157d
isoPulegol, III. 192d
— acetate, III. 192b
PuICrich photometer, III. 304d
Pulp conditioners, V. 265d
Pulque, I. 165a
Pnlvis algaroihi, I. 448a
— angclicus, I. 448a
— Carthusianorum, I. 446c
Pumice, I. 4c
Pumps, high vacuum, III. 605a
—, measuring, for rayon spin-

ning, V. 116d, 119a, 123c
Punica granatum, IV. 258a; VI.

94b
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Punicic acid, IV. 258a
Punicin, VI. 946
Purging nut oil, III. 460c
Purine, II. 1986
—,^6-amino-, I. 1416 ; II. 168a
—, 2:6-dihydroxy-, II. 1986
—, 6-hydroxy-, II. 1986
Purines in nucleotides, II.

2876
Purple, Caledon Brilliant, 4R,

I. 4246, 429(2
— copper-ore, II. 32(2
— of Casfius, II. 419c; V.

513c; VI. 1226
the Ancients, VI. 452c

11 Purple, Perkin's," I. 577c
Purple, Soledon, 2R, I. 4296
—, Thiazole, ift. 514(2, 518c
—, Tyflan, I. 577c ; II. 107(2 ;

VI. 452c
PurpuxQa glycosJde A, B, VI.

Purpurin, I. 206a, 212(2, 223(2,
402c

isoPurpurin, see Anthrapur-
purin.

Purpurinamide, I. 2246
PurfAirin-3-carboxylic acid,

—?3-cfcloro-, I. 2246
— -3:8-disulphonic acid, I. 2246

3-monosulphonic acid, I.
3906

—, 3-nitro-, I. 392(2
— triacetate, I. 2246
Purpuroxanthin, I. 212(2, 220c
—, dichloro-, I. 224c
Purrenone, purrone, VI. 424c
Putrescine, II. 178c ; IV. 331(2
11 Pyoktanin," I. 548(2 ; IV. 306
Pyraconine, I. 121c
Pyraconitine, I. 12}c, 122a
" Pyralin," II. 4436, 4806
" Pyramidone," I. 305a; VI.

Pyranose sugars, II. 282(2
Pyranthridone, I. 400a
Pyrantbrone, discovery, syn-

thesis, I. 413c, 426(2
— dyes, I. 205c, 399c, 419(2
Pyrargyrite, I. 439(2
Pyrazine, I. 5646, d
Pyrazoleanthrone, I. 409(2
Pyrazolediazonium salts,. III.

592a
" Pyricit " disinfectant, IV. 22d
Pyridinearsonic acife, I. 490a
Pyridine as insecticide, IV. 316
— -0-carboxydiethvlamide, II.

2036 ,
— complexes with cctechol, II.

II. 431a
— -3:4-dicarboxylic acid, III.

127d
— in fumigants, II. 344a
—,Tecovery from carbolic acid,

—, reduction, II. 4276
2:2'- and 2:4 -Pyridocarbo-

cyaninos, III. 522a
2-Pyrido/ie-5-ar sonic acid,

sodium salt, I. 4906
l:3-PyrimidinetetroneN I.

243d ^
Pyrite, IV. 279d
Pyrites gases, purification, II.

423c
11 Pyrobor," V. 559d
Pyroboric acid, II. 47a, d
Pyrocalciferol, II. 202a

isoPyrocalciferol, II. 202a
Pyrocatechol, I. 565d; II.

429c
— from phenol, II. 307a
—, methyl cetyl ether, II. 516(2
Pyrochlore, III. 310a
Pyrogallol,» antiseptic, IV. 29c
— methyl ether, oxidation, II.

440(2
— monoacetate, IV. 3946
—, qualitative reactions, II.

570c
—, reagent, II. 678a

:lycerin, IV. 491(2
tine, I. 123a

acid, preserva-
tive, V. 297a
, production, I. 486 ; II.

310(2
Pyromellitic acid from char-

coal, II. 310c
Pyrometers, colour bright-

ness, V. 2416
Pyromucic acid, V. 401c
— aldehyde, V. 400c
Pyrope, V. 4296
Pyrophorus, Homberg's, I.

296a
rllite, I. 162c; III.

Pyropseadaconitine, I. 123d
Pyrorthite. II. 5126
" Pyrosal," I. 736
Pyrotachysterol, II. 202a
Pyroxylin lacquers, II. 467(2
Pyrroaetioporphyrin, III. 82(2
Pyrroles, formation from

chlorophyll, III. 836
Pyrrolidine, I. 315a
/-Pyrrolidone - 2 - carboxylic

acid, VI. 336
Pyrroporphyrin, III. 82(2
Pyruvic acid in muscle, VI. 76c

from cereals, II. 4876
. — moulds, V. 50<2

yeast, II. 906

Quacahault, III. 230(2
Quadridentate groups, III.

329(2
Quartz, I. 4c
— glass, V. 605(2
- h t r i , II. 5176

tuartzite, I. \c
uariz-rock, I. 4c
•uebrachitol, VI. 494c, 495(2
Queensland arrowroot," I.

, 4686r

Quercetagetin, I. 1616
Quercetagetinis acid, 161c
Quercetin, III. 405a
—, occurrence, \ 499a; II.

120c, 234(2, 4346
Querciiiieritrin, III. 406a;

VI. 94c
isoCuercimeritrin, VI. 94c
Quercine, III. 2446
Quercinitolf VI. 495(2
Quercitin, see Quercetin.
Quercitol, (2-, and /-, VI. 496a, 6
Quercitrin, isoquercitrin, III.

405a, 406c; VI. 94c
Quercitron bark, III. 405a;

IV.126c
Quercus cegilops, IV. 276(2; V.

417a

rjQuercus spp.? cork from, III.
365fe
, galls from, V. 425a, 426a

— tinctoria, VI. 04c
Quicksands, explanation, III.

2926
Quillaia saponaria, VI. 94d

-saponiri, VI. 94d
," III. 1726

naldine from acetylene, I.
84c

Quinaldinic acid, reagent, II.
583c

Quinalizarin, prepn., I. 213a,
402c

perties, I. 2266
III. 168d

inamidine, HI. 168d
inamine, HI. 128a, 160c,
168c

apoQuinamine, III. 169a
Quinisoaxnyline, HI. 161c
" Quinaphenin," III. 33a
Quinazocarbocyanine, HI.

523a
Quinene, III. 1386, 177d
Quinethyline, III. 1616
Quinetum, III. 169a
Quinic acid, III. 79d
Quinicine, III. 128a, 176d
Quinidine, III. 128a, 152c,

1696
—, acetyl-, III. 1706
a-isoQuinidine, III. 11 Od
rsoapoQuinidine, III. 170(2,

171c
nfOisfrQuinidize. III. 171a
Quininal, III. 140a, 178a
Quinine, III. 128a. 1726
—, acetyl-, III. 174c
—, benzoyl-, III. 174c
—, a-bromohydro-, III. 1756
— carbophenetidine, III. 33a
s— diethylbarbiturate, III. 33a
— ethyl carbonate, IV. 401d
— formate, III. 33d
— idiosyncrasy, III. 170a
— urea, III. 137*
— urethane, III. 1376
epiQuinine, III. 128a
isoQuinine, III. 17.Ja, Hod
isoapoQwmne, III. 176d

III. 175d
acid,*llla138a, 144a,

1786 *
, synthesis, III. 144a

Quininone, III. 1386, 177c
"Quinisal" III. 174a
"Quinisan," III. 174a
Quinizarin, I. 212 d, 220d,

402c
—, dibromo-, I. 221c
—, 5:6-dichloro-, I. 22Id
~, 5:8- and 6:7-dichloro-, I.

221d
—, 2-nitro-, I. 221c, 392c
—, relationships, I. 206c

2-sulphonic acid, I. 221c, 4
457c

11 Qufcnodine," III. 161d
"Quinoform," III. 174a
•• Quinoidine," III. 102arl60c,

HSd
'Quinol, VI. 399a

4-carboxylic aci<4, VI. 262a
— dimethyl ether, IV. 6d
—, hydroxy-, VI. 404d
Quinoline. 8-hydroxy-, re-

agent, see Oxinc.
—, —, salicylic ester, I. 171d
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Quinolinesulphoaic acid/
iodo-hydroxy-, l it . 33d
, iodoxy-, I. 370a

Quinoline-5-sulphonic acid,
8-hydroxy-, III. 3&J

Quinones, compounds with
maleic anhydride, II. 1536

Quinonoid theory of colour,
III. 308d

— structure, o- and p-, I. 570a*
Quinophan, III. 85a
" QuinosoU" III. 33d
Quinotoxine, III. 128a, 176a*
11 Quinotropin," III. 33d
Quinovatine, III. 151c
Quinovose, II. 287c ; IV. 321a
Quinoxalines, I. 3166, 563ri,

565c
—, diamino-, I. 3166
—, dihydroxy-, I. 3166
Quintsopropyline, III. 1616
Quinuclidine, III. 141d
Quitenidine, III. 139d, 1726
Quitenine, III. 34a, 139(2,

178a
" Quitenol," III. 1786

Racemisation, rate, VI. 2576
Rackarock and rackarock

special, IV. 4656, 545c
Radium in carnotite, II. 303a
Radix liquiritice, VI. 916
— sarsaparillce, VI. 05c
Raffia, V. 168fr
Raffinase, V. 9d
Raffinose, II. 2826, 301c
—, colour reaction, II. 3006
—, hydrolysis, II. 299c; VI.

395c
i, II. 482<Z, 488d*

ultimcs, II. 690a
Raisin-seed oil,R.<pip oil, VI.

• 130c
Ramie (China grass), II. 4616;

III. 31c ; i>V. 1636
— fibres, X-ray diagram, II.

301c
Ramsden's membranes, IV.

285a
Randannite, Hi. 578a*
11 Raney nickel," VI. 181d
Raoult's law of vapour prtci-

su-ies, IV. 36c, 47d, 486
iZaphia spp., V. 168a
" Rapid fast " colours in azoic

dyes, IV. 233a
"Rapidogen" azoic dyes, IV.

2336
Raseneisenstein, II. 26a
Rasorite, II. 40a, 49a
—, borax manufacture from, II.

49a
Rast freezing-point method,

III. 443c
Rati, I. 4c
Rats, fumigation against, V.

394c, 395a
Ravenelin, V. 55d
X-Ray contrast media, I. 4c*;

VI. 464a '
— photography, II. 4516
Rayon {seetalso Artificial silk),

V. 112a, 114a
—, imimalised, IV. 125c
— cnke treatment, V. 121a
—, cellulose acetate, II. 464<Z;

V. 1136

INDEX

Rayon, Chardonnet nitrate,
11.4046; V. 113a, 114cl

—, continuous production, V.
126d

— ci-epe fabrics, V. 121d •
—, delustring or matting, V.

202a
— dyeing, IV. 124c, 137c
—, printing on, IV. 187d
Rayons, breaking strength and

extensibility, V. 130c
— coloured in the spinning

mass, IV. 1306
—, elasticity, V. 132c
— fixing acid dyes, V. 128c
—, identification, V. 1336 •
Rayon spinning devices, V.

116(2, 117a, 119a, 123c
— staple fibres, IV. 125a; V.

113c, 127c, 131d
Rayons, sketch spinning, see

Stretch-spinning of rayon.
—, structure, V. 128c, 130a
—, wet strength, V. 131a
Rayon, viscose, chain length,

11.3010-
— with reduced lustre, V. 128c
— yarns, continuous filament,

V. 1126
Reaction, see also Catalysis;

Catalysts; Esterification,
catalytic; Reactions, hetero-
geneous.

Reaction energies, hetero-
genous and homogeneous,
compared, VI. 2126

— kinetics, II. 533a
Reactions, exchange, VI. 219a*
—, heterogeneous (see also Ad-

sorption ; Catalysis; Hy-
drogenation), VI. 2076

—, —, activated adsorption in,
VI. 2146

—, —, activation energy, VI.
2106, 2136

—, — and homogenous,- com-
pared, VI. 2lld

—, —, at gas-liquid interfaces,
VI. 219c

—, —, — liquid-liquid inter-
faces, VI. 2226

—, —, — solid-liquid inter-
faces, VI. 2156, 217a

—, —, — solid- solid interfaces,
2236

—, — the interface,
221c

VI.

—, —, base-excb>nge, VI. 2186,
219a

—, —, capacity, VI. 219a
—, —, bimolecular processes,
r. VI. 209a, 212a
—, —, catalysts, massive and

colloidal, VI. 216c
—, —, chemisorption, VI. 2146
—, —, distribution equilibria,

VI. 2226
—, —, induction peri d, VI.

2236
—, —, inhomogeneity of sur-

faces, VI. 2116
—, —, kinetic velocities, VI.

214a
—-, —, liquid phase, VI. 222c
—, —, mineral exchangers, VI.

2196 * v
—, —, of isotopic molecules,

VI. 213d
—, —, rate-controlling pro-

cesses, VI. 215c, 210d

Reactions, heterogeneous, on
saturated surfaces, V. 211<*.

—, —, order, VI. 2106
—, —, temperature coefficient

(see also Reaction velocity),
VI. 2166

—, —, tunnel effect, VI. 214c
—, —, uniinotecular, VI. 208a,

210a
—, —, velocities (see also Re-

action velocity), VI. 213fc
—, f—, zero-point energy, VI.

214c
—, high pressure, VI.' 226c
—, polymerisations in,

VI. 229<2
—, , velocity constants,

VI. 9286 *
Reaction, spontaneous, VI.

242c, 255d
— velocity* bimolecu'ar (see

also Reactions, hetero-
geneous), II. 532c
, temperature effect (see

also Reactions, hetero-
geneous), II. 538a
, trimolecular, II. 533a
, unimolecular, II. 5o0a

Realgar, I. 468c
" Zectidon," I. 623a . °
Red, Algol. BTK, FF, 1. 420c,

232d
—, Alizarin, I. 206a
— , — , S , WS, 3WS, I. 229rf,

2306
—, Antimony, I. 439d
—, Archil, IV. 207a
— argol, I. 461d
— bark (cinchona), III. 128d
—, cacao, II. 188(7
—, Cadmium, II. 1946
—, Caledon, BN, FF, 5G, X5B,

I. 4176, 4166
—, —, GG, I. 4276
—, Celliton Fast, R, I. 42a
—, —, R, I. 416
—, Chica, I. 381d; II. 275c:

III. 286
—, Chinese, I. 550a ; III. 1136 ;

VI. 126
—, Chrome, III. 113a
—, Ciba Lake, B, VI. 451a
-v, Cibanone, 4B, I. 417a
—, Cobalt, III. 219c
—, Congo, IV. 126, 1926, 217c
—, —, indicator, II. 639a*
—, Derby, I. 550a ; III. 1136
—, Dispersol Fast, R, I. 41a,

42a *
Reddle, VI. 161a
Red, Erwncd Add Alizarin, BS,

I. 230a
—, Ethyl, III. 5156
—, Indanthrene, BN, G and R,

I. 3966, 414c, 4006, 420a
—, Ionamine, KA, I. 40c
— iron-froth, VI. 161a
— liquor, I. 54a, 292a*
—, Magdala, I. 575^ 677a
—, Neutral, I. 569c
—, Nitrosamine, III. 5976
— oil, VI. 1356
—, Para, IV. I92d
—, Peachwood-, II. 74c
—.Persian, III. 1136
Redruthite, II. 517(f
Red, Sensitol, III. 516c
— silver ore, I. 439a1

—, Solway Rubinol, R, I. 406a*
— -stringyrbark, IV. 391a



Red, Toluylene, I. 569a
«—, Turkey, calico printing, I

203c; IV. 181c, 184d
Reductase, V. 23c
Red, Victoria, III. 1136
— Violet, Caledon, 2BN, RRN,

1.4176,(2
— ware, VI. 86
— Water bark, IV. 335d
Refection, vitamin-B, I. 584d
Reformatsky reaction, II. 3666
Refraction and dispersion

formulâ , V. 546a, 607d
Refractive index of gases, II.

6876 ^ «
Refractories, catalytic action

on methane^II. 349d
Refractory, carborundum as,

IB 360c
Refrax, II. 361a
Refrigerant, carbon dioxide as,

II. 326c
Refrigerants, II. 1736
" Regipyrin," I. 517d
Regulus (copper), see Matte.
— of Venus (antimony), 1.446a
Reichardtite, IV. 3216
Reio&ert-Meissl value of

butter, II. 165a
—:J—\ cacao butter, «IL

1856
Reinecke's salt, III. 1156
Reinsch test, I. 4716
Reiss test, IV. 547d
" Renalina" I.147d
Rennet precipitation, II. 413a,

525a"
Rennin, IV. 315d
Reppmann test, I. 471c
Resacetophenone, II. 1586;

VI. 399d
Reserve styles in textile print-

ing, IV. 183d
Resin, Highgate, VI. 226c
^-, Indian hemp, VI. 422c

"> Resins, synthetic, acetalde-
• hyde, I. 29a

—, —, acetylene den vs., I. 87c
—, —, m-cresol, III. 427d
—,—, fibres, V.I 136,124d
—,.—-, formaldehyde-phenol, I.

" la-, V.-3226
—, —, in base - exchange re-

actions, VI. 2186
-7-, —, — lacquers, II. 472H
—, —, — photographic film,

II. 448a
—, —, urea-formaldehyde, II.

4776 %l

-—,—, vinyl derivs., I- 8^,
90c, 93c

Resin test, I. 181a
Resist styles in textile printing,

IV. 183d
Resonance hybrid, VI. 257a
—-)f hydrogen, IV. 274c
Resorcinol, antiseptic, IV. 29c
—, colour' reaction with pen-

toses, II. 2876
— from brasilin, II. 68d
—.— butiJ, II. 158a

phenol, II. 307a
—, reaction with caramel, l l .

277a ^
—, trinitro-, IV. 5426
—, —, lead salt, IV. 542c
Resorcinyl monoacetate, IV.

401d
fl-Resorcylic acid from brazi-

lein, II. 69a

INDEX

Respirators, III. 18o
—, charcoal in, II. 3206
—, industrial, III. 19d
Respiratory ferment, iron in,

II. 422c
Retene, I. Id, 26; II. 2616;

V. 169cJ
—, hydro-derivs., I. Id, 2c
Retentivity of charcoal, II.

318a
Reticulin, VI. 216
Retonation in gaseous ex-

plosions, IV. 434d
Retort carbon, V. 453a
Retting, dew, tank, water, and

* chemical, V. 159d
—, of linen, II. l la
Reuniol, III. 192c ; V. 5196
Revdanskite, V. 430a
Revegtose, II. 299a
Rhamnase, II. 299d ; IV. 3146
Rhamnazin, VI. 9?d
Rhamnetin, 1.162a; II. 120c
isoRhamnetin, I. 499a; III.

206a
Rhamnicoside, VI. 94d
Rhamnicosin, sugar in, II.

3006
Rhamninose, II. 3016
Rhamnocathartin, II. 120c
Rhamnol, II. 411a >
Rhamnose in cardiac gly-

cosides, II. 381c
/-Rhamnose, II. 287c
Rhamnosides in. Ccutcara

sagrada, II. 410d
i h i H. 120c

Rhamnus alatemus, R. infec-
toriu8, R. japoniea, I. 559d,
560a ; VI. 96c, 98a

— catharticus, III. 5566; VI.
94d

— frangula, I. 198a ; V. 328d;
VI. 88a

Rhatanine.I. 371d; V. 517a
Rhea (see also Ramie), III. 31c;

V.J63c
Rhein, 1. 225d
Rhenium, detn., gravimetric,

II. 610d
—, —, volumetric, II. 665d
—, qualitative reactions, II.

554d, 5596, 577d
Rheonine, I. 1336
Rheopexy, III. 292a
Rheum emodi, eugenol from,

IV. 394d
Rhinanthin, "L 547c
Rhizicaline, VI. 138c
Rhizopus spp, in fermentations,

V. 506, 51a
.RhodsAlin, I. 2596
Rhodanilic acid, I. 3196
Rhodeose, rhodeitol, II. 287c ;

V. 330c •
" Bhodiaseta " ra^n, I. 39c
Rhodinal, III. 191c
Rhodire, III. 77a
Rhodinol, III. J92c; V. 5196
Rholites TOSOB, V. 426c
Rhodium, detn., electrodepo-

sityon, V. 702a
—, —, gravimetric, II. 614c
—, electrodeposition, IV. 261
—, qualitative reactions, II.
, 554d, 556d, 560fl 578c

Rhodizite, I. 264d, 6856
Rhodoid, II. 4806
Rhodolite, V. 429c
Rhodophane, II. 4806
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jRhodophycaa, I. 2006
Rhodoporphyrin, III. 82d
Rhodoviolascin, II. 401d
Rhodoxanthin, II. 401a
Rhodymenia palmata, I. 1996,

200c; VI. 88a
Rhus cotinu8, R, spp,, VI*

386, 926
— glabra, R. semialata, V. 426c ;

VI. «6d
Ribes groa8ulariat R. spp,, III.

461c; VI. 124d
— sanguineum, I. 449a
d-Ribodesose, in nucleic acids,

II. 2886
Rihose in carnine, II. 391a
rf-Ribose, II. 2876
Rice, II. 489c
—, hulling, II. 490c
—, .-ilver husk, s. skin, II. 503c
Ricin, II. 4206
Ricinine, II. 4206
Ricinoleic acid, glycerides, II.

421a
in ergot, IV. 331c

Ricinus communis, IV. 87a
Rideal-Walker coefficient, IV.

32a
Riebeckite, I. 499d
Riffle sampler, I. 518d
Rifleite, IV. 530a
Rigan colours, IV. 234a
Rigmel process, V. 193d
Ring frame spinning, V. 1506
Rionite, IV. 590d
Ripeness of dough, II. 756
Rittej-Kellner pulp, II. 461d
"Rivanol," I. 134a
Robinia pseudacacia, L lie,

126; III. 556a; VI. 94d,
96c

Robinin, III. 556c ; VI. 94d
Robinose, II. 3016

BRobinoside, VI. 94d
Robison ester, V. 22a
Rocella, III. 456a
Rcehette process; I. 2686
Rock analysis, ,^lkalis in, II.

585c
" Rockingham " pottery, VI.

86
Rock-salt, I. 506d* VI.^736

in experiments on radi-
ant-heat, VL 173c

'Wodiaseki," see 'hkhodiasita."
R i t ' i ty fRoirant' suction mactyne for

glassware, V. 587
Romanite, I. 302d
11 Rongalite C,".~V. 320c
" Rongalite special," I. 575d
Root crops, III. 432a
— knot, V. 139a
Rosa grass oil, V. 517a
Rose Bengale, IV. 316c '

geranium oil, V. 519a
Roseol, III. 192c
Rose-ore, V. 519c
Rose's metal, I. 698c
Rosin, I. 3c ; III. 2946
— in?lacquers, II. 469d
Rosinduline, I. 5706
AoRosinduline, I. 575d
Rosolane, I. 577c

'Rosterite, I. 684c
Rotenone, III. 559£
Rotherham test, IV. 553d,

555a
Rot steeping, in cotton bleach-

ing, II. 56
Rouge flambe*, VI/126
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Roumanite, I. 302d
RR alloys, I. 2526, 277*
Rubane, III. 146a
Rubanol, III. 146c
Rubanone, III. 1466
Rubatoxane, III. 146a
Rubatoxanone, III. 1466
Rubber, carbon. disulphidfe sol-

vent, II. 342c
—, carbon in, II. 313a
—, colouring, II. 1946
—, electrodeposition, IV. 272a*
— in casein agglomerates, II.

4156
— latex, IV. 301c
— seed oil, IV. 86c
— substitutes (see also Chloro-

prene, Dupi-ene, Sovo-
prene), I. 93c
, use of candlenut oF in,

II. 263a
—, synthetic, I. 306 ; II. 153d*
Ruberythric acid, V. 416c;

VI. 94a*
in chay root, II. 523(2

Rubiadin, V. 415d
— primeveroside, V. 416c
Rubia tinctorum, R. spp., II.
— 2336 ; VI. 415c
Rubichloric acid in chay root,

II. 523d
Rubidium as trace element, I.

510a
—, detn., gravimetris, II. 585a
— in carnallite, II. 390a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

550c, 564a, 566a
Rubies, artificial, III. 3996;

V. 51 Id
—, imitation, V. 513d
—, reconstructed, V. 51 Id
Rubijervine, VI. 200c
Rubinic acid, II. 4386
Rubin number, III. 287c .
Rubixanthin, II. 309c
Rubreserine, II. 1996
Rubrobrassicin, II. 1836
Rubrocyanin", III. 517c
Rubus fruticosus, II. la, 119a
Ruby, I. 246c ; III. 398d
—, chromium in, III. 966
Rubyl chloride, III. 146c
11 Ruby. Orients," V. 513d
" Ruby, Siberian," V. 513d
Ruddle, VI. '-61a
RudgO" tube in bleaching
c' powder production, III.

62a
Ruflanic acid,J. 457c
Rufi-condensaUon, I. 400d
Ruflgallic acid, see Rufigallol.
Ruflgallol, I. 213a, 227c
Ruflopin, I. 213a, 2266
Rumanit, I. 302d
Rumpff acid, I. 658c
Rust, black, V. 139a
Rusting of iron, III. 3716,382a,

, 39&
Rutfficarpine, IV. 415c
Ruthenium carbonyl, II. 357a
—,' detn., II. 613c
— qualitative reactions, It.

5£4d, 556d, 5786
Rutile, I. 370a ; II. 3936 ; IV.'

279d i

Rutin, VI. 95a, 98a
—, s«gar in, II. 300c
Rutinose, II. 2086, 300c; III.

549d

Sabanejev's base, I. 1016
Sabaphosphines G, GG, 1.132d
Sabatier and Senderen's pro-

cess, VI. 177d
Sabinene in cardamoms, II.

381a
Sabinol, carvenol from, II.

404d
Sabulite, IV. 4646, 556a
Saccharic acid, II. 285c, 298a
Saccharin, antiseptic action,

IV. 28d
Saccharomyces cerevisa, II. 97a
— ellipsoideus for glycerin prD-

duction, VI. 41c
— spp., effect on fusel oil com-

position, V. 407c
— theobroma, III. 231c .
Safflower,pil, IV. 866
Saffron, components, III. 428c
Safranine, I. 5706
— B, T, I. 5736, 576d
Safranines, apo- and wo-, I.

564a
Safrannls, I.570c
Safranone, I. 571a
Safrole m camphor oil, II. 2496
Sagakuchi reaction, VI. 1466
Sell cloth, V. 195d
St. Gobain method, V. 766
St. Helen's Powder, I. 326c
" St. John's bread," I. 658d
Sake fermentation, V. 596
Sakuranin, VI. 95a
11 Salacetol." I. 517d
Salad oil, IV. 252c
Sal ammoniac, I. 351d
" Salaspin," I. 517d
11 Salbromin," II. 1186
" Salcetin," I. 517d
Salep-mannan, II. 302d
Salicin, VI. 95a
Salicinerin, VI. 93c
Salicylaldehyde in cassia oil,

II. 418d
—, oxidation, II. 430c
Salicylaldoxime, II. 5866
Salicylates, qualitative re-

actions, II. 5706
Salicylic add, acetyl-, I. U9d,

517d
, —, calcium salt, I. 370a,

5l7d
, antiseptic, IV. 28d
formation, II. 3646

, —, from Qhenol, II. 307a
in butter, i l . 168a

food, detection and
detn., V. 303c
, a-naphthyl ester, I. 262d
production, II. 326a

, salicoyl-, IV. 16c
, synthesis, II. 3646

Salinigrin, MI. 93c
Salireposide, VI. 956
Salix cinerea, S. helix,

93d, 95a
Salmenic acid, I. 532c
" Salmester," IV.

a,1. 459c

Salt as preservative, V. 302c
S l t k f l k i

p
Saltcake for g

560
la aking, V.

VI.

Salmon oil, V. 229a
Salol, II. 3076 ; IV. 29a
" Salophen," II. 516d ; IV. 29a
Sal sedativ'um, II. 34d
Salsola kali, S. soda, II. 3a;

I. 630d
Salsolino, methylation, II.

390d

560c
Salt dyes, IV. 127a
— effect in catalysed reactions,

VI. 2436
, primary and secondary,

VI. 2466, 247a, 394d, 396d
Salting out, III. 2866
Saltpetre, II. 2d .
" Saltpetre rot," II. 222c
Salts, effect on concrete, II.

"I486
" Salufer " disinfectant, IV. 22d
41 Salvarsan 606J' I. 468c, 4806,

4916
Salvia hispanica, S. patens, S,

splendens, I'V. 866; III.
553d; VI. 92a

Salvianin, VI. 92a
Sal-volatile, I. 351c
Samarium, $L 511c
Samarskite, II. 51 Id; IV.

245c, 321c
Sambucicyanin, IV. 260a
Sambucin, IV. 260a ; VI. 956
Sambucine, IV. 2606
Sambucus nigra, S. spp.\ VI.

956; IV. 259d
Sambunigrin, I. 358a; *¥.'

2606 ; VI. 956
Samiresite, I. 685c
Samite, I. 4a
Sammetblende, VI. 101a
Sammeterz, VI. 101a
Samna, II. 168c
Sampling for analysis, I. 5186 ;

II. 5?ld
Samsonite, IV. 554c
Samsu, II. 496a
Sanchez - Velio glass tube

drawing machine, V. 589d,
591a

Sandalwood oil, II. 188d
Sand and other silicious matter,

determination, IV. 603c
Sandarac in lacquers, II. 469a
— resin, II. 234d
Sandbergerite, IV. 590d
Sand-blast, I. 4c
— bomb test, IV. 548d
Sander's extractor, IV. 583a
Sanderswood, II. 2346, 260c
Sand for glassmakine, V. 558c

Kme bricks, II. h
Sandmeyer reaction, II. 370a;

III. §856
" Sandopfal," I. 623a
Sand-pape.\ I. 46
Sandstone, I. 46 ; II. 137d
—, building, II. 137c
—, flexible, II. 138a
Sanforising, V. 193c
Sanfourche method, V. 766
Sang de Bceuf, VI. 126
Sangiiinaria, tincture, II. 529d
Sanguinarine, II. 527d
" Sanitas " disinfectant, IV. 316
" Sanocrysin," VI. 117d, 119a
"Sanoscent" disinfectant, IV.

31a
Sanseuieria spp., V. 1C86
S&atal, I. 650c
Sant&lin in sanderswood, II.

234d
tsaSantalin, acetyl-, II. 260d
— in camwood, II. 260c
Santalol, I. 466a
Santalone, I. 650d
Santalyl carbonate, II. 19a
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Santene formation, II. 240c
Santol, I. 6504
Santonin, 7-hydroxy-t I. 497a
Saponalbin, VI. 89b
Sayonaria off., VI. 95c
Saponarin, VI. 95c
Saponin, calendula, II. 2346
-—, sapindus, VS. 956
Saponins, VI. 83c
— in digitalis, II. 384a
-+ mineral waters, [. 158a
—, saccharides in, II. 301b
Sapotaceae, seed oils, I. 655«!
Sapotalid, I. 160c
Sappan, II. l$5b
— liquor, 1T> lie
— wood, II. 68a
Sapphire, I. S»4c ; III. 398d

>s, articial, V. 512d
>, white, V. 512c, 514a,

Sapucaia nuts, ,JI. 67d, foot-
note

Sarawak Illipe nuts, II. 32a
Sard, II. 517b
Sardine oil, V. 221 d
Sarmentocymarin, II. 386b;

y i . 95c
Sarmentogenin, II. 386b
S^rmentose, II. 381d, 38§b;

III. 538b
Sarsaparilla root, VI. 86c
Sarsapogenin (parigenin), VI.

95c
Sarsaponin, VI. 95c
41 Saskalite " bulb, V. 251c
Sassolite, II. 35b ; V. 60b
11 Satinite," VI. 160c
Satin-spar, II. 232b ; VI. 150c
Saturation coefficient of

masonry, II. 138c
Sauerkraut, II. 183c
Saugschiefer, III. 570(2
Saveall of vacuum pans, IV.*

400b
Savoy cabbage, II. 182a"
Sawarri fat, II. 168d
Saxonia sporting powder, IV.

519b
Saxonite, IV. 553c
Scammonia, VI. 90c
Scammonin, VI. 90c
Scamnose, II. 301b
Scandia, II. 480b
Scandium, II. 511c
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 594b
—, qualitative reactions, II.

585b, 560b, 562b,*568c
Scarlet, Acridine, J, I. 132a*
—, —, R, 2R, 3R, I. 132b
—, Algol, and Algwl Scarlet O,

I. 232(2, 416b *
—, Azine, I. 677a
—, Biebrich, R., Medicinal, I.

—, Chrome, III. 113c
—, tfrelanone, I. 415c
—, Indanthrene, 2G, I. 427d
—, Induline, I. 574a, 575a"
— Red, I. 688b
Scatole in .civet, III. 1946
Schachevt's extractor, IV.

580b
Schaffer acid, IV. 209o*
Schappe silk, IV. 124a
Scbardinger enzyme, III. 553b
Scheelite, II. 509c ; V. 173a
Scbeiber's oil, see Synouryn.
Scheibler's extractor, IV.

579c, 580c-

Schering lamp, IV. 270
SchuTstases, VI. 415b
Schimose, explosive, IV. 476d
Schlempe cyanide process, III.
. 464b
Schlieren photography, IV.

433b
Schlippe's salt, I. 446c, 447a
Schlbsing - Scfrilze — Tie —

mann, nitrafe detn., II.
688d

Schnapps, V. 532b
11 Schneiderite," IV. 474(2
Schoepite, I. 661b
Schotten-Baumann reaction,

., II. 372c
Schou's oil, IV. 285c
Schreinering, V. 188c
Schuckert cell, III. 65(2
Schultze smokeless powder,

&. 517d
— sporting powderf IV. 519b
Schulze and von Rampach's

•extractor, IV. 578a
Schwartz oven, II. 311b
Schwarz extractor, IV. 585c
Schwazite, IV. 590(2
Schwefelspiessglanz, I. 446b
Schweizer's reagent, II. 463b ;

III. 355a
Scillabiose, II. 38Id, 387a ,
a-Scillanic acid, II. 383a
Scillaren, II. 387a ; VI. 95c
Scillarenase, II. 387a
Scillaridin A, II. 382a, 383a
Sclererythrin, IV. 332c
Sclerocrystallin, IV. 332d
Scombrine, I. 459c
i-Scopolamine hydrobromide,

IV. 405a
Scopoletin, III. 120b
Scopolin, I. 160c; III. 413a

VI. 95c
Scorodose, V. 429b
Scotch pebbles, I. 164c
Scour in Jbtton bleaching, II.

3(2
Scouri&g of loose-wool, II.

12c
Scurf or retort carbon, V. 453a
11 Scuroform," I. 369b
Scutching of linen.. II. l la

textiles, II. 461c
Scutellareinidine, II. 275(2
Scutellaria spp.'! I. 585/J; VI.

95(2
Scutellarin, VI. 95d
Scyllitol, III. 244b ; VI. 495(2
Scythe-stoneA, I. 4c
S.D.O. (synthetic drying oil),

I. 90b ; IV. 81(2, 87b
Seaill'vs process, I. 268b
•Secale cereale, S. cornutum, I¥.

326(2
Secaleaminosiiphonic acid,

IV. 332c
Secretin, VI. 268%
Sedanolide, II. 441c
Sedanonic acid, II. 441c
Sedunentation,*III. 290a
— of starch, II. 302b
— potential, III. 283d
Sedohepto&, II. 286d
Seed extraction by trichloro-

ethylene, I. 103^
Seek oil, VI. 135c
SSeth water, VI. 439b
Sehta, III. 222c
Selacholeic acid, III. 247b
Seladonite, VI. 136a

i Selenacyanjnes, sertmacarbo-
cyanines, selena-2 '-cyanines
and selena-4'-cyanines, III.
520c

Selenates, qualitative re •
actions, II. 575a

Selenazolinocarbocyanines,
III. 522a

Selenides, qualitative re -
actions, II. 575a

Selenious acid, detn., volu-
metric, II. 665d

Selenite, II. 232b ; VI. 159c
Selenites, qualitative reactions,

II. 575a
Selenium as trace element, I.>

510b
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 603d
—, —, micro-method, II. 632d
—, elemental, detn., volu-

metric, II. 666a
—, —, identification, II. 575a
— in pigment manufacture, II.

194b
—, qualitative reactions, II.

554a, 556d
Selinene from eudesmol, IV.

393a
— in celery oil, II. 441c
Selinenol, IV. 393a
Seltzer water, I. 156a
11 Selvadin." II. 432d
Semicarbazide, VI. 299b
Semicarbazones, 1.195c ; VI.

299c
Semi-/?-carotenone, II. 395b,

395b
Sem&coke, V. 364d

for water-gas produc-
tion, V. 501b

Semidine rearrangement, IV.
lib

Semioxamazide, VI. 300b
Sempervine and semper virine,

V. 510c
Senarmoniite, I. 439d, 440a
Seiisibamine, IV. 321 d
Sensitisation of sols, III. 287a
"Sensitol" colours, III. 515b
11 Senso," II. 388b
Separation by crystallization,

III. 447d
Septacrol, I. 134a
Septanose sugars, II. 282(2
— - - - D* - i23c

itol, II.
I. 39c

Sericin, V. 86b, 81d
— in silk gum, II. 17b
Serotrin, VI. 95d
Serpentine, I. 499c
— asbestos, I. 499c
— building stone, II. 138a
—, chromium in, III. 96b
Serum, antivenom, II. 24d
—, blood, proteins, II. 19c
— therapy, II. 22a
Sesame oil, brominated, II.

118b
y German, II. 237a

SescJUiterpenes in cascartWa
oil, II. 411a

Setacyl dyes, I. 42a
"Sextol," I. 147d; VI." 226a,

354a
1 Sexton," "Sextora,"l.MQd;

VI. 354a
" Shaddock," VI. 1296
Shale from clay, I. 291c
— oil, V. 379a
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Shale oil, carcinogenic action,
II. 3786
, gaseous fuels from, II. 36
in candle manufacture,

II. 263c
Shattuckite, IV. Id
Shea butter, I. 6546 ; II. 168d
— fat in chocolate, III. 88D
— nut oil, I. 654c
Shekanin, VI. 96d
Shellac in lacquers, II. 460a

storage of pinene, II.
250a

11 Sherardizing," V. 4276
Shikonin, I. 238a
Ship's nails, I. 445d
Shoddy fertilisers, V. 66c
Shogaol, V. 535a
Shorea spp.t nut oils, II. 31c;

III. 546d
Shortenings, IV. 2536
— or lard substitutes, III. 410c
Shot-dort, III. 574d
Showerproof fabrics, V. 196d
Siak IIlip6 nuts, II. 32a
" Sichlor," III. 62«T
" Sicoid," II. 4806
Siderite, II. 519c
Siderose, II. 519a*
Siemens-Billiter electrolytic

cell, III. 516
Silage, IV. 3086
"Silfrax," 11.3616
.Silica, detn., I. 5316 ; II. 594d
—, —, colorimetric, II. 6716
—, — in clay, III. 201a
—, drop reaction, II. 582*
— gel, adsorption of carbon di-

sulphide on, II. 3406
for refining benzol, III.

267(2
—, native, I. 46 ; II. 5176
—, qualitative reactions, II.

548c, 570a- .
" Silica skeleton " test, II. 548<r
Silicates (see also Clay; Fel-

spar ; individual silicales;
Silica), I. /264c, 2916

— in casein paints, II. 415c
Silica ware, V. 606a
Siliceous sinter, V. 5306
Silicsde, ctiromium, III. 109a
Silicides, prepay II. 300c
SilicofluorideSfV. 282c
—, qualitative reactions, li.

571*
Silicon borides, II. 456
— «carbide (see also Abrasives;

Carborundum), II. 280d,
3106

—, detn., see Silica.
— in plants, I. 5106
Silicones, formation, II. 227c
Silicon hydride, II. 2276 ; VI.

305a
Silk, V. 86a
—, artificial, see Cellulose ; Cel-

lulose acetate; Fibres, arti-
ficial or rayon ; Rayon.

—: bleaching (wool process,̂  IV.
1246, 1396, 144a

— degumming, V. 946
— detn., in mixed fibres, V. 956
— dyeing, IV. 143d ; V. 956
'^-, Eria, V..g6a
—, microscopy, V. 91rt*
" Silkml," V. llod
Silk printing, IV. 187a
—, properties, IV. 123d
.—, raw, composition, II. 176

INDEX

Silk reeling, V. 93d
—, Shantung, V. 86a
— soaking, V. 946
—, souple, II. 18a*; IV. 143d
—, stoving, II. 18c
—, Tussah, V. 86a
—, Vanduara or VSandura, V.

115d
—, vegetable*!. 2616, 501c
— weighting, IV. 1246, 144a;

Silkworm, chrysalid oil, com-
position, II. 26d

Sillimanite, I. 264d ; III. 197a;
V. 169c

11 Silmalec," I. 277a
Silos, IV. 3086 .
44 Soloxicon," II. 3616
"Silumin, silumin y," I. 2536,

277c
" Silundurtj" II. 3616
Silver, action in synthesis of

methyl alcohol, II. 3506
—, antimonial, I. 4466; IV.

16d
— as trace element, I. 5106
— carbide, II. 2816
— catalyst in metal carbonyl

prepn., II. 357c
— cyanate, III. 507c
—^cyanide, III. 4876
—, detn., assay, I. 529a
—, —, colorimetric, II. 672c
—, —, electrodeposition, II.

702a
—, —, gravimetric, II. 586d
—» —i potentiometric, II. 706c
—» —i spectroscopic, II. 692a
—, —, volumetric, II. 6666
—, drop reaction, II. 581a, 6
Silvered vessel test, IV. 533d
Silver, electrodeposition, IV.

264c
— fulminate (fulminating sil-

ver), V. 3846
— halides in photography, II.

450c
Silvering solutions, V. 603c
Silver iodide in photography,

II. 2356
— nitrate, disinfectant, IV. 26a

, oxid&tion of aldehydes
, by, II. 3626

—, oxidation - catalyst for
methyl alcohol, II. 427c

— oxide in respirators, II. 347a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

551a
—, , rare metals present,

II. 5546, 556d, 566c
—, recovery, in photography,

II. 455a
"Silver salt," I, 204c, 2106,

216d
Silver wattle, l. l ie
Silvestrene -from carene, II.

389a
Sixnetite, 1.302d
Simonyite, II.rl96
Simul, V. 169o
Sinalbin, VI. 96a
Sinamine, I. 258a.
Sinapic acid, III. 94a
Sinapin, III. 94a
Sinapis nigra, II. 2d ; VI. 96a
Singeing in cotton blenching

Siniepin, VI. 96a
Sinistrin, II. 286c
Sinoxnenine, IV. 52c

" Sinomenium acutum" IV. 62c
Sinopite, II. 26c
11 Sionin," II. 296c
Sisal, I. 165a ; II. 4616
— analysis and testing, V. 1376
— and henequen (see also

Agave), V. 166a
— tow and wasce, V. 166c, 167a
Sitostane, IV. 326a
Sitosterol, I. 201a ; III. 88d

IV. 320a
Sitosterolin, VI. 966
Sitosterol in bran, II. 60c

calophyllum oil, II. 2356
Size, concentrated, VI. 256
— for cotton, V. Iu36
Sizing, warp, V. 1536
Skatole, VI. 46!>6
Skiagraphy, see X-Ra^ con-

trast media.
Skimmetin, VI. 966 .
Skimmianix£4, Skimmia spp.,

III. 6026 ; VI. 95d
Skimmin, III. 413a ; VI. 95d
Skraup's synthesis, I. 205a
Skutterudite, III. 220c
Slag, basic, V. 67a
—, —, analysis, V. 81c i
— in cement manufacture, II.

.-- 145a
Slanutosterol, III. 30a
Slate, building, II. 137c

linen, II. 116
wool, II. 13d

p-fibre," I. 499d
Slow-combustion test, V.

219d
Smalt, II. 19a ; III. 219c, 220c
Smaltite, I. 469a; III. 34d,

2146, 220c
Sznaragde, IV. 2796
11 Smectite," V. 381d, 382d

,Smithsonite, II. 2016; VI.
137a

Smokeless powders (see also
Nitro-explosives), IV. 517c
, analysis, IV. 532a
, ballistics, IV. 5356
, colloiding agents, IV. 523c
f erosion, IV. 531d
, ignition-point and resi-

due, IV. 529c
— , mode of burning, IV.

529a
*, nitro-starch, IV. 528c

, non-rusting, for small
arms, IV. 528c
, products of combustion,

IV. 52£3
, properties, IV. 528d
, sensitiveness to shock,

IV. 529c
, stability tests, IV. 530d,

533c
Smokes, respirators for, III.

19d
Snakeroot, black, I. 137a
S-N:npo.cess, de Laval, I. 103c
11 Soamin." I. 486d, 547a
Soap, see also Detergents ; Dry

cleaning ; Fats, hydrolysis ;
Fats, saponification; Gly-
cerin.

—, castor oil in, II. 420c
—, colouring, II. 1946
— making, VI. 222c
Soaps, soft, candlenut oil in,

II. 263a
Soapstone, II. 138a, 518c
11 Soda acid," I. 486



Soda ash foi& glassmaking, V.
560c

— Bordeaux, III. 3554
— lime in analysis, II. 616c

. — *- in respirators, III. 10c
Sodalite, I. 264(2
" Soda nitre " for glassmaking,

V. 560c Y

Sodiocamphor, II. 242(2
Sodium acetate production,

II. 233c
— alkyls, reaction with carbon

dioxide, II. 363c
— aluminate, I. 284c
— aluminum^ fluoride, III. 33d
— (and potassium), detn., volu-

metric, II..666C
— anthraquinone-2-sulphonate,

I.«fcO4c, 210b
— aquopentacyanoferriate, III.

477J
~— aquopentacyarJbferroate, III.

4776
— arsenate, I. 478(t
— arsenite, I. 477c
-=— aurocyanide, III. 4866
— benzenesulphonate, for hy-

drolysis of bornyl chloride,
. II. 252(2

— tentoate, antiseptic, pre-
servative, IV. 28c; V.
300c

— bismuthothiosulphate, re-
agent, II. 553d

— borate in purifying phenol,
II. 304<Z

— borosalicylate, II. 53c
— carbide, II. 280(2
'— carbonate, production, II.

326a
— carbonyl, II. 357c
— cellulose xanthate, II. 342(2
—, chemiluminescence, III. 236
— chlorate, III. 67a
— chromate, III. 111b
— cyanate, III. 5076
— cyanide, III. 484c

in froth flotation, III.
485c

• gold extraction, III.
4866 ; VI. 104a

•—, detn., gravimetric, II. 584a
—, — in clay, III. 203c
—, —, volumetric, IV. 36
•— diborate, see Borax.
— dichromate, III. I l ia
—- ferrocyanide, III. 475a
— formate from carbon mon-

oxide, II. 350<T
—- hexametaphospfcate, II. 234$
— hydrosulphite (dithionite),

IV. 1296
— hypochlorite, III. 64(2
—- in plants, I. 5106
— magnesium sulphate, II. 196
— "fceta-arsenite, I. 477c
— metaborate, II. 516
—, molecular, II. 368a
'— morrhuate, III. 250c
— nitrate, H. 2346; V. 560c,

561at '
fertiliser, V. 656 A

— p- nitrobenzenediazo -x>xi3e,
III. 5976 *

— nitroprusside, III. 477a
" Sodium perborate," II. 51(2;

VI. 345c
Sodium phenate, hydrolytic

agent, II. 252(2
• in respirators, III. 186

INDEX

Sodium propiolate from acety-
lene, 1. 85a

—, qualitative reactions, II.
554c, 550c, 5636, 566a

-*- salicylate, II. 308(2, 3646
— silicate in wool scouring,

II. 16a •
— stearate, hydrolytic agent,

II.252d
— sulphate for glassmaking; V.

— tetraborate, see Borax.
— thiosulphate in respirators,

III. 186
— p - toluenesulphonchloro -

* amide, HI. 36a
— zirconate.-II. 429c
Sod oil, III. 5516, 551(2, foot-

note
" Soeutai " fat, II. 326
Soft purple stone, Ul. 32c
Soja hispida, I. 659c ; IV. 189(2;

V. 259c ; VI. 88c
, allantoinases from, I.

240a
— max, IV. 84c
Solanine, VI. 966
Solanocapsine, VI. 966
Solanose, II. 3016
Solatium spp., III. 554c; IV.

257a; VI. 966
11 Soledon •• dyes, I. 4296 ; IV.

129c; VI. 457a
" Solganol B," VI. 119a
Solidvphase rule, III. 2926
-r- solutions, interstitial, VI.

281c
f substitutional, VI. 281c

Sols, hydrophilic, III. 290c-
—, hydrophobic, coagulation,

III. 2856
—,.isodisperse, III. 289a
—, polydisperse, III. 289a
—, viscosity, III. 290c
" Soluble \lumina," I. 290d
Soluble anhydrite, II. 130a
" Solusilvarsan." I. 492c
Solvation and co-ordination

theory, VI. 298a
electronic theory, VI.

2986
Solvent, electroshiction, VI.

297c
— recovery (see also Adsorp-

tion ; Charcoal, i&tive),
Daniel and Bregeat pro-
cess, III. 364a

Solvents, chlorinated, toxicity,
I>105c: II. 3566

—, dry cleaning, IV. 57(2
—, non-inflammable, see Car-

bon tetrachloride ; Etljp-
lene trichloro-.

" Solway " coloujs, I. 404c
"Soneryl."!. 623a
Soot, II. 312a >
— fertiliser, V. 66(2
Sophoricoside, IV. 189(2
Sophorin, VI. P6c
SopAorine, III. 542c
Sorbitol, I. 451c ; II. 286c
— from glud)se, II. 2856
Sorbose, II. 2826, 2866
Sorghum, II. 482c, 483a
—, hydrocyanic acid in, II.

483d V

a-Sorinin, VI. 96c
Souari fat, II. 168(2
Sour in cotton bleaching, II.

3(2
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pSouring of day, III. 199(2
Sovoprone, sovprenc, I. 89(2
Soxhlet and Szombathy's ex-

tractor, IV. 581a
Soya bean oil, IV. 84c

, detection, II. 186a
Soya hispida, see Soja hispida.
Soybean oil, see Soya bean oil.
Soy fermentation, I. 596
Sozoidolic acid, I. 3196
Sparging in brewing, II. 95a
Sparry calaminc, II. 2016
Sparteine in chelidonium, II.

528a
Spectrograms, interpretation,

II. 690a
Spectroscope, Hartridge re-

version, VI. 1666
Spectroscopic detn. of inter-

-atomic distances, VI. 602c
Spectrum analysis, II. 688(2

, arc. II. 689a
, flame, II. 689a
, quantitative, II. 687c,

6906
, spark, II. 6896

Speise (speiss), I. 520(2
Speiss, III. 214(2, 219(2
Spent oxide, cyanogen com-

pounds from, III. 467(2,
508a

Spermaceti in candles, II.
2636

Spermatolipase, II. 4206
Sperznine, I. 3156
Sperrylite, HI. 327c, 413d
Spesoartine, V. 4296
Spnarosiderite, II. 519(2
Sphene, I. 4506 ; II. 229(2
Spbyngosine in cerebrosides,

IIT506(2
Spices as preservatives, V.

297a
iSpiculisporic acid ' from

mouldsj V."52d
Sp^essglanzweinstein, I.

Spinasterolin, VI. 96c
Spindle tree, IV. 400c
Spinel, I. 264c
—, gem, V. 512(2, 513(2
Spinels, I. 284c
Spinnerets fof* rayon, V. TL6d\

1196, 123o, .,
Spinning' drafts,V. 1496
^ Spinocaine," I. 369(2

losin. V. 54a
Spiraea spp.9 VI. 90a, 92a
Spirain, VI. 90a
11 Spirarsyl," I. 4916
" Spirit Acid," I. 446
"Spirit indication" of beer,
. II. 104c

Spirits of hartshorn, I. 327(2
— of salt, III. 696
Spiritus aetheris nitrosi, IV.

365c
— Vini Gallici, II. 62(2
" Spirocide," I. 489c
Spii^-5:5-dihydantoin,

*28!>rf
p

*28!>rf
opirographis

168c

hsBmin

Si.

VI.

Splint (coal), V. 3476
Spodumene, I. 26fc2
— as gem, V. 513(2
Spondias lutea I. 560(2
Spon yeast, II. 78(2
11 Spore starch," V. 57(2
Sporbgelite, I. 65t*2
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Sporting powder, IV. 4596
519a «
, smokeless, IV. 528a

Spot tests, see Drop reactions.
Spray evaporation, IV.* 414c
Spreading coefficient, VI. 5106
Sprengel explosives, IV. 5456
Sprengsalpeter, IV. 4646
Sprinullaxnine, VI. 2006
Sprintilline, VI. 2006
Sprits in bleached linen, II.

12a
Spurrite, I. 1626
Squill, II. 3816, d, 386(2
S.R.A. acetate silk dyes, I.

40(2, 416, 205c
" Stabilarsan," I. 492c
Stabilisation of nitrocellulose,

II. 4646 ; IV. 510c
Stabilisers, IV. 520a - •
Stability tests, nitro-explosives,

IV. 515c, 533c, 547a
Stachydrine, I. 4976, 686c
Stachyose, I. 4976; II. 2826,

301c
Stainless steel, III. 105c, 3886
Stand oils, IV. 88c
Stannates, complexes with

catechol, II. 430(2
Stannic acid, colloidal, II. 419c
— chloride in warfare, III. 10c

production. III. 17a
— salts, detn., volumetric, II.

668a
, qualitative reactions {see

also Tin), II. 571c
Stannous salts, detn.,<- volu-

metric, II. 667(2
, qualitative reactions {see

also Tin), II. 5716
Stantienite, I. 302(2
Staphisagroine, HI. 5576
Staple fibre, IV. 125a ; V. 113c,

127c
Star anise oil, I. STffa
" Star antimony," I. 444a
Starch {see also CereaIs),«II.

282a, 457$
—, action of diastase on {see

also Amylase ; Diastase ;
Enzymes), II. 298(2

— e^iivaldnt, IV. 600(2
— -**-, maintenance, IV. 601a

of feedingcstuffs, IV. 597a
, produ&ion, IV* 601a £

—, Flcridean, I. 200(2
£*-, formula, II. 301c
— -glycerite, II. 671(2
— gum, I. 143c
—, maize, II. 482a
— removal, enzymatic, II. 56
—, rice, II. 494c
—, soluble, or solubilised, II.

302c; III. 568a
Stassfurtite, II. 30c
Staurolite, IV. 279(2
Stavesacre seeds, alkaloids,

III. 557a
Steam as disinfectant, IV. 19(2
—r colours, II. 74c J
Stearic acid in bone fat, II.

296
,T- candles, II. 263c

cascarilla oil, II. 411a •
•»— acids, hTTdroxy-, VI. 4056
Stearidonic acid, III. 2476
StoOTine in candles, II. 263c
— -ro, II. 2646
Stearin, fish, III. 245c; VI.

1356

INDEX

Stearoptene, definition, IV.
258a

— in attar of roses, I. 5476
citron oil, III. 191a

Steatite, I. 162c ; II. 518c
Steel analysis, see individual

elements.
—, carborundum addition to,

II. 360c
Steels, alloy, III. 1056, 217c,

3886: VI. 510c
" Stellite " alloys, III. 2176
Stentering machine and pro-

cess, V. 185c, 187(2
Stercobilin, I. 692a
Stereochemistry of cardfrc

aglycones, II. 382(2
cinchona alkaloids, III.

146c
diazo-compounds, III.

591a
Stereoisofnerism of tiglic and

angelic acids, II. 177c
Stereotype metal, I. 445(2
Steric hindrance in esterifi-

cation, IV. 340(2
Sterol of silkworm, II. 26(2
Sterols, cabbage, sterols, rice,

II. 183a, 494a
— in butter, digitonin test, II.

., 166(2
— of cacao butter, II. 185(2
Sthenosing, V. 129c
11 Stibacetin," I. 4366
Stibacridinic acid, I. 438a
Stibanilic acid, ammo-sub-

stituted derivs., I. 436c, d
, nuclear - substituted de -

rivs., I. 436(2
, salts, I. 4366

Stibinobenzenes, I. 438c
Stibium sulphuratum nigrum,

I. 4466
Stibnite, I. 439<2; IV. 591(2
Stibonic acids, miscellaneous,

I. 437a, 6
Stiffening fabrics, V. 1866,187a

igmasterol, II. 49&; VI.
273c

" Stilbosan," I. 436(2
Stillingia tallow, III. 336
Stipites jalapce, VI. 90c
" Stocko," I. 703(2
Stokesite, I. 4576
StokeSs law, III. 285a

for emulsions, IV. 291a
Stone, blue, II. 25a; III. 3576

dust in coal-dust explosions,'
IV. 109c, 117a

— lime, II. 133c
— preservatives, II. 139(2
Storax, I. 617a
—:, cinnamic acid from, III.'

180(2
Storch-MoraWski reaction,

III. 295<z.
Storesinol, i. 6176
" Stovaine," I. 369a
" Stovarsol,11 I. 39c, 480c, 489c
Strass, V. 51i>6, 605(2
Stratosphere, I. 538(2
Straw, IV. 595a ; V. 616
—, rice, II. 496d *
Stream double refraction, III.

289c
Streaming potential, III. 283(2
Streptococcus spp., III. 567c '
Stretch-spinning of rayon, V.

116c, 120c, 121(2, 123(2,
129c, 131c

" String " beans, I. 659a
Stringy bark tree, IV. 391a
Stromeyerite, II. 517(2
Strontium, II. 5676
—, action on prothrombin, II.

23c
— as trace element, I. 510c
— detn., gravimetric, II. 5896
—, drop reaction, see Barium,

II. 579(2
—, qualitative reactions, XT.

547c, 553(2, 5676
—/ , rare metals present,

11.555(2,556(2 •
— sulphate, II. 4426
Strophanthidin, II. 382a, 3856,

(2, 386a
a//oStrophantbr.din, II. 385(2
fc-Strophanthin-jff, II., 3856 j

Vlf96c
Strophantobiase, IV. 3146
Strophanto^ose, II. 3006,

Strophantus spp., I. 120(2 ; III.
5386 ; VI. 87(2

Strychnine, carbazole from, II.
278(2

—, occurrence, II. 182a
Strychnos spp., III. 459c
Sfeipho photometer, III. 306<Z
Stupp, V. 269(2
Sturine, I. 459c
Stylopine, III. 359(2
Styphnic acid, IV. 5426

, lead salt, IV. 542c
Styracin, I. 6176
Styracitol, II. 295a
11 Styracol," VI. 140(2
Styrax Benzoin, S. spp.9 I.

615a, 617c
Styrene from cinnamic acid, II.

3736
Suaveoline, I. 496(2
Suberic acid, III. 3666
Suberin, III. 366a
Suberinic acid, III. 366a
Suberolic acid, III. 3666
Suberylarginine, II. 3886, c
11 Sublamine " antiseptic, IV. 25(2
Substantive dyes {see also Dyes,

direct cotton), IV. 127c
, components and per-

r. formance, IV. 215c, 224c
Substrate, definition, VI. 3956
Suo?inates, qualitative re-

actions, II. 570a
Succinic acid fermentation, V.

43a "
, bacterial, V. 506

—, n-heptyl-, VI. 205(2
Succinite, 1\ 301(2
SuccinoiSitrile from acetylene,

I. 84(2
Succinyl peroxide, I. 262(2
11 Suchar," I. 153a
Sucrase, IV. 3146
Sucrose, II. 282a, 299(2
—, colour reaction, II. 3006
—, inversion, II. 530(2; VI.

244a, 382a
Suction gas {see also Producer

gas), II. 345a ; V. 373(2
•— plant, V. 3736

Sudani iv., I. 6886
Sugar as preservative, V. 3026
— beet, I. 661c
—, detn. in chocolate, III. 86(2
—-, —, in feeding stuffs, IV.

603a
—, refining, II. 320a, 4426



Sugars, effect on concrete,
^ 1 1 . 148b

— of cardiac glycosides, II.
381c

—, separation, II. 293b
*Suint, acetone oil from, I. 71a
— in wool scouring, II. 12b, 13d
Suketodara liver-oil, III. 244c
Sullivan's test, VI. 144b
" • )chrin, V. 57a

shantixnonites, I. 439d;
VI. 154d ' *

" Sulphar&phenamine" 1.492
Sulphatase, IV. 314b
Sulphate, detn., colorimetric,

II. 674c '
—, —, gravimetric, II. 603c
—, —, volume&ic, II. 667a
11 Sulphate of barytes," I. 651a
Sulphates, oxidation of carbon

mortoxide by, II. 346a
—, qualitative inactions, II.

564c, 574d
Sulphato dyes, I. 43a
Sulphide, detn., gravimetric,

II. 603a
—» —» potentiometric, II. 706c
—, -9% volumetric II. 666c
Sulphides and hydrogen sul-

•'» pHde, detection, II. 574b,

Sulphite cellulose, II. 232b,
461c

—, detn., gravimetric, II. 602b
—, —, volumetric, II. 666d,

685b
Sulphites and sulphurous acid

in food (see Sulphur di-
oxide in food), V. 305b

-, qualitative reactions, II.
565a, 574c

Sulphoacetic acid, I. 59b
Sulphobenzide, hexanitro-, IV.

484d
Sulphocamphylic acid, II.

248b
Sulphocarbonic acid, II. 328b
Sulphocyanides, see Thio-

cyanates.
" Sulphoform," I. 435d
Sulphonated oils, IV. 286a
Sulphonates, alkylated aro-

matic, IV. 286b
Sulphones, plasticisers, II.

448c
Sulphonic acids irozn

petroleum, III. 5$0c
production, II. 428d

Sulphosil, II. 506a'
Sulphur acids, detn., volu-

metric, II. 660c »
— chloride from carbon disul-

phide, II. 353c
in vulcanisation, II. 343c

— compounds in town gas, II.
*349c

—, detn., Carius method, II.
621c

—, —, Eschka's method, II.

and Krekelei's
method, II. 621b

—, — in coal and coke, II. 6o36
—, hydrogenation analy-

sis, VI. 362a
—, ores, I. 531c
—, —, micro-methods, II. 632c
— dioxide, bactericide, V. 395b

, carbon disulphide from,
II. 338a

INDEX

Sulphur dioxide, catalytic
oxidation, II. 423b
, detection, II. 565a, 574c
, detn. (see also Sulphurous

acid), II. 685b
from gypsum, II. 233b
fumigation, V. 395a
in food, detection and

detn., V. 305b
, reaction with calcium

phosphate, II. 225a
— dyes, IV. 128c
—, elemental, detn., II. 603a
—, —,—, volumetric, II. 667c
—, —, drop reaction, II. 58Id
-», —, identification, II. 574a
Sulphuretted hydrogen, see

Hydrogen sulphide.
Sulphuric acid catalytic pro-

duction or contact pro-
cess, see Sulphur trioxide,
catalytic production.
, detn., see Sulphate, detn,
ester salts of long chain

fatty acids, IV. 286b
for nitroglycerin produc-

tion, IV. 4924
solvent in analysis, II.

549c
Sulphur in gunpowder, IV.

455a*
hops, II. 92c

Sulphurised oils, IV. 90c
— vat colours, I. 423b
Sulphurous acid, see also Sul-
* phite ; Sulphur dioxide.
Sulphur oxides from town gas,

V. 245a*
— recovery from town gas, II.

319d
— thiocyanate, in vulcanisa-

tion, II. 343c
—, total, detn., in coal gas, II.

. 685c
— trioxide. catalytic produc-

tion, II? 423b, 535c; III. 17b
, detn., in vapours, II.

68oc
in warfare, III. 14d*

Sulphuryl chloride, produc-
tion, II. 428d

" Sumacarb," I. 153a
Suzna-resinotannol, I. 615c
Summer oil, IBL 410d
Sundtite, I. 370d
Sunstone, I. 559d ; V. 2c, 3a
" Super-Alumina," I. 289c
Super-aromatic properties, V.

29dd
Superphosphate, detn. of

soluble phosphate in, V.
80ft

— of lime, II. 223d
Superpolyamides and super-

polymers, \. 125b
Supersurface laypr in evapora-

tion, III. 605a
" Supraiapsulin," I. 147d
11 Supranephrane," I. 147d
" Suprarenalin," I. 147d
11 Suprarenin," I. 145c, 147d
SuprasteroV II. 202c
Surface hardening, oxy-acety-

lene, 1.116a
— tension, III. 282b i V. 263d ;

VI. 506d •
Surinamine, I. 371d; V. 517a
Surkhi cement, II. 145d
Surveillance test, IV. 533d
Suture-stones, III. 573c
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;Swedenborgite, I. 685a
Sweet potatoes, I. 655d
"Sweet spirit of nitre,1' IV.

365c
— watura," VI. 45b
Swissing, V. 188b
SylvanV V. 400b
Sylvanite, VI. 102a
aY-Sylvestrine, II. 405a
Sylvite, II. 109b
Synadelphite, I. 24Id, 264d
Synanthrose, III. 31a
" Syncaine," see Procaine
Syneresis, III. 291d
Syngenite, II. 233c
"Synouryn" drying oil, IV.

81d, 87a
11 Synthalin," VI. 81b, 144a
Synthesis gas, V. 503a
Synthetic resin fibres, V. 1136,

124d
11 Synthol," II. 350c, 425c
Syringaic-acid glucoside, VI.

96c
Syringe," Little Algy," IV. 21d
Syringin, VI. 96c
Sy test, IV. 534b

T.4, III. 535d
Taban Merah fat, II. 32a
Table oil, IV. 252c
Tabular spar, II. 227c
Ta-Cha-Yeh, V. 511b
" Taqkiol" antiseptic, IV. 26a
Tachydrite, II. 212d
Tachysterol, II. 202a;

Tagerey-verey, II. 419a
Tagetes patula, I. 161a;

96d
#Taifushi oil, II. 522d

11 Taka-diastase," V. 59c
.Talc, II. 518c
Taih, Talha, I..lld
Talianitest, IV* 534c
Tall oil, I. 055d
Tallow, definition, VI. 134d
— in cacao butter, II. 187a
—, sizing, VI. 135c'
—, vegetable, a prima 'and

secunda, IJI. ?3b
-falmi guld, I. lto
Talose, II. 286a
Tamari, V. 5flc
Tanacetone (Thujone), I. 6a
Tane-koji, V. 59b
Tanghinin, II. 387c
Tangkallak fat, IV. 4b
Tankage grease, VI. 135a
Tannase, IV. 314a ; V. 425c
Tannic acid, acetyl-, I. 39b

, compound with casein,
II. 414d
, qualitative reactions, II.

570c
^Tannigen," I. 39b

Chinese, VI. 96d
agents, synthetic, 71.

3085,461d - •
— substances from cut^h, II.

438b
Tannin, hop, II. 9VZ
—, Turkish, VI. 96d
Tanret reagent, I. 235d
Tantalates, qualitative

ti I

IV.

VI.

re-
actions,
573d

q
II. 555d, 556d,
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Tantalite, III. 3C9c
Tantalum, I. 3d
— and niobium, separation, II.

602a
— carbide, II. 2806
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 602a
— production, II. 51 la
—, qualitative reactions* II.

555a*, 5586, 573d
Ta Pei, V. 330a
Taraktogenic acid, II. 522c
Taraxacum offlcinale, III. 547a
Taraxanthin, I. 201a; II.

Tar, coke-oven gas, III. 2646
Tarnishing of metals, III. 3706
— reactions, VI. 224a
Tarnowitzite, I. 457a
Tar oils, hydrogenation (see

also Hydrogenationtf of
coal), II. 425a*

Tarpaulins , V. 195a*
Tar, Stockholm, production, II.

l d
Tartar emetic, I. 4396, 4486

powder, I. 448c
substitute, I. 448c

Tartaric acid, dihydroxy-, IV.
36

— anhydride diacetate, carbon
suboxide from, II. 352a

Tartarus stibiatus, I. 4486
Tartrates, qualitative re

actions, II. 570a
Tartrazine indicator, VI. 4316
Tartronic acid, amino-, and

derivs., I. 2476, c
Tartronylurea, I. 625a
Tar, wood, production, II. 310a*
Taurine, III. 5416
Taurocholic acid, I. 689c
Tautolite, III. 5126
Tautomerisxn, virtual, of

m cyanines, III. 516a, 524a
Taverner process, Wl. 106c
Tchou-ma, III. 31c
Tea, III. 5586
—, Abyssinian^ 1.116
—, alkaloids, II. 197a
—, Arabian, I. 116
— catechin, II. 438c
TeaKite, III. 538a ; V. 328c
Tea, theobromitfe in, II. 197c
Tecomin, J? 68U6
Tectoridin, °tectori£enin,

250d; VI.. 96a*
i e e s powder, IV. 554c
Teglam fat, II. 32c
Teisen furnace, V. 568a
" Tekaol," IV. 89a*
" Telenduron," I. 703d
Tellurethyl, IV. 372a
Telluric acid, detn., volumetric,

II. 667c
— bismuth, II. 32d
— silver, VI. 206a
Tellurine, III. 57Sd
Tellurium, detn., gravimetric,

II. 6046
—r- —, micro-method, IT. Q^d
—, el»ctrodeposition, IV. 269o>
—, qualitative reactions, 11.

5F4, 556d*, 5756
Tellurous acid, detn., volu>

metric,-II. 510c, 667c
" Temper," I. 472c
Ten-per colours on metals, III.

368c
" Tenacity I. 703d
" Tenasco," V. 131a

Tennantite, III. 341c; IV.
308a; IV. 590c

Tenorite, III. 341c, 3546
Tephrite, I. 652a
Tephrosin, III. 559c
Terbia, II. 512a
Terbium, II. 511c
Terebene antiseptic, IV. 30o*
Terebine driers, IV. 91c
Terminthic acid, III. 34a

• Terminthinic acid, III. 34a
Termintholic acid, III. 34a
Terminthplinic acid, III. 34a
Terpenes in buchu, II. 120a
Terpenylic acid, II. 407a

, hydroxy-, II. 407a
1:4-Terpin, I. 501a
Terpin, cineole from, III. 1796
oc-Terpinene, II. 404c
Terpinene formation, II 254c
— in esse^ial oils, II. 381a;

III. 24a*
Terpineol in essential oils, II.

266, 2496, 381a ; III. 183c
a-Terpineol, cineole from, III.

179a
nolene formation, II.Terpinol

254c
" Terra alba," VI. 160c
Terra Cotta, II. 128d
T*rra japonica, II. 4336
" Terrana," IV. 248c
Terra ponderosa saliia, I. 635a
Terrein, V. 53d
Testosterone, I. 371a; VI.

275a, 276a
fams-Testosterone, VI. 275a
Tetra-amylose, III. 569c
Tetraboric acid, II. 47a*
Tetrabutylammonium iodide.

II. 176d
Tetrabutyraldine, II. 157a
Tetracarbocyanines, III.

528a
Tetracene, IV. 5i?-d
—, guanylnitrosoaminoguanyl-,

IV. 542o*
Tetrachlorethane (tetra-

chloroethane), IV. 359c
Tetradecane - 1 - carboxylic

acid, 14-hydroxy-, IV. 416a"
Tetradymite, II. 32d*
Tetraethylammonium hy-

droxide, IV. 355a*
Tetr^jthyldiaminodiphenyl-

methane, II. 1056
Tetraethylene glycol, IV. 3796
— triamine, IV.#77a
Tetraethyltetrazone, IV.

362c
Tetrafluoboric acid, II. 46c
l?*traguaiacocxuinone, VI.,

Tetrahedrite,.III. 341c; IV.
590a

Tetrahydro adalene, II. 190a
Tetrahydrocalaznene, II.

201a c
Tetraliydrocsg^bazole, de-

hydrogenation, II. 27oC
Tetrahydrocarveol,.II. 4056
Tetrahydrocarvcne, II. 405d
Tetrahydrochrysene, III.

1186
Tetrahy6>ocolumbaxnine, II.

235c, 'd
Tetrabydroeucarveol, IV.

391c
Tetrahydroeucarvone, IV.

391d

Tetrahydrofurfijryl alcohol,
VI. 3556 " c

Tetrahydroguaiene, VI. 142c
Tetrahydrojatrorrhizine, II.

235c
Tetrahydronaphthalene, see

also Tetralin.
—, carcinogenic compounds

from, II. 378c
Tetrahydroquinoxalines, J..

Tetralin, (see also Tetrahydro-
naphthalene), VT. 352c

— production, II. 420a'
—, reaction -with

chloride, II. 364a
Tetralite, IV. 435a
a-Tetralone, Vi. 3546
Tetramethoxy t soflavy: \\

chloride, II. 4386
1:2:3:5 - Tetrametbvlbenz-

ene, 11.042(1
Tetramethylbenzenes, III.

539a
Tetramethyldistibuxe (anti-

mony cacodyl), I. 434c
Tetramethylenediamine, II.

178c

oxalyl

ium

I. 457c"
Tetramethyl ferrocyamde, III.

4756
Tetrametbylhyduri l ic acid,

VI. 407c
Tetramethyloglucose , II.

291d*
Tetramethylphenol , anti-

septic, IV. 7a

droxide, I. 434c
— iodide, I. 434c
Tetramine reagent for dyes,

IV. 1726
Tetrandrine, VI. 496d
Tetraoxymethylene, V. 320a
2:4:5:6-Tetraoxypyrimidine,

I. 243d
Tetraphenol, V. 3986
Tetraphenyl methane, car-

cinogenic activity, II. 380a
Tetrarin, VI. 97a
Tetrasaccharides , II. 3016
"etrazene, IV. 5424
Tetgonic acids from Penicillium

spp., V. 526
Tetryl , IV. 485a
— chloric , II. 172a
—, properties and testing, IV.

486c, 4W476
Text i le emissions, IV. 301c

rintir.# \see also Printing),
IV. 175c

by rotogravure, IV. 177c
stencilling, IV. 177a

, colour pastes for, -IV.
178c
, crimp effects in, IV. 186a
f discharge styles' in, IV.

184a* *
, engraved rollers for, IV.

176a
, fixing agents for, IV. 178a

—"—. metal powders in, IV.
1866
, pantograph, • engraving

for, IV. 1766
, pigment lacquer in, IV.

, reserve styles in, IV;
183d



Textile printing, resist styles
in, IV. 183d

styles, IV. 178d
, thickening agents for,

.IV. 178a
with hand blocks, IV. 176d

screens, IV. 177a
" T-Gas," IV. 3606 ; V. 395d
Thalleioquin, reaction, III.

. 135d
Tnallic salts, qualitative re-

actions, II. 568c 4
Thallium, iaobutyl derivs.,711.

173c
copper-silyei selenide, III.

—, detn., electrochemical, II.
510c

—, —tftelectrodeposition, II.
7026

—i —» gravimetric, II. 593d
—r, —, volumetric 3II. 667d
'±- group, qualitative separa-

tion, II. 557a
— qualitative reactions, II.

547c, 5546, 555d, 560a,
5686, c

— safits in carnallite, II. 390a
Thallous salts, qualitative re-
* -'acMons, II. 5686
11 Thanatol," I. 160d
Thea chinensis, I. 51 Id
— Saganqua, eugenol from, IV.

394c
Theobroma cacao, III. 230d
Theobromine, II. 197a; III.

235c
•— in cacao butter, II. 186a
—, sodio-, sodium iodide addi-

tion compound, IV. 405a
^Theophylline, II.. 197a, d
— ethylenediamine, IV. 401a
Theosterol, II. 185d
Therapic acid, III. 2476
Therm, definition, V. 433d
1" Thermit," " thermite," I.

2736 ; III. 976, 103d
Thermoluminescence of

fluorspar, II. 2156
11 Thermolux " glass, V. 595a
Thermometer, helium gas,

VI. 199d
Thevetigenin, VI. 97a
Thevetin, II. 386c ; VI. 97a
Thiacarbocyanines, III. 5l7d,

518a
Thia-4'-cyanines, Itf. 517d
Thiacyanines, thia-<6-cyanines,

thia-2'-cyaninesf III. 517d
Thiathiazolocyanjnes, thiaj

zolocar bocyamnes»and thia-
zolocyanines, III. 5216

Thiazine, I. 565a ; II. 403d
Thiazolinocarbocyanines,

thiazolino-2'-cyanines and
r»thiazolino-4'-cyanines, III.

521d
Thierdl, II. 29d
Thiesen furnace, V. 568a
Thioacetones, I. 696
Thioacridcne, I. 127a
ThioarsiAites, aryl, I. 490c m
Thiobarbituric acid, conden-

sation with aryl aldehydes,
I. 630a

Thtocarbonic anhydride, II.
3286

Thiocyanate, detn., potentio-
metric, II. 706c

—, —, volumetric, II. 655a

INDEX

Thiocyanates, analysis, III.
511d

—, prepn. from ammonia
carbon disulphide, III.

-*, coal gas, III. 508c
—, cvanamide and sul-

phur, II'I. 508a
—, gas liquor, III. 5086
—, spent oxide, III. 508a

— qualitative reactions, II.
5696

Thiocyanine, III. 518a
Thiocyanogen value of fats,

III. 509a
— values of cacao butter, II.

1 1856
Thiodiethylene glycol, IV.

3816
Thioethylene glycol, IV. 381a

^iacetate and dibenzoate,
IV. 381a

" Thioform," I. 700c
Thioformaldehyde, V. 320c
— formation, II. 342a
Thioguaiacol, VI. 141d
Thioguaiacyl xanthate,

141d
Thiohydantoins, VI. 293c
ThiohycLrolysis, VI. 397a
Thioindigo and derivs.,

453c
Thioindoxyl, VI. 453c
Thioisatins, VI. 455a
Thionaphthenquinones,

455a
Thionates, qualitative

actions, II. 574c
Thionuric acid, I. 629a
Thiophen, colour reaction with

isatin, VI. 463c
Thiophenol, by-product, II.

305a
Thiophen, removal from ben-

zole, I. 674d
Thiophosg^ne production,

Thioprapanolsulphonic acid,
sodium auro-salt, I. 24Id

Thiosemicarbazide, VI. 209d
Thiosemicarbazones, VI.

299d
Thiosinamine, 3.2596
Thiosulphates, detn., poten-

tiometric, 15. 7086
_ f _, volumetric, II. *6486,

' 6676
>—, qualitative reactions, II.

565a, 5746,
Thiosuanthones from anthra-

quinones, I. 396a
III. 292a

i, II. 2296

VI.

VI.

VI.

re-

catalyst (see also Hy-
drogenation j analysis), II.

Thorite/ll. 511c
Thorium, II. 511c
—, detn;? gravimetric, II. 598a
—, —, micro-method, II. 633c
—, -*, volumetric, II. 667d
— qualitative reactions, II.

5556, 55Sd, 5626, 572a
Thortveitite, V. 524c; VI.

169a
Throxnbin in blood^II. 221
Tkroxnbokinase, 11723a
Thuja occidentals, V. 6d
Thuja oil, carvotanacetone in,

II. 4086
Thujone, I. 5c, 6a
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ia-Thujone, ^arrangement, II.

Thujyl acetate, I. 5c
— alcohol, I. 5c
— paln;itate, I. 5c
— zsovalerate, I. 5c
Thulia, II. 51 Id
Thuringite, II. 5206
Thymidine, VI. 97a
Thymol, di-iodo-, I. 4666
—, reduction, II. 426d
Thyroglobulin, VI. 2676, c
Thyronine, VI. 267d
Thyroxine, I. 506c ; VI. 2676
—, reactions, VI. 267c
Tiemann-Reimer reaction, II.

364c
11 Tiers Argent," I. 276a
Tiffanyite, III. 574a
Tigers-eye, III. 430a
Tiglic acid, III. 435a
Tigogenin, VI. 976
Tigonin, VI. 97a
Tile-ore, III. 459a
Tiles, II. 128a
Tilia spp- fatty oil, I. 655c
Timber-preserving oil, III.

423d
Timonox, I. 449c
Tin, action on phenol, II. 306d
— as trace element, I. 510c
Tincal, II. 30c, 34c, 40d
Tin catalysts in hydrogenation.

VI. 3686

—, German, I. 298d
Tin, Aetn., assay, I. 529d

—, colorimetric, II. 672c
—, electrodeposition, II.
702c

—, gravimetric, II. 595d
— in food, II. 672c; V.
292c

—, potentiometric, II. 7086
—, specfroscopic, II. 691c
-- , volumetric, II. 667d
drop reaction, II. 188c, 5816'
electrodepositon, IV. 269a

Ting-yu, III. 336
Tin oxide, II. 4196
Tinplate, protective lacquers

for, III. 395c; V.
2916 *

Tin, qualitative rrjactions, II.
'• 551c^716c^551c,^716,c

—, , rare metals /resent.
II. 554c, 556d

— -stone, II. 4196
— white cobalt, see Smaltite.
Tisu, II. 157d
Titaniferous iron-ore, VI.

Titanite, II. 229d
Titanium as trace element, I.

510d
— carbide, II. 281a
—, detn., assay, I. 5306
—, —, colorimetric, II. 673a

c. —, gravimetric, II. 5966
—V» in clay, III. 202c
-?,- steel, I. 530c .
—, —-, potentiometric method,

II. 7086
—, —, volumetric, II. 668a
—, drop reaction, Ik 5816
— oxide, as esterification cata-

lyst, II. 1816
, mineral, II. 119a
, pigment, 11^4446, 475c;
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Titanium, qualitative re-a
actions, II. 571d •

—, , rare metals present,
II. 555d, 556d

Titanomagnetite, I. 4C06
Titano-niobates of rare earths,

II. 196
Titanous cffloride, volumetric

methods, II. 649a; IV.
239a

Titration errors, VI. 426c
— exponent, VI. 426c
T.N.A. (tetranitranilihe), IV.

487d
T.N.T. (trinitrotoluene), I.

466c; IV. 466d
— a-, j8- and y, properties,

IV. 471*
— as explosive, IV. 472c
—, manufacture, contiguous

process, IV. 468c
—, —, intermittent processes,

IV. 4676
—, physiological effects, IV.

—, Queensferry process, IV.
467c

— specifications, IV. 471a
— testing, IV. 473d
Toad poisons, II. 3816, 387d
Toadstone, III. 5716
Tobacco, III. 558c
— smoke as antiseptic, IV. 316

, carbon monoxide in, II.
3446

Toddy wine, I. 467d
o-Tolidine, IV. 12d
Tollen's extractor, IV. 577d
— reaction of cardiac glyco-

sides, II. 383d
Tolu, see Balsam.
Toluene, antiseptic, IV. 60d
o-Toluene - azo - o- toluene-

azo-/?-naphthol, I. 6886 ",
Tokiene, chloro-deMvs., I. 677(2
—, dinitro-, IV. 466c
— in lacquers, II. 472a

petroleum, I. 466d
—, mononitro-, IV. 4666, 467d
— oxidation to benzaldehyde,

I. 678k; II. 428a
—, M. — benzoic acid, I. 6786 ;

^11. 428a *'
—, production, <TI. 428d
Toluenes, nicro-, I. \5766 ; IV.

463d
fr . Toluenesulpbanilide, in

lacquers, II. 479a
n - Toluenesulphondichloro-

aznide, III. 366
p - Toluenesulphonyl com-

pounds of sugars, II. 2916
Toluic acids, hydroxy-, III.

425d
m-Toluic acid from azapin,

II. 397a
p-Toluidides, prepn., II. 378a
Tolunaphthazines, I. 566a,

5676
TWuphenazine, I. 567a
To!ur,tilbazine, I. 568a
o-Tolylhydrazine, I. 1976
p-Tolylhydrazine, I. 1976

, o-Tolylsemicarbazide, 1.197a
Tonalite, iV. Id
11 Tonite," IV. 4646
11 Tonsil" IV. 248c
Topaz, I. 264(2
" Topaz, Occidental," V. 513d
Topaz, oriental, III. 398d

" Topaz, scientific," V. 512d
" Topaz, Spanish," V. 513d
Topinambur, topinambour,

I. 497a
Topped dyeings, IV. 127a
Tora, II. 4196
Toringin, VI. 976'
Totaquina, III. 1326
Touchstone assay, I. 5266
Touloucouna oil, II. 2776
Tourils, III. 75c
Tourmaline, I. 264d, 561a;

11.356
—, gem, V. 513d
Tournesol en drapeaux, I.

688a
Tous-les-mois, I. 4686
Townsend electrolytic cell,

III. 53d
Toxicarol, III. 559c
Toxol, I. 801c
To-yaku, V. 516d
Tpn, III. 329c
T.P.P., I. 263d
Trace elements in plants, see

Ash ; Boron ; Fertiliser,
borax, remedial.

hi VI. 1566Tragat
Train i

VI.

oil, III. 244d
Tram, V. 94a
— silk, IV. 124a
Transference number,

237d
Transmutation of elements, I.

5426
Transport number, VI. 237d<
Trap-rock, III. 5716
Trash, V. 1466
Trass in cement, II. 146a
—, Rhenish, II. 145d
Traumatin, VI. I38d
Trauzl blocks, I. 355d; IV.

547d
Trefle, I. 363a
Trehalase, II. 30O-
Trehalose, II. 2986, 300c ; IV.

331d
— monophosphate, II. 290a ; V.

21d
Tremolite, I. 499c
— -asbestos, I. 499d
Tren, III.'329d
Trentepohlia iolithus, II. 394a
Triacetamide, I. 606
Triacatin, I. 606
—, plasticiser, II. 448c, 472c
—r, specification, II. 472c •
Triacetonamin^, I. 68d
—, nitroso-, catalytic decom-

position, VI. 252c
Triacetondiamine, I. 68d
T-iaxnyl citrate, in lacquers

II. 472c
Triamylstibi^e, n- and i*o-, I.

434c
Triangular' charts, III. 2c
Triazidobenzene, trinitro-, IV.

543a *
Tribolium confasum, V. 3906
Triboluminescence, II. V79a;

III. 22d
Tribromohydrin; I. 259c
Tributylamines, II. 176c
Trirsobutylene, II. 177d
TributylJjhosphine, II. 176d
Tri-3-carbazyl carbinol Lr-

mate, II. 2796
Tricarbocyanines, III. 526d
—, indo-, selena-, thia-, thia-

zolino-, thiazolo-, III. 5276

307a;

Trichamomillol, II. 5206
Tricresyl phosphate in d<

and lacquers, II. 4
469d, 475d

phenol recovery, •• II.
305d

Tricylene, elimination from
bornylene, II. 33d

—, formation, oxidation, II.
254c, 239d

Tridentate groups, III.
Trolaidin, IV. 258d
" irienol," IV. 876
Triethanolamine, I.

IV. 286c, ?56#
—, absorbent of carbon dioxide,

II. 324d
— in phenol recovery, II. 305c,
Triethylamine, IV. 35^c
— from acetylene, I. 84c
Triethylcarbimide, IV. 361a
TriethylceP^lose, II. 466d
Triethylene chlorohydrin, IV.'

3796
— glycol, IV. 3796
Triethylenediamine, IV. 376d
Triethylenetetramine, IV.

377a
11 Triethylenetriamine," IV.

' 377a
Triethylhydrazonium iodide,

IV. 362c
Triethyloxamine, IV. 3636
Triethyl phosphate, IV. 366c
— phosphite, IV. 366d
Triethylpiperazonium iodide,

IV. 3r«6d
Triethylstibine, I. 433c
Triethylsulphonium hydr-

oxide, IV. 3706
— iodide, IV. 3706
Triethyltelluronium iodide,

IV. 372a
Trifoliin, III. 2076
Trifolin, wotrifolin, III. 206d
Trifolitin, III. 206d
Trifolium spp.t I. 4996 ; III.

205c ; VI. 906, 134c
Triformal disinfectant, IV.

26d
Trigenic acid IV. 382a
Trigermane, V. 522a
Trigonella Fcenum-grcecum, V.

.289c
Trigonelline or caffearine, I.

686d ; II. 196d ; III. 602c
Triketolrydrindene, VI. 3076
— hydrate, see Ninhydrin.
" Trilit:1 1^. 466d
«Trilobine, ozonolysis, II. 4816
Trimertte, J. 685a
Trimethol, disinfectant, IV.

296
Trimethoxyglutaric acid,

from sugars, II. 2836
Trimethylacethydrazide-

ammonium chloride. V.
5366

Trixnethylamine in Calycan-
thus occidentals, II. 237a

ergot, IV. 331 d
Trimethylbenzenes, III. 457a
TrimethylaZ/obrazilin, a- and

£ , II. 72d
Trimethylbrazilone, tri-

methylbrazilonol, II. 70d,
72c

Trimethyl carbinol, II. 171a
Trimethylcellulose, II. 466f,

477c



Trimethyl citrate, III. 1866
T rimethyl dihy dr o is obr azi-

leinol, II. 726
TarimethyMilw dr ob r a zi 1 o n e,

• II. 726
TTrimeWaylene glycol, VI- 63a
eye /oTrime thylene imin e. I.

315a
cycloTr imethy 1 enetrinitr a-

, mine, III. 535rf
Ti-imethyletJiylene, I. 364rf
d - 2;2:3 - Trimetbylcj,cto -

hex an - 4 - one -1 - eft* -
boxyuc acid, 11. 217a

Trimethylhistdine, I. 686d j
VI. 2376

Trimethyloglucose, II. 292a
Trimethylpheliol, antiseptic,

IV* fa
Trimetnylstibine, I. 4346
— di-iortde, I. 434a
— oxide, I. 4346 *

r&- sulphide, I. 434c
i:3:7-Trimethylxanthine, II.

197a
" Trinol." IV. IQGd
Tri - orthophenanthroline -

ferrous sulphate, indi-
cator, VI. 430d

2 :-•* 6-Trioxyhexahydr opyi*i-
xnidine, I. (12Or

Trioxymethylene, I. 195d
a-Trioxymetbylene, V. 31fld
Trioxymetbylene, disinfec-

tant, IV. 26rf
Triphenylbenzene, carcino-

genic activity, II. 380a
Triphenylmethyl ethers, of

sugars, II. 2!>ln
Triphenyl phosphate in films

and lacquers, II. 308rf,
4486, 472c .
, specification, II. 472c

•— uren in lacquers, II. 472c
Triphylite, II. 196c

• " Triplastite." IV. 464c
Tripoli or Tripoli**, III. 579n ;

IV. 2306
Tripy, III. 329a"
Trisaccbarides, II. 301 b
Trisazo benaidine dyes, IV.

2206
Tritbioaldebyde, II. 177* $
Triticin, triticum, I. 171d

-Triticum ripens, VI. 86b •
T'ritisporin, V. 55a

" Triloto," IV. iWd *
Tritolylene, I. 00a

*" Triton," " Tritott S," IV.
467a; V. IHIc ,

" Trityl " derivs. ofc glycerof,
VI. 66a

Trogftderma kharpa, V. 392a"
" Trolite," IV, 4Wd
'" Tropacocaine," I. 368a ; III.

224d

I

Trop&olum majus, IV. 335c;
VI. 89a

Tropical bleach. III. 62c
Tropilidenev III. 5356

• Tropine, III. 225a
Tropopatise, I. 537e
Troposphere, I. 537c *
Trotyl [set also T.N.T.), i. 46Bc
Truxillic add, i n . 1816
Truxilline, a- and B-, III. 222d

, Truxillines, III, 224c
Truxinic acid, III. 1816

INDEX

Trypanosoma, effect of Mala-
chite Gre*;n, IV. 306

" Tryparsamide," 1. 4876
" Tryparsone" I, 4876
"tTryponarsyl," I. 4876
Trypain, I. 6806; IV. 311rt\

3136 •
Tryptophan, VI. 4646
— in bran and cabbage, II. 596,

LS2d
Tse-tieou, III. 336
Tsuga canadenais, II. 261b
Tsugaresinol, VI. 202rf
Tu, III. 3336
Tuberajatapaa, III. 326c
Tibocurare, III. 45flc
Tubocurarin«, III. 459a
Tulipa gesntrriana) V. 330a
Tulipine, V. 330n
Tungtoil (see also China wood

oil ; Oils, dryine), *• 1 9 8 f t i
II. 2C3a *

Tungstates in candle wicks, II.
2056

Tungsten carbide, II. 281a
— carbonyl, II. 357a
—, detn., assay, I. 530c
—, —, gravimetric, II. 606a
—, — in steel, I. 530c
—, —, volumetric, II. 6686
— filaments, V. 1716, 178« •
— grain growth, V. 1756, 1786
—• hexachloridc, action of Grig-

uard reagent on, II. 357c
— powder from WO,, V. 1746
-f , pressing and sintering,

V. 175a
—, qualitative reactions, II.

554a. 656W, 575d
—, swaging and wire drawing,

V 1766
— wire, drawn, V. 171d
Tungstic oxide,prepn., V. \72d
Tunioin, acetolysis, II. 442o*
Tuxacin, VI. 104n
TuranosB, l l . 298b
" Turksy-fat ore," VI. 137a
— Redoil, II. 52a, 420c j III.

24 5d
, in nnti - dimming

materials, III. I8d
Turmeric, III. 461*
-— paper, II. 52b
Turnerite, II. 5126
Turpentine, V. 415c; V*. 288c
— oil, II. 2IOrf
—, synthetic borneol from, II.

316, 249c
—, —•camphof from. II. 24Pc
Turpetbin, III. 326d
Turquoise, I. 264d
—, Ali>*irin, I. 2326
Tussahsilk, II. ISrf ; IV. 123a
" Tutocaine," I, 389a
Tvichosanic acrd, IV, 258a
Twice-coupling •components,

vi. ie&z
Twritchtll reagent, ester prepn.

wilh, II. 37^6
— rdhpents, reaction rates, VI.

223a
" Tyllithinrj. 4536
" Tylmarin, 'antiseptic, IV. 29a
Tylose, II. 48(li>
Typha-riucoside, VI. 97b
T^ramine, I< WW r l V . 3226
Tyroainase, IV. 3156
Tyrosine, I. 3176
—, 3:5-di-iodo-, I. 3176
— in celery, II. 4416

\
607

7-Tyrosine, N-methyl-, V, 517a
Tyrosine, oxidation, II. 278b
Tysonite, I. 655d

U

Ulex euro\>cev.st U. spp., VI.
125a

Ulexine (sec also Cytieine), VI.
1256

Ulexite, borax manufacture
from, II. 46d, 40b

—, occurrence, II. 30c, 35b
40a, d, 536

Ullmannite, I. -i3i.)rf
Ulmus spp., oil from, IV, 278c
Ultrabasite, V. 520a
Ultrsi-centrifuge, III, 290a,

0016
Ultra-filters;, II. 468a"; III.

282a
Ultramarine, I. 291c, 583c
—, Cobalt, II. 25a; III. 218c
—, Galm's, II. 25a
Ultra-microscope, III. 280a
Ultraquinine, III. 160tf
Ultra-sonic waves, effect on

dispersions, III. 292b
Ultra-violet light, disinfection,

IV. 21d, foot-note
UmneUilerone, V, 414c; VI.

96b
Umbellulic acid, III. 230c
Umbilicaria pustvlata, VI. 160c
Unci^eol, IV. 3fl3a
Undecoic acids, VI. 204a
Undecylenic ncid in cognac

oil, II. 422a,
n-Undecylic acid, VI. 204a
Universal buffer mixture, 11.

123a
t— indicator, VI. 428d
Unki, V. i%8c
Uracil, IV, 332c
—,%mino-, I. 6266
—, 5-faydroxy-, I* 630rf
" Uradal," I. 141a
Uralorthite, II. 5126
Uramil, I. C28c
Uramino-acids, I.*320b t
Uranine, V. 2?2d »

Uranin, phospJior.^II. 2246
ti*aninit4 t II. 10#a ; VI. 154d
Uranium, detn., assay #1. 530c
-—, -—, elect rod epos it ion, IA

702c
—, —, gravimetric, II. 608d
—» —. potentiometric, II. 708c
—, —, volumetric, II. 6686
11 Uranium micas," I. 558a
Uranium, qualitative re-

actions, II. 55&Z, 556J, 575rf
— vanadate in carnotite, 11,

392d
Uranous salts, qualitative re-

actions, II. 575d"
*&>any^ salts, qualitative re-"

^ actions, II. 576a _
Urari, III. 15f>6
Urbain charcoal, II. 317«
Urea fcrliliser, V. 66a

*—, react'on with bromal, II.
I0(J6 . •

UreaBe, IV, 311d, 315a
—, antidote to phosgene* II.

322a
Urechitin, II. 387d ; VI. 076
Urechitcorin, II. S67<ij VI. 076



Urethane, p-acet?xyphenyl-, L
736

—, double salt, with calcium
bromide, II. 235a

pseudoVric acid, I. Q2£*>
Uric acid, qualitative reac-

tions, II. 570(2
Uricase, IV.- 3156
Uridine, VI. 976
" Uritone," I. 326a
Urobilin, I. 200c, 691c
Urobilinogen, I. 691a, d
Uronic acid, II. 2976
Uroporphyrin, VI. 162a
Urorosein, VI. 464a
" Urotropin," " urotropine," I.

326a ; IV. 27(2 ; V. 3206
" Urotropine quinate," III. 33d
Ursocholic acid, I. 690a
Urson, ursone, I. 660c js III.

435c
Urtite, I. 4506
Uteroverdin, I. 692a
Uvarovite, V. 4296
Uzaren, II. 386(2
Uzarigenin, II. 382a
Uzarin, II. 386(2 ; VI. 97c

Vacciniin. vaccinin, III. 414a* ;
V. 3286 ; VI. 97c

Vacciniwn myrtillus, VI. 926
— spp., I. 688c ; III. 4146
— vMs-idcea, V. 328a ; VI. 97c
Vacuum pans, IV. 406a
Valenta test of butter, II. 166c
Valentinite, I. 439(2, 440a
Valeric acid, antiseptic, IV. 286

, a - amino-S-guanidino-n-,
I. 450(2
, oc-8-diamino-, I. 459(2
in caffeol, II. 1986

Valeronitrile, II. 172*
isoValerylurea, a-bromo-, II.

118a*
3/alonia, IV. .?76(2

-Vsuaadates, qualitative re-
atctions, II. 5556, 556(2, 573d

Vanadium as trace element, I.
.nod

— carbide, II. L31a
—, detn., coloriznetric, II. 6736
—t,—, gravimetric, II. 601c "
-^f _ 'n steel, I. 530<2
x_y —, potentiometric, II. 708c
—, —, volumetric, II. 668c
—, —, —, in steels, II. 668a*
— in canarin production, II.

261c
carnotite, II. 302d*
porphyrins, VI. 1656

— pentoxide catalyst in SO8
production, II. 423c
,' oxidising catalyst, II.

427<2
sols, III. 289c

Vanashpati, V. 531(2
",Vanduara " or " Vavuim

tayon, V. 1156 '
Vanilla essence, detn. of cou-

nvarin in, III. 412<2
Vanillin from tsoeugenol, IV.

399a /#
VanUlylamine, formation from

'sapsaicine, II. 272c
Van't aoff equation of change

of equilibrium with tem-
perature, II. 530a

INDEX

Vapour condensation on nuclei,
IV. 97c •

— pressures of immiscible
liquids, IV. 35a

miscible liquids, IV.
39a*

partly miicible liquids,

Vapours, organic, gasometric
detn., II. 6840*

Varentrapp's reaction, VI.
1776

Variamine Blue Salt, III. 581c
Varianose, V. 58a
Variegated copper-ore, II. 32cZ
Vat and vatting dyes, IV. 12*)6
— colours, anthraquinone, in-

termediates, I. 408a
— dye derivs., IV. 129c
— dyes, I! 205c ; IV. 12°a

, solubilised, I. 428a*
Vautin electrolytic cell, III.

57a
Vein-tin, II. 419c
" Velan PF," V. 197c
Velio glass - tube drawing

machine, V. 591a
Vellosine, V. 504a
Velvet ore, VI. 101a
Veratric acid, IV. 397a

from capsaicine, II. 272c
Veratrole, II. 4316
Veratrum album, V. viride, II.

Id; VI. 200c
Verbenalin, VI. 97c
Verbenaloside, VI. 97c
Verbena off., VI. 97c
Verdian, III. 1076
Verdigris, I. 546
Verditers, III. 354(2, 356a
Veridian, IV. 279c
Vermilion, American, I. 304c ;

III. 1136
— in prepn. of Brunner's salt,

II. 1196
Vernine, VI. 896
"Veronal, ' I. 623a
Vert Arnaudon, III. 100a
Verticilline, V. 3306
Verticine, V. 3306
Vert Plessy, III. 100a
" Vesalvini," I. 326a
Vesicants in warfare, III. Id
Vestrylaminev formation, II.

l3Sc
Vesuvianite, II. 2346; VI.

414a
Vetch seeds, qlycoside, III.

326c
Viburnin, II. lc
Vicat plunger, II. 144a
Vicianase, IV. 3146
Vicianin, VI. 97c
—, sugar in, IJ. 3006
Vicianose, II. 2986 ; VI. 08a
Vicia spp., la 2486, 511c, 658a* ;

III.554c; VI. 97c
Vicin, III. 554c
Vicine, VI. 97<2
Vieille test, IV. 5346
Vietinghoflte, II. 512c
Vignin, III. 414a-
Viking powder, IV. 554c
Villalstonine, I. 263d
Vinasses..VI. 416
Vinegar, 1. 446
—, analysis, I. 47a, 536; V.

297a
—, artificial, and vinegar es-

sence, I. 46c

inegar, preservative, IV. 2&

—, cider, date, distilled, graii
glucose, I. 44(2, 46a

—, spirit, sugar, white vin«
wine, and wood, I. 44cf 46<11 Vinethene," I. 368a ; IV. 53

Vinyl acetate,<I. 37rf, did
resins, I. 90c, 92a, 93c

Vinylacetonitrile, I. 2586
Vinylacetylene, I. 87c
—. halogen derivs., I. 89a
—^resins, I. 886
Vinyl allyl ketone, If 906
— chloride, I. 87(2, 90(2; IV

374c
— esters, I. 926
— ether resins,**!. 93c
— ethers, I. 35a, 92(2

ethinyl-dimethyl-carbinol, 1
88(2

Vinylformi* acid, I. 137a
Vinyl halidc* resins, I. 90c
Vinylite, I. 90c
Vinyl phenols, I. 91c
Vinylquinuclidoneoadme, III

" Vinyon," V. 1266
Violanin, III. 554c ; VI. 98a
Vjolanthrene, BS, CD, 71 exda

I. 424a
Violanthrone, I. 205c, 413(2
Violaquercitrin, VI. 95a, 98a
Violaxanthin, II. 398(2; III

184(2
Violerythrin, 401a
Violet, Algol B, I. 232(2
—, Alizarin Cyanol. R, I. 2316
—, — Direct, I. 2326

R, I. 406c
—, Amethyst, I. 576c
—, Aniline, I. 577c
—, Anthraquinone, 1.232a, 405<
—, Caledon,BN,XBN,I.4176,
—, — Brilliant, R, 1.4166
—-, Cibanone, BW, I. 424(2
—, Indanthrene, B extra, R>

and RR, I. 424a, 3966
—, — Brilliant, 3B, I. 4246
—, Iris, I. 576c
—, Methylene, BN, 1.576c, 577a
—, Neutral, I. 5696
«-, Perkin's, I. 376(2, 564c, 577*
Violets, Acid, I. 120a
Violet, Williamson's, III. 4736
Violuric acid, I. 246a, 626c
isoViolunic acid, I. 246a
Violutin, VI. 98a
—, sugar ift, II. 3006
Violutoside, VI. 98a
Viper ve 10m, II. 24c
Viridanthrene B, I. 424a
Viridobufagin, II. 388c
Viridobufotoxin, II. 388c
" Viscin,'11.' 692(2
" Viscoloid." II. 4436
Viscose (dextran), III. 567'
—, cellophane from, II. 4.

4526, c
—, dispersion, II. 459c
—, manufacture, II. 342c,

V. 117c
~, ripening, V. 118c, 12'
— silK, see Rayon, viscose.'
— spinning, V.I 19a, 1271

, coagulating batl
120a

Viscosity, detn. and sp
cation, II. 4706

— of starch, II. 302c



• itamin A in bran, cacao
butter and' maize, II. \i2b,
liMa, 4826

,— *- of cod-liver oil, III. 2486
— -*-, relation to carotenoids,

II. 1026 ,
, replacement by carotene,

I I . Sited

-,- B, Blt Bt, in yeast, II. 08c,
* 103d
— B in hran, chocolate f nd

rice, i l . (326 ; III. 88a pH.
4986

— «, . ! . 371^ £636; VI. 138d
— ijj, II. 28T6 ; VI. Ola

in bran^and maize, II.
«26, 4826 *
,+ibose in, II. 287ft

— Bt, VI. 139a
• -C. I.<G01e

—- _ i t l Cabbage%Lnd paprika,
II. 1836, 274d

-D in cacao shell fat, II. ISfJd
uf cod-liverXil, III. 2196

D ii 202c
— D3\ IL 201C 202C J 111.

# — Ẑ fll. 203u ; HI-8, II. 203a ; III. 2«c
.ictivity of cod-liver fell,

alleged, IU. 250o
in maize and wheat gi-nit.

II. 4286, 505c
Vitamins ^ - 5 . , L ->836

i,i butler, carrots and cereals,
II. Kili, JOSa, 404a, 480d

hydrogenated fats, VI.
185d

wheat and yeast, II. 505c,
103(1

Vitellin, *v. membrane, IV.
d b

— in maize, II.
Vitexin, VI. 95c
Vitisspp., VI. 02e, 127d, 130<-

« Vitrain, V. 350d
Vitrinite, V. 3516
Vitriol, blue, II. 256 ; III. 857li
—, brown oil of, II. 119a
—, Cyprian, see Vitriol, blue.
—, white. VI. 1256
—, zinc, see. Vitriol, white.
Vitrum antinumii, 1. 1176 »
Vivianite, II. 256 ; IV. 33;H:
Voelckerite, I. 44Od

- ' Vol." I. 580d
' /olatility, relative, 4V. 34c
"/olemitol, II. 29W

*" 'olgerite, I. 43yd*
onges dynamitj, IV. 240rf #

" crobyevite, I. bHi*
Voxsan " disinfectant, IV. jjua

^ Vulcanisation accelerators, I.
" ' 126, 2»c; II. 157a

, cold, carbon disulphide in,
• II. 3436

**',—, — tetrachloride in, II-
„ 3566
Tr., xanthates in, II. 343d
Tr lgarobufotoxin, II. 3886

i Tr* ulpinite.-' I. 372c
Trc - n , m . 1066, 1686
Trc %„ •
Tro • '
Tru w
Tru
Tn..ti, II. 26b, 3146; 111.2146
Tr> Agner-Meerwein reitrrange-
Tr ment, II. 238d

agnwr's reagent, I. 235c
afiiut oil, IV. 866

VOL. VI.—39

INDEX

Walsrode powder, IV. 530a
Warp dyeing, IV. 130c
Washers, see Absorptk^i.
VTasite, II. 5126
Waste-heat boilers, V. 4416,

171a, 4W-ld
Water, detn. in grain, dielectric

method, II. 710a
—•> — with calcium carbide (see

also Water-vapour, detn.),
I1.82c *

—. " free," VI. 206a
— gas (see Carburetted water

gas ; Coke manufacture ;
Fuel ; Gas, coal ; Gas,
water).

reaction, catalysed, VI.
379d

— hiuilock, cicutoxin in, III.
121)6

— in butter, II. 15»e
— molecule, catalysis by, VI.

253c
Waterproof fabrics, heavy, V,

I

Waterproofing, casein in, JI.
ilid

— with cellulose nitrate, drying
oils, rubber aud r. latex,
V. 194a

synthetic resins «.nd
waxes, V. 1115a, M)6a

Water iniTitication (see also
Disinfectants), L 2016 ; II.

i 320a
repellant fabrics, V. 196d

— with soft handle,.V.
l»7c

Waters, chalybeate, bacterial
oxidation, II. 26a

Water sterilisation, chlorine
treatment, III. 39c

— vapour, detn. {see also Water
detn.)..IL 085c

Wattle bails, I. Ue
Waveltite, I. 2Md11 Wax, China," VI. 496c
Wax, Chinese, VI. 4966

— insect; VI. 4966
cotton, V. Hid
East Indian (Dees), V. 530ft
fig, V. 171a ; VI. 1236
llax, V. 26?*
Getab, or Gondang or Java,
V. 171a ; VI. 1236

—, insect, VI. 4966
-— Kondang, or Sumatra, V.

471a; VI 1236
—, vegetable, analysis, II.

2626
Weatiier-Ometer, I. 1670*.̂
Webnerite, I. 370d
Websterite, l.2S0a
Wedekind's reaction, III. 23c
Weighing in •analysis, II.

6 [2c
Weighting fabrics, IV, 144a

V. 187a ,
Weissensteiner pei'sulphate

cell, VI. 3426

Welding, atomic hydroKen.
VI. 3346

Weldon mud, III. fla
0- process, III. Her
Welsbach mixture, V, 482d
Wenk den, V. 72c
Werner co-ordination

pounds. III. 327r
Weston cell, It. iflie

coin-

\ 009

" Wesircfi," nee Ethane, tetra-
chioro-,

" Westrosol," I. 99c ; II. i2$d
Wet-ou-wet painting, IV. 806,

Wetter astralit, IV. 5546
Wetting agents, II. 17U6, 391a ;

IV. 280a
, sulphonated fatty al-

cohols, VI. 183c
, theory, VI. 508c, 50Ua
, tricthanolaminc, I. 307a ;

• IV. 3566
, Turkey Red oil, II. I21d

— - out agents, see Wetting"
agents.

Weyl'a extractor, IV. 577c
— test for creatinine, III. 417d
While oil, V. 229fc
— — for paints, IV. 85b
— —, hardened, II. 428d
Wheat, II. 504a
—, Durum, II. 76c
— flour, baking value, II. 504c,

505d
— germ, effect on flour, II. 505c

oil, II. 505d
— —, vitamins in, II. 505c
- straw, II. 506/-; IV. 595a

Wheel-ore, II. 53d
Whetstones, I. ic ; VI. 2796
Whin, VI. 125a
Whinstone, l i t . 571 b
White, alumina, I. 2U0d
—, American Paris, I. 304c
—, ̂ ltimony, 1. i'iOd, 441)c
— argol, I. Wld
— arsenic, I. 408c, 473a
—, barytic (see also liaryte;

Blanc lixe ; White, Per-
manent), I.

— boil in deguinmtng silk, II.
186

— dittany.III. 0026
—, (lake, I. ii'Md
•—•mundic, I. 469a
— ore, II. 511)d#
—, Paris, II. 51$e
—, Pearl, I. H'Md ; II. 3o
—, Permanent, I. 642a, 651c,

651d ' .
Whiting electrolytic ceffp III.

Whitneyite, A\«(ft6
Whortleberry, I. 6S3c; III.

i l l / i •

Widia, HI. 2176, c
Wieaenerz, II. 2(ia
WUdermann electrolytic cell,

MI. 56c
" WUd ginger," I. 408d
Wiley's extractor, IV. 5771-
Willemite, V. 413a
Wille^den fabrics, W. papers,

V. 191c; III. 355a
" Wilmil," I. 2516, 253f», 277c
Winch machines in dyeing, IV.

1306
, III. 558d

. citric acid in, HI. 1906 *
Wines in brandy production,

II. 64a
—, purification with* ivory

black, II. 311^
Wintergreen oil, I. 0926
Wintering oils, V. 232d .
Winter oUs, IV. 253a
Winter's grass, citronella

fronV III.
Wismut, I.
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Witch-hazel, VI. 177,v
Withamite, IV. 320d
Witherite, I. 6316, 638a
"Witherite, low-grab 3," I.

651d
" Witt's rule " of colour origin,

III. 3085
Wobbe index, V. 246c
Wdhlerite, III. 310a
Wohlwill process, VI. 1086
Wolfram, II. 19Sd
Wolframite, V. 173a
Wolfsbergite, I. 439d; II.

518a; V. 520c
Wollastonite, II. 227c
Wollney's extractor, IV. 570a,

5896
Wood, coal formation from, V.

336a
— fuel, V. 330d
Wood-naphtha, I. 183a; III.

558a
— pulp for viscose, II. - 4656 ;

V. 117c
Wood's glass - tube drawing

machine, V. 589(2, 5906
--'metal, I. 698(2
Wood smoke preservative, V.

296(2
— spirit disinfectant, IV. 266
Wood-tin. II. 419c
Wool, action of acids and

alkalis, V. 1086
—, -— -7- halogens, V. 1116
—, '— inorganic salts, V.

111c
—, organic compounds,

V. Hid
—, oxidising agents, V.

I l i a
—, reducing agents, V.

110c
—, water and steam, V.

106a, 107c
—, amino-acid analysis, V. 1006
— bleaching, II. 126 ; V. 113d
—, casein, arttfcial, II. 416a
—, chlorinated, IV. 123c; V.

1116
—, conductivity, electrical and

tSerma?, V. 1076
—, ^Impiness in, V. 96d
— degreasinq, trichloroethy-

lene. I. Vl2d -
— dyeir-g, IV. 122d, 1396
— , elastic properties, V. 104c
— fat (see also Cholesterol), VI.

135c
— fibres, dimensions, properties

and composition, V. 96a
, medullated, V. 97c

Wooli's electro-zone, IV. 216
Wool, greasy, analysis, V. 96c
—, isoelectric point, V. 108a
—, a- and /9-keratin, X-ray

analysis, V. 1026
—, " mercerising," V. 1106
—, " pink rotted," V. 986
—|(polypeptide chains ir

lOld
— printing, IV. 186a
—, slipe, II. 13d
—, storing, II. 16c
—, sulphur "ontent, V. 98d
—, " unshrinking," IV. 123c
— waste fertiliser, V. 66c •
—, water adsorption, V. 103a
Woorali, Woorara, Woorari,

III. 459£*
Worm, pink boll, V. 139a

INDEX

Wormseed, V. 263c
— oil, American, I. 501a ; III.

24c~
, cineolein,III. 1796

Wormwood, oil, I. 5a
Wort, II. 86d, 95c
Wound " hormone " of plants,

VI. 138d
Wrightine, III. 32Id
Wuchuyine, IV. 415d
Wustite, II. 229c
Wurtzite, IV. 307d : VI. 136d
Wurtz reaction, II. 363d

Xanthates as fungicide, II.
343d <.

— in vulcanisation, I. 12c;
II. 343d

—, manufacture, II. 342a, 343d
Xanthation, viscose process,

II. 4656; V. 118a
Xanthene in tea, II. 197a
Xanthin, dye, I. 1336
Xanthine, II. 198a; VI. 986,

151d
Xunthochroite, VI. 137a
Xanthoeridol, IV. 333d, 3&4a
Xanthogenates, see Xanthates.
Xanthone, V. 55d
—, 1:7 - dihydroxy-3-methoxy -,

V. 516d
—, l:3:7-trihydroxy-» V. 516c
Xanthophyll, II. 176, 398a
Xanthopurpurin, I. 212d,

Xanthoquininic acid, III. 178c
Xanthoresinotaxmol, I. 6186
Xanthorhamnin, II. 120c ; VI.

98a
Xanthorrhcea spp., varnish gums,

I. 126, 618a
Xanthosinase, IV. 315^
Xanthosine, VI. 986
" Xara," I. 517d
Xenene, IV. 10a
Xenotime, II. 512c ; IV. 245c,

321c .
" Xeroform," I. 701a
X-ray, see X-IUy.
Xylan', II. 287a, 303c ; VI. 201a
Xylanase, III. 542c
Xylan in cellulose detn., II.

462c
6716
I. 466d, 671d
I. 466d, 671d

I. 466d, 67Id"
carcinogenic com-

pounds from, II. 378c
m-Xylene, from azafrin, II.

397a
Xylene, nitro-, I. 677a
—, trinitro-, IV. 4746
>Xylenols from crude phenol,

11.3046
m - Xylidene, dehydrothio-,

III. 553c
—, wodehydrothio-, III. 553c
Xylidine, I. 5736
d-Xylodeose, II. 288c
"Xylonite* II. 4436, 4806
Xylose, II. 2826, 287a
—, dibenzoylgluco-, VI. 87c
— from bran, II. 62d
Xylyl bromide, prepn., III.

176

11 Y " alloy, I. 2526, 277a
Yams, IV. 10a
Yarrow, I. 119d
Yeast, see also Fermentatic

alcoholic.
—, brewer's, II. 986 ; VI. 51.•
—, cider, III. 125d
—, dried, IV. 597a ; V. 15a,
— rnzyraes, II. 99d, 103c j

' 136
— extract, alcohol formaw

in, V. 28a - .
, co-zymase from. V. It

— in bread, II. 75a
— juice, V. 13c "
Yeasts, wild, II. 91a
11 Yel butter," I. 654a
Yellow, Acridine, I. 1 Jlc, 134r
—.Algol. 3G-, GO, R, WG, T

416c, 4l8d, 232a
—, Alizanthiene, E, I. 419d
—, Alizarin, >and A, I. 206d,

2336, 207a
—, — C, V. 417a
—, Antimony, I. 447c
— Bark, II. 2346
—; Benzo Fast, 4GL, IV. 222a
—, Benzoin, I. 2296
11 Yellow berries," VI. 98a
Yellow, Brilliant, IV. 2216
—, Buttercup, III. 113c
—, Cadmium, II. 194a, d
—, Caledon, 3 G, I. 396d, 4166
—, —, G, I. 419d
—, Cassel. II. 4186
—, Chinese, III. 33d
—, Chrome, III. 96d, 112a
—, —, American, III. 1126
—, Cibanone R, I. 423c; II.

256, 1196
—, Cobalt, III. 2196
—, Cologne, III. 112a
—, Cutch, II. 4336
—, Dispersed, 3 GS, I. 41a
—, Erweoo Fast, G, I. 4196
—, Helio Fast, I. 233a
—, Hochst, VI. 450d
—, Hydron, G, I. 4236
—, Indanthrene, *G, GF and

3GE, I. 394d, 419c, 429c
—, ~ . GN, 3R and 3RT, I.

•396c, 418d, 421d
—, — Golden, GK, I. 4266
—, Indiam,111.2196; IV. 405a;

—, Indigo, VI. 439a
—, —, 3G Cfta, VI. "4506
—, Indoleiiine, III. 519d
—, Ionamine, MA, I. 40c
—, Isatin, VI. 3046
—, King's, I. 4796 ; IN. 33d
—, Leather, I. 1336
—, Leipsic, III. 112a
"Yellow, Lemon," I. 642c;

III. I l i a
Yellow, MenmeV s, I. 447c
—, Mikado, IV. 22lc
—, Mineral, II. 4186r .
—, Montpelier, II. 4186
—, Naj>hthamine, G., IV. 221c
—, Naphthol, S, III. 417d, f.-n.
—, Naples, I. 447d ; V. 531d
—, Nitrazine, II. 639c

indicator, VI. 428d
II. 4736

lone, GC, 5GK, I. 419c,
416c

, Paris, III. 112a



fellow, Patent, II. 418b
^Philadelphia, I. 1336

Yellow prussiate of potash,"
• III. 465c, 474d

YeHOW, Pyrazolanthrone, I.
415c

ellows, Acid, * 120o
-, Hansa, IV. 235a
>Uow, Saledon, G-, I. 4296

"3 sulphide of arsenic, I. 4706
Turmeric, III. 461c »
Turner's, H. 418b

'allow, "Ultramarine," I.
642c ; III. Hid

Uow, Vitofln, I. 1336
Zinc, HI. 96d, 113c

ignite, VI. 41Jft

YlanKif fK i
Yoder's extractor, IV. 585d

'oik in taw wool, II. 12ft
9 — mckite anti-gri»u, IV. 556a

Yonckite 10 bis " and " 13,"
IV. 464d I

Ytterbite, II. 51lJ; IV. 321c
Ytteroilraenite, ft. 512c
Yttrialite, II. 512b
YttrcJantalite, II. 512c; IV.

321c

'

'

Zaffler (Zaffre), III. 219c
Zapote bianco, II. 418o
Zeaxantbin, II. 398d; III.

184a*
— in red pepper, II. 2726
Zein, II- 481d
Zeisel rnethoxyl group detn.,

II. 624d
, micro-, II. 633d

"ZelanA," V. Ifl7c
Zeaker forinol solution, IV.

255c*
.Zeolites, I. 264<f, 291c; II.

2296
— in base-exchange reactions,

VI. 218b, 219a
Zeotropic mixtures, IV. 516

INDEX

Zerewitinafi's detn. of active
hydrogen, II, 624c

— hydroxyl detn., II. 6f4c
2»bda, II. 168c
Zibetone, III. 1946
Ziegelerz, III. 459a
Zierin, VI. 98b
Zinc acetate in respirators,

III. 20c
, reaction with bornyl

chloride, II. 2546
—• alky Is, reaction with carbon

dioxide, II. 863c
Zincammines in respirators,
^ III. 20c
Zinc as trace element, I. 51yd
Zincates in respirators, III.

20
Zinc blende, II. 19a
Zinc-cadtniura allays, electro-

deposition of, IV. 270c
— carbide, II. 281c
— carbonate, catalyst for

metltanol prepn., II. 350b
for glaasmaking, V. 558c,

5616
—- -cerium alloy, II. 507d
— chloride disinfectant, IV. 24a

, electrolysis, III. 57d
— chromate, III. 96d •
— chromite, catalyst for

methanol prepn., II. 350b,
425c •

— -chromium alloy, III. 103d
-r cyanide, III. 487c
—, detn., assay, I. 53la
—, —, electrodeposition, II.

702d
—. — i gravimetric, II. 589c
—, —, hydrogenation method,

VL 36 Id
—, — in food, II. 292d; V. 292d
—, —, micro-method, II. 633c
•—, —, potentiometric method,

II. 708/
'—» —i ^pectroscopic, II. 692a
—, —, volumetric, II. 668d
—, drop reaction, II. 581c
-—, electrodeposition, IV. 267d

Zinc etliVl, reaction with i
lene, II. 281c

— ferrocyanide, III. 475b
— in rife, II. 496c
Zincite, relation to bromellite

IJ. 100c
Zinc methoxide,* catalyst in

acetic acid prepn., II. 350d
— oxide pigment, II. 444b, 473a
— phosphate, hydrated, VI.

265d
—, qualitative reactions, IJ.

553c, 567c ; VI. 2996
—, , rare metals present,_

II. 555a-, 556d
spar, II. 2016

— -spinel, I. 264c ; V. 413a
— urauyl acetate, reagent, II.

•84a
Zingerone, V. 534c
Zingiberene, V. 535d
Zingiber officinalc, Z. «pp., V.

533b. 535rf
Zircon, VI. 288d
Zirconium, II. 511c
— carbide, II. 281a
—, detn., gravimetric, II. 597c
—, —, volumetric, II. 6696
—, drop reaction, II. 581c
— oxide, II. 67c
•—•, qualitative reactions, II.

554a, 556b, d, 571d
Zirkite, I. 585c
Zonalite, II. 227c
Zoomaric acid, III. 2476
" Zota»." I. 70d •
Zulkoweki's extractor, IV.

5776
Zwitterion, constitution, I,

3236
Zwitterions, III. 287a
" Zukton li," V. 394c
Zymase in dough, II . 76b

yeast juice, V. 13c
Zymin, V. 15a, 20b
—, f» activation by washing, V.

18d #
Zymoherase, V. 25d : VI. 76d
Zymosterol, IV. 325c
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